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PREFACE

BY THE TRANSLATOR.

Those who are acquainted with the merits of Hug's Introduction to the New Testament, will not think it strange that it should be deemed worthy of an English dress. It has long been in high repute in Germany, and among German scholars in other countries. As an index to the estimate put upon it in Germany, we may take the declaration of Gesenius (Bibl. Essays Art. I.) made with direct reference to this work: "He [Hug] excels all his predecessors in deep and fundamental investigations."

It is probably known to most who will read this preface, that an English translation of this work has already been published, (London, 1827, 2 vols. 8vo.), which was made by the Rev. Daniel Guilford Wait, LL. D. On examination this was found to be very imperfect, as it not only misses oftentimes, but occasionally reverses, the sense of the original. It exhibits, moreover, not only such a deficiency of acquaintance with the German language as is culpable in any one who undertakes to translate such a work, but also a want of practice, or at least of skill, even in English composition.

Some of the mistranslations are such as appear to be absolutely ludicrous. Two or three instances may suffice to justify this assertion. For the first, see p. 312 Vol. I. of the translation. In the third note, Hug intended to say that a certain edition of the New Testament was to be found in the Library of the University with which he was connected. To this end he uses the simple German demonstrative pronoun hierigen (this, or this here.) Dr. Wait makes hierigen; however, a proper name, and translates it by Hessian! Thus, instead of "the library of the University in this place," we have "the academical library of Hesia!"

On p. 318 of the same volume, we find a ludicrous, though intended as a grave, note by the translator, respecting the sense of the expression "jener armen Sünder," those poor sinners, somewhat humorously employed by Hug. The note of Dr. Wait is as follows: "Not being provided with a copy of this edition, I am uncertain whether by this term Hug means convicts under sentence of death (!) or simply "those poor sinners." It would puzzle any one to tell how the former sense could possibly have entered any man's mind.

On p. 484 of the same volume, Wait translates "Kleinseite,"
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(the name by which one division of the city of Prague is designated, meaning, Little Prague,) the weak side!

It is unnecessary to multiply such instances. A perusal of the English, even without reference to the German, would satisfy every person competent to judge, that the translation is very defective. Another has therefore been deemed expedient.

It should be noticed, moreover, that Wait's version was made from the second German edition; while the present has been made from the third, to which many important additions were made by the author.

In translating, I have looked, or striven to look, more at the sense than the phraseology of the writer; believing that the rule of Horace is as suitable in this case, as in the case to which he originally applied it: "Nec verbum verbo curabis reddere, fidus interpres." (Hor. Ars Poet. l. 133.) I would fain hope that the present translation is more correct than the one already published; though doubtless severe scrutiny, or even a cursory reading, might discover in it many imperfections. It is due to truth that I should acknowledge myself far from being satisfied with the manner in which I have executed my task. It has been performed under some disadvantages. Those, however, who are best acquainted with the difficulty of translating German into English, and also with the involved sentences and faulty style of composition to be found in Hug, will not be forward to denounce the defects which the version exhibits. Many pages might be devoted to the statement and exemplification of the faults of style in the original; but it would be out of place to do this here. Suffice it to say, that in general what is obscure in the translation is as much or more so in the original.

I have corrected almost innumerable mistakes in the references, numbers, &c. Many of them, it is probable, were only typographical errors. I fear that careful scrutiny may discover some new errors in the translation.

It is certainly singular that Hug should have neglected to affix the accents to the Greek so plentifully introduced into his work. The task of adding them has been no slight one; as, in common with most of my countrymen who have studied the Greek language, I was very little versed in the somewhat intricate theory of Greek accentuation. The first few sheets will be found more imperfect, in this respect, than the later ones.

In conclusion, it may not be improper for me to say, that had I been at first fully aware of the difficulty of the task to be accomplished in the translation and publication of this work, I should have undertaken it, if at all, with far less alacrity and more circumspection, and prosecuted it with more deliberate and considerate examination than I have actually practised.

Cambridge, Mass.,
April 1, 1830.

D. F. Jr.
PREFATORY REMARKS

BY M. STUART.

The remarks which Mr. Fosdick has made upon the difficulties of Hug's style, seem to me very just. After being somewhat conversant with German for a quarter of a century, Hug obliges me often to reperuse some of his sentences, more than once too, before I am satisfied that I understand them; and even then, there are some of them in respect to which I do not feel certain that I have discovered the meaning of the writer.

It is difficult to characterize that in the author which occasions this obscurity. There is not only a negligence as to the essential parts and relative positions of the proper ingredients of a perspicuous sentence, but (what I must call) an affectation of singularity, a peculiarity in modes of thought and expression. This, however, may belong to the mental characteristics of the author, rather than to his affectation; but if it is so, it does not diminish the difficulties in the way of a translator. No wonder that Dr. Wait, with his mite of German knowledge, could succeed no better. The translation of Hug is a task "altius expeditis."

I have not compared the body of Mr. Fosdick's version with the original; for this has been out of my power, and would have been little if any less labour than to translate the whole. But I have here and there compared parts of his translation with the German original, and found them to answer the just and reasonable expectations of the reader. That he has expended much severe labour on the work, there can be no doubt. That the version is sufficiently true and faithful to answer all the important purposes of a version, is clear to my mind. I have had a good opportunity to know this; inasmuch as I have read, or rather studied, the book throughout in its English dress, in order to prepare for writing the Notes contained in the Appendix.

It is not important for me to say much, if any thing, in this place, with regard to the manner in which Hug has executed this work, and the relative value of the work itself. My notes will disclose to the reader, how far I agree or disagree with him, in respect to most of his important positions. His mode of arguing and illustrating is often original and peculiar. It is not the more attractive to me, however, on this account. He does not say even the most common things, in the way that others say them; whether from affectation, or peculiarity of mind, I know not. Yet there is not so
much of this as ought to offend the reader, or to give him a distaste for the work. But in my humble opinion, when perspicuity in any writer is sacrificed, all other gain that is made by such a sacrifice can be no adequate compensation for this loss.

Hug now and then proposes some singular theories; in some cases I should even venture upon calling them conceits. But these are not frequent; and not many German writers of the present day will be found, who are men of genius, that do not abound in these more than Hug.

The recent literature respecting the New Testament, which he professes in his preface to have regarded and examined, has been but very sparingly examined by him, to say the least. And since the appearance of his third edition, there has been a great deal written which is more valuable than most that is to be found in the older literature. Every year is making some advances in the noble science of sacred literature. My notes will furnish the reader with references, which will aid him to extend his investigations beyond the pale of criticism as marked out by Hug. To have canvassed all the positions of Hug, would have demanded a book as large as his own; which would be inconsistent with the design of the work and the plan of the publishers. But whenever I have thought there was any important error or defect in the author, I have endeavoured to point it out, and briefly to give my reasons why I deemed it to be an error or defect. This is all that the Notes could promise or accomplish, unless the entire plan of the publication had been changed; which I did not think best.

The reader will be desirous to know something of Hug, in respect to his religious developments. He must know, then, that Hug is a Roman Catholic with a kind of Protestant heart. He wears, rather impatiently, if I discern aright, the chains which his profession imposes upon him; and when he comes to critical conclusions which he apprehends may be construed as being included under the ban of Mother-Church, he endeavours to make a separation between his critical and his Catholic conscience. His critical conscience is at liberty, while his Catholic conscience is permitted to go along with the multitude. This awkward predicament gives birth to some curious paragraphs in his book.

In respect to the great question between believers in a divine revelation and neologists, Hug seems, in the preface to his third edition, to have taken decisive ground; at least his language is certainly designed to wear this appearance. Speaking of the many discussions that have lately taken place in regard to the New Testament, and of the many attacks made upon the genuineness and authenticity of these writings, he uses the following language, in his preface:

"The contests between the Naturalists and the Supernaturalists
have constituted an important part of the recent disputes. The first have made pure Theism their aim; and acknowledge nothing as appropriate in the way of investigation respecting morals and theology, excepting a philosophy, into which the common people can never make any deep researches. This last class of men need the positive in religion, and always will need it. This is given to them in a manner so noble, so perfect, so intelligible, that the simpleton becomes as good and virtuous, or even more so than the most learned, and more so than learning can make them. Why should we substitute, then, the commands of philosophy for those of the God of heaven?

"They [the Naturalists] think, perhaps, that they have outgrown the other or old School. Bravo! Yet, if this be the case, they must be uncommon men, whom the common citizen of the town or country has neither preparation nor leisure nor capacity to imitate. The mass of men the Naturalists cannot even hope to reach in their instructions; and all which they could achieve, if they did, would be to occasion to them the loss of what they already possess. The good which philosophical investigation and self-instruction proffer, the commonalty are not able to acquire.

"The efforts of the Naturalists must be limited to the more learned class of men, so far as they are concerned with opposition to Supernaturalism. If, however, there is many a man, who, in all the efforts of philosophy past or prospective, in the ebb and flow of sinking and falling systems, finds no sure place to set down his foot, and who yet obtains quietude in a belief of the scriptural books which speak to his heart in so friendly a manner, and kindle in him desires after all that is beautiful and good; why should any one strive to tear from him that to which he holds fast amid the waves of fluctuating opinions, and to substitute that in its place in which he has no confidence? The greatest philosopher can be no more than a virtuous man; what illiberality, then, in forbidding one to travel in any reputable road, except that of Rationalism!

"They separate Religion and Morals, because the Greeks and Romans did so. But without any reason. Christianity in its very nature is practical; and pure virtue, in its perfect state, is the Christian religion. All the doctrines which respect God, a future state, etc., tend only to produce a virtuous life; which is the highest end of man.

"The edifice of Christianity was built in a few years by using the scaffolding of Supernaturalism, and was in a short time filled with many inmates from different countries. But if Christianity had been only a school of philosophy, instructing and arguing on the grounds of mere reason, it would have attracted but a narrow circle of inquirers, like other schools, e. g. the Academy, and the Porch, and the Peripatet, and would never have been a popular Institute.
"To operate quickly on the mass of men, there was but one means, and that was Supernaturalism. The divine authority of the instruction communicated was declared by this, and was raised above doubts, and proclaimed as the highest rule for all men, for the unwise and even children; and by this these were placed in a condition, as to living and acting, like that of the wisest. I may well ask: If a thousand Professors of Rationalism were sent out into all the world, by means of rationalist schools and instructions to make men in general become moral, and to establish them in a virtuous life, will they venture to say, that they could have accomplished it?"

These remarks are certainly very pointed, and withal go very deep into the subject. The appeal is ultimate. By its fruits Rationalism is to be known and tried; has it produced, can it produce, much good fruit?

The older work of Michaelis on the literature of the N. Test., as translated by Marsh and accompanied by his Notes, has much in it that is useful. Mr. Horne's recent work has also many useful things, and exhibits great industry and pains on his part. But the work of Hug is more compressed in its manner, and more regular in its structure. On the whole, it would be difficult to select any one Introduction to the N. Test., which comprises more important and valuable matter that would be likely to prove attractive to the reader. I indulge the hope, that those who have laboured to bring this work before the public in an acceptable form, among whom its enterprising publishers are to be reckoned, have not laboured in vain.

Andover Theol. Sem.
April 25, 1836.
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TO THE

SCRIPTURES OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.

PART I.

CHAP. I.

AGE AND GENUINENESS OF THESE WRITINGS.

§ 1. Importance of these books in general.

All the larger nations, of which we have any account, possessed or still possess systems of positive religion. These merely comprise certain directions how to live at peace with the gods, by means of sacrifices, presents and other tokens of service; or, in later times and cultivated states, enjoin the practice of social and personal virtues. So will it ever be, unless we idly attempt to urge men forward to a point which, as a body, they can never reach. It is a vain idea to expect, in future times, nations of absolute philosophers and communities of men like Socrates. 1

The cares of life which press upon a large portion of our race, will never cease to require for themselves the time necessary for such investigations and conclusions. Besides, what is to guide each of us in the interim before we should be furnished with a stock of wisdom? What to become of him who cannot at any rate keep pace with his more gifted brother? What is to guide the young human being before he attains the capacity of self direction? Do you say the authority of parents and fellow-citizens? Very well: but let then an authority more worthy of reliance, more general, more consistent and more sacred than any other, be extended over them at birth; one which governs even the morals and principles of parents and citizens.

The obligations of civil life are not more difficult of discovery than those of pure morality; yet we despair of ever seeing nations, without

1 Plato, De Republica, I, vi, p. 60 has already remarked this: χρηστάται... καὶ

εἰτῷ ἠλλοιωμένοις ἢ ταῖς.
positive laws, solely by dint of their own sagacity, deduce their civil obligations from the principles upon which they rest, and enter on their faithful performance. For the same reason that the code of civil law among nations is positive, must the code of morals be so too; for both alike aim at the direction of mankind and their actions.

The ancients did not discriminate so accurately. The time had not come to distinguish things which were lawful from things which were virtuous. For the first step, much was gained by discovering the former and coming to an agreement concerning them; but the latter were still undefined, the portion of rare and noble souls. Hence men were content with rendering hallowed the requisitions of the laws by means of the gods, and religion became a part of the civil ordinances of the state.

He who first isolated man, abstracted him from place, people, and country, and from all extrinsic influence, was in the way of discovering a law of the heart which is sacred to all beings of our race wherever they may be. Such a religion cannot but be true; since, disregarding adventitious circumstances, it constitutes an universal rule which tends to ennoble the nature of all intelligent creatures.

Happy the nations who possess such a religion! They have an eternal property; for the fundamental principles of such a religion must ever remain the same. It is indeed the case that divine truth, when it descends to man, does not always obtain a suitable reception. It must take its way through men's intellect. Hence it is the lot of every religion to be apprehended, interpreted and practised, very much according to the other leading views and intellectual characteristics of its disciples. Since the cultivation and intelligence of a people are different at different times, since periods of light alternate in history with periods of darkness, it is not strange that religion did not always and everywhere meet with minds prepared to receive it; and yet it was obliged, like all other science, to adapt itself to the whole mental character of those to whom it came. Individuals may constitute exceptions to this; but such is not the character of the whole race.

But whatever the fate true religion may meet with, such is its nature, that it quietly disengages itself from connexion and misinterpretation with the mass of other sciences and arts, and rises to that purity so peculiarly its own. On this account it can never become useless; the period will never arrive when we must lay it aside. If no hindrances or important obstructions intervene in the way of its equal pace with the human mind, it ever accompanies us through all situations without violent changes: it is beneficent without exhibiting terrible phenomena; not like the tempest and earthquake, but like the succession of the seasons, which are rough or kindly according to the terrestrial changes which occasion them.

The first universal religion was derived from Judaism. There was its groundwork, monotheism, together with many other principles naturally flowing from this. It was Jesus of Nazareth who first took so extended a view as to grasp in his mind the idea of a religion for the whole world, and first succeeded in reducing that idea to a reality. If ever before any mortal, for instance the son of Sophroniscus, attained an idea of the kind, he failed in attempting to extend it among a people
who far surpassed all others in cultivation and susceptibility to truth and beauty. Jesus seized those fundamental principles which were current among his countrymen; discarded everything which had merely a local, civil, or national reference; selected the purely moral, refined and elevated it to its true dignity, and rendered it complete by supplying its deficiency.

True, he invested it anew with the authority of the positive institution of the Supreme Being, from whom he derived his commission; but he freed it from the influence of civil coercion, and simply submitted it to faith and judgment, that all men, each according to his capacity, might share in it, and that all their talents might be developed and exercised upon it and thereby constantly improved.

Although, with a wise regard to intellectual weakness, all our duties are separately presented and enjoined, yet no one is hindered from searching throughout creation for their grounds and combining them in one complete system. Indeed Jesus himself communicated to us the first rudiments of such a course, summoning all our powers into spirited action, thrusting us out, as it were, into boundless space, and presenting the universe to our faculties that we might gather from it knowledge and wisdom. Hitherto the first principle of social life alone had been discovered, viz. so to conduct towards men ourselves, as we would wish them to conduct towards us; but Jesus often pointed to the fundamental doctrines of morality, to the sustaining and disinterestedly active First Cause of the beauty and happiness of universal existence—thus introducing his more enlightened disciples into the whole field of nature, there to search out the plan of the Deity, and to examine systematically what he has given in precepts, and to expound from the order of things what he has declared as the absolute injunctions of the universal Parent.

As a matter not within human disposal, Jesus aimed at the sanction of his precepts by inculcating a higher destiny, and by pointing forward to a future state, the reality of which before his time had been only conjectured by great and wise men, but had never been generally believed. Thus, by opening to his disciples a view into another more active system of being, he transferred the reward of virtue and the punishment of vice from this life which often crowns with success the undertakings of the wicked, gave to the soul a lofty elevation above the interests of this present moment, and warmed it to anticipate and hope for a more delightful condition as the reward for the offering of a life well-spent in the present world.

Thus did Jesus elevate the Mosaic constitution into a religion which, under many changes and reverses, has been the guide to our present cultivation, and which has the distinguished honor above all other religions of being the governor, or at least the nurse, of the most civilized and ingenious nations of the earth. He therefore who would discredit it, has not taken a comprehensive view of it, or charges to its account those human follies which it had not sufficient authority to prevent. As to him who imagines that he can now go alone and stands in no need of such a staff—we have neither space nor leisure to dispute with him here. Let him not however cast away this staff with haughty self-confidence, but let him deposite it with grateful homage before religion's altars. Could any one have derived the beneficent Deity in
the temple of Epidaurus, when he was enabled to lay aside his crutches and depart without their aid? Is not the hand of the mother who taught us to walk, worthy of reverence?

What Jesus further communicated to his disciples respecting certain mysterious doctrines, cannot now be brought into view for the purpose of estimating the value of his religion in this respect, inasmuch as the different sects which bear his name are by no means agreed concerning them. We should be obliged to commence our inquiries with a controversy, upon which we shall not be qualified to enter until they have been brought to a conclusion.

The observations already made, may enable us to judge respecting the usefulness of this religion in supplying the general need of mankind, and respecting the importance which ought to be accorded to researches concerning the books in which it is contained.

§ 2. Number of these books.

Jesus of Nazareth appeared as a teacher in Judea under Tiberius, and was there condemned to death by the Roman procurator, Pontius Pilate. This did not however prevent his disciples from spreading themselves, not only in that country, but into other parts of the Roman empire, and even into the capital itself.¹

An account of the remarkable part of his life and the doctrines which he taught is contained in the books of the Christians, which, in their opinion, were written by his earliest disciples. These comprise five historical books, viz. the Gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John, and the Acts of the Apostles, a book which narrates the progress of his doctrines after his death; and several didactic writings, viz. fourteen Epistles of the apostle Paul, and seven of other apostles. The fourteen Epistles of Paul are addressed to the following collections of the followers of Jesus—one to the church at Rome, two to that at Corinth, one to that at Galatia, one to that at Ephesus, one to that at Philippi, one to that at Colosse, two to that at Thessalonica, two to Timothy his assistant, one to Titus, one to Philemon, and one to the Hebrews. Of the seven Epistles of the other Apostles, one was written by James, two by Peter, three by John, and one by Jude. The Apocalypse, which closes the collection, forms a class by itself; it is held to be prophetic.

§ 3. Genuineness of them. Internal proofs of the genuineness of the historical books.

Are now this alleged origin and antiquity justly ascribed to these writings, or have they crept into such repute without sufficient reason? This is naturally the previous question, lying at the foundation of all other inquiries. If this be answered unfavourably, not only are all our former observations upon the doctrines and designs of Jesus ill-founded,

¹ Cursel. Test. Annal. L. xv. n. 44. Gronov.
but it will, indeed, be very difficult to discover anything upon which
dependence can be placed respecting the system and objects of this
sage instructor.

There are two sources of information respecting the genuineness or
spuriousness of these writings; viz. Internal Evidence, and the Testi-
mony of ancient writers, who have mentioned them and so proved their
existence, or have named their authors.

We will first consider the historical books of the New Testament
with reference to the internal grounds of their genuineness.

Suppose a person should unexpectedly light upon these books without
any previous knowledge of them, (the subject is treated much in this
way by a late writer\(^1\)), and, possessing the ability to read them, should
open them—what opinion would such a man form as to their origin,
antity, and authors, merely from their internal character?

They are written in Greek, he would say, and certainly not in any
one of the proper dialects of that language, but in a corrupted style of
expression and construction, which frequently so much resembles the
Hebrew in the use of words and in grammatical arrangement, that one
would think their authors were Jews who spoke Greek. They exhibit,
too, so little learning and historical art, that it is plain they are the
compositions of ordinary men, who, with the exception of some Jewish
reading, make no pretensions to education or attainments in literature.
The narrative itself is of such a character that, notwithstanding its
brevity, the very air and features of the persons concerned, their attitude
and motions, the part of the spectators, the expression of their coun-
tenances, their whole behaviour, seem to be present before the eyes.—
Such would necessarily be the language of one who, with no previous
account of them, should pass judgment upon these books from their in-
ternal character alone.

And this is exactly what Christians assert respecting them, viz. that
they were written by men of Jewish descent, who were all of humble
origin and rank, without a learned education, whose knowledge of the
events which they recorded was either that of eye-witnesses, or ob-
tained directly from eye-witnesses.

We may argue too as follows: Biographies of remarkable men always
present a more or less complete picture of their age and country, the
state of civil affairs and of manners, and other circumstances under
which they appeared, with which their life was surrounded and their
actions came in contact. In proportion to the intimacy of the acquain-
tance we possess with all these peculiarities and circumstances, and
with the whole picture of the age, we are able to discern whether the
writers had seen those days to which their narrative pertains, or how
remotely they lived from them. The truth on this point is the more
strikingly manifest, the more the biography enters into details, and the
more numerous and delicate are the relations under which the per-
sonage, who is its subject, appears.

In this view, especial importance attaches itself to the labors of those
learned men who investigate the political state of the country in which

---

\(^1\) Gottfried Less, Ueber die Religion, ihre Geschichte und Bestätigung.
I. Th. II. Abschn. § 23.
Jesus appeared; examine into its social condition and civil regulations; collect together contemporary events which had a more or less close relation to N. T. occurrences and are incidentally referred to in the narrative; and further, seek out the historical personages who bore a part in the events of the time, particularly in Palestine, and gather together the traces of their lives and character to be found in ancient authors, in order to try the historical books of the New Testament by these data, and to put to the proof the qualifications of their authors. ¹

Now the N. T. writers everywhere evince an uncommonly accurate knowledge of affairs, and a degree of intimacy with the period to which Christ belongs, such as could be possessed only by contemporaries.

The more one descends to particulars on this point and observes the development of the opinions, customs, and manners peculiar to this period, in the discourse and actions of the individuals introduced, the more absolutely convinced must he become, that the authors of these books themselves passed their days in the midst of these very circumstances.

On these circumstances depends Christ's conduct as a moral teacher. The demeanour of others towards him and their treatment of him spring from these; and the descriptions of his solitary situations depend ultimately for their fidelity upon these.

If he falls in company with Pharisees, the mutual deportment of the parties, the truths he presents to view and his application of them, all must be regulated on very different principles from those which guide when he converses with Sadducees or enters into their society. When he meets with Samaritans, another chain of ideas commences, other circumstances come into operation which give character to his intercourse with them. If he stands among his disciples and addresses the common people, he has to deal with still other hopes, desires, and prejudices, with other moral qualities, and his discourse must run through another circle of thought. In conduct too they must appear a different people; on one side, with hearts open to the reception of truth, zealous and pious—but on the other, rash, easily inflamed, furious in their religion, and forward to adopt violent measures without regard to consequences.

Now when we gather all from ancient authors that we can find which affords us any light on these points, and then apply it to particular cases in the N. T., we find ourselves, in the more trivial as well as in the main incidents, constantly carried back into the circumstances of these days. The Pharisees and Sadducees really appeared and thought just as we see them in these books; such were the prejudices of the Samaritans, such the mutual ill-will between the Jews and themselves; such was the spirit of the common people; and their character lives and moves in the N. T. just as it presents itself in the history of

the times, fickle-minded, hasty and blind in their passions, showing
themselves in relation to two different constitutions both strictly regard-
ful of duty and completely lawless, and easily excited to tumult and
sedition.

So too with the foreign regulations and customs which were intro-
duced into Judea, and gave a cast to the national condition, such as it
never had before even in the time of Herod the Great, and never again
wore. The vexing census exhibits all the freshly-awakened theocratic
fancies of the Jews, and paints their feelings towards the Romans, just
as they actually were.\textsuperscript{1} The precept in respect to reconciliation (Matt.
5: 25. Luke 12: 58) has circumstantial reference to the Roman law
de injuris, by which the complainant was empowered, without the ne-
cessity of a summons by the magistrate, to drag the offender with his
own hand to the judge, in jus rapit. On the way thither he had oppor-
tunity to make a composition, transactio; but if this was not effected,
a fine was imposed upon him, and, if unable to pay it, he remained in
close confinement until it was discharged.\textsuperscript{2}

When Jesus converses or associates with publicans, throughout the
whole scene the Roman farming-system and its oppressions are pre-
sented to our view. Again when he drives the money-changers out of
the temple with scourges, we notice the consequences of Roman
supremacy and the influence of foreign manners; for the argentarii of
Rome were accustomed to set up their tables, mensas, near the statues
of the gods, at the feet of Janus (\textit{Horat. Epis.} Lib. I. Ep. 1.), in the
most sacred places, in porticus basilicarum, and near the temples, pone edem Castoris.\textsuperscript{3} We remark also the Roman toleration which
permitted no violation of the temples and religions of other nations, and
under the sanction of which a private Jew vindicated without oppo-
sition the sacred character of his Temple, which at Rome no laws
could protect from desecration.

The parable Matt. 18: 23 presents to view a king or tetrarch, who
as to himself and his own affairs was not subject to the Roman juris-
diction, and therefore proceeds according to the ancient Jewish law.
But the sequel which relates to a private person is represented in ac-
cordance with the Roman statutes against the obseratos, by which the
debtor who became insolvent was given up to the creditor, addiccebat.
The latter then bound him, in nervum ducebatur, and kept him in his
house as a prisoner, wholly at his arbitrary disposal. The rigour of this
statute was, it is true, somewhat mitigated \textit{per legem Peteliaum}, but
afterwards and in the days of which we are speaking, the ancient se-
verity had again revived, as it appears in this moral fiction.\textsuperscript{4}

\textsuperscript{1} Joseph. Bell. Jud. L. II. c. 12. p. 727. Ed. Basil. or according to Haver-
camp's ed. L. II. c. 8. Compare Antiq. L. XVIII. c. I. n. 6. also L. XVII.
c. 3. n. 4.

\textsuperscript{2} Heinoccii antiq. jur. Rom. illustr. Lib. IV. Tit. 4. n. 1. seqq. Compare
with Lib. IV. Tit. 6. n. 14 & 16.

\textsuperscript{3} Symbol. Litt. Bremens. T. J. N. Functioni Dissertatio de hominib. in foro
Rom. nequam. (It is more than possible that Horace in the passage alluded to re-
fers to a street which was called Janus, and not to any statue of Janus. Com-
pare Horat. Sat. II. 3. 18. Cicero. Phil. VI. 5.—Ta.)

\textsuperscript{4} Compare Drackenborch's note on Tit. Liv. L. VIII. c. 38. Gallius Noet.
This blending of customs and manners obtained in innumerable other things. Take for example the various kinds of money. We meet at one time with Greek, at another with Roman, and at another with the ancient Jewish coins. But how accurately is this thing too adjusted, according to the circumstances of the times! The ancient taxes, which were introduced before the Roman dominion, are estimated in Greek money; e.g. the temple-tribute, or δίδακτος μνημονικός. (Matt. 17: 24. Joseph. B. J. L. VII. c. 6. n. 6.) The offerings were made, also, in this money. (Mark. 12: 42. Luke 21: 2.) A payment which is made out of the temple-treasury, is made in the ancient national pounds. (Matt. 26: 15.) But in business, trade, payment of wages, etc., the assis and demeirus and other Roman coins are usually employed. (Matt. 10: 29. Luke 12: 6. Matt. 20: 2. Mark. 14: 5. John 12: 4. 6: 7.) The new taxes, likewise, are estimated in the money of the nation which then possessed the sovereignty. (Matt. 23: 19. Mark. 12: 15. Luke 20: 24.)

Writers, who in such trifling circumstances (which on any other supposition would have been wholly overlooked) so exactly accord with the truth, must certainly have been personally familiar with them.

§ 4.

Our investigation might be conducted with reference simply to geographical circumstances. The geography and topography of a country change from time to time, through the influence of active industry and improvement, natural phenomena, politics, and arms. They are in a perpetual fluctuation, which, not only in a long course of time, between the greater epochs, but in shorter periods, causes striking alterations. Hence writers who attempt to delineate historical occurrences, the scene of which is laid at some distance from their own time, are exposed to many mistakes; and we can thus easily judge at what distance of time they were from the events which they describe. It was especially difficult for the ancients to avoid errors of this kind, since they possessed very few properly so called geographical helps. The history of literature presents several examples of impostures, which have been unveiled in this way. We will not however notice these further, but will put to the test more distinguished and better informed writers, who have sometimes been guilty of similar inaccuracies.

Glaireau, formerly an ornament of the Freyburg school, contested the genuineness of Quintus Curtius, on account of the geographical mistakes, which this author has committed. The ancients long ago pointed out a remarkable oversight of this nature in Virgil. Even Livy has sometimes, through forgetfulness, applied a later geography to events of ancient date. Thus he speaks of Sinussa, Prænestè, Arpi, instead of Synope, Argos-Hippium, and Stephane.

The observation which we have the opportunity of making in this view, in regard to the life of Appollonius Tyaneus, would have been peculiarly gratifying to the ancient Christians. Philostratus, the phi-
kosopher, is its author, and pretends to have compiled it out of the commentaries and records of Damis, who was not only a contemporary of Apollonius, but his friend and his companion in all his travels. Among other things, the hero of this book appears in Babylon, and on this occasion a description of the celebrated city is given us, not a word of which is applicable to the period, for Babylon was then solitary and almost wasted, Selucia having long since absorbed its splendor. He confounds the people of Sparta with the Lacedemonians, as though the two people composed one state as formerly. He represents Sparta as still a free state, while it was really under Roman dominion, and only the (so called) Eleutheroscones, separated from Sparta, continued free through the clemency of Augustus. Is it possible that these are the accounts of an eye-witness and contemporary? Is it not plain, that the commentaries of Damis are but a dishonest pretence; and that the author of this biography by no means drew from the contemporary sources of which he boasts?

Now if persons, who did not possess such extensive learning as this philosopher, affixed the names of older writers to their works, in order to invest them with value from their antiquity, what must have been the consequence? Just examine the history of the Jewish war, which passes under the name of Hesegippus the Jew. He lived under Antoninus and Commodus; and yet this work makes mention of Constantinople, Scotland, and Saxony.

Difficult as it must generally have been for a historian, who had selected for his subject events of a remote period, to represent them in accordance with the actual geographical situation of the country, it would have been incomparably more difficult for a writer who had to treat of the occurrences in the Jewish state which took place immediately before its dissolution, supposing him to have lived at a later time. The many changes which preceded this period; the dreadful event itself, which so completely effaced all traces of the city and its environs, that, in the words of an eye-witness, it might be doubted whether they had ever been the abode of man; the subsequent commotions, which gave a new face to the whole country, rendered it almost impossible that one of a later age could do this. Add to this, that under Hadrian fifty important places and nine hundred and eighty-five villages and hamlets were razed to the ground; and then judge in what a predicament the historian was placed, who had to represent the country as it was in the days of Tiberius.

The laborious collections, and united works of the learned on the geography and topography of Palestine at different periods, have placed us in a situation to judge how far the historical books of the N. T. present such a picture of the country, and connect with events such chorographical circumstances, as suit the period to which the events belong.

2 Id. L. IV. c. 2.
3 Hesegipp. de Bell. Jud. Lib. III. c. 5, and L. V. c. 15.
Though these works and collections have indeed many chasms, and must necessarily have them, they are yet sufficiently complete to enable us with certainty to detect and denounce mistakes, and determine the real age of such writings as falsely arrogate to themselves higher antiquity.

All these learned investigations and comparisons may be regarded as a process of induction, according to which a perfect insight into the geographical condition of the period in which the events took place must be conceded to the historical books of the N. T. We will here put to the test a few cases, some of which we may perhaps contribute to elucidate.

It is often the case that our historians, without expressly mentioning topographical or geographical circumstances, so narrate events, that these circumstances are involved in them and must be deduced by the reader. The more we learn in respect to places and their situation, the more plain it is that the narrative is always accurately regulated by topography.

Jesus is led to Pilate to be judged; but the Jews would not go into the Praetorium, on account of the feast, lest they should be defiled. Jesus was led out to receive his sentence; and Pilate sat in a place called the Lichostreon to pass judgment. (John 19: 13.) The transaction is represented as if this place was in front of the Praetor’s house, or at least at no great distance from it. And, there is, in fact, such a place, which has been formerly overlooked, in the outworks of the Temple. Mention is made of it, on occasion of an assault which the Romans made upon the Temple, on the side of the tower Antonia. Here is the Lichostreon; and the house of the Praetor must have been opposite to this place. Now he lived, as appears from some incidental passages in Philo, in Herod’s palace. This was certainly in this quarter and neighborhood, northwest of the tower Antonia and the Temple, so that the proximity of the Lichostreon to the palace, which is implied in John’s narrative, is perfectly accurate.

Peter and John went to the Temple: when they arrived at the gate called Beautiful, a man, who was lame from his birth and was daily carried there to beg, asked alms of them. They made him whole; he enters the Temple, and the people throng around him, astonished at his recovery. The Apostles afterwards enter; he perceives them in Solomon’s porch, leaves the crowd, and embraces them as his benefactors. (Acts 3.) Such a gate, distinguished above the rest, for its beauty, led into the Temple from the East, and moreover, the Στρογγυλομντος lay here on the East; so that the several parts of the occurrence are

---

2 Philo, De legat. ad. Caium says: Pilate had hung up gilded ensigns (of which Josephus also speaks, Archmol. L. XVIII. c. 4.) εν τοίς Ίεροις θεάεον και μέλλων, and immediately after says that this occurred in the Praetor’s dwelling: και τῦμα μη τε τε καὶ καθα.oποιαν εν οἴνοις τῶν ἐπιστρόφων ἦν. Compare Faber, Archiologie der Hebräer I. Th. 323 in the note.
not distributed to places incompatible with each other, but are adjusted according to the actual plan of the edifice.

Beth-Phage, a place insignificant in itself, and almost unnoticed in history, is often mentioned in the Gospels. (Matt. 21: 1. Mark 11: 1. Luke 19: 29.) According to them, it was without the city, yet not far from Jerusalem. It so happens that the Talmudic books have mentioned it; but very differently from the Gospels. According to them, Beth-Phage must have been situated, not without, but within the city.

So says Lightfoot, a man skilled in this kind of learning (Chorogr. Matthaeo præmissa c. 37); and he unhesitatingly places Beth-Phage within the circuit of the city-walls. Reland, who could best have assisted us in this case, contented himself with censuring Lightfoot.

In the Gemar. Babyl. or Mishnah Sanhedrio. (c. 1. § 3.) the following question is proposed: What if the carcass of a dead person should be found exposed in the city? The reply is, They should go and examine.—But if it were found in Beth-Phage, and the inhabitants opposed their inquest, ought they to regard it as an insurrection in Beth-Phage? Reply: They should go there to examine. Here are evidently two cases opposed to each other: in the city, and in Beth-Phage. Yet Lightfoot was induced by the gloss: יבשופני מוכס ו﹢ ויהיה הדרי תונני ירימא יכרוחוומינ לומם דבייר to interpret the passage differently, though not without violence: "si invenerit synedrium considens in Bethphage &c." Nothing is said anywhere of a Synedrium in Beth-Phage. The word מונצף is used with reference to Deut. 21: 1. הבשופני תומ עבש, i. e. if such a corpus delicti should be found. Indeed the gloss, closely examined, does not signify what Lightfoot supposes. True, מונצף in the Talmudic language often signifies the inside; but the sequel would then be superfluous. If it were within the city-walls, it would be understood of itself, that it was to be regarded like the city. Thus he might better have translated it: Bethphage locus est in conspectu manuum urbis, quantum ad omnia tamen utebatur jure Hierosolymorum. Still less does the second place to which he refers, (Gemar. Babyl. Tract. Pesachim,) support his position. To the question, What is without the walls? R. Johanan replies, דני ירימא יכרוחוומינ. Est must be understood both in question and answer: Extra mania est Beth-Phage. So says the gloss in different words מזכית וירימא יכרוחוומינ, a place of those without Jerusalem. In the Mishnah, (Tract. Menachot. c. XI. n. 1, 2.) R. Jehuda maintains in respect to the question, whether the shewbread and the two loaves of Pentecost, which were baked in the courts of the Temple, might be kneaded without, דני, that all must be performed in the Temple. In opposition to this, R. Simeon adduces a tradition that they might as well be kneaded in Beth-Phage as in the courts of the Temple. Far different from the fanciful interpretation which R. B. Maiemon gives, this passage only imports that it might be done, not only in the courts of the temple, but also in Jerusalem and in the adjoining places, which possessed equal rights with Jerusalem. The book סעדי, the oldest commentary on Deuteronomy infers, (chap. 29: 35,) from the word דני that, on the great day of the feast, no one ought to go out of Jerusalem: compare Mishnah Tr. Megill. c. 1.
n. 11. Yet he makes the exception, that whoever come from Beth-
Phage might return home and sleep there. שכריו וה泝רכו ממערשא רדיך 
לשבורא קושב מחריח-ים טורשים צעם ר יאキン ררؽשס וילק.
All these passages separate Beth-Phage from Jerusalem: 
they fix it indeed in the vicinity of the city, but without the walls, 
within sight of them. From the query whether when Beth-Phage was in 
commotion, there might be said to be an insurrection, we may infer 
what was the importance of this place, as to size and number of inhab-
itants.

At Jericho curiosity induces the chief of the publicans to ascend a 
tree in order to see Jesus; and at Capernaum the Lord calls a publican 
from the receipt of custom by the sea-side to follow him. Both circum-
stances are natural.

In the great hollow which is formed by the mountains about Jericho 
grew the balsam, the chief production of Judea, and its principal and 
most abundant article of traffic.1 From this place it was sent abroad, 
and here the taxes which were imposed upon it must have been levied. 
Thus the chief publican is in his proper chorographical position.

The Phœnicians, and especially the Aradians, despatched their arti-

cles of merchandise to more southern countries, by means of the Jor-
dan.2 Their depot was thus necessarily on the north of Gennesaret 
at Capernaum; and collectors of the customs would not be wanting 
here.

Our Lord was at Capernaum; and on the following day proceeds to 
Nain. (Luke 7: 1—11.) His fame spreads rapidly before him, in the 
direction of Judea; he comes into the vicinity of the Baptist, (v. 17, 18,) 
and, still further south, into the suburbs of the Holy City, where Mary 
Magdalene dwells. Luke, we perceive, is describing a journey of 
Jesus from Galilee to Jerusalem. Now Josephus tells us, that, when 
the Galileans went on festival seasons to the Holy City, they passed 
through the place called Nais, which lay on their route: 'Ἐδοὺ ἦν τοῖς 
Γαλαταιοῖς ἐν ταῖς Ἰουραίοις εἰς τὴν Ἰερού πόλιν παραστασομεῖοι ὑπεύθυν 
ἀπὸ τῆς Συμαρίων χώρας, καὶ κατ᾽ ὁδὸν αὐτοῦ καὶ τῆς Ναίις ληγο-
μένης. (Ant. L. XX. c. 6.) Thus Jesus follows a route which would 
lead him through the little city, in which we find him working a bene-

cificent-miracle. (Luke 7: 11—17.)

But Hudson and Havercamp deprive us of this passage in Josephus, 
and alter the name of the place, because it is not written alike in all 
the manuscripts. They read κοῦμης Τίναιας λεγομενής. But why 
change the text? Most manuscripts and printed copies have Ναίις; 
the other readings according to Rufinus, are Ναυαίς, Τήναιας, Τίναιας. 
Now Ναυαίας is only a mistake of the抄ist in repeating the 
two first letters; and is easily resolved into Ναίις. Even Τίναιας 
and Τίναιας originated from Ναίις. If, as is often the case, the letter τ of 
the article Τής (Ναίις) were half effaced, κοῦμης Τής Ναίις λεγομενής 
would be read; and the conjectures of the copyist in order to get rid 
of this γής would produce Τίναιας, Τίναιας, &c.

1 Justin. Epitome Trogi. L. XXXV. c. 3. "Opes gentis ex vectigalibus opo.
balsami crevere."

2 Strabo. L. XVI. p. 519. Casanb. 1787. Τὴν Ἀἰκον, καὶ τὸν Ἰορδάνην ἀνα-
πλώνων γορτίους, Ἀραβίων μέλιστα ν. τ. l.
The second passage of Josephus, in which he repeats the same fact, is still more corrupt in its readings, (Bell. Jud. L. II. c. 12. n. 3.) Ἰγ-μας, Ἰδας, Βασ, Βοῦς. As it can be explained how the former Πινακε became Πιμας, so it is very evident how Ναῖς might in rapid writing degenerate into Βασ. It is known that in MSS. of the 10th and onward to the 13th century β is very similar to ν, and α can scarcely be distinguished from ω.—The third passage which mentions this place (Bell. Jud. L. III. c. 3. n. 4.) gives us the readings, Πινακε, Πινας, Πινας, Γενακα, all which, Πινας, Πινας, Πινας, resolve themselves into Ναῖς.

In order to get at the matter more fully, we must observe that the doubtful place was situated in the plain, μέγα πεδίον, on which he province of Samaria bordered, (Ant. XX. 6.) or in the plain in which the Samaritan country commenced. (B. J. II. 12. 3. III. 3. 4.) Reland rightly distinguishes two plains of this description (Pal. Lib. I. c. 55.) viz. the μέγα πεδίον Λεγένδα which extended southward towards Samaria, and the μέγα πεδίον πρὸς Πολεμαίδα which extended in a northwest direction towards Ptolemais. Both met at the foot of Mount Tabor. But here, on the south of Tabor, at a small distance from it, consequently at the entrance of the Samaritan plain, lay Nain. (Euseb. de Loc. Hebr. Ναῖς κοιμή... καὶ νῦν ἵνα μετά νότον Θάβουρ. In respect to its distance from Tabor, see the note of Vallarsi ad h. l. Opp. Hieronym. T. III. p. 285, and Reland. Palest. L. III. v. Nain.) Luke calls the place πόλις; Josephus only κοιμή. But this makes no difference: it is the custom of Josephus to designate small places, even if they had walls, gates, and fortifications, simply by the word κοιμή. (Ant. XVII. c. 2. n. 2. c. 10. n. 9. XX. c. 6. n. 2. B. J. IV. c. 2. n. 3. c. 8, n. 4. 5.)

In Acts 8:26, the city Gaza is mentioned, with the remark that it is desert—ἀυτή ἦσαν ἔνημος. It is true, this was often its fate; but it was invariably rebuilt, and was so in the days of Herod the Great, not long before the event which is here related. Uncommon erudition has been employed to solve this difficulty; (Wesseling. Not. ad Diodor. Lib. XIX. c. 80. p. 381. T. I. and ad Itinerar. Antonini p. 251 Relandi Palestina. p. 796.) but there are two words in Josephus, which have escaped the learned, from which we learn how well Luke was acquainted with an event concerning which all history else is silent. A short time before the siege of Jerusalem, the Jewish revolution, on account of the slaughter of the Jews in Cesarea, had assumed a decisive character; and, in revenge, the Jews burnt or otherwise laid waste a multitude of villages and cities in Syria and the vicinity. Among these was Gaza, which they destroyed (Bell. Jud. L. II. c. 33. p. 751. Basil. c. 18. n. 1. Hær. ec. ἂλα ἐπὶ ταύταις πυρολογθείσης, Ανθίσαν καὶ Πινακε κατέσκασαν.) Thus it was really in this condition when Luke wrote.

In Philippi there was a female dealer in purple from Thyatira (Acts 16: 14); and indeed there has been found amidst the ruins of Thyatira a monument which attests that this city once had such a trade which supported a distinct class of persons.1

The book of Acts names a Proconsul of Cyprus; yet, it would seem, there should have been a Praetor there. In the division of the Roman empire, according to the plan of Augustus, Cyprus fell to the share of that monarch, and hence could not be governed by a Proconsul. The attempts which have been made to solve the difficulty have wholly failed. Numismatics alone inform us how well Luke knew the affairs of the time. Some coins, with the image and superscription of the Emperor Claudius, show upon the other side that at that time this alteration had taken place; they inform us of a Proconsul of Cyprus, who must have been the predecessor or successor of Sergius Paulus. In the centre of the reverse is ΚΥΠΡΙΟΝ, and, in a circle around the name of the island or its inhabitants, is the inscription:

ΕΠΙ ΚΟΜΙΝΙΟΤ ΠΡΟΚΑΟΤ ΑΝΩΤΙΠΑΤΟΤ.

Paul arrives in an Alexandrian ship at Pozzuoli, (Acts 28: 11, 13, 14.) and pursues his journey thence to Rome by land. The Alexandrian merchantmen preferred Pozzuoli to all the harbors of Italy; here they discharged their rich freights. They entered the port in fleets and singly, the crews crowned with wreaths and in gay attire, and were welcomed with lively joy. Here the Alexandrians deposited their goods to be distributed throughout Italy. In conformity with the course of these vessels, Paul landed just in this port.

Friends awaited his arrival at Appii Forum; and others at Tres Tabernae. (Acts 28: 15.) Now if he proceeded towards Rome upon the canal which Caesar had led through the Pontine marshes, on which he would travel more easily than upon the rough road which ran along by its side, he must have stopped, as here, at Appii Forum, which was the place of landing and embarkation. Thus a part of his friends were

---

2 Strabo. L. XVI. p. 793. Cassaub. 2d Ed.
3 Seneca, Epist. LXXVII. Seston. in August. c. 98.
4 Strabo. loc. cit.
5 Acron. an Horat. Ser. L. I. Sat. V. 14. “quia ab Appii isto per paludes navigatur, quia paludes Caesar derivavit.” Pertyron, ad vers. 4. “per annum ab Appii indicat, ubi turba estat neuterum, item cauponum ibi moratur.” Acron. ad vers. 11. “per paludes navigantium, quia via inieriacens du-

---
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anxious to receive him on his landing. Ten Roman miliariae, or two German miles nearer to Rome was the stage called Tres Tabernae. about where the road from Velletri enters the Pontine marshes. Here there was not so great a throng, and there were fewer annoyances than at Appii Forum, on which account the place seems to have been frequented by the better classes. Thus this company, likewise, of Paul's friends receives him at the proper place, and the whole accords accurately with topographical circumstances.

The manifold alterations in the names of places which occurred within a short period, often exposed our authors to fall into mistakes, and to betray their age, if they lived at a later time. They speak of Sichem or Sichar. At a later period it was called Philonicia Neapolis Sophias Halieutis; which is its name on coins after the conquest, or, likewise, Philae Nea Mentropicopolis Morphia. So the Samaritans called it; and likewise Mischus, according to Josephus, and Mamortha, as Pliny says: "Neapolis, qua ante Mamortha dicebatur." But our authors follow neither Samaritan nor Roman usage, but that of their own nation and period.—We sometimes meet with Cesarea Philippi. At an earlier period it was called Panas, and later Kaisareia Pros Peneion, on coins and in books. They however say, as was usual in those times, when the builder was yet alive or not long dead, Kaisareia Philippou. So do their contemporaries.

The following case is still more important. The Evangelists speak of Bethsaida, when it had no longer that name. About the same time with Cesarea, it was enlarged and embellished, and called Julias. So it was called in Jesus’ time, and so our historians ought to have called it. Were they not aware of this? What shall we say then of their age? It is precisely in this that they show the most accurate knowledge of the affairs of the time. Philip had, indeed, very much embellished this place, and raised it to the rank of a city with the name of Julias; but, not long after, Julia, from whom the city derived its name, was exiled by her own father. The wounded feelings of Augustus even wished that the world might forget she was his daughter. After the death of Augustus, Tiberius, whose wife she had been, abandoned the unfortunate princess to the utmost wretchedness, and she died in a helpless condition. Hence during two reigns adulation was obliged to suppress a name, for the use of which, in other circumstances, it might

---

6 "Abstinuitque a congressu hominum diu pra pudore, stiam de negandâ deliberavit. Carte cum sub idem tempus una ex conscis libertis, Phaes nomine, suspendinguitiam finivisset; maluisse se eis haec patrem suam." Sueton. in August. c. 65.
7 Tacit. Annal. L. I. n. 63. "Imperium adeptus (Tiberius) extorrem, in famem, et omnis specie aegnam, inopit longâ tabe peremit, obsccuram fore necem longitudine exilii ratus."
have thought to gain favor. Afterwards this name was again current, and appears in Pliny’s enumeration of the Jewish cities. It is by such incidental circumstances, which are so easily overlooked and the knowledge of which is so speedily lost, that acquaintance with a period is fully attested.\footnote{Pellerin (Recueil des médailles, Tom. I. and II.) gives, however, some coins of Julia, and one of Julia, as belonging to this period. He was supposed to be correct, till Eckhel exposed the mistake, in Doctrina Num. Vet. Part. I. Vol. III. pag. 473, 496.}

But it is remarkable, it will be said, that John should have assigned this Bethsaida or Julia, where he was born, to Galilee, 12: 21. Must he not have known to what province his birth-place belonged? Philip governed only the eastern countries on the Sea of Tiberias; Galilee pertained to his brother Antipas. Thus, Bethsaida or Julia could not have been built by Philip, as it certainly was, or it did not belong to Galilee, as John asserts. A mistake of this character would indeed afford sufficient ground for the rejection of John’s Gospel. Julia lay, however, in Gaulonitis, which country was, indeed, politically separated from Galilee, but the usus loquendi of those times obstinately reckoned the province of Gaulonitis to Galilee. Now if John does so, it only proves that the peculiar usage of the times was not unknown to him; he expresses himself as was then customary. Thus Josephus tells us of Judas the Gaulonite of Gamala,\footnote{Braun’s Handb. der alten Erdbeschr. Vol. II. Part. I. c. VI. p. LVIII.} and, in the next paragraph, calls him the Galilean, and in another work also uses respecting him the same expression.\footnote{Archæol. XVIII. 1. ‘Ἰουδαίος Γαύλωνιτῆς ἅρη ἐκ πάλιν δύναμι Γαμαλά.} We may hence infer, that in this case the custom of the times paid homage to an older division of the country and disregarded the existing political geography.

Is it possible that historians who, as in these few instances, invariably apply to the period so nice a knowledge of minute geographical circumstances, did not write their books until the scenes of the events had become undiscoverable, when not only their country was laid waste, but the national existence of the Jews was annihilated?

§ 5.

The didactic writings, also, have internal evidences, or as is sometimes said, the stamp of a certain period, as well in respect to matter as manner.

As respects the matter, they possess a peculiar character as to those subjects on which the feelings and ideas of mankind perpetually change; or they contain local and temporal references to persons, manners, errors, and follies, which are different in different periods and countries.

As respects the manner—in the arrangement and mode of treating a subject, in the arguments used to support positions, and in the style and costume.

\footnote{Archæol. XVIII. 1. ‘Ἰουδαίος Γαύλωνιτῆς ἅρη ἐκ πάλιν δύναμι Γαμαλά.}

These considerations at present hold only in regard to the undisputed scriptures, viz. thirteen Epistles of Paul and the first of Peter and John. Of the others, of each separately, we shall speak elsewhere.

As to the matter—these writings are not general compositions without local fitness or any particular purpose. They were called forth by occasions, extorted by the circumstances of the authors, and are therefore adapted to certain occasions, and to certain readers and their particular wants. If now these books are supported by other remains of the period, if the picture of the times which their authors had before their minds when they wrote them possesses historical truth, then it is clear that their writings are not based on arbitrary and self-contrived scenes. The more minute this picture was, and the more accurately it was before their minds, the more necessary it is to suppose that they themselves were personally acquainted with the period.

Now we find in the Acts of the Apostles several facts incidentally presented, respecting persons or circumstances mentioned in Paul's Epistles, or affording incidental aid towards their elucidation. When such incidental hints are duly examined and those writings are compared with them, an agreement is perceived between them such as could be expected only from letters which were, as they profess to be, intimately connected with these events.¹

If we further remark the local weaknesses, vices and errors which Paul censures in his Epistles, and which they were meant to correct, as, e.g., in Crete, Corinth, Ephesus, and compare them with those mentioned by Greek and Roman authors, who have incidentally noticed such traits,—we shall often make the pleasing discovery that Paul's Epistles treat of exactly the errors of the time or local vices which these authors have sometimes delineated with yet deeper severity and satire. We shall have opportunity in the separate examination of these Epistles to fortify by proof an observation which we merely hint at here.

Moreover, the general contents of these writings of Paul, Peter and John, are of a strikingly peculiar character. They present us with a peculiar system of morals and virtue,—not like the Jewish system, but one more human, more general, purer, more excited. Nor is it that of the Greeks; it is not the political and warlike virtue of the Romans; it is no Stoic or Academic virtue; and no sophistical and declamatory worldly wisdom. It is the system of Jesus as, according to the four biographical accounts of him, he presented and inculcated it. Hence their writers may well have been what they claim to have been, his auditors and his disciples.

In the Acts of the Apostles we find doctrinal discourses of Paul and Peter, which exhibit their respective views of God and Jesus, of virtue, religion and Judaism. And these are of such a nature that they as it were form one whole with the contents of these Epistles; and letters and discourses together comprise a single theory, the parts of which are scattered throughout both.

¹ This argument William Paley has sometimes happily managed, in his "Horæ Paulinae, or The truth of the Scripture History of St. Paul evinced, by a comparison of his Epistles with the Acts of the Apostles." London, 1790. The argument, as he has stated it in the title, may be inverted.
That part of Christ's instructions and discourses which most struck John's mind and of which he retained a more lively remembrance than the other historians, and of which his Gospel is made up, is also visibly prominent in his Epistle, as if, indeed, he intended to condense in the latter, for the purpose of moral instruction, the sum of his historical knowledge. Evidently, the same circle of ideas, the same cast of thought and mental character lie at the bottom of both these compositions.

It certainly is natural and just to judge respecting the age of literary productions, by a comparison of different periods. If now a competent critic examines the written monuments of the period when Christianity had gained a firm foot-hold, (which are merely some Epistles of Polycarp, Clement, Ignatius of Antioch and Barnabas,) he cannot but see that these compositions, valuable as they certainly are, are far inferior, as to perfect and pure morality and in their general contents, to those ascribed to Paul, Peter and John; that the latter approach nearer to the spirit of Jesus, and hence may more reasonably claim to be assigned to his time.

Take too the oldest religious monument of the Jews, subsequent to the dissolution of their nation, viz. the Mishnah, which was compiled from traditions about the third century, and we find the difference between it and these compositions in respect to the dignity of the contents to be immeasurable. So much had the Jews degenerated, that we must go back with our Epistles to a better age, if the authors of them were men of Jewish origin.

The manner, too, the peculiar treatment of the subjects, the arguments, the style and diction are characteristic of the productions of the time.

We find throughout, the Christian morality and religion, yet inculcated by Jews,—not, however the Jews of the Mishnah, not in a casuistical manner, in a dry, barbarous Hebrew dialect, in a style devoid of taste and elegance,—but in the Jewish-Greek dialect of those times, (when the Greek had already gained considerable influence, by the side of the native language of the country,) with an attractive but artless eloquence, with an unlabored grace to which nature and the subject, and not the schools, gave rise.

Their language plainly resembles that of Philo, and their style emulates his; with this difference only, that Alexandrine wit, art, and learning, and a diction of a purer character, more free from Hebraism, distinguish Philo above the Jewish writers, who were educated in Palestine, and hence could have no acquaintance with the lecture-rooms of the rhetoricians and sophists, or the precepts of the grammarians. Otherwise, if we except whatever is owing to the place of residence of the Alexandrine Jew, we should, from the striking analogy in language and style, judge them to have been contemporaries of Philo. Let us in idea reverse the country and personal circumstances of each, and then imagine how each would probably have written.

In particular, in modes of reasoning, which deviate from the usual paths of argument, they so much resemble one another, that we might be inclined to suppose them to have belonged not only to the same period, but to the same school, were it not that the learned Alexandrian discloses himself by the immodest freedom of his fancy, and the per-
petual play of his wit. But they perfectly agree in this, that they never appeal to the authority of former expounders of the law, as was afterwards customary with the Jews: they always appeal to natural principles and especially to the holy books of their nation. But besides the literal meaning, they extorted a hidden sense from these books. They affixed a representative character to persons and things, according to which, while they performed the proper functions of their own being, they represented something else typically. Or they made narratives of facts of use to morality by allegorical and tropological applications.

We may be satisfied of this by an example which appears very well suited to show the similarity prevailing between them in respect to singular modes of reasoning. Philo maintains that science and learning are not themselves an ultimate end, but are only subordinate helps to virtue and self-government, to which, as the supreme ultimate end, they conduct. He wishes to prove this from the history of Sarah and Hagar. Sarai, he says, signifies my government; and it is virtue only which elevates me to government over myself and to royalty. Hagar is an Egyptian woman; her name signifies a native, and as an Egyptian, she represents learning: in both ways, therefore, she represents a familiar acquaintance with learning and science. Now Sarah is the wife, while Hagar is only her handmaid. Thus science is only a handmaid and servant, who must be subordinate to virtue, the higher end.

Paul wishes to show the Galatians the superiority of the New over the Old Testament. For this purpose he makes use of an Allegorouomenon, as he calls it. Abraham had two sons; one by Sarah, a freewoman, and the other by Hagar, a bondwoman. But Hagar represents the law; for it was given on Sinai, in the land of the Hagarenes: and Sarah represents the new covenant, the Gospel; for a son was given to her διὰ τὴν εὐγγέλιον. Now as the relation of the Law to the Gospel is the same as that of the maid to her mistress, the children of the first, the bondwoman, are in bondage, while the children of Sarah, i.e. the children of the promises of the Gospel, being born of a free mother, are free.

Paul pursues his allegory, and deduces inferences from it in respect to the abolition of Judaism, making such an application of them that he found no difficulty in establishing his position. Thus we are, like Isaac, children of the promises after the spirit, while the offspring of the law are only children after the flesh. But what saith the scripture? Cast out the bondwoman and her son; for he shall not be heir with the son of the freewoman. Now we are not children of the bondwoman, but of the free.

In another place Philo treats this history in nearly the same manner. Sarah, the mistress, bears a son, who receives his name from laughter, which is the expression of the joy accompanying virtue. But Hagar, i.e. learning, bears a son, who is a sophist, and knows not the wisdom of virtue. If now learning will not serve virtue, what says the Scrip-

---

1 Philo, De congress. quer. erudit. gratia.
2 The original reads ἐκ τῆς &c. but a reference to the Gr. Test. will show that it is inaccurate.—Tr.
3 Philo, De Cherubim, at the commencement.
ture? Cast out the bondwoman and her son. Hence sophistical subtlety, which only produces error, must yield to wisdom and virtue.

Numerous other resemblances in particular representations, in the treatment of a subject, in the mode of reasoning and composition, have been discovered by the friends of biblical learning, and have been applied to the elucidation of particular passages in these Epistles; and time and the scrutiny of the learned will bring many more to light.

Since this spirit in the treatment, prosecution and exhibition of a subject was prevalent at only one period, became extinct afterwards and has left not a trace behind in the Talmudists, the critic cannot but assign the origin of these Epistles, so far as he judges from their manner, to that age, which has given positive proofs of just such a taste.

§ 6.

We have many remains of ancient literature of whose genuineness we are thoroughly convinced on no other than internal grounds. This is not the case with the writings of the N. T.: there is not even a single one among all the scientific productions of the Greeks and Romans, whose origin and age are attested by so many testimonies, and by writers of such a character, reaching up so nearly to the period to which the work is assigned. If, as is commonly supposed, these writings were composed not long before the dissolution of the Jewish state, or soon afterward, (the earliest of them under Nero, the latest under Domitian) the witnesses, as far down as Diocletian, lived at most not more than 200 years from the close of this period, so that they could not but have possessed the means of determining with certainty in respect to them; and yet their testimony is now scarcely regarded in these investigations.

For the sake of ascertaining how early the N. T. writings were in circulation among the Christians, the works of the oldest Fathers of the Church have been waded through with remarkable patience, and the passages which bear upon this point collected together. A certain Englishman in particular has distinguished himself in this commendable employment. He was soon followed by others, who tested his collection by the most rigid principles and estimated it with critical care.

The results obtained from this collection in favor of the N. T. are well known; I have therefore determined to add to this proof a second, which will remarkably corroborate the other and sometimes surpass it in cogency. The earliest ages of Christianity produced a multitude of sects who attempted to unite their philosophical and theurgical opinions with the Christian system, and often involved themselves in whimsical


2 This word Egoi has formed from the Greek Εγωνύπον, which signifies respecting God's agency.—Ts.
fancies, in beautiful and often ridiculous dreams. Even these sought to ground their positions upon the authority of the Biblical books, and to defend them against different tenets, especially those of the dominant church. Their writings are indeed mostly lost, and were intentionally destroyed, and we do not thank piety for it; but sometimes zeal in refuting them has saved fragments of their treatises, and their opponents have preserved the arguments which they advanced in support of their opinions. I propose to collect together such passages, which will carry us further back into the antiquity than the writings of the Fathers of the Church who afterwards wrote against them. These present the peculiar advantage of coming from men who had seceded from the adherents to the common system, and broken off all good understanding with them.

I have granted a place here to those witnesses only, who belong to the second century, and have, indeed, admitted none who did not appear till several years after the death of Commodus. They all appeared as teachers under that Emperor or at a still earlier period under the two Antonines, and their youth fell in the days of Hadrian and Ulpius Trajan, under the latter of whom the last of the Apostles finished his earthly course in extreme old age.

§ 7.

Before I approach my proposed task, it is necessary to premise some observations on the practice of the oldest Christian writers of every sect in respect to Biblical citations, so that we may not make unreasonable requisitions of them, and when these are not satisfied, make inferences which are regarded as principles of sufficient solidity to serve as the foundation of a system.

I. They have always quoted the O. T. more carefully than the New; because they naturally could not suppose all their readers so well acquainted with the former as with the latter. Many of them even seem to have thought it evidence of erudition and literary display, to accumulate in their works passages from the O. T., as, for example, Clement of Rome, Barnabas and Justin. This they have not done as to the New, which was better known.

II. They did not treat the historical and didactic books alike. They have seldom transcribed narrations, either from the O. or N. T., at full length and in the author's words; and who would expect them to do it? But they have given them in their peculiar manner, sometimes remembering the expression of the writer and generally abbreviating it.

In such cases the bare conformity of the fact with one of our Gospels is far from being proof that it was really taken from them. It might have been taken from other historical books; but the circumstances which are mentioned in them depend upon the individual representation of the original author, some of these being selected by one, and others by another, or all being carelessly and summarily presented. Hence they are more definite means of recognizing a writer; and the style and choice of words are still more decisive. Now if we find, in addition to this, plain resemblances in language and instances of a recall
of peculiar expressions, so great coincidence is no longer attributable to chance, and we may with confidence assume that there is a citation of this or that book, with which everything agrees.

III. They have generally cited the didactic writings of the O. T. verbatim, and the Prophets particularly with direct reference. This was natural; for who could distinctly recollect passages, so often resembling one another, even if he were ever so familiar with them? Or who would know where to find them, if the name were not given and the expression faithfully preserved?

IV. In respect to the Epistles of the N. T. their practice is similar; they usually cite passages from them accurately. They frequently even refer to their authors by name; particularly when they do not cite the passages in an exactly literal manner.

V. When they quote moral principles and tenets, they often mind only the thought and disregard the words. Thus, e. g. Tatian in his "Oration to the Greeks" maintains the original condition of the human mind to be darkness, and alludes to the Gospel of John: ἡ γυνὴ καθ' ἑαυτὸν σκότος ἦτα, καὶ οὐδὲν ἐν ἀυτῇ φωτείων, καὶ τούτο ἐστιν ἀρα εἰρημένον, ἡ σκιά τὸ φαύς οὐ καταλαμβάνει... καὶ τὸ φαύς τὴν σκιάν καταλαμβάνει, καὶ ὁ λόγος μὲν ἐστι φαύς Θεοῦ. Such is his procedure as to another passage which he has taken from the first chapter of John: Θεὸς τῷ μονῷ κατακολουθήσατε, πάντα ὑπὸ αὐτοῦ, καὶ γορίς αὐτοῦ γέγονεν οὐδὲ ἐν. (Or. adv. Grnc. c. 13 &c.) The thing requisite in order to regard such a passage as a citation, is agreement in the thought. If there is still further a resemblance in the costume and in the words employed, there is stronger reason not to regard it as a merely casual coincidence. Yet even this will not be sufficient, unless such a form of citation, as was customary with the ancients when they referred to passages in the Bible, shows such not very clearly marked passages to be quotations; as, e. g., above, where a biblical sentiment and phraseology is denoted by the formula καὶ τοῦτο ἐστιν ἀρα εἰρημένον.

These forms of citation are various and we shall lay no stress upon any of them before showing, as we will do in respect to the above, that they were used for this purpose by the ancients.

VI. One species of them merits a particular consideration. The ancients have very seldom, when they refer to the sayings and doctrines of Jesus, named the books in which he is represented as thus speaking. They nearly always quote the person speaking and not the narrator. Most of the citations from the Evangelists occur under the formula: "Our Lord says," "Our Saviour declares" &c.; and sometimes perhaps there is added, "in the Gospel." The name of the Evangelist very rarely appears. The writers chose rather to rest their point upon the legislative authority of our Lord, than upon the authority of his biographers.

I have said that most of the citations from the Gospels occur under this formula. This is evident at any rate in Irenæus, a writer of this period, and in the Fathers of the following century. We cannot be wrong, therefore, in inferring that under this formula others referred to written documents respecting the life and doctrines of our Lord. If this phrase had not referred to familiar sources and such as were conceded to be authoritative; if it only referred to oral traditions, it would
have been more definitely declared on whose authority an assertion was made.

Now if, under the citation "our Lord declares" &c. the very same idea occurs which is in our scriptures, and with strong similarities in expression, the greater the similarity in expression and the more numerous the possibilities that a difference in words, in their inflexion and arrangement might have taken place, the more clear it is that the passage must have been taken from our books. All doubt, however, ceases, when, besides identity in the ideas, there is also an identity in the words, in cases where deviations were very easy.

VII. But we must not judge of this identity according to the common printed text of the Elzevirs or Stephens; it is not the proper criterion. The text, as we shall see more fully in its history, had, in the second century and in the beginning of the third, many peculiarities in particular copies, (as in the text of Justin, Irenæus, Clemens Alexandrinus and other Fathers) which have been removed by the revisers of the third century. Hence, if we find discrepancies, they need not trouble us except when they do not appear in other writers of the period or in documents which present a very ancient text. If they occur elsewhere, we perceive that such discrepancies are only variations in ancient MSS. as they were at that time current.

We now approach our proposed task, and shall prosecute it on much more rigid principles than the preliminary observations we have just made require.

§ 8.

CELSUS,

A philosopher of the second century, of the Epicurean sect, composed a work against Christianity, to which he gave the title Αἱροτικόν Νννιος. Origen in his reply has rescued a considerable part of this work from oblivion.

In it the philosopher relates several circumstances which accompanied Christ's birth: he speaks in general terms of his miracles, says that he healed the lame and blind, and that he raised the dead; that he was declared by a voice from heaven to be the son of God, and, after choosing himself disciples of low rank in life, was betrayed by one of them, condemned to death by the Roman Praetor, was crucified and rose again. The story of the passion and of the resurrection he has treated more in detail and has related, many incidental circumstances, such as, that he prayed the Father that he would take this cup from him (L. II. c. 24); that he drank vinegar and gall, and that blood flowed from his side (L. II. c. 36, 37); that he arose, but that the account of the Christian books as to this matter is contradictory, some pretending that one angel, others that two were seen at his sepulchre (L. V. c. 52); that after this resurrection he showed the prints on his hands, but that he really appeared only to one woman. (L. II. c. 59.)

Moreover the philosopher speaks in various places (L. VII. c. 18, &c. 25. VII. 58.) of Christ's doctrine of an universal Providence, which feeds the ravens and clothes the lilies; and likewise in regard to meekness
under injuries, in which he commands to turn the other cheek also. He has criticised in a censorious manner some of our Lord's discourses, e. g., that on the dangers of riches, in which he made use of the comparison of the camel and the needle; or that which asserts that no man can serve two masters; but particularly Christ's prediction that false Christs and Prophets should come after him and should deceive the people by their impostures. (L. VI. c. 16. L. VII. c. 70. L. VIII. c. 2 and 7. L. II. c. 49.)

These accounts, particularly those which relate to the passion, were, Celsius asserts, recorded by Christ's disciples. Soon after he says also: "All this have we taken from your own writings: for, we have no need of any other witnesses, since your own weapons are sufficient to destroy you." (L. II. c. 74.)

We clearly discover our Evangelists in these historical facts, which Celsius has extracted from the books of Christ's disciples; and all that is wanting to give to his testimony all that completeness which we could desire, is, that he should have mentioned the names or the number of the writers.

He has, however, very clearly distinguished two of them. It was his opinion that those who derived the origin of Jesus from the first man, and from the kings of Judah, were too bold; and the carpenter's wife, he further remarks, must have known of what high extraction she was. Two of our Evangelists, it is well known, have introduced genealogical catalogues into their works. One of them carries back his genealogy of our Lord to the first man, while the other enumerates the Jewish kings in their order, and declares them to be Christ's ancestors.

The account, that Jesus showed to his disciples after his resurrection the marks of his crucifixion, the wounds on his hands, (L. II. c. 50) enables us to recognize a third Evangelist, who alone has distinctly represented this circumstance as it occurs in Celsius. (John 20. Compare Luke 24: 39.)

In which of the Gospels, but John's (2: 18) is it recorded that the Jews demanded of our Lord in the temple, ἐν τῷ ἱερῷ, a sign to prove that he was the Son of God? 

Where else do we find the assertion that the Logos is the Son of God, λόγον εἶναι νῦν τοῦ θεοῦ; to which Celsius, or the Jew, whom he introduces as the accuser of the Christians, objects that he was an impure and unholy Logos, who had been ignominiously treated and executed.

The philosopher had seen at least four such writers; for he says that some spoke of only one angel's appearing at the sepulchre, and others of

1 L. II. c. 13, and L. II. c. 16. τοῦ δὲ μαθητᾶς, τοις κατὰ τὸν Ἰησοῦν ἐναγεραβέναι περὶ αὐτοῦ τοιαῦτα.
2 L. II. c. 32. ἄπεραγεθεναί τοὺς γενεαλογισμαίς ἀπὸ τοῦ πρῶτον τομφιότος καὶ τῶν ἐν Ιωάδαίῳ βασιλέως τῶν Ἰησοῦν. καὶ ... ὅτι οὐκ ἦν ἡ τῶν τέκτων γενεικισκομένου γένους τυφλαίων εἰργάζων.
3 L. II. c. 59. καὶ τα σημεία τῆς κολάσεως ἰδεῖχεν ὁ Ἰησοῦς, καὶ τὰς γκαρα, ὡς Ἰησοῦς ἐκτεθορομενίν.
5 L. II. c. 31. p. 413.
two. Of the writers of our books Matthew and Mark speak of one, Luke and John of two.

He also denominates the works of these writers, το ἕνα γέλιον, just as those which have been transmitted to us from our ancestors are entitled. (L. II. c. 27.)

Thus much of the historical books. The critic will observe too in Celsus traces of some of Paul’s Epistles (L. V. 64. VI. 12. VIII. 24.); but as he names no written sources, from which he took sentiments which are evidently Paul’s, but only treats them generally as Christian opinions, we are not at liberty to presume anything more than he expresses, or to infer written sources, while he speaks only of opinions and tenets which might have been known from oral information.

TATIAN AND JULIUS CASSIAN.

The former was a disciple of Justin Martyr; but his imagination and his melancholy propensity to a very austere life led him into errors and made him the founder of the Encratites. He discarded marriage, and in a treatise of his, Περί τού κατα τον νωημά καταρασθην, fragments of which have been preserved by Clement of Alexandria, he even asserted that it proceeded from Satan. He also condemned the use of wine and meat.

Clement, in the 3d Book of his Stromata, 12th chap., gives us his tenets in detail, and undertakes to refute them; the next chapter is devoted to Julius Cassian.

He quotes from the beforementioned book of Tatian, On the perfection inculcated by our Saviour, a detached passage, in which he says, “He (viz. Paul, whose name immediately precedes) permits matrimonial separation by mutual consent, for the purpose of prayer. But he permits connubial connexion only because of Satan and incontinency.”

The passage to which Tatian here refers, τον ἀπόστολον ἔΚηγοὺμενος, is 1 Cor. 7: 5. He has given us the purport, which is sufficiently peculiar to be readily recognized; but he has not confined himself to the exact expression: συμφωνίαι μεν ουν αρμοζει προσευχή... παλιν γαρ ἐπι ταύτῳ συγχρησα γενίσθαι διὰ τον Σαταναν και την ἀκρασίαν.

Yet we see he has retained particular words of Paul; those, too, which were of especial importance. We will not examine particularly another sentiment belonging to the Gospels, which he has introduced in this connexion, as to δύσι κυρίοις δουλεύειν, because it is presented in a too indefinite manner.

Clement now proceeds: “Tatian concedes that marriage is allowed in the Old Testament, but not in the New; distinguishing between τὸν παλαιὸν ἀνθρωπόν καὶ τὸν ναυν.” He then advances many arguments against him, intended to overthrow this position, as well as his principles in respect to eating meat and drinking wine; and then continues; “A certain one censures procreation as tending only to decay and death, and perverts the words of our Saviour: ἐπι γῆς μη θησαυρίζει, ὅπου σιγῇ καὶ βρώσεις σιγά, &c.” This saying of our Sa-

1 L. V. c. 52. καὶ μὲν καὶ πρὸς τὸν αὐτὸν τοῦς τάφον ἐδήν άγγελον, οἱ μὲν ένα, οἱ δὲ διὸ τοῖς ἀπεκκεφαλημένοις ταῖς γυναιξίν, οἱς αἵνετη.
viour, which is worded in a peculiar manner, we find exactly so in Matt. 6: 19, and in no other of the Evangelists besides. But who is this certain one, τις, who thus perverts the passage? Is it Tatian, or one of his followers? It is not of much importance, but it is Tatian who is here spoken of. And as he makes his complaint here with the expression τις: καταφέξει τις τής γενέσεως ... διαζεῖται τις ... so he begins his refutation of Tatian in the same way. “Marriage” he there says “is not as τινές (some) consider it, an injurious fleshly connexion; I here intend Tatian, who has taken upon himself to maintain this:” οὐ γὰρ ὅς τινες ἔχεινηκας ... Τατιανον οἴμαι, τὸν Σύρον κ. τ. λ.

Soon afterwards he accuses him and his adherents of misinterpreting the words: οἱ γὰρ τοῦ αἰῶνος ἤκεινον τοῦ περὶ νεκρῶν αναστάσεως, οὐ γαμοῦσα, οὐδὲ γαμίζονται. These are taken from the Evangelists, (Matt. 22: 30. Mark 12: 25. Luke 20: 35,) and most exactly from Luke; yet nothing definite can be inferred from this. Thus, out of the Gospels, only the passage Matt. 6: 19, and the passage from John which we have considered in No. 5 of our preliminary observations, remain to us.

But we ought not to busy ourselves here with particular evidences; we must turn to a great work of Tatian’s which promises us a splendid proof of the existence of all the four Gospels. We mean the Book according to the four, διὰ τέσσαραν. We shall need to be more circumspect in relation to this matter than would have been necessary before so much pains had been taken to involve the subject in obscurity.

Ephraem the Syrian composed a commentary on this work, which the Syrian writers sometimes mention and from which they gained their knowledge of the nature of the Diatessaron. Dionysius Bar-Salibi gives us the following account of it: ¹ Tatian,” says he “the philosopher and disciple of Justin Martyr, formed of the four Gospels a single one which he called Diatessaron. St. Ephraem composed a commentary on it; it begins, In the beginning was the word, &c.”

Eusebius records respecting an offshoot of Tatian’s sect, which seceded from it soon after its rise, viz. the Severites, that they received the Law, the Prophets, and the Gospels; but that they reviled Paul and rejected the Acts of the Apostles. Their former leader, he continues, affected, I know not how, a combination of the Gospels, and called it the

¹ Asseman. Biblioth. Or. T. I. p. 57. T. II. p. 159, 60. But it may be objected that Asseman quotes a passage shortly afterwards (T. I. 67, 58,) from Bar-Hebraeus, which attributes the book, on which Ephraem composed a commentary, to Ammonius; and therefore the matter is uncertain. Not at all. The Monotessaron of Ammonius was most popular among the Greeks; but that of Tatian the Syrian, among the Syriacs, in whose churches Theodoret found many copies and carried them away. (Haer. Fab. L. I. c. 20.) On the contrary, the book of Ammonius was so scarce among the Syriacs, that Elias of Salama, notwithstanding his researches, could not get a sight of it. Asseman. Bib. Or. T. II. p. 160. The testimony of Bar-Salibi, however, is our chief reliance; it is irreproachable. He wrote annotations on the books of the N. T. and particularly on the Gospels. In the preface he names the writers from whom he compiled his annotations, among whom Ephraem stands first. (Asse. T. II. p. 157, 158.) Now in his preface to Mark, he affirms a second time that Ephraem’s commentary was upon Tatian’s Monotessaron. (T. I. p. 57.) Hence this Commentary was not known to him merely superficially, or from the report of others, but from constant use; so that he is perfectly qualified to speak decisively respecting it.
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(Gospel) by the four, which is still sometimes met with. Thus far the historian. 1

Now, it is not at all problematical or uncertain, what he intends by the Law, Prophets, and Gospels, or by the expression the Gospels, nor what the people of his time, in accordance with whom he speaks, intended by them; and as little, what he meant by Acts of the Apostles, and by Paul. Thus it is pretty clear of what materials this Diatessaron was composed.

In his account, however, two things must be distinguished; the information itself and its source. He says that Tatian had made a combination of the Gospels, which he called the (Gospels) by the four, which book was yet extant. This is the information. He acknowledges, however, with his wonted historical honesty, that he does not know the mode of procedure which he adopted in this combination. Consequently Eusebius does not pretend to be himself surety for the fact of which he speaks, but only recollects some persons who had the book or had seen it, and from whom he learned the fact.

Thus according to these persons, whose information the historian was disposed to credit, a book of Tatian's was extant in the 4th century, which contained a peculiar combination of the (then so called) Gospels, and bore the name, δια τεσσαρων.

I know not what more could be desired for a knowledge of the fact or for its attestation, except it be that one who had seen the book himself should have spoken of it directly. We have such a witness, who collected no less than two hundred copies of it.

It will be perceived that I refer to Theodoret, of Cyprus in Syria. This Tatian, says he, compiled the Gospel which is called by the four; but he left out the genealogies and other passages which represent our Lord as of the lineage of David according to the flesh.

He characterizes the book in a general way; yet he preserves the terminus comparationis in the manner in which he gives his readers to understand its contents, viz. from its agreement or disagreement with something. From what then, did he suppose, that Tatian had taken away the genealogies? From what writings did he mean that he had removed some passages? From what books, with which his readers were acquainted, was the Diatessaron distinguished by these characteristics?

It is by no means difficult to supply the ellipsis. Even if we did not recollect what books, which Theodoret had, contained genealogies, or what the Syrians say of the materials of the Diatessaron, or what Eusebius says in respect to it, we should nevertheless presume that Theodoret means to compare the Gospel by the four with the Gospels as they were read by himself and those of his own faith to whom he writes. As this is the whole difficulty and the only one in which his account is involved, we are now under no perplexity as to his meaning.

2 L. IV. Hist. Ecleas. Cap. penult. χρωται μην εαιν αυτον νομιμον και προφητας και εισαγγελιον ιδιων ορθευσεις των ισων τα νομιμα γραφων. Εικαφρωσεις δι Παλαιον τον αποστολον, αποτελων αυτον τον επιστολον, μηδε της προβους των αποστολων καταδιευκολων. 'Ο μην τοι γη προτερον αυτων αναγγειλε, δι Τατιανος ανερζερειποιεσ και συναγωγη αυτων ολην σωθεσ, το δια τεσσαρων τοντο προσωνματεσ, και και παρα ταυτ εισεβεν γειταν.
The Gospel according to the four was, therefore, a combination of the four Gospels as possessed by Theodoret and his fellow Christians the Catholics; with this difference, that the genealogies of Matthew and Luke were wanting in it, together with some other declarations and expressions, which asserted our Lord to be a descendant of David according to the flesh.

He now proceeds to represent himself as an eye-witness of the fact of which he speaks. This book, says he, has been made use of not only by his (Tatian's) followers; but also by many of the orthodox. I myself found more than two hundred of these books in high estimation in our churches, all which I collected and removed, and in their stead introduced the four Gospels. 1

How literally otherwise this book presented the text of the Gospels, may be inferred from the fact that its authority has been regarded in critical judgment respecting certain various readings. A Scholium to Codex Harleian, 5647. (Wetstein, 72.) on Matt. 27: 49, where in some MSS. (e. g. BCL) after οὐκοῦν εὐτύχων, there is this addition: ἀλλὰ λάβοντος λόγου, εἶναιν αὐτῷ τὴν πλειονά, καὶ εὐθείᾳ κεφαλήν. But he justifies this reading by Tatian's authority, stating that, τὸ καθ' ἱστορίαν εὐαγγέλιον, the Gospel arranged according to historical order, contained this addition: "Οὗτος τὸ καθ' ἱστορίαν εὐαγγέλιον Διδοθοῦν καὶ Τιτάνων, καὶ ἄλλων διαφόρων οἴγων πατέρων τῶν προσκεκτείται, π. τ. λ.

Julius Cassian's doctrinal opinions closely resembled those of Tatian. Some fragments of one of his works, περὶ ἔγκρατείας, ἡ περὶ εὐνομίας, are preserved by Clemens Alexandrinus. 2

He, too, condemned marriage, recommended continence, and maintained that Paul himself ascribes the origin of this connexion to the first temptation. The passage to which he appeals is as follows: οἰ δὲ μη, οὐς ἐν ἑνὸς ἔσησαν, γίνομαι τα νομίμα νήμων ἀπὸ τῆς ἀπόλυτης τῆς εἰς τὸν Χριστὸν. 3 This is almost word for word in the 2d Epistle to the Corinthians, (11: 3.) He judged the act of procreation to be fitting only for worldly men, and not to be consorting with the elevated dispositions of Christians. To fortify his position he quotes the passage: ἔνωτο δὲ τὸ ποιεῖται ἐν νομίμω, ἐξ οὗ καὶ σωτηρία ἀπεκδοθόμεθα. The passage is the same as Philipp. 3: 20, except that he has omitted the word ἐπάρχει. We do not discover from the fragment, as it has been thrown out in a detached way in Clement, to what writer Cassian ascribed this sentiment. Yet, from the succeeding expressions of Clement we may infer that he must have attributed it to Paul; for he proceeds, αὐθεὶς τε, οὗτον ἐφαι—and again when he

1 Theodoret Haeret. Fab. L. I. c. 20. Ὀλίγος (ὁ Τιτάνος) καὶ τὸ διὰ τεσσαρών καλούμενον αὐτὸν εὐαγγέλιον, καὶ τὰ γενεαλογία περικύκλω, καὶ τὰ ἄλλα, ὅσα ἐκ σποράσματος Λεγότω κατὰ σύνδεσμον τῶν Κύριον δεικνύον ... εὐροθ ἐν οἱ πλείον ἡ διάκωσις λέξεων εὐνοεῖν ἐν τοῖς παρ' οἷς ἐκκλησίας διδάσκοντος καὶ τὰ τοῦ τεσσαρών εὐαγγελίων ἀντίκεισθαι, εὐαγγέλια.
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says—and then adduces a passage from Paul in confusion of him.\footnote{1} So, likewise, according to Jerome's testimony, he perverted the words of Paul in Galat. 6: 8, quoniam qui seminat in carne sua, &c. as far as vitam aeternam, so as to make them disconcernance matrimonial connexion.\footnote{2}

Thus, besides particular testimonies to the Gospels of Matthew and John, we have proof from Tatian’s Diatessaron of the existence of all the four Gospels, the genealogies excepted, together with some passages respecting the human origin of our Lord; and likewise of that of the 1st Epistle to the Corinthians under Paul’s name. Cassian proves the existence of the 2d Epistle to the Corinthians, by express reference to it, and also, as it would seem, that of the Epistles to the Galatians and Philippians in the same manner.

THEODOTUS.

At the end of the works of Clemens Alexandrinus there is a treatise entitled: ἐκ τῶν Θεοδότου καὶ τῆς ἀνατολικῆς καλομείνης δίδασκα-

lique κατὰ τοὺς Οὐαλεντινὸν χρόνων ἐπιτευχθη. It sheltered itself from the ravages of time in the manuscripts containing the writings of this Father and was regarded as his own composition. To this circumstance it probably owes its preservation.\footnote{3}

If this were in fact a production of Clement's, we should certainly be obliged to him for the pains taken in it to make extracts from the works of Theodotus; but I regard it as the work of a follower of Theodotus, who was desirous of making some Excerpta from the writings of his master, and selected those passages especially, in which Theodotus compared his system with that of the Valentinians.

He therefore commences a parallel (§ 2.) between the doctrines of Valentinus and those of Theodotus, unfolding the ideas of the former respecting the Logos, as monogenes, protogenes, &c. as far as § 8. We, however, ἡμεῖς δὲ, he says on the other hand, maintain that the Logos was in reality a God in God; that he existed in the bosom, i. e. in the idea, of the Father, and that this bosom first revealed the σωτήρ, Saviour. Out of this idea originally proceeded δὲ ἑντρήσεων the πρωτο-

τοκώς or first-born and the Monogenes or only-begotten, who is identical with the former and through whose power the σωτήρ is efficacious. Further, faith is not one, but manifold, as, even in the spiritual world,

\footnote{1} L. III. Strom. c. 14 and 15.

\footnote{2} Hieronym. Comment. in Ep. ad Gal. L. III. c. 6. v. 8. Quoniam qui seminat . . . vitam aeternam. Cassianus, (some read Tatianus) qui putatiam Christi
carnem introducens omnem conjunctionem masculi ad foeminam immunam ar-
bitratar, Encratitarum vel ascritis heresiarches, tali adversum nos sub occa-
siones presentis testimonii usus est argumentum, si quis seminat in carne, de carne metet corruptionem.

\footnote{3} This Treatise appeared in the first Greek edition of this Father, at Florence, 1550. fol., and was reprinted in the subsequent editions; but was first translated by the Dominican Combellis. The translation with the Greek text was afterwards incorporated by Fabricius into his Biblioth. Graeca, Vol. V. The translator, who was otherwise a learned man, appears sometimes to have been wanting in the knowledge of facts necessary to this difficult task.
there are not the same bodies, and therefore not the same perceptions. For spirits, even the Protokistiae and indeed the Monogenes himself, are not wholly without form and body, etc. (§ 8, 9.)

From the moment, when the writer begins to communicate his opinions, ἡμεῖς δὲ, but we—from § 8 to § 17 and even farther, it is evident that he belongs to a sect of the Gnostics.

After detailing the explanation of the incarnation given by the Valentinians, as asserting a mingling of two different spiritual beings into unity, he very sensibly remarks against it, ἡμοὶ δὲ δοκεῖ—that spiritual beings unite not in essence, but in the development of power; they do not flow into one another, but they exist with one another. (§ 17.) It may hence be inferred how he imagined the union of God with man to have taken place. This too explains in a measure the 8th section. He then closes this part of the discussion with an exposition of the 110th Ps. v. 3. to which he adds, ἡμεῖς οὗτος ἔξακονυμεν. (§ 20.)

As he shows himself throughout a determined Gnostic, so he is as determined an enemy of the Valentinians while exhibiting the tenets of Theodotus.

In criticizing the Valentinians, he uses, (§ 24.) the harsh expression, ἀγνοοῦσε, and (§ 30.) he even calls their belief atheistical, λέγουσιν ἀδίκως, and shows, on the other hand, how correct was the opinion of Theodotus on this point. To understand this passage, it is necessary to read, as Sylburg has proposed, οὐ γὰρ αὐτοπαθητεύειν ὁ πατὴρ.

Strongly as he declares himself in favor of this teacher, he yet dissents (§ 33.) from his opinion; but says here, our Theodotus, thus again designating the sect to which he adheres. The manner, too, in which he dissents from him is so mild, that we cannot but perceive his respect: ἐστὶν οὖν οὗ λόγος οὗτος παράκονσα τοῦ ἡμετέρου: this was a misapprehension of our master's, or, he was wrongly informed.

This obscure, and on many accounts difficult work, is therefore the composition of a Gnostic, and a Theodotian, expressly written in opposition to the system of Valentinus. As to its plan, it contains only aphorisms from a larger Gnostic work. Hence the title pretty correctly expresses its character: "Extracts from the writings of Theodotus against Valentinus:" only, it strikes me, we should read, ὁ πριγκίπα μικροῖς, instead of πατὰ τοὺς ὁ πριγκίπα χρωσίως. Theodotus can hardly have lived in the days of Valentinus, in which case only could χρωσίως have any sense. Others have proposed the word αἰῶνας instead.

So far we have been preparing the way; and now we may avail ourselves of any advantage which we can derive from this work.

In order to establish a distinction between celestial natures and to make out different classes in the spiritual world, Theodotus maintains, that no being of the seven orders of spirits possesses so exalted attributes as the Son. Hence he remarks, καὶ ὁ μὲν φῶς αἰτήτητον εἰσῆλθε... α ὡς ὁμοίως οὐκ εἶδε, καὶ οὐς οὐκ ἤκουσεν, οὐδὲ ἐπὶ καρδιάν ἀνθρώ- πων ἀνεβην.¹ The first part of the passage appears to allude to the words 1 Tim. 6: 16, ὁ μόνος... φῶς οἰκον ἀπρόσωπον, and the last is found literally in 1 Cor. 2: 9. True, he does not mention the author,

and says nothing, moreover, of the sacred books from which he borrowed the ideas; but he uses the expression εἰρήται, a formula which he employs only when quoting something out of the Old or New Testament, (e. g. § 54. or § 19. § 42.) as Tatian, likewise, used it in such a case.

These various spirits owe their distinction, in part, to the finer or coarser bodies with which they are enveloped. For even the νοσκθεν, animae, (permit me to retain this phraseology,) have a corpus animale, whence the Apostle says: ο γονίο, ἀποστόλος, σπείρεται μὲν γὰρ σῶμα φυσικόν, ἐπιρρέεται σῶμα πνευματικόν. A little further on he quotes the words, οὐ δὲ ἐγερθομέν τὴν εἰκόνα τοῦ χῶκου, φορέωμεν καὶ τὴν εἰκόνα τοῦ ἐνοπλαίου, and remarks on them, πάντα πάλιν εἰκόνα λέγει, but he here calls it again an image. A little after he observes, καὶ πάλιν, and again, δότε βλέπομεν δε ἐμπεπρωθον εἰς αἰνήματι, τούτε δε πρόσωπον πρὸς πρόσωπον. (§ 14. § 15.) These repetitions (and again, and again) must, from the nature of the case, refer to the first citation, ο ἀπόστολος, the Apostle says. And the three passages quoted are really found in this Apostle’s 1st Epistle to the Corinthians (15: 44. 15: 49: and 13: 12.) Also (in § 22.) the words καὶ ὅταν εἰπή ὁ ἀπόστολος, ἐπεὶ ἔτη ποιήσαν μοι βαπτισμοῖς ὑπὲρ τῶν νεκρῶν, are the Apostle’s, (see 1 Cor. 15: 29.) and § 44. he names the Apostle: Paul, says he, commands, Ο Παύλος πελευς τας γυναικας φρένων εξουσίαν επὶ τῆς κεφαλής, διὰ τούς αὔγελους. He substitutes φρένων for ἕξων: otherwise the passage is exactly so in 1 Cor. 11: 10.

As spirits differ in substance, so do they also in intelligence. The Protokústae, archangels, and angels differ in their degrees of knowledge. This he proves thus: Εἷς δὲ ἐπιθυμοῦσιν ἄγγελον παρακύψα, ὁ Πέτρος φησίν, and further, κατά τὸν ἀπόστολον, τιμῶν καὶ ἀμώμου καὶ αὐτοῦ αἵρεσις εἰπτροφήσεται. (§ 12.) He refers to Peter, and we find the passage in 1 Peter 1: 12. He then says, according to the Apostle, etc., and the passage cited is 1 Peter 1: 19, with a slight variation, yet expressed so as to be easily and undoubtedly recognized.

He claims Paul’s authority for a similar Gnostic dogma, which we have neither time nor space here to consider at length: καὶ ο Παύλος, ἐνδύωσα τοῦ κατόν ἀνθρώπου, τὸν κατὰ θέον κτισθέντα. This he still more explicitly asserts elsewhere: καὶ έτει σαρκίζεται καὶ διαφύιη ἐν ἀλλοτρίῳ λίγον· ὃς ἐστιν εἰκόνα τοῦ θεοῦ τοῦ ἀνθρώπου, εἶτα εἰρηκέρα πρωτοτόκου πάσης κτισμοῦ. Hence, he concludes, it is also said by him: ὅσον καὶ μορφὴν δύολον λαβεῖν εἴησαν. (§ 19.) The two first passages are in Paul to the Eph. 4: 24, and Coloss. 1: 15; the last is cited only under the formula εἰρήται, and consists of only a few words, yet we can recognize Philipp. 2: 7.

After the separation of the elements, the Demiurgus created the orders of evil spirits out of the coarse material belonging to λίπη, the mother of evil in the world; and to this the Apostle alludes, when he says: διὰ καὶ λίγας ο ἀπόστολος, καὶ μὴ λυπεῖτε τὸ πνεῦμα τὸ ἁμαρτον τοῦ θεοῦ, ἐν ο ἐφοράγισθη. This Paul says in Eph. 4: 30.

In many things the Demiurgus succeeded but imperfectly, mostly from want of skill, having left nature to herself, because he knew not how to guide her. This the Apostle asserts: διὰ τούτο εἶσαι ο ἀπόστολος, ὑπετάγη τῇ μακαμάτη τοῦ κόσμου ὥς ἐκοιμηθή, ἀλλ` διὰ τὸν
This is quoted with some small variations, loosely and probably from memory; but is undoubtedly taken from Rom. 8: 20, 21.

Hence comes that strife in creation, of which Paul speaks: εἰπέν καὶ ὁ Πάντως, νόμον ἀνατραπενομένον τῷ νόμῳ τοῦ νόμου μου. (§ 52.)

Paul speaks thus in Rom. 7: 23.

But Adam, besides what he received in common with every creature, received through the angels the seeds of a better wisdom. Hence, the writer continues, hence he says, (φησὶ). This expression can refer only to the author previously quoted, viz. Paul. The words which he connects with this form of citation are: διαταγῆς φησι, δὲ ἐγγέλου ἐν χεὶρι μεσίτων: εἰ δὲ μεσίτης ἐνός οὐκ ἔστιν, ὥς ἐθέους εἰς ἔστιν. (§ 53.) They are found precisely so in the Epistle to the Galatians, 3: 19, 20.

Jesus, in order to meliorate the world’s condition, laid aside the πλήρωμα: this is opposed to the κενόν, as the Apostle says, ὡς λέγει ὁ Ἀπόστολος, εἰσαύντων κενώσας. (§ 35.) This expression is found in Philipp. 2: 7. The rest of this passage, Theodotus has made use of in another place, as we have already remarked, ὅθεν καὶ μορφὴν δοῦλον λαβεῖν εἰρήνην. (§ 19.)

From this Epistle, too, without express reference to a biblical book, yet in connexion with other passages borrowed from Paul, viz. Coloss. 1: 16 and Eph. 4: 9, 10, he has quoted, though with considerable freedom, the following passage: διὸ καὶ ὁ θεὸς αὐτοῦ ἐνεργοῦσεν, καὶ ἐδωκεν αὐτῷ ἄτονα τῷ νεότερῳ πᾶν ὄνομα, ἵνα παν χώου κάρπην, καὶ πᾶσα γλυκά ἔσολον ἑορμολογηθῇ ὅπις κύριος τῆς ὅλης ἴησους Χριστοῦ. (§ 43.) and Philipp. 2: 9, 10, 11, 

The epitomist of Theodotus, in various places, has referred to parables of our Saviour; but so slightly and hastily, that we readily perceive him to suppose all to be perfectly familiar to his readers. In a similar way he treats historical narratives respecting our Saviour. We do indeed find all these things in our gospels; but as they do not retain in the manner of expression any particular reference to our books, it would be too hasty to conclude that they must have been derived directly from them.

Thus he refers to a discourse of our Saviour, σωτηρίας, in which he speaks of one who had come back from a journey, after having wasted all his substance, and at whose return a fatted calf was killed. Compare Luke 15: 11—23. And of a king who prepared a marriage supper and invited people to it from the highways. Matt. 22: 2—9. Luke 14: 16—23. (§ 9.) The narrative most resembles that of Matthew, for he calls him a βασιλεὺς and his feast δεῖπνον τού γάμου, which does not agree with Luke. He also mentions a story of Lazarus and a rich man, from which he argues that, even after the present life, we shall have bodies and limbs. (§ 14. Comp. Luke 16: 19 seq.) Also an exhortation of our Saviour, παραστατῆς δ’ σωτηρίας, in which he speaks of first binding the strong man and taking possession of his armor. (§ 52.) Comp. Matt. 12: 29. Mark 3: 27. Luke 11: 22. The language accords most nearly with the first two. And also (§ 86.) of virgins, some of whom were wise, παρθενὸς φρονιμοί, but others foolish, who hence were not admitted. (Matt. 25: 1, seq.) etc.
Historical occurrences, too, he has treated in the same cursory manner. E.g. The arrival of the Magi, who saw our Lord's star, and thence knew that a king was born. (§ 75.) And how a coin was brought to our Lord and he asked: τίνος ἡ εἰρων καὶ ἡ ἐπιγραφή, (§ 86.) which agrees with Matt. 22: 20. Mark 12: 15; and less with Luke 20: 24. And how he was transfigured on the mount before Peter, James and John, and they heard a voice from heaven. (§ 4. 5.)

In relating this last occurrence, Matthew uses the following comparison, (17: 2.) καὶ ἐλήμυ τὸ πρόσωπον αὐτοῦ ὡς ὁ ἥλιος, καὶ τα ἱρατα αὐτοῦ ἐγένετο λευκά ὡς το φως, which occurs neither in Mark 9: 3. nor Luke 9: 28. This comparison Theodotus, in remarking how difficult it is to look upon the Son of God, connects with a biblical quotation, which he ascribes to an Apostle: κατὰ τὸν Ἀπόστολον. This quotation is from 1 Peter 1: 19, and with it he immediately connects οὐ μὴ τα ἱρατα αὐτοῦ ὡς φως ἐλήμυν, τὸ πρόσωπον δὲ ὡς ὁ ἥλιος. (§ 12.) This closely resembles Matthew, both as to the idea and the language; particularly, as in some manuscripts of the Evangelist the word ἐγένετο is wanting.

He frequently quotes loosely from memory, or interweaves the words of the writer with his own. Thus (§ 51.) the Savior says, ὁ σωτήρ λέγει ὁ θεός τον δυνάμενον τούτον τὴν ψυχήν, καὶ τούτο τὸ σώμα τούτου εἰς γείνη ἀπόλεσαι. This is, in substance and in part literally, Matt. 10: 28. He quotes it too in another place (§ 14.) φοβηθείτε γονίδες (γονίδες) τον μετὰ θάνατον δυνάμενον καὶ νοοῦ καὶ σώμα εἰς γείνην ἐσβαλεῖν. If we may argue from the first quotation to this, it is certainly from Matthew. For he here says: γονίδες—therefore he says, and to whom does this refer? Immediately before, he uses the expression, ὁ γονίς Ἀπόστολος, therefore says the Apostle, and after he has finished the quotation and his inference, he proceeds, therefore he says, etc. Hence it is the Apostle who speaks thus.

With the phrase, ὅταν σὺν εἰπής ὁ κύριος, he connects the following passages: Μην καταφρονήσῃς ἐνὸς τῶν μικρῶν τούτων· ἄμην, λέγω μοι, τούτων οἱ ἄγγελοι τὸ πρόσωπον του πατρὸς διὰ παντὸς βλέπουσιν, and Μηκαπεσόμενοι οἱ καθαροὶ τῇ καρδίᾳ, ὃς αὐτοὶ θεόν ὑφείματι. (§ 11.) The first of these passages is literally, except a slight transposition, Matt. 18: 10. The ἐν οὐρανοῖς after ἄγγελοι αὐτῶν is wanting, as here, in all the ancient fathers and versions, and in some MSS. The other passage is literally, Matt. 5: 8.

After his baptism our Lord went into the wilderness, where he was among wild beasts and was attended by angels. (§ 85.) This circumstance that he lived μετὰ θηρίων, among wild beasts, or, if you please, this figure with which he adorns the picture of the wilderness, is found only in Mark 1: 13; that he was attended by angels is stated in Mark and Matthew only.

Our Lord brought peace upon earth as says the Apostle, ὡς φησί τὸν Ἀπόστολος. (§ 73.) This Apostle is Luke; for in his Gospel we find the words, εἰρήνη ἐπί τῆς γῆς, καὶ δόξα ἐν υἱοίστοις, 2: 14.

The quotation: τὸ πνεύμα ἄγιον ἐπελευθεραία ὡς αὐτοῖς (ἡ τοῦ θεοῦ πάπα τοῦ κυρίου λέγει . . . μορφώσεις) δύνασις δὲ υἱοίστου ἐπικιάσας σοι, (§ 60.) agrees literally with Luke 1: 35. We perceive from the parenthesis: He is speaking etc., that he is quoting some writer: yet we
cannot deduce his name or character, either from what precedes or what follows.

The Savior says, ὁ σωτὴρ λέγει, λαμψάτω τὸ φῶς ὑμῶν: these few words we find in Matt. 5: 16. Theodotus then proceeds: of whom the Apostle says, περί οὗ ὁ Ἀπόστολος λέγει, ὁ φωτίζει πάντα ἀνθρώπους ἔργαμεν εἰς τὸν κόσμον. (§ 42.) This is in the Gospel of John, 1: 9. Ὁ δὲ ἀρτος ὃν ἐγὼ δώσω, φησιν, ἵ απεχεὶ μοῦ ἑστιν, (§ 13.) is from the same: John 6: 51. The word φησιν, he says, refers to the Son, of whom he has been speaking. Again, (§ 18.) the Savior says, Ἀφεῖς ὑπάλληλα αὐτὸ ἐναὶ ἑδραῖοι, τὴν ἡμέραν τὴν ἑκατέραν, exactly as in John 8: 56. It is also said, εἰρθέται, ἐν αὐτῷ ὁ λόγος, καὶ ὁ λόγος ἦν πρὸς τὸν θεόν, and ὁ γεγονὼς ἐν αὐτῷ ἦσαν ζωή ἐστιν. (§ 19.) John 1: 1 and 4. The Cambridge MS. D. and some in Origen read ζωὴ ἐστιν, as with Theodotus.

Besides this tract, in which a follower of Theodotus has presented us an epitome of one of his master's works, we have also in Epiphanius accounts of Theodotus, his tenets, and the arguments on which he based them. These are indeed stated with considerable heat, but yet are, he asserts, drawn from his writings: τὰ δὲ εἰς ἡμᾶς ἀπὸ συγγραμμάτων ἀλλάτα ἐρωτήθηκεν.

This Father of the Church has most assiduously represented certain arguments which the heretic borrowed from the Old and New Testaments, to prove that Jesus was only a man, in whom dwelt an Άει of a high order. Among these, the interpretation which he gave to the passage Luke 1: 35, seems to me striking. He insists upon the expression ἑνικεῖ, remarking that, if the tenet of those called Orthodox were intended to be affirmed by it, it would have been: πνεῦμα κυρίου γεννηθεν ἐν αὐτῷ. The epithet of Theodotus, too, as we have before seen, (§ 60.) explained these words to express nothing more than God's formation of the human body which he afterwards inhabited. In the epitome, a form of citation is used, viz. λέγει, which, however, does not determine who says it. In Epiphanius even this is wanting.

He then gives us another of the Heretic's arguments. The Apostles, says Theodotus, called him only a man accredited by signs and wonders, αλλὰ, φησιν, εἰπὼν οἱ Ἀπόστολοι . The words which he quotes are in Acts 2: 22. True, he does not say, the Acts of the Apostles called him a man, etc. but οἱ Ἀπόστολοι. But that the Acts of the Apostles is meant by this form of citation, we learn from Epiphanius, who again cites it exactly in the same way in reply: The same apostles relate in the Acts, that the blessed Stephen said, etc. παντες οἱ αυτοί ἀπόστολοι ἐν ταῖς πράξεσιν ἔφησαν, οὐ ό μακαρός Στίφανος φησιν, ἐδοὺ ὡρα ὅτι . Acts 7: 56. Besides, Peter only is speaking in Acts 3: 22—the expression οἱ Ἀπόστολοι does not apply to him; hence it must refer to the book in which this is related.

Another reason for his opinion he believed he had found in the Epistles. The Apostle, he says, calls Jesus a Mediator between God and man: παντες δὲ προφανεῖται λέγων, ὡς ἐφη περὶ αὐτοῦ ο Ἀπόστολος, ὡς μετὰ αὐτοῦ θεού καὶ ἀνθρώπων, ἀνθρώπῳ Χριστοῦ Ἰησοῦ, l. These words are in 1 Tim. 2: 5. 2

2 Loc. c. p. 467.
He seeks to confirm this further from John 8: 40, where our Lord himself says: ὁ θεός, φησὶν, ὁ κύριος ἐγνώνειν δὲ ζητεῖτε, 1

That it is possible to apostatise from Christianity he proves from Matt. 12: 31. αὐτὸν, φησὶν, τὸν Χριστοῦ εἰσόντος, πασα βλεπώσημεν, ὁ. 2

Before we part with Theodotus we will enumerate together once more the books to which he affords testimony. Of Paul’s Epistles, are quoted under the formula εἰςητας, I Corinthians, Philippians and the 1st to Timothy; and under the designation, the Apostle, or with the name of Paul, Romans, 1 Corinthians, Galatians, Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians.

The 1st of Peter, once mentioning his name, and once under the epistle, the Apostle.

He has shortly and summarily referred to several of our Lord’s parables, and to historical narratives, which we find in the four Evangelists. Also to some of our Lord’s sayings, in substance or literally as we find them in Matthew, Luke and John. He relates Christ’s abode in the wilderness after his baptism, in a merely general manner, but yet with a circumstance which is recorded only in Mark. He cites Matthew and John once, and also Luke’s Gospel once, prefixing, the Apostle says.

In the extracts given by Epiphanius, he appeals to a passage in Matthew, one in Luke, and one in John; under the designation οἱ Ἀπόστολοι, to the Acts of the Apostles, and lastly, with the words, ὁ Ἀπόστολος, to the first Epistle to Timothy.

CERTAIN ANONYMOUS HERETICS.

The Heretics of whom we are about to speak belong to the second century, and are mentioned by Tertullian and Origen. Nothing is known of their names and as little of their writings.

Tertullian says that some maintained an exoteric and an esoteric doctrine in Christianity and pretended that the Apostles communicated to their confidential disciples, besides the common doctrine, one more abstruse, and granted them a peculiar and profound insight into it. They drew their proof of this, he says, from Paul, who wrote to Timothy: Keep that which is committed to thy trust,” and “O Timothy, that good thing which was committed unto thee keep;” and also, “What thou hast heard, commit thou to faithful men, who shall be able to teach others also.” 3 These passages are in 1 Tim. 6: 20, and 2 Tim. 1: 14. 2: 2.

The position of these Heretics and the arguments they adduced in its favor, are not indeed known to us from their own account, but yet they rest on a historical basis, on the information of Tertullian, who confutes them with much earnestness. Probably it was the Carpocratians

---

1 Loc. c. p. 463. 2 L. c. p. 464. 3 De Præscriptione c. 25. Cænis quidem, nil apostolos ignoratis, nec diversa inter se predicatis, non tamen voluest illos omnibus revaluisse: quaeam enim pelam et universa, quasam secreto et paucis demandavisse. Quia et hoc verbo nus exst Paulus ad Timotheum: O! Timothee, depositum custodi; et rursum: bonum depositum serva.—Sed nec quis voluet, illum haec fidibus hominibus demandare, qui idonei sunt, alios docere, id quoque argumentum occulti alicujs evangelt interpretandum est, etc.
against whom the Father grew so warm; for the opinion mentioned was a tenet of their sect.\(^1\)

So with a similar account given by Origen, who complains that some had fallen upon false interpretations through ignorance of the logical rules of exposition. He then proceeds: Among these are to be reckoned such as have wandered into abominable doctrines respecting the Creator of the world, from John's words, I. Ep. V. 19: The world lieth in wickedness.\(^2\) It is known that the Gnostic school, generally, regarded the Demiurgus as a very imperfect spirit, who did not completely understand his work and therefore brought evil into creation. Now, although we are not informed what Gnostic sect was particularly pleased with this argument, yet it is certain that the 1st Epistle of John must have been in existence when such doctrines were built upon it.

**MARCIAN.**

Marcion was scandalized by the many Jewish notions with which Christianity was combined on its appearance, and which his age, probably, knew not always how to distinguish rightly from the substance, as mere vehicles and auxiliary ideas. This Judaism in the Christian system, so offensive in his sight, he determined to destroy. He undertook to do so in a work which he called Antitheses, which was noted among the ancients and was revered as a symbolical\(^3\) book by his followers. In this he showed that Christ's moral views were directly contrary to those of the O. T.; and thence infers that the Jewish God, who is also the Creator of the world, is by no means to be confounded with the nobler Deity whom Jesus proclaimed and whose Son he was.

Although he evinces much more intellect than most of the heretics of those days, he was yet not original in this opinion. Cerdo preceded him in this, as in his tenets generally; having at an earlier period asserted this contrariety between the two Testaments.\(^4\) Some of his antitheses are still to be seen in Theodoret,\(^5\) and if this latter writer had been more copious, instead of epitomizing others, his account of Cerdo would have been of great value, and would have furnished us some fine arguments for the Gospels.

It would appear that Marcion went beyond his master in this matter, since he not only maintained a contrariety between the two Testaments, but even assumed a contrariety between the Apostles in the

---

\(^1\) Irenæus, L. I. Adv. Haeres. c. 25. n. 5.


\(^3\) This word is derived from the Latin symbolum, in the sense of confession of faith. Τν.


New. He found one proof of this in the Epistle to the Galatians, and accused Peter and his companions of Judaism. 1

Relying upon this contrariety, he charged a Jewish bias upon the writings of all the Apostles, with the exception of Paul, who has declared the abolition of Judaism without indulgence. For the same reason, as the ancients unanimously assert, he received of the four Gospels only that of Luke, who, as Paul’s friend, was least suspected of a Jewish mode of thinking. But as even this did not wholly please him, he struck out particular offensive passages and even whole paragraphs. It has become a serious question, what idea we are to form of this book: as such we will now treat it with the aid of preceding works which richly merit our thanks. 2

Epiphanius compared the Gospel of Marcion throughout with that of John; for, before he wrote the books against Heresies, he undertook to oppose this false teacher in a separate work. For this purpose he was obliged to select from the Marcionite Gospel such sections or such particular passages and such altered readings as would serve to convict Marcion of error, out of the sacred books which he acknowledged, and as far as he acknowledged them; and further to note the sections or passages which he had extolled, in order to prove from his system or on other grounds that he had shown himself an unskilful critic.

The sections, passages and variations noted follow one another in the order in which they occur in Marcion’s Gospel; but the rejected passages, as they should occur in it when compared with our Luke. He has designated them by numbers, and presented 75 chapters, κατάλογον. These he re-wrote and accompanied with short notes, Scholia, in order to assist the memory, ὑπομνήματι συντάξας, and that he might have a foundation, εἰκαστός, on which to rear his intended work against Marcion. As he meanwhile dropped this latter intention, he enriched his books against Heresies with this preparatory labor. 3

It is evident that he has not transcribed at length the parts of Marcion’s Gospel which he found to agree with that of Luke, but has presented them only in a condensed way, that they might be more easily inspected; merely stating their agreement, and sometimes only selecting from them such particular passages as seemed to him adapted to be used against the Heretic.

A celebrated man has taken these condensed statements and allusions to be the actual text of Luke according to Marcion, and discovers in them another branch of the original Gospel for Christians not Jew-


2 Eichhorn’s position has given rise to three very good works, by means of which we have won firm footing on contested ground. Mich. Arneth, “Über die Bekanntschaft Marcions mit unserm Canon des N. T. und insbesondere über das Evangelium desselben.” Linz. 1809. 4.—The following books have conducted us still farther. Aug. Hahn, “Das Evangelium Marcions in seiner ursprünglichen Gestalt—nebst dem Beweise—dass erst ein verstellmelles und verkrümmtes Lukas-Evangelium war,” etc. Königsberg 1833.—Hermann Oehlersem, “Die Echtheit der vier canonischen Evangelien aus der Geschichte der drei ersten Jahrhunderte erwiesen.” Königsberg 1823. The dissertation on Marcion is a very able part of this work.

ish, as he considers the Gospel καθ’ Ἐβραίους as the original Gospel which extended itself among the Jewish Christians. The brevity of the Marcionite Luke, as it appears upon this supposition, was to the celebrated Eichhorn the evidence that Marcion’s book preserved the primitive and original text; and on the other hand that the catholic Luke could be only an enlarged and amended one. This original Gospel must indeed have been very concise, since it could be contained together with a Latin translation by its side upon three sheets, without filling them. When these μεταφράσεως are examined, it is evident to all eyes, that Epiphanius has only given us general hints. The 13th chap. runs thus: while they were sailing, he fell asleep; but he stood up, rebuked the wind and the sea. This certainly is no narrative—can be none. Who were they that sailed? who fell asleep? what authority had he to become angry and rebuke the winds? and was there a change after he had rebuked them? Look at the 23d chapter. He said to the lawyer, What is written in the law? After the lawyer had answered, he said, Do that, and thou shalt live. Why did this he question the lawyer? What had he replied which occasioned the admission, Do that and thou shalt live? The 44th chap. Of the rich man and poor Lazarus, how he was carried by angels into Abraham’s bosom. The 45th chap. Now is Lazarus comforted. The 46th. Abraham said, they have Moses and the Prophets; these should they hear: for they would not hear even one arisen from the dead. Who without the assistance of our Luke could compose a parable or complete narration out of these three chapters? And who does not perceive that the words “Of the rich man and poor Lazarus,” are only the title of a chapter? Would any one, in writing out a passage at full length, subjoin, as Epiphanius does, chap. 24th, και λοιπαν, et cetera? Or after repeating the 5th chap. in the Scholia, And all the multitude sought to touch him; and he lifted up his eyes, could he have added και τα δεῖπνα, and so forth, if it had constituted a complete passage? As he thus gives only condensed accounts, we have simply the assurance, that the passage which Epiphanius read in his Luke, occurred in Marcion’s, and indeed at full length and without any remarkable variation in the rendering: otherwise he would have noticed the rejection of the parts which were wanting, or would, according to his custom, have exposed extraordinary readings, as corruptions. So far both were but one and the same Luke.

Further, there is a distinct fact remaining, viz. that in Marcion’s Gospel certain chapters were wholly wanting, as likewise particular sentences and words from others. Were they excluded by him or have they been inserted by others? The ancients universally maintained the former; of late the latter has been asserted. His advocates want not a plausible reason for exculpating him. He has, as they correctly observe, suffered much to remain which runs counter to his tenets: now if he has left such passages untouched, it is not clear why he should have attacked and expunged others.

This would be of weight, were it not evident from his Antitheses that he found means to put such a construction upon these passages, that they did not embarrass him at all, and sometimes even favored his opin-
ion. On this point we have the testimony of Tertullian, who was well acquainted with his writings and had penetrated deeply into his system, of which little knowledge could be obtained without great pains, on account of its frequent obscure and enigmatical language. This writer the authors before mentioned with commendation have compared with Epiphanius, in reference to his testimony concerning Marcion’s Gospel, and have found them almost invariably agreeing as to the historical accounts and particular passages rejected and retained, as well as variations in particular words. They have moreover collected out of Tertullian peculiar interpretations given by Marcion, by which he evaded the difficulties which he felt, and so accommodated passages at variance with his system, that they seem to be in his favor. For example, what could be more dangerous to his Docetism than the passage, Luke 24: 39. “Spiritus oessa non habet, sicut me videtis habentem;” he however merely assumed the word spiritum as understood: “Sicut me videtis—spiritum—habentem.” (L. IV. Adv. Marcion, at the end.)

A further ground which has been relied on for Marcion’s exculpation is the following. Passages are wanting in Marcion’s Gospel which to all appearance are not prejudicial to his tenets; on which account no reason can be seen why he should have suppressed them. The contrary, however, has been maintained, and the incompatibility of such passages with Marcion’s system shown. Even the most embarrassing of them, the parable of the prodigal son, has been evinced to be inconsistent with his doctrines. The prodigal, although born under the government of the severe and just God, the Creator of the world, did certainly know in his heart the merciful Deity and turn to him while he was not yet revealed, or else the stern Kosmokrator exhibited himself in this instance as a good and gracious Deity, which shakes the foundation of the Marcionite system.1

Thus nothing can clear him from the imputation of violent criticism: his arbitrary treatment of the Pauline Epistles testifies loudly and perpetually against him. Is it possible that these Epistles should have grown by degrees to their present condition? e. g. the Epistle to the Romans, out of eight sentences which Epiphanius quotes from Marcion’s Apostolikon?

Under what pretext did he introduce a peculiar text of Luke? Did he assert that a pure and uncorrupted copy of the Gospel had descended to him from former times? If so we should find some trace of it.

In his Antitheses he argues from the rebuke which Paul gave Peter for his disassembled Judaism, that the Apostles generally had a prepossession in favor of Judaism; and indeed so far as to falsify the Gospel. (“Prevaricationis et simulationis suspiciumque quæriter usque ad deprecationem evangelií.” Tertull. L. IV. c. 3.) It was the dishonest Apostles, who corrupted the truth, from whom the books of the Christians originated. (“Inde sunt nostra Digesta.” Ibid.) He complains particularly in the Antitheses, of the Gospel which Christians call Luke’s, as corrupted by the favorers of Judaism, in order to make Christ agree with the Law and the Prophets. (“Evangelium quod Lucæ referitur

1 Olshausen, Die Echtheit der canonischen evangelien, 3d Absch. p. 207.
penes nos—per Antitheses suas arguit, ut interpolatum a protectoribus Judaicis ad incorporationem legis," &c. IV. 4.)

These corruptions then, according to Marcion, took place far back, and indeed in the very times of the Apostles, so that he debarred himself from the pretence of having procured a genuine copy, whose transmission to him would have been more probable, had the falsifications occurred at a later period.

Tertullian in his reply asks whether he does not see that the blame must then fall upon Christ himself for electing such Apostles, (L. IV. c. 3.) and further inquires where the true Apostolorum instrumentum was to be found; if it had been lost through these corruptions, it could not be possessed by Marcion himself. (Ibid.) This position he then leaves as though it were undisputed, and attacks him on another ground. He conducts the controversy with him as an emendator: Marcion was the first, from the days of Tiberius to those of Antoninus, who had ventured to step forward as an emendator of the Gospel. No emendation was needed; his book could not be regarded as an amended one, etc.

Origen, too, gives it as the common opinion, that Marcion aspired to the reputation of a critic and emendator. Thus, when a malicious person corrupted one of his productions and excused himself by saying that he simply aimed to amend it, he replied that he certainly had amended it in the same way that Marcion had amended the Gospel.

The critical spirit of the master extended itself to his followers. When the charge of innovation and an origin of yesterday was brought against them, they defended themselves by asserting that Marcion had introduced nothing new which tended to separate the Law and the Gospel, but had only restored the truth which had been long since abused. This medical care they continued to bestow upon the Gospel; and proceed, as the author of the Dialogue against Marcion says, to this hour, completely to destroy whatever he left untouched.

They continue daily, says Tertullian, as they get into difficulty in regard to their positions, to change them; whence the Father of the

---


2 L. IV. Adv. Marcion c. 3. c. 4. "Emedator sine Evangelii a Tiberianis usque ad Antonina tempora severi Marcion solus et primus obvinit, expectatus tamen in Christo poenitente jam, quod Apostolorum praemississe propriis sine praesidis Marcionis; nisi quod humanae temeritatis non divinae auctoritatis negantium est haeresis, quae sic semper emendat, Evangelia dum vitiat... itaque dum emendat, utrumque confirmat, et nostrum aliter, id emendans quod invexit: et id postierius, quod de nostri emendatione constituens suum fecit." —In reference to the other Gospels he says of him c. 5. "In quantum ergo emendasset, quae fuissent emendanda, si fuissent corrupta, in tantum confirmavit non fuisset corrupta quae non putavit emendanda. Denique emendavit, quod corruptum existimat. Sed nec hoc merito, quia non fuit corruptum, rel."

3 Epist. ad Alexandrinum in Apologetic. Ruffin. pro Origen. "Videte quali purgationes disputationem nostram purgavit, quali purgationes Marcion Evangelii purgavit." At the beginning.


church advises them, to change for once in conformity with the eight Apostolical books of the church.¹

We will now briefly recount the positions at which we have arrived. Eichhorn's belief that he had obtained the Marcionite Gospel complete, in the titles of chapters and the extracts given by Epiphanius, and on account of its brevity, that he had discovered the first draught of our Luke and an original Gospel, was a mistake arising from prepossession in behalf of a favorite hypothesis. The defence of Marcion on the ground that he has not taken pains to exclude much that is unfavorable to his doctrines,—much less, then, what was of a different character—we reject, because it is known that by misinterpretation he made such passages consistent with his doctrines. The second ground, that it does not appear why he should suppress the portions which are deficient, is by late investigations so entirely invalidated, that it is evident, on the contrary, he could not have suffered them to remain without detriment to his system; whence he comes under suspicion of the crime from which it is attempted to exculpate him. His treatment of the Pauline Epistles, however, convicts him of corruption. Neither he nor his followers ever pretended to possess a pure Gospel of the times of the Apostles; but only to have purified it from their corruptions. From a comparison of the Marcionite Gospel with our Luke it is evident that it was Luke which was disfigured and cut out by Marcion according to his own opinions.

The reasons which led him to pronounce the Luke of the Christians to be a book replete with Jewish additions, he detailed in his Antitheses. (L. IV. Adv. Marcion. c. 4.) Must he not in the same work have given reasons for his rejection of the other Gospels?

The first three books of Tertullian are occupied exclusively with a refutation of the Antitheses, in which the Heretic developed his principles respecting the creation, and its author, viz. the Deity of the Jews; respecting another Deity, the unknown and merciful God; respecting the two-fold Messiah, etc. His tenets could be supported only by a comparison of the sacred books of the Jews and Christians, whose contrariety gave him occasion to assume two primordial existences. But the sacred books of the Christians, he discovered, were not entirely consonant with his system; for as their authors, blinded by their Jewish prejudices, could not elevate their minds to the pure doctrine respecting the benevolent Deity, they therefore wilfully perverted it. But it was then incumbent on him to declare his Canon and to defend his rejections by argument. That he did this, in regard to Matthew, is clear from Tertullian's refutation.

The words of our Lord in Matthew: "That ye may be the children of your Father who is in heaven; for he maketh his sun to rise on the evil and on the good, and sendeth rain on the just and on the unjust," (5: 45) were not suitable to be uttered by the real Christ. The just God and Creator of the world could not so conduct, and the benevolent

¹ L. IV. Adv. Marcion c. 5. Irenæus appears to have had the Marcionite sect in his eye in the words: "Nec fæ sae dicere, quoniam ante prædicaverunt, quam perfectam habuerant ignitioenem, eicit quidam audent dicere, gloriante, emendatores se esse Apostolorum." L. III. c. 1.
Deity would not be able to dispose of the rain and sunshine, works of the Creator of the world. So confused ideas respecting God must be falsely attributed to Christ. Marcion rejected the passage. Tertullian says he had erased it, erasit; in another place he contents himself with the expression, detraxisti, thou hast withdrawn them. The word erasure is an current with him as ὀμημένος with the Greeks for rejection: he even says of Marcion's injunction of continence, "materiam matrimonii erasit." (L. II. Adv. Marc. near the end.)

It is still worse in regard to the declaration of our Lord, "I am not come to destroy (the law) but to fulfill," Matt. 5: 17; in which the Messiah of the benevolent Deity very wrongly submits himself to the law of the Creator of the world. He erased it, says Tertullian again; but in another place he contents himself with the word deny, negare. True, this father does not mention this passage in his reply to the Antitheses, but in his 4th and 5th books against Marcion; however, he repeatedly declares, that he reserved some objections to the Antitheses till he should bring the Marcionite Gospel under examination, and could more conveniently refer to it.

In his 3d book against the Antitheses, he opposes Marcion's attack upon the prophecies of Isaiah concerning Immanuel, (7: 14.) It was essential to the heretic to deny the birth of Christ from a virgin, which Matthew (1: 23) has corroborated from Isaiah. Christ could not have been born, inasmuch as in order that he might owe nothing to the Creator of the world, he went about in the mere semblance of a man. He therefore argued that the prophecy certainly had no reference to Christ, who never was a warrior, and to whom what Isaiah says farther of Immanuel (8: 4), that he is to take away the riches of Damascus and the spoil of Samaria, is not applicable. To which Tertullian replies, that Marcion need only restore the account which he had withdrawn from the Gospel of the visit of the Magi and their gifts, and all would be plain. And then he interprets the riches of Damascus


and the spoil of Samaria, as referring to the gifts of the wise men. The story is too familiar for us to inquire from what Gospel Marcion had withdrawn it.

The language of Marcion respecting the commencement of the Gospels of Matthew and Luke, which Tertullian in another place (De carne Christi, c. 2.) quotes from him and turns to ridicule, may be here noticed: "Quid illi cum angelo creatoris! et in uterum conceptus inducit; quid cum Esaias propheta creatoris?—Auper, inquit, molestos semper Caesaris census, et diversoria angusta—Magi ne fatigentur de longinquo—Melior sit Herodes, ne Jeremias gloriaret," etc.

These are some of the reasons that have reached us, by which he justified his rejection of Matthew. Whether he entered into as much detail in respect to other books, or rejected them in toto, on account of their Jewish errors, is not known. It is clear from Tertullian that a similar fate befell several books of the N. T., as e. g. the Gospel of John and the Apocalypse. If thou hadst not, says he, intentionally, de industriis, rejected or corrupted the Scriptures which gainsay thine opinions, the Gospel of John would have taught thee differently respecting the apparent human body; confidisset te in hac specie Evangelium Joannis, praedicans spiritum cœlœntes corpora delineatum." (De carne Christi, c. 3.) But here his memory or a false reading deceived this father of the church; for no known MS. reads in omnibus perversis in the passage, John 1:33. Of the Apocalypse he says: "Nam esti Apocalypsim ejus Marcion respect—in Johannem tamen stabit auctorem." (L. IV. Adv. Marc. c. 5.) He makes the same complaint as to the Acts of the Apostles. In this book Paul is recognized as an apostle, and he in turn confirms the statements of the Acts of the Apostles. It is therefore plain, for what reason it was rejected: "Cur etiam resupatis juss appareat;" viz., because it does not distinguish God and the Creator of the world from each other. (L. V. c. 2.)

It is owing to Tertullian's mode of procedure that we are only thus superficially informed. Had he in his three books against the Antitheses accompanied Marcion step by step, presented each Antithesis and its proof, we should have been better informed on many points. He has, however, in opposition to his adversary, laid down three positions of special importance, in as many books, and undertaken to maintain them. These are, that there is only one God; that the God of both Testaments is the same; and that thus there is but one Christ. While occupied with his own positions, he has taken notice of his adversary's only in a passing manner and indistinctly, occasionally stating some of them in the 4th and 5th books.

Paul was in Marcion's eyes the sole and true Apostle, and his Epistles he consequently acknowledged; yet not all, and not without alter-
atious. From these, as well as from his Gospel, Epiphanius has made extracts, or a collection of such passages, forty in number, as appeared of use in refuting Marcion, and remained unmolested in his amended text of Paul. He has also taken notice of peculiar readings; but the passages omitted he did not mark as he has in his extracts from the Marcionite Gospel. It was Tertullian's aim, in the 6th book of his confutation of Marcion, to convict the Heretic of error, from his own codex of the Pauline Epistles, and he has pointed out by the way alterations and suppressions of verses and longer paragraphs.

Epiphanius gives a list of the Epistles and their situation in the Marcionite Ἀκούστολοκός, (as Marcion's collection of the Epistles was termed) in the following manner. The Epistle to the Galatians ranked first; then followed the first and second Epistles to the Corinthians; then that to the Romans; the two to the Thessalonians; that to the Laodicceans; to the Colossians; to Philemon; and that to the Philippians formed the conclusion. The Epistle to the Laodicceans was, as Tertullian and Epiphanius testify, and as extracts still extant prove, the same which is otherwise called the Epistle to the Ephesians.1

Tertullian, likewise, read them in the same order. He begins with the Epistle to the Galatians: " Principalem adversus Judaismum epistolam nos quoque constringit, quae Galatas docet" (L. V. c. 2), and occupies with it the 3d and 4th chapters of the 5th book. From the 5th to the 11th chap., he treats of the 1st Epistle to the Corinthians; and from the 11th to the 13th, of the second. The 13th and 14th chap. are devoted to the Epist. to the Romans; the 15th and 16th to the two to the Thessalonians; the 17th and 18th to that to the Ephesians or Laodicceans; the 19th to that to the Colossians; the 20th to that to the Philippians; and, lastly, the 21st to the Epistle to Philemon.

Thus Marcion's collection discarded the Epistle to the Hebrews; which would have demolished his whole system, had he not demolished it. He removed the Epistles to Titus and Timothy, and yet retained that to Philemon; and hence Tertullian with reason wonders that he should have admitted the Epistle to one individual and yet have excluded Epistles to others concerning ecclesiastical affairs. As Tertullian found the Epistle to Philemon, in the copy which was before him, yet unmolested, probably on account of its brevity, while Epiphanius, on the other hand, found it entirely disfigured, ὀδογερωτός αὐτήν διαστεροσφαὶ παρ' αὐτῷ κείσατε, we may properly infer that Marcion's

---

critical spirit descended to his followers, and that the latter completed
what the master began.

The suppressions and alterations in Marcion's Apostolicon, when
examined, as they have lately been, lead to the same position which the
ancients took in respect to them; viz., that he mutilated the Epistles to
save his system. He had his choice either to do the one or give up the
other. He could make use of too pretences to justify his criticism up-
on even anti-Judaizing Paul; either that the Apostle of the Gentiles
was not yet wholly free from Jewish fits, or that he suspected his wri-
tings to have been contaminated by the hands of the Jewish apostles.
Tertullian indicates the latter, and he probably observed assertions of
that nature in the Antitheses. (L. V. c. 9 on Coloss. i. 16.) This pre-
tence is in accordance with Marcion's general charge against the Apost-
tles, of having corrupted the doctrines of Christianity by changing the
readings of the Scriptures and especially of Luke's Gospel, which, he
said, was disfigured by Jewish interpolations.

Now as the Evangelical codex of Tatian, setting aside the Genealo-
gies and some other things, attests the existence of our Gospels entire;
so Marcion's Apostolical codex is a historic document which attests ten
of the Epistles of Paul, establishes their age, and adjudges them to the
author to whom they are usually ascribed.

His Gospel attests our Luke, which he must have possessed, since he
trimm'd it to suit his own purposes and assigned the reasons for his
pretended amendment in his Antitheses. His Antitheses in several
places make the Gospel of Matthew the subject of criticism, and ex-
press disapprobation of it on account of the prevailing Judaism to
which its author had surrendered himself. Marcion rejected, moreover,
others of the Christian Scriptures, but his positions concerning them are not given with such precision, as to serve as ground for argu-
ment. He rejected generally the other Scriptures received by the ortho-
dox, which, as Tertullian frequently reproaches him and as he him-
self confesses in one of his letters, he once acknowledged, before he re-
nounced the orthodox party. 3

Ptolomaeus and Heracleon.

Irenaeus connects them together and thus seems to have regarded
them as contemporaries: yet he places Ptolomaeus first. Tertullian,
too, follows this order: he says, Valentinus marked out the road; Ptola-
omaeus paved it, and Heracleon made the side-walks. 4 But according
to Origen, 5 the latter was Όυαλεντίνου γνώριμος: he enjoyed the

---

2 De carne Christi. c. 2. "His opinor consilis tot originalia instrumenta Christi, Marcion, delara suae se, non caro ejus probaretur—excidisti, rescindendo quod retro credidisti, sicut et ipsa confitoris in quadam epistola, et tui non ne-
gant, et nostri probatur."
4 Tertull. Advers. Valentinianos, c. 4.
friendship or instruction of Valentinus; much more then did Ptolomaeus. Of a different sect, Cerdo, Marcion's teacher, was their contemporary. Epiphanius, indeed, places him after Heracleon, referring to the time when he acquired celebrity; but the interval between them cannot possibly have been of much consequence, as Cerdo was distinguished under Hyginus, under whom Valentinus rose to be the head of a distinct sect.  

There is still extant a letter from Ptolomaeus to his pupil, Flora, in which he imparts instruction respecting the contrariety between the Law and the Gospel, which had then become through Cerdo a subject of discussion, and warns her against the pernicious principles which some deduced from these Antitheses; viz., that we must distinguish between the God of the Old Testament and that of the New, and that the former was the God of the Jews, Creator of the world, and only an imperfect God.

For the Apostle expressly declares our Saviour to be the Creator of the world when he, ο ἀπόστολος, says, πάντα δ' αὐτοῦ γεγονέναι καὶ γεωρίς αὐτοῦ γεγονέναι οὐδέν. This Apostle is clearly John. (1: 3.) But those who interpret the words of our Saviour, τα αὐτῷ σωστήριον σημεῖα—οίνοι ἡ πόλει μεριθέοι ἐφ' ἐαυτῇ, σὲ μή δύναται σημεῖα, of the Jewish lawgiver and of the imperfection of the constitution which he formed, misunderstand our Lord. The first part of this is Matt. 12: 25, with the variation ἐφ' ἐαυτῇ, as in Codex D; the ou δύναται σημεῖα, or, as B, L, K and some other MSS. read, οὐ δύναται σημεῖα, is in Mark 3: 25. Yet the coincidence as respects the last few words may be only accidental, and the whole may be a quotation from memory.

Not all the laws of the Old Testament are from God himself; some are only from Moses, as the Saviour, διαλεγόμενος ποι ὁ οὐσιός, said to those who inquired of him concerning a bill of divorce: "Ος Μούσης πρὸς τὴν σκληροκαθάδιαν ὑμῶν ἐπέτερε τὸ ἀπολύσαι τὴν γυναῖκα αὐτοῦ' αἰτὶ ἁρχής δὲ αὐ γέγονεν οὕτως. (θεός γὰρ φησὶ, συνεξετάσας ταύτην τὴν σωφρίαν') καὶ δ' συνεξετάσας αὐ πλοῦσος, ἀνθρωπος μη σωφρίδωτο. The first part of this, as far as the parenthesis, in which he inserts an observation of his own couched in his well-known phraseology, is, with the exception of slight variations, to be found in Matt. 19: 8, and in no other Evangelist: "Ος Μούσης πρὸς τὴν σκληροκαθάδιαν ὑμῶν ἐπέτερεν ὑμῖν ἀπολύσατε τὰς γυναίκας ὑμῶν' αἰτὶ ἁρχής οὐ γέγονεν οὕτως. Comp. Mark 10: 5, 6. The conclusion, likewise, is in Matthew: "Ο οὖν ο θεὸς συνεξετάσας αὐπλοῦσος μη σωφρίζετο. (19: 6.) The words, too, are in our Evangelist, in the very connection in which Ptolomaeus has presented them; and are, in addition to the formula, the Lord says, more clearly designated as a quotation, by the expression, διαλεγόμενος ΠΟΤ—he says somewhere, in a certain place. So too Clemens Romanus, with this phraseology, has referred to a passage in Isaiah: λέγει γὰρ ποι— and with the same words, to another in the Proverbs of Solomon. (Clem. Ep. I. ad Cor. c. 15 and 21.)

Human traditions too, he further informs his pupil, had been mixed

---

1 Epiphanius. Haeres. XLI. Κλάδων τις τοντος καὶ των Ἰκανολόγων διαδέχεται.
2 Iren. L. III. Adv. Haeres. c. 4. 3 In Epiphanius. Haeres. XXXIII.
with the Law, as our Saviour declares, δηλοὶ καὶ τόποι οὐ σωτήρ. And now he quotes again, freely and from memory, yet so that we clearly recognize Matthew. The beginning: Τίμα τὸν πατέρα σου καὶ τὴν μητέρα σου, ἵνα εὖ σου γίνηται, is rather from Moses than Matthew. But ye say, says our Lord to the teachers of the law: διόρων τῷ Θεῷ, ὃ ἐστὶν ἕλεος ἔργῳ ὃς, except the addition τῷ Θεῷ, we find in Matthew, together with the following words: καὶ ημερώσας τὸν νόμον (so read Codd. C. 13 and 124.) τοῦ Θεοῦ διὰ τὴν παρέδοσιν τῶν πρεσβυτέρων: διακοπθείσω τοις οὖσιν παρθένοις, which Matthew has employed in a very peculiar manner, οὐκ ὀντος, αὐτός as far as ἐναλάβατο αὐθάρασις, Matt. 16: 5, 6, 8.

The Law, he proceeds, may be considered generally under three points of view. One portion of it our Lord exalted to perfection; this is that νόμος, ἵνα ἴδῃς καταλύσας ἀλλὰ πληρωσία, Matt. 5: 17; that part which the Saviour came to fulfill, not to destroy. Another portion has been repealed; and the third was only a typical representation of that which was to come, and ceased of itself, when this took place: e. g., the law, a tooth for a tooth and an eye for an eye, is abrogated by our Saviour, when he says: Ἑγὼ γὰρ λέγω ὑμῖν, μὴ αὐτοπτῶς ὁλοκληρίζετε τὸ πονηρόν, αὐτὸν τὸν πονηρὸν καὶ τὴν πάλην εἰσερχόμεθα. This too, with only a trifling difference in the order of the words, is found in Matt. 5: 39. Codex D, which in general contains a very ancient text, likewise omits δεξιάν.

Of that part which was only typical and consisted in ceremonial observances, Paul speaks (δηλοὶ καὶ Παύλος ὁ Ἀπόστολος) when he says: Τὸ πάσχα ἡμῶν εἰσῆλθεν Χριστός, καί ἢν ἢν, φησιν, ἂν μετέχῃς κύριος ... ἀλλ' ἢν νῦν φύσα. The words are, according to Tertullian's custom, transposed and given in a very free manner; yet evidently come from Paul, 1. Cor. 5: 7. The same Paul, explaining the type of the passover and the unleavened bread, ο Ἀπόστολος Παύλος, τοῦ εἰς ὅνα ... διὰ τοῦ πάσχα καὶ τῶν ἀξίων δεξιάς, speaks of that part of the law which was done away; εἰς τὸν νόμον τῶν ἐντολῶν ἐν δόγμας κατέγραφας: and also of that which only needed perfecting and completion: ο μὲν νόμος, εἰς τὸν, ἄγιος, καὶ τὴ ἐντολὴ αὐτή, καὶ δικαία καὶ ἁγιατή. The first passage is here expressed freely and with the infinitive form of the verb; but otherwise it is literally, Eph. 2: 15. The other is literally, Rom. 7: 12.

Of the works of Heracleon considerable fragments are extant. In Clement of Alexandria there is an exegetical fragment on Luke 12: 8, 9. πῶς ὡς ἐκν. ὑπολογίσῃ ἐν ἔμαι, as far as ἀγγέλων τοῦ Θεοῦ, from which, τούτων τῶν τόπων ἐγνώμονος, he endeavors to support the position, that it is sufficient to acknowledge Jesus by our actions and to attest his doctrines by our life, without adding an oral confession, e. g., as in times of persecution. Hence our Lord says ἐν ἑαυτῷ, when he speaks of καθαρσία, and οἱ when he speaks of denial. For the ἐν ἑαυτῷ refers to those who live in him through conviction and instruction, and in whom, consequently, he also lives. Under such circumstances denial is not conceivable; for one must then deny himself, which cannot be: διόπερ ἄρνησασθαι ἴσωτον οὐδέποτε δύναται. To these last

words he appears to attach considerable importance, as if they were relevant to the argument and of similar authority with the preceding. Paul expresses himself in the same manner respecting Jesus himself: ἀφήσασθαι Ἰωάννον οὐ δύναται. (2 Tim. 2: 13.)

In an appendix to the works of Clement of Alexandria, Heracleon comments with much particularity on an apostolical passage: οὗτος ἀποστολικῶν, which is found in Matt. 3: 11, 12, and also in Luke 3: 17, in the same words. There is no evidence in favor of either of the two in particular.

Numerous and important fragments of his commentaries on John’s Gospel, are presented by Origen in his exposition of the same, in order to correct the heretic. (Tom. I. in Johann. III. VI. VIII. IX. XI. XII. XIII. XIV. XV. XVI. XVII. XVIII. XIX. XX. XXI. XXII. XXIV. XXV.)

Heracleon has sometimes, in his exposition, referred to other biblical passages. But he has treated them cursorily and rather alluded to them, than extracted them at length; often only their sense is introduced into the current of his discourse.

The story (John 4: 46.) of the royal officer or soldier, he interprets in his peculiar manner (Origen, Tom. VIII. in Johann.), understanding by βασιλικός the Deiurigus. In this exposition he incidentally remarks, that ἐν τῷ, in the passage, οἱ νῦν τῆς βασιλείας ἡτέλεσαν εἰς τὸ ἐδώρου, the perdition which awaits the followers of the Deiurigus is spoken of. The passage is Matt. 8: 12, with the variation ἡτέλεσαν, however, which occurs in Bianchini. (Cod. Veron. et Vercelli.)

In another place (Tom. XVI. in Johann.) he refers, under the formula κατὰ τὸ, to the words, ὁ Θεομαχός πολύς, οἱ δὲ ἔργαι ἄλγος. And (Tom. XIV.) among other biblical quotations, he speaks of the Son’s coming, ζητήσει καὶ σώσει τὸ ἀπολυτικός. The two passages are word for word in Matt. 9: 37, and 18: 11; and likewise in Luke 10: 2, and 19: 10. There is no means of decision in favor of either.

In the course of his remarks (T. XIII.) he has evidently introduced the words of 1 Cor. 13: 12; without quoting them literally or treating them as a quotation. With these he connects the words, ἀφήσατε ὑμᾶτα, ὡς ἐγὼ ἀνθρωποὶ λαλήσας, which are peculiar to the 2d Epist. to the Corinthians, 12: 4. Thus too he refers, for the expression λογίη λατερία, to the Apostle (Tom. XIV. in Johann.), καθ’ ὁ καὶ ὁ ἀπόστολος διδάσκει. This occurs in Paul to the Romans 12: 1.

We therefore derive the following evidence from what remains of the writings of Tolemy and Heracleon. From the former, we have 1 Ex scriptis Prophetarum Ecglogae. c. 25.
3 According to De la Rue’s edition. Tom.XIII. p. 76.
4 T. XIII. p. 320.
5 T. XIII. p. 234.
five passages extracted out of Matthew's Gospel, which retain the expression, with various degrees of exactness, but are all easily recognized; one from John's Gospel, not wholly literally, but with the reference of ἀπόστολος; passages under Paul's name, from the Epistle to the Romans, the 1st to the Corinthians and that to the Ephesians. From Heracleon, fragments of a commentary on the whole of John; an exposition of a passage in Luke; a passage from Matthew under a form of citation. We have, moreover, a reference to the Epistle to the Romans, under the expression of ἀπόστολος; and, without any intimation that they are citations, one passage, freely but evidently from the 1st Epistle to the Corinthians, one word for word from the 2d Epistle to the Corinthians, and one from the 2d to Timothy.

VALENTINUS AND HIS SCHOOL.

Ptolomy and Heracleon were indeed disciples of Valentinus; but they left his sect and deviated in many points from his system. But notwithstanding this secession, he remained the head of a large and very extensive sect which took its name from him.

We still possess some remains of his works; viz. fragments of his letters, of his homilies, and of a treatise on the origin of evil.¹ But in these fragments, which were extracted only to show some of his peculiar ideas, no arguments from the sacred books occur, so that for our purpose they might as well not be in existence.

Irenaeus, however, has thought the biblical arguments by which he supported his system, worthy of his attention, and has replied to them, by which means they have come to our knowledge.

He had, as he says, frequent intercourse with Valentinians themselves; and what is of more importance, he had writings of the disciples of Valentinus before him, from which he drew.² We, indeed, hear the teacher from the mouth of his disciples; we want not now, however, a perfect description of his system, but only such things as ordinary abilities are sufficient to state.

It is first of all worthy of notice, that the fathers never charged him with mutilating the biblical writings, or with rejecting and retaining of them just what he chose. Tertullian even concedes that he received the biblical Codex entire; but he reproaches him with having abused it more by his misinterpretations than Marcion had with his knife.³ Irenaeus states that Valentinus gave the preference to John's Gospel; and only complains of him and his followers, that, besides the four acknowledged Gospels, they had one more than other Christians, which they even called Evangelium veritatis.⁴ He says besides, that they drew their arguments not only from the evangelical and apostolical writi

³ Tertull. de Præscript. Haeret. c. 38.
tings, helping themselves by explanations and ingenious interpretations, but also from the Law and the Prophets.\footnote{Ibid. Lib. I. c. III. n. 6. Καὶ ὁ μύχον ἐν τῶν εἰσχυλικῶν καὶ τῶν ἐποικοτόμων αὐτοῖς ἐπενεχθεὶς τῷ θυσίας τιθημένῳ, παρατίθεσθαι τῷ εἰρημένῳ καὶ ἐφιδεύσαντες τῷ ἑβαλόντως, ἀλλὰ καὶ εἰ νόμον καὶ προφητῶν κ. τ. λ.}

We might draw from this an advantageous conclusion in respect to the sacred books generally, which we see were received as such in the days of Irenaeus and Tertullian; but we will first examine how this general and unsuspicious testimony in favor of the heretics is confirmed in detail, and then every one is at liberty to estimate the strength of this cumulative evidence.

The father does not quote the parables and narratives of the historical books of the New Testament on which they founded their arguments, at full length, as perhaps they were presented in their own writings. Hence it will be necessary that we should judge from their reasoning and deductions whether their arguments in any cases do really imply such particularities in circumstance or language, as force us to recognise our historical documents and as, so to speak, individualize them.

They refer among other things to a parable of our Saviour, on which they attempt to ground the number of their thirty Aeons. It is not cited word for word, probably on account of its extent. The parable is that of the laborers who were sent at different hours into the vineyard. They were sent, say they, about the first, the third, the sixth, the ninth, and the eleventh hours. Now these hours, one, three, six, nine and eleven, make up the number thirty; hence thirty hours or Aeons.\footnote{Iren. L. i. c. i. n. 3.}

We find a parable respecting laborers in a vineyard in Matt. 20: 1, seq. Now was it this to which they alluded? In such a representation it must have been wholly accidental what hours, and how many, were named. It would even have been sufficient, if it had been said generally, at different hours, or simply in the morning, at noon, and, at evening. But in Matthew the laborers are sent πρῶτοι—or μία ώρα (v. 12),—about the first, the third, the sixth, the ninth and eleventh hours; exactly as it is represented above. Were there any difference as to one of the hours, their argument would not be just. Thus Matthew's narrative is presupposed in all its circumstances; circumstances which were wholly accidental, and depended upon the fancy of the writer. And Irenaeus then concludes: "So did they abuse the Holy Scriptures," etc.

The story of the woman who had suffered twelve years from an issue of blood does not appear in Matthew with the same circumstances as are given by the Valentinians. But is it not thus represented in Mark or Luke? (Mark 5: 25, seq. Luke 8: 43.)

Her condition is stated in the words of Mark, παθοῦσα δώδεκα ἑτη, and they lay much stress in their argument upon the expression ΠΑ- θοῦσα, as well as upon the δώδεκα ἑτη. For they attempt to inculcate from it, that one of their spiritual existences, the twelfth Aeon, endured severe sufferings, and was delivered from them by another power, τὴν ικανον τοῦ πεποθότος αἰώνος, and that η παθοῦσα δώδεκα ἑτη.
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ἐξείλθη δὲ δύναμις εἰς τὸν ναὸν. When the woman touched Jesus, he asked, ἴσθι με ἡμαρτο; as we find in Mark 5: 30. What they say farther, that by this question he intended to instruct his disciples, ἤδεικνυτο τοὺς μαθητὰς, agrees with Mark only, where the disciples come directly into notice: καὶ ἔλεγον οἱ μαθηταὶ κ. τ. ῥ. Iren. L. I. C. III. n. 3.

The story of a certain Anna, mentioned in the Gospel, καὶ διὰ τῆς Ἀννῆς τῆς ἐν τῷ Ἐυαγγελίῳ κερυσσόμενος προφήτηδος, who was a prophetess, and had lived seven years with her husband, but had passed the remaining period, till our Saviour's coming, in a state of widowhood, occurs with all these briefly noticed circumstances in Luke's Gospel, 2: 36. The story of a certain Simeon, who, giving thanks, took the Saviour in his arms, and said: τὸν ἄνθιστα τὸν δούλον σου, δίκαιον, κατὰ τὸ σήμα του ἐν εἰρήνῃ, (which represents the Demiurgus, who perceived his near departure at the coming of the Saviour and gave thanks,) occurs, with these circumstances and these words of Simeon, in the same Evangelist, 2: 39. (Iren. L. I. C. VIII. n. 4.)

They refer to John, the disciple of our Lord, by name, as having spoken expressly of the first eight Aeons. They adduce as proof the first chapter of John's Gospel, which they explain after their own manner. Irenaeus quotes their own language as follows: 1 John, the disciple of our Lord, wishing to describe the creation of the universe, or the way in which the Father evolved every thing from himself, supposes first an ἀγχή, a principle which he also calls μορφογένης and θεός, in which the Father produced all things originally and gave forth the Logos from himself, etc., whence he says: ἐν ἀγχῇ ἦν ὁ λόγος κ. τ. ῥ.

According to the foregoing observations, what the father of the Church has asserted in respect to the biblical Codex of the Valentinians must be correct, viz. that they received it entire, without mutilating it at all and without exception of any particular parts, and that they caused it to speak for them only by misinterpretation.

We might add very considerably to the number of arguments in favor of some of the Gospels, particularly of Luke; but we will only subjoin further a few which relate to Matthew. The Iota with which the name Jesus begins signifies ten Aeons; hence our Saviour spoke with so much emphasis of the Iota. This they show from his words: Καὶ διὰ τούτου ἐρεχθείσαν τὸν οὐρανόν—καὶ εἶναι εἰς τὸν κόσμον, ἐν τῷ καθαρῷ ἡμῖν σάρκι, καὶ τῇ πάντες γίνεται. The words are Matthew 5: 18 as far as the expression ἐν τῷ κόσμῳ, which they could not cite, as by it the passage would have been restricted to the Old Testament. (Iren. L. I. C. III. n. 2.)

The Saviour spoke of a separating and rending power of the Horus in the words "I am not come to send peace but a sword." The figure and the phraseology are found in Matthew 10: 34. Τὴν δὲ δηλορισμο-ναν σὺν (ἐνέργειαν) ἐν τῷ εἰπεῖν· οὐκ ἔλθον βαλεῖν ἐκρήνην, ἀλλὰ μάχαιραν. (Iren. L. I. C. III. n. 5.)

Theodotus, as we have seen, sometimes expatiates on the tenets of

---

1 I. C. VIII. n. 5. "Εἰς τὰ Ιωάννην τῶν μαθητῶν τοῦ Κυρίου. διδάσκοντος τὴν πρώτην σχέσιν μιμούντες αὐτοῖς λέξεις λέγουσαι οὕτως: Ιωάννης ὁ μαθητής τοῦ Κυρίου βοηθόμενος εἶπεν τὴν τῶν ὀλίου γένεσιν, καὶ ἦν τὰ πάντα προ-όρασιν ὁ λόγος, ἀφίζην τινα ἐποιήσεται κ. τ. ῥ."

---
Valentinous and his disciples. They maintained, he says, that the Saviour first awoke the ψυχή from slumber, and kindled a flame within it. To this these words of our Saviour point: διὰ τοῦτο ἐφησε—λαμβάνω τὸ φῶς ὑμῶν ἐπροσθεν τῶν ἀνθρώπων. They are Matt. 5: 16.1 Further, they interpreted the passage: Εἰς τινές τῶν οὐδέ εἰσηκτόνων, οὐκ ἐμπροσθεν ἰδοὺ τῶν οὐν τοῦ ἀνθρώπου ἐν δόξῃ, not of the Apostles standing around, but of the things of the universe which encompassed our Saviour.2 All these words occur in Matthew, except ἐν δόξῃ, which variation, however, is found likewise in some MSS. and ancient versions. (Matt. 16: 28.) But this quotation, as far as the last words, occurs too in Mark 9: 1, and Luke 9: 27. It would therefore be very unsafe to determine in favor of Matthew in particular. This citation is selected here rather for another purpose, viz. to induce us to note that the evidences for particular Gospels are not so numerous as we might desire, from the fact that the passages cited are frequently alike in several Evangelists. This remark applies especially to Matthew and Luke.

The Valentinians, like the Marcionites, were unable from their principles to Christ a human body: such a body, they say, must have sprung not from the spirit or from God, but from the will of man, (Tertull. De Carne Christi, c. 15) which would be contrary to the Gospel. "Sic enim Scriptum esse contendunt: non ex sanguine, nec ex carnis voluntate, nec ex viri, sed ex Deo natus est." (Ibid. c. 19.) Tertullian charges them with fraud, as follows: "John 1: 13 should be read . . . sed ex Deo nati sunt. Hoc quidem capitulo ego potius utar, quum adulteratores ejus obduxero." It is not however read so invariably. Some western MSS. give the passage as above (and so Irenæus, L. III. Adv. Haer. c. XVI. n. 2 and c. XIX. n. 2.), the purple colored MS. of Verona has it so, and Augustine, at least once. Thus this reading was indeed approved by the Valentinians; but evidently was not introduced by them. Here the excellent Griesbach is chargeable with an oversight: it was not our reading, οὐ—ἐγεννηθησαν, but the opposite, of which Tertullian accused the Valentinians.

They applied to the same purpose the words of Matthew 1: 20. It is written, they said, "per virginem, non ex virgine, quia est angelus in somnis ad Joseph: Nam quod in ea natum,—de spiritu sancto est; non dixit ex ea." (De Carne Chr. c. 20)

Paul, too, is said to have spoken of those exalted spirits which they call Αἰωνία, τῶν Πάντων τούτως αἰῶνας φανερων, when he said: εἰς πάσας τὰς γενεάς τοῦ αἰῶνος τῶν αἰώνων. These words are in the Epistle to the Ephesians, 3: 21.3

These Aeons took what each of them possessed of peculiar excellence and united the whole in a single being; thence was formed Jesus or the Saviour. Hence Paul calls him all in all: ὅπο δὲ Πάντων φα- νερώς διὰ τοῦτο εἰρηνοὶ ἔλγονας—they then adduce in confirmation, Rom. 11: 36 and particularly Coloss. 2: 9. Ἐν αυτῷ κατοικεῖ πᾶν τὸ πληρώμα τῆς δεινότητος, and a passage from the Epistle to the Ephesians (1: 10), which however is given somewhat freely.4 To this Sa-

---

1 Epitome ex scriptis Theodoti. § 2.  
2 Lib. cit. § 4.  
3 Iren. L. I. c. III. n. 1.  
4 L. I. c. III. n. 4.
view the Father then granted supremacy over all the Aeons, ὁ οὐκ ἐν αὐτῷ τὰ πάντα κτισθῆ, τὰ ὅρατα καὶ τὰ ἄρατα, ὃρανος, ὑμνήμες, κυριότετος. This passage is interwoven with the context and employed without any formula of citation; it is found in Coloss. 1: 16. It is noticeable on account of the peculiar reading of the Valentinians: ὃρανος, ὑμνήμες. Theodotus also cites it as found in the writings of the Valentinians, and with him it has still another addition, βασίλεια, ὑμνήμες, λειτουργια. (§ 43.)

But they appeal, with express mention of Paul's name, to other Epistles of his, in order to prove some of their fables in respect to the virtue of the cross: Ὁ Παύλος δὲ τοῦ Ἀπόστολον, καὶ αὐτὸν ἐνιαυταῖς ἐκ τοῦ σταυροῦ λέγοντα, οὗτος, οὗ λόγος γὰρ τοῦ σταυροῦ τούτῳ μὲν ἀπόλυμος οὐκ ἐστι, τοῖς δὲ σωματικοῖς ἡμῖν δύναμις Θεοῦ καὶ πάλιν, ἐμοὶ δὲ μὴ γένοτο ἐν μηδεὶς καυχάσωμαι, ἐκ μη ἐν τῷ σταυρῷ τού Χριστοῦ, δ' οὖ ἐμοὶ κόσμος ἐπικύρωται, καθώ τῷ κόσμῳ. (Iren. L. I. c. III. n. 5.) The first passage is 1 Cor. 1: 18; the other Galat. 6: 14, with two observable variations.

Paul, they say, has alluded in the Epistle to the Corinthians to the wanderings of Achamoth, a female Aeon, who was lost from the Pleroma: τὸν Παύλον λέγοντα εἰρηκένας ἐν τῇ πρὸς Κορινθίους, ἐγκατά πάντας, οὕτως τῇ ἐκκλησίᾳ εἰρήκενας. The passage is 1st Cor. 15: 8; and immediately after, they quote also 1 Cor. 11: 10. (Iren. L. I. c. VIII. n. 2.)

They assert that Paul has spoken of the male and female Aeons and their intercourse: καὶ τὰς συνεργίας, τὰς ἐν τούτῳ πληρωμάτος τοῦ Παύλου εἰρηκένας φάσκοντο. They then cite, word for word, Eph. 5: 32. (Iren. L. I. c. VIII. n. 4.)

They divided mankind into three classes: into ὄλες, ψυχοὺς, πνευματικοὺς. For the validity of this division they appeal to Paul, among others: Παύλον διαφόρησιν εἰρηκένας ψυχοὺς, ψυχοὺς, πνευματικοὺς. The expression of the Apostle which they cite occurs in 1 Cor. 15: 48, and 1 Cor. 2: 14, 15. They then adduce also the passage Rom. 11: 16, with express reference to Paul, Παύλον εἰρηκένας. (Iren. L. I. c. VIII. n. 3.)

In all, they have quoted from the following Epistles: that to the Romans, the first to the Corinthians, those to the Galatians, to the Ephesians and to the Colossians.

Among the curiosities of the British museum there is (Cod. Askew) a work of Valentinus, Πιστὴ Σοφία, translated into the dialect of Upper Egypt.

From the characters, this MS. would seem to be one of the oldest MSS. in the Coptic language. Woide used it for his edition of the Sahidic New Testament; but only in passages where the Πιστὴ Σοφία has remarkable variations, or supplies chasms. Yet a large number of passages from the Gospels and from several Epistles is noticed; e. g. Matt. 7: 7, 8, 10: 36, 41. 11: 14, 23. 13: 9, 24: 4, 22, 43. 28: 18. Luke 14: 34, 35. 22: 28, 29, 30. John 4: 10, 14. 17: 16. 19: 34. Rom. 13: 7, 8. 1 Cor. 2: 9. 12: 12. and Heb. 2: 11, the words of which last, however, are put into our Lord's mouth. Were the scope of this

1 L. I. c. IV. n. 5.
work more extensive, it would afford us many advantages besides those we now speak of.

The Ebionites

always disliked the apostle Paul, whose anti-Jewish sentiments, it is easily imagined, were disagreeable to them. They had, therefore, their own Acts of the Apostles, in which James was the principal personage, and which favored, as they wished, their Jewish prejudices. This writing contained attacks upon Paul, to whom they even denied a Jewish origin, appealing to his own confession. They found their pretense, says the writer who makes us acquainted with the contents of this book, upon the following passage: "I am a native of Tarsus, a citizen of no mean city." These words are in our Acts of the Apostles, 21: 39.

Basilides and Isidorus,

father and son; both men of learning and leaders of a Gnostic sect. Some large fragments of the writings of the son have been preserved by Clement of Alexandria. But they rather present his opinions, than the grounds on which he vindicated them.

In one of these fragments he treats of marriage and celibacy. When the Apostles (it begins) asked our Lord, whether it were not better to refrain from marriage, he said, οὐ παντες χωρούσι τὸν ὦγον τῶν. Jesus really used these words, in the connection in which they here stand (Matt. 19: 11), after his disciples had made the objection: If it be so, it is not good to marry. Our Lord says further, (it proceeds,) that there are eunuchs by birth, and eunuchs by compulsion; but those who have made themselves eunuchs for the kingdom of heaven's sake, etc. Of these three sorts of eunuchs our Lord does speak, in the passage in Matthew which has been mentioned, and, although the passage is handled very freely, yet the last part certainly comes very near to Matthew: οἱ δὲ ἔκκα τῆς αἰωνίου βασιλείας ευνοῦσαντες ἐκατον. (Matt. 19: 12, οἱ-εἰςες ευνοῦσαντες ἐκατον διὰ τῆς βασιλείας τῶν οὐρανῶν.) Thus the connection, the purport, and in part the language point us to Matthew.

He uses equal freedom in another citation, in which he appeals to the Apostle: λέγειν τὸν Ἀπόστολον—ημείνον γνάθησα ἡ πυροῦσα. Yet Paul, I Cor. 7: 9, κρείσσον γὰρ ἐστὶ γαμήσα ἡ πυροῦσα, is easily recognized.

Epiphanes, the son of Carpocrates, of whose writings, likewise, some

---

small fragments have reached us, 1 opposes the tenets of Isidore respecting the Law, and charges him with misunderstanding the Apostle’s words: μη συνείς τοῦ Ἀποστόλου θετόν, λέγοντος—θυ σώμα την ἁμαρτίαν ἔγραψαν. They are in Rom. 7: 7.

Of Basiliades himself, the father, little remains, although Agrippa Castor knew of twenty-four books written by him upon the Gospel. 2 This loss is by no means unimportant, since this man appeared as a teacher as early as Hadrian, and probably even under Trajan, and closed his life under Antoninus Pius, at a period when others first began to attract notice. 3

In the largest fragment of him, the following passage has struck my eye: ἀλλὰ εἰ ἄλλην ὅντας ἑγκαθομένου, ἢν μὴ ὡς κατάδεικν ἐπὶ κακοῖς ὁμολογημένος παθῶς, μηδὲ λοιδορομένοις, ὡς ὁ μικρός, ἢ ὁ φονεύς, αἱ ἂν ἦν Χριστιανοί περικόσμητες, ἁπέ τοῦτον παρεπηρομέναν μηδὲ πάσης ἄμελος. 4 This passage is found, in substance, in the 1st Epistle of Peter 4: 14, 15, 16; and is certainly in a measure peculiar. There are, besides, similarities in the language: ὥσ μὴ ὡς κατάδεικν ἐπὶ κακοῖς ὁμολογημένοις παθῶς, μηδὲ . . . ὡς ὁ φονεύς. Peter expresses himself: μη γὰρ τις μικρὸς παρεπήρομεν ὡς φονεὺς . . . ἢ κακοποιοῦσα . . . αἱ ἂν ἦν Χριστιανοί περικόσμητες. Peter says: εἰ δὲ ὡς Χριστιανοῦ μὴ ἁμαρτινεῖσθαι.

Origen, also, has presented us in his Commentaries on the Epistle to the Romans with a fragment of the writings of Basilides, in which he interprets the words of Paul, Rom. 7: 9, 10, as supporting one of his favorite tenets, the transmigration of souls; not very happily it is clear, but yet not without talent and ingenuity. 5

So many testimonies do we find in the 2d century alone, and these in the poor remains of a literature in regard to which the rage for destruction has been designedly active and eminently successful—so many that not one of those books which were not disputed in the orthodox church wants confirmation. We must except only the Epistle to Titus; this remains unauthenticated, while the Gospel of John, of Matthew, the 1st Epistle to the Corinthians and that to the Romans, and still other books, are by testimony placed far beyond suspicion. Let us now imagine how overwhelming would have been the external evidence, if the disposition to destroy had not been so extensively gratified.

If, however, the evidences for any parts are but feeble, only connect them with those which have been collected from the fathers of the church; and the two opposing parties, who were never agreed in

---

3 Grabe Spicileg. T. II. p. 36, 37.
their lifetime, the fathers and the heretic, will unite in erecting a monument to truth.

It is moreover worthy of special attention, that these accidentally rescued testimonies do not merely attest the existence of the New Testament in the 2d century, but also testify to an earlier origin of this book. There are few of them whose force is confined to their own period; which do not mount higher, and give security likewise that these are the writings of the Apostles—that Peter, John, Paul were their authors.

CHAPTER II.

REMARKS IN RESPECT TO THE CREDIBILITY OF THESE WRITINGS.

§ 9.

It is ordinarily the case that when it is supposed the genuineness of these books is established, the investigation of their credibility is forthwith undertaken. As to the didactic writings, such an investigation can have place only so far as they refer to events. Since, however, nearly all the occurrences to which they refer are contained in the historical books, the whole inquiry may be restricted to the exclusively historical books of the New Testament. Are then the facts which these communicate true?

A question involving so much as this does, is proposed too early, I should think, before we are at all informed as to the historical character of the writers, the sources from which they drew, and their relation to each other. The reply can only be the result of several other and deeper investigations, of which we must first await the issue.

We are well aware of what has been done on this subject by learned men, such as Less and Paley; but we could give no epitome suited to the compass of these pages, even had we time for the purpose.

There are cases, however, in which the reasoning that as such books are genuine, they are therefore credible, is perfectly correct. Any inference which we can draw from the mere supposition that the books are genuine, is not out of order, and may properly find a place in this connection.

When I consider the character of the man whose portrait is drawn in the Gospels, I find it to be too lofty and noble for any Jewish mind to have invented. The tranquil, quiet greatness of the sage, in whose heart lofty plans are unobservedly ripening, who, solely from the force of powers within, aspires to the highest mental elevation from the midst of the lowest and most ordinary circumstances, projects a moral transformation of his race, undertakes to purify the whole body of ethical science, devotes himself with unshaken energy to accomplish the task, pledges, and actually resigns his life in its behalf, regardless of the ignominious manner in which it is taken away;—such a Regulus in the
cause of human morality is too fine a conception for ordinary Jews, especially in that period of national decay.

Then, further, the manner in which this personage is conducted through all situations, in the midst of injuries, plots and dangers, among friends and enemies, is so peculiar, that no philosopher could have more beautifully depicted a philosopher's life. Conscious dignity accompanies him throughout, and in every scene of his life his conduct is the fittest for the occasion, the period and the persons concerned, and also, in every point of view, the noblest. He appears at first, and continues through all the train of events, till the close of his life, to exhibit in himself that high moral cultivation, and to give in his conduct the pattern of that morality, which he was striving to introduce among men. To conduct and maintain such a character through all the circumstances of life, is a dramatic attempt not suited to the capacity of invention possessed by ordinary and uncultivated Jews.

Moreover, his pure and lofty views in respect to religion and morality, his unprejudiced elevation above Judaism, his extensive insight into the plan and constitution of our moral nature, are far beyond that and preceding ages, and beyond the spirit of the whole nation, from which he steps forth a solitary phenomenon. Though Plato and Xenophon have sketched the character of Socrates, and delineated it in such a manner that scarce any mortal can equal this picture of a wise and moral man, we may presume that they superadded ideal lineaments, or at least exaggerated the real to the ideal. But our writers were not Platos. The Jews had no Xenophon or Aeschines; they could lend no perfection to their portrait, could impart little nobleness to their subject; it was all they could do, to describe with unadorned simplicity that which they observed. He must have been such a person, he must have spoken and acted thus, or they could not have thus depicted him.

Nothing is objected to this but the miraculous coloring given to his life. Permit me to make an incidental remark. Was he not, then, himself a miracle? In vain do we look around in his nation to find the circumstances which nourished this blossom, which matured this mind in so short a period, which in thirty years produced a Socrates, who surpasses the Athenian in his life and his death, in the grandeur of his views, in the purity of his knowledge and doctrines; and this at a time when it would seem that the highest talents must have been overcome by the power of prejudice, of superstition, of authority, of the narrow-mindedness of his contemporaries and the abject mental state of the nation. And how long did he labor for this transformation of the world, to pave the way for which, no human life would seem to be sufficient? But a few years: he passed by, to use his own words, as the lightning, which appeareth for an instant in the east, and shineth forth unto the west. (Matt. 24: 27.)

He himself and the greatest event that ever occurred stand alone in the history of the world. How was Christianity established in three years? Where is the historic chain to this phenomenon? who has yet discovered its causes, and its connexion with existing and preceding events? Let us consider a little—if he himself and the change which he effected be so peculiar, ought we in a case in which the usual order of things is so far transcended, to expect the usual order of things?
The nation in which he appeared was, we know, looking for miracles: by these alone whoever proposed changes or improvements in religion, could justify his claims as a teacher; they were the sole condition on which he could require belief and regard, and could count upon success. But Jesus met with success. He found credit and adherents where he taught in his native land, without the aid of force, of wealth or the protection of the great, by which others were aided; with nothing in his favor but himself. And, notwithstanding that with the co-operation of the public magistrates he was seized and executed when he had scarcely unfolded his system, he found credit still after his death, and so ardent was this faith that it speedily extended itself from his own country, and nation, throughout the known world. Now if success in his native land depended on the condition of his working miracles, how can we separate this condition from his actual success?

§ 10.

The deduction of the credibility of the Acts of the Apostles from their genuineness is still more simple. The Apostles continued long after Jesus' death exposed to general observation, and the more notorious the enterprise of their Teacher became, the more were the eyes of men, for a series of years, fastened upon them. Their history was then well known, as a multitude of men were scattered through all countries who had been and were witnesses of their conduct and acts. How could they then consent to the promulgation of a work by their fellow-laborer, which extolled a constancy they did not possess, narrated sufferings and efforts in the cause of Christ, the falsity of which was notorious; which specified actions in this and that place, of which no mortal knew and which witnesses could step forward to contradict? Could even their adversaries have contrived anything more ruinous to their cause, than the promulgation of a narration describing as their achievements, things which had never happened and the falsity of which could be attested?

CHAPTER III.


§ 11.

It is by no means to no purpose that we are so diffuse in our investigations in regard to the books of the New Testament and even take notice of the writing-materials employed. We shall thus be enabled to obviate some difficulties which may hereafter arise.

The ancients, it is known, wrote with a reed (calamus) and ink (of the preparation of which we cannot now speak) upon papyrus. This
last substance is particularly worthy of notice. The abundance of πά-
νορος, (ἀρ' ἢς ὁ γάρτης κατασκευάζεται,) which Egypt produced, and
the moderate price at which she exported the charta, made the writing-
material of the king of Pergamus of questionable superiority; so that
the Romans of this period speak but seldom of the membrana, and even
then frequently mean by it the membranam ex cortice, the bark of plants.
The usual expression of this period is charta, γάρτης (2d Epistle of
John, v. 12), and sometimes papyrus itself.

The sheets were made from the papyrus-plant which grew in Egypt,
and more rarely in Syria and the vicinity of Babylon. The mem-
branes of the plant, from which it was prepared, were not equally tough
and durable. That was accounted the best from which the ἱερατική,
or priests' paper was made, which was intended for religious writings
and the sacred documents of Egypt. Augustus gave the preference to
a finer and more pliant sort; and this circumstance was enough to in-
duce the Romans to give the first rank to the Augustan species. That
of Livia held the second rank, and the priests' now held the third.

This continued till the time of Claudius, who brought about a
change. The Augustan species was too thin, and too easily broken
through. It was therefore retained for letter-writing only; for other
purposes a firmer sort was selected. Thus, following the custom of
the times, we have to distinguish two kinds of writing-material in the
Scriptures; one for the Epistles and another for the historical produc-
tions.

§ 12.

The ancients seldom wrote their compositions with their own hand;
but dictated them to their freedmen and slaves. These were either ταχυγράφοι, ἀμανουσεῖς, notarii, rapid writers—or beautiful writers,
kαλλιγράφοι, librarii, and likewise μεθολογράφοι.

It was the office of these last to transcribe in an elegant manner what the former had taken
down hastily from dictation; it was their business to write out
books and other lasting documents. The ab epistolis, whose work is
seen in books and on stones, appear to have been distinct from both.
For the accuracy of the transcripts reliance was placed on an emenda-
tor, or corrector, ὁ δοκιμαζόν τὰ γεγραμμένα.

A large part of the books of the New Testament were dictated in
conformity with this custom. Paul notes as a peculiar circumstance,
in the Epistle to the Galatians, that he had written to them with his
own hand. (Gal. 6: 11.) In other cases he did not even write the salu-
tation with his own hand, except for a special reason. (2 Thess. 3: 17. 1
Cor. 16: 21. Coloss. 4: 18.) The amanuensis, who wrote the Epistle
to the Romans, has mentioned himself in it. (Rom. 16: 22.)

Historical works were always to receive, by means of the calligraph-

1 Plinius Nat. Hist. L. XIII. c. 22.
2 Ibid. c. 23, 24. Strabo. XVII. p. 800. ἢ δὲ βαλεῖν ἢ ἱερατικῆ.
writing that was to come into the hands of many readers.

§ 13.

Compositions of every kind could be multiplied only by transcripts. When they had passed in this way to others, they were beyond the control of the author, and were published. Christians had not the advantage of publication by means of booksellers till a later period.\(^1\)

The publication was preceded by the recitatio, which sometimes occurred in presence of only a few friends; and frequently with great preparations before many persons invited for the purpose.\(^2\) In this way the author was known as such, and the world understood beforehand what it had to expect. If the composition pleased, it was requested for the purpose of transcription,\(^3\) and then the work left the hands of its author and belonged to the public.

Frequently an individual sent his literary production to some distinguished man, as a present, strena, munusculum; or prefixed his name to it, in order by this particular dedication of a work to him, to testify his friendship or esteem. Even if it was only presented or sent to him, and he accepted the gift, he was considered bound to introduce it to the world, or as the patronus libri, who had pledged himself to duties like those of the patronus personae. It was now his part to provide for its publication by means of transcripts, to facilitate its access ad limina potentiorum and to be its defensor. There were other allusions of this nature to the Roman law which were applied to this subject.\(^4\)

Thus too did the first writers of the Christian school make their appearance before their public. The Epistles were read aloud in those assemblies and churches to which they were directed, and then whoever wished to possess them made a copy of them himself or caused one to be made. The historical productions were made public by the authors, per recitationem, in the Christian assemblies: the subject and the general interest in it procured them readers and transcribers.

Luke dedicated his writings to an illustrious person named Theophilus. It thus became the duty of the latter to multiply copies of them and to distribute them among those who could appreciate the value of such a gift and had the strongest claims to his friendly attention.

§ 14.

These books, when once circulated among the multitude, encountered all the fortunes which have befallen other works of antiquity. Yet copies were always deposited with the Presbyters, to be used in the

---

2 Such a recitation is fully described in Dialog. de Orat. c. 9. at the end of the works of Tacitus.
3 Juvenal. Sat. III. 41, 42.
4 Comp. the dedication of Statius to Melius of the 2d book Syllaeorum, and the dedication to Stella prefixed to the 1st and that to Marcellus to the 4th book. Martial Epigram. L. XII. c. 3.
churches and to serve as authoritative documents for the copies of others.  

In this respect, it is true, only the original writings possessed an authority beyond objection, and we might hence expect that peculiar care would have been taken to preserve them to posterity. Yet we have no certain information where they were kept, how long they were to be seen, or by what accident they were lost to the world. For those passages of the ancients which have been supposed to communicate information respecting the Autographs have in fact a totally different purport.

Ignatius, the Martyr, for instance, expresses himself thus in his Epistle to the Philadelphians: "I myself have heard some say: If I do not find it in τοις ἀρχαίοις or ἀρχαίοις, I do not give credence to the Gospel; and when I replied, that it was certainly written, they answered ὅπερ πρόξεσις, the other deserves the preference."

Now let it remain for a moment undecided what is the meaning of τα ἀρχαία or ἀρχαία, and which is the true reading. The connexion in which he says this is the following.

He is speaking (6th section, seq.) of Judaism, which was always aiming to impose itself upon the Christian sect, and to incorporate itself and all its appendages with the Christian system. Against this assumption of Judaism he expresses himself with earnestness, and declares that he himself with difficulty escaped the heresy. This subject he pursues as far as the 11th section, where he proceeds respecting this pretension: "I have even heard some say, If I do not find it in τοις ἀρχαίοις, I do not believe what is said in the Gospel."

The section immediately following shows with equal clearness that he is speaking of Judaism. "I have nothing against the priests of the covenant,—they are worthy of honor; but far more excellent is the High Priest who enters into the holy place, and is the confidant of the secrets of God... both are good, the Old Testament and the Gospel."

From this connexion, from the preceding and subsequent expressions of this father, it is easily seen that the Old and New Testaments are contrasted, and that, consequently, this τα ἀρχαία, in opposition to the Gospel, can signify only the Old Testament, which Judaizing persons had the audacity to prefer even above the New.

Now which reading we are to adopt as the true one, τα ἀρχαία, the books of the Old Testament, or ἀρχαία, the cases in which the writings of the Old Testament were kept, is a matter of indifference; and I am only bound to sustain the interpretation I have affixed to the words, ὅπερ πρόξεσις.

The Judaizers, then, asserted that they would not believe the Gospel, when what it declared was not to be found in the Old Testament. When Ignatius replied to them, it is actually written thus; they had the audacity to say The latter deserves the preference. I find πρόξεσις in this somewhat unusual sense in Sexius Empiricus, (Hypoth. L. I. c. 4.) Ὑποθέσεως καθιστώς πρόξεσις τῶν μεγαλούχων λόγων ἢ προσέχειν. In the larger Epistles of Ignatius a passage follows the words above quoted, in which πρόξεσις again appears in this sense:

1 Irenæus, Adv. Haer. Lib. IV. c. 32. n. 2.
writing-materials, publication,

εὐ γὰρ πρόκειται τὰ ἄρχεια τοῦ πνεύματος, the written law has in no wise the preference over that of the spirit, etc. This interpolation therefore justifies the proposed interpretation.

Tertullian in one instance appeals to litteræ authenticæ of the Apostles, which have sometimes been thought to mean originals.¹

But he is speaking in the context of the pure doctrines which he says could be reasonably expected to exist only in such churches as were established by the Apostles and had been addressed by them, as e.g. Rome, Corinth, etc. where still their authenticæ litteræ were read.

Now as that which immediately precedes and follows relates merely to the purity of the doctrines which descended uncorrupted from successor to successor, the intervening assertion, that litteræ authenticæ were then extant, must have a like import. The litteræ authenticæ, then, were only Epistles which had been preserved pure and uncorrupted.

He uses authenticum in this sense in another place likewise. He complains of the Latin version and accuses it of a designing or ignorant corruption of the Apostle's words: "Sciamus plane non sic esse in Graeco authenticum, quomodo in usum exiit per duarum syllabarum aut callidam aut simplicem eversionem."² Here authenticum stands opposed to the inaccurate or falsely interpreted text.

We have the most irrefutable proof, however, that Tertullian, and not only he but Clement, Origen, and the fathers of the church generally knew nothing of the existence of autographs, in all those works in which they combat the heretics. We find them accusing Marcion and his sect of falsifying the Bible, and we find them sometimes perplexed with difficulties in their copies. All the elaborate arguments which they have deduced from the connexion, and from parallel passages in support of their readings,—all that Tertullian has sought to prove with so much particularity against Marcion, might have been spared, had the autographs been in existence. Reference might have been made in one word to their decision, for they would have been the only authoritative and supreme arbiters in doubtful cases between them and their adversaries.

§ 15.

Thus we seek in vain for the original MSS. at a time when nothing was known of them. They were lost, without so much as a hint to us by what events a possession so important to the church perished. How shall we explain this singular fact?

Some preceding observations will perhaps solve the difficulty. To speak first of the Epistles: though Paul and his companions wrote scarcely any of their compositions themselves, though they were written by Tertullian or some other penman ab epistolis, the salvation at the end was generally attached by their own hand. This was sufficient to give them the value of originals, and a legitimate authority to determine respecting the text when errors arose.

¹ Tertullian. de Praecript. c. 36.
² Ibid. de monogam. c. 11.
This circumstance, then, presents us no explanation. Perhaps the writing-material may afford us more satisfaction. It was the weak, easily-injured Augustan paper, or that of Claudius, upon which, according to the fashion of the times, letters were written. Now curiosity, devotion and industry occasioned many disfigurations in it before it was extensively circulated and copied. Thus, if a copy was often exposed to such ill-usage, it is easily seen that, with ever so good intentions, it could last but a few years; and if under very gentle treatment it should chance to last twenty or thirty years, the period from Nero to Trajan, or at any rate to Severus and Caracalla, would be long enough for its destruction.

On the other hand, the writing-material of historical works was more durable and better fitted to brave the ravages of time; but there were other circumstances which were peculiarly dangerous to the originals of these. After the ῥαγύρακος had taken them down from the mouth of the author, they were committed to the Calligraphist or Bibliographer, who wrote them fairly, and conferred upon them the decent external appearance which became such works. Then the corrector had his part to perform. Thus a copy which was sent to a church or collection of Christians had already passed through three hands and was itself in fact only a transcript, little superior to others which were as beautiful.

Let us now suppose, as it is very natural to do, that the same λίβραριος who was employed to make this copy, made copies likewise for opulent individuals and other churches—and there was no original at all, or there were perhaps ten or more of which none could claim superiority.

From these circumstances we can comprehend how the autographs entirely disappeared, though of so much importance to the ancients, without our having any knowledge of their fate.

§ 16.

The works which persons had in their possession were sent to each other, and in this way were made collections of an author's writings. The Epistles of Ignatius were thus collected together. Polycarp of Smyrna sent those which he had to Philippi, and the church at Philippi sent him in return the compositions of this martyr which they possessed.¹ Somewhat more than forty years before, the like occurred in regard to the works of the Apostles. Such a mutual exchange the churches at Laodicea and at Colosse made, in respect to Paul's Epistles, (Coloss. 4: 16.)

In this way churches communicated to other churches their apostolical documents. This is what Tertullian well observes against Marcion, who did not pay equal reverence to all the Gospels: the unequivocal declaration of those churches, says he, which were founded by the Apostles, testifies in favor of the other Gospels, which we have obtained through and from those churches.²

Hence no writings could obtain a place in this collection, which were not supported by the testimony of the churches which received the

² Lib IV. Adv. Marc. c. 4.
Epistles from the Apostles, or by which the works were first published after being sent to them.

Though some of these writings were directed to private men, as were Luke's two historical books, the Epistle to Philemon, the 2d and 3d of John, or those to Titus and Timothy, they were either friends of the author whose testimony is unexceptionable, or men endowed with apostolical authority in teaching, whose credit is superior to that of the churches which were instructed by them.

It has been inferred from an expression of Peter, that the collection of the Pauline writings was in his times complete. For he reminds his readers (2 Peter 3: 15, 16), that his beloved brother Paul also, according to the wisdom given unto him, had written the same to them, as also in all his epistles, in which he speaks of this subject. But the expression all is restricted by what follows—all in which he has mentioned the subject of the coming of the Lord. Yet it is evident from this that he supposes his readers already in possession of several Pauline Epistles, that they were then very widely circulated, and were to be found in great numbers, in various places.

When several of these were once written together, it would not be long before the idea of a complete collection would arise. There was already one Codex before the world, viz. that of the Old Testament, and this suggested the idea of forming one for the new dispensation. The parallel between the two dispensations, the καινή and παλαιά διαθήκη, which had already been pointed out by our Lord and extended by Paul, favored and occasioned such imitations. The collection was early finished in all those churches between which a close connexion and reciprocal intercourse could be maintained, i.e. in those which were near the borders of the Mediterranean sea, where under the Roman dominion three quarters of the globe met together in brisk traffic and commercial intercourse. Churches within this sphere of universal activity, as e.g. the churches at Philippi and Smyrna, had certainly a complete collection in the days of Trajan. Otherwise they would not have undertaken another which in importance bears no comparison with this, viz. a collection of the Epistles of Ignatius which was made by Polycarp.

Some one may doubtfully ask, Is it true, as is here assumed, that as early as the times of the Apostles, Christian churches were thus connected? We must suppose that they were. All Christians considered themselves as brethren wherever they might be, and all churches as mutually bound to each other. The connexion, κοινωνία δόσεως και λήμψεως, the alleviation of the necessities of saints, most certainly existed. When Paul was commissioned by the Apostles to go to the heathen, attention to the poor was enjoined. (Galat. 2: 10.) This connexion extended not merely to the churches of Syria and Asia Minor, to Antioch (Acts 11: 29), and the Galatian churches (1 Cor. 16: 1, 2, 3), but also to societies of believers in Europe, of which there were so many in Macedonia and Achaia. (2 Cor. 8: 1, seq. 9: 4. Rom. 15: 26.) This beautiful agreement in works of love bound the European and Asiatic churches to the native land of Christianity, which was then the object of their benevolence, and bound them and all to each other; for in adversity each had a claim upon the rest for succour.
It is also well known, that Christians, when they undertook a journey, were commended to the assistance and kind offices of the churches (Acts 18: 27. Rom. 16: 1, 2; Coloss. 4: 10), and received peculiar passports συμπαρακλητиков Etispoliar (2 Cor. 3: 1), which certainly supposes the existence of a social connexion. Nothing could be more natural, according to Christian regulations, than the maintenance of mutual intercourse. To lodge strangers, to wash their feet (1 Tim. 5: 10), to practise Christian hospitality, to assist the brethren in their affairs, were works of piety strictly enjoined (Rom. 12: 13. Heb. 13: 2. 1 Pet. 4: 9.) We say nothing of the fact that private individuals on occasion sent salutations to distant brethren (Rom. 16: 21, 23. Philipp. 4: 22), and churches to churches—the churches of Asia to that at Corinth—the church at Babylon to those of Asia Minor (1 Cor. 16: 19. 1 Pet. 5: 13.)

We may admit an exception as to churches situated farther from the circle of activity and commercial intercourse, which would come more slowly to the knowledge of certain of the biblical books. From this circumstance, it seems to me, we may explain in part the doubts which prevailed in particular churches in respect to some of them.

Under Trajan’s second successor, Antoninus Pius, Marcion, as we have seen above, made an eclectic collection, for the use of his disciples, from the Codex of the Catholic church, which Codex must consequently have been in existence when he perpetrated the outrage. Valentinus and his sect possessed a similar one, containing all those books which the fathers towards the close of the 2d century found in the Codex of the orthodox church. Valentinus therefore must have possessed it entire.

It was the distinguished and peculiar prerogative accorded to these writings, and for a long time the only mark of distinction which could be given them, that they were publicly read in the Christian assemblies. As in the religious meetings of the Jews this honor was usually conferred only upon the Law and the Prophets, so among the Christians this eminent prerogative was granted only to the writings of the Apostles together with the Old Testament which they retained from the Jews. Thus Peter reckons Paul’s Epistles, while the author was still alive, among the γραφη; Holy Scriptures (2 Pet. 3: 15, 16.) And, as the Jews called their books by the general title, the Law and the Prophets, so the Christians comprehended theirs under the denomination, the Gospels and the Apostles, and compared or contrasted them together, νομος, προφητης, ευαγγελια και αποστολοι.1

As these compositions were acknowledged to be γραφη, Holy Scripture, and as such were entitled to be read publicly in the assemblies, the collection of them could be delayed no longer, and then the books could no longer be circulated without inspection, or be mutilated, enlarged or altered at pleasure. They were under the protection of the church to which the collection pertained, and which was instructed and edified from it.

From this peculiar prerogative, they were denominated δημοσίωσις βιβλία and δημοσίωσιμα γράμματα, public books, books made public; while, on the other hand, such others as were in the hands of Christians and were not permitted to be publicly read, were called ἀπόκρυψις, ἀπόκρυψα βιβλία, libri secreti and obscuri. We find, too, that in opposition to the δημοσίωσις βιβλία, the others were denominated ἰδιωτικά. This exclusive prerogative of the apostolic writings is well exhibited by an ancient teacher, in speaking of Hermes. It is proper to read him, says he, but he can never be made public with the Prophets or Apostles.

The (so called) canones Apostolorum, after enumerating (Can. 84.) the sacred books, say concerning the Constitutions of Clement, that they should not be made public to all: as οἱ χρή δημοσίωσις ἐνί πάντων.

Origen remarks as follows on Matt. 27:9: "This is found in none of the public books in publicis scripturis; (the text is extant in Latin only) in none of those which are read in the church or synagogue; but only in the secret book of Elias, in secretis Eiak." He observes in another place respecting the mode of Isaiah's death, that nothing concerning it is to be found in τοὺς κοινοὺς καὶ δημοσίωσιμοὺς βιβλίους, but only in ἀπόκρυψισι.

This mark of distinction so restricted the Canon, that no book could find admission which did not derive its origin from the authorized messengers of Christianity.

§ 18.

But this arrangement was gradually undermined. Certain churches received letters upon memorable occasions from celebrated teachers and preserved them to be read as memorials and for the purpose of edification.

---

1 The word ἀπόκρυψις, ἀπόκρυψε, as Augustine expresses it, is not derived from the technical critical language of the Greeks, but from that of the Jews, who called such writings κύκλος (Hockett Thes. Philol. L. II. c. 2. sec. 1.). For they were not deposited in the book-box in which the Holy Scriptures lay, but in separate receptacles in concealed places. Thus, as the learned agree, Herodiah concealed a book on medicine. (Mishnah, Tract. Pesach. c. 4. p. 9.—κύκλος γράμματος ἐν ταῖς οἰκίαις τῆς τάφους.) A biblical MS. which had three errors on one leaf was required to be corrected: one with four to be concealed. (Gemen. Babyl. Tract. Menachot. c. III. sect. 7.) Justin translates it by ἀφαίρεσις τοιαύτης. (Dial. cum Tryph. c. 120.) Ἀπὸ τῶν ὁμολογημένων μήκων τινὸς ἡ ἡμῶν γραφή, says he, having I taken arguments, οἱ εἰς ἐκκλησίαν εἰς δημοσίωσις ἵπτουσιν ἐκ τοῦ ὄντος ἀπόκρυψιμόν. In opposition to ἀφαίρεσις τοιαύτης, Origen makes use of the expression γεγραμμένη βιβλία. (Epist. ad African. c. 9.) The first in whom I meet with the expression, ἀπόκρυψις, is Clement of Alexandria. (L. III. c. 4. Strom. p. 524. Venet.) Ἐφιξαίρεσθαι ἀπὸ τοῦ ἀπόκρυψιν τοῦ ἀπόκρυψιν. The expression is frequent in Origen, and is sometimes to be found in Tertullian.


feasts upon stated days of the year. Thus the church at Corinth received a letter from Clemens Romanus, with which they refreshed their memories from time to time. Probably the case was the same with the Epistles of Ignatius. By degrees such letters came to be read in other churches also, so that e. g. Clement's Epistle received this testimony of public veneration in very many churches. Sometimes this honour was accorded likewise to Hermas.

Little as this custom could deceive learned men, it yet tended to mislead the common people, and sometimes even the ministry, and it was to be apprehended that such writings would in this way usurp the authority of canonical books. One of our oldest MSS., the Codex Alexandrinus, as is well known, contains Clement's Epistle; and the Canon Apostolorum before mentioned have enumerated two of this father's Epistles among the sacred books.

It therefore became necessary to distinguish and separate what time began to confound, and to take sure means to put a stop to error. Hence arose catalogues of the sacred books which received the name of Canon.

I no where find the word in this sense before the third century, when it first appears in the writings of Origen, and only in passages which are extant in the old translation alone. Towards the close of his preface to Solomon's song, he says; "Quae in scripturis, quas canonicas habemus, nusquam legitimus, in apocrypha tamen inveniuntur," and again on Matth. 27: 9: "Hoc in nullo regulari libro (κανονικῷ) positum invenimus, nisi in secretis Eliae."

In the fourth century it is common with Christian writers, and with them κανονίς is a rule of faith, and a canonical book means an authoritative book in matters of faith. Origen says, in the preface before mentioned, of such books as were not of this number, "non admissi ad auctoritatem." Jerome expresses himself in a similar manner in his preface to Proverbs: "They cannot be admitted in confirmation of the religious tenets of the church" ("non admissi . . . ad auctoritatem ecclesiasticorum dogmatum confermandam.") Rufinus closes the Canon which he presents in his work on the Apostles' Creed, with the remark: "These are the books on which our fathers founded their articles of belief." He then proceeds: "The un-canonical books may indeed be read, but never used in proof of articles of belief;" (non tamen proferri ad auctoritatem ex his fidei confermandam.) Athanasius says, in presenting us with his catalogue, that the doctrines which lead to eternal blessedness are revealed only in the canonical scriptures; they alone are the fountains of salvation.

We may here pass by the other significations of the word κανονίς; for in reference to the books of the New Testament it means the rule

---

2 Euseb. H. E. L. III. c. 3.
of faith, and that is said to be canonical which is authorised to declare this rule.¹

§ 19.

The oldest catalogue extant, in my opinion, is that of an anonymous writer of the church of Rome; it belongs to the beginning of the third century. Those who place it higher do not probably take into consideration how decidedly the author rejects the Epistle to the Hebrews, as the disputes respecting it were first expressly turned to its prejudice by Gaius, the Roman Presbyter. Some indeed have held Gaius or Caius to be the author of the catalogue. It contains the four Gospels, the Acts and thirteen Epistles of Paul. That to the Hebrews he maintains to be the production of an Alexandrian of the Marcionite sect. He mentions, besides, the Epistle of Jude and two of John's with his Apocalypse. He then, however, adds the Wisdom of Solomon and the Revelation of Peter, apparently as Christian Scriptures.

His procedure in regard to Peter is really remarkable. He omits his first Epistle, respecting which there was not a doubt in all antiquity, and speaks of his Apocalypse instead. Such a mistake must not pass without closer examination.

This ancient fragment has come down to us through a barbarous copist, and evidently not in its original language, but in a version which is not nearly so good as that of Irenaeus. In many places a gimmer of the Greek text which was its basis is perceptible.² With this supposition, let us examine more attentively the words used in speaking of Peter and his Apocalypse. His language is "Epistola sane Judae et superscriptae Johannisuae duae in Catholica habentur. Et sapientia ab amicis Solomonis in honoremi ipsius scripta. Apocalypseis etiam Johannis et Petri tautum recipimus, quam quidam ex nostris legi in ecclesia nolunt."

I imagine that we ought to punctuate thus: "Epistola sane Judae et superscriptae Johannisuae duae in Catholica habentur, et sapientia Solomonis in honoremi ipsius scripta, apocalypsis etiam Johannis et Petri tautum," etc.

If we connect "Apocalypsis etiam Johannis et Petri" together, I do not see how he could say "tautom recipimus"—we receive only two

¹ Its other significations, as e. g., a church-regulation, a catalogue of holy utensils, etc., may be seen in Cave Dietz. II. in Append. ad Hist. Litt. Sulp. Thesaurus Philol. V. Karw. Zonaras in Ep. Imam Canon. Basili et Amphilocho, c. 6.

² Muratori. Antiqu. Ital. Med. Aev. T. III. p. 554. Such a passage, e. g., is the following: "Sic enim non solum viam, sed etiam scripta sunt sancti Samuelem, de qui non intellegunt, sed etiam scripta sunt sancti Davidem. The most difficult passage is "Acta autem omnium apostolorum sub uno libro scripta sunt sancti Petro, ut beatus Thoroephile comprehendidit, qui sub presentia ejus singula gerebantur, sicut et sestos passionem Petro vidissent declarat, sed protectionem Pauli ab urbe ad Spaniam profecerant. If we turn it into Greek it is plain: "Ταύτα δὲ πρόλογοι υπότον των εὐαγγελίων γραφέως οἱ μὲν βιβλίας Αποκάλυψις τῷ κριτίτῳ Θεοφίλῳ συνέλευσα, ὥσπερ καὶ μὲν εἰς τὴν αὐτῶς κατάθεσιν τῇ πρωτού Παύλου, παρὰ πάντως, παρὰ τῷ Παύλῳ παθήσατος, υπὲρ τῆς εἰρήνης, καὶ τὴν ἐκκλησίαν Παύλου ἀπὸ τῆς πάλας ἐς τὴν Σάντος ἐκδημονεῖ,
Apocalypses—one was enough. Or, if tantum recipimus expresses an inferior degree of respect, yet it relates only to Peter and his Apocalypse, as the further explanation of tantum recipimus shows; quam, which, being in the singular number and referring only to one, i.e. the last mentioned Apocalypse. Thus a period must certainly be placed after apocalypse etiam Johannis.

Let us now take the words thus, and then turn the incomprehensible et Petri tantum recipimus into Greek: καὶ Πέτρου μόνον παραδεχόμεθα. Now by changing μόνον to μόνην we obtain good sense and have the first Epistle of Peter, which is wanting in the catalogue. He has been speaking of the Catholic Epistles and now says: καὶ Πέτρου μόνην παραδεχόμεθα—and of Peter we receive only one. Now, however, the other clause is not consistent with this, unless it be worded thus: alteram quidam ex nostris legi in ecclesia nolunt. But if we turn it into Greek, we shall soon see how he obtained his quam quidam ex nostris and that he had at the bottom the sense suggested: καὶ Πέτρου μόνην παραδεχόμεθα, ης παρεῖ τινες ήμοι αναγινώσκων εις ησυχασμον ου θελοντες. Thus, instead of Peter’s Apocalypse, we have the first Epistle of Peter together with the second, which last is disputed by some.

He omits the Epistle of James, as did many of that period. He admits only two of John’s among the Catholic Epistles; yet it is to be observed that, as we shall see in the proper place, there is some evidence that the occidental nations considered the 2d Epistle as merely a postscript to the first. If this were really the case, that which is now the third must have been regarded by them as the second.

Origen’s Catalogue ranks next in point of antiquity. This is found in his Homilies on Joshua, where he gives an allegorical interpretation of the trumpets blown before Jericho. The first of the Evangelists who blew the trumpet, says he, was Matthew, then Mark, and then John. Peter blew it in two Epistles; so too James and Jude. John began his blast anew with his Epistle and the Apocalypse; and Luke with his Acts of the Apostles. Lastly, however, Paul drowned the sound of all the rest with his fourteen-fold blast. Compare with this another catalogue by the same writer, preserved by Eusebius (Hist. Eccles. 6: 25), in which he gives us to understand that opinions were various respecting the 2d of Peter and the 2d and 3d of John. He has made too, in another place, a similar remark respecting the Epistle of James.

Of at least as early date as that of Origen, is the Canon of the Syriac church, which we derive from their oldest version. It comprehends the Gospels, Acts, and fourteen Epistles of Paul—of the Catholic Epistles it contains that of James, the first of Peter, and of John,—and, as I think, the Apocalypse.

It is observable that the Syrians have incorporated with their version the Epistle of James, which does not occur in the Roman catalogue. This confirms the fact of the influence of geographical circumstances. Syria must, from its situation, have become acquainted with the Epistle of James earlier, and have been sooner and better informed as to its author, than other countries.
§ 20.

The statements of Eusebius are especially worthy of our attention, inasmuch as he has not only given us the catalogue of his church, as others have done, but has presented for our survey a historical view of the public decisions of various churches and the individual opinions of ecclesiastical writers.

The principal passage is in the 3d book of his Church-history, chap. 25th, in explanation of which the 3d and 24th chapters of the 3d book may be consulted.¹

He drew up this sketch of public and private opinions respecting the Scriptures of the New Testament under the guidance of ecclesiastical tradition, κατά τήν ἐκκλησιαστικήν παράδοσιν (III. 25); under which he included παράδοσιν ἄγγελον (III. 39.), or oral information, ἄγγελον, written communication, or δι' ὑμνημάτων, by means of monuments (IV. 21. and 37.), and lastly ἀρχαίον ἐθνικὸν παράδοσιν, ancient custom, or authentic church-usage, (V. 22., 23., 24.)

From these materials he formed his collection. He states the established usage of the church (II. 23. III. 31.), and always extracts the individual opinions of the fathers respecting certain scriptures from their works, treating particularly of their circumstances in life, their merits and labors,—observing, in passing to the principal passage, that he intends to bring forward the testimonies of the ancients on this subject individually down to his time. (III. 24.)

This is clear from the very character of the catalogue. In it he promises to speak more fully in its place of the varieties of opinion concerning the Apocalypse, which are here only hinted at. He says that even the rejected books have ever been esteemed genuine by many, γνώριμα τοῖς πολλοῖς. He distinguishes two opinions respecting the 2d and 3d of John; one of which attributed them to the Evangelist, and the other to another John. He notices also the variety of opinion among Christians respecting the Gospel of the Hebrews. The controverted Scriptures, he says further on, are yet known to most teachers in the church: παρὰ πλείστοις ὑπὸ ἐκκλησιαστικῶν γινωσκόμενοι. The expression πλείστοις ἐκκλησιαστικῶν, respecting the meaning of which all are not agreed,² is elliptical, and must be filled out by ὅπως, as we are informed by Eusebius; for he has done this in the next

---


² Vogel (Comment. de Can. Euseb. paras. I. p. 8.) thinks ἐκκλησιαστικῶς to mean here, Christiani Catholici, because Euseb. elsewhere subjoins ὑπὸ ἄγγελον. Yet the πλείστοι τῶν ἐκκλησιαστικῶν (III. 39.), are certainly teachers. Even in II. 25. where Du Valois takes the meaning to be Catholicus, a writer is meant.
class: τῶν κατὰ διδακτικά ἐκκλησιαστικῶν τις αὐτῷ, from which we see likewise that they were employed in the office of the ministry.

These expressions, taken together, show that, as we said in the beginning, this is not a catalogue of a single party, but a sketch of public decisions, the individual opinions of teachers, from various sources. It was his object, after enumerating the books which were universally acknowledged, to give a general view of the past and present opinions as to certain books, nearly as far down as the great Nicene Council.

In this catalogue is comprehended, if not wholly, at least to a great extent, the various traditions by means of documents, inasmuch as he had before him the literary productions of antiquity from Africa, Asia, Greece Proper, and even from the Latin churches. On the other hand, what he says of church-usage, must have been drawn from more limited knowledge. The usage of individual churches could not be learnt so well from any writings, as from attentive observation of circumstances and intercourse with neighboring contemporaries in the ministry. Hence the statements on this subject seem to have reference to Asia merely. So much respecting the design of the historian and the aids which he employed in its execution. Now as to the actual execution.

Eusebius has been speaking of the writings of the Apostles; then of the Gospels, and John’s writings in particular. (III. 24.) Led on by his train of remark, he resolves (III. 25.) to enumerate in their order, from the beginning, the books of the New Testament of which he has just spoken, τῶν δηλωθείσαι γραφῶν.

In order to elucidate this catalogue thus executed, we will first notice the technical language of the ancients as to things of this kind; that is to say, the usual phrases and expressions of Grecian criticism. A genuine work is called γνησίους αὐτογενέμαν; the Greeks say too, ὀμολογεῖται αὐτῷ εἶτας for it is this or that author’s. The opposite of the γνησίον was the ἁμαρτινοφάτων, the ὄποιοι εἰκόνων, the νόθον. The designations ἀφρωδήτων, διστατέαν, αμφιβαλλόμενος and ἀϕιδεῖται ὁ διάλογος, ἡ γραφή, are intermediate expressions. By these words they denoted a division into the decidedly genuine, the decidedly spurious, and those respecting which opinions differ. There is no fourth member of the division, and if the Christians possessed a peculiar species of writings, it of course could not fall under these heads. Origen, the first ecclesiastical writer extant in whom we find a classification, notices these three divisions into γνησίον, νόθον, μικτόν,2 genuine, spurious, and mixed, i. e. what some held genuine, others spurious.

---

1 Eusebius intends nothing more by δηλωθείσαι γραφῶν than writings which had just been spoken of, the Scriptures before mentioned. As it has been supposed, that there is something peculiar in the expression, (Vogel Comment. de Can. Euseb. pars I. p. 4.—Locke über den Neutestamentl. Kanon. p. 9.) I must fortify my interpretation. Eusebius uses this expression in the same way respecting Josephus’ Antiquities, which had been before cited; (I. 8.) ταῦτα μὲν εἰς ἐν τῇ δηλωθείσῃ γραφῇ, and likewise (I. 9.) καὶ τῆς δηλωθείσης αὐτῷ γραφῆς; and farther on, (II. 7.) after speaking of Philo’s book, περὶ Ὀνομάτων, he says at the end: “This may be seen ἐν τῇ δηλωθείσῃ γραφῇ. (IV. 14.) ἐν τῇ δηλωθείσῃ γραφῇ. (V. 4.) ἐν τῇ δηλωθείσῃ γραφῇ. (III. 35.) τῆς δηλωθείσης τρόπων. (IV. 1.) ὁ δηλωθεῖς εἰκονισμός, &c.

2 Comment. in Jona. To. 13. Vol. IV. p. 296. He asks Hesecleon, who had quoted the παροιμία Πίτουν: πότερον παντὶ γυναικὶ ἄνδρον, ἦ νόθον, ἦ μικτόν?
Eusebius pays deference to the usus lociendi, in the expressions γνήσιον or ομολογούμενον and νόθον: for the middle member of the division, he selects άντιλεγόμενον. According to the custom of profane critics, Eusebius recognizes only three gradations or classes. Respecting these, no doubt would ever have arisen, were he not chargeable soon after with confusion in his language or in his sense. Let us first, however, examine the Catalogue, before we meddle with its termination.

He distributes all the books, then, which really belong to the Apostles, or have been aspirants to the honor, under three titles: ομολογούμενα, acknowledged; άντιλεγόμενα, against which doubts are prevalent; νόθα, which make unfounded pretensions to be ranked among the apostolical works, or rather are ranked by the ignorant among them.

In the first division of the Homologoumena, he includes the four Gospels, the Acts of the Apostles, the Epistles of Paul, the first of John and Peter. To these, he further says, may be added, if thought fit, the Apocalypse.

In the second division, the disputed books, he classes the Epistle of James, of Jude, the 2d of Peter, and the 2d and 3d of John.

To the third division, he assigns the Acta Pauli, the Shepherd, Peter's Apocalypse, the Epistle of Barnabas, and the Instructions of the Apostles. Here too, he adds, John's Apocalypse may be inserted by any one who thinks fit; for some reject it, others place it among the acknowledged books. Some have reckoned the Gospel of the Hebrews also among these, and it is most ardently revered by converts from Judaism.

Let us now examine each class in its order, and consider attentively each of the writers' expressions.

The ομολογούμενα are writings that are really authentic, not counterfeit, ἀληθεῖς καὶ ἑπλαστοὶ, and as he expresses himself in passing to this passage, the genuine writings, γνήσια γραφαί, of those authors, whose names they bear, writings respecting which the ancients had no doubt, (III. 24.) and which the fathers of old have quoted in their works as undoubted: οἷς—οἱ πάλαι πρεσβύτεροι ως αναμφισβητοὺς, ἐν τοῖς οἷς αὐτῶν καταφέρνατας συγγράμματα. (III. 3.)

The άντιλεγόμενα are writings known to most men in the ministry, παρὰ πλεῖστοις τῶν ἐκκλησιαστικῶν, and by many regarded as genuine, γνώριμα πολλοίς. (III. 25.) Their want of historical evidence prevents their being universally acknowledged; for they have been mentioned by few of the old fathers in their works: οὐ πολλοί τῶν παλαιῶν αὐτῶν ἐμνημόνευσαν. (II. 23.) As respects church-usage, they were in most churches publicly read like other sacred books; μετὰ τῶν λοιπῶν ἐν πλεῖστοις ΔΕΔΗΜΟΣΙΕΤΜΕΝΑ ἐκκλησίαις (II. 23.)—ἐν πλεῖσταις ἐκκλησίαις παρὰ πολλοίς ΔΕΔΗΜΟΣΙΕΤΜΕΝΑ. (III. 31.)

The νόθα are writings which are not to be entirely discarded, which were written by good men from good motives, but from their titles are likely to mislead people to regard them as apostolical works, to which

---

1 This signification is affixed to the expression γνάφιμον in Eusebius, III. 36. where he says of the 2d Epistle of Clement: οὐ μὴν ἡ γνάφιμοι τῇ προσφέρε καὶ τατη τὴν γνάφιμον ἐπιστήμην.
prerogative they have not so much as a doubtful claim; e.g. the Acta Pauli, Apocalypsis Petr., Doctrinae Apostolorum, &c. That this is the meaning of the historian, we see in the sequel, where he carefully distinguishes them from writings of heretics, under the name of Apostles, such as the Gospel of Peter, and of Thomas, the Acts of Andrew and John, and declares that the last are far from meriting a rank in the vōδως, and do not merit any classification, but are to be utterly rejected as presumptuous and impious stuff. Here we have a species of Christian literature, for which profane criticism has no peculiar denomination; and hence Eusebius found no place in his catalogue for books written by the heretics.1

We may now pass to some particular observations on the expressions of the historian. In the first class he names without any limitation the Epistles of Paul, and passes over in silence the disputes which have arisen respecting the Epistle to the Hebrews. Yet this fact did not escape the knowledge of the historian; for he elsewhere uses these words: "Fourteen Epistles of Paul are widely known and indubitable; yet it is to be remembered that some, vōδως, have rejected the Epistle to the Hebrews, under the pretext that the church at Rome does not acknowledge it as one of Paul's writings." (III. 3.)

These some cannot have been Romans, as the whole church at Rome rejected it. The expression is much too limited, however, to admit of its denoting the Western Christians generally. Greeks were intended; but—as we may see from the observation prefixed, "Fourteen Epistles of Paul are widely known and indubitable,"—these some had no influence upon the opinion of the oriental and Greek churches. They were but individuals, and so insignificant, that the historian thought them not worthy of mention where he treated expressly of the canon.

Further, he places the Apocalypse in both the first and last class; each time with the words "whoever thinks it,"—"for," he adds, "some reject it, others class it under the όρολογονέαν." Thus it more properly belonged to the second class, among the disputed writings. But the matter had not come to such a pass that the controversy could be laid aside, and the book classed among the disputed books, until a future generation should decide "sine ira et studio." For the contest, as Eusebius asserts elsewhere, was still kept up with zeal on both sides: τοις εκάστους είς τούς παρά τοίς πολλοίς περιείκασαν καὶ δύος. (H. E. III. 24.) But how could one party decide that it was generally acknowledged, a decision which could proceed only from all? Certainly they

1 Hitherto Eusebius has carefully kept the various classes distinct and free from confusion. Yet it has been inferred from what he says of James' Epistle: ἵσταται καὶ εἰς νομίστησιν μὲν (II. 23), that he confounds the νόμον and σφεκληρόστατα. But νομίστησιν does not mean νέον νόμον, but νόμον νομίστησιν τοῦ τούτου, which is equivalent to ὁμολογηθῆναι. See Eustath. in Odyns. p. 1943. Ed. Rom.: ἵσταται δὲ τοιαῦτα τῆς τῶν παλαιῶν ιστοριῶν Ἀριστοτέλους καὶ Ἀριστοτέλους, οἱ πρώτοι τῶν τῶν γεμάτων, οἱ τῶν ἐν τῷ ἀρχιτέκτονας, οἱ τῶν πρώτων καὶ τῶν πολλῶν περιστάτων, τῶν τῶν παρακλητῶν νομίστησυν, τῶν τῶν πρώτων νομίστησυν, τῶν τῶν πρώτων νομίστησυν, τῶν τῶν πρώτων νομίστησυν, τῶν τῶν πρώτων νομίστησυν, τῶν τῶν πρώτων νομίστησυν, τῶν τῶν πρώτων νομίστησυν, τῶν τῶν πρώτων νομίστησυν, τῶν τῶν πρώτων νομίστησυν, τῶν τῶν πρώτων νομίστησυν, τῶν τῶν πρώτων νομίστησυν, τῶν τῶν πρώτων νομίστησυν, τῶν τῶν πρώτων νομίστησυν, τῶν τῶν πρώτων νομίστησυν, τῶν τῶν πρώτων νομίστησυν, τῶν τῶν πρώτων νομίστησυν, τῶν τῶν πρώτων νομίστησυν, τῶν τῶν πρώτων νομίστησυν, τῶν τῶν πρώτων νομίστησυν, τῶν τῶν πρώτων νομίστησυν, τῶν τῶν πρώτων νομίστησυν, τῶν τῶν πρώτων νομίστησυν, τῶν τῶν πρώτων νομίστησυν, τῶν τῶν πρώτων νομίστησυν, τῶν τῶν πρώτων νομίστησυν, τῶν τῶν πρώτων νομίστησυν, τῶν τῶν πρώτων νομίστησυν, τῶν τῶν πρώτων νομίστησυν, τῶν τῶν πρώτων νομίστησυν, τῶν τῶν πρώτων νομίστησυν, τῶν τῶν πρώτων νομίστησυν, τῶν τῶν πρώτων νομίστησυν, τῶν τῶν πρώτων νομίστησυν, τῶν τῶν πρώτων νομίστησυν, τῶν τῶν πρώτων νομίστησυν, τῶν τῶν πρώτων νομίστησυν, τῶν τῶν πρώτων νομίστησυν, τῶν τῶν πρώτων νομίστησυν, τῶν τῶν πρώτω
could not: and hence it must have been the case that the Apocalypse had been previously ranked among the Homologoumena, and its position had been menaced by recent attacks; so that its supporters insisted upon this general acknowledgment, while its assailants disregarded it. Thus the matter really stood. Till the time of Nepos of Arsinœ, about the middle of the 3d century, it was universally revered as one of the Apostle's writings. In the 2d part, we have carefully and fully discussed the history of this book. The opponents of the Millennium, which Nepos defended from the Apocalypse, sought to rob him of this book, hoping in this way to disarm him, and ascribed its authorship to the heretic Cerinthus. Dionysius of Alexandria, who brought the controversy under his own cognizance, disapproved the bold position of the latter, but disarmed the Nepotians by an intermediate opinion. This was, that the Apocalypse was written by John; not however the Apostle, but the Presbyter, whose grave was shown at Ephesus, near that of the Apostle. This supposition, set forth with several arguments, found currency among the Asiatics. It is elsewhere particularly mentioned by Eusebius. After speaking of the graves of the two Johns at Ephesus, he adds, "it is of consequence to pay attention to this; for if the first John be not acknowledged as author of the Apocalypse which goes under his name, we must attribute it to the second." (H. E. III. 39.) Then its place would certainly be among the νόθα, or writings of good men, erroneously numbered among the Apostolical productions.

He introduces also into the third class, the Gospel of the Hebrews. Among these, says he, "some have numbered the Gospel of the Hebrews, which is in special favor with those who have seceded from Judaism." The converts from Judaism were more especially pleased with it, and are distinguished from the some who are mentioned. The latter were not then Jewish Christians, but other members of the churches of Asia.

Yet the passage contains a difficulty, which directly involves the main question. Eusebius does indeed speak of the Gospel of the Hebrews in the third class, the νόθα; but immediately preceding are these words respecting the Apocalypse: "Some reject it, others place it among the acknowledged." Now when he proceeds: "Among these some reckon the Gospel to the Hebrews also," we may understand by these, either the acknowledged writings, ὁμολογούμενα, or those of the third class, νόθα. The difference between the two positions is material, and we cannot at first blush perceive any reason for a decision in favor of either.

Yet it would seem, that when the object is to make divisions into classes, the title of the class must be intended for the things ranged under it, and not a minor clause, which has accidentally got into the connection. Besides, the words καὶ πρὸς τοὺς, ἔτε τε, πολὺ δὲ ἐν τούτοις, all refer back to the title of the class ἐν τοῖς νόθοις. And further, it is to be remembered, that the τυπος, (some,) could not in this case set up their opinion as a general acknowledgment, any more than in the case of the Apocalypse; and this acknowledgment was absolutely requisite to give it a place in the first class. And if the general opinion had been in favor of it, and the some could appeal with reason to its general reception in answer to the opposing party, Eusebius would have
proceeded as he did with the Apocalypse, and have inserted this Gospel under both classes.

Had the historian concluded his account of the Canon here, we should find no difficulty in his general division. But now, after having clearly distinguished the ἀντιλεγόμενα and νόθα from each other, he concludes thus: All these belong to the disputed writings, ταύτα μὲν πάντα τῶν ἀντιλεγόμενων ἀν εἰς. Thus he annihilates the proposed division, and falls into another which confounds its two last members.

Further on we first meet with a clear exhibition of this division. In concluding his account of the age of the Apostles and their history, he mentions their writings once more in these words: "So much has come to our knowledge respecting themselves and the sacred Scriptures which they left behind them, and also respecting the disputed writings, ἀντιλεγόμενα, from which we have distinguished the wholly spurious, παυσίων νόθα, which deviate from the Apostolic doctrines." (III. 31.) Here the νόθα are those which deviate from pure doctrine; while, on the contrary, in the former division, such writings τῆς ἀληθοῦς ορθοθέτέως ἀπαγομένα, were not so much as deemed worthy of the third class, did not deserve even to be called νόθα; οὔτε ἐν τοῖς νόθοις αὐτῶ οἰκετεύον.

When the heretical books, constituting a species of Christian literature which in profane criticism had no name or class, were notwithstanding introduced into one of these classes, the consequence of this erroneous proceeding was, that the genuine works of Christian writers were thrust forward into a better class, the Antilegomena; and thus two classes were thrown into one. This mode of division the historian wished to notice, and very injudiciously patched it on as the conclusion of his main passage respecting the Canon.

By a gross blunder, a third division is obscurely presented in III. 25; or rather, it was at first regarded as the principal division and then lost sight of. It is the division into ἐνδιαθέσεως and ὧν ἐνδιαθέσεως, books belonging to the Testament, and books not belonging to it. He commences with the promise to notice the writings of the New Testament, τῆς καινῆς διαθήκης; but he soon wanders from his aim, and adds the ἀντιλεγόμενα and νόθα. Afterwards he recollects his first proposal, and excuses himself by saying, that he felt it necessary to enumerate the latter, though they did not belong to the New Testament. Had Eusebius used the requisite precision, he would first have distinguished the ἐνδιαθέσεως and the ὧν ἐνδιαθέσεως; and then have subdivided the latter into ἀντιλεγόμενα and νόθας γραφές. He would then have observed that there was also a division, according to which the heretical writings composed the third class, and the writings of orthodox fathers were elevated to a place among the doubtful Apostolical productions. For, plainly, he has referred to three wholly distinct divisions, which he found already made, and which he has confounded instead of explaining.

Hence, as long as we proceed in the explanation of this remarkable passage, upon the supposition that our aim must be to make these three classifications harmonize, or to throw light upon one from the other, we may employ ourselves forever without success.
§ 21.

Such, nearly, was the state of things previously to the great Nicene Council; for it was before this that Eusebius wrote his church-history. Not long after this convention of the Christian ministry, the public opinion was turned in favor of the books which the historian numbered among the ἀντιλεγόμενα; so much so, indeed, that the catalogues of Africa, Asia, and the western churches, overlooking this distinction as not existing, place them upon a level with the acknowledged Scriptures, and present different classifications. In respect to the Apocalypse alone, the favorite opinion of the Asiatics was yet too recent for them to desire or to be able to give it up immediately.

Cyril of Jerusalem enjoins it upon his disciples to read only the ὑμολογούμενα, leaving wholly untouched the αμφισβαλλόμενα and ἀπόκρυφα. In naming what parts of the New Testament should be read, he enumerates the Gospels, the Acts of the Apostles, fourteen Epistles of Paul, and seven Catholic Epistles; concluding with the repeated injunction: "only these should be read." He does indeed still make use of the old terms of classification, but he admits under the ὑμολογούμενα, which alone were to be read, the ἀντιλεγόμενα of Eusebius, and omits the Apocalypse, according to the custom of many Asiatics of that period. Gregory Nazianzen expresses himself nearly in the same way in his Iambics; as also the celebrated and much disputed Laodicæan Canon. Amphilochius alone recurs again to the old representation.

Athanasius divides the books which, with various grounds of pretensions, aspired to canonical authority, into three classes; into κανονικόμενα, really canonical writings, among which he reckons the Four Gospels, the Acts of the Apostles, fourteen Pauline and seven Catholic Epistles, and the Apocalypse; αποκρυπτομένα, which are by consent read in the church, e. g. the Instructions of the Apostles and the Shepherd; and lastly, ἀπόκρυφα, under which term were comprehended all those writings which were forged under authoritative names or were otherwise of spurious origin.

The Latins proceeded nearly in the same manner, according to the statement of Rufinus. They made three classes. The first comprehended the Libros Canonicos; the second those which were read with them, as the Shepherd and the Judicium Petri, which were called Ecclesiastici. The rest they too called Apocryphos.

Whence now this change? The testimony of the fathers of preceding centuries on this subject always continued the same: as far as depended on these, there could be no change. The solution can be given only by the events of the period. True, the great Synod passed no or-

1 Cyril. Cateches. IV. § 33.
2 Cyril. I. c. § 36.
4 Spittler's "Kritische Untersuchung des 60ten Laodicæischen Kanons." Bremen. 1777.
6 Fragment. Epistolae Festi.
DISTANCE OR DECREES, TO WHICH THIS REMARKABLE CHANGE CAN BE ASCRIBED; BUT THE FIRST CONVOCATION OF TEACHERS FROM ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD, AND THE NUMEROUS COUNCILS WHICH IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWED IT, AFFORDED EASY CONFERENCE AS TO CHURCH-USAGES AND ANCIENT TRADITIONAL REGULATIONS IN RESPECT TO THE SACRED SCRIPTURES, AS THESE USAGES AND REGULATIONS HAD BEEN PRESERVED IN THE MOST DISTANT PARTS OF THE CHRISTIAN WORLD. FROM MUTUAL COMMUNICATION AND COMPARISON OF USAGES, NEW AND FORMERLY UNKNOWN GROUNDS OF DECISION RESPECTING THE CANON MIGHT BE OBTAINED. IN THIS WAY, NOTWITHSTANDING THE DEFICIENCY OF TESTIMONY IN THE WRITINGS OF THE ANCIENT FATHERS, AND THE DOUBT THENCE ARISING IN REGARD TO SOME OF THE CATHOLIC EPISTLES, A SATISFACtORY ASSURANCE MIGHT BE OBTAINED, BY MEANS OF THE EVIDENCE OF TRADITIONAL OPINION AND CHURCH-USAGE. THE CHANGE WHICH RAPIDLY SUCCEEDED, ITS UNIVERSALITY AND UNIFORMITY IN ASIA, AFRICA AND EUROPE, THE PERIOD AT WHICH IT HAPPENED, ALL POINT TO THIS CAUSE AS THE ONLY ONE TO WHICH IT CAN BE ATTRIBUTED.

WHAT DEGREE OF WEIGHT IS TO BE ACCORDED TO THE EVIDENCE OF ANCIENT USAGE AND TRADITIONAL PUBLIC OPINION, CAN BE BETTER DETERMINED BY LAWYERS THAN THEOLOGIANS, FOR THE LATTER ASCRIBE DIFFERENT DEGREES OF IMPORTANCE TO THEM ACCORDING TO THEIR RESPECTIVE CREDITS.

CHAPTER IV.

HISTORY OF THE TEXT. FIRST PERIOD.

§ 22.

THE FATE WHICH HASbefallen other works of antiquity, befel the New Testament likewise; the carelessness of the librarii caused errors in the transcripts, which gradually spread into a great number of copies. But this is not all; the New Testament has had the peculiar fate of suffering more by intentional alterations than the works of profane literature. It is inconceivable, when we reflect upon the reverence with which these writings were received, and the reputation of sanctity which they possessed, that such a thing could have happened; and yet it did, and the heretics, to whom it would perhaps be attributed, had no share in it.

There are indeed but few of them, to whom the orthodox fathers impute so malicious an act. And to these was opposed an uncommon vigilance in keeping their copies from the hands of the orthodox, and a general and powerful prejudice against them, over which such attempts, if made, could meet with little success. When a single trace of their criminality had been discovered, they were no longer allowed that justice which was their due; they were not trusted even when they were innocent. Marcion was often charged with wilful alterations of passages, which were read exactly so by some of the fathers, and are found thus in contemporary teachers of the dominant party.
Nevertheless, we meet with such phenomena in the New Testament at a very early period as contravene all our expectations. If we adopt, as our terminus comparationis, the unanimous text of several hundred manuscripts, which have reached our time, or that of the versions of the fourth century and of the writers who then and afterwards cite the New Testament, and compare with it the citations of the oldest fathers till the middle of the third century, we cannot deny that strange things had happened in individual MSS. even at this early period.

To give some proof of this beforehand, we will select a few citations from the writings of a father, who adorns this early period with his learning. I mean Clement of Alexandria, who complains within his days, of men who had made alterations in the Gospels, τῶν μετατιθέντων τὰ εὐαγγέλια. He supports his charge by the following example, which probably occurred in some MSS. after Matt. 5: 9; at least he has cited it in this connexion: μετατίθαιναι αἰτίαν καί μετατιθέμενοι ἔνεκα ἑνώς ὅς ἐξουσία τόπων, ὅπου οὐ διώχθηνται. ¹

Yet the MS. which he followed had several, if not so gross, yet important deviations. Among others he appeals to the following words of our Saviour: αἰτίες τὰ μεγάλα, καὶ τὰ μικρὰ ὡς γνωστάτα, καὶ αἰτίες τὰ ἐπουράνια, καὶ τὰ ἐπάγμα ὡς προσεκθῆται. To leave no doubt in what connexion he read this, he refers to the same words in another place, where they occur in connexion with Matt. 6: 32, 33. ²

In the passage, Matt. 10: 42, Clement read ποτήριον ψυχρὸν ὑδάτος, and immediately after, instead of the words: ἀποκλητον τῶν μισθών αὐτών,—ἀπολάτρει αὐτοῦ μισθός αὐτοῦ. ³ There is but a single one in all our stock of MSS. which contains this reading.

A similar case occurs in Matt. 23: 27, ὠριστες ἐξωθήνε μὲν φαίνονται ὁριστες, which Clement gives thus: ἐξωθήνε ὁ τάρσος φαίνεται ὁριστες ἐξωθήνε δὲ γέφυρ. ⁴ And Matt. 25: 41, εἰς τὸ πόρ πόν ἁνίων, τὸ τόπος μαραμένον, which is quoted in Clement, and also in Justin Martyr thus: εἰς τὸ πόρ πόν ἁνίων τὸ τόπος μαραμένον αὐτὸ μου. ⁵ Of all the ancient MSS. there is only the one before mentioned, which coincides with these peculiarities.

Several such variations as these are observable in this writer; nor is he the only one who deviates from the text in this way. He has respectable and illustrious predecessors in this matter, such as Irenæus, Justin Martyr, (as we have just seen in one instance,) and others, to whom the same observation is applicable, as we might soon be convinced by proofs.

We cease to be surprised at these facts, when we find Origen, at the close of this period, expressing himself as follows respecting the condition of the Gospels. "It might appear wrong" (he is speaking of Matt.
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19: 19: ἐγγυρήσεις τῶν πλησιῶν,) "to assert that these words are interpolated here, were it not that there is such a difference in many other places between the copies of the Gospels, that neither those of Matthew nor those of the other Evangelists agree together. The difference in MSS. has now," he proceeds, "become really great, both from the carelessness of copyists, and also from the arbitrary conduct of those to whom is entrusted the correction of the copies; and further from emendations, additions and omissions, made by many according to their own judgment. In the copies of the Old Testament, indeed, we have, by the help of God, remedied this confusion, . . . . and have marked with an obelisk in the Septuagint what was wanting in the Hebrew, as we did not venture to reject it wholly; other passages we have added, with an asterisk."1

The ancients called the text of the Septuagint of the first period, the χωρή ἔκδοσις or vulgaris editio,2 in which the private judgment and good pleasure of every reader and copyist assumed such unlimited scope, that finally stern necessity occasioned a revision of the text in various countries.

The expression is borrowed from the Alexandrian critics, by whom particularly the expressions καίνη ἔκδοσις, καίνη ἀναγραφή, often only καίνη, and also δημοτική ἔκδοσις, were used respecting the old unrevised text of Homer, in contradistinction from the amended editions, διορθώσεις, of Aristarchus, Zenodotus, and others.3 When the Version of the LXX had reached a state like that of the old Homeric text, the same critical denomination was applied to it likewise, in reference to Origens revision.4 Jerome made use of this term to designate the earlier corrupt text of the Latin versions of the Old and New Testaments, and renders καίνη by communis, and δημοτική ἔκδοσις by vulgaris editio.5

After shewing that the New Testament Scriptures were in a condition similar to the ancient state of Homers works, or the Version of the LXX, we shall be justified in denoting this its condition until the revision which took place in the third century, the period of the καίνη ἔκδοσις.


4 Hieron. ad Sun. et Fris. § 2. "Quam Origines et Caesarissns Eusebines, commensque Graeciae tractatores, καίνη, id est communem appellant atque vulgarum."

§ 23.

Now if we find among our literary stores any ancient MS. which deviates remarkably from the text of later times, and presents those readings which we have just extracted from Clement—which contains not only these and many others occurring in the writings of this father, but the variations and peculiarities of the oldest fathers generally, down to the third century, or at least a considerable part of them—may we not say, that it expresses the text of the period preceding any critical labors upon it, or in other words the κοινὴ ἔκδοσις?

Such an one we possess in the celebrated Cambridge MS. which contains the remarkable readings previously quoted from Clement. This too, almost alone, presents us in its text the various readings in all the most ancient fathers. In criticism it is called D, under which designation it appears in this work.

We will first establish the fact as to its text more fully, and then offer some remarks upon it. The former examples were taken from Matthew; the following are from the Gospel of Luke.

In the account of the baptism of Jesus, after the words: "This is my beloved Son in whom I am well pleased," (Luke 3: 22,) Clement adds: ἕως ἑμευς εν γενέσι σε. ... Justin Martyr also has this addition. The only manuscript which contains it is D. Luke 2: 49, οὕτω οἴδατε, Irenaeus has cited in the Greek text,  which is extant in this passage, οὐκ οἴδατε; D likewise reads thus. According to Epiphanius, Marcion had in his copy in Luke 5: 14, ἵνα εἰς μαρτυρίον ἕμνιν τούτο. The father regarded this variation as having originated with the heretic; yet D reads precisely thus, and we may be the more certain that it is a genuine ancient reading, as Marcion's most zealous adversary had it in his own copy: "Itaque adjectit (Christus), ut sit vobis in testimoniun sine dubio, quod testabatur, se legem non dissolvere, sed implantur," etc. There is as little ground for supposing that Marcion changed the words, (Luke 8: 42.) ἐν δὲ τῷ ὑπάγεις into ἐγένετο ἐν τῷ ὑπάγεις; for D and two other ancient MSS. read thus, and, besides, the Latin translators of this time found the same reading in the copies which they used. (Cod. Veronensis. Cod. Vercell. in Blancli. Evangel. Quadr.) According to Epiphanius, he had likewise in Luke 8: 45, instead of εἰς δὲ αὐτών μον, the equivalent words τις με ἔφασε, exactly like D and Origen. In Luke 9: 22, there stood in Marcion's copy, according to Epiphanius, instead of τῇ τρίτῃ ἡμέρᾳ,—μετὰ τρεῖς ἡμέρας. Tertullian read μετὰ την τρίτην ἡμέραν, between the other two readings. In Luke 24: 37, likewise, where Marcion read κατά τα ἐντάξεις τῆς ἡμέρας, instead of the difficult κατὰ τα ἐντάξεις τῆς ἡμέρας, agreeing with the Codex D, there is no appearance of corruption. If the reading had been designed to favor the doctrine of the Phasniasts, he must have altered or suppress-

2 L. I. Advers. Haeres. c. 20. n. 2.
ed the verses following, which he has not done. But we cannot spend any more time upon the Marcionite readings, although they exhibit the characteristics of the text of this period. Very many of them occur in D, and no suspicion of intentional corruption can be defended.

In Luke 9: 60, Irenaeus has in the Greek: οὐ δὲ πορευθέντι διάγγελλε, with which D alone agrees; and v. 61, they again read alike: έπιτερον δὲ μοι πρωτόν. In v. 92, Clement has the following peculiar reading: εἰς τα ὁλοκληρον καὶ ἐπιβαλλον τὴν χειρα αὐτοῦ επ’ ἄρτο

4 which occurs in no MS. but D. Justin Martyr adds, after the words: ο’ αὐτοῦ τούτων ὅμοιος, ἦμε αὐτοῦτοι, (Luke 10: 16) the words: ο’ δὲ ἐμοὶ ἀκούων, ἀκούω τού ἀποστειλαντος με, as in Hippolytus and in D. Luke 12: 11 Clement has quoted thus: δύον δὲ φέροντι εἰς τὰς, and μὴ προμεθεῦσαι; the τῇ, however, before απολογησάθη, he has omitted—exactly as in D. The passage, Luke 12: 27: ποὺς αὐξάνεσον μη ποῖος, υἱοὶ νηθήσεται, he gives thus: ποὺς οὐτε νηθήσεται, οὐτε ψυφαίνεται—exactly as it occurs in D alone. This MS. in Luke 12: 48, instead of: περισσότερον αἰτηθοῦν αὐτόν, has the words: πλέον ἀπαιτηθοῦν αὐτὸν. From a free citation by Justin, we perceive that his text contained this variation; for he uses πλέον ἀπαιτηθοῦσαται, in which Clement coincides with him. 8 Instead of: τῇ τῇ δεύτερᾳ καὶ τῇ τρίτῃ φυλακῇ, (Luke 12: 38.) the Latin translator of Irenaeus reads: "Et si venerit in respectina vigilia," we find the Greek exactly so in Marcion and in D: τῇ ἐσπεραντὶ φυλακῇ. In Justin there occurs instead of φυλάται τῆς ἀρκίλου (Luke 13: 27.), φυλάται άρομιάς: so also in the second epistle of Clement of Rome, (if indeed it be his,) and in the Codex D. Clement of Alexandria omits υπὸ τίνος after μὴ ἡγήσεται, (Luke 14: 8.) and v. 10, for πορευθέσις ανακάλεσαι εἰς ἐγκυμονόν τόπον, he reads: εἰς τὸν ἐγκυμονόν τόπον ἀνάπιστε. Soon after (v. 16.) he says δείπνον μέγαν. All this we find exactly so in D. In Luke 19: 5, σήμερον γὰρ τῷ οἴκῳ is expressed by Irenaeus, in the Greek fragments of his writings, thus: διὲ σήμερον εὗ τῷ οἴκῳ, which appears in no MS. but D. Clement says for τῷ έγκυμον δοθήσεται, (Luke 19: 20.) τῷ ἐγκυμον προστεθῆσεται, 10 and D, προστεθείται. They alone exchange δίωμα here for προστιθῆμι. In Luke 23: 46. MS. D and Justin Martyr 11 resemble each other in the words παρατιθήματα and παρατιθείματα.

1 Tertull. L. IV. Adv. Marc. c. 42. 43. De carne Christi, c. 5.
2 L. I. Adv. Haer. c. 8. n. 3.
3 Hieroc. cit.
4 L. VII. Strom. c. 16.
6 Strom. L. IV. c. 9.
12 L. I. c. VIII. n. 3.
13 Strom. L. VII. c. 10.
14 Dial. cum Tryph. c. 105.
If we should bring into comparison here likewise the writings of Origen which he composed before any amended text existed, we should obtain a very great addition to the evidence for the position, that the Cambridge MS. preserves in its peculiarities the readings of the fathers of the Church before the middle of the third century.

It is therefore a copy of the κοινή ἐκδοσις; and its condition agrees with that picture which Origen has drawn of the text of this period, so that our position wants nothing as respects philological evidence.

The text was circulated in this state, until finally the necessity of a general emendation was perceived, and called forth in many places men who devoted themselves to this meritorious occupation. From this time the vulgare editio gradually disappeared from the churches, from the desks of the readers, and from the hands of private persons; and posterity would have almost wholly lost it, had it not been preserved by the obstinacy of certain countries, in which laborious search has been made for it in later times. But we must not now proceed further in these investigations. We will first make use of the means we have of explaining in what way the orthodox, with perfectly honest intentions, and with all the reverence which they had for the sacred books, could have been the authors of such disorder in them.

§ 24.

The citations of the fathers would have left us very much in the dark respecting the history of the text during this period, had there not been preserved a MS. in which the alterations and accidents which it met with are laid before us, so as to be easily inspected. All we have to do, in order to delineate the rise of these alterations, is to make use of our eyes and then put together our observations. Errors of the copyist in writing must not be taken into account; for who could write their history? There are innumerable species of them, and there is no point of union from which we can consider them all at once.

I. It was an object of the readers of the Bible to make it as intelligible to themselves as possible. With this view, they often wrote, instead of an unintelligible expression, one more plain above the line or in the margin of their MS.; for every body knows that this last is the place which readers have always appropriated to themselves for their own remarks. Such an obscure expression was, for example, to a Greek, the word κηνος, Mark, 12: 14; the genuine Greek word, ἐνομαλαιον, capitation-tax, was therefore placed by its side. This was afterwards introduced into the text by a transcriber, and so got into MS. D. Some one imagined Luke 12: 26, seq. to have reference to the day-time. Now the τρίθη φυλακή, according to the Greek reckoning, was the μεσοινιος; and in order to remedy the misapprehension which might arise, he explained the expression in accordance with the Roman custom, which divided the day in quattuor excubias, adding in the margin, ἐπερεινη φυλακη, which afterwards crept into several MSS. He must have been a person of some learning, who explained the words τριλογονα αγγυια in Matt. 26: 15, (which to Jews alone are precise and intelligible,) by τριλογονα στατηρας. This love of explanation shows itself in the valuable MS. D, not merely in single words,
but even in whole clauses. E. g. Mark 10: 12, ἵνα γινητί ἀπολύσῃ τὸν άνδρα αὐτῆς is so expressed as to be inconsistent with the customs of the Greeks, according to which ἀπολύσῃ and ἀποστείλῃ were used only of the man, while ἀπολέσῃ, discedere, merely, was allowed to the woman, she being permitted to give the ἀπολέσῃς γυναῖκα. Hence the vulgæris editio altered this clause according to the Greek custom: γινητί ἐνεργηθή απὸ τοῦ άνδρος καὶ γυναῖκα. The phraseology, ζητοῦτες, δεινύσθη ὁ ἐφὸς στόματος αὐτοῦ, ἵνα καθηκορ... Luke 11: 54, was too foreign to be generally understood; some person therefore substituted one more plain: ζητουσίν αὐτὴν τινα λαβέτω αὐτοῦ, ἵνα εὑρεθῇ κατηγορία αὐτοῦ. Such explanations, however, sometimes succeeded but ill; e. g. Luke 13: 11, where the oriental expression: πλεῦκα ἔχουσα αὐθεντικα, was forced to make way for the more intelligible: εἰς αὐθεντίαν ἤν τοῦ πνεῦματος. The alterations which arose in the text, from the aim to render it more intelligible, are seen in great numbers in our MS. of the vulgæris editio, and are found in cases which could present no difficulty to a reader who could make even moderate pretensions to understanding.

II. The many Hebraisms which constitute one peculiarity of the New Testament could not count upon the approbation of Greek grammarians. Such difficult applications of words and foreign arrangement of the parts of speech, could not but occasion criticism among a people who were very much inclined to it, and laid great stress on purity of diction. Hence Luke 20: 11, προσέθηκεν πέμψα, πέπολεν, was altered to ἐπέμψα, and Mark 2: 15, ἐν τῷ κατακείμενον αὐτῶν, into κατακείμενον αὐτῶν; and John 11: 33, ἔφημον τῷ πνεύματι καὶ ἐφάρμοζεν ταῦτα, into ἐφαρμόζη τῷ πνεύματι ὡς ἐμβηματωμένος. Thus, too, the rough Jewish construction εἰς δὲ ἐπλησότεν πάντα τὰ φήματα αὐτοῦ εἰς τὸς ἄθροις τοῦ λαοῦ, εἰπάθηεν εἰς Καπερασοῦν, (Luke 7: 1.) was exchanged for the easy Greek sentence: ὅτε ἐκθέτην πάντα τὰ φήματα λαλῶν, ἠλθὼν εἰς Καφερ.

Numerous as are the cases of this kind in the κοινὴ ἑκδοσις, it is nevertheless true that it contains many Hebraisms which were afterwards expirated by those who in the third century, with similar views and critical penetration, accomplished recensions of the text. I will present some proofs of this important remark. The later text reads, Mark 14: 26, οὐκέτας ὡς μὴ πίω, where D still has ποσοθῷ πίεσι—Luke 12: 10, D reads: ἀφεθήσατο αὐτῷ, εἰς τὸ πνεύμα αὐτὸν ὡς ἀφεθήσατο, while the later text has: ἀφεθήσατο αὐτῷ τὸ ἐπὶ τῷ πνεύματι ἀφεθήσατο ὡς ἀφεθήσατο. And John 9: 11, ἀπλάθον ἐνω καὶ ἐκφημηναί, καὶ ἠλθὼν βέλειν, while the later text reads: ἀπελθον καὶ κυνηγόμενος ἀνέβλεσα.

III. Others labored in a different way to make the text plainer, or to give it greater circumstantiality, writing the language of one Evangelist respecting an occurrence in the margin of another. The intention was to illustrate the text in this way, but by degrees the notes finally got into the text itself. This is too well known to require examples for proof; but I will give a single one on account of its pecuilar absurdity. In Mark 13: 2, where our Lord speaks of the coming desolation, and says that one stone shall not be left upon another, the κοινὴ ἑκδοσις proceeds: καὶ διώ τριῶν ἡμέρων ἄλλος ἐνωτικήτατα ἄνευ γεωργ.
The words thus joined to ὄεν, ηὲ καταλυθή, are evidently the substance of John 2: 19.

Further, when the Old Testament was quoted in the New rather freely and not so as to give the complete import of the passage, readers were in the habit of adding the very language of the prophet, or that part of it which was wanting. E.g. Matt. 13: 14, where to the citation ἄκοψη ἀκούσετε, Isaiah's introduction to these words (6: 9), πορεύθησε, καὶ οἰπέ τῷ λαῷ τούτῳ, was subjoined.

IV. It is most probable too that the Harmonies occasioned considerable corruption of the text. The method in which Tatian brought together the four Gospels is but little known; nor is it certain whether we really possess the plan of Ammonius through Victor Capuanus or not. The κοινὴ ἐκδοσὶς sometimes contains passages in which the text of several Evangelists is so jumbled together, that we cannot but think it to be the artificial arrangement of some harmonist. By such combination, a narration frequently obtained a minuteness of detail, which induced some diligent reader to write it down for the sake of illustration in the margin of his New Testament. When once there, the next transcriber of the copy did it the honor of introducing it into the text itself. Thus I account for the remarkable form which Luke 5: 19. has obtained in the MS. D: καὶ ἀποστειγάσαστες τοὺς κεφάλους, ὄποιον ἤν, καθήκαν τὸν κραβιστοὺς σὺν τῷ παραλυτικῷ. The ἀποστειγάσαστες is from Mark 2: 4. ἀποστείγασαν τὴν στιγμήν. But the harmonist joined with Mark's verb, instead of στιγμή, the κεφάλους of Luke. From Mark he took further ὄποιον ἤν and κραβιστος, and the expression καθήκαν was borrowed from Luke. In Luke are found the words: σὺν τῷ κλίνειον, but as there was a κραβιστος already there, the paraλυτικος of Mark took the place of κλίνειον, and thus arose σὺν τῷ paraλυτικῷ, and the whole becomes as we find it in this MS. The passage Matt. 27: 23: ἐνδύσαστες αὐτὸν, ἰμάτιον πορφυρῷ καὶ χλαμύδα κοκλίτης περιεθηκαν αὐτῷ has been treated in a similar manner. Mark (15: 17) has πορφύραν, Luke (23: 2), στιγμήν; but John unites both in ἰμάτιον πορφυρῷ (19: 2). Mark supplied ἐνδύσαστας, which, however, was moulded into the form of Matthew's ἐνδύσαστες; and the latter furnished the χλαμύδα κοκλίτης. Now the supposed harmony of Ammonius gave this passage in the same way, according to Victor: "Et exuentes eum, inducent tunicum purpuream, et chlamydem coccinem circumdecerunt ei." In thus inferring from the state of the text in particular places, that it originated out of the arrangement of some harmonist, we are supported by other facts. The Genealogy of Matthew, which in MS. D is altered according to that by Luke, betrays an attempt of the kind to unite the two. The famous interpolation of MS. D in Matt. 20: 28, which in respect to magnitude has not its equal, sprang, it would seem, from such a source. Its substance seems to be in Luke 16: 8; but it is given with peculiar freedom and in an extended form. That it stood in some connexion with other precepts of Jesus, which were brought together on account of their similarity, is evident from the first clause, which is not borrowed from Luke, but from some

other source: ὁμιλίς ὁτι ζετεῖτε ἐν μικρῷ αὐξῆσαι καὶ ἐν μείζονος ἔλαιον εἴλθαι. From this introduction, it would seem to have been connected with those discourses of our Lord in which he speaks to his disciples respecting comparative greatness, as he did on several occasions. If this be the case, it is no longer doubtful that it was taken from some paraphrastic harmony.

V. Sometimes an individual found a passage or story in the apocryphal books which pleased him, and he wrote it in some suitable place on the blank space in his copy. It only needed some ignorant librarians to insert it in the next copy which was taken of the former. Thus was introduced the story in Luke 6: 5: τῇ αὐτῇ ἡμέρᾳ θεασάμενος τινα ἐργαζόμενον τῷ σαβάτῳ, εἶπεν αὐτῷ: Ἀνθρώπε, εἰ μὲν οἶδας τὸ ποιεῖς, μακαρίος εἰ; εἰ δὲ μὴ οἶδας, ἑπικαθαρίες καὶ παράβασις εἰ τοι νῦν. To this, probably, a passage in Justin Martyr is to be ascribed: ταῦτα γὰρ ἑτοιμάσα ἔργα εἰργάζετο, ἐν ἀνθρώπων ἄν, ἀφετέρων καὶ ζωγραφίᾳ, διὰ τούτου καὶ τῆς διακοσμητικῆς σύμβολα διδασκόν, καὶ ἀστείαν σημείον. It came into his text from the Evangelium infantiae Christi. Stroth, who attempted to derive it from the Gospel of the Hebrews, did not consider that that book commenced with the baptism of our Lord, and thus did not contain the history of his youth.

VI. The custom of reading these books in the public assemblies, frequently procured them an addition by a foreign hand. It was necessary to divide them into stated sections for reading; these sections separated particular narratives from their connexion, causing the church-leasons to begin too abruptly. In order to avoid this inconvenience, an introduction was framed, which the reader wrote in the church-copies for his own use. In this way interpolations or smaller alterations of the text arose in great numbers, the occasion and origin of which may be easily discerned, if pains be only taken to examine whether the suspected passage was the beginning of an Anagnosis. I will not accumulate examples on a point which has long since ceased to be doubtful. At Luke 16: 19, an Anagnosis began with the words: ἀνθρώπος δε τις ηθ πλοῦσις. The commencement was too abrupt; therefore the words: εἶπεν δε καὶ έστειλεν παραβολὴν, as we find them yet in the text of D, were prefixed to the narrative. Compare Luke 12: 2, where an Anagnosis began with: ουδὲν δε συγκεκαλυμένου, and observe how the κοινη ἐκδοσις has formed an introduction from the preceding verses: εν οἷς ἐπισώσατο... Another section commenced at John 14: 1, with μη ταπασίσθω... to which the formula: καὶ εἰπεν τοῖς μαθηταῖς αὐτοῦ, was prefixed. Sometimes a conclusion was affixed to a lesson, when it seemed too abruptly broken off. One of these ends in D at Luke 6: 10, with the words: καὶ ἐλέγαν αὐτοῖς ὅτι κυρίως εἰσίν ὃ νῦν τούτων ἀνθρώπων καὶ τοῦ σαβάτου, which is taken entirely from another place.

VII. Another species of alterations are omissions; we speak here, however, only of those which bear the marks of intentional disfigurement. As it was frequently the case, that glosses and explanatory marginal annotations crept wrongfully into the text, the Diorithotae or correctors

1 Justin Mart. Dial. cum Tryph. c. 88.
2 Repert. fûr bibl. und morgænl. Litteratur. I. Th.
of the MSs. often indulged suspicions in regard to such expressions or sentences, judging of them perhaps according to their own critical notions. They then exercised their supposed right in respect to them, and either struck them out, or affixed marks of rejection to them. In Matt. 13: 1, εν τη ημερα των εκεινής εξελθον τω Ιησους, the expression από της οικίας appeared superfluous and merely a gloss, and therefore was rejected from the κοινή εκδοσις. No less useless in Matt. 22: 24, was τιν γυναικα αυτου following ἐπιγαμβρεύοντι δι αδελφος αυτου. The word ἐπιγαμμ. includes this, and αναστήνῃσε σπέρμα sufficiently confirms it; therefore την γυν. αυτ. was suppressed. In Mark 15: 24, το τι ἀργη is implied by the preceding βαλλοντες κληρον ἐπ αυτα; it was therefore omitted in the κοινὴ εκδοσις.

VIII. Another cause very similar to the last, often gave rise to rejections. Synonymous expressions or phrases immediately following one another were imperfections in Greek construction with which no good writer would be chargeable without peculiar reasons. A reader or corrector who judged merely as a Greek, and knew not the peculiar structure and usages of the Hebrew language, would deem himself indisputably authorized by the grammatical laws of his nation, to strike out one of two synonymous phrases from the text as a scholion. So it happened in Mark 8: 15, where the first of the two equivalent words δρατε, βλεπε, was struck out; and Mark 11: 28, where εν πολι ξουνιδα ταυτα ποιει, and the words immediately following, και τις σοι των ξουνιδων ταυτην έδωκεν, mean nearly the same thing: hence sentence of rejection was passed upon the latter clause. In Luke 21: 15, διωησοντα αντιπαρος και αντισης, —αντιπαρος was expressed by αντισης, and therefore was omitted. In John 10: 18, the words: αληθες αυτην αντ έρωτου, appeared to be contained both in the preceding and following clauses, and were therefore omitted as tautological.

Such are the various facts which the MS. D presents to our observation, on which we may found a sketch of the fate of the text during the period of the κοινὴ εκδοσις, and by which we may elucidate that part of its history which the torch of criticism has hitherto only feebly illumined.

§ 25

Yet our idea of the κοινὴ εκδοσις would be very inaccurate, did we expect to find all the corruptions to which it was exposed exhibited together in a single MS. Its lot must have been different in every province, in every decemvium, and in every house. It was not the case that every thing which an industrious and acute or incompetent reader added to his MS., and the alterations he made in particular passages, found their way into all the copies and were spread abroad to all places and persons. Such scholia and alterations frequently did not pass the threshold of their birth-place and perished with the MS.; while on the other hand, others were extended further by means of copies, and in other hands received fresh additions. What Jerome says of the condition of the Septuagint, is applicable here: "κοινὴ pro locis et temporibus et pro voluntate scriptorum vetus corrupta est." Though we have drawn
the various classes of corruptions from D, yet we must not expect to
find in this MS. all the particular cases which may be arranged
under them. Other copies had many, which we seek in vain in this.
Irenaeus, for example, read in his copy for ἐν τῷ γῇ, in Matt. 10: 29, the
words εἰς τῷ παγίῳ. His comments expressly upon it: "Si quis, quod
dictum est ..., enumerare voluerit capites ubique passores ..., et casu-
sam requirere, ob quam heri tantl ..., hodie iterum tantl capiti sint,"
&c. This reading occurs frequently in Origen also, and in other writ-
ers; but it is wanting in the MS. D. Justin has quoted Matt. 19: 17,
as follows: εἰς ἔννοιαν συναθές ὁ πατήρ ὁ ἐν οὐρανοῖς;^3 Irenaeus also read
it in his copy: ὁ πατήρ ὁ ἐν οὐράνιοι,^3 &c. The passage Matt. 7: 22,
appears still more remarkable, as Justin read it: πολλοὶ ἔρωμε τοὺς
κόμια, ἐν τῷ χῦν ὑμῖν ἵνα ἀφαγομέν, καὶ ἐπιομέν, καὶ δυνατοῖς ἐπιστήση-
μέν. It appears, also, in a similar form in Origen, in his second book
against Celsus, c. 46, and in other places. Clement found the passage
Matt. 10: 26, in his copy thus: οὐδὲν προτὸν ὁ ὄν φανεροθῆκαται, οὐδὲ
εναλλαμένον, ὁ ὄν ἀποκαλυφθῆκαται;^3 as also Origen has quoted
it, towards the close of his 16th Homily on Jeremiah. So different
were the copies of this period, that the Codex D, prolific in corruptions
as it is, gives us but a very imperfect idea of the κοινὴ ἐκδοσις as it ex-
isted in any one region.

On the margin of the Philoxenian version, there are occasionally
found fragments of a manuscript which Thomas of Charkel saw in the
monastery of St. Antonius at Alexandria, and from which he inserted
particular readings upon the margin of this version; but he did this in
the Gospels too rarely to permit us to learn much in regard to them.
That the MS. was remarkably rich in such variations, we perceive from
the fact that he found in it the grossest and most striking which has yet
been discovered,—viz. Matt. 29: 23, ὑμῖν ὡς ἐπετίθεμεν εἰς μισθοῦς οὐξέθες,
τ. τ. τ. Besides this remarkable passage, in which his Alexandrian MS.
agrees with D, he has communicated to us still others. He and D have
in common the addition in Mark 4: 9, καὶ ὁ σωματο ὁσιετέω; they also
assimilate each other in the reading, Luke 12: 1, πολλοῖς ὑπομεινάων
συνέχεις κυκλῳ, and πολλοῖς ὑπομεινάων συνεχούλτων κυκλῳ. The
Philoxenian margin has too, in Luke 11: 53, where D inserts the
words, ἐναιὸς παντοῦ τοῦ λαοῦ ἀπὸ ἐνος αὐτοῦ, the same interpola-
tion; it has even received a fresh addition here. They both also read
in John 21: 18, ἀλοὶ αὐτοῦ ἐπεδοκισεν and Luke 6: 5, μόνος τοῖς ἁρματϊν,
&c. &c. Besides such readings, Thomas also sometimes noted in his
margin such as are wholly peculiar, which may be regarded as evi-
dence of the condition of the κοινὴ ἐκδοσις in other MSS. After Matt.
27: 16, ἐγερμένων Ὑμαραβάν, his margin proceeds: οὕτω διὰ τοῦι
ταύτα ὅμορμεν ἐν τῇ πόλει καὶ φῶν ἄν διεβαλίζειας εἰς φίλοψαι.

---

^2 Dial. cum Tryph. c. 96.
^4 Apol. Maj. c. 16. Dial. cum Tryph. c. 76.
^5 L. Syr. 675, Lythb. 333, Vantg.
HISTORY OF THE TEXT.


So impossible is it to obtain a knowledge of the κοινὴ ἐκδοσὶς from a single MS., that our investigations in the important relic preserved in the library at Cambridge, rather inform us how much we have to wish for another like it, than satisfy our inquiries. Yet since fortune willed that but a single MS. of this kind should escape the ravages of capricious time, it is well that the lot fell to this in particular, which has only become the more instructive to us from the many accidents to which it has been exposed.

But where, in what country, was its text first formed? In Egypt, or more particularly in Alexandria? Such is my opinion, and it seems to me as correct as any critical position is. The MS. does indeed contain readings of several fathers of the second and third centuries; as we have clearly shown; but generally, in the character of the whole text, in the constant similarity of minute readings, which, it is true, are not very striking, but are on that account of more weight when coincident, it approaches nearest to those copies which Clement of Alexandria made use of in his writings, and those which Origen followed in such of his as preceded his emendation of the text, by which he crowned his claims to the gratitude of the Christian school. We may adduce in confirmation of our position, the MS. from which Thomas of Charkel, in the monastery of the Antonians at Alexandria, transferred readings to the margin of the Philoxenian version. For these reasons, I believe the text of this MS. was originally formed in Alexandria or at least in Egypt, before it entered upon its wanderings, and that it presents us with the κοινὴ ἐκδοσίς of that country.

§ 26.

We are in possession of another document of the same age, which no longer indeed speaks to us in Greek, but yet affords us considerable information respecting the condition of the text. We mean the old Syriac version, the Peschito, whose origin belongs, according to the most moderate estimate, to the third century.

In many points, in the peculiarities of trifling readings, it bears a striking resemblance to the Cambridge MS. This has long been agreed among critics; and on this account we may spare ourselves any further proof of the assertion. Yet nearly allied to this MS. as it is, and much as it has of its character, it does not lose on that account its own peculiar features, but pursues its course without restraint, often not agreeing with a single MS.

This resemblance to D. frequently presents us anew with the same appearances which we have already considered; but there is also a multitude of novel and in general wholly peculiar readings. Yet I have observed hardly one which is not comprehended under some one of the species above enumerated. Plainer expressions are substituted for obscure ones, or indefinite passages assisted in their sense by a slight alteration or interpolation. Matt. 21: 34, for example, is rendered plain-
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or by τοῦ ἐκδότος αὐτοῦ after τοὺς καθοῦς; and Luke 18: 45, by τοῦ κυρίου αὐτοῦ after καθοῦς. So Luke 9: 34, where for ἔστιν εἰς ὅσον αὐτοῦ αὐτόν ἐστιν eis τὴν ἑπ. . . . was inserted. Passages were transferred from one Gospel into another, as in Matt. 20: 18, after καὶ εἶπεν γῆς; the words: καὶ καθεδρεύεται με στὸ πατήρ μου, καὶ πάντα τὸ στοιχεῖον υμῶν, and in Luke 9: 39, after προέρχεται; the words: καὶ τρίζει τοὺς ὀξονεκά τούς ἐκείνους. Some additions have also arisen from the Church-lessons, e. g. Luke 15: 11, where in the Syriac church the lesson appointed for the fifth day of the first week in Lent commenced, was thus altered: εἶκε δὲ αὐτοῖς πᾶσιν ὁ Ἰσαάς, ἕνας ἑαυτὸς τις . . . Some passages were omitted also on suspicion that they were glosses or explanatory observations; e. g. Mark 7: 2, καὶ διδάσκαλον τούτων, τοῦτον ἐστίν. In short, the cases which we find here are perfectly similar to those before enumerated, and nowhere is any other species of variation presented to our notice.

On the contrary, the text of the Σουή ἐκδοσίς in Syria was not exposed to so many accidents, as that of the MS. D. No repugnance to Hebrew phrases and idioms is perceptible in it; for they were not strange to the Syrian, being analogous to those of his own language. Hence in this respect the text was more fortunate. Nor is there any trace in it of the influence of the Apocryphal books, nor, what is rather singular, of the harmonies even, although that of Tatian was extensively read in these countries and very long enjoyed favor and repute.

This fact is to be explained by local circumstances which operated differently upon the text in the two countries. Literature of every kind was always rife in Alexandria; and probably this was the birthplace of many of the Apocryphal books. A multitude of Librarii, Diakriptai and Grammarians were always active to the advantage or disadvantage of learning, and each diffused the vapours of his own erudition into the surrounding atmosphere; and this perhaps contributed not a little to the production in that populous city of the cavilling, carping tone, for which it was so celebrated. It is true that Syrians at this period frequently travelled to this city to acquire information and learning; but such persons were but individuals, while everything with which papyrus was concerned, was collected permanently in the country which possessed the monopoly of that article. Where the business of Emendorer or Scholiast, or pretension to it, was so common, it could not well be otherwise than that the text should be exposed to much ill treatment which it would not meet with elsewhere.

The MSS. of the Σουή ἐκδοσίς in Syria contained, notwithstanding, several important readings which we seek in vain in the Egyptian MSS. I shall here exhibit some of them which may be regarded as characteristic, and will enable us too, to recognise and trace to their origin such offshoots as in process of time arose from this text. One is in Matt. 6: 13, which is remarkable for being a variation of a different species from any of the preceding, having sprung from the public forms of prayer. It is the well known addition: ὅτι σοὶ ἐστιν ἡ βασιλεία, καὶ ἡ δύναμις, καὶ ἡ δόξα, εἰς τοὺς αἰῶνας. Others are Matt. 20: 22, and 23, μέλλω πλην—καὶ τὸ βαπτίσμα, ὁ ἐγὼ βαπτίζομαι, βαπτισθήτως. Mark 6: 11, εἰς μάρτυραν. αὐτοῖς—ἀρµῶν λέγω νῦν, ἀνεκτότερον ἐστιν Σωτῆρος, ὁ Γοῦναρίων ἐν ἡμέρα πρὸς ἡμᾶς, ἡ τῇ πόλει ἐκείνη.
§ 27.

These are the two principal branches of \textit{κνους ἔκδοσες} of which we still have any knowledge. Of these the Syriac did not overstep its original bounds; while, on the other hand, the African extended itself far into the western churches. Alexandria had long supplied the west with Greek copies of all works of learning; and the west obtained from the same source MSS. of the N. T. \footnote{1}

When at the close of the second, or in the third century, Latin versions of the N. T. were composed in Italy and on the northern coast of Africa, they were made from the \textit{κνους ἔκδοσις}. How could it be otherwise when there existed none of the recensions which originated at the close of the third century? The agreement of these versions with D is undeniable and striking, and not another word is necessary to make it probable that they were derived from similar Greek copies.

Simple and historically true as is this solution of their mutual agreement, and obvious as it is, yet some have been more inclined to turn their attention to a distance, and to suppose reasons which are neither well contrived nor natural. The Latins have been accused of altering the Greek text according to their versions. But did they then interpolate the copies of Justin Martyr and Clement of Alexandria according to their versions? Did they have emissaries in Syria to corrupt the Greek text and the copies of the Peschito there? Did they corrupt too the Syriac MSS. of the Nestorians? And did they moreover alter Marcial's Codex according to their views and their version? Was there any Latin version in the time of Ireneus \footnote{2} or if there were, was the Greek text immediately altered according to it? Did it become directly the idol of the Latins?

When did the Latins begin to think so highly of their version, and set it up as the standard of the text? \footnote{3} \textit{Tertullian} was not aware of anything of this kind, when he said: "It is not in the Greek as it has now become current with the Latins through a cunning or a silly \textit{eversion}," \footnote{4} (a play upon words; \textit{eversion} for a wretched version.) \textit{As little was Victorinus}, when he said respecting Matt. 6: 11, "It is otherwise in the Greek; but the Latins did not comprehend it, or were not able to express it." \textit{Hilary of Poitiers} \footnote{5} speaks unfavorably of it, and goes

---

\footnote{1} Suetionius in Domitiano c. 20. "Quanquam bibliothecas incendio absconsae imposuimus reperare cumbest, exemplaribus undique petitis, missisque Alexandriam qui describerent emandarenique."

\footnote{2} Tertull. de Monogam, c. 11.

\footnote{3} Victorin, L. II. Contra Arian. c. 8. L. I. c. 49.

\footnote{4} Hilas. Tract. in Ps. 136, c. 43. "Latina translatio, dum virtutem dicti ignorant, magnum intellegit obscuritatem, non discernens ambigui sermonis proprietatem. quod enim nobiscum scribatur. . . . cum Graecis hoc modo eat. . . . Comp. Tract. in Ps. 118, Litt. He. n. 1, and De Trin. L. XI. n. 17. "Secundum latinitatem obcaussius hoc dictum videtur (Ephes. 1: 17), quia latinitas pronominibus non utitur, quae praestis nec necessario semper usurar. In enim scribatur: ἐγὼ; non ego."

\footnote{5} Hilarii Orat. 5. 10; 11.
back himself to the Greek phraseology; as also Ambrose sometimes appeals to the text in Greek "\textit{unde translaturum Latini.}"\footnote{Ambrose. \textit{De Spirit. Sanct.} L. II. c. 5. De fide. L. II. c. 4.}

Augustine has expressed himself on this point, particularly in his books \textit{De Doctrina Christiana}, as strongly and plainly as any more modern writer: "Et Latinum quidem lingum homines, (says he, L. II. \textit{De Doctr. Christ.} c. XI.) quoque uncinistrados suspicimus, duabus aliis ad scripturarum divinarum cognitionem opus habent, Hebræa scilicet et Graeca, ut ad exemplaria precedentia recurratur, si quaem dubitationem attulerit Latinorum interpretum varietas." "We frequently cannot comprehend the translators, he proceeds (L. II. \textit{De Doctr. Chr.} c. 14), unless we bring to our aid the language from which they translated; how often do they miss the sense unless they are possessed of peculiar learning? We are, therefore, obliged to examine the original languages; linguarem illarum, ex quibus in Latinum Scriptura pervenit, petenda cognitio est." Soon afterwards, in the same book, 16th chapter, he says: "\textit{libres autem novi Testamenti, si quid in Latinis varietatibus titubat, Graecia cedere oportere dubium non est.}" Now, if such were the principles of all the noted fathers of the Latin church, by what right can it be assumed that the so called \textit{Codices Latinizantes} are alterations of the text according to the Latin versions.

The opinion of Jerome on this subject is generally known; and even the later fathers, Bede, and Atto of Vercelli, do not differ from their predecessors on this point. But, while these opinions prevailed, the great schism between the Greeks and Latins occurred, and separated the two churches from each other so far, that the latter, even if they had had the disposition, were no longer able to exert any influence over either the rise, the creed, or the MSS. of the churches which belonged to the Greek patriarchate.

I will not however assert that the inhabitants of \textit{Magna Graecia} or of Southern Gaul, or even readers at Rome, who were acquainted with the Greek language, did not anciently subjoin to the Greek MSS. glosses, explanations, and ill-judged emendations. They might do it with as much right as their brethren in Asia, in Peloponnesus, or Alexandria. Yet our observations on the history of the text, exhibit but a single example, (viz. Luke 12: 30, \textit{εἰσερχόμενος, θλιθομένος,} \textit{κλαίοντας)} which seems rather to have been of Italian than pure Greek origin. But I do steadfastly deny that in ancient times the Greek copies were purposely, from prejudice and excessive veneration for the Latin Version, corrupted according to it, and the Bibles of other countries and nations interpolated from it. Such an idea could never have been regarded with favor by learned men, except when they forgot their learning; it is an idea which has hitherto been the greatest hindrance to the development of the history of the text.

If the inaccuracies of occidental copyists, as e. g. the readings, \textit{Πετρίους, λέπωσος, κατεφίλους αὐτῶν}, found in D, are alleged by any one as evidence of corruption by the Latins, let it be remembered that in this discussion we have no concern with the unintentional ignorance of copyists.

If the Latins did thus interpolate, why is it that no Greek MSS. previous to the Most Fortian Codex in the fourteenth or fifteenth century,
contain the celebrated passage of the three witnesses, I. John 5: 7,
which stands in several Latin Fathers and Bibles? It was, on account
of its doctrinal importance, at least worth the trouble of attempting
something in its favor. Now, if nothing of the kind was done by the
ancestors in this place, why should it have been done in other places,
in which not even the remotest prejudice in behalf of a creed or of certain
favorite opinions could operate? There is an important doctrinal reading of genuine Latin origin in
John 3: 6, which occurs in Tertullian thus: “quod de carne natum est,
caro est, quia ex carne natum est, et id quod de spiritu natum est, spiritu
us est, quia Deus spiritus est, et de Deo natus est.” Yet it appears in no
Greek Codex before the twelfth century, and even then not in its whole
extent. The same Codex has several such readings of Latin origin; yet
they were not introduced into this MS. by a Latin, but a Greek, and by
no means malā fide in order to corrupt the text. The copyist says
himself, at John 7: 29 where he has inserted such an addition, that he
borrowed it from Latin MSS; for the marginal note: eis to Ρομαιοκ τουτο ευρων εις Βίχαρ αυτω πρώτω μανα.

Something however of the nature alleged, very naturally took place
at this period. It had become the most earnest endeavor of the Greeks
to end at once the protracted schism, to bury animosities, and to effect
a reconciliation with the Latins. They proposed to the Pope every
means of reconciliation, for the purpose of arming the entire Western
world against the East, which threatened the destruction of the Empire
of Constantinople, and of inducing it to enter upon the celebrated
crusades which would assist their sinking state. Under these circum-
stances, attempts of the kind which we observe in Codex Barbé-
rianus 10, were natural and are easily comprehended. It was at this
period that the Latin text obtained an influence over the copies of other
nations which criticism must wish had never been acquired. The close
connexion which the Armenian princes maintained with the crusades,
brought Hai!ho, king of Armenia, to a knowledge of the Latin lan-
guage and version, according to which, unfortunately, he altered and
as he thought amended the Bible of his own nation.

Now, as it is not only impossible to prove that any thing of this sort
took place in high antiquity, but the contrary rather is evinced on indis-
putable grounds, the agreement of the first Latin versions with D, or
with the MS. exhibited on Thomas of Chartex’s margin, can be explain-
ed only from the fact, that these MSS. present the free text of the κοινή
εκδοσις, and the most ancient Latin versions were made from copies of
the κοινή εκδοσις. Hence these versions are in truth, with the excep-
tion of what Latin authors of glosses may have smuggled into them,
monuments of the most ancient text.

§ 28.

The Latins in their MSS. frequently placed the Greek text by the
side of their version, not in order to corrupt it, but that easy recourse
might be had, when thought necessary, to the original text. The Greek

2 Cod. Barber. 10. in Birch Prolegom. in IV. Evangel. p. XXXIII. seq.
text which they used, was that of the κατὰ ἑδοος. In other
countries, as soon as an amended text was obtained, the old was generally
consigned to oblivion, or to some place of deposit in which were pre-
served the labors of the ancient fathers; but not so among the Latins.
They clung tenaciously to this old edition, which was so closely related
to their versions; and regarded the recensions, two of which appeared at
nearly the same time, as innovations. Gelasius rejected these recen-
sions, and in his decree, the words of which we shall quote hereafter,
classed them among the apocryphal writings; and even Jerome, who
possessed incomparably more acquaintance with biblical literature, did
not think at all more favorably of them, as we shall see hereafter.

Hence, when this father received a commission from Damausus to
amend one of these Latin versions, which was afterwards to be prescribed
for general use, he, for this purpose, made use only of such ancient
Greek MSS. as did not deviate widely from the common text of the Lat-
ins.\(^1\) The last characteristic would have been sufficient to assure us
that they must have been such Codices as are called Latinizing among
us, even had he not used the expression ancient Greek MSS. by which
he intends to make it clear. But the word ancient further informs us,
that they were not copies of the text of the recensions, as these came
into circulation hardly eighty years before this father.

Since, then, in the days of Jerome the κατὰ ἑδοος had no rival in
the West, and even towards the close of the fifth century, was confirm-
ed in its exclusive authority by a decree of Pope Gelasius, we need no
further explanation how, after its general circulation elsewhere had
ceased, it could come to us in a MS. whose age cannot reach so high
as the fifth century, or how it could have been preserved by the side of
a Latin version, in a MS. of Italian or Southern Gallic origin, such as the
Cambridge Codex.

From these observations we may predict what we have to expect in
the various Graeco-Latin MSS. now extant. Among these I know of
one remarkable Codex of the four Gospels, which has returned for a
time to deep obscurity, until it can appear in daylight in a country
which has not met with so fearful a lot as our own. I intended to have
adorned this history of the text by its aid; but the events of the last few
years have destroyed more than one hope of this kind.

\(^{\text{§ 29.}}\)

There are also some MSS. of more recent date in our critical stock,
which accord in a peculiar manner with the Cambridge Codex and with
such (e.g. B and L) as resemble it. One of these MSS. is Wetst. I.
or Basil VI. 27, a copy of the four Gospels of the tenth century; the
other parts of the New Testament which are bound with it, are not of
the same date. There is, besides, Wetst. 13, or Codex Reg. 2244. of
the Gospels, (also called Küsteroparisia. 6.) of the thirteenth century;
and Wetst. 69. in the library at Leicester, of the fourteenth; also Gries-
bach's 124, and a Vienna MS. Lambea. 31. of the twelfth century, con-
taining the Gospels.

\(^{1}\) Epist. ad Damas. "Codicum Graecorum . . . . . . collationes, sed veterum,
qua non multum a lectionis Latinae consuetudine discrepant."
These MSS. were mostly written at a period in which it was possible for the Latin version to have an influence upon the condition of the Greek text, and, as we have seen, really had. There is therefore a well-grounded suspicion respecting them, that they are Codices Latinizantes, and that the resemblance between D and them may have been occasioned by transferring into them from the Latin Bibles, those readings which the latter derived originally from the κοινή Ἑκδοσις, from which they were translated.

I. Yet there are in these MSS., viz. 1, 13, 69, 124, very ancient readings which occur nowhere else. Cod. 13 and 124 read in Matt. 15: 6, ημουσατε των νομον του θεου, as Ptolemy in the second century worded the passage in his Letter to Flora, n. 2. He has also given Luke 6: 29, with the peculiar reading, στρεψον αυτον και την αληθη, (Ep. ad Flor. n. 4.) which is to be found only in 69 and 124. Porphyry charged Matthew with ignorance for ascribing to Isaiah the citation, Matt. 13: 35; while of the MSS. now extant, only 1, 13, 33, 124, and MS. 10, read δια ουαλου του προφητου. Mark 8: 31, the Peschito and Justin Martyr (Dial. cum Tryph. c. 76. and 100.) have given γη τριτη ημερα αναστησαι, as do 1, 13, 69, 124. Luke 6: 36, Justin read: οικτρικοις οις και ο πατηρ νομον ο ουανος (Dial. cum Tryph. c. 96.); just so 13, 69, 124. Luke 19: 26, Marcion read: και ο δοξει ινα αρθησαι so also Codex 69.

II. They have many readings in common with Origen, which are met with in none of the ancient and in few of the more modern MSS. This is true especially of Codex 1, or Basil. B. VI. 27, which, besides, on account of its antiquity, having been written in the tenth century during the schism of the Greeks, is not liable to the charge of Latinizing; but it is true also of the others in many cases. Yet it is incumbent on me to prove it in respect to the Basil MS, just named, in order to remove every possible suspicion of its Latinizing. For this purpose I have selected only such readings as it alone of all the MSS. now known contains, or has in common with only one or two MSS. of modern date. The passages here noticed have already been taken from Origen's works, and hence do not now need a particular citation.

In Matt. 6: 25, the words και τη πινης are omitted in this Codex; as also by Clement of Alexandria and Justin. In Matt. 7: 25, it reads παντες οι δικλοι: 8: 8, it omits ο ω ποις μου: 10: 23, it reads (as also 13, 124) κεφιετε· εις την ζετηαν, και εις ταυτης διοκους υπας κεφιετε εις την αληθη: 13: 36, εις την ουλαν αυτου: 13: 52, ουτε προφητε Εις του θησαυρου: 14: 36, ινα και μονον: so also Cod. 13 and 33. In 15: 11, και ου του ανθρωπου εσ εισων: 15: 22, it reads δευτος θεου· οικτρικετα: 16: 12, απο των αρχων, αλλα απο: . . . . 16: 19, ουα αν δησις . . . . θεου . . . . και ουα αν υπερει: . . . . λευμενα: 15: 8, δηθυνας εις την γειναν του πνου: 18: 10, αρ. αγγελων αυτων, εις ουφανος εσ εισων: so also Cod. 13—18: 17, it reads: ουτο σοι το λοιπων: 18: 25, it omits ο ω ποις αυτου: 18: 27, for το δαινον it puts πας των αρχων: 19: 29, for η πατερα, η μητερα it puts γονεις: 21: 13, πεποιηκατε σπιλαιον: 22: 7, it writes αυτει for απολεσε; 22:

1 "Evangelieta vester Mattheus tam imperitus fuit, ut dicaret, 'quod scriptum est per Iessiam prophetam, &c.' Hieronym. Comment. in Ps. 77."
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16, πρόσωπον ἀνθρώπου; 24: 48, κύριός μου ἔρχεσθαι. All these readings, which we have here extracted from the Gospel of Matthew, and most of which this Codex alone contains without agreeing with any other, occur in the works of Origen, nearly all of which were composed before he prepared his Recension of the text. Hence they are certainly ancient, and their origin falls in the time of the κοινὴ ἔκδοσις.

III. We meet with many of the peculiar readings of this MS. in the Peschito: this is however more especially the case with the MSS. 13, 69, 124. Of this we will present proof. In Matt. 14: 7, the MSS. 13 and 124 read ὁμοσε for ὁμολόγησεν; 14: 24, ἤδε στάδιον πολλοὺς ἀπείρω σῆς γῆς απείρωσεν, 13 and 124.—16: 27, 1 and 124 have κατὰ τὴν ἔργα for κατὰ τὴν πράξιν. 21: 26, εἰσθαν for ἐγκουσό. 22: 37. 13, 69, 124 read διέλυσαν σοῦ, καὶ ἐν ἀλη τῇ ἑστώ σου.—Mark 8: 29, ὁ Χριστός, ὁ νόε τοῦ θεοῦ ζωντος, 13, 69, 124.—9: 11, πῶς οὖν λιγούσας 13, 69, 124.—9: 34, ἐν τῇ οἰκῃ, τις αὐτῶν μετὰ υἱῶν εἰνῇ. 13, 69.—11: 13, ἦσαν εἰς αὐτοῖν, εἰ ἄρα ἐνω, 124.—12: 6, ὑστερον ἐκτὸς ἐντλ. ἀπετέλεσεν, 13, 69, 124.—14: 64, πλασμήνων τοῦ σώματος αὐτοῦ, 13, 69, 124.—14: 67, ἠθόπα τοῦν ἢθοπά τὸν Πέτρον ἡν, 16: 6, κατὰ τὴν ἐφεσίαν εἰσελεύθε ὁ θεός αὐτοῖν ἐπολυεῖν. 13, 69, 124.

IV. We discover many of their peculiarities in Egypt in the Theban or Memphitic version, and in the Alexandrian MS. in the cloister of the Antonians, from which Thomas of Charkel made extracts.

Hence it appears that the MSS. under consideration do not contain a text collected from modern materials, and which has received its present form from the blunders and caprices of later copyists united in one disorderly mass; but that those readings which are peculiar are in part very ancient. And though it is moreover remarkable that their text agrees so nearly with the unusual readings of Codex D, it is rather to be supposed, that this agreement originated in ancient times, than that it was occasioned by the Latin versions at a period when the Latin versions which contain such readings (namely those antecedent to Jerome) were preserved only here and there as rare copies entirely supplanted by the dominant text.

Hence suspicion can attach itself no longer to any passages but those which bear a striking resemblance to the Latin text of Jerome or Alcuin. And were I freely to concede something of this sort in respect to those MSS. which were written at the period of the reconciliation between the Greeks and Latins, i. e. in the twelfth century and afterwards, as was the case with the MSS. 13, 69, and 124, there would yet remain the general conclusion that, such passages excepted, they present a very ancient text, nearly that of Codex D, i. e. the κοινὴ ἔκδοσις.

Now the reason why, long after the κοινὴ ἔκδοσις had gone out of use, transcripts were still made from it, was, I suppose, that the librarii, who knew nothing of an amended text, eagerly copied such MSS. as were recommended by a venerable exterior and the marks of high antiquity.

In conclusion I have further to observe, that Codex 124 harmonises more than its companions with the old Syriac version, and with a Recension which was formed from MSS. of the κοινὴ ἔκδοσις of Syria.
§ 30.

Now as the Cambridge MS. gives us a representation of the κοινὴ ἔκδοσις of the Gospels, we may reasonably expect to find the same in the Acts of the Apostles. And certainly its text in this book resembles very much that of the Gospels. It deviates just as much from the usual track of MSS., contains as many notes and glosses of learned and unlearned men, and evinces everywhere that many persons have been concerned in adding to it, and in putting it into a condition which resembles any thing rather than that of a MS. which has been tested by the rules of criticism and purified from every thing extraneous.

There is a most evident resemblance to this MS. in the Codex of William Laud, Archbishop of Canterbury, which once, it is clear, belonged to the Venerable Bede, and is now preserved in the Bodleian Library at Oxford. It contains the Acts of the Apostles, and bears the mark E, among the MSS. of that book.

Of a similar character was one of those MSS. which Thomas of Charkel found at Alexandria, in the beginning of the seventh century, among the antiquities of the Antonian monastery, and collated upon the margin of the Philoxenian version.

To which may be added an ancient Egyptian version, in the Theban dialect; probably the most ancient of that country.

These four monuments present us with the κοινὴ ἔκδοσις of Egypt and the West, as respects the Acts of the Apostles.

The character of the text of this period in another country, Syria, is presented as faithfully as it could be by a single document, in the Church-version of the Syrians, the Peshito.

This view of the Acts, is a natural deduction from that which we have just taken of the κοινὴ ἔκδοσις of the Gospels. The former stands or falls according to the fate of the latter. Yet we have several other arguments to support our position in regard to the Acts of the Apostles.

The ancient fathers have quoted this book much less frequently than the Gospels. These latter documents of Christianity were much the richest in information and in materials for moral and doctrinal discourses, and also for polemical purposes. For these reasons, Justin and Theophilus of Antioch and even Clement of Alexandria have seldom made use of the Acts of the Apostles. The same holds true also of Origen, a very voluminous writer. Irenaeus, from the order of his subjects and the method pursued by him, was led more frequently than any other of the ancients to this book; but unfortunately we have scarcely the tenth part of this father's haeretical works in their original language. Time has destroyed the rest, and has left us, instead, only a Latin translation. Yet we can sometimes still discover, from the connexion, what he read in his copy of the Acts of the Apostles. But this agreeable assistance is not afforded us so frequently as we could wish or as we stand in need of it.

If we may judge from the translation, Irenaeus found in his biblical MS. at Acts 2: 24, instead of τῶν οἰκίας τῶν θανάτων, the expression τῶν οἰκίας τῶν θανῶν. We cannot, indeed, certainly determine from
the connexion, that the translator found it so in the original; but a
more ancient father, Polycarp, quotes the passage exactly so in his Epis-
tle to the Philippianas, and so it stands in D. The father's reading of
Acts 4: 31, is get extant in the Greek, according to which his copy
had, after μετά παραπέπανος, the addition: 2 παντὶ τῷ Θεῷ πιστεύειν,
which is read in the MS. D, and also in E. Codex E has in Acts 8:
36, after τί καλέσει με βαπτισθῆναι, the words: εἰπε δὲ αὐτῷ ὁ Φίλιπ-
πος· ταῦτα πιστεύεις εἰς ο DriverManager; τον θεόν τοῦ Θεοῦ. Thomas of Char-
kel found something similar in his ancient Alexandrian copy; D wants
this. Now it appears from a free citation by Irenæus, the Greek of
which is still extant, that this addition certainly existed in his copy of
the Acts: ὡς αὐτὸς ἐνυώγος, λέγει αὐτῷ, πιστεύεις καὶ παραπίπτεις αὐτῷ
βαπτισθῆναι, εἰλήπτει πιστεύων τὸν θεόν τοῦ Θεοῦ. Ἐφαρµοῖται δὲ εἰπεν
πιστεύειν εἰς τὸν Χριστὸν, τον θεόν τοῦ Θεοῦ. Thomas of Char-
kel also read this, for he has comprised its purport in a free nar-
rative: "Et iterum Lystrus, et Lyciae, cum esset Paulus cum Barnaba,
a nativitate claudum in nomine Domini nostri Jesu Christi ambulare
fiscieta." This father found too, as Semler has already remarked, in
Acts 15: 2, the addition contained in D and in the MS. of Thomas of
Charkel. At least he read one half of it: οἱ δὲ ἐκλαύθησαν ἀπὸ Ἰερου-
σαλίμ (here Thomas ends) παραγγελαν αὐτοῖς, τῷ Παύλῳ καὶ τῷ
Βαρνάβῳ, καὶ τοῖς ἄλλοις, ἀναβαίνειν. This remarkable reading,
which makes Paul and Barnabas to have been sent for by the Apostles to
Jerusalem, is exhibited in part but in the paragraphic narrative of Iren-
æus: "Quoniam autem his, qui ad Apostolos vocaverunt eum de qua-
estione, acquiravit Paulus, et ascendit ad eos cum Barnaba ad Hiero-
solymam" &c.

In all the works of Clement, I find only two important quotations
from the Acts of the Apostles. One is from c. 10: v. 11, 12, in which
D and E, and also two other MSS. agree with him. It is the follow-
ing: καὶ εἰς αὐτοῦ τεταρταί αὐτοῖς ἐσχαμαίνον ἐπὶ τῆς γῆς πάντα τὰ
τεταρτά καὶ τὰ ἐπτά τῆς γῆς, καὶ τὰ πενήντα τοῦ εἰρεμένου ἐν αὐ-
τῷ, κ. τ. λ. We easily see that this has several peculiarities. The
other is from Acts 16: 23—28; he quotes it in the fourth book of his
Stromata, and a part of it again in the fifth. The remarkable readings
in it are: χριστον ἀναθεματίζων, in which he is accompanied by D and
another older MS.; παῦνειν αὐτοῖς ἀναθεματίζων, in which the MS. of Thomas
of Charkel agrees with him; and lastly δεῖν τὸν Θεόν, as is read in D
and the Latin text of Irenæus. To these may be added Acts 7: 22,
where he had in his copy πᾶσαν τὴν σοφίαν, like Codex D.

3 Ibid. n. 8.
4 L. III. c. 12. n. 9.
5 L. III. c. 13. n. 3. and Semler Proleg. in Epist. ad Galat. p. 50.
8 Strom. L. L c. 23.
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Since large and express quotations from the Acts of the Apostles seldom occur among the ancients, it is the more worthy of observation that these few exhibit so many and so considerable variations, almost exclusively peculiar to D and E and the MS. of the Antonians at Alexandria. The striking uniformity in remarkable readings, which appears in the few remains we have on one side, affords reasonable ground for presuming that a like agreement would be visible, could the whole on both sides be presented to our inspection.

§ 31.

In attempting to compose a short sketch of the history of the text of the Acts of the Apostles from the documents enumerated above, we are led to the following observations.

1. Expressions which were uncommon or obscure, were often exchanged for those which were more current or intelligible. Sometimes a difficult clause was helped by the insertion of a word or some small alteration.

2. Frequently such circumstances as are understood of themselves and had been omitted from the conciseness of the style, were supplied by an interpolation. Thus what D and the MS. of the Antonians have added after παραγγέλλοντας, in Acts 6: 22, viz. καὶ ἀνοίγαντες τὴν φυλακὴν, is naturally to be understood. So as to what the copy from which the Peschito was made added in Acts 14: 2: ἔπηγεραν—τα ἐνη, ἵνα κακώσωμε τοὺς ἁδερφοὺς—καὶ ἐκακώσας τας... Just so, Acts 22: 26, the clause which in D follows ὁ ἐκατόνταρχος, viz. ὁ ὁ Ἰωάνναν ἐκεῖνον λίγης, is contained in the narrative without the addition.

3. Sometimes historical circumstances not contained in the text were supplied. E.g. the Syriac κοινῆ ἐκδοσις in Acts 12: 1 distinguishes Ἱησοῦς ὁ βασιλεὺς from several others of the same name by adding ὁ ἐπικαλούμενος Ἀργάππας. Thus the MS. of the Antonians, Acts 12: 5, notes that Peter was not in the custody of a Roman guard, but τῆς στρατοφυλάκιος τοῦ βασιλέως. In the same chapter, v. 10, a circumstance is mentioned respecting the prison, which is also preserved by tradition, viz. καὶ ἐξελθόντες—κατέβησαν τοὺς ἐπὶ βασιλέως—προ- ὑλών βυθν... just as the passage occurs in D.

4. We must suppose that legends were very early collected respecting celebrated men of the primitive times of Christianity. On this supposition we can explain the appearance presented by the narrations concerning Cornelius the centurion and Aquila. For the κοινῆ ἐκδοσις gives them enlarged by circumstances which were drawn from such accounts and noted upon the margin of the Acts, and afterwards incorporated by Librarii with the text. The following example respecting Aquila is taken from D and the MS. of the Antonians at Acts 18: 27, ἐν δὲ τῇ Ἐφεσῳ ἐπιδημούντης τινες Κορινθίοι καὶ ἀκούοντες αὐτοῦ, παρεκάλουν συνελθεῖν σὺν αὐτοῖς εἰς τὴν πατρίδα αὐτῶν, συγκατα- γενοῦσας δὲ αὐτοῦ, οἱ Ἐφεσίου ἐγγραφαῖ τοῖς ἐν Κορινθίῳ μαθηταῖς, ὅπως ἀποδείξῃ τὸν ἀνδρα, ὡς ἐπιδημίας εἰς τὴν Ἀγάλην, πολὺ συνεβαλέτο ἐν ταῖς ἐκκλησίαις. A similar example respecting Cornelius occurs in the same two MSS. Acts 10: 24, and 11: 1.
5. Into this book, as into the Gospels, whenever occasion offered, passages were transferred from other biblical writings of the Old or New Testament; but the opportunity was not so frequent as in the Gospels. In Acts 7:24, after τὸν Ἀργυρίον, the words: καὶ εὔφερος· ἐν τῷ ἄμμῳ are added from Exodus 2:12. So too in D. There is a similar case in MS. E, Acts 7:3; Comp. Genesis 12:1. In D there is an addition to Acts 15:20, borrowed from Matt. 7:12: καὶ ὥσα μὴ δέλουσιν εαυτοίς γίνοσθαι, εἰτέρως μὴ ποιείτε.

6. Numerous irregularities in this book arose from the church-lessons. We will not unnecessarily multiply proofs of this assertion; two examples only shall suffice. A church-lesson commenced at Acts 3:1, and also at 5:1; hence we find in the text of D, at the commencement of the first of these lessons, the trite formula: ἐν δὲ ταῖς ἡμέραις ταυταῖς; and the second occasioned a similar interpolation in E: ἐν αὐτῷ δὲ τῷ παιδί αὐτῷ τῆς Ἀνασίας...

Such briefly are the various species of corruptions; but the number of particular instances comprehended under them is incomparably greater in this book than in either of the Evangelists. Many of them, too, are of such extent that the MSS. of the Gospels can show nothing like them, excepting perhaps the well known passage, Matt. 20:28. Hence the Acts of the Apostles, in reality, suffered in the period of which we are treating more than any other book in all the New Testament.

It was least disfigured in Syria; at all events the Peschito, which is at present the only standard we have by which to judge, does not contain so many or so extensive variations as we find elsewhere. The few dangerous circumstances which it had to encounter in Syria, on which we have before remarked, (§ 26.) afford us a satisfactory explanation of the mild state of this book in that country.

But the fate experienced by the Acts of the Apostles in Egypt, and particularly the city which was its capital at that period, was different and much more severe. Yet the MSS. which originated there, were not all exposed to the same injuries; there is such a difference in their condition, as we should expect from a period in which every individual heedlessly added glosses to his Codex.

The Cod. Land. or E, contains a purer text of the Acts than D. In the former variations are frequently found which exist in a more enlarged state in D. E. g. after ὅποι τὴν ἱστορίαν καταλύεις, in Acts 5:39, E adds: ὡστε ὑμεῖς ὡστε ὡς ἀνθρώπους ἕμως; this addition D extends thus: ὡστε ὑμεῖς, ὡστε ὅσοι ἀνθρώποι τούτων, ἔπειτα ἀντί τοῦ ἀνθρώπου τούτου, μὴ ποιήσετε... and in Acts 13:43, after γὰρ τοῦ θεοῦ, E proceeds: ἐγένετο δὲ κατὰ πᾶσαν πάλιν φημισθήναι τοῦ λόγου, D adds something further: ἐγένετο δὲ καὶ οὖς τῆς πολέως διέλθει τοὺς λόγου τοῦ θεοῦ.

Nearly as in other respects the MS., which was found and collated by Thomas of Charkel in the monastery of the Antonians, resembles MS. D, the former is much the most disfigured. Wetstein supposed that the MS. of the Antonians was the same which is now at Cambridge; but that learned man was so strongly impressed by their similarities, that he did not consider how much richer in unusual readings the Alexandrian Codex was than our own.
HISTORY OF THE TEXT.

As the readings of the MS. E often lie at the basis of the MS. D, and are enlarged in the latter, it is not rash to consider the text of E as the oldest, although the copy through which it has reached us is not of so high antiquity. But the text of the latter and of that possessed by the Antonians affords us no marks by which to decide respecting the priority of either; for the greater or less corruption in the text, taken alone, determines nothing as to an earlier or a later age, since this depends upon the possessors it chanced to have, and upon their disposition to add glosses.

§ 32.

Having once entered upon these investigations, we must grant them that further attention which is needful to complete them, however little their dry and grave exterior may recommend them. I have labored to present them as simply as possible, and have invariably confined myself within the limits of absolute necessity, that I might not, by an unreasonable profusion of learning, rather obscure our investigations than elucidate and satisfy them.

We must now inquire whether there have been preserved any MSS. of the Pauline Epistles which exhibit their κοινὴ ἑκδοσις, and if so, which they are? It is natural that we should again consult that writer of the period in question, who from the great extent of his works is peculiarly fitted to clear up a point which can be decided only by the comparison of many citations.

Clement of Alexandria agrees with the MSS. ABC and DEFG, which are nearly related to each other. When both classes agree, which not unfrequently happens, his readings are like both. But though these two classes of MSS. frequently harmonise with each other, they have yet in general a very different character.

For the MSS. ABC contain a revised text, (which fact we shall assume at present, until we can take a more particular view of them,) while on the contrary the lawless character of the others does not evince any critical pruning. We must consequently seek in DEFG for the κοινὴ ἑκδοσις of the Pauline Epistles. If this conclusion be correct, the agreement between these two families of MSS. is immediately accounted for. DEFG are the older stock, and ABC are their offspring. The former are transcripts of the copies which, in the times of a loose text, were in circulation in Alexandria, or more extensively in Egypt and Africa; but the text of the latter was formed after an amendment of it had been set on foot, and it still preserves marks of its origin.

Codex D of the Pauline Epistles, (to give a short notice of these MSS; but we shall speak of them more particularly in the sequel,) is the so called Clermont MS., written stichometrically in uncial letters, with one of the Latin versions prior to Jerome by its side. E is a MS. of the former Abbey of St. Germain at Paris, a copy of the preceding. F has long defied all the inquiries of the learned; it was formerly in the possession of a Benedictine house in Reichesau. It is in Greek and Latin, and contains the Epistle to the Hebrews in the latter language only. G, or the so called Boermerian MS., new in the royal library at Dresden, is its companion.
These have a very great agreement with ABC, but still deviate from them in some striking peculiarities, and are, in general, much more lawless. Whenever the two classes agree with each other, Clement almost always agrees with both. When they separate, he inclines to the side of A, B, and C; but not so constantly that he does not sometimes favor the peculiar readings of D, E, F, and G. We will select some examples, in which DEFG are forsaken by all the ancient MSS. and by nearly all the modern, and notwithstanding are accompanied by Clement.

In the Epistle to the Romans, 3: 26, there is a small peculiarity which occurs only in D and Clement, but gives the passage a totally different turn; they both read των ἐκ πλαστῶν Ἰησοῦν. In Rom. 6: 12, ἀνθρώπου ὁ θάνατος διήλθεν, Clement reads, ἀνθρώπους διήλθε. Like DEFG, without θάνατος. Rom. 10: 21, Clement transposes thus: ἐξεπέτασαι τας γείρας μου ὅλην τὴν ἡμέραν in this he is alone; he then says: ἐσι λαον απεθανο. . . . in which DE agree with him. In Rom. 14: 17, οὐν ἤμων τὸ αγαθό; . . . say Clement and DEFG. In the Paedagogus, in which he sometimes gives different readings from those in his other writings, following consequently a different copy, in 1 Cor. 9: 5, ἀδελφήν γυναικεῖα περιμένειν, he reads γυναικείας, as do the Latins, Tartullian, and others, matries, uzereis: D too contains the reading γυναικείας. In 1 Cor. 9: 22, ἵνα πάντως τινα, he cites ἵνα πάντως, as DEF and G read; and v. 27, ὅποι πικοί as DE. In 1 Cor. 12: 10, he has the singular number διάχροσος, in which he is supported by the MS. G only. In 1 Cor. 13: 12, he reads with DEFG θέατα ζωήν, and with DE ος ὕποπτον. In 1 Cor. 14: 11, he has, like DEFG, λαλοῦν ζοφι βαρβ. . . . In 2 Cor. 11: 3, like DEG, αὐτοῦ φθάνῃ without οὐτω. In Galat. 3: 19, like DFG, ἐστε. In Eph. 4: 9, he, or rather Theodotus, omits μεθ, as do DEFG. In Eph. 4: 13, only Clement and G read ἐπιγνωσόμενοι τοῦ θεοῦ. In Eph. 4: 19, he cites πάσης πληροφορίας, agreeing with DEFG; and in v. 23 and 24, where he reads ἀκατανόατος and ἐνδυσασθε, G agrees with him. In Philipp. 3: 14, Clement and G have the words ὄνω πληθώρας ἐν Ἰησοῦν. In Coloss. 1: 28, he reads δισακοότες ἐν πάντω σοφίᾳ.
so also DEFG. In Coloss. 1: 26, he seems to have had in his text instead of τοῦς ἀγίους, the words τοῖς ἁπόστολοις αὐτοῦ, although our present editions give the first. For he immediately draws this conclusion from his quotation: οὗτε ἄλλα μὲν ταὶ μυστηρια τα ἁπόκεφυ-μένα μέγις τῶν ἁπόστολων, κ.τ.λ. which suits only the reading of the MSS. FG, τοῖς ἁπόστολοις αὐτοῦ. Moreover, in Coloss. 3: 5, he, like FG, omits καὶ τ.κ.κ. and in 1 Thess. 5: 21, he reads πάντα δὲ δοκιμα-ζετι,- so also DEFG, &c. &c.

It happens, however, much more frequently that he presents the readings of DEFG when they harmonise with one of the MSS. ABC. Occasionally when Clement forsakes them, Origen supplies his place and by his agreement with these MSS. shows that they resemble very much the oldest Alexandrian text. One of the Egyptian versions too, the Thebaic, in the few remains we have of it, closely resembles these MSS.

Yet, although Clement evidently inclines to these in general, he differs from them remarkably in some places and presents us readings which are found at present no where else. I will quote some examples of citations so long that he could not well have given them from memory: e. g. Galat. 3: 26, which he read as follows: πάντες γὰρ τιὸν ἔστε διὰ πίστεως δια εἰς Χριστοῦ Ἰησοῦς. Eph. 6: 9: εὐ ποιεῖτε τοὺς οἰκτήσεις ὑμῶν ἁπλῆτες τὴν ἀπειλήν. Eph. 5: 25, οἱ ἀνάμειν τοις γυ-ναικεῖς τοις έαυτῶν ἁγωνίας. So also v. 22, where he read with Codex A: ὑποτασσόμεθα, he changes the order of the words in Rom. 12: 13: τὴν φιλοξ., . . . . διὰ. . . . . ταῖς χρ. τῶν ση. κοιν. . . . . Also 1 Cor. 1: 21: διὰ κηρύγματος τῆς μορίας σωσάτι. Rom. 15: 4 appears still more remarkable: καὶ τῆς παρακλήσεως τῶν γραφῶν τῆς ἐλπίδα ἔχουμεν τῆς παρακλήσεως; yet perhaps we may reasonably suppose this to have been a quotation from memory. This supposition, however, cannot so easily be made in respect to 1 Thess. 6: 7: οἱ μεθύνεις νυξικὸς μεθύσκομαι. To be brief, there are many minute variations which are remarkable; such as in Eph. 2: 3, where he merely left out the word φύας, and 2 Cor. 6: 16, where for εἶπεν ὁ Θεός he read εἶπεν ὁ προφήτης, and many others.

The MSS. DEFG most probably present a text nearly allied to the Alexandrian or Egyptian; but their conformity with it is not sufficient to permit us to consider their text as the same.

Did the removal of these MSS. to the West have an influence upon their text and procure them many glosses and supposed emendations, which otherwise they would not have contained? I have no doubt of

1 Strom. L. V. c. 10. 2 Strom. L. III. c. 5.
8 Strom. L. I. c. 18. 9 Strom. L. IV. c. 5.
FIRST PERIOD.

it. Irenæus, in the few places in which he yet speaks to us in Greek, or where it can be gathered from the connexion or from his inferences what he found in these copies of the Bible, supports the readings of these MSS: e. g. Rom. 11: 32, where he gives παντα εις απειδήσειν, like DEFG; or Rom. 5: 19, where he reads ὑπακοής τοῦ ἐνός ἀνθρώπου with DEF. So 1 Tim. 1: 4, where he and D have ρίχωδος. In 1 Cor. 15: 55, he read: ποῦ σου θανατεῖ τὸ νῖκος, ποῦ σου θάνατο τὸ κέντρον; for he comments upon the passage, and his exposition applies only to θάνατος; so we find it in DEFG. In Gal. 3: 19, FG read: τί οὖν ὁ νόμος τῶν παραβάσεων ἐφανείτη ἥμερας... where the common text has τί οὖν ὁ νόμος; τῶν παραβάσεων γὰρ ἔφανείτη, ἥμερας... In Irenæus it appears in the Latin as in FG; and when we consider his reasoning upon it, it is evident that he did not have χάριν in his Bible at all, and highly probable that he also read παραβάων instead of παραβάσεων.5

We might derive further illustration from Marcion's readings, if indeed he really composed his Apostolikon in the West. The passage 1 Cor. 10: 19, as he read it: ὃτι ἱερὸτοι τι ἔστιν, ἡ εἰδολολογίαν τι ἔστι... comes very near the MSS. FG. In 1 Cor. 15: 50, he read κηπονυμάσσας οὐ θάναται simply thus, οὐ κηπονυμάσσασσα, like FG; and in 2 Cor. 5: 3, καὶ ἐνυζόμενος οὐ γινομαι, like DFG. In Galat. 5: 9, he read τὸ φυτραμα δολοῖ, like DE; and in Galat. 5: 14, he omitted ἐν τῷ before ἀγαπηταῖς, as do DFG. All these readings appear in the Latin fathers, as also another of this same heretic for which he was reproached, and which occurs in none of the MSS. now extant. It is in 1 Cor. 14: 19, and is to all appearance only a mistake of the copyist: it is διὰ τοῦ νόμου instead of διὰ τοῦ νοῦς μου. The Latin versions which the fathers used must therefore have been made from such copies as these; for we cannot rationally reverse the case, and suppose that Marcion interpolated his Apocalypse from the Latin versions. The Latin fathers in whom we find these readings, were not inhabitants of Italy or Gaul alone, but most of them of Africa, which is a point worthy of notice in the history of the text. It is by no means the case that all the readings in DEFG which do not occur in Clement or even Origen are, on that account merely, not of African origin.

Were we inclined to attribute to the west too great a share in producing the condition of these MSS. our error would be speedily rectified by the oldest Syriac version, which contains a considerable number of those peculiarities which are found in no other MSS. than DEFG.

From all this, it seems to me, we may adduce the following conclusion: The MSS. DEFG contain a very ancient text of the period of the ποιημένη ἔκδοσις, nearly allied to the Alexandrian and Egyptian text, which passed westward along the coast of Africa and was introduced among the Latins in Italy and Gaul.

1 L. I. Advers. Haer. c. 10. n. 3. 1. III. c. 39. n. 2.
3 Prolog. in L. I. Adv. Haer. 4 L. III. c. 23. n. 7.
5 L. III. Adv. Haer. c. 7. n. 2.
§ 33.

Supposing this to be correct, we may now select a few of the traits of the MSS., in order to present a description of the text of Paul's epistles as it existed at the period when it was treated with most licence.

We may here at the outset remark with satisfaction that these epistles have not suffered so much as the Gospels and Acts of the Apostles. Didactic writings, which are composed in a straight-forward train of thought and maintain their unity by a close connexion of ideas, do not afford a very free scope for foreign interpolations and glosses; and when these are attempted, they soon betray themselves by the confusion which is created. But historical compositions, which are so simple and often unconnected, and knit together by no internal bond, afford an open field for interpolations both great and small.

The variations of the κοινή ἑκδοσις of Syria and of Africa are not so great by far in these epistles as in the historical books; and the remark may here be made anew, that the Syriac text is somewhat purer than that of Western Africa.

I. The species of variations which occur in the Pauline Epistles, are nearly the same as in other books. Hebraisms have been struck out, as, e.g. in Rom. 13: 1, πάσα ψυγή ἐξος... ἐποιασάοικαν... μέν, DEFГ have altered this, πάσαις ἑξουσίαις ἐποιασάοικαν. In 2 Thess. 1: 8, ἐν πυρὶ φλογὸς ἐβλήθη, ἐν φλογὶ πυρὸς. Philipp. 2: 14, γὰρ χριστός γογγυμοῖν, G γὰρ χριστὸς ὅργης.

II. A more elegant Greek turn was given to harsh phraseology: Philipp. 3: 13, ἐμαυτὸν ὅλον λογισμάτω κατελήγατο, FG. Galat. 4: 25, ἐν τῇ Ἀραβίᾳ, ἡ αὐτοχώρα... δουλεύει, DFГ. Eph. 2: 11, διὰ τούτου μνημονεύοντες ὑμεῖς οἱ ποιεῖ, FG. Coloss. 1: 26, τὸ μυστήριον τοῦ ἀποκρυπτομένου... νῦν δὲ φανερωθήν, DE, &c. &c.

III. A more common expression was substituted for one less current: 2 Cor. 12: 13, ἧττηθέντες υπὲρ τας... ὅσπηθές παρά... DE. Rom. 3: 9, προεγόμενα, DG προκατέγομεν περίσσον. Rom. 13: 9, ἀποστυγνοῦσε, G μακοῦσε. Or at any rate this was written on the margin, even if the other was not struck out. Gal. 4: 21, τῶν νόμων οὗ ἀκούσεις, in DEFГ, some one has written ἀναγινώκητε by the side of ἀκούσεις. This substitution must be very ancient, for as early as the third century it was united with the original expression in a compound reading, as appears in Origen's second book against Celsus, 3d chapter: οἱ τῶν νόμων ἀναγινώκητε τῶν νόμων οὕς ἀκούσεις. It is pleasant to see how from one variation arises a second, and from a small one a larger. Such was the case in Coloss. 2: 15, where some person substituted τὴν σάρκα for τὰς ἄρχας, as in FG, or (which seems to me most probable) unintentionally, in transcribing, changed ἸΗΝΣΑΡΚΑ into ΤΑΣΑΡΧΑΣ. The translator of the Peschito found both readings noted in his copy, and united them both in a third: τὴν σάρκα, τὰς ἁρχὰς, καὶ ἑξουσίας.

IV. Frequently words were interpolated for the purpose of throwing light upon a passage which was expressed somewhat obscurely. The passage, 1. Cor. 12: 24, it was thought would become more clear by
the addition of the word μὲν after ἔγενε, as it appears in DEFG and the Peschito. In Philipp. 3: 18, the Peschito inserts the word ἔτερος after περιπατοῦντοι: in the same Epist. 4: 13, F and G illustrate τὰ παρ' ἡμᾶς by the addition περιμένετα, and in Coloss. 4: 9, πάντα υἱῶν γνωρίσατο τὰ οἴκε, by the addition προστίμουναι. Thus, too, F and G help Galat. 5: 24, by διάτοις after Χριστοῦ and εὐνοῶν after ἀδρακα.

V. Parallel passages or expressions from other Epistles were written on the margin and afterwards got into the text; in Galat. 4: 17, after ἡμῶν αὐτοὺς ἀποκάλυψας we find in the MSS. DEFG, taken from 1 Cor. 12: 31, ἔφεσεν ἡ τοῖς κρείττονα χαράκματα; and in 1 Tim. 6: 9, after παγία in DFG, the addition τῶν διαβόλου from the same Epist. 3: 7. After σπέρμα σου in Rom. 4: 15, the MSS. FG add ὡς ἐν αὐτοῖς τοῦ οὐρανοῦ, καὶ τὸ ἄμμον τῆς Θάλασσης, taken from the Old Testament (Gen. 22: 17). Different readings in the Septuagint gave occasion to the alteration which appears in the Peschito in Rom. 9: 25, καὶ τὴν ὅτι ἠλεηθῆ, ἠλεημένη, and in DFG in Cor. 9: 9, ζημιῶσεις instead of φαμίωσεις.

VI. There occurs besides in these Epistles a species of alteration which is peculiar to them, viz. transpositions of words and of construction purposely made in order to render it more easy to comprehend the Apostle's periods, which are often long and interrupted by parentheses. In Rom. 16: 5, the words καὶ τὴν κατ' ἕκαστον εἰκασίαν, which were separated from the main clause by the whole parenthesis from οἰον ᾧ εἰς εἰκασίαν, are transferred in DFG from v. 5 and united to συναγ. μοι ἐν Χριστῷ Ἰησοῦ. In 2 Cor. 12: 21, πρὸς ὑμᾶς which, by a very harsh construction, was separated from ἔνθιναι με by the words ταπεινωθῇ ὁ θεός μου, is united to it in the MSS. DEFG. In 1 Cor. 14: 34, Paul interrupts his admonitions respecting the abuse of prophetic gifts with the well-known injunction upon women to be silent in the churches, and does not resume the subject of prophecy (v. 37) till after a very long parenthesis. These rapid transitions violently drag the reader from one circle of ideas to another, and render it difficult for common minds to recover the connexion; on this account the MSS. DEFG remove from their position v. 34, 35, αἰ γυναῖκες υμῶν as far as ἐν εἰκασίας λαλεῖν and place them after κατὰ τὰς γυνικοῦς in v. 40.

In conclusion, no one can be surprised that the text should often have suffered in passing to the Latins through the hands of unsuitable copyists and ignorant emendators. In Eph. 5: 5, ὡς ἐστιν εἰδωλολατρητησ, some person wished to accommodate the Greek to the Latin termination Idololatra and wrote ὡς ἐστιν εἰδωλολατρητης, till finally the ὡς was changed into ὡς we find it now in FG. Again; in Galat. 2: 7, πεπίστευσαν τὸ εὐαγγέλιον, credidit est mihi evangelium, πεπίστευσαν μοι τὸ εὐαγγέλιον, FG; and Philipp. 4: 3, γενομεν γέρμανε σύζυγοι, FG.

It is, I think, very difficult to determine which MS. contains the most ancient text, although DE have not been subject to so many alterations as FG. It seems, however, more than probable to me, for many reasons, that a great part of those additions and changes which have been made in Codex D a secundá manu, were taken from G or
F, or rather were derived from some more ancient MS. from which Librarii in the West transcribed F and G.

§ 34.

We now come, in order, to the Catholic Epistles; but no MS. of them which preserves the text of the κοινή ἔκδοσις has survived. Some of them are indeed frequently quoted by the ancients. Clement of Alexandria has in different places quoted nearly half of the first Epistle of Peter,¹ and we perceive from his quotations that these Epistles likewise have met with many mischances. E.g. 1 Pet. 3: 1, οἰνείς ἀπείθησιν ἑώρακεν, and 2, τὴν ἐν λόγῳ ἁγιὴν ἀναστροφὴν. 3: 3, οἱ παρελθόντες τρόοις τὸ βουλήμα τῶν ἐννοιών καταργάσατε. 3: 16, ἵνα ἐν ὑπακολασίᾳ, κατασκευασθῶσι οἱ ἐπηρεαζόμενοι τὴν καλὴν ἀναστροφὴν ὑμῶν ἐν Χριστῷ &c. And Jude, v. 5, ὡς ὁ θεὸς ἀπείρῳ ἐν γῇς Λευκίπου λαόν ἄφησας, and v. 6, ὑπὸ ζῷον αἰγίλον ἄγγελων,² from which afterwards came ἄγγελον ἄγγελων, and in the ancient Latin versions sanctorum angelorum. Yet all these citations do little more than inform us that the fate of these Epistles was about the same as that of the Pauline Epistles, without acquainting us with the particular accidents they have experienced. We may expect more satisfactory information from the Thebaic version, if it shall ever be taken in hand as it deserves to be.

§ 35.

The case is the same with the Apocalypse; no MS. of it has survived to show us its condition in the earliest times. But we derive very satisfactory information respecting it from other quarters. The κοινὴ ἔκδοσις as we find it in the hands of western fathers of this period, especially those who lived pretty far down in the third century, when it had reached the limit of its circulation among the Greeks, would clearly present the untoward accidents to which the Apocalypse was subjected, had it been exposed to such accidents. But, in looking at this book as cited by Tertullian, and much later by Cyprian, we are sure that it has experienced a very lenient fate, in comparison with that of other books.

Its peculiar obscurity was probably one of the reasons which took away from many the desire to add glosses to it; nor did the severe charges long made against it, and the suspicion of spuriousness founded upon these, contribute less to preserve it from injury. It was on these accounts little read, and to this neglect it is owing that it survived that period in better condition than those books which have been injured by the industry and application of many individuals.

The treatise of Hippolytus on Christ and Antichrist, which there is good reason for supposing genuine, will in a measure illustrate our assertion. In that treatise he has quoted some chapters, almost entire, and the variations which occur will therefore give us an idea of the condition of the whole book.

We meet with slight transpositions, small variations in the flexion of
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words and other deviations of this kind; but we can discover only the following important additions or alterations. In Apoc. 11: 5, ἀνίχνευται and πῦρ ἔκλεισται. In v. 7, he inserts the words: τὸν δρόμον αὐτῶν καὶ before τὴν μακρυγμὰν αὐτῶν. In Apoc. 12: 16, he reads after ἐβαλεν instead of ἔβαλον the word ὕγις: v. 17, μετὰ τῶν ἀγίων instead of μετὰ τῶν λοιπῶν. Apoc. 17: 7, he inserts τούτου before τοῦ βασιλέα τόσον; v. 14, καὶ βασιλεὺς βασιλεύοντος ἐστί. Apoc. 18: 2, ἐγνώση τὸν μεγάλη; v. 13, he adds καὶ τραγουδοὺς after προβατα; v. 19, he uses the expression πιστῆς instead of πεποιθής; and v. 20, for οἱ ἅγιοι the word οἱ ἄγιοι. The most considerable variation occurs at the commencement of the 12th chapter, which he begins thus: καὶ εἰδον οἱ ζητοῦν μισαι καὶ θανατοῦν, γυπαιραπυρβεβλήμενοι τὸν ἄγιον κ. τ. λ. These are the passages in which the celebrated disciple of Irenæus deviates farthest from the common text and from known MSS. In considering the copiousness of his apocalyptic citations, and the unimportant variations which appear in them, we cannot complain of the boldness and presumption with which the Apocalypse was treated in the period of the κοινή ἑδοσις.

HISTORY OF THE TEXT. SECOND PERIOD.

§ 36.

Such a state of things, however, could not continue long. If some fortunate undertaking had not introduced order into the text, and put a limit to this licentiousness, it would in a few centuries have been involved in unparalleled confusion. This was perceived in time, and the call for a revision was so pressing that three men at the same period and in different countries applied themselves to the task. And certainly the benefit which they conferred upon the Christian world, was of such importance, that they do not merit the oblivion to which their noble labors have been consigned.

Though the name of Origen comes forward into notice in the criticism of the New Testament, yet his reputation in this department of learning was not so solitary and peculiar that he had no rivals. Hesychius and Lucian present themselves with him, emulous of sharing his reputation.

It was these three men who, about the middle of the 3d century, attempted an amendment of the text, and prepared new editions or recensions. They collected the best and oldest MSS. within their reach, in order to learn by this means, what had been recently added, altered,
or omitted in any of the MSS., and in what text these MSS. uniformly agreed, so that it could be adopted as a standard.

The sphere of Eusebius' labors was Egypt. In this country and its capital his emendation obtained public ecclesiastical sanction. The other circumstances of his life are entirely unknown; but probably he is the same whom Eusebius mentions among the Egyptian bishops who perished in the persecution of Diocletian.

Lucian, surnamed the Martyr, famed for his talents, and particularly for his acquaintance with biblical literature, was a Presbyter of Antioch in Syria. He died at Nicomedia in the persecution of Maximinus, or, as others will have it, under Maximian and Diocletian, and was buried at Helenopolis in Bithynia.

His emendation spread from Syria over Asia Minor, passed the Bosphorus, and became current in Thrace and at Byzantium, subsequently the metropolis of the Roman empire. His reputation extended so far, and his recension was used in so many countries that, from the extensive territory over which it prevailed, it was sometimes improperly termed the κοινὴ εξοδος, and vice versa the latter sometimes called by the name of Lucian.

The statements here collected from antiquity relate primarily only to the emendation of the Old Testament which Lucian and Eusebius undertook; but since they also did the same with the New, as we learn from the same sources, it is to be inferred that their complete biblical codex met with the same fate and the same reception.

Although these two editions, and that of Origen likewise, were publicly approved in Africa and Asia and in the south-eastern countries of Europe, and although, as Jerome says, the christian world divided itself into three parties and contended respecting them; yet the western christians continued steadfast in their attachment to the ancient text, particularly as it respected the New Testament; and if they, or rather Jerome, were somewhat indulgent to Origen's edition, they were on this account the more determined opponents of the Recensions of Lucian and Eusebius, accusing them of incorrect criticism.

---

5 "Te tuusque orbis hac inter se trifirâ varietate compugnat." Adv. Rufin. L. II. c. 27.
6 "De NOVO nunc loqueor TESTAMENTO. . . . hoc certe, cum in nostro sermonem discordat, et in diversas rivulorum transitis decit, uno de fonte que rensum. Prematurri nos codices quos a Luciano et Eusebio nuncupatos paucorum hominum assidit perversa contentio, quibus utique nee in toto veterti instrumento pot septuaginta interpretis emendare quid licuit, nee in NOVO profuit emendâse, cum multarum gentium linguis scriptura ante translata docet, falsa esse quin addita sunt." Hieronym. in Epist. ad Damas.
charge which they hoped to support by the versions which existed before the recensions. And certainly, if these and especially the Latin versions were taken as a standard, the decision respecting the amended text could not have been more favorable than it was.

When therefore Pope Gelasius prepared for the first time an Index librorum prohibitorum, the editions of Lucian and Hesychius were included in the catalogue with the following harsh language: *The Gospels which Lucian and Hesychius have corrupted are apocryphal.* Thus the western Christians were forever restricted to the κοινὴ έκδοσις, and no Recension was ever to be allowed currency among them.

But to return: Origen’s emendation held sway in Palestine, between the region occupied by Lucian and that of Hesychius. Those who would limit his meritorious labors exclusively to the Old Testament forget that Jerome appeals concerning the Gospels and Epistles to the Origenian MSS.

We shall succeed but ill, however, in attempting to derive information respecting his Recension from his own writings. He himself did not make much use of it; for it was probably the last of his works. His commentaries upon Matthew were composed in extreme old age; and in these, as we have seen above, he complains of the sad condition of the Gospels in the different MSS., and thereupon speaks with complacency of his amendment of the Old Testament. He however does not seem to be aware of any merit of his in regard to the New Testament, although this was precisely the place where he would have spoken of his Recension, if he had already completed it. The old Latin translator of this work, represents Origen as saying, in speaking of his emendation of the Septuagint by means of obelisks and asterisks: *But I did not believe that I could safely undertake anything of this sort with respect to the copies of the New Testament.* It is of little importance to us whether what he here says existed in the Greek or not, since its import is contained in other expressions of Origen as plainly as it is given by the Latin translator.

Hence the inconstancy of Origen’s biblical text, which would not have been of this character if it had possessed a fixed and invariable form from a recension; and hence he so often agrees with the κοινὴ έκδοσις in important variations, and has so many of the various readings of Codex D. If he sometimes presents a text which is evidently purer than that of D., we must remember that Origen had several MSS. at hand, and frequently compared them with each other; a procedure which readily revealed to him many corruptions and hid his quotations of them. From

---

1 Decret. Par. I. Distinct. XV. § 27. “Evangelia que falsavit Lucianus apocrypha; evangelia que falsavit Hesychius apocrypha.”


this procedure must have resulted the fact which a distinguished scholar has remarked, that he generally resembles the MS. L. For if we take away from D its most important variations we have a text very similar to that of Codex L.

We can perceive generally, that Origen in his Commentaries upon John, had before him a well preserved Alexandrian text. But after his removal from Alexandria this MS. was no longer at his service. In his subsequent writings we see him following a text sometimes more and sometimes less accurate and similar to D.6

Besides these three individuals noted in criticism, the name of Pierius has obtained honorable remembrance on account of his merit in relation to the New Testament. His inclination to biblical studies and his talents procured him the name of the younger Origen.7 Yet it would rather seem that he materially assisted in Origen's Emendation and in promoting its circulation, than that he undertook a Recension of his own; for Jerome connects the MSS. of Pierius and Origen together in such a manner that one cannot help believing them to have contained one and the same text.8

The New Testament of Pamphilus, also, founder of the library at Caesarea, enjoyed once no mean reputation; he frequently distributed it among Christians that they might become better acquainted with its contents.5 A copy written by his own hand was long preserved in the library which he founded.6 In the Old Testament, he was, it is known, merely the editor of Origen, carefully giving the Septuagint from the Hexapla and thus making the work of its industrious author generally useful.7 Origen's other works, also, he transcribed with his own hand, (an extensive and tedious task,) and evinced himself always a zealous reverer of that scholar's labors.8 The copies of Pamphilus are therefore, all circumstances considered, only transcripts of Origen's Recension, which were received with especial regard, because coming from the hands of so illustrious a person.

---


2 In the opinion of a Reviewer (Tubing. Theol. Quartalschrift, 1823, 2d Reft. p. 261. seq.) it was incumbent on me in a history of the text to investigate Origen's emendation in the works of Eusebius. I employed much time in comparing the citations of this father, until I became at last convinced that, as is often the case with voluminous writers, he quoted from memory and does not agree with himself. My discovery was almost precisely what is admitted by the reviewer himself from his own observation, only one page before he censures me for not collating Eusebius (p. 360.) Eusebius, he says, in the same passages of the Gospels, occurring frequently as many as four times, presents sometimes one and sometimes another reading.


4 Hieron. Comm. in Matt. XXIV. 36. "In quibusdam codicibus additur est necesse, si quis in Grecis et maxime Adamanti et Pieri codicibus hoc non habatur adscriptum."
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Or is it rather probable that Origen’s emendation, as it was made in the last days of his life, was not edited by himself, but first saw the light through Pierius, and was circulated still more widely by Pamphilus? Or did some person publish it without Origen’s critical marks, striking out what he had marked with an obelisk as suspicious, and admitting what he had acknowledged by an asterisk as genuine.

Lastly, in the fourth century a recension of the Old Testament was prepared by Apollinaris, Bishop of Laodicea in Syria; perhaps, however, it was only a translation. Whatever it was, Jerome characterises it as a clumsy production, undertaken with good intentions but with small ability.1 Were we to extend this criticism to his labors on the New Testament, we should not expect any thing remarkable; yet a Scholion in a Parisian MS., on John 7: 53 to 8: 12, seems to refer to the copies of Apollinaris.2 It may however be understood as referring to his poetical harmony of the Gospels.

THE RECISION OF HESYCHIUS.

§ 37.

Some preparation has now been made to enter into the overgrown field of critical documents, to examine them one by one, estimate their value, and arrange them in classes—a vast undertaking, if proposed without limitation. It is no longer even possible to accomplish it entirely. Many have been collated only in particular passages, many only in part, and many not with due care; some probably are not worthy of any pains. Hence we must select only such documents as are best executed and demand peculiar attention from their antiquity and correctness, in order to pronounce decisively as to their character. The rest may follow in the order of time or of merit.

Let us inquire first for the Egyptian recension which, for several reasons, is most easily discovered. As this recension maintained ecclesiastical authority in Alexandria and Egypt, it must be exhibited in the works of the fathers of that country. These, however, follow the text which has come down to us in the MSS. BC and L. B is the celebrated Vatican, N. 1200; C is the MS. N. 9 in the royal library of France, called also that of Ephraem Syrus; L is in the same library, marked N. 62. We shall describe each more fully in its proper place.

The quotations of the celebrated Athanasius, in those works which are ascribed to him by universal consent, in general exhibit this text; as also the writings of the monks Marcus and Marcarius, of Cosmas Indicopleustes, and Cyril archbishop of Alexandria. I have satisfied myself of this by actual collation; but I cannot here present the evi-

1 Lib. II. Adv. Ruf. c. 33. “Qui bono quidem studio, sed non secundum scientiam de omnibus translationibus in unum vestimentum pannos assuere consuevit.”

2 Τα θεωρηματα ιν των άκτυρων ου κλειωσε, οτης ο Απολλωνιος ιν τας δο-
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dence obtained by tedious labor. In respect to the last, however, I must remark that his biblical MS. was disfigured here and there by foreign additions and interpolations.

But, without making use of the evidence to which I have just appealed, this is clearly deducible from the origin of which the text of these MSS. bears infallible marks; for if it be admitted, as I have already shown, that D exhibits most nearly the Κοινή ἑκδοσις of Alexandria and Egypt, we can be in no doubt respecting the native country of these three MSS. or rather of their text. They are clearly only corrected copies of this Κοινή ἑκδοσις.

The Coptic version was also made from MSS. of the same country; and it confessedly accompanies the fine monuments which we have been considering as belonging to the Egyptian recension.

Thus they really contain the recension of Hesychius, and by comparing it with the Κοινή ἑκδοσις from which they were derived we may discover the plan of procedure which the critic pursued. First, we see that he removed the important interpolations which had crept in from harmonies, apocryphal books, or parallel passages in the Old and New Testament, and restored to each of the Evangelists his own property, which was before in many cases confounded with that of others. He besides rejected numerous glosses and Scholia, and expunged clauses introduced from the Lectionaria, and likewise restored some lost ones. These and many like errors which we have remarked in the Κοινή ἑκ-

Theos he diligently endeavored to remedy.

Yet he has not been able to destroy a multitude of minute but very evident traces of the copies upon which he labored; there remains still, notwithstanding his amendments, much which does not seem to have merited his forbearance, partly coming from the Lectionaria, and partly from parallel passages. He might too, perhaps, have supplied many omissions which we find in his recension, and have more frequently removed glosses which we now perceive in it. I have only said that this seems to be the case; for, in order to make this charge with more confidence, we should be accurately acquainted in detail with the whole history of the text.

We, however, meet with readings in it which we seek in vain in D; and as he has adopted them, they must have been supported by other MSS. Of this kind is, e. g. in Matt. 27: 49, the addition after οὕς αὐτῶν in BCL and the Coptic version: ἀλλὰς λαβὼν λόγχην, ἐνέβαλεν αὐτῶν τὴν πλευράν, καὶ ἔξηλθεν ὕδωρ καὶ αἷμα; or the transposition in Mark 10: 34, καὶ ἐμπνεούσαν αὐτῷ, καὶ παραγνώσαν αὐτῶν ἤρθε, or in Luke 6: 48, instead of ἐθηκε θεμέλ. . . . πέτασ— the clause: διὰ τὸ καλὸς ρίζον ἔχοντος αὐτής as also Mark 10: 49, where instead of εἶπεν αὐτὸν φωνήσατε αὐτῶν, there occurs in BCL and the Coptic version: εἶπεν φωνήσατε αὐτῶν, which two last readings Thomas of Charkel found in his ancient Alexandrian MS.

We must notice particularly a principle of criticism which this man derived from profane literature and unfortunately applied to the New Testament. He made it a rule, it would appear, to prefer a reading which was elegant and pure, as respected Greek idiom, to a difficult Jewish-Greek one, in cases where he found the latter. E. g. Mark 12: 21, for ἀπέθανεν, καὶ οὐδὲ αὐτὸς ἀφήκε σπέρμα, he chose: ἀπέθανεν
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In the Acts we are deserted by one of these MSS. viz. Codex L, which contains only the Gospels; but its place is supplied by another, viz. A or Alex. Mus. Britam.; so that we have ABC to exhibit to us Hesychius' edition of this book. To these may be added a MS. which Euthalius, an Alexandrian deacon, examined and divided stichometrically, or more correctly a transcript of that copy. This MS. is designated by Wetstein and Griesbach as Acts N. 40, and is taken from Zacagni's Monumenti Inediti. Codex I, or Mosc. S. Synod. n. CCLXXX. also holds an important rank here: it contains the whole New Testament according to another recension, and in the Acts alone is written according to an Alexandrian copy; as also Cod. Urbino-Vatic. n. 367 in Birch. It appears to me, that Cod. Colleg. Nov. Oxon. in Mill. Nov. I, in Wetstein and Griesbach 36, may likewise be classed here.

If we bring in array before us the different kinds of errors which the ἡμῶν ἐκδοσεις admitted in this book particularly, and then compare with them the text of these MSS. we can judge what the emender avoided in this book and what he has done which is of importance. By such a comparison we shall be able to see bow, from the corrupt text of MSS. DE and those like them, was deduced the text of the MSS. ABC and their companions, which is more accurate and more free from foreign excrescences.

The MSS. ABC, the Euthalian MS. 40, and Birch's Urbino-Vat. 367, present Hesychius' emendation of the Catholic Epistles likewise. But Codex L forsakes us here and passes over to its own recension.

In the Epistles of the Apostle Paul likewise, ABC are the chief monuments of the Hesychian text. With them the Euthalian Codex also agrees, which in the Pauline Epistles is marked in Wetstein and Griesbach N. 46. The Urbino-Vat. 367 is here unfaithful and fluctuates between two texts; in its stead we add another, viz. Colbert. 2944, now N. 14, which was examined de novo by Griesbach and after him again collated by Begtrup, whose extracts Birch has published at the end of his collection of various readings in the Apocalypse. In Wetstein and Griesbach it bears the mark 17.

We shall easily be convinced that the revised text was formed from MSS. which bore a great resemblance to the MSS. DE and FG. This will be evident hereafter, when we extract some specimens from the several recensions and compare them together.

We have the Apocalypse according to the Hesychian Recension in the MSS. AC. Codex B or Vatican. 1209 does not reach so far; and the MS. which in the Apocalypse bears the mark B does not belong here. But another Vatican MS. with the number 579, collated by Birch, although as is often the case with modern MSS. it contains many heterogeneous readings, plainly ranks with AC. To these Vinodh.
Caes. in Suppl. Kollarii N. XXVI. is strikingly similar, though it bears marks of a later date. It has been collated by Professor Alter. To these might be added two other MSS. in the same library, if their character were not rendered doubtful by the numerous chances and changes to which they have been exposed.

Lastly, the Apocalypse which appears at the end of the Euthalian Codex, so often cited, and which is designated by Mill. as Petav. 3, by Wetstein and Griesbach Apoc. 12, is far from being sufficiently known. But judging from the specimens given by Birch in his collection of various readings in the Apocalypse, and from the other citations of Mill, it exhibits, though not without some recent alterations, the text of the copies AC.

Lucian's recension.

§ 36.

Another recension of the Gospels, (for we must speak first of these,) is contained in the MSS. EFGHSV and a h. All these are written in large letters, in the uncial character. The first is a very fine MS. in the library at Basle Nuam. B. VI. 21; the next, F, once belonged to Johann Borcel, the Dutch ambassador at the English court. The MSS. of the Gospels G and H were brought from the East by Erasmus Seidel, and afterwards came into the possession of John Christopher Wolf of Hamburg; the first of them is now in the British Museum, Harleian. 5684. The MS. S is in the Vatican Library, n. 354, collated by Birch; V is in the library of the Holy Synod at Moscow; it is a beautiful MS., respecting which Matthai first gave us correct information. The MSS. b and a, also, were collated by him; they are two valuable Evangelaria, the first of which is in the same library, n. XLIII.; and the other is in the library of the Holy Synod, n. XII.

If we should here mention the more modern MSS. which are written in cursive characters, the list would be very much augmented. A great part of those which Matthai collated at Moscow, most of those in Birch and Alter and in Mill and Wetstein, are of this class. A subdivision however might here be made; for it is probable that after this recension had suffered somewhat in the course of time, it was examined and revised by some person. But this incidental remark is an hypothesis; the reasons of which I cannot here unfold without tedious particularity.

The basis of this recension is the Κοινὴ ἑκδοσις as it existed in Syria. If this position be correct, as it will soon be found to be, we are no longer in doubt respecting its native country or its author. It must have originated in Syria, and consequently must be the recension of Lucian, Presbyter of Antioch, which extended itself from Syria to Constantinople and Thrace. We recognize it in the Constantinopolitan fathers; e. g. in Theophylact, though we have not his text at present in a state of perfect purity.

We have already selected above some important readings, character-
istic of the most ancient Syrian text, which are not found in Egyptian MSS. before or after Hesychius, nor in the versions of that country. All of these, the number of which we might further increase, we meet with in the large class of MSS., which as we have said present Lucian's Emendation. Matt. 6: 13, ὅτε σοῦ ἔσται ἡ βασίλεια, καὶ η ἀδύναμις, καὶ η ὥστα, εἰς τοὺς αἰῶνας, FGSV, δὲ; the MSS. EH. are here defective.—Matt. 20: 22, μελών πίνειν—καὶ το βαπτίσμα, ὡ ἔγω βαπτίζω—μαι, βαπτισθήναι, and v. 23, καὶ το βάπτ. ὡ ἔγω βάπτ. ... βαπτισθῇ, EHSV. Here indeed FG and δὲ are defective, but their testimony could easily be supplied by some dozen others.—Mark 6: 11, εἰς μαρτ. αὐτοῦ—ἀμὴν λέγω, ἀνεκτοτέρου ἦτατε Σαδόμοις ἢ Γομόρρας ἐν ἡμέρᾳ κρίσεως, ἡ τῇ πόλει ἐκείνη, EFGHSV, δὲ.—Mark 13: 14, τῆς ἐρημώσεως—τὸ βηθεν ὑπὸ Δωμήτι τοῦ πρωτῆτος, EFGHSV, δὲ.—Luke 4: 18, ἀπεταλκέ με—ϊδοντις τοὺς συνετριμμένους τὴν καρδίαν—Luke 10: 22, καὶ σφετέρος πρὸς τοὺς μαθητὰς ἐπέλα. John 1: 27, ὁ ὑπὸ μον ἑρωμένος—οὐ ἐμπρόσθεν μοι γένονται. John 5: 16, οἱ ἱδώντες—καὶ ἐξελέγαν αὐτὸν ἀποκηινέ. John 6: 22, εἰ μὴ ἔκρυβος εἰς αὐτὸν ἐκεῖνον οἱ μαθηταὶ αὐτοῦ. Also John 6: 69, αὐτὸς ὁ νῦν τοῦ Θεοῦ ζωντος. Though here and there in these passages one of the witnesses fails us, as e.g. F, which has not been collated in John, and δὲ which are silent in John 5: 16 and 6: 22, as is the case with δὲ also in John 1: 27, we may overlook the circumstance without scruple; for a host of other MSS. of this family would convince us, that these peculiar readings of the κοινὴ ἑκδοσις in Syria belong also to this recession. The origin of this text from the copies of the κοινὴ ἑκδοσις as it was read in Syria, can be made clear in no way better than by selecting some suitable passage from the Gospels and comparing it with the Peshito. It cannot but be acceptable to see at one view the two recensions of Lucian and Hesychius, and further to observe the similarity of the latter to Codex D, and to perceive with no trouble how many of its peculiarities are retained in the recession which sprang from it and from MSS. like it. We select for this purpose the fourth chapter of Mark.

HESYCHIUS.

1. συνάγεται
2. ἵππος πλάτος
3. υὲς τὸ πλοῖον ἐμβάνται
4. γῆς ἔχον
5. καὶ οὐτείς 
6. ἄλλα ἑκατ. ...
7. αὐξάνομεν
8. ἄλλοτε ἡμῶν
9. τοιὸν τοιὸς
10. καὶ οὐ
11. ὤν τὸ μνητήριον διδάσκει
12. ἄρθρο 

LUCIANUS.

1. συνάγεται
2. ὄχλος πλάτος
3. υὲς τὸ πλοῖον ἐμβάνται
4. γῆς ἔχον
5. καὶ οὐτείς
6. ἄλλα ἑκατ. ...
7. αὐξάνομεν
8. ἄλλοτε ἡμῶν
9. τοιὸν τοιὸς
10. καὶ οὐ
11. ὤν τὸ μνητήριον διδάσκει
12. ἄρθρο
HESYCHIUS.

15. εὐθύς

16. εὐθύς

18. καὶ ἄλλοι εἰσὶν

19. τοῦ αἰῶνος

20. καὶ ἐκεῖνοι εἰσὶν

22. ἦν μὴ

24. ὤμν καὶ προστεθῆσαι ὤμν

28. αὐτομάτα ἢ γῇ

30. πᾶς ὁμολογ. . .

31. μικρότερον

39. μέλος (μέλον) πάντων τῶν ἡμῶν

39. τοῖς ἱδοίς μαθηταῖς

36. καὶ ἄλλα πλοία

37. ἦν γεμίσθαι τὸ πλοῖον

38. ἦν τῇ πρώτῃ . . .

40. τῷ δειλοῖς ἔστε ὦτω

LUCIANUS.
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and, John 11: 41, τὸν ἀδερφὸν—οὗ ἦν ὁ τεθνακὼς κτίμονος; which consequently must have been sustained by a majority of his MSS.

This recension, as respects the Acts of the Apostles, appears in the Moscow MSS., f or S. Synod. CCCXXXII, aI (S. Synod. XLV), b (S. Synod. IV. Praxapost.), d (S. Synod. CCCXXXIV), also c (S. Synod. CCCLIV), and m (S. Synod. CCCXXXVIII), which have all been collated by Matthiae; also in Codex k, belonging to that scholar. Among these, f seems to be the best copy, while c and m have suffered most by unseasonable corrections. With these agrees another very good MS., Alexandrina-Vat. 29 in Birch, as also the MSS. in the royal library, Lambe. XXXV. or Nessel CCXXI. and Lambe. XXXVII. or Nessel CCCXIII. All these have a perfectly decided character. They do not, however, stand alone; but their class is very numerous, and MS. belonging to it are found in other collections. Their text however is not exactly pure, or else extracts have frequently been made from them without the requisite accuracy.

In respect to the Acts of the Apostles in this recension, we have particularly to remark that it does not agree so invariably as the other biblical books with the readings of the Syriac text. Yet it does not differ so much that all the traces of its relationship are lost. Among the readings peculiar to this recension there are none of very great extent. The longest is in Acts 26: 30, where the Egyptian Recension says merely, ἀνίστη ὁ βασιλέως AB, 40, 367, I. Cop.: it is expressed thus in this recension: εἰσόντος αὐτοῦ ἀνίστη ὁ βασιλ. ... f, aI, b, d, k, c, m, Alex. Vat. 29, Lambe. XXXV. and Lambe. XXXVII. But the most remarkable is in Acts 20: 28, where some MSS. read κυρίων, others χριστιανοῦ and also θεοῦ, and this recension connects the two readings: τὴν ἐκκλησίαν κυρίων καὶ θεοῦ, f, aI, b, d, k, c, m, Alex. Vat. 29, Lambe. XXXV. and Lambe. XXXVII.

We will here, as in the Gospels, present parallel with each other passages from the two recensions, and we shall select for this purpose Acts 24 and 25. Of the MSS. of the Egyptian Recension which we have before named C is sometimes defective, and of their κυρίων εἰκοσις likewise D is defective in both chapters. But we have another celebrated copy of it in the Acts, viz. the Laudian MS. E, which we collate here with the rest.

HESYCHIUS.

| 1. μετὰ προεσβριέσθην τινὸν | AB. 40. 367. l. ζ. | μετὰ τῶν προεσβριέσθην Syr. |
| 5. στάσις | AB. 40. 367. l. ζ. | στάσις Syr. |
| 9. συνεπετυπτό | AB. 40. 367. l. ζ. | συνεπετυπτό Syr. |
| 10. καθήμ. διακονοῦ | AB. 40. 367. l. | καθήμ. Syr. |
| 11. ἡμεῖς διὰ τοῦ | AB. 40. 367. l. | ἡμεῖς διὰ τοῦ Syr. |
| 12. ἐπίσκοπος | AB. 40. 367. | ἐπίσκοπος Syr. |
| 13. διέρχεται συμμ. | AB. 40. 367. l. | διέρχεται Syr. |
| 15. μὴλ. ἐκκοσι | ABC. 40. | μὴλ. ἐκκοσι Syr. |
In the Pauline and Catholic Epistles, the principal MS. of the text of Lucian is a very beautiful one written in uncial characters, (accompanied with Sobolínia in the cursive character,) which bears the number XCVIII in the library of the Holy Synod and is designated G by Matthæi. As we have already in Paul's Epistles a Codex G we will designate this by the small letter g. After this comes f, then klmod and the two πρεσβυστορίους α and b. All except g have been noticed before
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in speaking of the Acts; where, however, Codex I or S. Synod CCCXXX, was on the side of the Hesychian text.

Besides these Matthei found a MS. of Paul in particular in the library of the Holy Synod n. XCIX. He cites its readings under the letter n.

Moreover, the Epistles of Paul and the Catholic Epistles according to this recension are contained in Alexandrino Vat. 29, Pio-Vat. 50, collated in Birch, and Lambec. XXVIII, Lambec. XXXVII, Lambec. XXXV, Lambec. I or Nessel. XXXIII; all in the Royal library at Vienna and collated by Alter. The text of Paul however in these MSS., is preserved in a better and purer state than that of the Catholic Epistles.

The similarity to the Syriac version, which appears less striking in the Acts of the Apostles, and in the 25th chapter is scarcely observable, is here exhibited strongly; yet, as is easily conceived, we must except from this remark such of the Catholic Epistles as did not form part of the Peschito, and were not added till a later period.

The Epistles of Paul contain important peculiar readings, of which we will give one or two examples. In Rom. 8: 1, Lucian's MSS. add after εν Χριστῷ Ἰησοῦν the words: μὴ κατὰ σάρκα περιπατεῖν ἀλλὰ κατὰ πνεῦμα, g. s. β. l. m. n. e. a3. b. Alexandrino Vat. 29, Pio-Vat. 50, Lambec. I, XXVIII, XXXV, XXXVII, which is read in very few Alexandrian MSS. Of this addition the Peschito has only a part, as far as ἀλλὰ. So, too, the clauses in Rom. 11: 6, εἰ δὲ λέγω διὸν, οὐκ εἰς εὐαγγέλιον, εἰς τὸ ἐργον οὐκ εἰς εὐαγγέλιον, which appears in all the MSS. quoted before (together with Codex d which did not then agree with the others,) and the old Syriac version, is very seldom found in Hesychian copies. In the 1st Epistle to the Corinthians, 6: 20, there occurs after the words σωμάτων ἡμῶν the clause; καὶ εἰ τῷ πνεύματι ἡμῶν, οὐ γὰρ ὡς Θεοῦ, which is admitted only by Lucian's MSS. (all the MSS. above mentioned,) and the Syriac version. This happens also in the Catholic Epistles, 1 John 5: 13, ταύτα ἐγραμμα ζητοῦ—ταῦτα πιστεύοντες εἰς τὸ ὄνομα τοῦ ισού τοῦ Θεοῦ: in which, contrary to the Alexandrian MSS., all the MSS. coincide, the Syriac version alone dissenting.

That we may again compare the two Recensions with each other and remark the origin of one as to Paul's Epistles from the MSS. DFG, and of the other from the text exhibited in the Peschito, we will select readings from the 9th and 10th chapters of the 1st Epistle to the Corinthians, and from Jude, as an example of the Catholic Epistles.

NINTH CHAPTER.

HESYCHIUS.  

1. οὐκ εἰμὶ ἔλευθερος, οὐκ'  

| AR. Copt. 17. 46. | οὐκ εἰμὶ ἄπεστολος, οὐκ εἰμὶ ἄποστολος | AB.  

7. τὸν καρπὸν σιτίου  

| ABC. 17. 46. DEF. | μὴ πελεύξωρ | Syr.  

8. ἡ καὶ ὁ νόμος ταύτα οὕ | ABC. 46. DE. | η' εὐχη καὶ ὁ νόμος ταύτα | Syr.  

LUCIANUS.
TENTH CHAPTER.

The contrast between the two Recensions might be presented in many more readings if we could call to our aid a larger number of accurately collated MSS. of the Egyptian text in order, when any of them fail us, to determine from the rest what is the peculiar reading of the Recension. Most probably the following readings are not errors in individual MSS., but belong to the Egyptian text; this is not however, sufficiently well ascertained: 1 Cor. 9: 3, αὐτὴ ἐστὶ—ἐστίν αὐτῇ ἌΒ 46; v. 12, ἐγκοπήν τινα—τινα ἐγκοπήν ἌΒ; v. 15, ἐνα τις κενώσῃ—οὐδεὶς κενώσῃ, ἌΒ 17, and οὐ κεκήρυξαν οὐδεὶς ἌΒ 17; X. 16, κοινωνία ἐστὶ (του) αἵματος του Χριστοῦ ἌΒ; v. 32, καὶ τῶν δαιμόνων γινομαι ἌΒ.
HESYCHIUS.

1. ἀγαπημένοις
2. κοινῆς ἡμῶν σωτηρ...  
3. διαπότην καὶ κύριον
4. ἀπαστάτην Ἡσυχίου καὶ κύριον
5. ἀποταύτικα
6. ἄπαθεν
7. ἐν ἀγαθίῳ κρύσῳ
8. ἐν ἐκκλησίᾳ τοῦ ἁγίου
9. ἐν ἀγαθίῳ κρύσῳ
10. ἐν ἀγαθίῳ κρύσῳ
11. ἐν ἀγαθίῳ κρύσῳ
12. ἐν ἀγαθίῳ κρύσῳ
13. ἐν ἀγαθίῳ κρύσῳ
14. ἐν ἀγαθίῳ κρύσῳ
15. ἐν ἀγαθίῳ κρύσῳ
16. ἐν ἀγαθίῳ κρύσῳ
17. ἐν ἀγαθίῳ κρύσῳ
18. ἐν ἀγαθίῳ κρύσῳ
19. ἐν ἀγαθίῳ κρύσῳ
20. ἐν ἀγαθίῳ κρύσῳ

LUCIANUS.

1. άγαπημένοις
2. κοινῆς ἡμῶν σωτηρ...
3. διαπότην καὶ κύριον
4. ἀπαστάτην Ἡσυχίου καὶ κύριον
5. ἀποταύτικα
6. ἄπαθεν
7. ἐν ἀγαθίῳ κρύσῳ
8. ἐν ἀγαθίῳ κρύσῳ
9. ἐν ἀγαθίῳ κρύσῳ
10. ἐν ἀγαθίῳ κρύσῳ
11. ἐν ἀγαθίῳ κρύσῳ
12. ἐν ἀγαθίῳ κρύσῳ
13. ἐν ἀγαθίῳ κρύσῳ
14. ἐν ἀγαθίῳ κρύσῳ
15. ἐν ἀγαθίῳ κρύσῳ
16. ἐν ἀγαθίῳ κρύσῳ
17. ἐν ἀγαθίῳ κρύσῳ
18. ἐν ἀγαθίῳ κρύσῳ
19. ἐν ἀγαθίῳ κρύσῳ
20. ἐν ἀγαθίῳ κρύσῳ

Codex 40, at its commencement, is unfaithful to its Recension, in some minute readings, as I am satisfied from a comparison of the Bcalerian edition from which Zacagni made his extracts; but if we take only the readings in which the Egyptian MSS. cited are all agreed, we shall observe enough variations in so small a compass to show the constant discrepancies between these two recensions.

The Apocalypse of this recension is found in the Moscow MSS. r and o. Of the first we know neither the situation nor number; we have noticed k and l before; p is S. Synod. CCVI; o is S. Synod, LXVII, with the Scholia of Andreas. These are not all equally valuable, and in general it is very difficult to find among modern MSS. any containing the pure and uncorrupted text of this book; and it is impossible to find so ancient and valuable documents as A and C are in regard to the Apocalyptic text of Hesychius. Codex o has suffered most of them all.

A very good MS, however, of this recension is Harleian 5613, collated by Griesbach and designated in his edition by the number 29. Also Lambec. I, or Nessel. XXIII, in Alter, and Alexandrinio-Vat. 68, Vatican. 1160, Pio-Vat. 50 are among the valuable copies. Andreas, bishop of Cappadocia, followed this text in his commentaries; yet not so exclusively that he did not also make use of other MSS.

MS. B or Basilianor in Urbe N. CV, written in uncial characters

1 It is noticed very briefly at the end of the Epistle to the Romans in Matthew's edition, p. 278.
and collated by Wetstein, alternates in its readings between this and the
Hesychian Recension. It has also many peculiar readings not met
with in either, and appears to me to belong to a peculiar recension, to
which Wetsstein's N. 9 or Huntingtonianus 1, and Wetsstein N. 14 or
the Leicester MS. may also belong. However, without pursuing this
subject further at present, I must content myself with presenting speci-
mens of the two Recensions, of the existence of which we have obtained
sufficient proof.

REV. I.

HESYCHIUS.    LUCIANUS.

4. ἀπὸ τῆς orn    AC. 579. ἀπὸ θεοῦ, ὡς orn
5. λύσσατι         AC. 579. λύσσατι
     ἐν τοῖς ἁμαρτ. . . .  AC. Koll. 26. ἐν τοῖς ἁμαρτ...
9. συνεχώμενος      AC. Koll. 26. 579. συνεχώμενος
     καὶ τῆς μαρτυρ. . . .  AC. Koll. 26. 579. καὶ διὰ τῆς μαρτυρ...
     ἢτοί       AC. Koll. 26. 579. ἢτοί Ἰησοῦ Χριστοῦ
13. τῶν λυγμῶν     AC. 579. τῶν ἐπτα λυγμῶν
15. πεπτυμένης      AC. 579. πεπτυμένης
     τῶν αἰωνῶν       AC. Koll. 26. 579. τῶν αἰωνῶν ὅμη

REV. II.

1. τοῦ ἔν Ἐφέσῳ       AC. Koll. 26. 579. τῆς ἐν Ἐφέσῳ
2. τοῦ κοπου          AC. Koll. 26. 579. τοῦ κόπου σου
     καὶ ὑπ' ἑκοπίακας     AC. 579. καὶ ὑπ' ἑκοπίασας
     ἵχρωμαι σοι           AC. 579. ἵχρωμαι σοι ταχύ
9. οἶδα σοι τὴν Ἑλένην AC. 579. οἶδα σοι τὰ Ἑργα καὶ τὴν
     ὅλην       AC. 579. ὅλην φοβοῦ
10. μὴ φοβοῦ          AC. 579. μὴ φοβοῦ
     ἵδοι τίλλεις       AC. 579. ἵδοι τίλλεις
13. οἶδα πού κατοικ. ...  AC. 579. οἶδα πού κατοικ. ...
     Ἀντίπας ὁ μάρτ. ...  AC. 579. Ἀντίπας ὁ μάρτ. ...
14. ἐξιδασκαν τ. β.    AC. 579. ἐξιδασκαν τ. β.
18. ὁθελωμοῦς        AC. Koll. 26. 579. ὁθελωμοῦς αὐτοῦ
20. ὁ λέγωνα        AC. 579. ὁ λέγω

REV. III.

2. ὁ ἡμέλιον         AC. Koll. 26. 579. ὁ ἡμέλιον
     ἀπὸ θανάτου    AC. Koll. 26. 579. ἀπὸ θανάτου
3. ἤλπος καὶ ἡμοῦνας καὶ } AC. Koll. 26. 579. ἤλπος καὶ ἡμοῦνας καὶ τῆς καὶ μετανόησον
    τῆς καὶ μετανόησον} AC. Koll. 26. 579. τῆς καὶ μετανόησον
4. ἀλλ' ἔχεις ὁλγα ὁμόματα AC. Koll. 26. 579. ἀλλ' ὁλγα ὁμόματα
9. ὅτι ἐγὼ ἡγάπασα     AC. Koll. 26. 579. ὅτι ἡγάπασα
12. ὃ καταβάλισα       AC. 579. ἢ καταβάλισα
17. ὃτι πλούσιος       AC. 579. πλούσιος
     οἶδαν χρῶνει          AC. 579. οἶδαν χρῶνει
18. ἔγχροι ... τοῖς     AC. 579. ἔγχροι ... τοῖς

1 Kollar. 26. has here both readings: τοῦ τῆς ἐν Ἐφέσῳ.
SECOND PERIOD.

The number of Constantinopolitan MSS. as may be inferred from what has been said, far exceeds those of the Egyptian text; there is even a great scarcity of the latter. Whence does this arise? Was it not once the case that the West was supplied with Greek MSS. from Egypt? Certainly the state of things has altered very much. At the revival of science in the West, we obtained the Greek literature, MSS., and language by means of comers from Constantinople; and whoever wished to acquire knowledge on these subjects, or to perfect it when acquired, travelled thither or into the isles and provinces of European Greece, and there collected literary treasures from which to draw information on his return. Thus our libraries were supplied chiefly from those countries in which the edition of Lucian was prevalent. Probably a fourth part of our MSS. are from Mt. Athos, and from the hands of the industrious monks who there employed themselves in transcribing.

In Egypt before the fourth century, the knowledge of the Greek language visibly declined; it was then confined to the districts on the coast of the Mediterranean and finally to Alexandria. At the period of the conquest of the Saracens it forsook the country for a while, until it was permitted to return. The influence of the changes that have occurred in Egypt upon the Greek MSS. of the Bible, will be discussed hereafter. (§ 41.)

ORIGEN'S RECENSION.

§ 39.

It was, as we have already said, the last part of a toilsome and indefatigable life that Origen devoted to the emendation of the New Testament. This shows why his labors of this nature are not more often alluded to in his works. He made use of the vulgaris editio, as is evident from the frequent singular readings in his citations and the want of uniformity observable in them.

There is a class of MSS. however, which we have reason to ascribe to him. In the more important readings (§ 38), which are found in Lucian's text and not in the Egyptian MSS., e.g. Matt. 6: 13, 20: 22, Mark 6: 11, 13: 14, Luke 4: 18, 10: 22, John 1: 27, 5: 16, 7: 22 and 69, they agree entirely with the Antiochian text, as we here call Lucian's text from the place in which he labored at his task. Such resemblance might be expected on account of the place in which Origen undertook the execution of his emendation; viz. (as it was in his extreme old age) at Tyre, to which place the Antiochian text must have extended its influence if it had any at all. On the other hand, the MSS. we are considering very frequently incline to the Egyptian side in readings of less importance; lastly, they have also many peculiar readings agreeing with neither of the other two recensions.

This family of MSS. consists, as it regards the Gospels, of the following members, A, K, M, 42, 106, 114, 116, and no. 10 in Matthew.

A or Codex Alex. Musae Britanniæ, though in the Acts, the Pauline and Catholic Epistles and the Apocalypse it exhibits the text of Hesychius, plainly follows another recension in the Gospels, and resembles
the MSS. K or Cyprius (formerly Colbert 5149, now in the Royal Library 63) and M in the same Library, formerly 2243, now 48.

MS. 42 in Wetstein was once in the College at Troyes; 106 belonged to the Earl of Winchelsea; 114 is the Harleian MS. 5540 in the British Museum, and 116 the Harl. MS. 5567 in the same, both collated by Griesbach. Codex 10 is a splendid MS. of the Gospels in the Library of Nicephorus, Archbishop of Chersonesus.

We will now present some specimens of this recension.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LUKE IX.</th>
<th>Constantineopolis Recension.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. δόθενα μαθηταῖς αὐτῶν</td>
<td>dōthēna Matthew 10. 114. Mt. 10.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. μὴ δίσωσται</td>
<td>Matthew 11. Mt. 10.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. ὁπ. μον ἐξουσιά τόν ἀρχηγότατον</td>
<td>ὁπ. μον ἐξουσιά Matthew 11. Mt. 10.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27. ἀληθῶς, εἰς δε- λευσώτατον</td>
<td>Matthew 11. Mt. 10.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39. ἐπιφλεγένειν εἰς τόν</td>
<td>ἐπιφλεγένειν Matthew 11. Mt. 10.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41. καὶ ἀνίξομαι</td>
<td>Matthew 11. Mt. 10.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45. ἐναργεῖται αὐτῶν</td>
<td>Matthew 11. Mt. 10.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50. καὶ ἡμῶν ἐπί τῷ ἡ- σιῶν</td>
<td>Matthew 11. Mt. 10.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55. ἐπιστεύεις ὅτε</td>
<td>Matthew 11. Mt. 10.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59. ἐπιστεύεις πρότιον</td>
<td>Matthew 11. Mt. 10.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LUKE XL.</th>
<th>Constantineopolis Recension.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6. καὶ εἶπε πρὸς</td>
<td>καὶ εἶπε πρὸς Matthew 11. Mt. 10.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. δὲ ἡ ὑμῶν</td>
<td>δὲ ἡ ὑμῶν Matthew 11. Mt. 10.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. τῷ δραματίῳ</td>
<td>τῷ δραματίῳ Matthew 11. Mt. 10.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The agreement of these MSS. is pretty plain. I am aware however of what may be said on the other hand. I had observed from a collation of other chapters and other Gospels that A and Matthaei 10 are sometimes unfaithful to the family, and that KM and 106 are often silent when they should have a voice, and hence I judged had not been collated word for word, but only hastily. Griesbach collated MSS. 114 and 116 only in certain passages, in order to gain some idea of their character and peculiarities.

All this and more I well knew; but perceiving a striking agreement in these MSS. so far as they were collated, well or ill, I thought a conclusion might be drawn from what was known to what was unknown, from what had been to what had not been collated.

When the revered Griesbach suggested the scruples above mentioned, I felt their force the more because they had before occurred to my own mind. The MS. K was collated anew by one of my pupils and friends, but the result was less satisfactory than I had hoped. Yet from subjecting these MSS. to a new investigation, as minute as possible without another collation, so much was clear, that they maintained a peculiar character of their own, and agreed sometimes with the Alexandrian, sometimes with the Antiochian, or, if it be preferred, the Constantinopolitan text, many times also coinciding with each other in peculiar readings. They may therefore stand separate for the present, until further investigations shall enable the critic to pass a final judgment upon them. Or rather they will always remain separate, since compared with other MSS. they are certainly alone.


2 See below, Chap. VI, respecting MSS., an account of the Codex Cypriacus, § 62.
The same character belongs also to the Gospels of the Philoxenian version or text of Polycarp, exclusive of the margin which Thomas of Charkel occupies. In the more important readings pointed out above they agree with Lucian; in the smaller with the Egyptian MSS.; and sometimes they contain readings of their own. As to the agreement of this version with the MSS. AKM &c. it harmonises with this class of MSS. in the passages extracted from Luke. We cannot indeed tell whether the translator read εἰπεῖν or λέγειν, ἀρνησάσθαι or ἀπαρ-νησασθαι, ἐστεκότων or ἐστιώτων, and so far the agreement is not so striking as it may be between Greek MSS.; but yet it is perceptible, and this too in remarkable readings. E. g. Luke 9: 22, ἀνεσθηρά; 23, καθ' ἡμέραν; 27, ἀληθῶς ὅτι; 41, ἕως πότε; 11: 15, ὥς ἀποκριθείς ἐστε, πῶς δύναται αὐτὰς αὐτὰς εὐβάλλειν; 22, τα οὐκ εὑρήσεσθαι. K 42, 106. Luke 11: 51, Ἀβέλ τοῦ δίκαιου.

That which particularly demands attention in this version, is the critical marks which Origen has elsewhere used, the obelisks and asterisks by which it is distinguished from all the versions of the New Testament, as the Syriac Hexaplar is from those of the Old. Now as the Old Testament version came from Origen's amended text, we are led to believe that it must be the case also with that of the New Testament; especially as both belonged to the same sect, the Monophysites. We may further believe that the translator Polycarp sought an authenticated text that he might employ his time and pains to good purpose, and found in Origen's recension a better than he could have obtained by critici- sing the text himself. These considerations appeared to justify me in believing, to my satisfaction, that I saw Origen's text in the Philoxenian version, and in referring the origin of the latter to the MSS. which pre- sent that text.

A closer relation of these MSS. to the Philoxenian text seemed to me to be pointed out by the fact that their distinctive and peculiar readings are marked with an asterisk in the Philoxenian version. In Mark 10: 20, KM, 42, 114, 116 and Matthaei 10 add, after νεότητος μου, the words εἰ ξένος ὑπερήφανον, and in Mark 10: 21, after καὶ ἐπινόει αὐτῷ, the words εἰ θελεῖς εἰλεῖς εἴλει, both of which appear in the Philoxenian version with the mark *. So too in Mark 1: 19, where after δικτισμέον KM and 42 add αὐτοὺς; Luke 8: 24, where after γολομήν K, 42, 114, 116, Matt. 10, add μεγάλη; Luke 9: 23, where after σταυρὸν αὐτοῦ AK, 114, 116, Matt. 10, add καθ' ἡμέραν; Luke 17: 23, where after ἵκει KM, 116, add ὁ Χριστός and 42, 114, something similar; Luke 20: 41, where after ἑως λέγων AKM, 42, have τινος; Luke 22: 60, where KM, 42 after λαλούντος, read τοῦ Πέτρου instead of αὐτοῦ; Luke 22: 61, where the same MSS. add σήμερον after φωνήσαι; and 24: 45, where after ἐφαγεν, K, 42, read καὶ τὰ ἐπιλογία ἐδώκων αὐτοῖς; and John 5: 4, where after κατὰ καιρὸν AK, 42 add εὐλογότα. All these additions are found marked with an asterisk in the Philoxenian version.

It is true that none of these MSS. yet retain Origen's critical marks, and not a single MS. of the New Testament has them except the Philoxenian version. But it is easily seen how they disappeared from the Greek MSS. The copyists made such confusion in the Old Testament by misplacing the critical signs that it became necessary to drop the obelisks and asterisks and really to strike out or adopt what Origen
had rejected or approved by means of such signs. The *Librarium* did with the New Testament as they had done with the Old; and the consequence of this was, that the Origenian MSS. were correctly copied without Origen's signs.

So much for the text of the Gospels. It was now my endeavor, under the guidance of the Philoxenian version, to discover those MSS. of the Acts and Epistles likewise, which have preserved the text of this recension. I spared no pains for the purpose, but without success. The Acts and Epistles in the Philoxenian version do indeed maintain a peculiar character, as we shall see further on (§ 76) in treating of this version; but few MSS. of these parts of the New Testament have been collated, and of these few the greater part not continuously, but in detached passages and without due care. Hence if none are found among them which uniformly resemble the Philoxenian version, the reason seems to be rather the deficiency of collations than real deviation from the MSS. which are allied to this version.

Before we close this period we must defend the preceding narrative of the fate of the text from objections. A strong desire has been manifested to take away the historical grounds upon which we have rested and to adopt another theory upon other pretended grounds.¹

I. Jerome, to whom we have made frequent appeals, used, as to the Septuagint, the Hexapla text of Origen. But this did not hinder him from admitting that two other recensions existed, viz. those of Lucian and Hesychius, and exercised far more extensive sway than Origen's emendation. He mentions by name the countries in which they maintained ecclesiastical authority. Now when three critics had revised the Old Testament, can it be the case that it never entered the mind of any one to perform the same task for the MSS. of the New Testament likewise, which were more or less disfigured in various countries? And is it at all improbable that the same men examined and corrected the MSS. of the New Testament? If they did so, both Testaments would have been circulated together in those countries which received their emendations. Now the fact is that they did so, as Jerome, though disapproving their labors, testifies in his Epistle to Damasus.

But Jerome only mentions a mere report respecting the copies of Lucian and Hesychius, which appeared to him wholly uncertain. Let us not be frightened from investigation by the decided manner in which this is stated. Jerome was commissioned by Damasus to restore one of the existing versions which had become very corrupt, to a pure and stable text. After he had completed his work he gave an account of his mode of procedure in an epistle to Damasus which is brief and rhetorical; two causes of obscurity which might easily have been avoided in simple narrative details. But he spoke of things which were familiar, and therefore judged it best rather to hint at than to enlarge upon them.

First of all he came to the conclusion that it was in vain to attempt to extricate himself from the chaos of the Latin MSS. without the

guidance of the Greek text: “Si enim Latinis exemplaribus fides est adhibenda, respondent quibus?” For this purpose he had indispensable need of not only Greek but good Greek MSS., and not merely one, but many. He labored “ex codicum Graecorum collatione.” These must have been selected from a large number; and hence a large number must have been inspected and criticized. An undistinguishing use of MSS., such as some are inclined to suppose him to have made, would have been very indiscreet. He divided them into two classes; the modern or (so called) amended ones of Lucian and Hesychius, upon which his choice ought to have fallen, and the ancient, to which he gave the preference because they harmonized better with the Latin text.

“Codicum Graecorum—sed veterum qui non multum a lectionibus Latinis consuetudine discrepant.” He reprobated the amended MSS., “qui-bus nihil profuit emendasse;” for the earlier versions, “scriptura ante translatam,” contradicted them and the Latin was to be preferred. This was the point: he desired so to amend the Latin text, “ut a saliva quam quis semel imbit etc.” that it should not deviate too widely from the customary Latin text. He incidentally supports the rejection of the emendations of Lucian and Hesychius at Rome (where he then lived) and within its ecclesiastical jurisdiction, by the public opinion, from which only a few perverse men deviated, “paucorum hominum—perversa contentio.”

Thus Jerome’s task was plain before him. We could have no reason to doubt whether he was really acquainted with the two classes of MSS., unless he had erred in classifying them or had incorrectly stated their relation to the Latin versions. But the relation of the ancient MSS. to the Latin he has confessedly stated aright; and that of the amended ones to the Latin, also, he states to have been what it must have been if the Latin versions were made before the two emendations. Besides, he must have been acquainted with the emendations of Hesychius and Lucian, inasmuch as in his letter to Damasus he ascribes to these men a critical examination not only of the New but also of the Old Testament, of the last of which he treats more at large in other writings. Everything proves that he did not speak in ignorance of his subject.

Now, if my opponent would justify his language, he is bound to prove that Jerome, when he returned to Rome to Damasus, knew nothing certain respecting the copies of Hesychius and Lucian, after he had travelled throughout Thrace and Asia Minor, stayed a long time in Antioch, lived several years at Chalcis in Syria in studious retirement in a monastery, already collected a considerable library, received instruction in Hebrew, consumed a year and some months in his homeward journey to Constantinople, and there sought the company of Gregory Nazianzen with particular reference to the study of the Holy Scriptures. When this is satisfactorily done, he must further show that Jerome while in Rome, neglected to examine the Greek MSS., when it was incumbent on him to inform himself respecting the aid they could afford him in accomplishing his undertaking.

And even then all would not have been done. Jerome moreover appeals to public opinion at Rome, and within its ecclesiastical precincts, from which opinion only a few perverse and contentious men differ.
SECOND PERIOD.

ed. Thus it was a matter which had been deliberated among people of information. Now the value of the testimony is not altered, though the father followed the decision of the Roman literati; for it was the testimony of the perverse as well as the others.

I will mention myself an additional difficulty which does not indeed endanger the main point in controversy, but might have been employed as a subsidiary weapon. Jerome's mouth is full of such language as "cum multarum gentium linguis scriptura ante translatas doceat." The Africano-, Italico-, and Gallico-Latin versions might indeed have justified him in using the expression "cum multarum gentium versionibus," but the "linguis" was but one. I would not venture the assertion, however, that Jerome, during his stay with the Presbytera and Syrian monks in Chalci, could not have derived some information respecting their church version and its relation to the Greek text. I could not avouch that the father, in his intercourse with Egyptian bishops and monks who were at that time banished from their country on account of ecclesiastical dissections, did not yield somewhat to curiosity, as to converse respecting the versions of Egypt, of which the Upper-Egyptian resembles very much the Latin versions.

II. I must desert my previous opponent for a moment, in order to reply to a learned and estimable man, who proposes a doubt whether metropolitan regulations were then so perfect that the recension of the capital could have been prescribed to a country. But the authority of the metropolis had long before been the standard for the surrounding country, and in later times gave rise to the metropolitan system. The authority of the cities did not proceed from the Patriarchs and Metropolitans, but was exercised by the cities over their own churches with their officers. The capitals contained more learned men and greater resources, and were in general the places of instruction for both Pagan and Christian, (e. g. Alexandria and Antioch,) and from them the country obtained its learned men. Alexandria, it is well known, contained a celebrated school in which Christian teachers qualified themselves for their office. Antioch had one similar which differed from the former as to biblical interpretation. Respecting this school, we have already some elegant investigations, and are promised some more complete from a more learned pen. Now the text of Lucian proceeded from the Antiochian school, and the Hosybian from the Alexandrian, which considered the text as its own. Thus they came from the two principal schools in Christendom. I have not said this for the information of the learned, but only to bring to their recollection what they already knew.

III. I return to my first opponent. He pretends that the ancient corruptions of the text were confined to Alexandria alone. We shall make no reply to certain very weighty arguments presented by him, such as that it would have been indiscreet to permit any such thing, and what

---

1 Dr. J. Sev. Vater, in the "Kirchen. historichen Archiv. 1823." Halle 2d. Heft. p. 84.
3 Neander in his preface to John Chrysostom.
is said respecting the holy character of the bishops, who in other places exercised a better supervision than to suffer it. Alexandria and Egypt were not, to say the least, deficient in holy teachers; but the most holy could not prevent the people, if they read the Bible, from inquiring of learned men respecting an obscure expression and subjoining to the MS. the more intelligible word, or making use of other biblical passages in explanation and noting them on the margin to refresh their memory &c. &c. But enough concerning arguments of this kind. It should not be forgotten that Origen, then and for a long time resident at Tyre, felt the necessity of correcting the MSS. of the New Testament in his vicinity and probably elsewhere, and actually performed the task. The Codices Adammantii, whose readings Jerome quotes in his commentaries, leave no room for doubt on this point.

IV. It is somewhat venturesome for any one to assert positively without evidence and to certify under his own hand, that Pamphilus bought up MSS. of the New Testament in Alexandria (which abounded in them) and thus gave occasion for the corruptions which took place in the MSS. of Palestine. Is it probable that he who venerated Origen and his works, especially his critical works, so highly, would have done this? All we know of him would lead us rather to conjecture that he used his utmost endeavours to extend the Origenian MSS.

On the contrary the Alexandrians, out of esteem for the copies of Pamphilus, collated their copies with his in Cæsarea, or caused them to be thus collated. The remains of Codex H in the Epistles are acknowledged to be Alexandrian, and according to the subscription the MS. was collated at Cæsarea with a copy written by Pamphilus' own hand.

V. We are required to do away the difference between the MSS. BC L &c. (which we regard as the later Egyptian text,) and the MSS. of the corrupt text of D Cantabrigiensis, together with those which are collated on the margin of the Philoxenian version, and in general all the MSS. which we have wrongly represented as exhibiting the κοινὴ ἔκδοσις. But if time has made a difference, is it incumbent upon us to do it away? The text of the MSS. of the κοινὴ ἔκδοσις ceases with the Memphitic version, and is found no later than the writings of the fathers of the 4th century, Athanasius, Macarius, &c., appearing distinctively in no Egyptian father afterwards. Hence the former is the more modern, the latter the antiquated text. We cannot therefore make use of the sage advice that we should confound together things which time has distinguished.

Other objections are completely obviated by our history of the text and the versions. What we have said of the Armenian version rests on good historical accounts concerning that nation. How then can any one reckon it among the monuments of a pure text, and found inferences upon that supposition?

2 Griesbach Symbolae Criticum, P. II. P. 83—87.
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§ 40.

Through the labors of these three learned men, there was now a text established, and a stop put for a time to the destructive proceedings of imprudent men and half-witted critics. This improved state of the text was not indeed of long duration, but it was fraught with important and useful consequences. Ignorant critics could not carry forward the confusion which they had begun; they were obliged to begin anew, and to labor for a long time before they could bring the text back to its former condition.

It was impossible that the recensions should long retain their original purity; for it was not only customary, but even necessary, for the transcribers to consult a second and third copy, in order by their aid to correct the mistakes which had been committed by their predecessors at all events, and from which a transcript could not easily be completely free. For this purpose old copies were generally used when such could be procured, as the subscriptions to the MSS. frequently inform us: ἀντεβιβάζεται πρὸς τὰ παλαιότατα ἀντίγραφα, πρὸς παλαιὸν ἀντίγραφον &c.

Now it must sometimes have happened that a Codex of the κοινὴ ἑκδοσις was met with, and readings again transferred from it into the revised text. Thus, in Matt. 24: 36, the κοινὴ ἑκδοσις contained after οὐδὲ οἱ ἄγγελοι τῶν οὐρανῶν the addition: οὐδὲ οὐ πλοῦς (D, 13, 124), which neither Lucian nor Hesychius acknowledged, and which, as Jerome expressly asserts, was not to be found in the third recension, in Codd. Adamantii et Pierti; yet the transcriber of the Vat. MS. B met with it in some old copy and again introduced it. This ancient and valuable MS. has received many other readings from the same source; e.g. Matt. 11: 23, ἦς ἄδον καταβῆση, DB; Matt. 12: 46, εἰς τοῦ λέγωναι κοινοὶ, DB; 15: 6, ἱκουρωσε τοῦ λόγου...; 15: 35, καὶ παρακεκλεισας τῷ ὄλῳ ἀνέπεσεν εἰς τὴν γῆν ἔλαβε τοὺς ἐπί...; 19: 9, τῆς γυναικα ταύτην καταβάττων πορείας, 24: 42, ποια ἤμερον ὁ χῶρος; 25: 30, εἰδομεν ἄδηποντα &c. Such was the case in Codex C in Luke 3: 16, which like D adds εἰς μετάνοιαν after βαπτίζων ὑμᾶς, which Origen in his works expressly rejects as a false reading, and which neither of the recensions has adopted; so Luke 8: 17, ὃν φανερών ἔστω, DC; and Luke 8: 49, C reads further after ἀπεθάνασεν—καὶ ἔγεντο ἐν τῷ πορευόμενῳ as it is presented by D, and in part by Marcolini; also Luke 11: 43, where C adds, like D, 13, 69 and 124, after ἐν ταῖς ἁγγελισμοῖς καὶ τῶν πρωτοκλησιῶν ἐν τοῖς δεῖπνοις &c. In Luke 18: 36, δύο ἐσονται ἐν τῷ ἁγῷ, ὃ εἰς παραλήπθησε καὶ ὃ ἐπερος ἀρεθήσεται certainly does not belong to Lucian's recension (it is wanting in FGHSV, b, a and other important MSS. in it); yet it has crept again into d, f, l, and r (Moscow MSS.). It was found in some of the copies from which this recension sprung, as we see from the Peschito.

We will not accumulate the examples which are to be found in great numbers in the Gospels, the Acts and the Epistles; but will only observe that this relapse to the old MSS. is frequently chargeable to readers.
who noted down readings upon the margin of their MSS. which were afterwards introduced by some one else into the body of the text, or themselves erased the reading of the revised text and wrote another in its stead. Through such an alteration, for example, the word μόνον came into the MS. C after φύλλα in Mark 11: 13, which is found in the copies of the κοινή ἕκδοσις, 13, 69, 124, and in Origen. The case is the same in this MS. with the word γαίρε after λέγει in Mark 14: 45. So too in C Luke 20: 23, πανοργίην was made παλοργίην, as is read in D and on the margin of the Philoxenian version. So also C obtained, in 1 Cor. 16: 15, after Σινέρανα the addition δορονυμάτου καὶ ἄγαθον, which occurs in FG; and in Col. 1: 12, τῷ (Θεῷ τῷ) ἑκατάκομμα, which occurs likewise in FG.

People could not cease making glosses now, any more than formerly, as we have abundant evidence in the MSS. I will notice only one example which now lies under my eye. The Euthalian Codex, Acts N. 40 in Weststein, inserts in Acts 1: 12, between ἕρωμαλήμ and σαβ-βάτου ὦν the explanation: τοσοῦτον ὄν τὸ διαστήμα ὄσον δυνάτων λαοῦσιν περιπαιεῖν, and likewise Acts 11: 13, N explains γλυκοὺς in the margin thus: τὸ ἀπόσταγμα τῆς σταυροῦς πρὶν αὐτῆςπην, which could not but receive the same honor at the hands of so unskilful a copyist as he must have been who interpolated the former gloss into the text.

Selected passages of the New Testament were now too, as before, read in the churches, and were furnished when necessary with a form of introduction or conclusion which the reader probably wrote only upon the margin. We observe a conclusion of this kind in the margin of the Basle MS. E, and the Seidel MS. H ποιλοὶ γάρ εἶναι κλητοι, ὀλίγος δὲ ἐκλεξτοι, Luke 14: 24. In the Moscow MS. V, these words are appended to the text by a later hand; in others they were originally incorporated with it. Now Matthaei has proved from other circumstances that here began a church-lesson. The case is similar with respect to the addition: ταύτα λέγειν ἐγοῦς, ἐὰν ὦ μόνον ἕκατον ἀκούειν αὐτῶν after πλούσιων Luke 12: 21, which is to be seen in the margin of E and V, and in the text of other MSS. Compare the same addition in Luke 21: 4, in several MSS. of Lucian’s recension.

Among the rest, too, the conjectures and explanations of the fathers afforded materials for interpolation. We will only refer to two familiar examples. Codex C has in its margin, Matt. 8: 28, the reading Τοπεοτίμων, Codex L has it in the text; in John 1: 28, several MSS. have in the margin and others in the text, originally or by correction, the reading Βηθαβαρα ἢ and instead of Βηθαβαρα. The first was proposed by Origen; the other is recommended by John Chrysostom.

But far more mischievous was the procedure of those who collated their MSS. with a foreign recension, and undertook accordingly what they thought emendations in them, thus mingling the text of two recensions. This has occurred in particular passages very frequently and in very many MSS.; but it is also sometimes the case that this mixture runs through whole chapters and even whole MSS. Had this procedure been more general, such confusion must have been created by this time that it would be wholly impossible to discover and distinguish the several recensions.
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The first who pursued such a course throughout the whole text was the Alexandrian deacon, Euthalius, who, under the first consulate of the Emperor Leo, A. D. 462, as he himself states, undertook a peculiar task in regard to the New Testament, of which we shall soon speak more at large. On this occasion he collated the Alexandrian text with the autograph copy of Pamphilus at Caesarea, (as he boasts in the subscription at the end of the Pauline Epistles,) and thus furnished others with the means of interpolating the recension of his own church with Origenian readings. 1

He himself did not introduce them into the text; he was content to note them on the lower margin. I discovered this from the very old and venerable fragments of an Euthalian Codex, which were once in the possession of Cozin, Bishop of Metz, and which are to be found in Wetstein and Griesbach among the MSS. of Paul's Epistles under the mark H. In the first of these fragments, 1 Cor. 10: 23—9, where the Egyptian MSS. reject the addition, v. 23: τοῦ κυρίου ἡ γῆ καὶ τὸ πλῆθος αὐτῆς, Euthalius has restored it again from the copy of Pamphilus, by placing an asterisk after αὐτοῖς, referring to the margin below in which the clause is presented marked likewise with an asterisk. 2 With intelligent copyists this was productive of no ill consequences; but such were not the greater number. In a later transcript of an Euthalian MS. in the Cod. Alexandrino-Vatican: n. 179. (Wetstein Ep. 46.) the readings of which are given by Zacagni, this addition has not crept into the text; but all transcribers were not so prudent. It could not but happen, therefore, that in some MSS. the text of Origen should become mixed with the Egyptian.

Others less discreet than Euthalius placed various readings in the margin without any mark, which were therefore easily taken for emendations, and inserted in the text in subsequent copies. This is the case with the Moscow MS. which Matthæi denominated a1. In it are found on the margin of the Acts readings from the Moscow Codex I, as we are told by Matthæi: "probabiliores lectiones fere omnes . . . Codici a in marginie notatas habet." 3 Codex I, however, (if this really be the same as the one before mentioned,) follows in the Acts, as we have already seen, the editio of Hesychius.

One of the successive possessors of the Vienna MS., Cod. Theol. Graec. Num. CCCII. Lambecii XXXIV. took a yet bolder course. This MS. contains the Acts, Paul's and the Catholic Epistles, together with the Apocalypse, according to the Constantinopolitan Recension. Now some individual has filled it throughout, as far as the Apocalypse, which he has spared, with foreign readings inserted between the lines and also in the margin. Sometimes he erased the original reading and substituted a new one in its stead; or, when he could not well erase what was to be omitted, placed marks of omission above it.

In examining these corrections we find that they agree with the

1 Montfaucon Biblioth. Coizelinae, olim Segueriana, p. 299. ἐν τῇ Βιβλιοθ. αὐτῆς τῆς Βιβλιοθ. τοῦ Βιβλ. Παμφίλου καὶ τῆς Βιβλ. Παναγίου Βιβλ. τῆς Βιβλιοθ. τοῦ Βιβλ. Παμφίλου καὶ τῆς Βιβλ. Παναγίου Βιβλ. τῆς Βιβλιοθ. τοῦ Βιβλ. Παμφίλου καὶ τῆς Βιβλ. Παναγίου Βιβλ. τῆς Βιβλιοθ. τοῦ Βιβλ. Παμφίλου καὶ τῆς Βιβλ. Παναγίου Βιβλ. τῆς Βιβλιοθ. τοῦ Βιβλ. Παμφίλου καὶ τῆς Βιβλ. Παναγίου Βιβλ. τῆς Βιβλιοθ. τοῦ Βιβλ. Παμφίλου καὶ τῆς Βιβλ. Παναγίου Βιβλ. τῆς Βιβλιοθ. τοῦ Βιβλ. Παμφίλου καὶ τῆς Βιβλ. Παναγίου Βιβλ. τῆς Βιβλιοθ. τοῦ Βιβλ. Παμφίλου καὶ τῆς Βιβλ. Παναγίου Βιβλ. τῆς Βιβλιοθ. τοῦ Βιβλ. Παμφίλου καὶ τῆς Βιβλ. Παναγίου Βιβλ. τῆς Βιβλιοθ. τοῦ Βιβλ. Παμφίλου καὶ τῆς Βιβλ. Παναγίου Βιβλ. τῆς Βιβλιοθ. τοῦ Βιβλ. Παμφίλου καὶ τῆς Βιβλ. Παναγίου Βιβλ. τῆς Βιβλιοθ. τοῦ Βιβλ. Παμφίλου καὶ τῆς Βιβλ. Παναγίου Βιβλ. τῆς Βιβλιοθ. τοῦ Βιβλ. Παμφίλου καὶ τῆς Βιβλ. Παναγίου Βιβλ. τῆς Βιβλιοθ. τοῦ Βιβλ. Παμφίλου καὶ τῆς Βιβλ. Παναγίου Βιβλ. τῆς Βιβλιοθ. τοῦ Βιβλ. Παμφίλου καὶ τῆς Βιβλ. Παναγίου Βιβλ. τῆς Βιβλιοθ. τοῦ Βιβλ. Παμφίλου καὶ τῆς Βιβλ. Παναγίου Βιβλ. τῆς Βιβλιοθ. τοῦ Βιβλ. Παμφίλου καὶ τῆς Βιβλ. Παναγίου Βιβλ. τῆς Βιβλιοθ. τοῦ Βιβλ. Παμφίλου καὶ τῆς Βιβλ. Παναγίου Βιβλ. τῆς Βιβλιοθ. τοῦ Βιβλ. Παμφίλου καὶ τῆς Βιβλ. Παναγίου Βιβλ. τῆς Βιβλιοθ. τοῦ Βιβλ. Παμφίλου καὶ τῆς Βιβλ. Παναγίου Βιβλ. τῆς Βιβλιοθ. τοῦ Βιβλ. Παμφίλου καὶ τῆς Βιβλ. Πα
MSS. ABC and the Coptic version, or at least with one or other of these documents, so that the greater part of the readings thus introduced are Egyptian, and the whole has become a mixture of different texts.

In this MS. the traces of alterations are still fresh and plainly perceptible; but not so in the Vatican MS. N. 367, which has a peculiar character in the Acts and Catholic Epistles and, as is well known, adheres pretty closely to the Hesychian text. In Paul's Epistles, however, it hesitates and wavers. Yet the text of Paul is not so much disfigured that it cannot be seen that the ground-work is Constantinopolitan. If we examine the deviations we shall soon perceive that they are not entirely irregular, but are all of the same character, viz. Egyptian.

Something of this kind occurs more or less in many MSS.; and among them are some even of the oldest monuments. We have observed before respecting the celebrated Codex A (Alex. Mus. Britan.) that, in the Gospels, it deviates often from its recension than its fellows, and then generally agrees with the Egyptian MSS. In the Acts, Epistles, and Apocalypse it is decidedly Egyptian. What accident put the copyist in possession of an Origenian MS. of the Gospels we cannot tell; but it is easy to perceive that in this part of the text also he made use of an Egyptian MS.

Confusion in the text of the Apocalypse sprung particularly from the Commentaries of Andreas and Aretas. Both were Bishops of Caesarea in Cappadocia. The latter lived in the tenth century; and the age of the former is unknown, opinions varying in respect to it between the fifth and eighth century. Their commentaries were not adapted to the readings of every MS., and yet they were read in many countries. Hence the text was often altered according to the expositions of the commentators. Frequently too their Scholia were blended with the text itself, as we see in many MSS. Now as the Apocalypse, besides the usual accidents which befel all MSS., had to encounter these two in addition, we need be less surprised that modern copies seldom contain a homogeneous text.

CHAPTER V.

HISTORY OF THE LESS IMPORTANT ALTERATIONS WHICH HAVE TAKEN PLACE IN THE BOOKS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.

§ 41.

After having attempted to collect and exhibit the main points in the history of the text, we may now devote some attention to other appearances in the MSS., which do not concern the text itself, in order to learn their nature, their origin, and antiquity, in what respects they can be of service to us, and how far they may assist us in determining the age of MSS.; points which are not matters of indifference to criticism.
As we commenced our investigations into the history of the text by going back to the writing material employed, so the present inquiries must begin.

This material was anciently the Egyptian papyrus. How long this continued in general use, is not known; but it is certain that the New Testament was written on the skins of animals as early as the fourth century. Constantine the Great had not less than fifty copies made at once, \( \text{ἐν ἀγριόνισι} \), on the skins of animals, for the churches, whose number was daily increasing.\(^1\)

Its durability, it would seem, procured this material the preference, at least for public use. The library which Pamphilus the Martyr founded for the church at Caesarea, was already considerably damaged in the fourth century, and in order to preserve it from destruction, the two Presbyters Acacius and Euzoijus re-wrote upon parchment those works which especially needed to be re-written.\(^2\)

Wealthy individuals caused the skins to be made very thin, and moreover frequently ornamented MSS. of the New Testament as articles of show. Some, says Chrysostom indignantly, possess the sacred books, and have them as if they had them not; they shut them up in their book-boxes; they pay attention only to the thinness of the skins and the elegance of the letters; they use them less for reading than for show; less admiration is excited by the contents than by the gilded characters.\(^3\)

This material lasted till sometime in the eleventh century, when cotton paper, \( \text{βομβαξ} \), \( \text{βομβαξ} \), \( \text{βομβυκά} \), gradually came into general use in the churches.\(^4\)

§ 42.

Books and treatises designed for extended circulation were not written with the abbreviations and marks of the \( \text{ταξιγράφος} \), but were transcribed by the calligraphists in large letters or in the so called uncial character. The ancient letters are exactly square, upright, and unconnected with each other.

On account of its beautiful regularity, this character prevailed without important alteration till about the ninth century; but on this very account it is difficult or rather impossible from the character alone to determine the precise age of any MS. In the ninth century the letters \( C \in O \Theta \) lost their round form, and were made narrower to save space; some, as \( Z \Xi X \), were elongated above or beneath the line. Finally, towards the close of the century, the cursive writing came into existence, and was in general use in the tenth century. The first MS. in cursive writing which we meet with belongs to the year 890.\(^5\)

---

2 Hieronym. Epist. 141. “Quam (librariam) ex parte corruptam Acacius dehinc et Euzoijus ejusdem ecclesiae sacerdotes in membranas inveniuntur sumpsit.”
4 Mostaevon Psephographia Graeca, L. I. p. 17. 18. 19.
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But the old character was retained in the MSS. of the New Testament longer than in any other. The Vatican Codex N. 354 is in uncial letters, and yet it was not written till the tenth century, in the year 949, according to the superscription. The text of the beautiful Moscow fragment of the Gospel of John, and of the Moscow MS. called Cod. g in Matthai, containing the Pauline and Catholic Epistles, as also that of the Ingolstadt MS. of the four Gospels, is written throughout in uncial characters, although the cursive-writing was then customary, as is shown by the Scholiast annexed to them.

It would seem that this alphabet was retained yet longer in church-copies, Evangelistaria, and all such MSS. as it was wished should have a splendid appearance; for the MSS. of the New Testament of the tenth century written in the cursive-hand form by far the greater number.

§ 43.

The New Testament originally had no marks of punctuation, and remained without them for a long time. As was the case in works of profane literature, the words were not even separated from each other by any interval. All the letters were united together so that every line resembled a single word. Thus in reading a person was obliged to separate and combine the letters, in order to form words and make out the sense.

Hence we meet with singular divisions and combinations of words in some of the fathers, versions, and MSS. E. g. Chrysostom presents the words I Cor. 6: 20, ὄμοιος is read, in this manner: ὄμοιος is read by some of the fathers συμπάθητας and commented on accordingly; and in Philip. 2: 4, ἑκάστοις καταλαμβάνεις is divided by Cod. Boernerianus thus: ἑκάστοις καταλαμβάνεις. The noted Codex L, in Luke 24: 34, has formed the reading ὑπόθεσαν ἡμῶν οἱ ἑπτάδες ΦΙΛΙΠΠΗΣ. In 1 Cor. 9: 12, Mill divides ὄργανον ἑκατονομένων of accents and other signs which then existed in the Old Testament, names but a single mark of division, viz. the ὄργανον, &c. &c.

In the fourth and even fifth century the New Testament had none of the ordinary punctuation marks, although there was no want of gramarians in Christendom to exercise their art in this matter.

Epiphanius, speaking at the commencement of his book περὶ μετὰ τῶν καὶ σταθμῶν of accents and other signs which then existed in the Old Testament, names but a single mark of division, viz. the ὄργανον, &c. &c.

1 Birch Proleg. in IV. Evang. p. III. IV.
2 N. T. ex edit. Frid. Matthai. at the end of Epist. ad Themal. p. 267. notit. Codd. A specimen of the character is to be found with the Apocalypse.
3 The description is at the end of Epist. ad Rom. p. 265; and there is a specimen of the text in connexion with the Catholic Epistles.
4 About the close of the eighth century, George Syncellus does indeed speak of a Biblical MS. which was divided ἐνα περὶ προσωπηθαν καὶ σταθμοῖς, and was copied from a MS. which Basilus, the Cappadocian, had revised. (Chronograph. p. 203. Richard Simon Hist. Crit. du Nouv. Testam. p. 417.) But it was only a MS. of the O. T. ; and he does not say that the accents and punctuation-marks existed in and were copied from the MS. of Basilus.
In the writings of the New Testament nothing of the kind was known to him. He finds fault with certain persons for finishing the sentence in John 1: 3 with χωρὶς αυτοῦ έγένετο οὐδέν ἦν, and connecting οὗ γέγονεν with έν αὐτῷ έστιν η λή. On this occasion, where the division of the sentence by punctuation-marks must necessarily have been mentioned if it had existed, no allusion is made to them. "They close the sentence incorrectly, divide the reading awkwardly, read falsely," is all which he says against the persons; "it should be read thus," &c. He nowhere says,—"they have displaced the punctuation-marks, they point falsely, the punctuation-marks ought to be arranged thus."¹

Some of the more ancient fathers are directly opposed to Epiphanius on this point. Irenaeus closes the passage with οὐδέν ἦν and transfers οὗ γέγονεν to the next sentence; and thus also it is cited by the Alexandrian fathers, Clement, Origen, and Athanasius.

Chrysostom on the contrary held this division to be absolutely heretical. We must examine what he says, as otherwise his expression, considered separately from the connexion, might be regarded as evidence of a system of punctuation in his time. "We will not," says he, "like the heretics, place a full stop, (ἐπὶ τελείαν στίγμην ἐπιθύμουσι), after the words, without him there was nothing made, (χωρὶς αὐτοῦ έγένετο οὐδέν ἦν.)"

It might be thought from this expression that the period was in use in MSS. of the New Testament. But the sequel shows that he only speaks in the technical language of the grammarians, and expresses in their manner what was to be done in such a case. He nowhere appeals to the usage of MSS., but, having stated his objections drawn from the connexion and from the inconsistency of the sense with the rest of the Christian doctrines, he proceeds: "Let us then leave this, and pass to the usual mode of reading and expounding the passage. And what is that? It is to stop in reading with the word γέγονεν, and then to begin the next sentence with the following words, viz. in him was life."²

Thus every one divided the sentences according to his own opinion and according to his skill in reading, there being no established method to serve as a standard; and that division which Epiphanius regarded as a sin against the Holy Ghost, is found in the writings of the Orthodox Athanasius.

We will now cite some further instances from the Epistles, in which the commentators divide differently whenever differences are possible. Theodoret divides 1 Cor. 15: 32 thus: εἰ μόνος ὁ δισελίς, εἰ νεκρὸς εἰς

¹ Nom.: "δὲ παρακολούθησεν καὶ μὴ νοοῦτες διαστέλλειν τὴν ἀνάγνωσιν τίνος εἰς τὸ εἰςδν. πάντα δὲ αὐτοῦ ἔγενος, καὶ χωρὶς αὐτοῦ ἔγειτο οὐδέν· ὡς ὁ δὲ διοικηθείς τὸ ἐξήλθεν, ὑπὸ υἱὸν βαπτίσθησαι καὶ τὸ πνεῦμα τὸ ἄγνωστο τοῦ λαβέται, συνειδήσας περὶ τὴν ἀνάγνωσιν, καὶ ἔπει τὸν ἀρχηγὸν ἀνεπλημμένον, καὶ έπει τοῦ ἀρχηγοῦ ἀνεπλημμένον. Αὐτοῖς δὲ ἄνθρωπος λέγεται. Αὐτοὶ δὲ ταύτην ἄνθρωπον λέγεται. Αὐτοὶ δὲ ταύτην ἄνθρωπον λέγεται. Αὐτοὶ δὲ ταύτην ἄνθρωπον λέγεται. Αὐτοὶ δὲ ταύτην ἄνθρωπον λέγεται. Αὐτοὶ δὲ ταύτην ἄνθρωπον λέγεται.
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γενέσεως; Chrysostom concludes the previous sentence with τι μοι σοι ἐστιν and arranges the next thus: εἰ τίνι οὖν γενέσεως, γεγομεν. But the latter concludes Rom. 8: 20, with ὑποτεθηκα, and then begins the 21st verse with ἐν' ἐλπίδι; but the former joins together ὑποτεθηκα ἐν' ἐλπίδι. In 1 Cor. 3: 18, Theodoret connects οὐκ ὕποτεθηκα ἐν' ὑποτεθηκα, and then begins ἐν τῷ ἑαυτῷ τουτοι. He explains οὐκ ὕποτεθηκα, and then begins ἐν τῷ ἑαυτῷ τουτοι. Theodoret ends Coloss. 1: 11, μακροθυμῶν μετὰ χαρᾶς. Chrysostom ends with μακροθυμῶν and then begins μετὰ χαρᾶς εὐχαριστοῦντες. Not to accumulate examples, we will content ourselves with noticing two passages in Jerome. In his commentaries, which is well known, he composed with the aid of Greek MSS., he says on Ephes. 1: 5, "this may be read in two different ways; the expression in caritate may either refer back to the preceding clause, or may be connected with the following." etc. He observes in like manner on Philemon 4, 5, that "the word semper may be assigned either to the first or second clause; that it is a doubtful case, both ways making sense." How could this be, if the limits of the clauses were defined by established punctuation? Theodoret, in his commentaries, sometimes suggests how in his opinion certain doubtful passages ought to be pointed. In 2 Cor. 1: 3, εὐλογετὸς ὁ θεός καὶ πατὴρ τοῦ κυρίου Ἰησοῦ Χριστοῦ, he advises that a stop should be made, ἐν τῇ σεβαστῇ, after εὐλογετὸς ὁ θεός, lest the meaning should be understood to be, the God of Jesus Christ. And in the noted passage, 2 Cor. 4: 4, according to him a stop should be made, ἐν τῇ σεβαστῇ, after εἰ δὲ there should be a stop; ἐν τῇ σεβαστῇ, as if Paul began to say: if it be so—then hear—God willing to show his wrath, &c.

However incorrect any of these proposals may be, they yet lead us to remark, that here and there in particular passages a punctuation mark may very probably have been added by careful readers of the Bible, according to the directions of the fathers. Thus, e. g., we see that two very ancient MSS., neither of which is divided throughout by punctuation marks, in that locus versatus, John 1: 3, have a period after γενετο ὁ γενετο, &c.

When we call to mind the seriousness with which Epiphanius charged this division of the clauses with blasphemy and Chrysostom with her-
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—when we recollect the ancient dispute respecting 2 Cor. 4: 4, we perceive the reason why no scholar or grammarian presumed to point the New Testament throughout. He might very easily, contrary to his intentions, favor an error in doctrine or involve himself in controversies which he would rather avoid. Thus, as this business was encompassed with so many difficulties, it was postponed to another period.

§ 44.

It was however a very difficult task for a reader who was not possess- ed of considerable learning to read the Bible in the public assemblies properly and intelligibly without marks of division; and even in private reading, some assistance was desirable. To obviate the inconvenience which was felt, the Alexandrian deacon Euthalius conceived the idea of making a division μετά στίχων, and this method was soon extensively adopted.1

The plan which he introduced was to place just so many words in one line, as, in order to express the sense clearly, should be read without any pause. We will present an example from the celebrated fragment of the Pauline Epistles which Wetstein has designated by the letter H.2

ΠΡΕΣΒΥΤΤΑΣ ΝΗΦΑΛΙΟΤΣ ΕΙΝΑΙ ΣΕΜΙΝΟΤΣ ΣΩΦΡΟΝΑΣ ΤΓΙΑΙΟΝΤΑΣ ΤΗ ΠΙΣΤΕΙ ΤΗ ΑΓΑΠΗ ΠΡΕΣΒΥΤΤΑΣ ΡΩΣΙΤΤΑΣ ΕΝ ΚΑΤΑΣΤΗΜΑΤΙ ΙΕΡΟΙΡΕΠΗΣ ΜΗ ΔΙΑΒΟΛΟΤΣ ΜΗ ΟΙΝΩ ΠΟΛΑΩ ΔΕΔΟΤΑΩΜΕΝΑΣ ΚΑΛΟΔΙΔΕΣΚΑΛΟΤΣ.

This he called στίχον γράφων, and this way of writing στίχωμετρ- ήσα. At the end of each biblical book was marked the number of Stichoi it contained.

He finished the Pauline Epistles in this way in the year 462, for he himself in speaking of Paul’s death in the Prolegomena to his Epistles,3 incidentally states this to have been the time from the birth of Christ to his own days. Soon after, he commenced dividing the Acts and the Catholic Epistles also in the same way. We do not however possess any treatise which gives an account of his procedure as to the Gospels; it may have perished or may lie unnoticed in the libraries. The idea appears


2 Biblioth. Coislinian. Montfauq. p. 259. I have corrected some mistakes which the copyist made in the division.
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to have been suggested to him by the so called στιχοφρασίς βίβλοι of the Old Testament. Job, the Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes and Solomon’s Song, which had long been so written.¹

He put this plan in execution in order to secure perspicuity in public reading according to his own mode of dividing the clauses.² And indeed the necessity of some such aid to the unlearned was so clearly seen that the Euthalian division was very extensively adopted or imitated. In Egypt, where it appeared under the patronage of the patriarch, to whom it was dedicated, it could not fail of a favorable reception; but elsewhere also it met with so many patrons, that we are now in possession of stichometrical MSS. of every country and Recension.³ The greater part of them do not indeed retain the Ἀρχιον; but they contain a catalogue of them at the end of every book; a convincing proof that they are copies of stichometrical MSS. This circumstance is of use in determining the age of the MSS. which were the originals of such copies.

It sometimes happens too, that besides the number of the στίχων, that of the δημωτων likewise is given. In all MSS. the number of δημωτων is not much larger than that of the στίχων; it would therefore be

¹ Suicer Thesaur. V. Στίχων, p. 1020.
erroneous to regard the ϕηματα as words. They can hardly be any-
thing but clauses like the σηγος; and it would seem that the latter
were called in some countries by a different name—that they were
denominated ϕηματα. Now copyists who had more than one MS. before
them to collate, copied the ϕηματα from one and the σηγος from the
other together, without understanding what they were doing. Nor must
we be surprised that the number of the Στιχοι is not given alike in dif-
ferent MSS. or that the number of σηγος and ϕηματων does not ex-
actly agree. A MS. had more or less clauses in its text according as it
belonged to this or that recension, and thence this disagreement neces-
arily resulted.

§ 45.

We indeed know when Stichometry arose, viz. in the middle of the
5th century, but we do not know when it ceased. How it ceased and
how it suggested the idea of a regular system of punctuation, we are
informed by a fine critical document, the Codex Cyprius or Colbert 5149,
now N. 63 in the Library of France, in Wetstein K.
The stichometrical mode of writing left more than half the space
unoccupied and made MSS. unnecessarily costly and cumbrous. In
order to gain room and yet not lose the Stichoi, a point was placed after
every Stichos and the MS. was written continuously as formerly.

It is thus that the Cyprian Codex is written. After a Stichos, or af-
after as many words as are to be read at once or in a single breath in read-
ing correctly, a point is placed, without any reference to the principles
of grammatical division or the rules of punctuation. We see this very
clearly in the specimen in Montfaucon: Ὁ δέ ἐγερθεὶς παρελαβε τὸ
παιδιόν, και τὴν μητέρα αὐτοῦ, και ἐλθεὶν εἰς τὴν ἱεροσυνή. Ἀκούσας
dὲ, ὅτι Ἀρχελαος ἑαυτὸν ἐπὶ τῆς ἱεραρχας. ἀκούσας τὸν πα-
τοῦ τοῦ αὐτοῦ. ἔρρησεν ἐκεί ἀπελθεῖν. χρηματισθεὶς δὲ ... Matt. 21,
22.1

This, as every one will perceive, is strictly stichometrical; but no
completely ungrammatical, that no one could be tempted to call it punc-
tuation.

Yet from this originated continuous and regular punctuation. Intel-
ligent persons naturally disliked such a method of division, and began
to improve it and insert regular marks of punctuation. For, that sev-
eral attempted this independently of each other, is clear as well from
the dissimilarity prevailing in their arrangement of clauses, as from the
difference in the marks themselves which occur in the MSS. There
are MSS. which employ a cross instead of a period; as Cod. L or 2861,
now No. 62 in the Library of France, and Cod. Vat. 354, also Cod. a
in Matthei. Others use it instead of almost all the punctuation marks,
as Vatic. 1067, Colbert. 700. The Codex Vatic. 351 almost always
makes use of two points one above the other, instead of punctuation
marks. The division is made in a different manner in the beautiful
Basle MS. E, in which a point at the top of a letter denotes a period, at
the bottom, a comma, and in the middle a semicolon, which according

to Isidore of Seville is the regular system of punctuation. Others have, besides the point, the comma, as Cod. V. in Matthæi.

In this business the commentaries of the fathers upon doubtful passages seem to have been made use of, by those copyists or grammarians who went to work with care.

But through whom and where all this took place we can the less easily determine, because it took place only gradually and imperceptibly. It is indeed true that in the 10th century a regular system of punctuation had been introduced. It is no less true, that it is met with in MSS. of the New Testament which belong to the 9th century. Nor does it seem to me that he who should even maintain that it sometimes occurred in MSS. of the 8th century, would encounter any incontrovertible arguments against his position.

§ 46.

The accents are far older than regular punctuation in the writings of the New Testament; and in those of the Old Testament, they existed still earlier than in the New.

In the fourth century and probably before, certain persons, ἡς, had already furnished the sacred books of the Old Testament with accents. Epiphanius tells us this at the commencement of his work Περὶ μετρῶν καὶ σταθμῶν, and also, in the same place, names all the accents, ὀζεία, δασεία, βαρεία, ψιλή, &c. with which the Bible had been decorated. The writing of the accents he calls στείλειν κατὰ προσῳδίαν.

It is possible that the books of the New Testament also were sometimes thus early furnished with accents, but it was Euthalius who brought the accents into general use along with stichometry. He informs us in the preface to his stichometrical edition of the Acts and Catholic Epistles, that he had also written them κατὰ προσῳδίαν. Montfaucon, therefore, was unnecessarily troubled in respect to the antiquity of the stichometrical MSS. Claremont. D Epist. Paul. and Coislinian. H, and need not, in order to sustain their credit, have resorted to the supposition that the accents were added by a later hand.

The general notion respecting the late use of the accents in the New Testament, is derived from profane criticism, and has occasioned inaccurate opinions respecting several documents.

Notwithstanding, even after the time of Euthalius, copyists frequently omitted the accents in stichometrical MSS., for convenience' sake or for other reasons.

§ 47.

The books of the New Testament in MSS. have various titles and subscriptions, which, among the minor circumstances in relation to the text, are not unworthy of our attention. The first book is sometimes superscribed: Τὸ κατὰ Ματθαίου εὐαγγέλιον, or: Εὐαγγέλιον κατὰ

2 Εὐαγγελία ἑξής, τὸ τῶν πράξεων βιβλίον ἢμα καὶ κοθαλάτων ἐκποίησιν ἐνακρίνειτε κατὰ προσῳδίαν, n. s. l. Σωστιά, p. 409. Galland, T. X. p. 301.
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MATTHAEUS, KATE MATTHAEIUM άγων ευαγγέλιον, TO άγων ευαγγέλιον του Κυρίου αποστόλου. ΜΑΤΘΑΙΟΥ ΤΟΥ ΑΠΟΣΤΟΛΟΥ, &c.

Of what date are these superscriptions? The freedom used in regard to them leads us at once to suspect that they did not come from the author himself. This is very evident in regard to the Epistles of Paul. He certainly would not have written upon his letters: The first to the Corinthians, The second to the Thessalonians, &c. Such an enumeration could have been made only at the time when the Epistles began to be collected together.

Marcion, who acknowledged Luke's Gospel under certain modifications as his own, affixed no name to it at all. So says Tertullian, and then proceeds: "Would it indeed have been very much out of the way, if he had contrived a new title for it, after altering the contents according to his fancy? How can we acknowledge a work which dares not lift up its head, which evinces so little confidence that it does not claim credit by an avowal of its author?"

And now in order to confute him, he does not, as would perhaps be expected, maintain that Matthew and Luke prefixed their names to the Gospels themselves; but relies upon the testimony of apostolical churches, and of those which were connected with them by religious agreement, which from the publication up to that time had declared Luke to be the author.

Just so when Marcion altered the superscription of the Epistle to the Ephesians and gave it the title, To the Laodiceans,—he appeals against him to the declaration of the churches, according to which the Epistle was directed to the Christians at Ephesus.

It is therefore extremely probable that the titles were prefixed by the churches to which these writings were sent, and when the latter were united in one Codex the titles were retained.

Chrysostom asserts without limitation, that not one of the Evangelists subjoined his name. "Moses," says he in his first Homily on the Epistle to the Romans, "wrote five books, and prefixed his name to neither; nor did those who related events after him; neither did Matthew, nor John, nor Mark, nor Luke. But Paul mentions himself by name—and why? As the former wrote for those who were with them, it was unnecessary to annex their names; but Paul wrote his Epistles while at a distance," &c.

Yet this same father so far makes an exception in respect to Matthew as to assert, that he himself prefixed the designation Gospel to his book. This statement is so natural, so consistent with the purpose of Matthew and with the circumstances in which he wrote, as we have shown in its proper place,—his work is so completely a book of tidings respecting the Messiah, in other words a Gospel, that the Apostle could not announce it better, or more effectually induce the inhabitants of Palestine to read and ponder it, than by writing at the head of it: ΕΤΑΦΕΙΑΩΝ.

2 L. V. Adv. Marcion. c. 11.
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When afterwards other writings of similar purport took their places with this, Christians, in order to prevent confusion, added to the word εὐαγγέλιον—κατὰ Ματθαίον. The name εὐαγγέλιον passed from Matthew to the rest, as the similarity in contents seemed to justify the designation. To these, too, in order to distinguish them, it was necessary to add the name of the writer, κατὰ Μᾶρκου, κατὰ Λουκᾶν.

Thus the oldest fathers cite them, not as the Gospel of Matthew, or of Mark, but according to Matthew, according to Mark.¹ For these writings were not regarded as separate works, which in different directions conspired to the same end, but as parts of one whole, which were indeed distinct as respected the writers, but united to represent a single subject. It is for this reason that the ancients often speak as if there was but one Gospel. They call it a quadriform Gospel, or the one by four, &c.²

The ancients took care to repeat the title at the end of a roll or book, so that if the beginning, which was most exposed to injury, suffered any damage, information respecting the author and title of the work might be found at the end. This is the case also in the Herculaneum MSS.³ Hence arose the subcriptions to the books of the New Testament, which were originally only repetitions of the superscription or title: e. g. εὐαγγέλιον κατὰ Ματθαίου, Παύλου πρὸς Ρωμαίους ἐπιστολή, and sometimes only πρὸς Ρωμαίους, πρὸς Κορίνθιοις, κατὰ Λουκᾶν, κατὰ Μᾶρκου, κατὰ Μωυσέως.

Such perhaps was the character of these titles and subscriptions for some centuries. But when the fathers composed commentaries on the New Testament, they began to pay attention to the time and the historical circumstances in which individual books were written. Thus Chrysoestom and Theodoret, in the prefices to their Expositions of the Pauline Epistles, have inferred, from a comparison of various passages in them with each other and with the Acts, the place and circumstances in which they were written.

The author of the Synopsis which is commonly ascribed to St. Athanasius, gives the following places as those in which Paul’s Epistles were written: τὴν πρὸς Ρωμαίους ἐπιστολήν ἀπὸ Κορίνθου, τὴν πρὸς Κορ. α. ἐπιστολή... ἀπὸ Ἐφέσου τῆς Ἀδελείας, τὴν πρὸς Κορ. β. ... ⁴


Short observations of this kind, it would seem, were sometimes written at the end of the Epistles, and thus extended the subscriptions. Some additional scraps of erudition in regard to the Gospels and other books, were disposed of in the same way.

But the subscriptions did not obtain a definite form till the middle of the fifth century. Euthalius then gave them such a form in his stichometrical edition of the New Testament. In fact, (and it ought not to have escaped the notice of the editor of Euthalius,) he has literally transcribed the summaries which are prefixed to the respective books from the Athanasian Synopeis, and with them likewise the places assigned to Paul's Epistles, as we have quoted them above. But in his subscriptions he attributes very different places from these to several Epistles, as being those from which they were sent.

In some of them, it is true, he does not differ from the Synopeis, as, e.g. in the following: ἐπος Ἐβραῖον ἑγερας, ἀπὸ Κορήθουν διὰ Φοιβῆς τῆς διακόνου. στίγος. πικ. ἐπος Ἐβραῖον ἑγερας ἀπὸ Ρωμῆς. στίγος. φξ. πρὸς Θεσσαλονίκης. α. ἑγερας ἀπὸ Αθηναίου. στίγος. φξ. πρὸς Ἐφραῖον ἑγερας ἀπὸ Ρωμῆς διὰ Τιγίκου. στίγος. τιμ. πρὸς Τίτου τῆς Κρητης ἑκκλησίας πρῶτον ἐπίσκοπον γερανεοτήθηνται ἑγερας ἀπὸ Νικοπόλεως τῆς Μακεδονίας. στίγος. φξ. In others, however, he varies from him; as, e.g. πρὸς Θεσσαλονίκης. β. ἑγερας ἀπὸ Ἀθηναίου. στίγος. σει. πρὸς Τιμόθεου α. ἑγερας ἀπὸ Λαοδικίας. τιμ. ἕτερο μητρόπολις Φοιβῆς τῆς Παλαιαμαχίας. στίγος. σει. He comes nearer in the following: πρὸς Κορήθους. β. ἑγερας ἀπὸ Φιλιππῶν διὰ Τίτου καὶ Αουκο. στίγος. φξ. He must have found notices of these facts somewhere else, and probably it was in the biblical MSS. themselves. The subscriptions retained this form ever after, and spread in this condition from MS. to MS.

§ 48.

The New Testament was also divided into certain portions, which appear under various names. The custom of reading it in the public assemblies after the Law and the Prophets, must have led to such divisions. For this purpose the Law and Prophets had already been divided into Parashoth and Haphtaroth, and it could not be long before a similar course would be taken with the New Testament. The division into church-lessons was the most ancient.

The Christian fathers called the Jewish sections for reading, Pericopes: this expression Justin Martyr makes use of in citing the prophetical books. It occurs also in Clement of Alexandria and the same

---

1 Dialog. cum Tryph. c. 65. c. 72. 2 Clem. Alex. L. III. Strom. c. 4.
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Thus the Pericopae were nothing but ἀναγνωρίσματα, church-lessons, or sections of the New Testament which were read in public after Moses and the Prophets.

In the third century there occurs another division into κεφαλαία. Dionysius of Alexandria speaks of these on occasion of the disputes respecting the Apocalypse. "Some," says he, "went through the whole book, chapter by chapter, endeavoring to show that it contained no sense." 2

In the fifth century, Euthalius presents anew a division into chapters, which has been regarded as his own invention. He himself, however, claims only to have composed τὴν τῶν κεφαλαίων έκθεσιν, the summaries of the chapters in the Acts and the Catholic Epistles. 3 In respect to the Epistles of Paul, not even these are his, but, as he himself says, they originated with one of the wisest of the fathers and followers of Christ, and he himself only incorporated them with his stichometric New Testament. 4 Thus the chapters must have existed before Euthalius, as the father alluded to had composed summaries of them. But how ancient they are we cannot readily determine. 5

The Euthalian κεφαλαία are distinguished from the Pericopae or church-lessons by their length. The Jews had divided the Law into 53 Parashoth, according to the number of the Sabbaths there may be in a year. It was nearly in the same way that the Acts, the Catholic and Pauline Epistles were divided according to the Alexandrine ritual, which Euthalius follows in his stichometrical edition; viz. into 56 Pericopae, three more than the κυριακαὶ ἡμέραι or Sundays, probably for three festivals, which were perhaps observed at Christmas, Easter, and Whit-Pentecostide. The Gospels naturally had the same number of Pericopae. Such was the case in ancient times in Asia, for Justin says, that Christians there assembled for prayer and reading the Scriptures only on Sunday, ἐν τῇ τοῦ θεοῦ ἡμέρᾳ. The whole New Testament being thus divided into so few sections, they were necessarily very large, and hence in Euthalius a Pericopae sometimes comprehends four, five, and even six chapters.

We have spoken as yet of the chapters of the Acts and the Epistles only. In the Gospels we meet with two kinds of κεφαλαία, large and small.

1 Strom. L. IV. c. 9. L. VII. c. 13. μεγίστης δ' οὖσς τῆς περικωπῆς. 1 Cor. VI. 1. seq.
4 Id. loc. cit. p. 528. καὶ ἐκεῖνη δὲ συντόμως τὴν ἐπιστολὴν ἐν τοῖς ἑξε ἂντωμασιν τῆς τῶν κεφαλαίων ἔκθεσιν ἐν τοῖς συναντήσεσι τοίς καὶ φιλοξενεῖσε σα- τίτας ἡμῶν πεποιημένης.
5 In Euthalius' Prologomena to Paul there is a statement of the period from the death of the Apostle to the time of Arcadius and Honorius; and then Euthalius pursues the chronological reckoning down to his own days. The inference has been attempted from this, that the author of these chapters lived under these two Emperors. But Euthalius compiled sometimes from one source and sometimes from another, and we can infer only the antiquity of this statement concerning Paul's death.
small. The small are the Ammonian which Eusebius projected, and according to which he composed his ten Canons, that he might be able to designate in the Monastessarion of Ammonius what belonged to each Evangelist. In his letter to Carpianus, he speaks respecting their use and respecting the nature of his ten Canons; and calls his sections sometimes ἕζωλαι and sometimes περικοῖς. Matthew contains 355 of them, Mark 236, Luke 342, and John 232.

The other chapters, called the larger from their length, are entirely independent of the former. Matthew contains 68, Mark 49, Luke 68, and John only 18. There are very few MSS. which have not both together.

The author of the larger chapters is unknown, and their date can only be conjectured. In the fourth century Caesarius, probably the brother of Gregory of Nazianzen, was acquainted only with the Ammonian chapters. "We have four Gospels," says he, "which contain one thousand one hundred and sixty-two chapters," &c.1 Epiphanius in his Ἀνακοσμαῖων has exactly repeated this passage of Caesarius,2 which gives the number of the Ammonian, but not of the larger chapters. Chrysostom, too, knew nothing of the latter. In his expositions of Matthew and John he frequently concludes his discourse in the middle of the larger chapters or wherever it happens, and coincides with them only when the Evangelist's history itself exhibits so abrupt a transition as could not but be regarded.

But in Euthymius and Theophylact the larger chapters are the common ones. Though, however, they are not discovered in any older fathers, this is not the earliest trace of their existence. We find them in MSS. which evidently reach back far beyond the times of these two commentators.

Their appropriate name was τίτλος. "The titles and chapters," says Suidas, "differ; Matthew has 68 titles and 355 chapters; Mark 49 titles and 336 chapters; Luke 83 titles and 342 chapters; John 18 titles and 292 chapters."3 What he here calls chapters are the Ammonian καταλόγα, and the τίτλοι are what we have denominated the larger chapters, as we see from the number. This we are told also by an old document, viz. Codex L, or 2861, now 62 in the royal library: τὸ κατὰ Ματθαίου εὐαγγέλιον ἔχει τίτλους ἐποίησες ἔνα καὶ καταλόγα τνῷ τὸ κατὰ Μάρκου εὐαγγέλιον τίτλους τριών ψ. καὶ καταλόγα πλῆθος. τὸ κατὰ Λουκᾶν εὐαγγέλιον ἔχει τίτλους πνε. καταλόγα τριών. τὸ κατὰ τοῦ Ιωάννη εὐαγγέλιον ἔχει τίτλους τριών ψ. καταλόγα πλῆθος.4 The errors which occur here are easily corrected and do not properly affect at all the point under consideration.

They were probably called τίτλοι because to each of these chapters a summary or inscription, Ἄρθρον, was prefixed. That they came from

---


that pious follower of Christ to whom Euthalius ascribes την των μεγαλων εκθεσιν in the Acts and Epistles, we may rather conjecture than assert. They are found very much alike in the MSS. of all countries and recensions.

Andreas of Cappadocia divides the Apocalypse into 24 λόγους and 72 μεγάλα.

In the church-lessons, to return to them once more, various alterations took place. As festival days multiplied, the old division could no longer subsist, and in many churches the Pericope became shorter. At last, as ceremonial observances increased, only certain passages, and these sometimes very short, were selected from the Gospels, the Acts and the Epistles. An entire Codex of this kind was called ἐκλογάδιον; one of the Gospels only, εὐαγγελισταρίων; and one of the other books, πραξιστολογός.

This change seems to have taken place among the Latins much earlier than among the Greeks. Credible witnesses testify to the existence of this arrangement among the former about the middle of the fifth century; a period when nothing of the kind can be discovered among the latter. The term πραξιστολογός does indeed frequently occur in the Typicum of St. Sabas, who died in the beginning of the fifth century. But the Greeks do not deny that this Typicum or monastic ritual is not his own,—that the latter perished during the incursions of the barbarians, and was rewritten by John Damascenus from recollection. John Damascenus lived about the middle of the eighth century; and I am not aware of any earlier notice of Lectionaria among the Greeks.

Our present chapters, it is well known, come from Cardinal Hugo de Saint Cher, who composed a Concordance in the twelfth century, and for convenient reference divided the Bible into small sections at his pleasure. They are generally adopted in the editions of the Hebrew and Greek text.

The verses come from Robert Stephens, who introduced them for the first time in his edition of the New Testament in 1551. The place where this was printed is not stated, but it is decorated with the olive of Stephens.

C H A P T E R VI.

CONCERNING THE MANUSCRIPTS.

§ 49.

The changes which occurred at different periods in the circumstances and appearance of the text, are so many marks by which to discov-

1 Bingham Orig. Ecclesiast. L. XIV. c. III. § 3.
3 Id. l. c. p. 4. 5. Suecer Thesaur. V. τυπισμὸν.
er the age of MSS. Though they seldom enable us to pronounce decisively as to their precise age, yet we can generally infer from them whether a MS. is or is not as old as is asserted. For this reason we shall find no better place to speak particularly of these valuable bequests of antiquity through which the text has descended to us, than here, immediately after the investigations which comprise the facts that are the basis of our judgment respecting them.

We have, too, other aids in this matter, as e. g. a comparison of the Church-calendars and Diptychs with the festivals which are frequently noted in connexion with the lessons in the MSS.—also the observation of marginal glosses, postscripts of the calligraphists, or other additions which may have been made to any particular MS. But these are individual circumstances which differ in different cases, and therefore cannot be considered and reckoned as general characteristics. They are therefore surrendered to the individual capacity and penetration of critics, some of whom will derive more and some less advantage from them.

Certain historical circumstances which we subjoin may be useful in determining the age of MSS. written in Alexandria. Strabo names two cities in which copies of MSS. were made for sale, εἰς παροικίαν, viz. Rome and Alexandria; 1 probably the former dealt in Latin and the latter in Greek literature.

The Alexandrian characters possessed some peculiarities, but we are not informed in what they consisted. 2 Among the calligraphists of this city appear some illustrious names; e. g. Philodemus, who became blind in the practice of his art; 3 Hierakas, who followed his employment with his eyesight unimpaired when over eighty years old; 4 and others down to the times of the Arabians. 5 But, as these times of decay came on, the Greeks withdrew from so laborious a mode of gaining subsistence, preferring rather to harass the country in the capacity of overseers, collectors, and soldiers, and gave up calligraphy to the natives or Copts, as well as all other operations of industry and manual labor. 6 On this account however they were regarded with such hatred, that, after the conquest of Egypt by the Arabian armies in the year 641, the Copts united with the Arabs to expel them totally from the country, and succeeded in their endeavour after the capture of Alexandria.

From this time the Arabians put a stop to the intercourse of Egypt with foreign nations, and especially with the dominions of the Greek emperor, 7 so that the sale of MSS. abroad was rendered impracticable.

---

The destruction of the library, too, at the command of Omar (for this is a well authenticated fact, 1) entirely deprived the calligraphists of the MSS. from which they made their copies. Both occurrences were highly prejudicial to the art of calligraphy. The first limited the exercise of it to the continually decreasing demand within the country itself; the other robbed it of the hope of ever again rising to much importance even though other circumstances should favor it as before.

After the Greeks were expelled, there remained only one chapel at Alexandria, and a single church with a bishop at Kasser el Shema, devoted to the Greek religious service. 2 The numerous churches they had possessed the Copts appropriated to themselves. At this period there was no demand for Greek copies of the Bible, either for the use of churches or of individuals. This state of things lasted from 641 to 730, when the condition of the Greeks took a more favorable turn, and they again obtained a patriarch in the person of Cosmas, together with the privilege of undisturbed worship and the possession of many of their churches. 3 Here seems to commence the second period of the Greek MSS. of the New Testament written in Egypt.

No one will expect here a description of all the MSS. which are known. This might indeed be required in Prolegomena to a critical edition of the New Testament, the extent of the plan of which called for such particularity. Here however we are only bound to give information respecting those MSS. to which we have referred in our history of the text.

We divide them into three classes: I. such as were antecedent to the practice of stichometry; II. stichometrical; and III. such as were written after stichometry had become extinct.

§ 50.

The oldest MSS. which have come down to us have been, probably more from accident than any thing else, designated by the letters A, B, and C.

Cod. B, or Vatic. 1200, contains the Old and New Testament; the latter in the following order: Gospels, Acts, Catholic and Pauline Epistles as far as Heb. 9: 14. The Epistles to Timothy, Titus, Philemon, together with the Apocalypse, have been destroyed by time. 4

The MS. is of the finest parchment, with very simple and beautiful square letters which are invariably uniform and scarce perceptibly larger than the characters in the MS. of Philodemus ἐγώ μονακής, the first of the Herculanean rolls which was unfolded. In other respects, too,

---

1 George Kesser's (Prof. and Curator of the Gymnasium.) “Programm über die Bibliothek, welche die Araber zu Alexandrien verbrannten.” Freyburg. 1819. 4. p. 2-6.
4 I have described and criticised this MS. in a Programm, “De antiquitate Codicis Vaticani Commentatio.” Friburgi. 1809. 4.
they resemble them extremely. The initial letters do not differ at all from the rest; a later hand has written larger initials over the original ones.

The letters are all equidistant from each other; no word is separated from the rest, and each line appears to be but a single word. Where a complete narrative or other long series of sentences terminates, a blank space is left of the breadth of a letter or half a letter.

The MS. has three columns on each page, and when opened presents 6 columns to the eye, so that we are deceived and think we have a book-roll unrolled before us. It would seem as if at that period men were just on the point of passing from the use of rolls to that of books, and there still remained in the latter some resemblance to their previous form. It is therefore much broader than it is long, and in that respect resembles no other Greek document except the celebrated fragment of Dion Cassius, formerly in the possession of Fulvius Ursinus.

The MS. had long since faded so much that it was necessary for a second hand to retouch the characters with new ink. It would even seem that in the Epistle to the Galatians, p. 1491, a third hand undertook to remedy the faintness of the second application of ink. The very faint characters of the first hand have been preserved untouched only where the calligraphist wrote words or whole clauses over a second time. The unnecessary pains of retouching what was written over twice was spared. So far the characteristics all point to a very high antiquity; but they are merely general and determine nothing definite.

The punctuation marks are by the second hand and occur but seldom. We may pass through several chapters in the Gospels and Epistles without finding a single one. Even where at the close of a section a space of the breadth of half or the whole of a letter is left blank, no period is inserted. They occur more frequently in some chapters of the Acts. There are no accents in any place where the first writing appears clear and untouched; they were added by a later hand.

The inscriptions or titles are appended as a matter of small importance to the upper part of the upper margin in a somewhat smaller hand. They are extremely simple, and are found at the top of each page throughout the MS.: κατὰ Ματθαίου, (sic) κατὰ Μάρκου, πρὸς ἡσυχάτους, ἀπὸ Πολύκλεος, Πετρονίου Π., Πετρονίου Β., then πρὸς Ρωμαίους, πρὸς Κορινθίους, without the name of the author. The subscripsions are mere repetitions of the titles; what is additional was undoubtedly added by a second hand: after πρὸς Ρωμαίους we find ἀπὸ Κορινθίου; after πρὸς Κορινθίους Β., has been added ἱστορία ἀπὸ Φιλίππων, &c. But even these later additions do not recognise the Euthalian inscriptions.

As to the chapters in the Gospels, the Ammonian division is wholly wanting, although it was pretty general about the middle of the fourth


2 I have selected as specimens two of these passages, John 13: 14. Rom. 4: 4. A pretty good idea of the general appearance of the Codex may be obtained from Blanchin. Evangelior. Quadrupl. P. L. ad pag. CDXCI.

century. We will not insist very strongly however on this point. Instead of them there are chapters which we find no where else; in Matthew 170, Mark 72, Luke 152, and John 80. The Acts of the Apostles was originally divided only into the Egyptian church-lessons; another hand afterwards added chapters, but not the Euthalian. To the original division of the Catholic Epistles, as in the Acts, another has been added by a later hand; but neither does this accord at all with that made by Euthalius. These

The division of the Pauline Epistles is wholly without example. It is not the case that each Epistle has its separate chapters, but all together are considered as a single book, and the chapters are numbered continuously throughout. The Epistle to the Romans ends with the 21st chapter; the first to the Corinthians begins with the 22d chapter and concludes with the 32d; then the second to the Corinthians begins with the 32d chapter, &c. Not only are all these appearances Ante-Euthalian, but some of them are of a character so ancient that they belong very much farther back, and no other trace of them remains.

Two additional peculiarities merit our attention. The Epistle to the Galatians concludes with the 59th chapter; the next, to the Ephesians, commences with the 70th chapter, and then the numbers continue regularly through Philemon, Colossians, and Thessalonians. The second to the Thessalonians ends with the 93d chapter. Now why are the chapters from the 59th to the 70th wanting? Whence this chasm? At the end of the second to the Thessalonians we find the explanation. We here meet with the Epistle to the Hebrews; it begins with the 50th chapter, proceeds with the 61, 62, 63, and 64, as far as Heb. 9: 14, and the rest of the Epistle is lost. We perceive from the enumeration of the chapters, that the Epistle to the Hebrews originally stood after that to the Galatians and had been recently placed farther back; but so recently that even the division of the chapters had not yet been altered. The new position of this Epistle after the second to the Thessalonians, is given to it also in the Canon of Athanasius. This transposition of the Epistle was probably made by Athanasius himself out of respect for the Romish church, and the MS. must then have been written near this period, when the transposition was recent. If, however, it were thus placed before the time of Athanasius, the Codex must be assigned to a more ancient period. At all events the change had then but just taken place; while in the fourth century it had become general. Epiphanius informs us as follows: "There are two kinds of biblical MSS. Some of them place the Epistle to the Hebrews after the Epistles to Timothy, Titus, and Philemon; while others assign it a place after the second to the Thessalonians."1

Basil asserts that formerly in Ephes. 1: 1, the words ἐν ἕκδομοι were wanting: so the fathers before him declared, and so he found it in ancient MSS. A discussion of this point may be seen in the 121 Part, (§ 121) where we treat of the Epistle to the Ephesians. Our MS. must have been therefore an ancient one in the time of Basil; for it

---
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does not contain the words εἰ Εὐάγριος in the text: they are only subjoined in the margin, though indeed by the first hand.

The first of these circumstances assigns this Codex to an early period in the fourth century at least; and the other to one certainly considerably antecedent to Basil.

The MS. evinces by its peculiarities of language, that it was written by an Egyptian calligraphist. Instead of αὐλήθη, λήψεσθε, λήπθη-θέται, αἰκλαίθη, we find αὐληθῆς, λήψεσθε, ληπθήσκεται, αἰκλαίθη, ληφθηνει, &c. This peculiarity occurs only in Coptic or Graeco-Coptic documents, as in the Graeco-Thebaic litanies of the Borgia museum, in which αὐληθὴς is always written αὐληθῆς or αὐληθῶς; 1 in the Alexandrinus-Coptic Liturgy, in which συμμετάλλησθαι becomes συμμεταλλῆς; 2 and in other Coptic fragments, in which ληψθαι is written instead of ληψαν; ἀποκαλήμενος instead of ἀποκαλιθῇς. 3

Further, the Vatican Codex always writes εἰνας for εἰνον, like the triglott Rosetta inscription, at the end of the eighth line: συμμετάλλησθα ἔν τινὶ ἐν Ἔθνον ἔνει ἔν τῇ ἡμερῃ τοῦτῃ ΕΙΠΑΝ; and the Graeco-Thebaic fragment of John 7:52 in Georgi: αἰκλαίθησθαι καὶ ΕἸΠΑΝ. 4 Just so it has εἴδεν, εἴδασα, ἤδα, εἰδήθαν, and εἰδήθαι, εἰδήθαντα, Acts 14: 10 ἠλατο, διαμαρτύρατο, as we find in an inscription on the Memnon of Thebes: ΟΤΑΓΕΝ ΕΞΕΦΟΒΕΓΓΙΑΔΟ; 5 also in Luke 9: 36, ἐνωμαν, and Rom. 16: 7, γιονεν, as, according to Sextus, the Alexandrians were accustomed to write, using ἐλήμαθαι and ἀποκαληθαν for ἐλήθαν. 6

Attention should be paid to these observations, inasmuch as we must again recur to them in our judgment respecting other MSS.

Birch collated the Codex throughout, with the exception of the Gospels of Luke and John, for the royal Danish edition of the New Testament. Of the two Gospels we have excepted, he procured a collation which had been made for Bentley. Woide has published in Appendix Cod. Alexandrin., the collation of the whole MS. made for Bentley. Nor is this publication unnecessary; for we are very glad to have more than one collation of so important a document.

A (Alexandria. Mus. Britannica) contains the Old and New Testament. The latter, of which the beginning is destroyed, commences with Matt. 25: 6, ἐγέρθηκα σὺ τῆν . . . but in thenceforward entire with the exception of John 6: 50—8: 52, and 2 Cor. 4: 13—12: 2. The order of the books is the same as in the Vat. Cod. After the Acts come the Catholic Epistles and then Paul; here too the Epistle to the Hebrews takes its place after the second to the Thessalonians. Each page has two columns.

4 This peculiarity is found in MSS. of Herodotes and has been considered as Icnicism. We here see it to be a characteristic of Alexandrian MSS.
6 Pococke's Description of the East. Vol. I. Plat. XXXVIII.
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The characters are elegant, square and upright; larger than in the
Vat. Codex. The letters are equidistant from each other and the words
not separated; the termination of the words is denoted very rarely by
a crooked stroke in the top of a letter. Initial letters of larger size are
found not only at the beginning of every book, but of every section
however short.1

The MS. has frequent sections not unlike our verses; somewhat longer,
however, as a section never ends before the sentence is completed.
A blank space of the average length of a single word generally denotes
the end of a section.

As respects the punctuation, we might easily fall into a mistake, and
regard this Codex as a copy of a stichometrical MS.; yet so written that
the lines are continuous, the end of a stichoe being always denoted by
a dot: e. g. Acts 11: 6, 7, καὶ εἶδον τα τετράποδα τηγ θηρία καὶ τα θηρία
cαι τα ἐρεσια καὶ τα πεντενα του ὠερανου ἡμους δε φωνῆς λε
γώνης μου ἀναστας Πέτρος θύσων και φάγε. There is a very great
resemblance between the stichoe and these divisions, hundreds of
examples of which occur in the MS.; but in general it does not recognise
the divisions μίας and ὑποστιγμῆς; only using the period, τελεία,
throughout at the end of a clause. Each section, even the smallest
without distinction, occurs invariably with a point at the top of the
letter.

The Codex is entirely without accents and aspirates, and in no one
of its characteristics suits the times of Euthalius.

The inscriptions and subscriptions are very simple: εἰκαγγελιν κατὰ
Μάρκον; εἰκαγγελιν κατὰ Λουκᾶν. These titles repeated form the
subscriptions. The inscriptions of the Acts and Catholic Epistles on
the upper margin are almost entirely cut off. The subscriptions are
Ἰακώβου Επισολή, Πέτρου α, &c. At the end, after the Epistle of
Jude, the Acts and Catholic Epistles have a common subscription:
πράξεως των ἀγίων αποστόλων καὶ καθῆκων, as though they together
constituted one book. The subscriptions of the first Pauline Epistles
are merely πρὸς Ρωμαίων, πρὸς Κορινθίους, &c. The subscriptions
from the Epistle to the Colossians onwards have something addition:
πρὸς Κολοσσαίων ἀπὸ Ρωμῆς, πρὸς Θεσσαλονίκης α. ἔργῳ ἀπὸ Ἀθηνᾶς, πρὸς
Θεσσαλονίκης β. ἔργῳ ἀπὸ Ἀθηνᾶς, πρὸς Ἐφεσοὺς ἔργῳ ἀπὸ Ῥώμης, πρὸς
Πιστίκους ἔργῳ ἀπὸ Ἀποκατάστασις, πρὸς Πιστίκους β. ἔργῳ ἀπὸ Λαοκύνης, πρὸς
Πιστίκους γ. ἔργῳ ἀπὸ Νικόπολις. None of these subscriptions are the same as
those of Euthalius; of the latter class two, viz. those of the Epistle to
the Hebrews and the second to Timothy, contradist Euthalius, whose
subscriptions are: πρὸς Ἐφεσοὺς ἔργῳ ἀπὸ τῆς Ἡλλας διὰ Τιμω-

1 The part of the Codex containing the New Testament has been printed in
these same elegant characters, copied and cast for the purpose. "Nov. Testam.
Grac. e Cod. Alexan. qui Londini in Bib. Musei Britan. emissus est, description

Spohn has edited Woide's Prolegomena in Germany and corrected Wetsstein's
collation from this edition. "G. C. Woidii notitia Cod. Alex. cum variis ejus
lectionibus, curavit Gottl. Liberecht Spohn." Lips. 1788. 8vo.
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As to the chapters, the Gospels have the Ammonian chapters and the sections of Eusebius; and they have also the larger chapters which the Greeks call τίτλοις. A summary of these chapters and τίτλοι is prefixed to the Gospels, and in the text they are generally denoted by numbers and the corresponding inscription added on the upper margin. Thus at Matt. 27: 43, is marked the last chapter, ΕΗ, 68, and the inscription on the upper margin is μετ' ης αἰτησεως του σωμ. . . . i. e. σωματος ἴσωσον. There are thus in Matthew, as usual, 93 chapters, in Mark 48, Luke 63, and John 18. Respecting the antiquity of these chapters there is at present some uncertainty, so that we must renounce their aid in deciding on the age of this MS.

In the Acts it has been thought, that in five places there is evidence of a division of the books by means of a cross, which is commonly found in the Gospels near the numbers of the large chapters. But the cross certainly has not any meaning of this kind when it stands alone. See e. g. Luke 1: 15, 8: 35, 9: 5, 13: 29, 18: 8, John 4: 6, 4: 41, where it occurs in the middle of the discourse, and even in the middle of a sentence. How can it denote such a division in these cases? Yet, admitting that in the five passages pointed out, Acts 3: 1, 4: 3, 5: 26, 10: 1, 17: 30, it does mark chapters, at any rate they are not the Euthalian. Two of them, Acts 4: 3, and 17: 20, do not at all coincide with the Euthalian sections; and, following Euthalius, there should be forty instead of five.

In the Catholic and Pauline Epistles, as also in the Apocalypse, neither the chapters nor lessons are marked. Nothing is to be seen of the plan and contrivances of Euthalius in the whole MS. The character of the punctuation, the total want of accents, the subscriptions of the Pauline Epistles, are, on the contrary, evidence that it was written before the Euthalian innovations or before the last half of the fifth century, and this evidence is the more weighty as the MS. was written in Egypt.


Cod. C (n. 9. Regio Parisinus,) has also been called Ephraem Syri, because the old writing was partly effaced with a sponge, and the parchment then used to write certain ascetic treatises of Ephraem upon. The old ink, however, appears notwithstanding very plainly, so that whole sentences can be read with ease with the naked eye. The ancient characters had become obsolete; people had become accustomed to the cursive hand with all its reading- and division-marks, and seized upon old MSS. to apply them to a better purpose.

The pages which were used as above stated, contained parts of the Old and, with some considerable exceptions pointed out by Weststein and Griesbach, the whole of the New Testament, in the same order as in the Vatican and Alexandrian MSS., viz. the Gospels, Acts, Catholic, Pauline Epistles, the Epistle to the Hebrews after the second to the Thessalonians, and the Apocalypse. Much which Weststein was not able to read, might be made legible by means now in our possession.

The text is not divided into columns. The letters are somewhat larger than those of the Alexandrian MS., beautiful, uniform, upright, and square. The words are not separated. Initial letters are found, as in the Alex. Cod., at the beginning of each book and of the small sections; for, like that, it is divided into small sections like our verses, only somewhat larger.

As to the punctuation-marks—at the end of a sentence a period is commonly found in the form of a cross; the smaller divisions are sometimes regarded, but usually neglected. For a comma a dot is placed at the bottom of a letter, and for a colon, a dot in the middle; but a later hand has almost invariably written in different ink a small cross over these dots, smaller than the cross which represents the period. For example, all the punctuation-marks occur in Matt. 22: 11 and 12; while in verses 13 and 14 there are none, except a period after ἀνέκδοτο. In the 15th verse there is but one, viz. after λόγῳ; in the 10th there are but two, viz. after λέγοντες and after οὐδένος. To give some idea of the size of the smallest sections, we will state that verses 11 and 12 together make one, verses 13 and 14 a second, and verses 15, 16, and 17 another.

Such is the case in regard to punctuation-marks; accents are nowhere to be found in the MS.

In the Gospels the Codex has the chapters of Ammonius and the sections of Eusebius. It has likewise the larger chapters and the τίτλους or summaries of contents which are connected with them. In the Epistles I observed some divisions agreeing with the Egyptian church-lessons.

The inscriptions and subscriptions could not be more simple than they are, where they are preserved. John's Gospel is subscribed thus: εὐαγγελία τοῦ Ιωάννη. The second of Peter has, with no number, the inscription: Πέτρου παπολογία; the third of John has the subscription, Ἰωάννου; Jude, Ἰουδαί ἐπιστολή, with the subscription, Ἰουδαία παπολογία. In the Pauline Epistles we find preserved the inscription πρὸς Ῥωμαίους; the subscription Ἰούδας ἐπιστολή, with the subscription, Ἰουδαία παπολογία. In the Gospels the subscriptions are as follows: Ἰησοῦ Χριστοῦ τοῦ Ναζαρηνοῦ, καὶ τῶν αὐτοῦ δοκιμασμένου τῶν μαθητῶν ἀπὸ τῶν Ἰουδαίων, καὶ τῶν ἔθνων. Neither of these has any thing further; still less do they bear resemblance to those of Euthalias.

In comparing this MS. with the Alexandrian, we find that it has not so many additions attributable to a later hand. Pursuing the comparison with reference to the punctuation-marks, we find that it has far fewer subdivisions by means of commas and colons than the Alexandrian—two weighty reasons for ascribing to it the precedence in point of antiquity.

This Codex, likewise, was written in Alexandria or somewhere in Egypt, as is shown by the forms λήμματα, Matt. 10: 41; συλλήμμα,
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Wetstein, as we are assured by Less, and particularly Griesbach, did all that was in his time possible in collecting the MS.; yet it would be worth while to have a gleaning with the aid of our present resources. A fac-simile of the characters is given by Mountaçon (Paieogr. L III. c. 3, p. 214,) which however does not equal the elegance of the original.

Codex S. Matthaei Dublinensis rescriptus. This MS. is inferior to none in point of beauty. It has been washed over and other works written upon it; but the old letters can still be discerned. John Barret, a clergyman of Trinity College, Dublin, discovered the old writing, had it engraved, and published it in 64 copper-plates with a preface, critical observations and an appendix. 1 Through this splendid work we possess, though with many chasms, the Gospel of Matthew according to the Recension of Hexychius. As Griesbach was not acquainted with it, it is not designated in criticism by any letter.

The characters are upright, square and uniform, somewhat larger than those in Cod. Ephraem. The Α and Μ are remarkably similar in form, as we find them to be in Coptic MSS.

The text is subdivided into sections resembling verses, as in the MSS. A and C: there is but one column on each page.

As to the punctuation—the period is invariably marked, or, where it is effaced, there is a considerable blank space in which it once stood. The colon is not always perceptible; but a space of about half a letter denotes where it is or should be. The smallest division, for which a space is left nearly as large as that for the colon, seldom occurs. All three have the same mark, viz. a dot.

There are no accents; to use the words of him who examined it personally: "nec habet spiritus aut accentus omnino."

From all the grounds of decision it would appear that the MS. cannot be more modern than the Codex Ephraem Syri. To complete its description we must mention further, that it contains the chapters of Ammonius without Eusebius' sections, and also the larger chapters with their inscriptions.

I have met with the following Alexandrian forms of words in the MS.: Matt. 16: 41, λημφησει; 7: 25, προσδεσθε; 11: 7, 8, θ. ἄψηλθαι.

§ 51.

D or Codex Cantabr., a MS. of the Gospels and Acts, and E, a MS. of the Acts alone (Laudanius III), belong to the second period and were written after stichometry had become prevalent. Of the Epistles of Paul, D and E, or Codex Claromont. and Sangermanensis, and H, or Cisilianus, are MSS. of the same class.

1 "Evangelium secundum Matthæum, ex codicis rescripto in bibliotheca collegii SS. Trinitatis juxta Dublin, descriptum opera et studio Jo. Barret etc. eis sequitur appendix collationem codicis Montfortiæi complectens." Dubhlini in codibus academicis. necor.
The MS. D, containing the Gospels and Acts, was used by Robert Stephens in his edition of the New Testament in 1550, where its readings are occasionally quoted in the margin under the letter f. Its last possessor, before it passed over to England, was Theodore Beza. The rest of its history lies in obscurity and some of it must forever continue so. At any rate, however, it finally got into good hands. Beza presented it in 1681 to the Cambridge University, where it was held in high estimation and in 1798 was printed in its own characters, which were carefully copied. The pages which are wanting are pointed out by the Editor of the Preface p. XXVI, (but more circumstantially and accurately in the Appendix at the end,) as well as those which were added by other hands in order to supply passages which were lost or for the sake of correction.

The Gospels are in the following order: Matthew, John, Luke, Mark. Then come the Acts of the Apostles. On one side, the right, is the Greek text, and on the opposite an old Latin version, antecedent to Jerome, both written stichometrically in the (so called) uncial characters. The Greek letters are upright and square, not compressed like the more modern form, but similar to the oldest characters.

The Greek and Latin are by the same hand. This is evident in the letters A and E, in the C of the Latin and the Sigma in the Greek; it is still more clear in the letter T, the horizontal line of which is made by a peculiar, turn of the pen; and is especially plain from the Latin P and Greek P in the formation of which the calligraphist had a remarkable peculiarity in which both agree.

The calligraphist, however, knew but little of Greek and as little of Latin. Unskilled in these languages, he wrote his MS. in his professional capacity. He was an Egyptian or Alexandria. As a Latin-Greek Codex written in Alexandria is somewhat remarkable, we will present the evidence in the case. No Codex, not even the Vatican, has so many Alexandrian forms and idioms as this. The εἰσαγωνία is very frequent; also in Matt 13: 48, εἰσαγέω; Mark 8: 15, ὅτι δρόσου οὐκ εἰσαγάγω; 12: 12, εισήλθαν; Luke 8: 34, ἐρχόμενος; Acts 2: 40, διαμαρτυρέω; Acts 7: 27, 37, εἰσαγωνία for εἰσαγονία, and v. 40, εἰσαγωγής; Acts 7: 57, ὑπερεγγυόμενος το θεόν; 10: 23, σωτήρ; 16: 7, ἐσταλε. The editor has pointed out in the Appendix, John 8: 23, ἐσταλε; 8: 53, ἐσταλε γινέσθαι; Luke 1: 59, ὄρος; he also mentions Luke 2: 16, εἰσαγωγή, which Weststein pointed out. We observe besides, λήμματα Matt. 20: 10; λήμματα, Matt. 21: 22; πιστεύετε ὅτι λήμματα, Luke 11: 24, Acts 1: 8, 2: 38; λήμματα, Mark 12: 40; συλλήμματα, Luke 1: 31; ἀναλημματίζει, Mark 16: 19, Acts 1: 2, 22, 10: 16; ἀναλημματίζει, Acts 1: 11, &c. &c.

Now if, as the evidence shows, the MS. was written in Alexandria, we can determine its age with tolerable accuracy. It was written after the time of Euthalius and before the Arabic conquest, in the latter part of the fifth or in the sixth century, at the period when the Greeks abandoned the calligraphist’s laborious means of gaining a subsistence and

---

surrendered the whole business into the hands of the poor and industrious Egyptians, who were not masters of the Greek and very little versed in the Latin. (Comp. § 49.)

It cannot well be denied that the MS. was intended for the use of Latins, and there are many traces of its having been in their possession. It is even the case that the Greek text from μελλούντως ὄργυς in Matt. 3: 7 to πνεύμα τοῦ θεοῦ in v. 16, from John 18: 14 to 20: 13, and from πάντα τῇ κληρ. in Mark 16: 15 to the end, which had been destroyed by time or accident, has been added by a Latin hand, probably about the twelfth century.

One of the passages supplied, viz. Matt. 2: 21—3: 8, which Kipling from the characters assigns to the 10th century, even serves to point out the country of the west in which the MS. was preserved. For it coincides perfectly with Codex Corbeiensis, which is printed in Bianchini's Evangeliorum Quadruplex;¹ and the latter MS. was preserved at Corbev, in France.

For the sake of those who entertain the idea that the Greek text was often corrupted from Latin MSS., we further observe, that they may be convinced of the contrary from the Cambridge Codex, and may be satisfied that the Latin has rather been accommodated to the Greek with childish scrupulosity and against all rules of grammar, sometimes even absurdly.

This Codex has no accents; but the circumstance is unimportant. Its predominant characteristic, its stichometrical arrangement, is decisive. Probably the copyist spared himself a piece of labor from which the Latin could derive but very little advantage. He had good reason for not subjoining at the end the Euthalian summaries of the Stichoi. They could not possibly suit this ancient text, which contained many words and clauses that no longer existed in the revised text copied by Euthalios.

The MS. which bears the mark E among those of the Acts of the Apostles, contains the Acts alone. In the Bodleian Library, to which it was presented by William Laud, Archbishop of Canterbury, it is designated Landianus III. It wants some pages from Acts 25: 29 to 28: 8. It was printed at Oxford in 1715 by Thomas Hearne.

In this MS. the Greek text and one of the Latin versions before Jerome's time are written stichometrically opposite each other upon the same page, contrary to the custom in other MSS. The Latin comes first, then the Greek. The characters are uncial, square, large, somewhat heavy and much more rough than those of the Cambridge MS. The chapters of Euthalios are denoted by coarser initial letters extending into the margin. The copyist has omitted the accents and the enumeration of the Stichoi at the end.

It is the second known Greco-Latin MS. which is of Alexandrian origin. That it is so, is proved by the following readings; Acts 16: 20, 31, εἰναύ; 20: 15, ἐνω δὲ εἶνα; 22: 24, εἶνας ματεῖς ἀντι- ναμ.; 2: 23, ἀντιλογ.; 7: 10, ἐκέλεως; 21, ἐκέλεως; 5: 10, πώρον; 8: 3, ἐνυπηναια; 14: 15, καὶ παραφηρε ἐξηλλαζο; 2: 40, 20: 28, δε-

¹ Prof. ad editionem Cod. Cantabr. p. XVIII.
CONCERNING THE MANUSCRIPTS.

According to Woide's testimony (Prefat. ad Cod. Alex. § 76,) ὅπως also stands for ἄγως.

We are thus led to the same conclusion as to the age of this MS. as we reached in the case of the Cambridge Codex. We cannot bring it lower down than the conquest of the Arabs, and must refer it to the 6th century or at any rate to the first quarter of the 7th.

In the interim between this period and the 8th century, it was in Sardinia. For at the end of the MS. there is subjoined a Greek edict of a Dux Sardinae, not in the hand writing of the copyists, βιβλιογράφως, but in the old documentary diplomatic hand beginning thus, ὘λυμπος Παιηράτος συν θεω Δωυς Σαβδίας διήκομεν ὑποτεταμένες. Ενείπερ θεοσυνής καὶ νε... Justinian, who restored the power of the Greeks in the west, was the first (as Wetstein observes, L. I. Cod. Tit. 27. De off. Pref. Prator. Africa leg. 2. § 3,) who appointed Duxes Sardiniae, which he did in 534. But this authority of the eastern emperors lasted only till 749, when the Lombards subdued the island, and retained it till the fall of their power with their last King. 1

The cessation of the Duxes Sardiniae and of the Greek sway over the island in the middle of the 8th century, confirms the date assigned to the MS.; for the Greek statute of Ολυμπος Παιηράτος Δωυς Σαβδίας must have been written in it during the dominion of the Greeks, i. e. before the middle of the 8th century. The edict, which it would appear related to a religious matter, must certainly contain some date or designation of time and probably might give us some information in regard to the Codex itself.

Woide has shown from several very satisfactory examples, that this Codex betrays no endeavour to accommodate the Greek to the Latin, but that, on the contrary, it forces and outrages the Latin in order to conform it entirely to the Greek. (Prefat. ad ed. Cod. Alex. Sect. VI. § LXXX.)

The MS. D of the Epistles of Paul has sometimes been considered as the second part of D of the Gospels and Acts. But its size is smaller, the parchment thinner and more beautiful, and the characters more elegant, than those of the Cambridge Codex. The abbreviations also, which they use, as Marsh has observed, are different, e. g. the abbreviations of Ἰησοῦς, Χριστός, etc.

This Codex is commonly called Claromontanus, and now bears the number 107 in the French Library; formerly it was 2245. The beginning of the Epistles to the Romans and the conclusion of that to the Hebrews (the first and last page,) are wanting, and in the middle, 1 Cor. 14: 13—22 has been supplied by a second hand. The MS. has many corrections from various hands, as is correctly stated by Griesbach.

The Greek as well as the Latin text is written in beautiful square uncial characters, in such a manner that the Greek is on one page on the left of the reader, and the Latin on the other upon his right. Both columns are disposed stichometrically. The Greek letters show that the librarian was a Latin. They are invariably furnished with accents where they were requisite.

Much as this latter circumstance perplexed Montfauçon, he dared

---

not absolutely deny the accents a like antiquity with the text. He therefore softens what he says by admitting that they must have been added to the MS. not long after it was written: “Accentus et spiritus annotantur, sed ii secundâ manu, ut videtur, nec diu, ut creditur, post descrip- tum codicem adiecti sunt.” This is very possible, for, as has been observed, one calligraphist frequently wrote the MS. and another the accents. Griesbach admits that in particular passages of this MS., though extremely seldom, the accents were affixed by the first hand. (Symb. Crit. P. II. p. 33.) But this cannot be inferred with certainty from the faded or vivid appearance of the ink, as in many places the characters have been retouched with fresh ink. At any rate, even on this supposition the MS. originally had some accents, but they were not however applied throughout by the first copyist.

The chief characteristic of the book is that it is stichometrically written, and by this circumstance the limit of its antiquity is determined. It could not however be placed lower down than the 8th century, were we to judge merely from the Latin characters. But if we collate it with the Landian MS. of the Acts, the origin of which cannot have been later than the first half of the 8th century, we must certainly attribute a higher antiquity to this Codex.

The copyist spared himself the trouble of subjoining at the end of each Epistle the Euthalian subscriptions and the number of the stickel. Instead of this there is at the end of the Epistle to Philemon a list of the stickel in all the books of the Old and New Testament; but by another hand, which likewise added the Epistle to the Hebrews. A specimen of this MS., taken from the Epistle to the Romans, is presented by Montfaucon, in his Paleogr. Gr. (L. III. c. 4.)

E is a MS. of the Pauline Epistles which formerly belonged to the Abbey St. Germain at Paris, called Codex Sangermanensis. I have not been able to learn the number which it now bears, nor even whether it is now in existence.¹

According to Wetstein it is merely a transcript of the Codex Claromontanus, and this is confirmed by Griesbach. The latter has even assigned its date accordingly. For he clearly distinguished several different correctors who had tried their talents in amending the Greek and Latin text of the Cod. Claromont. The alterations in the Latin made by one of these are even in the cursive character. Now all these corrections and particularly the latter, which are clearly of a very modern date, are exhibited in the text of the MS. of St. Germain. Accordingly the learned Griesbach assigned it to the 10th or 11th century. (Symb. Crit. P. II. p. 77 seq.) The uncial characters, moreover, it would seem from the specimens in Mabillon (De re diplomatic L. V. T. II. p. 346,) and Montfaucon (Paleogr. Gr. L. III. c. 4. p. 218,) were not familiar to the copyist, for they rather resemble laborious painting than a fluent handwriting.

With this I reckon also two other MSS. which can claim no more right from their antiquity to be treated of here, than the MS. of St. Germain. Let me here however barely notice their origin and mutual re-

¹ I see from the public papers that the MS. is now in Petersburg, where it was carried by Counsellor Dubrowsky.
lation, in order to throw light upon what we shall say hereafter. As in Numismatics there are what are termed monemis commatis barbarici, re-impressions of Roman coins among barbarous nations, so we may call these MSS. Codices barbari. We allude to F and G of the Pauline Epistles. Both are in Greek and Latin, and transcriptions of copies of which we have before treated.

G belonged, before it got into the Royal Library at Dresden, to Prof. Börner at Leipzig, and hence it is also called Codex Boerneriatus. It contains only 13 Epistles of Paul: that to the Hebrews is not with the rest; and in the other Epistles the following passages are wanting—Rom. 1: 1—6. 2: 6—26. 8: 1, 2. 14: 23. 15: 1. 1 Cor. 3: 7—17. 6: 6—15. Coloss. 2: 1—9. Christian Fr. Matthæi had the whole MS. printed with all its peculiarities, together with an engraved fac-simile of the characters.

The Greek characters are uncial, but formed in a peculiar way. They are very similar to those in the Psalter of Sedulius Scitus, to be seen in Montfauçon (Paleog. Gr. L. III. c. 7. p. 237), and also to those in a Psalter which I have seen in the library of the Seminary at Würzburg.

The text is from a stichometrical copy, although it is continuous, the stichoi not being separated. Instead of doing this, the copyist denoted the beginning of each of them by an initial letter. By writing separately the clauses which he has marked in this way, we shall have the stichometrical division. We will do this in regard to the engraved specimen, without altering the orthography in the least.

---

To this correct stichometric division by means of initial letters the copyist has also added marks of punctuation, thus evincing what an imperfect idea he had of a proper division, and his entire incapacity to adjust a few אֱלִישָּׂאָי according to the principles of Euthalus. He omitted the accents entirely.

The Latin version is one of those prior to the times of Jerome, and is inserted between the lines of the Greek. It is written in the smaller or cursive hand, and in Anglo-Saxon characters, such as Wetstein observed in a Psalter in the library at Basle, which, according to the subscription, originally came from Ireland.

The transcriber and his predecessors anxiously labored to make the version still more conformable to the Greek than it originally was; e. g. Rom. 4: 16, εἰς τὸ εἶναι βεβαιὰν τὴν ἐπαγγελίαν, in esse firmam permissionem; 18, εἰς τὸ γενέσθαι αὐτὸν πατίων πολλῶν ἐστιν, in sede, aut ut secret, cum pater, aut patrem; 30, οὐ δεικνύθη τῇ αἰτίᾳ, τοῦ δὲ δεικνύμενον, non haveitavit, aut astitavit, aut debelavit duplici, sed confortatus est, potentatus est.

The MSS. seems, also, to have been used in the school for the study of Greek, whence certain notes which we find may be explained; as Rom. 8: 5, οἱ γὰρ καὶ σῶμα υἱὸς, qui secundum carmem sunt participium; Rom. 4: 13, ἐπαγγελία τις ἀποστολή, promissio datuus Abrahan, &c. But we cannot indulge any further in these observations, and must content ourselves with remarking how little ground there is for the theory of those who assume the corruption of the Greek MSS. from the Latin as a principle in the history of the text.

From what has been said, we perceive that the Boernerian Codex is a transcript of an older copy, the Greek text of which was written stichometrically in peculiar characters, and at the side of which was an Ante-Jeromian version. Probably the original resembled the Clermont MS., and may have surpassed it in point of antiquity.

The copy from which this Codex was derived, was, like the Greek and Latin MSS. D and E, written in Alexandria, as is amply shown by the idioms which occur. Rom. 9: 11. Ephes. 6: 9. Col. 3: 25, προεσπονθησθαι. Philipp. 4: 15, δόξας καὶ ἀλήθειας. 1 Tim. 4: 3, μεταίησις. Rom. 11: 15, προεσπονθησθαι. 1 Cor. 12: 36, αντίθηται. 1 Tim. 3: 2, 5; 7, 6, 14, ανεπιηθμενος. Rom. 13: 2, ἀσμφότερος. Galat. 6: 1, προεσπονθησθαι. 2 Thess. 2: 13, οὐ πασχάρη τετελέσθη. 2 Cor. 5: 17, γεγοναν. Rom. 15: 3, εἰσερχομαι. 3 Cor. 6: 17, ἐξέλθαι.

The transcript was made in the tenth, or at the highest in the ninth century, since on its margin we find frequently noted by the first hand contra θεοδοσίων, contra Gracos. The former promulgated his tenets in the ninth century; and then, too, the latter fell out with the Latins and caused the famous schism.

Notes are also found in it in another language, which has no resemblance to the Anglo-Saxon, as e. g. at p. 23 in Matthew's edition, which would probably most readily be explained by a native of Scotland or Ireland.

F, or Augiensis, is so called from the Augia major at Reichenau, the oldest Benedictine monastery in Germany, for St. Gallen belongs to Switzerland. The monastery is situated on a delightful island in the lower lake, a mile from Constance. Here was the first known abode
of this Codex, with numerous other very old MSS. After many adventures it reached England, and was supposed to be lost, till some years ago Dr. Herbert Marsh gave information of its present place of deposit. It is in the library of Trinity College, Cambridge. Wetstein collated it before it got over to England.

It is not interlinear like the former, but it is written in columns; first the Latin, then the Greek, on the same page. In the latter language it contains only thirteen Pauline Epistles; but in the Latin that to the Hebrews also. Some of its pages are lost from Rom. 3: 8 to the first to the Corinthians.

The Greek text is written in uncial characters, without accents; the Latin in the Anglo-Saxon cursive hand. Not only are the words in the Greek separated, but there is a point after each, and hence it must resemble the Psalter of Sedulius (with which Wetstein compares the characters of the MS.) much more than even the Boermerian MS. does.

We have yet to learn whether it exhibits any traces of Ἀριστοκρατοῦ. The version in this MS. likewise is one of those which were current before Jerome's time.

Wetstein believed G to be a copy of F; there is nothing however to prevent our supposing the very reverse. In F there is a point after every word, and consequently each is separated from the rest and limited by this sign; while on the contrary G was copied from a MS. which had no separation of the words. This may be seen from the following examples; 1 Cor. 4: 21, the words are thus divided in G: πνεύμα τε ἐκ προφήτου. εἵραίον. 1 Cor. 8: 7, αὐθεντικὸς οὐφρ. ἀκολουθεῖν. 9: 12, ὡς μὴ ἐν κοπνήσεω ἀφορμένοι. 15: 33, γεφερωμένη. 16: 15, καταγεραίον. γὰρ ὁμολογεῖ, Neither was the MS. F copied from G; for the method of writing in columns is the usual one in the oldest MSS., while we have no very ancient examples of the manner in which G is written. Moreover G has many peculiar readings which are not met with in F.

Yet it is remarkable how often they agree in their minutiae and mistakes; so often indeed that it is difficult to deny their close mutual relation. These apparently inconsistent circumstances can be explained only by supposing that both had a common origin from a MS. which, according to the custom of the period, had received different corrections, of which one of the copyists adopted this and the other that for insertion in his text.

The MS. of Reichenaus is about as old as the Boermerian; for the words, "post iliam generalem baptismi gratiam etc." which were taken, as Semler has observed, from Rhabanus Maurus and appended to the Reichenaus Codex, are by the first hand. Hence it cannot have been written earlier than in the last half of the ninth or during the tenth century.

These MSS. did not stray into our country, but probably originated here. In the seventh century there came among us numerous emigrants from Ireland, as well as some from Scotland, who settled here, and were the fathers and founders of our monastic institutions and abbeys. Among these were Gallus, Columban, Frildolin, Trudpert, Pirmin, and others, who eventually drew pupils after them from their native land. Hence we sometimes see in our monastic libraries MSS. in the Anglo-Saxon characters. These pupils probably brought with them some
knowledge of the Greek language; and in this way we obtained Graeco-Anglo-Saxon MSS. For, towards the end of the seventh century, Theodore, a Greek by birth, was educated at Athens, admitted into the priesthood in Italy, and afterwards despatched by the Holy See with the archiepiscopal dignity to Britain.¹ Through his means a knowledge of the Greek language was introduced into the British monasteries.

Codex H. was a very beautiful stichometrical MS., fragments of which were preserved in the celebrated library of Bishop Coislin at Metz, No 202. These fragments of the Pauline Epistles have been printed by Montfauçon, and carefully examined de novo by Griesbach.² A catalogue of them may be found in his small edition of the New Testament, and a specimen of the characters in Montfauçon.

In earlier times this Codex was on Mount Athos, where it was used for old parchment to cover other books in the year 1206, as appears from a note in the book which it was used to cover.

It is written in Greek alone, in very large genuine square characters of the ancient form, is stichometrical (as before said), and furnished with the accents. It had also the Euthalian subscriptions, of which the one at the end of the Epistle to Titus still exists: ἐπιστολή πρὸς Τίτου τῆς Κρητῆς ἐκκλησίας κ. τ. ι. Montfauçon inferred from the note: ἀκεφαλής ὁ βιβλιοφόρος τῷ ἔν Κωνσταντινούπολις ὑποστηθεν τῆς βιβλιοθήκης τοῦ ἀγίου Παμφύλου χειρὸς γεγραμμένον, which is found at the end of the MS., that it was written in Syria. But this postscript belongs to Euthalius and not to the copyist. On the other hand, the form τυκατάλημπτον, in the fourth and fifth lines of the subscription, is Alexandrian. Hence the MS., considering its genuine ancient characters, must have been written in the 6th century, before the irruption of the Arabs. (Comp. § 49.)

§ 52.

We pass now to the MSS. which were written subsequently to stichometry, and among them we give the first place to Codex K, which was brought from Cyprus in the year 1637, and is hence called Cyprius. It was once Colbertin. 5149, and is now N. 63 in the library of the King of France.³ We have assigned it the first place because it informs us clearly how the change from stichometry to proper punctuation occurred. (Comp. § 45.) It is not indeed of the same date with this occurrence. Stichometry was abandoned before the existence of this Codex.

¹ Epist. Zachar. ad Bonifac. (in Hartsham's Concilia Germ. T. I. p. 84.)
But it is a transcript of a copy of that period, and contains the four Gospels in uncial characters, which are rather narrow, furnished with accents which, however, are negligently placed and are wanting over many words and even over whole lines—a constant subject of regret in biblical MSS.

The punctuation-marks in which it abounds, have this peculiarity, that they are inserted without regard to grammatical division. A dot is always used to denote the end of a Stichos, in order to save the blank space which was lost by the usual separation of the Stichoi. There is a specimen of the characters in Montfaucon, (Paleog. Gr. L. III. § 6. p. 292.) and another in Scholz’s treatise. The subscription, which might determine something in regard to the age of the MS., is very much injured. Montfaucon, and with him Scholz, assign the Codex to the eighth century. But no one has yet shown that the compressed letters \(\varepsilon\) were ever used in MSS. of so early a date as the eighth century; or that the letters \(\varepsilon\) and \(\zeta\) ever have their strokes prolonged beneath the line, or that the small strokes at the bottom of the letter \(\alpha\) are ever extended below the line, in such MSS. I cannot therefore give up my opinion that it is not older than the ninth century.


With the exception of the appendages to the text, it is written in a beautiful upright uncial character of the more ancient kind. The letters \(\zeta, \sigma, \theta\) are perfectly round, the strokes of \(\chi, \zeta, \xi\), are not prolonged below the line, as may be seen in regard to most of these letters in the specimen we have given. (See engraving.) A regular system of punctuation is employed through the whole book. The full stop is denoted by a dot at the top of the letter; the middle pause by one about the middle of the letter; and the smallest by a dot at the bottom of the line, which is sometimes lengthened into a manifest comma. The words are generally furnished with accents, but they were now and then forgotten. The text is divided, like that of Codd. A, C, into sections resembling verses.

But in the appendages to the text we find characters belonging to other periods. An uncial character of the ninth century predominates, not unlike the characters found in Cod. L., with all the compressed and lengthened letters which are found in MSS. of this century. In this character are written the summaries of the chapters or the τιτιλος, which are prefixed to the Gospels, the pages containing which summaries, it is evident, were separately inserted and stitched with the rest. By the same or a contemporary hand are the designations of the Ammonian sections on the side of the page, as also on the lower margin the references to other Evangelists in which any particular narrative likewise occurs, together with the notices of the festivals on which certain portions were read: e. g. at the beginning of Matthew—της της ἀγίας θεοφάνειας, ἐνετά ἐνα κατα, μετα την της ἀγίων πάντων, etc.

Both kinds of characters sometimes occur on the same line or immediately beneath each other. The festivals are very seldom designated in the ancient character; but certain formulae at the beginning of
charch-lessons are found marked very frequently in this hand upon the upper margin; e. g. on the 70th page: τῷ καιρῷ ἐκείνῳ ἠλέξεν ὁ Ἰς Ἰ.; 96th, εἰσῆλθεν ὁ Ἰς εἰς Καπεργαμα; p. 160, τῷ καιρῷ ἐκείνῳ ἔπονευ- το ὁ Ἰς τοῖς αὐτοῖς ζαύγαιοι. etc. These introductory formulae are often inserted far into the page, so that a blank space remained before them, which was occupied by the writer of the second species of character. Thus, p. 110, the introduction: τῷ καιρῷ ἐκείνῳ ήκουσεν ὁ Ἱωάννης ὁ βαπτιστής τὴν ἀκοὴν τοῦ Ἰ.; in the first hand; the words which are prefixed: εἰς τὴν ἀκοὴν τοῦ προδρόμου, are in the second character; and in p. 158 the formula, τῷ καιρῷ ἐκείνῳ ἠλέξεν, is in the more ancient, and the τίτλοι—περὶ τοῦ ἔργου τῶν πνεῦμα ἰδιωτικῶν, in the later character.

Now if a distinction is not carefully made, we shall pass a wrong judgment and do injustice to the body of the MS., which is of far greater antiquity than these appendages to the text. A MS. which received additions of this nature in the ninth century, must the rather on this account be regarded as of earlier date than the ninth century; and its characters bear infallible marks of a more ancient character. Let it not be objected that perhaps the calligraphist took it into his head to imitate a more ancient character. There is no appearance of a mere imitation. Every letter is boldly traced; every stroke is made by a fearless hand. It is the writing of a ready penman, not of a timid imitator. I am acquainted with a MS. of the four Gospels of the nature alleged, which was formerly in the possession of Chevalier Nani, and is now through his generosity in St. Mark's Library. It is clearly evident that it was written about the tenth century; yet the letters ΟΟΞ in it are as round as in the oldest MSS. But the hesitating, uncertain hand which guided the reed or pen betrays itself most plainly. We see the unsteadiness of the hair strokes, the mode in which the heavy strokes were gradually made thicker by repeated touching, etc. etc. Nothing of this kind can be discovered in the Basil Codex. The characters in which it is written are the genuine ones of the eighth century. But I will not venture to assign to it a higher antiquity, for this reason, viz. that while in the more ancient writing, if a calligraphist was pressed for room at the end of a line, he made the letters every way smaller; this Codex only compressed the letters in width, making them narrower. This is most striking in C Ω, and may be regarded as a prelude to the alterations of the ninth century.

The fac-simile which I insert in this edition was taken by Prof. Hess of Basle, who undertook the trouble with extreme politeness. I was desirous of presenting a passage which should afford likewise a specimen of the second species of character. This is presented in the plate, (which contains Luke 8: 13-18,) at the end of the 15th verse. The abbreviation προ denotes the addition, or παράθετοι, which the public reader made as a concluding formula: ταῦτα λέγων ἐφών ἡ ἐκ—i. e. ἐγὼ ἃ ἀκούεις, ἀκούεις. The abbreviation ΚΑΣ, αὐβάτως ς, refers to the cross after οὐδείς, v. 16, by which the beginning of a reading section is denoted. By the side of αὐβάτως ς, a third hand, which however appears far more rarely than the second, has added the introductory formula: εἰπεν ὁ κύριος οὐδείς. . . . which the other writer had omitted.
This MS. was for a long time in Constantinople or its vicinity. Not to be prolix, I will mention but two of the evidences of this. The least ἀγίων ἁγίων ἁγγελίων is marked in Matthew. These moneyless saints were Cosmas and Damian, who practised medicine gratuitously. As early as the last half of the sixth century they had a temple at Constantinople through the favour of Justin the Second and Sophia his wife. We find the following words in the margin of Luke: εἰς τὴν μνήμην τῶν ἁγίων νασαρίων. These were exclusively Constantinopolitan saints, who perished in the tumult excited by Macedonius, and were afterwards esteemed martyrs. A church was built over their graves, which was standing in the days of Sozomen.

This Codex, then, was used in Constantinople or its vicinity as a church MS., on which account it contains designations of the church-lessons by the original hand. Hence the τίτλοι could easily be dispensed with, as well as the Ammonian sections also, and it was another hand which enriched the MS. with them and with designations of all the sacred festivals.

If we are right in assigning the origin of this MS. to the eighth century, it cannot be denied, that a perfect system of punctuation was prevalent in this century, at least in some countries.

L, once 2861, now 62 at Paris in the royal library, contains the four Gospels on parchment, elegantly written with uncial letters in two columns; yet not with what is called the old square character. C in Θ are compressed; Z, X, X, are prolonged beneath the line; the small strokes of Λ and the cross stroke of Θ are exactly as in the specimen presented, which I copied with care, and which I hope will be prepared with care for this edition by the artist. The Codex has accents, which however are negligently placed and often entirely wanting. The punctuation is expressed by two marks; the greater and middle pause by a comma and the smallest by a comma.

Weinstein collated the MS., and after him with peculiar care Griesbach, who has given a description of it. It bears infallible marks of the country of its origin. Griesbach observes respecting the orthography of the MS.: "Semper scribitur λήψωμα cum conjugatis pro λήψωμα, et saepissime εἴην pro εἴην, nonnumquam etiam ἡθαν et ἵππαν." We also find ἵππαν for εἴην in Luke 9: 32 and 10: 24; for εξελθάται in Luke 7: 24, 22; 92, ἡθαται; also for εὗρον and εὑρομεν in Luke 2: 16 and 23: 2, εὕρα, εὑρομεν; and for ἐφαμαν in Luke 9: 26, ἐφαμαν. Hence it is of Egyptian origin, and from the characters it appears that it is an Egyptian MS. of the second period. (§ 49.) Griesbach has assigned it to the ninth century, in which I perfectly agree with him.

V, a MS. of the four Gospels, belongs to the library of the Holy Syn-

---

3 Sozom. H. E. L. IV. c. 3. Comp. the Notes of Valesius on this passage and on Socrates, H. E. L. V. c. 22.
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ed at Moscow, where this Codex is regarded as the oldest monument among the literary treasures there preserved. It wants Matt. 5: 44—6: 12: 9: 18—10: 1: 22: 44—23: 35. Mark and Luke are perfect, but at John 7: 39 begins a new hand, which continues to the end, and in which a subscription also is added. But this has so little bearing upon a decision of the age of the MSS., that Matthæi wholly rejects it as inadmissible for this purpose.

The writing is uscial, or, if that word be disliked, the letters are those of the larger alphabet, which, however, are very small and neat. They are not much larger than those of Cardinal Barberini's Hexaplar MS. of the Prophets; they are, however, somewhat longer. (Bianchini Evang. Quadr. P. I. ad pag. DXXXII. Cod. Barb. Sign. num. V.) The MS., as is shown by the specimen which Matthæi has published with the Apocalypse, is not written ἐν γραμματία at all, but serie continu. It is divided, however, into small paragraphs resembling verses. The beginning of Mark has been engraved as a specimen of the character.

The MS. has, besides the accents, a regular punctuation throughout. For a full stop a dot is placed at the top of a letter: for the middle pause one at the bottom; and for the smallest a comma. The form and elegance of the characters assign that part of the MS. which precedes John 7: 39 to the ninth century. The rest is several centuries younger. The MS., as I am assured on good authority, was preserved with other MSS. from the confagration of Moscow. Matthæi has described it in his Appendix Ad Thessalonicens. p. 265 seq.

g (XCVIII. in the library of the Holy Synod,) which was formerly in the monastery of St. Dionysius on Mount Athos, contains all the Pauline and Catholic Epistles. The Catholic Epistles are accompanied with a Catena; the Pauline with Scholia by John Damascenus. The text is written in two columns in uncial characters, with accents and marks of punctuation. A dot above the letter denotes the full stop; in the middle, the middle pause; and beneath, the smallest or the comma.

The Catena and Scholia are written in the cursive hand, on which account the MS. can hardly have been written before the tenth century. There is a description of it in Matthæi at the end of Epist. ad Rom. Tit. et Philem. p. 265—67, together with a specimen of it taken from the Catholic Epistles.

b is an Evangelistarium (in the library of the Holy Synod, N. XLII.) in two columns, with uncial characters and accents, and, judging from the specimen which has been presented, is badly punctuated and full of mistakes. The characters are rather heavy, yet not ill-formed. They very much resemble those of another Evangelistarium of the year 996, in Wetstein N. 5, of which Montfaucon has given a specimen in the Append. ad Paleogr. He calls its possessor Corel; it should have been Covel. A description of the Moscow MS. may be found in Matthæi, Epist. ad Thessalonic. p. 252. where likewise a specimen of the characters is presented.

h is an Evangelistarium (N. XII. in the library of the Holy Synod,) the beginning of which, comprising some lessons in John, is much injured. It is written in two columns, in long uncial characters, with accents and punctuation-marks. The smallest division is made, as appears from the specimen, by a dot which is lengthened almost to a line;
the full stop is denoted by a cross. The MS. is in general exceedingly correct, and was written by a very competent copyist. The characters bear much resemblance to those of an Evangelarium (Colbert. 700. Wetsten. n. 1.) of which a page is to be found in Montfauçon (Paleogr. L. III. C. 4. p. 229.) Montfauçon is inclined to assign it to the 9th century. We might agree with him if he had only proved that there existed a regular system of punctuation at that period; but without valid proof of so important a point, the 9th century is full early enough for a MS. possessing the characteristics which we find in this. Matthæi has described it (Ad Thessalonie. p. 253. 4.) and furnished a specimen.

M, once the property of the Abbé des Camps, now n. 48. in the Library of France, contains the four Gospels in the uncial character with accents and punctuation marks. The MS. has moreover other marks above the lines in red ink, which are apparently notes according to which the Gospels were chanted in the churches. It has, besides, certain difficult characters and likewise various readings on the margin in the cursive hand; so all appearance they are by the original penman. From this characteristic it cannot be older than the 10th century. There is a specimen in Montfauçon. (Paleogr. L. III. c. 8. p. 260.)

§ 53.

We have yet to notice briefly some, at least, of the remarkable MSS. in the cursive character to which we have referred in the history of the text.

We will mention those of the Gospels first.

No. 1 of the Gospels in Wetstein and Griesbach, has the mark R. VI. 27. in the Library at Basle, and is an elegant MS., adorned with pictures. It contains the whole New Testament, (except the Apocalypse,) which however is so arranged that the Acts and Epistles come first and the Gospels follow. Before the Gospel of John is depicted the resurrection of Lazarus. By the side of Jesus stand two male figures, crowned and clad in purple and gold, one old and grey-bearded, the other youthful. Beneath the picture is a Greek epigram, from which we learn that one of the Leos is represented in it, and Wetstein has shown from other considerations that the two crowned persons are Leo the Wise and his son Constantine Porphyrogenitus, under whom this MS. was probably written for the use of the church of St. Lazarus which was built by Leo. Leo lived at the end of the 9th and in the beginning of the 10th century. The text of the Gospels is very different from the text of the rest of the MS.

No. 10 in the edition of Prof. Matthæi comes next; in Griesbach it is marked M. 10. This MS. is in the library of Nicephorus, Archbishop of Chersonesus, and contains the four Gospels accompanied with Scholia. According to the subscription at the end of Luke's Gospel, it was presented by the copyist Moses, the son of Elias, to the monastery of the votaries of St. Michael at Jerusalem. This circumstance confirms what we asserted respecting the text of this MS., viz. that it was transcribed from a copy of the Palestinian Recension.

It is written on parchment in the cursive hand, in folio, with accents and punctuation marks. The initial letters, the summaries of the con-
tents of the Gospels, the inscriptions of the same, the Eusebian Canons and the designations of the large chapters are in the margin in red ink and ornamented with gold. The whole MS. is in an excellent state of preservation, correct, and, it would appear, even splendid. To say the least, it must have been written before the crusades, before the close of the 11th century. We could not expect to find a MS. written at Jerusalem, during or after those expeditions. Matthey has described it at the end of \textit{Epp. ad Thessalonic.} p. 234—7. and presented a specimen taken from Luke.

No. 114 according to Griesbach, or \textit{Harle.} 5540, contains the Gospels on parchment, written in a small elegant hand sometime in the 13th century. It has been carefully collated only in Matt. VIII, IX, X, XI; elsewhere with invariable negligence. In this MS. are wanting Matt. XVII. 4—18. and XXVI. 57—73. (Griesbach, \textit{Symb. Crit.} P. I. CLXXXIII.)

No. 124 according to Griesbach, in the Royal Library at Vienna \textit{Lambec.} XXXI. 4. At the end of each Gospel the \textit{στιχος} and \textit{δήμαρχος} are marked together. The cursive hand is not elegant; the initial letters are rude. A description of it and an engraved specimen, together with excellent observations on the text of this MS., have been furnished to us by Treschow in his \textit{Tentam. Descriptions Codicum Vet. Graec. Nov. Foed. qui in biblioth. C. Vindob. asservavantur.} Hauniae. 1773. § 4. Birch, who likewise collated the MS., assigns it to the 11th or 12th century. (Proleg. in edit. IV. Evang. p. LVIII.)

1 is a MS. in Matthey, notices of which are scattered here and there in his edition. (See the end of his edition of \textit{Epp. ad Thessalon.} p. 187. \textit{Praefat. in Acta App.} p. X. \textit{Praefat. in. Epp. Cath.} p. XXV.) The specimen is from \textit{Epist. ad Rom.} It contains the whole New Testament and the Psalter, together with the Canticles (so called,) in an extremely small cursive hand, with accents, punctuation-marks and portraits of the Evangelists and Apostles. The text of the Acts, (and it is on this account principally that it is here noticed,) is of an entirely different Recension from the rest of the book. The MS. is numbered CCCCLXXX, in the Library of the Holy Synod, and, in the estimation of the learned man who collated it, belongs to the 12th century.


No. 17 in Wetstein and Griesbach, containing the Epistles of Paul, was formerly \textit{Colbert.} 2844, and is now N. 14 in the Library at Paris. The MS. contains extracts from the Prophets, with the whole New Testament, the Apocalypse excepted. The leaves are bound together; it begins with the first Epistle to the Corinthians, and proceeds in order as far as Philemon inclusive. The Epistle to the Hebrews comes before the two to Timothy. After Philemon comes the Acts and then the Epistle to the Romans; then the Catholic Epistles and lastly the Gospels. It is well written and belongs to the 10th or 11th century. The epistles of Paul are especially worthy of our notice. In the Gospels it is numbered in Wetstein 33, and 13 in the Acts and Catholic
CHAPTER VII.

EDITIONS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.

§ 54.

A beautiful invention released the copyists from their laborious occupation; and who would not imagine that it must very soon have been applied to the documents of Christianity? But in truth their turn came very late; many works of the classic authors of Greece having been multiplied by means of the press and disseminated in Europe before any one ventured to publish the books of the New Testament in the original language, although there already existed several impressions of the Latin and also of the German Bible.

Did this result from the veneration entertained for these books? From the distrust of capacity for such a task which was felt by every one? Or was it because that after the Florentine Council little reliance was placed on the Greeks or on their MSS.↑ It could hardly be for want of religious liberty, as the Councils of Constance and Basle had recently taken it under their protection against the alarming pretensions set up on the other side of the Alps.

At least it was not so in one free state, which was never inclined to endure coercion from without. I allude to Venice, where the celebrated Aldus in the year 1504 first edited, not a New Testament, but only the first six chapters of John's Gospel, as an experiment,1 and, contrary to what we should have expected, no advance was made beyond this for

---

1 Adler in the _Repartür für bibli. und morgn. Litteratur_, XVIII. Th. p. 150. seq.
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§ 55.

a long time. Before this there probably existed nothing of the New Testament but Mary’s song of praise, Luke 1: 42—56, and Zachariah’s, Luke 1: 68—80, which are attached to a beautiful Greek Psalter, of the year 1436, in my own possession.

Now, however, two individuals at the same time undertook the neglected task, one of whom possessed surpassing learning and critical acumen, and the other surpassing zeal and perseverance; moreover, neither were wanting in the spirit or the means of liberal expenditure. These were Desiderius Erasmus, and the Spanish Minister, Cardinal Ximenes.

In the midst of the festivities with which the Court celebrated the birth of an heir to the throne, (1502,) the Minister projected his Polyglot Bible, (Biblia Complutensia, the Bible of Alcala,) called together the learned men to whom he desired to entrust its execution, and afterwards labored with them himself in the midst of the most weighty affairs of state.¹

It seems that they began with the New Testament, for according to the postscript at the end of the Apocalypse, that book was completed in January, 1514, while the whole was not finished till the 10th of July, 1517.

In preparing this edition, as they state in the preface, they made use of the oldest and most correct MSS., which were sent them by Leo X from the papal Library. As Leo was elevated to the papal chair in March 1513, it is impossible, even leaving out of the account the time necessary for the transmission of the MSS., that they could have made much use of them in the ten months that elapsed before the completion of the Apocalypse in January 1514. It must have been the case then, that they received these MSS. earlier, in the time of Julius II, through the intervention of the Cardinal de Medici, who had great influence over this Pope and afterwards received their thanks for his good offices, when he was in possession of that dignity in which he succeeded Julius.

They had also other MSS. which they have not expressly mentioned. At least Stunica, in his controversy with Erasmus, often refers to a Codex Rhodensis, which was probably sold to the rocket-makers with other MSS. of the University Library at Alcala.²

Ximenes had the satisfaction of seeing his work completed; but he died four months afterwards, on the 8th November 1517, before it was published. Several years elapsed after his decease before Leo X granted permission for its publication, which he did on the 20th of March, 1521.

Erasmus began later, but his edition of the New Testament was published before that of Alcala. It was accompanied with a Latin version

² Michaelis’ Einleit. in das N. Test. I. Th. § 106 p. 776. 4th ed.
of his own by the side of the Greek, together with valuable notes, and appeared in folio in the year 1516. It was published by Frobenius. The basis of his edition was, as to the Gospels, Codex Basil. B. VI. 25; and as to the Acts and Epistles Codex Basil. IX, both which, with corrections from Erasmus' own hand, are preserved in the City Library of Basle. Codex Reuchlini, from which he drew his text of the Apocalypse, is no longer to be found. With these he sometimes collated Basil. VI. 17, and Basil. B. X. 20; as also some Latin MSS., as he says in the preface to his Annotations, p. 225, and some of the fathers: "Postremo ad probatissimorum omnium suffragiis autorem, vel citationem, vel emendationem, vel enarrationem, nempe Origenis, Chrysostomi, Cyrilli, Hieronymi, Ambrosii, Hilarii, Augustini, quorum testimonia complusculis locis in hoc adduximus."

The annotations, it seems, were made during the revision of the text; hence the preface which precedes them is dated 1515, before the printing of the whole was completed.

This edition was speedily followed by this remarkable man with a second in 1519, and a third in 1522. It was in the latter that he first adopted the passage 1 John 5: 7, as he says, e codice Britannico. Afterwards a fourth and fifth appeared in 1527 and 1535. In the two last he made use of the Alcala Bible, adopting several emendations from it, particularly in the Apocalypse.

§ 56.

A beginning had now been made, and several other individuals soon appeared in the field. Among these was Andrew Aslanus, the father-in-law of Aldus, who, in 1518, reprinted the Erasmian text in folio at Venice, but not without collating other MSS., even though what he says in his preface, "multis vetustissimis exemplaribus collatis," be an exaggeration. At least we find traces of such a collation in certain variations, particularly in the Apocalypse; and one of the MSS. which he used, containing the whole New Testament except the Apocalypse, has been identified.

As he adopted Erasmus for his guide, Robert Stephens, in his neat edition of 1546 in 16mo., followed the Bible of Alcala. This is called the mirificam edition in allusion to the commencement of the preface: "O mirificam regis nostri . . . liberalitatem." The occasion of this denomination was, the supposition that it was entirely free from errata. In preparing this edition several MSS. were likewise at his command, concerning which he expresses himself with true French vivacity: "Si-

1 This is well known to have been Cod. Montfortii, written about the 14th century. Comp. Opp. Erasm., Tom. IX. p. 294. 595. Bas. 1540, and Repertor. f. bibl. und morgend. Litt. III. Th. p. 260. Dr. Herbert Marsh collated the passage in Cod. Montf.: ἐν τῷ υἱῷ τετροχάρη, μαρτύρα, λαγος, καὶ πνεύμα αἰωνιον, καὶ ἁγίῳ ὁ τρεῖς εἰς τοῖς. Καὶ τρεῖς εἰς οἱ μαρτυροῦντες ἐν τῇ γῇ, with the Complut. ed. in which it runs thus: ἐν τῷ υἱῷ τετροχάρη, οἱ πατέρα, καὶ ὁ λόγος καὶ τὸ αἰων πνεύμα, καὶ οἱ τρεῖς εἰς τοῖς εἰς τῇ γῇ. (Notes and additions to Michaelis' Introduction, p. 337. 338. See also Paulus' Memoria-bilia, chap. VI. p. 14. 31.)

2 Birch, Pref. in IV. Evang. Hauine. 1788. p. VII. VIII. - It is the Vatican 360.
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quidem codices nacti aliquot ipsa vetustatis specie pene adorandos, quorum copiam nobis bibliotheca regia facile suppeditavit;" he then adds: "adjuti presterea sumus cum alios, tum vero Complutensi editione, quam ad vetustissimos bibliothecae Leonis X. Pont. codices excudi jusserat Hispaniarum Cardinalis Franciscus Simenius, quot cum nostris miro consensus sapissime convenire ex ipso collatione deprehendimus."

This agreement between his MSS. and the edition of Alcalà must certainly have been very great, for it appears from comparison that not only in this, but also in the next edition in 16mo. 1549, he has exactly copied it except in a few places. (Bengel, Introd. in Cr. Nov. Test. § 36. p. 435.)

In the third edition, however, which was printed in folio in 1550, with great typographical elegance, and is his principal edition, he follows (Bengel, l. c.) the fifth edition of Erasmus, with which he collated 16 MSS., noting their various readings in the margin. "Cum vetustissimis sedecim scriptis exemplaribus," says he in the Preface: the first however was, as he says himself, the Complutensi copy; the other from Italy, the 3d, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 10th and 16th were from the Royal library; the rest, which he cites in the margin under the marks α, β, γ, up to ε, from other places.1 In the year 1551, an edition

---

1 The learned have taken great pains to discover the MSS. which Stephens used in his third edition. This solicitude has been occasioned by I John 5: 7, where Stephens put a sign of omission before εν τοι ὕποκειται, without denoting that it extended to the following words as far as εν τοι γίνεται. He placed in the margin "στ. ε. τ. ε. ε. σ. α. γ. η." meaning that these MSS. omitted the part marked; and it was hence concluded that they did not want the whole passage, but only the words, εν τοι ὕποκειται, or that if they omitted the whole passage, the ten others at least contained it. (David Martin, Vérité du texte 1 Jean 5: 7, démontrée par des preuves, qui sont au-dessus de toute exception. Utrecht. 1722, 8vo. Journal des Savans. Join, 1720, p. 643.)

Le Long and Wetstein commenced a search after these MSS. and found a part of them. Griesbach corrected their statements, and Fleischer in his letters to Michaelis, from which the latter has given extracts in the 3d and 4th edition of his Introduction, names the numbers which they subsequently received in the royal library at Paris.

α, according to the account of Robert Stephens himself, is the Edit. Complut. —β, is Cantabr. Ev. D.—γ, Evangel. Reg. 2867, now, according to Fleischer, 84. Griesbach (Proleg. in Nov. Testament. Edit. 2dam. Sect. 1. p. 131) doubts the correctness of the assertion; he and Wetstein cite it under the designation N. 4. Evang.—δ, Reg. 2871, Fleischer 106, contains the whole New Testament except the Apocalypse; in Griesbach and Wetstein it is designated n. 5. in all the classes—ε, Reg. 3425, Fleischer 112, the whole New Testament excepting the Apoc.; in Wetstein and Griesbach always n. 6.—η, Reg. 2866, Fleischer 71, Gospels; in Wetstein and Griesbach n. 7.—τ, a Codex, for which Wetstein cites two MSS., Reg. 2249 Gospels, and 2241 Paul, Acts and Cath. Epistles. The Gospels and Paul are numbered 8 in Wetstein; the Acts and Cath. Epistles 50. But 2241 contains, according to Fleischer, not only the Acts, Paul and the Cath. Epistles, but the whole New Testament, and is now n. 47, but to appearance once had the number 2242, probably by mistake. There existed however in the Royal Library a MS. of the Gospels with the N. 2242, now 49. Now 2241, at present N. 47, was not in the Royal Library till long after Stephens' time, till the year 1687; hence Griesbach conjectures that 2242, n. 49, might once have contained the Acts and Cath. Epistles, which however have been misplaced. (Proleg. in Nov. Testament. Ed. 2. Sect. 1. p. 21.)—η, is certainly Reg. 2861 of the Gospels, now 63 or L.—τ, is Coisl. 200, containing the New Testament, except the Apocalypse; in Wetstein and Griesbach it is n. 38 in the Gospels, 23 in Paul, and 19 in the Acts and Cath. Epistles.—ε, or Reg. 2870, Fleischer 103, ac-
of the New Testament appeared with Stephenson's olive in 1vo. (without the name of the place where it was printed, though it is believed to have been Geneva,) accompanied by the Vulgate and the version of Erasmus. This was the first edition which contained the division into verses, invented by Stephens. . . . "Novum Testamentum ad vetustissima exemplaria MSC. excusum: adjecta duplici translatione: in interiore quidem margine veteris interpretis, in interiore Desiderii Erasmi." . . . "Quod autem per quosdam, ut vocant, versiculos," says the Preface, "opus distinzimus, id vetustissima exemplaria . . . seculi fecimus. "We have repeatedly remarked that ancient MSS. are sometimes found divided into small sections in some degree similar to our verses.

In 1569, appeared another edition by his son Robert. "Lutetiae ex officina Rob. Stephani typographi regii, typis regiis MDLXIX." 16mo. At the end are appended select various readings under the title: "Selecta variantes ex Stephani tertid." All these editions possessed inestimable value in their day, although in reality they are extremely defective, as all first attempts of a novel description must be. Before this period a Codex, (which was now and then selected with discrimination, but frequently taken at hap-hazard,) was transcribed by some copyist, who collated a few MSS. with it in order to obtain assistance in illegible or doubtful passages, or to adopt here and there a reading which struck his fancy. Such was the case likewise in regard to these printed editions. The editors seized upon the best MSS. in their vicinity, without the slightest knowledge of the critical stores which were within their reach in the obscurity of libraries, of the various critical phenomena occurring in the New Testament, or of the proper principles on which to proceed. And however superior in learning they may have been to the transcribers before them, they yet always acted without plan, amended like them according to their own fancy and private opinions, and in this respect were not even on a footing with the Greek copyists, since they knew less in respect to the characteristics which determined the age of MSS.

To us of the present day these editions would be far more valuable had each editor merely printed some one ancient MS. faithfully and carefully, without any exercise of criticism; if, e. g., (the Complutensian editors had given us the Rhodian Codex, as Hearne has given the

- according to Wetstein and Griesbach, 9 in Paul's Ep. and 7 in the Acts and Cath. Epistles.—see, Acts and Cath. Epistles. n. 8, Paul 10, in Wetstein and Griesbach; it is not known what has become of it.—n, Reg. 2969, of the Gospels, now 83 according to Fleischer. Griesbach, however, does not think these numbers perfectly certain. The readings are cited by him and by Wetstein under the designation n. 9. Evang.—47, according to Marsh (last ed.) is Cantabrig. kk. 6. 4. See "Letters to Mr. Archbishop Tracy in vindication of one of the Translator's notes to Michaelis' Introduction. By the Translator of Michaelis." Leips. 1795. 8vo. p. 49—70.—n, of the Gospels, not Reg. 2966, but Victorian. 774, in the Library of St. Victor in Paris. (Griesbach Symb. Crit. P. 1. p. CXLIV—XLVI.) in Griesbach Evang. n. 120.—see, Reg. 2969, according to Fleischer 237, contains Paul's Epist., Acts, Cath. Epist, and Apoc. It was collated by Wetstein anew; according to him it is n. 12 of Paul, n. 10 of the Acts and Cath. Epistles, and n. 2 of the Apoc.; so also in Griesbach.—n, is, as Griesbach says, "ignitus Codex Apocalypit-see." The readings are cited by him and by Wetstein under the designation n. 3. Apoc.

Landian Codex of the Acts or Woide the Alexandrian, simply accompanied by a preliminary account of its appearance and condition.

They therefore properly belong to the history of biblical literature and of the typography and cultivation of the 16th century, and may afford important information on other points; but they are of no use in the criticism of the New Testament, except in tracing back to their origin the mistakes and false readings in our printed editions.

§ 57.

There now arose a multitude of booksellers, who either reprinted some one of these four editions, or else prepared a new one from two or three of them.

Christopher Plantin reprinted at Antwerp the edition of Alcala five times, in 1564, 1573, 1574, 1590, 1591, and it issued from his press after his death in 1601 and 1612. Reprints of it appeared at Geneva in 1609, 1619, 1620, 1626, 1632. It was also reprinted in the Paris Polyglot, in the 9th and 10th vols., in 1645. Lastly, it was printed likewise at Mentz in 1753; and to this edition Goldhagen subjoined various readings, among which are some from the Codex Milesiæensis, which still remained uncollated.

The editions of Erasmus were reprinted by Wolfius Cephalus, Argentorati, 1524, Svo.; by Froben and Episcopius, 1546, 4to. Εὐαγγέλια έν βασιλείᾳ παρ' Ιερονυμον Φροβίνιον και Νικολαον Επισκόπιον, εἴτε τῆς θεογνίας αὑτὲν. Also by Heerwagen, Basle 1645, folio; by Nicholas Brevling, Gr. and Lat., Basle 1546, and 1550, Svo.; by Vogelin, Gr. and Latin. Lipsiae imprimaebatur per Andream Schneider typis Voegelianis, 1570; and by Leonard Osten, Gr. and Lat., Basle 1588, Svo.

Among the reprints of Erasmus, however, two are so distinguished, that it would be wrong to confound them with the rest. The first is that of Simon Colinus, Paris 1534, which indeed recognizes that of Erasmus as its basis, but is not without merit of its own. The editor consulted ancient MSS. himself, and among them was Victoriae. 774, which Stephens afterwards denominated Io, in Griesbach 120 of the Gospels, or else a MS. nearly allied to this, viz. Reg. 2265, in Griesbach 119. In the Acts, the Pauline Epistles and the Catholic, he collated a MS. which Stephens subsequently designated 9. From these copies and others, it seems, he altered the Erasmian text and, as he thought, often improved it. This edition was earlier than the first of Stephens, and might have disputed the palm with it, had it been supported by the public favor. But no one reprinted or followed it, and it therefore remained one of the secondary editions.

The other is that of James Bogard, who in 1543 followed the New Testament of Erasmus, with some alterations, particularly in the Apocalypse, subjoining an appendix from Steph. id. 2

---

2 Millius Proleg. n. 1153.
4 Wuststein, Proef. p. 142.
EDITIONS OF THE N. TESTAMENT.

The Bibbia Antevertensia Philippi Regis 1571, 72, was based on the Bible of Alcala, Erasmus being consulted. So also, the Plantinian Editions of 1573 and 1584. fol., with the interlinear version of Arias Montanus; the Raphelengian at Leyden, 1591, 16mo.; and that of Comelin, with the same interlinear version, in 1599, large folio.

From the Erasmian and Aldine editions were derived the Hagenau edition: "in addibus Thoma Anselmi Badensis, 1521 mense mariti," that of Strasbourg, by Fabricius Capito, 1524; the editions of John Bebel, with the preface of Oecolampadius, at Basle 1530 and 1535. 8vo.; and those of Thomas Plater in 1538, 1540, 1543, and 1544, at Basle in 8vo.

The following was a reprint of Stephens' first edition: Τῆς καπνοφόρης ἀπαντητικῆς Novum Testament. Parisiis, impensis viduae Arnoldi Birkmanni 1549, 16mo. One described by Le Long, (Ed. Masch. P. I. p. 215,) is said to agree perfectly in appearance with this, except that on the title-page there is the name of Haultin instead of Birkmann.

The Wechelii faithfully reprinted the third ed. of Stephens in 1601, folio, with various readings in the margin. Still earlier in 1597, folio, they had printed the third and fifth editions of Stephens together, placing the various readings in the margin of Stephens' third edition beneath the text, and subjoining readings from the Bible of Alcala and the Vulgate: "Ad Novum Testamentum quod attinet," says the Preface, "exemplar Roberti Stephani typographi regii, patris et filii, secuti sumus, atque varias lectiones, qua non tantum in eo exemplari ex codicibus regii collecta continenturm, sed et in Complutensi et in aliis editionibus, et quorumdam adnotationibus repertorium potuerunt, adjici curavimus." These and especially the Aldine editions are the source of the Margo Wecheliorum, which Francis Junius composed, and to which great importance has sometimes been attached.

Stephens was followed likewise by the N. I. C. Testamentum Grace, collatis non paucis veneranda fidei exemplaribus, accuratissima cum line editum per Nicol. Bryling. MDLXIII. 8vo. In the margin, as in Stephens' third edition, there are various readings, which are in reality selected from the latter; yet the marks by which Stephens designated the MSS. are omitted. There are also noted some various readings which are not found in Stephens; e. g. Matt. 2: 2, ιερουσαλημα αυτον. 5: 11 επειδή παν ποιησαι και 10. 6: 34 μεριμνησε αυτος. 9: 4 και ο ιδως δ' Ιησους. 15: 39 ανθη. 17: 25 ζα τη τελη. 19: 24

3 Masch (Le Long Bib. Sacr. P. I. p. 200) doubted the existence of the edition of MXLIV. It is, together with the other edition of Plater, in the Library of our University, and the editions of XLI and XLV resemble each other in every respect, except in date. The title, the dedication, "Docto et pio M. Severino Erzberger Basilensis Ecclesie communi diacono, Joannes Gueves Bracensens Theologie Candidatus S. D., also the preface, "in sacrarum literarum lectionem Johannis Ecolampadii exhortatio," the text, the numbering of the pages, the subscription, are the same. The one in our Library is dated, like that of XLI, in the month of March: "Basilicæ per Thomam Platerum, impensis Reinhardi Bech. A. MDLV mense Martio.
EDITIONS OF THE N. TESTAMENT.

Since the time of Stephens biblical criticism had as yet made no advance; for all these reprints added nothing from MSS. yet uncollated to the fine collection which the former procured by means of his son. Nor did any one undertake to prepare a critical edition by making a proper use of the apparatus which was within his reach. Stephens himself wanted confidence for this, and only reprinted the fifth edition of Erasmus with some alterations, scattering his various readings in the margin for the advantage of any one among his purchasers who might choose to make use of them.

Such an one was Theodore Beza, a pupil of John Calvin, who appropriated to his own use the collations for which Stephens was indebted to his son Henry, and obtained, I know not from what quarter, an Arabic version, and also the Syriac one which had been sometime published through the laudable assiduity of Widmanstäd. With these he began to criticise the text and to amend former editions, particularly that of Erasmus. It has been Beza's lot to be frequently much censured, and frequently much commended, both with equal reason. His emendations are often sensible; but his means for such an undertaking were too scanty, and no principles were as yet established in respect to their application.

His first edition was published without the name of the place where it was printed (Geneva,) by Henry Stephens: "Iesu Christi D. N. Novum Testament. etc. Anno MDLXV. excudebat Henricus Stephanus illustris viri Huldrici Fuggeri typographus." The Greek text has by its side two Latin versions, the Vulgate and his own, and notes below, sometimes critical and sometimes exegetical. The dedication is to Elizabeth, queen of England, and in it he asserts that he made use of 25 MSS.: "Ad hac omnia accessit ex Stephani nostri bibliotheca cum viginti quinque minus manuscriptis codicibus, et omnibus pene impressis ab Henrico Stephano, ejus filio, et paterna sedulitatis herede quam diligentissime collatum." In 1576 a second followed, by the same printer; also a third, fourth and fifth in 1582, 1589 and 1596. In the second he mentions only septemdecim MSS.; but in the fourth and fifth novemdecim. By claiming in the first edition to have used 25 MSS., which in the second dwindle down to 17, he has drawn on himself severe reprehension, even from his friends.

Yet I do not think that he was so inconsiderate as, after exaggerating somewhat in the first edition, to have forgotten himself in the second. It is probable, as has been alleged in his exculpation, that in the first edition he wrote XV, which the compositor mistook for XXV, and put
viginis quinque at length; for there are 15 in Stephens' margin, without reckoning the Complutensian edition. By reckoning this, as Stephens did, together with the Codex Claromontanus, he would have septemdecim. He afterwards obtained an antiquissimus Codex Mst., mentioned by him in his last two editions; by this the number is increased to 18. He could not have made nineteen, however, without reckoning the Cod. Cantabr. (which had meanwhile come into his possession) twice, once among Stephens' and once by itself.

Beza gave a different character to the text from that which it had had hitherto, and was the real author of the Textus Receptus. His learning and the special recommendation of being Calvin's pupil procured him reputation among his sect, and his Recension was highly esteemed in England, and particularly in Holland and Switzerland.

Meanwhile no one had particularly distinguished himself among the scholars of the Lutheran persuasion. Their absurd controversies with the papists employed too many pens and prevented them from cultivating other departments of literature. To this is to be added the circumstance that the trade in books was principally confined to Holland. The Elzeviria turned this circumstance to good account, and without saying a word of the author circulated this recension in every country and among all sects, in several neat and even elegant editions.

The first Elzevir edition appeared without preface or postscript. "Lugduni Bat. ex officina Elzeviriana, Anno MDCCXXIV." 16mo. On the title-page there is only: "ex regiis aliisque optimis editionibus cum cura expressum."

The basis of this was certainly the text of the third edition of Robert Stephens, as this was the basis of Beza's: and hence those learned men who have remarked a great agreement between it and the third of Stephens are in the right. But the editors follow Beza wherever they differ from Stephens. Wetstein has noted several passages in which the text deviates from Stephens, and presents instead Beza's emendations. (Proleg. p. 151, 152.) Mill likewise perceived the variations, (Proli. p. 1307,) and if he had collated Beza, he would have found most of them in him. Birch has given a supplementary list of some from the Gospels and also from the other books of the New Testament, among which however are several which did not escape his predecessors, as Mark 6:9; Luke 15:26; John 8:25, 13:30, 18:54; together with several indeed, which he first pointed out, and which, on recurring to Beza, I find in him: e.g. Matt. 21:7; Mark 8:3; Luke 7:12, 10:19; and the most important one 17:36; as also 18:3; John 6:28, 9:20, 14:9, 18:20, 19:30. Thus this fact, which I believe was first suggested by the Abbe Bengel, is sufficiently established.

CIOIĆCXXXIII. 12mo. and a similar one in 16mo. boldly announced themselves in the Preface as the textus receptus. "Textum ergo habes ab omnibus receptum, in quo nihil immutatum aut corruptum damus." As this assurance was credited, it soon came to be really well founded. These editions were soon followed by several others from this infallible press, in 1641, 1656, 1662, and in these five editions at least 9000 copies were sent forth to the world.

Stephen Curcellus now appeared, and in order to restore the charm of novelty to these editions, selected various readings from the Wechelian margin, from some printed Bibles and a few MSS., and subjoined them as an appendix to an edition published in 1658 apud Danielem Elzevirium, and afterwards in an edition in 1675, inserted them beneath the text, without altering it otherwise in the least: "Quo ad praecedentes Elzevirianas expressa fuit, nullâ prorsus in textu factâ mutatione."

The Curcellian edition became so profitable to the Elzevirs that, notwithstanding their frequent impressions, others also sought to derive advantage from it; as, e. g., Blaw, who reprinted the second edition of Curcellus in the same year: "Amstelodami ex officina Blaviana MDCLXXV. Sumpt. Societ." He had at a still earlier period evinced a like regard for the Elzevirs by reprinting their text of 1633: "Amstelodami apud Guil. Blaw. 1633. 12mo.

That nothing might be lacking to promote the universal reception of this text, the orthodox Father Morinus took the trouble of presenting it in a splendid edition, Paris 1628, to the French clergy.

Moreover the booksellers Wetstein and Smith speculated with it in another way, out of charity to those poor sinners who could not well get along without a Latin translation. They printed by its side the version of Arias Montanus, and Leusden was called upon to superintend the edition, that it might be recommended by his name. Thus the text of the Elzevirs appeared anew, "Amstelodami ex officina Wetsteniana, 1698." It was very often published in this form with these words on the title page, and likewise "apud Wetsten. et G. Smith."

But for the further benefit of a learned public, they appropriated to their use the collation of a Vienna MS. (Lambec. 25.) made by Gerhard von Maastricht, together with the principles of criticism which had been drawn up by this learned man in his leisure hours. Thus enriched, the Curcellian edition again appeared, "Amstelod. ex offic. Wetsteniana," in 1711, as also a second time, "Amstelod. apud. J. Wetsten. et G. Smith," 1735, 8vo. The text itself remained unaltered; only, as they boast, it was printed with fewer errors: "Textum emendav" says the Preface, "ad editionem tertiam Elzevirianam Anni 1638 a C. Leusdeno mendis repurgatum." The letters by which the author of the rules of criticism (XLIII Canones Critici) is designated on the title page, viz. G. D. T. M. D., signify Gerhardus de tragiectu Mosse Doctor.

While the stream of the textus receptus was rolling on and carrying everything with it, Boecler, it would seem, wished to signalize himself by recurring to the text of Robert Stephene. He published two editions of it: "H. kaiwth diathke. Novum Testamentum. Accessit prologus in Epistolas S. Ap. Pauli ex antiquissimo MSC. Argent. ex offic. Stadehi A. CIOIĆCXL. and LX in 12mo. It seems, however, that the first was merely provided with a new title page and sold as a
second. He says in the Preface: "collatis etiam MSC. membranis, de quibus ad calcem libri." The MS., according to his description at the end, contained the Acts, the Pauline and Catholic Epistles, with the Prologue of Euthalius to Paul's Epistles, which he printed in the appendix. But Bocler, as Bengel has already remarked, made no use of this MS. in regulating the text. I have taken pains to convince myself of this by investigation. His MS. is, it is well known, went to Rome, where Zacagni made use of it for his edition of Euthalius. Bocler, however, confined himself to the textus receptus, only making alterations here and there according to Stephens' third edition. He adopted the readings of Stephens again in the following passages: Acts 16: 17, Rom. 12: 11. 1 Cor. 15: 23. 2 Cor. 5: 4. 11: 1. Phil. 1: 23. Apoc. 3: 12. 4: 10. 5: 9. 8: 5. 11: 1. 2. 13: 3. 5. 19: 1. 6. 20: 4. 21: 16.

§ 69.

While the Dutch were abusing the text according to their own good will and pleasure, in another country it passed from the hands of tradesmen and their assistants into those of men of learning. It was in England that it met with this good fortune. Walton and other learned individuals associated themselves together for the purpose of editing the London Polyglot. This was to contain the Syriac, Arabic, Ethiopic and Persian versions of the New Testament; aids to criticism of no small value.

The Greek text was treated with much more care than could have been expected in a work on a plan so extensive. The Dutch creed in regard to the textus receptus had no influence over Walton and his associates. He adopted the third edition of Stephens as the basis of his text, and placed below it the readings of the celebrated Alexandrian Codex A. The New Testament made its appearance in this way, "Londini MDCLVII," in the 5th vol. of the Polyglot.


As to the rest, the editors of this valuable work contented themselves with the merit of laying their treasures before the learned world without exercising any criticism upon them.

---

1 They have this name from Peter Pazard, Marquis of Velez, who was said to have collected them from 16 Greek MSS.; but it is now ascertained that they were extracted from the Vulgate and translated into Greek. La Cerda first disclosed this in his Jde. Sacr. Lugdon. 1628. fol. The fraud is most fully demonstrated by Herbert Marsh in the Appendix to his learned Notes on Michaelis' Intro. Vol. I.
But the numerous variations in MSS., which were disclosed by this work, disturbed the minds of many, and particularly, it would appear, that of the venerable Dr. John Fell, afterwards Bishop of Oxford. He entered deeply into an investigation of this point, collated several MSS. himself, and edited a New Testament, with a preface in which he endeavors to quiet the apprehensions of his readers. It appeared with the title: Τὰς κατὰ τὴν διαθήκην ἀπαντα. Novi Testamenti libri omnes. Accesserunt parallela scriptura loca, necnon variantes lectiones ex plus 100 MSS. Codicibus, et antiquis versionibus collecta, e theatro Sheldoniano. A. D. MDC.XXV. Svo.

He used as its basis, as he says in the Preface, the edition of Curcellæus, in which he found Stephens' readings and a part of the Wechelian, and he united with them the collections in the London Polyglot. He himself, moreover, instituted a collation of 12 hitherto unexamined MSS. in the Bodleian Library; he procured the collation of two in the library at Dublin, of four others from France, and from Thomas Marshall the readings of the Coptic and Gothic versions. To these he subjoined the various readings which Caryophilus had collected from 22 Roman MSS. 1

On the whole, we come to rather unfavorable conclusions respecting the hundred MSS. of which he boasts on the title page, since the Velesian are spurious, and those of the Wechels and of Stephens are identical.

It is more to the credit of this prelate that he incited Mill to employ his talents upon the New Testament, constantly animated his perseverance and energy, and afforded him his own efficient aid; that he did all that was in his power to cast his own work into the back-ground, and to cause himself to be surpassed by another, that science might be the gainer. Mill himself, speaking in his Prolegomena of the death of this illustrious man, tells with deep emotion, what a noble benefactor he possessed in him, and how much aid he lost by his decease.

Mill did not merely collect the various readings and write them beside or beneath the text of Stephens, (for he took Stephens' third edition as the basis of his,) without stating from what MSS. they came, where these MSS. were preserved, and what were their peculiarities, but he told the locality of these documents, and sometimes the numbers which they bore in the various libraries, and designated each by a peculiar mark for his own edition under which he quoted its readings, so as to inform his readers of the source of each of the variations he presented. He moreover, whenever and so far as it was possible, gave an account of each MS., as to its age and peculiarities, the accuracy with which it was written and its deficiencies. He did not collate them only here and there, and in particular passages, but in general made a continued collation of them from beginning to end.

1 John Matth. Caryophilus, a native of Crete, collected these readings by command of Urban VIII. for the purpose of using them in an edition of the New Testament. This intention was dropped, and Possinus afterwards published them in his Catena in Evang. Marc. Roma 1673. folio. These readings have sometimes been regarded as twin-brothers of the Velesian; but Birch discovered some of the MSS. which Caryophilus used, and has thus saved his credit. (Proleg. ad IV. Evang. Hauniæ 1708. p. XXVI.—XLIV., and Proleg. in Ver. Lact. Act. et Epist. p. IX. Hassiæ 1708. Svo.)
By these peculiarities his undertaking was essentially distinguished from all previous ones, and led the world to a detailed acquaintance with the text, its various fortunes in various MSS., and the numerous critical helps from which a more perfect exhibition of it might sometime or other be deduced.

He was himself deeply sensible of the utility of this mode of procedure; he would not go to work like his predecessors, blindly and at random. He could decide respecting the admissibility of MSS. and the importance of their evidence on proper grounds, from their age and value; or, after having examined so considerable a number of MSS., it was even safe for him to determine according to the majority of voices.

He had besides, by his great familiarity with MSS., acquired a peculiar sagacity in detecting additions, interpolations and suspicious alterations, by which his decision was often happily directed.

He examined anew most of those MSS. which Walton collated in the English libraries, and which we have before enumerated, as well as several of those from which Bp. Fell extracted readings. He collated besides Gosp. 50.—Gosp. 51., Paul. 38., Acts, Cath. Ep. 32.—Gosp. 62, 53, 54, 55.—Gosp. 60., Apoc. 10.—Gosp. 65, 66, 67, 68.—Gosp. 69., Paul. 37., Acts, Cath. Ep. 31., Apoc. 14.—Gosp. 70, 71, 75. He also obtained from others collations of K. Cyprius and Colbert. Gosp. 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33. and Gosp. 91. Thus he himself examined and extracted readings from most of the MSS. (from N. 45, according to Wetstein and Griesbach’s designations up to seventy,) of the Gospels or whole New Testament existing in England, besides procuring the collection of many foreign ones by the hands of others.


He further made use of nearly all the ancient versions, and the citations of the fathers of the Church, which he collected with great industry.

The vast treasure which our indefatigable scholar had thus accumulated by the labor of thirty years he presented to the world in 1707, accompanied by excellent Prolegomena. Oxoniis e theatro Sheldoniano, fol.

Mill survived but a few days the completion of his extremely laborious and meritorious work, which gave rise to a new and better era in criticism.

Soon after, Ludolph Küster procured the collation of certain MSS. at Paris, viz. C or Ephram, M or Des Champs, Evang. 9—10—11—12—13—14—15, according to Wetstein’s numeration. He procured from other quarters the collation of Gosp. 78. Griesb.—Paul. 48,
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Acts, Cath. Ep. 42.—Apol. 13. The only MS. which he himself collated was B. Ep. Pauli, or Buerianus. With these he sought to give peculiar recommendation to a reprint of Mill's work under his superintendence at Amsterdam in 1710. fol. This edition was again reprinted Lipsia 1725. fol. Kuster's merit in regard to this edition is not very great; and it was an important oversight that he did not carefully insert Mill's Appendix.

§ 60.

The New Testament had encountered various fortunes in other countries before coming to Germany; and meanwhile no one of our countrymen had acquired any considerable reputation by his labors upon it.

Bengel is the first of the Germans who gained honor in this department of learning. He was occupied for several years during his ministrual duties, in the study of Mill's New Testament, and soon consulted some Latin and Greek MSS.; particularly Evang. 83—84—85—the two last of which contain only fragments of the Gospels; also Eb. 86 at Freiburg, 97 of John and the Evangeliar. 24. Also 54, Epist. of Paul to the Romans,—65, Paul, 46, Acts, Cath. Ep.—53, Paul, respecting which, see the following monograph: "Cod. Uffenbach quid fragm. ad Hebraos continet, recensus, et specimen aere esculptum (by Dr. Henke). Helmstdi 1800."—52, Paul. Acts, Cath. Ep. 45., Rev. 16.—and Augustanus 7, "chartaceus, continens Apocalypsin" as he says "cum exgesi Andreae Caesarensis," which Wetstein and Griesbach neglected to mention in their catalogues. He procured through others the collation of Wetst. 87, of V, one of the Moscow MSS. of Matthew, and hasty extracts of readings from Basil. E. as also Ev. Bas. 1 and 2.

But his merit did not consist in this; he collated only enough to develop his critical talents. But he was not indebted to circumstances or to valuable aids; his merit was based on himself and his own genius.

By long study he acquired a thorough knowledge of all the phenomena of the text, and was so well acquainted with the peculiarities and habits of the numerous critical documents as to deduce from his observations new principles of criticism for his guidance.

He first discovered that a number of MSS. coincided in certain characteristics and continued tolerably alike throughout. He distinguished for the time being two families of MSS., one of which he called the African and the other sometimes the Asiatic. This observation led him to simplify his mode of procedure in criticism, as all the various testimonies were easily referred to a few classes; and thus he really obtained rules, and gave the first impulse to the progress of criticism, the influence of which will last though his Bible should be forgotten.

His edition of the New Testament which was published at Tubingen by Cotta in 1734, 4to., exhibits in the outset nothing more than the text with select readings in the margin below; but an Apparatus follows the text, the first section of which presents rules of criticism, the second details authorities for the selected readings, and the third answers some objections which might be made to his undertaking.

Meanwhile a young and active man, possessed of more than ordinar-
ry knowledge and qualifications was preparing to outstrip the Wurtem-
burg abbot. This was John James Wetstein of Basle. He had in
1730 announced his New Testament at Amsterdam by Prolegomena, of
which Bengel had taken frequent notice; but the work itself first ap-
appeared at Amsterdam in two folio volumes in 1751–2.
That he had collected around him the whole apparatus of his prede-
cessors is very evident; he also frequently went back to their sources
himself, inspected their documents with his own eyes, and moreover ex-
amined and collated again some MSS. which Walton, Fell and Mill had
used. England was however too thoroughly gleaned; he therefore di-
rected his eyes to France, which offered him new treasures. His own
native city, too, furnished him with some fine old copies which were not
by any means sufficiently known.
He described the MSS. and designated their abode, with the numbers
which they bore in the places where they were. It is true he did not
detail their character and peculiarities with the minuteness of Mill; but
he carefully investigated their age and determined it frequently more sa-
gaciously, in a paleographical view, than Mill. He likewise gave to
each of them in his edition a peculiar mark under which he cites its
readings.
We will not speak here of his gleanings or hasty examinations in En-
gland; they constitute the smallest part of his merit. The list of the
MSS. newly collated by him begins with a splendid document, (for we
need not make any account of what Kuster extracted from it,) viz. C
or 1905, now 9 among the Paris MSS., which contains all the books of
the New Testament, though with great chasms, and for well known rea-
sons is well adapted to subject the eyes and the patience to severe trial.
Then comes E of the Gospels, or Basilieens. VI. 21. Of more modern
MSS. there are (in the order of their numbers): 1 Basil, New Testa-
ment, without the Apocalypse.—2, Gospels. Of the Coislinian MSS.,
Ep.—39, Gospels,—40, Gospels,—41, Gospels of Matt. and Mark;
"estos octo codices" says he, "quod potui diligentia contuli." He further
collated 72, Gospels, (before the MS. went to England)—89, (in Gries-
bach 90,) the whole New Testament with the exception of the Apoca-
lypse, (which however he made use of only in the Gospels)—91, (in
Griesbach, 92,) the Gospel of Mark—93, (in Griesbach 94,) Mark and
Luke. Likewise Cod. L, which fine MS, however, he only examined
cursorily. From others he procured 44, Gospels,—73, Gospels,—in
Griesbach 73, and 74.
The following Evangeliaria were collated anew by himself; 1—2—
7—8—9—10—11—12—13—14—15—16—17—all Colbertine, and a
Lectionarium, Scaligeri Graec-Arab., of the Gospels, Paul's Ep., Acts,
Of the Pauline Epistles he collated D, or Claromontanus, twice; like-
ewise E, or Sangerman, and F, formerly Augiensis, a fine MS. Be-
—7 Basil., Paul.—16 Paul., 11 Acts and Cath. Ep., 4 Apoc. Coisli-
nian MSS. besides those before mentioned: 19 Paul. 16 Acts, Cath.
Paul. Mill was indeed acquainted with 25 of the above, but does not 
reckon them in his list. From others he procured: Paul. G. and H.— 
Apoc. 26—27—28—and Apoc. B. Basilianor., of which last however 
he could make but little additional use. In the whole there are more 
than forty Codices which were collected by him for the first time, or for 
the first time properly, without reckoning those collations which he 
procured from others. Besides the ancient versions already known, he 
first brought forward and employed the Philoxenian version.

Opinions have been different in regard to Wetstein's accuracy, as al-
so in regard to his conduct and creed, and even his learning. He was 
probably, like all mortals, not always equally energetic in so laborious 
and dry employments; but when it was worth his while, e.g. in respect to 
Cod. C or Ephraem, he achieved wonders, as we are assured by one who 
has followed his steps with care and profound knowledge of the subject. 
He has, however, fallen into mistakes, but often where he used ma-
terials furnished by others, than where he investigated and extracted for 
himself.

In my opinion, however, he may justly be blamed for not adopting 
and appreciating Bengel's excellent rules of criticism. 

On the other hand, a peculiar merit of Wetstein is too commonly 
overlooked. The rich collection of explanatory passages from profane 
authors, from fathers of the church and the Rabbinical writings, which 
he has incorporated into his New Testament, evinces a mind which of-
ten saw further than the exegetes of his time, and perhaps, too, than 
some celebrated men of learning after him. I meddle not here with 
the doctrinal disputes in which he was involved. If he was a heretic in 
the Calvinistic and Lutheran, he may have been one too, in the Cath-
olic church; but even where no doctrine is directly involved, we may see 
from his collections, although he seldom expresses his own opinion, 
what were the views of a man who noted such parallel passages and se-
lected them from his multifarious reading.

May it not be in retaliation for the harsh judgments which he allow-
ed himself to pass upon others, that he has sometimes been censured by 
those who have derived most benefit from his labors? 'It was a lament-
able fate for a gifted and uncommonly learned man, that his native city, 
of which he was an ornament, did not appreciate him during his life-
time, and that after his death he was taken to task by those who enjoy-
ed the fruits of his industry.

Shortly afterwards Germany acquired a scholar who converted Wet-
stein's treasure to general use and even added to it; and who, at the 
same time, knew how to appreciate and carry out the critical observa-
tions of Bengel. He confirmed the existence of certain recensions, which 
were followed by existing MSS. He speaks particularly of two of these, 
viz. the Alexandrian, as he terms it, and the Western; and alludes also 
to a third, which in his opinion was of more modern date than the oth-
ers, and probably of Constantinopolitan origin. In the practical exer-
cise of criticism he excelled Bengel in this respect, that he had a finer

perception of the manner of individual writers and their peculiarities of
diction, and selected his readings accordingly. It is easily seen that I
am speaking of John James Griesbach.

His gleanings after Wetstein's collations and the new collations which
he instituted, are treated at length in his Symbola Critica. Halle. 1785.
and Vol. II. 1793, which although published later than his New Testa-
ment, may be regarded as the preface to it. His New Testament ap-
peared at Halle in two octavo volumes; the first in 1777, the second
earlier, in 1775.

With this Testament I have gained a very familiar acquaintance, and
when a young student, and not able always to use Wetstein as I wish-
ed, compared with it many folio volumes of the fathers of the church,
in order to become familiar with the various phenomena of the text
and their geographical relations. It was sometimes a source of perplex-
itv that, when two readings are presented, one in the text and the oth-
ner in the margin between the text and the authorities, it is not always
apparent for which of the two readings the authorities enumerated below
are cited. Otherwise it was, as a manual, a perfect work for the time
when it appeared.

But it did not long continue thus valuable, for the industry of learned
men was employed every where in searching for and bringing to light
critical documents. Christian Frederick Matthei, Prof. of Profane
Literature in the University at Moscov, endeavored to make the best
possible use of his residence in a place rich in MSS., and made the world
acquainted with many treasures of this kind which, but for him, would
have long lain in obscurity, and probably never have been presented to
the world with so much accuracy.

Among a multitude of learned labors, by which the cause of classi-
cal and patristical literature has been advanced, he collated with indefa-
tigable application the MSS. which were deposited in the Library of
the Holy Synod, or preserved in other Libraries in Moscov.1 In his
preface to the Catholic Epistles he names more than seventy MSS.
which were within his reach; in the preface to the Epistles to the Cor-
rinthians, these were increased to eighty-one. They soon rose still high-
er, and, with those which he collated after his return to Germany, amass-
ed in all to one hundred and three Greek MSS. True, many of these
contain only some one of the Evangelists, or a few of Paul's Epistles,
and some even mere fragments; but among them are MSS. like k and
l, comprehending the whole New Testament, some a half, and some a
third, viz. the Acts and Cath. Epistles. A number of them are exceed-
ingly valuable from their antiquity, as V and g. Moreover he selected
useful annotations from such MSS. as were furnished with Scholia.
The whole of this collection he published in twelve volumes 8vo. from
1732—8.

He did not consult his MSS. in individual passages merely, but ex-
amined them carefully throughout. He also gave good descriptions of
them, and presented engraved specimens of several, by which he has very
much embellished his work, and also rendered it much more useful, as

1 At the end of the Epist. ad Thessalonic, p. 272, he gives an account "de bib-
liaothesis et codicibus N. T. Moscaevibus in generc."
by these aids he has facilitated the experienced reader's judgment in regard to them.

No one can deny that he has acquired distinguished and imperishable merit in New Testament criticism. I can easily comprehend how a man who has spent the best part of his life in labor of this kind, should be so sensitive in regard to every slight censure; and therefore I suppress the wishes which I have felt in regard to him. It has always, however, been my earnest desire that it were in my power to expunge certain violent passages from his work, that none of those who come after us may be disturbed in their esteem of a man who has so many valid claims to it.

He had not yet published his last volume, when Cha. Alter, Professor in the Vienna Gymnasium, appeared before the public with 23 Greek MSS. belonging to the Royal Library. He took for the basis of his collation the MS. Lambech. N. L., (Nessel N. XXIII, and in Griesbach 218,) which comprehends, together with the Old, the whole of the New Testament, excepting that it is defective from Rev. XIII to the end. This MS. he printed entire in his 1st vol., except the passages where it is manifestly erroneous, which he supplied from Stephens' first edition. Yet, that we might have the Codex as it is, entire, he subjoined these errors also in the appendix.

With this, in a 2d and 3d Vol., he collated the following MSS.; two containing the whole New Testament except the Apocalypse, viz. Wetstein N. 3 and Wetstein 75, (in Griesbach 76,) from which last Gerhard von Maastricht extracted readings in a superficial manner. Moreover, eight copies of the four Gospels, one of Matthew and the celebrated fragment of Luke, marked in Wetstein, N., and two Evangelistaria. Besides these, four copies of the Acts, Paul and the Cath. Ep., one of which contained the Apocalypse also; one MS. with 12 Pauline Epistles; and two with the Apocalypse alone. To all this he added a new collation of the printed Coptic text and of some MSS. of the Slavonic version; also some readings from the old Latin version.

A description of most of these MSS., together with some specimens of them, had been given by Hermann Treschow in his "Testamentorum descriptionis codicum vet. aliquot Graecorum Novi Testamenti Epistolorum, qui in bibliotheca Cesarea Vindobonensi asservantur." Hauniae 1773, Svo. Respecting those which Treschow has not described as e. g., Lambech. XXVIII. XXXII. XXXIII., we might reasonably have expected some information from the editor. The plan of this work, too, is of such a nature that the use of it is extremely inconvenient. It is well known, likewise, that Birch has examined some of these MSS. anew, and has occasionally presented us with readings from them which are not upon Alter's list, so that, it seems to me, Birch should have the praise of superior accuracy. Notwithstanding, Alter's "Novum Testamentum Vindobonense," drawn wholly from the treasures of the Royal Library, is a beautiful work. It appeared under the title: "Nov. Testam. ad codicem Vindobonens. Graecae expressum, varietatem lectionis addidit Carolus Alter. Vienna 1787." Svo. 3 vols.

This was indeed a golden age of criticism, when the learned emulated each other in drawing forth MSS. from their concealment and presenting them to the general use of the world. Among these learned
men Andrew Birch, Prof. at Copenhagen, claims peculiar merit. He examined a great number of MSS. for the Royal Danish edition of the New Testament. Some he collated partially; others, which seemed to be most deserving of such pains, throughout. First on the list is the celebrated Vatican MS. 1209, called B in Criticism, to which he devoted especial pains in the Gospels of Matthew and Mark, the Acts, the Pauline and Catholic Epistles. He obtained through Woide the collation of Luke and John which had been made for Bentley. He likewise collated twice Cod. Vat. 354 of the Gospels, written in 949 in uncial characters; Cod. Vat. 1067, likewise in uncial characters; Cod. Vat. 349 of the Gospels; Cod. Vat. 360; Urbino-Vat. 2, the Gospels, (which were taken according to the subscription from a very ancient copy,) twice carefully,—not to speak of the readings he extracted from the Roman MSS., from those of the Vienna Library, the Library of St. Mark at Venice, and those at Florence, or which he obtained through Moldenhauer from the MSS. of the Escorial, and through Hensler from the Library at Copenhagen. Adler also enriched his collection by collating for him the Gospels in the Syro-Hierosolymitan version, as he denominates it, and by various readings from the other Syriac versions. Birch has given a description of the MSS. and criticisms upon them in the copious Prolegomena which precede his work. It appeared with much typographical elegance under the following title: "Quatuor Evangelia Graeca cum variantibus a textu lectionibus cod. MSS. Bibliotheca Vaticana, Barberina, Laurentiana, Vindobonensis, Escorialensis, Haueniensi Regia, quibus accedunt lectiones versionum Syrum, Vetricis, Philoxeni et Hierosolymitana. Jussu et summis Regis edidit Andreas Birch. Hauen. A. MDCCCLXXXVIII. Exeud. J. F. Schultz. Univ. Typogr. 4to.

A large number of copies of this 1st. vol., and the materials prepared for the 2d., were destroyed by the unfortunate fire at Copenhagen in June 1795. Birch afterwards published in a separate form his collations of the Acts, the Pauline and Catholic Epistles, as also of the Apocalypse. 1

Besides the Vat. MSS. 1209 and 1210, the collation of which is continued in these volumes, Vat. 367, a very remarkable MS. of the Acts, the Pauline and Catholic Epistles, is collated with peculiar care; also Pio-Vat. 50 and Alexandrino-Vat. 29, of which last the portion beyond the Epistle to the Ephesians has been destroyed. Besides these, Borgiano. 4 and Venet. 10, which include the Apocalypse, were completely collated by Engelbreth. The MSS. moreover, in the Vienna and other libraries, which were examined only in particular chapters or Epistles, are very numerous.

Of the Apocalypse the following, besides the two already named, were collated throughout: Vat. 366, Vat. 579, Vat. 1136, Vat. 1166, Alex.-Vat. 68, Pio-Vat. 50.

---


"Variae lectiones ad textum Apocalypses et codd. Graecis MSS. etc. collectae et editae ab Andrea Birch etc. Hauenis. A. C. MDCC CX. prostant apud Profet et Storch."
The treasure of critical apparatus which had been thus accumulating was condensed, methodically arranged, and incorporated into a new edition of the Gr. Test. by a man whose uncommon qualifications for critical works of this kind we have before stated. With this work he adorned the evening of a laborious and praiseworthy life, and in it he left behind him an honorable memorial, which may perhaps be surpassed in respect to the critical materials it contains, (for these are daily increasing,) but hardly in regard to delicate and accurate criticism. It is entitled: "Novum Testamentum Graece. Textum ad fidem codicum, versionum et patrum recensuit et lectionis varietatem adiicit D. Jo. Jac. Griesbach. Volumen I, IV Evangelii complectens. Editio secunda, emendatar multoque locupletior. Hale Saxon. ap. J. Jac. Curtii heredes et Londini apud Petrum Elmsly. 1796." 8vo. The 2d vol.: "Nov. Test." (as before) "volum. II d. Acta, Epistolæ App., cum Apocalypsi complectens. Edit. sec. Hale Saxon et Londini apud Payne et Mackinlay. 1806.

The critical principles by which he was guided, he has unfolded in his Commentarius Criticus in textum Novi Testamenti. Particula Ima Jena MDCC XII. Particula II. Jena MDCCCX. Both parts extend no further than through Matthew and Mark.

CHAPTER VIII.

VERSIONS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.

§ 61.

It was by the means we have been considering, that the Greek text was handed down to us through a course of centuries after its first publication; thus were its copies multiplied by the invention of the art of printing; such are the pains which have been bestowed upon it to restore it as far as possible to its original state, which had been so greatly changed by the course of time; and such are the preparations which have been made for the future, which, it is to be hoped, will one day accomplish what has not yet been done.

But we are in possession of documents which are much more ancient than the oldest MSS., and are of peculiar value in promoting our object. They are not in Greek, but in the languages of foreign nations; and could not, alone, restore to us a single Greek sentence, if the original were lost.

The original has been preserved; but, through the discrepancies of MSS., it is so unlike itself, that we are obliged at the outset to enquire what we shall select, and what discard. Now as we have before our eyes the Greek clauses and expressions respecting the choice or rejec-
tion of which we are frequently in doubt, the documents we have men-
tioned may inform us whether their authors read a particular clause, or
what phraseology or arrangement they found in the Greek copies of
their day from which the versions were made.
This is the service which may be rendered us by the ancient versions;
to this extent are they of use in criticism; and, so far as the antiquity
of the testimony merits regard, some of them will even surpass the MSS.
in authority. We are disposed, too, to ascribe to them further anáge-
tical value in respect to obscure passages, because their authors were
pretty near the period, the place of residence, and the mode of thinking
of the Biblical writers.
This however can be the prerogative of immediate versions only; for
the mediate, i.e. those which were themselves made from versions, many
indeed present the readings of the mother-version from which they
sprang, but not those of the Greek text. They may, too, contribute to
explain their mother-version, but not the original text, for this they do
not express. Above all, however, the editions of these versions must be
prepared with such ability and critical fidelity, that we can rely upon
their accuracy.
We propose to arrange them, as far as possible, in the order of the
countries to which they belong; to speak first of the Asiatic, then of the
African, and lastly of those which originated in Europe.

SYRIAC VERSIONS.

THE FIRST AND MOST ANCIENT OF THEM.

§ 62.

Among the versions of the New Testament possessed by the Syrians
in their native language, the Peshito, according to their unanimous de-
claration, is the oldest. It is called שדנהמ, i.e. the Literal, as some
will have it, in order to denote its distinguishing characteristic. Yet it
is by no means strictly literal; but, without detriment to its fidelity, it
exhibits a freedom inconsistent, it would seem, with this designation, or
at least with the signification attributed to it. Abulfaragius, therefore,
inclines to another interpretation of this word, and holds that this ep-
ithet was applied to it because it regards accuracy more than beauty
and elegance of language.¹

With the Jews, every representation of words in a foreign tongue is a
שדנהמ. In the sacred books, however, they maintain a double sense of
the words: viz. שדנהמ, the bare literal sense, and שדנהמ, the learned.

allegorical sense. The Chaldee form of שֵׁם is שֵׁם and the Syriac שֵׁם. The version of the Old Testament was clearly derived from the Hebrew text, and therefore was most probably made by the Jews, from whom it received its name. When the New Testament was added it was included with it under the same denomination.

The Chaldee Targums (we speak of the two oldest) were easily executed. Generally it was not even necessary to change the words, but only their form; the Syriac, however, was frequently forced to choose other expressions and to follow its own grammatical construction, so that the version differed from the preceding Targums, and as it exhibited the sense it became שֵׁם, and from this characteristic, I imagine, was called שֵׁם.

§ 63.

The translator made his version from the Greek. This is proved by the many words which he has retained from the Greek exactly in the position which they occupy in the original, although frequently he might have used a pure Syriac expression. I have no where found so many of these as in the 27th chapter of Matthew, which is hence most proper to be cited as a specimen. V. 11, 12, seq. ἰησοῦν, 6, τιμ. 7, εὐρ-φός, ἰησοῦς, 19, βῆμα, 27, περιττώματι, σπέρμα, 28, χαλάγος, 30, πρόσ-ωπον.38, ημεταλέγον, 48, σπόγγος—no less than eleven words, all of which, except the title γάμου, the Syriac translator had in his own language; and even for this last, as well as for the rest, he might probably have found an equivalent expression, if not an exactly correspondent one.

It is not denied that these words were current in Syria after the dominion of the Seleucidae; but it is not at all probable that he would have used every one of these foreign words in preference to those of his mother-tongue, so frequently and exactly as they occur in the Greek Gospel, unless upon the supposition that he was led to do it by the Greek text which lay before him. In this chapter, moreover, Matthew has transferred some words from the Latin to the Greek, e. g. v. 26, φραγελν-λώς, 27, πρακτικών, 65, 66, κοντώδια, which the Syrian faithfully transferred. This custom prevails throughout the New Testament, and the whole proves more fully what we have inferred from a single chapter of Matthew.

The translator has also now and then committed mistakes which could have been occasioned only by the Greek text; e. g. Matt. 11: 19, καὶ ἐδιδασκόντη σοφία ἀπὸ τῶν τέκνων αὐτῆς, he translates, by her works, having read τεκνῶν for τέκνων; in Matt. 23: 26, he renders τῆς παρα- φύλαξ, by rim or handle, which he would not have done had he not read αὐτῆς, or rather the unusual form παραφύλαξ; in Mark 6: 1, he read ἕκαλλήθησαν for ἕκολοθήθησαν; and in Luke 12: 42, ἔδωκεν for ἔδω- ὄχειν. In Luke 5: 10, also, the translation of ἔγραψαν is remark-


2 The reading which he had here was εὐκτίσομεν εἰς τὸ πρὸςωπόν αὐτοῦ, which is also given by Cod. Verceilens, and Venomens, in Blanchini.
able; thou shalt catch to life. In Acts 9: 1, he read ἢμπλαδος instead of ἢμπλανοσ; and 16: 29, αἰσθάνεσ, setting on fire, for αἰσθᾶσ, asking. A singular mistake occurs in Acts 18: 7, where he read instead of ὀνομάς οὐσίου οἰκομένου, the words, by the name of Titus the pious. Hence he divided thus: ὈΝΟΜΑ-ΤΙΟΤΣ-ΤΟΤ-ΣΕΒΟΜΕΝΟΤ, and prolonged the stroke at the top of the second Ι in ΤΙΟΤΣ, so as to make ΤΙΟΤΣ. In the Epistle to the Romans, 2: 18, he changes σπάφοντα into συμφώνα; in Galat. 2: 2, he must have read κατάδον τοῖς δοκοῦσιν, for he translated it σέλαμ I showed it etc.; in Eph. 6: 12, he changes ἑπορανος into ὑπορανος; and in Philipp. 2: 16, λόγον ζωήν into τόπον ζωῆς. In James 2: 13, ΚΑΤΑΚΑΤΧΑΤΑΙΕΛΕΟΣ, he joined the last syllable of the verb to ἔλεος and read instead of Ἱ the preposition Ἰ—ΑΙΕΛΕΟΣ, and instead of ΚΑΤΑΚΑΤΧΑΤ, ΚΑΤΑΧΕΤΕ, thus obtaining καταχτεῖτε δι’ ἔλεος ρπλαθόν which sense he expresses in his version.

§ 64.

So far as is known, all the MSS. of the Peschito, one alone excepted, contain only the following of the Catholic Epistles, viz. that of James, the first of Peter and the first of John; i.e. four less than the Greek MSS. The Apocalypse likewise is wanting. The four other Epistles in the Syriac version, the 2d of Peter, 2d and 3d of John, and Jude, are not by any means on a level with the Peschito, either in the mode of representing the original in a foreign tongue or in its other characteristics. They are constrained and laboriously literal, evincing no regard to purity of diction, no very clear insight into the meaning of the original, and no great capacity on the part of the translator. Pocock found them in a MS. in the Bodleian Library, which contained the Acts and the three universally acknowledged Catholic Epistles, according to the old version, together with those of which we are speaking, which he published separately.¹

Dionysius Bar Salibi, a Syriac writer of the 12th century, says in his observations on the Philoxenian version of the Catholic Epistles, in the Preface to the 2d of Peter: "The 2d Epistle of Peter was not translated with the other Scriptures which were anciently rendered into the Syriac, and is to be found only in the version of Bishop Thomas of Charkel."²

It is stated at an earlier period by Cosmas, an Egyptian scholar in the

¹ After three lines of Syriac follows the remainder of the title: "Epistola quattuor, Petri secunda, Johannis secunda et tertia, et Jude, fratris Jacobi, una, ex celeberr. Bibliotheca Bodleiana. Oxon. MS. exemplari nunc primum deprompte, et charactere Hebraeo, versione Latina, notisque quibusdam insignite, operd et studio Edvardi Pocock, Angli-Oxoniiensis. Lugdun. Bat. ex officina Bonavent. et Abrah. Elcinir. Acad. Typogr. A. 1630." 4to. From this edition, according to a work of Antony Vitre against Gebr. Sionita, these four Epistles were inserted in the Paris Polyglot; the differences between the two are only arbitrary alterations by Sionita.

middle of the 6th century, called Indicopleustes from his oriental travels, that only three Catholic Epistles are to be met with among the Syrians, viz. that of James, the first of Peter and the first of John.1

To revert to Dionysius Bar Salibi, he asserts that these epistles were found only in the version of Bishop Thomas of Charkel, meaning the Philoxenian, which, as we shall soon see, was revised by Thomas of Charkel, who was subsequently bishop of Germanicia. Certainly, then, Bar Salibi knew nothing of the Epistles which since Pocock's time have been introduced into editions of the Peschito, for, though they sometimes resemble the Epistles in the Philoxenian version, they differ from them very much in their readings, in the choice of words and in the freedom of manner.

Or if the words of Bar Salibi be supposed to mean that Thomas made a translation of his own of the epistles of which we are speaking, his declaration would be untrue in another way; for they were not to be found merely in the version of Thomas of Charkel, but also in the Philoxenian. It is therefore every way most probable that Bar Salibi was not acquainted with the version of the four Epistles which is now printed with the editions of the Peschito.

As we have already mentioned, the Apocalypse, too, is wanting in MSS. of the Peschito. At least, that which appears at the end of some editions of the Peschito is certainly no part of this version, as is evident from its internal character. The mode of translation resembles rather that of the four Catholic Epistles just mentioned; e.g. in the custom of expressing ὅ, ἕ, τό, by ἐν τῷ, ὑπὲρ τῶν, etc. which frequently happens so many times in a single verse as to be absurd; e.g. in Rev. 5: 5, where it occurs four times and is needed only once; so too in the especial care taken to express ἔσται and εἴσαι by Δλ and Νοομολογία; also in the ungrammatical omission of all suffixes to nouns and verbs, which, in order to give the force of ἀναλόγως, ἀναφηγή in Greek, are followed by the particle τιά, as happens in Rev. 2: 13, no less than five times.

If this version be not the Philoxenian, it certainly arose from it. Learned men, indeed, say that it neither agrees exactly with it, nor is entirely different from it. I cannot surmise on what they found their assertion, for the Apocalypse of Philoxenus is not found in any of the MSS. of his version hitherto discovered. The description given of the MS. from which it was first published reminds us of the Philoxenian version. "Versum distinctiones," it is said, "libellus iste proprius habet nullas, et nec capitum; nisi quae a lectore quodam, nescio quo, nostri numeris adscripta fuerunt. Sententiarum tenem distinctiones habet varias, quarum quedam longiores, alia breviores periodos discernere videtur, quas nos hic non gravate omisisimus, tum quia typographos iis carebat, tum quia nos certum earum usum non desprehendebamus. Aliquando enim tota pagina habet nullam, interdum una multas, ac non-

nunquam sine ulla sententiae distinctione solius olegantiae causa cumulatas, priores quatuor punctis rubris, circulum nigrum ovale forma constantem, quadrangulare forma continentibus: posteriores quatuor solammodo punctis, duobus rectis rubris, aliis transversis nigris, pinguntur. Aliis etiam alter insinuantur etc. And some pages after: "Non est autem dissimulandum in ipsius autographi margine errata vari a lectore quodam, nescio quo, sed alia manu, alio atramento emendata compici: item verba quodam in autographo occurrissent redundantia aut bis scripta, quae manifesto sensum vitient, quem nos ressequinus."

The MS. was written by one Caspar of India, as he calls himself at the end of it. He, however, resided in the West, it would seem, and was in the service of the Congregatio de propagandâ fide. The Library of the Orphan House at Halle contains a MS. Liturgy of the Chaldee form, in Syriac characters, to which an ancient hand has given the following title: "Ordo baptizandi juxta ritum Chaldaorum lingua Chaldaica . . . . descriptus per Caspar de Malavur, Indum, . . . Romæ, mensis Iuli, MDLXXX." The name and country of the copyist are the same in both; a comparison of the characters would be decisive.

The present printed Syriac version of the Apocalypse formerly belonged to the younger Scaliger; from him it went to the library of Leyden University. From this MS. it was published by Louis de Dieu, from whose preface the description of it given above was extracted. The text was afterwards incorporated into the Parisian and London Polyglots, and has been appended to some editions of the Peschito.

§ 65.

The copies of the old Syriac version, therefore, did not, at least after the 6th century, contain the 2d Epistles of Peter, the 2d and 3d of John, or the Epistle of James; and after a certain period, we know not precisely when, they had likewise no Apocalypse. Yet the Greek Bibles contain all these and it does not appear that they were ever discarded from the sacred Codex, different as were the opinions respecting them.

I cannot persuade myself that the Peschito originally wanted the Apocalypse, because this book is supported by witnesses in the East of so weighty a character as Justin Martyr in Palestine, and Theophilus of Antioch, head of the principal church in Syria. The necessary conclusion therefore would be, that the Peschito was not composed till after the anti-allegorical controversies of Nepos, when several of the Oriental fathers had embraced the opinion of Dionysius of Alexandria; i. e.

late in the 3d, or in the early part of the 4th century; which I can still less induce myself to believe.

Both these opinions being improbable, there remains but one other; viz. that the Apocalypse gradually disappeared from the old Syriac version, in the 4th century.

The proof of this is extremely simple. Ephrem, as well in his works which yet exist in the original, as in those which were translated into Greek in the 4th and following centuries, frequently refers to the Apocalypse, even mentioning its author by name. Ephrem could not have done this, had not a Syriac version of it existed; for he had no acquaintance with Greek.

I know, indeed, that it has sometimes been asserted by the learned that Ephrem was skilled in Greek, but they have not exhibited any authority for the affirmation so unhesitatingly made. We are assured of precisely the contrary by ancient and trustworthy testimony. Sozomen, himself an Oriental, born in Palestine, educated in Baruth in Phenicia, where in his time was a celebrated school, and who lived at no remote period from Ephrem's day, states this; and Theodoret of Antioch, Bishop of Cyr in Syria, even wonders that he should have been able to combat so successfully the heresies of the Greeks without a knowledge of their language. Probably some of the learned men have confounded him with Ephrem, the patriarch of Teopolis, to whom Photius attributes, besides a knowledge of the Syriac, a more than ordinary acquaintance with the language and literature of the Greeks.

Yet a later writer, of considerable merit in regard to biblical criticism, even names his instructor in Greek, stating that it was Basil, Bishop of Caesarea. I cannot say on what authority he states this, as I have only seen extracts from his work. The authority, however, cannot be of any weight, since Basil's brother or, if not he, an ancient and respectable writer, who composed a life of Ephrem, knew nothing of such a circumstance. He tells us that Ephrem visited Basil—visited him at an age when there is little success in learning languages, and when Ephrem was already made famous by his works. Ephrem speaks himself of this visit, says that the Bishop addressed him through an interpreter, and communicates the subject of their conversation.

He must certainly therefore have learned Greek late in life, speedily and miraculously, in some such way as is represented in a life of Basil attributed to Amphilochius. Basil, (the biographer informs us,) during

---

3 Photius Cod. 226.
5 Gregorii Nysseni de vita Ephraem Syri etc. Opp. Tom. III. p. 605. edit. Ducan.
three days visit which the Syrian father paid him, obtained of God by his prayers, that his guest should be able to speak Greek, which he instantly did to his own astonishment.\footnote{1} If we reject the miracle we have but a \textit{Trifolium Græcum} remaining; but even this is ill attested, for criticism has long since pronounced its just sentence on this biography.

Now if he had not learned, and did not understand Greek, there must have been a Syriac version of the Apocalypse which he read. The same is true in regard to the Epistle of James, the 2d of Peter and 2d of John.\footnote{2}

The learned men of Göttingen object on the other hand that Ephrem quotes Greek words in his Commentaries. But they are only single words in very few passages, respecting which he might easily, if he wished to know how the Septuagint read, have inquired of his brother monks. I do not give the reply on mere conjecture; his Syrian biographer furnishes it for me. Ephrem, he says, when he travelled to Egypt, took with him one of his pupils as a Greek interpreter.\footnote{3} In this passage we have, first, another evidence that he was unacquainted with Greek, and secondly, an explanation how he obtained the single words which occur in his Commentaries. I must be pardoned, then, if I steadily persist in maintaining that Ephrem read in some version the disputed Epistles and the Apocalypse, which he frequently quotes.

§ 66.

But while we are striving to restore some parts of the old Syriac version which have in later days been severed from it, a celebrated man attempts to deprive it of a possession, which till his time no one disputed; viz. the Epistle to the Hebrews.\footnote{4}

In this Epistle, he says, when Paul refers to the Old Testament, the passages are quoted according to the Peschito; and hence he concludes it must have been translated later than other books of the New Testament in which this is not the case. For it is certainly to be supposed that the Christians translated the New Testament first, and then the Old, into Syriac. But this celebrated writer should not have relied upon supposition, when fact was at hand. The case is the same in the Gospels, the Acts and Epistles; not invariably indeed, but, as it would seem, only when the passages in the Syriac Old Testament were before the translator or were readily found. The citation in Matt. 19: 4, 5, is exactly transcribed from the Syriac version of Gen. 2: 2, 4; and Matt. 21: 5, is taken from the Syriac of Zechariah 9: 9, except the words which do not occur in the Evangelist, although the Syriac does not express Matthew's τοῦ ὑπολογίου. Sometimes the Old Testament is quoted with such alterations as are necessary to make it like the words of the New. Thus in Matt. 12: 18, the beginning of the passage does not strictly ad-

\footnote{1}{Gerard. Voss. T. I. Opp. Ephremi, p. XIII.}
\footnote{4}{Michaelis' Introduction. I Th. § 53. p. 363 seq. 4th Edition.}
here to the Syriac of Isaiah 42: 2; but the two verses from οὐδὲ κραυ-
γίασεν τον θρόνον οὐ σβιεῖσι are entirely from Isaiah. So Matt. 13:
14, the words from αἰκον ἄκουσεν το τό λαοῦ τοῦ τοῦτο are taken un-
changed from Isaiah 6: 9; while the rest is more closely assimilated to
Matthew's phraseology.

The long passage, Acts 4: 25—29, is taken entirely from the 2d
Psalm in the Peshitto; and so likewise Acts 8: 32, 33, from Isaiah
53: 7, exactly according to the Syriac version of that prophet, except
one word which does not occur in Luke. Rom. 9: 29, is taken from
Isaiah 1: 9, and Rom. 11: 9, 10, from Psalm 59: 24, 25, although there
is not an exact agreement with the words of Paul.

It may be true, as this learned man says, that we cannot but suppose
the Christians would translate the New Testament before the Old; but
what if the Jews translated the latter? They may have had a Syriac
Targum as others had a Chaldee one. The facts before us require
such a supposition, and two other besides are explained by it. The
first of these is that the Syriac Old Testament is translated from the
Hebrew; the second that it is often changed to conformity with the
LXX. The Jews did the former, and the Christians, who had for some
time been accustomed to the Alexandrian version, the latter.

Thus the principal objection against this Epistle, and one to which
Michaelis attributes very great importance, falls to the ground of itself.
"In all other parts of the version of the New Testament the high priest
is always called Ἰάκωβ, but in the Epistle to the Hebrews Ἰακώβ;
And this is a proof that the latter was translated by a different
hand." A somewhat important deduction from a single word!

Paul, in order to prove the high priesthood of Christ, appeals to Ps.
110: 4, and the translator took the cited passage from the Syriac Psalter,
where the expression: Ἱακώβ ὁ θεοῦ Δαυίδ, is used. Now with
such premises as he had (Heb. 5: 6). he could not in his conclusion
use the expression Ἰακώβ, but must have inferred that he was Ἰακώβ.
He could not say: It is written he is Summus sacerdos, and then infer
that he was Summus pontifex. To justify such a conclusion the identi-
ty of the two expressions must first be shown, so as to connect the prem-
ises and conclusion; and the translator by such a change of words
would have deprived the argument of its validity. In chapter 7: 17,
this argument occurs a second time, and is so interwoven throughout
with the contents of the Epistle, by means of positions deduced from or
referring to it, that the translator, however accustomed to the word
Ἰακώβ, was obliged to renounce it, and confine himself in this Epistle
to the expression which the biblical quotation adduced in proof made ne-
necessary.

We cannot from the fact that a translator does not every where em-
ploy the same word, or express the same idea, in the same manner, in-
fer immediately a different method of translation and a different trans-
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lator, as has been done by a foreign scholar. Because the extremely simple expression in Rom. 1: 17, ὁ δικαίως ἐκ πίστεως γίνεται—


dius, is rendered differently in Gal. 3: 11, ἄκακος ἔσται ἐκ πίστεως, may we therefore attribute the translation of the Epistles to the Romans and Galatians to different authors?

The same expressions often have, or seem to the translator to have, different meanings. This is the case in Heb. 10: 29, in regard to the word κοινός. The signification polluted, expressed by مَثَّلَت, must certainly have appeared harsh to the translator, and אֲרֹן, which is used for it elsewhere in the Peschito, signifies something in common, which is not the meaning here, (see Tit. 1: 4, Acts 4: 32.) Now it was clear that he must adopt a peculiar expression for a wholly peculiar sense, as he does: who counted the blood of the covenant as common human blood, מַפְסַדָּה.

To maintain the fact of different translators from the use of different expressions, will require a more extensive induction than one of three or four words. Let us profit by the honest admission with which the German opponent of this Epistle himself prefaces his objections, an admission not merely relating to a few words, but to the mode of procedure, the judgment, taste, and ability of the translator: "True," says Michaelis, "it (the version of this Epistle) exhibits much similarity to the Peschito, an equally pure and easy Syriac style, equal freedom from slavish literalism, and is about as accurate." Thus far Michaelis—and now it may be well further to call to mind the circumstance that Ephraem possessed a version, and, as we see, notwithstanding his free citation of some passages, had it in his biblical Codex and made use of it in his Syriac works.

§ 67.

Notwithstanding, it has seemed to me that the Peschito of the New Testament was not made throughout by a single hand. The manner of the translator has appeared to me more free in the Acts and Epistles than in the Gospels; and even in diction I have thought I observed some difference. But I have not noted down my observations so carefully as to be able to found a solid and forcible argument upon them.

The Greek text which was the basis of the Peschito possessed the following peculiar characteristics. It contained many readings which occur only in the writings of the fathers of the Church before the 3d century. Some of its peculiarities may perhaps be found in copies of the old Latin version before Jerome's time, and several of them in the celebrated MS., so remarkable for its license, preserved at Cambridge. It does not, however, adhere steadfastly to any text, but agrees some-

times wish this and sometimes wish that; and often takes its own course entirely unaccompanied. Yet it has not so considerable variations from the greater number of MSS. as the copies in the possession of Clement of Alexandria seem to have had, or those of the Latins before Jerome; and, although it frequently harmonizes with the Cambridge MS., its singularities are by no means so great and numerous as those of the latter.

We therefore perceive plainly that the text follows no fixed standard, and that the Codex from which the translator made his version did not belong to any one of the families of MSS.; that it resembled sometimes one and sometimes another, but in reality was entirely independent.

From these well founded observations it appears that at the time when this version was undertaken, neither Syria nor Palestine were in possession of those Recensions which produced harmony in their biblical MSS. and established a fixed text. It must therefore have been composed at least as early as during the first half of the 3d century, if indeed its purity, which elevates it above the text of this period, may not claim for it still higher antiquity.

§ 68.

So far we have been guided by critical characteristics in our investigation of this document with reference to the time at which it originated. We will now see what information on this subject we can derive from other facts.

The works of Ephraem the Syrian, in which the version is quoted, prove that it had been introduced into use in the churches in the first half of the 4th century. Before his time Jacob of Nisibis, who is also called Ephraem’s preceptor, flourished as a Syrian writer and must have found a Syriac Bible necessary in his exhortations to the people. In the 3d century Archelaus, Bishop of Carchara, Caschara, or Carhae, (for the Greek writers sometimes spell it one way, sometimes another,) published a refutation of Manes in Syriac, which was translated into Greek as early as sometime in the following century. These are clear indications of a Syriac literature, the commencement of which was still earlier.

All these appearances meet our view not in the Roman portion of Syria, or within the limits recommended by Augustus to be set to the empire, but upon the Euphrates, at Edessa, Nisibis, Charrhae, in northern Mesopotamia, where the petty kings of Orosee and Edessa maintained themselves, sometimes under the protection of the Parthians, and sometimes under that of the Romans. Here the language of the country was first cultivated after the fall of the Seleucidae and produced valuable fruits of native literature.


2 Hieronym. de Script. Eccles. V. Archelaus. "Archelaus episcopus Mesopotamiae librum disputationis seu quem habuit adversus Manichaeum, excutiam de Persida, Syro sermonem composuit, qui translatus in Graecum habetur a multis. Claruit sub imperatore Probo, etc."

27
Here Bardesanes, in the 2d century, employed the language of the country in various departments of learning. He published a book De fato, the existing fragments of which evince more than ordinary knowledge. He wrote likewise treatises on Marcion’s system, as also essays and writings against other heretics in great numbers, which were translated by his friends into Greek. Jerome, who had seen them, exclaims respecting them, in his lively way: “If such brightness beams even in the translation, what must it be in the original!”

Harmonius, his son, although he had been instructed in Greek literature at Athens, rivalled the reputation of his father as a writer in the language of his own country. He was the favorite poet of the Syrians; and it was to supplant his not very pious or orthodox songs, which however were received with impassioned delight, that Ephraem at a later period published some sacred hymns which he had composed to the airs of Harmonius.

We are forced to believe that, at a time when the native literature of the country had reached such a point of advancement as it had among the Mesopotamian Christians in the days of Bardesanes and Harmonius, a version of the Bible, if it were not already in existence, could not at any rate be delayed much longer; and if works were already translated from the Syriac for the use of the Greeks, as they were by the friends of Bardesanes, they must naturally have been preceded by translations from the Greek and Syriac which roused and animated the national literature. At a time, too, when controversial and polemic treatises written in the language of the country, like those of Bardesanes against Marcion and other heretics, were received with applause and read with interest, the nation must certainly have possessed the Bible in its own language, in order to take an interest in, or even to understand, the controversy and the arguments.

We must therefore have good grounds for supposing peculiar impediments which stood in the way of a version of the New Testament, in order to believe that there was not one made in Mesopotamia, at least as early as about the close of the second century. To such a conclusion we are also led by the observations which we made not long ago upon the character of the text which is the basis of the Peschito. These point us with certainty to the commencement of the third century, and indeed would warrant a step further, into the second century, if we should find occasion for it.

3 De Script. Eccles. V. Bardesanes.
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The language of a writer in the last half of the second century, who speaks of Syriac Gospels, here deserves attention. We mean Hegeseppus, respecting whose works Eusebius makes the following observation: "He quotes from the Gospel according to the Hebrews and the Syriac, particularly also from the Hebrew," thus giving us to understand that he was a convert from Judaism: εν τε του και ουρανου και ιδου ει της Εβραιος διαλεκτου τινα τινα πραγματευσαι.

From the Gospel of the Hebrews and the Syriac? Does he mean to connect these together as one work, or to separate them as two different works? He might have connected them; for the Gospel of the Hebrews, which was probably written in the Galilean dialect, might properly be called a Syriac Gospel. But then he would have used another form of expression; he would have said: ει του Συριακου και Εβραιου ευαγγελου, or του και Εβραιου ευαγγελου, του Συριακου, from the Gospel of the Hebrews in Syriac.

In the present case: the Gospel of the Hebrews and the Syriac—the and distinguishes two things, a Gospel of the Hebrews—and—a Syriac i.e.—Gospel. If the Syriac were merely an epithet of the first, the and could not have been placed between them, but Syriac, according to both Greek and Latin construction, must have been placed before or immediately after: in Syriaco Evangelio secundum Hebraeos—or in Evangelio secundum Hebraeos, Syriaco—in the Syriac Gospel of the Hebrews—in the Gospel of the Hebrews, the Syriac—in the version of Ulfilas, the Gothic—in the Gothic version of Ulfilas. But if I say: in the version of Ulfilas and the Gothic, I express myself as if speaking of two things which are to be distinguished. In short, grammar does not connect a single adjective with its noun by and. It is only when several adjectives are used together that a second or third is connected in this way with the first.

If therefore the expression of Eusebius may be judged by the rules of grammar, and particularly that of the language in which he writes, he speaks of a Gospel of the Hebrew and of a Syriac Gospel, which last must have been only a translation.

§ 69.

So much respecting the name, source, materials, and condition of the text of this version, as also respecting its antiquity. We have now to enumerate the editions of it which have appeared.

When in 1552, Ignatius, Patriarch of Antioch, sent Moses of Mardin as a deputy to Rome to Julius 3d, to represent there his religious tenets, he at the same time enjoined it upon him to cause the Syriac New Testament to be printed in Europe. His endeavor to perform this injunction proving unavailing at Rome and Venice, Moses applied to Albert Widmanstad, the Austrian Chancellor under Ferdinand I. Widmanstad had long applied himself to the Syriac language, and his earnest intervention prevailed upon the king to defray the expenses of the work.

He with Moses, corrected the text from two MSS. and

1 Euseb. H. E. L. IV. c. 22.
2 See Assemani Bibl. Or. T. I. p. 535. Comp. also Andrea Mulleri Greiffenhagii Opuscula. Nr. VIII. and IX.
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directed the printing of this beautiful and scarce volume, which, besides a Syriac title of six lines in Estrangelo, has also the following in Latin: "Liber Sacrosancti Evangelii de Jesu Christo Domino et Deo nostro. Reliqua hoc codice comprehensia pagina proxima indicabit. Div. Ferdinandi Rom. Imperatoris designati jussu et liberitate, characteribus et lingua Syra, Jesu Christo vernacula, divino ipsius ore consecrata, et a Joh. Evangelista Hebraica dicta, scriptorio prelo diligentem expressa." Here follows a Syriac line and then under it: "Principium Sapientiae timor Domini." 1

The Acts, the Pauline Epistles, and the Catholic, have their peculiar title; and the pages of each of these three divisions are numbered separately. In the Epistles of Paul the numbers are in Roman characters. The dedications are all dated MDLV; and we see from the statement made after the letter to Gienger and Jacob Jonas on the last page but one, that the work was really completed in that year: "In urbe Vienna amplissimarum Austriae proviniciarum metropoli florentissima, ad hoc excitum perductum est divinum hoc opus, anno a Christi nativitate M. D. LV. XXVII. Septembris. Regni imperii. Caspar Christophus Ebangensis, Suusus characters Syros ex noticii ferri acie sculpit. — Michael Cymermannius prelo et operis suis excudebat." 2

In this edition, the second Epistle of Peter, the second and third of John, that of Jude, and the Apocalypse are wanting; also the story of the adulteress and the passage, 1 John: 5: 7. Adler has remarked that it was based upon Nestorian MSS. 3

2. The second edition was the following: "Si huius diaeon, Testamentum Novum, ευαγγέλια του Συρία. Est autem interpretatio Syriaca N. T. Hebraix typis descripsi, plerique etiam locis emendata. Eadem Latina sermonem reddita. Auctore Immanuele Tremelio Theol. doctorc et professore in schola Heidelbergensi, cuius etiam grammatica Chaldaica et Syra calcis operis aucta est. Excudebat Henr. Stephanus Anno MDLXIX. This book contains the Greek text with Beza's translations and the Syriac in Hebrew characters, with a new Latin version. The basis of it is Widmanstadt's edition, which Tremelius amended in some places from a Heidelberg MS. Hirt has described its external characteristics, 4 and Bruns has examined the amendments which Tre-

1 There is a full and accurate description of this book in Hirt's Oriental. und exegetischer Bibliothek, II. Th. p. 260. seq. IV Th. p. 317. V Th. p. 25. In my copy the Acts come immediately after the Gospels; and the dedication No. 5. Ad Div. Ferdinandi, which is promised in the table of contents is wanting. The dedication: Ad D. Maximilianum, is found prefixed to the Epistles of Paul; but I miss again the dedication of the Cath. Epistles: Ad D. Carolum Austeriaci nominis secundum. The arms of the printer from whose press the work issued, upon the reverse of the title page, together with the words beneath: sum Rom. Cus. Maj. gratiae et privilegio canatum act, ut nemo dinceps hoc opus imprimat. Vienna Austeriac excudebat Michael Zymmermann Anno M. D. L. XII. are not in mine and not in many other copies, and were first added, it would seem, by the printer when the Royal Chamber delivered him the remaining copies for sale. Hirt's Oriental. Bibliothek, II. Th. p. 267. IV. Th. p. 339.


3 Hirt's Oriental. Bibliothek. II. Th. p. 269. As the dedication to queen Elisabeth is subscribed at "Heidelberg 1563," some have supposed that there was an earlier edition at Heidelberg of this date; as if the dedication must not have been written before it could be printed.
3. The third edition was that printed twice in the 5th vol. of the Antwerp Polyglot, once in Syriac and once in Hebrew characters. The Latin version was made by Guy Le Fevre De la Boderie. In this edition a MS. was used which Postel brought from the East, according to the Preface to the Latin version of De la Boderie. This MS. was probably Codex Coloniensis the various readings of which were collected by Rapheleng and subjoined to the two following editions.

4. This was a Syriac New Testament in Hebrew characters, without any title-page, in octavo. It is sometimes found bound up with the Hebrew Bible issued from the Plantinian press in 1573-74. At the end there are "Variae lectiones ex N. T. Syriaci MSer Codica Colonienisi super a Fr. Rapheleng: collecta." Instead of a title-page, immediately over the Gospel of Matthew are the words: אֲוֹרִי אֶפְרוּמִּי.

5. אֲוֹרִי אֶפְרוּמִּי Novum Domini nostri Jesu Christi Testamentum Syriac. Antwerpia ex officina Christophori Plantini, Architypographi regii MDLXXXV, in 16 mo. in Hebrew characters. "Variae lectiones ex N. T. Syrisc (sic) manucripto codice Colonienisi super a Fr. Raph. collecta," are subjoined as an appendix. Both the Plantin editions appear to be only a reprint from the Antwerp Polyglott.


7. Elias Hutter's text in his Opus duodecim linguarum, 1599, is useless to the critic.

8. Novum Domini nostri Jesu Christi Testamentum Syriacum cum versione Latina, ex diversis editionibus diligenterissime recensitum. Accessemur in fine notationes variantis lectionis ex quinque impressis editionibus diligenter collecta a Martino Trestio 1621. Cothenis Anhaltinorum, 4to. Some copies have the year 1622. Mine has the peculiarity of having been a year sooner than it was begun; for the subscription at the end is: "Fimtem Cuthenis Anhaltinorum XXVI. Septembris Ann. Christi MDCCXLVI.while the year 1622 is on the title page. The book is well executed; the Syriac type is excellent; the editions made use of, as named in the list of various readings, were Edit. Vienn. Tremenli. Guido (Fabric. de la Boderie,) i.e. the text of the Antwerp Polyglot, Parisiense exemplar ann. 1584, N. T. Syriac. Plantini, in 8vo.

9. The Syriac text in the 9th and 10th volumes of the Paris Polyglot was taken from the Antwerp Polyglot, as Vitre asserts in Le Long; but Gabriel Sionita undertook some alterations in it, it is not known

1 Bruns in Repertor. für bibl. und morgenl. Litteratur, XV. Th. p. 153, seq.
whether from MSS. or conjecture. The Apocalypse, 2d Peter, 2d and 3d of John, and the Epistle of Jude appear with the Peschito for the first time, according to the editions of Louis de Dieu and Edward Pocock.

10. The London Polyglot promises an improved text; for the Prolegomena say: "non ex propriis conjecturis, sed secundum exemplaria MSS." The story of the adulteress is taken from a MS. of the Philoxenian version belonging to Usher; the Apocalypse is reprinted from De Dieu; the four Catholic Epistles which are wanting in the Peschito are taken from Pocock.

11. אָנַּרְקַנְרַנְרַנְרַנְר, Novum Testament. Syriace, Sulzbaci, ex offic. Joh. Holst. 1684, 12mo., by Christian Knorre of Rosenroth, is, according to Schaaf, a reprint of the Plantin edition in 8vo. or 16mo.

12. Αἰγιδ Γυθβιερ, in his edition of the Syriac New Testament, has far surpassed some of his predecessors in industry and ability, and all of them in point of utility. It appeared first in Syriac type at Hamburg in 1664. In 1667 there was added a small Lexicon, with various readings from the Paris and London Polyglots. The basis of his edition was the Troetian; yet he made use of a MS. himself, which he frequently mentions in the Appendix Lexici Syriaci exhibens variantes punctationes etc." No man will refuse to rely on his honesty when he speaks in the preface of having used even two MSS. The mistakes he has made in respect to the story of the adulteress and 1 John 5: 7, etc., have been noticed by Bruns.


To this are to be added two editions intended for distribution in the East, one of which is unknown among us and the other made its appearance but a short time since.

15. Nov. Test. Syriac. et Arabic., Tom 1mus. Thus is in Estrangelo; on the following page there is a fuller title: "Sacro-sancta Jesu Christi Evangelia jussu congregationis de propaganda fide ad usum ecclesie nationis Maronitarum edita."

1 In the Repert. für bibl. und morgenl. Literatur, XV. Th.
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The book is in two columns, one of which contains the Peschito, the other the Arabic version in Syriac characters, or the (so called) Carshuni text. It is therefore a Diglotton. The Peschito (we shall speak of the Carshuni text in its proper place,) is derived "ex codice Bibliothecæ collegii Maronitarum de urbe, quem patriarcha Antiochiae ejusdem nationis—cum permultis aliis ecclesiasticarum rerum voluminibus transmisit" etc. It was edited by Faustus Naironus Benensis Maronita, who gives an account in the Preface of the undertaking and its execution.

The Catholic Epistles, as is usual in Syriac MSS., come immediately after the Acts, and are seven in number, of which the 2d of Peter, the 2d and 3d of John, and that of Jude, agree, except in a few readings, with the text of Pocock. The Apocalypse is the same as that given by De Dieu from Scaliger's MS.

The verses Luke 22: 17, 18, are marked with an asterisk at the beginning and end; and the story of the adulteress is admitted, marked in the same way. The verse Acts 28: 29, does not appear; neither does 1 John 5: 7. The passage Acts 20: 28, is read, as in the early Syriac editions generally, ποιμανεῖν την ἐκκλησίαν λύσατε. The reading of I Cor. 5: 8, which is found in Nestorian MSS., and another in Heb. 2: 9, ὅπως χριστὸς θεοῦ, do not occur here. Other less important readings of particular MSS. are likewise sometimes met with in this edition. The copies of it were sent to Asia. In the Propaganda there were shown me a few copies considerably injured, from which however I could form a complete one.

16. The edition of the English Bible-Society, particularly designed for the East, has received a Latin title likewise, out of complaisance, as it would seem, to the Europeans to whom it might be presented. Novum Testament. denuo recognitum atque ad fidem codicum manuscriptorum emendatum, Londini impensis Societatis ob Biblia Sacra. 1816. 4to. Our University-Library possesses it as a present from the Bible-Society.

We readily perceive that this edition is not a mere reprint, but was executed with the aid of MS. documents. In Matt. 28: 35, ἵνα πλη-ρωθῇ—κληρον is thrown into the margin at the bottom with the note in Syriac: "This addition is found in some Greek copies;" Luke 22: 17, 18, is included in brackets; John 7: 53, and 8: 12, bear the inscription in Syriac, as in the English Polyglot: "This clause does not occur in
the Peschito." The words in Acts 8: 37, ἐπὶ τὸ Φίλεππος... Χριστόν, and in Acts 15: 34, ἔδοξε τῷ Σιλεία ἐσμείναι αὐτοῦ, are put in the lower margin, as also, 16: 6, τὸ αἵμα μιᾶς ἐπὶ τὴν κεφαλήν, with the remark: "These words are found in Greek MSS." So likewise Acts 28: 29, is noted in the lower margin. The celebrated passage I John 5: 7, is wanting. There is a small note pasted at the end of the book which informs us that: "Brevi prodibunt codicum MSS. collationes, ad quorum fidem emendata est hac editio." I do not know whether or when these appeared. Probably the Syriac MSS. which Dr. Buchanan brought with him from the East Indies and presented to the Cambridge University,1 were the basis of the text. Among them are some Nestorian MSS., as may be inferred from 1 Cor. 5: 8. In the lower margin is the readings ἔδοξε, with the addition: "This is found in some copies." Adler found it in MSS. which according to the inscription were Nestorian (Nov. Test. Version. Syr. L. I. p. 36), and the Nestorians are accustomed to use leavened bread in the administration of the Lord's supper. (Asseman. Bibl. Or. T. III. P. II. Dissert. de Syris Nestorianis, § XIII.) Another reading of Heb. 2: 9, γορίς θεοῦ, which is regarded as Nestorian, the editor does not seem to have met with in his MS. Besides the Nestorian, Jacobite MSS. were likewise used. There is an evidence of this in Acts 20: 28, where all the MSS. of the Peschito hitherto known read, Church of the Messiah; but the editor adopted in his text Ως, with the note in the margin beneath: "in other copies of the Messiah is read here." The reading adopted was, according to Sabarieu's testimony, the usual one in the MSS. of the Jacobites (Assem. Bib. Or. T. III. in Append. ad catalog. Ebed Jesu. C. XXXIX); and is found also in the Philoxenian version. It has in fact some correspondence with the monophysite union of the two natures, in such a manner that the divine merged in the human as in the ocean; on which account God performed human actions, slept, wept, and redeemed his people with his blood.

The existing editions, therefore, are derived from the MSS. of three different churches, the Nestorians, Eutychians and Marconites. Each of these gave the preference to this or that reading; but neither possessed a peculiar Recension of the text. We draw this conclusion in regard to the Eutychians, because if there had been any remarkable peculiarities in the monophysite text, the Bible-Society edition would at least have presented them in the lower margin.

We have been lately reminded anew with what caution we are to make use of this version, for purposes of criticism. Some of the admonitions are general and hold in regard to every version; such as that we must pay regard to the construction of the language, and the peculiar manner of the translator. Every version, obeying the laws of construction peculiar to its own language, deviates in little points from the Greek, without making it necessary to suppose a peculiar reading at bottom; every version has certain habits which can be learned only by

1 Latest Researches into the present condition of Christianity in India, by Dr. C. Buchanan, translated by Chr. Gottl. Blunhardt. Stuttgart. 1813. p. 139–43.
long acquaintance. Among the peculiarities of the Peschito are these, e. g. it always subjoins ημων to κυριος; 2d, instead of αυτος, αυτου, the proper name to which it refers is usually repeated; 3d, it omits small parts of speech such as σεν, τος, ιδου, and verbs which are superfluous, as λεγω, αποκριθης; 4th, τοις is often arbitrarily inserted and omitted; and 5th, adverbs of comparison, such as οις, ομολος, are often omitted.1

PHILOXENIAN VERSION.

§ 70.

The MSS. of this version contain a postscript at the end of the Gospels, which informs us respecting the time at which it was composed and some other historical circumstances relative to it. The postscripts in all the MSS., so far as they have been carefully examined, agree, and only contain in the different MSS. a clause or two more or less. So far they agree; literally: This MS. of the four Evangelists was first translated from the Greek into the Syriac, with great pains, at Mabug, in the year of Alexander 819, in the days of the holy confessor Philoxenus, Bishop of that place. It was afterwards collated with great care by me, poor Thomas, with two (some MSS. read three) very excellent and correct copies, in the Antonia at Alexandria, the great city, in the holy monastery of the Antonians. It was written and collated the second time, at the place mentioned, in the year 927 of Alexander, in the fourth Indiction.2

The version was made, then, in the days of Philoxenus, in 606 of the Christian era. This Philoxenus, or Xenaias, was bishop of Mabug, Manbej, Mangeb or Hierapolis in Syria, from 488 to 518.3 The author of the version is not named in the above inscription; but another Syriac writer has preserved it. According to him, it was Polycarp, a Chorepiscopus of Philoxenus. He undertook the work and dedicated it to Philoxenus, who incited him to it, and from whom the version received its name.4 It was made from the Greek, and comprehended the whole New Testament.

§ 71.

Philoxenus, also called Xenaias, was a favorite of Peter Gnapbey, who got himself into the patriarchy of Antioch, and contrived to main-

tain himself in this elevated station by means of the connexions he had, and the creatures he gathered around him. Among the latter was Philoxenus, whom he consecrated Bishop of Mabug, and used as a tool. The patriarch was attached to the doctrines of Eutyches, and, as he seemed to entertain a mitigated view of the Monophysite doctrine, a great part of Syria fell in with his opinions. He indeed found opponents, for no such change takes place, in general, without much disturbance; but the court of Constantinople seemed to favor him and his tenets so much, that when the Emperor Zeno promulgated a scheme of union, or Henotikon, the Monophysites received it with approbation, and the patriarch with Philoxenus and his party, and Peter Mongus, patriarch of Alexandria, subscribed it. From this time they constituted a peculiar sect by themselves, attached to the new doctrines. Hence, it would seem, they came to a resolution to execute a church-version of their own, which I suppose they made from Origen’s copies, in order to invest its text with as high authority as possible.

§ 72.

One hundred and eight years afterwards, viz. in the year 927 of the Greeks, or 616 according to our reckoning, poor Thomas, as the postscript to the Gospels says, revised this Monophysite document and collated it with two, or as some copies say three, ancient MSS. in the monastery of the Antonians at Alexandria.

The Acts and Catholic Epistles he collated, as the subscription to them informs us, with one Greek MS. The Pauline Epistles, however, he appears to have collated with two; for two are cited in the margin. E. g. at Philip. 3: 20, Ephes. 2: 16, Rom. 8: 27.

Several copies of this version, in the subscriptions added by the copyists, term this poor Thomas, Thomas of Charkel; e. g. the Parisian Codex: “Thus ends, by God’s help, the holy book of the preaching of the adorable Christ, our God, according to the four Evangelists, from the Charkelian emendation, etc.” and under the table of Chapters in Matthew: “The chapters of Matthew, seventy in number, according to the correction and amendment of Thomas of Charkel, are finished.” Other MSS. have several other subscriptions of this nature.

There has not been, however, so much perplexity as to the person of Thomas, as in regard to another circumstance respecting his labors. He says, in the postscript to the Gospels: “It was afterwards with great pains collated by me, poor Thomas. . . . . for the second time it was written and collated in the place mentioned, etc.” From these words some infer two collations of it, the first by Thomas, and the second by some unknown individual in the year of Alexander 927.

Yet it is nothing unusual to collate a MS. twice, nor was it with the ancients. Thomas may have done this. The collation of 927 is evidently the work of Thomas of Charkel. So we are told by Bar-Hebraeus in his Chronicon Syriacum. At the same time (says he, ad Ann. 927 of the Seleucid era) lived Thomas of Charkel, a monk of the

monastery of Tarill, who in his youth applied himself to Greek literature in the monastery of Kemezin, and was subsequently Bishop of Mabug. When he was deprived of his station by Domitian, Bishop of Melito, he went to Egypt and lived in the Antonia at Alexandria, in the holy monastery of the Antonians, where with great industry he amended the four Gospels and the other books of the New Testament, by a careful and accurate revision of the version which had been made before him at Mabug by Philoxenus.” So far Bar-Hebreus.¹

Thomas was, therefore, a contemporary of Paul of Tela, who in the same place composed a Syriac version of the Old Testament from the Hexaplar text of Origen. From this circumstance, I can explain to my satisfaction the undertaking of Thomas of Charkel, which at first view appears rather singular.

§ 73.

Thomas saw that the Hexaplar text, from which Paul made his version, was accompanied throughout in the margin with the readings of Aquila, Theodotion and Symmachus. The New Testament version of his sect, it seemed to him, needed something of this kind and the library of the Antonians offered him MSS. which were distinguished above others for ancient and remarkable readings. These materials he thought he could employ in a similar way; for the advantage which had been derived in the Old Testament from the MSS. of Aquila and others, was offered him in respect to the New by the MSS. of the Antonians, which contained as many and far more important various readings, with which he could store his margin. The text of the old Syriac version supplied the place of the Hebrew text in the Old Testament. And, as in the Old Testament exegetical notes were scattered here and there in the margin, he wished to present some likewise; and whatever learning of this nature it was in his power to add, he did.

The readings which he presents in the margin occur in the MSS. B. C. and they are generally such as are handed down to us in D. from the time of the corrupted text; as likewise in the Sahidic version and the Latin versions antecedent to Jerome. In the Acts in particular we are presented with considerable deviations and corruptions in the text, which often agree with D and E, but are sometimes more extravagant than either. (Comp. Acts 13: 33; 14: 4, 5. 14: 10. 15: 1. 16: 17. etc.)

§ 74.

Now had he been content with merely noting in the margin the peculiarities which he found in his ancient MSS., his labors would merit our hearty thanks; but he was not so cautious and unpretending. He was desirous of playing the critic himself, and sometimes introduced his readings into the text, making use of obelisks and asterisks, according to the example of the Hexaplar which his companion had translated into Syriac. Thus he withdrew in many places the original reading of

the Philoxenian version, whose text was probably of more value than all the critical additions with which he intended to adorn it.

Yet we must not think that he was the first to introduce obelisks and asterisks into the Philoxenian version; they existed in it earlier, and indeed originally. Chance has preserved a MS. of this version, which has neither Thomas' subscription, nor the various readings in the margin which he collated from ancient copies, nor the notes which he added from his own learning. This Codex (Mediceo-Florentin. Plut. I. n. XL.) is consequently a copy of a MS. of the time antecedent to the labors of Thomas;¹ and is of no ordinary value in enabling us to distinguish from Polycarp's version the interpolations introduced by him.

Now as this Codex, likewise, is furnished with obelisks and asterisks, it is clear that their use was as early as the time of Polycarp, the author of the version. He either added them himself, with a view to correct certain passages in the text by them, or he selected for his version a text which was already in repute and estimation for its accuracy. In the latter case we must suppose him to have used the text of Origen, who made use of the usual Alexandrian signs, obelisks, and asterisks, in performing his critical labors. Should we discover a family of MSS. which exhibited this text, we should then be sure that Polycarp did not form his own text, but selected an existing Recension and executed his version according to it. Our conclusion as to whether Origen's text was used or not would then be almost undoubting.

§ 75.

Thomas, as we have said, did not content himself with presenting his readings and observations in the margin, but had an unfortunate inclination to undertake critical amendments of the text. This is shown in Mark 11: 10, where, after πατρίς ἡμῶν Δαβίδ, he inserted εἰρήνη καὶ δόξα ἐν τῷ πνεύματι, and says in the margin: "This is not found in all the Greek MSS., nor indeed in the text of Marc Xenaias, but it is in some which we regard as very good copies." The passage was thus undeniably not in the Philoxenian text, and was first introduced by our critic. His interpolations are manifest from the readings; for they are such as occur only in MSS. of the corrupted Alexandrian text, as were the MSS. of the Antonians. E.g. in Luke 19: 45, after ἀγοραζόμενοι there is inserted with an asterisk, καὶ τὰς γραμματές τῶν κοιλιτσῶν ἔξεχεν, καὶ τὰς καθήδρας τῶν πολιτειών τὰς περιστεράς, which appears only in D of all the Greek MSS. In the margin he informs us: "The words do not occur in the Greek MSS." Who can help seeing that the words which he inserts with an asterisk, after ὄν τρόπον κατείναιοι, in Acts 15: 11, were derived from an unregulated text, particularly as we find this addition in Codex D. The words are: συνεκατατεθεμένων ἐκ τῶν προεβτερών τοῖς ὑπὸ τοῦ Πέτρου εὐφημεένως, ἐκάγησον.

Other amendments (as he thought them) he took from the Peschito. In Matt. 25: 1, D and the Peschito, after τοῦ ναμίλου, add καὶ τῆς νυμφῆς. In the Philoxenian text the addition appears with an asterisk and

¹ Adler, Vers. N. T. Syr. denuo examinate L. II. p. 52-55.
with the marginal note: "This is not found in all the MSS.; e.g. not in the Alexandrian." He could therefore have borrowed it only from the Peschito. The reading τὸ πῦρ αὐτῶν in Mark 9: 43, has been found in no MS. as yet; the Peschito alone has αὐτῶν. Whence but from this, then, can it have come? After διάσωσις, in Acts 9: 5, he inserts with an asterisk the words: σπλήρων σοι πρὸς πεντακατὰς; in the margin he says: "These words do not occur in the Greek here, but only where Paul narrates the incident himself." Though they are not found in the Greek, they are found literally in the Peschito, which is therefore the source of the addition.

In order to distinguish what belongs to each, and to restore the original text of Polycarp, we must especially consult and collate the Medicean Codex before mentioned.

§ 76.

Yet the corruption caused by Thomas in particular passages is not so extensive, as to prevent us from forming a general idea of Polycarp's text. In the first place, as it respects the Gospels, we observe that in the important readings which we have pointed out (§ 39) as peculiar to the text of Lucian compared with the Egyptian MSS., (Matt. 6: 13, 20: 22, Mark 6: 11, 8: 14, Luke 4: 18, 10: 22, John 1: 27, 5: 16, 6: 23, and 69,) they agree perfectly with Lucian. But in the less important readings they often deviate from Lucian's text and approximate to the Egyptian, particularly when the MSS. AKM, 42, 114, 116, and Matth. 10, coincide with the Egyptian MSS. Yet, even in peculiarities in which the MSS. AKM etc. stand entirely alone, the text of Polycarp is often on their side; of which fact we have already (§ 39) given examples.

In Acts 20: 28, occurs one of the most remarkable readings which distinguish Lucian's and the Egyptian MSS. The former read τὴν ἐκπληγησαν κυρίον καὶ θεοῦ, but the Egyptian MSS. AC, 40, Vat. 367, DE, Copt., and Sahid., κυρίον only. B, however, differs from these, and reads θεοῦ, in which it is accompanied by some MSS. This third reading is the one which Polycarp has in his text. Every where else he constantly adheres, sometimes to the Egyptian, and sometimes to Lucian's side. We will present an example of this in Acts X. The letter p denotes the agreement of Polycarp, or if it be preferred, of the Philoxenian text, with the readings to which it is prefixed.


1 According to one reading "the Alexandrian" is in the plural; according to another, in the singular.
PHILOXENIAN VERSION.

| 11. ἐρχονται καθισματον | ABC. 40. E. | p. ἐρχονται διδυμον καὶ καθισματον |
| 12. τετράποδα καὶ ἅπ — | ABC. 1. 40. Copt. Sah. | p. τετράποδα τῆς γῆς καὶ τὰ θηρία καὶ τὰ ἑρπτεά ἢ ἐκαθαρτον |
| 16. καὶ ἐνδώδις | ABC. 40. E. Copt. | p. ὁ Πέτρος |
| without ὁ Πέτρος | | |
| p. 24. τῇ δὲ ἐπαύρ ... | ABC. 40. I. DE. Copt. Sah. | καὶ τῇ ἑπαύρ ... |
| 30. ἡμὲν καὶ | ABC. Copt. | p. ἡμὲν νυστερεύναι καὶ |
| τὴν ἑπαύρνη | ABC. 40. I. D. | p. τὴν ἑπαύρνη ἑραν ἕπο τοῦ Θεοῦ ἐκαθαρτον |
| p. 33. ὑπὸ τοῦ κυρίου | ABC. 40. Copt. | στόμα |
| p. 34. ὑπὸ τοῦ κυρίου | ABC. 40. Copt. | π. τὸν λόγον ἐν ἀπάτεις καὶ καθαρτον δύναται |
| 36. τῶν λόγων ἀπάτεις | ABC. Copt. Sah. | βαπτισθήσεται ἐν τῷ σώματι κυρίου |
| p. 47. δύναται καθαρτον | ABC. 40. I. Copt. Sah. | |
| 48. ἐν τῷ σώματι | | |

It appears to me that Polycarp did not adhere so much to Egyptian readings in the Pauline Epistles, as in the Catholic, and in the Acts. For an exemplification of this I select Galat. Chap. III. and IV.

CHAPTER III.

| 1. ἓβασκαν ... ὡς | ABC. 17. Copt. | p. ἓβασκαν τῇ ἐλπισθαὶ μὴ πείδωσθαι, ὡς |
| προχρ. ... ἀνταν.| ABC. 17. Copt. | p. προχρ. ... ἐν ὑμῖν ἀντανακλήσεως ἐπικαθαρτος |
| p. 10. ὡς ἐπικαθαρτος | ABC. 17. Copt. | ποιήσως αὐτὰ ἔκθεσις ποιησος αὐτὰ ἐκθέσις |
| 13. ὡς γεγραμμεναι | AB. 17. | p. ὡς εἰς Χριστὸν, ὡς ἐν ἑκατοσοι καὶ τρισκοτα |
| 17. Θεοῦ ὡς | ABC. 17. Copt. | |
| p. τετρασοι καὶ τρισκοτα ἦν | ABC. Copt. | |

CHAPTER IV.

| 6. καρδ ... ἡμῶν | AC. Copt. | p. καρδ ... ἡμῶν |
| 7. διὰ Θεοῦ | AB. 17. Copt. | p. ὡς εἰς Θεοῦ Χριστόν |
| 14. περασαµὸν ἡμῶν | AB. 17. Copt. | p. περασαµὸν µήν |
| 15. τοῖς συν | ABC. 17. Copt. | p. τοῖς συν |
| p. 25. δουλεύει γὰρ | ABC. 17. Copt. | δουλεύει δὲ |
| 26. ῥήτηρ ἡμῶν | BC. Copt. | p. ρήτηρ πάντων ἡμῶν |

From the Cath. Ep. we select 1 John, Chap. II.
The most perfect copy of this version now known, viz. that of Gloucester Ridley, now in the Library of New College, Oxford, does not contain the Apocalypse. Yet, in my apprehension, we have no reason to complain of the loss, as De Dieu has already published it, with the omission, it is true, of the critical signs. (§ 64) These signs which the MS. contains, the mode of translation so exactly like Polycarp’s, the nature of the text which neither adheres to Lucian nor Hesychius, but vibrates from one to the other, are so many evidences of the truth of our supposition.

Of the Gospels, it is true, we have Greek MSS. to which the Philoxenian version inclines; but it is not so in respect to the Acts and the Epistles. But it may be said, that had Polycarp selected Origen’s text for translation, it could hardly have been otherwise than that some MSS. of the Acts and Epistles, likewise, according to this Recension, should agree with him; the text of Polycarp in these portions of the New Testament would not have been so entirely unique. The objection which I have here stated against myself, is not unimportant; but its weight is considerably diminished, if we reflect that not so many MSS. by far of the Acts and Epistles have been collated as of the Gospels; and, even of those, the greater part only cursorily and carelessly. We need much more information to enable us to pronounce definitely and confidently in regard to this and other critical questions.

§ 77.

The version itself everywhere evinces the most careful and laborious endeavor to lose not a syllable of the original text and to express all the minuta, even in violation of the laws of the Syriac language. The article ὁ, ἦ, τό, is always carefully rendered, as well as ἄνει and εἰσόλ, little as either practice accords with pure Syriac phraseology. Αὐτός, αὐτή, does not appear as an affix according to Syriac custom, but is treated as a separate word, by means of the syllable ʿא, to which it is attached. Words compounded with πρό, σὲν, ἐν, κατά, which are known in none of the Shemite dialects, are represented in a very artificial manner; as e.g. πρόθεσις, προέστησο, ἐπαγαγή, μοιρή, in Mark 2: 26. 12: 16. These improprieties, however, which are una-
voidable when a language is so abused, are of uncommon advantage to criticism, as the version seldom leaves us in doubt as to what was in the original, as other versions do whose authors have exercised more freedom.

§ 78.


PALESTINO-SYRIAC VERSION.

§ 79.

We as yet know of but one MS. of this version; and that contains only lessons from the four Gospels for all the Sundays and festivals of the year. It is in the Vatican Library, N. XIX among the Syriac MSS. J. G. C. Adler obtained it thence and undertook an investigation of it.

The character and language in which it is written differ somewhat


from the common Syriac. It has many Chaldee idioms, and very much resembles this dialect in its grammatical peculiarities; e. g. in suffixes of the third person to nouns in the plural number, in the status emphaticus of nouns, and in the form of the third person masculine of the future tense.

Abulpharagius distinguishes three Syriac dialects—the Syro-Aramaic, which is the most elegant, spoken by the inhabitants of Roha and Haran and external Syria; the Palestinian spoken at Damascus, on the Libanus and in the interior of Syria; and lastly the Chaldee-Nabathæan, the roughest of all, common in the Assyrian mountains and the villages of Irak.1

The manifest resemblance to the Chaldaic observable in our version appears to denote that it is Chaldee-Nabathæan. The Peschi- to was probably composed in the region of Edessa, Roha, Haran, etc., and was there, we know, the church-version. Abulpharagius informs us that it was used especially in eastern Syria.2 From the country where it originated, it appears to have been written in the first and most elegant dialect. The Philoxenian version prevailed in the vicinity of Antioch, and exhibits to us the language of this part of Syria. We have left, therefore, for our version only Damascus and Palestine, or the Syrian mountains and the province of Irak.

To determine our choice between the two, we must not overlook an observation made by the learned man to whom we are principally indebted for our knowledge of this version; viz. that many idioms occur in it which are found only in the Philoxenian version besides. Now as the idioms of both approximate to each other, the countries of their respective origin must likewise.

The part of Syria in which our version originated was evidently a Roman province, or a part of one. I infer this from some words which struck my eye in the specimen (Matt. 27: 3—32,) which Dr. Adler has presented us. The soldiers, in v. 27, are called simply מטסק, Romans: as if no soldiers but Romans were known in the country. In the same verse πνεύμα is rendered by the Roman word πνεῦμα, castrum; from which we may readily infer to whom the dominion of the country belonged. The Assyrian mountains never had a Roman Priester, and were not brought in formam provinciae, as was the case with western Syria and Palestine. We must therefore certainly regard this as a Palestinian version, rather than one which originated in the Assyrian mountains. Michaelis, and others after him, even call it the Hierosolymitan version.

The MS. itself was written in the vicinity of Palestine at Antioch; where the monks of Palestine, it is very possible, had a monastery. It was written, says the subscription: "in the monastery of Abbot Moses, in the city of Antioch, is the vicinity of the Holy Land." Probably דאנסן דאנסן דאנסן דאנסן should be added.1

§ 80.

The version was made from the Greek, as is evident from the Greek orthography of proper names (e. g. Ἰσαοῦς, Ἰωαννᾶς, Χαϊφας, Ιασίφος,

"Ἀφανὴς, Μεσολ.), and from the many Greek expressions which are retained in the very places which they occupy in the original: τραπεζίταις Matt. 25:27, ἀνδρίδας Matt. 5:25, βουλευτής Mark 15:43, τῶν περ-

We cannot determine what was the character of the Greek text which the translator had before him, or with what class of MSS. it coincided, as we have no continuous collation of it. As yet only two or three rare readings have been extracted from each chapter and introduced to public notice. We are acquainted, therefore, with the peculiarities in which it differs from the MSS. of every Recension, without knowing to what MSS. it is in general allied.

Its text however appears sometimes to be compounded from various MSS.; e. g. in Matt. 14:24, where for ἦν μέσον, τῆς θαλάσσης some MSS. and the Peschito read, σταθὼς πολλοὺς ἀπὸ τῆς γῆς ἀπείχε, it unites both readings: σταθ. πολλ. ἀπὸ γῆς ἀπείχε μέσον τῆς θαλά-
σσης. So in John 19:16, 17, instead of παρέλαβον δὲ τὸν Ἰ. . . . , the pass-
ge is compounded as follows, of different readings in different MSS.: ἀγανοτεῖς δὲ τὸν Ἰησοῦν ἐπέθηκαν αὐτῷ τὸν σταυρὸν αὐτοῦ, καὶ

PERSIAN VERSION.

§ 81.

The Persian version which appeared in the London Polyglot extends only through the Gospels. The language is interspersed with so many Arabic expressions that we cannot fail to recognise the influence which the religion of Mohammed had upon the language of the nation, and consequently refer it to a period later than his time.

The parts of Persia bordering on the north of Mesopotamia made use, it would seem, of the Syriac ritual and church-version; just as our ritual and version are in Latin. In the 5th and 6th centuries, Edessa was much resorted to by the Persians for the purpose of obtaining instruction in the genuine Nestorian tenets at the celebrated school in that place.¹ Now when these portions of Persia came to desire a version in their own language, they had recourse to the Syriac copies, and translated from them. Thus arose the Persian version which we at present have and which was probably composed at Edessa.

§ 82.

Its source is the Peschito, as is proved by many readings which are now to be found only in it and the Peschito; e. g. Mark 6:41, ἐμέχωραν πᾶσι; 51, ἐθαγμακὸν καὶ ἐξεσπαστά; 7:2, κοιναὶ καὶ τούτω εὕτω εὐθυνhé, wanting; 20, ὃ ἔδει ἔλεγεν ἀδικεῖ; 31, εἰς τὰ ὠρα ὥρα μέσον τῶν ὠρ-
PERSIAN VERSION.

This version would be of uncommon value in the criticism of the Peschito, had it been preserved without being corrupted, but it is disfigured by many glosses. E.g. in Mark 7: 15, after the words, those are they which defile a man, is added, which is a mortal sin; in Mark 7: 26, where the Greek woman of Syrophoenicia is spoken of, the words for she was from Hem, are inserted. Similar additions and explanations are met with in almost every chapter. We find, moreover, words and even sentences twice translated; e.g. Mark 6: 49, where the word ἐπιλεύσασθαι is rendered once by a deception, and immediately afterwards by a phantom. Mark 8: 14, they had only one loaf with them in the ship, the Peschito translates, only one cake; in this it was followed by the Persian translator, who says first, one cake, but translates the word again by loaf, not a cake, and no loaf had they with them in the ship. (Comp. Mark 6: 7. 31. 43.)
Frequently, one of these readings exhibits the Syriac and the other the Greek text, as is the case in the last example; and yet we have no reason to suppose that there was so much knowledge of the Greek language, and so many Greek MSS., in existence in Persia, as to have enabled readers to illustrate and amend their text from the Greek. It is more probable that there existed a Persian version from the Greek, which was made use of by readers and copyists, and from which these interpolations sprang. Indeed, this extensive empire must have had several versions to supply the wants of different provinces in which different dialects were prevalent. If we are not influenced by the advantage which biblical literature would derive from a careful examination of this version, at least the striking and certain similarity of the Persian to our own mother-tongue, the German, should induce us to devote especial pains to the former, for the purpose of inferring from it the original construction of the latter, the roots and former significations of its words, and in order to throw light upon historical facts respecting the origin and migrations of nations.

§ 84.

Besides the version in the Polyglot, there is still another which has been published by Wheelock, but is little known among us. It is said to have two title-pages, on the first of which is: "Quatuor Evangelia Domini nostri Jesu Christi Persice, ad numerum situmque verborum Latine data 1662," and on the second: "Quatuor Evangeliorum Domini nostri Jesu Christi versio Persica, Syriacam et Arabicam suavisisse redolens: ad verba et mentem Græci textus fideliter et venustè consignata. Londini. 1657."

The editors may indeed have had a MS. containing a version from the Greek, but they employed the Syro-Persian text in making out their own, thus making lamentable confusion. For they used the MS. of Pocock's from which the text in the English Polyglot was printed, as Piersón himself confesses in the preface to Wheelock's Gospels: "Cum Evangeliiis Persicis edendis D. Abraham Whelocus operam navisset, tres sibi MSS. Codices impetraverat, Otsoniensem, Cantabrigiensem, et alterum Pocokianum; quorum uno descripto, ceteris collatis, sustinente in omnes commentarium destinaverat." Had they presented us in a state of purity the version made ad verba et mentem Græci textus, we would readily have dispensed with the Syriac and Arabic fragrance which they boast upon the title-page.

Lastly, Nadir Shah is said to have caused a Persian version to be composed from Greek, Arabic, Syriac, Armenian and Hebrew MSS., which was published at Isphahan in 1740-41. It can be of little importance to New Testament criticism.

§ 85.

Our knowledge respecting this version is derived from two sources. The first is an Armenian biography of the saints, in the former Royal Library at Paris, from which the Bishop of Erivan, by request, translated the life of Mesrob into Latin. Richard Simon made use of this. The other is the Armenian History of Moses Chorenensis, which Whiston's sons published, with the title: "Mosis Chorenensis Historia Armeniaca Libri III. Armeniace ediderunt, Latine verterunt, notisque illustrarunt Guilhelmus et Georgius Guil. Whitsoni filii, Aula Clarissis in Academia Cantabrigiensi aliquandiu alumnis. Londini 1736." 4to. Michaelis drew from this fine document. The two authorities do not differ in the main.

§ 86.

The version was contemporary with the national alphabet. The invention of this has immortalized among his countrymen the memory of Mesrob, of Hasekos, in the province of Taran. Till his time they employed the Syriac alphabet, and it would seem that they made use of the Syriac Bible and liturgy in their religious worship. The want of a national character occupied much of his attention; and after many unsuccessful attempts of his own, it was revealed to him, it is said, in a heavenly vision.

He hastened to communicate his new alphabet to king Uram Sceau, and Isaac, the patriarch of the country, who caused schools to be established in Armenia, in which reading and writing were taught. Mesrob himself travelled into Iberia for this purpose.

On his return he found the patriarch employed in translating from the Syriac. There were no Greek MSS. to be had, as Meruzan, a Persian viceroy, had caused all Greek books to be burned; and the Persians in general permitted no other language or character to be used among the Armenians (in the church-service probably,) but the Syriac.

When the Ephesian Synod assembled in 431, two pupils of Mesrob, Joseph and Eznak, were deputed to it, who brought back with them an account of the proceedings of this council, and a carefully written copy of the Bible.

Isaac and Mesrob now threw aside what they had translated from the Syriac, and commenced a version from the newly acquired Greek copy; but they did not possess the requisite knowledge of Greek.

3 Mos. Chor. L. III. c. 61. The pupils of Mesrob are here called Johannes Ecclesiasticus and Josephus Planensis.
This however did not dishearten them. Joseph and Eznak were despatched to Alexandria to perfect themselves in Greek, and the work was entered upon for the third time, Moses Chorensis, the historian, himself assisting. ¹

According to Bar Hebræus, Isaac and Mesrob, after the translation from the Greek text was completed, altered it to greater accordance with the Syriac. ²

The Greeks lay claim to some merit in regard to this version. John Chrysostom is said to have incited and encouraged the Armenians to translate the sacred books, when he was banished to Kukus in Armenia. They began with the Psalter, and then passed to the other canonical books. ³ The banishment of this father from his country actually coincides with the period when the idea of a national character entered the mind of Mesrob; and the influence of the celebrated stranger may explain the revival of his ardent desire of a national character and version. The account of the Armenians, however, and that of the biographer of John Chrysostom do not exactly agree in respect to the book with which a beginning was made; the former naming the Proverbs of Solomon and the latter the Psalms.

§ 87.

The history we have given of the version does not promise a uniform, unmixed text, but rather one made up of various materials—of readings from the old Syriac version, readings furnished by the Ephesian MS., and also readings from Alexandrian MSS. which the pupils of Mesrob would not have failed to bring home with them.

These component parts are easily discoverable in the text. In general it adheres to the Egyptian Recension, but not so closely as not to have adopted readings from MSS. of a period anterior to the introduction of a Recension into Alexandria. It frequently coincides with Codex D in readings peculiar to that MS. alone, or to A and the MSS. which Thomas of Charkel collated in the monastery of the Antonians; e. g. Matt. 15: 33, ἡμέρας τρεις εἶσ, καὶ προσέμεν. . . . 18: 33, ὅπως εἴδε ὅν καὶ ἀλ. 19: 10, ἡ αἴτη τοῦ αὐτοῦ. Mark 2: 9, τὸν κράβ- βατον, καὶ ὕπαγε εἰς τὸν ὁλοκ. οὖν. 2: 26, ἐφανεν, καὶ ἔδωκε καὶ τοῖς σών αὐτῷ οὐς οὐκ ἔδωκεν. . . . 4: 39, αἰμωνα τῇ δανίᾳ καὶ εἰς. 5: 33, καὶ τοίμωνα ὁ ἱερείῳ λαθρα. 6: 2, ἵζων ἀνθρώπον ἐν τῇ διδαχῇ αὐτοῦ λέγοντες. 6: 23, καὶ ομοσεν πολλα. 6: 55, ἐρξαντι παντας ἑν, etc.

In our history of the text we mentioned certain MSS. which are indeed of recent origin, but are transcripts of ancient MSS. of the koine ἕκδος, viz. Weitzel 1, 13, 69, and Griesbach 124; the last of which, particularly, contains Asiatic readings, and is allied to the text of the Peschito. (§ 29). With these readings the Armenian version often coincides; and it was these, in part, which got into the version through the

² Walton Proleg. XIII. n. 16.
³ Ανονυμ. Vita Chrysost. c. 113. Αισιανέωθατε τοτε γολγόμον καὶ τὴν ἀποσαν διαβήμα πρὸ τὴν ἐμίσας γλώσσας μεταποιήσομαι.
Ephesian Codex which the pupils of Mesrob brought back with them. At least it is difficult to refer them to any other source. E. g. Matt. 5:19, ἀπὸ τοῦ νόμου καὶ τῶν προφητῶν. 13, 124.—7: 27, πειστε ἀνήθις μεγάλη σφήνα. 13, 33, 124.—12: 14, οἱ δὲ Φαρισαῖοι εὐλογότες ἄμβουλον ἔλαβον καὶ αὐτοῦ. 13, 123.—13: 43, ἐν τῇ βασιλείᾳ τῶν οὐρανῶν, 124.—21: 30, ἀποκριθεὶς εἶπεν, ὑπαγὼ κινεῖ. 13, 69, 124.—23: 10, καθηγηταὶ ὅτι καθηγητὴς ὑμῶν ἦσαν. 124.—26: 36, καὶ λέγει αὐτοῖς, καθίσατε. 69, 124.—Mark 3: 34, περὶ αὐτῶν μαθητάς καθηγοῦντο. 13, 69, 124.—8: 14, καὶ οὐδὲ ἑνα μόνον ἔτοις ἄμοιον. 1, 13, 69.—8: 15, ζώνης τῶν Ἡρωδιανῶν. 1, 13, 69.—8: 17, διαλογιζομένων ὁ λεγόμενοι. 13, 69, 124.—8: 21, ποίς οὖν ὑπὸ συνελε. 69, 124.—10: 11, ταῦ ἄνθρωπον ἀπολύση. 1, 13, 69, 124. etc.

Lastly, many readings are taken from the Peschito. Mark 2: 25, ἰδου δὲ ἐλεγεν. 6: 6, τας κοιμας διδάσκοντες πάνταν ἐπέθ. . . . 9: 4, καὶ Μωυσεί συλλαλοῦντες. 9: 29, νησεῖς καὶ προσευχής. 10: 43, γενετός ἐν ὑμῖν μῖγας. 12: 33, ἐστὶ τῶν ὀλοκληρώματος. 12: 38, καὶ φιλοτιμοῦντος σπασμοῦ. Luke 2: 49, ὁ ἐν τῷ όικῷ τοῦ πατρὸς. 9: 6, κατὰ κοιμας καὶ κατὰ πόλεις. Among these the following, especially, may be reckoned: Matt. 28: 18, καὶ ἐπὶ γῆς καὶ καθαρώς ἀποστάλκε με ὁ πατὴρ μου, καὶ ἄποστελέω ὑμᾶς.

§ 88.

During the crusades, the rulers of Armenia were closely connected with the inhabitants of the West, and became acquainted with the language used in their churches. They strenuously sought an ecclesiastical union with them, and this was ardently favored by king Haiitho, (Abulpharagius calls him Παύλου in Hist. Dyn. 502, but Abulfeda T. V. Ann. Must. p. 18,) who afterwards abdicated the government to his son and entered the order of Franciscans. He is even said to have translated from the Latin into Armenian the Prefaces of St. Jerome.1

Gregory, Bishop of Sis and Patriarch of the Armenians, proposed to Haiitho an ecclesiastical council for this purpose. In his letter to the former king he asserts respecting certain topics of dispute, that it is so in Jerome, in Beda the Presbyter, and other Latin fathers.4

Besides what he here says of the Latin fathers and their writings, he appeals to 1 John 5: 7, in the beginning of his letter, in favor of the use of water in mass.2 To us this is, at any rate, an evidence that preparation for an union had been made by altering the Armenian version here and there according to the Latin.

This same passage was expressly cited again in the Synod which was held at Sis in 1307, which could not have happened unless it was authorized by many copies.4 This change of the Armenian text in con-

1 Michaelis' Introd. I. Th. § 69, 4th ed.
3 Ibid. p. 141.
formity with the Latin MSS. can hardly have been the only one; but how far the correctors proceeded can be learned only from a collation of ancient Armenian MSS. with the modern.

§ 89.

The Armenians had several editions of this version printed in the 17th century, as the MS. copies were so expensive that they could not be procured except by the wealthy. By order of a Synod convened in 1662, the Bishop of Erivan, whom we have already mentioned, was despatched to Europe for this purpose by the patriarch. He took up his residence in the monastery of Usci, whence in France he was called Uscanus. He had the whole Bible printed at Amsterdam in 1666, and the New Testament alone in 1668, which last was reprinted in 1698. I have myself an edition of the four Gospels of the year 1690, which I find no where mentioned. It is too small for an octavo and too large for a 16mo.; and is embellished with a wood-cut at the beginning of each Gospel. There is prefixed to it what appears to be a catalogue of the chapters or church-lessons. Not understanding a word of it, I cannot state the place where it was printed, which is given in Armenian characters.

The Bishop of Erivan was charged with altering the text of these editions according to the Vulgate, which he was so little desirous of concealing, that he himself freely confesses it in the preface.1

There are some later editions, prepared in the monastery of the Armenians at Venice, viz: "Novum Domini nostri Jesu Christi Testamentum, Armenice editum a Joanne Zohrab, Doctore Armeno, 1789. Venetiis ex typographia monachorum S. Lazari." 8vo. The title is Armenian; I have given it in Latin as it was translated to me. The book contains 1 John 5. 7, marked with an asterisk; for, as the Uscan edition contained the verse, the editor, as I was informed by a friend of his, was unwilling to omit it, although it is found in no ancient Armenian MS. This edition was reprinted in the year 1816. A critical edition of the Old and New Testament was prepared in the same monastery, and printed in 1805 in large 4to. About twenty MSS. were made use of, the various readings of which are subjoined in the lower margin. Short scholia, in Armenian, were likewise added in explanation of the text.

EGYPTIAN VERSIONS.

§ 90.

After the death of Alexander, the Greeks multiplied in Egypt; they surrounded the throne of the Ptolemies, and possessed themselves of the public offices. The language of the court and state officers natu-

EYPTIAn VERSIONS.

rally extended itself into Egypt by degrees, first in the vicinity of the court, and then into the remote portions of the country. Yet it could not extirpate the hereditary language of the nation, but the latter was compelled to adopt many Greek words, and to alter its construction according to that of the former. Thus a third sprung from the mixture of the two, which has been called the Coptic language, probably from Coptos, then the capital of Upper Egypt, where, at a distance from court, the ancient language and manners most pertinaciously retained their authority.

After the fall of the Ptolemies, it began again to rear its head and to dislodge from its supremacy a language which had been introduced by foreigners who were now without influence. The Greek, however, obtained in Lower Egypt and in the districts bordering on the northern coast, still longer, it would seem, than in the upper country, on account of the brisk trade and commerce with other nations; and further, because in those parts the Greeks settled in the greatest numbers and for the longest period. In particular, at Alexandria, its prevalence was undisturbed; Greek writers appearing in this city at a very late period.

§ 91.

At what time the Greek became so nearly extinct that versions were required, or how high an authority we may ascribe to these versions, may be accurately determined from the copious investigations of a man of much merit in this department of learning.1

Some have asserted that at the Council of Chalcedon in 451, there were Egyptian Bishops who could not even sign their names in Greek, simple as was the form for that purpose. The fact is not exactly so; yet it is remarkable that at least one, Kalosirios, Bishop of Arsinoe, was obliged to do it with the aid of an interpreter.2 The Archimandrite, Barsum, was likewise in the same predicament; but he was a Syrian. The additional assertion that, in the great council at Ephesus, certain Egyptians signed their names through an interpreter, is not borne out by the records. It is reasonable to suppose that those Bishops would not have been deputed to it who were least skilled in the language in which the business was transacted. We cannot, therefore, expect so much information on this point from what occurred in foreign countries, as from those which happened in Egypt itself.

We here meet in the outset with Father Pachomius, whose rules for the monks of the Tabennitic monastery were originally composed by him in the Egyptian language, and were subsequently translated into Greek, and also by Jerome into Latin.3 It has been too hastily inferred from this, that no one in the monastery understood Greek; but so much, certain-

2 Καλοσιρίων ξεισοτος Αρανώτων, έμπραντος ανεδ Ιουλον διαμνων αιτη-
3 Hieronym. Prof. in Reg. 8. Pachomii, § 2. "Urgebant autem missi ad me e hab ipecam causam Leontius Presbyter et ceteri cum eo fratres, assico notario; ut erant de Egyptian in Graecam linguam versae, nostro sermo dictari."
ly, was implied in this fact, viz.: that Pachomius considered the language of the country as the one in which he could make himself understood by all without exception, that he regarded it as the current language of seven thousand monks; for so high does Palladius reckon their number.

Now as Pachomius, in the 139th and 140th section of his rules, requires all his pupils to learn to read, and they were so far compelled to it, even against their will, that every one was to be able read at least the New Testament and Psalter, the existence of versions to be read is presupposed. For, from the language he uses in his rules, it is clear that he did not expect them to understand Greek, and yet he requires of them all without exception to learn their letters, to receive instruction in reading at certain hours of the day, and to be able to read at least the New Testament and the Psalter.

On one occasion, Father Pachomius sent some of his monastic brethren to Alexandria, to salute the Archbishop of Alexandria, and to purchase some necessaries for the sick. An Alexandrian named Theodore saw them in the Church, and requested them through an interpreter to permit him to accompany them to the Thebaid. They consented. Pachomius kindly received the stranger, and that he might have some one to converse with, gave him for a companion an old man who understood Greek.

Theodore, a different person from the preceding, the favorite pupil of Pachomius, and his successor after his death, caused the letter published by Athanasius at Easter to be translated into Egyptian, for the use of the monastery, that it might serve as a rule for the monks. Whenever he addressed the assembled monks, he appointed an interpreter who repeated his words after him in Greek, for the benefit of the Alexandrians and foreigners who might be unacquainted with the Egyptian language.

An imperial deputy, called du. Arsenius, visited the monasteries in Upper Egypt, which were subject to Theodore, in search of a person who, it was suspected, was concealed in one of them. In the monastery of Phebon he assembled the brethren together and questioned them on the subject, through an interpreter. Fortunately there was a foreigner in the monastery, a native of Armenia, who knew Greek, and defended his brethren so ably before this imperial envoy, that he departed without further search.

We meet with another fact of not much later date than this in Lower Egypt, on the Libyan side, in the latter half of the fourth century. Palladius, who travelled at that period through Egypt, as well as other countries, for the purpose of visiting the most celebrated monastic institutions, came to Nitria, where he saw John of Lycopolis, one of the abbots of the desert, and was desirous of conversing with him. But the old man understood so little Greek that he required an interpreter in order to converse with the stranger. Yet it appears from the tenor of their discourse, that John was conversant with the books of the New

---

3 Zeega Codd. Memph. XLVI. p. 81, 82. Copt. and 85 Lat.
Egyptian Versions. There must, therefore, have existed in Lower Egypt a version of these books in the language of the country. One of the founders and most active patrons of the Egyptian monasteries was unacquainted with the Greek language, and was obliged to make use of an Interpreter when he was addressed in Greek. We mean Antonius, who had acquired celebrity as early as the time of the Nicene Council. That he was ignorant of Greek, we are informed by Palladius, from the mouth of a man who lived a great while with Antonius, and acted himself as his interpreter. Isaac, another of his interpreters, is also mentioned by Jerome in his life of Hilarion, the hermit.

As Antonius possessed such extensive repute, he had frequent occasion to edify others by hortatory letters. Jerome praises certain exhortations of this nature, seven in number, which were all composed in the Egyptian language, and afterwards translated into Greek.

They have also been published in a Latin version through the press. An extensive acquaintance with the New Testament, as well as the Old, is evinced in them, although he could have read it only in his native language.

Athanasius, his biographer, who represents himself as one of the pupils of this pious man, says that his first determination in favor of retirement and a contemplative life was occasioned by hearing the Gospel, and particularly the passage Matt. 19: 21, read in the Church; and that he was completely confirmed in it on entering the church the second time while the Gospel was being read, and among other passages, Matt. 11: 34.

From this time he took up his residence in a district of the Arsinoitic name, in Middle Egypt, where in a short time he collected around him many pupils, on whom, having assembled them together, he inculcated the duties of their calling, in a long discourse in the Egyptian language, τῇ Ἑλληνικῇ φωνῇ. The many citations from the Old and New Testament, which occur in it, evince a more than ordinary acquaintance with the Bible.


2 Vita Hilarionis, c. 30. “Repertis ibi duobus monachis Isaac et Felusiano, quorum Isaac interpret Antonii fuerat.

3 Palladius c. 26. de Eulogio Alexandrinico, p. 941. Τῶν τῶν ἐλαιῶν ἐθνοῦς αὐτὸς γίγνεται, τῶν μασαρίων Αὐτοῦ Ἐλληνικῇ μὴ ἀδόκει. Εὐς γὰρ ἐπιστρφην ἐμφατικῶς τῆς γλώσσας, καὶ ἐμβεβηκα αὐτοῦ.


6 Athanas. Vit. S. Anton. c. 2. Ἐπολίσκετο γ᾽ τῆς ἱκανολογίας, καὶ συνήθη τὰς τοῦ ἐνεχθημὸν ἱσχυόμενας, καὶ ἤπαυα τοῦ πολεμοῦ λέγων τῇ πλωτῇ κ. τ. λ. c. 3. ᾔ ὀν τὰς ἰσχυολογίας τοῦ πολεμοῦ ἤπαυα ἐν τῇ ἰσχυρώσει κ. τ. λ.

7 Athanas. Vit. S. Ant. c. 10—45.
Subsequently, to escape the intrusions of curiosity, he retired to remote regions of the Thebaid, where he delivered discourses to the authorities about him, which are full of biblical passages. 1

Athanasius further states, that when Greek philosophers visited him he needed an interpreter in order to converse with them. 2 When he spoke or wrote to his own countrymen, he spoke or wrote in Egyptian; when he was visited by Greeks, he spoke through an interpreter. He generally had an interpreter about him; and a writer, who had himself acted in this capacity, assures us that he had no knowledge of the Greek language. I do not see what more could be desired to substantiate the fact that Antonius did not understand Greek.

But, it is said, we are told in a biography of him that he learned Greek suddenly by a divine miracle. What biography? Were the ancients acquainted with any besides those of Athanasius and Evagrius, the latter of which was only a translation of the former? No person of respectability and talent ventured to attempt one after Athanasius. Jerome excuses himself on account of such a predecessor, and Ruffinus represents it as superfluous and impracticable to execute such a work after him. What legend is there, then, to appeal to? The Bollandists found one which they esteemed worthy of regard; and it must possess very great antiquity and authority to contradict contemporary writers and even the very interpreter of Antonius. But, if he did not understand Greek, how happened it that he had, and bow was it possible for him to have, so intimate an acquaintance with the Old and New Testament, except through a version? According to Augustine, he could even repeat the whole of the Sacred Scriptures from memory, which is the less extraordinary, as there were many among the dwellers in the desert who could do the same. 3

Thus, in the fourth century, Egyptian versions of the New Testament were current in Nitria, in the Arsinoite Nome, in the Thebaid, in Upper, Lower, and Middle Egypt. This would certainly be a venerable age for these documents, even were none of them entitled to claim a higher antiquity.

There are, however, hints from which we may infer an earlier existence of the Egyptian versions. At the period of Dioclesian’s persecution, just at the commencement of the fourth century, the Praetor visited Upper Egypt, in search of Christians; and one giving himself up of his own accord, he sat in judgment on him, tried him with the assistance of an interpreter, and then sentenced him to death. 4

Hierakas of Leonto, about the close of the 3d century, composed books in the Egyptian language; particularly a treatise on the works

1 Athanasius. Vit. S. Anton. c. 55.
2 Loc. cit. c. 72. Πάντα γαίνῳ καλόθρον ἐσεῖται πρὸς αὐτῶν”Βιβλίας...ἐξελεύθην πρὸς αὐτοῖς ἐτήσια δὲ ἐμπρετέως. c. 77.”Ἐρημὴ πάλευν δὲ ἐρμηνεύως.
of the six days. Such a production must certainly have been preceded by a version of the Mosaic writings.¹

Extensive, however, as were the encroachments of the Greek language until the downfall of the Ptolemies, it was yet steadfastly excluded from the temples. Prayers and praises were offered to the gods in Egyptian only; and this was exclusively the language of religious worship. From this fact it may have become expedient, perhaps necessary, to introduce the Egyptian language into the Christian assemblies, in prayer, singing and exhortation; and hence in a short time there must have been occasion for a version of the sacred books.²

§ 92.

The Egyptian, or as some prefer to term it, the Coptic language, is divided into several dialects, the two principal of which are the Upper Egyptian or Thebaic, and the Lower Egyptian or Memphitic. The Arabs call the first likewise, صعيدى, that of the upper country, the Sahidic; and the other بحري, the dialect of the Coast, although its seat was always at a distance from the coast of the Mediterranean Sea, and it prevailed further in the interior of the country towards Memphis. Besides this, they reckon also a third, which is called بشموري, the Bashmuri, or the Bechamyri, of the original seat of which we shall speak hereafter.³

§ 93.

Several beautiful MSS. of the version of the New Testament into the dialect of Lower Egypt are yet extant in the Libraries at Rome, Paris, and Oxford. Printed copies of it, also, are in the hands of the learned.⁴

Those who are qualified to judge are not, it is true, entirely satisfied as to the qualifications or mode of procedure of the editor. But it will ever be great merit to have broken the way, and to have been the first to bring to light so valuable a document.

The version was made from the revised text, and in the Gospels follows the MSS. BCL, in the Acts and Epistles ABC, and in general that class of MSS. which we have denominated Hexachian. We may hence infer its value, and how much it deserves to be examined with fresh industry. Its MSS. often vary from each other, and the critic might thus have excellent employment.

¹ Epiph. L. II. Her. XLVII. § 3. p. 712. Συνεγράφησα δι' Ελληνικοῦ καὶ Αιγυπτιακοῦ Ευγαμμηδίω πλησίον τῆς Ιακωβίου.


⁴ Nov. Test. Egyptium vulgo Copticum, ex MSS. Bodleianis descriptum, cum Vaticano et Parisiensiibus contulit, et in Latinum sermonem convertit David Wilkins, Oxonii et Theatro Sheldoniano. 1716. 4to.
We may determine somewhat from this observation in regard to the age of this version; it cannot have been composed before the time of Hesychius, i.e. in the middle of the 3rd century. Now, if it was current in Lower Egypt in the 4th century, the period at which it originated is determined with tolerable accuracy; as accurately as can be expected in a matter in which we are obliged to draw inferences from a comparison of facts, for want of express and definite information.

§ 94.

Woide first presented to the learned world specimens of the Upper Egyptian, Sahidic, version of the Gospels, in the readings of a few pages which he found in the British Museum. After him, John Aloys Mingarelli published the text of some fragments of the Gospels which belonged to the Library of the Chevalier Nani, illustrating it with notes. Similar fragments existed in the Library of Cardinal Borgia, which were examined and the various readings published by Münter, now Bishop of Seeland. He also added Woide's readings and those furnished by the Nanian fragments. Meanwhile Anthony Georgi examined some very ancient fragments of the Thebaic version which were in Borgia's possession, and which contained by the side of the version the Greek text in uncial characters, from which however the former very frequently deviated. They contained John 6: 21—59 and 6: 68—8: 23. Such were the fragments of the Gospels which were then known and published in Europe.

The Bodleian Library possesses the Acts according to this version, excepting the last four chapters, in a MS. (Cod. Huntingt. 394, 8vo.) from which Woide communicated to Michaelis some remarkable readings, which were published by him. This MS. contains also the Catholic Epistles of John and Jude, and a part of the 2d of Peter. The various readings of the first two, viz. the Epistles of John and Jude, have been published in the same way through Woide's means.

Of the Pauline Epistles there were some fragments in the possession of Card. Borgia, which were collated by Münter; and three of them, from the two Epistles to Timothy, he published in full, in order to give those acquainted with this language an opportunity to judge respecting the character of this version.

1 John Andreas Cramer's "Beyträge zur Beförderung theologischer und anderer wichtigen Kenntnisse." III. Th. 1779.
3 M. Friedr. Münter *Comment. de indole vers. N. T. Sahidieæ Hafniæ 1789.*
About the same time, Adler transcribed some passages of Matthew and Luke out of the increasing treasures of the Cardinal, and subsequently communicated them to Woide, who continued to collect fragments with laudable assiduity. The latter gathered single chapters of the Gospels and Epistles, and even smaller quotations, from church MSS., and procured further fragments from Upper Egypt,1 and with the aid of what had already been published through the press, gradually succeeded in compiling a Sahidic New Testament, which has indeed many charms, but is of great consequence in criticism and philology. Woide died without having completed his undertaking, but it was ably finished by Henry Ford, who corrected some mistakes of Woide's, and published the whole in a splendid form with several additions, as an appendix to Codex Alexandrinus.2

Unfortunately neither of the two English scholars had access to the Borgian collection, which contained many additional fragments of the Gospels and Pauline Epistles; among others the Epistles to the Philippians entire, excepting a few verses, and some chapters of the Apocalypse. Zoega has given a valuable catalogue of the passages supplied by these fragments, which must be sought in the Museum at Velletri by some future editor of the Sahidic New Testament.3 Had he, instead, incorporated these supplements into his excellent work on the Borgiano-Egyptian MSS, we should have possessed what must now be sought anew. In place of this he contented himself with presenting but three fragments, Ephes. 5: 21-23. Rev. 19: 7—18. Rev. 20: 7—21: 3.4

§ 95.

Its text closely resembles that of the Hesychian MSS. It is not, however a revised text, but that of the κοινή ἐκδοσις, which is indeed very similar to the Hesychian, having proceeded from it. But in general it has no precise character, frequently agreeing with the Cambridge MS. D in pecular readings, and frequently likewise containing peculiar variations of its own of considerable importance.

We will extract some readings, at present found only in D. In Luke 8: 41, the Sahidic version omits the words, ὑπόρχε καί; Luke 8: 42, it reads ἀπὸ Θεοτόκου, instead of the clause καὶ αὐτὴ ἀπεκδόθη; Luke 8: 43, οὕτως ἦσαν ὑπὸ ὁδόν ὑπαρεπεύρηκας is thus given, ἦ δὲ εἰς ὑπάρχειν ἔθεσεν ἔκτισιν ἔρεμον πόλ. ... καλ. But it reads εἰς παρθενία παρθενίαν Θεόσαιον. 9: 37, ἐν τῇ ἐφ' ημέρα, δι' ὑπὸ τῆς ημέρας. 13: 25, καὶ κρίνειν τὴν θύραν, it omits τὴν θύραν, and in 13: 27, the words δοσὶν ἐπίτε. 23: 24, αὐτῶν δοκεῖ ἐπίτε—αὐτὴ δ' 23: 26, ἐβαδορεῖ—μικρότερος. 23: 14, εὕρον ἐν τῷ ἀνθρώπῳ τούτῳ αἰτίον—εὕρον αἰτίον; John 6: 23, the words εὐγαρστησάντως τῶν ποιήσων are excluded; 6: 24, ὁ δὲ κύριος—ὁ δὲ θηλυκὴ. 7: 10, αὐτὸς ὁ πεινάς ἐν νυστατήτω: τοῦτός 7: 23, ἔμοι φολάτε—ποιε ἐμοὶ φολάτε. 7: 52, καὶ

1 Woidii De vers. bibliorunn Egypt. dissert. c. 2. De vers. N. T. Sahid.
4 Zoega, loc. cit. p. 218—220.
EGYPTIAN VERSIONS.

We will give a few examples of such readings as are peculiar to it alone. John 6:33, ὁ γὰρ ἄρτος οὗτος η αὐτοῦ τὸν θέου ἐστί· 6:39, ἵνα σας δέχωσι μοι, μὴ ἀπολέσω ἐξ αὐτῶν, ἀλλὰ ἀναστήσω αὐτῶν· 7:11, ἐφητοῦν αὐτόν εἰς τῷ ναῷ, καὶ ἔλεγεν· 7:26, οἱ ἀργοντες καὶ οἱ ἀργοντες· ὁτι· 10:7, ἐμὸν τὸ ποιμέν τὸν προβατον· 10:31, οἱ Ὄνυσθοι, ἵνα ἐκδοθῶν αὐτῶν· 10:33, οἱ λιθάζομεν αὐτοί· ἀλλ' ὃτι βλασφημησεν· 14:22, Ἰουδας ὁ Κανανεῖς, κύριε, τί γίγνεται, ὅτι ἥμιν μελλεῖ ζω νων εἰς αἰώνια, καὶ οὐχί μελλεῖς ἔμφασιν εἰς αὑτούς τῷ κόσμῳ κ. κ. λ. The extracts from the Huntington MS. of the Sahidic Acts of the Apostles, which Woide has presented, all tend to show that there is a remarkable similarity between the text of Codex D and that of the Sahidic version. From the specimens which he has given it is indeed very great.

There is no Greek MS. now extant which exhibits the κοινὴ ἕκδοσις of the text of the Catholic Epistles. Their appearance in this version, it is true, resembles very much that of the MSS. of the Hesychian edition; they are not, however, perfectly like them, but exhibit variations which confirm what we have before said concerning the text which is the basis of this version. We will cite some examples which will convince us of the unregulated condition of the text. 1 Epistle of John 1:2, καὶ ἐφαινομένη ἡμῖν, ἐφαρμακεύμενν αὐτὴν· ὁ ἐφαρμακεύμενς κ. κ. λ. 2:17, ὅ δέ ποιον τὸ δελεάμα τοῦ θεοῦ, μετείχει τοῦ αἰῶνα, ὡς αὐτοῦ μένει εἰς αἰώνια. Thus Cyprian also read the passage: "Quis autem fecerit voluntatem Dei, manet in aeternum, quonodo Deus manet in aeterno." (Tract. II. De Hab. virg. and De lapis. Serm. 56us.) In 1 John 3:10, this version reads instead of πᾶς ὁ μὴ ποιών δικαίωσιν, as likewise Origen (Comment. in Joh. T. IV. Opp. p. 323.) and Tertullian (De publicit. C. 19): πᾶς ὁ μὴ ὧν δίκαιος . . . 1 John 4:2, γενομένου τό πνεῦμα τοῦ θεοῦ, καὶ τό πνεῦμα τῆς πληρέως. 3d Epistle of John 3, μαρτυρούντων περὶ σοῦ ἐν ἀληθείᾳ, and verse 10, καὶ μὴ ἀρκομην. ἐπὶ τούτῳ οὖν ἐπεδήτεται υμᾶς, οὔτε ἐπεδήτεται αὐτούς.

It is nearly so with Paul's Epistles. They ordinarily adhere to the MSS. ABC, or to ABDEFG; sometimes also to DEFG, or some of these MSS., when they stand alone, unsupported by the rest. The last case occurs, e.g. in 1 Cor. 2:4, πειθῶσιν σοφίας; 3:13, ἀποκαλυφθήσεται DE; 10:37, where after ἄπλατον, the MSS. DEFG subjoin εἰς δεύτερον; 12:10, where the version reads διάκοσις, like G.; 14:14, εἄρν προσευχήσας FG; 4:21, τοῦ νόμου ὁν ἀναγινώσκεται; 25, υμῖν—τέκνα ἐστι DFG; 6:2, ἀναπληρώσετε G; Col. 2:8, ἐν τῷ σωτρότου υμῶν μὴ ἐκπορευθήσοντο G; 3:13, οὕτω καὶ υμῖν ποιήσετε DEFG; 2d Thess. 1:12, it omits the word ἔκστασιν after τοῦ κυρίου ἡμῶν Ἰησοῦ, like DE; 2:2, it has ἄποι τοῦ νοοῦ υμῶν, like DE; 1 Tim. 2:1, παρακαλέι οὖν πρότερον, like DE; 2:5, διαλογισμοῦ, like FG;
EGYPTIAN VERSIONS.

6: 17, τοῖς πλουαλοῖς τοῦ νῦν αἰώνος, DE; and πάντα πλουαλοὶ εἰς ἀπόλαυσιν, likewise like DE.

It contains, however, variations not found in any other MSS.; as, 1 Tim. 2: 7, αἰθ. λέγ. οὐ ψεύδομαι, ἐν τοῖς ἔθεσι ἐν πίστει καὶ ἀληθείᾳ; 3: 2, ἀνδρα νησακιον ἐν σοφροσύνῃ, κόσμην; 3: 15, πώς δέι ἐν οἴκῳ θεοῦ ᾿Ωντος αὐτώπορεθαίναι, ἡς ἐστὶ στῦλος; 6: 10, φιλαργυρία, ἡ τινής εἰς αὐτῶν ἀπελάσθησαι; 6: 20, τὴν παραθήκην φυλάξον, ἕνα παρά-
θηκα αὐτοί, ἐκρεθ. . . .

Considering the city through which the Greek language was introduced into Egypt, and its situation in respect to different parts of the country, and estimating accordingly the progress of Hellenism by a gradual communication to remote districts, it cannot be denied that the Greek must have reached the Thebaid late, gained a comparatively feeble footing, and there first fell into decay and disuse at the extinction of the power of the Ptolemies. Alexandria, situated on the borders of the country, or rather itself the entrance to Egypt from the sea, was the place whence Hellenism diffused itself first in the vicinity, then gradually, step by step, into the remotest districts. In the vicinity of Alexandria, Hellenism constantly received fresh sustenance, while the parts of the country more remote from court, the special rendezvous of the Greeks, were less subject to the intrusions of them and their language. Hence, when the ancient language again reared its head, after the extinction of the Greek supremacy, it first asserted its prerogative where its strength was greatest, viz. in Upper Egypt. Consequently, it was in this part of the country that a version of the Bible in the national language was first needed and desired.

I derive a further argument for the very high antiquity of the Thebaic version from the character of its language. It is surprising to find in the language of the Upper Egyptian version a much greater number of Greek words, than are contained in the language of the Memphitic or Lower Egyptian version; as exactly the reverse would be expected, viz. that the latter should be most disfigured and corrupted by the Greek. The solution of this thing lies in the difference between the versions in point of antiquity. When the Memphitic version was composed, the Egyptian was already to a considerable degree purified from foreign innovations; while, on the contrary, when the Sahidic version was executed, the language still contained the old foreign materials which had been forced into it by the supremacy of the Greeks.

§ 96.

In the Borgian Museum there were found small fragments of a third Egyptian version, the language of which differs from both of those which we have just been considering. These contained the passages 1 Cor. 7: 36—9: 16, and 14: 33—15: 35, which were published by two scholars nearly at the same time, although, to say the least, independently of each other; viz. by Georgii at Rome, and by Münter at Copenhagen.¹ The Cardinal subsequently obtained further fragments of this version, viz. two passages of Isaiah, and the following of the New

Testament: John 4: 28—34. 4: 36—40. 4: 43—47. 4: 48—53. 1 Cor. 6: 9—9: 16. 14: 3—15: 35. Ephes. 6: 18 to the end. Philipp. 1: 1 —2: 1 Thess. 1: 1—3: 5. Heb. 5: 10—10: 22. These, like the former, were published by two competitors, equally independent of each other, in the same cities, Rome and Copenhagen. Zoega adorned his catalogue of the Borgiano-Coptic MSS. with them, and Engelbreth published them separately. The former gave only the bare text, without any addition, and, even without any division of the words. Engelbreth bestowed more pains upon it, accompanied it with a version, with an introduction and critical notes at the end, and gained himself the credit of accomplishing with industry and ability what must at any rate have been done. On the other hand, there are some discrepancies between them in regard to the text, the true reading of which frequently appears to be on the side of Zoega, by whom the original could be consulted repeatedly and at pleasure, and accurately investigated.

These fragments, the language of which is neither Thebaic nor Memphis, led father Georgi to the opinion that a third dialect was now discovered, viz. the Bashmuric. In looking around for the district in which this dialect was prevalent, several reasons led him to fix upon the Oases, and particularly the Ammonian Oasis; and he even termed it the Ammonian dialect.

His mistake as to Bashmur, or the country of the Bashmurites, was corrected by Zoega, who proved that Bashmur was a country to the eastward of the Delta, which was consequently the seat of the Bashmurian dialect and version. A French scholar has shown more at length and from a citation of numerous passages, that Bashmur was situated in the Delta to the East, between the Damietta and Ashmunerroman arms of the Nile. Yet, from the striking analogy of these fragments with the dialect of Upper Egypt, he was induced to transfer the seat of the dialect which they present towards Upper Egypt; and in order to avoid the force of the passage in Athanasius of Kus, who enumerates but three dialects in Egypt, he makes the two Upper Oases, the smaller and greater, to be situated not in Egypt, but by its side, without it.

The Danish scholar, who investigated and published the first fragments nearly at the same time with Georgi, came to a different conclusion from this. He flatly denied that their peculiarity of language was sufficient to require the admission of a separate dialect, and maintained that it was only a variety of the Upper Egyptian. Engelbreth, on the other hand, endeavored to sustain the title of this version to be considered

2 W. F. Engelbreth Fragm. Basmurico-Copt. Vet. et Nov. Test. que in Museo Borgiano Velitris aservantur, etc. Hauniæ, 1811. 4to.
6 Quatremère, Recherches. p. 216, 217.
as a distinct dialect, which he asserts to be the Bashmuric, the seat of which was in the Delta. Champollion the younger, however, who reviews his position, perceives no necessity of supposing it a peculiar dialect. The language of the third version, he thinks, was intermediate between the Upper and Lower Egyptian, the seat of which was probably Faiom.

It would seem that in the investigation of this question, which we cannot here discuss, sufficient distinction has not been made between dialect and idiom. The softness of pronunciation which is one peculiarity of this version, (inasmuch as it almost always avoided the aspirates, Θ, Ψ, Χ, as also Phēi and Chēi, and instead of P, the enunciation of which seems to have been impossible, uses, like Alcibiades, the letter Α, as likewise the permutation of Α for Ο, and Ε for Α, are perfectly within the limits of an idiom. The case is the same in respect to particular words which are current only in certain districts. If there be no peculiar form added in the variation of verbs and nouns, so that a difference is not only manifest in the pronunciation or in particular expressions, but is inherent in the structure of the language, it cannot be regarded as a dialect.

But this is not the case with the (so called) Bashmuric fragments. In the forms which they exhibit they adhere to the Thebaic dialect, yet not so exclusively as not to adopt some from the Memphitic; being a kind of combination of the two. On this account, I have long indulged the conjecture that they represented the idiom of Middle Egypt. If Champollion restricts this supposition to the province of Faiom, I cannot see what absolute objection there can be against him, but I am desirous of seeing the promised arguments in favor of that district.

This is not, however, the only Egyptian idiom of which remains are extant. Zoega tells us of a monastic legend which vibrates between the Thebaic, Memphitic, and Bashmuric dialects, and of which he is inclined to make a fourth.

A more important question to us is, what text the third version follows? Engelbreth presents us with the collation of it, the result of which is as follows. The fragment John 6: 28—53, usually adheres to the MSS. BCL. The Pauline Epistles follow the MSS. ABC; but they are not confined to this regulated text, and frequently make a digression to DEFG, or some one of these MSS. Hence they exhibit the ancient text of the un-revised or common edition. This state of the text terminated in the last half of the 3d century in Egypt and Asia; so that we see the antiquity to which this version lays claim. The chart.

1 Engelbreth Fragmenta Basmur. Copt. § 2. p. VII. seq.
2 Observations dans les Annales Encyclopédiques. Fevrier, 1818.
3 Among the words enumerated as peculiar to the Bashmuric dialect, (Engelbreth Frigm. Basmur. Copt. p. IX.) are, in Isai. V. 30. ΕΒΜΙΚ, and in Isai. V. 35. ΕΝΕΤ; yet both occur in the Memphitic version under the forms ΕΒΜΙΚ and ΣΟΝΤ. The word ουεαρ is the same as ουευ; and ουευ is used in the Thebaic dialect for ουεαρεα. (Münzer, Commentatio de indole version. N. T. Sahidice, p. 61.) For οινο, i. e. ουεποινατι, in Isai. V. 24, the expression ΘΕΜΙΟ, in the Memphitic ΘΕΜΙΟ, is used, meaning πλησιας; i. e. simply the literal term instead of one highly figurative which cannot be made use of with propriety in every language.
4 Zoega, Catalog. Codd. Sahid. n. CLXXII.
actor of the language supports this claim. It is as corrupt and as much mixed with Greek words, as we have seen the Thebaic version to be; and in the case of the latter we regarded this characteristic as evidence of its antiquity.

But here I cannot help doubting whether the third be really a distinct version made from the original text. It follows the Thebaic version step by step and word for word, in such a manner that it would seem as if the latter was thankfully adopted as it was, and only transcribed into the third idiom. Whenever the Thebaic retains the Greek expression, this does so too; where the Thebaic adopts a peculiar phraseology, so does this: e.g. 1 Cor. 9: 15, κενόον, ἀρτούγραμμι

᾿Εἰπώειτο, Phil. 1: 10, ἀπόφθεγμα, ἐμεν ὁμι άμι

ἠσον ἐρατεῖ. Where it deviates for a moment from the Thebaic reading, it is either from an error of the copyist (e.g. 1 Cor. 9: 14,) or a gloss. (Heb. 7: 20. Ἱαγαρεσ.)

It would be almost wholly impracticable to compare these fragments with the Thebaic text, were it not for the facilities for the purpose furnished us by Engelbreth. He collected as many of the corresponding Thebaic passages as he could find in the Borgian Museum, and placed the third version by their side. We thus obtain the following passages, which are wanting in Woide: 1 Cor. 15: 5–53. Philipp. 1: 7–23. 1 Thessal. 1: 4–3: 6. Heb. 9: 2–11. 9: 24–30. 10: 5–10.

**E THIOPIC VERS ION.**

§ 97.

In the time of Constantine the Great, a merchant, or some inquisitive person belonging to Tyre, made a voyage to Ethiopia through the Red Sea. He and the whole ship's company were murdered by the negroes, with the exception of two youths, Frumentius and Aedesius, who were carried to the king as slaves, and on account of their talents met with an agreeable lot at court. After the king's death, during the minority of his son and the regency of his mother, Frumentius endeavored to establish in these regions the Christian religion, to which he adhered; and when sure of success, took a journey to Alexandria to Athanasius, by whom he was consecrated bishop, invested with plenary authority and provided with assistants.

This Frumentius is mentioned by Athanasius in his apology to the Emperor Constantius in which he complains that he had been persecuted even by letters to the government of Ethiopia, and that Frumentius, bishop of Axum, had been summoned to be indoctrinated in Arianism.


2 Athanas. Apol. ad Constant. c. 29.
He quotes a summons of this kind, in which Frumentius is suspected of being an adherent to Athanasius, and is called upon to appear before George, patriarch of Egypt, and have his creed examined. 1

Cedrenus and Nicephorus Callistus, therefore, clearly erred in assigning the foundation of Christianity in Ethiopia to the times of Justinian, 2 and appear to have taken the mission of Nonnus to Axum, which occurred under this emperor, for an attempt at conversion, although nothing is said of religious objects. 3

Now while Frumentius was prosecuting with so much vigor his project of converting the Abyssinians, he must have conceived the idea of a version of the sacred books in the language of the country, if not for the benefit of the people, at least for the use of those who were preparing for the ministry. One alone could not have seemed sufficient for such an extensive territory, in which there was so great a variety of dialects. An Arabic writer, who saw a part of Abyssinia, reckons more than fifty varieties of language in the district of Zaila alone. 4

The Abyssinians mention with especial honor among their first preachers of Christianity, one Aba Salama; 5 and it is to him that a native poet and an Ethiopic martyrology ascribe the translation of the books of the Law and Gospel from the Arabic into the native language. 6 Yet we must have great doubts as to the character of the original Arabic text, from which this version was made; or else the version we have cannot have been the work of a man so highly venerated among his countrymen.

It is composed in the ancient dialect of Axum, which, when another dynasty from Sewa mounted the throne, was compelled to yield the palm to the Amharian dialect, the latter becoming the court language. 7 It was first published through the press at Rome, and afterwards reprinted in the English Polyglot. 8

---

1 Ibid. c. 31.
3 Photii Biblioth. Cod. 3.
5 Jobi Ludolfi Hist. Ethiop. L. III. c. 2. edit. Orig.
7 Idem. Hist. Æthiop. L. I. c. 15.
8 In the year 1594 the first vol. appeared at Rome in 4to. containing the four Gospels, the Apocalypse, the Catholic Epistles, the Epistle of Paul to the Hebrews, and lastly the Acts. In the following year, the remaining thirteen Pauline Epistles appeared in a second volume. It is objected to this edition that it is anything but correct. Afterwards appeared separately: "S. Johannis Apostoli et Evangelistae Epistolae Catholicae tres, Arabice et Ethiopice, curae ac industriâ Jo. Georg. Nisseli et Theodori Petrai. Lugd. Bat. 1654." 4to. and "S. Jude Apostoli Epistolae Cathol. versio Arab. et Æthiop. a Jo. Georg. Nisseli et Theod. Petrai. Lugd. Bat. 1654." 4to., in which there is said to be some amendment of the Ethiopic text. The whole N. T. appeared in 1657 in the London Polyglot, (for which a faulty and frequently illegible MS. was used,) on the whole no better than before, or, as Ludolf says: "repticis mendis veteribus et novis superadditis." The fidelity of the subjoined Latin version, likewise, is not much commended.
The text of the four Gospels does not adhere constantly to any class of MSS. Sometimes it appears to agree with the Egyptian emendation; then again with the Constantinopolitan; frequently likewise with the third, which we have termed Origen's edition. We find in it, however, readings of ancient date, which occur in Codex D, on the margin of the Philoxenian version, or in the Latin versions antecedent to Jerome. It would seem, therefore, either that several versions are combined in this one copy (which is very possible, as the Abyssinian with whom Job Ludolf was acquainted remarked a great difference between our printed copies and the MS. ones of his own country); or else several MSS. of different Recensions were used in the composition of this version.

It cannot be denied that two readings have frequently been united into one; as in Luke 6: 48, where some MSS. after σαλεύσεις αὐτήν read διὰ τὸ καλὸς οἰκοδομεῖσθαι αὐτήν, instead of τεθεμέλιωτο γαρ ἐπὶ πέτραν, and others τεθεμέλιωτο γαρ καλῶς, and this version unites the two thus, τεθεμέλιωτο γαρ καλῶς, διὰ τὸ καλῶς οἰκοδομεῖσθαι αὐτήν. In Luke 9: 4, some MSS. read instead of καὶ ἐκείθεν ἔξερχονται the opposite καὶ ἐκείθεν μὴ ἔξερχονται, others ἐκείθεν ἔξερχονται; and the Ethiopic, καὶ ἐκείθεν μὴ ἔξερχονται, ἐκείθεν ἔξερχονται. In Luke 9: 35, the Constantinopolitan MSS. have ὁ υἱὸς μου ὁ ἀγαπητός and the Egyptian ὁ υἱὸς μου ὁ ἐκλεγμένος; the version has both. In Luke 11: 13, some MSS. have the reading ἀγαθὸν δόμα for πνεῦμα ἁγίου, and the Ethiopic version has ἀγαθὸν δόμα πνεύματος ἁγίου. In John 6: 69, the Egyptian Recension has οὐ εἰ οἱ ἁγίοι τοῦ Θεοῦ; the Constantinopolitan, οὐ εἰ ὁ Χριστός οἱ υἱοὶ τοῦ Θεοῦ ζωντες; the Ethiopic, οὐ εἰ ὁ Χριστὸς, οἱ υἱοὶ τοῦ Θεοῦ ζωντες. In John 12: 23, δοξάσον σου τὸ ὄνομα, some MSS. read δοξάσαν σου τὸν υἱὸν; this version, δοξάσαν σου τὸ ὄνομα καὶ τὸν υἱὸν, etc. I trust there is no need of accumulating further proofs, to convince us that the text of the Gospels is derived from various constituent sources.

The editors were least successful in respect to the book of Acts. They possessed only a very imperfect copy of it, and were frequently obliged to translate into Ethiopic themselves in order to supply deficiencies. This they generally did from the Vulgate; and of this fact they make no secret. In the preface to the Acts they say: "Ista acta apostolorum maximam partem Roma translata sunt e lingua Latinâ et Graecâ in Ethiopicam propter defectumографiâ."1

That the translator of the Gospels had a Greek MS. before him is clear from the mistakes and misapprehensions which we find. In Matt. 4: 13, he took εν όριοις for ὄρεις or εν όρει, on mount Zebulon; in Mark 2: 23, he interprets the phrase ὁδὸν ποιεῖν, to ride, instead of to go on foot: ἀποδομῆσαι, in Mark 8: 31, he regards as synonymous with δοκιμάζειν, the word ἐφημερία he could not comprehend, but translates εἰς ἐφημερίαν: Ἀβία, in Mark 1: 5, as though it meant ἐν ἡμέραις Ἀβία, and in the 8th verse has entirely omitted it.

The Epistles of Paul were translated from a Greek original, as I in-

ARABIC VERSIONS.

§ 99.

In the 96th year of the Hegira, the 718th of the Christian era, at the death of Alwalid the son of Abdolmelek, the Arabs had already conquered the East, subjected Egypt and the whole northern coast of Africa to their sway, and founded a kingdom in Spain. Their language extended itself with their victories into all the three quarters of the globe.

The Christians in Asia and Africa who held the creed of the Nestorians and Monophysites, were treated under the dominion of the Caliphs with less severity than their brethren. Both these sects retained their patriarchs, one of whom had his seat at Antioch, and the other, as head of the churches of Egypt and Africa, at Alexandria. In Spain the Arabic supremacy did indeed cause some changes, but without on the whole doing much injury to Christianity.

In proportion as the language of the conquerors gained universal currency, the necessity among Christians of Arabic versions of the Sacred Scriptures became more urgent. In particular Alwalid Ben Abdolmelek added to this necessity, by prohibiting Christians from using any other tongue but the Arabic in all public transactions of business.

Latino-Arabic Version.

§ 100.

The natural consequence was soon seen. Alwalid had not been long dead, when, about the middle of the 8th century, in Spain, the sacred Scriptures of the Old and New Testament were translated into Arabic. Of this version only, among all the Arabic versions, do we know the

age and the author. It was John, Bishop of Seville, who, when the Latin language was constantly falling more and more into disuse, executed this version for the benefit of Christians, and also, as he trusted, of the Moors. It was made, as we should expect, from the Latin, and from the text of Jerome, which, in the 7th century, had become generally current in Spain. The use, therefore, which could have been made of it in criticism, must have consisted chiefly in consulting it for the purpose of restoring the text of Jerome’s edition. The Jesuit Mariana saw many MSS. copies of it in his time.

Arabic Version from the Syriac.

§ 101.

The Syrians under the patriarchate of Antioch felt equal need of an Arabic version. One was executed from the Peshitto. Thomas Von Erpe has published the Acts of the Apostles, the Pauline and Catholic Epistles, according to this version, in his Arabic edition of the New Testament. His MS. contained a different text of the Gospels.

The text of the Acts bears the most manifest marks of its origin. In Acts 1:1, τῶν μὲν πρωιον λόγων ἐποίησαμεν is translated by the Peshitto—قد كتبنا، and by Arab. Erp. نفسلا وحَلَّبِهَا لِلَّأُلَّا، καὶ υπέλαβεν αὐτόν ἀπό τῶν όφθαλμων αὐ-
τῶν, (Acts 1:9), καὶ ἐδότω ὑμῖν σάλῳ ἡμῖν παλαιοῦ ἐρυθροῦ, (Acts 1:10), and in the Syriac—وجدنا مائمة كبيرة.

1 Mariana de Reb. Hispan. L. VII. c. 3. “Ioannes Hispaliensis presul divinos libros linguæ Arabica donabat utriusque nationis salutis consulens; quotannis Arabice linguæ multos usus erat Christianis aequos atque Mauris; Latina passim ignorabantur. Ejus interpretationes exempla ad nostram etatem conservata sunt; extantique non uno in loco in Hispanis.”
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These examples taken from the first chapter will suffice; for it is not necessary to read and collect with care passages thinly scattered about, to prove how precisely every minute turn of expression in the Peshito is rendered in the Arabic text.

The case is the same, too, with the Epistles of Paul. We will quote merely a few expressions from the commencement of the Epistle to the Hebrews, in proof of this: τῆς δομῆς τῆς δύναμας αὐτοῦ, (1: 3,) συν-κλήσεως αὐτοῦ—(2: 2, αὐτοῦ καθαρ. ...

There are also, as we might expect, evidences that the translator used Nestorian manuscripts.¹

The Epistle of James, the 1st of Peter and John, likewise conform to the Peshito. But the text of the other Catholic Epistles in the Peshito, the 2d of Peter, the 2d and 3d of John, and that of Jude, which were derived from another source, bears little or no resemblance to the Arabic of Erpenius. E. g., it is a peculiarity of the Syriac that in the Epistle of Jude, v. 6, it renders δια οἰκονομίαν by unknown chains; that in v. 12, it reads ἀργίας instead of ἀγάπας (ΑΡΓΙΑΣ-ΑΓΑΠΑΣ), and takes ἐκρικτέον to signify trees sprouting from the roots. Now of these and other peculiarities there is no trace in the Arabic version.

* Adler, N. T. vers. Syriacæ, Simplex, etc. denuo examinatæ, L. I. p. 36, 37.
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I find in this Epistle but one instance in which they agree in an unusual reading. Both change Ἰσχυρῶσα (v. 11) into Ἰσχαυρῶσα. I have also observed in these versions, throughout the 2d of Peter and 2d and 3d of John, a striking independence of each other, and but few instances of resemblance; and these few may have arisen from a third Syriac text with which both translators were acquainted, or from some gloss, several having crept into the MS. of Erpenius.

Yet, in these portions of the New Testament, the Arabic text of Erpenius departs so far from the strict sense of the Greek, that we must admit that the translator saw the Greek dialect only through some medium, and consequently has given its meaning with less force and exactness. It is probable, therefore, that the Epistles in question were translated into the Arabic from some Syriac version hitherto undiscovered.¹

The Apocalypse in the Erpenian edition is an essentially different version from that in the Polyglot; yet such resemblances are sometimes found between the two that we cannot but suppose one of the two translators to have been acquainted with the work of the other. The Syriac Apocalypse, which is found at the end of the Peschito, was not the source whence this Arabic version was derived. Thus much we readily perceive from comparison; but it is not so easy to name the real source.

§ 102.

We have hitherto avoided speaking of the four Gospels, not in order to get rid of the subject entirely, but to devote attention to it in a more convenient place. Erpenius, as we have said, had a peculiar text of the Gospels in his MS., which was by no means derived from the old Syriac version. They were translated, as the subscription at the end of them testifies, from the Coptic; or rather they were amended by a Copt, named Nesulaman, the son of Azalkesat.

It may be regarded as accidental that the Gospels according to another version were appended to this Syriaco-Arabic New Testament; but it is worthy of remark that an Arabic MS. of the New Testament, Cod. Or. n. 43 in the Royal Library at Vienna, the Epistles in which were, as the fragments remaining evince, translated from the Peschito, contains the Gospels, not according to the Syriac, but exactly like those which Erpenius found in his Leyden Codex.

A Paris MS. exhibits to us the old Syriac text of the Gospels with an Arabic version by its side. Here we might reasonably expect to find an Arabic translation from the Peschito. The learned man who has discussed and accurately described this document,² did indeed, at first, believe that he had discovered an Arabic version which was essentially different from the preceding, but on closer examination abandoned this


position, and afterwards announced that these Gospels differed but slightly and accidentally from the printed text. 1

These facts cannot at least be considered as presaging the supposed existence of an Arabic version of the Gospels from the Syriac text; and I do not believe that any such ever existed. 2

I am confirmed in this, particularly, by the Carshuni New Testament. It is well known that the Syrians retained very long their national alphabet, or rather that they did not adopt the alterations which its characters underwent in the hands of the Arabians. Though for a long time they read the Bible in the Arabic version, they always wrote it in Syriac letters, like their other church-documents, and many even yet adhere to this custom. Such MSS. are called, howsoever the term may have originated, Carshuni.

Now if the Syriac Church ever possessed an Arabic version of their own of the Gospels, we should expect to find it in MSS. written in their church-characters and appearing as church-documents. Whoever, with this view, opens the Carshuni New Testament, which was printed at the Propaganda-press in Rome for the use of the Maronites, 3 must be very much surprised to find in it the text of Erpenius; and yet it is really so, as I have satisfied myself by a comparison of several chapters of Mark.

The MS. which the editors followed was brought from the island of Cyprus to Rome by Michael Metoscita. They had, as they say in their preface, several MSS. at hand, but gave the preference to this on account of its accuracy. 4 It seems that nearly a hundred years before, the excellent John Baptist Raimundi determined to publish a Carshuni New Testament. He went so far as to write out a fair copy of it from three MSS. which were in the college of the Maronites. These preparations, together with the MSS. themselves which were the basis of them, were undoubtedly in the possession of those to whom the Propaganda entrusted the business. 5

2 Richard Simon (Hist. Crit. des versions du N. T. Chap. 18.) gives us an account of a Syriac and Arabic MS. of the four Gospels, in the Library of the King of France, marked 288. Cod. Syr. "But," says he, "the copyist transcribed only a few chapters of the Arabic, in the beginning." The Syriac Gospels with the number mentioned are yet in the Royal Library, and are marked according to the new arrangement, Codd. Syr. n. 16. But there is no appearance in the MS. of an Arabic version. There is, indeed, prefixed in the Arabic language, an account of the revision of the MS. in 1671, by one Peter of Aleppo; and Simon seems to have hastily taken this for the Arabic, "via d. vie des premières sections" of the Syriac text.
3 This book was described above among the editions of the Peschito (N. 15). I first saw it in the Royal Library at Vienna, and afterwards procured it at Rome. One column of each page contains the text of the Peschito; the other the Carshuni. It is clear that it exhibits in the Acts of the Apostles and the Epistles, the Arabic version made from the Syriac. Even in the 2d of Peter, 2d and 3d of John, and the Epistle of Jude, the text agrees with the Erpenian, as also in the Apocalypse, though here there are more frequent variations.
4 Fresef. ad N. T. Carab. "Et hanco (versionem), quae in presenti Syriacius characteribus in locum prodit, Romam detulit ex Cypri insula Michael Metoscita, quae est eris, quae pro manibus habuimus, correctione set, et amendantia."
This induction, I conceive, is sufficient to justify me in positively denying the existence of an Arabic version of the Gospels from the Peshito. The very fact which will probably be objected against me, favors my position. In the Library at Leyden is a Codex, containing the commentaries of Abulpharagius Abdallaz-Ben-al-Thib on Matthew. The text of Matthew, on which the commentary is composed, is certainly a translation from the Syriac; and therefore here is an Arabic Gospel according to the Peshito. True; but the learned man who, in particular, informs us of this fact, likewise informs us that this version, as is evident from its character and from the commentary which accompanies it, was composed by the commentator himself, who lived in the 11th century. Till this period, then, there were no Arabic Gospels from the Syriac in existence; for otherwise the commentator would not have thought it necessary to compose a translation himself.¹

Arabic Version from the Coptic.

§ 103.

The Christians under the patriarchate of Alexandria, like their brethren in other countries, when they felt the want of an Arabic version of the Bible, made one from their old church-version. In many libraries are found Coptic MSS. with an Arabic version by their side.

I once had an opportunity of examining one of the finest of them certainly, containing the four Gospels. It has gone with other literary treasures from Rome to Paris, where it now is. It was formerly Vaticanus Codex Copt. Arab. No. 9, on cotton paper, in folio. The Coptic text, properly speaking, occupies the page; the Arabic is only permitted to occupy a small column at the side. The title-page is splendid, decorated with gold letters and embellishments. The initial letters too, throughout, are of gold, and ingeniously executed. A note subjoined makes grateful mention of its owner, who presented it to the Vatican Library: "Jo. Bapt. Raymundus Bibliothecæ Vaticanae dono dedit ex testamento A. 1614."

This Arabic version likewise of the Gospels is not essentially different from the text of Erpenius. I have made a comparison as to a few chapters in Luke, and perceive that all their variations from each other are merely various readings of one and the same version.

But the Epistles of Paul are in a peculiar version, different from any now known. I discovered this from the beautiful Coptico-Arabic MS. in the French Library, No. 17, formerly Cod. 332. Epist. Paul. Copt. Arab., on cotton paper in folio. For proof of this I will here present the first eleven verses of the Epistle to Philemon; an acceptable present, I trust, to the friends of biblical literature, which may convince them of the truth of my assertion.

¹ Gottl. Chr. Storr, Dissert. inaugural. crit. de Evang. Arab. § 34. p. 43, 44.
This version, which, like the Syro-Arabic, was not made from the Greek, can never be used in deciding as to readings of the latter; but, as it is superfluous to remind the critic, it can only serve to aid a decision in doubtful cases as to the readings of the Coptic text, in like manner as the Syro-Arabic may in regard to readings of the Peschito. To a person who should undertake a critical investigation and a new edition of the Peschito, or of the Coptic versions, both of these Arabic translations would be of great service.
Further Investigation of the Gospels in particular.

§ 104.

That the Syrians had no other Arabic Gospels than those which Erpenius has published, we have proved by many arguments. But these same were current among the Copts, as we learn from the Vatican MS. The very MS. followed by Erpenius had in reality been revised by a Copt, as is shown by the subscription at the end of the Gospels which runs thus: "Absoluta est hujus libri descriptio die 16 mensis Bauma, anni nongentesimi octogesimi octavi martyrum justorum. Descriptus autem est codex ex emendatissimo exemplari, cujus descriptor ait, se id descrisisses ex alio exemplari emendato, exaro manu Johannes Episcopi Cophtita; qui Johannes dicit, se suum descriptisse ex exemplari emendatissimo, quod ediderat D. Nesulaman F. Azelkefati."

And yet these Gospels were not translated either from the Coptic or Syriac, but from the Greek. This can be seen in part from the order of the words, which was retained like that of the Greek so far as possible, even in such constructions and transpositions of words as violate the rules of Arabic syntax. It may be seen further from the etymologies which the author too anxiously strove to exhibit: e.g. in the word τετραψής, which has a peculiar bad effect in Luke 3: 1; δεκαμησε, Matt. 24: 51; ἐπερροφαία, Mark 7: 22; εὐφήμοιν, Mark 15: 43; συμφανία, Luke 15: 25; πολιτής, Luke 15: 15; which the translator derived from πολὺς and rendered μακ. It is further proved by the erroneous divisions of words, mistaken separations of the clauses, and changes of expressions: e.g. Matt. 22: 4, where the author read ΚΑΙ ΤΑΣΙΣΤΕΣ continuo thus: ΚΑΤΑΣΙΣΤΕΟΙ; Mark 4: 19, where he separated ΕΙΣΠΟΡΕΤΟΜΕΝΟΙ into ΟΙΣ or ΑΙΣ—ΠΟΡΕΤΟΜΕΝΟΙ; Matt. 25: 21, where he made the construction to be διότι ἀγαθῇ, καὶ πιστῶς ἐπὶ ὅλην ἄγαθη, πιστῶν ἐπὶ πολλῶν σὲ καταστίγω; and Matt. 23: 24, where he mistook ΔΙΑΝΙΖΟΝΤΕΣ τῶν κώνωπα for ΔΙΑΛΙΠΟΝΤΕΣ.

This version of the Gospels from the Greek was, as we have seen, adopted by the Syrians as their church-version, and for this purpose altered to such a degree of conformity with their ancient church-version, the Peschito, that it might appear in MSS. by its side and be considered as a Syro-Arabic text.

It met with similar honour and similar fortune among the Copts. It was modified according to their ancient church-version so as not to differ, at least strikingly, from the readings and peculiarities of the latter.

Who it was that regulated the Arabico-Coptic text we know not. Perhaps it was Nesulaman, the son of Azelkefat, whose merits in relation to the text in Egypt were better known formerly than now, when we have only very indefinite information respecting him from the sub-
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scription to the Leyden Codex. With respect to the Arabico-Syriac Gospels, there is or was current among the Syrians an account, which at any rate serves to show when the want of them was felt. John, patriarch of the Jacobites, is said to have been urged, about the year 640 of our reckoning, even by an Arabian magistrate of the province, to translate the four Gospels from the Syriac into Arabic.¹ Hence the alteration of these Gospels according to the Peschito may have been made under this patriarch.

Now, as neither church made a version of its own of the Gospels, but merely altered and accommodated one already in existence made from the Greek, so as to make it correspond with the Coptic and Syriac versions and proper to be placed by their side, it is clear that these Arabic Gospels must have been of more ancient origin, long previously held in regard and esteem.

These ancient Gospels, which were executed from a Greek copy, were (difficult as it is in the present state to determine definitely what Recension they follow) certainly not derived from a MS. of the Hesychian or Egyptian text. So much can be asserted with safety from a general investigation of them. Yet Arabia proper, Djezirat al Arab, is said to have received its MSS. together with Christianity from Egypt.

We are therefore led to seek for the origin of this version, or its primeval seat, out of the Arabian peninsula; viz. among those Arabs who lived under petty princes in the south east and north east of Palestine. These Saracens, as they are called by the Greek writers, were prevailed upon by Greek negotiations, on occasion of a war under Valens in the last half of the fourth century, to embrace Christianity.² The Christian teachers now certainly had need of Arabic Gospels, and they were translated from Constantinopolitan or Palestinian MSS., which are the basis of the text we are discussing.

Whether my hypotheses as to the time and place when and where these Gospels originated be adopted or rejected, it must at any rate be conceded that they were in existence when the Syrians and Copts began to feel the want of an Arabic version of the Bible. If I am asked why these two churches did not proceed in the same way as to the other books of the New Testament, and accommodate an older Arabic version of the Acts and Epistles, likewise, to the Peschito or the Coptic text, of several replies I might make the shortest, viz. that only the Gospels had been translated. I might reply too, that the two facts really exist together and are correct, whether all the questions which may be raised respecting them can be answered or not.

History of the text of these Gospels.

§ 105.

In this way originated three different classes of MSS. of the Gospels containing at bottom one and the same version. This circumstance was detrimental to the text. The copyists, who were obliged in the Arabic more than any other language to collate several copies, gradually confounded the three. They naturally did not scruple to amend one MS. from another, or to transfer readings from one to another, as they perceived in the main but a single version. Hence arose by degrees a mixed text.

This happened especially in the book of Matthew; for in the beginning of their work the ardor of the copyists was greatest. The MS. followed by the Roman edition of 1591 deviated most from the Leyden Codex and the others which Erpenius used in the first thirteen chapters of Matthew, as he observes in the Preface to his New Testament. I have in my own possession a very neat MS. of the Arabic Gospels in 16mo. which, even some chapters further onward in this Evangelist, continues to vary in a marked manner from the Erpenian text.

A MS. of the Gospels, marked No. XXVII in the Library of France, in large octavo, deviates further from the Erpenian text in some chapters of Matthew which I have compared than in Luke. It is, however, remarkable in this respect, that it attests the procedure of the Arabic copyists and the want of consideration with which they have confounded different texts. In a postscript at the end the copyist says, that he presents a MS. amended and improved by a collation of the best Syriac, Romaic, and Arabic copies. His words are:

النسخة مكررة
على عنها نسخ كتبة سريانية ورومية وقبطية
عربية واعتبنت حضارتنا من النسخ المذكورة
علي ما ثبت صحته وترك منها ما ثبت ستمه

He then—etc. confirms his declaration by examples which it is not necessary to quote.

This procedure is clearly shown in a MS. in the Royal Library at Vienna, Codd. Or. N. 43, which seems to have once comprised the whole New Testament, of which, however, besides the Gospels, only a few fragments of the two Epistles to the Corinthians remain. Lambeceius has criticised it in the first book of his commentary under the number 34; and from this Peter Kirsten compiled his "Nota in Evangelium Matthaei, Brepolis 1611."

The Gospels of this MS. are filled over the lines and in the margin with numerous readings, the sources of which are usually pointed out thus—such a MS.—or, in red ink, the Coptic, the Syriac, the Roman. It is uncertain whether Greek or Latin MSS. are meant by the
last denomination. With these, there is almost always a diacritical sign which refers these notes to the word or passage to which they relate. But the value of this precious MS. does not consist merely in evincing the endeavor of the copyist to draw together readings from various copies, and supply his less discreet brethren with extremely heterogeneous materials, which they often afterwards smelted into one mass. Its peculiar value consists in the aid it will furnish any one who may hereafter undertake to extricate the ancient Arabic Gospels from their present involved condition, free them from every thing foreign, and restore them to their original state. In such an irksome task, this MS. will serve to distinguish the foreign additions, to designate their origin, and guide the procedure of the critic.

For this use, moreover, a MS. in the Library a la Minerva (N. IV. 191) at Rome would seem to be adapted; for its postscript boasts that it was corrected from one of the purest and best copies, and begs and beseeches the reader not to permit any change in the reading. 1

Editions of the Gospels.

§ 106.

We have mentioned as yet no text of the Gospels but the Erpinian; they were printed, however, still earlier at Rome, (in 1590,) we know not from what MS., with the title: "Evangelium sanctum Domini nostri Jesu Christi conscriptum a quatuor Evangelistis sanctis, id est, a Matthaeo, Marco, Luca, et Johanne. Romae in typograph. Medicae. MDXCII" fol. At the end is the date MDXCI. In the same year they appeared again from the same press with an interlinear Latin text; some copies with the title, "Sanctum Dei Evangelium Arab. Lat." and some without any title. On the last page but one the printer (Typographus lectori,) gives an account of the amendments made by him in this edition. Beneath this stand the words: "Rome in Typogr. Mediae, MDXCI." In 1619, this edition, provided with a new title, was sold as a new work; and in 1774 again a second time. 2

In 1645 the Gospels were inserted in the Paris Polyglot, from the second Roman edition, with some alterations by Simia. 3

Walton, according to his own admission, took the text contained in the 5th volume of the London Polyglot from the Paris Polyglot. 4

In accordance with this derivation of the editions, we have properly

1 J. M. A. Scholz, Bibilisch-Kritische Reise. p. 133, 134.
3 This we learn partly from the printer of this Polyglot, "e scripto Antonii Vitri in Gabriam Sionitam anno 1640. Parisii excusse," (from which Le Long made extracts in his description of the Polyglot,) and partly from Rich. Siiens's Hist. Crit. des Vers. de N. T. c. 8.
but three principal impressions taken immediately from MSS.; viz. the Roman, the Erpenian and the Carshuni. We were first informed of the agreement between the Roman and Erpenian text by a little essay which has contributed much to a better acquaintance with the Arabic Gospels.¹

§ 107.

We have lately come to the knowledge of an Arabic version of the Gospels and Pauline Epistles, and in fact (although on this point the account is not sufficiently clear,) of the whole New Testament, made from the Greek.² This version (Cod. Vatic. Arab. 13,) stands, in a philological point of view, far below those before known. In observing the plan on which its author proceeded, we cannot estimate the value of this work very highly. He frequently omits at pleasure one and even several words; adds, likewise, one or more words without scruple; and sometimes deviates into unnecessary circumlocutions. The last case occurs in the Gospels more frequently than in the Epistles; and on this account the latter are of most critical value. The passages, Matt. 13: 1—22, Mark 5: 20—22, and the Epistle to Philemon, which, with some others, are presented us as specimens, afford proof of this.

The additions we will designate by a hyphen. Matt. 13: 7, ἐκκαθαρίζεται αὐτῷ. 8, χαρᾶν-καλὸν, 13, οἱ δέλτους-καὶ συνεώτισι, 15, τὸν λάον τούτου-οὐδέ ἀκούσαντι τοὺς ωστὶ αὐτῶν. 19, ἔσπαρμενον-λόγον, 20, τὸν λόγον ἀκούσας-ὄταν αὐτὸν ἀκούσῃ. Mark 5: 20, καὶ πάντες-οἱ ἀκούσαν ταῦτα. Philemon 1: 1, ἀγαπητῷ-τέκνῳ, 22, ἀμαίνοντας σοι. He omits ἐγερᾶς in Matt. 13: 2, unless, of course (perhaps, it should be ἐγεριτε) be meant for it. In Mark 5: 21, he overlooked πάλιν εἰς τῷ πέραν; v. 23, πολλά is not expressed. Phil. v. 6, τὸν ἐν ἑαυτῷ or ἐν ᾧ in wanting; v. 10, ἐν τῷ τέκνῳ is omitted; and v. 22, ἐκατομαῖοι μοί καὶ ἔνθαν like wise. There are the following unnecessary circumlocutions in Mark 5: 23; for καὶ παρεκτέλεις. مَرَضَةُ شَنَّوَةِ الْجِنَّ, and for ἀγαθόν τε δικαίως ἔς, صُمُصْطَفَةٌ ἐν ἀφρός ἑντάξει. Several words are twice translated, unless they have been added as interpolations. Matt. 13: 8, καὶ ἐκκαθαρίζετε ὄφρας (rather ὄφρας), ἐγκρίνοντας and ἐγκρίνοντας; idem, ὄφρας, and ὄφρας. 14, ὄψινεν and ὄψινεν; 20, μετὰ γὰρ, and μετὰ γὰρ, and 
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Dr. Scholz, who brought to light the existence of this version, and has presented to the public some passages from it, reckons it among the MSS. of the Constantinopolitan text, and perceives no trace of Egyptian relationship in it. For some reason or other, the proofs which he selects from the passages presented sustain precisely the contrary. In Mark 5:23, it omits ἰδον, as do BDL, Copt., while all the Constantinopolitan MSS. read it. In Luke 4:8, it wants, with BDL, Copt., ἔπαυσε ὁ πάπας μου, Xayar, differing from the Constantinopolitan MSS. In 1 Tim. 3:16, the Constantinopolitan MSS. generally agree in reading θεὸς ἐφανερώθη; the Alexandrian read οὗ, as does this Arabic version. If God is spoken of in this verse, the Arabic word does not express οὗ ἐφανερώθη, but refers to ἐυαγγελοῦ, pitiest, ἥξινα γάρ· but at any rate the οὗ is plainly there. In Philem. v. 2, ἐσχάριον is Constantinopolitan; the Arab. version reads ἀδιπο contract ADEFG, Copt. In Philem. v. 7, γάρ, Constantinopolitan; γάρ our version and ACDEFG, Copt.: v. 12, ἐπιμελητα, Const.; ἐπιμελεῖας, our Arab. version and ACDE, Copt.: v. 20, σπλέγγεται, ... ἐν Χριστῷ, Const.; our version, ἐν Χριστῷ, with ACDFG, Copt.: v. 23, αὐσπιάζοντας, Const.; our version, αὐσπίζεται, with ACDE, Copt.

Further, Dr. Scholz is of opinion that the version was probably used in the churches in Palestine. On what he founds this probability he has not told us. This is the more extraordinary as the Greek postscript which is appended to the version, and which he himself lays before us, might have informed him of the place of its origin. It was Hemeis, Ἐριστος or Ἐρεος, as it is variously written by the ancients. Βίβλος γὰρ εἰρ. ... εὐαγγελιστῶν τας ἡμείς, ... ἐρωτευσα πιστοῦ Δανιὴλ Φιλετολοῦ, γόνου τελούντος Ραβρηλ Φιλοκαλοῦ λαμπράς ἴδιας αὐτοῦ ὀνόματι πατρίδος, κ. τ. λ. The writer of this postscript was Karikos, a deacon, who probably added in Greek the facts and lessons. The calligraphist of the Arabic text signs his name Justas (Ben Leam, Ben Abiwalid. Hence Daniel Philentolos was probably the original translator, whose son, Gabriel Philokalois, entirely completed the work (γόνου τελούντος Ραβρηλ) at Emesa, his native place.


§ 108.

We should not have known from what source the editors of the Paris Polyglot obtained these portions of it, had it not been incidentally stated

1 Dr. Scholz, "Biblisch-Kritische Reise," p. 196, 197, and 175. Outlines of a history of the text.
by the printer, Antony Vitré. From him we learn that the MS. from which they were edited came from Aleppo.1

Yet they were translated directly from the Greek, as is shown by various appearances which could have originated in no other way. E. g. in Acts 19: 9, where a man named Tyrannus is mentioned, the translator renders Τυραννοῦ τίνος by أُحَدُ الْكَبُرِ; in Acts 1: 20, he mistransl. επαλειφός αὐτοῦ for η πόλις αὐτοῦ, مَدِينَةٌ; in Acts 12: 13, he translates the proper name Ῥοδή, رُوُدَة; in Acts 21: 1, he reads εἰς Σαρώνα for ΕἰςΠαταρὰ; in Acts 28: 11, he renders εν πλατω παραχεμακοτο εν τη νησι Αλεξανδρίνῳ, παρασημον Διονυσοὺς thus: with a ship which had wintered with an Alexandrian named Diocedes. Some of the cases in which the Greek was incorrectly divided or pointed by him are: Acts 15: 17, where ὁ ποταμῷ ταύτα πάντα γνωστά is read continuously, and then the following sentence begins thus: ἀν αἰώνως ὤψι τοῦ θεοῦ π. τ. l. a. from the beginning God's works belonged to him; Acts 19: 36, 36, where the first clause ends with Αρτέμιδος, and καὶ τοῦ Διονυσοῦ is connected with ἀναιρεθησθω and rendered: and if we had fallen down from Heaven, we could not contradict this; Acts 20: 15, where the words εν Ἕλληνι τῇ ἐπονομασθαι are connected together and rendered: situated near Tragyilium. The translation of the words Ἀρτέμις, in 19: 24, Ἑρμης, and Zeüs, 14: 12,الَّذِي وَعَطَّرَ الْمَشْتَري، and many others, shows that the author had the Greek words before him.

The same is, the case, likewise, in the Epistles. In 2 Cor. 6: 14, μη γνωσθεν εἰρεθογυνηες των αἰτιων, a singular etymology is attributed to εἰρεθογυνηες, your scales should not incline towards unbelievers. A similar one, too, occurs in 2 Cor. 6: 5, εἰς κακασπασθαις, is want of places to lodge in. There is a more serious mistake in Gal. 4: 25, συνταξατε τη Ιουουσαλημ, it borders on Jerusalem. The expression, κατα αὐθρωπον, in 1 Cor. 15: 32, is falsely rendered, as becomes a man, &c. In 2 Cor. 10: 16, ὑπερέξεων is confounded with ὑπερεξενεμα, and ἐτυμα with ἐτυμα; and, in the preceding verse, κόπωσις is translated as τόπως. True, the reading κόπωτις, likewise, is in the text, but it came in subsequently from another source; for the mistakes as to the words ὑπερέξεων and ἐτυμα arose in part from τόπως, and hence ὑπερεξενεμα and ἐτυμα came to be rendered, places situated high above your country and precious. In 2 Cor. 10: 13, κατα το μεγαν τοῦ κανώνος, the Greek word itself, κανῶν, is retained, قانون كُبْعَرُ. In the Epistle of Jude, v. 12, οὕτω εἰ ό τοις αὐτάπας αὐτῶν σπειάδες, συνευογύμναιοι, the translator takes ἀγαπαῖς to mean courteens or prostitutes, as though he read ἀγαπηταῖς; and συνευογύμναιοι is solicitously translated by three

1 His words are, according to Le Long's citation: "Arabici textus quatuor Evangelica cum Latini translatione Juxta Romanum exemplar a. 1591, et reliqua N. T. ex codice Majo, quam ex Aleppo adduxi curaverat R. F. Joseph Carmelita, adornata sunt."
words: These are they who place their prostitutes with them at feasts.
In Rev. 2: 5, ἱγξα τῶν Νικολαίων is rendered, works of the conquerors, ἡ νίκη τῶν λαοκιων. In 14: 9, Θανατός was mistaken for Θανάτος, a mistake which was the more easy as the last word is frequently abbreviated in MSS. into Θανάτος.

§ 109.


The Acts of the Apostles, the Pauline and Catholic Epistles, as we see in part from the similar use of the expressions just cited, are by the same translator. I cannot venture to include the Apocalypse in this assertion. The common origin of the Acts and Epistles, however, is evinced by a similarity in language and in the mode of translation, by the custom of throwing light on difficult passages by means of paraphrase, (Acts 16: 2. 15: 20. 18: 15. 1 Cor: 5: 10. Rom. 6: 5, 16. 14: 9 etc.) and the circumstance that this license is united with careful fidelity, and with a special solicitude in rendering words compounded with μετά, συν, and especially with οὐ, which last is expressed by σέβης, σέβεται, and frequently by σέβεται (Acts 2: 25, προσωπίζεται, σέβεται; 31,
ARABIC VERSIONS.

The text of this version has not escaped foreign additions. We frequently find the same word twice translated, and even short clauses twice, rendered in different language. These repetitions can hardly have belonged to this version originally, but must have been adopted afterwards from other MSS. (E. g., Acts 15: 15, 23, 16: 18, 37, 39, 21: 11, 13, 27.) In Acts 18: 7, to ὁνόματι Ἰουσαῦ, the word Titus has been added, from the Arabic-Syriac version. Other examples are Rom. 6: 21, 23, 12: 8, 13: 5, 14: 20, etc. Among these later interpolations must be reckoned, likewise, the word ἀληθινή which is appended to Ἰταλίας in Acts 18: 2, and might otherwise lead us astray in regard to this version; for then it would be necessary to bring it down to the times of the crusades, in which Europeans generally, except the Greeks, were termed in the East and in Africa, Franks. The Apocalypse, concerning which it is very uncertain whether or not it is to be considered as a part of the same version, was translated from a MS. which had been interpolated from the Scholia of Andreas of Cappadocia. (Rev. 1: 2—5, 2: 16.)

§ 110.

The country in which this version originated is stated, very unexpectedly, by the author himself. In Acts IId Luke, enumerating the different lands from which the people came who were in Jerusalem at Pentecost, mentions (v. 9,) τὰ μέρη τῆς Ἁλβίνας τῆς κατὰ Κυρηνα, which our translator renders thus: أفريقية ولاجلي اللنبي، the region of Africa in which our country lies. We may now be convinced that the reading Al Frumia, which occurs with the word Italy in Acts 18: 2, was of later origin than the version itself. For who would expect to find so accurate a knowledge of the Greek in Cyrenaica in the times of the crusades?

§ 111.

The Acts of the Apostles and Epistles were translated from a MS. of the Constantinopolitan Recension. We will give a single specimen of each.

Acts II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lucian.</th>
<th>Hesychius.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7. ἱέροντες πρὸς ἀλλήλοις</td>
<td>ἱέροντες</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. ἐνυπα γΔ</td>
<td>ἐνυπανος</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. πρὸς ἦ</td>
<td>ἀραβ.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. ἐσοτ. λαβόντες διὰ χιλιῶν ἐπόστ.</td>
<td>ἐσοτ. διὰ χιλιῶν</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30. δορφίος αὐτοῦ, τὸ κατὰ σάρκα ἱσωσεώς τοῦ Ἐραοῦν, καθώς</td>
<td>ἀραβ. δορφίος αὐτοῦ καθώς</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This text, which first appeared in the Paris Polyglot, was reprinted in Walton's. The edition of the English Bible Society (الكتب المقدس وهي كتاب العهد العتيق والعهد الجديد) in 1811, 4to maj.) has repeated it as respects the New Testament. I know not whether it was amended by the aid of MSS. or not.

§ 112.

The Arabic edition of the Bible which is said to have appeared at Bucharest in 1700 is now unknown; as also another which Athanasius, Bishop of Antioch, Patriarch of the Melchites, caused to be printed at Aleppo in 1708, which I have sought in vain in all the great libraries I have visited.

The Arabic New Testament printed at London in 1717 in 4to., under the superintendence of Salomo Negri, was (according to Michaelis, Einleit. ins N. T. I. Th. § 67. p. 453. 4th ed.) printed from the English Polyglot, with some alterations according to the Greek.

In the Chronicon of Dorotheus, metropolitan of Monembasia, (in vulgar Greek, Venice 1778, 4to.) we find it stated in the section (p. 424) Περὶ τοῦ Σωλήνα Μέγαςτη, (on Mohammed II, conqueror of Constantinople), that Mechemey, a son of Amuratzi of Trebizond, made in the seraglio, for this monarch, a translation of the Bible from the Greek.
into Arabic. However interesting this book may be on other accounts, it can be of little use for our purposes.

An Arabic paraphrase of some pericopes of Paul’s Epistles, written by the side of the old Syriac text of these Epistles, has been discovered by an oriental scholar of great merit, in Cod. Syr. Vet. Num. XXXIII; and specimens of it have been published by him.²

LATIN VERSIONS.

§ 113.


1 Prof. Alter in the "Literarischen Anzeiger" 9th number of the year 1799.
ubi erant sedentes, et visum sunt ipsae linguae divisae quasi ignis." (August. loc. cit.) "Et factus est subito de cono sonus, tanquam vi magnâ spiritus ferreut; et replevit totum domum, ubi erant sedentes, et visum sunt ipsae dispersae linguae tanquam ignis." (Ambros. de Spirit. Sanct. L. I. c. 16.)


Jerome speaks, likewise, of several interpreters, particularly of the New Testament. A passage in Augustine, in which he speaks of the multitude of those who had translated the Bible from the Greek, seems to relate to the New no less than to the Old Testament.

§ 114.

Which of these versions was first in the order of time, or at what time the translation of the New Testament into Latin was begun, are questions which at present can hardly be satisfactorily answered. Augustine tells us, "primis fidei temporibus" ; but this expression may be understood as referring rather to the origin of the particular religious sect to which this father belonged, than to that of Christianity gener-

1 Hieron. ad Damas. "Si autem veritas est querneda de pluribus, cur non ad Grecon originem revertentes, ea quam vel a vitis interpretibus male redditum . . . . corrigitur? Necque vero ego de veteri disspu instrumento . . . . de Novo nonque locorum Testamenti, quod Graecum esse non dubium est."

2 Augustin. de Doctr. Christ. L. II. c. 11.

3 L. II. De Doctr. Christ. c. 11. "Ut enim unique primis fidei temporibus in manu venit codex Graecus, et aliquantulum facultatis sine utriusque linguae habere videatur, aumen est interpretari."
ally. We have not much information in regard to these early days of Christianity in the Province Africa. Even in respect to the Bishops of Carthage we can go no further back than the close of the second century.

Some one of the African versions, certainly, must have been made in this period. For Tertullian expresses himself very plainly respecting the existence of one. He speaks of a calida aut simplex eversio, which in his opinion misrepresented a passage of the New Testament. Such paronomasias as eversio for mala versio are frequent with him; and the expression, in usum esset, shows that in citing biblical passages the Latin language was the usual one among the common people.\(^1\) He says something similar in another place, viz. in his book against Praxeas; more plainly still in his books against Marcion. Now, if in his days a Latin text had already gone in usum, it must have been prepared at the close of the 2d century.

§ 115.

Rome was not the place where the first Latin version originated. From the days of Hadrian onward under the Antonines, Greek literature prevailed so much in the metropolis of the world, and the use of this language was so general among all classes, that the necessity of a version was there least felt. In Italy, aside from Rome, one must have been more necessary; and therefore we should expect one to be made there, while in Rome it was hardly thought of. Accordingly Augustine speaks of a versio Italia and ascribes distinguished precedence to it;\(^2\) yet, though the circumstance is very natural, pains have been taken, I know not why, to get rid of this word Italia.

Bentley was the first who proposed the conjecture that we should read illa instead of Italia, and instead of nam est—qua est verborum tenacior. Casley is said afterwards to have observed a difference in MSS. in this passage; and Ernesti favored and strongly recommended this change, which thus obtained many friends and supporters among us.

The variation in some MSS. which David Casley asserts that he discovered, extends only to the word Italia; and yet it is of no less importance whether the reading nam est be correct. If this remains, the illa proposed can in no way be consistent with the connexion.

And suppose a single MS. reads illa for Italia, or even two; what

---


\(^2\) L II. De Doctr. Christ. c. 16. "In ipse autem inter praestionibus Italia est eris praestatior; nam est verborum tenacior cum perspicuitate sentimentum."
follows? On what principle of criticism must we proceed? Must we not inquire which reading might most easily have arisen from the other? If so, must it not be admitted that illa might very naturally arise from abbreviating the word Italia? We cannot so easily explain how a copyist could make Italia out of the word illa. Were it as easy, how happens it that Italia has nowhere else been made of the word illa, which occurs in MSS. thousands of times? Of two readings, one of which exhibits a common occurrence and the other one somewhat rare, which, according to the laws of criticism, ought we to prefer?

Among the arguments in behalf of the reading illa, much is made of the context as favoring and requiring it. What then does Augustine say in the preceding chapter? When obscure and unintelligible expressions occur, says he, it may contribute to their elucidation to consult and compare several different versions; but amended copies only must be used, that we may not be imposed upon by inaccuracies. And then he proceeds in the following chapter: "In ipsis autem interpretationibus—ceteris praefatur—est verborum tenacior cum perspicuitate sententiae. Et Latinis quibuslibet emendandis Graeci adhibeantur," etc. There cannot be a doubt on the face of these words, that he intends to name that particular one among the Latin versions which contained the fewest unintelligible expressions; and which, in case of the occurrence of such in others, would most aid in explaining them. Now suppose we read: illa, quae est—what would the father say, but that, in order to clear up obscure expressions, that version which was least obscure should be employed? A very sorry comfort, indeed, and one which the unlearned portion of his readers could hardly apply to their own case. It would be expected, therefore, that he should designate a particular version, which in his opinion, or that of good judges, would afford aid in time of need. Now if the scope of the writer as well as the connexion demand something of this kind, we cannot hesitate to give the preference to a reading which fulfils the demand, and designates by name the version which excels the rest in point of perspicuity.

This, too, is the signification of this father's language in another work. In case of discrepancy between the Latin versions, he says, we must consult those which originated in the country whence the doctrine came to us; and if this does not avail, we must recur to the original language from which these versions were made. He here concedes to a foreign version the superiority over the African; i.e. to the version of that country from which the Provincia Africae received Christianity. And whence then did these Italian colonies along the African coast receive their religious faith, but from the mother-country?

It was, therefore, an Italian version to which Augustine applied this

---

1 Augustin. L. XI. c. 2. Contra Faust. Manich. "Ita si de fide exemplarium quosquid verteretur, sicut in omnibus, quae paucum sunt, et ssarum litterarum notissime sententiarum varietates, vel ex aliarum regionum codicibus, unde ipsa doctrina commensaest, nostra dubitative dijudicaretur: vel si hi ipsi quoque codices variarentur, plurum pascuturium, vetustiores recontioribus praestarentur: et si adhuc esset incerta varietas, procedens linguis, unde illud interpretatum est, consultetur."
LATIN VERSIONS.

encomium; but which he intended among the many in existence, we can hardly now determine. That Italy gradually acquired a great number of them, we see from the citations in the writings of the Latin fathers. This Italian version intended by him he seems even to have regarded as more ancient than those which had originated in Africa.

§ 116.

The period at which these versions arose (the latter half of the second or the commencement of the third century,) enables us readily to determine what must have been the character of the Greek copies from which they were executed. It was the period in which the inconsiderate pains of pious readers brought the MSS. into that heterogeneous and arbitrary condition, which was afterwards arrested by Origen, Hesychius, and Lucian. It was the period of the κωνιν ἔκδοσις. We have already discussed so fully the text which was the basis of these versions, that we shall here merely refer to our former observations, in § 27, 28.

§ 117.

These versions, as was intended, passed into the hands of a multitude of readers. Each of them had its good and bad qualities, and it was therefore attempted to remedy from one the imperfections of another; so that in this way all of them became encumbered with foreign additions. Such a mode of procedure could not continue long without causing a gradual admixture of one version with another, until neither was any longer like itself. Such was really the case; for as early as the fourth century every MS. appeared to be a separate version. There were even respectable persons who ascribed special value to a copy, if it was interpolated from several versions; for they thought that from many exhibitions of the same passage the reader might more easily understand and correctly interpret it. And this would have been right, had there been no inconveniences to outweigh this advantage.

Besides all this, readers added to the MSS. explanatory notes and scholia for their own information, which were not afterwards invariably separated from the text, as they should have been, and thus increased the confusion.

Those who knew something of Greek endeavored to avail themselves of their knowledge by writing the Greek Testament at the side of one

1 They have been collected by Peter Sabatier: "Bibliorum Sacrorum Latino versiones antiquae," etc. III. Vols. Romae. 1743. fol.; and by Jos. Blanchini: "Evangeliorum quadruplex Latina versionum antiquae, sua veteris Italicis," etc. Romae. 1749. Part. II. usually in four volumes folio.

2 Hieronym. Epist. ad Damas. "Si enim Latinis exemplibus fides adhibenda est, respondant quibus: tot enim sunt exemplaria, quot codices."

3 To explain obscure expressions, says Augustine, (De Doctr. Christ. L. II. c. 15,) "Plurimum hic quoque juvat interpretatum numerosas collatissima inspecta atque discussa: tantum abiat falacia: nam codicibus emendandis primitis debet inivigilant solertia eorum, qui Scripturas divinas nóssae desiderant, ut emendatis non emendati sedant, ex uno duxissent interpretationis genera venientes." Here non emendati et ex uno interpretationem genera venientes are synonymous. Emendati, therefore, are those which have many additions from several versions.
of the Latin versions, that they might be able to consult the original directly, when doubt arose or the version appeared to be imperfect. From such MSS. were derived the Graeco-Latin MSS., of which we still possess several. The possessors of such MSS., as may be seen from those still extant, often undertook to correct the versions from the Greek, in an arbitrary manner, according to their own judgment; and the more they corrected, the more unlike what it was originally did the version become.

Thus each version no longer resembled itself, and if the copies were to be subjected much longer to the caprice of their possessors, without any public superintendence, there might well have been apprehensions in regard to the doctrines which would be deduced from such remarkable MSS.

JEROME'S EMENDATION.

§ 118.

It was a bold step to oppose this mischief and attempt to evoke order and harmony. Jerome felt it to be so, though he was urged to it by the most distinguished ecclesiastic in Christendom, viz. Damasus, who then occupied the chair of Rome, "Quis enim," (he writes to Damasus) "doctus pariter vel indoctus, cum in manum volumen asumserit, et a salivâ, quam semel imbibit, viderit discrepant quod lectitatis, non statim erumpat in vocem, me falsarium, me clamans esse sacrilegium . . . adversum qam invidiam . . . me consolatur, quod et tu, qui summus sacerdos es, fieri jubes," etc.1

With these expectations Jerome entered upon his task, and prosecuted it with a moderation beyond what could have been expected, considering his usual rashness. He compared one or more of the existing versions with Greek MSS., and altered them according to the original text when it was necessary. But, in order that the discrepancy between his emendation and the ancient versions might not be too striking, he was careful, in the selection of his MSS., to get only such ancient copies as contained a text analogous to that from which these versions had been made. He therefore employed only copies of the period of the κοινή εκδοσις, and scrupulously avoided the editions of Lucian and Hesychius, 2 which deviated too far from the text to which the ears of the Latins were accustomed.

Besides being so cautious in the selection of his MSS., he also made

1 "Epistola ad Damasum," or as this Epistle is denominated in several books, "Hieronymi in Evangelistas ad Damasum prefatio."

2 Epist. ad Damas. "Prætermitto eos codices, quos a Luciano et Hesychio nuncupatos paucorum hominum asseritis eversis contentis, quibus utique nec in toto veteri instrumento post LXX interpretes emendare quid licuit, nec in novo profuit emendâge. Ignitar hanc præsumtam præfianuncula polluerat quatuor Evangel. . . . codicum Graecorum emendata collationes, sed veterum, nec qui multum a lectionis Latinae consuetudine discrepant."

1 "Epistola ad Damasum," or as this Epistle is denominated in several books, "Hieronymi in Evangelistas ad Damasum prefatio."

2 Epist. ad Damas. "Prætermitto eos codices, quos a Luciano et Hesychio nuncupatos paucorum hominum asseritis eversis contentis, quibus utique nec in toto veteri instrumento post LXX interpretes emendare quid licuit, nec in novo profuit emendâge. Ignitar hanc præsumtam præfianuncula polluerat quatuor Evangel. . . . codicum Graecorum emendata collationes, sed veterum, nec qui multum a lectionis Latinae consuetudine discrepant."
so sparing a use of them as to resort to their assistance only when the
same was widely mistaken and greater accuracy was necessary.\(^1\)

If we may infer from his Commentaries the principles of procedure
which he silently followed in his emendation, he sometimes consulted
Origenian MSS. in doubtful passages.\(^2\) This reasonable supposition
led Bentley to the singular notion of finding Origen’s Recension with-
out variation in Jerome’s amended edition.

The last three years of the life of Damasus Jerome spent with him
and in full possession of his confidence, at Rome; and after his de-
cease he forever abandoned the noisy and dissolute city for a simple hut
in Bethlehem. We are thus enabled to determine the period of Jerome’s
emendation, viz. the last year but one of the life of Damasus.

Jerome presented him first the Gospels alone: “Igitur hæc presens
praefatiiuncula policetur quattuor tantum Evangelia.” This circum-
stance has led some to apprehend that his emendation did not compre-
prehend the whole New Testament. The language shows this to be a
mistake; he presented only the Gospels with the present dedication—
plainly pointing to something more yet to come. Subsequently, in a
catalogue of Christian writers at the end of which he names his own
works, he mentions among them the New Testament amended by him
from Greek copies, and the Old which he translated from Hebrew.\(^3\)
He says the same in a letter to Lucinius: the New Testament I have
faithfully rendered according to the Greek original; for, as the Hebrew
MSS. are the standard of the Old, so are the Greek of the New.\(^4\)

In an Epistle to Marcella, who had communicated to him in a friend-
ly way all the calamities of his enemies in respect to his emendation of
the Gospels, he presents some passages of the Pauline Epistles ac-

ing to his amendment. Rom. 12: 1 was generally read: “spe gau-
dentes, tempori servientes;” but by him: “spe gaudentes, Deo servie-
tentes.” The old MSS. omitted, in 1 Tim. 5: 19, the words: “nisi sub
duobus aut tribus testibus;” he restored them. The former read in
1 Tim. 1: 15, “humanus sermo et omni acceptione dignus,” he amended
the passage thus: “fidelis sermo et omni acceptione dignus.”\(^5\)

The text of his emendation is found only in those works which he
composed after the death of Damasus. In the Commentaries on Mat-
thew, (certainly the most hasty of his productions,) we might reasonably
expect that he would not use an inferior version as the basis of his ex-
positions, but the one which he had amended. Nor could he in a com-
mentary trust to his memory, as in other cases he did, and was obliged
do, from the multitude of his quotations. It was his duty to have the
MS. itself before his eyes.

---

1 Epist. ad Damas. “Ita calamo temperavimus, ut his tantum, qua sensum
videbantur mutare, correctis, reliqua manere pateremur.”
2 Comment. in Matt. 24: 36. “In quibusdam codicibus additum est neque
filius ; cum in quibusdam Graecis, est maxime Adamantii et Pierii exemplaribus,
hoc non habeat adscriptum.” Comment. ad Galatas III. 1. “Quod in ex-
emplariis Adamantii non habeat,” etc.
3 “Novum Test. Graecae siders reddidi ; vetus juxta Hebraicum transtuli.”
4 Ep. ad Lucin. LXXI. (formerly 28) § 5. “Novum Testamentum Graece
reddidi autoredat. Ut enim veteran librorum siders de Hebraicis voluminibus
examinita est; ita novorum Graeci sermonis normam desiderat.”
5 Ad Marcellum, XXVII; formerly Ep. 102.
Accordingly, his Commentaries are upon this version. He observes where it renders the Greek imperfectly, (e. g. Matt. 5: 25, εὐνόων 6: 11, ἑπισκόπον 16, ἀγαθίζειν 9: 32, κυρίος 11: 16, ἄγορα 15: 30, κυλίνδει 16: 22, ἂρτως ὁσὶς) mentions the variations of other MSS., (6: 25, 11: 19. 16: 2, etc.) and blames or justifies them.

Its relation to the present Vulgate, the Clementine edition of 1592, is this: the latter agrees in general with the former, differing from it only in transpositions of words, or such slight changes as have been made by time or the critical judgment of him who executed the Clementine edition. We will spare ourselves the trouble of proving by a collation of Matthew what will strike every one immediately on his own inspection; especially as, in speaking of Alcuin's emendation, we shall present a collation of some chapters of the Epistle to the Galatians as its text is exhibited in the commentaries of this father.

§ 119.

Though Jerome exercised great caution, he gained, nevertheless, as he anticipated, more enemies than friends. His work was hardly in circulation, when the voice of zealots was loudly raised against him; and he occasionally chastised them with considerable severity. Even the authority of Damasus availed so little to cause a general reception of his emendation that every one for himself adopted or rejected the old or new text, as judgment or prejudice directed him.

In the 5th century the supreme pontiff at Rome, Leo the Great, still used the ancient version, and not the purest even of the copies of that, as may be inferred from the large addition he makes to Matthew 20: 28. ("Vos autem queritis de minimo crescere et de magno minuit, rel.") which he quotes in his Epistle to Pulcheria.

The authority of Gregory the Great, in the 6th century, first decided in favor of the edition of Jerome. Gregory made it the basis of his moral Annotations on Job, and only used the old version for the purpose of comparison, and rather to discover its defects than to employ it in explanation. In his epistle to Leander, bishop of Seville, to whom he dedicated this work, he says, indeed, that he used sometimes the old and sometimes the new version, as the one or the other was best adapted to his purpose, since both were recognised by the apostolical chair which he occupied; but his actual procedure in this work evinces his predilection for Jerome. In his other writings he confines himself wholly to Jerome's edition, so that his citations would be of uncommon value in restoring this emendation. Leander, probably, did much to promote

---

1 Hieronymum. Ep. XXVII (formerly 102) ad Marcellam.—"Ad me repetas perlatum est quodam homunculo mihi studiis detrahere, cur adversum sanctoritatem veterem, et totius mundi opinionem, aliquid in Evangeliiis emendare tentaverim. Quos ego cum posses mihi jure contentemus (asino quippe lyra superflue canit). . . . ita respondem habeant. . . . Latinorum codicibus vitiositatem . . . ad Graecam originem . . . voluisse revocare" etc.

its adoption, for in the 9th century it was the dominant and authorised version in Spain.\textsuperscript{1}

§ 120.

As Jerome’s emendation adhered so closely to the other versions, it might frequently happen that the former would be elucidated from the latter, and even enriched with additions which he had rejected. On the other hand, however, there were readers who corrected the ancient versions by consulting Jerome’s edition, and thus formed a third text, which was a mixture of the two. The Codex Argent. of the Gospels at Brescia is such a MS., as is thought by those who have themselves examined the Codex.\textsuperscript{2} Their opinion is established by the following considerations. The MS. exhibits in general one of the ancient versions, but does not contain many additions and peculiarities which are found in them. It coincides more frequently than these with Jerome’s phraseology. Blanchini\textsuperscript{3} mentions another Codex of the Gospels (Vatic. 7016,) of about the 8th century, (as is shown by the specimen,) the text of which is compounded partly from one of the old versions and partly from Jerome’s edition. This may have been the case more or less in many other MSS.; so that in the 8th century the complaints respecting the corruption of the MSS. occasioned a new revision of them.

THE EMENDATION OF ALCUIN.

§ 121.

The merit of originating this emendation is to be attributed to a celebrated monarch, whose exalted mind first perceived the occasion for it and actively promoted it throughout; and who, though he needed some one else to execute the task, sketched out to him the path he must pursue. The condition of the biblical MSS. did not escape the attention of Charles the Great. He therefore ordered that care should be taken to have good and pure copies of the Old and New Testament in the churches.\textsuperscript{4}

He afterwards caused a selection of the homilies of the fathers for all the Sundays and festivals to be compiled by Alcuin, that the clergy of his kingdom might be provided with a collection of sermons. The preface to this he composed himself, and in it he speaks of the emendation of the biblical copies, as a thing which he had happily accomplished.\textsuperscript{5}

\textsuperscript{1} Isidor. Hispal. De offic. eccl. L. I. c. 12.
\textsuperscript{3} Evangel. quadrupl. T. II. p. DCIV. on the reverse no. 34.
\textsuperscript{5} This Homiliarium, afterwards improved by Paul Warnefried, has been often printed under Alcuin’s name: Spirea 1492. Colon. 1530. 1539. 1557. fol. "Igitur,\textsuperscript{5}
ALCUIN'S EMENDATION.

It might be inferred from his language that he himself assisted in this emendation, nor is it improbable that he did. But the learned monk Alcuin had the special charge of it, as history, as well as he himself in one of his works, expressly declares. 1

The statement of a biographer of his son, that Charles himself amended the four Gospels, has no reference to Alcuin's edition, which had been in circulation for a long time. He is speaking of the pious employments with which the monarch occupied the last days of his life, viz. almsgiving, reading and emendation. 2

§ 122.

A new version from the Greek was not intended on this occasion. Charles did not require, nor did Alcuin promise this. Both speak only of an emendation of an existing version. We perceive at once in Alcuin's MSS. the particular version which was the subject of his labor. He has prefixed to the Gospels Jerome's Epistle to Damasus: "Novum opus me facere cognis ex veteri;" and to all the books Jerome's prefaces.

Blanchini has presented copper-plate specimens of MSS. of this class, comprising the beginning of Luke as far as v. 16, the 2d chapter from v. 22 to the end, and the whole of the third; 3 which are sufficient to give us an idea of the character of this emendation.

§ 123.

I was recently permitted to examine a MS. of Alcuin's edition, which contains the Old and New Testament entire, and claims a distinguished rank among the MSS. of king Charles' emendation. Mr. Von Speyer, Passavant of Basle, a friend and connoisseur of the monuments of ancient art and science, is its fortunate possessor. I found it so remarkable for its diplomatic peculiarities, that, as I had leisure for the purpose, I transcribed it. I cannot treat of it here more particularly than is necessary to explain what Alcuin attempted and effected.

A long poem by the copyist ends with the following verses, and certifies us that we have the edition of Alcuin:

\[\text{says Charles in the Preface, "quia curum nobis est, ut ecclesiastic nostrarum ad meliora semper proficat status . . . . ad pernescenda sacrorum librorum studia nostro etiam, que possumus, invitamus exemplo. Inter quae jam pridem univer- sos V. et N. Testamenti libros librariorum imperiti deprivator, Deo in omnibus nos adjuvante, examus sim correximus."} \]

1 Sigebert. Gemblac. ad Ann. 790. In the dedication of the 6th book of his Commentaries on John, "ad Gialam et Columbam:" Alcuin says, "Totius forsan Evangelii expositionem direxissem vobis, nisi me occupasset Domini Regis preceptum in emendatione Veteris Novique Testamenti."


3 Evangeliar. Quadrupl. P. II. Tab. VIII. Luke 1: 1-16, is from Cod. Vallicel- leno B. No. 5; the 2d and 3d chapters are from Cod. Basilicae S. Pauli extra ur- bes, adorned with the portrait of Charles the Great. The hand writing of both is so nearly the same as to appear to be by the same person.
A comparison of Alcuin’s edition of the Old Testament with the text of Jerome as exhibited in his Commentaries on the prophets, and of the New Testament with Jerome’s text as contained in his Commentaries on Matthew and the Epistle to the Galatians, convinces us that Alcuin intended nothing more than to restore Jerome’s Bible as accurately as possible.

We will prove this by examples. For this purpose we shall present the 12th, 13th, and 14th Chapters of Matthew, first according to the Vulgate, (Clement’s edition,) then according to the text of Jerome. Where Alcuin agrees with Jerome, we shall denote it by an asterisk. Where the asterisk is wanting, he accords with the Vulgate. The readings in which he differs from both will be noticed separately.

VULGATE.  

XII. 1. per sata sabato  
2. Licet facere  
4. ei edere  
25. divisum contra se  
31. blasphemia  
44. eam vacantem  

XIII. 14. et adimpletur  
23. fructum affert et facit  
24. simile factum est.  
35. dictum erat  
37. ait illis  
41. mittet  
54. in synagogis  

XIV. 3. uxorem fratris  
9. propter juramentum  
25. super mare  
96. super mare  
28. ad te venire  

JEROME.  

sabbato per sata.  
liset eis facere  
ei commedere  
in se divisum  
blasphemia  
vacantem.  

ut adimpletur  
fructum facit  
simile est  
dictum est.  
ait  
mittet ergo  
in sinagog  

uxorem Philippi fratris  
propter juejurandum.  
supra mare  
supra mare  
venire ad te  

Readings which differ from both Jerome and the Vulgate are:
VULG. JER.

XII. 14. perderent eum
erunt vestri
diripiat
27. vestri erunt
doncens
direcens
cum vestris
29. diripiet
cum vestris

XIII. 4. volucrens coeli
volucrens
cum coeli
8. autem occiderunt
verò occiderunt
dicent
14. dicentis
dicat
15. videant oculus
oculis videant
22. seminatus est
est seminatus
centum sexaginta
23. centesimum sexagesimum
—trigesimum
—triginta
43. audienti audiat

XIV. 5. volens illum
volens eum
18. mihi illos huc
huc mihi illos
22. compulit Jesus
justit.

VULGATE.

I. 4. seculo nequam
seculo malo
5. sic tam cito
tam cito
10. an quero
aut quero
15. ex utero
de utero
16. evangelizarem
evangelizem
23. aliquando expugnabat
quondam expugnabat

II. 1. iterum ascendi
rursus ascendit
seo autem ise
seo autem his
tam cito
qui videbantur
qui videbantur
esse
esse
sed
propter subintroducere
propter subintroducere
ab his
ab his
subjection
subjection
7. sicut et Petro
sicut Petro
9. Jacobus, Cephas et Jano
nes
Petrus, Jacobus et Joanne
11. venisset Cephas
venisset Petrus
13. illam simulationem
illa simulatione
14. recte ambularent
recto pede incidunt

Cephe

15. iterum hoc sediculo
hac iterum resedículo
20. vivit autem
vivit vero

21. gratis Christus
Christus gratis

III. 1. prae scriptus
proscriptus
3. consumme mimi
consummamini
6. sicut scriptum est Abraham
sicut Abraham
7. ii sunt
hi sunt
16. promisiones
re promisiones
18. num si ex lege
quia si ex lege
19. cui promiserat
cui promissum erat
24. justificetur
justificemur
28. sumus sub pedagogo
sub pedagogo sumus
29. semen Abraham
Abraham semen.

ALCUIN'S EMENDATION.

ALCUIN.

eum perderent
erunt vestri
diripiat
volucrens
verò occiderunt
dicent
oculis videant
est seminatus
centum sexaginta
—triginta
audiat
volens eum
huc mihi illos
justit.

Epistle to the Galatians.

JEROME.

seculo malo
tam cito
aut quero

de utero

evangelizem

quondam expugnabat

rursus ascendit
seo autem his
qui videbantur
esse

sed

propter subintroducere

ab his

vivit

sicut Petro

Petrus, Jacobus et Joannes

venisset Petrus

illa simulatione

recto pede incidunt

Petrus

hac iterum resedículo

vivit vero

Christus gratis

proscriptus

consummamini

sicut Abraham

hi sunt

re promisiones

quia si ex lege

cui promissum erat

justificemur

sub pedagogo sumus

Abraham semen.
Alcuin's peculiar readings.

II. 20. semetipsum
III. 1. non obedire
     2. a volo volo
     16. qui est Christus
     26. per fidelis qua est
     se ipsum
     non crede
     volo a volo.
     quod est Christus
     per fidem.

From this comparison we deduce the conclusion that Jerome, Alcuin
and the Vulgate exhibit in the main the same text, differing only in
slight transpositions, such as sabbato per sata: sata per sabbato,—semen
Abrahae: Abrahae semen; or in such variations as vero for autem; and
rarely in more important readings, such as centesimum—sezagesimum—
trigesimum: centum—sezaginta—triginta, non obedire: non crede, and
the like.

The most remarkable variation of the MS. of Alcuin's text from the
Vulgate relates to 1 John 5: 7. "Tres sunt qui testimonium dant in
con: pater, verbum et spiritus, et hi tres unum sunt." This passage
does not appear in Von Speyer's MS., nor in the Alcuinian MS. at Zu-
rich.1 Mabillon, in his Iter Italicum, the use of which I have not been
able to procure, testifies the same in regard to other Latin MSS. of this
class.

§ 124.

Other MSS., likewise, of Alcuin's edition attest their origin by a lar-
ger or smaller number of verses. Some, e. g. the Amsterdam MS., de-
clare it as follows:2

Quatuor hic rutilunt uno de fonte fluentes,
Matthaei et Marci, Lucæ liber atque Johannis:
Sanctus Apostolus Lucas conscioperat Actus:
Bis septem docti per cartas dogmata Pauli,
Jacobi, Petri, Judæ et pia dicta Johannis,
Scribitur extremo Johannis in ordine tomus.
Jussurat hos omnes Christi deductus amore
Alcuinus Ecclesiae famulus conscribere libros.

Others contain only the last two verses of this postscript.3 Others
still, as the Codex Vallicellensis. in Blanchini, that of the Fathers of the
Oratory at Rome, and one mentioned by Baronius at the date 778,
which is now in the Chiesa nuova,4 have the following lines:

Codicis istius quot sunt in corpore sancto
Depictæ formis litterulae variis:
Mercedes habeat Christo donante per sacram
Tot Carolus Rex, qui scribere jussit eum.

2 Wetstein Prolegomena. in N. T.
3 The Zurich Codex in Börisch, Vol. 5. of his letters, p. 14.
4 Blanchini Vindic. Canon. Scriptur. p. XXXVI. and p. CCCXXXV. Adler's
   "Biblicisch-kritische Reise," p. 162.
Pro me quisque legens versus orare memento,
Alcuinus dico: tu sine fine vale.

Some are more diffuse in this species of epigrammatic verse; others contain only the last two lines.

§ 125.

This edition was introduced by the royal injunction into the kingdom of France, and it was probably the source of all the MSS. which were subsequently current on the other side of the Rhine, on the German bank, and further on to Pannonia. It was this text which, with some variations, as might be expected, was current among us for about eight centuries, until the council of Trent, which by its decrees caused a new epoch in respect to the Latin versions.

Yet during this period, active exertions were made to preserve the Latin text in good condition. Lanfranc, Archbishop of Canterbury, in the 11th century, amended not only the Scriptures of the Old and New Testament, but likewise the works of the fathers and other ecclesiastical books. Not content with this, he employed his pupils in the same way. His biographer concludes this account with the words: "Hujus emendationis claritate omnis occidui orbis ecclesia, tam Gallicana quam Anglica, gaudeat se esse illuminata."

This encomium, however, has reference, not merely to his biblical labors, but to his critical labors generally upon the writings of the fathers, and upon Hymn-books and Liturgies. This is necessary to be observed, lest it should be inferred from the words: "Hujus emendationis claritate" etc. that he prepared a new Recension of the Old and New Testament, which became the dominant one in France and England.

In the 12th and 13th centuries, a remarkable zeal for the preservation of the Latin text of the Bible began to be exhibited. Several bodies composed Correctoria for their own use; i.e. they revised some particular MS., noting upon its margin where other MSS. did not agree with it, and appending short notes in which they criticised the readings admitted or rejected by them. In deciding, they made use of the writings of the fathers, and celebrated ecclesiastics after the time of Charles the Great, such as Rabanus, Haymo of Halberstadt, and others, and frequently also the Greek text. Nor was this all. Care was taken to prevent inconsiderate corrections. Where the Latin was not exactly grammatical, pains were taken to notice such peculiarities of phraseology, that no one might undertake to alter them. Some observations were made, too, in respect to punctuation, and even pronunciation.

Such a Correctorium was projected by the Theological Faculty of the University of Paris, probably for the use of the students; and it was also adopted or authorized by the Archbishop and Primate of France, who had his seat at Sens. It is described by Richard Simon. 2

---


2 "Hist. crit. des versions du N. T." Ch. 9. and "Nouvelles Observations sur le Texte et les Versions du N. T." P. II. Ch. I.
The Dominicans esteemed the authority of the Archbishop but slight, and in 1236 composed one for themselves, by order of their Provincial in France, Hugo de St. Cher or Cherfa. 1 Under Humbert de Romans, the 5th General of their Order, the Correctorium of Sens was expressly rejected in a General Chapter at Paris in 1256. 2 They were guided in their Correctorium by Charles' MSS., as we are informed by Luke of Bruges, on the authority of the preface of one which he frequently used. 3

The Carthusian order, too, in its Correctorium, adopted the Alcuinian or Carolinian edition as a standard. 4

Our University-Library contains one of these correctoria. It is that of the Franciscan order, as is clear from the first letter of the preface to the Old Testament. On its golden ground is painted the Pope, in the act of delivering a paper to some members of this order; two are receiving it kneeling, while four others are looking on in the background.

I will select a single specimen of each species of note which it contains.


This correctorium, in criticising the text, sometimes cites those fathers whose quotations exhibit the text as it was in the time of Jerome, such as Augustine and Ambrose. If this was done in others likewise, the correctoria themselves contributed to deform the text of Jerome and Alcuin by the introduction of foreign materials.

William Lindan speaks of a much earlier correctorium, on the authority of MS. accounts in the possession of Cardinal Bessarion, which he probably obtained from the Vatican Library, and which refer to the year 1144: Sed præ ceteris equidem desiderarim illud, quod ante annos 400

---

ALCUIN'S EMDENATION.

Roma Nicolaus S. Damasius Diaconus scriptum maximâ, ut appareat, diligentia, ubi conqueritur, Lustrans armaria, inquiens, nequidam hoc adspici, veracia scilicet exemplaria inventire, quia et quam a doctissimis viris dicebantur correcta, usque quoque in suo sensu abundante, adeo discretabant, ut pene quot codices, tot exemplaria reperirem, usque adeo etiam millesimo fere post interpretationem Hieronymi anno, codices mendosi atque corrupti erant, etc. (De optimo Scripturarum interpret. genere L. III. c. 3. Comp. L. I. c. 5.)

It must be borne in mind that Nicholas is speaking of Rome and its vicinity, where Charles' emendation may not have been acknowledged. In France, where it was predominant, the text, many as were the alterations it experienced, was more uniform and harmonious in its different MSS.

§ 126.

As the MSS. differed from each other so exceedingly, the printed editions of the 15th and 16th centuries could not well be better in this respect than the MSS. from which they were derived. This discrepancy excited special attention in the 16th century, and more than ever when the council of Trent was convened. The editions of Robert Stephens, and that of Colinus in 1541, the preface to which contains bitter complaints in regard to the errors of the Vulgate, directed the attention of many to the subject. The principal occasion of this was the recent publication of the Hebrew and Greek text, and the awakening study of biblical criticism, which necessarily exposed the received church-vern to unfavorable comparisons.

The council of Trent perceived that the sources whence arguments might be drawn must be agreed upon, before any idea of unity in doctrine could be indulged. It was even seriously proposed to make use for this purpose of a particular Hebrew and Greek MS., and to translate it into Latin for the benefit of such as were unskilled in the languages. But this would have been to present to the multitude a new source of controversies, while there was good reason rather to attempt to arrest further innovations, and at least to unite those who were still adherents to the ancient doctrinal belief. In this view it was most prudent to confirm the authority of the received church-vern, as was done by the Synod. (Sess. IV. Decret. 2.) "Statuit et declarat hae sancta Synodus, ut hae vetus et vulgata editio, quae longo tot seculorum usque in Ecclesiae ipsae probata est; in publicis lectionibus, disputationibus, praedicationibus, aut expositionibus, pro authentica habeatur: ut eam nemo rejicere quovis pretexeru audiet vel prasumat."

Great pains have been taken to explain this decree in such a way as not to depreciate the study of the original languages. The meaning is plainly this. As in civil affairs an authentic instrument is valid evidence, so in public religious matters the Vulgate is a document from which valid argument may be drawn, without prejudice, however, to other documents. But this is not a prescription of doctrine, and from its nature could not be; it is a decree on a point of discipline, having reference to the circumstances of the times in which it was issued.

Among the many editions, no two of which agreed with each other, it was necessary now to fix upon one to which the preeminence should belong, or, in default of any such edition, to agree in respect to the preparation of one. For the present the Synod merely ordained: "ut posthac Sacra Scriptura, potissimum vero haec ipsa vetus et vulgata editio, quam emendatissime imprimatur."

§ 127.

The theologians of Lyons, and among them Hentenius in particular, now set about preparing a corrected edition, which appeared as early as the next year, 1547. But the Holy See at Rome had, it would seem, reserved this business for itself; and Pius IV and V nominated persons to whom it was entrusted. Sixtus V, whose ardent disposition could not endure the slow progress in executing the work, brought it to a close,¹ and announced it as finished in a bull of March 1, 1589.

He caused a printing press to be set up in the Vatican expressly for the edition, and he himself corrected it, after it was printed, as he says in his Papal bull: "Novam interea typographiam in Apostolico Vaticano palatio nostro ad id potissimum magnificæ extruximus . . . . eaque res quo magis incorrupta perferercetur, nostrâ nos ipsi manu correcimus, si qua prelo vita obrepserant," etc. The title-page of the book is dated one year later than this bull, and is as follows: "Biblia Sacra Vulgata editionis tribus tomis distincta. Roma, ex typographia Apostolica Vaticana. M.D. XC." fol. After this comes a second title-page, which is engraved and represents Abraham's sacrifice. On its upper border are the words: "Biblia Sacra Vulgata editionis ad concilii Tridentini prascriptum emendata et a Sixto V. P. M. recognita et approbata." Beneath is a border with the words: accipe et devoa.

The work, from the condition in which it appeared, particularly under existing circumstances, afforded opportunity of finding faults with it to every one who wished to do so. Many passages, especially in the New Testament, were found covered over with small bits of paper on which the corrections were printed; others were erased, or merely altered with the pen. This, in a book which was to have a high and commanding authority, must have displeased members of the Romish Church, as well as Protestants.

Not long afterwards, a learned Englishman made a collection of these passages,² and another scholar enlarged the catalogue,³ and by examining several copies any one might easily make a further contribution to it, for the alterations are not uniform in all the copies.

In the Royal Library at Vienna there are two copies; one is on very large, the other on somewhat smaller paper. In one of them, in Gen. 41: 10, (e. g.) the word pecoribus is not covered over; in the other, a bit of paper is pasted over it, on which is found prioribus. As to the New Testament, in both copies at Mark 10: 1 there is a bit of paper

¹ Pref. in Ed. Clem. VIII. "In multis" etc.
² "Bellum papale, sive concordia discordis Sixti quinti et Clementia octavi cirea Hieronymianam editionem, auctore Thoma James," etc. Londini, 1600. 4to.
with the word *inde*. In Acts 7: 8, *et Isaac et Jacob*, the last *et* is erased in one MS., and in the other the place is painted of a yellowish color. In Tit. 2: 2, *pudieci* has been erased in one MS., and in the other changed into *pudici* with a pen. At Rev. 3: 7, one has a bit of paper pasted on with the word *scribe*; in the other the word *scribe* is printed correctly. In Rev. 3: 12, one reads *scriba*; in the other there is a bit of paper on which *scribe* is printed. Everything is nearly as it was in Prosper Marchand's copy.

How it happened that the book appeared in this condition before a public so strongly disposed to criticize it with severity, we will not now enquire. Thus much, however, we can see, viz. that this prince, encompassed as he was by numerous and weighty affairs, did more than could have been expected of him, and that he was not so well served as he anticipated. Sixtus died in August of the same year, and left to his successors the honor of preparing a new work to take the place of this.

§ 128.

Gregory XIV undertook the task anew, and appointed for its execution a body of cardinals and learned men, among whom Bellarmine obtained precedence. Gregory did not see the work completed; but it appeared soon after Clement VIII., who succeeded him, was instated in the popedom.

There was, however, a great difficulty to surmount. Was it expedient to depreciate the Sixtine edition by declaring it faulty? Both the new work and the papal authority would certainly gain nothing by this in public estimation. Should it be pronounced correct? Why then prepare another? In this dilemma, Bellarmine is said to have found out a middle course, and to have proposed that all the blame should be laid upon the printer, so as to vindicate the reputation of Sixtus and his successors.

Sixtus is thus exculpated in the preface to this second edition: "*Quod cum jam esset excusum, et ut in luco emitteretur, idem Pontifex (Sixtus) operam dare, animadverterens non pauca in sacra Biblia praedit vitio irrepisse, quae iterata diligentia indigere viderentur, totum opus sub incudem revocandum censuit atque decrevit. Id vero cum morte praeventus prostrare non potuisset, Gregorius XIV,*" etc. Bellarmine was the author of the preface; and it is said to have been the cause of his canonization. Beyond a doubt the greater part of the corrections in the Sixtine Bible were attributable to the printer's mistakes; but it would be no more than we might expect from the learning and rash

1 Vita del Cardinale Roberto Bellarmino, composta dal P. Giacomo Fuligatti, in Roma. 1624. 4to. capit. 13.


36
self-confidence of Sixtus, if he now and then opposed the opinion of the censor, and amended with his own hand against their judgment. But however this may be, so much is clear, either that it was not intended in the second edition to give the text of Sixtus as accurately as possible, or that the intention miscarried; for the edition contains several hundred deviations from the former.

The second edition, which was the model of the present Vulgate text, appeared, like the first, with two title-pages, one printed, the other engraved. The printed one is as follows: "Biblia Sacra Vulgatae editionis, Romae ex Typographia Apostolica Vaticana. M. D. XCII." The engraved page is the same as that of the Sistine edition; so is the title upon it: "Biblia Sacra Vulgatae editionis Sizii Quinti Pont. Max. jussu recognita atque edita." Beneath, accipe et devora. The Praefatio ad Lectorem comes next. "In multis magnisque beneficiis, etc." Then follows the Decretum concilii Tridentini; then the Bull: Clemens P. octavus ad perpetuam rei memoriam: "Cum sacrorum Bibliorum Vulgatae editionis textus, etc." dat. Romae apud S. Petrum sub anno piisatoris die 9. Novembris 1592."

In the following year, 1593, a quarto edition of it was issued from the Vatican Press. These two editions are not often met with; and the Sistine edition is one of the greatest typographical rarities, either because but few copies were published, or because they were gradually called in,¹ or on both accounts.

§ 129.

The preface of Bellarmine is occupied principally in detailing the plan of the Censors and the rules they prescribed to themselves. Yet he has not taken pains always to give a clear and definite account of them.

One would think that the object was the restoration of the Vulgate to its original condition: "Ipsam veterem, ac vulgatam editionem Lat. a mendis veterum librariorum, nec non pravorum emendationum erroribus repurgatam, sua pristina integritati ac puritati, quoad ejus fieri potuit, restituisse." The text which Jerome (from whom the expression is borrowed,) calls communem et vulgatam, was that which was usual before his time.

In another place Bellarmine seems to assert, that the intention was to revise Jerome's Recension and introduce it into general use: "Quare non immemento Catholica Ecclesia S. Hieronymum Doctorem maximum atque ad Scripturas sacras interpretandas divinitus excitatum ita celebrat, ut iam difficile non sit illorum omnium damnum judicium, qui vel tam eximii Doctoris lucubrationibus non acquisescunt, vel etiam meliora, aut certe paria se prastare confidunt. Caterum ne tam fidelis translationis, etc.

This was actually the case, if, in determining the text, the censors consulted Rhabanus, Haymo, Anselm, Peter Damiani, and other writers whom they enumerate; for these follow in their works the Carolinian MSS., which exhibit Jerome's text as corrected by Alcuin.

9 Le Bert Dissert. de usu vers. Lat. vet. in eccles. § 22. p. 53.
They, however, used very great caution; designedly passing over many things which required correction: "In hac tamen peruvigatio lectio sicut nonnulla consulta mutata, ita etiam alia, quae mutanda videbatur, consulta immutata relictâ sunt."

GOTHIC VERSION.

§ 130.

For a long time before the thirty years' war broke out, the Abbey of Werden in Westphalia contained a MS. of the four Gospels, written in an old German dialect in letters of silver. In order that this document might be withdrawn from the danger which threatened it, it was deposited for safe keeping with other valuables at Prague; but here, not many months before the peace, it fell into the hands of the Swedes when, in 1748, under General Königsmark, they unexpectedly entered Kleinseite, or Little Prague. It was now deposited in the Royal Library at Stockholm, and was subsequently, it is probable, presented to the celebrated Isaac Voss by Queen Christina, whose special favor he enjoyed. Others will have it that he made a present of it to himself.

During the Westphalian negotiations for peace, this valuable document came to the knowledge of Count Magnus Gabriel De la Gardie, who purchased it of Voss for 400 rix dollars, and gave it for safe keeping to the University of Upsal, where it is now preserved.

With the MS. the Count also deposited a very faithful transcript of it, in which the original was sedulously copied in the same number of pages, line for line and letter for letter. One Derrr (it is not known when or where) executed this toilsome task. I am convinced by careful investigation that he was not the famous lawyer of that name who

---

1 The history of the Latin version, especially of its latest period, has been presented by Dr. Leander Van Ess in a learned work, entitled: "Fragestisch-kritische Geschichte der Vulgata im Allgemeinen, und zunächst in Beziehung auf das Trischtische Decrept. Tubingen, 1884." 8vo.

2 We have the history of this MS. in Ihre's "Dissertat. I. de Cod. Argent." § 14, 15, and in Zahn's "Historisch-kritische Einleitung in Ulfilas Biblioverzierung," p. 39–46.

3 Such is the Swedish account, to which I give the preference above other reports and surmises. (Ihre, Dissert. I. loc. cit.) Ihre considers the charge against Voss of an unauthorized appropriation of the MS. as by no means proved, although he must have known what Nettelblatt, 36 years before, had published respecting it. How, moreover, could Junius, if his nephew had stolen the book, say in the dedication to De la Gardie which he prefixed to his Ulfilas: "Habeo sem quod calo impetum; siguidem intelligo immortalis Dei mutu memoratum codicem ad manus meas perlatum?" Or, if Voss was a thief, how could Ulitius say in the Carmen, addressed to De la Gardie, which is prefixed to Junius' Glossar. Gothic:

"Si Vossi memori est et honorat Suedia nomen, 
Lucidius docto non miscat orbe jubar 
Tantus hic et tanti nec avunculus esse nepotis 
Ignotus vestris, neve latere, potest. 
Ille Palatinus pluteis quem procerat unte, 
Hic tibi nunc cultus splendidior refert."
adorned our University during the first half of the 16th century. This transcript was destroyed in the great fire at Upsal in 1702.

§ 131.

Junius obtained the use of the Codex from his nephew, and published it in 1665, in Gothic letters cast expressly for the purpose. Whether Junius found Derrer's transcript already in existence, or himself caused it to be made, is uncertain; but that he industriously consulted the Codex itself, we are told by Thomas Marshall, who lived with Junius and assisted him while the work was preparing for the press. Junius even complains of the difficulty he had in tracing and making out the faded characters. In 1621, Stürnhelm published a second edition, from Derrer's transcript, in Latin characters. He, however, sometimes consulted the original. In 1684, a reprint of Junius' edition appeared at Amsterdam with the same type, the same title, and in the same form. Perhaps there was only a new title-page printed, in order to sell the remainder of the first edition under the name of another publisher. Archbishop Benzol afterwards took a fancy to the ancient document, and made preparations for a new edition, but did not live to see the fruit of his toil. Edward Lye published the edition with ability and fidelity. It seems that the Archbishop even purposed to have the whole Codex copied in woodcuts, of which I have in my possession a well executed specimen. Meanwhile Ihre, who lived in the neighborhood of the valuable document, devoted his attention to it; but, as his eyesight failed him, he employed a young man, Ehrich Soetberg, to compare the editions of Junius and Benzol with the original repeatedly, and published the amendments thus obtained in a work entitled "Ulphianus illustratus." He also caused a very exact transcript of the Codex to be made for his own use.

Not succeeding in executing a new edition, he sent this transcript to Busing, that he might prepare one from it. From Busing the transcript passed to Heynatz. Heynatz lent it to Zahn, a clergyman, who fortunately succeeded in publishing his Ulphilas from it. The text

1 At the end of his Notes on Mark, p. 44.
2 In the preface to the appended Gothicum Glossarium.
5 This and several treatises of Ihre relating to the Codex, its grammar, idioms, etc. have been published, together with several others on this subject, by Busing, the geographer, in one collection: "Johannis ab Ihre scripta versionem Ulphianam et linguam Moeso-Gothicam illustrantia...", cum aliis scriptis similis argumenti, edita ab Ant. Frid. Busch. Berolini. 1773. 4to.
6 All the editions enumerated are derived from the same source. As each editor states on the title-page what he has done to facilitate the explanation and better understanding of the document, we will here cite the editions with the title-pages entire.

is given with care; the grammatical and critical observations subjoined
in the lower margin are brief, to the point, and well-conceived, and the
whole of the rich apparatus of the book is valuable.

§ 132.

The original is called Codex Argenteus from its letters, which are large,
regular and beautiful uncial characters of silver, on very fine purple-
colored parchment, in large quarto. The initial lines of the Gospels and
the first line of every section are in gold letters. Below, between col-
umns drawn in barbarous taste according to neither of the known orders
of architecture, are inserted the Canons of Eusebius, and at the side
are appended the numbers referring to them. The Gospels are in the
following order: Matthew, John, Luke, Mark.

The letters do not appear to have been written with a pen or reed, but
to have been impressed by means of carved or cast stamps, nearly in
the same way as book-binders put titles upon the backs of books in
gold or silver. The perfect uniformity of the letters, the indentations
which they make in the page, the traces of paste sometimes visible be-
tween the silver and the parchment—all this, of which Ihré has ad-
duced evidence, and of which he gives an account in the preface to
"Ulpianus illustratus," renders such a supposition credible, whatever
may be said to the contrary by hasty travellers and superficial ob-
servers.

Some are disposed to ascribe these appearances to ink; against which
I must observe that not long since I saw the purple MSS. written in

Glossarium Gothicum: cui primumtitur alphabetum Gothicum, Runicum etc.

2. "D. N. Jesu Christi SS. Evangelia ab Ulfila Gothorum in Musia episcopo,
circa annum a nato Christo CCCCLX. ex Graeco Gotico translatia, nunc cum
parallelis versionibus, Sueo-Gothicâ, Norrmanâ seu Islandicâ, et vulgata Latîna
edita, accedit Franc. Junii glossarium Gothicum, lingua Sueo-Gothicâ modernâ
et antiquâ locupletatum et illustratum, curâ et studio Georgii Sînrehîsîmii.
Stockholm. 1671." 4to.

3. Amstelodami. 1648. This has the same title as the first.

4. "Sacrorum Evangeliorum versio Gothicâ, ex codice argenteo emendata at-
quæ suppleta, cum interpretatione Latīna et annotationibus Erici Benzelii non
ita pridem Archiep. Upsaliensis edidit, observationes suas adjicit, et grammaticâ
Gothicam præmissit Edwardus Lyc. A. M. Oxoniensis typographo Clarandoniâ
MDCCL." 4to. It is well printed with the characters of the Cod. argente.,
and is scarce.

5. "Ulfilas Gothische Bibelübersetzung, die älteste germanische Urkunde, nach
Ihrens Text, mit einer grammatisch-wörtlichen lateinischen Übersetzung zwis-
chen den Zeilen, samt einer Sprachlehre und einem Glossar, ausgearbeitet
von Friederich Karl Fulda, weiland Pfarrer in Eisingen im Württembergischen;
hes Glossar umgearbeitet von W. F. H. Reinhard, Herzogl. Sächs. Rath und
Oberbibliothekar in Meiningen, und den Text nach Ihrens genauer Abschrift
der silbernen Handschrift in Upsal, sorgfältig berichtig't, die Übersetzung und
Sprachlehre verbessert und ergänzt, auch mit Ihrens lateinischer Übersetzung
nach dem Texte, und mit einer vollständigen Kritik und Erläuterung in An-
merkungen unten demselben, samt einer historisch-kritischen Einleitung ver-
schafft und herausgegeben von Johanne Christian Zähn, Prediger in Delits an der
1805." 4to.

Digitized by Google
silver which are at Brescia and Verona, and very beautiful fragments of Matthew's Gospel in the Vatican Library, and nowhere discovered any indentations or appearance of paste.

The pages of this MS. do not follow one another in regular order, and many are wanting. Matthew begins at 5: 15; and there is a chasm from 6: 32 to 7: 12. From 10: 1—23, there is a second. From 11: 25, there is a chasm as far as 26: 70. Then all the last chapter is wanting. In Mark are wanting, from 6: 31—54; from 12: 38—13: 18, from 13: 29—14: 5, from 14: 16—41, from 16: 12 to the end. In Luke, from 10: 30—14: 9, from 16: 24—17: 3, from 20: 37 to the end. John begins with 5: 45; then there are chasms from 11: 47—12: 1, from 12: 49—13: 11, from 19: 13 to the end. Besides this, individual verses have here and there suffered mutilations which we will not here enumerate.

§ 133.

Some years after the publication of Lye's edition of the Gospels, Counsellor Knittel, in examining a MS. in the Library at Wolfenbüttel, which was written about the 9th century in Spain, and contains the well-known Originæ of Isidore of Seville, observed that beneath some pages of this MS. there was concealed an older writing which had been washed off to write Isidore's work in its stead. After much pains he succeeded in deciphering the older characters. Now these were fortunately fragments of the Epistle to the Romans, in the same language and character as the Codex of Upsal, with the old Latin version antecedent to Jerome by the side of the text. The fragments discovered are the following: Rom. 11: 33, 34, 35, 36; 12: 1—5 and 17—21; 13: 1—5; 14: 9—20; and, lastly, 15: 3—13, inclusive. Knittel published them in 1762, with notes and explanations.¹

The little already possessed of the Epistles of Paul was highly prized as a gift of good fortune, and it was scarcely hoped that there would be any important increase of it in future, when, in 1817, Angelo Mai gave an account of considerable portions of the Gothic version which he had discovered in the Ambrosian Library.

Beneath the Homilies of Gregory the Great on Ezekiel, written in the 8th century, he had perceived older characters, like those of Cod. Argenteus, which had been washed off. Closer scrutiny afforded him the joyful assurance that he had obtained important fragments, in the Gothic language, of all Paul's Epistles, except the two to the Thessalonians and the Epistle to the Hebrews. A second MS., of the 9th century, perhaps, which contained Jerome's Exposition of Isaiah, like-

¹ "Ulphile Versionem Gothicam nonnullorum capitum epistolæ Pauli ad Romanos e littera MS. rescripti bibliothecae Gulpherybianæ cum variis monumentis ineditis eruit, commentatus est, dediteque foras Franc. Ant. Knittel. Brunovici. 1762." 4to. Ihre published them again, with new remarks, under the following title: "Fragmenta versionis Ulphiliæ, continentias partículas aliquot epistolæ Pauli ad Romanos, haud pridem ex codice rescripto biblooth. Gulpherb. eruta, et a Fr. Ant. Knittel, Archidiano, edita, nunc cum aliquot annotationibus typis reddita a Joanne Ehrle etc. Upsalæ. 1763." 4to. This last is reprinted in Büsching's collection, P. 97. seq.—Zahn, also, has appended it to his Utilitas.
wise concealed the Gothic text of Paul's Epistles, excepting the Epistle to the Romans and the Hebrews. The Pauline Epistles thus concealed beneath Jerome's work are not a supplementary portion of the former, but were originally an independent Codex.

At the end of a Latin MS. of the four Gospels Maio found bound with it a leaf from an older Codex. On this leaf, likewise, containing a fragment of the Latin version of Matthew, he perceived Gothic characters which had been partially expunged. It contained two fragments of Matthew, viz. 25: 38—26: 3, and 26: 65—27th Chap.; the first of which, and the first six verses of the second, (26: 65—71,) supply chasms in the Cod. Argent.

In the first mentioned MS. of the Homilies of Gregory, there was found also, with the Pauline Epistles, a fragment of a Gothic calendar partially expunged. In other MSS. were discovered some fragments of the Old Testament, and a Gothic Homily, rich in biblical quotations, from which were obtained some verses that are wanting in Cod. Argent.

Count Carlo Ottavio Castilioni took the most lively interest in the discovery, and assisted Angelo Maio by his knowledge of the German language, in the labors required by the publication. Both jointly wrote a detailed account of the discoveries which had been made, described the MSS. in which these treasures were hidden, and presented specimens of the Gothic documents discovered. When Maio was called to the Vatican Library, and obeyed the call thither, the whole burden of the work fell upon Count Castilioni, and on this account the publication has been delayed longer than was anticipated by the two learned scholars, and longer than we could wish.

§ 134.

The language of these documents is that of an ancient people who formerly dwelt very far north; for they were accustomed to reckon their years by winters. Twelve years, in Matt. 9: 20 and Luke 2: 42, are TVALIB VINTRUS; so in Luke 8: 42. Having no word for lilies, they made use of the general term BLOMANS, (Germ. Blumen, flowers,) in Matt. 8: 28.

They, however, had come in contact with the Greeks; so that certain Greek words and expressions were current among them, which the translator of the Gospels could retain, even when they might be translated into his own language. It is certain that the word Lohn was in his language; it occurs in Luke 6: 32, and elsewhere: WHA IZVIS LAUNE IST. Yet where μαθέα occurs in the Greek text, he almost always retains it as a familiar term. (MIZDO, Matt. 5: 46. 6: 3. Luke 6: 23, &c.) His nation had a word denoting basket; it appears in Mark 8: 19, John 6: 13, TAINJONS, or Zainen in the popular language of our country. Yet the translator sometimes used instead of it the Greek word οὐπίδας, SPVREIDANS. (Mark 8: 8, 20.) For a

1 Ulpiane partium ineditarum in Ambrosiani palimpsestis ab Angelo Maio repertarum specimen conjunctis curis ejusdem Mai et Carolii Octavii Castiliioni editum. Mediolani Regis typis MDCCXIX. 4to.
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*royal mandate*, they had a technical word derived from the Greek γεγραμμένος GAGREFTS. (Luke 2: 1.) They had expressions for *dinner* and *supper* (Luke 14: 12., Mark 6: 21.); but this does not prevent him from using the Greek δοχή for a banquet, (Luke 5: 29.) δοχης μεγάλη—DAUHT MIKILA. It was probably only from the want of a suitable word that he could not avoid the Greek θυμώμα, THUMIAMBIN, in Luke 1: 10.

This people, however, came in closer contact with nations which spoke the Latin language, as is evident from the many Latin words which to all appearance were quite common among the readers of this version. *To seat one's self at table,* is with them AMAKUMBIAN (Mark 2: 15. 6: 22, Luke 5: 29, and in 7: 49, MITANAKUMBIAN); *drinking-vessels* are AURKIE, urcei (Mark 7: 5); *wine* is AKEFIS (Matt. 27: 48., Mark 15: 36); a money-chest is ARKA (John 13: 29); *gold,* too, is called AIIZ, as (Mark 6: 8). *Bandages* are FASKIE (John 11: 44): *Soldiers,* MILITONDANS (Luke 3: 14, where also the word ANONM for anonna occurs); a *prison* is termed KARKARA (Matt. 5: 25. 11: 2. Mark 6: 17). Some expressions are common to both Greeks and Romans, as AROMATA, Mark 16: 1, PARAKLETSUS, John 14: 25.

Several of these words might have been avoided by the translator, and have been rendered by such as were peculiar to his own language, if he had not been convinced that they would all be well understood by his countrymen. They too seated themselves or reclined at meals; they too had waterpots; they had a peculiar expression for gold, of frequent occurrence; they too had a word designating a soldier; and hence nothing could induce him to have recourse to Latin words, but the usus loquendi of his nation and the knowledge that such expressions were current and intelligible among them.

So much of the history of this people is contained in their very language. If we now look at the various German tribes, we shall find none which had so much intercourse with both Greeks and Romans, that it could have had such an influence upon their language, except the Goths. After the time of Constantine, they were very closely connected with the Eastern empire, and subsequently took possession of the Roman provinces along the Danube, from which they issued to establish two new kingdoms in the Roman territory.

§ 135.

Certain learned men probably paid no attention to these considerations, when they broached the idea that this version might be Franconian.

The Franks had no version of the Bible in their language until the time of Otfrid von Weissenburg. Besides, the structure of the Franconian language is very different from that of the language of the Cod. Argent., particularly in the union of the verbs to be and to have, as auxiliaries in the formation of certain tenses; in the formation of the passive voice; and in respect to the use of the dual number, which is unknown to the Franconian. When this Introduction first appeared, it was necessary that all this should be treated in detail, and much more
taken into consideration, in order to determine the people of Germany to whom the two documents at Upsal and Wolfenbüttel belonged. We are now spared these details; for the point has been since determined beyond dispute.

The certificate preserved in the Episcopal archives at Arezzo, containing a subscription of five lines in letters similar to those of the Cod. Argent., has long been known. The first who published it was Doni; he did not, however, adhere closely to the characters, but altered them so as to be more like printed letters. Lye, Knittel and Ihre, who confided in him, repeated his errors. The Abate Marini, a respectable scholar, examined the original anew, and published it with great accuracy. We see from this edition that the characters are really the same as those of the Cod. Argent.; not indeed elegantly written, but made by an unskilful penman. But neither does this document afford us any explanation as to the people among whom the characters were current; for it contains no trace or hint of what nation the persons were who executed it.

The valuable relic at Naples is more decisive. It was formerly in the archives della SS. Annunziata, and is now in the Royal Library at Naples, in the Hall of MSS., where it is suspended behind glass in a frame at a window which fronts the principal street. Sabbatini first published it. Ihre attempted to explain it, and after him Zahn. But neither was this relic copied with care and fidelity. Marini first gained the credit of giving an accurate representation of it. Lastly, Count Sierakowski had it copied anew from the original and engraved; but I could find no copies of it in the print-shops or bookstores of Italy.

This document is a deed of sale, on Egyptian papyrus, of about the year 551, signed by all the clergy of the Gothic church of St. Anastasia (actisie Gotic. Sancte Anastasiae). Of the signatures, which occupy 66 lines, 10 lines are written in the characters which were called Gothic, only by conjecture till this document was discovered. From this we learn what people possessed these characters. They are by no means beautifully written; yet the characters and the language of the Upsal Codex are not to be mistaken.

Among the confirmatory documents we ought to reckon the fragments discovered by Maio of a calendar written with the same letters as the

---

1 Donii inscriptiones antiquae, edit. ab Ant. Fr. Goriio. Florentiae, 1731, p. 469.

2 "I Papyri diplomatici raccolti ad illustrati d' all' Abate Gastano Marini, primo custode della Bib. Vat. e Prefato degli archivi secreti della santa sede in Roma MDCCCV. nella Stamperia della B. Congreg. de prop. fide. N. CXVIII. p. 179, 60.


6 "I papyri diplomatici raccolti," &c. N. CXIX. p. 120, 31, 32. 37
Epistles of Paul discovered by him. The pages contain the last eight days of June and the whole of July. Two festivals disclose the people among whom these fragments originated; one, on the 23d of June, "of the martyrs put to death among the Goths, and of Fritharick," the other, on the 29th of the same month: "in memory of the martyrs who were burnt with Vereka the priest and Batwin the minister of the Gothic church."

As to the other points, the calendar only renders probable what is made certain by the document at Naples.

§ 136.

Except the Silver Codex at Upsal and the pages discovered by Knittel at Wolfenbüttel, all the documents of this kind are found in Italy. Probably even the Silver Codex at Upsal was executed in Italy. MSS. written in silver letters on purple-colored parchment, with initial lines of gold, seem to be peculiar to that country.

The splendid MS. in the Royal Library at Vienna, written on purple in silver and gold, containing the Gospels of Luke and Mark, was formerly possessed by the Augustines of St. John de Carbonara at Naples. The MSS. of the four Gospels described by Blanchini (one at Brescia, Codex Brixensis argenteus, the other at Verona, Cod. Argent. Veronens.) are well known. They are preserved in both places in the library of the cathedral. In the cathedral-library at Perugia there are fragments of Luke's Gospel, written in silver on purple. (Blanchini, Evangeliar. quadruples. T. II. p. DLXI.)

The Silver Codex of Upsal arranges the Gospels in the following order: Matthew, John, Luke, Mark. They stand in the same order in the MSS. of Brescia and Verona, in the Codex of St. Eusebius at Verceil, and (as respects Luke and Mark) in the above mentioned MS. at Vienna.

Beneath the Gospels of the Upsal Codex stand the Canons of Eusebius. The margin, in which the four Evangelists are separated into sections by the Ammonian or Eusebian numbers, is divided by columns into seven compartments. The columns are united above by arches so as to resemble an architectural design. The capitals are not executed according to any one of the usual orders, but in that barbarous style which we denominate Gothic. Now this design and this decoration of the capitals are found exactly in the same way below the Latin Gospels in the Codex Argenteus Brixiensis above mentioned. Such casual circumstances, not the result of any rule, but depending upon the customs of a region or a people, are satisfactory evidence of national relationship.

If the Upsal Codex was written, as the preceding considerations render very probable, in Italy, it must have originated, at the latest, in the beginning of the 6th century, before the Gothic supremacy in Italy was destroyed and the whole nation almost extirpated.

1 Ulphile partium ineditarum specimen. p. 26. 27.
2 Comp. the representation in Buschig's Analectis Ulphilanis, (Dissert. I. De Cod. argente., p. 199) with Blanchini, Vindicam canonicar. scriptur. Vulgate editionis etc. Rome 1740. fol. p. CCCLXXXI.
GOTHIC VERSION.

Only the Wölfenbüttel fragments of the Epistle to the Romans appear to have had their origin in Spain. When they were expunged, the Origines of Isidore of Seville were written over them in Latin characters, such as are found, according to Knittel, in Spanish MSS. of the 10th century.

§ 137.

Having thus satisfied ourselves that we possess the greater part of the New Testament in the language of the Goths, we may enter upon some inquiries in respect to that people. When they first attracted the particular notice of history, they were dwelling on the eastern bank of the Dniester and along the Black Sea, within uncertain limits to the north and northeast. Another portion of the same people had settled down between the Dniester and Pruth, as far as to the mouths of the Danube. The latter are called Visigoths, and the former Ostrogoths. Issuing from these regions, they molested the Roman provinces, after the time of Caracalla, or served the emperors against other nations for pay. Frequently, in order to keep them quiet, it was agreed to pay them annual sums of money, under the pretext of alliance. If the stipulated sums were withheld, an irruption into the Roman territory was the certain consequence. Sometimes, after they discovered their advantage, they plundered the country even when the sums had been paid.

Under the indolent Gallienus such visits were made, not only by the Goths, but by the barbarous tribes on every side. It is to theseruptions in the reign of Gallienus that the conversion of the barbarians, and particularly of the Goths, is ascribed by ecclesiastical historians. There were sometimes Christian teachers among the many prisoners whom they carried away; through these they became acquainted with the doctrines of Christianity.¹

Their expeditions extended into Pontus, as we learn from the ecclesiastical proceedings instituted by Gregory of Neo-Cæsarea (called Thaumaturgus, or worker of miracles,) against wicked Christians who bought the spoils of the country from the Βοραδός and Τυθος, betrayed to them the situation of treasures, or assisted in carrying them away.²

Mention is made by several historians of the expedition or rather expeditions into Pontus. "The Goths," says Eutropius, "have ravaged Pontus and Asia."³ Another writer says: "The Scythians, or a part of the Goths, ravaged Asia, came to Heraclea, and at last to Pontus, where they were defeated."⁴ The account given by Zosimus seems to me the best. Those whom Gregory called Βοραδός he calls Βόρανος. They penetrated into Pontus, but were driven back by the Roman commander Successianus. As soon, however, as they learned that he was

¹ Socom. H. Eccles. L. II. c. 6. This is stated more expressly by Philostorg. H. Eccles. L. II. c. 6.
⁴ Trebalins Pollio in Gallieno, c. 12, 13.
recalled from the province of Pontus, they came again, took Trapezunt, and returned home of their own accord when they had plundered to their satisfaction.¹

These events were the occasion of their conversion to Christianity, and in a short time it gained many adherents among them; for at the great Nicene Council the decrees were subscribed by Theophilus Bosphoritanus, Metropolitan of the Goths.²

After the Council of Nice, the Goths obtained a new missionary, named Audius, a man of strict habits of life, who, however, resisted the decree in regard to Easter, and was banished from the country by Constantine for his open contumacy. He now travelled to Scythia, and into the very interior of Gothland, imparting instruction and even founding considerable monastic establishments both of males and females.³ One of the Gothic chiefs, however, hated the faith of the Christians, and violently persecuted those who adopted it, on the ground that it was the religion of the Roman rulers; but he could not prevent the extension of the faith nor destroy the sources of instruction.⁴

Such, nearly, was the state of things, when they were compelled to abandon their country by the pressure of a wild horde of greater barbarians than themselves. The Huns expelled the Ostrogoths; and these, urged on upon the Visigoths, pressed upon the latter and drove them onward before them.

Forced to yield to the impulse, they had no other means of safety, but to send an embassy to Valens, petitioning that they might be admitted into the Roman dominions on the Danube. At the head of the embassy was Ulfila, a Gothic Bishop.⁵ In order to ensure success, Ulfila promised for himself and his countrymen, to adopt the doctrines of Arius, which had been ardently espoused by Valens and those about him.⁶ The Emperor granted their request; they were soon followed by the other half of the Western Goths, who, like their brethren, were transplanted to the provinces of Thrace and Mæsia.

But scarcely, says one historian, had they reached their new possessions, when a division arose among them. Athanarich, who was dissatisfied towards the Christian doctrines, would not tolerate them among his followers and persecuted with severity all who professed them. Frithigern, an adherent to the doctrines of Christianity, thinking himself bound to protect the persecuted, sent Ulfila to seek assistance of the Emperor and obtained it.⁷

This last persecution and embassy would seem, however, to have been referred to so late a period only by mistake, and to be the same as those before mentioned. Sosæmen alone mentions this second perse-

---

¹ Zosim. L. I. c. 31, 32, 33.
² He subscribed his name to the Acts of the Council (according to Latin historians) as Theophilus Gothorum Metropolis and Theophilus Bosphoritanus. (Comp. Socrat. H. Eccl. L. II. c. 41.)
⁴ Epiph. loc. cit. § 15. p. 256.
⁷ Sosæmen. loc. cit.
GOTHIC VERSION.

The Bishop of the Goths, whom the ancient writers sometimes call Ulphiias, sometimes Ulphias, and who is well known to us by what he accomplished, is proclaimed by the unanimous voice of history the inventor of the Gothic alphabet and the translator of the sacred books of the Old and New Testament. The language of ancient writers is so general as to imply that he translated all the Sacred Scriptures, τὰς θείας γραφὰς, ταῖς βιβλίον, divinae scripturas. Philostorgius alone makes an excep-

1 Socrat. H. Eccl. L. IV. c. 33.
2 Augustin. De Civ. Del L. XVIII. c. 63.—"Nisi forte non est persecutione computanda, quando rex Gothorum in ipsa Gothia persecutus est Christianos crudeli- tate minus, cum ipse non esset nisit Catholicus, quorum plurimi martyrio coronati sunt: sicut a quibusdam fratibus, qui tunc illic pueri fuerant, et se hase vidisse inaudanter recordabantur, audivimus."  
3 Ammian. Marcellin. L. XXXI. c. 4.
tion in regard to the book of Kings, saying that Ulfinda regarded it as
imprudent to put into the hands of a warlike nation a military history
which might inflame their imagination.1 Were the historic credit of Phi-
lostorgius less questionable than it is, it might nevertheless be objected
that there was equal reason why Ulfinda should not have translated
Joshua, Judges, and indeed a great part of Moses' writings, as well as
other books.

Before we pass to the question when Ulfinda undertook his translation,
we must correct another mistake which disfigures the history of his life.
The same Philostorgius represents the bishop as a distinguished man as
early as the time of Constantine the Great, and introduces him into the
Nicene Council.2 He confounds Constantinus with Constantius, and
the Nicene Council with one at Constantinople, which, through the
influence of Acacius, passed resolutions that were not favorable to the
orthodox doctrines. In this, however, Ulfinda faithfully adhered to
the doctrines of the fathers. I quote the words of Sozomenus: "Εντὸς
tῆς Κωνσταντίου βασιλείας ἀπεμπεπτὼς οὗτος ἀμφ' Ἐνδοξίων
cαὶ Ἀκαχίων τῆς ἐν Κωνσταντινούπολει σωφόν δέμενος κοινωνίας
τοίς λέγουσι τῶν ἐν Νικαιᾷ συνεδρήσεις. (L. VI. c. 37.)

Although perhaps he was engaged in public affairs at an earlier pe-
riod, he did not translate the Sacred Scriptures till after he removed
with his countrymen to their new residence on this side of the Danube.
This fact is attested by the historian Socrates,3 and the language and char-
acters of the version afford clear proofs of it. Some of the letters com-
posing his Gothic alphabet were borrowed from the Roman charac-
ters, viz. d, h, s and f: The many Latin words (§. 134) which he has
adopted in his version, imply that his countrymen were residing in the
Roman provinces, and had thus become familiar with the signification
of such words.

§ 139.

The translation was made from the Greek text. The orthography
observed in it is borrowed from the Greek. The I is generally written
EI: SOKJIS, thou seekest, is generally written SOKEIS. SOKETH,
he seeks, is still oftener written SOKEITH. The Greeks pronounced
γ before γ, or χ, like ν; and this custom is shown in the orthography
of the Gothic version. I will give instances of it, retaining the Greek Ι'
as in the Codex: INN\[T]AP\[T]AITH THAIR AFFVU DAUR.
UNTE BRAID DAUR JA RUMS VITS SA BRITTANDA IN
FRALUSTAI. “Enter ye in at the strait gate; for wide (is) the
gate and broad (is) the way that leadeth to destruction.” (Matt. 7: 13).
This single verse affords us three examples. Take in addition, Matt.
6: 31, DRITKAM, to drink; 10: 42, TADRATKEITH, he gives to
drink; Mark 2: 16, DRITKITH, he drinks; and, from the fragments
of the Epistle to the Romans, 12: 20, DRATKEI, drink; 15: 15,
TATTIS, thou goest.

1 Philostorg. H. Eccles. L. 2. c. 5.
2 Philostorg. loc. cit.
3 Socrat. L. IV. c. 33.
This is proved yet further by the care with which the translator exhibits the etymological sense of particular words. In Mark 12:33, he renders ὁλοκαυτώματα, exactly in accordance with its etymology, AL. ABRUNSTE; in John 7:3, σκυννητίς, HLETHRATAKEINS, the fastening of tents; John 10:22, ἀγαλμα, INNUGITHA, compounded of the words ἀγα and ἄμα, as the Greek of ἄγα and καίμας. In Luke 1:51, where all the Latin MSS. have superbos (Vercellens. Verones. Brixiens. Corbei.), he translates ὑπερήφανος by MIKL-THUHTANS, in order to imitate the ὑπερ and ὑπήφανος. In Luke 1:1, where the Latin versions incorrectly render πενήνταφρομηνος by completa sunt, he presents the sense and the etymology accurately: GAFULLAVEISIDONIS. So in Mark 14:56, where the Latin translator was obliged to use at least two words for ἔγειρωμαρχιστος, he exhibits its composition very happily by one word, GALIUGVEIT-YODIEDUN. Immediately after, too, (v. 56,) where in Latin two words are necessarily used for ἐγείρω σωτήριων, non manufactum, he uses, like the Greek, but one word, UNHANDYVAURHTA.

The translator, further, has confounded words in such a way that he must have had the Greek before him. Thus, in Luke 3:14, he mistook ἈΠΕΙΚΟΣΕως for ἈΦΕΞΕως. The word VALDAN exists in the Franconian and Anglo-Saxon dialects, in the sense which we give it now-a-days, and it is found in composition in the Gothic in Mark 10:42, GAVALDAND, governing. Had Lyre and Ihre here thought what would be the corresponding Greek word, and then compared it with that with which Luke used, they would not have been perplexed by this passage. Even the Gothic readers endeavored to amend their version here, probably from the Latin MSS.; for in the margin are the words GANOHDAA SUIUTH, as though, they had before them contenti estote (Verones. Brix.), or sufficientes estote (Vercellens.).

The translator confounded the word πενήνταφρονεως, in John 16:6, with πενυρωνεως, so that GADAUBIDA, hath deprived of sense, is used instead of GAFULLIDA, hath filled. This mistake has been remarked before; as well as that in Luke 8:25, where for τροφη the word τροφης, FUDEINS, food, victuals, is used.

In John 7:12, αἰνῃς is substituted for συμφός, which was very easy in Greek; but in Cod. Briż. Argent., likewise, which resembles this one very much, the same substitution occurs, the translation being veraz est. It would be difficult, therefore, to determine which of the two originally made the mistake, and which borrowed it from the other.

A similar case occurs in Matt. 8:9, where the translator, by inaccurate punctuation, joined ἔχων to ἐξουσιαν, and then, to make sense, changed or mistook ἐν ἦμαυτον for τὴν ἦμαυτον. He thus obtained the following clause: ἔγω ἀνθρωπός εἰμι ὑπὸ ἐξουσιαν ἔχων τὴν ἦμαυτον ἐπαθώς. A circumstance of this kind could have originated only from a direct inspection of the Greek. But Cod. Briż. gives precisely the same turn to the sentence: et ego homo sum habens sub potestatem meam milites. Now who can decide which of the two translators first misinterpreted the original, and which took his translation from the other?

I conjecture that two words are confounded in another place. Though the case is not exactly pertinent, I will indulge myself in a word or two
upon it, as it gives me an opportunity to present an amendment of the Gothic text. In Matt. 27: 48, ὄραμαν is strangely translated hearing. θεραν and ὄραμαν could hardly be mistaken for each other; the mistake must therefore be elsewhere, viz. in the Gothic. The words SUNSHIRATIDA and SUNSSHIRATIDA,—sunstragida, he bore quickly—sunstrangida, he ran quickly,—were erroneously conounded with each other.

In Luke 1: 10, προσευχόμενον, BEIDANDANS, (still retained in the Suabian dialect in the word beithen, to wait for, to expect,) is substituted for προσευχόμενον. In Luke 14: 14, the translator read αὐτῷ ὦν ἔχουσα instead of ὦν ἔχουσα. In Luke 15: 16, for νεφαλών is put HAURNE, νεφάλων; for κίος is translated HAURN in Luke 1: 69, and we find in Matt. 9: 23, HAURNIANDANS, blower of a horn. In Luke 19: 25, μνᾶς was taken for an abbreviation of μεγίδας, and translated DAILOS, parts. In Rom. 11: 33, the translator read, for ἀνεξερέυνητα, the word ἀνεξέρεια, a compound hardly to be met with in any good author; yet he has rendered it syllable, UN-US-SPILODA, not ἄναξερευνητά.

Lastly, in Luke 9: 18, συνήσαν αὐτῷ is rendered GAMOTIDEDUN IMMA, which Edward Lye translated by the Swedish mütte hom, and the English met him. There is no doubt that GAMOTJAN (Luke 14: 81. Mark 14: 13,) signifies to meet. Hence συνήσαν must have been mistaken for συννήσαν.

§ 140.

It is clear, therefore, that the version was made from a Greek MS., and, as we shall see, from one belonging to the Constantinopolitan Recension. We will exhibit proofs of this from the eleventh chapter of Mark.

Lucian.

2. οὖθες ἀνθρώπων
   άναντες αὐτῶν ἀγάπεις.

3. αὐτῶν ἀποστέλλει ὦδη.

6. ἀνεξέρευνητα.

9. ἵππος ἐν Ἰρισίνη.

10. ἁμαρτείναι εἰς ἡμᾶς.

13. μακρᾶτεν
   τῶρῆτες τί.

14. τὰ σεῖ εἰς τῶν αἰῶνα.

15. ἱερεῖς ὁ Ἱεροῦσα.

18. γραμματεῖς καὶ οἱ ἀρχιερεῖς.

23. αὐτῷ ὑπὲρ ἐκεῖρ.

24. λαμβάνεις.

26. ἦθος.

28. καὶ λέγουσιν
   τὴν ἐξοα. ταύτ. ἔθετο.

29. ἀποκρίθης ἐλευ.

32. ἦτα ὅπως προφήτης.

33. λέγουσι τῇ Ἡσαύ.

Heuscchius.

2. οὖθες οὔτως ἀνθρώπων
   λάστατι αὐτῶν καὶ φαῦστος.

3. αὐτῶν ἀποστέλλει πάλιν αὐτῶν.

6. ἀποβάλλων πεί τοῖν αὐτῶν.

9. ἦραφος λέγουσα.

10. βασιλεία ἐν ἀνόματι κυρίων.

11. εἰς Ἰρισόλυμα ὁ Ἱροῦσ.

13. ἀπὸ μακρᾶτεν
   τῷ τῶρῃς τί.

14. εἰς τὸν αἰῶνα εἰς σοῦ.

15. ἱερεῖς ὁ Ἱεροῦσα.

18. ἀρχιερεῖς καὶ οἱ γραμματεῖς.

23. αὐτῷ ὑπὲρ ἐκεῖρ.

24. ἑλάβετε.

26. ἦθος.

28. καὶ λέγουσιν
   τῇ Ἡσαύ.
GOTHIC VERSION.

There are two peculiar readings in this chapter found only in the Gothic text; viz., in v. 10, after \( \text{\textepsilon} \, \text{\textalpha} \, \text{o} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{o} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \), the word \( \text{\textnu} \, \text{\textupsilon} \, \text{o} \, \text{l} \, \text{o} \) is omitted (probably because the following \( \text{\texttau} \, \text{o} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textomicron} \, \text{\textmicr...
ancient Latin text, to make it necessary for me to present further proofs or examples.

Yet the difficulty which this creates in criticism is not great. The origin of the Gothic version would lead us to expect that it should certify what was formerly genuine and usual in the Constantinopolitan Recension. On this point it is certainly a venerable and authoritative witness, and, in order to obtain its evidence pure, it is merely necessary that what has been added to it from the Latin should be carefully distinguished and separated. This is in general so easily perceptible, and can so readily be removed by collation, that there is very little danger of error.

As to the Epistles, the passages selected as specimens by Maio are not very well suited to show what Recension the version exhibits, because many of the discrepancies between different Recensions are not perceptible in versions; and this is the case in the specimens which are published, more than in the other chapters of the Pauline Epistles.

§ 141.

The procedure of the translator evinces that he was a man of ability, sound judgment and capacity. He does not give a merely general expression of the meaning of the text, nor content himself with a paraphrase of it, without reference to each particular word and minute part of speech; but he confines himself strictly to his text, and adjusts his language to it by means of well-chosen phraseology and happy compounds, without doing violence to the language or sacrificing its laws to an obscure literalism. We see that he was sometimes at a loss as to the Greek; but over his own language he had complete mastery. It was, in fact, no light thing to undertake a work of this kind, in a dialect, the laws of which had not been investigated and had not been enumerated, discussed, or classified by any grammarian, and, notwithstanding, to execute it with as much consistency and uniformity in the management of the language, as if he was provided with a regular grammar of its principles.

He seems to have added punctuation-marks himself, to assist his countrymen in reading and understanding his version; for they are found in the Upsal and Ambrosian copies, and are alike in all. At the end of a sentence a dot is placed, and two dots at the end of a series of sentences or a paragraph.

The Epistle to the Hebrews is wanting in both of the Milan MSS.; and perhaps not accidentally, as is confidently asserted. This, however, need not surprise us, for it was not acknowledged by the friends of the Arian creed generally. (Comp. the llid Part of this Introd. § 147.)
SCLAVONIC VERSION.

THE SCLAVONIC VERSION.

§ 142.

In the beginning of the 9th century, the archbishops of Lorch, in what is now Austria above the Enns, attempted to extend and establish Christianity in Moravia. Their attempts succeeded. Many of the principal men of the kingdom, and among them Duke Moymir, attached themselves to the missionaries and were baptized.

But the quarrels between Louis, king of Germany, and Rastislaw, Duke of Moravia, stopped the progress of the German priests in the latter country. When Rastislaw heard of the success with which Constantine, surnamed the Philosopher, preached Christianity among the Chazars, on the northern shore of the Black Sea, he determined to get finally rid of the German missionaries, and requested the court at Constantinople to permit this Constantine, who was afterwards called Cyril, to teach his subjects. He came, accompanied by his brother Methodius, and entered on his new duties. Hitherto Latin MSS. had been used in the religious worship of the Moravians. Constantine and his brother clearly perceived how much influence they would acquire over the people by instituting public religious service in the national language. They therefore made use of the alphabet which they had invented for the Bulgarians, and prepared a Slavonic version of the Psalter, the New Testament, and the liturgical books. The result justified their undertaking; but it was regarded unfavorably at Rome. No absolute prohibition, however, of their judicious scheme was issued; a middle course was proposed.

§ 143.

The Slavonic version, then, was made in the middle of the ninth century by two native Greeks, and, as would be expected, from Greek MSS. They were born and brought up under the Constantinopolitan patriarchate, and were sent from Constantinople itself into the new harvest. We may hence infer the character of the MSS. they carried with them, and what text is followed by the version.

And it certainly exhibits, in general, the text of that family of MSS. which we have denominated the Constantinopolitan or Lucian Recension. We will select but a single chapter of the Gospels in proof of this. All the readings here presented from Lucian's Recension are exhibited in the Slavonic version, as we know from Prof. Alter's collation of two MSS. in the Royal Library at Vienna, viz. Cod. Slav. No. CCCLV, and No. CCCLVI.
SCLAVONIC VERSION.

Mark V.

Lucian.

2. καὶ ἔλθοντι αὐτῷ
3. ἀλήσασιν οὖδείς
9. τοῦ οὖνομα
απεκρίθη λέγων
12. καὶ παριλάβον αὐτὸν πάντες
οἱ δαμαρίας λέγ.
13. αὐτοὶς εὐδοκοῦν
δὲ ἠγοθίκας καὶ ἔλθο
14. οὐ δὲ βάσιν . . .
τοῖς χόλοις
καὶ ἐξελθον
15. καθήμε . . . καὶ ἱστασις . .
17. ἵνα μη δὲ αὐτῷ
19. δὲ δὲ ἠγοθίκας οὐκ ἠφη . . .
22. καὶ ἵδου ἔξω . . .
23. καὶ ἰδοιται
25. καὶ γνωτι τις
26. γέγονεν εἰς αὐτὴ
29. καὶ ἰδοιται
40. δὲ ἐκβαλ . . .
τὸ παιδίον ἄνασαμανον

Heacychus.

καὶ ἔλθοντος αὐτῷ
ἀλήσασιν οὖδείς
ὁ οὐνομασ σου
λέγει αὐτῷ
καὶ παριλάβον αὐτὸν
λέγει αὐτοῖς
καὶ ἔλθε . . .
καὶ οἱ βασι . . .
αὐτοῖς
καὶ ἐξελθον
καθήμε . . . ἱστασις . .
ἵνα με δέ αὐτῷ
καὶ οὐκ ἠφη . . .
καὶ ἔξω . . .
καὶ γνωτι
γέγονεν αὐτῇ
καὶ ἰδοιται
αὐτοῦ ἐκβαλ . . .
τὸ παιδίον

One of the students and friends of Sclavonic literature has asserted, judging rather, it would seem, from a few engraved readings than from the general character of this version, that it agrees remarkably with Codex L and D.1

It is true that it has frequently the same readings, because the MSS. of one Recension were interpolated from another; but I apprehend that very few of them owe their origin to interpolations from Greek MSS. At any rate, it frequently happens that such readings as it has in common with L and D, occur likewise in the Vulgate and in the Latin fathers. E. g. Matt. 10: 12, τὴν οἰκίαν λέγεις, εἴρηται τῷ αὐτῷ τούτῳ, DL Vulg.—12: 15, πάντως δὲ, ός ἐθέραταις, ἐπάλησεν, D. Slav. 9. Vulg.—17: 2, λευκά οὶς ὡς γινον, D. Slav. Vulg.—Mark 11: 15, καὶ πάλιν ἐργονεῖς, L. Vulg.—11: 24, ἦν ἡμεθοί, D. Vulg.—14: 41, ἀναπαινοῦτο τὸ πῦρ, D. Latt.—15: 16, εῳ εἰς τὴν αὐλήν, D. Latt.—Luke 2: 33, ὁ πατὴρ αὐτοῦ καὶ ἡ μητὴρ αὐτοῦ, BDL. Slav. 1. Vulg.—11: 14, διαμοιου ἐκβληθῆντος, AL. Vulg. &c.

§ 144.

Interpolation from the Latin is possible and supposeable, if the regulations of John VIII respecting the use of the Sclavonic language in the church service ever went into effect.2 Yet, granting this, it did not

2 Baron ad ann. 880. "Iubemus tamen," writes John VIII to Duke Swato-
pluk, "ut in omnibus ecclesiae term vestrae proper majorem honorificantium Evangellum Latina legatur, ut postmodum Slavonicum linguat translated in sa-
rius postulat Latina verba non intelligentis annuncietur, si qui in quibusam
ecclesias flari videtur." No. XIX.
long continue in force; for Wratislaw, Duke of Bohemia, requested Gregory VII to permit the use of the Slavonic version among his subjects in religious worship. Gregory refused, on the following ground in particular: *non immersito sacrum scripturam omnipotenti Deo placuisse quibusdam in locis esse occultam, ne, si ad liquidum cunctis pateret, forte vilesseret et subjaceret despectui, aut prave intellecta a mediocribus, in errorem induceret." (Greg. Ep. L VII. Ep. 15 a. 1080.) The Slavonic ritual, therefore, had been sometime out of use: it was probably dropped between the years 935 and 970, when the bishopric of Moravia and that of Regensburg were united.\(^1\) I therefore readily restrict my assertion that the Latin version had an important influence on the readings of the Slavonic, particularly as appearances may be explained by the condition of the Greek copy from which the latter was made.

One Recension was sometimes interpolated from the others, and thus, clearly, readings from the κοινὴ ἐκδοσις and from Egyptian MSS. may have been introduced into Constantine’s copies.\(^2\)

\(\$\) 145.

Although this version lays no claim to high antiquity, it is yet a valuable document, exceedingly worthy of critical pains. The *editio princeps* of the Gospels is a quarto edition of 1512, which appeared in Wallachia; next comes the Gospels published at Wilna, 1575, then the whole bible at Ostrog, 1581, and a reprint at Moscow, 1663.

---

**CHAPTER IX.**

**PRINCIPLES OF CRITICISM.**

\(\$\) 146.

A sketch of the history of the text of the New Testament has been presented, and the means which offer their aid in obviating the inaccuracies with which it has become disfigured have been enumerated and discussed in their order. We have now to seek for the principles by which our procedure in the execution of this task is to be directed. These we shall most surely arrive at by considering the accidents to which the text has been exposed, and in what way the various errors in it originated. History is here, as generally when practical rules of conduct are in question, our instructress.

The more the history of the text has been developed, the greater simplicity and precision have the operations of criticism obtained. We are

---

\(^1\) Assemani, "Kalendarium ecclesiae universalis." T. IV. P. II. c. 3. §. 34. p. 303–5.

\(^2\) I willingly yield this deference to Dobrowolsky, who (in Slavensea, a periodical work on Slavonic literature, 2d number, Frag. 1815,) defends the Slavonic version against the imputation of interpolation from the Latin, which, in the first edition of this work, I asserted more confidently than I ought.
now aware, that in critical decisions all depends on a few voices only, which are to be compared, examined, and weighed. Criticism has ceased to be an interminable task, in which there is no end to the inquiry for various readings, in which in every particular case it is necessary to refer to some hundred MSS., and to give each of them its weight. It has ceased to be the case that a scholar, irresolute which of the multitude he should follow, can, according to his taste, or his preference for a particular MS., or a liking for some peculiarity, some new various reading in a particular Codex, or other grounds not at all better, select and form a text which may be destroyed by the next editor, who does it only to see the same right exercised upon him by his successor. We now know the deficiencies in our critical apparatus; we perceive a limit to our labors, a definite purpose in the collection of readings, and a rule by which we may decide respecting them.

Our documents are now divided into certain classes, under which each individual document which we already possess and are acquainted with, or which we may hereafter obtain, (unless a new class should make its appearance,) may be comprised. All MSS. which cannot be included under any one of these, having been produced by strange mixtures of different texts, can come into consideration only so far as they throw light upon the history of the various accidents to which the text was exposed. We have a text termed the κοινῆ ἐκδοσις, the Gospels of which are exhibited in Codex D, the MSS. of Thomas of Charkel, and 1, 13, 19, 124; the Acts of the Apostles, in DE, and Thomas' MSS.; the Epistles, in DEFG; and the whole in the old Syriac version, the Latin versions antecedent to Jerome, and the Upper Egyptian or Thebaic version.

We have a text amended by Hesychius, the Gospels of which are preserved in the MSS. BCL and some others; the Acts and Catholic Epistles in ABC, 40; Vat. 367. Matthæi I.; the Pauline Epistles in ABC, 17, 46; the Apocalypse in AC, Vat. 579 and 26. Vindob. Kollar. We have the whole in the Lower-Egyptian or Memphitic version, and the Pauline and Catholic Epistles in the Ethiopic.

We have an amended text by Lucian, of which the Gospels are contained in the MSS. EFHSHV and b, h.; the Acts in the Moscow MSS. f, a1, b, d, c, m, k, in Alex.-Vat.29. and Lambec. XXXVIII. XXXV.; the Pauline and Catholic Epistles in the Moscow MS. g, and in k, l, m, c, d, a3, b, in Alex.-Vat. 29. Pio-Vat. 50., and Lambec. XXVIII. XXXVII. XXXV. I.; the Apocalypse in r, k, p, l, and o, Harle. 5613. or Grizsb. 29. Lamb. 1. Alex.-Vat. 68. Vat. 116. Pio-Vat. 50. We have the Gospels in the Gothic version; the Acts and Epistles in the Arabic version of the Polyglots; the whole New Testament in the Slavonic version.

Lastly, we have also a text of the Gospels revised by Origen in A, K, M, 42, 114, 116, Matth. 10, and the Philoxenian version. A more exact knowledge of this version will disclose in what MSS. the other parts of the New Testament are contained.
§ 147.

The ἕκδοσις, as we have shown, exhibits the ancient text, but with many alterations, which it underwent during the 2d and a part of the 3d century. These alterations were the attempts of private individuals to illustrate the Bible, and as such did not pass into all MSS., but differed in MSS. as readers, times, and places differed. Now these passages in which such alterations took place are arbitrary disfigurations of the general text. In order to possess the true text we must obtain the most ancient, in which no such alterations had yet taken place. All will agree to this; and consequently we assume it as a principle, that

That text is the true text which was read in all MSS. without exception in the most ancient times.

To discover this, however, we ought to have a very great number of MSS. of the ἕκδοσις of various countries and periods, so as to determine from comparison what are merely temporary and local additions to the text. Now as this is not the case, it might be thought that, though this principle be valid, we must despair of obtaining by its aid the ancient unanimous text. So it would appear; but, in preparing each recension, its author must have collected a great number of the MSS. of his country for the purpose of adopting or rejecting according to their agreement or disagreement. Each Recension, therefore, represents a collection of MSS. of the ἕκδοσις, as far as in any particular country they harmonised in one text; and we hence derive a second principle.

The MSS. of the ἕκδοσις and the Recensions of different countries afford us together, the means of determining the most ancient and universal text.

§ 148.

Neither of the Recensions, however, has come down to us through its MSS. in a state of purity. All of them in process of time were subjected to repeated accidents. We must, therefore, first of all discover what each of them did or did not read, and what each of them actually testifies in favor of; i.e. we must first restore the purity of the Recensions. To do this we must make use of our former principle, viz. that,

That which the MSS. of a Recension unanimously exhibit, is the peculiar reading of that Recension.

(a) Where MSS. differ, however, the oldest deserve the preference over the more modern; as they have not so often passed through the hands of copists, who were in the habit of introducing into the text the annotations in the margin and between the lines, and indulging themselves, likewise, in criticisms of their own.

(b) As it respects more modern MSS., those are to be preferred to others of their own age, or are to be considered next in rank to the oldest, which are not disfigured by numerous peculiarities, contain the fewest lectiones singulares, have suffered least from additions and correc-
tions, and betray the least negligence—in short, the less they differ from their class generally.

c) Where we have both the ancient MS. and the more modern transcript of it, they are to be regarded as one MS. and not as two.

d) In respect to versions of which we possess good critical editions, the older they are, the nearer they approach the period when the Recensions which they represent came from the hand of the emendator, and they are therefore more decisive than a MS. Generally, too, the translator made use of more than one of the MSS. of his country.

e) The same is the case also in respect to the earlier fathers, when we are certain what they really read.

When these old and long established rules are not sufficiently decisive, they may be supported or their deficiencies supplied by internal marks. The critics to whom we owe the Recensions (particularly Hesychius,) gave the preference in their choice of readings to the most grammatical expression or the purest Greek phraseology. (§ 37.) The following principles result from this characteristic of their critical procedure.

a) That reading is the genuine reading of the Recension, which accords best with the laws of the Greek language, or is most elegant.

b) The Recensions took their rise from the κοινὴ ἐκδοσις of their country; so that when there are various readings, that is most probable which agrees most with the κοινὴ ἐκδοσις.

c) Here, however, another historical fact must be taken into consideration. Revised MSS. were subsequently interpolated anew from MSS. of the κοινὴ ἐκδοσις. (§ 40.) Now if there is any probability that the agreement arises from this circumstance—if, e.g., the reading of the κοινὴ ἐκδοσις appears only in modern MSS., while in others it is inserted in the margin or between the lines, or placed over the earlier readings as a correction—if such signs of a later interpolation are visible, we must follow precisely the opposite principle from the preceding.

d) That reading of one Recension is to be preferred which agrees least with another Recension. For the Recensions were in later times frequently interpolated from each other by copyists and readers who collated different MSS. (§ 37.)

e) In case of difference in MSS., we shall readily observe whether the beginning or end of church-lessons, the critical observations of the fathers or of commentators have had any influence in respect to that difference; in which case the suspicious part must give way to that to which no suspicion is attached.

f) My observation has led me to believe that Hesychius usually favored the shortest readings; Lucian the longest. (§ 38. 111. 139. 143.)

§ 149.

When we have discovered what is the true reading of each Recension, it becomes the business of criticism to weigh these three voices or Recensions and the existing MSS. of the κοινὴ ἐκδοσις against each other, in case they do not agree.

Every Recension is, in truth, a collection of several MSS. of the κοινὴ ἐκδοσις, with this difference, that the judgment of its author
has already discarded or adopted what appeared to him on collating the MSS. worthy of rejection or approval; often, however, as his taste and inclination dictated. This last was particularly the case in respect to their preference of the reading which was pure and elegant as to Greek construction, and especially in their avoiding, when they could, all Hebrew phrases and turns of expression.

I. When, therefore, the MSS. of the κοινὴ ἔκδοσις still extant agree in a harsh and rude expression, their agreement in it is of more weight than the agreement of the Recensions in one more strictly grammatical and elegant.

II. As not only the authors of the Recension, but also the readers of the κοινὴ ἔκδοσις, earnestly strove to get rid of the Hebraisms—when a Hebraistic reading is still preserved in a MS. of the κοινὴ ἔκδοσις, it is to be considered as a genuine constituent part of the text in spite of the opposing voice of the Recensions.

III. It is also a universally admitted principle, that we should incline to that reading which is encompassed by exegetical difficulties. For all correctors labored to elucidate or get rid of such readings, and corrections were always made, not to render passages more difficult, but more plain. Yet there must be such an agreement in the MSS. of the κοινὴ ἔκδοσις in regard to a reading of this kind, as to leave no room for supposing that the difficulty originated in the blundering awkwardness of the copyist.

These are the cases in which the testimony of the κοινὴ ἔκδοσις outweighs the authority of all the Recensions; for the authors of the latter, in these cases, did not follow so much the evidence of the best copies they could obtain, as their own private judgment.

§ 150.

IV. But in general the Recensions maintain a far higher authority than the existing MSS. of the κοινὴ ἔκδοσις. For each of them arose from, and is the result of, the collation of several such MSS. Hence any reading in which they all agree is a reading universally attested in various countries and copies.

V. But if the Recensions differ, we can hardly allow a preeminence to one over another; for we do not know respecting either that its author consulted more, older, or better copies than the rest. If we were to grant precedence to either of them, it would be Origen's; inasmuch as its author had the most experience in the business of criticism, was able to procure more MSS. than the others, and was likewise more cautious and prudent in his procedure than any other ancient critic. But it is very seldom that we can apply such a precedence to any practical use. Two Recensions frequently contradict the other, and,

VI. When this happens, the majority of voices is to decide. For, inasmuch as, in preparing the text, each author of a Recension consulted several MSS. in his own province, the agreement of two Recensions against the other is to be relied upon the more securely, as the MSS. of two different provinces could hardly have been subjected to the same corruptions, in such a manner that they would be found in the greater number of the MSS. used.
VII. In some instances, however, each of the three Recensions has a different reading. The reason of this difference lies either in the fact that the authors favored that reading which was least Hebraistic, most grammatical or elegant, (here come in the principles laid down in the preceding §); or in the fact that in the ancient copies which they followed, certain mistakes had become so universal that the critics were induced to adopt them as genuine readings.

(a) Now the ancient copies were corrupted, (not to speak of what was introduced into them from harmonies and apocryphal books,) by the interpolation of passages and expressions from another writer, or from some parallel passage, and further, where the Old Testament is referred to in the New, by the adoption of some expression or clause from the former. (§. 24. N. 3. §. 31. N. 3.)

(b) The formulae at the beginning and end of church-lessons were inserted in the text itself. (§. 24. N. 1. §. 31. N. 6.)

(c) A change was made in the order of the words in order the better to connect them with such introductory or concluding formulae, or, generally, to connect more closely clauses which seemed too far separated from each other. (§. 33. N. 6.)

(d) Some passages are given in a paraphrastic form. (§. 33. N. 4.)

When a mistake of this description, or a similar one, (several of which we have enumerated in the history of the κοινὴ ἔκδοσις,) is found in any Recension, its authority is no longer to be regarded in settling the true reading.

VIII. It may be the case, when in a particular passage the three Recensions differ, that two of them approach each other, and differ only in unimportant points; in which case their agreement in the main brings us pretty near the true reading.

IX. When Recensions differ, it may happen that the Mss. of the κοινὴ ἔκδοσις concur with one of them and give it a preponderance over the others. Or the unrevised text may afford us hints from which we can infer the origin of the readings in the Recensions, and can judge from that origin what estimation they deserve.

X. These rules respect additions or alterations in the text; and we have not as yet considered at all a third species of variations, viz. omissions. As to these, it is a generally admitted rule that, where one clause ends in a similar manner as the following, i.e. with the same expression or like phraseology, what is wanting shall be restored to the text, since it was left out only on account of the Homoiooteleton.

XI. Omissions were made intentionally, however, when synonymous expressions followed one another in such a way that one of them was regarded by the critic as an addition, and was rejected accordingly. (§. 24. N. 7.)

XII. Or, which is nearly the same thing, when tautological expressions or clauses occurred, as was not unusual with the Hebrews, one of them was removed from the text as an explanatory addition. (§ 24 N. 8.)

When Recensions differ, if either of these causes has occasioned the omission of an expression or passage in one Recension, such omission is to be supplied from the others.
§ 151.

In the use, however, and estimation of these means of criticism, we must be guided principally by a minute study of each writer, his style, his favorite expressions and phrases, his custom as to the use of connecting words, his grammatical peculiarities, &c. It is not till we have become intimately acquainted with the character of each in these respects, that we can pronounce what readings belong to him; which we should choose, and which reject.

We are inclined to attribute something in this business to critical sensibility or feeling. I admit that in works of art and of taste this frequently guides us happily, even when it is not possible to explain it intelligibly. But so long as we stop with this, our judgment is merely conjecture. To the connoisseur this suffices but for a moment, until he has received the impression; he then analyzes his sensations, searches for their causes in the object, and satisfies himself that his sensations are correct and why they are produced. Much more should this be the case in respect to writings which are rather anomalies than works of art.
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CHAP. I.

THE HISTORICAL BOOKS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.

§ 1.

We find in ancient MSS. a twofold order, in which the Gospels are arranged. They stand either thus: Matthew, John, Luke, Mark; or thus: Matthew, Mark, Luke, John. The first arrangement is made with reference to the character and rank of the persons; the Apostles taking precedence of their assistants and attendants (ἀσιλουθοῦν, σειτίσθω). It is observed in the most ancient Latin versions, and in the Gothic; sometimes, also, in the works of Latin fathers; and in one only of all the Greek MSS., viz. that at Cambridge.

The other order, viz. Matthew, Mark, Luke, John, is the common and established one in all the ancient versions of Asia and Africa, in all catalogues of the canonical books, and in Greek MSS. generally. Paying no regard to personal relations, it follows the order of time, and is a plain indication what accounts in regard to the succession of the Evangelists were current among the Asiatic, Greek, and African churches, at the time when the Christian Scriptures were collected and arranged.

The same statement, although in a mutilated form, is still extant in

3 Luke's Acts of the Apostles is his ἀνάγεις λόγος, the second part of his Gospel. (See below § 71.) The two books, therefore, as belonging together, should have been united. This might easily have been done, if it had been thought proper to assign Luke's Gospel a place after John's. But it was considered best violently to separate the two parts, rather than permit the succession of the Evangelists to take an order at variance with history.
Epiphanius, and in the Church History and Chronicle of Eusebius. Eusebius concurs in the main, if not in every particular, with the Cyprian bishop. It can therefore make no difference which of the two accounts we examine; but we will give the preference to the father of Church History. After quoting for some time statements of other persons respecting John, he says in his own words: Let us now specify his undisputed writings. Here we must first of all mention his Gospel, which is acknowledged by all the churches under heaven; and that it certainly was properly placed by the ancients, in the fourth place, after the other three, is evident from what follows. Matthew, who taught at first among the Jews, published his Gospel in his native language, when he went to visit other nations, in order, by written instruction, to make amends to those whom he left for his absence. When Mark and Luke had published their Gospels, and these three had fallen into the hands of many persons, and among the rest into his own, he accorded them his approbation and his testimony to their accuracy; only there were some deficiencies in them. On which account John, it is said, by request, treated in his Gospel of the period which had been omitted by the rest and the actions of our Saviour which were included in it.

Long before these two writers, however, a learned biblical critic, Origen, had declared that Matthew was the oldest historical Christian writer; Mark the second; Luke the third; and John the last of the four.

Still further back, in the second century, Irenaeus represents this same chronological succession of the Evangelists as a matter about which there was no uncertainty or difference of opinion.

The Latins, although they did not adopt the chronological order in their copies, assigning the first rank to the Apostles and the next to their disciples, were not ignorant of the order of time in which they succeeded each other. Jerome constantly asserts that Matthew wrote first, then Mark, then Luke, and last of all, John. The same is stated by Augustine.

The account contained in the celebrated fragment in Muratori amounts up more than a century above the days of these two fathers. According to this, Luke was third in the order of time in publishing his Gospel, and the beloved disciple last. Accident has destroyed the account as to the two first.

Whatever degree of discrepancy there may be between the costumes with which the fact is clothed by different writers, and however various

1 Epiphanius. His. II. from the words: η γαρ πάνω τῶν ἐναγγελίων ἡκόθη τοις ἔτεσιν.  
3 It should perhaps be read: δεῖ τὸν δισεξίουν.  
5 522ος ἐπάνω τῶν Ματθαίων, οὐκ οἷον παραδεδέχεται πρῶτος τῶν οικίων τοῖς Ἐβραίωσιν ἐνδέχετον τὸν ἐναγγελίαν τοῖς ἐπιστομοῖς πιστεύοντας.  
7 Augustin. De consensu Evangelist. L. I. § 3.  
may be the sources from which they derived it, they all agree in respect to this chronological relation of the Evangelists, and are unanimous in assuring us that this was the real order of succession.

One only must be excepted, viz. Clement of Alexandria, who asserts, that those Gospels which contain the genealogies were written first.¹ This allegation does not, indeed, call in question the priority of Matthew, but it assigns to Mark only the third place among the Evangelists. He also refers expressly to his authority for this statement, against which I can only say that Origen, his pupil, and the fathers generally after him, considered the authorities which they followed to be so unquestionable that not one of them concurred with the opinion of Clement; and, moreover, that the historian by whom we have been apprised of this opinion, did not in consequence of it waver in his own belief a moment. We may hence infer the confidence and certainty which the ancients felt in regard to the succession of the Evangelists; all being agreed respecting it but Clement.

At the lowest estimate, these declarations of the ancient Christians must be regarded as making this order very probable, and requiring us to proceed in our investigations accordingly, hoping they will be confirmed, but determined to reject them if they involve us in difficulties of importance or lead us to absurd conclusions.

§ 2.

Of the four biographies of Jesus extant, that of Matthew is declared by history to be the oldest. She is, however, so contradictory in her testimony as to the precise time at which it was composed, and as to certain other points in regard to it, that we can expect no satisfactory information from her, but must refer the whole inquiry to the province of higher criticism. The inferences which we can draw as to the immediate purposes of the writer from his mode of procedure, and as to the time at which he wrote from the circumstances, which surrounded him, are in this case more to be relied on than either of the various accounts of antiquity.

The scene of the events related is Judea; the persons introduced are mostly natives of that country; the circle of thought, the religious and civil circumstances are Jewish, and very different from those of most of the nations of that period.

Mark, who, like Matthew, wrote the life of Jesus, frequently finds it necessary, from regard to those whom he expected to be his readers, to explain certain peculiarities in Jewish customs and opinions. The Pharisees, he relates, complained that the disciples of Jesus ate κοσμημένος χερσίν, i.e. literally, with common hands. Supposing that his readers might not be acquainted with the Jewish signification of this expression, he subjoins the explanation: that is to say, with unwashed hands, τοὺς ἑτομοποιούς. Still apprehending that they might not thoroughly comprehend the ground of this complaint and the reply made to it, he explains the occurrence by an observation on the customs and opinions

of the Pharisees, stating that they never eat without washing their hands and would think themselves, in case they were to do so, defiled. He explains what the παρασκευή meant among the Jews, by saying, i. e. the day before the sabbath, τοῦτος ἐστι προσαρθήσατο; and likewise what was meant by κορβάν, as Josephus did for his Roman readers.

Matthew relates these same things, as well as many others, often even using the same expressions; but he abounds from any addition by way of explanation, taking it for granted that all was familiar to his readers already.

Luke makes numerous observations of a geographical nature, in order to inform his friend Theophilus, (for whose use primarily the work was composed,) as far as possible in consistency with due brevity, in regard to the places which were the theatre of particular events.

This is not Matthew's custom. As he deems it superfluous to add explanatory observations in respect to manners, customs, and opinions, peculiar as they all were to Palestine, so likewise as to geography, he seems to have no apprehension that his narrative might be obscure and unintelligible to any one of his readers from ignorance of the country, cities, etc.

In the twenty-second chapter, he does indeed attempt to assist the reader to comprehend definitely the objection of the Sadducees, by reminding him that they deny the resurrection: οἱ λέγοντες μὴ εἶναι ἀνάμιαν; but this explanation was necessary even to many of his own countrymen, for the opinions of this sect, though liked by the rich and powerful, as they favoured their dissolute mode of life, were (as we are told by Josephus,) far from being current among the people. 1

Now whether he pursued this course because he intended his work for his own countrymen only, or because he had not had opportunity by travelling, as had Mark and Luke, to observe the customs of different nations and their dissimilarity from those of the Jews, the inference must be the same; and we see from the author's procedure, that Palestine was his circle of vision, and that the Jews of that country, or such foreigners as frequently came thither and were familiar with its customs, manners and peculiarities, were uppermost in his mind while preparing his narrative.

§ 3.

In considering, too, the practical scope of his history and the reflections which he makes upon the actions of Jesus, the purpose and view with which he wrote are apparent. He frequently affords us an opportunity of seeing clearly what, in his opinion, it was most important for his readers to understand. So long as a writer merely details events, he leaves us to pass our own judgment upon them; but as soon as he begins to make reflections of his own, he ceases to be a bare narrator of facts, leads us into his own mind and makes us participate in his purposes and views.

All Matthew's reflections are of one kind. He shows us, as to every thing that Jesus did and taught, that it was characteristic of the Mee-

OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.

§ 4.

If it was the principal aim of the writer to show that Jesus was the Messiah, it must have been his object not so much to present a complete history chronologically arranged and descending to the minutest details, as to bring events under one general view which should display the dignity of his person and character, and to select facts that would exhibit a bold outline which was not to be filled up minutely. This Matthew has done. At the commencement of the ministry of Jesus, he presents in one view a summary of his doctrines drawn from many discourses, combining them in the well-known Sermon on the Mount, which, as is now admitted, consists of several discourses delivered at different times. In like manner he has thrown together the parables of Jesus, though delivered at different times and places, into one collection (Chap. 13, 14), these parables affording proof that Jesus corresponded with the promised Saviour in respect to his mode of teaching, viz. in parables, which was foretold by the prophets to be a characteristic of the Messiah (13: 35). - The aim of the writer, therefore, would lead us to expect, not so much a biography arranged in chronological order, as a concise exhibition of the character and objects of Jesus, containing facts selected for this special purpose, and excluding all details which that did not require. As the Platonic father, Justin Martyr, denominates the Gospels generally, ἀπομνημονεύματα, we might compare this book of Matthew with Xenophon's Memorabilia, to which it has an evident resemblance in its plan and arrangement.

§ 5.

From some hints scattered in the book, it would seem that a long period elapsed after the events before the time when it was composed. Matthew often avers that traces of certain occurrences still existed in the country at the time when he wrote, and expresses himself as one
would speak of things that happened a considerable while ago. (27: 8, 96: 15.)

In narrating the condemnation of Jesus, he explains a circumstance which he must have thought would not be perfectly familiar to his readers. The circumstance is that of Pilate's proposing Jesus and Barabbas to the people, that they might set one of them at liberty, to which Matthew adds the remark, that it was customary at that feast for the Pretor to liberate any one prisoner whom the people desired. (27: 15.) This was a circumstance which, as an immunity founded on custom, could not very soon be forgotten.¹

The passage, 23: 35, which mentions Zacharias, the son of Barachias, who was slain between the temple and the altar, is still more decisive in fixing definitely upon the time at which the Gospel was composed. There cannot be a doubt, if we attend to the name, the fact, its circumstances, and the object of Jesus in citing it, that it was the same Zacharias Barosyn, who, according to Josephus, a short time before the destruction of Jerusalem, was unjustly slain in the midst of the temple. The name is the same, the murder and the remarkable circumstance which distinguishes it correspond, as well as the character of the man, τὸ λαίμα τε ανδρὸς μισοπονήμον, his strict probity, and likewise his speaking the truth undauntedly to the Jews, as did the wise men and prophets. Moreover, when Jesus says, that all the innocent blood which had been shed, from Abel to Zacharias, should be avenged upon the Jews, the αὐτὸ and ἔως denote the beginning and the end of a period, put for all the events coming between. The period ends with Zacharias; he was to be the last before this vengeance should be executed. The threatened vengeance, however, is, that Jerusalem shall be given up to destruction and become desolate. (23: 37, 38.) Must it not then have been the same Zacharias, whose death is distinguished in history, among so many murdered, as that of the only righteous man between the death of Ananias the High Priest and the destruction of the Holy City?

The Zacharias who is mentioned in 2 Chron. 24: 20, 21, is not the one here intended. He was a son of Jehoida, put to death, not between the temple and the altar, or ἐν μισοῦ τῷ ναῷ, but in the court; nor was he the last of those unjustly slain, or one with whom an epoch in the Jewish annals terminates. Was there no other righteous man slain after the days of king Joash, in which this happened? and were not the others to be avenged? Was punishment then inflicted for all the innocent blood that had been shed? Was that period an epoch in history, remarkable as a period of general judgment upon the Jewish nation?

It is plain, moreover, that this Zacharias is represented by Jesus as a person yet to come. He says: I send you wise men and prophets, whom ye shall scourge, slay and persecute, μαστιγωσετε, σταυρωσετε, δοξησετε, that the punishment of all innocent blood from Abel to Zacharias may come upon you. Here Zacharias terminates the list of right-

¹ This and the subsequent observations from which I have ventured to draw an inference respecting the time when the book was composed, have, since their first publication, obtained the concurrence of a celebrated scholar. See Eichhorn's Einleit. in N. T. i. Th. p. 507. seq.
eous persons on whom the Jews were subsequently to lay hands, whom they were yet to scourge and crucify, and for whose blood they were to be answerable.

Jesus, therefore, spoke prophetically of the Zacharias whom Josephus mentions (Bell. Jud. IV. c. 6. n. 4), whose death occurred long after Christ. Now Matthew, in relating the words of Jesus, represents him through the whole prophetic passage as expressing himself in the future tense and speaking of Zacharias as one yet to suffer; but when he comes to the murder, he reveals his knowledge that it had already taken place, and, instead of putting the fact, as he should have done, into the mouth of our Lord in the future tense, he speaks of it expressly as an event already past, and says: ὃν ἐγκυνοσάτε μετὰ ἐν, etc., whom ye slew between the temple and the altar.

The event occurred some time after the conquest of Gamals, which took place in the month Hyperberetæus, our October. After this Josephus reckons one spring and one winter, then a summer in which the death of Nero occurred. Here then we have the time of the occurrence of this event, which was in the mind of the writer, when he composed his book, as a thing that had already taken place.

Another circumstance of a similar kind thrown out in his book refers us to the same period. In a conversation in regard to the destruction of the temple and of the Jews as a nation, (c. 24,) Jesus tells his disciples the signs of the approach of this event, and in particular, one relative to the temple, which, when perceived, was to be the signal for flight. When, says he, ye shall see the ἁβίλια αὐτὸς τῆς ἐφημίσεως standing in the holy place, then flee. History has preserved but two occurrences in the temple before its entire destruction, to which this expression is applicable, and which, on account of their intimate relation to the destruction of this splendid edifice and of the whole country, may be regarded as prognostics and occasions of destruction and ruin. The second of these, however, was but a sequel of the first. The wilder of the zealots, a band of robbers, who assumed the appellation of zealots for their country, took possession of the temple, made the sanctuary a place of arms and the seat of their tyranny and murderous deeds. The high priest Ananias, who still hoped to effect a reconciliation with the Romans, attempted to expel the zealots from the temple; but in vain: Henceforth they continued the dominant party, making the temple a fortress and the centre of the war, from which they directed the fate of Jerusalem and in which they maintained themselves against the Romans until it was destroyed by fire.

Thus was the holy place defiled by detestable deeds; the abomination of desolation was in its midst. Even Josephus sees in these events the preage of the inevitable destruction of the whole state according to the prediction of the prophets. 1

1 Βυθιστε τα τα θεια, και τοις των προφητων θερατης, οπως θαυματυναι λαγε- ποιας εγενηται. Πιστε δε ουτω χρονιω και κοπα το αυτου της εος, εις παροδοτησαι της γης, και την και την παραδοσιν αυτου της εος, εις παραπολιτευσαι της γης. Εβα απο υπαιναι λεγοι ονδοχα εις την των πολιων αληθεον, κατα- φλεγεσθαι των αυτοις πολιων, οιδός δεν απαγορευθηναι. Και κηρυσσονον ΕΠΟΜΙΛΑΝΩΝ το του θεου τεμενος, μ. τ. ι. (Bell. Jud. L. IV. c. 6. n. 3.)
They had not long held the temple, when in order to make sure of its continued possession and of superiority over those who were peaceably disposed, they called to their aid the Idumeans, a heathen people, who not only profaned the temple by their unholy presence, but even perpetrated a horrible massacre within it, so that the outer temple streamed with blood.

It matters not to our purpose which of these two events, if they may be regarded as distinct, be considered the βδέλυγμα τῆς ἐρωμάτωσις. They are certainly the only events which history presents, that can be thus designated, or rather they are the only remarkable occurrences relative to the temple, previous to its complete destruction, which are mentioned in history at all. Both took place immediately before the death of Zacharias.

Now when Matthew, in recounting the language of our Lord on this subject, comes to what he said respecting the abomination of desolation in the temple, he suddenly interrupts our Saviour's words with an apostrophe to his readers: "When ye, therefore, shall see the abomination of desolation, spoken of by Daniel the prophet, stand in the holy place, whose readeth let him understand, then let them which be in Judea flee to the mountains."

Matthew must have found occasion for this exclamation in the existing condition of things. As the passage relates to the signal for flight, and he exhorts his readers not to let it pass unnoticed, it must have existed and been apparent then; the admonition of Jesus must have referred to events of that period, and the sign, the abomination of desolation in the holy place, τὸ βδέλυγμα τῆς ἐρωμάτωσις, εἰσε ἐν τόπῳ ἁγίῳ, must have made a deep impression on his mind.

Such were the circumstances of the time when Matthew wrote the last chapters of his book. The passage cannot have been written at a later period. When these scenes occurred in Jerusalem, the Romans were already in possession of Galilee, and were on the eve of conquering Judea. Had they already taken it, the warning to the inhabitants of Judea to take advantage of this signal for flight would have been useless.

§ 6.

These circumstances, moreover, were the immediate inducements to his undertaking and to the plan of his work. Both during and before the civil commotions of the Jews, as we are assured by Josephus, Tacitus, and Suetonius, the idea was current among them that the time was not far distant in which their deliverer and the restorer of their independence, the Messiah, would appear. This belief, as is observed by the writers above mentioned, contributed in no small degree to animate their resolution to begin the war and to maintain it with obstinacy.

The rebellion which was commenced against the Romans united the whole nation together in one common interest. With fanatical enthusiasm all again became Jews; and Christianity must thus have lost many of its followers.

In the midst of such ideas and circumstances, Matthew wrote his sketch of the actions, doctrines, and miracles of Jesus, referring to the ancient sacred books in which, confessedly, were scattered the lineaments
of the Messiah's portrait. He proved that he had already appeared in
the person of Jesus of Nazareth, that his life and his actions accorded re-
markably with the representations of the prophets. This was a grievous
attack upon the raised hopes and the delusions of the leading insurgents,
as well as upon the principal ground on which they had swayed public
opinion.

Many might learn from this book, in which Jesus foretold the destruc-
tion of the religious and civil constitution, the temple and the holy city,
how little success was to attend the present efforts, and how much more
to their advantage it would be to continue faithful to the patient sect
of Christians.

It would have a tendency, too, when the temple was actually destroy-
ed, and all the splendour of the Jewish worship, feasts and sacrifices
had come to an end, to cause a considerable part of the surviving Jews
to embrace Christianity and, after the accomplishment of these events,
the occurrence of which had been foretold so early in his book by Jesus,
to acknowledge him as their Teacher and their king Messiah, who had
founded a kingdom of virtue and truth for the children of Israel. The
work was designed to preserve from apostasy those who were already
disciples of Christianity, and to prepare the way for future conversions
from Judaism.

§ 7.

Such was the result. The new system had many steadfast adherents
among the Jews, and after the destruction of Jerusalem gained many
more, who, however, in Palestine and every where else, were reluctant
to abandon any part of Judaism, but wished to unite it with the religion
of the Messiah. They were themselves divided in their tenets, and formed
two sects known under the name of Nazarenes and Ebionites.

The Ebionites were particularly distinguished by their ardent adher-
ence to the Law and to Judaism, and by peculiar tenets in regard to
Christ's superior nature. They rejected all the religious books of the
Christians, and had in their stead a single historical account of the acts
of Jesus which they called νεανία Μακαθαίων, and which, from its being
composed in the Hebrew language, is also called εὐαγγελίον καθ' Ἑβ-
γαλίων. 2

The Nazarenes, also, who were skilled in the Hebrew language and
continued till a late period to read in that language the sacred books of
their nation, retained their ancient reverence for the religion of their
fathers, and likewise possessed a Jewish representation of the Chris-
tian doctrines in a work which is cited under the title τὸ καθ' Ἑβ-
γαλίων εὐαγγελίων; sometimes, though seldom, under the title νεανία Μα-
καθαίων; and which, as a book relative to the Messiah, may have been
regarded as a supplement to their Jewish canon.

The question hence arises: May not Matthew have originally written
his Gospel in the Hebrew language?

1 Irenæus. L. I. Adv. Hær. c. 96. L. III. c. 11.
2 Euseb. H. E. L. III. c. 27. Epiph. Hæras. XXX.
§ 8.

In fact, we are assured from another quarter, viz. by orthodox fathers, that this was the case: Papias says: Matthew wrote his history in the Hebrew language.\(^1\) This testimony, it is true, loses very much of its weight, as Eusebius, through whom it comes to us, observes at the same time that this father was of very weak understanding, πάνυ σκιαρός τοῦ νοῦ. Eusebius, who possessed his writings, could judge more correctly on this point than we can; but as Papias has been taken under the protection of learned men, (who might wish him somewhat more acute to suit their purpose,) we will readily admit that he was only a little weak of understanding.\(^2\)

If we were not to consider the subject of our inquiry as a critical question, and were to regard his testimony not as his own account, but as merely committed to writing by him, he would merit some attention, inasmuch as he is represented by the ancients to have been very industrious in the collection of oral traditions, from which his writings were subsequently compiled.

But in this case, as we are not previously assured of the writer's judgment, it is important that we should be informed of the sources whence his (no doubt) honest statements were derived, to make amends for his limited discernment. These authorities, which were necessary, on account of his feeble abilities, to accredit what he says, Papias has not adduced.

Is it not possible that he derived his account of a Hebrew text of Matthew from the sect of the Ebionites or the Nazarenes? and if he did, of what value would his statement be?

He certainly received direct or indirect information from that quarter, particularly in respect to the Gospel of the Hebrews, a passage of which he cited in his writings. He quotes, likewise, (says Eusebius, H. E. L. III. fin.) from the first Epistle of John, also from the first of Peter, and expatiates upon a story of a woman accused before our Lord of many sins, which is contained in the Gospels of the Jewish Christians: μῦ το μαθητῶν εὐαγγελιον περιήγη.

Now how much confidence can the historical inquirer repose in the testimony of a man, who always relied upon reports and oral traditions, whose capacity of judging concerning them was very limited, and whose authorities, according to clear indications in this particular case, are very suspicious?

I do not assert, as I have been charged with asserting, that either Papias or Eusebius himself read the Jewish Gospel; but only that the

1 Euseb. H. E. L. III. c. 39. Περὶ δὲ Ματθαίου ταῦτα εἴρηται· Ματθαίου δὲν εὗρεν Ἐφραίμ διαλέγειν τὰ λόγα μυθώσατο.

2 The severe judgment of Eusebius is founded, not merely (as Michaelis supposes, in his Intro. Th. II. §. 133, 4th ed.) on the fact that Papias believed in a Millennium, and understood certain parables too literally, but on the whole tenor of his writings, in which he adopted as genuine the most absurd parables and discourses attributed to our Lord, and many other fabulous things, καὶ εὐρίου νοθετῶν, among which was the Millennium. The stories which Eusebius has extracted from him are not the standard by which we should judge of him. He naturally selected for his history, not what was most fabulous, but what was most useful and most probable.
former, as he always depended upon ancient traditions, probably received information second or third hand from Jewish Christians. We have even some evidence of this in his compilations, for one narrative contained in the Jewish Gospel was specified by him on account of its singularity. The words: ἦν τοῦ καθ' Ἑβραίους εὐαγγέλου περιέχεται, do not necessarily belong to Eusebius as a remark of his own; they may have been in the account given by Papias, to whom the story may have come with this addition.

The objection that Eusebius has designated the authority Papias had for his statement, viz. John the Presbyter, would be of much more importance, if it were not based on an assumption. John is, indeed, spoken of before in reference to the Gospel of Mark; but Eusebius does not say that the subsequent statement in respect to the Gospel of Matthew comes from the same source. We have no right to add any thing to him, but must take him as he is. He separates the two accounts, concludes the first and then begins the second: περὶ δὲ τοῦ Ματθαίου ταύτα εἰρήνας, where undoubtedly, we must supply τῷ Παπίᾳ; but we are far from being authorised to understand: υπηγγέασες τον αὐτοῦ πρεσβύτερον. We shall refer to this testimony again hereafter. (§ 11.)

The next who makes these assertions is Irenæus. Matthew, says he, published his Gospel among the Jews in their own language. Irenæus, however, was not only so well acquainted with Papias that he may be suspected of borrowing his account from him, but valued him highly, and mentions him with so high an encomium for Irenæus to bestow, that we may find in it, not merely ground for a supposition, but a pretty clear indication that if he had read this account in Papias he would have regarded it as perfectly authentic. Thus, says he, in reference to the point of which he is treating, is recorded by Papias, who was one of John's hearers, a contemporary of Polycarp, one of the ancients, in the fourth book of his Εὐαγγέλια, the τάκτικα, which are αὐτοῦ τῶν ἑκατοντάρχων.

With Irenæus it was amply sufficient reason why his account should be received with entire confidence, that he was contemporary and acquainted with Polycarp, whom Irenæus venerated very highly. Now in forming our opinion whether Irenæus depended upon Papias, let all these facts be considered together; and to these it may be added that, in the same passage in which he heaps these encomiums upon Papias, he rests his belief in a millennium upon the authority of this father. (L. V. Adv. Hebr. c. 33.)

Now it was this very work, here quoted and eulogized by Irenæus, which contained the account of the Hebrew text of Matthew, and which Eusebius cites as above stated; so that there can be no doubt that Irenæus himself saw and read this statement of Papias in his writings. (H. E. L. III. fin.)

The third witness is Origen, according to Euseb. H. E. L. VI. c. 25. This father possessed a particular acquaintance with languages and much

general knowledge, and we might expect from him, on account of the
importance of the subject, an opinion founded on deep investigation.
He was capable of deciding the question properly. But the writer
through whom his declaration respecting the Hebrew text of this Gos-
pel comes to us, honestly observes, that the assertion of Origen was not
the result of any critical research, but that he appealed to tradition in
its behalf: τῷ ἐν παραθύσει μαθῶν. Now if the παραθύσεις was worthy
of credence, it came from ancient and respectable fathers. Such an
one was indeed current when Origen wrote, and we know its author.
There were Christian fathers and Jewish Christians who concurred with
it, and formed the common opinion on which Origen’s judgment was
founded.

Eusebius himself is the last witness that deserves attention. (H. E.
L. III. c. 24.) This learned man asserts that the original text of Mat-
thew was Hebrew; he likewise denies this position. As a historian and
collector, following authorities which, as we see, he faithfully specifies,
he asserts it; but as a philologist and biblical investigator he arrives at
a different conclusion. In his commentary on the Psalms he remarks,
that Matthew, as one who was himself master of the Hebrew language,
cited the words: φθέγξομαι προβλήματα απ’ ἄρχης (Ps. 77,) accord-
ing to his own translation (he is commenting on the Greek phraseology
employed by the LXX, whom Matthew deserted, rendering the passage
differently) as follows: αὐτὶ τοῦ φθέγξομαι απ’ ἄρχης, Ἐβραῖος ὁ ὁ
Μαθαῖος οἰκεῖ τις σύντομα κατὰ εἰπὼν ἑκατοντάς κεκρυμμένα
κ. τ. λ. 1

Now, if we trace all the testimonies to their source we find that the en-
tire historical deduction in behalf of a Hebrew original of Matthew rests
on the declaration of the Jewish Christians, a sect of whom, called
Ebionites, possessed a book in their language which they called κατὰ
Μαθαίων, and, like every other sect, boasted that theirs was the only
authentic and complete religious book, in which allegation, perhaps,
the Nazarenes likewise concurred with them, and in favor of which
they contrived to prepossess some of the Christian fathers, through whom
the statement gained additional credit and currency.

§ 9.

But might not even Jewish Christians tell the truth and be worthy of
credence? The Ebionites formed a numerous body among the adhe-

1 "May he not have written in Syriac, and thus have translated the passage
from the Hebrew into Syriac? Eusebius asserts elsewhere (Dem. Evang. L. III.
p. 73. and 88. Rob. Steph.) that the Apostles understood no language but Syri-
ac." Theol. Quartalschrift. Tubingen. 1822. 3. Heft. p. 462.) He has, indeed, as-
tered this, without considering that in that case the whole N. T. must have
been written in Syriac. In his commentaries, however, a later work, he speaks
differently, and exactly as I have stated the matter. He says that Matthew
abandoned the phraseology of the LXX, and like a Hebrast, translated in his
own way: ἐκρυμμένα κ. τ. λ. "Aquila, however, has in his translation, instead
of this, ἀνεβοντο αὐτοῖς ἐκ ἤρχης; and Symmachus, ἑκατόν προβλήμα-
τα ἄρχης." (p. 463, 464.) Did Matthew, then, write his Gospel in Syriac and
site passages in it from the O. T. in the Greek Language?

2 Των δὲ λοιπῶν (εὐαγγελίων) ομοιότατον ἐποιεῖτο λόγον. Eus. H. E. L. III. c. 27.
rents to Christianity, and on this account, together with that of their antiquity, their statement lays claim to our attention.

The more ancient records assign their origin to a much earlier period than some later historians. Irenæus, who mentions the Ebionites, (L. I. c. 26,) speaks of them next after Cerinthus, immediately before the Nicolaitans; Eusebius, however, places them next to Menander, the disciple of Simon, before Cerinthus and the Nicolaitans. In this arrangement, it is clear, he followed the order of time; for, after speaking of the Ebionites, he proceeds: About the same time, κατὰ τοὺς διδασκόντες ἡρων, appeared Cerinthus, another leader of the heretics; lastly with these also, ἐπὶ τούτων δημα, (he says in the following paragraph,) the heresy of the Nicolaitans. (H. E. L. III. c. 26, 27, 28.) Jerome mentions among the heretics whom John opposes in his Gospel, the then rising sect of the Ebionites, "et maxime tunc Ebionitarum dogma consurgens." (Catal. V. Jo. and Proem. in Math.) Epiphanius says, that according to the accounts which had come down to him, the sect of the Ebionites took its rise at the time, when, after the destruction of Jerusalem, the Christians settled in Persia, particularly in Pella and the adjoining region. (Hær. XXX.) In the time of Hadrian, they already reckoned among their number such distinguished men as Theodotion and Aquila, and, as early probably, among their opponents Justin Martyr, who, as we are informed by Theodoret, wrote in opposition to them. We know that his book against the heretics was of older date than his apology, because this refers to the former and was composed very shortly after the second Jewish war, which he calls in it τὸν τῶν γαναμάν ἀδελφον.

Respecting the antiquity and rise of the Nazarenes, we have not a certain information. They were sometimes omitted by the Heresiologists, either because they were included by them among the Ebionites, or because they were regarded with more favor.

Their book, like that of the Ebionites, is no longer extant; but several fragments of it which have been preserved, afford us materials for judging respecting it. To do this, we must see how far into antiquity its existence can be traced, and what part of its actual contents can be discovered, in order that we may not decide a priori a historical question which must be settled by evidence.

The writer who has treated this subject most at length, is Jerome. He himself obtained this book from the Nazarenes, and translated it into the Greek and Latin languages. This clearly shows that he was familiarly acquainted with it; and he is to be considered as authority in investigations respecting it. He himself guides us as to its antiquity, and furnishes some data for determining the period at which it originated. In particular, he informs us that Origen sometimes quoted it in his writings, and of this we may now be convinced on comparison. In such works of both as are still extant, there are appeals to the same passages in this Gospel. Jerome in his commentary on Micah 8: 6 says: "Qui . . . . crediderit Evangelio quod secundum Hebræos editum nuper translatus est, in quo de personâ Salvatoris dicitur: Modo tullit me mater mea spiritus sanctus in uno capillum morum, non dubitabit dicere sermonem Dei ortum esse de spiritu, et animam quae sponsa sermonis est, habere socrum s. spiritum, qui apud Hebræos" 41
genere dicitur feminino."—Origen, in his fifteenth Homily on Jeremiah and in his Commentary on John,¹ says: ἡν δὲ προσέπατ εἰς τὸ καθ’ Ἕβραιος εὐαγγέλιον, ἔστα αὐτὸς ὁ σωτὴρ, φησιν, ἄρτι ἰδαμέ μὲ ἡ ματηματικόν μοι τὸ ἀγιον πνεῦμα ἐν μιᾷ τῶν τριῶν μου καὶ ἀπένεγκε μὲ εἰς τὸ ὀροφο τὸ μέγα Θάρσος. There are, therefore, evident traces of its existence thus early, and even as far back as the time of Origen’s preceptor,² if he meant the same as his pupil by τὸ καθ’ Ἕβραιος εὐαγγέλιον. He presents us the following passage from it: ὁ σωμάτισάς βασιλεύεις καὶ ὁ βασιλεὺς αὐτοῦ ἀναπαυθήσεται.

There are indications of its existence very much earlier, which are capable of being moulded into a systematic argument. Ignatius, the Martyr, in his Epistle to the church at Smyrna, mentions some words of Jesus which are not in our Gospels, but, to judge from the connexion, were taken from some written document. They are the following: καὶ ἔπε τοὺς περὶ Πέτρου ἠλθέν, ἐγὼ αὐτὸς, λάβετε, ψηλαφήσατε με καὶ ἔδεσε, ὅτι εἰς εἰμὶ δαιμόνιον ἀσώματον, καὶ εὐθὺς αὐτὸν ἡγήσατε, καὶ ἐπιστευκαί.

If a Gospel of the Hebrews was in existence, the bishop of Antioch in Syria would very probably from his situation possess it, and could hardly be unacquainted with it. The words, too, really stood in the Jewish Gospel, from which Jerome has extracted them in part in the preface to his eighteenth book on Isaiah: “Cum enim eum putarent spiritum, vel juxta Evangelium, quod Hebraicum lectitavit Nazareni, incorporale daemonium, dixit eis, quid turbati estis et cogitationes ascendunt in corde vestra, videte manus meas et pedes meos, etc.” But in his catalogue of Christian writers, he expressly asserts, in treating of Ignatius, that these very words were found in the Jewish Gospel: “Scriptis et ad Smyrneos, in quo et de Evangelio, quod nuper a me translatum est, super personā Christi ponit testimonium dicens. . . . Et quando venit ad Petrum et ad eos, qui cum Petro erant, dixit eis; Ecce, palpate me et videte, quia non sum daemonium incorporale: et statim tetigerunt eum et crediderunt.”

From these observations, the book is probably of high antiquity, and its origin dates at a period reached by the Apostles or shortly after. It would appear from the fragments which yet exist in the productions of the Latin father, that it was neither very like, nor very unlike, to Matthew.

In the remotest period in which the existence of the Jewish Gospel is capable of being shown and attested by historical proof, it appears to have been so different from our Matthew, that there is no ground from their contents to suppose the identity of the two writings. The evidences of its existence contained in Origen and Clement are as many proofs of its dissimilarity to Matthew; and that portion of history which relates to the events after the resurrection, to which the passage cited from Ignatius refers, is not treated at all by Matthew. Consequently, judging from the most


ancient evidences, it did not, in the earliest period of its existence, nor even in its plan, agree with our Matthew.

Yet, although this book, according to the data we possess for determining its age and contents, was a different work from Matthew, still the time of its origin, which very nearly approaches that of our Savior, confers upon it some historical value. The appreciation of its value is left by Origen, whenever he makes use of it, to the judgment of his readers; but it is unconditionally assumed by Ignatius the Martyr, as to the passage above mentioned. It was not, it is true, without absurdities, as is shown by the story that the Holy Spirit in the character of mother of Jesus, carried her son by one of his hairs to the top of Mount Tabor; but this would not justify us in pronouncing the whole to be valueless, though it would justify us in subjecting its particular parts, did we possess it entire, to a very rigid scrutiny. Some passages of it which have been preserved contain sentiments which are really of such a nature as not to be unworthy of our Lord, and may have been expressed by him in his character of teacher. We are told by Jerome, (e.g. Comment. in Ezek. XXIV. 7), that in this Gospel it was declared a great sin for any one to grieve the mind of his brother; and in another place (Comm. in Ephes. V. 4), that our Lord was represented as saying to his disciples: Never be more joyful than when you see your brother happy—two admonitions in perfect accordance with the elevated spirit of Christianity.

We are told by Jerome, that the Gospel of the Ebionites (for they likewise had a Hebrew Gospel,) was no other than the Nazarene Gospel, which was used in common by the two sects. This father was master of the Hebrew language, and while in Palestine was habitually conversant with the Nazarenes, and probably with the Ebionites. We should therefore be released from all further inquiry, in regard to the age, value, and purport of the Ebionite Gospel, had not Epiphanius, a native of Palestine, educated among the Jews and in their language, given us extracts from the Gospel of the Ebionites, which make us distrustful of Jerome's statement. Among some other fragments, he has extracted from it the history of Jesus' baptism (Har. XXX.), which the Latin father has likewise inserted from the Nazarene Gospel in his Commentary on Isaiah 4:12. The narratives in the two books are so entirely dissimilar, that not a trace can be perceived of even original resemblance; as may be here seen from comparison.

1 "In Evangelio, quo utuntur Nazareni et Ebionites, quod nuper in Graecum de Hebraeo sermone translatimus." (Comment. in Matth. XII. 13.)
It has been conjectured, out of respect for the testimony of the Latin father as to a matter concerning which circumstances would lead us to suppose he must have had accurate knowledge, that Epiphanius, who, as he himself says, discussed the Ebionite system and the opinions of the Elkesiates or Sampseans together, by mistake confounded their tenets and their religious books. But he was far too well acquainted with the writings of this branch of the Jewish school, an account of which is given by him in his treatise on the Osseans and Sampseans, to do this; and the care he takes to distinguish the Ebionite tenets declares the contrary. He did indeed connect these Jewish sects together, on account of the similarity of their tenets, but he paid suitable attention to the points of difference. After stating some opinions peculiar to the Sampseans, he adds, that in these they differ from Ebion: ἰδὼν δὲ μοι καὶ ἀνωτέρω προδιδόμεναι, ὅσα ταύτα μὲν Ἐβιών οὐκ ἦνε. A little further on, he distinguishes the opinions of the ancient Ebionite sect from those defended by its later disciples: ποτὲ μὲν αὐτῶς Ἐβιών λέγων ἐκ παρατριβῆς ψευδόν ἀνθρωπὸν γεγενηθαι ἄλλοτε δὲ οἱ ἀπ' αὐτῶν Ἐβιώναιοι. Such procedure proves that we need not fear being misled by a confusion of subjects.

It was therefore the Ebionite book from which he derived these extracts; and however little it may resemble the Nazarene Gospel of Jerome, yet the Cyprian bishop seems to agree with the account of the Latin father. He speaks of both works under the same denominations, viz. κατὰ Ματθαίου and εὐαγγέλιον Ἐβραίων. He seems to derive them both from Matthew, and to ascribe their difference entirely to corruptions, omissions and additions, designating it by the expressions, 1 Storr, "Über den Zweck der evang. Geschichte und der Briefe Johannis." § 38. § 61.
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πλησιστατον and υπ’ πλησιστατον καὶ νεοθεσμενον,1 whence he did not know whether the Nazarenes retained or rejected the genealogies. The following reason, too, for supposing an original identity, may be worthy of consideration. Jerome applies to the Nazarene Gospel the denomination secundum apostolos. 2 In Evangelio. . . . quo utuntur usque hodie Nazareni, secundum apostolos, sive, ut plerique autumant, juxta Matthæum” (Lib. III. Adv. Pelag.); by which expression the contents are referred, not to Matthew alone, but to all the Apostles. This agrees with the Ebionite Gospel; for at its commencement they are all represented as speaking of themselves in the first person: There was a man, named Jesus, who, when he was thirty years old, made choice of us; and then follows an enumeration, made by Jesus himself, of the names of the twelve, among whom in particular our Lord says to Matthew: And thee also, Matthew, did I call, while thou was sitting at the receipt of custom.3

As all the Apostles speak of themselves in this way at the outset, they all declare themselves partakers in the contents, and this Gospel is properly a Gospel secundum Apostolos, like that of the Nazarenes, though, as Jesus particularly distinguishes Matthew in his address, the latter may have had a principal share in it, and perhaps have had the entire arrangement of its contents.

But be it as it may, whether there were one or two works originally, neither of the suppositions would lead us to a very flattering inference as to the purity of their evidence, which purity is indispensable to their historic credibility. Supposing this discrepancy to have arisen from arbitrary alterations on the part of the two sects, to annihilate all traces of original resemblance, contrary to the custom of the Jews, who regarded it as wicked and impious to venture such a thing in respect to a book acknowledged to be sacred, can we before the tribunal of criticism, ascribe any high authority to the evidence of men who could proceed thus in regard to a religious book, either from caprice or to make it favor their opinions, although each party calls its book κατὰ Ματθαίου?

If there were originally two different works, it is a certain proof that an excessive attachment to Judaism and a sectarian temper misled one of the sects and induced it to compose a book for itself in conformity with its prejudices and sentiments, or else arbitrarily to constitute some existing Hebrew composition which was most consonant with

1 Ημερησ. XXIX. De Nazoriam. Σχοινος δ’ εν κατὰ Ματθαίου ευαγγέλιον πλησιστατον Ἐβραϊτος. Παρ’ αὐτοῖς γὰρ σαφῶς τοῦτο, καθὼς καὶ ἄρης τῆς γενέσεως, Ἐβραϊτος γράφωμαι ἐγώ συνήταμ. Ημερ. XXX. De Ebion. Καὶ δέχονται μὲν καὶ αὐτοὶ τὰ κατὰ Ματθαίου εὐαγγέλιον . . . καλοῦσι δὲ εἰς καὶ τὸ Ἐβραῖον, εἰς τὸ διαλέγει εἰσίν εἰς τὸν Ματθαίον μόνον Ἐβραῖον κ. ι. τ. λ. Ἐν τοῖς γὰρ αὐτὸι τοῖς εὐαγγέλιοι, κατὰ Μαθαίου εὐαγγελωμένοι, εἰς ὅν τὸ πλησιστάτωτε, καθιστάτω ἐν τοῖς εὐαγγελεῖσθαι, ὡς εἰς ἐν πλησιστάτωτε, οὐ μόνον τὸν Ματθαίον κατὰ καθέναν εἰς τὸν εὐαγγελεῖσθαι, καὶ ηὐκολούθησας μοι.

2 Ἕγετε δὲ τὰς αὐτὸς ἄποφασα Ἡροδ, καὶ εὑρίσκει ἐν εὐαγγελεῖσθαι Ἕγετα. Καὶ ἐκδόσεις καὶ Ἐκαρχαιον, εὐαγγεῖον εἰς τὸν οὐκολούθησας τὸν εὐαγγελεῖσθαι Πετρόν, καὶ ἀνέβασα τοῖς στάμα καθότι εἰς τὸν Εὐαγγελεῖσθαι τὸν Εὐαγγελεῖσθαι Ἐρωτάναι καὶ Ἐκαρχαιον, νῦν τὸν Εὐαγγελεῖσθαι Σίμωνα, καὶ Βαπτιστον, καὶ Ἐκαρχαιον καὶ Σίμωνα τὸν Ματθαίον, καὶ τὸν Σίμωνα καὶ Θαδδαίον καὶ Σίμωνα τὸν Σιμωνοῦ καὶ τὸν Θαδδείου καὶ τὸν Σιμωνοῦ καὶ τὸν Αδωνίαν καὶ Αδωνίαν καὶ τὸν Σιμωνοῦ τὸν Σιμωνοῦ καὶ τὸν Σιμωνοῦ καὶ τὸν Σιμωνοῦ καὶ τὸν Σιμωνοῦ καὶ τὸν Σιμωνοῦ καὶ τὸν Σιμωνοῦ καὶ τὸν Σιμωνοῦ καὶ τὸν Σιμωνοῦ καὶ τὸν Σιμωνοῦ καὶ τὸν Σιμωνοῦ καὶ τὸν Σιμωνοῦ καὶ τὸν Σιμωνοῦ.
their ideas, the basis of their religion. Of one party this must indisputably be true; but are not both accused in history of the same Jewish fanaticism; and, according to her accusations against them, were not both equally capable of taking such a step, and alike prompted to it in behalf of their Jewish notions and tenets? Were they not, by the declarations of Jesus found in the genuine Gospels in regard to the Sabbath and other Jewish customs which they wished to be observed, alike compelled to do this, if they desired them to be consistent with their own books and agreeable to themselves? And what, moreover, was more natural than that they should desire to support their writings and tenets by the authority of a name, and should ascribe them to Matthew, or even to all the Apostles?

§ 10.

Matthew wished to be understood in the country, which, in particular, he intended should be acted upon by his Gospel; hence it is not superfluous, in forming a judgment in regard to his situation as an author, to endeavor to get correct ideas of the condition in which he found the language of that country. According to some, the Greek had then made considerable advances by the side of the national language; but if we should listen to others, we might doubt whether any person in Palestine understood Greek; whether Peter, John, James, Jude, or even Matthew, were acquainted with this language, as we might certainly expect a man to be who was engaged in collecting customs. If, however, we cast a glance at the changes which occurred in those countries, we shall come to a very different conclusion.

By the conquest of the Macedonians the condition of Asia underwent many alterations in opinion, manners, science, and language, the history of which will never be fully unfolded for want of documents. What I here say respecting the changes in language, has reference particularly to Palestine.

1 What (are the words of an ancient writer) is the meaning of Greek cities in barbarous countries, and the Macedonian language among Indians and Persians? Even in Media the Macedonians had built Greek cities. On the Tigris, Seleucia was mostly inhabited by Greeks; 3

---


2 Giambardino de Rossi, "Della lingua propria di Christo," &c. Parm. Svo. 1772. This work is particularly directed against Diodati. The celebrated author sometimes confounds different periods, often uses poor weapons, but is a stout combatant.

3 Seneca, De Consolat. ad Helviam, c. 6.
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and so likewise, to the south-east, the magnificent Ctesiphon, and to the north-west, Sittace. Babylon became Macedonian; in its suburbs lived Greeks and Macedonians. Up the Euphrates from thence lay Nicephorium, a Greek city, which was surrounded by other Greek cities; and further on, in Mesopotamia, was Carrhae, a colony of the Macedonians. But, not to enter into detail, we refer the reader to Appian for a long catalogue of cities in further and hither Syria which were denominated Greek. Tigranes, the Armenian, in his march through Syria to Phenicia, destroyed no less than twelve Greek cities. Between Syria and Babylonia we meet with the ruins of Palmyra, on which are found more Greek than Palmyrene inscriptions. Even some in the Palmyrene character are yet in the Greek language. In hither Syria, on the boundaries of Palestine, and in Palestine itself, the Greeks established themselves in greater numbers, as was natural from the situation and vicinity of these regions. The many commotions which occurred here promoted such settlements. The Ptolemies and Seleucides had a long contest for the possession of these countries; both parties introduced Greeks, made them magistrates and inhabitants of the cities, and stationed them there as garrisons.

Antioch, the capital of hither Syria, in close connexion with Palestine, was peopled by its founder with Greeks and Macedonians, and acquired the fame of Greek refinement and science. Macedonians and Greeks, as well as Jews, were introduced as inhabitants, not only into Antioch, but into several cities of Lower Syria, ἐν τῇ πάντῃ Ἑλλάδι.

1 Josephus, Ibid. n. 9. Κτεσίφων
2 Pliny, H. N. L. VI. c. 31. "Oppidum ejus Sittace Graecorum: ab ortu est." It should be thus pointed: "Oppidum ejus Sittace Graecorum: ab ortu est Sabbata: ab occasu autem Antiochia.
5 Dio L. XXXVII. p. 31. Ἀνατολία, Μακεδόνες το εἰς τοὺς οἴκους ὑποίσταντο.
7 Strabo L. XI. near the end.
11 Cicero pro Archia posta, c. 3. Archias was born at Antioch, "loco nobili, celebri quondam urbe et coniugio, atque eruditissimae hominibus, liberalissimique studiis affiniti," &c.
12 Jos. Antiq. L. XII. c. 3. Καὶ γὰρ Ἑλληνος ὁ Νικηφόρος, ἐν αὑτῷ ἑπτὰ πάλαιν ἐν τῇ Ἀσίᾳ καὶ τῷ ἑαυτῷ Ἑλλήνικα . . . ταῦτα ἐνορμοκρατοῦν εὐσταμοτέρως Μακεδόνες καὶ Ἑλληνες . . . τοὺς Ἰουδαίους.
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Even still more ancient cities, such as Tyre and Sidon, which were treated differently and were more independent on account of their importance, yielded to Greek influence and changed their language. When the rulers of the Roman empire had established their supremacy in these countries, they ordered the edicts which they issued at Tyre to be posted in the public places in two languages, the Latin and the Greek, so that all could read them. The case was the same at Sidon; it was necessary that a Roman edict should be published in the Greek and Latin languages. A general order to the cities of Sidon, Tyre and Ascalon, contains the same clause: This order is to be put up in the temples in Latin and Greek. In these edicts, as was natural, reference was had both to the language of the lawgiver and that of those who were to obey. As to Sidon, there is preserved on a marble a decree of the city, worded in the Greek language, which was past about 144-47 years B.C., in honor of the commander of the body-guard of Ptolemy Philometor. Ascalon is particularly deserving of our notice, as, being situated in Palestine, it was at different periods a component part of the Jewish state. At this time it produced men distinguished in Greek science, as philosophers, historians, and grammarians. Such was the fortune of the principal cities.

A relic of ancient Berytus attests the same respecting that city. East of the present site there still remains the colonnade of a temple which was served by Greek priests, who were mendicants; for there were such even in Pagan antiquity. The following pretty inscription solicited the charity of visitors: Τῆς τοῦ προσώπου αὐθαυτοῦ εἰς οᾶς ἡ ἔλεγκτας ἡ προσώπης γλυτείας ἐδώκω προθυμοὺς ἢ παρέχεις, ἢ μὴ δίδους παρὰ γὰρ τὸ μικρὸν γλυτείας πληρής γάμος. It is impossible to determine its date with precision, but the form of the Σ, as it is represented, refers it at least to the first century.

The heights of Lebanon yet contain ancient structures with Greek inscriptions. One of them is dedicated to the Emperor Tiberius: ΑΤΤΙΟΚΡΑΤΟΡΙ ΤΙΒΕΡΙΟΙ ΚΑΛΑΙΟΙ ΚΑΙΣΑΡΙ ΣΕΒΑΣΤΙΚΑΙ &c.


2 Jos. Ant. L. XVI. c. 10. n. 2. "Βυσσοῦλας δὴ καὶ Ἑλληνικά καὶ Ῥωμαῖοι εἰς διάδοχον γαλατοῦ τοῦτο ἀναπτείρω."  

3 Jos. Ant. L. XIV. c. 10. n. 3.

4 "Voyage du Paul Lucas dans la Grèce, l'Asie mineure, et l'Afrique." T. II. (The 2d Voyage). The decree of the city is at the end of the 2d Vol. "Inscriptions trouvées à Sède, N. 5." Ptolemy Philometor married Cleopatra, his sister, banished Demetrius Soter and Alexander from the kingdom of Syria, and then assumed the crown of Egypt and Syria. (I. Maccab. XI. 8-13.) The inscription I read thus: "Ἡ πόλις Αἰλων Αμωθέντος, Κρήτης, τὴν ὑφ' ἀγαθοκράτειαν, καὶ ἐν τῷ πάλαι οἰκεῖος οἴκων, καὶ εἰς τὸν θεὸν Παλαινιοῦς καὶ βασιλέα Πλεπατησίους Κλοπάτερος, τὴν ἀδέρφην, θεοῦ Πλεπατησίους, καὶ ἐνατος αὐτών, καὶ τῆς εἰς αὐτῆς εἰσεγείρας.

5 Stephanus De Urbibus. V. Ασσαλίαν.

6 Maundrell, 18th March.

The Jews did indeed, when they were oppressed beyond endurance by Antiochus Epiphanes, maintain themselves in the interior of the country with arms in their hands, through the valor of their Asmonean leaders, uninfluenced by the language and manners of the Greeks; but many cities, which had been torn by the Syrian kings from the Jewish state and had meanwhile been peopled by them with other inhabitants, they were unable to retake.

This glory was left for Aristobulus and Alexander, the first of the Asmoneans who assumed the royal dignity. At the death of the latter they were all, together with several others, subjected to the Jewish sway, or, in case the inhabitants would not embrace Judaism, destroyed. This state of things, however, did not continue long.

When Pompey, returning from his expedition against Mithridates, led his legions through Syria, he took advantage of the disputes between the Jewish princes, to render Palestine dependent on the Romans. On this occasion he took away again from the Jews the cities which they had recovered from the Syrian kings, and ordered those which had been destroyed to be rebuilt, and the latter as well as the former to be restored to their previous inhabitants. Such were Gadara, Hippos, Scythopolis, Pella, Dios, Samaria, Marissa, Azotus, Jannin, Arethusa, Gaza, Joppa, Dora, and Strato's Tower. Accordingly Samaria, Azotus, Scythopolis, Antedon, Raphia, Dora, Marissa and Gaza were speedily rebuilt. Probably they were all inhabited, if not wholly, at least in part, by Greeks, or Syrians who spoke Greek.

Of some of them we can assert this positively. Dora, once a city of Galilee, afterwards denied the Jews the right of citizenship. Claudius decided the controversy, and adjudged to the Jews an equal right of citizenship with the Greeks. Gadara and Hippos, east of Galilee, became completely Greek cities; the former could even boast of men of eminence in Greek science. In the heart of Palestine, between Galilee and Judea, and once belonging to the former, was Bethshan, called by the Greeks Scythopolis. The Greeks who dwelt here, after changing the name of the city, referred its origin to Bacchus, in the times of Greek mythology, and termed themselves on their coins Nysan Scythopolitans. They have rendered themselves memorable by

---

1 Jos. Ant. XIII. c. 15. n. 4.
2 Jos. Ant. XIV. c. 4. n. 4.
3 Jos. Ant. XIV. c. 5. n. 3.
5 Jos. Ant. XVII. c. 11. n. 4. Παλαια καὶ "Πηγὸς Εὔρηκες εἰς πόλεις. Comp. Bell. Jud. L. II. c. 6. n. 3.
6 Strabo, L. XVI. p. 759. 2d Casaub.
7 Βασίλειον occurs without explanation in the Alexandrine version in Joshua 17:11; but in Judges I: 27, Βασίλειον, ἡ ἐστι Σωτήρ τῶν πόλεων. The first profane author in whom we find Σωτήρ τῶν πόλεων, is Polybius. (L. V. c. 70. n. 4.)
their base treachery towards their Jewish fellow-citizens.\(^1\) On the southern border of Judæa we meet with Gaza, a city of the Greeks.\(^2\)

That Joppa did not continue free from the influence of the Greek language, may be inferred from its fortunes. On account of its situation and the importance of its harbour, the Alexandrian and Syrian kings often took it from the Jews, and kept it in a state of defence by means of their garrisons.\(^3\) In the days of Strabo\(^4\) the Hellenic fable of Andromeda was already transplanted here, in order to procure the importance of antiquity for the place, and to carry it back to times when Judaism did not exist.

Afterwards Herod succeeded, first through the favor of Antony and then of Augustus, in elevating himself to the throne of the Asmonæans. When he saw himself firmly seated upon it, he, and his sons after him, built new cities in honor of the Cæsars, or embellished the old, and introduced into them Greek inhabitants. The greatest and most magnificent was Cæsarea, next to Jerusalem the principal city of the country, and peopled for the most part by Greeks.\(^5\) But after the death of the king, they were so ungrateful as to refuse the Jews a share in the government of the city. Nero subsequently declared, against the Jews, that the Greeks should be masters of the city.\(^6\) It fared worse with the Greeks at Tiberias; under the same monarch, the Jews fell upon their fellow-citizens, the Greeks, and completely overpowered them.\(^7\) So far accident has favored us with the testimonies of history in respect to the cities of the Herods. If the catalogue be not very copious, let it be considered that I have quoted but a single authority, viz. Josephus, who never mentions the Greeks but when some remarkable occurrence requires him to do so.

Respecting other cities, we can only make inferences from circumstances, or from the evidence of numismatics. Cæsarea by Panæas,\(^8\) built by Philip, had temples, theatres, and coins stamped under Augustus, Caius Cæsar, etc. in the Greek language. Coins of other cities may be easily found in Eckhel and Rasche.

Josephus presents us a long catalogue of cities on which the Jews revenged themselves for the cruel treatment which they had experienced

---

\(^1\) Bell. Jud. L. II. c. 13. n. 3. 4. Vita Josephi c. 6. The Scythopolitans called upon the Jews who dwelt with them to fight in defence of the city against their mutinous countrymen. They took arms and were victorious; but were attacked unaware by the Scythopolitans and slaughtered in requital. The latter were Greeks, as is stated in a long speech in Bell. Jud. L. VII. c. 8. p. 420.


\(^3\) Diod. Sic. L. XIX. c. 59. and 33. 1 Maccab. 10. 75. 12. 33. 34. 13. 11. 14. 34. 2 Maccab. 10: 3. Joseph. Ant. L. XIII. c. 9. n. 2. XIV. c. 10. n. 22.

\(^4\) Strabo, L. XVI. p. 759. Also Pliny, Mela, and Solinna.


\(^7\) Vita Josephi c. 12, where it is said that the inhabitants slew πάντας τοὺς ἑλλήνων Νερωνίων.

\(^8\) The cavern in which the Jordan rises is called Ἰάννειον, Pan's cavern, for it was dedicated to Pan and the nymphs, as is shown by the Greek inscriptions on
at the hands of the Greeks in Cesarea. It is natural to suppose they were Greek cities which were to atone for the offences of the Greeks in Cesarea. Among them are some which we have just named as Greek cities: Gadara, Hippos, Scythopolis, Askalon, Gaza; and hence we see clearly what kind of cities are intended. True, in this passage the historian does not call the inhabitants of Cesarea Greeks, as elsewhere, but Syrians; and the cities, Syrian cities. The explanation of this is, that Josephus carefully distinguishes, in further Syria, the Greeks and the Syrians, while, on the contrary, in hither Syria, he uses Ἑλλην and Σύρος interchangeably as synonymous terms, as if here no distinction prevailed between Greek and Syrian.

The cities which he names are the following. Beyond the Jordan eastward, Philadelphia, Gerasa, Pella, Gadara, Hippos; on this side of the Jordan, Scythopolis; Keledasa, on the boundary between the Tyrian and Galilean districts; along the sea-coast, Ptolemais; Gaba, Cesarea, Askalon, Gaza, Anhedon; in the interior, Sebaste. The first six are cities of Decapolis. Here we are assisted by recent discoveries. Philadelphia is still splendid in its ruins, in the remains of its temples and other works of Grecian architecture. Its theatre is the largest in Syria. Gerasa surpasses this city, if not in magnificence, yet in the preservation of its edifices; of temples and palaces, mostly of the Corinthian order, two theatres, stauromachia and baths. All its ruins give evidence of Grecian manners, as do also the fragments of inscriptions occurring in that language.

The case is the same as to the provinces of Auranitis and Trachonitis, which at the time of our Savior were under Jewish rulers, Herod and his son Philip. The traveller often meets with deserted cities, and in most places dilapidated structures of ancient art, Greek inscriptions on temples, palaces, gates, water-works, and sepulchres. Those the date of which can be determined, belong to the time of Trajan, or of Hadrian and the Antonines. Those of the latter date are most numerous.


The inscription on a broken column of a public edifice at Gerem, very inaccurately copied in Buckingham's "Travels in Palestine," Ch. XXI. p. 378, I should correct in part, at least, thus: ἐν ... τοῦ μεγαλοπρεσβύτου ... καὶ ἐρυθράς ἑγήσατο τὸ ἱερὸν τοῦ Ἱσραήλ. Another at Suf. distant an hour and a half from Gerem, I read thus: Ἀγαθῆς τύχης ... Ἀμετωμένον παῖδιν ... Ἀγαθής ἐπιλεύσθη τὸ βαῖνόν ἀνέθηκαν καὶ εὐχὴν λαμβαναντι. ... 5 Seetzen collected 69 inscriptions, and among them only one in Palmyrene characters, the rest in Greek. Unfortunately they were all lost. Zach "Monathl. Correspond." May 1806. p. 313. Those procured by Burckhardt are well known. "Journal of an excursion into the Haouran in 1810." and "Journal of a tour from Damascus into the Haouran in 1812," in his "Travels in Syria." Some which escaped Burckhardt may be found in Otto Fried. von Richter's "Wallfahrten im Morgenlande," p. 564—565.
These are, indeed, later than the times of the Apostles; but a country does not change its language in from twenty to fifty years; and such a prevalence of Hellenism can be accounted for only by supposing that the Greeks had been settled here for several generations.

The names Auranitis and Trachonitis remind us of Abilene, the tetrarchate of Lysanias. On an eminence between Damascus and Baalbec, called Nebi-Abel, stands a Doric temple. Within is a metrical inscription in Greek, which declares the fame of the architect, the name of the foundress, and the year of the government of Lysanias, tetrarch of Abilene, and serves to determine the date of its erection.1

According to these appearances, the eastern portion of the country formerly in the possession of the Israelites was sprinkled over on the north with Greek villages and cities, and on the south was mostly occupied by free cities of a Greek character, surrounded by their territories, Philadelphia, Gerasene, Gadaritis, Hippene, which were under Roman protection. On the opposite side, a chain of cities extended from Antioch downward, along the Syrian, Phenician, and Jewish coast, as far as the Egyptian frontier, in which Greek, if not the sole, was the prevailing language. The country between these two sides, comprising the districts of Galilee and Judea, in spite of its desire to the contrary, was never able to avoid coming in contact with the Greeks and with their language; so much the less, as under Herod several cities on the coast, Joppa, Ascalon, Gaza, Anathodon, and Cesarea always, belonged to the Jewish territory; and in the interior, besides Scythopolis, there arose important cities, as Sebaste, Tiberias, Cesarea by Panias, which were inhabited more or less by those who spoke Greek. True, the Greeks did not succeed in supplanting the native tongue; but it maintained a respectable rank by its side, and, favored by the circumstances of the period, gradually extended and established its dominion.

From the time of Pompey, the opposition to the inroads of the Greeks into the interior was suppressed. Not only were the barriers broken down, but the Greeks were even the favored party. They became still more so under Herod the first, who did not conceal from the Jews that he gave the preference to the Greeks.2 Nor did he stop with this confession, but by costly establishments evinced that it was his purpose to Hellenize the Jews.

He erected at Cesarea a theatre and an amphitheatre;3 at Jericho a stadium, amphitheatre and theatre;4 a stadium and amphitheatre under the walls of the Holy City, and finally a theatre within its very limits.5 The enormous appropriations for this species of edifices, particularly in the interior of the country, at Jericho, and even at Jerusalem, shows

---

1 Pococke, Descript. of the East. Vol II. Chap. 7. § 177.
2 "Ελληνικά πύλοι ἡ Ἰουδαϊκάς οἰκεῖοι ἤτερον ὑμελογοιμένοι. Jos. Ant. XIX. c. 7. n. 3.
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how determined he was to accustom the Jews to the Greek drama and to the sanguinary diversions of the Romans.

It is worthy of inquiry, to what degree the subsequent Roman government, administered by the procurators and prætors of Syria, (the former under the control of the latter,) contributed to, or retarded the adoption of the Greek language. This inquiry may be proposed as follows: What language did the prætors of Syria and the governors of Judea, Vitellius, Petronius, Pilate, use when sitting in judgment or addressing the assembled people?

Formerly it had been customary for the Roman governors to speak only their own language; and this even where it was not understood, as in Greece and Asia. In the reign of Tiberius, however, the ancient custom was so far laid aside, that, as a contemporary declares, the place in which the senate assembled at Rome resounded even to deafening with Greek debates.1 Where formerly the ambassadors of the Greeks were heard only through the medium of an interpreter, and their requests answered in the same way,2 a Roman emperor now harangued them at length in the Greek language.3

When they sat in judgment, they frequently dispensed Roman law in Greek words. Tiberius having made an exception in this matter, and refused to receive the testimony of a centurion in the Greek language, the historian observes that the emperor was not consistent in this; for in the same court he had conducted many examinations and had pronounced many decisions, in this language. The judgments of Claudius were often interspersed with verses of Homer,4 and he was frequently annoyed by the impudence of the Greeks.5 When Nero first engaged in public affairs, he spoke in behalf of the Bononians, and in behalf of the Rhodians and Ilienses, before the Consul; for the first in Latin, and for the others in Greek.6

If the emperors themselves in Rome administered justice to the inhabitants of the provinces in the Greek language, and the affairs of the Greeks, which were brought forward by their ambassadors, were discussed in Greek in the senate and before the Consul, we may easily infer what was the procedure of the Romans in Greece and Asia.

We are not without examples on this point. Cicero spoke in a Greek senate at Syracuse in the Greek language, as Verres reproached him.7

---

1 Valer. Max. L. I. c. 2. n. 3.
3 Sueton. Claudius. c. 42. He made a single exception in respect to ambas-
dadors who were of Roman extraction and had settled in the provinces. To
them he spoke in Latin and required a reply in Latin. Dio Cass. L. LXX. p. 676.
limits it only thus much: Sermone Greco . . . non tamen usquequeque usus
est. Abstinuit maxime in senatu." Tiber. c. 71. Whenever he made use of
the Latin language he took pains to speak and write it with purity. Dio L. LVII.
5 Sueton. Claud. c. 42.
6 Sueton. Claud. c. 15.
8 Cicero, in Verrem L. IV. c. 66.
Yet it is not probable that he would have done any thing in his capacity of ambassador which he could not justify by other facts. P. Crassus, who, as proconsul, was commissioned to make war against Aristonicus in Asia, went so far as to make replies and issue commands to each of the Grecian tribes in its own dialect, according as he was addressed; to the Ionians in Ionic, to the Æolians in Æolic.\(^1\) Augustus, as conqueror and sovereign, addressed the people of Alexandria in Greek.\(^2\) By Greek eloquence Mucianus induced the people of Antioch to declare for Vespasian.\(^3\) The Greek even seems to have been the court language of the proconsuls in Asia and Syria.\(^4\)

Once more then: What language was used by the procurators of Palestine, Pilate, Porcius Festus, when they sat in judgment? and by the pretors of Syria, Petronius, Vitellius, when, as often happened, they addressed the people? That the Romans in Syria and Phœnicia made use of the Greek language, we know from the preceding evidence; and that an interpreter was employed by them in Palestine, we find no evidence either in Josephus or the sacred books.

As respects the people, the higher classes could hardly do without this language on account of the change in the circumstances of society; but with the multitude, the knowledge of it depended on accident, the sphere of life in which each was placed, and his employment. "Few of my countrymen," says Josephus, at the end of his Archaeology, "could have composed this work in the Greek language, for want of a grammatical acquaintance with it; in which I can boast myself superior to others, although, from the established customs of my country, I myself do not speak it well. For among us the knowledge of foreign languages, and nicety and elegance in pronouncing them, are considered vulgar, inasmuch as freemen of low condition and even menials may, if they please, acquire them. We consider those only learned who are skilled in our law and can expound the sacred books."\(^5\)

A knowledge of the ancient language and the religious documents, was therefore the object of the higher Jewish education. There were even no places of instruction for the existing popular dialect, the Aramaean. The Greek was neglected in the same manner. The Jews understood it, but not grammatically. They learned it by conversation and intercourse; and in this way it was acquired by the lower orders, who were not in a situation to receive instruction, had it been provided.

The religious authorities were so far from being any longer opposed to the diffusion of the Greek language, that they esteemed and reverenced it above every other language. Writings composed in it were reckoned among the works of Jewish learning; and its use was allowed even in judicial cases in which religion was concerned. So we are informed by the oldest and most to be relied on of the Talmudic records, viz. the Mishna; for I am not inclined to regard all the dreams of the later Jews.

\(^{4}\) The Jews are not permitted to compose books in all languages;

\(^1\) Valer. Max. L. VII. c. 7. n. 6.


\(^3\) Tacit. Hist. L. II. c. 80.

\(^4\) Seneca, Ep. XII. De ira, L. II. c. 5.
they shall only be allowed to write them in the Greek language." This is a declaration of Rabbi Simeon, the son of Gamaliel, which was regarded as a statute.\(^1\)

A bill of divorce might be either in Greek or Hebrew (if desired, in both languages), and signed by the witnesses in Greek or Hebrew. It was equally valid, whatsoever language was used.\(^2\) Yet in this matter the Jews were extremely scrupulous, and allowed absolutely no interference in it on the part of any court not Jewish. They likewise would not regard any witness as competent in such a case, unless he were of their own nation.\(^3\) So indulgent had they become in a legal matter pertaining to religious or Mosaic casuistry.

The earliest prohibition of the Greek occurred in the later days of the Jewish state, when Titus distressed Jerusalem. In the war of Vespasian the bridegroom's wreath and the cymbals were abolished by a public edict; and in the war of Titus the use of the bride's wreath was prohibited, and fathers were forbidden henceforth to permit their sons to learn Greek.\(^4\)

From this prohibition we might explain, were it necessary, why Josephus, when deputed by Titus to persuade the besieged to less desperate measures, addressed them in their native language, τῇ πατρῴᾳ γλώσσῃ and ἑξωτικῷ. (Bell. Jud. L. V. c. 9. n. 2. L. VI. c. 2. n. 1.) But even had there been no such prohibition, there was in the old ancestral sounds an evidence of like extraction and like interest in the fate of the country, and hence an inducement to confidence. So Titus thought;\(^5\) and how then can it be considered as proof of ignorance of the Greek on the part of the besieged?

I must mention another circumstance. When the revoltors, in the last decisive moments, became apparently somewhat more submissive, they requested a conference with Titus. He had never yet appeared in person in any negotiation. He approached, ordered a cessation of hostilities on the part of the Romans, had an interpreter at his side, (องอ นวิธีการจัดสิทธิ์วินิจฉัย, as Josephus adds,) and himself commenced the conference.\(^6\) Here he spoke through an interpreter. Was this in-

---

1 Misch. Tract. Megill. c. 1. n. 8. According to R. B. Maimon and Obadiah of Bartenora, the הָעַבְרָיו or observance was in conformity with R. Simeon's decision. Comp. c. II. n. 1, where the two Rabbins assert it to be indifferent whether the Megillah be read in Chaldee or Greek. Thus the objection of a learned man is removed, who maintains that it would be contrary to established custom for a Jew of Palestine (Matthew) to have written a book in the Greek language. (Bartold, Hist. Einleit. in die Schriften des A. und N. T. III. Th. § 320. p. 1176.) The passage to which he refers (Joseph. Antiq. Prom. n. 2.) relates only to the difficulty he found in expressing himself accurately according to the idiom of a foreign language, if Josephus wished not merely to write Greek, but to write it elegantly. (Ael. L. XVI. at the beginning.)

2 Misch. Tr. Gitin. c. 9. n. 8. The text of the beginning of the teaching is given by Maimon. Compare with this the preceding sections in the same chapter of Tr. Gitin.

3 Gitin. c. 1. n. 5.

4 Misch. in Sotah. c. 9. n. 14.


terpreter, then, employed to translate the words of Titus into Hebrew? For that office he would no doubt have preferred Josephus himself. But it was not he: if it had been he would have mentioned it, for he never forgets himself in his history. Neither was the interpreter present to address the Jews in Hebrew, παρέσχε γλωσσή; for Josephus would have mentioned it. For what purpose, then, it will be asked, was the interpreter needed? The words of the historian, rightly understood, afford an explanation. The emperor spoke ex majestate imperii, i.e. in Latin, according to the old Roman custom. Thus much is conveyed by the words: ὅπερ ἦν εἰκών τῶν παρατέινως, this was the distinguishing mark of sovereignty, which have been falsely referred to the next clause: primus, quod victor indiciu, dicere instinxit. It would have been better if Ruffin's translation had been retained, who comes, at least, nearer the mark: "adhibitoque interprete, quo argumento superior ostendebatur. Now the interpreter translated his words into a more intelligible language, but, as we have inferred from the usual custom of Josephus, not into the Hebrew. What language, then, could it have been? Moreover, (in confirmation,) Titus is praised for having made use of the Latin language in state affairs, and the Greek in his literary recreations.1

We now return to our subject. It can no longer be doubted that, at the time when Matthew wrote, the Greek language held firm footing in Palestine. But it is not yet perfectly clear from all these facts united, what was the mutual relation of the two languages. An occurrence in Paul's life promises us some light on this point. At Jerusalem, in an uproar which arose in the temple against him, he was with difficulty carried away to a place of safety by the guard. He demands leave to speak to the assembled people; ascends the stairs and addresses them in the Hebrew tongue. (Acts 21: 40.) This pleased them; and we see in the fact their predilection for the language of the country. The gratification, however, proves at the same time that the people might have been addressed in another language. The narrative of the historian even shows that the assembled multitude expected a speech in another language. "And he beckoned with the hand unto the people. And when there was made a great silence, he spake unto them in the Hebrew tongue, saying, Men, brethren and fathers, hear ye my defence which I make now unto you. And when they heard that he spake in the Hebrew tongue to them, they kept the more silence," μάλλον παρέσχον ἄκουσαν. (Acts 21: 40—42: 2.) It is plain from the narrative that they expected an address in another language, and, to their gratification, heard a defence in Hebrew. Now what language were they expecting? The accusation against Paul, and the immediate cause of the uproar, was that he had introduced Greeks into the temple. (Acts 21: 25.) His accusers were Greek Jews from Ionia, who had a short time before seen Trophimus, the Ephesian, with him. (Acts 21: 27—30.) The accusation and the accusers must have led the people to expect only an address in Greek. The case is the more in point as it does not relate to individuals, but to the people who were

1 Suidas. V. Titus—τη μὴ Ἀστινων ἐπιχείρων γλώττῃ πρὸς τὰς τῶν ποικίλων ἐξαίτη διασκόρης, ποιμένα δὲ καὶ τραγῳδίας Ελλάδος οὖν ἕπονετο.
his auditors, and the whole city which was in commotion. To judge from this occurrence, the language of the country had the predilection of the people in its favor; the mass, however, though there may have been thousands and thousands of exceptions, understood Greek likewise, more from circumstances than from an inclination to foreign languages and manners. But it was on a feast-day; a great number of foreigners were present. True; and yet the greater number were natives who would have understood Greek, but were glad to hear the Hebrew instead of it.

It may now appear less surprising that even in the capital, the central point of Judaism, there were peculiar synagogues, in which the Greeks of various countries convened in separate congregations of considerable magnitude; e. g. the Alexandrians, Cyrenians, Asiatics, &c. (Acts 6: 9. 9: 29.)

The Christian sect, too, of this city consisted partly of persons who spoke Greek, or Hellenists, who were sufficiently numerous to maintain a dispute with the Jews. (Acts 6: 1 seq.)

We are here drawn into a controversy, which for the sake of completeness we must not avoid. Some have been desirous of getting rid of these Jews who spoke Greek, and Jewish Christians, who are mentioned in the Acts. In order to get rid of them, we have been referred to an explanation which had been long ago abandoned, and is to the following purport: "Hellenists were only proselytes, who were always somewhat despised by the Jews who belonged to the twelve tribes, or Hebrews in the strict sense of the word, and were denominated Hellenists, in reference to their heathen extraction."1

At any rate, however, they spoke Greek; the rather as they were of heathen extraction, or but lately heathen themselves. Who could expect anything else from natives of Cilicia, and particularly of Cyrene, Alexandria, and Ionia? (Acts 6: 9.) The example of Phile may be adduced to prove that the Alexandrians understood also something of Hebrew: but this must have been trifling; and besides, there were very few so learned as he was.

Let us enter into a little analysis. What was a Jew? What a Hebrew? What was a Hellen? and what a Hellenist?—The name of Jew (we speak of the times of our Lord and the Apostles,) was the common expression for all who derived their origin from the ancient kingdom of Judah, in whatever part of the world they might dwell; (ἡνία ουδαίσι, Gal. 2: 15. παντες κατὰ τὴν οἰκουμένην, Acts. 24: 5,) and the religion of this race of men (γῆς) is called Judaism (Ούδαίσιος) Galat. 1: 14. Hence the Jews stand opposed to the heathen (ἔθνος) Rom. 3: 29. 9: 24, &c. &c., or to the principal heathen nation, the Greeks ("Ελληνες,) Acts 18: 4. Rom. 2: 9. 10: 12. 1 Cor. 1: 24. To be addicted to Judaism is ουδαίσις; a pagan mode of life, however, is θείναις ζην (Gal. 2: 14,) and never "Ελληνες. He who had been converted from heathenism, but not so long since as to be con-

sidered a citizen, was a proselyte, or son of a proselyte. (Acts 6: 5. 13: 43.) In Acts 2: 10, the terms 'Ἰουδαῖος and προσελήνων comprise all the adherents of Judaism.

Now in Acts 6: 1 the Hebrews and Hellenists stand opposed to each other in the same way as the Jews and Hellenes. What can it have been which distinguished the Hebrew, and by virtue of which he constituted a subdivision of the general term Jew? Certainly not religion; in that he was a Jew: not his extraction; in that also he was a Jew. What, then, can it have been but language? When customs, opinions, and religious worship are spoken of, 'Ἰουδαῖος only is used; but whenever the national language, alphabet and literature are mentioned, 'Ἑβραῖος is used; as 'Ἑβραϊκὴ διάλεκτος, Acts 22: 26: 14. 'Ἑβραῖον γράμματα, Luke 23: 35; and persons speak and write, 'Ἑβραῖοι, John 19: 17, 20. But we never find 'Ἰουδαῖος διάλεκτος, 'Ἰουδαῖα γράμματα, etc. It is thus pretty clear in what the Hebrew was distinguished from the mass of his nation.

If then the peculiarity by which the Hebrew distinguished himself consisted in language, it may be inferred what was the peculiar characteristic of the Hellenist, who is opposed to him; that likewise must have related to language. Hence 'Ἑβραῖος and 'Ἑλληνις were opposed to each other. The word 'Ἑλληνις signifies in Josephus, to express any thing in Hebrew: τα του Καίσαρος διηγησε 'Ἑβραῖοι. (Bell. Jud. L. VI. c. 3. n. 1.) What then must 'Ἑλληνις have been? What it always was, to speak Greek; as, e. g. Thucydides says, (II. 48.) 'Ελληνικαὶ ἑπιγραφαὶ τὸν νῦν γλωσσα, they adopted the Greek language which they now speak; and Xenophon, (Anab. VII. c. 3. n. 12.) Ἑλληνιστὸς γαρ ἦν τοῖς πολέμοις; or as Lucian, (Philopseu. c. 16.) says of the demon which the native of Palestine expels, ἀποκρίνεται Ἑλληνικῷ καὶ βαβυλωνίκῳ that he replied in both languages of Palestine, in the language of the country, βαβυλωνίκως, and in the Greek, Ἑλληνικῷ. Hence a Hellenist was very well defined by the Scholast to be a Jew by extraction who speaks Greek, and if John Chrysostom derived this meaning, as I suppose he did, from the mere formation of the word, he was too good a Grecian for us on this account to dispute his assertion.

If we consult one of the old Greek grammarians, we obtain from him the following information: from 'Ελληνικός Ἑλληνικώς, then Ἑλληνικά; as from Δωρίζω, Δωριζήτω, Ἀιολίζω, Ἀιολίζητω. This plainly refers to language and dialect. Thus Hellenists were distinguished by their language, in respect to which they stood opposed to Jews speaking Hebrew or Aramean. They were men who spoke Greek.

Too great an importance is attached, notwithstanding, (particularly by Bertholdt) to the fact that Jesus is represented as speaking Hebrew. (Mark 5: 41, ταύτα καὶ τούτο; 7: 34, ἐρρητά; and Matt. 27: 46, Mark
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16: 34.) It might be replied that the Hebrew words in these passages are quoted by the Evangelists as something remarkable, which would not have been the case had Jesus usually spoken Hebrew; and what could reasonably be objected to this answer? But we will not dismiss the matter so hastily. Our Lord may have addressed the Jewish multitude in Hebrew, on account of their predilection for it. But how did he address a mixed assembly collected from different countries and cities? How did he address proselytes and pagans; e. g. at Gadara? (Matt. 8: 28 seq. Mark 5: 1. Luke 8: 26.) What language did he speak in the region of Tyre and Sidon (Mark 7: 24 seq.), where the Syrophenician Greek woman (γυνὴ Ἑλληνὶς Συροφηνησίδας,) entered into conversation with him? and what in Decapolis, which consisted of Greek cities, such as Philadelphia, Gerasa, Gadara, Hippos, and Pella?

Finally, even if Jesus did frequently speak Hebrew, how can that affect Matthew, who was not obliged to address distinct collections of people constantly changing, sometimes Hebrews, sometimes Hellenists, and hence allowed to vary his language accordingly; but must have had in mind a fixed class of men, and have adapted his language to that class, in which were included not only the present but a future race, to whom perhaps the Hebrew might become less familiar?

Let us now recapitulate the observations we have made.

I. Through the supremacy of the Macedonians, Asia was filled far and wide with Greek cities. In hither Asia many were founded by the dynasty of the Ptolemies, and especially by that of the Seleucids. Older cities, such as Tyre and Sidon, under the same influence changed their language.

II. The Syrian, Phoenician and Jewish coast throughout, to the borders of Egypt, was occupied by cities either entirely or half Greek. The Israelitish east, from the Arnon upwards, Gilead, Bashan, Hauran, Trachonitis including Abilene, was entirely Greek towards the north, and towards the south mostly in possession of the Greeks. In Judea and Galilee there were several cities wholly, or at least in a great measure, inhabited by Greeks.

III. Herod the great expended enormous sums to transform his Jews into Greeks.

IV. The Roman supremacy rather promoted than impeded this progress to Hellenism.

V. Even the religious authorities of the Jews were so far from making any opposition, that they paid respect to the Greek language till the latest period of the state, and acknowledged it as proper to be employed in their literary works, and even admissible in judicial transactions.

VI. Thus favored on every side, this language spread itself by means of intercourse and conversation through all classes, so that the people in general, though with many exceptions, understood it, being however more attached to their own language.

VII. In the Holy City itself there were congregations exclusively composed of Jews who spoke Greek. From these and from Greek proselytes the Christian sect in Jerusalem was partly supplied with adherents.

I. Let us imagine Matthew placed in these circumstances. If he
wrote in Greek, the mass of the people understood him, and he was compensated for that part of the people who perhaps spoke only the language of the country, by the cities on the borders or in the interior which from early times or through the favor of the Herods were inhabited either entirely or partially by Greeks; as likewise by the Hellenistic congregations in the Holy City and the Hellenists among the Christians, with whom he could communicate in no other way. If he wrote in Hebrew, he resigned the greater and perhaps the nobler part of the readers we have just mentioned.

2. If he took into consideration Auranitis, Trachonitis, or the other eastern districts, once the inheritance of the Israelites, now chiefly belonging to the cities of Decapolis, he found weighty reason for a preference of the Greek.

3. If his view likewise comprehended the adjacent regions of the west; if he considered Antioch the capital of Syria, where the believers were first called Christians (Acts 11: 26); or neighboring Syrian churches (Acts 15: 23, 41); if he thought of Tyre, where there were already Christians (Acts 21: 3, 4); of Sidon (Acts 28: 3); and other cities along the Phoenician coast (for they all fall within the sphere of operation which he assigned himself in the composition of his book, § 2; they all had an evident acquaintance with Palestine and its inhabitants); he could no longer be undecided to which language he should give the preference; he could not but select the Greek.

4. If, writing his book at that late period of the national existence, his mind was wholly engrossed by the prophecies of his Master, which led him to expect a speedy dissolution of the Jewish state, (of the prelude to which he was already himself an eyewitness,) and if he desired to have an influence even after that dissolution was completed; if he wished to be understood still, when the remnant of the Jews, wandering and homeless in their own country, without a temple or religious worship, should have surrendered their possessions to others; if he intended to write not merely for a few months or years; then he would by no means have written the language of a nation which in a short time would cease to be a nation.

§ 11.

Such having been the condition of the national language of Palestine, it cannot be doubted, that besides the Nazarenes and the few natives of the country who passionately clung to the usages and language of their nation, a multitude of other Jewish adherents to Christianity, scattered in various parts of Palestine, must have read and understood any Hebrew original of Matthew, if there were such an one, and would hardly have exchanged it for a Greek version. On this account copies of the text must have multiplied, and must have spread into various parts of the country; and these copies could not have been so completely destroyed that not a trace should remain of them, except, as is pretended, among the sect of the Nazarenes or Ebionites.

In Syria, likewise, particularly in the northeast part of it, where the Syriac dialect obstinately maintained itself, and where even in the 2d century sprang up a Syriac literature and school of poetry, a book of
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this kind, written in the Galilean dialect, could not but be acceptable for use in private by individuals, as well as in public religious service. It would have been no objection that it was in Hebrew characters, for, judging from the Palmyrene inscriptions, these were the common characters in a large part of Syria, and where they were not so, a change of the letters would do away all difficulty. Christians in this country could never have lost sight of it, as their only religious book until they obtained a version of the whole New Testament; and yet, when this version was prepared, they were so little aware of such an original Gospel, that instead of preserving that as a venerable original document, or altering it so as to adapt it more perfectly to their dialect, they translated anew our Greek text, itself a translation.

Origen, too, found no trace of such a book; he could discover nothing but the book καιρὸς Ἑβραϊκός, the value of which he left to every one's own decision; and yet the discovery of Matthew in its original language was as important to him as his perseverance in such investigations was ualuring. He not only devoted time and labor to the Old Testament, in order to restore the purity of the Septuagint by reference to the original text and other critical helps, but was employed, likewise, in a Recension of the New Testament. The many errors that had crept into the book of Matthew, of which he expressly complains, could be remedied in no surer way than by recurrence, as in respect to the Old Testament, to the original text. He performed, during twenty-eight years, numerous journeys for critical purposes, and drew forth many unused and forgotten MSS. from obscurity, in which, but for him, they would probably have perished, for the sake of leaving nothing unattempted for the melioration of the biblical text. He travelled over Palestine and Syria, and lived at Tyre while making use of the critical apparatus he had collected. Notwithstanding these laborious researches made by this intelligent man for this express purpose, he nowhere discovered any such original of Matthew.

Pamphilus, a Phœnician of Barut, celebrated as a martyr, as the instructor of Eusebius, and on account of his biblical scholarship, founded for the church at Caesarea a library of note among the ancients, and diligently searched everywhere to procure books for it. The treasure of biblical literature which it presented attracted Jerome thither, and he derived great advantage from it. But even for this collection, no Hebrew copy of Matthew had been obtained by Pamphilus; he could procure only the Nazarene book, and it was this which Jerome, who translated it, here saw.1 So entirely fruitless were the endeavors of the ancients to get a sight of the pretended original text of this Evangelist, that its existence seems to have been mere report, without the slightest foundation in reality.

On the other hand, nothing was known of a translation of Matthew into Greek. Let us examine Papias once more, who pretends, as we have seen, that Matthew wrote in Hebrew, and then subjoins: ηθνος καὶ αὐτή (Matthew λόγια) ας ηθνος ἔκαισος—each one translated the book as well as he could. (Euseb. H. E. L. III. at the

That is to say, such Christians as did not understand Hebrew translated the book, every man according to his ability; or, more briefly still, whoever did not understand it, translated it. Or did he imagine that all Christians learned something of Hebrew in order to be able to understand Matthew? No writer, unless he were entangled in error, could be betrayed into such difficulties. So much, however, is clear from this, that Papias and all those from whom he derived his collection of ancient traditions, did not know when, where, by whom, or on what authority, a Greek version of Matthew had been executed; and this in the earliest part of the second century, when it could not have been long translated, as Matthew wrote his Gospel at most only sixty years before Papias, and the pretended version must have been considerably later, since he asserts that Christians dispensed with a version for some time.

Let us now compare these facts. Pamphilus and Origen, one of whom lived in Palestine, the other in Phoenicia, were not able to procure the genuine Hebrew Matthew. The Syrians, in whose dialect, by the way, it was written, and who certainly would have obtained it at their conversion, did not know of its existence about the close of the second century. Now where could it have existed if not in Palestine, Phoenicia, or Syria? On the other hand, at the commencement of the 2d century, nobody had any knowledge of a translation of Matthew into Greek, for the use of those who were not Jews; exactly as though from the beginning nobody had heard of any other Matthew than a Greek one.

§ 12.

The Gospel of Matthew which is in our possession, and the substance of which belongs to him as its author, according to the testimony of the most various and distinct religious sects of the earliest times of Christianity, as we have shown in our general introduction,—this Gospel was originally written in Greek. For the Greek dress of the passages which are cited from the Old Testament is so managed, that their appearance must be ascribed to the authors, and not to any translator. They generally exhibit his peculiar purposes, and have reference to the practical scope of his history, which he was desirous of making evident as the narrative proceeded.

In general, the Alexandrian version is used and literally followed in these quotations. The author of the Greek text of Matthew, however, had at his command the Hebrew text of the Old Testament, and freely consulted it.

He sometimes deserted the Septuagint and gave his citations a peculiar and happy turn in reference to the purpose of his book, even when no necessity required it, but merely for the sake of making an expression more strictly appropriate. For instance: there was nothing to prevent his making use of Isaiah 49: 1 seq. as it stood in the Septuagint: but the words: ὁ ἀναστήσας μου ἐξ ὑποταγῆς Ἰς, which, it was true, were the literal rendering of לֶא עָנָסָנָה יִוְּשָׁבָה יֵשָׁבָה, did not seem to him who determined the Greek phraseology, sufficiently definite and appropriate to delineate the character of an unassuming sage, as mani-
fested in Jesus. The purport of the passage was therefore made more suitable to the idea of the Evangelist, by a peculiar phraseology: *He shall not strive nor cry, neither shall any man hear his voice in the streets,* ὅπερ ὑπέδεικνύει σιωπήν τοῦ κοσμοῦ. *In these words were clearly portrayed the quiet, noiseless character, and unassuming modesty of Jesus.* (Matt. 12: 19.)

In citing Psalm 78: 2, he might have used the words ὁ Θεὸς ὁ θεάνων ἀπ' ἀρχῆς; but they were not sufficiently significant of the kind of discourse which established the Messianic authority of Jesus, for proof of which, principally, Matthew cited the Old Testament. For with the Jews the plan of the Messiah's advent to bless them was a deep mystery of the Godhead from eternity, προγνωσμένα ἀπὸ καταβολῆς κόσμου. (1 Pet. 1: 20. Ephes. 1: 4. Heb. 9: 26.) To express this, ἀπ' ἀρχῆς was too tame, and a more lively idea was contained in the word τοῦ τιμητοῦ; he therefore gave more force and consequence to the passage by using the best expression: ἡ ἑκάστην κεφαλὴν ἀπὸ καταβολῆς κόσμου. (Matt. 13: 35.)

The translation of the words יִשְׂרָאֵל and בָּלָשְׁנָה, in Isaiah 53: 4, by אָדָם and נֹדֵס, (Matt. 8: 17.) was so perfectly adapted to the writer's purpose, that the Hebrew expression was far transcended with the view of promoting the aim of the Evangelist.1

The words in Matt. 27: 9, 10, came beyond all doubt from Zechariah; but they were quoted from memory, and are ascribed to Jeremiah. It is as improbable that Matthew, in order to show that Jesus was the Messiah, for which purpose proof of real validity was requisite, should have appealed to apocryphal writings, which might be objected to and could not confer on his attempt any convincing authority, as it is erroneous and contrary to all investigations concerning the canon to imagine that any part of the Old Testament has been lost since Matthew's time.

The passage is found in Zechariah, and in the same words; the arrangement only is different, as would be very natural in a quotation from memory. Zech. 11: 13, 14. ἦν ἡλικίας ἡ ἡμέρα τῆς ἀρχῆς, καὶ ἡ ἐκκλησία πάντων τῶν μαθητῶν—here we have, in the first place, the same clause and the same sum expressed. So too as to the words τὴν τιμημένον ἐπὶ τῆς τόπου λαοῦ, because ἡ ἀρχὴ τῆς ἁγιάσματος (for which he read ἅγια), occurs afterwards. Even the potter is mentioned in the Hebrew: καὶ ἐσώσαν εἰς τὸν ἁγιοῦ τοῦ πατρὸς, ἔργον ἐγένετο ἐπὶ τὴν ἐποίησιν. In common usage Ῥωμαίος is a potter, the literal Aquila having translated it πλάστης. Lastly, the field too is mentioned; for Ῥωμαίος has this signification in Ezra and in Chaldaizing Hebrew. We have, therefore, all the prominent ideas of the passage and even the particular clauses and general language, as exhibited in Mat-

---

1 A celebrated scholar thus speaks respecting this passage in the Evangelist: "If he translated from the Hebrew himself, he carefully selected διδασκαλίας and νοσήματα for βίβλιον and βάλεσθαι, in order to adapt the passage perfectly to Christ's cures. And this very use of these words makes it probable that Matthew here made his own translation from the Hebrew." Eichhorn, in the Allg. Biblioth. der bibl. Literatur. II. Band. Göttingen. p. 373.
show. The form of the Greek, which is entirely suited to the purpose of the Evangelist, can hardly be attributed, as any intelligent person will admit, to any one but himself.

This peculiar proceeding in regard to passages of the Old Testament evinces rather the spirit of an author working according to his own ideas and bending every thing to a determinate plan, than a translator, of whom it could hardly be expected that he should enter into the views of the writer and act in conformity with them in such a manner as the author himself could not have done without great care.

Familiar as the author of the Greek text was with the Hebrew Old Testament, there are cases which plainly show that he had not any Hebrew original before him. The citation of Isaiah 29: 13, in Matt. 15: 9, is such a case. The Seventy have, indeed, given the general idea, but have by no means reached an exact expression of the original. There is nothing at all in the Hebrew corresponding to the word μαθητής; it would appear that the LXX read διδάσκαλος for μαθητής; and there is no word for διδάσκαλος in Isaiah. The words מַדְגַּדָּכָלָה, have been translated by συβουντα μαθητής, as if ἰδιός μαθητής was read; מַדְגַּדָּכָלָה is treated as a noun in the plural number, as if it were מַדְגַּדָּכָלָים, διδάσκαλοι. This version, however, is not on these accounts the less literally quoted. It does not appear as if the author of the Greek was a translator who had the Hebrew text before him, and expressed it as well as he could, but as if he moulded it himself according to his own fancy and judgment.

We will now leave our Evangelist for a moment, but only with a view to prepare for further investigations respecting him.

§ 13.

MARK.

John Mark, whom the ancients represent as a disciple and fellow-traveller of Paul, was born, it would seem, at Jerusalem. At least his mother resided there, and believers assembled together in her house. (Acts 12: 12.) It was thither that Peter first went, when the angel delivered him from prison, expecting to be gladly received. He was not mistaeken; he was received with all the marks of great joy.

John Mark, and the Mark mentioned with so endearing an appellation by Peter (1 Pet. 5: 13), can hardly be distinguished from one another because the name John is added to the former and not to the latter. It ought not to have escaped the learned men, who on this account make these two different persons, that the surname was the common and distinctive appellation, and that John, ὁ ἐπισκοπός Μάρκος (Acts 12: 25,) and Λεβιαῖος ὁ ἐπισκοπός Θαδδαῖος, Ἰούσιος ὁ ἐπισκοπόμενος Βαρνάβας, Ἰωσὴφ τὸν καὶ Καίαρα ἐπισκοποῦντον, (Jos. Ant. L. XVIII. c. 2. n. 2,) were in common life called simply Mark, Thaddeus, Barnabas, Caiaphas.

1 Grotius Prof. in Marc. Cave, Hist. Litt. vol. I.
The following series of incidents in the life of this John, whose surname was Mark, will make it still more clear that he and Mark were one and the same person.

When Paul and Barnabas were at Jerusalem, about the time of Peter’s imprisonment, they took John Mark to accompany them to Antioch. When, afterwards, these two men were prompted by the Spirit to proclaim the doctrines of Jesus in other lands, they selected this John Mark as their assistant and companion. (Acts 12: 25. 13: 5.)

He went with them to Cyprus: but when they removed from Paphos to Perga in their onward progress, Mark forsook them and returned to Jerusalem. (Acts 13: 13.)

Paul and Barnabas sometime after returned to Antioch; but their active disposition did not suffer them to rest long. They determined again to visit their brethren, for the purpose of observing the success of their enterprise and their labors. (Acts 15: 37.) Barnabas desired to have Mark again as a companion; but Paul refused, alleging that he had forsaken them the first time, and had failed to persevere under difficulties. Barnabas would not yield, preferring rather to separate from his fellow laborer, and went again with Mark to Cyprus. Paul chose Silas.

From this time no John Mark is mentioned in the New Testament; we find only Mark. (Coloss. 4: 10. 2 Tim. 4: 11. Phil. 24.) From the first passage, however, it is clear that this Mark is the same John Mark whom Paul and Barnabas associated with themselves at first, and on account of whom they separated. We here learn that he was related to Barnabas, ἀδελφὸς τοῦ Βαρνάβα, and now perceive why Barnabas and Paul took him with them from Jerusalem, and why Barnabas was so attached to this Mark that he separated from Paul on his account, severed the ties of ancient friendship, and abandoned their common object, that he might have the youth by his side, and lastly, why he went with him a second time to Cyprus. Barnabas was a Cyprian by birth (Acts 4: 36); and Mark his kinsman, here met with many who were his relations by the side of Barnabas.

Paul was again reconciled to him, and, in his first imprisonment had him in his company at Rome. When subsequently he was sent back by Paul on business into Asia, he visited his old instructor, Peter, with whom, as is clear from the first Epistle of this Apostle (5: 13,) he connected himself; and whose amanuensis he seems to have been in the composition of the Epistle.

§ 14.

As Mark, who left Jerusalem in company with Paul, must have been still a youth, when Peter was imprisoned by Agrippa, and as nothing occurs anywhere in regard to him which shows him to have been an eye-witness of facts and events concerning Jesus, it is proper to inquire as to the source of his accounts and the credentials of his historical authority. Whence then did Mark get his information as to what he narrates?

When we consider that there was an assembly of believers in his mother’s house, and that Peter went thither first after his liberation, that
the latter honors him above all the believing Jews with the tender appellation Μάρκος, ὁ υἱὸς μου, (1 Pet. 5: 13,) we cannot doubt that he bestowed upon him his paternal care, a great part of which, with an Apostle, must have consisted of instruction. We must, therefore, refer his knowledge of the doctrines of Jesus, as well as his narrative in a great measure, to Peter. We might hence, moreover, consider it probable, though not absolutely demonstrated, that besides general information, he had the advantage of particular assistance and more minute instruction from the Apostle in prosecuting his work.

But history furnishes us positive assurance of this. The first witness to be sure, is Papias, whose testimony would be of little value, were it not supported by a specification of his authority. On this occasion, however, he appeals expressly to his voucher, John, an Ephesian Presbyter, who was probably contemporary with the fact which he asserts, or at all events with John the Evangelist, and from his circumstances and the time when he lived possessed some certain information respecting the documents of Christianity. According to his account, οὗτος ὁ πρεσβύτερος λέγει, Mark was not an immediate disciple of our Lord, but was intimately connected with Peter, and was his constant companion, carefully noted down all the narratives given by him in public assemblies, and formed them into a historical book. (Eusebius at the end of the IIId book of his H. E.)

Clement of Alexandria says something similar, and corroborates it by the authority of the most ancient fathers, ἀπὸ τῶν αὐτίσκοθεν πρεσβυτέρων, who are totally different persons from the preceding, judging from the tenor of the testimony. For it comprises, likewise, the assertion that the Gospels containing the genealogies appeared first; a declaration which Eusebius neither found anywhere in the works of Papias, nor specifies as one of his opinions or assertions, and the contrary of which is stated by Irenæus, who venerated Papias. He says now (Euseb. H. E. L. VI. c. 14) that Mark, who was for a long time in Peter’s company, noted down his discourses, wrote them out, and thus composed his Gospel. What be subjoins, too, is peculiar to him, viz. that Mark composed it at the instance of believers, and put it into their hands, with no opposition and with no express approbation on the part of the Apostle.

Tertullian, in his fourth book against Marcion,¹ says it was asserted concerning Mark’s Gospel, that it properly belonged to Peter, and Mark was only his interpreter. This we are told, too, by Origen.²

This is likewise the real signification of the passage in Justin’s Dialogue with Trypho, in which he quotes the words of Mark concerning the sons of Zebedee, who were called sons of thunder, with the declaration that it was ἐν τοῖς ἀπομνημονεύμασιν αὐτοῦ, where αὐτὸν refers to Peter.³ Christ and Peter are mentioned just before, and αὐτὸν cannot

¹ L. IV. c. 5. "Licet et Marci quod odidit, Petri affirmetur, cujus interpretes Marcus.”
² Euseb. H. E. L. VI. c. 25.
refer to both. Justin, however, invariably terms the Gospels ἀπομνημονεύματα τῶν ἀποστόλων, and never ἀπομνημονεύματα Χριστοῦ. Thus, in Justin's usual mode of speaking, the Gospel of Mark is ascribed to the Apostle under the denomination ἀπομνημονεύματα αὐτοῦ (Πέτρου).

§ 15.

The Gospel written by Mark was, as we have already mentioned (§ 2) intended for readers but slightly acquainted with Palestine and with Jewish manners and customs, whence the author was induced to render intelligible to his intended readers, by means of explanatory additions, much which was familiar to the most humble native of Palestine. But this circumstance designates those for whom this Gospel was intended only in a very general way. The remark he makes in Chap. 12 v. 42, is a little more definitive as to the circle of readers for whom he wrote.

He speaks of the λεπτόν, a coin common in Judea, and finds it necessary to inform his readers of its exact value. His procedure in this case is worthy of notice. He does not reckon like Josephus, who in such cases computed the amount in Attic money, stating the value of the shekel in drachms; but, to make himself intelligible to those whom he had in view, he subjoins the value of the λεπτόν in Roman money, and thus shows that he had his eye upon men who were better acquainted with the Roman currency than any other.

Contrary to the general custom of the biblical writers, he makes use of the Roman term centurio (ὁ κεντυρίων, 15: 39,) for a commander of sixty or a hundred soldiers. Josephus calls him ἐκατονταγγελός, as do likewise the other books of the New Testament; an evidence that this expression was in accordance with the usage of Palestine. It was, besides, the most intelligible word among the Greeks, it being a pure Greek term. This deviation from the Jewish and Greek usage can have been made only with reference to readers who were familiar with the Latin technical term, but not with the Greek.

History points us to Rome itself. Those ancient teachers, οἱ ἀνέκαθεν προσβύτεροι, extolled by Clement, relate in the passage above mentioned, that Mark combined Peter's discourses in a written narrative at Rome, and published it there at the request of the Christians.¹

The time too, when according to historical evidence Mark published his Gospel, leads us to the conclusion that it must have been composed in the city which was then the capital of the world, and at all events, forbids us to fix upon any other place but this as the place of its completion and publication.

¹ This is corroborated, likewise, by other writers. Epiphani. Heres. L. 1. Ἀνδρέου ἱερέως καὶ Ἐφεσιοῦ τοῦ Ἰωάν. Ἰωάν. Ἐπιφανείας τοῦ εὐαγγελίου ἐν Ιερουσαλημ, 2. Hieronym. in Catal. v. Marcus.—"Marcus discipulus et interpres Petri, juxta quod Petrum referentem audierat, rogatus Rome a fratibus brevi scripsit evangeliwm, etc."
§ 16.

It is true that the period at which Mark appeared as a historian is not stated alike by all the ancients; this want of unanimity, however, only renders the inquiry more tedious, but does not make the answer to our inquiry less certain. A story gained currency that Simon Magus tried the fortune of his magic arts even in Rome, and obtained divine honors. Justin Martyr was the original author of this story, and thought he found traces of the fact in the well-known inscription SEMONI DEO SANCO, the composition of which, either from its further contents, or from oral accounts, he assigns to the days of the Emperor Claudius. The hasty inference of this father, who was not very well acquainted with the Roman language or the Italian mythology, became the basis of a still more extended tale. Peter had once in another place humbled the Magian; this fact was now united with Justin's story, and thus originated a complete narrative, the personages of which were Peter and Simon Magus, and the scene of which was laid at Rome. Chronology, which was called upon to find a place in the series of real events for this pretended occurrence, fixed it in the reign of Claudius, in accordance with the period assigned by Justin to the composition of the inscription. The inference was, that Peter must have been in Rome at this time, and as the circumstances appeared more suitable to the supposition than those of his last residence, in which he met his death, Mark must have composed his Gospel at this time.

False as is the date assigned, yet these accounts, which connect fact with fiction concerning Mark's Gospel, agree in representing Rome as the place in which it was written.

Irenæus has given us another chronological statement, which, as far as respects Matthew, agrees perfectly with what we have inferred from the contents of the book (§ 5.), and is therefore fully confirmed by this means. This witness, whose veracity has never been impeached, informs us as follows respecting Mark's Gospel: "Matthew published his work when Peter and Paul were preaching at Rome, and founding a church there. After their departure, however, Mark, the disciple and interpreter of Peter, gave us in a composition of his own the accounts of Peter." The words μετὰ τῶν ἔξοδον admit a double significatio: after their death Mark published his book, or after their departure from Rome. Grabbe gives them the latter sense; Valois and others make them refer to their death.

The interpretation of Valois is the correct one. For Peter himself used this expression in speaking of his death, calling it his ἔξοδος (2 Peter I: 14, 15.). Irenæus, it would seem, here had reference to this expression, applying to the event the peculiar word used by the Apostle.

---

2 Euseb. Chron. ad A. III. Claud.
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His words are: After the εἰκόνα of the two Apostles, Peter and Paul, who had preached at Rome. Now even if he, like the later writers, supposed that Peter was twice in Rome, first under Claudius and afterwards in the latter part of Nero’s reign, yet the circumstance that he has connected Peter and Paul with each other, and their preaching and residence, shows clearly that he had in his mind the latter days of the Apostles when they were in Rome together.

§ 17.

MATTHEW AND MARK.

Further investigations concerning their historical sources.

Matthew and Mark relate almost always the same events throughout their histories; while on the contrary, the other Evangelists differ very much from one another as well as from Matthew and Mark in their selection of facts. It is therefore a reasonable inquiry: Whence arises this harmony between Matthew and Mark? How happens it that they have selected exactly the same facts from the great multitude before them? Were we considering profane authors, who had such an extensive field of history before them, we should be easily led by such an appearance to suppose that one had the other before him while composing. But if, in addition to this, they agreed in their mode of representing historical facts and in the costume which they gave them, made use of the same number of sentences and clauses in narrating an occurrence, the same phraseology, the same order and position of the words, even to the adverbs and conjunctions, as is frequently the case with our authors, this would be positive proof that they did not write independently of each other, but either the latest followed and made use of the earliest, or both drew literally from a third common document.

Considering our historians only as writers whose credibility and authority are not to be taken for granted, but are still to be determined by critical investigation, this conclusion is valid respecting them likewise. And, in fact, their similarity is sometimes greater than can easily be found between two different writers, as the following examples will show.

1 As the first question is, whether these books have any historical value, we naturally cannot take their inspiration into account, which can only be proved when this point is decided. Theologians, likewise, are agreed that the style of the sacred books was not inspired, but belonged to the sacred writers themselves; on which ground they allege proofs of the antiquity and genuineness of the biblical writings from their style and genius.
I.

Math. XV. 39 seq.

Προσκαλούμενος τοῖς μαθηταῖς αὐτοῦ, ἔλεγεν αὐτοῖς· Ἐπλαγχύνθομεν ἐπὶ τὸν ὄχλον, ὅτι Ἰησοῦς Ἰησοῦς προσεμνοῦτοι μοι, καὶ οὐκ ἔχουσιν τι φαγωσί.

Καὶ ἐόλην τοῖς ὄχλοις ἀναπολοῦν ἐπὶ τὴν γῆν· καὶ λαβὼν τοὺς ἐπὶ τὰ ἄρτος, εὐχαριστήσας ἐκλατά, καὶ ἔδωκεν τοῖς μαθηταῖς αὐτοῦ· οἱ δὲ μαθηταῖς τῷ ὄχλῳ.

Καὶ ἐφαγὼν πάντας, καὶ ἐφορτάσθησαν, καὶ ἔφυγαν τὸ περιστών τῶν κλασμάτων, ἐπὶ σπείρας.

Mark VIII. 1 seq.

Προσκαλούμενος τοῖς μαθηταῖς αὐτοῦ, λέγειν αὐτοῖς· Ἐπλαγχύνθομεν ἐπὶ τὸν ὄχλον, ὅτι Ἰησοῦς Ἰησοῦς προσεμνοῦτοι μοι, καὶ οὐκ ἔχουσιν τι φαγωσί.

Καὶ παρῆγγελε τῷ ὄχλῳ ἀναπολοῦν ἐπὶ τῆς γῆς· καὶ λαβὼν τοὺς ἐπὶ τὰ ἄρτος, εὐχαριστήσας ἐκλατά, καὶ ἔδωκεν τοῖς μαθηταῖς αὐτοῦ, ἐνα παραθύδω τῷ ὄχλῳ . . . . . .

"Εφαγὼ δὲ, καὶ ἐφορτάσθησαν καὶ ἔφυγαν περιστώτερον κλασμάτων, ἐπὶ σπείρας.

II.

Math. XIII. 4 seq.

Καὶ ἐν τῷ σπείραν αὐτοῦ, ὅ μὲν ἔτοπος παρὰ τὴν ὄδον· καὶ ἤλθεν τὰ πετεινὰ, καὶ κατέφαγεν αὐτὸν. "Αλλὰ δὲ ἔπαυσεν ἐπὶ τὸ πετρόβη, ὅπου οὐκ ἦν γῆ πολλὴν· καὶ εὐθὺς ἐξανεύρετε, διὰ τὸ μὴ ἢξαν βάσος γῆς· ἢλὺν δὲ ἀνατελάτως ἐκαμακτος· καὶ διὰ τὸ μὴ ἢξαν βίον, ἐθαψές· ἢλὺν δὲ ἀνατελάτως ἐκαμακτος· καὶ διὰ τὸ μὴ ἢξαν βίον, ἐθαψές·

"Αλλὰ δὲ ἔπαυσεν ἐπὶ τῶν ἄκτων· καὶ ἀνατελάτως ἐκαμακτος, καὶ ἀπένεκαν αὐτὸν.

"Αλλὰ δὲ ἔπαυσεν ἐπὶ τὴν γῆν τὴν καλὴν· καὶ ἔδωκεν μαρτύριον.

Mark IV. 4 seq.

Καὶ ἔγενεν ἐν τῷ σπείραν, ὅ μὲν ἔτοπος παρὰ τὴν ὄδον· καὶ ἤλθεν τὰ πετεινὰ, καὶ κατέφαγεν αὐτὸν. "Αλλὰ δὲ ἔπαυσεν ἐπὶ τὸ πετρόβη, ὅπου οὐκ ἦν γῆ πολλὴν· καὶ εὐθὺς ἐξανεύρετε, διὰ τὸ μὴ ἢξαν βάσος γῆς· ἢλὺν δὲ ἀνατελάτως ἐκαμακτος· καὶ διὰ τὸ μὴ ἢξαν βίον, ἐθαψές· ἢλὺν δὲ ἀνατελάτως ἐκαμακτος· καὶ διὰ τὸ μὴ ἢξαν βίον, ἐθαψές· ἢλὺν δὲ ἀνατελάτως ἐκαμακτος· καὶ διὰ τὸ μὴ ἢξαν βίον, ἐθαψές·

"Αλλὰ δὲ ἔπαυσεν ἐπὶ τῶν ἄκτων· καὶ ἀνατελάτως ἐκαμακτος, καὶ ἀπένεκαν αὐτὸν καὶ καιρὸν οἷον ἔδωκεν. Καὶ ἄλλο ἔπαυσεν εἰς τὴν γῆν τὴν καλὴν· καὶ ἔδωκεν μαρτύριον.
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v. 20.

"Ο δὲ ἐπὶ τα παράθυρα
σπαράξει,
οὕτος ἀπειρόν ὁ τὸν λόγον ἀκούων
καὶ εὐθὺς μετὰ χαρᾶς
λαμβάνων αὐτὸν,
οὐκ ἔρχετο ὁ φίλες ἐν λαυτι,
ἀλλὰ πρόσπαθε ὅτι
γενομένης ἦν θλίψεως
ἡ διαγωγοῦ διὰ τὸν λόγον,
εὐθὺς σκανδαλίζεται.
"Ο δὲ εἰς τὰς
ἀκάθαρτας θλιψίς,
οὕτος ἀπείρω ὁ τὸν λόγον ἀκοούων,
καὶ ὁ μάρτυς τοῦ αἰῶνος
καὶ ἡ ἀπαρχὴ τοῦ πλούτου
συμμετείχε τὸν λόγον,
καὶ ἀκαρπὸς γίνεται.

v. 16.

Καὶ οὕτως ... ἐπὶ τα παράθυρα
σπαράξει,
οὗ, ὃταν ἀκούων τὸν λόγον,
εὐθὺς μετὰ χαρᾶς
λαμβάνοντι αὐτὸν,
καὶ οὐχ ἔχοντι φίλον ἐν λαυτίς,
ἀλλὰ πρόσπαθε ὅτι
εἶτα γενομένης ἡθλίσεως
ἡ διαγωγοῦ διὰ τὸν λόγον,
εὐθὺς σκανδαλίζεται.
Καὶ οὕτως ἀπείρων ὁ ἐν ταῖς
ἀκαθαρσίας σπαράξεις,
οὕτως ἀπειρὼν ὁ τὸν λόγον ἀκοούων,
καὶ ὁ μάρτυς τοῦ αἰῶνος,
καὶ ἡ ἀρχή τοῦ πλούτου,
καὶ αἱ περὶ τὸν λόγον εἰπιθυμίας
συμμετείχεν τὸν λόγον,
καὶ ἀκαρπὸς γίνεται.

III.

Math. XXVI. 47 seq.

Καὶ ἐπὶ τοῦ λαοῦ τοῦ,

ἰδοὺ Ἰωάννης, ὡς τῶν δώδεκα,

καὶ μετὰ αὐτοῦ ἤχος πολύς
μετὰ μαγικων
καὶ ἤχοι,
ἀπὸ τῶν ἀρχανών
καὶ προφατέων τοῦ λαοῦ.

"Ο δὲ παραδίδοσιν αὐτὸν,

ὑπάρχειν
αὐτοῖς σημαίνον, λέγοντι.

"Ο οὖν φιλήμων, αὐτῶς ἄνετον
μεταφέρεται αὐτῶν.

Καὶ εὐθὺς προσελθὼν
τῷ Ἰησοῦ, ἔδει:

"Χαῖρε, ἀδεβί.

"Καὶ κατεφίλησαν αὐτὸν.

Mark XIV. 43 seq.

Καὶ εὐθὺς, ἐπὶ τοῦ λαοῦ τοῦ,

παραγίνεται

Ἰωάννης, ὡς ἂν τῶν δώδεκα,

καὶ μετὰ αὐτοῦ ἤχος πολύς
μετὰ μαγικων
καὶ ἤχοι,
παρὰ τῶν ἀρχανών
καὶ τῶν γεματισμόν τοῖς
προφατέων.

Ἄληθεία δὲ ὁ παραδίδοσιν αὐτὸι

ὑπάρχειν αὐτοῖς, λέγοντι.

"Ο οὖν φιλήμων, αὐτῶς ἄνετον

μεταφέρεται αὐτῶν
καὶ ἀπαγόρευται ἀναφορᾶς.

Καὶ ἔδει, εὐθὺς προσελθὼν
αὐτῷ, λέγει: Ἑβρᾶ, ἄρεβί
καὶ κατεφίλησαν αὐτῶν."
Can a similarity like this, which, though it do not exist throughout, might be exhibited in many other passages, be attributed to mere accident? Or how could any man with extracts like these from profane writers lying before him, doubt that one had borrowed from the other, that the later writer was dependent on his predecessor?

§ 18.

But may not both have drawn from the same common sources, and this be the cause of their agreement? When such appearances are presented, this is certainly a second supposable case. Both might have had, perhaps, some Hebrew history of Jesus before them, as their guide in composing. From the fact that in ancient times there was a report current in regard to such a Hebrew original; that our books appear as if they were translations from such a document, that their similarity, and at the same time the difference in phraseology frequently apparent, as well as their other mutual discrepancies, may be thus explained and reconciled, and many passages elucidated; we are tempted to regard this hypothesis as something more than an hypothesis.

Indeed, some recent essays on the Gospels have so perfected and set off this theory, that one could not but be extremely prepossessed in its favor, were there not certain difficulties remaining, which from their apparently trivial character were not taken into account, but are in reality decisive against it.

If Matthew and Mark had translated from a common Hebrew original, their works would not have coincided so exactly as they do in many places even as to the minutest points in phraseology.

expression corresponding to most Hebrew words; so that in the case supposed they might have differed much more widely from each other than they have. By examining the second passage cited in proof of their similarity (Matt. 13: 4 and Mark 4: 4 seq.,) and referring to Luke, who is said to have likewise followed this common original, it will be perceived in how many ways they might have deviated from each other even in the most simple expressions: καὶ ἀνέβησαν αἱ ἡμέραις καὶ ἀπένεβαν αὐτῷ is given thus by Luke (S. 7,) καὶ αὐτοὶ ἀνέθανσαν αὐτῷ—Matt. Mark: ἄλλα δὲ ἐπεσεν ἐπὶ τὴν γῆν τὴν καλὴν. Luke: καὶ ἔστρεψεν ἐπὶ τὴν γῆν τὴν ἁγαθὴν.—M. M.: διὰ τὸ μὴ ἦσαν βαθῶς γῆς. Luke: διὰ τὸ μὴ ἦσαν ἐμπόδοι.—M. M.: ἄλλα δὲ ἐπεσεν ἐπὶ τὰ πετραδί. Luke: καὶ ἔστρεψεν ἐπὶ τὴν πέτραν.

2. Now when we compare the structure of the Hebrew, Chaldee, or Syriac Language with that of the Greek, such an agreement is totally inexplicable. The former have only two tenses, a past and future (and two of them, in some cases, a sign for the pluperfect); while on the other hand the Greek has two future tenses of common occurrence in the New Testament, and the following past tenses, viz. an imperfect, a perfect, a first and second aorist, in the active voice, and as many tenses for the same use in the middle voice. Hence to express a past tense of the Hebrew or Syriac language, the Greek often had about eight tenses at command; and in very many cases four might be used to express the future. How then did it happen, that where they agree in expression, they generally coincide in using the same tense in Greek? The original could not have led to this. Let us examine the first of the passages adduced; instead of προσκαλεσάμενος τούτου μαθητάς αὐτοῦ, or ἐπὶ τοῦ ἱεροῦ, they might have used likewise προσκαλέσας, προσκαλοῦν; instead of αναπέσαν ἐπὶ τῆς γῆς, ἔμαθεν ἔμαθεν, ἀναπέσαν, ἀνα- πέσας, ἀναπέσασθαι, ἀναπέσασθαι, ἀναπέσασθαι; for λαβὼν, the word εἴληφος, λαμβάνον, or λαμβάνων, might just as well have been used; for εὐγαριστήσας—εὐγαριστών, εὐγαριστήσαμεν, &c. In the third example, too, for λαλοῦντος might have been used λαλοῦ- μενον, λαλήσαντος, λαληθέρων; for πρατεύσῃ—πρατεύτης, πρατη- σάθαι. Notwithstanding the numerous future tenses of the Greek, the New Testament, by an extraordinary idiom, sometimes employs a peculiar one, formed in the subjunctive mode. (Glassius Philol. Sac. P. I. Ed. Dathi, p. 313.) Now, whenever Matthew allows himself to make use of this grammatical anomaly, it appears in the same place in Mark, as, for instance, is to be seen in example No. IV, where, instead of οὐ μὴ παρελθόντας, we find οὐ μὴ παρέλθῃ νὴ γενέα, and instead of οὐ λόγοι μου οὐ μὴ παρέλθουσι or παρελθοῦσιν—οὐ μὴ παρέλθας.

3. It is well known that the Syriac, Hebrew, &c. has no verbs compounded with adverbs; while the Greek, by means of composition with σὺν, μετὰ, ἐπί, παρά, κατὰ, εἰς, πρὸς, and the like, possesses an abundant store of expression. The Grecian is not always under any necessity of using these, but avails himself of them to give greater precision to his language, for which purpose he has a large number ready for his choice; and often uses them only for the sake of variety. The Jew and Syrian have, generally speaking, no expedient of this kind at command; and it is but seldom that such a signification is contained in the
root, though sometimes it is, as in ἔγραψα he went out, ἔγραψα he went up. But as this is not very often the case, there is always, even when there appears a reason from the connexion for the use of such a compound word, a freedom of choice from the copiousness of the Greek. For μετακαλεῖσθαι, μετακαλεῖσθαι, μετακαλεῖσθαι; for προσμείγονται—περιμείγονται, παραμείγονται, συμμείγονται, καταμείγονται. Αἱ μέριμναι αὐτῶν αὐτῶν τῶν λόγων might be expressed also by αποκρίγονται, καταπλήγονται, ἑρμηνεύονται. Both Evangelists, moreover, frequently use compound words without any sort of necessity. For instance, in the 3d example cited, in προσελθὼν... καὶ ἐπὶ αὐτῶν the compound word was so unnecessary that Luke contents himself with τοὺς φίλους αὐτῶν; for εὐθέως ἐξ ἐν τῇ ἔμπροσθε, διὰ τὸ μὴ ἔχειν βαθείας, in the 2d example, αὐτῆς καὶ αὐτῶν was quite sufficient. Of the same character, likewise, is the following example:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matt. XX. 25</th>
<th>Mark X. 42</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Οἴδατε ὦ διὶ ἄρχοντες τῶν ἱδρῶν κατακυρεύοντος αὐτῶν καὶ οἱ μεγάλοι καταστροφάζοντος αὐτῶν.</td>
<td>Οἴδατε ὦ διὶ δοκεούντες ἔρχεσθαι τῶν ἱδρῶν κατακυρεύοντας αὐτῶν καὶ οἱ μεγάλοι καταστροφάζοντας αὐτῶν.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here the compound word κατακυρεύοντος is unnecessary, and was not occasioned by the Hebrew: Luke has merely μεγάλους. So too with καταστροφάζοντος, which Luke expresses by ἑρμηνεύοντας. They might have used too, ἐπικυρεύοντας and ἀνακυρεύοντας, as well as ἑρμηνεύοντας, or the proper word αὐτοκυρεύοντας.

4. The orientals have no adjectives derived from substantives. Hence, when the Evangelists use them, they did not come from the Hebrew, but are instances of license on the part of the translator. And yet Matthew and Mark agree in the use of them. They tell us that the Baptist had a σῶσθαι ΑΕΡΜΑΤΙΝΗΝ ζητοῦντες ἐν τῷ ὄνομα αὐτῶν. This word cannot be translated into Syriac and Arabic, except by means of a noun, changing the expression to منطقه جبل، سي مهدى، السفاح، σῶν ἁγιασμός. The word ἅγιασμος could be rendered in these latter languages only by circumlocution, or by λατάνα, καιρός. (Matt. 9: 16, Mark 2: 21). "Ἀσέμενος in Matt. 13: 57 and Mark 6: 4, is expressed in Luke by οὐ δεκτὸς and in John 4: 44 by τομηματίκος ἐργάζεται. If we examine the second passage cited above, we shall find several other instances: εἰς τα περιφέρειας; Luke uses εἰς τὴν περιφέρειαν, and so it must have been in the original, as the Syriac translator has ﷲ. Αλλὰ προσκοιμηταὶ εἰσί; Luke has προσκοιμηταὶ, and so likewise the oriental,

1 This is subject to some limitation as respects the Arabian, who uses ﷲ، إنساني، etc.
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"Ἀναγνώς ἔφεται; for this the oriental has no corresponding adjective, and is obliged to write Ἰςος Ἰςος Ἐδώ μετὰ Ἰςού x. t. l.

We even find them in one passage very unexpectedly agreeing in the use of the same dialect, the Ἑλλειτ; Matt. 26: 69, Mark 16: 68, ναι oδ ἡθα μετὰ Ἰςού x. t. l.

So frequent agreement between two writers, in cases in which the character of the language into which they translated afforded numerous possibilities of a different choice of phraseology, and the language from which they translated could not lead them to any agreement, are not to be accounted for on the supposition of a common original text.

5. The citations from the Old Testament, as has been shown before, (§ 12) are managed with great and characteristic freedom and dexterity by Matthew. Nor does Mark desert his predecessor in this point. Matthew (11: 10) deviated from the LXX, in the citation of Malachi 3: 1—ἵδον ἐξαποστέλλω τὸν ἄγγελόν μου καὶ ἐπιβέβεβαι ὁδὸν πρὸ προσώπου μου, and translated it with more pointed application to the Baptist's office and mission: ἰδον ἀποστείλω τὸν ἄγγελόν μου πρὸ προσώπου σου, οὐκ ἡτακέκνεσε τὴν ὁδὸν σου ἑκατοσθέν σου. Mark cites the words precisely in the same way (1: 2,) and ascribes them to Isaiah, which shows that he did not take them from the prophet himself.

The words of Isaiah 29: 13, in Matth. 15: 8, 9, of which something was said in § 12, were taken from the LXX indeed, but quoted from memory, on which account they present a peculiar appearance as to their order and grammatical forms. The Apostle says: ο λαὸς οὐχος τοῖς γείλαε με τίμια, ἡ δὲ καρδία αὐτῶν πόρον ἀπέχει αὐτ ἐκ τούτων. Matthew σεβονται με, διδασκοντες διδασκαλίας, κτισματα ἀνθρώπων; the LXX. have τιμων με instead of με τίμια and give the last words thus: μάθη δὲ σεβονται με, διδασκοντες κτισματα ἀνθρώπων καὶ διδασκαλίας. Mark (7: 6, 7,) has likewise cited these words with the same variations and the same freedom.

The words of Zech. 13: 7 were translated by Matthew himself, or else his memory did not faithfully recall the translation of the LXX.; yet Mark agrees with him (14: 27.) It cannot be an accidental circumstance that he deserted the Septuagint whenever Matthew did, that he translated precisely as he did, and exhibits the citations from the Old Testament with exactly the same variations as Matthew. The reason of this, however, is to be sought somewhere else than in the Hebrew Bible.

These facts do not permit any hesitation on our part absolutely to reject the notion of an original document as their common source, to which for the most part they literally adhered. One must have had the other before him, and in the Greek language too; the earlier must have drawn from the later, i. e., according to history, Mark must have made use of Matthew.
§ 19.

Since these investigations concerning the Gospels were first published, the state of the question has been somewhat altered. The opinion is now generally abandoned, that the first three Gospels are mere translations from a Hebrew original, which in course of time received here and there various additions, whence it happened that the Evangelists varied in respect to the number of events related, their circumstances etc. according to the copies which they obtained. For, while their dissimilarity was accounted for in this way, the explanation was rebutted by their unaccountable coincidence in phraseology in many passages.

A learned Englishman, in particular, was brought to this conviction by a comparison of several English versions of the same text of the Gospels. The experiment showed him how little of such coincidence there is between several translators, even in respect to the most simple clauses.

He did not, however, on this account give up the idea of an original Hebrew copy; but sought to sustain it by a subsidiary hypothesis. The original Hebrew Gospel, he supposes, was soon after its publication, translated by some one into Greek. This version was before our Evangelists, in the passages in which they coincide literally with each other. This learned man, however, perceived clearly that a Greek version merely was not sufficient to explain all the appearances presented; for sometimes all three agree literally and must have had before them a common version of these passages, and sometimes two only agree in phraseology to the exclusion of the third, and must have had a version of such passages with which the third was unacquainted and from the use of which he was debarred. This last case occurred in three different ways; viz. either Matthew and Mark thus agreed together, or Matthew and Luke, or Luke and Mark; in each of which cases it was necessary to suppose a peculiar version of the passage in question from which they borrowed their phraseology. To avoid all these difficulties he availed himself of an ingenious idea in respect to Matthew, which dispensed with these separate versions. Let us however hear his own concise exhibition of his theory.

"St. Matthew, St. Mark and St. Luke," says he, "all three used copies of the common Hebrew document A; the materials of which St. Matthew, who wrote in Hebrew, retained in the language in which he found them, but St. Mark and St. Luke translated them into Greek. They had no knowledge of each other's Gospels; but St. Mark and St. Luke, besides their copies of the Hebrew document A, used a Greek translation of it, which had been made before any of the additions α, β, γ, etc. had been inserted. Lastly, as the Gospels of St. Mark and St. Luke contain Greek translations of Hebrew materials, which were incorporated into St. Matthew's Hebrew Gospel, the person who translated St. Matthew's Hebrew Gospel into Greek, frequently derived assistance from the Gospel of St. Mark, where St. Mark had matter in common with Matthew; and in those places, but in those places only, where St.
Mark had no matter in common with St. Matthew, he had frequently recourse to St. Luke's Gospel.  

This theory, as thus presented, explains all appearances in regard to the literal agreement of the Evangelists, and hence has the recommendation of not being defective on this point. But it takes for granted as its fundamental position, something which it is impossible to prove, viz. that the Gospel of Matthew was written in Hebrew; and moreover presupposes an original Hebrew Gospel, and likewise that there existed a Greek translation of it, to say nothing of the Hebrew Iversologias which it assumes.

A celebrated German scholar, perceiving how questionable was the first position in respect to Matthew, in order to avoid it, and still retain the main idea of an original Gospel, chose rather to adopt a very complex theory abounding in hypotheses, which is in substance comprehended under the following heads.

I. There was an original Hebrew Gospel in circulation before the composition of our three Gospels. This was early translated into Greek, and was the common source of our Evangelists in cases in which all three coincide in phraseology.

II. But where only Matthew and Mark agree literally, the basis of both was a copy of the original Gospel which had already been enriched with some additions. These additions likewise existed in a Greek form; and in this form they were made use of by both Evangelists for the sake of facilitating their task.

III. Where the narrative of Matthew and Luke harmonises, and there is even a coincidence in phraseology, the ground work is other Hebrew additions which were appended to the original Gospels by some intelligent person, and of which likewise there was a Greek translation. This translation was used by other writers and fully explains their literal agreement.

Consequently of these three Hebrew and three Greek documents, making six in all, our Evangelists formed three. Liberal as the German scholar has been in the creation of documents and sources, his theory is yet deficient as to the explanation of one fact; although it is the first requisite in regard to an hypothesis that it be sufficient to explain all the phenomena connected with it. He represents the case in which Luke and Mark, to the exclusion of Matthew, agree literally, (a case which sometimes presents itself, as is clear from the examples exhibited below § 37.) as not worthy of notice. It is true that this case does not occur very often; but how often is of no consequence. Even were there only the last two classes of the examples cited in the section referred to above, there would still be too great an agreement to be ascribed

4 Idem, Ibid. § 77—83. p. 344—351.
5 Idem, Ibid. § 37. p. 38, 40.
to chance, and we should thus be forced to assume a peculiar version of this phrase likewise, making the fourth in number, in order to explain the coincidence, or else admit that one of the two Evangelists had the other under his eye and transferred this passage from him. But this agreement is not observable in many passages of considerable length, but, generally speaking, only in single scattered sentences, of which it cannot be supposed that there was a peculiar Greek version. Thus these appearances would compel us at all events to recur to the supposition that the later of the two Evangelists saw the composition of the other.

Not long ago the following suppositions were devised by a learned man for the purpose of simplifying these theories. 1. There existed an original Hebrew or Syro-Chaldaic Gospels for the use of those who preached the Christian faith in Palestine, from which Matthew composed his in the same language. II. When the doctrines of Christianity began to be preached in other lands, this original Gospel was translated into Greek and enriched with several additions. III. From this latter book Mark and Luke composed their Gospels, whence arose an agreement between them in matter and phraseology, in such passages as they have in common. IV. Matthew, too, was translated into Greek, and the translator while employed in his work made use of Mark's Gospel, and thus occasioned the frequently striking similarity of expression. V. He sometimes even interpolated Matthew from Mark, and hence arose an agreement between them in respect to matter, in cases in which Luke differs from both. VI. Where, however, Matthew and Luke agree, to the exclusion of Mark, the coincidence was occasioned by subsequent interpolations, such passages, having been transferred into Luke from Matthew. VII. Where the translation of the original Gospel had nothing added to it subsequently, all three coincide in matter, and, on account of what is stated in Nos. II and IV, even in phraseology.

The peculiar characteristic of this theory, viz, the supposition of interpolations, enabled the author to diminish the number of documents, of which so many were necessary according to the theory of Eichhorn.

§ 20.

Besides the fact that each of these theories is not an individual hypothesis, but consists of many particular hypotheses united, and that the second of them does not even account for all appearances, and the third, as we shall show in the sequel, want internal validity; there are general objections against them all, which have never been answered. The chief of these, arranged under five heads, respect the original Gospel. Our position is that such an one never existed.

1. Such a work for a long time could be of no use as a history, to inform the inhabitants of Palestine of what Jesus had done. It could not possibly tell them so much as they themselves had seen, and as a multitude of eyewitnesses knew and could relate for many years after.

1 Gratz, Neuer Versuch, die Entstehung der drey ersten Evangelien zu erklaren. Tubing. 1812.
OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.

2. What then could be the object of it? to meet what want was it composed? The reply is that a written document was necessary to guide the preachers of the Gospel, so that they might exactly concur with each other in their doctrinal positions and their discourses. Very well; but, for the same reason which rendered it useless to put in circulation among the people any historical book, the history was not even taught orally, so long as it was made known by the general voice of persons in Palestine who were contemporary with the events. The mode of teaching practised by the apostles, as we shall show when we come to explain Luke’s introduction to his Gospel, was to assume the history of our Lord as something well known and admitted, and to connect inferences or doctrines with the accounts certified by common report; particularly, likewise, to cite in comparison passages of the Old Testament, in order to prove that what was said in the prophets respecting the Messiah had met with its fulfilment in Jesus.

Even in foreign lands, it was not possible for the apostles, unless they abode long in one place as Paul did at Corinth and Ephesus, to enter into a regular narrative of the fortunes and acts of Jesus.

3. Consequently, in a doctrinal discourse the principal aim must have been to make an application of prophetic passages; for which purpose it became necessary to keep note of the events to which such passages related.

But neither was there at first any written exhibition of these to serve as a guide, though one was composed in the sequel. Before there could have been any such written account, all Christians were in the habit of seeking for the events of Jesus’ life in the prophecies, and of finding them there described.

Not long after our Lord’s resurrection, Peter, on the day of Pentecost, took occasion from the charge of intoxication to direct his discourse by an ingenious transition to an explanation of the Messianic days, and then to Jesus the Messiah, whose death and resurrection he showed to have been predicted in the Old Testament (Acts 2: 14—42;) and this so as to convince three thousand persons. As yet there was not even any plan of operation, much less any books of instruction; nor did this first unpremeditated experiment on the part of Peter, much as it was recommended by its success, give rise to any expedient of this kind. His observation on what is said in Ps. 16: of the death and resurrection of the Messiah was not transferred into the original Gospel; for Matthew, who expressly undertook to exhibit such comparisons throughout his whole book, did not find it there, nor did any other of the Evangelists.

We forbear to comment on Peter’s subsequent discourses; but we must say a few words of the discourse of Philip. He explained to the officer of Candace, without any premeditation, the words of Isaiah 43: 7 seq. as relating to Jesus the Messiah (Acts 8: 32—36.) Notwithstanding the significance with which this passage of the prophet represents the conduct of Jesus in his sufferings and death, it has not found its way into either of our books, which are said to have been derived from the original Gospel.

If ever such a book had been composed as a guide in reference to the application of prophetic passages, it would certainly have been founded on the earliest and most successful attempts at conversion made by the
leaders and chief speakers among the Christians. But this was not
the case, as is shown by the examples we have cited. Generally, too,
Mark has but few comparisons of prophecies in his book, and Luke still
fewer; but such comparisons could not have escaped them if they drew
their materials from an original Gospel of this kind.

4. Moreover, an original Gospel, archetype, prototype, or whatever
the imagined book may be called, is contradicted by history. Those
Cyprians and Cyrenians, whom flight from persecution led to Antioch,
taught there and founded a church, and yet no idea was entertained of
providing them with a written history (Acts 11: 21, 22.) If these per-
sons could do this without such a manual, why not the eye-witnesses of
the history and specially authorised teachers?

Paul had even already passed through the south of Asia Minor with
Barnabas, without any written document of the kind. A long time
after, when he had returned from his journey, he held conversation with
the apostles at Jerusalem in regard to his doctrinal views, that he might
not labor and strive in vain. (Galat. 2: 1, 2.) Thus too Barnabas, his
assistant and fellow-traveller, knew nothing of any book of instruction,
although he was deputed by the apostles with full authority as a teacher
to regulate the affairs of the church at Antioch (Acts 11: 22 seq.,) and
had imparted instruction to the society for a whole year, with the assis-
tance of Paul.1 Now how can we suppose the existence of a manual to
guide the Apostles in the duties of their office, while Paul and Bar-
bas knew nothing of it, when they preached to the church at Antioch,
nor at a later period, more than twenty years after our Lord’s death,
after they had travelled over many countries of Asia Minor in the exer-
cise of their ministerial vocation?

It is clear that Paul adhered to no such book; but had himself en-
tered into investigations concerning our Lord’s history, and was in pos-
session of accounts which we seek in vain in the writings of others.
Take for instance the beautiful saying of our Lord which he mentions
in Acts 20: 35.; the words of Christ at the last supper, (1 Cor. 11: 24—
27,) in regard to which Paul is followed by Luke (22: 19, 20;) and the particular information he gives us respecting the resurrection, (1 Cor.
16: 5—7.)2

5. As more than twenty years after Jesus’ death no written plan of
instruction was communicated to the persons sent forth as teachers, if
there ever was such an one it must have been composed at a subsequent
period. But then it certainly could not have been written in the He-
brew or Aramaean language, as is imagined. Of what use would have
been a work of this kind in Hebrew, after Christianity had been preach-
ed everywhere in Palestine and its vicinity, and the Greeks were now
becoming believers?

But on the other hand Hebrew phrases are pointed out to us, which,
it is said, make it evident that our Evangelists translated from the He-

1 As the deputies of the Apostles in Antioch had no document communicated
to them, they had not any Greek translation of one for the use of the church

2 If the memoranda which Paul had concerning the life and doctrines of Jesus
are to be termed his Gospel, so be it; but his collections and the so-called origi-
nal Gospel, have no connexion with each other.
beew. There certainly are passages in which they differ from each other in a single word or clause, though otherwise harmonizing; one selecting this, and the other that, particular expression. And in such cases, as soon as we call to mind the corresponding Hebrew or Aramean word, we see clearly the source of their difference in phraseology; as e. g. (to choose the simplest instance,) Matthew calls the servant of the centurion παῖς, and Luke δοῦλος, ἱππώ in Hebrewsignifying both.

But this might have happened without the intervention of any Hebrew book. These writers did what we are all obliged to do when we undertake to speak or write a living language which we have but imperfectly learned. Hebrews and Arameans as they were, they thought in their mother-tongue what they were to say in the foreign one; they planned the sentence in their mind in Hebrew, read it over, as it were, to themselves, and then sought the Greek words to turn it into Greek. Now it could not but happen sometimes that one would miss the most appropriate expression, while the other attained it, or thought he did.

All depends on the circumstance that one took pains to avoid common Hebraisms, while the other did not. It is, however, forcing the matter to an extreme, if we attempt to explain in this way all the verbal discrepancies which we meet with. Of the well-known explanations of this kind, how few are really simple, striking, and satisfactory? But even if they possessed these characteristics, and the number was much greater, their force would be only that of induction, and would rest on the following syllogism. We know, from examples, that when there are small discrepancies in expression between these writers, as soon as we turn the sentences into Hebrew or Aramean, it is instantly plain what was the source of the difference in phraseology. Now the number of these cases is so great, that they cannot be attributed to accident, or to ingenuity on our part. We are, therefore, referred to an original Hebrew text, which was the basis of all the three Gospels.

This is a correct statement of the argument aimed at in attempts of this kind. So long as the truth of the major and middle propositions is doubtful, so long as the examples are so few in number, and so few even of these are good ones, we may regard this argument from induction as a debt, acknowledged indeed, but yet unpaid, and which probably never will be paid. Who can explain from the Hebrew, how Matthew (12: 23.) could translate ἐν πνεύματι Θεοῦ, and Luke (11: 20.) ἐν δυνατύχι Θεοῦ; Matthew (7: 11.) δόθης ἀγαθόν, and Luke (11: 13.) δόθης πνεῦμα σῷον; Matthew (6: 26.) πεπείγω τοῦ υἱοῦ αὐτοῦ, and Luke (12: 24.) τοῦ κόρακας? Could τὰρα be mistaken for ῥηξάν; τάρας for τρομά; or τὰρα for τὰρα? We will cite a few more instances of this character. Matt. 10: 29, δύο στρωθία αὐσαρίων πωλεῖται, and Luke 12: 6, πίντε στρωθία πωλεῖται αὐσαρίων δύο. Matt. 23: 33, τὸ κύκλον; Luke 11: 42, πᾶν λάχανον. Matt. 23: 13, κλεῖστε τὴν βασιλείαν τοῦ υἱοῦ αὐτοῦ; Luke 11: 52, ἀφανίζετε τὴν κληρίδα τῆς γνωσεως. Matt. 5: 48, τέλειον; Luke 6: 36, σπιταμονες. Matt. 5: 4, ὅτι αυτοὶ παρακληθήσονται; Luke 6: 21, ὅτι γελάσοτε. What is the Hebrew word, in each of these cases, from which these discrepancies might have originated as two different modes of translation.

6. To support the hypothesis of an original Hebrew Gospel with its
various copies and versions, from which our Gospels are said to have originated, a prop has been used which has itself no firmness, viz. the subsidiary hypothesis that no one of the Evangelists could have seen the work of his predecessor and made use of it as the basis of his own. What hindrance was there in the way? Did the idea of composing such a work strike all three at the same moment? and did they carry it into execution at precisely the same time? It has never entered the minds of even those who seem to occupy themselves with the invention of novel theories, to maintain this. If, however, our historians published their works at different times, must not the work of the earlier writer have been known to the later? Did Luke know of the works of many others, of whom he speaks in his introduction, and was he unacquainted with those of his own colleagues? Did they indeed mutually estrange themselves from each other, to such a degree as to break all social bands, while they were laboring for the preservation and extension of the same cause?

Whether they abode in the Christian countries of Asia, or in the newly converted parts of Europe, they were still in the Roman dominions, not far from the bosom of the Mediterranean Sea, the central point of all trade and intercourse. Had Rome no connexion with the two principal cities in her Asiatic possessions, Ephesus and Antioch? And were not these two cities likewise the principal seats of Christianity? Was not Corinth the theatre of all kinds of traffic and business? Did not Asiatic vessels sail to Macedonian ports, and Macedonian vessels to Asiatic ports? Had the Phoenicians ceased to frequent the sea? Were not Alexandrian vessels seen in the harbors of Asia and Italy? Then, too, Rome was the great rendezvous to which subjects resorted from all quarters of the globe to seek justice, to transact business, and to traffic in costly articles of merchandise. In behalf of this hypothesis, therefore, we should be forced to imagine a totally different world from the present; or else assert that Christians had designedly broken off all friendly relations, and were desirous to know nothing of each other.  

§ 21.

It is nevertheless insisted, that neither saw the earlier work of either of the others, and proof is offered to sustain the assertion.

There are, it is said, two alternatives possible in respect to the literal agreement of the first three Gospels. Either one of them saw and used the work of another; or else they drew in such cases from a third common source, or from several. Now the first of these alternatives, it is continued, is not supposable; we must therefore adopt the second, with such combinations as are necessary to explain all the facts in respect to language, phraseology, and other points.

But why is not the first alternative supposable? It is replied, that these writers differ from each other in respect to circumstances, often

do not coincide as to designations of time, and even vary from each other in essential points, giving an entirely different appearance to events or discourses, and sometimes exhibiting discrepancies which border on absolute contradiction; and this could not have been the case, if one had seen the writings of the others. Sometimes, too, one is diffuse in his narration where another is concise, so that the supposition of the latter having seen the work of the former would make him to have cast a slight, as it were, on the fuller details of his predecessors.  

These arguments, it is said, make it clear that all the positions assumed to solve the problem presented, are correct and irrefragable. Let us make trial of them in their application to two other writers; for a moment supposing ourselves uncertain as to their mutual relation. Let them be the historians Livy and Polybius. We now wish to prove that Livy did not see Polybius, and, vice versa, that Polybius did not see Livy. One sometimes varies from the other as to the circumstances of events; they differ likewise as to the date of certain facts; they contain discrepancies which border on contradiction; indeed, one declares the contrary of what the other asserts; and lastly, neither has always made proper use of the more extended detail which he might have found in the other. Therefore neither knew any thing of the other; Livy knew nothing of Polybius, and Polybius nothing of Livy. Now is this true? is it perfectly correct? Livy, it is well known, expressly refers to Polybius in several books of his history. Thus an historian may have read the work of a competitor on the same subject, and yet not have renounced his own judgment, may make use of his own special investigations, and strive to excel the previous writer by making further researches; he may have read him, and yet understand many circumstances differently, prefer another chronology in many cases, and arrange facts in another order. He may have read him, and yet vary from him; he may have read him, and yet venture to entertain a different opinion. He may sometimes be concise because he has read the work of his predecessor and has found the subject exhausted. This we might think no man ever doubted. Yet no attention has been paid to these considerations in the most recent works on this subject. 

Now why should not what is acknowledged to be valid in respect to profane writers, be admitted to be applicable to the authors of the Gospels? 

Why may not one of them, even if he had the work of another before him, have deviated from his predecessor? Is the reason an external one, or does it not lie wholly in the design of the Evangelists? There is no external necessity, no prohibition, in the case; this constraint must have been imposed upon them solely by a special regard to their circumstances, by a sort of mutual understanding between them.

Now such a principle would be a bad one, and is shared with them

---

(if they followed it,) by no good writer. Nor is it a proper course to commence the business of investigating the sources and merits of any historian with such a supposition. We can arrive at positions of this kind only at the close of the whole investigation, and it would be bad enough then to come to such a conclusion.

Yet one cannot help suspecting sometimes that the course of recent criticism has depended on the fact, that a passage has been extracted here from Matthew and there from Mark or Luke, and then the inference made from the discrepancy between them that neither saw the other's work or he would have varied from him.

Is it meant (for we are left wholly to conjecture on this point,) that Mark could not in a particular passage have varied from Matthew, or Luke from Mark, etc., because the narrative of the latter of the two is most accurate? How can this be known beforehand, when we are but just on the point of entering upon an inquiry into their historical merits? This, again, is beginning with the assumption of something which we cannot know until the close of our investigation.

Nothing of this kind can with certainty be maintained in the outset from individual passages or detached clauses, as the variations may be occasioned by many different reasons, some of which we may not be able to perceive until we have obtained a clear understanding of the course of procedure and the habits of each writer, both separately and relatively to the rest. Now for this purpose it is essential that the plan of each of these works should be discovered, that not only the number but the scope of the different parts of the narrative should be rightly estimated, and that each writer's peculiar style of description and narration, and every one of his prominent peculiarities, should be clearly understood. When all this is accomplished, and then only, we are in a situation to pronounce which of these books bears the greatest resemblance to a first attempt; which strives most after strict precision in chronology and in the representation of circumstances; which adds to this precision a copiousness not to be found in the rest; and which has advanced nearest to perfection. Then only can we decide with certainty, that one could not have failed to make use of the work of another if he had read it. But to assume certain positions as truths at a premature stage of the investigation, and then introduce them into the inquiry as arguments, will serve any purpose rather than that of affording a just conclusion.

§ 22.

Hitherto no pains have been thought too great and no methods too various to be taken for the sake of enabling the hypothesis of an original written Gospel to keep the field. Instead of this an oral one is now proposed to us. Such an one was long ago thought of and written about, but excited no particular attention. The fact that the many objections to the former theory have been gradually admitted, has brought the theory of an oral Gospel into greater relief, and it has at last been clothed by Dr. Gieseler with all the attractive charms of eloquence.
He recommends the adoption of it as a simple mode of explaining the coincidences and discrepancies between our first three Gospels.

We agree with his remarks in opposition to an original written Gospel, or as he prefers to call it written Diegesis, but are by no means so ready to admit all he has premised in order to pave the way for his own theory. In particular, we protest against the assertion that no particular succession of the four Gospels has any historical support. The case is not so bad as that. Could the advocates of an original Gospel, oral or written, adduce such ancient evidence and authorities in support of their positions, as we presented in the outset of this investigation (Part II. § 1.) to serve as its basis, they would hardly be content that these appearances and statements should be considered as amounting to a probable hypothesis. The absence of pretension does not detract from their value.

We will now state the principal features of the proposed hypothesis. For several years after our Lord's death, the Apostles lived together in intimacy at Jerusalem. The subject of their conversation was their glorified Master; the events of his life, as well as his discourses, were discussed by them, each in proportion to its importance considered in its bearing on the subject of a Messiah. In such discussions the memory of one was aided and corrected by that of another; and thus the events and doctrines came to be accurately understood and firmly fixed in the memory.

Now when one of the apostles in presence of the rest imparted instruction to those who were preparing to assist in preaching the Gospel, what had been freely treated of in conversation received a historical form in consecutive narration. In order to prevent any distortions of facts in repeating them, the phraseology was determined, and with it likewise the thought. The apostles thus acquired a superintendence of the subject, and agreed among themselves in respect to the selection of such events as in point of dignity and other characteristics bore the stamp of the Messiah. In this way they formed a permanent doctrinal standard, which caused a uniform representation of the subjects which it treated. It comprehended the passages which are common to the first three of our Gospels.

On the other hand, narratives were delivered to the novices above-mentioned with more or less of detail according to their various shades of importance, and in unimportant narratives the phraseology was less restricted. Sometimes, too, private recollections of the apostles crept into their discourses. Hence arose sundry variations in particular parts of the account.

The stereotype narrative thus formed was preserved and circulated only by oral communication. It was necessary that such novices of talent as were designed for teachers should commit it to memory. It was repeated over to them until it was imprinted in their recollection.

The language at first was Aramean; but as Hellenists, likewise,
were received into the church, the narrative was translated with the same care into Greek.

I cannot avoid repetition here and there, in calling to mind what I have before said, and in referring to positions which are subsequently, though not as yet, sustained by the requisite proof. I myself am likewise of opinion that the history of Jesus was for a long time propagated in the country where the events occurred by means of oral narration; not, however, on the part of the apostles, but the people generally. On this account the apostles appealed to the common knowledge in regard to what had happened, in order to attain their ulterior purposes without unnecessary delay. (See below, § 33.) So little had length of time been able to erase the recollection of these events from the minds of the people, that when Matthew wrote his history he could appeal to common report in behalf of what he said concerning the watch at the sepulchre. (28: 15.)

In this way the apostles gained leisure for other purposes; for inculcating the Messianic dignity of Jesus and the necessity of conversion. Nothing but the Messianic dignity would serve as authority in the eyes of the Jews for innovations in religion. The principal concern was the establishment of the new religion; the Messiahship only contained the authority for this, or the divine warrant. It was not itself the doctrine, but was the seal of the sacredness and obligatory nature of the doctrine, and it was only from accidental circumstances that it became the main idea of Matthew’s book, as the prevailing idea in John’s is that Jesus was the Son of God. Now although the occasion and object of the works of the other Evangelists were different, still the direction taken by the first writer had an influence on their productions; especially on that of Mark, and in a less degree on that of Luke. The evidence of this Messianic dignity was not contained in one or two facts merely, which it was necessary to relate, but in the whole life and actions of Jesus together, which were sufficiently attested by common report; e.g. in the fact that he sprang from the house of David, was born at Bethlehem, went about endued with miraculous power, healed grievous infirmities and diseases, &c. &c., and after being unjustly executed arose from the dead. To this latter circumstance alone they gave themselves as authority. The rest of the argument they made out by a comparison of the commonly known facts in the life of Jesus with the characteristics of the Messiah as stated by the prophets. In respect to the mode of teaching practised by the apostles, we refer a second time to our observations on the introduction to Luke. (§ 33.) Now let it be considered whether the supposition of an original historical Gospel, either oral or written, be compatible with this state of things.

The proof that Jesus was the Messiah, was only introductory and preparatory to his doctrines. The main thing was his system for ennobling human life and reforming the nations of the earth. Of this very little was retained or comprehended by the common people of Palestine; for it is far easier to imprint amazing events on the recollection than words of moral wisdom. No rhapsodist could fix these in the hearts of men, by reciting narratives which he had committed to memory. It was necessary, not merely that they should be repeated to others by the preacher of the faith, but that they should be deeply imprinted.
on his own mind—should fill his whole soul. He had to address men, to exhort, warn, encourage, and rebuke them. This was the ἐρωτευμένος σέληνισμός, (2 Tim. 4: 2—6,) the business of a teacher. It was no mechanical work, but one of free, voluntary action. What a superficial and derogatory idea of the task of preachers of the faith is entertained by those who make it to have consisted in declaiming a history which they had learned by heart!

Supposing the apostles to have undertaken to communicate a narrative of the life of Jesus, it would, even without intention, have been altered in its form by repeated recital. In recitation it was not incum- bent on an apostle, even according to the hypothesis of Gieseler, to drive from his mind and consign to oblivion whatever his own memory suggested. It was with them as with other men; frequent repetition of the narrative must have awakened recollection of circumstances and doctrines connected with the events, recollection of what preceded, what followed, and of similar facts, according to the well-known laws of mind. In this way the history must have acquired such fulness of detail in its particular parts, and grown to such bulk as a whole, that when it became necessary to publish it in writing, it might have appeared at once as a complete work, and a second, third, and even fourth historian would have been entirely needless. If any object that the apostles had not the ability to narrate of themselves what accidentally occurred to their recollection, let them consider that an ordinary man knows how to relate what he has himself seen, and learns the narrative by heart from frequent repetition.

On the other hand, as the Messianic dignity of Jesus and his words were of chief importance, and the history of his life was never detailed, but, whenever it was necessary to make use of it, was assumed as known to the people, it could not but happen, as it did, that after the lapse of years only partial recollections, general and indefinite in respect to circumstances, would be awakened in the minds of those who undertook to write the narrative of Christ's life, and that an exact representation of facts could be recovered only gradually and by means of several writers, each stating his own impressions.

The objection against a written Gospel which we made above, (§ 20,) drawn from the life of Paul, applies likewise to an oral Diegesis. When Barnabas, and with him Paul, undertook to preach in Antioch, the former must certainly have had by heart the original Gospel, if there was any such, and Paul must have learned it from him. How, then, did it happen that Paul, after having already met with great and conscious success as an apostle in Asia Minor, felt the necessity of conferring with the apostles at Jerusalem on points of doctrine, that he might not labor in vain? (Galat. 2: 1, 2.) No hesitation on these points could well have arisen had he learned and preached an oral Gospel. Now if there was not any such standard Gospel at that time, it was not formed until it was too late.

These general arguments might perhaps suffice; but, not to dismiss the matter too hastily, we will say something further against a few essential parts of the hypothesis as it is presented.

It undertakes to explain both the coincidence and variation of the first three Gospels by the character of the oral Diegesis. To accom-
驶 this the following positions are assumed: the more important parts were recounted oftener and with more precision than those which were less important; whence arose coincidence in regard to the former while in regard to the latter more freedom was allowed the Diogenses. Now we might, on the contrary, cite instances in which the most important events were not recounted so often or with such precision as to preclude variation in the narrative of the Evangelists. As, however, it would be necessary first to settle the question of the importance of a particular account, we will select one which will need no previous discussion. I do not fear contradiction when I consider the resurrection as the most important event in the whole history. And this very event was not thus recounted, even in substance, still less in any precise phraseology, as is proved by the visit of the woman to the sepulchre. We do not deny that Jesus was often the subject of conversation among his disciples after he was glorified; but if from their conversations a regular narrative had been gradually formed for use in preaching, the details of this part of the history would have been fixed with extreme precision while the witnesses were yet together. This was evidently not the case; the whole was entrusted to each one's individual knowledge. Our mode of explaining the facts in the case is this: the apostles had seen and spoken with our Lord many times after he arose from the dead, and were so certain of the resurrection that they did not trouble themselves very much (at least to inform each other) in regard to the circumstances by which the fact first became known.

It is supposed that the further oral propagation (παραδοσις) of the Diogenses, which had thus originated in the conversations of the apostles, was effected in the following way. Persons were sought for who were qualified for the ministry, and were made to imprint the whole literally on the memory from hearing it frequently repeated. Were the supposition merely that a few prayers or short narratives were to be learned by heart literally, it might be reasonable; but the case is different in respect to an entire Gospel, or the passages common to the first three Gospels, which must have formed a history, to say the least, as large as our Gospel by Mark. In such a case, there would be room for applying what was said by the head of the Spartan council to the Athenian orator: I did not comprehend the close of your speech, and, before you reached the close, I had forgotten the beginning. It must have been necessary for the learner to have heard the Diogenses so often and with such rigorous attention that he would have learned it ten times more easily from a written document, and for the narrator to repeat it over so often that it would have been ten times more easy for him to have dictated or written it; so that we are left in doubt which would have been placed in the most vexatious situation by such impolitic management.

This difficulty was felt by the learned proposer of the hypothesis, and he imposed upon himself by his learning, without succeeding in justifying his supposition. The examples to which he appeals do not prove what he imagines they do. The prayers of the communion-service and the symbolum fidel bear no comparison with such a task; neither do the early recollections of Ireneus. Just as little do the Mishnaioth, or δευερογωσις, which were only single laws or short decisions of casuistical questions, particularly the decisions of Hillel, Shammai and Akiba,
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and even these were written down by the pupils and afterwards committed to memory. They were collected together from such records of them by R. Judah Hakadosh. Few decisions are of as early a date as the time of the Asmonæans. It will not be expected that we should credit the pretended traditions from Mt. Sinai. There still remain two facts, however, on which the whole matter depends. Gregory relates of the paralytic Servalus, that, though unable to read, he acquired a knowledge of the Holy Scriptures according to the measure of his ability by hearing them read. (Homil. XV. in Evang. § 6.) But the father says nothing about a literal commitment to memory. The passage from Augustine, and that alone, is strictly in point. He states (De Doctr. Christ. L. I. § 4,) that the Egyptian monk Antonius was said to have learned the Sacred Scriptures by heart, from merely hearing them (audiendo memoriter tenuisse.) But Augustine refers the reader to common report, (pradicatur,) for the truth of which he does not vouch. Commendable caution; for Antonius could not only read and write, but was even himself an author.

§ 23.

Will it be much amiss for us, after driving about a long time in the unfathomable space of conjecture, once more to plant our feet on historical ground, and, instead of devising something unreal, apply the principles of true criticism to the real facts before us? What is there then which forbids us to consider Matthew as an independent writer?

Even if the existence of some previous biography of Jesus could be rendered probable, it would not have been proved that Matthew drew from it; and still less should we be entitled to take this for granted, for that would be to doubt whether one who was himself an eye-witness was original in the narrative he presents.

Respecting such a doubt as this, one really knows not what to say. Once people were in the habit of thinking pretty much as follows on this subject. When phenomena of sense are in question, they rest, so far as they are considered merely as such, on the warranty of the senses; and when our own senses are not within the horizon of the phenomenon, we refer to the senses of a third person, and know that the highest proof of the existence of something perceptible is the perception of the perceiver. From this principle, it was thought, proceeded the chief rule in historical criticism, viz. that when I was not myself at the scene of the occurrences and did not receive the impression of them through my own senses, I must refer for a knowledge of them to the perception of another who was a spectator, to the eye-witness, and with him all further question in respect to historical phenomena, considered as such, is to be discontinued. Thus Matthew is to be considered as original in his narration, in every case in which he was an eye-witness.

There are, however, but few facts in his book from which history excludes him; of all that took place after he was called to be an apostle only two of which he was not a witness with others, viz. the transfiguration on the mount and the occurrence in the house of Jairus. In every other case he was μετα των δωδεκα, and was as well acquainted as either of the twelve with what occurred in Galilee, to which his narra-
tive is exclusively confined, with the exception of the account of the passion, the scene of which was Jerusalem, where however he, as well as the other apostles, abode at the time.

This alone might show him to be original in his narration, viz. that his book contains nothing which did not take place while he was present or near at hand; that he does not overstep the boundaries of Galilee, his native region, leaving unnoticed all that occurred in Judea, which was at a distance from his position.

II. Were any one to seek for some remoter source of the Memorabilia of Socrates than Xenophon, and to boast of the following position as the sanguine result of his researches, viz. that Xenophon found these Memorabilia already in existence, and perhaps had the merit of improving them somewhat in point of style, or (according to another hypothesis) that he compiled them from fragmentary and detached accounts, how would such a supposition be received? He was a disciple of the celebrated philosopher, whom Socrates met and attached to himself as Jesus did Matthew. From that time forward, with the exception of a few hours when Socrates drank the cup of poison, he was an eye-witness of his actions, his companion and friend. When he communicates to us the circumstances of the philosopher's life from that period, it is necessary that we should know him to have been totally incapable of such a composition, before we can be justified in referring his narrative to any one but himself.

Just so in regard to the disciple of Jesus; it must be proved that he had not ability adequate to this production. But which of the twelve, to judge from his condition and calling, would be likely to write such a work with more facility than he? Must not a portitor and official receiver of the customs, who was brought by his occupation into extensive intercourse with the world, have possessed more experience in writing than fishermen and the like?

Does the production exhibit evidence of greater acquirements than we should expect him to have possessed? Does it presuppose exalted and extensive views, taste, and a classical style? With the exception of some Jewish reading, the tone of the whole of his history is that of an unlearned and artless narrative; there is exhibited a penury of language and an ignorance of its grammatical rules, and invariably the open, unpretending manner of an ordinary man, whose circumstances had taught him how to read and write.

Now, how can we be justified in passing over the eye-witness, an eye-witness capable in every respect, and going without scruple beyond the original narrator, in order to provide a source for his narrative which in itself and all its characteristics lies wholly in the region of fiction!

§ 24.

Still it is insisted that traces of such an earlier original Gospel are found, and that in the works of Justin Martyr. As the citations of this

---

1 J. Severin Vater has instituted a critical inquiry concerning the books proposed as the sources of our Gospels, in the following work: "De Evangelis quae ante Evangelia canonica in usus ecclasi christianae suisse dicuntur. Re-
father have thus become connected with the investigation in regard to the sources of the first three Gospels, we must consent to make a few remarks upon them.

Justin was in the habit of demonstrating the whole of Christianity from the Old Testament. In the Dialogue with Trypho the Jew, whom he wishes to convert, New Testament occurrences are pointed out by him in Moses and the prophets, as being all there foretold, and he then relates with freedom and in his own language the corresponding facts in the New Testament, for the purpose of comparison. But he could not proceed in this way in respect to the prophecies, the precise phraseology of which was considered and treated by the Jew as of the utmost importance, and the signification of which he took infinite pains to discover. In the one case he had to adhere to the phraseology, while in the other he related the facts, independently of the particular language of the historian.

His procedure is the same in his Larger Apology. He wishes to prove to the Roman people, that everything respecting Jesus and his fortunes was predicted in the prophets, and enters into protracted explanations in regard to these Jewish oracles. For he, as well as his pupil Tatian, entertained the idea that all the knowledge of Thales, Socrates, Plato, and other ancient philosophers, was only borrowed from Moses and the sacred books of the Jews; and of this they both attempted to convince the Greeks and Romans in works written expressly for the purpose, the former in his Μύθος παραμετέχοντος πρὸς Ἕλληνας, the latter in an address entitled simply Πρὸς Ἕλληνας. Whenever in the Apology of Justin the doctrines of Christianity and the history of its founder were mentioned, they were presented by him in his own style of narrative, without strict adherence to the phraseology of the historical books, and frequently in a purer diction.

We shall be completely convinced that he has taken great license in citing from the New Testament, if we compare with each other such passages as are twice quoted in his works. In the 17th chapter of the Dialogue with Trypho, he quotes thus: γέγραπται οὖν μὲν γραμματεῖς καὶ Φαρισαῖοι, ἵπποι οἱ άποδεικτοῦτε τὸ γένος, καὶ τὸ πῆγανον, τὴν δὲ ἁγάπην τοῦ θεοῦ καὶ τὴν κρίσιν οὐ κατανοεῖ. Τάφοι κεκοιμημένοι, ἤσθεν φαινόμενοι οἴραιοι, ἤσθεν δὲ γέμοντες ὀστέων νεκρῶν. Καὶ τοῖς γραμματεύσειν, οὐαὶ μὲν γραμματεῖς, οἷς τὰς κλέις ἔγειτε, καὶ αυτοὶ οὐκ ἐδιδότας, καὶ τοὺς εἰσερχόμενος καλίστε, ὁδηγοὶ τυφλοὶ. In the same work, 112th chapter, he cites these words thus: ἐάν οὖν ἡμέτερος κύριος ... τάφοι κεκοιμημένοι, ἤσθεν φαινόμενοι οἴραιοι, καὶ ἤσθεν γέμοντες ὀστέων νεκρῶν, τὸ γένος ἁγάπης αποδεικνύοντες, τὴν δὲ καμίλων καταπίνοντες, τυφλοὶ ὁδηγοὶ. In the 35th chapter of this Dialogue he quotes thus: εἶπε ... ἀναστήσωται πολλοὶ ἰησουχάστως καί ἰησουχάστως, καί πολλοὶ τῶν πιστών πλησίουσαν; but in the 88rd chap. εἶπε ... ἐτεὶ ἰησουχάστηκα καὶ ἰησουχάστως πολλοὶ ἐπὶ τοῖς οὖματι τοὺς παραλύσαντας, καί πολλοὶ πλησίουσαν. In his Larger Apology, 16th chapter, πολλοὶ ἔδραυλοι μοι, κύριε, κύριε, οὕς τίνι ὁμοίας εἰόρομεν καὶ ἐπιθυμεῖ.
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καὶ δυνάμεις ἐποιήσαμεν, καὶ τὰτε ἐγὼ αὐτοῖς ἀποστέφηται ἐπὶ ἐμοῦ ἔρρα-

tας τῆς ἀγωγῆς; καὶ in his Dialogue, chapter 76, καὶ πολλοὶ ἔρρασι

μοι, κυρίε, κυρίε, ἐν τῷ σε οὐκέτα ἐγάμος, καὶ ἔτος, καὶ προ-

εφετέσαμεν καὶ θεμύσαμε ἐξερέαμεν. Καὶ ἐγὼ αὐτοῖς ἀποστέφηται

ἐπὶ ἐμοῦ. In the Apology, chapter 15, καὶ τὸν ἡλικία αὐτοῦ ἀνατέλλει

ἐπὶ ἀμαρτωλοὺς καὶ δικαίους καὶ πονηροὺς; in his Dialogue, chapter

96, the same passage: τὸν τὸν ἡλικία αὐτοῦ ἀνατέλλοντα ἐπὶ ἁγιασ-

τούς καὶ δικαίους, καὶ βρέχοντα ἐπὶ όσιοὺς καὶ πονηροὺς. In the

Apology, chapter 16, καὶ προσέλθοντος αὐτῷ τιμία, καὶ εἰποντος,

dιδάσκαλο αγαθε, ἀπεκφίλησα λέγων, οὐδές ἡμῖν ἁγαθος, εἰ δὲ μού ὁ

Θεός, ο ποιήσας τα πάντα; in the Dialogue, chapter 101, λέγωντος

αὐτῷ τιμίοις, διδάσκαλο αγαθε, ἀπεκφίλησα τι με λέγεις ἁγαθόν, εἰς

τοῦτο ἁγαθος, ὁ πατήρ μου, ὁ ἐν τοῖς ουρανοῖς.

The passages here adduced are sufficient to prove that Justin did not

maintain uniformity in all his works, nor even in the same work, in re-

spect to his citations from the New Testament; that he only confined

himself to the sense, often with very little anxiety about the expression,

though introducing some individual words employed in the New Testa-

ment; that he united together separate and distinct clauses, and ar-

ranged them sometimes in one order and sometimes in another, accord-

ing to his fancy or as best suited his purpose.

Whoever desires to see a more extended example of his free style of

narration may find one further on in the Appendix respecting the gen-

uineness of the first two chapters of Matthew, § 74.

Now it is certainly true, that if we bring together all such citations,

with the supposition that they were made literally, and, when they are

inconsistent with each other, overlook the circumstance, and per-

haps consider those which evince most license as the true text, and, more-

over, admit the assertion that they were all taken from a single book,

and unite them together accordingly, we shall obtain in this way a book

which bears resemblance sometimes to one and sometimes to another

of our first three Gospels, and is identical with neither.

To this book, thus happily discovered, the priority is now boldly giv-

en, and then it is clear that the citations of Justin, even when they

agree literally with one of our Gospels, were not taken from them, but

that of necessity our Evangelists borrowed from this earlier book or

original Gospel those sentences and passages in which we sometimes

find a substantial and even literal agreement with Justin's work. This

is nearly the process by which this discovery has been attained; these are

the strict critical principles by which its accuracy is placed beyond

doubt.

The passages before compared with each other may determine wheth-

er we can acknowledge as correct the position on which the whole mat-

ter rests, viz. that Justin has always cited his notices of the life of Je-

sus in a strictly literal manner. What, therefore, is the fate of the whole

series of conclusions deduced from this, needs no further elucidation.

Here we might stop, and consider that we had done all which could be

required of us in a polemical point of view; yet some may perhaps de-

sire a few further observations in addition to the requisite refutation.

Justin calls the sources from which he derived the acts and doctrines of

Jesus, ἀπομνημονεύματα, on account of a partiality for the term,
which he acquired from the Platonic school to which he once belonged. He should, to be sure, have called them ἀπομνημονεύματα Χριστοῦ as Xenophon's ἀπομνημονεύματα obtained from the person who was the subject of the narrative the title ἀπομνημονεύματα Σωκράτους. Justin, however, derives their name from the writers who composed them, and calls them invariably ἀπομνημονεύματα τῶν ἀποστόλων. He expresses himself very clearly on this point in his Dialogue, chap. 88, ὡς περιστάτημα τὸ ἀγιὸν πνεῦμα ἐπιτηδεύει ἐπὶ αὐτὸν, ἐγραφαν ὁι ἀπόστολοι αὐτῷ τοῦ Χριστοῦ ημῶν. He here evidently recognizes several authors.

Instead of this expression he sometimes, moreover, uses the term Gospel in the singular number: it is written in the Gospel, and, as his opponent expresses himself in the Dialogue: in the so-called Gospel, ἐν τῷ εὐαγγέλῳ γραφυται—ἐν τῷ λεγομένῳ εὐαγγέλιῳ. (chaps. 10 and 100.) He probably, however, speaks in accordance with the custom of the fathers of the 2d and 3d centuries, who considered the works of the four Evangelists as only one Gospel; for though distinguished indeed as respects their authors, they are not as to their subject, and hence are only ἐν εὐαγγέλιον διὰ τεσσάρων or to εὐαγγέλιον εὐαγγέλιον ἐν ἑνὶ πνεύματι, quadriformes evangelismum in uno spiritu etc. (Comp. Part I. § 47.)

In another place he is still more clear on this point. In his Larger Apology he speaks of the Gospels in the plural number, (chap. 67.) οἱ ἀπόστολοι ἐν τοῖς γενομένοις ὑπ' αὐτῶν ἀπομνημονεύμασι, ἀ καλε- ταί εὐαγγέλια, οὕτως παρέδωκαν. As the expression τα εὐαγγέλια, the Gospels, was never used in ancient or modern times in speaking of but one book, it is here decisive of the fact that Justin not only knew of several different writers, but of several different works with this title.

The expression, ἀπομνημονεύματα τῶν ἀποστόλων, occurs about fourteen times in Justin's citations. On one occasion he uses a remarkable variation from this expression, where he mentions the change of Peter's name and those of Zebedee's children: "this," says he, "is written in his (i.e. Peter's) memoirs," ἐν τοῖς ἀπομνημονεύμοις αὐτοῦ. He had already spoken of Peter's change of name, (Dia1. c. 100.,) referring simply to the ἀπομνημονεύματα τῶν ἀποστόλων, in which it was related that Jesus gave Simon the surname of Peter, after he had acknowledged him to be the son of God. When, however, he mentions the sons of Zebedee likewise, who were named sons of thunder, he changes the form of citation and observes: this is stated in his (Peter's) memoirs. (Dia1. c. 106.)

He thus clearly distinguishes the memoirs of Peter from those of other apostles, and, as we have already observed, (§ 14,) the account of the sons of thunder is to be found only in Mark, whose book, as far as respected those parts of the history which were peculiar to it alone, was referred by the ancients wholly to Peter.

Among his citations there is another case in which he gives a particular explanation of his usual form of citation. He refers as usual to the ἀπομνημονεύματα, but extends the adjunct ἀποστόλων, which he always subjoints, by saying that they were composed by the apostles and those ἑκάστων παρακλητορίδων, who were their companions in
the business of teaching: ἐν γὰρ τοῖς ἀπομνημονεύμασι, ὧν ἄρομ ὑπὸ τῶν ἀποστόλων αὐτοῦ καὶ τῶν ἐκείνων παρακολουθήσαντων αὐτὸς ἐντεγένθη, ὡς ἔρημος ὢσει θρόμβος κατετείχε αὐτὸν εὐγενέσιν κ. τ. λ. Now who were the parakolouthsantes? On this point we are not left in the dark: according to the ancients, Mark was the εὐκολούθος, ἐρμηνευς, or sectator Petri, and Luke, likewise, an εὐκολούθος, comes, sectator apostol. Thus what Justin says of the memoirs, that they were composed by apostles and their companions, exactly applies to our Gospels. And it further deserves special notice, that in this passage in which Justin subjoins the explanation that the ἀπομνημονεύματα were not written by the apostles only, but by their companions likewise, he cites from one of these companions, viz. Luke, the words: ἵδρων ὡσεὶ θρόμβος κατετείχε αὐτὸν εὐγενέσιν. (22: 44. Dial. c. 103.)

These ἀπομνημονεύματα, then, were not by one individual; they were several Gospels written by apostles and companions of apostles, as is the case with our own. When Justin mentions Peter’s memoirs, he quotes Mark; when he mentions the companions of the Apostles, in reference to these memoirs, he quotes a passage from Luke. Matthew we shall discover in his other citations.

He in one place refers to his former declarations concerning the Logos, of whom he often speaks, and says in his free manner that the only-begotten of the Father, the Logos who proceeded from him, afterwards became man, as we learn from the memoirs, απὸ τῶν ἀπομνημονεύματων. 1 The λόγος, the μοσογενής, the αὐθαναπός γενόμενος is

---

1 Dial. cum Tryph. c. 115. Μονογενής γάρ ὄντι τῷ πατρὶ τῶν ὅλων οὐτὸς, ἵδρως εἰ αὐτοῦ λόγον καὶ θρόμβος εὐγενής, καὶ νόστοις ἁντίρωπος διὰ τῆς παρακολουθίας αὐτοῦ, ὡς ἀπὸ τῶν ἀπομνημονεύματων ἔμφθορον, προφετήριον.

The question respecting Justin’s memoirs may be regarded as settled by the careful investigation of an estimable scholar, Geol. Ben. Winer in his Einl. ad orationem munieris adeudni causa. Erlang. 1819. “Justinum M. Evangelis canonicius usum fuisse ostenditur.” Appropriate remarks on this subject may be found in Dr. J. P. Mynster’s work: “Über den Gebrauch unserer Evangelien in den Schriften Justinus des M. K. 1819.” In this work, however, he does not confine himself to the Gospels, but shows that Justin made use of other writings of the New Testament, and among other cases, notwithstanding the freedom of his manner, we can recognize 2 Thess. 2: 3, in Tryph. ch. 110. ἦν δὲ τίς ἀπὸ τῶν ἀπομνημονεύματων εὐθύγραμος κ. τ. λ.; Coloss. 1: 15. προφετικὸς πάσης καὶ πολλῆς, Tryph. ch. 135, and “Gel. 4: 12. 5: 20, 21. ad Greec. Orat. near the end.—Herm. Olahausen has in a general manner pointed out our Gospels in Justin’s citations in “Die Echtheit der vier kanonischen Evangelien, Konigb. 1852.” p. 286 seq. Yet he has made too little account of Justin’s license in using the Gospels, which is undeniably clear whenever he cites the same passage two or three times; and on the other hand it attributes too much to the corruption of Math. In supposing from the resemblance of a few expressions that Justin made use of the Jewish Gospel likewise, (p. 339) he was preceded by Dr. Paula in the “Theol, exeg. Conversatorium,” I. Lief., “Uber die Entstehung der drei ersten Evangelien.” “Ob das Evangelium Justinis des M. des Evangelium der Hebräer gewesen sei.” Heidelb. 1822. p. 53 seq. Though I am forced to be very concise, it will be of use to clear up a passage in Justin from which inferences have been frequently made, but which is constantly misunderstood. The mistake originates in the punctuation. At chapter 98 of the Dial. cum Tryph. Justin begins to comment on Psalm XXI, (Heb. Ps. XXII,) and proceeds verse by verse to explain the whole of Christ. In chap. 106 he comes to verse 33: δηρίς μου τὸ ἄβατον σοι τῶν ἄβατων μου, ἐν μέσῳ ἐκσκοτήθησα εἰμι σοι, and his explanation of it extends from ἐν μέσῳ τῶν ἄβατων (i.e. τῶν ἄνθρωπων), as far as
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described with sufficient distinctness in the Memoirs which we have by John. With this should be connected a passage to which Dr. Paulus and Dr. Mynster have referred. After Justin has in his manner conducted through some chapters an argument from the Old Testament against Trypho in respect to the existence of an ἐκ Θεοῦ γεγεννημένῃ δύναμις λογικῇ, who is called Θεός, κύριος, and λόγος, (ch. 61, and 62,) he asserts (ch. 63,) that his blood was not formed from the seed of men, τοῦ αἰματος αὐτοῦ ἐξ ἀνθρωπίνου σπέρματος —ἀλλ’ ἐκ Θελήματος Θεοῦ; in which we may recognise the words of John 1: 13, though the application is forced. After thus deducing the original memoir we can more easily recognise: καὶ νῦς, ὁ λόγος —σαρκοπνυτής ἀνθρωπος γέγονεν. (Larger Apol. ch. 32.) And ὁ λόγος —ὁς την αρχὴν δι’ αὐτοῦ πάντα ἐκκις. (Second Apol. ch. 6.)

The fragment from the conversation with Nicodemus, (John 3: 3 seq. Larger Apol. ch. 61.) which was pointed out by Lardner, no one can fail to recognise, except intentionally.

§ 25.

We may then peaceably recur to our old position, viz. that Matthew was an original writer, and Mark copied from him; but the peculiar plan and purposes of the latter, and the mode in which he availed himself of his predecessor's work can be unfolded only in the progress of our investigation. They agree together in their selection of facts, for the most part likewise in their arrangement of them, in phraseology, and, moreover, in dividing all the acts of Jesus, related by them after his return from the temptation, into four journeys which he took from the place of his abode into various regions, exclusive of his last journey to the place of his passion.

We will try what information we can derive from a more extended consideration of these journeys.

FIRST JOURNEY.

Matthew. Mark.

I. Jesus enters the synagogue at Capernaum, and cures a man possessed with a devil.

I. He is met by the Centurion, whose servant he heals.

II. He enters Peter's house.

II. He enters Peter's house.

ὥστε ἰσιόμαχων. Then begins a new sentence in which he proves from the memoirs that ὁμογένος εἰς ἀνθρώπους, ομοιός τῷ Θεῷ, ὁ ἐν τοῖς ἀποστολικοῖς. ; which is true; see Math. 26: 30, καὶ ὃς ἦν Ἰσαάκ. Perhaps I may have occasion to speak farther of Justin.
IV. A certain scribe desires to follow Jesus, and is sent away.

V. Jesus enters the country of the Gadarenes, heals two possessed with devils, and returns.

*Ὑπέρτειν εἰς τὴν ἱδραν πόλιν.*

(Matt. 9: 1.)

*Πάλιν εἰσήλθεν εἰς Καπερναοῦμ.*

(Mark 2: 1.)

SECOND JOURNEY.

Matthew.

I. Four men bring to Jesus one sick of the palsy.

II. Jesus calls Matthew.

III. The disciples of John fast; those of Jesus do not.

IV. Jesus heals the daughter of Jairus, and a woman who had an issue of blood.

V. Jesus chooses himself disciples and sends them forth.

VI. John sends his disciples to inquire of Jesus.

VII. Jesus goes through the corn with his disciples.

*Καὶ μεταβας εἰς θειον, ἣλθεν εἰς τὴν συναγωγὴν αὐτῶν.*

(Matt. 12: 9.)

Mark.

I. Four men bring to Jesus one sick of the palsy.

II. Jesus calls Matthew.

III. The disciples of John fast; those of Jesus do not.

IV. Jesus goes through the corn with his disciples.

*Καὶ εἰσήλθεν πάλιν εἰς τὴν συναγωγὴν.*

(Mark 3: 1.)

THIRD JOURNEY.

Matthew.

I. A man with a withered hand is healed.

II. Jesus is said to heal through Beelzebub.

III. The scribes and Pharisees require a sign.

IV. The mother and brethren of Jesus arrive.

V. Jesus teaches in parables.

Mark.

I. A man with a withered hand is healed.

II. Jesus chooses himself disciples.

III. He is said to heal through Beelzebub.

IV. The mother and brethren of Jesus arrive.

V. Jesus teaches in parables.

VI. Jesus comes into the country of the Gadarenes, and heals one possessed with a devil.
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Matthew.

VII. Jesus heals the daughter of Jairus, and the woman with the issue of blood.

Εὐθῶν εἰς τὴν πατρίδα αὐτοῦ. (Matt. 13: 54.)

Mark.

Πλὴν εἰς τὴν πατρίδα. (Mark 6: 1.)

The difference between Mark and Matthew in these three Journeys, arises mostly from the different positions assigned by them to the entrance into the country of the Gadarenes; Matthew placing it at the close of the first excursion, and Mark at the close of the third. If we take it out of its place in Matthew, and give it the position it has in Mark, and then set aside the events No. II and IV, which Mark has omitted to mention in any part of his book, the first Journey is the same in both.

In the second Journey they coincide, except as respects the events Math. IV, V, VI. This difference, likewise, depends in part on the difference in regard to the voyage to Gadaris. For in both, the story of the daughter of Jairus is so placed, as to show that the incident occurred not long after this voyage. As Matthew places this at the end of the first, and Mark at the end of the third Journey, the event which took place not long after the voyage is likewise differently placed in both. Mark is wholly silent respecting the inquiry made by John's disciples. If now we remove No. V. in Matthew further along into the third journey, there is a perfect coincidence between the two writers.

Fourth Journey.

Matthew.

I. The prophet is without honor in his own country.

II. Herod believes that John has risen from the dead.

III. Five thousand are fed.

IV. Jesus walks on the sea, appears upon it to the apostles, and goes to Gennesaret.

V. The disciples of Jesus eat with unwashed hands.

VI. Jesus goes into the region of Tyre: story of the woman of Canaan.

VII. Four thousand are fed.

VIII. A sign is demanded of Jesus.

IX. The apostles forget to take bread with them.

X. A sign is demanded of Jesus.

Mark.

I. The prophet is without honor in his own country.

II. Jesus sends forth his disciples.

III. Herod believes that John has risen from the dead.

IV. The disciples of Jesus return from their mission.

V. Five thousand are fed.

VI. Jesus walks on the sea, appears upon it to the apostles, and goes to Gennesaret.

VII. The disciples of Jesus eat with unwashed hands.

VIII. Jesus goes into the region of Tyre: story of the woman of Canaan.

IX. Four thousand are fed.
X. Jesus asks: Whom do men say that I am?

XI. Transfiguration on the mount.

XII. The apostles cannot heal a man possessed of a devil.

'Ελθόντων δὲ αὐτῶν εἰς Καπερναούμ.  (Matthew 17: 24.)

Mark.

XII. A blind man is brought to Jesus at Bethsaida.

XIII. Jesus asks: Whom do men say that I am?

XIV. Transfiguration on the mount.

XV. The apostles cannot heal a man possessed of a devil.

Καὶ ἤλθον εἰς Καπερναούμ.  (Mark 9: 33.)

In this Journey Mark varies from Matthew in separating the sending away of the disciples from their election, with which it is connected by Matthew, as represented in No. V. of the second Journey. Mark makes the former an independent event, and then after an interval informs us particularly of their return and what they had done. Indeed Matthew seems to have connected these events more on account of their relationship, than from regard to chronological order.

Matthew, moreover, has twice related the fact that certain persons desired of Jesus a sign, here and in the third Journey No. III. Mark has omitted it the first time and mentioned it only here. The event No. XII in Mark, is peculiar to him, not being found anywhere in Matthew.

Such is their coincidence up to the history of the passion, which begins at this point in both books. When Jesus departed from Capernaum the next time, he went to meet his death.

§ 26.

Now why did Mark treat the order of events in his predecessor's work with so much freedom, and in several instances follow a different arrangement? There must have been an object and reason for this procedure, for it could only have been from design that an occurrence was removed from its position and placed in a different connexion.

How, e.g., could it happen that he should have disjoined and distinguished as two separate occurrences the selection of the apostles and their being sent forth into the world, presenting the latter in a totally different connexion, although they are united in Matthew, unless for the sake of observing their natural order and arranging them as they actually took place?

He was still more precise: a part of the discourse, which, according to Matthew, Jesus then made to his disciples, he separates from the rest, and does not introduce till the time when Jesus, before his death, discloses to his disciples their future fate. The passage alluded to is the following:
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Matth. X. 19 seq.

Mark XIII. 11 seq.

"Отс ти илладинов ωρα,
μη μαραμήσετε
πως ή τε λαλήστε?
δεδώσται γαρ όμων
ἐν ἐσκόν τῇ ὕψῃ,
τε λαλήστε;
οὐ γὰρ όμως ἃτις οἱ λαλοῦντες,
αἵλλα τὸ πνεῦμα τοῦ πατρὸς
οὕμων,
το λαλοῦν ἐν ύμιν.
Παραδόσει δὲ ἀδιλός ἀδιλῷν
εἰς Θανατόν,
καὶ πατὴρ τῶν
καὶ ἐπαναστήσεται τάκα
ἐπὶ γενεῖς
καὶ Θανατώσωσιν αὐτοὺς.
Καὶ ἔστολθα μοσόμυαν
ἐκ πάντων, διὰ τὸ ὄνομα μου·
ὁ δὲ οἰκομένικος εἰς τίλως,
οὗτος σωθήσεται.

Παραδόσει δὲ ἀδιλός ἀδιλῷν
εἰς Θανατόν,
καὶ πατὴρ τῶν
καὶ ἐπαναστήσεται τάκα
ἐπὶ γενεῖς
καὶ Θανατώσωσιν αὐτοὺς.
Καὶ ἔστολθα μοσόμυαν
ἐκ πάντων, διὰ τὸ ὄνομα μου·
ὁ δὲ οἰκομένικος εἰς τίλως,
οὗτος σωθήσεται.

We see that the discourse is the same in both, and the phraseology almost entirely. Now what could have induced Mark to take these words from their connexion in Matthew and place them elsewhere, except the intention of giving them their proper chronological position? Considering their purport, they certainly stand in a more appropriate connexion in Mark than in Matthew.

Mark has taken single sentences from the sermon on the mount as given in Matthew and connected them with other occasions, events and discourses; e. g. Matth. 6: 14. Mark 11: 25, 26. Matth. 5: 15. Mark 4: 21. Matth. 5: 13. Mark 9: 50. Matth. 7: 2. Mark 4: 24. This attention and care in giving single sentences of this sermon another situation, cannot be better explained than by supposing him to have aimed at relating every thing in the order in which it occurred, while, on the contrary, Matthew has given at the outset of Jesus' ministry in a systematic form and at one view what our Lord may have uttered on the most various occasions.

This purpose of our author is clearly manifest in the case of the voyage to Gadars, as well as other cases. Matthew mentions this at the end of the first Journey, while by Mark it is removed along to the end of the third. The latter affixes to the occurrence a definite determination of time, which makes it clear that he designed to adhere to the chronological order. Jesus taught by the sea-shore in parables, and a great multitude surrounded him. (Mark 4: 1.) After the conclusion of this discourse in parables, he adds (Mark 4: 35.) that the passage over to Gadars took place ἐν ἐσκόν hire, ὑμῖν, ἀνεπηλεῖν, at evening on the same day. Now it is true that the expression ἐν ἐσκόν hire γερίρει in the Evangelists is indefinite, but the annexed no-
tice of the particular part of the day, _óupia_, shows that we are to take the passage as an accurate designation of time. The circumstance that Jesus was withdrawn from the multitude and carried over in a ship (4: 36,) proves the connexion of the passage across with the event immediately preceding, viz. the instruction given by Jesus in parables to the multitude by the sea-side.

In the second Journey, after the voyage to Gadara, Matthew narrates without any definite designation of time, (when he has related a few other occurrences,) the cure of the daughter of Jairus and the woman with the issue of blood. (9: 18.) Mark, who refers them to the close of the third excursion, designates with precision the time when they occurred and their connexion, asserting that they occurred directly after the voyage to Gadara, by saying that the father of the child came to Jesus when they had landed on their return, etc. (5: 21, 22.)

We hence perceive that he took the actual succession of things as his guide in the plan of his history, and distributed events according to their chronological order.

§ 27.

Moreover, he differs from his predecessor in his mode of representing occurrences; he is almost always more copious as to the particular circumstances attending each event. From this exactness and attention to minute points his narrative is more complete and vivid. E. g. Matthew relates the story of the woman who had an issue of blood, rather in the style of a summary than of a regular narrative: "A woman which was diseased with an issue of blood twelve years, came behind him and touched the hem of his garment; for she said within herself, If I may but touch his garment, I shall be whole. But Jesus turned him about; and, when he saw her, he said, Daughter, be of good comfort; thy faith hath made thee whole." Mark, on the contrary, takes note of the minutest circumstances. He was better acquainted with the condition and wretchedness of the diseased woman. During twelve years all the art of physicians had been exerted for her relief to no purpose, she had wasted all her substance, and her sufferings were evidently increasing; which latter circumstance essentially enhances the wonder, as well as the beneficence, of so speedy a cure. She heard of Jesus, and, approaching him behind in the crowd, touched his garment, fully convinced that she should be healed. Our Lord, perceiving that virtue had gone out of him, turned about and said: "Who touched my clothes?" The disciples replied, affirming the impossibility of determining when there was such a press of people. But Jesus merely looked around, and his glance fell on the woman, who felt already what was done in her, and immediately threw herself with fear and trembling at Jesus' feet, and told all as it happened. Jesus said unto her: "Daughter, thy faith hath made thee whole."

It is so in a greater or less degree in regard to most of the occurrences related; not that they are paraphrased, but clothed with the particular circumstances under which they occurred; e. g. Mark 1: 40 —end. Matth. 8: 2—5. Mark 2: 2—13. Matth. 9: 2—9. Mark 4: 35 —end. Matth. 8: 23—28. Mark 5: 1—20. Matth. 8: 28 —end. Mark 6: 14—30.

The knowledge he possesses in regard to the persons mentioned in the history and their circumstances is worthy of notice. While Matthew (9: 18) speaks only of an ἄρχον, his name, Jairus, is given in Mark (5: 22) together with his office, εἷς τῶν ἄρχουνομάρχων. When Matthew (15: 22) mentions generally a γυνὴ Ἰακαναία, Mark tells us more particularly ἣν δὲ ἡ γυνὴ Ἑλληνίδα, Συροποικίσσα τοῦ γένετ (7: 26.) Matthew (27: 16) designates Barabbas simply as δέομον ἵππον; Mark (15: 7) knew what was his crime, εὖ τι σκαρεῖ φῶνον. The former tells us merely of a Cyrenian, Simon by name (27: 32;) while Mark informs us that it was Simon, a Cyrenian, the father of Alexander and Rufus (15: 21.) The one speaks (27: 57) of a rich man, Joseph of Arimathaea; the other knew that he was a distinguished member of the council (15: 43—45,) and was acquainted with what passed between him and Pilate, and the inquiry made of the centurion by the Pretor. Concerning Mary of Magdala, he adds the circumstance (16: 9) ἀρ ἡ ἐκβαβίσατο ἐπὶ δαμόκλειον. A case of the same kind, as we shall see directly, occurs in 10: 46, respecting the blind man in the road near Jericho. We will add one more example of the minute circumstances stated by Mark: according to Math. 16: 5, the disciples had forgotten to take bread with them; yet Mark says (8: 14) they had one loaf with them in the ship. It is remarkable, too, that in narrating the occurrence at Gadara, he observes (5: 19) that there were about two thousand swine.

He did not then copy Matthew's book, but made use of it as the basis of his own; conferred greater particularity on Matthew's narrative, (which frequently presents only the outline of an occurrence, neglecting circumstantial detail,) and moulded his predecessor's sketches into the form of complete history. He is not, as some have repeated from Augustine, the epitomist, but the reviser of Matthew; and sometimes his revision is so rigid that he seems positively to contradict him.

Matthew mentions two demoniacs at Gadara, while Mark (5: 2 seq.) speaks of but one. While Matthew (20: 30) speaks of two blind men healed on the road to Jericho, Mark tells us of but one (10: 46;) and that the narrative of both has reference to the same event is clear as well from the time, as from the similarity of the circumstances and phraseology. In this last case, Mark even sustains his statement in a striking manner, by subjoining something from which it is clear that he was perfectly well informed in regard to the incident; for the name of the man who was healed is stated by him in two languages, the Greek and the Syriac: νῦν Τιμαλω, Ἁρτίμας ὁ ὕπερφος.

These cases would be indeed real contradictions, if we did not know the aim of Matthew; but when this is considered, they only evince indifference as to things not connected with his purpose. (§ 4.) He wished merely to show from the acts of Jesus that he was the Messiah, and a perfectly accurate chronology was not even consistent with his plan. Minuteness, too, was of no importance to his object. The outline of an event was enough for his argument; and hence he proceeds in so summary a manner that it is evident he did not wish to trouble himself about minute circumstances. This does not prove any deficiency in
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point of ability or in point of uprightness and love of truth; and only
the want of one or the other of these characteristics, and not a mere in-
difference as to matters that do not concern his proposed plan, can brand
a writer with error and dishonesty.

§ 28.

The person who is designated by history as Mark's voucher and
source of information, and by whose assistance he has furnished us with
so many new and important observations on Matthew, is prominently in-
dicated as such in his work. On occasion of the first altercation which
he makes in the arrangement of certain acts of our Lord, when he ex-
cludes from its position the story of the centurion, and places an incident
previously mentioned by Matthew, viz. the cure of the leper, after the
visit to Peter's house, he informs us just before this last occurrence that
Simon was there with Jesus (Mark 1: 36,) καὶ κατεδώκαν αὐτόν ὁ
Σμοῦν καὶ οἱ μετ' αὐτοῦ. Again, in giving a considerably extended ac-
count of the cure of the daughter of Jairus, he expressly adds the cir-
cumstance that Jesus admitted only Peter, John and James as witnesses of
the whole occurrence. (5: 37.) Matthew (21: 18 seq.) relates the story of
the withered fig-tree; Mark (11: 12—15 and 20—27) gives it to us more
in detail, and connects some moral instruction with it, particularly a pas-
sage from the sermon on the mount. (Matt. 6: 14, 15.) He seems here,
too, to substantiate his account by exhibiting Peter, respecting whom
Matthew is silent, as the occasion of the dialogue and the instruction
annexed. Mark (13: 3) expressly names Peter as one of the persons
engaged in the conversation concerning the final fate of the temple and
Holy City, while Matthew (24: 3) only mentions it generally without
specifying either of the persons concerned in it. Matthew (28: 10) tells
us of the command to the women to carry the news of the resurrection
to the disciples; Mark (16: 7) expressly adds the name of Peter: τοῖς
μαθηταῖς αὐτοῦ καὶ τῷ Πέτρῳ.

Such care to insert Peter's name in particular passages, where it was
neither required by the circumstances of the event, nor any light was
thereby thrown upon the event in itself considered, as in Mark 1: 36.
5: 37. 13: 3. 16: 7, denotes a peculiar motive in the writer's mind. The
invariable presence of this apostle, and the mention of him purposely
when it contributed nothing to illustrate the narrative, can be intended
only to accredit it by his authority. At all events, Mark's anxiety to
add Peter's name, without any necessity in reference to the circum-
stantiality or perspicuity of the occurrence, is perfectly explained by the
accounts of the ancients concerning Mark's authority; and these tra-
ces in the book agree so well with the accounts as to favor and enhance
their claim to credit.

§ 29.

Although in general Mark has carried out Matthew's history into
more minute and exact detail than Matthew, yet in some cases he has
done the contrary, and condensed Matthew's narrative, sometimes even
retaining in part the same language.
The reason is most probably this, that at times Mark, who usually is more circumstantial in his narrative, did not consider it necessary, or was unable to add any thing to the account. In such a case it was superfluous to transcribe into his book at length narratives which were sufficiently minute in that of his predecessor; and he therefore contented himself with a concise statement, supposing his readers to be acquainted with the more detailed account.

Perhaps the minuteness of some relations, which left no room for addition on the part of Matthew's reviser, was the reason why he entirely omitted certain occurrences (e. g. Matth. 8: 5—13. 19—21. 11: 1 seq.;) but more probably this is to be laid to the account of the voucher of his narratives, who did not allow to some occurrences the position which they occupy in Matthew, and did not in the sequel assign them the place which chronologically belonged to them. In fact subsequent investigations will show, that they really occurred in such chronological circumstances as would properly give them a different historical position.

§ 30.

We find but few entirely new events, unmentioned by Matthew, and consequently peculiar to Mark; perhaps there are three in all. One falls at the commencement of Jesus' ministry. (Mark 1: 23.) A demoniac in the synagogue at Capernaum, acknowledges the superior power dwelling in Jesus, and is healed. The others occurred shortly before the passion. A blind man is brought to Jesus at Bethsaida, and is restored to sight by his spittle and the laying on of his hands. (Mark 8: 22—27) The last is the account of the poor woman who cast two lepta into the treasury. (Mark 12: 41—44.)

This fact, likewise, assures us that it was not his purpose to give an independent historical book, for the preparation of which he himself
could not have been deficient in materials, and his voucher still less in abundant knowledge; but that his plan was confined to a revision of the existing work of Matthew.

§ 31.

The result of our investigations as to the mutual relation of the two Evangelists may be briefly presented as follows: Matthew is an original writer, as he was qualified to be, from having been an eye-witness of the occurrences narrated, a friend of the Teacher of whom he writes, and one to whom his future plans were intrusted. This work first saw the light. On account of the object he had in view, he was not anxious about the chronological arrangement of events, and, although he did not always neglect it, he yet often designedly presented together, in one view, certain discourses and actions which he found most suited to his particular purpose. Hence arose frequently a different order from the historical one. To detail the particular circumstances of each event would not have been subsidiary to his purpose, would have been superfluous, and often inconvenient. The incidental considerations presented by an extended narrative, would have diverted the reader from his main object, and distracted the attention which he wished to be directed to a single point, viz. the perception of the fact, that the predictions of the ancients concerning the Messiah were fulfilled in the life of Jesus. Matthew is an historical deduction; Mark is history.

The contents of the latter are not, in general, new. We very seldom find in him narratives untouched by his predecessor. He composed his history from the materials furnished him by the latter, which are the basis of his production; and he aimed only at the merit of greater minuteness and accuracy. It was now specially incumbent on him to follow historical order, from which his predecessor had often deviated on account of his didactic aim. Then, too, exact historical representation was his duty; he could not be so careless and indifferent as to the detail of particular circumstances and incidental matters which would impart perspicuity or vividness to the occurrences narrated. These obligations he fulfilled by means of the information he received from one of the earliest and most beloved disciples of Jesus. On the other hand, when the narrative of his predecessor made further detail unnecessary or impracticable, he became concise, and the reader was from the nature of the case referred to the previous history. Some events he wholly passed over; probably because his authority left him in uncertainty as to their true historical position. Mark's production may be regarded both as a history and a critical treatise.

§ 32.

Further; as it is necessary that such minute circumstances and such a number of accessory observations, even when ascertained and accurately taken from the mouth of eye-witnesses, should have been immediately noted down, and preserved in writing in order to prevent their being lost or confounded in the mind; and as, moreover, the circumstances of Mark's life, the attestation of history and internal evidence in
the production itself designate Peter as the source of the peculiar information and the particularity of narrative which we find in this Gospel, there can be no doubt of the correctness of the assertion made by the ancients that Mark noted down in writing the public discourses of Peter, and has communicated their contents to us; and I conceive the origin of Mark's Gospel to have been as follows:

The Gospel of Matthew having been published, while the apostles were teaching at Rome, (§ 16) this first biographical account of their exalted Master was carried thither to them, through the agency of Matthew himself perhaps, or that of others. From the novelty of the thing and its importance in respect to the condition and prospects of Christianity in Palestine, this would happen very speedily through the many messengers who came to them from zealous churches, or the Jews who left their country on account of the war,¹ and through the active communication which, on the same account, was kept up between Rome and Judea. For the common benefit of believers it was read in their assemblies, and Peter, who was peculiarly qualified for the purpose, explained and commented on it. Mark availed himself of these explanations and secured them by written notes, in which he was assisted by his close intimacy with the apostle. The expositions of the work of an eye-witness given by one who was himself an eye-witness of the acts of Jesus, and a coadjuver or companion in them, were of extraordinary value for the confirmation and instruction of believers, and they requested Mark to make his notes of general advantage and present them in a separate work. Hence his Gospel was called εὐαγγέλιον Πέτρου, the preaching of Peter, and he himself Peter's interpreter.

These relations between the voucher and the historian explain the reason why he has been still more concise than Matthew in relating certain occurrences in which Peter bore a part, when we might expect him to be more copious; e. g. Matth. 14: 23—32. 16: 15—20. For any parts of the narrative which respected Peter personally, and of which he was the principal subject, would naturally be concisely treated and rapidly passed over by him in his discourses. His modesty led him to comment very little on himself and his actions, and at the mention of his frailties he could not suppress the embarrassment and shame of a virtuous mind.²

In conclusion, we will endeavor to ascertain definitely the precise time at which these occurrences probably took place. When Nero went to amuse himself in Achaia with his disgraceful pursuits, Vespasian accompanied him thither. Meanwhile the rebellion broke out in oppressed Palestine, and Vespasian obtained commission to chastise that country.³ It was still winter when Nero sailed to Rome, Titus to Al-

exandria, and Vespasian hastened over the Hellespont to Syria. When
the weather had moderated so that the campaign could be opened, Ves-
psian led his legions into Galilee, took several places, and invested
Jotapata on the 21st of Artemiusis, our May. In the month Panemus
(July,) in the thirteenth year of Nero, this place was taken; this event
was followed in Gorpiaus (September) by the taking of Tariheus; in
Hyperberetesus (October,) of Gamala; and after Gischala had surren-
dered no fortified place remained; all Galilee was laid waste and sub-
jugated.

The rebellion only raged the more furiously on this account in Judea
and its metropolis; the scenes connected with the Idumæans followed;
the massacre in the temple and the murder of Zacharias. While
these events were taking place, Matthew finished his Gospel; i. e. in
the winter which began the 14th year of Nero, or, as the year of Ne-
or’s reign began about three months before the year of the Christian era,
(see close of § 84 in this Part,) about the end of the 68th year after the
birth of our Lord.

During the winter the Romans were at rest; but at the opening of
spring Vespasian marched through Antipatris, Lydda and Jamnia, as
far as Emmaus, and then to Jericho, where he formed a junction with
the army which had proceeded on the eastern side of the Jordan under
the command of Trajan. The inhabitants of Jericho fled to the moun-
tains. At the commencement of the campaign in the spring the sea
was broken up, and the usual routes of communication with Rome were
re-opened. The Gospel of Matthew, the first historical work which ap-
peared relative to the fate, acts, and doctrines of the founder of the Chris-
tian sect, reached the capital of the world as a curiosity, and was read
and expounded in the Christian assemblies. Sometime afterwards
Nero died, in the month of June. For he ascended the throne in Oc-
tober, and occupied it thirteen years and eight months. That he died
in summer, we learn from Plutarch: “It was summer” says he, “when
a courier with incredible despatch carried from Rome to Galba in
Spain in seven days the intelligence of Nero’s death.” The new
emperor put himself in motion with a part of his army; his march, how-
ever, was slow and bloody. During this time the city was in the
hands of Nymphidius Sabinus and Tigellinus, till the latter was forced
to lay down his arms. It was under these, ἐν τοῖς ηγομένοις, if we

2 Jos. Bell. Jud. L. III. c. 7. n. 3.
7 Aurel. Vict. Epit. c. 5, says “annis tredecim.” Entrop. L. VII. c. 15. “im-
ἐνη δεκατριήν καὶ μέσης ὀστοῦ. Jos. B. J. L. IV. c. 9. n. 2. τριών καὶ δέκα βασιλείων
ἐν καὶ ημέρας ὀστοῦ. Ἡ γεν ἑοιμένη μέσης ὀστοῦ. He has confounded μέσης ὀστοῦ with ἑοιμένη ὀστοῦ.
8 Plutarch in Galba, c. 7. ἡν δέ ὥρας ὑδη, καὶ ρούχω πρὸς δεκής ἠμεν ἀπὸ
Ρώμης Ἐσελίος διέτητο ἔπλων ἐπάνω Ρώμης Ἐσελίος ἄνυς ἐκλευθέρω ἐπίθεται. η. τ. λ.
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understand aright the language of Clemens Romanus as to this event, that Peter and Paul were executed, i.e. between the last days of Nero and Galba's arrival. See in the sequel (§ 84,) what is said on the chronology of the Acts, immediately before the table. After their death, as we have before shewn (§ 16,) Mark published his Gospel. The words, after their death, are not definite enough to enable us to fix on any particular year. I therefore discard the date which I assigned in the former editions.

LUKE.

§ 33.

Luke does not commence his Gospel in the genuine Jewish manner, with the narrative itself, but opens it according to the taste of the Greeks and Romans, with a Proemium, in which he informs us of his intentions and motives, and of the writings already in existence relative to his subject.

The correct interpretation of this introduction would destroy or corroborate many hypotheses; but unfortunately, it is of such a nature that, though no doubt he to whom it was addressed understood it, we, on the contrary, to whom the circumstances of that period have become obscure, find great difficulty in extracting its meaning. It has not escaped learned men what light it would cast on the history of the origin of our first three Gospels; and hence they have laid peculiar stress on one clause or another which appeared to them to elucidate the origin of these books.¹

This introduction is contained in a sentence comprising four members. The second clause of the sentence is to be kept distinct from the third. "Еδοξε κημοι is what the Greek grammarians call an apodeosis, which from its nature commences another series of clauses, and occurs only after a protasis has been concluded. The parts of the latter, therefore, are disjoined from the former, and each has its appointed limits. Luke begins with Εδοξε κημοι to speak of himself, and what precedes is separated from what he says of himself in such a way as to show that it has no reference to him. If καθως παρεδόσαν were to be referred down to Εδοξε κημοι, and did actually relate to himself, it must have been, according to true grammatical construction, disposed under the latter clause, and the order of the clauses must have been as follows: "Εδοξε κημοι παρηκμωνυθηκατι ἀνοδεν πάνω ἀκριβως, καθως παρεδοσαν ἦνιν οι ἀπ' αρχης αυτοπται... καθεξης σω γράφει. Now this is not the case; hence καθως παρεδοσαν is connected with what precedes, and is, like that, of a general nature; while

¹ On this Prologus, as the introduction is likewise called, and the peculiar interpretation which is given of it, is based the following essay: "Einige Ideen ueber den wahrscheinlichen Ursprung unserer drey erstern Evangelien," by Dr. Ziegler, in Gabler's "Neuen theol. Journal." 1800. 5th St. The following one, likewise, in part: "Ueber die Entstehung der drey ersten Evangelien," by Dr. Vogel, in Gabler's "Journal für ausserles. theol. Litt." 1804. 1 Bd. 1 St.
what follows ἓδοξε καὶ οἱ refers particularly to Luke. The sentence contains, therefore, two parts, one general and the other particular.

The first clause of the first part has a determinate meaning, and asserts that many had composed histories of our Lord. The next clause expresses a comparison with the first: such as those who were eye-witnesses have delivered to us, one would suppose. But the words καὶ οἱ παρεδόσαν are susceptible of another signification.

Παρεδόσαν signifies literally, to give any thing into one’s hands, to deliver, to communicate; in a figurative sense, to communicate something orally, as knowledge, instruction, etc. Whichever be the meaning here, we must suppose the ellipsis of διηγήσαν or tacitly bring it down from the first clause. With the first sense of the word the passage would run thus: Forasmuch as many have undertaken to compose a history of the events which are notorious among us; such as they who from the beginning were eye-witnesses and ministers of the word have delivered into our hands: I also thought myself authorised, etc. With the latter signification of the word it must be translated as follows: Forasmuch as many have undertaken to compose a history of the events which are notorious among us, according as they who from the beginning were eye-witnesses . . . have orally communicated them to us: I also thought myself authorised, etc.

Now which of these interpretations is the correct one? If we discard for a moment the doubtful words, the purport of the introduction will be simply this: As many had written, he considered himself also as capable of writing, and intended, as he afterwards says, to bring the truth to light, τὴν ἀγαθὴν. Restoring the clause which we discarded for a moment, and taking its sense to be: As eye-witnesses and authorised teachers have orally represented them, the chain of thought would be this: Inasmuch as many have written just as the apostles have orally represented the history, I considered myself as qualified for the task, and intend to ascertain the truth. Who would not be scandalised that Luke should promise something more certain than the apostles had communicated, whose representations had been reduced to writing by the many of whom he speaks? If now we must exonerate our author of so arrogant and inconsiderate an expression, the other sense must be the true one: Inasmuch as many have undertaken to compose historical books, such as the apostles have put into our hands, I considered myself, too, as capable, etc. Thus the import of the whole sentence is essentially altered, and it contains, if not an exculpation, at least a justification, afforded him by the example of the many who attempted, even after the apostles had published histories of our Lord, to compose similar works; whence it was proper for him, particularly as his preparations had put him in a condition to do so, to write something more to be depended on than their accounts.

The other interpretation: Inasmuch as many have attempted to compose histories as eye-witnesses have orally represented the occurrences, is open also to the objection of proceeding on the supposition, that before the appearance of any historical work on the life and actions of our Lord, his history was detailed by the apostles in religious assemblies in so particular and methodical a manner, that narratives could be formed from written notes of their discourses. But this was not the custom of
the apostles. So far as their preaching was historical, it related only to the principal points in the history, to the sufferings and death of our Lord, and to the pillar of the whole Christian system, the resurrection. (Acts 5:30, 31. 13:28—39. 17:3. 10:38—42. 1 Cor. 16:1—9. 20—
29.) A detailed recital of these events was necessarily occasioned by the references made to prophetic declarations for the purpose of showing that such a fate was predicted of the Messiah. (See the passages above mentioned; likewise Acts 17:3 and 11, καθ' ἡμείς ἀνακαίνισ
tες τὰς γραμμὰς εἰ ἐγὼ ταῦτα οὕτως. 8:35. 18:23. 26:22, 23. 28:23, 24.) With these events were connected the doctrines of the dominion of the world, which as Messiah he assumed after he was glorified, and of a final judgment and retribution in another state of existence, as may be perceived from many of the passages above referred to. In foreign countries they were obliged, to say the least, to reside very long in one place, as Paul did at Corinth, Ephesus, and Rome, in order to have time sufficient for detailed narratives.

At home, however, in the native land of Christianity, the previous knowledge of the people released them entirely from the necessity of such particularity. The actions of Jesus were so notorious in Palestine, that in preaching and instructing it was merely necessary to refer to the common knowledge of his history possessed by the generation then alive; as Peter did, according to the account in Acts 2:22, and subsequently, even on occasion of the conversion of heathen at Cesarea, (Acts 10:37 seq.) and as Paul did at a still later period before king Agrippa. (Acts 26:26 seq.) Now, as the history might be assumed in Palestine as generally known, the mode of teaching which naturally arose was to state the principal points in it as unquestionable, and then to found doctrines upon them.

The course, then, pursued by the apostles in foreign countries, unless they abode a long time in one place, contradicts the supposition of such a κηρύγμα, or such detailed and connected narratives, that histories of Jesus' ministry could be composed from them; and in particular such circumstantial narration is refuted by the procedure of the apostles in Palestine, where they referred directly to the knowledge which already existed among the people themselves.

Thus the words καθὼς παρέδωκαν, for this reason likewise, can mean only as follows: a narrative like those which eye-witnesses and authorised teachers have delivered into our hands; such for instance, as Matthew's, and the one given by Peter through Mark.

So much concerning the first part of this sentence; the second part ἐδόξει καρδιά, presents an antithesis. As many have ventured to compose histories after the examples of eye-witnesses, I also thought myself authorised. The words παρακολούθηκοι ἀνωθεν πάσιν αὐτοῖς contain a further explanation and confirmation of the right he had to engage in his undertaking. I originally misunderstood these words, and first corrected my mistake on occasion of preparing my lectures upon Demosthenes' oration Pro coronâ.

The word παρακολούθειν includes the idea of presence. Used concerning events, it signifies to be present while they are passing, and, in its strictest sense, to be an eye-witness of what takes place. It also signifies to be mentally present, to accompany an address, discourse, or
written composition with attention, and occurs frequently in this sense in the works of the ancients. As it respects πᾶσι, we have our choice either to make it refer to the persons previously mentioned or, to πράγματα, the things which were notorious. For these two nouns are both in the plural number, and πᾶσι may refer to either.

If it be considered as referring to the men, e. g. to the αὐτόπτας and ἑπηρέας τοῦ λόγου, the clause will signify: Having read the eye-wit- nesses with care, I will now, that you may no longer be in error, inform you of the truth. Who could avoid being perplexed that the historian should modestly apologise for venturing to publish a memoir of our Lord, after teachers commissioned by Christ himself, and on the other hand should presume to declare that he intended to do what had not yet been done, viz. to ascertain the truth, i. e. to give a more accurate account than they? If the word πᾶσι be made to refer to both the many, παλλόντων, and the eye-witnesses together, (as indeed the expression πᾶσι includes the whole, and must relate to both,) no injustice is done to the many, it is true, by Luke’s thinking himself better informed than they; this would be consonant with his more elevated point of view and the objects which he aimed: but there would still subsist the same disrespect towards the eye-witnesses and authorised teachers; and what is yet more unbecoming, he would class them in the same cate-

The other noun in the plural number to which πᾶσιν may refer is πράγματα, the notorious occurrences. The expression παρακολουθεῖν τοῖς πράγμασι is common with the ancients, and signifies, to follow events with attention as they occur. There obtains, however, a nice distinction in its signification: in reference to a single event confined to one place, it signifies to be present at it, to be an eye-witness of it, as in the passage which we have cited below from Lúcian’s Lapi-


The acts of Jesus were of this latter kind; not confined to a single place, but scattered through Galilee and Judaea. Now when Luke asserts that he was one ἀπροφανοῦχος ἀνωθεν πάσιν ἄκριβος—tois πράγμασι—he does not express himself as having been an eye-witness of all the events, but as having been in the region of their occurrence, where he could observe them as they took place; and this ἀπροφανοῦCH, from the beginning, from their first development. He means to say, therefore: I think myself authorised, who have attentively followed all these events from their commencement, etc. In this way he establishes in an eminently manner his claim to preference above the many.

He then promises καθεξῆς γραμμα, just as Thucydidexpresses himself in his introduction, ἔξως ὥς ἐκατέργασε ἐγραφην, according to the

p. 683. n. 5. Τι δήποτε ταύτη εἰδὼς οὔτως ἀκριβῶς ἑγό, καὶ παρ᾽ Ἰολοῦν ὅθε η ἐκ τῶν αὐτοματῶν. Τ. Π. in Olympiodor. p. 1175. n. 10. Τοῖς εἰδοῖς ἀκριβῶς ἔκατα ταῦτα τα πράγματα ὡς ἔγρα, καὶ παρ᾽ Ἰολοῦν ὅθε κόσιν ἔφησεν. Demost. Epist. I. p. 1463, end. 'Αλλ᾽ οὐκ εὐχαρίστην διὰ ἐμπειρίαν, καὶ τὸ παρακολούθημα ὅμως τοῖς προφητείοις εἰδῶς, ταύτ᾽ ἐρωτήσατο τοὺς μεν προφητεύματος λέγειν ἐκμαθηνείς παθοὺς.

The Scholast in Thucyd. V. 26: Καθ᾽ ἡμῶν τί αὐτῶν μᾶλλον αἰσθηθότα, εξαιτίας the words thus: Αὐτοὶ τὸ ήγείραμεν καὶ μη ποιημέν τοῖς, μᾶλλον παρακολούθησας τοῖς γενομένοις. Joseph. contra Araion. L. I. c. 10. Λέγει ἐκείνο εὐχαρίστην, ὅτι δὲ τούτων παρακολούθων ἀληθοὺς ἔπαγγελμαν ὅπερ ἐπιταινθιαν ταῦτα πρῶτον ἀκριβῶς, ὅ παρακόλουθον ὅθε κόσιν ἔφησεν, ἤ παρα αὐτῶν ἐκ πρώτου παθηματος. Observe the antithesis of the last words. The same antithesis recurs in Vit. Joseph. c. 65. p. 33, in his apostrophe to Justus of Tiberius: Μῆτε τὰ πραξάχθωτα κατὰ τὴν Γυμνασίαν ἐπιστομόμενος, ἵνα γὰρ ἐν διδάσκων τὰ πρᾶγμα, μὴ ὅσα ἐκπαθεῖν Ῥωμαίοι ἐπὶ τῆς Ἰσπατίας πολιορκίας, ὅ ἐδόθαι πρὸς μὲν, παρακολούθησας τοῖς πληροφόροντας ὅπερ ήθει πνευσθάναι. Μῆτε γὰρ οἱ ἐπικαλυπτοῦσιν ἀπὸ διπλώξωρον εἰς τὰ παραπετασμένα ἔκχωσι. In Polyb. L. I. c. 67, the soldiers complain of the Carthaginians that they had not sent them generals who were acquainted with their deeds in Sicily, but one who had never been present to observe them: Παραχθεῖσαι εἰς τὸν ἔδωκεν εἰς τὰ ταῖς ἔκκλησις ἐκεῖνος, ἡ δὲ αὐτοῖς γίνεται τε Εὐαγγελείμην ἐς τούτον. Συν οὕτω παρακολούθησας εἰς τούταν η φιλοτεθεϊν. Comp. Raphelius, Wettstein. In the N. T. this expression occurs in 1 Tim. 4: 6, καὶ τῆς καθῆς διδασκαλίας, παραφθονουχας: in the instruction of which we have been a present witness. We find it in the more limited sense in 2 Tim. 3: 10. Σὺ δὲ παραφθονουχας μον τῇ διδασκαλίᾳ, οὗ ἀγωνίω, οὗ ἀγωνίω, thou hast been an observing witness of my doctrines. In the following verse, however, τοῖς διαγωγοῖς εἰς Ἀττικῆς, ἐν Ἰορτῷ, it takes the more extended signification: thou hast near the scene of the persecutions which I underwent at Antioch, Iconium and Lystra. At that time, indeed, Timothy had not yet become connected with Paul, and was but a boy; but he lived in this region (Acts 16: 1, 2), and might have been a spectator of some of the occurrences, and have heard on the spot of others.
actual succession of events, to describe them in the order in which they took place.

He moreover assures Theophilus, for whom, primarily, he wrote his work, that he shall have τὴν ἀσφαλέσαν, certain information, a true account.

This ἀσφαλέσα he was to have, the historian says, speaking to Theophilus, περὶ ὧν κατηχήθης λόγων. These words either refer to the Christian instruction generally which had been received by Theophilus, which Luke intended to exalt to absolute certainty, or to the accounts of the many, the contents of which had been learned by Theophilus from oral information. I do not believe that Luke intended to hint to his friend the doubtful nature of the information of his colleagues, or to depreciate his teachers in his estimation. The λόγου περὶ ὧν κατη-
χήθης can then refer only to the communications orally made to him out of the histories of the many; and it was Luke's intention to correct these, and present to his friend such parts of them as were accurate and well authenticated. This is even required by the phraseology; for in Herodotus, Xenophon, and others, λόγοι are historical books, as Luke likewise calls his first history, viz. his Gospel, πρῶτον λόγον. (Acts 1: 1.) When the word is in the plural number it has this significance; when, on the contrary, it signifies the doctrines of Christianity, it always appears in the singular: ὑπηρέτας τοῦ λόγου, διακονία τοῦ λόγου, τοῦ λόγου λαλεῖν, τοῦ λόγου ἄκουειν, τοῦ λόγου δίηγομαι, &c.

If now we examine our Proemium again, we shall find its sense to be as follows: "Many have composed accounts of the acts of our Lord, like those which eye-witnesses and ministers of the word have published: it will, therefore, be permitted me, likewise, to narrate these events in their order for thy advantage, that thou mayest ascertain what is true of the various relations which have been given thee; especially as I have carefully and attentively followed these events in the region where they occurred from the time when they began to develop themselves." These words comprise a description of the literature of Christianity in the time of Luke.

I. According to this representation there had appeared works on the history of Jesus by the hand of eye-witnesses and ministers of the faith, which had met with such a reception among Christians that others had been incited and induced to signalize themselves by similar works, and of these there were not merely one or two, but many. Although they could not expect to be held in equal estimation with their predecessors, who possessed advantages over them both from their personal knowledge of facts and from their office, still they did not remain unnoticed or without repute. Much less can we suppose this to have been the fate of the works which were of apostolical origin, or that they were unknown to the succeeding writers. To say the least, Luke, as we see, was acquainted with the works of his predecessors, and in regard to him the contrary assertion is positively false.

II. The many who are referred to did not translate from any work already in existence, with the aid perhaps of versions of it which had been made before; they composed their histories, συνετάχαν ἀνεγράφας, not ἔρικένθος. This was their mode of procedure, and the usual mode, and we must suppose it to have been that of eye-witness-
es more especially, as they had less reason to rely on foreign aid. It is very plain that Luke proceeded in the same way. He asserts his independence, appeals in support of it to his having been in the vicinity of the events while they were taking place, and pledges himself to present them in the order of their occurrence and to give an authentic account of what had happened. Thus, if the hypotheses of the day are applicable to others, they certainly are not to him.

III. From the facts we have adduced in explanation of the introduction, this also is clear. As long as an appeal could be made to the common knowledge of the people, the necessity of a history was not felt by the teachers or by the people. But when the generation of contemporaries began gradually to pass away, and the number of those who retained in their memories the fame of our Lord’s actions and were vouchers for them was continually diminishing, the want of documents began to be felt, and it became necessary to supply the place of the expiring voice of the people by written accounts. We hence see that the history of our Lord’s actions could not have been written very early; not before a considerable time had elapsed after his death. Moreover, those engaged in the office of teaching must have been the first to perceive the necessity of assisting the declining knowledge of the people, from the impediments they met with in their employment; and hence it is not at all strange that the first histories should have come from Apostles.

Now, however, it happened as it invariably does; the way once opened, the many followed and collected together in books the stories of their fathers and the surviving reports of the time. Thus arose at once a historic era in the Christian school.

IV. Under these circumstances Luke appeared; and his special object was to set his friend’s mind at rest respecting the many histories which followed the earliest works of the apostles, and to supply the place of their unauthenticated statements with a true exhibition of facts.

§ 34.

Luke, although in his phraseology we perceive more Greek elegance than in the other Gospels, is still in the tone and coloring of his language a Jew or Syrian. If we consider the acquaintance with Judaism which he exhibits in both his works, we must admit that his was no superficial and half-way knowledge of the opinions of the Jews, though it was almost impossible for a foreigner to comprehend them; and that he was perfectly familiar with the ceremonies of their temple-service and their other religious solemnities. The interpreter of his Gospel is never left in the dark, or tempted to wish that the writer had possessed a better acquaintance with Judaism, its ritual and ceremonial. No special proof of this can be required in the way of examples, as their number would be too great, and we should be obliged to attend to many minutiae, which, however, are the very things in which nicety of knowledge is evinced. Thus much may be inferred from his language and the knowledge he exhibits; viz. from the former, that he was an
inhabitant of Syria or Palestine; from the latter, that he was a Jew or a well-informed proselyte.

As to the first point, history affords us information of a more decisive character; according to which Luke was born at Antioch. Moreover, in regard to his religious circumstances, we infer from the Epistle to the Colossians that he was an adherent to Judaism from his own choice, not from his descent or birth. At the close of this Epistle, Paul subjoins the salutations of friends who were then with him, and mentions first those of Jewish extraction. (4: 10—12.) After concluding the catalogue of those ἐν περιποιητής, he adds the rest, and among them Luke (11—15), who is therefore to be regarded as a proselyte.

His occupation was that of a physician (Coloss. 4: 14), and he could not wait an opportunity to prepare himself for it so scientific a city as Antioch. Perhaps it was his desire to become more intimately acquainted with the religion he had chosen which led him to Palestine, the ancient seat of Judaism, as Paul was led thither by his zeal in the pursuit of learning. But whatever may have been the reason, he was residing in the country, according to his introduction, when Jesus entered on his ministry and went about teaching and healing. Luke, from his being a physician, had peculiar motives to pay attention to facts of this kind; and on this account, likewise, his statements possess a peculiar value, as those of a person of judgment and experience.

As to his relation to the Christian sect at its rise, a tradition has been preserved that he was one of the seventy disciples. This account is confirmed by the fact that he alone of all the Evangelists has mentioned the seventy, and carefully given the history of their mission and return and the instructions connected with them (10: 1—25), as though he felt himself called upon to do so by particular personal concern in them. Moreover, he exhibits a minute acquaintance with these occurrences, such as could be expected only from an eye-witness.

He has nowhere mentioned the time when he left Palestine. When Paul first ventured to pass over into Europe, Luke resided at Alexandria-Troas, and went with him. (Acts 16: 8, 11.) Was it the case that he had previously become acquainted with Paul at Antioch, and was now induced by affection and veneration to offer himself as his companion in this enterprise? He accompanied the apostle over to Philippi, (Acts 16: 12), and when the latter was here thrown into prison, Luke remained at liberty, and seems even to have resided in this city for a long period. When Paul, some years after, returned to Asia by way of

---


2 Traces have been found, it is thought, in his writings of his medical profession. In his Gospel (4: 38) he speaks of a προτήρευ μεγάλος, just as Galen (De diff. febr.) distinguishes τὸν μέγαν τε καὶ μεγάν πρεσβύτερον. (Weis. and loc.) In Acts 13: 11, he uses the technical word δίκαι respecting blindness. (Galen. οὐδέ Weis. and loc.)


Theophylact (Proem. in Comm. in Evang. Luc.) seems to have had authority for saying: Αὐτοῦ ὁ Ἰησοῦς, Ἀντισερος μὲν ἂν, ἰδιός δὲ καὶ τῷ ἰησοῦ σωματικοῖς, οὐ μὴν ἀλλὰ καὶ τῷ ἐξωτερικῷ πολλοῖς εὐγνωμοντες, τοῖς Ἰησοῦσολόμους ἐπιρυκτήσας, οὐτό ὁμοίως ἔως ὑμών ἐδίδακεν. "Ὅπως φαντάζεται ἐνα καὶ αὐτῶν γενέσθαι τῶν ἐμβαλόμενου ἀποστόλων."
Macedonia from his second European journey, Luke was still there. He may perhaps have crossed from Asia to Philippi to meet Paul; at any rate he was in his company at the embarkation for Troas (Acts 20: 6), and went with him to Jerusalem, (Acts 21: 37), where Paul was apprehended.

This time, likewise, Luke did not share his imprisonment, but seems to have followed him of his own accord to Cæsarea, and, as the friends of the prisoner had access to him (Acts 24: 23), not to have forsaken him till his destination was determined. Then, when Paul was sent to Rome to receive sentence, Luke embarked with him (Acts 27: 1), and remained at his side (2 Tim. 4: 11. Coloss. 4: 14. Philem. 24), till his fate was decided.

He has been sometimes supposed to be the Lucius from whom Paul sends a salutation in his Epistle to the Romans (16: 2); but Luke was not at Corinth at the time when that Epistle was written. He resided, as we have said, at Philippi; or perhaps went over from Troas to meet the apostle when he was on his way through Macedonia. The truth on the latter point is of little importance in the case; suffice it to say, that his absence from Paul at that time does not permit us to confound him with this Lucius.

Some MSS. of the old Latin version call his book Evangelium secundum Lucam: from which it has been inferred that he was a freedman, whose name according to the Roman custom was changed to Lucanus. The supposition has seemed the more plausible as slaves often practised the art of medicine. But besides that there is no trace of this change of name either in the fathers or in other versions, we know that the Latin copyists sometimes took the liberty to make Offanus of Offa, Bedanus of Beda, etc.

§ 35.

He wrote his Gospel primarily for a certain Theophilus, to whom he gives the title καταρασως, which in the ancient inscriptions is conferred upon high priests and priestesses, those who had the superintendence of sacred edifices and games, deputies of the emperor in the provinces, overseers of the emperor's revenues, εντροπος του καθαρος, ducenaris exactoribus, such as were the εντροπος in the Palmyrene inscriptions.

Were we better informed in regard to this person to whom Luke has dedicated his writings, considerable light might be thrown on the history of this Gospel; unfortunately, however, the investigations concerning this point have been nearly unwavering, are too general in their results, and promise little for the future.

Judging from the observations made by Luke to render himself intelligible and perspicuous to his reader, the latter certainly cannot have

---

been an inhabitant of Palestine. Speaking of Capernaum, he is obliged to add that it is a city in Galilee, (4: 31.) So in speaking of Nazareth (1: 26); and Arimathea, (23: 51.) He is obliged to specify minutely the situation of the country of the Gadarenes. (8: 26.) He tells the situation of Mount Olivet, and its distance from Jerusalem, (Acts 1: 12,) and specifies in stadia the distance of Emmaus from the capital. (Gosp. Luke 24: 13.)

He was certainly, too, not an inhabitant of Crete, (Acts 27: 8 and 12;) nor of Athens or its vicinity, for in that case he would not have been obliged to make the observation he does concerning the characteristic trait of this people, which had been pointed out before by Demosthenes (Orat. I. in Phil.): ἡ βουλεύθη περισσότερα πυθακησότας κατὰ τὴν πόλιν, ἔγερται τῇ καινόν. (Acts 17: 21.) Nor can we suppose him to have been a Macedonian. (Acts 16: 12.)

An inhabitant of Antioch, too, could hardly have been so ignorant of the geography of Palestine, which was so near. It is an assertion of modern date, made by the lexicographer Bar Bahul, that he was an Alexandrian; but this is invalidated by the circumstance that the old Alexandrian fathers did not ascribe this honor to their church. Origen seems to have known no more than that Luke wrote for Gentiles. (Euseb. H. Eccl. L. VI. c. 25.)

The testimony of the Alexandrian patriarch Eutychius in favor of some distinguished man in Rome or Italy1 is too remote from those times to be decisive; yet it has some plausibility. We see that Luke is careful to give Theophilus explanations respecting places with which he supposed him to be unacquainted. This he does in narrating Paul's voyage to Rome; and for that purpose is very particular in his descriptions. (Acts 27: 8, 12 and 16.) But when he comes to Sicily and Italy, (Acts 28: 12, 13 and 15,) he mentions all the cities as though they were well known to Theophilus; Syracuse, Rhegium, Puteoli, (on which last name Josephus was obliged to comment for the sake of his Greek and oriental readers,2) as well as still smaller places, Tres Tabernae, Via Appia, etc.

§ 36.

That Luke was acquainted with Matthew's work is clear from many parts of his book; it is most evident, however, from the passages taken

[Text in Arabic]


OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.

away from their connection by Mark, but omitted by him in their proper place; all of which Luke has restored from Matthew, and literally transcribed into his own work.

Matth. 8: 19.


"Ἀκολουθήσω σοι ὅπως δὲν ἄπειρη.
Καὶ λέγει αὐτῷ ὁ Ἰησοῦς· Ἀλλὰ ἀλληλοκατασκηνώσω καὶ τὰ πεπεισματα τοῦ ὑφηγοῦντος·
ὁ δὲ νῦν τοῦ ἀνθρώπου ὀφθαλμὸς οὗ ἐξελή οὐκ ἐξελή τὴν κεφαλὴν τῆς λείψη.

Μαρθ. 8: 9.

Καὶ γὰρ ἔγαν ἀνθρωπός εἰμι ὑπὸ ἔκσωλον,
ἐξαν ὡς ἐμαυτόν στρατιώτας·
καὶ λέγω τούτῳ, πορεύθης, καὶ παρεστίας.
καὶ ἅλω, ἐξου, καὶ ἔρχεται·
καὶ τῷ δούλῳ μου, ποίησον τοῦτο, καὶ ποιήται.

Αμοῦσας δὲ ὁ Ἰησοῦς· ἐναντίον ἐρατοῦσον·
καὶ ἐπὶ τοὺς ἀκολουθοῦντος·

"Αμὴν λέγω ὑμῖν, οὐδὲ ἐν τῷ Ἰσραήλ τοσαύτην πλήθος ἐφόρον.

Matth. 12: 43.


"Ὅταν δὲ τὸ ἀνάθαρτόν πνεῦμα ἐξέλθῃ ἀπὸ τοῦ ἀνθρώπου, διάρρηκται ἄνω τῶν τόπων·
ζητοῦν ἄναπαύσεις, καὶ οὐκ εὑρίσκει.
Τότε λέγει Ἰησοῦς· Ἐπιστρέψω εἰς τὸν οἶκον μου, ὡς ἄλυθιδον. Καὶ ἐλθὼν εὑρίσκει σχολαζότατα,

"Ὅταν τὸ ἀνάθαρτόν πνεῦμα ἐξέλθῃ ἀπὸ τοῦ ἀνθρώπου, διάρρηκται ἄνω τῶν τόπων·
ζητοῦν ἀνάπαύσεις· καὶ μὴ εὑρίσκον, γίνεται Ἰησοῦς· Ἐπιστρέψω eἰς τὸν οἶκον μου, ὡς ἄλυθιδον. Καὶ ἐλθὼν εὑρίσκει
This coincidence with Matthew, however, is found only in narratives omitted by Mark; in other cases Luke adheres more closely to the latter than the former. As we have before cited the feeding of the four thousand, we will now take for an example the feeding of the five thousand.
"Ἐπηρωτήσατε τις αυτὸν ... Ἀδάσκαλε ἡγαθῇ, τῇ ποιήσῃ, Ἰδεὶς ἀλώνιον πληροφορήσῃ; Ἐλθείς δὲ αὐτῷ ὁ Ἰησοῦς;  
Τί μὲ λέγεις ἡγαθεί;  
οὖν δέοις ἡγαθοῦς, ἢ μὴ εἰς, ὁ Θεὸς.  
Τότε ἐπολοῖς οἶδας:  
"Μὴ μοιχευτής· μὴ φονεύσῃς·  
μὴ λάθης· μὴ ψευδομαρτυρήσῃς·  
τίμα τὸν πατέρα σου καὶ τὴν  
μητέρα σου."  
"Ὁ δὲ εἶπεν:"  
Ταῦτα πάντα ἐφυλάξαμην  
ἐν νεότητί μου.  
Ἀκούσας δὲ ταῦτα ὁ Ἰησοῦς, ἐλείν ἀυτῷ:"  
"Εἰς σοι λέησαι·  
pάντα ὡσα ἦσαν πόλεμον,  
καὶ διάδοχο πνευμόνος  
καὶ ἧσας θεραπευόν ἐν οἰκον  
καὶ διεργα, ἀπολούθης μοι ...  
ὁ Ἰησοῦς ... ἐλπὶς.

Mark 10: 17.  
"Ἐπηρωτήσατε αὐτὸν.  
Ἀδάσκαλε ἡγαθῇ, τῇ ποιήσῃ, Ἰδεὶς ἀλώνιον πληροφορήσῃ;  
"Ὁ δὲ Ἰησοῦς ἐλείν ἀυτῷ:"  
Τί μὲ λέγεις ἡγαθεί;  
οὖν δέοις ἡγαθοῦς, ἢ μὴ εἰς, ὁ Θεὸς.  
Τότε ἐπολοῖς οἶδας:  
"Μὴ μοιχευτής· μὴ φονεύσῃς·  
μὴ λάθης· μὴ ψευδομαρτυρήσῃς·  
μὴ ἀποκτενήσῃς·  
τίμα τὸν πατέρα σου καὶ τὴν  
μητέρα."  
"Ὁ δὲ ἀποκρίθηκεν πλην ἀυτῷ:  
Ἀδάσκαλε,  
taῦτα πάντα ἐφυλάξαμην  
ἐν νεότητί μου.  
"Ὁ δὲ Ἰησοῦς ἐρμηνεύσας αὐτῷ,  
ήγαπάτην αὐτόν,  
καὶ ἐλείν ἀυτῷ:"  
"Ἐν σοι ὀστέρησαι:"  
ὑπαγε, ὅσα ἦσαν πόλεμον,  
καὶ δὸς τοῖς πνευμόνοις  
καὶ ἦσας θεραπευόν ἐν οἰκον  
καὶ διεργα, ἀπολούθης μοι ...  
ὁ Ἰησοῦς λέγει ...

Mark 10: 17.

Πῶς δυσκόλος
οἱ τὰ χρήματα ἔχοντες
tισαλλότεροι εἰς τὴν βασιλείαν
tου Θεοῦ!
Εὐκοπώστερον γὰρ ἔστιν,
κάμηλον διὰ τρυμαλίας
θαρίσδος
tισαλλότερον ἡ πλούσιον
εἰς τὴν βασιλείαν του Θεοῦ
tισαλλότερον.

This last passage, as well as many others, is very well suited, as it appears in Matthew, Mark, and Luke, to shew the order in which the Evangelists succeeded each other. Mark adheres to Matthew (see Matth. 19: 16) much more closely than Luke does; thus, among other things, he retains ὡστὲ ὅπου ὅπου Luke uses ἐν οὐκ ἔστιν,—δός where the latter uses διάδος,—ὑπάγει before ὅπου ἔγετο, while Luke omits it. But where Mark deviates from Matthew and pursues his own way, as, e.g. at the beginning and end of the passage, and in stating the commandments (which by a peculiar idiom appear in the future subjunctive), Luke coincides with Mark in the smallest particulars, and it is evident that he was one of those preceding writers mentioned by Luke in his Proemium.

We will now present in addition some specimens of passages found only in Mark and Luke:

Mark 1: 24, 25.

"Εα! τι ἡμῶν καὶ σοι,
Ἰησοῦ Ναζαρηνῆς;
Πλὴς ἀπολέσαι ἡμᾶς.
οἴδας σε τις τι,
ὁ ὄνομα του Θεου!
Καὶ ἐπιτιθήμουσιν αὐτῷ ὁ Ἰησοῦς,
ἐγὼν: Φαμάδημη,
καὶ ἔστη ἐς αὐτοὺς.


"Εα! τι ἡμῶν καὶ σοι,
Ἰησοῦ Ναζαρηνῆς;
Πλὴς ἀπολέσαι ἡμᾶς.
οἴδας σε τις τι,
ὁ ὄνομα του Θεου!
Καὶ ἐπιτιθήμουσιν αὐτῷ ὁ Ἰησοῦς,
ἐγὼν: Φαμάδημη,
καὶ ἔστη ἐς αὐτοὺς.

Mark 10: 14, 15.

"Ἀφετ' τὰ παιδία
ἐχθρισθαὶ πρὸς μοι,
και μὴ κοιμήσατε αὐτὰ
τῶν γαρ τοιούτων ἐστίν
ἡ βασιλεία του Θεοῦ.
Ἄμην λέγω ἡμῖν,
ὅσ' ἐναν μὴ δέξηται
τὴν βασιλείαν του Θεοῦ
ὡς παιδίον,
οὐ μὴ ἐκείδήτη εἰς αὐτὴν.

Luke 18: 16, 17:

"Ἀφετε τὰ παιδία
ἐχθρισθαὶ πρὸς μοι,
και μὴ κοιμήσατε αὐτα'
τῶν γαρ τοιούτων ἐστίν
ἡ βασιλεία του Θεοῦ.
Ἄμην λέγω ἡμῖν,
ὅσ' ἐναν μὴ δέξηται
τὴν βασιλείαν του Θεοῦ
ὡς παιδίον,
οὐ μὴ ἐκείδήτη εἰς αὐτὴν.
§ 38.

Some, however, are disposed to ascribe these appearances, from which we infer that one writer had read the work of the other and transferred passages from it into his own, to very different causes. A learned man, of whom we have before made honorable mention, supposed that many of these passages were subsequently interpolated from one Gospel into the other in order to supply deficiencies. 1

How much probability there is in this supposition will, we hope, be shown by the following observations. (1.) No case is known in which two historians of the best days of either Greece or Rome agree in substance and at the same time very frequently in phraseology. Even where one historian relies on the authority of another for the purport of what he narrates, he invariably clothes the narration in his own language. For, educated in the schools of the grammarians, sophists, and declaimers, they prided themselves on expressing with elegance in another way what they borrowed from their predecessors.

Not so with the orientals. They borrowed literally what they found in the works of their predecessors. The author of the book of Chronicles either transcribed directly from the books of Samuel and of Kings the passages in which he coincides with them, seldom making use of different phraseology or inserting a clause of his own; or else both writers drew literally from certain annals or other sources. The account of Joshua’s death and the character of the people of his time is transferred literally from the book of Joshua into that of Judges (Josh. 24: 29—32. Judges 2: 7—9). This account, it is true, is not very long; the passages which the book of Kings has in common with Isaiah are of greater importance (2 Kings 18: 17—37. Isaiah 36: 2—22. 2 Kings 19: 1—37. Isaiah 37: 1—the end); as also those which the same book has in com-

1 Gratz, Neuer Versuch, die Entstehung der drey ersten Evangelien zu erklären. § 36 seq.; and more recently, Hist. kritischer Kommentar über das Evangelium des Matthäus. Tubing. 1821.
mon with Jeremiah (2 Kings 25: 1—22. Jeremiah 52: 4—27). It is  
but seldom that the phraseology is altered or an additional clause in-
serted. Literal transcribing is practised by the Arabians in their geo-
ographical and historical works. Now, when we find a frequent occur-
rence of identical phraseology in different Gospels, the authors of which  
we know to have been orientals and Hebrews, to imagine that the co-
incidence arose from interpolations is to seek for another cause of what  
was only in accordance with the national custom in writing history.  
When, moreover, the Evangelists change the phraseology or insert a  
clause of their own, they do what the historians of their nation were in  
the habit of doing; with this difference, that they were able to enrich  
the narrative from their own knowledge, and that, as they wrote in  
Greek, one possessed and consequently manifests greater skill than an-
other in the use of that language.

(2.) Now, as it is plain why they proceed in this manner, one often re-
taining the words of another and then again employing his own lan-
guage, so, moreover, no proof is afforded by the appearance of the Goe-
pels that it was ever attempted to complete one from the other. At the  
very outset each retains its peculiar deficiency in point of completeness.  
Matthew has not taken a word of his history of Jesus' youth from Luke,  
but the latter from the former. No care of this kind can have been ex-
ercised towards Mark in respect to this history; for he is strikingly dis-
tinguished from his companions by his total silence on the subject.  
One contains one portion of the history, another a different one, and  
Mark nothing at all of it. Passing from the beginning to the end of  
the Gospels, we find a similar case as respects what occurred after the  
resurrection. Luke has gone more into detail and is more complete  
than the others; Mark is remarkable for the abrupt termination of his  
book, which ends as suddenly as though it had not been fully finished,  
and yet nothing has been added from Matthew or Luke to complete it,  
and nothing from Luke to supply Matthew's deficiencies. Such are the  
appearances at the beginning and end of each; that which intervenes  
possesses the same character. Luke has much of importance which we  
seek in vain in the rest. This has remained peculiar to him, and  
no one has interpolated any of his journeys and parables into the other  
Evangelists. A considerable portion of his history has, as we shall  
soon be convinced (§ 41), been entirely lost, and yet no one has under-
taken to fill up the consequent chasm by the aid of the other Gospels.  
Mark has omitted some narratives contained in Matthew; no interpola-
tor has attempted to supply them. These prominent distinctive traits  
in each appear still untouched, and constitute an irrefragable proof that  
the ancient world never thought of completing the Gospels by means of  
interpolation.

(3.) When, at what period, was this interpolation undertaken? None  
of the Gospels were written before the latter half of the first century.  
It is not to be supposed that they were seized upon directly after their  
appearance under the very eyes of their authors, and subjected to this  
process of interpolation. And when attempts of this kind did begin to  
be made, they could be imparted merely to individual MSS., and could  
only gradually extend themselves in a limited sphere, in a particular re-
geon. All interpolations must have been confined to a particular dis-
triot of country, and could at most merely have gained admission into many Mss. in that district, before the period when the Recensions were made, and thus could never have attained universal currency. This, according to the natural course of things, must have been the fate of such interpolations. But even granting, in opposition to all observations of this character, that they did become universally known, and that all countries and nations showed themselves ready to alter their copies in conformity with the interpolated ones, and to destroy their ancient Mss. by means of which the earlier text would be propagated, and likewise that this was the case within a short period; at the close of the 2d century there had been a Syriac version executed in Asia, called the Peschito, in the west Latin versions, and not long after the Sahidic for Upper Egypt, all of which contain precisely what we are called upon to regard as interpolations. In what way could this uniformity have been produced in so short a time in such various and distant countries?

4. Not, however, to leave us wholly in the dark as to the manner in which these interpolations originated, at least in part, the public reading of the Gospels is stated to have been the cause of them. In reading, it is said, one Evangelist was sometimes connected with another and a lesson formed from the two. Now if only one Gospel had been read, it would be admissible to suppose that passages might have been transferred into another, for the sake of obtaining a more complete narrative than was presented by the single Gospel. But each had its turn; no Gospel was debarring from being read, and consequently no motive existed for transferring to one of them what did not belong to it. On the other hand, the regular extent of the lessons would have been altered by such a procedure. The ancient lessons were long, comprehending several chapters, κεφ. ἐκπιστ., τίτλως; unnecessary additions would have rendered them still longer, and the time appropriated to reading would be necessarily exceeded.

According to this representation, the interpolations were made incidentally, and not from any settled purpose accompanied by an ardent endeavor to extend them. So much the rather, then, must their extension have been gradual and slow; so much the longer time must have been required for their diffusion in foreign countries; and their universal reception, when surrendered to the operation of chance alone, must have required an almost interminable period; it could by no means have been effected in a short space of time.

5. An hypothesis of such a nature that its subject belongs to a period of antiquity not reached by any Mss. or even versions, possesses the advantage that they cannot refute it. Denial, it is true, is likewise very easy in such a case; but to support the denial is very difficult, as the topics for such support are but few, viz. internal grounds alone. These therefore should be the more relied on. Where an interpolation has been made, the following are the most important evidences of it. The first is a want of verbal connexion. When a number of sentences have no

---

1 Dr. Gratz. Krit. Hist. Komment. über Matth. I. Th. p. 531, 40, 68. II. Th. p. 500. The catalogues of church-lessons prefixed to Matthi's edition of the New Testament cannot, however, be adduced in proof, insomuch as they are taken almost wholly from Evangelioria, and these contain small reading-lessons, like Pericope, which are of later origin.
connexion with the context, at either their beginning or end, an interpolation may be supposed, for in such a case it is possible. Yet this reason would be insufficient, if the circumstance occurred in the work of a writer who was not in the habit of preserving strict verbal connexion; or if the want of verbal connexion was supplied by one in the thought. A want of connexion in the thought would carry the critic further than a mere possibility. If a series of sentences were inconsistent with what preceded and followed, and the inconsistency could not be done away by any valid interpretation, we should be led to pronounce that some foreign matter had been interpolated. If in such a series of sentences a want of connexion in the language, likewise, could be shown, the proof of interpolation would be irrefragable.

Let us now test the alleged interpolations by these principles, in order to learn how far they are corroborated by them. That which is said to have been transferred from Luke into Matthew, or from Matthew into Luke, occurs in the same situation in both and in the same connexion. No interpolation therefore, can be detected on this score; the receiver and the giver appear precisely alike. Where a number of sentences in Luke are not made to occupy a corresponding place in Matthew, but are connected with different facts by the two writers, they suit the context in both Gospels, at least so well as to forbid us to say anything further than that they occur in a more natural situation in one than in the other. Little can be said of variations in phraseology, as the sentences agree almost always literally. But whenever there does occur even a trifling difference of this kind, it becomes still more evident that the language of Matthew was not transferred from Luke, or vice versa; but that each followed his own peculiar style of expression. Luke generally evinces a taste for purity and elegance; Matthew on the contrary is more harsh and uses Hebrew idioms, as in the supposed interpolation, Matth. 8: 21. ἐπιτρεψον μοι πρῶτον ἀπελθεῖν καὶ θαμάζει. Luke 9: 59. ἐπιτρέψε μοι ἀπελθὼν πρῶτον θαμάζει; and likewise Matth. 11: 8. οὐ τὰ μιακὰ σοφωνίτες ἐν τοῖς ὁμοίοις τῶν βασιλέων εἰσί. Luke 7: 25. οὐ ἐν ἰματισμῷ ἐνάσκει καὶ ἐρωτήσει ὑπαγονίτες ἐν τοῖς βασιλείοις εἰσί. From such cases we should be led to conclude that when one forsook the phraseology of the other he expressed himself in his own way, rather than that any interpolation took place.

Whence now are we to infer an interpolation, if we cannot make it out from any want of verbal connexion, nor from a want of unity in the train of thought, nor from any difference in language? And if there be no ground to infer it, what becomes of such a supposition?

Sennsler’s hypothesis of conformations, or attempts to harmonize, differs but little from the preceding; this has been lately brought into notice again and recommended by a writer of uncommon erudition. It differs merely as to the motives which gave occasion to attempts which are of the same kind as both hypotheses. As according to the former supposition one Gospel was interpolated from another in order to render it complete, according to this the same thing was done from a desire to make them consonant with each other.

But, if any persons were really induced to such an attempt, they had no very good reason for commencing with such passages as it is alleged that they did, passing by passages which called loudly for the employment of such an expedient, inasmuch as from them sceptics and opponents could charge the Gospels with real or apparent contradictions, or contest their historical veracity. Yet the passages of this character, which contained real or apparent contradictions (considered real by the enemies of the Gospels), have remained untouched. Rather than venture by a few strokes of the pen to harmonize these passages, the ancients suffered the objections against the Gospels to remain in them, and exposed themselves to the peril of not being able to answer them.

As that which was of most pressing importance has not been done, much less would they have troubled themselves about what was of no consequence. And admitting that without any sensible necessity they amused themselves with the employment of harmonizing, the harmony is but partial in the very passages for which the hypothesis is framed.

This theory has for its object the explanation of the same facts as the preceding. Hence the observations before made are applicable likewise here.

§ 39.

But why is it, since the later of these writers is said to have had the earlier before him, and to have incorporated entire passages from him into his own book, that he did not transfer them word for word that in some clauses these Gospels agree to the letter, then deviate from each other, then return and proceed together? This question is asserted to be unanswerable without recourse to original Hebrew Gospels and Greek versions of them from which our historians drew. This inquiry has been the alleged occasion, and at the same time the foundation, of many well-known hypotheses. What then is the cause of such variations? The answer is obvious. These writers did not, in making use of each other, give up their individuality.

Their independence has been taken away and they have been denied the liberty of selecting in place of a particular expression one which was more habitual to them, or seemed more appropriate; and instead of this they have had imputed to them unskilfulness in translating, which it was hoped would account better for the differences which are found between them. When this imputation was found not to serve the purpose intended, the 

modicum of skill in translation before accorded to them, was tacitly denied them, and they were provided with ready-made versions of the original Gospels, in which these variations already existed, and which they are said to have transcribed. Thus by degrees they have been degraded to the rank of mere copyists, as though it were contrary to all principles of criticism to suppose them to have had any free-will of their own.

Yet these variations maintain a peculiar character throughout each Gospel; and this circumstance shows clearly that they were designed and were the work of an independent hand. In Mark the clauses inserted tend to display concisely the feelings of the persons concerned, their demeanor and appearance. The single verse Mark 10: 16 con-
tains a complete picture; see on the contrary Matth. 19: 15. To Matth. 19: 20, Mark has subjoined after νεκτησεν μου the words: ὁ δὲ Ἰησοῦς ἔβαλεν αὐτῷ, ἔγαγασα αὐτὸν καὶ ἐτέρα (10: 21), which impart a natural beauty and vivacity to the narrative. In the same chapter (10: 14, Comp. Matth. 18: 14), he adds a momentary burst of feeling, ἐγὼ-νάχσας, καὶ ἐτέρα; so Mark 8: 12. Matth. 19: 39; and in another place: ὁ δὲ Ἰησοῦς ἐπιληπτεῖτο, Mark 1: 41. Comp. Matth. 8: 3; Mark 3: 5. Matth. 12: 10, 11, καὶ παραλαμβάνεις μετ' ὀργῆς; and ἰ ὁ δὲ γνώς ἄρφητος καὶ γεγομένης, 5: 33. Matth. 9: 22; ἀποκαλεῖν το Ἰησοῦν αὐτοῦ, ἀφοσίας ὁλὲ, 10: 50. Matth. 20: 32; 9: 20 and 96. Matth. 17: 19; Mark 10: 23. Matth. 20: 17, and many other like cases. It is not our purpose to consider in this place how he could make additions thus, not having seen any of these things himself; but it is a satisfaction to discover here again the vouch of the author, and to find a new confirmation of the fact that Mark did not derive his accounts from a second or third hand, but wrote down the statements of an eye-witness who preserved a vivid remembrance of the past, and gave some finishing touches to the narrative as lively as though that past were to his imagination present. Sometimes he called to mind the particular Aramaean words employed by our Lord in working a miracle; as e.g. Ῥαθίκα κομεί, i.e. maid arise, and that to the dead and dumb person, Ἐφκοφατα, i.e. be open. (Mark 5: 41. 7: 34).

In altering the phraseology merely, in adding words, exchanging some for others, amplifying sentences or inserting clauses, he shows his anxiety to be perspicuous and definite. This anxiety caused him to add to Matth. 3: 6, after ἐν τῷ ἱδρύμα τὸν παραθημός (1: 5), and to το ἄριστον in Matth. 8: 4. περὶ τοῦ καθεδρομοῦν. (1: 44.) In 1: 43, he inserts ἰπτε-ρος αὐτοῦ to denote the instantaneousness of the result. In the 2d chapter, verses 8, 16, 18, and 21, there are changes and amplifications for the sake of perspicuity. Verse 3: 30 is an explanatory addition to Matth. 19: 31, 32; as 6: 18 explains Matth. 14: 4. οὐκ ἔξερεν ὄντι ἐναντίων. So Mark 8: 19, οὐκ εἰς τὴν παρθένην is explanatory of Matth. 15: 17; and Mark 8: 19, 20, πλήρεις πλασμάτων of Matth. 16: 9, 10. πάσος κυρίσεως. Mark 12: 20, ἐπὶ τοῦ βασιλέως is explanatory; as well as 13: 3, κατέκαθα τοῦ Ιεροῦ, which gives us to understand what caused a renewal of the conversation. So too 14: 12, ἔτο το πάσο αὐθνο, compared with Matth. 26: 17; also Mark 14: 56, 57, compared with Matth. 26: 60, 61; and περικαλύπτειν το πρόων of 14: 65, without which the word προφητεύον in Matth. 26: 68 would be unintelligible, etc. etc.


Luke is further distinguished by his attention to elegance of diction. How harsh is the following clause in Mark 12: 38, τοῦ Θεότοκον ἐν
OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.


The constantly recurring εὐδὼς, καὶ εὐδῶς, is one of Mark's striking peculiarities; the word παραφάμα instead, is not much less striking in Luke, both in the Gospel and Acts. So the constant use of the particle τάς is a peculiarity of Matthew. Among Matthew's peculiarities, too, we may reckon the use of ἀποκριθεῖσα without any antecedent question, Matth. 11: 25. 17: 4, 22: 1, 28: 63. 27: 21. 28: 5; as, likewise, the perpetually occurring αὕτη λέγω ὑμῖν, while Luke uses only λέγω ὑμῖν, or αὐτῇ δέ λέγω ὑμῖν, Luke 11: 27. 12: 44. 31: 3, and εν ἀληθείας λέγω ὑμῖν (4: 24). The individuality of these writers is so clearly apparent that no great pains are necessary to make it conceivable how in the course of coincident passages one could alter the phraseology, insert words and brief clauses, and in short follow his own inclination and habits.

§ 40.

As to the succession of events, Luke coincides with Mark against the arrangement of Matthew, and this confirms the idea that Mark revised Matthew with reference to his chronology, and made it a point to observe more strictly the order of actual succession, since Luke, in proposing his plan at the commencement of his book, reckons the observance of the natural order as one of his duties.
First Journey.


I. Jesus goes to Capernaum and heals a demoniac.
II. Enters Simon's house.
III. Enters Simon's ship, who had toiled all night and taken nothing.
IV. Heals a leper.

Mark.

I. Jesus goes to Capernaum and heals a demoniac.
II. Enters Simon's house.
III. Heals a leper.

Second Journey.


I. Four men bring one sick of the palsy.
II. Jesus calls Levi.
III. The disciples of John fast.
IV. The disciples of Jesus go through the corn-fields.

Mark.

I. Four men bring one sick of the palsy.
II. Jesus calls Levi.
III. The disciples of John fast.
IV. The disciples of Jesus go through the corn-fields.

Third Journey.


I. A man with a withered hand is healed.
II. Jesus chooses the twelve.
III. He cures the centurion's servant.
IV. He goes to Nain; restores the widow's son to life.
V. The disciples of John inquire whether Jesus is he that should come.
VI. The woman who was a sinner anoints Jesus in the Pharisee's house.
VII. Jesus heals demoniacs; utters the parable of the sower.
VIII. His mother and brethren arrive.
IX. He sleeps in the storm; arrives at Gadaris. Story of the demoniac.
X. Jesus heals the daughter of Jairus.

Mark.

I. A man with a withered hand is healed.
II. Jesus chooses the twelve.
III. Jesus is charged with healing through Beelzebub.
IV. His mother and brethren arrive; he utters the parable of the sower.
V. He sleeps in the storm; arrives at Gadaris. Story of the demoniac.
VI. Jesus heals the daughter of Jairus.
In the first Journey, event No. III is wholly peculiar to Luke, and not touched upon by Mark; as likewise No. IV in the third Journey. The incidents III and V in the third Journey are related by Matthew; Mark, however, removed them from their position and did not insert them in any other place. The procedure of Luke, who has connected them with wholly different occurrences and chronological circumstances, completely justifies Mark in removing them from their connexion in Matthew. Event No. VI is repeated by John (12: 1 seq.), who unites the circumstances mentioned separately by Mark and Luke, and even their phraseology, into one whole; whence it is evident that the narrative in Mark 14: 3 and that of Luke 7: 36 have reference to the same event.

The accusation that Jesus healed through Beelzebub is mentioned by Luke at a later stage of the history (11: 14); but in the place it occupies in Mark, Luke speaks in general language of the cure of demons by the miraculous power of Jesus. Mark has united the parables of the sower and the grain of mustard seed; Luke separates them and presents the latter in a different connexion (13: 17—21).

As to the occurrence in regard to the centurion, he exhibits the ground of his assigning it the position which it occupies; for he designates the time by saying that after this had happened Jesus went ἐκ τῆς Βηθανίας, on the following day, to Nain (7: 11). The question of John's disciples, which stands completely isolated in Matthew (11: 2), is connected by Luke with the restoration of the widow's son to life at Nain; and this occurrence is represented as the occasion of John's sending his disciples to make the inquiry (Luke 7: 17). It is clear also from the answer of Jesus, even as given in Matthew, that the miracle of raising the dead had already taken place; for Jesus expressly refers to it (Matt. 11: 5): Say, the blind receive their sight, and the lame walk, the lepers are cleansed, and the deaf hear, the dead are raised up, &c. Luke, therefore, was guided by chronological reasons in giving these incidents the position which they occupy in his book. He introduced anew the facts which Mark took out of their connexion in Matthew and neglected to insert elsewhere; but he presents them in a different, viz. their real, order.

The same is the case, too, as to an occurrence which is inaccurately assigned by Matthew to the early part of Jesus' ministry (8: 19), and narrated directly after the visit to Peter's house. The incident referred to is, that a certain man was desirous of following Jesus, but was first informed of the difficulties in the way of such a design. Mark has omitted this account, too, as well as the preceding, because it had not its proper position in the order of time. Luke, however, designates the place and period of the occurrence, removing it far along in the history to the time when Jesus was on his way to Jerusalem through Samaria (9: 51—58). Again, his separating the parables of the sower and the grain of mustard seed, (which seem to have been united by Mark on account of their similarity), and assigning them distinct situations in his book, can be explained only by his attention to strict chronological order. On the other hand, however, one fact (7: 37 seq.), the story of the woman that was a sinner who anointed Jesus, is assigned too early a position, as we may convince ourselves from comparing John.
In the Fourth Journey they coincide with each other, as may be seen from the following comparison.

**Luke.**

I. Jesus calls the twelve together.

II. Herod believes that John is risen.

III. The disciples of Jesus return from their mission.

IV. Five thousand are fed.

**Mark.**

I. Jesus calls the twelve together.

II. Herod believes that John is risen.

III. The disciples of Jesus return from their mission.

IV. Five thousand are fed.

§ 41.

Here, however, Luke omits a whole chain of events which occur in both Matthew and Mark. Soon after he joins them again, and accompanies them step by step.

The occurrences omitted are the following: The disciples of Jesus are on the sea, their master appears to them, goes to them into the ship, and they arrive at Gennesareth (Mark 6:45. Matth. 14:23). The Pharisees find fault with the disciples of Jesus for eating with unwashed hands (Mark 7:1). Jesus comes into the borders of Tyre and Sidon, and heals the daughter of the believing Canaanites (7:24). Jesus heals a deaf and dumb person with spittle (7:31). Four thousand are fed (8:1 seq.) The Pharisees require a sign of Jesus; the disciples are charged to beware of the leaven of the Pharisees; a blind man is healed (8:22). All this is wanting in Luke; but henceforth he proceeds with the others.

**Luke.**

I. Jesus asks, Whom do men say that I am?

II. Is transfigured on the mount.

III. The disciples are not able to heal a demoniac.

IV. They dispute who should be greatest in the kingdom of God.

V. John relates that a person is casting out devils in the name of Jesus.

**Mark.**

I. Jesus asks, Whom do men say that I am?

II. Is transfigured on the mount.

III. The disciples are not able to heal a demoniac.

IV. They dispute who should be greatest in the kingdom of God.

V. John relates that a person is casting out devils in the name of Jesus.

It is contrary to the custom of this writer wholly to omit any event; he always introduces again those narratives in Matthew which are excluded by Mark, and assigns them a different position in the course of the history. Hence the phenomenon we have mentioned is not to be explained from this quarter.

On further examination as to the portion of the history wanting in Luke, we find that he has removed the occurrence in relation to the re-
quirement of a sign, and placed it further along at a late period, in 11: 39, and the warning against the leaven of the Pharisees still further along (12: 1), in a different connexion.

After these events were separated from the rest, the series of occurrences found in the other Evangelists and wanting in Luke concluded with the feeding of the four thousand; the event which immediately preceded this series was the feeding of the five thousand. Now Luke connects with the miracle of the five thousand (11: 12 and 18) what in the other Evangelists does not occur till after the later miracle of the four thousand (Matt. 15: 32, and 16: 13. Mark 8: 1, 27). We have, therefore, a Homoioteleuton to explain this phenomenon.

That this portion of the history was very early lost may be inferred from the fact that it is not preserved in a single Ms. Had copies been extensively circulated previously, the mistake would not have been universal, and the portion which is wanting must have been preserved in some country or in some Ms. at least.

We have probably lost in this way, not only what we are informed of by his predecessors (in that case the loss would be of no consequence), but likewise some of the events of Jesus' life, as well as instructions given by him, with which Luke often enriches his biography from his own resources.

In the Acts he tells us of a saying of our Lord (20: 35, δει μη προκείμενόν τω λόγω του κυρίου Θεού, δει αυτός εἶπεν, μακάριον τοις δωδεκα, μάλλον ἡ λαμπάνεσθε), respecting which he is silent in his Gospel; and it was certainly connected with some memorable event, parable or discourse, and would have been a peculiar ornament to his history. It appears to me more probable that this passage was contained in the portion of the history which is lost, and suffered the same fate with it, than that he forgot or omitted it.

We know that there are still found in the oldest fathers sentences for which we search in vain in our present historical books; e.g., one in the Epistle to Barnabas (c. 8), οὐδὲν ψηφί, οἱ Θεόλογοι με ἰδεῖν, καὶ ἀιματαῖον μου τῆς Βασιλείας, οἰκεῖοι οἱ λείψαντες καὶ παθώντες λαβεῖν με; but I do not venture to affirm that they were derived from the lost portion of Luke's original work.

§ 42.

After the omission of this portion of the history, the Evangelists unite again, and Luke proceeds in harmony with Mark, as is shown by the table given in the preceding section. But this extends no further than is there represented. Thenceforward Luke is generally independent of the rest of the Evangelists, and introduces us to entirely new and unknown scenes.

All the other Evangelists here commence the account of the last journey to Jerusalem; Luke proceeds otherwise. He informs us three times that Jesus purposed to go to Jerusalem, and each time describes the journey itself a little way. But while we are thinking to see Jesus soon in Jerusalem, we unexpectedly find him elsewhere, and in fact farther away from Jerusalem than at the commencement of his journey.
In 9: 51 he says: "When the time was come that he should be received up, he steadfastly set his face to go to Jerusalem." Jesus then passes through Samaria, which was on the road travelled by the pilgrim from Galilee to Jerusalem. In Samaria his disciples wish to call down fire from heaven (53—56). The narrative is then continued, till at length Jesus arrives at the dwelling-place of Matthew and Mary, which according to the other Evangelists was Bethany (10: 38). Of Jerusalem itself Luke says not a word, but speaks generally of his abode ἐν τῷ ἱερῷ τῷ (11: 1), and tells us of a conversation respecting a certain occurrence which to all appearance happened in Jerusalem at the feast (13: 1).

Jesus is unexpectedly again in Galilee, and commences anew a journey thence to Jerusalem (13: 22, ἐν πορείᾳ ποιομένως εἰς Ἰεροσολὺμ). He proceeds onward, Luke relating a multitude of discourses and events. For the second time, however, he does not lead our Lord to the place to which he was going; but when he should have arrived there, he abruptly tells us of another purposed journey to the holy city.

He takes the twelve and says, Behold we go up to Jerusalem (18: 31). He then proceeds along the Jordan, and arrives by way of Jericho (18: 35) at the capital, the scene of his death, which is narrated with its accompanying circumstances.

We have here only accounts of journeys, without learning their issue, or what occurred in the place whether they were directed; in fact without learning whether Jesus reached the place of his destination. It would seem, or rather it is plain, that we have here no connected history, but detached fragments, or if the word be preferred, collectanea, which the writer presented as his investigations furnished them. Thus much may we say at present respecting the general plan of this book, and we now pass to consider the work more particularly.

§ 43.

In the narratives which are common to Matthew and Mark, Luke coincides with Mark in the representation of minute circumstances. In the story of the woman with the issue of blood, Mark places the miracle in a peculiar light, by informing us of the woman’s long and fruitless endeavors to get rid of the malady, her expenditure and the efforts of physicians for the purpose; he adds the dialogue that arose between Jesus and his disciples respecting the woman’s touching him; describes with minuteness the woman’s behaviour, her terror and confusion, etc. Luke also relates the occurrence with all these circumstances, and in describing the woman’s terror uses phraseology very similar to that of Mark.

Take the story of the daughter of Jairus, which is connected with the preceding. In Matth. 9: 18, the ruler says immediately on his arrival: My daughter is even now dead. In Mark 5: 23 seq. she is represented as only at the point of death; and after the incident respecting the woman with the issue of blood, messengers arrive who announce her death.

1 18: 11 does not begin a new journey; but, as the words clearly mean, merely continues the one undertaken: εὑρέθη δὲ ἐν τῷ πορεύοντα εἰς τὴν Ἱερουσαλήμ. This was to be remarked so that no doubt might arise from the passage.

The precise designations of numbers in Mark, who pays more attention to them than Matthew, are adopted by Luke, who thus confirms their accuracy. In the story of the demoniacs at Gadarees (Matth. 8: 28), Matthew mentions two, while Mark mentions but one; and Luke follows the example of the latter (8: 27. Mark 5: 2). The account of the two blind men on the road to Jericho (Matth. 22: 30) is made by Mark to refer to but one (Mark 10: 46); so likewise by Luke (18: 35).

§ 44.

He has sometimes illustrated a narrative by new circumstances and been more definite in its detail (e. g. Matth. 8: 19—23. Luke 9: 57—end. —Matth. 8: 5—11. Luke 7: 2—9); and has here and there corrected certain statements of his predecessors. Matthew and Mark have represented the period of time, from the discourse which ends with the words: λέγω υμίν, εἰσὶν τινὲς τῶν ὅσα ἐστίν αὐτῶν, οἷς εὑρεῖς αὐτόμονας (Matth. 16: 23. Mark 9: 1) to the transfiguration, as six days; while Luke makes it eight (9: 27, 28).

Matthew relates (27: 44), that the malefactors who were crucified with our Lord reviled him; Mark permitted this to remain as he found it in his predecessor (15: 33). But Luke inquired into the circumstances anew, and informs us that one of them rebuked the other for daring to revile Jesus (23: 39—43). This was remarked by Manes, the well-known heretic of the third century, with the design of fastening the imputation of discrepancy on the Evangelists. 1

Matthew tells us of but one angel who addressed the women when they visited the sepulchre (28: 2). Mark follows Matthew (16: 5). The account given by Luke runs differently, for according to him there were two (24: 4); and John so distinctly confirms the accuracy of this representation, as even to designate the place in which each was seen (20: 12).

The supposition made to reconcile these different accounts, which is founded on a common original Hebrew or Syriac text out of which they were all translated, is a proof to us that this theory may indeed afford opportunity for philological ingenuity, but can give little assistance in a case of real perplexity. If the original contained ηγέτης, it is true that it might be read ἰηγέτης or ἰηγίτης; but, though it is easy to see how one writer might have rendered it αὐτής and another αὐτής, it is not so easy to see how Luke could have translated δύο ἰηγίτης. Not to men-

1 In Epiph. Hem. LXVI. n. 40. Ὁ ἧν ἦν εἰς τῶν εὐαγγελισμὸν ἠγέτης, ὅτι οἱ ἠγέτης εἰς συνενωτισμὸν βλασφημονα ἀνήμονα. Ο ὅ ἦν ἄλλος ὁ ὅτι ἐν ἰηγίτης εἰς ἰηγίτης, ἀλλα καὶ ἅλα ἑλπίζων τοῦ ἑν τοῦ συμφώνου. Καὶ γὰρ εἰπέτιμως ἠγέτης καὶ ἠγέτης, ὅτι ἐν ἰηγίτης ἀποκρίνεται καὶ ἠγέτης, ὅτι ἐν ἰηγίτης εἰς ἰηγίτης, ἀλλὰ καὶ ἅλα καὶ ἅλα ἑλπίζων τοῦ ἑν τοῦ συμφώνου. Ν. Τ. Α.
tion, that even supposing all verbs to have been as participles in status emphatico, there must have been in Matthew a noun which, if the original were not obscure from set purpose, would have contained something definite as to the singular or plural number; not to dwell on this, the relative pronouns (η ιδία αυτοῦ and εὐμα αυτοῦ) are decisive as to the number.

It is plain that Luke has improved upon his predecessors in this case; but he has not contradicted them. With regard to Matthew we have been sufficiently explicit, and have shown from his plan, that, neglecting minor circumstances, he has given a summary narration of facts to prove that Jesus fulfilled what was foretold in the Old Testament. There would be an evident contradiction of Mark, likewise, unless we were in judging to take into account his plan and the origin of his book. Mark wrote what Peter delivered in his discourses. He noted down what the Apostle said in his expositions of Matthew's Gospel, and put the whole together in a work which appeared as his own. When the Apostle added nothing to a passage, a word or an occurrence; when, accidentally or otherwise, he omitted to make any observation, the passage remained as it was in Matthew; and Mark, who according to the ancients confined himself to his teacher's information, and wrote and published only that, is neither guilty of falsehood nor mistake in his narrative. Luke is indeed more accurate, but this is all; and even the unfriendly critic can never charge Mark with deviations from truth or contradiction of the rest.

§ 45.

Such events as were related with all their minute circumstances by his predecessors, he often condenses as did Mark, and touches upon them but slightly. Such e.g. is the narrative in Luke 9: 46; Matthew had already related it with sufficient minuteness (18: 1), and Mark had made an addition of several minor circumstances to his account, which rendered it more accurate and graphic. Luke, then, may have thought it superfluous to dilate further on an event which was exhausted, and concerning which he had nothing new to offer. Not wishing barely to repeat what had been already said, and unwilling to omit any thing, he gives a brief notice of it, concluding with the language of Mark. Luke 9: 48. Mark 9: 37. See also Luke 9: 7—9, compared with Matth. 14: 1, and Mark 6: 14.—Luke 10: 25—29, compare Mark 12: 28—35.

Jesus warns his disciples (Matth. 16: 5 and Mark 8: 14) to beware of the leaven of the Pharisees. The warning was misunderstood, till Jesus more clearly explained his meaning. Now this occurrence appears at length in the first two Evangelists; Luke, however, notices it in but few words, thus showing that he presumed it to be well known, and that it properly belonged to this period; and instead of giving the debate at length, presents the decision of it at once. Even this, indeed, is abbreviated, for all he says respecting it is: He began to say unto his disciples first of all, Beware ye of the leaven of the Pharisees, which is hypocrisy (Luke 13: 1).
§ 46.

The analysis we have made of the three works on the lineage and ministry of our Lord, has now put us in a condition to meet the hypothesis by which a distinguished scholar has attempted to explain the origin of the Gospels; the principal position of which is, that Mark compiled his work from the commentaries of Matthew and Luke, and consequently did not write till after them.

Let us consider the arguments adduced in its support. The agreement of Matthew and Mark in selecting the same events from the abundant materials afforded them for differing from each other in this respect, certainly proves that these two Evangelists did not write independently of each other, but determines nothing concerning the priority of either.

What is alleged, too, in support of the other position in regard to Luke, viz. that he and Mark generally agree in the detailed representation of facts and differ from Matthew, is very true; but it is equally as proper to infer from this that Luke copied from Mark as the opposite. Supposing Mark to have made Matthew and Luke the basis of his work and to have aimed to unite both into one, he would have proceeded very differently; or to reverse the statement, supposing the writer’s endeavor to have corresponded with his purpose, nothing of the kind can be inferred from his procedure.

Luke is distinguished for the number of events he narrates which are wholly unnoticed in Matthew. The great number of important and entirely new facts which he presents confers especial value on his work. Had Mark been acquainted with his work and intended from it together with Matthew to execute a third, he could not have so entirely neglected and omitted what was most important in Luke as to have availed himself of but a few (§ 30) of his many historical discoveries. We should rather have expected him to choose what was most important in both Luke and Matthew, and divide his selection between the two.

Now this was not the case; he directs his attention only to the facts in Matthew, and consequently the proofs we have go only to argue the use of Matthew. Whatever aim in respect to his peculiar readers we suppose Mark to have had in the composition of his work, it must in any case be strange that he could find among the many accounts and discourses in Luke almost nothing of any use towards his object, and on the other hand could avail himself of almost every thing in Matthew.

If, moreover, he took the facts from Matthew and the circumstantial detail of them from Luke, as must have been the case, there is nothing of Mark’s own in his whole book, and we must therefore allow that he has done nothing as an author, but has merely compiled what any one might have read in Matthew and Luke, and that he undertook and performed for no possible purpose an entirely superfluous task.

1 The Wutsantide Programm of the University of Jena in 1789, by Prof. Griesbach, supports this thesis: “Marci Evangelium totum e Matthei et Lucae commentariis decerptum esse.”
I must now bestow some particular attention upon a more recent position, taken by a learned man who in other respects coincides very nearly with myself. He regards Luke as the first of the Evangelists.\footnote{Vogel, "Ueber die Entstehung der drey erstent Evangelien," in Gabler's "Journal fuer ausserles. theol. Litteratur." I Bd. I. St. p. 804}

The principal argument which he adduces to substantiate his position is, that if Matthew wrote before Luke the latter would scarcely have presumed to compose a Gospel after him, on account of the weight of apostolic authority. True, the authority of an apostle was great; hence arose the respectful diffidence of Luke and the modest apology with which he opens his book. (Comp. above § 33).

This learned man finds a second strong point in the remark that Luke would not have omitted any part of Matthew, had he possessed his work. He has not omitted any part of it, except the history of the childhood of Jesus, for which he richly indemnifies us by other facts (I—III). The deficiency of the portion of history before mentioned (§ 40), which was omitted by the copyist in the very first Ms. on account of the \textit{Homoioteleuton}, cannot be laid to the author's charge. He has even carefully distributed the individual sentences in the (so-called) sermon on the mount into eighteen or nineteen different places in his book, where they all occur in a perfectly natural connexion; while in Matthew there is such a striking want of connexion in the discourse that we cannot but discern the juxta-position of detached sentences. He has even restored those passages which Mark omitted, because in Matthew they had not their proper position. (Comp. above § 29, 37, and 40). He invariably presents not only Matthew's materials, but Mark's; from the last of whom he has not neglected to take the very three events in regard to which he was more copious than Matthew (§ 30).

Let us now consider the matter in another light. How much more copious is Luke than Matthew? Not to be prolix, we will only notice the two remarkable journeys to Jerusalem (11: 51 and 13: 22), of which we are informed by Luke alone; and of these we will only notice the parables. The first is the beautiful parable of the man who on his way to Jericho fell among thieves (10: 30); then comes the one respecting a person who awoke his friend at night and importunately asked bread of him (11: 5 seq.). Then the parables of the lost sheep, of the woman who lost a piece of money, and of the prodigal son (15: 1—end); the story of the rich man and Lazarus (16: 19); of the widow who by her importunity obtained justice of the unjust judge (17: 1 seq.); and the parables of the publican and Pharisee praying (17: 10). All these valuable things belong to Luke exclusively. Could he have resigned these to oblivion, even if all the apostles had written before him? Was he not bound to present this supplement to his fellow-christians? On the other hand, why is it that Matthew, if he wrote after Luke, has not said a word of these things, not even hinted at them in his brief way, that at least he might crown these valuable passages with his testimony and confirmation?

It is replied that he did not wish to write any thing of which he was not an eye-witness. Very well; but a quarter of his sermon on the mount, when it is distributed according to its historical connexion, falls
in these parts of Luke; hence he must have been present at these occurrences or he could not have introduced into his book the sayings connected with them. In the third journey, too, he even passes over in silence the incident in respect to Zaccheus; and yet the Apostle was present at the conversion of his former colleague, for all the twelve were with our Lord. This reply therefore is not satisfactory.

Once more, then; if Luke preceded Matthew, why has not the latter attested anew the copious narrative of the former? Why has he neglected to notice, at least briefly, so much that is valuable in him? Why is it that he has not availed himself at all of his accurate chronology, to which, as appears from the promise in his introduction, Luke devoted special pains? Why did he neglect to make any use of the agreeable particularity with which Luke has enlivened the events he narrates, or of the many corrections he has made? In one word, why does he fall so far short of the point of perfection to which the history had reached before him?

§ 47.

It is perceived from what I have urged against these learned men, that the succession of the Evangelists which we have adopted is not arbitrarily assumed, but is founded on what we observe to be the plan and procedure of each.

The order of succession of several historical writers who did not write at the same time and were not acquainted with each other's works, if it be not definitely stated in the history, may be determined in two ways. A writer who has been preceded, either presents nothing but additions or supplements to the previous history, from which it may be inferred what and how much he regarded as already known, and what works his procedure proves to have been antecedent to his; or else he does not content himself with supplements merely, but repeats the old account, and adds what is his own in its proper place.

Three of the Evangelists relate the same things; consequently two have repeated what was before narrated. Now which of the three works has most the appearance of priority? Which has, in general, the marks in point of matter and manner of being the first historical attempt? which writer has arranged facts most negligently? most frequently disposed them according to the principle of analogy? least anxiously investigated the exact and particular circumstances of events? Which has more carefully assigned events to their proper period and arranged them more precisely in their real order? more carefully ascertained minute circumstances? described the facts more definitely and rigorously, and presented them more fully and vividly? Which, lastly, is most accurate of all in the chronological arrangement of events? most precise in his statements? most abundant in facts? most comprehensive and complete in his materials and his mode of using them?

This gradation in the perfection of the same history enables us readily to determine which was the earlier and which the later writer. This discloses the order in which they succeeded each other; and in this case it proves the very same order which history presented us at the outset and antiquity unanimously supported; under the guidance of which we se-
lected our point of observation, uncertain whether it would prove to be correct or not in the sequel.

Considering the Evangelists in this order, all those difficulties which have led to other opinions are easily resolved. It is perfectly clear that Mark might have seen Matthew, and yet arrange many events differently, place many in a peculiar light by means of particular circumstances, and so represent some things as apparently to contradict Matthew. So, likewise, how Luke might have seen Mark, and yet be frequently still more accurate in his arrangement, in statements of time, place, and circumstances; and how, notwithstanding his copiousness, he is sometimes more concise than he would have been had he not been aware of the particularity of his predecessor.

All these and like difficulties which are presented in support of recently proposed theories vanish of themselves when we try them by this theory, the points of which are confirmed by history and by a critical analysis of the writings under examination.

§ 48.

Luke, therefore, found the works of Matthew and Mark, together with various others relative to the life, ministry, and acts of our Lord, already in existence. Let us now see what he himself accomplished.

In the discourses of Jesus Luke adheres to Matthew invariably, even in phraseology. This is seldom the case in his narratives. Mark does the same in regard to our Lord's discourses. We could not take into consideration the reason of this before; but we must no longer defer doing so. It may be regarded as introductory to our promised summary of what Luke has done.

Matthew was led to compose his Gospel by the condition and wants of a period in which the Jewish state was hastening to its dissolution. The interval between the days of Jesus and that period, was too great for human memory to recall with accuracy all that he who was the subject of the history did and said. Events are least liable to escape the recollection, particularly the recollection of an eye-witness, or one to whom they have been vividly represented by eye-witnesses; but it is more perilous to trust the phraseology of sayings and discourses to the memory alone.

The former, indeed, it is probable Matthew did trust to his memory; the rather as the idea of writing a history of our Lord did not suggest itself to him till a later period. But the elevated doctrines and wise sayings of his master had greater claim upon his attention, and it was important that they should be always before his mind in his ministry. To accomplish this object he was prompted and enabled by his official habit of recording, an advantage not possessed by the others; and it is the fact that the notes which he made were the ground-work of his Gospel, as we may infer from internal evidence which it contains. In moral sayings and parables Matthew abounds to overflowing. Frequently they are arranged merely according to the principle of resemblance. The parables, moral sayings, and exhortations, arranged simply according to the similarity of their scope, bear evident marks of having been extracted from some collection. As he was not obliged to use any aid of others in making his original notes, his book was regarded by his
successors as an authentic source of information in respect to the discourses of Jesus.

On the other hand, events wear an appearance of accident in his book, more than in the others. He does, indeed, sometimes present them circumstantially; oftener, however, only in outline, just as he found them in his notes. With this course he might very well content himself, as his purpose required nothing more. It was the object of Mark's endeavors to complete Matthew's narratives, to arrange them in chronological order, and to assign discourses the position to which they belonged, so far as he who was his authority could aid him in doing so.

Meanwhile the fate of Palestine was decided. Christianity ceased its connexion with the Jewish state, was released from all regard to Judaism, and declared herself independent of its institutions. Those who were half Jews were displeased at this, separated themselves, and, as it would seem, composed their own Gospels; we refer to the Gospels of the Nazarenes and Ebionites. Others collected the rubbish of early traditions on historic ground; and thus were produced the works of the many.

This was probably about the state of things, when Luke felt himself called upon to clear away from the field of history all unauthenticated accounts. Matthew was his manual as to the discourses of our Lord, and he adhered to it literally, although he has distributed the discourses about in various places, inserting them in the history in detached parts, and connecting them so happily that the occasion of their utterance is perfectly and agreeably evident. He has not, however, taken any facts directly from Matthew, except those which Mark has omitted; and he has given these an entirely different arrangement.

He has chosen Mark as his guide in two respects, viz. in the succession of events, where Mark differs from Matthew in his arrangement, and in the circumstantial narration of facts. He does not, however, adhere wholly to him; he did not shun the trouble of illustrating or enriching a narrative himself, by adding new circumstances when he could do so. Circumstances which were susceptible of correction, and had remained in Mark because they were so in Matthew, have been stated more accurately by him. On the other hand when there was nothing to be added or corrected, he contented himself with giving an outline of the narrative, on the ground that it had been fully exhibited in a previous work.

Some facts which were new and as yet untouched, he inserted in their proper order and connexion. The following important accounts are presented us by him alone; the history of Jesus' youth, intermingled with passages of fine poetic and religious fervor; two remarkable journeys to Jerusalem, comprising many important doctrines and parables and many striking descriptions; and the history of what befell the disciples from the resurrection to the ascension. It is probable that with the portion of the history that has disappeared, extending from the feeding of the five thousand to that of the four thousand, much has been lost with which he enriched and improved the accounts of his predecessors. However this may be, the enlargement of the history by his means, the advance it made both in important and in trifling respects, are so plain to every one, that we have no need of the lost portion in order to acknowledge and appreciate them.

How much he adopted into his work with or without amendment,
from the accounts of the many of whom he speaks, we cannot now as-
certain, inasmuch as we do not possess those accounts. Just as little
can we now determine the parts of the rest of which he was an eye-wit-
ness. As being present in the country which was the scene of the his-
tory, at the period when the events began to attract notice, he was in a
situation to see much himself, and to devote to the whole the attention
which was due to it; to test the accuracy of the declarations of com-
mon report, as well as of the insinuations of enemies; to separate the true
from the false; and, while opinions were divided, to come to some cer-
tain conclusion. As a man of learning and cultivated mind, having
turned his attention to these occurrences, he must have felt more in-
ducement than others to keep some written account of them; and this
probably gave him confidence, when circumstances seemed to require it,
to undertake by means of a true history to make all unauthenticated
statements superfluous, and to put an end to their circulation.

JOHN.

§ 49.

Lest of all, the disciple who lay in our Lord's bosom likewise pre-
sented his contemporaries with a memorial of his master. In regard to
the origin and purpose of his book there are some declarations of the
ancients yet extant; but there is so much dispute about them that they
cannot be considered as principles for our guidance in interpretation.
It is therefore necessary that we should examine the structure and
plan of the work, in order to supply the deficiency of other undisputed
evidence.

This Evangelist proceeds on a plan of his own, resembling Matthew
so far as this, that he aims throughout the history to prove certain po-
sitions, making every thing tend to this object; but he differs from him
in this respect, that he never loses the thread of the narrative or devi-
ates from the real succession of events, and, with a very complicated and
artificial plan, is notwithstanding careful to preserve historical order.

After a somewhat obscure introduction with which he opens his
work, the first narrative which he presents to us contains the acknowl-
edgment that Jesus was Christ or Messiah, by the Baptist (1: 19—34); and
afterwards the same by Peter and Andrew (1: 41—44). Then
follows the account of Philip's conviction that Jesus was he of whom
Moses and the Prophets had written; and then of Nathaniel's, who de-
clares him to be the Son of God and the King of Israel (1: 44—51).

When, after the first miracle at Cana, Jesus appeared in Jerusalem,
he asserted that the temple was his Father's house (2: 16 seq.), and de-
clared to Nicodemus that he was the only begotten Son of God, whom
the Father's love had sent into the world for its salvation (3: 2—
22). After his return from Jerusalem, John the Baptist declares anew
that Jesus is the Son of God sent from above, into whose hands the Fa-
th er hath committed all power (3: 23—36). Jesus is then on his way
home through Samaria; a woman of that country perceives something
extraordinary in him, and our Lord avows himself to her as the Messiah who is called Christ (4: 25, 26); and many more believe that he is the Christ, the Saviour of the world (4: 42).

While in Jerusalem the second time, he heals the man who was waiting in vain at the pool of Bethesda. When the Jews blamed him for the miracle on account of the violation of the Sabbath, he asserted that his power was the power of God committed to him, that God was his Father, he his Son, his commissioned agent and judge of the world, of whom Moses spake (Chap. 5). After his return he wrought the miracle of the loaves, which caused the people to regard him as the promised prophet, and to wish to make him king of Israel (6: 14, 15). On the following day he asserts that he is the bread of life, which came down from heaven (6: 35 seq.), he who was with the Father and came from the Father; and Simon declares: Thou art the Christ, the Son of the living God (6: 69).

On occasion of the feast of tabernacles, Jesus again visits Jerusalem, and openly rebukes the people for seeking his life. Some of the people declare him to be the Christ, and say that Christ himself could not do more miracles than he (7: 11—37). On the last day of the feast he is again regarded as the Prophet and the Christ, and a learned discussion arises with regard to this topic (7: 37—53).

If we proceed thus to consider in their order all the conversations and acts of Jesus which John has introduced into his book, we shall almost invariably find that their subject and purport are either that Jesus is the Son of God, or that he is the Christ, or both (8: 12—59. 9: 1—35 and 38. 10: 1—24. 10: 24—42. 11: 1—27. 12: 13—20. 12: 20—34. 12: 44, 45, 49). The promises and consolations in chapters 14—18, exhibit the relation between the Father and the Son, the divine origin of Jesus, his dignity as Messiah and as ruler and judge of the world. Even in the history of the passion he, as well as Matthew, aims to render the Messianic character of Jesus evident by comparison of the prophecies concerning him (19: 24, 28, 36, 37).

The whole structure of the book, therefore, and the judicious choice of all its component parts, lead us to a conclusion in regard to the object of its author, the same as that which he clearly states at the close of his work, viz. that it was to prove Jesus to be the Christ, the Son of God (20: 31).

§ 50.

A dogmatic work of such extent, occupied about so few positions, must have been rendered necessary by the circumstances of the time; and we might conjecture that the aim of the writer in this fulness and accumulation of proof was probably polemical, or in other words apologetical.

This point, however, is placed beyond a doubt by John's first Epistle, which, as we shall see hereafter, was written with the same purpose, in the same circumstances, and at the same time, as the Gospel. At

---

1 The same observation has been made and well pursued by Prof. Paulus. "Comment. Theol. Historiam Corinti ad finem Johanneorum in N. T. libellorum illustratum." Jenm. 1798. Svo. p. 157 seq.
that period certain persons apostatized from Christianity, of which they were probably never sincere professors (1 John 2: 19), who perverted the doctrines of Christianity (2: 18), broached false opinions, were 

false teachers, heretics and deceivers (2: 22. 4: 1, 2, 3), and denied that Jesus was the Christ and the Son of God (2: 22. 4: 1, 2, 3, 15, 16. 5: 5, 20). These men awakened in the breast of the Apostle anxiety for the preservation of pure doctrine and the peace of the Christian churches under his care, and gave occasion to his productions.

§ 51.

Still, however, those against whom John's Gospel was directed, are not yet brought definitely before us. According to ancient history there were many in the time of the Apostle, who maintained in different systems the position that Jesus was not the Christ, the Son of God; and this in those very churches to which he had devoted especial pains, and in whose midst he had resolved to dwell.

In this respect they were all dangerous, however they might differ on other points. The heresy was the same under various forms, and in his work the Apostle certainly had in his eye all the systems which were chargeable with this heresy, without according a flattering distinction to any particular one. We need not then inquire whether this book was directed against Cerinthus, when it is proved that he lived in these days and in this region, maintained this opinion, and moreover acquired celebrity as a teacher. It was directed against all who aimed by this tenet (with whatever theories or accessory ideas connected), to mislead the Christians for whose benefit John wrote.

It is not to be denied that according to the positive declarations of history, Cerinthus was a contemporary of the Apostle, and abode in the region in which the latter taught and labored in the cause of the Gospel; and that the heresy we have mentioned constituted a part of his system. At the same time, too, appeared the Nicolaitans, who caused much corruption in the churches and called for all the vigilance of the Apostle. In respect to this particular tenet, as well as many others, they coincided with Cerinthus.

Even had we no historical evidence as to this matter, if Irenæus, Jerome, and Epiphanius had not expressly mentioned Cerinthus and the Nicolaitans as heretics whose influence John intended to counteract, still the authentic expression of his sentiments relative to certain heresies which is found in his first Epistle, compared with the plan and contents of the Gospel and the general history of the time, would direct us to these persons as certainly as definite historical information.

Stating the opinions of Cerinthus in conformity with the philosophy of those times, we have the following system. There is one God over all; he is most perfect unity, and could not therefore operate on matter and be the Creator of the world. From him emanated certain extreme-

---

ly pure and perfect natures (invisibilia et inominabilia), who augmented their number by propagation, and gradually decreased in spirituality, becoming more and more material, so as to retain but a slight connexion with the One, Eternal Being. These, from the increasing grossness of their nature, were able to operate upon matter and mould it into form.

A being of the latter order, one who knew nothing at all of the pure Eternal spirit, was the Creator of the world; hence came evil and the imperfection of creation.——Such was the solution of a problem which has occasioned the most various theories on the part of the philosophers of these and former days.

As a philosopher, he found it difficult to admit that Jesus was born of a virgin, and maintained that he was begotten and born like the rest of mankind, according to the usual laws of nature; but that as a man he was superior to all his fellow-men in wisdom and mental greatness.

On the other hand, that he might in some way accord to Jesus the distinction of a higher origin, which his actions clearly evinced, he asserted that one of the spiritual natures we have mentioned, viz. the Christ, united himself to Jesus in the form of a dove at his baptism. On this account he possessed henceforth the power of producing superhuman effects, and likewise of acquainting mankind with the true eternal Deity, who had hitherto remained unknown to them because he had not revealed himself by any operation.

This Christ, as an immaterial being of exalted origin (e superioribus Christus), being one of the purer kinds of spirits, was from his nature not susceptible of material affections, of suffering and pain. He therefore at the commencement of the passion resumed his existence separately from Jesus, abandoned him to pain and death, and soared upwards to heaven from whence he came. Cerinthus distinguished Jesus and Christ, Jesus and the Son of God, as beings of different nature and dignity.

The Nicolaitans held similar doctrines in regard to the Supreme Deity and his relation to mankind, and an inferior spirit who was the Creator of the world. Among the subaltern orders of spirits, they considered the most distinguished to be the only-begotten, the μονογενής (whose existence, however, had been a beginning), and the λόγος, who

1 Iren. L. III. c. 11. “Eam conditionem, quae est secundum nos, non a primo Deo factam, sed a virtute aliquá valde deorum subjectá, et ab eis ab eorum communicacione, quae sunt invisibilia et inominabilia.” L. I. c. 26. “A virtute quâdam valde separatâ . . . . et ignorantâ eum, qui est super omnia, Deum.”

2 The old reading of 1 John 4: 3, mentioned by Socrates (H. E. L. VII. c. 32), expresses this distinction very well. He testifies that it was read in τοις παλαιοις ἀντιγραφοις thus: πᾶν πνεῦμα ὃ λοιπόν τὸν Ἰησοῦν (από τοῦ Χριστοῦ is to be understood) εἰς Θεόν οὐκ ἔσται. This reading, he further says, the old interpreters (οἱ παλαιοὶ εὐγενεῖς) even admitted to be the correct one. We find it in Irenæus still (L. III. c. 16. n. 8.), “Et omnis spiritus, qui solvit Jesum, non est ex Deo” as also in Tertullian and several writers who follow the old Latin version; but no Greek Mas. of the Catholic Epistles, which represent the text of that early period, now contain it. There is internal evidence, however, in favor of this reading; for it is the most obscure and difficult, and manifests profound thought, while the present reading: πᾶν πνεῦμα ὃ μὴ ζωλογεῖ τὸν Ἰησοῦν, εἰς τὸν Θεόν οὐκ ἔσται, is suspicious from its being synonymous with the preceding clause.
was an immediate descendant of the only-begotten. History is silent as to what other tenets they held in regard to these beings.

Christ belongs to the number of beings sprung from God; Jesus, however, is a son of the Creator of the world, with whom Christ united himself at his baptism, and whom he abandoned at his passion.

§ 52.

At the commencement of his book the Evangelist gives great prominence to the assertion that Jesus is the light and the life (1: 4, 5, 9); and in the progress of his narrative, his attention is frequently, and according to his custom systematically, directed to these two positions, 3: 19—22, 5: 24, 34, 35, 8: 12, 9: 5, 12: 35, 36 and 46: 6: 35 and 48: 6: 51—60, 10: 28, 9: 25, 26, 14: 6, 17: 3.

It would seem from his procedure in the selection of facts for his purpose, that the sacred writer had also in mind such persons as denied that Jesus was the light and the life, or, to speak without a figure, that he was the moral renovator and teacher of the world, to whom belonged the praise of having conducted them from their errors to the path of truth and happiness. There were several points which he was desirous of establishing; that Jesus was the Christ, that he was the Son of God, and that those who believed in him would have life through this discipleship (20: 31), δει 6 ιησους εστιν αχμιος, δει νιος του θεου, και ειμι παισεωνες ζωης εχει ει τω θεοματι αυτου.

Nor is it difficult to conjecture the person to whom some gave precedence before our Lord as the enlightener of the world and author of the doctrines which conferred life on men. It was John the Baptist.

When at the outset of his book the author announces the doctrine that

---

1 For the benefit of those who see in the Logos nothing but Philo's doctrine and the Alexandrian philosophy, I refer them to Dr. Neander, who has clearly exhibited Philo's doctrine on this point, in such a manner as no other writer has. "Entwicklung der gnostischen Systeme." Berlin 1818. p. 1—25. "Elemente der Gnosis im Philo." This learned man evinces in many passages of his work his conviction, that the origin of these opinions lies farther back than Philo's time, and that an oriental theosophy, was shaped, in the Jewish and other nations, into various systems, which became known in the time of Christianity under the name of Gnostic systems.

2 From some appearances, not so strongly marked, however, as to be perfectly decisive, we might be disposed to include likewise among those opposed by John's works such teachers as denied Christ a material body, attributing to him only an apparent one, and consequently making his passion only apparent, viz. the Docetæ, who denied: Ἰησοῦν Χριστὸν ἐν σαρκὶ ἐνδύματι. 1 Ep. 4: 2. 2 Ep. 7. We might likewise make the passage in the Gospel, 19: 34—36, in which John avers that blood and water really issued from his side, refer to this sect. These passages, however, are susceptible of a different interpretation. Ἰησοῦν Χριστὸν ἐν σαρκὶ ἐνδύματι or ἐν φύσει may be understood as meaning that Jesus was not merely united with Christ at his baptism, but entered the world as Christ and was born as such. Storr "Uber den Zweck der evangelisch. Geschichte Johannis und der Briefe," § 31. There exists, therefore, no necessity nor even probability of his referring to them. Had he intended to attack this sect, he would not have alluded to them so cursorily in but two passages, and those doubtful. The tenet enforced by the Gospel and the first Epistle is, that Jesus was the Christ, the son of God. The Docetæ were so far from denying this, that they even strenuously maintained that the true and real, contained or enveloped in the apparent, was the Christ, the Son of God.
the Logos is the light which shineth in darkness, he subjoins, John came to bear witness of the light. This is plain, and nothing more was necessary. But the writer feels a deep-rooted anxiety in regard to this point, and expressly repeats this declaration a second time in an antithesis, and the first member of this antithesis again for the third time: 

"The same came for a witness, to bear witness of the light, that all men through him might believe. He was not that light, but was sent to bear witness of that light. That was the true light which lighteth every man that cometh into the world." (John 1: 7, 8, 9).

The Evangelist has also selected discourses of Jesus which contain declarations of his superiority to John, and he introduces confessions of John himself, which state the pre-existence of Jesus, his unequalled dignity as teacher and as the author of life and happiness to man, and his own inferiority, as being but a disciple and messenger (1: 15. 1: 20—31. 3: 26—36. 5: 34—37. 10: 41).

We find, too, that in this region and in Ephesus, the city which the Evangelist had selected for his residence, there were men in Nero's time who did not know of any other baptism than John's, had become his disciples through it, and had heard nothing of the Holy Ghost; for Paul afterwards laid his hands on certain men of this description, and baptized them in the name of the Lord Jesus, imparting to them the Holy Ghost, so that they spoke with tongues (Acts 19: 1—8). They were certainly not the only such persons of their time; and many may have been more pertinacious in their preference for their teacher, and less flexible in their opinions.

To such, probably, the Evangelist had reference in introducing those passages which exhibit John as not daring to compare his baptism, viz. the baptism by water, with the baptism with water and with the Holy Ghost (1: 33. 3: 26—30). So likewise the observation in relation to the gifts of the Spirit (7: 39), which contains an explanation for those who were not, rather than those who were, believers; the exalted representation of regeneration by water and the Spirit (3: 3—12); and all that Jesus says respecting the Comforter and the Holy Ghost, which was to be poured out on his disciples after he was ascended to heaven (14: 16, 17. 14: 26. 15: 26. 16: 7—15).

§ 53.

The procedure of the Evangelist in carrying his plan into execution is remarkably singular, and a problem which we are bound to solve. There is much considerateness and deliberate system apparent, even in minutiae, in respect to the arrangement of the book and the choice of facts for a particular purpose; and yet the author has totally neglected the most valid proofs of his positions. This was not by any means because circumstances denied him an intimate acquaintance with them; for the occurrences alluded to were such as he must have been well acquainted with, on account of his presence and participation, and such as must have been fastened forever in the minds of all who witnessed them, on account of their grand, supernatural, and astonishing character.

Could he have passed over such important facts, if they had not al-
ready been detailed by other credible writers? Could he have given up with indifference the best aids to his design, had not other historians preceded him in regard to them?

In the synagogue at Capernaum there was a demoniac who knew Jesus and cried out to him, "Thou art the Holy One of God," etc. John was there at the time, for when Jesus left the synagogue he was in his company with James and Andrew (Mark 1: 29); and this miracle was one of the first which he saw his Master perform.

At Gadara a multitude of demons acknowledge Jesus to be the Son of the Most High God (Matt. 8: 29. Mark 5: 7. Luke 8: 23). John was present, for on the return we find him in our Lord’s company (Mark 5: 37. Luke 8: 51).

Among the many evidences which he adduces in support of the dignity of Jesus as Messiah and Son of God, this species likewise merited attention. The testimony of the spiritual world was to many, on account of their notions, a more weighty argument than any other; and the more unexceptionable, as it was the testimony of hostile powers, who were unable to deny our Lord this dignity.

He is wholly silent as to what took place before Caiaphas in regard to Jesus, and only relates Peter’s adventures in the high priest’s palace. Yet he evinces remarkable familiarity with the minutest circumstances throughout the history of the passion, surpassing all the other Evangelists, in this respect. He informs us that Jesus was not led immediately to Caiaphas, but first to Annas, and states the reason of this; and then goes on to detail, with much more precision than the other Evangelists, what happened with regard to Peter. Thus, with all his historical knowledge, he neglected what was of great consequence to his chief object, and devoted his attention to a matter of little moment. We learn from the other Evangelists, that Jesus was examined before Caiaphas, that his declarations were taken down, witnesses were heard, and the accusation which was to be made against him before the Praetor definitely settled; and that on this occasion (a circumstance of very great importance with reference to John’s design) Jesus declared before the council, after calling the living God, the Most High, to witness, and the declaration was recorded, that he was the Son of God and the Messiah, that he was to take his place henceforth at the right hand of God, and was to come in the clouds of heaven (Matt. 26: 64. Mark 14: 62. Luke 22: 69).

The transfiguration on the mount, of which John was a spectator with others, was evidently the highest proof of the positions of his book, infinitely superior to all the alleged confessions of pious men, the disciples of Jesus, or the convictions of all others, Jews or Gentiles. On this occasion alone, with the exception of his baptism, was Jesus acknowledged by God himself in a voice from heaven as his beloved Son, in whom he was well pleased (Matt. 17: 1. Mark 9: 2. Luke 9: 27 seq.)

Directly after this occurrence, too, the object of the ministry of John the Baptist, his relation to Jesus, and the inferiority of his authority and office to those of Jesus, which constituted one of the subjects to be elucidated in John’s Gospel, were clearly and accurately stated by Jesus (Matt. 17: 10 seq. Mark 9: 12). The whole is entirely unnoticed by John.
OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.

Even the only event which can bear any comparison with this in argumentative force in regard to the points he wished to establish, viz. the history of Jesus' baptism, is likewise totally omitted by him; he merely introduces the Baptist as saying something which has a reference to it, but which would be itself unintelligible, if we did not know the story of his baptism from the works of the other Evangelists. The Baptist is introduced as follows (1: 32, 33, 34): "John bare record, saying, I saw the Spirit descending from heaven like a dove, and it abode upon him. And I knew him not; but he that sent me to baptize with water, the same said unto me, Upon whom thou shalt see the Spirit descending and remaining on him, the same is he which baptizeth with the Holy Ghost. And I saw, and bare record that this is the Son of God." We do not learn from this even when and how the Spirit descended upon Jesus; but have only the declaration of the Baptist that he was an eyewitness of the occurrence, and henceforth regarded Jesus as the Son of God. That this happened, however, at his baptism, that when Jesus was coming up out of the water, the Spirit descended on him like a dove, that the heavens were opened, and a voice came from them saying: This is my beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased—all this we do not find in our Evangelist, nor should we even be able to understand what the language of John the Baptist had reference, did we not possess from another quarter the information which is presupposed by the Evangelist.

It needs no erudition to perceive, that throughout his whole book John has presented no argument in support of his positions, which can compare at all as to validity and authority with these which he has neglected. Now did he leave unnoticed these forcible facts, with which circumstances made him better acquainted than either of the Evangelists, in the hope that in time there would appear historians who would record them, and bring forward what would have been his best arguments? or is it certain that he would not and could not have omitted them, had not others already made use of these materials, which would have been so much to his purpose, so that he could not use them without going over beaten ground? If the first conclusion be, as it is, absurd, we must adopt the second. There remained, therefore, for the Apostle, to be employed for his purposes, only what had been omitted by previous writers. These omitted portions of the history were all which he could treat of, even though they might not be by any means so important as those which had been already presented. He was thus, not only able, but compelled, to proceed as he has done, in the execution of his plan.

It is only on this supposition that we can explain his procedure in regard to two important subjects, viz. doctrines and miracles. It might have been thought that, in order to exhibit Jesus to the polished Asiatics in a point of view in which they were peculiarly disposed to consider him, John would have selected for his theme his elevated moral wisdom, and have undertaken to show that the world had never seen any thing like it. But he felt stronger claims on his attention from another quarter; he felt it specially incumbent upon him to establish the divine authority and truth of these as well as other doctrines, viz. that Jesus was not merely a man, instructed perhaps by some being of a higher order, who revealed to him the doctrines which he taught; but that he
had the highest legislative power, was with God πρὸ κατασκευῆς κόσ-
μου, before the corner-stone of creation was laid; that he was one with
God, the partner of his wisdom and power, the Son of God, or, which
is the same thing, the Messiah, ὁ Χριστός; that he came immediately
from heaven, and after accomplishing his work of reforming man, asc-
cended again to the possession of his hereditary glory. To prove these
points he appeals to the declarations of Jesus himself, which he pre-
sents in abundance and minutely. In proceeding thus, he was well
aware that the moral doctrines of Jesus had been stated with sufficient
fulness and distinctness by others; and that all which remained was to
show the sacred character of these and other doctrines, and their imme-
diate divine origin.

Now in what way has he established the truth of the declarations of
Jesus? By miracles. Throughout the book, whenever our Lord de-
clarates his divine origin, his dignity as the only begotten Son of God, he
attests the truth of his declarations by the miracles which he performed.
Those who receive his assertions and maintain their truth, do it on the
ground of these signs and wonders of divine power, 2: 23. 3: 2. σημεῖα,
4: 48. σημεῖα καὶ ἔρημα, 5: 19—21. 5: 36. 6: 2, 14, 26, 7: 3—31. 9: 3,
Thus the argument always rests on miracles;1 yet John has mentioned
very few of them, and detailed only five. How could he have proceeded
thus, if he did not know that these miracles had been before attested by
well-known writings? that the proof on which every thing ultimately
depended, had already been adduced?

As respects the narrative of the Lord’s supper, too, he evidently takes
for granted the existence of other authentic histories. It was specially
requisite that this occurrence, containing as it did an example for fu-
ture commemorations of our Lord’s death throughout the Christian world,
should be preserved in writing; and who was better fitted to depict it
than the disciple who during the supper lay on Jesus’ bosom? He, how-
ever, says only just so much concerning it in his book as to show that
he designedly passed over the narrative, because it needed no mention;
and he proceeds to relate instead certain incidental occurrences, which
are found nowhere else. “Now before the feast of the passover,” says
he, “when Jesus knew that his hour was come, that he should depart
out of this world unto the Father, having loved his own which were in
the world, he loved them unto the end. And supper being ended, καὶ
deinov γενομένου, he rose and girded himself, and poured water into
a basin,” etc. After washing his disciples’ feet he returned to the table,
πάλιν αναπέσω. There is not a word throughout respecting the con-

1 We may hence judge whether the reason why John omitted most of the
miracles was, that they had nothing to do with his idea of a Messiah, and were
little in accordance with Hellenic taste. How inconceivable, in that case, that
he should make everything depend ultimately on miracles! The Messiah,
therefore, whom he exhibits in his Gospel, is the ancient Jewish Messiah and
Son of God, whose character was attested by miracles, and not a Hellenized
Messiah, more refined than the Jewish one, and presented in a purely metaphys-
ical light in order to favor the speculative disposition of the inhabitants of Asia
Minor; from which latter point of view, however, it has been attempted
to determine the end and aim of the Gospel. It was rather his endeavor to set
bounds to the unlimited speculation of the Asiatics.
sacrament of the bread and wine; the treachery of Judas, only, is alluded to (13: 1—23). Was it possible to exhibit more clearly a settled design to omit this occurrence, considering its affecting and important character? Was it possible more plainly to take for granted that it was attested already, and secured from forgetfulness and from the accidents of time?

Now all this, the previous historical existence of which is taken for granted in his plan of procedure, we find in our Gospels; and by their aid alone could we discover the peculiar principles by which he was guided, and perceive what had to his knowledge been already related. These Gospels were certainly before him.

Certain allusions which he has made to narratives previously in existence accord in a striking manner with our Evangelists. According to John's history, after Jesus had chosen his first disciples and made a commencement of his miracles at Cana, he went from Nazareth to Capernaum, where he designed to dwell. Soon after, a passover occurred, on which occasion our Lord travelled for the first time in his new capacity to Jerusalem (2: 13). As he journeyed homeward from this city after the feast, through Judea, he baptized. John was sojourning at the time for the same purpose at Ânon, near Salim, whither a great multitude of persons desirous of being baptized, and of disciples, came to him (3: 22 seq.). After relating these things concerning the Baptist, he subjoins: for John was not yet cast into prison, οὔτω γὰρ ἦν βεβλημένος εἰς τὴν γυλακήν.

This addition is not an explanation of his own narrative, for the whole tenor of his history shows that John was yet at liberty. It was therefore inserted as a correction of some other accounts which he intended to charge with inaccuracy.

Now this correction is really applicable to two of our Gospels. Matthew who neglected chronology, says directly after the temptation, before Jesus is related to have gone to Capernaum, that John had been cast into prison (4: 12). Mark retained the same statement (1: 14), because his voucher, Peter, did not alter it. Luke alone avoided the anachronism (4: 14). To whom, then, must the Evangelist have referred in the observation: for John was not yet cast into prison?

Again, his procedure in regard to the woman that was a sinner, who anointed Jesus, is remarkable in the same point of view. He speaks (11: 1 seq.) of Bethany, the dwelling-place of Mary and Martha, whose brother lay sick. He here breaks off his narrative, and at the word Mary inserts the parenthetical remark: This was that Mary who anointed the Lord with ointment, and wiped his feet with her hair.

He himself has not yet related this story of the woman that anointed Jesus, and does not give it till afterwards, where he designates who she was more expressly than the other Evangelists (12: 1). By this mode of narration he assumes the fact as already known before he has himself related it. He, however, judges it necessary to inform the reader of the name of the person, supposing him to be ignorant of it.

The story is related in the other Gospels, and the assumption that it was already known seems to denote that they were in existence when John wrote. Neither of them, however, has designated the person either by name or by attendant circumstances; so that the observation is entirely pertinent to their narrative, and we can see to what it had reference.
But this is not all; still more distinct traces of the three previous Gospels are perceptible. Mark has added something to the account of this occurrence as it stands in Matthew, but in such a manner that its identity is perfectly clear; while Luke has omitted the circumstances contained in the two former Evangelists, and detailed others connected with the occurrence. Hence we might be led to consider the event which he relates as an entirely different one from that related by Matthew and Luke; especially as Luke has assigned it to a different period. Matthew and Mark state that the woman anointed the head of Jesus; Luke that it was his feet, and that she wiped them with the hair of her head. The former state the dissatisfaction of Judas respecting it, while Luke mentions the reproach of the Pharisee, and the rebuke which he received (7: 39). John combines the circumstances related in all the three into one narrative. The description of the ointment and of its value he borrows from Mark; the procedure of the woman, from Luke; and the admonition which Jesus gave to Judas, from Matthew (Matth. 26: 7. Mark 14: 3. Luke 7: 37. John 12: 3).

---|---|---|---
Μαριάμ ἐλάβε τοῦτο τὸ μύρον τῷ πίστις πολυτελοῦσα. | Ἑρᾶτο θρέψεων τοὺς πόδας, καὶ ἔλυεν, καὶ ταῖς θρεσίς τῆς κεφαλῆς αὐτῆς ἔλυσεν, καὶ καταφέρθηκεν τοῖς πόδας αὐτοῦ. | Ἡ χαρὰ τοῦτον ἔδωκεν τῷ Ἰησοῦν, καὶ ἐξήραντο τοῖς ἐν σοροῖς. | Ἡ ὑπενεπίλακτον, ἡ ἀναπαύσεως πάντων. | Τὸ πᾶν ὑπενεπίλακτον, ἡ ἀναπαύσεως πάντων. Εἰ δὲ δεῖ καὶ πάντως ἔστη.
§ 54.

Supposing these writers to have been acquainted with each other's works, and each therefore to have made use of the work of his predecessor, resting all his own merit upon an improvement of the narrative, there is weight in the following argument for the priority of Luke to John, and much more for his priority to Matthew and Mark, on whose works that of Luke was based.

John has given to some narratives a completeness that Matthew's sketches, and even Mark's amplification of them, which was copied by Luke, did not possess; and which they did not obtain until they came under the hand of so acute an observer as this apostle, who was generally foremost among the disciples.

Matthew describes in 26: 69—75, the denial of Peter, paying attention to the fact alone, and not to the place or persons that occasioned it. Mark treads in his footsteps, adding almost nothing (14: 66—72); as likewise Luke, who in a great measure copies his predecessors (22: 54 —63).

On the other hand, John states definitely the place of the transaction. It commenced in the palace of the high priest Annas; there, in the court, into which John had procured him admission, Peter denied our Lord for the first time to the woman who kept the door (18: 17). John then changes the scene to the presence of Caiaphas, where the other three Evangelists first take up the narrative, and begin the story of Peter's denial of his Master; while according to John he only finished in this place what he began in the house of Annas, and for the second and third time disowned acquaintance with Jesus (18: 25—27).

We may observe, too, that according to Matthew it was another of the maid, ἀλλιν, according to Mark, ἡ παιδίσκη, and according to Luke, ἀλλος, a man, who led Peter to deny the second time; while according to John it was several persons at once, εἰπον ὕπν αὐτῷ, the accounts of all the Evangelists being thus reconciled.

It is evident that in this case, particularly in respect to the designation of the scene of the first occurrence, John has imparted additional completeness to the narrative; and Luke could not have contented himself with the imperfect account of the first two writers, and have transferred it just as it was into his book, had the work of the beloved disciple been before him.

In the account of the resurrection, Matthew, as usual, is careless about the order in which the occurrences succeeded each other, as it had nothing to do with his object; and he merely keeps in view his main design. At dawn of day, he says, when the women visited the sepulchre, an angel rolled away the stone, and announced to them that the Lord had risen, and that they must go and tell his disciples; and they made haste to obey (28: 1—11). Mark and Luke left this just as they found it in Matthew (Mark 16: 1—9. Luke 24: 1—10).

John, who went thither himself, and was in the garden and at the sepulchre, gives us more precise information as to the time of this occurrence. Mary Magdalene had already been at the sepulchre, where she found the stone rolled away, and then called thither two of the dis-
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... pupils, Peter and John. While the latter were occupied in examining for themselves, she stood without weeping; she then stepped again into the sepulchre, and now saw the men in white raiment, and afterwards our Lord himself.

Luke, therefore, might have derived essential aid from the more complete narrative of John, and must certainly have copied that rather than the narratives of Matthew and Mark, had he been so fortunate as to see, before the publication of his own work, that of a writer of such high authority on account of his peculiar circumstances.

§ 55.

Such are the internal evidences in the books of Matthew, Mark and Luke, that they were antecedent to the Gospel of John; and such the references in the latter which show that the writer was acquainted with the contents of the three other Gospels. Now if the declarations of ancient writers coincide with this conclusion, they do not deserve to be summarily rejected as they have been.

John, says Eusebius, for a long time occupied himself with oral instruction alone. When Matthew, Mark, and Luke, had published their Gospels, they came under his eye; he gave them his approval and his testimony to their truth, and determined to supply what was wanting in them by a work of his own. It is true that what Eusebius says respecting that part of the history omitted, which it was John's intention to supply, is not correct; but it is clear from his own representation that he connected his exegetical notions with the ancient account, and these must be distinguished from the latter.

We obtain the same account in substance, though accompanied with other embellishments, from a Latin father, who lived perhaps at the commencement of the third century. The fourth Gospel, says he, is by John, one of the disciples, who, when his fellow-disciples and the elders of the church solicited him to write it, replied, Fast with me. It was then revealed in the night to Andrew, one of the apostles, that John should review the other books, or consult the other apostles (the text is uncertain, and was probably ambiguous in the Greek itself: ἀνεξαπαθείαν ἀπαντην, ἀπαντη συγγραφήν), and present the result in a work under his own name. The fabulous part of this account does not hinder us from admitting its main purport; and moreover this very fabulous statement assures us that the same fact is here attested on totally different authority from the former.

The account of a writer who is perhaps somewhat later than the preceding, but who appeals to earlier fathers, is destitute of such embellishments and approaches nearer its original purity. Clement of Alexandria states, that when John, the last of the Evangelists, perceived that what related to our Lord as a man had been fully treated of in the Gospels, he, at the instance of his friends, composed under divine inspiration a Gospel which unfolded his spiritual nature.

1 Euseb. H. E. L. III. c. 94.
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And what is more natural, than that John, who outlived all his companions, and who, if his Epistles were connected with his Gospel, wrote his history in his old age, as a προσώπευς, should have seen, and been familiar with, the Gospels which were already in circulation?

§ 56:

John, therefore, saw the other Gospels; and this was one of the circumstances which determined the plan and nature of his own work and the selection of the facts to be introduced in it.

The scene of events with the first three Evangelists is Galilee; and among its cities Capernaum in particular. There our Lord first appears after leaving his abode at Nazareth to commence his ministry. From this place he makes his journeys; and thither he returns after going to Gennesareth, to Gadara, or the region of Tyre and Sidon, or teaching and performing miracles in Decapolis. Within this circuit all the actions of Jesus related by them are comprehended; and Jesus never steps out of it till he goes to suffer at Jerusalem.

The case is different with John. He presents to us new scenes in other regions. He leads us to Judea, and particularly to Jerusalem. In regard to events which took place there he is extremely copious; but takes scarcely any notice of what occurred in Galilee. Even when the first three Evangelists conduct Jesus to the borders of Judea, they there lose sight of him, and John takes up the narrative and accompanies him in his course. He, however, does not follow him back into Galilee, but forsakes him on the borders of that country, which was the historical province of the other Evangelists.

In the whole of John's work, from the beginning of Christ's ministry to the end, there is but one discourse which was uttered in Galilee (6: 22. 7: 1); and, the days of the passion excepted, there are but three facts which he has in common with the other Evangelists. Two of them are the feeding of the five thousand, and the voyage on the sea connected with it, in which Jesus appears to the disciples in the storm for their deliverance (6: 1—22). These he has repeated, because they were indispensable as introductory to the discourses above mentioned, which immediately follow. There is, besides, the fact of the anointing of Jesus by Mary (John 12: 3), which is repeated for the reasons given in the 53d §.

Thus the first three Evangelists occupy themselves with occurrences in Galilee, and John with those in Judea and its capital. In this way we obtain a complete account of the last three years of Jesus' life.

§ 57.

We may hence explain the assertion that in John's Gospel the representation of Christ is very different from that contained in the other Gospels. He is the same yesterday, to-day, and forever, as Paul says; it is only his situation which is different. While travelling in retired parts of Galilee or on the shore of Gennesareth, whither he was followed by curious multitudes who were readily susceptible of good impressions, he merely discourses respecting moral virtues and piety, declares his

His situation in Judea was very widely different. There he had no cause for any apprehension of the kind. The Jews were not favorable towards him; least of all at Jerusalem. Then, too, he had nowhere so much reason to unfold his commission and purposes, to explain what he intended to effect and the authority on which he rested his enterprise, as in the metropolis. In remote and thinly peopled districts, in discourses in the country, it was of little importance; the only proper place for such a disclosure was the central point of Judaism, the scene of festival assemblages in which innumerable multitudes were gathered together, the seat of religious authority and sacred learning. It was necessary that he should proclaim his secret here; for from this place alone could it go forth into the world. Hence, what in Galilee he only permitted the people to conjecture, he himself declares openly in Jerusalem, and proclaims himself at the feasts as one sent from God, as the Son who was with the Father before the world was, as the Messiah and the author of a new dispensation; and this so long and so loudly that his claims and the acknowledgement of them on the part of the people, eventually impelled the priests and others belonging to the class of learned men to effect his execution by calling to their aid the Roman authority.

He was thus assured that he was not to disappear like a phenomenon only partially seen and understood, nor even to meet an unheeded death in a remote district; but, that he was to be condemned to suffer and expire in the far-famed city of Jerusalem, in the sight of innumerable witnesses from Asia and other quarters of the world, and that he would be commiserated and revered by them as a sacrifice to lofty purposes.

Such a public exposition of his high origin and destination was given by Jesus but once out of Judea, viz. at Capernaum, the place where he had selected as the point to extend information respecting himself and his doctrines through Galilee and the region round about (John 6: 26—64).

When, however, he appears in the country in John’s Gospel, his procedure is the same as represented by the other Evangelists. Observe the manner in which he instructs the woman of Samaria in a skilfully conducted conversation: his religion was confined to no people and no place; it was henceforth to extend itself to all the inhabitants of the earth, enlightening the soul, and diffusing true ideas of God (John 4: 4—31). We may infer from this example how little occasion there would have been for the idea that Christ is not the same in all the Evangelists, had
John related those things which occurred in the country, rather than those which took place in the metropolis.

Jesus' custom of connecting some moral lesson with the occurrences of the moment, of linking some instructive saying with an object presented by the occasion; his mode of clothing doctrines in figures, and of deriving tropes and allegorical ornament from things which were immediately before his eyes, are so impossible to be mistaken in this story of his interview with the woman of Samaria, that we in vain seek to discern in it another Messiah; its contents are not to be thus perverted. What our Lord says is linked, after the manner of Socrates, with the nearest objects; with the water, a favorite image of doctrine in the east; with the food which is brought to him, from which he draws a figurative expression to denote that his mind was occupied then about higher matters; with the fields of corn, whose situation immediately under his eye suggested the figure he employs. On approaching Naplousa, the narrow valley widens into a plain about two miles in length, which presents a rich prospect of blooming and fertile fields, well suited to suggest to Jesus the figure respecting the blissful result which he hoped would ensue from the inculcation of his doctrines. The Samaritan woman could not comprehend his words. This was very natural from her circumstances; she could suppose anything rather than that a Jew should instruct her in an affable manner. She regarded him as a prophet, because he knew her most secret affairs. Is this so very wrong and absurd? The woman judged precisely like many others. In the opinion of the Syrins, the prophet Elisha knew the most secret intentions of the king of Syria (2 Kings 6:12). Daniel knew what Nebuchadnezzar had dreamed and had himself forgotten. The Jews required of Bar-Cocba, when he claimed to be the Messiah, that he should divine the thoughts of men by his sense of smell without seeing them. Not to mention such language in Luke as recurs in John almost literally (17:3; 13:3; 3:5 and John 8:56), we have in Luke 10:21—25 (comp. Matt. 11:25—27), an example of the general style of Jesus' language to his disciples on solemn occasions; and this same spirit and tone I recognize in John's account of the leave which Jesus took of his disciples. The occasion was only more solemn; a great event, the abrupt termination of his career, was at hand.

Judas Iscariot had left the company to commit his traitorous act (13:31). Now, said Jesus, is the Son of man glorified; I am but a little while with you; I leave you the commandment of love which I have exemplified. He then exhorts his disciples not to despond at his death. He is going to his Father to prepare a place for them; the protection of the Father will follow them here below; moreover, the Father will send them the Spirit which shall reveal all things to them. He now utters his farewell to his disciples; but says that he will come again; then bids them rise, and go hence (14:31), ἀνελεύσομαι, ἀνομοι ἐστευθέν. 1

1 Maundrell, Monceray.
2 Gemar. Hierosolym. Tr. Sanhedr. c. XI.
3 Some have supposed these words to be a gloss, without any reason, and in opposition to the evidence of all the MSS. and versions now extant.
While they were seated, the discourse maintained the tender form of conversation; but after having risen, he proceeds, while standing, to exhort them to united and persevering efforts in concurrence with his purposes, and with increased earnestness he admonishes them to love each other and himself, and to expect and endure with a resigned temper a cruel lot; again promises them the Spirit; begins to mention more frequently his approaching death; and silence reigns among the disciples. No one presumes to speak. Once only they question among themselves what is the meaning of the words: "A little while and ye shall not see me, and again a little while and ye shall see me?" He perceives this, and explains himself; they believe that they now understand him (16: 33).

The occasion becomes more solemn; the discourse takes a higher tone; Jesus stands at the goal of his career. At this moment his conscience bears him witness that he has accomplished the commission given him by the Father to bring truth into the world. He, moreover, with deep emotion commends his disciples to his Father's protection; and not only they, but all who should believe in him (Chap. 18). Every thought and feeling bears marks of belonging to that eventful hour.

And is not all this in accordance with the character of Christ? Is it not the farewell of an exalted and noble soul, which, untroubled by the thought of impending suffering, occupies itself wholly with its lofty schemes and with the business of instructing and consoling those whom it leaves behind! And I must further ask, could the gradation in the conversation possibly be more natural? Can there be imagined a more beautiful rise than is here presented; first mutual remark, then increasing silence among the listeners, broken only by a low question, till ultimately the last whisper dies away, and in the universal stillness the soul mounts upward to its loftiest elevation!

Were this discourse clothed in the elegant language of a Plato or a Xenophon, with what admiration should we read it! But the writer was unable to impart such a recommendation to his narrative; imperfection in the art of composition is plainly visible.

§ 58.

We must not content ourselves with the observations we have just made, inasmuch as there have recently appeared other harsh charges against this Gospel which we ought not to neglect to scrutinize. The first allegation we have heard. But, in order to destroy all confidence in this writer, it is attempted to prove that he was not an eye-witness of the facts he relates, and therefore we cannot be sure of their accuracy. Let us then take a closer survey of the contents of his book. A part of it relates to what befell our Lord in the capital; a part to his discourses; and a part to his acts. We will subjoin a few observations on certain particulars worthy of notice.

1. That our Lord should have visited Jerusalem but once during his ministry, viz. at the time of his death, is incredible, considering the institutions of his nation, which were respected by him, and the notoriety

which it was essential that he should gain. It is plain, too, from Luke, that he visited Jerusalem several times; and thus, at the outset, the general tenor of John’s work is sustained.

If we examine particularly what is stated to have befallen Jesus in Jerusalem, we can perceive the gradual progress of things to the final result, his death. At his first appearance in the city he gained many adherents, but found cause for distrust (2: 23, 24). The second time of his coming certain zealots openly opposed him (5: 16, 18), and in their malice plotted against his life (8: 1). Their design, being being abroad, was notorious among the people when he appeared in their midst the third time (7: 25). Still their wish to lay hands on him was stronger than their resolution (7: 30). When the Pharisees and chief priests heard what was the popular feeling in regard to him (7: 32), they sent public officers to take him prisoner; but these likewise wanted courage to execute the order; he was befriended, too, by his secret adherents (7: 44–52). The wish to get possession of his person continued, but was not carried into effect (8: 20). The zealots on this account entertained increased hope, particularly at the last feast but one which he attended, of finding a good opportunity to stone him (8: 59. 10: 31, 32, 33, 11: 8). But Jesus withdrew himself from danger, so long as the mode or time of the death meditated for him was not that which was appointed. The chief priests vacillated a long time, until, when the third passover was nigh at hand, the Sanhedrim, incensed by recent occurrences, declared his death to be necessary, and consulted together as to the measures to be taken for effecting it (11: 49–53). The council soon after issued an injunction that whoever knew where Jesus was should give information (11: 57); and at last one of his disciples offered to point out his nightly resort.

This representation does away all that is sudden and accidental in the death of Jesus; and we have instead a regular chain of circumstances, which are undeniably in accordance with probability. The ultimate event, which stands isolated in the other Gospels, appears no longer a surprising thing, occasioned by a single and brief visit on the part of Jesus (his last one) to Jerusalem.

2. Many of the discourses of Jesus were interrupted by objections on the part of one or more of the multitude about him; and hence they rather follow the lead of these objections than their own natural train. Our Lord, however, generally endeavored to return to the point of departure; and hence necessarily arose repetitions, which would not have taken place had his discourse proceeded undisturbed. In the discourse contained in 7: 14–36, he was three times interrupted by cavils, and once by an attempt to take him prisoner (v. 15, 20, 27–33, 35); in the one in 8: 12–59, such cavils were advanced no less than ten different times (v. 13, 19, 22, 25, 33, 39, 41, 48, 52, 57). Now who but one who had himself heard these various cavils, and the turns and circumlocutions of the discourse, could know all these particulars? Evidently, he who records them, whoever he was, was himself one of the listeners, or else wrote from the dictation of one who was a listener. He would have been remarkably fortunate at a later period to procure the most general outlines of these occurrences through a third or fourth hand.
He even knew the circumstances of the confidential intercourse of our Lord with his disciples at the time of his taking leave of them (13: 36—chap. 15); the question put by Peter, the apprehension expressed by Thomas, the request of Philip, and the doubt of Judas, not Iscariot (13: 36. 14: 5, 8, 23). A similar case occurs earlier (12: 20, 23). Just so on another occasion, while the rest of the Evangelists content themselves with a general account (Math. 14: 15, 18. Mark 6: 35, 38. Luke 9: 12, 13), he remembers what our Lord said to Philip, the reply of the latter, and the remark then made by Andrew (John 6: 5—10).

We must not forget to mention here the references to time and place, such as are presented at the beginning of the discourse which was ten times interrupted, and also in the one immediately preceding. Both were uttered on the great day of the feast of tabernacles. They are separated by an intervening occurrence, viz. the decision respecting the adulteress, which constitutes one of the most difficult as well as most beautiful passages in this Gospel. An illumination in the temple, which cast a bright light in the western part of the city on the fronts of the houses where the booths were erected, and the custom of drawing water, with which the people amused themselves and which they hoped would induce God to bless them with abundant rains, graced the festivity of the feast of tabernacles. This custom of drawing water was alluded to in the exclamation, "If any man thirst let him come unto me and drink" (7: 37). The hymns which were sung in the temple during the feast were certainly not without allusions to the blessing of the approaching season of rain; and probably suggested to Jesus the inspired passage which he added in confirmation of his promise to confer blessings on those who should come to him (7: 38). The following words of the Talmud deserve notice: The place is called the house for drawing water; but there they drew the Holy Spirit. The illumination suggested to Jesus the figure in 8: 12, where he calls upon men to follow him that they may have the light of life. It is true, as has been objected, that there was probably no illumination on that very day, the last day of the feast; but the enormous candlesticks, by which the illumination was produced, were before his eyes, and reminded those present of the light they had diffused. For these candlesticks were set up in the court of the women which was adjoining to the γαστροπολιστής.  

1 I have presented my exposition of this narrative in the following treatise: De conjugi Christiani vinculo indissolubili, commentatio exegetica. Frib. 1818. § 11 seq.

2 In regard to the custom of drawing water, see Mishna, Tract. de Tabernac. c. V. segm. 1. and c. 4, segm. 9. 10. "Distribute water at the feast of water, so that thou mayest be blessed with the annual rains." In Tosaphitha, Rosh ha-shona (De princi. anni) c. I. sect. 8, and Tosaphitha, Succa, c. III. n. 10, we find it threatened that whoever did not visit Jerusalem at this feast, should have no rain upon his lands.

3 Gemar. Hieros. Tr. Succa, c. V. segm. 1. מֵנְשֵׁה חֲלוֹמֵי שָׁם בִּרְיָה שְׁאוּמָה; and Isaiah 12: 3, מֵנְשֵׁה שָׁם בָּאצַב וְרַוַּיְתָה ליAlexander Ḥazôn; and Troshmen 4, מֵנְשֵׁה חֲלוֹמֵי שָׁם.

4 Respecting the illumination, see Mishna, De Tabernac. c. V. segm. 2, 3. Not only psalms but hymns and songs of praise were sung by pious men in the torch-dance, which they conducted with much skill. Ibid. seg. 4.

5 Lightfoot, Descript. Templi Hierosol. c. XVIII. and XIX.
or receptacle for the offerings, in which our Saviour spoke these words (8: 20).

3. Let us now observe the acts of Jesus; e. g. his healing the man who was born blind (9: 1—41), or his raising Lazarus (11: 1—46). The latter narrative in some parts displays the rural simplicity and sweetness of an idyl; and both have in common the characteristic of great particularity. Is it possible that the various feelings of the bystanders, their thoughts, their language, their behaviour, and the incidental circumstances connected with the occurrence, should be exhibited with more exactness? We have before us a rather lively and animated picture than a mere description. If we will but examine these narratives without prepossessions of any kind, and instead of forcing every thing to a previous opinion, permit our judgment to take its spontaneous course, we cannot but see evidence in the account of what was said and done, that the writer was a listener and spectator.

But this very story of Lazarus is the source of a multitude of questions, which are supposed, by those who ask them, to be so many objections. If Jesus wished to raise the dead, it is said, men are constantly dying; why did he not perform the miracle on some dead person close at hand in Jerusalem? I reply by another question: Why the one nearest at hand, and not rather a good man, and a friend? How many friends had Jesus at Jerusalem? Was any one of these, was Nicodemus, was Joseph of Arimathea, at that time dead? Why, it is said, perform the miracle in so insignificant a place as Bethany? True, it was not a place of much importance; but it was in the vicinity and in sight of Jerusalem. The miracle was performed amid a large concourse of people, and, as it were, in Jerusalem itself (11: 19). Though inconceivable, yet it is true, that some were incredulous, and told the Pharisees what had occurred (11: 46). The case was the same, as, according to the accounts of the other Gospels, it always was, when the Pharisees or their adherents witnessed the works of Jesus (Matt. 9: 34. 12: 14. Mark 3: 6. Luke 6: 11. Matt. 12: 22—24. Luke 11: 14, 15. 13: 4). They were wilfully obstinate (Matt. 12: 31, 32. Mark 3: 29). It would even have been singular had no one of the spies of the Pharisees been present. Malice on the part of some is essential to the completeness of the picture, which displays, simply but happily, the various dispositions and feelings of all the spectators.

Finally, by taking away this story we destroy one link in the chain of events. The rejoicing with which the people celebrated Christ's entry into Jerusalem becomes less intelligible; as also the sudden determination of the council to condemn him to death, while before they had not been able to adhere permanently to any such resolution.

4. Let us now turn our attention to other instances of particularity. The writer often designates the time of the occurrences he narrates. The next day (τὴν ἐπαύγον) after the inquiry made by the Pharisees, John the Baptist saith etc. (1: 29). The day after, he points out our Lord to two of his disciples who were the first disciples of Jesus (1: 35—42). The day following, Andrew brings his brother to Jesus. One day later, Jesus attaches to himself Philip and Nathaniel (1: 44—51). Three days after this occurrence, our Lord appears at Cana (2: 1 seq.). He leaves Sychar after residing there two days (4: 43). He said two days after
bearing of the illness of Lazarus (11: 6). After Lazarus was raised from the dead he went once more into retirement (11: 54), and six days before the passover appeared again in Bethany (12: 1). On the following day, when he went to Jerusalem, the people came forth to meet him (12: 9–12). He sometimes even designates the hour. It was the tenth hour when Andrew first visited our Lord (1: 39); the sixth, when our Lord arrived at Jacob’s well (4: 6); the seventh, when the nobleman’s son at Capernaum began to recover (4: 52).

To these may be added other minute circumstances and designations which could have been known only to a contemporary. Not long after the first passover, there was much water at Salim (3: 23). A certain man, whom Jesus healed, was 38 years old (5: 5). The disciples were five and twenty or thirty furlongs from the land when they saw Jesus (6: 19). The servant whose ear was cut off, was named Malchus (18: 10); it was a kinsman of this servant who consummated Peter’s fall (18: 26). The soldiers divided the upper garment into four parts; for it was a *τεσσάρων* which guarded the cross (19: 23. Comp. Acts 12: 4). The under garment was without seam (Κυμαν ἀθράκος, 19: 23), like a priest’s under garment (κυμαν ὑπὲ ἐν δυον πεπετυματον, ὦτε βαπτός, Jos. Ant. L. III. c. 7. n. 4). It was therefore not divided; but lots were cast for it. The weight of Mary’s ointment was a Litra (12: 3). The articles used in preparing the body for burial, weighed about one hundred Litrai (19: 39). When the disciples came to the sepulchre, they found the linen clothes lying apart, as also the *sudarium* wrapped together by itself (20: 7). Some traits of similar particularity have already been mentioned above (§ 54), in treating of his corrections of his predecessors and the additional completeness which he has imparted to the history.

§ 59.

We cannot discuss particular passages in which writers have contrived to discover references to later circumstances, or absurd explanations, and from which the inference has been drawn that the author wrote absurdly, and at a later period than has been supposed; but we will endeavor to defend him from the charge of ignorance of history and of the geography of the country.

It is objected against him that he places Bethany on the river Jordan, while it was really situated very near Jerusalem. He certainly does mention a Bethany on the Jordan in 1: 28. (Bethany is the true reading here; Bethabara is only a conjecture of Origen’s, which was made current by Chrysostom’s recommendation). But who can believe that an author, who states with so much precision the distance of Bethany from Jerusalem (viz. 15 furlongs, 11: 18), should have imagined the same town to have been on the Jordan, and even on the eastern side of it? We shall rather be satisfied that he meant to distinguish two different places, if we take the following passages into consideration. Our Lord went again to the eastern side of the Jordan, to the place where John at first baptized (10: 40); that is, in other words, to Bethany (1: 28). From this place he went to Bethany, the town of Mary and Martha (11: 1). Are not here two Bethanys? Although the orthography
of both is the same in Greek, it was not so, probably, in Hebrew. The
Bethany near Jerusalem, it is well known, was called בִּיָּרָה, the
one on the Jordan was probably בִּיַּרְבַּרֹת, a place for ships, nearly the
same as Bethabara, בִּיַּרְבַּרֹת, a place for crossing, a ferry. It was,
then, a thoroughfare from the east country to Palestine and back again;
where John must have found a great number of hearers and of candi-
dates for baptism.

The place which the Baptist chose for the second theatre of his la-
bors, was Ἐνών, near Salim (ἐν Ἀιών, ἔγγυς τοῦ Σαλέντα, 3: 23). It
is objected that "urbs Ἐνών non existit." This is admitted; but did
John baptize in a city? So unfortunate an objection should never have
been made by an exegete.

A city is mentioned which is called Sychar, Συχάρ or Συχάρ (4: 5).
This, it is said, "alia nisi Sichem esse non potest." And yet it was a
different place. Sichem, Flavia Neapolis, and Sychar, belong to differ-
et periods, as I shall show in my Geography of Canaan, which I hope
will soon be finished. Sychar, however, does not denote either the
drunken, from παχαμ, nor the deceitful or faithless, from πάχω; it is not any
opprobrious name. It was spelt παχαμ, as was long ago remarked,1 the
burial-place, where were deposited the bones of Joseph (Josh. 24:
32), and according to the common report in the times of our Saviour,
the remains of the twelve patriarchs (Acts 7: 15, 16); as also, according
to the declaration of the modern Samaritans, the remains of all the
prophets.

§ 60.

John is, moreover, charged with ignorance of history and of Jewish
customs, on account of the words, 'Caiaphas being the high priest that
same year' (11: 49); as though he meant to have it understood that
they were changed every year. Yet, whatever he meant, he was ap-
parently sure of it; for he soon after repeats the declaration, that Cai-
aphas was the high priest that year (18: 13).

Let us not grudge the pains we must take in examining anew a sub-
ject which has been often discussed. We shall go as far back as is ne-
necessary in order to set the circumstances of the time in a clear light.
After Tiberius had attained the Roman sovereignty, he recalled the pro-
curator Annius Rufus from Judea, and sent thither in his stead Vale-
rius Gratus, who administered the government of Judea eleven years,
consequently till some time in the twelfth year of the reign of Tiberius.
Gratus deprived Annas of the office of high priest, and gave it to Ish-
mael, the son of Phabi, whom, likewise, he soon deprived of it, in order
to bestow it on Eleazar, the son of Annas. He held the office a year,
and was then forced to yield it to Simon, the son of Canithus; who, in
turn, held the office for hardly the same length of time, and was then
succeeded by Joseph, surnamed Caiaphas.2

Caiaphas retained this dignity, the highest in his nation, until Tibe-

1 Cellarius Dissert. Academic. Diss. 6ta De Gent. Samarit. Histor. et Cerem-
2 Jos. Antiq. L. XVIII. c. 2. n. 2.
rius sent Vitellius to Syria to regulate or, more correctly speaking, to embroil the affairs of Parthia. Vitellius, after his consulship, was set over the province of Syria,\textsuperscript{1} which he governed till the twentieth year of Tiberius. For there were but three consulships after his, in the time of this emperor: in the third the world was delivered from this execrable sovereign.\textsuperscript{8}

When Vitellius travelled over his province, and came to Judea, whose procurator was under the authority of the pr\textsuperscript{3}ator of Syria, he was magnificently received at Jerusalem. He required the reception by marks of favor, and, to please the people, deprived Caiaphas of the office of high priest.\textsuperscript{3} This probably happened in the first year of his pr\textsuperscript{3}atorship; so that Caiaphas held this dignity as long, at least, as from the twelfth to the twenty-first year of the reign of Tiberius, i.e. nine years; an unheard of thing in those as well as in succeeding times.

Jonathan, another son of Anna\textsuperscript{s}, was next appointed high priest.\textsuperscript{4} When Vitellius, however, went to Jerusalem the second time, in the twenty-third and last year of the reign of Tiberius, he deposed Jonathan likewise, and made Theophilus, the third son of Anna\textsuperscript{s}, his successor.\textsuperscript{5} The rapidity with which the high priests, with the exception of Caiaphas, passed before the eyes of the nation, would furnish a good reason why John added the remark in question.

2. But we are led to take a step further. There were at that time in the Jewish council a great number of ἀρχιερεῖς, persons of the rank of high priests, two of whom, according to the Gospel of John, conducted the examination of our Saviour. He was first brought before Anna\textsuperscript{s}, and then before Caiaphas (18: 13 and 24). Now which of these two was the high priest? It was incumbent on the writer to answer this question for his readers. He has done so, once previously in 11: 49, and here again in 18: 13. He tells us that Caiaphas was high priest that year.

3. What follows may be regarded as completely decisive. Luke designates the time when our Lord was consecrated, not only by stating the year of the emperor’s reign, but also by mentioning the names of those who at that time occupied the highest stations in Palestine, viz. Pontius Pilate, the tetrarchus Herod, Philip, and Lysanias, and then the high priests Anna\textsuperscript{s} and Caiaphas (Luke 3: 1, 2). How happens it that he names two high priests, if there was only one? How happens it that he names them in the order of their age, and consequently gives Anna\textsuperscript{s} the precedence, if Caiaphas was the only high priest? Most certainly we have here two high priests at the same time. Not long afterward Anna\textsuperscript{s} appears again with precedence before Caiaphas (Acts 4: 5, 6), which could have been due to him only as being really high priest.

Yet the sacred functions belonging to this office could not be performed by more than one at a time. They must, therefore, have taken turns each year, or each feast. As the presidency of the council and the

\textsuperscript{1} Sueton. Vitell. c. 2.
\textsuperscript{2} Tacit. Ann. L. VI. c. 31, c. 40, c. 45.
\textsuperscript{3} Jos. Ant. L. XVIII. c. 4. n. 3.
\textsuperscript{4} Jos. Ant. L. XVIII. c. 4. n. 3.
\textsuperscript{5} Jos. Ant. L. XVIII. c. 5. n. 3.
supreme direction of affairs were connected with this office, a yearly change must have been most convenient. So much is deductible merely from the nature of the case. Some circumstances contained in the preceding history will serve to elucidate this subject still further. Of all the rivals of Caiaphas, Annas was the most powerful. He had already held the office of high priest himself, and succeeded in elevating his five sons, one after another, to the same dignity; viz. Eleazar before Caiaphas, and after Caiaphas, Jonathan, Theophilus, one whose name is unknown, and Annas the younger.\(^1\) Caiaphas could not have sustained himself for so many years against the influence and wealth of such a competitor, had he not consented to a measure which would disarm his opposition. For his own security, Caiaphas was compelled to permit him to share his office, and to enter into a compact, which, it seems, was even ratified by a family connection. Caiaphas took to wife the daughter of Annas (John 18: 13). As usual however, without friendly feelings, two could not hold the same dignity together. The silence of Josephus cannot be adduced against this, as he had good reason to pass over in silence so discreditale a transaction in regard to the high priest's office. Neither does he state any thing of this kind as to a single one of the many who held the office; although we cannot doubt that more than one obtained it by bribery or purchase. At any rate his mere silence cannot outweigh the express declaration of Luke. Annas and Caiaphas were, therefore, high priests at the same time, but performed the functions of their office alternately.

Not less stress is laid by the opponent of John's history on the irreconcilable discrepancy which is said to exist between it and the other Gospels in regard to the last supper, and the death of Jesus. Let us attempt to reconcile it.

Some days before the passover our Lord entered Jerusalem in considerable state (Matth. 21: 1 seq. Mark 11: 1. Luke 19: 29); but returned to Bethany to lodge (Matth. 21: 17. Mark 11: 11). He visited Jerusalem and the temple a second time (Matth. 21: 18. Mark 11: 15), and a third (Mark 11: 27. Matth. 21: 23). There now remained two days before the feast of unleavened bread (Mark 14: 1. Matth. 26: 2). Hence five days elapsed after his entry into Jerusalem before the feast of unleavened bread. Just so in John: Jesus arrived at Bethany six days before the passover (12: 1); and on the next day, \(τῇ ἐσχατῇ\), i.e. five days before the passover, our Lord made his entry into Jerusalem (12: 12). As yet, there is not the slightest discrepancy. Now if, as we design to show, the feast of the passover that year began, according to the custom of the Jews, on Thursday evening; reckoning back six days, Thursday excluded, we find that our Saviour arrived at Bethany on Friday of the preceding week, and visited the temple on the Sabbath, amid the acclamations of the people. He visited it a second and third time on our Sunday and Monday; after which there were two days, Tuesday and Wednesday, remaining before the Thursday on which the \(Ζυπά\) commenced.

Before speaking of the passover, we will first inquire when our Lord died? He died and was buried on the preparation-day, the \(παρασκευή\)

\(^{1}\) Jos. Ant. L. XX. c. 9. at the beginning.
(Math. 27: 63. Mark 15: 42. Luke 23: 54). In John's Gospel too, it is stated that it was the παρασκευή on which he was crucified (19: 14), taken down from the cross (19: 31), and carried to the sepulchre (19: 42). This day corresponds to our Friday; for the παρασκευή was the προσάρθσις (Mark 15: 42), or the day immediately followed by the Sabbath (Luke 23: 54). This Sabbath, however, was one of peculiar importance (John 19: 31), because the passover fell upon it (John 19: 14, ἦν γὰρ παρασκευή τοῦ πάσχα). So far there is nothing which disturbs the harmony of the Evangelists.

The difficulty lies elsewhere, viz. in the expression, the first day of unleavened bread. The disciples inquired of our Lord on the first day of unleavened bread, τῇ πρώτῃ τοῦ ὀξύμων, where he would have the passover prepared, and immediately received command what to do in order to make ready the passover (Math. 26: 17. Mark 14: 12. Luke 22: 7). According to Mosaic institution, the passover began to be observed on the 14th of Nisan at evening, and extended to the evening of the 15th, ἐν τῷ πρώτῳ μῆνι (Ex. 12: 6 seq. Num. 9: 1—6. Deut. 16: 5—8); and at this time unleavened bread began to be eaten (Ex. 12: 18. Num. 28: 17). In the case under consideration, therefore, the first day of unleavened bread was the Sabbath, on which the passover happened to fall. Now according to the Evangelists (it is objected), Jesus observed the passover on the first day of unleavened bread; and yet on the first day of unleavened bread, or on the Sabbath, he was already in the grave. This objection is unanswerable, if we decide the case solely according to the Mosaic regulations; if we do not take into account innovations which gradually crept in.

After their return from Babylon the Jews were more religious than they had ever been before. In many things they were desirous of doing beyond what Moses required of them, and overburdened themselves with needless ceremonies. They were not content merely to keep the feasts which were ordained by Moses, but desired to honor and sanctify them still more by observing the preceding day; and in this the Galileans even surpassed the Jews. When this custom was first introduced cannot be ascertained. Mention is made of it in the book of Judith (8: 6). In the days of our Saviour, however, as it seems from the Gospels, it was universally prevalent.

The fishermen and millers of Tiberias, Sephor, and Acco, observed the day preceding the feast, and left off their usual occupations.1 In Judea it was customary on the day before the passover to work till noon; but in Galilee no work was done during the whole day.2 The duties of the temple on the day before the passover, we are told by the Mishna, were the same as on the Sabbath, except that the priest, contrary to the wish of the wise, was in the habit of cleansing the court from the

2 Mischn. Tract. de Pasch. c. 14. seq. 5.
blood. The Jerusalem Gemara asserts unconditionally that the day before the passover is as sacred as the passover itself.

The new opinion in regard to the sacred character of the day preceding the passover brought along with it a change in respect to the exclusion of leaven from the houses. It could no longer be used on a day which was now esteemed holy. On this account all the places where leaven might be deposited were examined at candle-lighting on the evening of the day before; i.e. on Thursday evening, for the Jewish and Babylonian day commenced at evening. This was the practice in Judaea, although the whole of the day previous was not accounted sacred. In Galilee, however, where the nedarim, or observance, was more strict, and the whole day was holy, no work being performed upon it, it was necessary that this examination should be made before the commencement of the day, i.e. before the evening of Thursday. Hence Thursday before evening might, from the custom in Galilee, be called the time of unleavened bread. It may even have been the case that the natural day, Thursday, was universally termed the day of unleavened bread; for in several instances in the sacred writings the word day is thus used to mean only the natural day.

But a difficulty, at least an apparent one, still remains. "And the first day of unleavened bread, when they killed the passover;" ὁτε τὸ πάσχα ἐθνοῦ (Mark 14: 12). When who killed the passover? Is it meant, when the Jews killed the passover? By no means; for they ate the passover on Friday evening (John 18: 29). Mark is not speaking of the Jews, but the disciples, μαθηταί; and means to say that they killed the passover the same day on which they made inquiry of Jesus in respect to it. The case is the same as to the words of Luke: "Then came the day of unleavened bread, when the passover must be killed" (22: 7).

The words ὁταύ τῶν μαθητῶν, by the disciples, are understood: must, in order that they might have the pleasure of keeping it with our Lord. Nor is there anything contradictory to this in John's account: "Now before the feast of the passover (πρὸ τῆς κοσμῆς τοῦ πάσχα, i.e. before the Jews killed the paschal lamb), when Jesus knew that his hour was come, etc. (13: 1).

It was on Thursday, then, on the first day of unleavened bread, at evening, that our Lord kept the passover. Before he sat down with the disciples to his supper, the supper of the new covenant, he girded himself and washed their feet, as was the custom on the part of hosts towards their guests (John 13: 1—12 seq.).

But did our Lord slay the passover one day earlier than the Jews? Why not? It was not his design to render the 14th day of Nisan, or the paschal lamb, or any of the solemnities of the Jewish passover, sacred in the estimation of his followers. Here we might rest the matter; but we add further the following remark. It is, nevertheless, probable that Jesus kept the passover in accordance with the rites of his nation at

---

1 Misch. Tr. de Pasch. c. 5. seg. 8.
3 Misch. Tr. de Pasch. c. I. seg. 1.
that period. The custom of celebrating the preceding day in the
temple, with as much solemnity as the feast-day itself, favored the
opinion that the two days were equally holy; and from the positive
declaration in the Gemara, that the day before the passover is as
holy as the passover itself, it is a logical conclusion, that, at least under
certain circumstances, the passover might be eaten on the former. Je-
sus justifies himself by circumstances for keeping the passover on this
day. His words are (Matt. 26: 18), Say unto him (the man), the
Master saith, My time is at hand (Õ nairos mou õgygis touts' i.e. the
time of my death); as much as to say, I have no time to lose, if I in-
tend to eat the passover. If it had never been allowable to eat the pass-
over on the day preceding the feast, the reason assigned would not have
justified Jesus in doing so, nor could it have made his message to the
man at all intelligible to him. Now before the feast of the passover,
Jesus knowing (says John in exculpation of him, as it were), that the
hour of his departure from this world was at hand (13: 1), sat down to
supper with his disciples.

But if the day preceding the passover was so holy, how could the
high priests and their adherents occupy themselves upon it with the tri-
al of Jesus? They could do so without scruple; for among the Jews
it was allowable to employ the whole morning in business and labor.
It was only among the Galileans that the stricter custom prevailed of
keeping the entire day holy.

Lastly, the writer has been charged with ignorance of the Jewish
language, on account of the explanation contained in 9: 7, Σιλωαμ, ο
κατανευταις αποσταλεμένος, Siloam which is by interpretation Sent.
The word occurs generally in this form (Siloam) in Josephus, who had
before his eyes the national custom of his time. Its root is properly
την (Isai. 8: 6), which, indeed, in this form, does not signify one sent.
But it must not be forgotten that in those times mysteries and occult
meanings were sought for in proper names; as e.g. by Philo fre-
frequently, and sometimes by Paul: "For this Agar is Mt. Sinai in Ara-
bia" (Gal. 4: 25); Melchisedek signifies king of righteousness, and
his being king of Salem denotes that he was king of peace (βασιλεύς
εἰς υἱόν, Heb. 7: 2). This pursuit of etymological mysteries led to the
higher sense of ψηφίζω among the Jews. The word τήν has various
meanings according to the vowels with which it is furnished; and,
among others that of την, αποσταλεμένος. Now it made no difference
whether the writer applied the concealed significations to Jesus who
sent, or to the blind man who was sent; either application was in
accordance with the custom of learned Jews.

The observation on which we are commenting arose from a peculiar-
ity of the writer, who, penetrated with the conviction of the divine ori-
gin of Jesus, was strongly disposed to discern something deep and mys-
tic in his conduct and fortunes upon earth, and frequently introduces
into his book remarks of this nature, which were sometimes his own,
and sometimes made by his fellow-disciples (2: 17. 12: 16. 11: 51, 52.
12: 37—42. 18: 32. 19: 36, 37). Connected with this is another pecu-
liarity viz. that of accompanying our Lord's words with explanations

We have now met the charge which has been made against the au-
The first three Evangelists have divided their history into Journeys made from Capernaum. These form with them so many sections of the narrative. John, however, arranges events according to a chronological principle of division. His chronology is regulated by means of six Jewish feasts, five of which were kept by Jesus at Jerusalem.

The first of these feasts is a passover (2: 13); the second is merely called generally, a feast of the Jews (ἐορτή τῶν οὐδαιων, 5: 1). The rest, again, are all definitely designated by name. The third was a passover (6: 4), the next the feast of tabernacles (7: 2), the next the feast of the dedication (10: 22), and then comes the final passover.

In the ancient world, and particularly among the Jews, feasts were the popular measures of time. To neglect these, and attend only to local circumstances in the succession of events in John, would be rejecting definite statements of time, on account of a mere dispute about words. For the place and the time, the feast and the Holy City, are here inseparable. The events occurred at a feast; the feast was in the Holy City. On any other supposition we must assume that the historian put the last feast before the first, and arranged them all solely according to his fancy; while the contrary is very clear.

John, it seems, has mentioned but one of these feasts indefinitely, under the general designation, ἐορτή τῶν οὐδαιων, a feast of the Jews (5: 1).
Some have been inclined to consider this as having been a passover, because of the preceding conversation, in which our Lord among other things says: "Say not ye, There are yet four months, and then cometh the harvest? Lift up your eyes, and look on the fields; for they are white already to harvest (4: 35). Now the harvest began at the end of the feast of the passover; and therefore it has been inferred that the next feast was a feast of the passover.  

But there was one still nearer at hand; and hence the inference is uncertain: for it could not be conclusive unless the feast of the passover were the only one during this period. Within the four months, about a month earlier than the passover, occurred the Purim feast; which was in a peculiar sense the feast of the Jews.  

There is the less reason to doubt that this is the feast which is meant, as the passover is represented to have occurred a few days after, when Jesus had returned from what is termed the feast of the Jews (5: 1—6: 1, 4). On this supposition, too, we should expect the rest to have happened as John relates; viz. that our Lord would let this passover go by unobserved, working miracles and teaching in Galilee, inasmuch as he had just reached home from Jerusalem.  

On the other hand, if, as is proposed, we consider this feast as a passover, we involve ourselves in fresh difficulty. As our Lord stayed at home over the passover which is mentioned a few days after his return, there must have been, from the first supposed passover to the one which he omitted to keep, a whole year, and from the latter six months more to the feast of tabernacles; during all which time he was not in Jerusalem, and, contrary to the public institutions, omitted religious observances for more than a year and a half; thus exposing himself to universal censure and reproach.  

So far our position is justified and confirmed. On the other hand, it is objected, that John calls the feast in question merely a feast, ἔορτον, in which case the term must designate the passover, κατ᾽ ἔορτον, as the greatest of the feasts. The following passages, it is said, are proofs of this, viz. Math. 27: 15. Mark 15: 6. Luke 23: 17. John 4: 45. But these passages are all preceded by a definite statement that the feast was a passover. Hence it was not necessary, in the course of the narrative, to repeat the word passover perpetually; but the general term feast was sufficient, in conformity with the usage of all languages. John proceeds in a similar manner in regard to the feast of tabernacles. After designating it by name (7: 2), he expresses himself only in a general way in the sequel: Jesus went up to the feast; about the middle of the feast; in the last day of the feast (7: 10, 14, 37).  

Why do we not likewise infer from this, that when the word feast is put by itself, we are to understand feast of tabernacles? The case is precisely the same; the passages before mentioned are of the same nature as these: It was the passover; they thought to take him, but not at the feast; it was usual at the feast, etc.  

As this objection, which is the principal one urged against our position, has thus been obviated, it may seem superfluous to add anything

---

further in order to elucidate the point under consideration. Yet we wish it to be observed that the historian does not call the feast in question simply ἔστη, but ἔστη τῶν Ἰουδαίων. The addition so alters the import of the expression, that it is possible to render it in two different ways. Ἐστη τῶν Ἰουδαίων may mean merely a feast of the Jews, or, by way of eminence, the Jewish feast. But, it may be said, it should in the latter case be ἡ ἔστη τῶν Ἰουδαίων. Very well; but do not important MSS. contain this reading? Add to these the Memphitic version, which exhibits the same. What, moreover, is most probable, considering the custom of the historian? He designates all the other feasts by name, πάσχα τῶν Ἰουδαίων (2: 18), τὸ πάσχα, ἡ ἔστη τῶν Ἰουδαίων (6: 4), ἡ ἔστη τῶν Ἰουδαίων, ἡ σκηνοπηγὴ (7: 2), ἡμικαίνα τῶν Ἶπερσολύμων (10: 22); and, judging from his usual custom, this must be the proper name of the feast. Perhaps it was the name commonly given to it by the Asiatics. No feast was so proper to be called, by way of eminence, the Jewish feast, as the Purim. It was the commemoration of their miraculous preservation, festum ob servatos Judaeos. The amusements of the occasion, too, were such as to make it rather a feast of the people (ἡμικαίνα τῶν Ἰουδαίων) than a religious solemnity. In every point of view it is exactly designated by the term, feast of the Jews.

Besides, it was in such high estimation among the Jews, that while the prophets, the Hagiographa, and usages, were to be done away by the Messiah in his new dispensation, the law of Moses and the Purim feast were excepted. Our Lord’s desire to prevent unnecessary hindrances to belief in his Messiahship may have been the reason why he paid regard to this feeling of the people and proved his respect for the feast by observing it.

For the sake of completeness, however, we must mention, that the words in John 6: 4, ἦν δὲ Ἰησοῦς τὸ πάσχα, ἡ ἔστη τῶν Ἰουδαίων, have been sometimes regarded as an interpolation. As the learned believed they were to regard the feast so indefinitely mentioned, as a passover, and, on the other hand, knew too well that another passover could not succeed in the course of a few days, they sought to make out the troublesome words to be suspicious. There were no internal grounds of suspicion, except their inconsistency with an opinion which was regarded as the only possible one.2 Nor were there any external grounds. All

---

1 Gemar. Hieros. Tract. Megill. Cap. I. Const. VIII. The Megillah of the dedication will cease, but the Purim-feast will not, אִם לֹא תַעֲסֵק הַמֶּגִילָה. Shortly after: The prophets and Hagiographa will be done away; but not the books of the law. Directly after is subjoined: Nor shall the Megillah of Esther be done away, nor the legal observances: שֶׁאֵין נָיִן אֲשֶׁר יֵעָסֵק הַמֶּגִילָה אֲשֶׁר יֵעָסֵק הַמֶּגִילָה נָיִן גֶּזֶר הָגֵי הַגֹּיֶם. See a similar passage from Rabbi Ben Maemon in Hottinger’s Thes. Phil. seu Clavis Script. L. II. c. 1. sect. 3. The prophetic writings and Hagiographa will be done away in the days of the Messiah, except the book of Esther, which is perpetual like the books of the law.

2 The Bp. of Landaff presents to view all the learning which has been exhibited on this subject, “Notes and Additions to Michaelis” Introd.” Germ. Ed. Part II. p. 50 [284 Eng. Ed. Vol. III. P. 2. p. 56 seq.] and impartially considers the whole matter to be, as it really is, mere conjecture.
the Mass. and versions contradict the supposition;¹ nor can their testimony be altered by the decision which has recently been pronounced.

We have then in John the following feasts, the Purim, the passover, the feast of tabernacles, the feast of the dedication, and the last passover; only three passovers in all, though the ancients sometimes assert that there were more.² All these three feasts, however, do not make the duration of his ministry to have been more than two years. On the first, he made known his Messianic dignity and mission in the Holy City; during the second, as he had just returned from the feast of Purim, he remained in Galilee; and on the third he closed his career as a teacher. From the first to the third are two years; perhaps six or seven weeks more should be added, taking into account the time from his baptism to the first passover.

§ 62.

To get a clear idea of the structure of the Gospels, the first three of which describes scenes in Galilee alone, and the fourth almost exclusively occurrences in Judea, we must seek out the points of contact between them. I commence this inquiry with the confession that I have to correct a former error, which merited severe censure.

The first three contain accounts of several of our Lord’s journeys; John’s contains accounts of his visits to the feasts at Jerusalem. A question here arises, which is of importance in regard to all the Gospels; and that is, which of these journeys coincide with the five feasts which led Jesus to the Holy City?

John the Baptist appears as our Lord’s forerunner. Our Lord after his baptism withdraws into the wilderness, and, the next day after the inquiry made of John by certain persons sent to him from Jerusalem, returns to John (1:29). On the following day he obtains his first two disciples (1:35—41), and on the next Simon Peter (42—44). The day after, Philip and Nathaniel become his disciples; on which account he postpones his intention of going into Galilee. Three days after, however, he appears in Cana (2:1). He then repairs to Capernaum (2:12), takes up his abode there a few days, and afterwards goes to Jerusalem to keep the first passover (2:13 seq.).

Here, in the concourse at the feast, in the midst of his countrymen, in the temple of the metropolis, he first authoritatively announces himself, revealing his dignity and proclaiming his mission (2:13—3:22). Leaving the Holy City, he takes up his abode on the Jordan, baptizing and teaching (3:22—36), till a comparison between him and the Baptist, which might have been prejudicial to the latter, induces him to leave this region, whence he passes through Samaria and Sychar to Galilee (4:1—5). At Sychar he remains two days (4:43), and then enters

¹ Kuinoel, Comm. in libr. N. T. Hist. Vol. III. Evang. Joan. has very rightly opposed to this idea the agreement of Mass. and versions in regard to John 6:4.
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Galilee; visits Cana again, and on his way to Capernaum performs his second miracle in Galilee (43—54).

How long he abode on the banks of the Jordan, we can see from the conversation on the way home (4: 35). There are yet four months, and then cometh harvest. Harvest fell in the middle of April; hence Jesus was on his way home about the middle of our December, when the weather in Palestine is unfavorable for occupations in the open air; and from the passover to this time, a period of eight months, he had employed himself in Judea in gathering his early disciples and adherents.

Now when Jesus arrives in Galilee, and approaches Capernaum, John breaks off his narrative, as though nothing further occurred in this region. He immediately begins: "After this there was a feast of the Jews, and Jesus went up to Jerusalem" (5: 1). Did nothing happen here, then? did Jesus come here only to travel back?

The occurrences in Galilee are the province of the other Evangelists; in whom, consequently, we must seek for them. We will cite Luke in behalf of all the three Evangelists, as being the last of them. Jesus visits Nazareth, the place where he had been brought up; is not honored there (Luke 4: 16—31), and

I. Returns to Capernaun.
   (a) Heals the demoniac in the synagogue.
   (b) Enters Simon's house.
   (c) Enters Simon's ship.
   (d) Heals the leper.

II. Jesus comes again to Capernaum, as Mark (2: 1) states more distinctly.
   (a) Heals a paralytic.
   (b) Calls Matthew, or Levi.
   (c) The disciples of John fast.
   (d) The disciples of Jesus go through the corn-fields.

   (a) Heals the man with a withered hand.
   (b) Chooses the twelve. Delivers a discourse (the sermon on the mount) to them and the surrounding multitude.
   (c) Heals the centurion's servant.
   (d) Goes to Nain.
   (e) The disciples of John inquire whether Jesus is he that should come?
   (f) The woman that was a sinner anoints our Lord.
   (g) Many adhere to him; Mary Magdalene, Joanna the wife of Chuza, etc.
   (h) The mother and brethren of Jesus come to see him.
   (i) Jesus sleeps in the storm; arrives at Gadars.
   (k) Restores to life the daughter of Jairus.

IV. Jesus arrives in his own country (Mark 6: 1).
   (a) He gives the twelve power over demons.
   (b) Herod believes that John is risen.
   (c) The twelve return, and relate what they have done.
   (d) Jesus feeds the five thousand.
At this point (Matth. 14: 13, Mark 6: 35, Luke 9: 12), John joins in the narrative again, and relates with the rest the feeding of the five thousand, and the appearance of Jesus on the sea, which was connected with it (John 6: 1—22). This is a point at which all the biographers of our Lord meet after a long separation. The occurrence, according to John, took place soon after the feast of the Jews (Purim) (5: 1—6: 22), a few days before the second passover (6: 4).

Now when did our Lord go down from Galilee to attend the feast of the Jews? We have no trace of the fact in the first and second Journeys. In the third Journey, however, his departure to this feast is indicated by Luke. Our Lord gradually moves downward from Galilee; his fame goes before him in the direction of Judea (Luke 7: 17). He is already approaching the borders of Samaria, and is passing through Nain; for the usual route from Galilee to Jerusalem by way of Samaria lay through Nain.¹

The Baptist bears of his approach, and is not able to understand it. For this several reasons may be assigned, drawn from preceding occurrences. Our Lord had not long since left Judea, and was now, so soon, returning. It was much too early for the passover, which he had chosen the first time as the occasion on which to show himself to the people. Was he about to employ himself again in baptizing on the banks of the Jordan? But he had once relinquished this employment, that he might not restrict the Baptist’s operations. Could it be one, or a party, of the disciples of Jesus, that was coming with a commission to baptize in his name on the banks of the Jordan? All was uncertain. If it was Jesus himself, respect required him to send a deputation to receive him; if it was not, it was proper to send messengers for the sake of learning the fact.

According to Luke, the party arrived in the vicinity of Jerusalem, and there the woman that was a sinner anointed our Lord; for she dwelt in Bethany. Luke, it is true, as we have before remarked, has given this event too early a position; yet his assignment of the occurrence to this period must have been based on the knowledge that Jesus was on his way to the Holy City, and had already come into its neighborhood.

What he did there is to be sought for in John (5: 1—6: 1). Our Lord was at the feast of the Jews.

Meanwhile, it would seem (third Journey f, g, h), Luke begins to relate the return home (8: 1); the retinue of Jesus is augmented (8: 2, 3). On the way, the mother and brethren of Jesus come to him and desire to see him (8: 19). This fit of solicitude to see him is without any motive or connexion in the Gospels. On the supposition, however, that Jesus was returning from the feast, nothing is more natural than this desire to see him, and learn what he had done and what had befallen him there. The Journey continues, the travellers reach home; and soon after we find Jesus on the sea of Tiberias (8: 22). He crosses over to Gadara; restores to life the daughter of Jairus; sends forth the twelve; and, after their return, feeds the five thousand (8: 26—9: 11).

This occurrence, viz. the story of the five thousand (fourth Journey,
of the New Testament.
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d), is, as we have said, the point at which all the Gospels unite. John narrates it, because Jesus, having just returned from the feast of the Jews, abode in Galilee during the passover; and particularly, because a discourse was connected therewith, which would be unintelligible without it, and was peculiarly adapted to John’s purpose. In it our Lord spoke in a more striking manner than on any other occasion concerning his high origin and dignity (6: 22—71). With this discourse John abruptly breaks off his narration. It was not the period of the passover; Jesus spent more than six months in Galilee before the next feast; and yet John speaks directly of a conference in regard to going up to Jerusalem to the feast of tabernacles (7: 1 seq.).


After these events, Matthew and Mark hasten to the conclusion of their history. Jesus goes to Jerusalem to meet his death (Matt. 19: 1. Mark 10: 1). In John, on the contrary, he is represented as living a great while longer; he travels twice to Jerusalem, to the feast of tabernacles (7: 1—3), and to that of the dedication (10: 22), and then, finally, to the last passover.

It is not to be denied that there are here great chasms in the first two histories. Where are the occurrences between the two visits to the temple? where are the accounts of the journey to each of these feasts? They are wanting; and the history is here deficient in respect to some essential parts. It certainly was so, and it would, moreover, have continued so, had not Luke supplied these portions of the history, which escaped the attention of his predecessors. But while the latter go on to describe the last journey of Jesus to Jerusalem, Luke narrates two journeys to the Holy City, which they do not mention (9: 51 and 13: 22), and which we before designated (§ 42) as the most remarkable portion of original historical matter furnished by this writer.

If, now, we connect these journeys with their corresponding feasts; one with the feast of tabernacles, the other with that of the dedication, we shall obtain a simple and complete whole, without doing any violence to the narration.

We have thus combined all the important facts of the four historical books into one whole, and have given a general solution of what has
been always considered the most difficult problem in regard to them. We have executed what is technically called a Harmony.

§ 63.

After thus entering into the fundamental plan of the Gospels, comparing their materials, arrangement, mutual relation, and respective modes of treating the history, and analysing in detail the portions of the whole which are presented by each, and their historical characteristics, we can now deduce a general conclusion concerning their value and authority, which is the ultimate and most important object of such an investigation.

We have before us, as historians, four men who have delineated the acts and doctrines of Jesus. Of these, two were not only contemporaries but friends and disciples of our Lord, and mostly eye-witnesses of his actions. Of the two others, who lived in intimacy with his contemporaries and confidential friends, one wrote from the dictation of the disciple on whom Jesus placed most reliance, and on whom he rested the success of his plans as on a rock; the other was a man of learning, acquainted with the duties of an historian, and connected with the immediate disciples of Jesus by co-operation in his purposes, and, lastly, was himself in the country and on the theatre of events, at the period when they occurred, and followed their progress with an observing eye. It would certainly be extremely difficult to find an example of any great man or philosopher, whose actions have been preserved to posterity by writers so many in number, so worthy of credit on account of their knowledge of the subject, and so capable in every point of view.

Now these four authors wrote and published their works at different periods; the second having the first, the third his two predecessors, and the fourth all the rest, before him. Each of them considered his duty and his merit to consist in surpassing the narrative of his predecessor in accuracy. The second amended the work of his predecessor in point of arrangement and chronology, and was intent upon more exact particularity and precision, about which the latter felt no anxiety. In other respects, he constantly adheres to the narrative and even phraseology of his predecessor so closely, that we readily perceive his work to be only a collection of critical notes upon the other. The third subjected every thing to fresh examination, and added whatever had been left unobserved by the second, which would improve the narrative of the first in point of particularity or precision, as well as whatever was wanting in both; and, by the aid of his investigations, made a new revision of all the existing narratives respecting Jesus. Finally, the fourth saw the works of all the others, and gave the last finish to their accounts, and, likewise, by supplying what had all along been omitted, to the whole history.

Thus there was a general emulation in respect to accuracy, minuteness, and fidelity; we perceive no consideration for each other, no fear of contradiction, no forbearance, much less any mutual understanding. The second work, in fact, is a critique on the first, the third on the second, and the fourth on all the preceding; and if either writer had ven-
tured to say what was not true, his successor would have made it a point to correct it. Now where can there be found a history which bears such indubitable marks of pure endeavor after truth, as are contained in the impartial exerions and many successive amendments of emulous individuals, which are brought to view in our investigations respecting these Gospels?

I will here subjoin a fine passage from John Chrysostom. It is from the Preface to his Homilies on Matthew.1

Τῇ οὖν; οὐκ ἤρθες εἰς εὐαγγελιστής πάντα εἰπεῖν; Ἡρεμεῖς μέν ἄλλα μὴν τέσσαρες οἱ γραφοῦσας ο家都知道, μὴν κατὰ τούς αὐτοὺς καμινοὺς, μὴν ἐν τοῖς αὐτοῖς τόποις, μὴν συνελθόντες καὶ διαλέγοντες ἀλλότρια ἡμῖν ἄφετε ἃ ἐν ἑνός στόματος πάντα φθέγγονται, μεγίστη τῆς ἁληθείας ἀπόδειξις τούτο γίνεται. Καὶ μὴν τοιούτῳ πάντως, φησί οὖν οἱ πολλοὶ γὰρ διαφωνοῦσιν ἐλέγχονται. Αὐτῷ μὲν οὖν τούτῳ μέγιστῳ δείγμα τῆς ἁληθείας ἔστιν. Εἰ γὰρ πάντα συνεφόρησαμεν μετὰ αὐτῶν, καὶ μέχρι καιροῦ, καὶ μέχρι τόπον, καὶ μέχρι ὅμως αὐτῶν, οὐδεὶς ἀν ἐπιστέα καὶ ἐπιτρέπει τούς εἰρήνην, οὐτὶ μὴ συνελθόντες ἀπὸ συνθέσεως τοῦ ἁγίου καὶ ἁγίου εἰρήνης ἔγραψαν ἀπερ ἐγραμμήν οὐ γάρ ἐγίνετε τῆς ἁληθείας τὴν τοιαύτην συμφωνίαν. Νυν δὲ καὶ ἡ δοκιμάζου ἐν μικρῷ εἰσὶν διαφωνία, πάσης ἀπαλλαττεῖς αὐτοῦ παιδαγίας, καὶ λαμπρῶς ὑπὲρ τοῦ τρόπου τῶν γραμμάτων ἀπολογείται. Εἰ δὲ τι περὶ καιροῦ ἡ τόπων διαφόρως ἀπηγγέλλω, τούτῳ οὐδὲν βλάπτουσα τοῖς εἰρήμενος τὴν ἁληθείαν.

So far Chrysostom; and now we surrender these books into the hands of theologians, whose province it is to inquire what share of their composition is to be attributed to a higher than human power.

§ 64.

We must recur once more to John's Gospel, in order, if possible, to discover the place of its composition and destination, and the period of its publication. From indications contained in the work itself, it would seem that our author had foreigners in his eye in composing it. He puts himself in their situation, and speaks of his countrymen as of a people foreign to himself and to his readers. The Jews said; the Jews did; there was a feast of the Jews; it is the custom of the Jews. It is always οἱ ξοδεῖοι, not as in the other Gospels, ὁ λαὸς, οἱ ὅχλοι, τὸ πλῆθος. Then, too, he interprets words belonging to the national tongue; as μὴ δεῦ (I. 42), γενεᾶ (19: 13). So common a word as Messiah must be explained: 'which is Χριστός' (1: 42). He does not even consider the word Rabbi as intelligible to his readers (1: 39). For the same reason, he deemed it necessary to inform them respecting the relation existing between the Jews and Samaritans (4: 9); of the fact that the Galileans also went up to the feast (4: 45); respecting the Jewish custom of purification (2: 6), and their mode of burying the dead (19: 40). Those for whom he intended his Gospel were, therefore, at least most of them, heathen; and, judging from the language of the book, most probably Greeks.

1 The author has given a translation of the passage into German, for which I have substituted the original Greek.—Tr.
Nothing is of more avail in elucidation of the circumstances of a writer than his letters, if any such chance to descend to posterity. This advantage we actually enjoy in the present case. Let us therefore examine them, to see if they afford us any information concerning the history of the writer or concerning his work.

§ 65.

FIRST EPISTLE OF JOHN.

This epistle has so visible a reference to John's Gospel that I cannot but think they belong together.

Yet, according to some recent observations by a celebrated writer, the two compositions were separated from each other by a considerable period of time, and the Epistle bears evident marks of later origin than the Gospel. "The Gospel," it is said, "is written with manly energy, and the Epistle with feebleness; the Gospel evinces the vigor of the prime of life, and the Epistle the weakness of old age; the former evinces the order, brevity, and precision of the most perfect possession of the mental powers, and the latter in its want of order, repetitions, and verbosity, betrays the loss of memory and judgment, and consequently was written in the decline of life."1

A close examination, however, will not confirm these positions. With what minuteness does John present our Lord's discourses, as though he meant that not a single word of them should escape him! Look, for example, at a discourse extending through four entire chapters (14—18). There is not a trace here of the bold manner of writing of a historian in his prime, condensing the substance of long addresses into a brief synoptical form. With what anxious exactness does he relate how certain persons interrupted our Lord in his discourses; how he replied, they rejoined, he said, etc. (8: 12—59. 7: 24—71). Look at the conversations which he relates (8: 1—22. 4: 4—42); and observe the tone of his narratives of what Jesus did; e.g. the healing of the blind man (9: 1—41), the raising of Lazarus (11: 1—46). Does the account of a miracle occur in Matthew, Mark or Luke, accompanied with all this particularity; with the opinions, language and conduct of the spectators?

There may perhaps be a few exceptions; but on the whole, the description of facts or representation of doctrines in concise and nervous language, and the vigor of the prime of life which, it is imagined, are found in this book, are not characteristics of it. Minute particularity and familiar narrative belong to advanced years; and we can say with truth that the style, like that of Isocrates in his old age, though often prolix, is agreeable.

1 Eichhorn, Einleit. in das neue Test. II. Bd. 2d Part, § 182. p. 309.
§ 66.

As there have been errors in higher criticism in regard to the Gospel, so have there been, likewise, in regard to the Epistle. But before proceeding, let us give a faithful account of its contents.

After an introduction, which for the present we leave unnoticed, the course of thought in the Epistle is as follows. God is light; and we must strive after this light, that we may be cleansed by the blood of Jesus. He who imagines himself sinless is deceived; he who acknowledges himself a sinner may expect cleansing and reconciliation to God by Jesus Christ. We are sure that we know Jesus Christ, if we fulfil his commandments; in this way the love of God is shown in us, and we unite ourselves to Christ, according to whose example and precepts we live. Then we no longer walk in darkness, but in the light, through love (—2: 13).

I write unto you all, of every age and condition (—2: 15). Be not engrossed by the love of the world; for the world passeth away. Important things are now taking place. Enemies of Christ (the Messiah) have arisen in your midst; on which account I have written to you (—2: 21). Their heresy is, that Jesus is not the Christ, the Son of God; but remain ye steadfast in the doctrines ye have received, that ye may continue united to God and Christ, and may gain eternal life. I have written to you to preserve you from error and to lead you to Jesus (—2: 28).

The Father hath showed us love through him, that he might receive us as children, and save us by the cleansing of Christ's blood. He who lives in sin is of the kingdom of the wicked one; through love we belong to God; through the want of it to the wicked one. After having passed from death to life, we, for love of whom Jesus gave his life, ought to love one another (—3: 19).

We have assured confidence in God, and we shall be heard by him, because we are obedient to his precepts, which are love and faith in Christ. Believe not every doctrine; they who acknowledge not that Jesus is Christ come in the flesh are in error, and are of the world, and it is not fit that we should be like them (—4: 7).

Let us love one another, because God loved us and gave his Son for us, that we being reconciled might be united to God by love. This Son was Jesus, the Christ, the Saviour of the world. Through faith is it him, and through love, we become united with God and with him, and gain a confidence without fear. The love of God to us should be our example in our love to our fellow-men (—5:).

In believing that Jesus is the Christ, in loving him and keeping his commandments, we are exalted above the world and its errors, since the world, in spite of all evidence, refuses to acknowledge Jesus and forfeits eternal life (—5: 14).

The consequence of our confidence in God is that he hears us; when, therefore, we see a sinful brother, whose sin is not unto death, we should pray for him. He that is born of God sinneth not; it is only the world that lieth in wickedness. We have attained to exalted knowledge, and are united to God through Christ.

It will be seen by every one from this outline, that the author, after a
few introductory sentences, treats of the doctrine that Jesus is the Christ the Son of God, and the high importance of the law of love; two subjects of very different nature. We must have this fact in view in our judgment respecting the regularity and keeping of the work, so that we may not require of it a unity which it is not reasonable to expect. It would indeed be wrong, in a didactic work written without reference to particular circumstances, to discuss two subjects so foreign to each other as these; but not so in regard to an Epistle, the tenor of which was prescribed by the requisitions made by time and place upon a man discharging the duties of his office as a teacher.

According to common custom the composition should have been divided into two sections, and one subject alone should have been treated in each; but the author followed his own peculiar method, and conducted his two subjects side by side throughout his work, so as to interweave them with each other, like two branches from different stocks, returning to each alternately, till he unites them together in his conclusion.

On account of this mode of procedure, he was obliged to recur frequently to each of the two subjects, and, as one may say if he chooses, to repeat what he had already stated, though this was done knowingly and purposely. Nor are there, in fact, any mere repetitions; but he turns his subjects so as to present them in various aspects, shows them in different relations, enforces them on different grounds. He most frequently inculcates upon his readers, that love and faith in Christ conduct to union with him and the Father, the highest object of faith and virtue, while the opposite leads men away from that object.¹

By losing sight of the mode in which the two subjects are discussed alternately throughout the whole composition, we shall become unable to perceive anything but a confused jumble, without plan or connexion. This, however, can be only through our own fault; for the author, though he does not follow the common mode of discussing subjects, really pursues one more intricate.

If then, as is just, we consent to subtract something from the confusion and forgetfulness which has been ascribed to the Epistle, and something from what has been said of the power of nervous description and the marks of vigorous manhood visible in the Gospel, these two compositions will approach a level with each other, and may both have been composed in an advanced, though still far from imbecile, period of life.

§ 67.

It is as plain as anything can be, that one absorbing topic of the Epistle is the doctrine, the proof of which was John's especial object in composing his Gospel, viz. that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God. It is no less certain that the Epistle exhibits numerous allusions to the Gospel, and repetitions of words and expressions contained in it. It was

¹ The prevalent philosophy of the period boasted that its design was to effect a union of man's nature with that of higher beings. This union was to be effected by strange means, it is true. (Intro. Part II. Chap. II. § 131 below). John aims at this point in a different way; and for this purpose makes use of the passages in the Gospel respecting being one, ἐν τῷ ζωῷ, with God and Christ, μισθοῦ τῇ πάσῃ—μισθὸν ἐν ἑαυτῷ (14: 20. 15: 4, 7. 17: 21), repeating them in this Epistle (2: 24—25. 3: 6, 9, 24. 4: 12—16).
probably intended to accompany the latter, and to aid the impression made by it.

This constant reference of the Epistle is evident in the doctrines it presents, as, likewise, in the moral precept regarding love, concerning which all that is said in it is, in substance, taken from the Gospel. Jesus, in enjoining the law of love as evidence of Christian conduct and discipleship, called it the new commandment, ἐντολὴν κανὼν (13: 34. 15: 12). John, in making a transition to this commandment in the Epistle (2: 7—11), makes use of the same words to introduce it, οὖν ἐντολὴν κανὼν γράγοι ὑμῖν; for, he adds, it is already an old commandment, which ye had in the beginning of your Christian course.

This love, he further says, is shown by observing all the commandments (5: 3. 3: 2, 24. 2: 34). The passages designated are but repetitions of our Saviour's language in the Gospel in regard to this commandment of love (14: 15, 21. 15: 9, 10).

He who does not keep these commandments belongs to the kingdom of the prince of darkness, who was a sinner from the beginning (3: 8—12). We find the same contrast in the Gospel likewise (8: 44).

The highest proof of God's love towards us (which love should be our example), consists in his having given his own Son for us (4: 9, 10). These are the words of Jesus as represented in the Gospel (3: 16).

The highest evidence of the love of Jesus towards us is, that he laid down his life for us (3: 16): "Greater love," says Jesus in the Gospel (15: 13), "hath no man than this, that a man lay down his life for his friends."

We here see that the transition, explanation, contrast and arguments, constituting the substance of what is said on the subject, are derived from the Gospel; not to mention individual expressions and allusions, which it is the commentator's province, and not ours, to point out.

§ 68.

In the essential parts of this Epistle, and in things of minor importance, we everywhere see clearly a designed reference to the Gospel. Now what kind of reference was intended by the writer?

This he has plainly indicated at the outset of his Epistle: "That which was from the beginning, which we have heard, which we have seen with our eyes, which we have looked upon, and our hands have handled, of the word of life (for the life was manifested, and we have seen it and bear witness, and shew unto you that eternal life, which was with the Father, and was manifested unto us); that which we have seen and heard declare we unto you, that ye also may have fellowship with us: and truly our fellowship is with the Father, and with his Son Jesus Christ. And these things write we unto you...."

The principles of moral conduct which he inculcates in the Epistle could neither have been seen by him nor handled with his hands; the doctrine, moreover, that Jesus was the Christ, he may indeed have heard from our Lord's mouth, but he could never have handled it.1

---

1 In regard to the supposition that the author had reference to theDocetism, I have expressed my opinion before, when treating of the Gospels (Note 2 to § 51).
Further, he seems particularly anxious to have his readers understand that he writes something to them, and that he has already written it; and this at the commencement of the Epistle. 1: 4, καὶ ταῦτα γράφω μοι ὑμῖν. 2: 12, γράφω μοι ὑμῖν, τεκνία. 13, γράφω μοι ὑμῖν, πατέρες—γράφω μοι ὑμῖν, πενιήσκοι—γράφω μοι ὑμῖν, παιδία. 14, ἐγραψα ὑμῖν, πατέρες—ἐ-γραφα ὑμῖν, νεανίσκοι. 2: 21, ἐγράφα μοι ὑμῖν. 26, ταῦτα ἐγράφα. . . .

Who would aver five times, at the very outset of an Epistle, that he was writing, and four times that he had written, what he was only going to write? Had this happened once or twice only, towards the end of the Epistle, as e. g. in 5: 13, where he declares once more: ταῦτα ἐγραψα, it might pass as nothing extraordinary; but as the case actually is, it is inexplicable, except on the supposition that these declarations do not refer to the Epistle itself, but to something else.

He writes what he has heard, seen, etc. The things which John had not only heard, but seen with his eyes and handled with his hands, must have been things which fell under the cognizance of the senses mentioned; i. e. events and incidents, for which he presents himself as voucher, καὶ μαρτυροῦμεν. Now what things can be meant but those to which he testifies in his Gospel? Had we our election among several historical accounts, should we not naturally select that to which the Epistle bears perpetual reference?

But John does not let the matter rest even here; he, as it were, gives the title of the book. Respecting that which was from the beginning—the word—we inform you: ὁ ἦν ἀπ' ἀρχῆς—περὶ τοῦ λόγου—ἀπαγγέλτωμεν ὑμῖν. This is exactly the introduction to the Gospel: In the beginning was the word. He then adds in the Epistle, of the word of life—which was with the Father and was manifested unto us: περὶ τοῦ λόγου τῆς ζωῆς—ἡς ἦν πρὸς τὸν πατέρα, etc. So at the outset of the Gospel: The word was life, he was with the Father, and we saw his glory. The manner in which the ancients were accustomed to cite a work was by designating the words with which it began.1

It was concerning this, therefore, that he declared, testified, wrote, and had written, ἀπαγγέλτωμεν, μαρτυροῦμεν, γράφομεν, and ἐγράψα-μεν (i. e. when he composed his Epistle). He expresses himself at one time in the present tense, γράφω μοι ὑμῖν, as we do of a composition which we send with another letter—I treat of this subject in it, or write respecting this. At others he expresses himself in the past tense (2: 14. 2: 21, 26. 5: 13), ἐγραψα μοι ὑμῖν, because it was in reality a thing already done.

If now he refers to something already written, and in fact to his book on the Logos, it is clear what was the object of his solemn, thrice-repeated asseveration at the beginning of the Epistle, that he declares what he had seen, heard, and handled: ὁ ἀκούσαμεν, ὅ ἐφακάμεν, ὅ ἔστη-σαμεθα, καὶ αἱ γείσεις ἡμῶν ἐπηλάφησαν—καὶ ἔστησαμεν καὶ μαρτυροῦμεν—ὁ ἐφακαμεν καὶ ἀκούσαμεν, ἀπαγγέλτωμεν, κ. τ. 1. He avers his knowledge of those facts concerning which he had satisfied himself by all the organs of perception, and his fidelity and accuracy in

1 The Jews cited thus: רְאוּקָן, יִזְכּוּ הָע, מְסָר. So also with the Greeks, when they desired to be accurate. Dionys. Halic. in Dinarcho. Ἀφιέναι λόγον γεῖσας καὶ γείσαμαιγείσας. Diog. Laert. in Pheroc. L. I. c. 6. and II. in Archyt. L. VIII. c. 5. § 5. in Philoian L. VIII. c. 7. § 4, etc.
describing and communicating them; in other words his complete historiastic credibility as to the contents of his Gospel. The topic is, the authority which he claims as a historian, to confirm which he intends to remind his readers of his personal connexion with the occurrences and of the weight of his testimony.

The repeated expressions: I write, and I have written, which follow soon after his asseveration of his historical fidelity, now stand in their true light. I write unto you, little children, fathers, young men, etc. What is this language but a dedication of his work on the Logos to every age and condition, to the whole church, to which he commits and commends it? The expressions now cease to be idle and out of place. This dedication, likewise, contains evident allusions to the Gospel. "I have written unto you, fathers, because ye have known him that is from the beginning (ἐγνώκατε τὸν αἰών ἀρχῆς). I have written unto you, young men, because ye are strong and the word of God abideth in you" (καὶ ὁ λόγος τοῦ Θεοῦ ἐν ὑμῖν μένει). "I have not written unto you because ye know not the truth, but because ye know it... that what ye have heard may abide with you (2: 21, 25). I have written unto you on account of those who would lead you into error (2: 26). There are probably few philological difficulties so simply and so amply explained.

In support of my position, however, I must say something respecting a requisition made of me by Bertholdt. He calls upon me to acknowledge, that if the Epistle had been sent as a supplement or accompaniment to the Gospel, it might reasonably be expected that in the copies taken of them, both would have been written together; and that consequently the Epistle would have had its place in our canon after the Gospel of John. This requisition serves only to embarrass, not by any means to refute, my position. It must be known to this learned man that the division and arrangement of the books have been regulated by different principles at different periods; and that the early method came in time to be disused and forgotten. I will not repeat things so well known, but will instead state a few facts which are worthy of notice. In early times, as I shall show in the proper place, the Epistle to the Hebrews was, in the Alexandrian church, placed next after that to the Galatians, and in Upper Egypt even next after the 2d to the Corinthians. These peculiarities of early antiquity, however, are seldom met with, and only in the oldest Mas. Thus I should be completely justified in maintaining my position, even if I could not prove such an early arrangement of the books. But I am prepared to give the objector entire satisfaction on this point. The awkwardness of the copist who wrote the Cambridge Codex has provided us with the requisite evidence of what was the ancient custom. On the first page of the leaf, on the opposite side of which the Acts of the Apostles begin (p. 657), he wrote,

1 The anonymous writer in Muratori (whether Caius the Presbyter or some one else in the beginning of the third century), perceived that this was the case:

Qui ergo mirum, si Joannes tam singula etiam in Epistolis proferat, dicans de semetipsō: quod vidimus oculis nostris et auribus, et manus nostre palpaverunt, hic scripsimus. Sic enim non solum visorem, sed audirem, sed et scriptorem omnium memorabilium Domini... se profitar.

probably without knowing what he was about, the Latin column of the last verse of the 3d Epistle of John, and then subjoined:

Epistulae Johannis III
explicit
incipit
Actus Apostolorum.

It is clear from this circumstance, that the copyist had an ancient Ms. before him, in which John’s Epistles immediately preceded the Acts of the Apostles.

§ 69.

It would be instructive and desirable in regard to the history of the Gospel, could we determine to whom the Epistle, which was designed to accompany the former, was directed. But it contains no inscription to any one of the churches, and no salutation at the beginning, such as Paul and other writers prefixed to their letters. If, on the other hand, we investigate the accounts which have reached us respecting the Gospel, in order to discover from them the destination of the Epistle, we shall find their evidence dissimilar both in purport and in value. It is a question, in fact, where John wrote his Gospel.

Some accounts say at Patmos, others at Ephesus. Theophylact, in the Preface to his Commentaries on John, Hyppolytus the younger (as he is called), in his work on the twelve apostles, together with other writers, declare in favor of Patmos. To these are to be added numerous subscriptions to Mss., which, however, are but dubious authorities.¹

The subscriptions to the Syriac version and to the Arabic one of Ephesus, testify in favor of Ephesus. With these the testimony of an eminent father, Irenæus, nearly coincides; for, though he does not expressly assign the composition of the work to this place, he does its publication, stating it to have occurred during John’s residence at Ephesus.²

The account of the author of the Synopsis generally appended to the works of Athanasius, is worthy of attention. The Gospel of John, he says, was composed by St. John, the apostle and beloved disciple, while living in banishment on the isle of Patmos, and was published at Ephesus by Gaius, the friend and host of the apostles, of whom Paul writes in his Epistle to the Romans: Gaius, mine host, salute theou.³

Nearly the same is stated by Dorotheus of Tyre, a collector who gathered things together from every quarter without judgment.⁴ From

whatever source (now lost to us) this account may have been derived, it merits attention for its circumstantiality, and also because its intermediate character in a manner reconciles the two former statements.

Let us then subject it to a closer scrutiny. In investigating the facts on which it rests, we find in the first place, that the tradition of John's residence at Ephesus is sustained by valid evidence. The other fact, his banishment to Patmos, is avouched by himself (Rev. 1: 9). But, it is said, the representation is made in a poetical work. This is an unfounded objection, the force of which we shall consider hereafter, in our introduction to what we have to say of the Apocalypse. The fact is not at all invalidated by the objection.

These two facts imply circumstances of importance, which may be evolved from them by analysis. For in inquiring whether John really composed his work at the period of his banishment, and hence at Patmos, we shall readily see that while at Ephesus, occupied by the care of a numerous society, and with the superintendence of the churches which had sprung up in the vicinity, he must have been less able to devote his time to the labors of composition, than during his inactive banishment to a dull rock. While this lasted, withdrawn from the ordinary circle of his occupations, he could discharge the duties incumbent upon him as a teacher only by his writings. Add to this, that in his absence, heretics had an open field for the accomplishment of their objects, and that he could counteract their influence only by a written refutation; for a polemical or apologetical intention on his part, even as respects his Gospel, is asserted by the ancients, and denied by few in modern times.

But, supposing John to have written his Gospel during his banishment, an uninhabited island was certainly no place to publish it. It was necessary that it should be published in a considerable community, in which the work would come immediately to the knowledge of a great many persons, and be put in circulation by means of transcripts. Now the only means of effecting this object was to send the work to the continent, to one of the cities which contained well-known Christian churches, and in which the author had friends and acquaintances, who would undertake to promote its circulation.

In casting his eyes from Patmos upon the cities suited to his purpose, Ephesus must first have attracted his attention; the capital of Asia Minor, the parent-source of Christianity to the neighboring cities (Acts 19: 10), whose church had been founded by Paul, and watched over, fostered, and enlarged by John himself. Thus the selection was not at all difficult; or rather every consideration combined to fix it upon Ephesus.

Such are the circumstances comprised in the two facts which form the basis of the account left us by the author of the Synopsis. These circumstances derive support from their internal consistency. We can see, moreover, by their light, that the passage under consideration accords so well with the circumstances of John's later life, that it may

1 Stankind and Flatt, Magasin für christl. Dogmatik und Moral. 9th St. p. 57 seq. on the treatise entitled: 'Der Evangelist Johannes und seine Ausleger vor dem jüngsten Gericht.'
claim to be regarded as veracious tradition. I shall be able to confirm it still further. I hope, in regard to the circumstance of the publication of the Gospel by Gaius.

§ 70.

If, then, John despatched his work to the main land, it was necessary that he should send an Epistle to the church at Ephesus, for the purpose of commending and dedicating it to them. The other Evangelists, who published their works in their own places of residence, could present them to their fellow-Christians personally and orally, and consequently could dispense with a written accompaniment.

Thus an Epistle was absolutely requisite; and, as we have fully shown, the first Epistle of John is inseparable from his Gospel. Its purport is that of an accompaniment and dedication of the Gospel. It was therefore sent with the latter to Ephesus.

The following observation, will especially confirm this supposition. In the Apocalypse, John distinctly designates the characteristic faults and virtues of each of the churches in his immediate vicinity and under his superintendence. The church at Ephesus is there characterized by the following traits. There were in its midst persons who assumed ministerial and even apostolic authority, but were impostors, ἀσεβεῖς. In particular, however, he reproaches it severely with having lost its first love, τὴν ἁγίαν τὴν πρωτὴν ἁγίας (Rev. 2: 4).

There were deceivers and false teachers in other churches. Decreasing love, however, was a peculiar trait, and a charge made by the Apostle against no other church.

He judged that the want of love was the characteristic fault of the Ephesians. Now the Epistle is filled from beginning to end with exhortations to love, statements of its importance, and reproof of such as were chargeable with the want of it (1 John 2: 5, 9, 10, 11, 15. 3: 1, 11, 12, 14—18, 23. 4: 7—10, 12, 16—21. 5: 1—3). Must we not then admit, comparing the Apostle's opinion of the Ephesians with this Epistle, that its peculiar purport suits no other church so well as theirs?

1 Tertullian remarks this characteristic reproach in his work, De ponzentit. "Evolve, quae Spiritus ecclesiis dicit; desertam dictionem Ephesias imputat; stuprum et idolothyla Thyatirensis," rel.

2 Augustine and some of the Latin fathers term this Epistle ad Parthos, which circumstance we explain as follows. The second Epistle to John is sometimes called by the ancients Epistola ad virgines, and consequently in Greek πρὸς παρθένους. Thus Clement in his Adumbrations, "Secunda Joannis Epistola, quae ad virgines scripta est, simplicissima est" (Tom. II. Opp. Clem. Alex. p. 10, 11. Edit. Vael). There are some Greek Mss. in which the second Epistle is subscribed πρὸς Παρθένου; whence Whiston's conjecture (in his "Commentary on the three Catholic Epistles of St. John. London, 1719." p. 6) that Παρθένου was formed by abbreviation from παρθένους, receives confirmation. This subscription to the second Epistle appears also in some Mss. as its superscription. There is such a Ms., for example, in the Medicean library (Cod. Act. et Epp. Cath. Plut. IV. n. 33), as we are told by Lamy (De erudit. epist. p. 11. c. 17. p. 798), "Epistola antem II. Johannis," says he, "incumbitur πρὸς Παρθένου." Such a Ms., too, is described by Mill (Proleg. n. 1463). "Ibi Epistolas secundas Joannis præfixus est titulus, Ἰωάννου ἔπιστολας β. πρὸς Παρθένου. (This is one of
This is directed to a female who is not named, but merely designated by the honorable appellation ἐκλεκτὴν κυρίαν. The two topics treated of in the first Epistle, form, likewise, the subject of this smaller letter. John alludes again to the words of our Saviour, ἐντολὴν καὶ νὰ, ν. τ. λ.; as in 1 Ep. 2: 7, and enjoins love, which is to manifest itself in observance of the commandments of God. He then warns her against false teachers, who deny that Jesus has come into the world as Christ or Messiah, and interdicts intercourse with them. In conclusion, he expresses a hope of soon seeing her, and complains of his want of materials for writing.

The whole of this Epistle is a short compend of the first; or it is the first on a smaller scale. Even the phraseology is the same. His mind is yet full of his previous letter; which shows that the two were not far apart in point of time. The lady appears before his mind, as in the midst of the same circumstances and dangers as the church whose instruction and admonition had just occupied his attention. Hence her residence was probably at Ephesus.

As to the author, he certainly was not dwelling in either of the Ionian or Asiatic cities; where no want of writing-materials can be supposed to have existed. He was still in his place of exile.

The remaining circumstances alluded to were probably as follows. The sons of the ἐκλεκτὴν κυρίαν had been on a visit to John (2 Ep. 4). The sister of this matron was desirous of showing similar respect and sympathy for the apostle’s lot, and sent her sons, likewise, to visit him. While the latter were with the apostle, he had opportunity to despatch the two Epistles and the Gospel to the continent (v. 13).

1 Critics are not agreed whether this female was named Eclecta, or Κυρία, or whether we should translate electa domina, as Jerome does. (Catal. Script. Eccl. v. Johannes). She cannot have been named Eclecta; for in that case she must have had the same name as her sister (2 Ep. v. 15). In regard to Bengel’s observation in his Gnomon: “Neque dubitare quisquam potest, nisi qui stiliu veterem ignorant, aut non recordatur appellativum κυρία, domina, extra relationem ad servos, eo tempore vix regiae sine invidiā dari poterat,” we observe that Epictetus declares the contrary: "αἱ γυναῖκες οὖν ὑπὸ τοῦ σωματός καὶ δύνα ἐκ τῶν ἀνθρώπων κυρίας ναλούνται (Enchir. c. 82)."
§ 72.

THE THIRD EPISTLE.

This is written to Gaius. The author, as in the preceding Epistle, consoles himself with the hope of soon coming himself (v. 14). He still suffers the same want of writing-materials (v. 13). Consequently he was still in the same wretched abode; and, to judge from the expression of his hopes, the time was nearly the same as when the preceding letter was written.

The residence of Gaius is determined by the following circumstances. The most general is, what is said of the danger of his being led away from the faith (v. 3, 4). A more definite circumstance is, that John had sometimes despatched messengers thither and received accounts from thence (v. 5—8); and likewise that he regards his testimony as so well known and fully acknowledged in the community, that he could appeal to their judgment respecting its correctness (v. 12), oïda te o te μαρτυρία ἡμῶν αληθινή ἐστιν; and, finally, that he had several intimate friends in its midst (v. 14). All this shows the place to have been a considerable one, where the apostle had resided for a long time, and, as the time was the latter period of his life, we are referred particularly to Ephesus.

He had not long before written to the church of which Gaius was a member, ἐγγέγραψαν τῇ ἐκκλήσιᾷ (v. 9). This must allude to his 1st Epistle, for we have no knowledge of another to any church; and hence Ephesus was certainly the destination of the third Epistle and the residence of Gaius.

The rest is now easily explained. John had sent thither his first Epistle, i.e. the accompaniment of the Gospel, together with the Gospel itself. But the enemies of John, with Diotrephes at their head, rejected the message and messengers of John, and even forbade others to receive them (v. 9, 10). Gaius was not influenced by this circumstance, but practised Christian hospitality and maintained his fidelity to the apostle (v. 6, 7, 8).

Who, now, was better fitted to make known John's Gospel among his fellow-Christians, and to publish it at Ephesus, if it were to be thus published, than Gaius? It is to him that the author of the Synopsis has ascribed this honor: καὶ εἰς ἐκκλήσιαν ἔσται Ἐφεσος διὰ Γαίου. With this statement all parts of the Epistle, not only are perfectly consistent (it is not so with unfounded accounts, for in their case the contrary rather is evident), but so accord that they mutually explain and confirm each other. And supposing that the writer of the Synopsis, or his authority, did add to the tradition a conjecture that it was the Gaius of whom Paul speaks (Rom. 16: 23), the general credit of the account is not shaken. In fact it is not impossible that Gaius changed his residence, and at a later period abode in Ephesus.
§ 73.

We are now for the first time, prepared to answer the question, When was the Gospel of John published?

Destruction had already done its work in the environs of Jerusalem, when he was employed in its composition. He often speaks of places and things in the environs as if they were no longer in existence. Thus we see from his narrative that the gardens on the Mount of Olives, which our Lord was accustomed to visit, were no more. There was there a garden, says he, ἦν κήπος (18: 1); and there was a garden in the place where Jesus was crucified (19: 41). Bethany was no longer in existence, as he says: "Bethany was nigh unto Jerusalem, about fifteen furlongs off" (11: 18).

He expresses himself only once as though the object of which he was speaking was still in existence, viz. respecting the pool of Bethesda; εἰς τῶν ἐν τῷ Δέρμουλομίου (v. 2), there is at Jerusalem a pool. But this existed after the destruction of Jerusalem, and long attracted men's attention, from the peculiar swelling of its springs, and the colour of its water, caused by the mineral substances it contained.1 Hence the pool was open after the destruction of the city. It is true that he says of the structure over the pool, πέντε στοὰς ἔχουσα; but we know that ἔχουσα may have the signification of the imperfect tense: which had five porches.

But these circumstances do not determine the time with precision. If, however, the Epistles really have the close connexion with the Gospel which we have supposed, we may approach very near a definite determination of the time. In the Epistles the apostle expresses hopes of return, and looks forward with confidence to the termination of his exile, and to the satisfaction of conversing with his friends face to face. In the third Epistle he even promises himself that this shall speedily be the case, ἀληθῶν εἰσευθήσεται εἰς (3 Ep. 14. comp. 2: 12).

The terrible period of Domitian's reign was therefore at an end, and the milder rule of Cocceius Nerva had commenced, who set at liberty all who had been condemned on account of their religion, gave permission to those who had been exiled to return to their homes and friends, and forbade accusations of impiety and a Jewish mode of life.2 This happened at the commencement of his reign, and assured the speedy return of the apostle. Now as these prospects and expectations are clearly expressed in his Epistles, which were all written about the time of the publication of his Gospel, this publication must have taken place in the first year of Nerva, i.e. in the 65th year after Jesus' death; and, supposing John to have been 19 years old at the time of the latter

---

1 Euseb. Onomast. de locis sacri. τ. Βηθλέαι. Βηθλε, κολυμβήθρα ἐν Ἰεροσολύμω, ἦτα εἰσὶν ἡ προβατική. το παλαιος τέντε στος ἔχισα. Καὶ νῦν δεδειναι ἐν ταῖς αὐτοθεί ἑρώοις διδάσκοι. ἀπ' εκάτερα μὲν ἐς ταύς κατ᾽ ἐς υἱοῦ παραθαλασσά στος Θεοῦ. αἱ ἐπερευθανεῖς τε παραδόσεως περιομνησοῦν δεδειναι τὸ ἱδωρ. κ. τ. λ.

occurrence, in the 84th year of his life, about 31 years after the publication of Matthew.

But how was John able, after such a number of years, to recall with accuracy so many discourses and occurrences, with their numerous peculiarities and minutiae, as detailed in his history? There is probably no one who will not be led to ask himself this question. But who will presume to say that John did not note down anything before writing his history? That after the consummation of these events, when he had learned their importance from the surprising consequences which ensued, he did not think fit to note down anything to aid his memory in after times? Who will endeavor to persuade us, that when he perceived his recollection of the words and actions of his Master to be gradually growing more and more feeble in the lapse of time, he took no precaution to secure them by permanent means?

If it be asked still further, when, at what period of his life, he began to note down anything in writing, it must be replied that the interrogator pushes his curiosity further than it can be satisfied; not merely in regard to John, but most ancient historians, who have written of the events of their time. Who can tell when Xenophon commenced his earliest notes towards the composition of his Hellenic History, or Tacitus towards his Libri Historiarum? Yet the former executed his history 49 years, and the latter at least 30, after the commencement of the series of occurrences which he narrates. The assumption which we make in regard to them, viz. that they did what was necessary to retain possession of the facts which became known to them from their own observation or through eye-witnesses, we must acknowledge to be allowable in this case.
SUPPLEMENT

RESPECTING SOME DISPUTED PORTIONS OF THE GOSPELS.

§ 74.

Of the first two chapters of Matthew.

The authenticity of the first two chapters of Matthew was attacked almost at the same time in England and Germany, and has found supporters in both nations. With an aim in view totally different from that of his predecessors, a man of established reputation for learning, has pronounced the narratives of Matthew and Luke to be irreconcilable with each other, as respects those portions which relate to the birth and early life of Jesus. We cannot, in an introduction, avoid noticing a question which involves so considerable a portion of the Evangelical history.

The principal objections which have been advanced against these two chapters, may be comprised under the following heads.

I. The genealogy in Luke plainly contradicts that in Matthew.

II. The annunciation related in Luke (1: 26—38) does not agree with Matthew’s account (1: 18—22).

III. The succession and connexion of facts in the history of Jesus’ youth in Luke, leave no space for the visit of the Magi and the flight to Egypt; but make these events chronologically impossible.

IV. The story of the Magi in Matthew bears evident marks of fiction. The motion of a star before a party of men, to point out to them their way, and its standing still above a house, are phenomena not compatible with any astronomical system.

V. The murder of the children in Bethlehem confutes itself by its internal improbability; and other things in which Matthew varies from Luke want verisimilitude.

VI. Lastly, these two chapters are nowhere cited in the oldest fathers; and in some Mss. Matthew’s genealogy is wanting.

As to the first point, it cannot be denied that the contrariety of the genealogies has not yet been explained. The evasion that one traces Joseph’s descent, and the other (Luke 3: 23), Mary’s, does violence to the phraseology employed. Let us, however, examine the matter more closely.

In both genealogies, we find the names Salathiel and Zerubbabel; in each, Salathiel is the father and Zerubbabel the son, and both are of the royal house of David. This coincidence of personal circumstances seems to denote that the persons in the two genealogies are identical. The time, too, at which they lived, confirms this supposition.

The names of Salathiel and Zerubbabel occur in Matthew during and directly after the exile. So too in Luke, as appears from what follows. There were five hundred and a few more years from David's reign to the first return of the Jewish tribes from exile; and from that event till the time of Christ there were again five hundred and a few more years; consequently these two periods of time are equal. Luke reckons back to Salathiel 21 generations, and from Salathiel to David the same number; as Matthew reckons two periods of 14 generations each, corresponding with the two periods above-mentioned. After the first 21 generations in Luke, five centuries after David's time, i.e. at a period during and after the exile, occur the names of Salathiel and Zerubbabel. Thus not only their personal circumstances, but the time when they both lived, leads us to the conclusion that the same persons are intended in both genealogies.

The question now arises: Can Salathiel be the son of Jechonias, as represented in Matthew, and at the same time the son of Neri and Melchi, as represented in Luke?

Jechonias was not so fortunate as to have any children. Jechonias, or Jehoiachin (two names of the same person as is well known; see 2 Kings 24: 6 seq. 1 Chron. 3: 16), was carried prisoner to Babylon. At that time he had no children; for the 2d book of Kings (24: 15), which enumerates his family, mentions only his mother, wives, and officers.

During his exile his royal rank made his fate more severe than that of common Jews. The latter enjoyed at least a degree of liberty, as planters and laborers; but the king was guarded in prison. He continued in prison till Evilmerodach, in the 37th year of his captivity, liberated him, changed his prison-garments, and placed him at his own table (2 Kings 25: 27). When he went to Babylon he was 18 years of age, and consequently 55 at his release; an age when the expectation of children must have ceased with one so depressed and debilitated by adversity. Moreover Jeremiah uttered a prophecy (22: 30), by which he was cut off from the privilege of offspring.

Hence, if he had children, they must have been his nominal children, according to the law which required a man to raise up seed unto his brother. In this way Salathiel may have been a son of Jechonias, as he is said to have been in Matthew, and still a son of Melchi and Neri, as in Luke.

But it will be objected, the first book of Chronicles (3: 17, 18), enumerates several sons of his; which renders improbable the supposition we have made; for only the first son was begotten for one who died childless, and he alone named after him, the others belonging to their natural father.

Let us then examine the passage in the Chronicles. It reads: "The sons of Jechoniah, Assir; Shealtiel his son, Malchiram also, and Pedaiah, and Shenazzar, etc. But Assir is not here a proper name; בָּשָּׂר, or בָּשָּׁר, signifies one bound, one kept in prison." Now it was the distin-
guishing characteristic of the unfortunate king’s fate, that he spent the greater part of his life in captivity. The expression הָאִים, too, shows that only one son is spoken of; and the first clause of the passage should be translated: the sons of Jechoniah, the imprisoned, are Shalltiel his son, etc.

The second clause of the passage: Malchiram also, and Pedaiah, and Shenasar, etc. רַמָּךְ יִמְשָׁרֵא, is wrongly translated. Among the ancestors of Shalltiel, in Luke, Melchi stands as grandfather, and Neri as father. The first name may be made out in this passage, by dividing the words thus: רַמָּךְ יִמְשָׁרֵא; and then the passage signifies: And Melchi raised up to him (יְהוָה, יַמָּלֵא, or יֵעַסֹּלֵא, וַעֲשָׁרֵא) Pedaiah, Shenasar etc. Thus Luke’s account is confirmed; for it is of no consequence, in a Jewish genealogy, that the grandfather is put instead of the father, Neri, inasmuch as one link is frequently omitted, as several are in Matthew. Besides, Neri may have been prematurely called away by death from the duties of a father, in which case all the children fell to Melchi’s family.

Thus the book of Chronicles plainly states the circumstance, that, for the preservation of the royal line and the assurance of posterity, the sons that were subsequently born of one of the king’s wives, were reckoned to the king’s race.

Hence Shalltiel occurs with propriety in both genealogical tables. The two lines are those of Nathan and Solomon. We will state the reason why Shalltiel might be reckoned in both. We find no mention in the Old Testament of any brothers of Jechoniah who lived to man’s estate; the sons of Zedekiah, his father’s brother, were murdered before the eyes of their parent, and be himself deprived of sight; Shallum, another of his father’s brothers, had long been carried away captive to Egypt, and one branch after another of the house of Solomon was destroyed. In default of near kinsmen, more distant relations supplied their place. The nearest royal line to Solomon’s was that of Nathan. Solomon and Nathan were even brothers on the mother’s side; and therefore in the enumeration of David’s children they are always connected together (2 Sam. 5: 14. 1 Chron. 3: 5). Hence Shalltiel appears as son both in the table of Nathan’s line in Luke, and that of Solomon’s in Matthew.

Let us now inquire respecting Zerubbabel, Shalltiel’s son. In 1 Chron. 3: 17, 18, 19, Shalltiel, the son of Jechoniah, has no son; in Matthew he has one, viz. Zerubbabel. But the means of solving the difficulty present themselves in the passage itself. Shalltiel was childless; Pedaiah was his eldest brother, whose duty it was to raise up seed to Shalltiel; among Pedaiah’s sons we find Zerubbabel, who, if Pedaiah fulfilled the law, may have been reckoned as the son of Shalltiel.

Further, we perceive that in both tables Zerubbabel is represented as having sons.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Josia</th>
<th>Melchi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jechonia</td>
<td>Neri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shalltiel</td>
<td>Zerubbabel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Michaelis, Mosaisches Recht, Vol. II. § 98.
Now, if what has been said of Shealtiel is well-founded, we can explain this circumstance in regard to Zerubbabel. He might properly stand as father in both lines, that of Solomon and that of Nathan. He belonged to the first as Shealtiel’s son; and he no doubt became a father in the other according to the requirement of the Mosaic law, as he himself was begotten.

From this point the two lines run on uninterruptedly about 500 years, to Joseph, the father of our Lord. Now is it anything strange or incredible, that after so long a period a case should again occur (for cases of this kind were by no means rare, see Matth. 22: 25 seq.), in which one family, was bound by the requisition of the law to preserve the failing stock of the other? Examine our ancient genealogical registers, and see how few families have lasted in a right line for so long a period of time.

It is a fact, that we do not find mentioned in the New Testament, or in history, any brothers of Joseph, or any kinsmen of Jesus on the father’s side. He stands alone, as must have been the case were he a descendant of an extinguished stock, begotten in accordance with the requisition of the law.

Thus only three cases of this nature are requisite in a period of a thousand years to render the two tables perfectly consistent according to Jewish usage. And does not the chief difficulty fall in the most calamitous days of the Jewish state, the most unfortunate times of the house of Solomon, when we may suppose every means would be taken for the preservation of the race? Do not historic facts establish a part of our theory, and Jewish law and usage favor the whole?

Thus, the genealogy of Luke does not contradict that of Matthew. Luke presents us a document, which though inferior in value to Matthew’s, was yet from its novelty, and because it deduced the same result in another way, worthy of record.

But there is still a difficulty in reconciling those tables, which must be removed. The name *Abiων*, which we find in Matthew, does not appear in the enumeration of Zerubbabel’s sons in 1 Chron. 3: 19. The explanation of this, as I imagine, is contained in the name itself. Names beginning with *Abi*, and in Arabic with *Abu*, are not always proper names. In Arabic they are generally names assumed from affection for a son. Thus Mohammed called himself, from Kasem his son, Abukasem, the father of Kasem (Abuseda, Annal. Muslem. T. I. p. 192, 193). Analogous examples occur among the Jews. One of David’s

---

1 My friend and former pupil, Prof. Herbst, of Tubingen, has kindly communicated to me an attempt to reconcile the two accounts in a simpler way. He thinks that the division, וַיִּדְאִילָיו, and particularly the interpretation of וַיִּדְאִילָיו, as meaning *τυπάλλω*, *τυπαλήσω*, are forced. He considers *Assir*, וַיִּדְאִילָיו, to be a proper name, which, as cannot be denied, frequently occurs in genealogical tables. On this supposition, he is of opinion that *Assir* was raised up by a kinsman of the line of Nathan to Jehoniah who was childless, and that Assir’s sons were Salathiel, Malchiram, Pedsiah, etc. The us of the plural number, וַיִּדְאִילָיו (1 Chron. 3: 16), is no objection. It is used with reference to children of the second and third generation, as in 1 Chron. 6: 7. וַיִּדְאִילָיו וַיִּדְאִילָיו וַיִּדְאִילָיו וַיִּדְאִילָיו. The annexed וַיִּדְאִילָיו refers back, as in the example adduced, to Assir וַיִּדְאִילָיו וַיִּדְאִילָיו. The rest then proceeds as I have supposed. That Assir is not mentioned in Matthew’s table, is a circumstance common to him with many others, who are omitted on account of the division into classes of fourteen generations each. I give the preference to this simple mode of reconciliation.
valiant men was named Abiel, God my Father (1 Chron. 11: 32), and is likewise called Abialbon, Abdon's father (2 Sam. 23: 31). The father-in-law of Abia is called Uriel (2 Chron. 13: 2), and likewise Abishalom, Shalom's father (1 Kiags 15: 2). The case may be the same as to the word Abiad; it is a name expressive of a father's affection. The proper name may have been Meshullam, or Hanania, etc.

II. The objection of Schleiermacher: "If Luke's account of the announcement be correct, the doubts of Joseph and their removal as stated in Matthew are not suppose" etc., is rather surprising than important. The doubts of Joseph were not removed by the announcement. If Mary informed him of her pregnancy by relating this occurrence, through which she herself first obtained knowledge of it, her statement needed unusual confirmation, just in proportion as the circumstances deviated from the common course of nature. An extraordinary mode of convincing Joseph was therefore requisite; and hence the account in Matth. 1: 20—22, is not only not inconsistent with Luke's, but rather assists and completes it. Joseph's mind must have been put at rest, and Mary must have been secure as respected the measures he might have taken, before she could undertake the journey to Elizabeth for the purpose of seeing the sign which the angel had given her in confirmation. It is not to be supposed that the journey was made without Joseph's concurrence; and hence the indifference towards her husband, which, it is said, an absence of three months evinced, is done away. In fact, the absence was probably wished by Joseph; for, after taking her to wife, he knew her not till she had brought forth her first-born son (Matth. 1: 24, 26).

III. The discrepancies between the two Evangelists are said to extend still further into the history of Jesus' youth. Luke says (2: 22 and 39), that when the days of the purification of the mother of Jesus were over, his parents went to Jerusalem, to present the child to the Lord; and that, after doing everything in conformity with the law of the Lord, they returned into Galilee to their own city, Nazareth. Matthew gives us a totally different account. The parents and the child receive a visit at Bethlehem from some Magi, which occasions their flight into Egypt, and it is not till their return that they go to Nazareth.

Now if the visit of the wise men occurred after the presentation of Jesus in the temple, the child would not then have been found by them in Bethlehem, but in Nazareth of Galilee, whither he was carried, according to Luke, immediately after this observance of the law. On the other hand, if the Magi arrived before the presentation, the latter could never have occurred, for the flight to Egypt directly followed their visit.

The supposition that the parents returned from Egypt with Jesus to Bethlehem, again to present him to the Lord, is contradicted by Luke, who places the presentation after the forty days of Mary's purification; as also by Matthew, who asserts that on their return to Egypt they were afraid to go to Judea (2: 22).

1 Ueber die Schriften des Lukas. 1. Th. p. 42.
This difficulty, which has been much insisted on by Stroth, is certainly very plausible.

It is an inquiry of importance, whether Luke's language is to be taken in its strictest signification; whether it must be understood as meaning that immediately after the ceremony of the presentation the parents of Jesus went to Nazareth. I do not think we are to take Luke's language in so strict a sense. Throughout the commencement of his history, he is in the habit of separating each particular narrative from the rest by some concluding formula, appending a general clause, or, as is often the case, a superfluous remark, which would be understood of itself. Such a superfluous conclusion occurs in Luke 1: 38—Καὶ ἀπήλθεν αὐτῷ ὁ ἄγγελος; and in 2: 20—Καὶ ὑπέστησαν οἱ ποιμένες, etc. So too the general remark, 1: 50—Τὸ δὲ παιδίον ἦσαν καὶ ἑκάστῳ τοῦ πνεύματι; and 2: 52—Καὶ ἠκούσας προέκοψε σοφία καὶ θείας καὶ γνώσει. Such a conclusion, too, is the clause in question; and it must be considered rather in this light, than as a definite statement of time. The words, therefore, in 2: 39—Καὶ ὡς ἔτελεσαν ἡμέραν... ὑπὲρέματε... τὸ δὲ παιδίον, denote only, in general, that after this observance of the law Jesus became an inhabitant of Nazareth, without meaning that no time elapsed between the fulfilment of the law and the residence at Nazareth, or that there were not intervening occurrences of importance.

IV. But the story concerning these Magi, it is said, is replete with absurdities. What are we to think of such astronomical phenomena as the gradual progress of a star before the travellers, its resting eventually above a particular house, etc.?

Let us examine the matter. Certain Magi came from the east, ἤνατολῆς. The countries which could be called eastern in Palestine, were Arabia Deserta, Mesopotamia, and Babylonia. Babylonia was the chief seat of the science of astronomy; as, likewise, of astrology, or the art of inquiring and predicting the fate of men from the stars. It was in this country, then, that the significant star was observed.

The Magi were originally learned Persians, who were transferred to Babylon when it became the capital of the Persian kings. Subsequently, however, the term Magian was applied to astrologers and soothsayers generally. The star announced to them the birth of a great king of super-human nature, and they sought to pay him homage and adore him.

The star which they believed to denote this event went before them, as our version reads. But does not προάγεσθαι mean, likewise, to lead any one, to be his guide? And is it not customary in the East to journey by the stars at night, on account of the heat of the day?

1 Repertorium f. bth. und morg. Litteratur. IXth Band.
2 "Ideo Magi qui forte Athenis erant, immolaverunt defuncto (Platoni), amplioris fuisse sortis quam humanae rai." Senec. Ep. 58.
The star, then, was their guide till it stood over where the young child was. Inconceivable; that a star should stand directly over a house. True; but it is only said that it stood over where the young child was, ἐπάνω οὗ ὑπὸ παιδίου. This may mean over the region, as well as over the house.

This is the meaning of the account, moreover, if we interpret it according to the ideas of the time, and the astrological system of these wise men. Every man, said they, is born under a certain star, called his star: ἐσόμεν τῶν αστερὰ αὐτῶς.

The signs of the zodiac, from east to west, and twenty-four other stars towards the north and south, occasion a peculiar temperature of the atmosphere. By the removal or approach of the planets to these stars, the atmosphere experiences important changes; and its condition at the moment when a child is conceived, animated, or born, is decisive of its destiny. It determines his talents, virtues and greatness, his actions and success.

As the fate of individuals is determined by their particular star, so whole nations are under the direction and superintendence of the constellation beneath which their country is situated; and the changes occasioned in it by the planets determine their prosperity or adversity. Thus the Jewish king was seen in the constellation of his country as its benefactor.

Now if it were only known to what people a certain constellation belonged, in the vicinity of which the royal star appeared, they could by its means, according to their system, discover the nation and king which were unknown and were represented by the star. The star was their natural conductor.

It is clear from the narrative, that it was so indefinite a guide as not to point out any particular house or place, but only the country in general. Else why was it necessary for them to inquire after reaching the country: Where is he that is born king of the Jews (2: 2)?

When they had discovered where the child was, the star which had been in their view on their journey stood above where the child lay; i.e. it was above the region of the earth to which this good fortune fell, and not above any particular house. Yet the sight of the star must have

---

1 Cicero has explained their system in his treatise De Divinat., L.II. c. 42. p. 277. Bipont. Manilius, however, has discussed the astrological theory of the Chaldeans at most length, and we will here quote a passage from him in support of what we have stated.

\[\text{"Hoc erit in fines orbis, pontueque notandus, Quem Deus in partis, et singula dividit astra, Ac sua cuique dedit tute regna per orbem Et proprias gentis, atque urbis addidit altas, In quibus efferent præstantis sidera vires. Sic divisa manet tallis per secula cuncta; E quibus in proprias partis sunt jura trahenda. Namque eadem qui sunt signis commercia servant, Vtque illa inter se coeunt, odioque repugnant, Nunc adversa polo, nunc et conjuncta trigono, Quemque altas in varios affectus causa gubernet, Sic erit et sedes fugiendi, petenda cuique, Sic speranda fides; sic et metuenda pericula." etc.}\]

(Astronom. L. IV. v. 697 seq.)
filled them with all the joy represented by Matthew, inasmuch as it was a token of the correctness of their discovery, and a confirmation of the truth of the accounts they had received, as well as of their system (2: 10).

V. The murder of the children at Bethlehem, it is objected, even supposing the most savage barbarity on the part of Herod, is inexplicable. For, how much more cheaply he might have obtained his end? How easy it must have been for him to discover, in so small a place as Bethlehem, the spot to which the strangers carried their costly gifts, etc. There is force in these remarks, if we take into account nothing but his cruelty. This, however, was mostly the effect of his distrustful temper, which increased with his years and reached its highest pitch in the latter period of his life. Now he had just been imposed upon in regard to the child by the Magi, and wounded in a sensitive part, so that to represent him as depending any further on inquiries, would be an improbable statement. He acted, therefore, in conformity with his disposition; he was cruel from distrust.

Matthew, it is said further, differs from Luke in regard to Joseph’s dwelling place. He does not seem to know that Galilee was his home, and that he prolonged his stay in Judea only from accident, because Mary was delivered there. He rather supposes Joseph to have been an inhabitant of Judea; and thus, when Joseph leaves Egypt to go home, he travels towards Judea, and does not turn towards Galilee till he is warned of God in a dream. But is Matthew so totally wrong? We should reverse the matter. It would rather seem that Joseph resided casually in Galilee, inasmuch as, on account of his relationship and descent, he was cited to Judea, εἰς τὴν Ἰδιὰν πόλιν, that his name might appear in the register of the place. This statement of Luke clearly confirms Matthew’s representation. A good reason may be assigned, why Joseph feared Archelaus. This prince had done at the outset of his government what Herod had never done, and what had never yet happened; he had caused several thousand people to be massacred in the temple on the feast of the passover, because of some seditious proceedings (Jos. Ant. L. XVII. c. 9. n. 3. De Bell. Jud. L. II. c. i. n. 3). The cruel act must have seemed the more horrible to Joseph, when he reached the land of Israel, as it had just happened, and still filled all minds with consternation.

V. It is objected, lastly, that some MSS. do not contain this genealogy, and the most ancient fathers appear to know nothing about these chapters of Matthew.

Velthuizen, however, has denied the fact as respects the Irrian Ms., which has been appealed to; and in the Harleian Ms. in uncial char-

1 Dr. Fr. Schleiermacher, Ueber die Schriften des Lukas. I. Th. p. 44, 45.
2 Jos. Ant. L. XVI. c. 7. n. 3. Ἐπειδὴ δὲ ταῖς ἑπογίαις, καὶ γέρας δὲν γενόμενος, ἐπινευον κατὰ πάντως ἱστορέμεν. Ant. L. XVI. c. 8. n. 2. n. 5.
3 A friend objects that if Bethlehem was his home, it is unaccountable that he had no habitation there, and was obliged to place the infant in a manger. The fact that he had no house there, is no objection to his being a native Bethlehemite, but may have been a reason why he tried his fortune in another part of the country.
acters, assigned by Griesbach to the 6th or 7th century, the addition to which so much importance has been attached (viz. the words: Genealogia hucusque. Incipit Evangelium secundum Matthaeum), is not by the first but a later hand, and only in the margin.¹

The Ebnerian Ms. at Nürnberg is, therefore, the only one on which the opponents of these chapters can rely, and in regard to this, as in regard to the Harleian Ms., a closer examination would probably alter the state of the case. [Since the first edition of this work, such an examination has been undertaken. Dr. Gabler paid due attention to the doubt I have here expressed, and disclosed the mistake in regard to this Ms. The result is as follows, in his own words (Journ. für theol. Litt. II. Bd. 1 St. 1801): “This collation is therefore decisive of the fact that the Ebnerian Ms. of the New Testament contains the first chapter of Matthew.”]

Of the same character are the arguments founded on the silence of the fathers. It is possible that Ignatius Martyr derived the account he presents respecting the star, etc., from a tradition; but, notwithstanding what is said by Stroth, we cannot admit that Justin drew his relation of the occurrence from any other source than Matthew.

The whole history contained in the first two chapters of Matthew is related by Justin in his Dial. cum Tryph. (p. 86, 87, Rob. Steph. cap. 78). The narrative is free, but still bears evident marks of having come from Matthew.

Matthew.

''Ιδοὺ, μάγοι ἀπὸ ἄνωτάλων
παρεχόμενοι
εἰς Ἰερουσαλήμ,
δέχοντες;''
Ποῦ ὡσιν ὁ τερ-θείς βασιλεὺς
τῶν Ἰουδαίων;
ἀδερμα γὰρ αὐτῷ
τὸν ἄστερα ἐν τῇ ἁμαρτίᾳ,
καὶ ἠλθομεν
προσκυνήσας αὐτῷ...
Καὶ συναγαγὼν πάντος τοὺς ἀρχιερές...
Οἱ δὲ εἰσὶν αὐτῷ...
Οίτα γέγραπται διὰ τοῦ
προφήτου;

“Καὶ σὺ Βηθλεέμ, γῆ Ἰουδᾶ, οὐδαμοὶ ἔλαχιστα ἐλ ἐν τοῖς ήγεμόνις Ἰουδᾶ; ἐκ σοῦ γὰρ ἐξελέγχεται ἡγούμενος, ὡσίς ποιμανὶ τὸν λαὸν μου, τῶν Ἰσραήλ.”

Justin.

'Ελθόντων ἀπὸ Ἀραβίας μάγων,
καὶ εἰσίστων;
'Εξ ἀστέρος τοῦ ἐν τῇ οὐρανῷ
φανέτος ἐγνωκέναι
οὐ βασιλεῖς
γεγένητε ἐν τῇ χώρᾳ ὁμοίως,
καὶ ἠλθομεν
προσκυνήσας αὐτῶν.
Καὶ ἐν Βηθλέεμ τῶν προφήτων εἰσίστων;

"Ὅτι γέγραπται ἐν τῷ
προφήτῃ οὗτος;

“Καὶ σὺ Βηθλεέμ, γῆ Ἰουδᾶ, οὐδαμοὶ ἔλαχιστα ἐλ ἐν τοῖς ήγεμόνις Ἰουδᾶ; ἐκ σοῦ γὰρ ἐξελέγχεται ἡγούμενος, ὡσίς ποιμανὶ τὸν λαὸν μου.”

Now how happens it (waiving every other consideration), that Justin in his narrative adduces from the Old Testament the same text which

Matthew applies; that he does not take it from the Septuagint, as is his custom in regard to citations from the Old Testament; that he cites it with the same variations from the Septuagint as Matthew; and translated it from the Hebrew with the same variations, literally, as we find in Matthew? e. g. that in his memory, as in Matthew's, γίνεται should have been substituted for γίνεται? etc. etc.

Matthew.

Justin.

The similarity in point of phraseology evinces, in more than one instance, the source from which Justin drew; but the citation from Jeremiah is decisive. How does it happen that the same prophetic passage of the Old Testament occurred to his mind as to Matthew's; that, contrary to his custom, he, like the latter, deserted the Septuagint, and translated the Hebrew just as Matthew did, to a syllable? How happens it that he does this twice in one short narrative?

Besides, does not Irenaeus, at a later period, in his third book, 9th chapter, give the entire contents of Matthew's 2d chapter, expressly designating the source from which he drew? Do we not find the same in Tertullian, in his 5th book against Marcion, 9th chapter? Celsus, moreover, knew of two Gospels which contained genealogies, and mentions the arrival of the wise men under the guidance of a star.1

Even if Justin's pupil, Tatian, did omit Matthew's genealogy in his

Monoteesaron, can anything be inferred from this? Did he not likewise omit Luke's?

It is worthy of notice, that in the early times, before the third century, considerable anxiety was felt in regard to the discrepancy of the genealogies, and attempts were made to reconcile them. Julius Africanus refuted these hypotheses of his predecessors, to make way for one of his own. This candid and intelligent critic (for such he was, as is shown by his letter to Origen on the story of Susanna), and his predecessors, likewise, were so far from finding in the MSS. then in circulation good ground for rejecting this chapter and thus ending the difficulty at once, that both he and they resorted to explanations of the most forced character.

And would it not even be a matter of surprise, if Matthew, who strove to convince the Jews that Jesus was the Messiah, had neglected to show that he was of the house of David, a circumstance which the Jews regarded as a most essential characteristic of the Messiah?

Further, is not the same mode of procedure, the same peculiar style which distinguishes Matthew throughout his work, evinced in the citations from the Old Testament, which occur in these two chapters?

§ 75.

Mark 16: 9—20.

The Gospel of Mark ended formerly in many MSS. with εἰρομενον γὰρ (16: 8), and contained nothing at all of what we find now in printed books from ἀναστὰς (v. 9) to the end. This we are told by worthy and celebrated men of the fourth century, as e. g. by Gregory of Nyssa, in Cappadocia, in his second Homily on the resurrection, in which he says, that in the more accurate MSS., the Gospel of Mark ended with εἰρομενον γὰρ; and by Jerome, who appeals to almost all the Greek MSS., in which, according to his testimony the verses from 16: 9 to the end of the Gospel, were not to be found (Quaest. ad Hdb. Quaest. 3).

It is a serious matter, that, according to the declaration of the first-mentioned father, the more accurate copies did not contain this portion of the narrative; and the account of Jerome appears still more authoritative, as he even appeals to nearly all the MSS.

He himself, however, restricts his statement in regard to the number of the MSS. For he says that, in quibusdam exemplaribus, et maxime Graecis codicibus, there occurred an important various reading after the 14th verse in this same doubtful passage; whence it is clear that there were not wanting numerous MSS. which contained this disputed portion of the history, and that in the first statement something must be attributed to the rhetorical style of the author (Dial. II. Adv. Pelag. c. 15). Next, what is meant by the more accurate copies of the Nyssean father? Were they the copies which were most carefully written? This would

seem to be what he meant by the expression; but in deciding this question, we are not to ask about the care of the transcribers, but by what critics the text was settled, to what Recension the Ms. belonged. Was it to the Recension of Origen; Hesychius, or Lucian? Certainly not to Origen’s, or the Palestinian Recension; for Victor of Antioch and the Scholiasts are unanimous in stating, that the Παλαισίανα εὐαγγέλια contained the verses. The Ms. of the Recension of Lucian, too, invariably contain it. We cannot say exactly the same in regard to the Egyptian Recension.

Its most distinguished Mss., viz. C and L, together with the Lower-Egyptian version, recognize the passage. The Vatican Ms., however, the oldest in our possession, deviates from the Recension as to this point, and excludes it. It is true that this deviation is attributable solely to the private opinion of the calligraphist; but so much, at least, is plain, viz., that he must have been acquainted with Ms. which led him to venture this critical innovation.

If we look further back to the period of the κοινῆς ἐκδοσις, we find that the Greek text of Codex D contains the passage in question, as far as the words in v. 15, ὥσπερ ἐν τῷ κείμενῳ. These words, with the remainder of the chapter, have been destroyed by time and supplied by a later hand. The oldest father who refers to this passage is Irenæus (Adv. Haer. L. III. c. 10): “In suis autem evangelii ait Marcus: et quidem dominus Jesus, postquam locutus est eis, receptus est in caelo et sedet ad dextram Dei.” The next is Hyppolytus, at the beginning of the treatise Περὶ Χαροματῶν, which is enumerated among his works on the celebrated marble monument. The Peschito contains it, as well as the Latin version of the first period. True, the splendid but much injured Ms. at Verona wants all after chap. 16, v. 7, and the neater and less injured Ms. at Brescia, which contains a mixed text, has met with a still greater loss, viz. all of the book after 15: 66; but the better preserved Ms. of Vercelli and Corvey, the fathers Augustine and Ambrose, together with Leo the Great, all three of whom made use of the ancient version, are evidences in favor of the passage in question.

The Sahidic version has a considerable chasm here, from a loss of part of the Ms., which Woide supplies from Cod. Askew. From this it may certainly be argued that the Valentinians read the passage, but not that the Upper-Egyptian version contained it.

Though hardly any Ms. or versions, which have come to us uninjured, want the disputed verses, there is still this difficulty, viz. that, according to the testimony of Jerome and Gregory of Nyssa, according to the Vatican Ms., and Cod. 187, 138, both of which mark the passage with asterisks, and according to a scholium of which we shall speak presently, many ancient Ms. did not contain them. Something of this kind seems to be evinced by the Canones of Eusebius, which are

---


2 We shall look in vain in Clem. Romanus for the passage referred to in some editions of the N. T. It is in Pseudo-Clement’s Constit. Apost. L. VIII. c. 1. I find, too, no passage in Justin Martyr, nor in Clement of Alexandria. They can occur only in a catena.

3 The principal passage is Ambros. Exposit. in Lucam. L. X. fin.
continued only to ἐγραβεῖνο για το. Yet this circumstance is not of so much importance as is thought by some. These Canones do not give us any information as to the condition of the MSS., but only as to the Harmony of Ammonius; for they were merely an expedient made use of by Eusebius to designate the sections of the Harmony in the common MSS. of the Gospels. Now the reason that the Canones end at this point, is simply that the Harmony of Ammonius did not contain the passage, and therefore no reference could be made to it.

That in ancient times the verses were wanting in many MSS., is certain; the fact is well attested, though it scarcely appears in the revised text. Now how can we explain this fact? Were men pressed by exegetical difficulties; and did they, because this passage could not be reconciled with the other Gospels, attempt to get rid of it in a summary manner?

Jerome makes a confession of this nature. The Latins could not reconcile the discordant expressions of Matthew and Mark, vesperi sabbati and mane sabbati; and tried to find in the MSS. of Mark which wanted the passage in question, an excuse for rejecting what they could not explain. Supposing that the MSS. did not at first present any excuse for doing so, might not the Latins be induced by the difficulty mentioned, to make the passage suspicious in a critical view, by marking it with signs to that effect? This being done, subsequent copyists would not fail to get completely rid of this inconvenient passage.

But were this explanation correct, the passage must have been wanting in the MSS. of the Latins; while, according to Jerome, it was not these, but the Greek MSS., which did not contain it. Other indications, too, point us to Greek MSS. The Greeks, however, knew nothing of this difficulty. Gregory of Nyssa, in the discourse before cited, correctly explains ὅψε ἄπαθητα τε ἐκκλησίας the expressions ὅψε καὶ πρω, ὅψε τῆς ὑπας, ὅψε τῆς χριστος Ἐκκλησίας in Mark 16:9, occa-

1 Schol. Cod. apud Birch. 'Εκε ὁδό—Βιοδύνασ ἑκκλησίας. In the celebrated Alexandr. Codex the numbers extend no further than ἐγραβεῖνο για το.


I must here be allowed to mention another possible ground of the omission in some MSS. of the passage in question, viz. the difference of opinion in respect to Lent. The letter of Dionysius to Basilides was occasioned by an inquiry on this subject. Some thought that our Lord rose at midnight, and therefore they left off fasting about this time; the Romans believed him to have risen in the
sioned difficulty, when compared with the ως of Matthew, they would have seen that the portion which they felt it necessary to reject must begin several verses earlier. The words λᾶν προς—ἀναρέλωτος τού κόλου (Mark 16: 9), are properly the parallel clause to Matthew's ως σαββάτων, and are as contradictory to it as the expression in v. 9. There are no other difficulties in the passage in Mark, which may not be urged likewise as to Matthew, and in part as to Luke, compared with John. We cannot, therefore, expect from this quarter any grounds of decision as to its genuineness, and must turn to the internal evidence in the passage itself.

Mark's mode of narration is never so irregular and disorderly, as to lead us to expect such an awkward termination of his work as ἔφοβοις γὰρ, in v. 8, would be. It is plain that this, instead of being a conclusion, is but a preparation for something to follow.

Let us consider the tenor given to his account of the resurrection by this termination: The women came to the sepulchre, found the stone rolled away, were addressed by a young man clothed in a white garment, who told them that Jesus had risen, and commanded them to communicate this information to the disciples, with the injunction that they should go into Galilee, where they should see our Lord. They, however, said nothing to any man, for they were afraid. Here the Gospel would end. If Mark terminated it in this way, he closed his account of an occurrence which was the most important evidence in favor of Christianity, with assuring us that nothing was known of the resurrection at the time; that nothing could have been known about it, inasmuch as those on whose testimony the fact rests, told no one of it. He himself might then be asked, how he knew and was able to relate what happened to the women, if they told no one of it. An inconceivable want of consideration in so important a matter! Even if he had no intention of attesting the occurrence by further evidence, he was at any rate bound to inform the reader how the incident in respect to the women was divulged and became notorious. He would thus present clearly at least one argument drawn from the declarations of witnesses, though that be the weakest of all which are exhibited in the Gospels.

Now this very portion of the history which is denied to have been morning, and did not break their fast till cock-crowing: οἱ μὲν γὰρ ἐν Ὁρῶν ἀνθισθανώτες, ἡ γὰρ, παραμένουσι τὸν ἀλλήλοις. We know with what pertinacity the churches adhered to such traditional usages. Now those who broke their fast at midnight had this passage of Mark against them; particularly the first words, ἀναρέλας δὲ προὶ πρῶτη σαββάτων. If he arose early on the first day of the week, it was necessary that the fast should be prolonged till morning. Yet a satisfactory solution of the difficulty was found, in referring πρῶτη σαββάτων to the next words, ἐφοβοὶ πρῶτον. (Greg. Nyssen, in the above-mentioned discourse, p. 411, and Victor Antioch. in Caten. in Marc. Ed. Pessini). Before this solution was obtained, however, it may very probably have been the case that these verses of Mark were treated as suspicions in order to vindicate particular usages. We find them excluded from an Egyptian Ms., Cod. B; Cod. L at least casts suspicion on them in a Scholiast, of which we shall speak presently; and Ammonius excluded it from his Monotessaron. Now it was customary in some churches of Egypt to break the fast before the cock-crowing, as Basilius says: πρὶς δὲ τῶν ἑτεροδόθων ἔλεγε, ὥστε τίμησιν. This coincidence deserves to be remarked, though it is not by any means sufficient to serve as the basis for any positive conclusion.
written by Mark, is an account how the women came to tell of what had happened to them, how little credit was given to their narrative, and from what other subsequent occurrences satisfactory assurance of the fact was obtained.

The preposterous nature of such a termination, both in a grammatical and historical point of view, was perceived even by those Greeks who did not receive the passage; for some of them added a conclusion of their own, which satisfied at least the principal requisitions that could be made of the author. It was as follows: Πάντα δὲ τὰ παραγγελμένα τοῖς πέρι τοῦ Πέτρου ουσίως ἔγγεγειλα. Μετὰ δὲ ταῦτα καὶ αὐτὸς ὁ Ἰησοῦς ἀπὸ ἀνατολῆς καὶ ἀρχὴ δύσως ἔκαπτεν ἰδίι αὐτῶν τὸ ἱερὸν καὶ ἀφελον κηρύγμα τῆς αἰωνίου σωτηρίας (Schol. Cod. L. et in marg. versionis Philox.). Let us hear what the great master in matters of New Testament criticism says on this subject. He calls the conclusion ἐξοδούντα γὰρ "clausulas abruptissimam," and further declares, "omnibus incredibile videre debeat, Marcus sic finivisse commentariolum suum," etc.¹

We have come, then, to this point. It is admitted, that the termination would be abrupt, the book grammatically and historically incomplete, if Mark had closed his work at 16: 8. Supposing the Gospel, then, to have once actually terminated thus, either the author must have been suddenly taken away by death, or he must have been interrupted in his work by the death of hisvoucher. In the first case it was impossible that the work should have any further addition from him; in the other case, not only was such an addition possible, but it was his duty not to leave the book in this condition; he was bound to conclude it properly as soon as circumstances permitted.

It is only on the supposition that the author was overtaken by death before he had finished his work, that we can believe the remainder to have been added by another hand. In that case, however, the language of the part added must wear a somewhat different appearance from the rest; as is the fact in regard to the 8th book of Thucydidex, which is supposed, from the change in the style, to have been added by his daughter after her father's death.

If it be objected, that the addition to Mark is too small for us to determine anything from the style, I answer, it is well known that a different tone and a peculiar style of expression may manifest themselves in a short compass.² As to his death, moreover, history informs us that after the composition of his Gospel he left Rome, went to Egypt, and taught at Alexandria.³ Thus we have no internal or external grounds for supposing the author's death; which alone could justify the position that the conclusion of the book is by another hand.

² We have a proof of this in the very conclusion (σωτήρ αἱ ἀπερχόμενα π. τ. 2.) which, as we have said, was appended to some MSS. The expression ουσίως in it is almost wholly foreign to the N. T. Instead of μετὰ, the usual biblical expression is ἔγγυε; and ἀφάνοια, connected with κηρύγμα, comes from the rhetorical language of the fathers. Such deviation from N. T. diction do we find in the compass of four lines.
On the other supposition, viz. that he was interrupted in his work by
the death of his vouch, we can readily see how there may have been
in the most ancient times some copies with, and some without, this con-
cluding passage. The friends of the history of Jesus took or procured
copies of what was already written; particularly, as but little was want-
ing to the completion of the work. When, after some time, the conclu-
sion appeared, it was appended in some Mss., and in others was ne-
eglected. Thus it happened that there continued to be Mss. without
the conclusion, long after it was written.

The death of the two apostles with whom Mark was at Rome, may
easily, as every one will see, have had such an effect on the situation of
the Christians in the capital, as to occasion interruptions of their meet-
ings and of Mark's occupations, and perhaps, too, Mark's immediate
departure from the city. It appears to me, moreover, that instead of the
present concise account of the resurrection, we should have had a more
detailed narration of this most important event, had the witnesses whose
statements Mark presents in his Gospel, communicated information res-
pecting it.

On the contrary, however, we see the historian, who elsewhere seems
to place his chief merit in the circumstantiality of his narrative, timor-
ously contenting himself with general outlines of the final events of the
Gospel history, as though he was unwilling to trust himself when depr-
ived of the authority and testimony of the eyewitness. Every thing is as
it must have been under the supposed circumstances.

Others despatch this question in a shorter way. They take it for
granted that, at any rate, Mark's genuine conclusion is lost, and then,
from the admission they manufacture for themselves, pronounce the
present conclusion not to be genuine. By the convenient words, at
any rate, they avoid all argument, and even any explanation how the
loss of the genuine conclusion can be regarded as possible. Though it
is true that a portion of Luke's history was lost unobserved from the
middle of the book, yet we can show that it eluded attention on ac-
count of an ὅμοιοτάκτου. The same ought to be shown in this case.
How could the conclusion of the book disappear and the circumstance
be unnoticed? It must have attracted attention. If it happened before
copies had been taken, before the publication of the Gospel, Mark might
easily have remedied it, and was bound to do so; if it occurred after
copies were taken, the genuine conclusion must at least have been pre-
served in some Mss., and must it not then be the one which we now
have?

§ 76.

John Chap. 21.

In reading the 30th and 31st verses of the 20th chapter of John's
Gospel, we expect that the book is to be there concluded, and are per-
plexed to find, that after the writer has, as it were, taken the last look at
his work, and apologized for its incompleteness by stating its object,
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which allowed him only to relate such events as proclaimed Jesus to be the Son of God, the Christ, the author of life to men,—that after thus (apparently) concluding what he had undertaken to accomplish, he abruptly commences his narrative anew. This it was that first excited suspicion respecting the last chapter, which is so completely disservered from connexion with the rest of the history; and further plausibility was soon conferred on the suspicion by the researches of learned men. No one, however, has attacked it with so much force as a celebrated biblical scholar of our own times. He regards it as an appendix by another hand, and explains the occasion of its composition in the following way.

The saying had spread abroad, that John was to live on this earth till the last coming of our Lord, according to the express promise of Jesus (John 21:22, 23). John was now dead, and the Saviour had not appeared. From this fact arose injurious inferences in respect to the delay of Christ's coming, and even in respect to the truth of Christianity. To obviate these, some well-meaning man composed this supplement to John's Gospel, and showed from the language of Jesus that an incorrect signification would be assigned to it, if it were interpreted as promising that the coming of our Lord should take place during the lifetime of John.

His first argument is, that the difference of style shows it to have been an appendix by another hand. John, who is accustomed always to speak of himself in the third person, uses here the first person singular, in the Attic dialect moreover, οἶμαι (21:25), and the first person plural (21:24), οἴδαμεν ὦτι κ.τ.λ.

Now, how frequently he expresses himself in the same way in his Epistles, which were written at the same time. Does he not use the words, γράφω, γραφάμαι, απηχόμεν, ἐωρᾶμεν (1 Ep. 2: 18, 14. 1: 1, 2, 3, seq.)? Does he not say at the commencement of his Gospel, ἐθεωρήσω τὴν δοξαν αὐτοῦ (1:14)? And has he never, in any other part of his book, used Attic forms? What then, are ἀπηχόμεν and ἐωρᾶμεν (John 3: 11. 4. 42. 5: 37. 6: 38. 14: 9)?

It is said, however, that there have crept into this chapter, from tradition, inaccurate statements, which cannot have been made by John. The disciples are represented as living in Galilee between the resurrection and ascension of Jesus; which cannot be correct, as eight days after the resurrection they are still at Jerusalem (John 20:26).

But, after making their observations and inquiries on the theatre of his death and resurrection, they may, sometime during the following 32 days, have gone to Galilee, whither they were directed to go after the resurrection, not only by the account of the women, but likewise by our Saviour himself (Matth. 26: 32. Mark 14: 28).

It is replied, however, that directly after the resurrection they received command not to leave Jerusalem (Luke 24: 49). How then could they be in Galilee?

The case is not as represented. The Acts of the Apostles is more precise on this point. Our Lord lived forty days with his disciples, before he enjoined upon them not to leave Jerusalem till they, 

\[\text{οὐ μετὰ πολλὰς ἡμέρας,} \]

within a few days, should receive the Holy Ghost (Acts 1:3, 4, 5). The idea that they received the injunction directly after the resurrection, does not find countenance even in Luke's Gospel; but there, as in the Acts, it was our Lord's last direction, after which he was parted from them and was taken up into heaven. There are, therefore, more than thirty days remaining for the occurrences in Galilee.

Is it any thing incredible, that John himself should have refuted an error which arose in regard to him during his lifetime, and the ill consequences of which were apparent? Why should he surrender to another hand a task which he could best perform himself, and which it was especially incumbent on him to perform?

Examine the narrative. From its nature it must have been composed before John's death. It is animated by a particularity which we could expect only from an eye-witness, by whom every circumstance was remarked with extreme interest, and lodged deep in his memory. He not only recalls every individual concerned, though he wrote many years after the occurrence, but many incidental things which one would far less expect to find stated. He still knows exactly how and with what Peter girt himself in haste to go to our Lord. With the practised eye of a fisherman, he judges the distance of the ship from the land: It was not far, but as it were two hundred cubits, from land. He still knows the number of the fishes which they caught. Nor does he give merely a general statement of the number; not a single one escapes him: They were an hundred fifty and three. He still wonders, too, how it happened that the net did not break.

Now who could know all these minute circumstances after the lapse of years, unless he had been one of those engaged in catching the fishes, and had shared them with the rest? Is not the eye-witness and participant visible every where? Who was there that could have written in this manner after John's death? Was he not one of the most youthful of the disciples of Jesus, and did he not die a παραβατικός, an old man?

He himself perceived, however, that such an appendix, subjoined after the apparent conclusion of his work, might be subject to suspicion; and therefore he added expressly: It is this disciple (viz. he who lay in Jesus' bosom, and of whom Jesus spoke thus), who testifies these things and wrote them. So much precaution has he himself taken.

Now if the style is not his, if the narrative is interlarded with inaccurate traditions, and yet his subscription is put to the book for the sake of the authority of his name, it is a forgery, and we can make no great account of the honesty of the well-meaning man who committed it.

On the other hand, if we compare the words in 21:8 with 6:19, in which likewise John designates distance on the water, we find a more than accidental similarity, reminding us of the former occupation of the writer. Another of his customs, which we have mentioned above, with examples (§ 60, towards the end), viz. that of accompanying the words of our Lord with interpretations of his own, is exhibited in this chapter. There is even a remarkable similarity in phraseology to
an instance in the former part of the Gospel: 21: 19, τοῦτο δὲ εἶπε, 
σημαίνων ποιὴν θανάτων δοξᾶσε τῶν ᾽Ωτῶν; 12: 33, τοῦτο δὲ ἐλεγε, 
σημαίνων ποιὴν θανάτων ἡμεῖς ἀποδοκήσαντες.

And how much fidelity is exhibited in the narrative! Can it be the 
production of an impostor? mere gossip, compiled from various reports? 
How psychological is his representation of the demeanor of the fisher-
men, particularly. How could he so happily delineate Peter's conduct 
in exact accordance with his character? Peter no sooner hears that it 
is our Lord, than he throws himself impetuously into the sea to get to 
him; exactly as we should expect from the vehemence of his feelings, 
and his deportment in other cases. The conduct of the other disciples 
is different; they know it is our Lord, but have not presence of mind 
ought to speak to him.

Jesus afterwards asks Peter three times: Lovest thou me?—a mild 
reproof for the past, for his having three times denied him. How ap-
propriate! How entirely free from passion and from human feeling!
The apostle appears differently. At the third repetition of the ques-
tion, he cannot retain his composure; his character is again displayed. 
He is not angry, however; how could he be at this moment? We 
ought to expect that the affections of his mind would be different. He is 
grieved.

Jesus quiets the impetuous disciple by giving him his whole con-
didence; showing him, however, at the same time, the prospect of a 
death of suffering. The apostle understands our Lord, but shrank not 
at the prospect; he does not stand embarrassed and lost in thought re-
specting himself. In regard to thousands this would be unnatural; but 
not in regard to him. Such must have been the first impression on his 
mind; such it was on a former occasion (22: 33), and must still more 
have been so on this.

What, now, is more natural than the particular turn which his mind 
takes; viz. that he should inquire what was to become of him with 
whom he vied in our Lord's affections? And what is more suitable 
than the reply of Jesus: Is it any matter to thee, if I have allotted him a 
milder fate?

This chapter, then, has far too much truth of representation and in-
ternal fidelity, too much consistency with the character and situation of 
the persons, to be regarded as a compilation of various reports, or as a 
fiction of pious fraud.

In regard to the last two verses, however: This is the disciple which 
testifieth of these things, and wrote these things; and we know that his 
testimony is true. And there are also many other things which Jesus 
did, etc.; if, on the ground that the phraseology is that of a third person, 
and the last words contain a hyperbole, we suppose them not to have 
been written by John, but that, as Dr. Less thinks, they were added 
by the church at Ephesus, in confirmation of the appendix, we have here 
the authority of contemporaries, the members of a church of great res-
pectability, to prove that he was the author of the chapter.
The Acts and Gospel of Luke together form a whole, of which the latter is the first part, and the former the second. In the Gospel he presents the history of Jesus till his ascension; in the Acts he resumes the thread of the narrative, where he had dropped it in his former history. By comparing the beginning of the Acts with the end of the Gospel, we see clearly, that in writing the latter, he reserved a detailed account of the ascension for his following work, and that, while occupied in finishing the Gospel, he already had the intention of continuing the history, as he afterwards did in the Acts.

Thus Luke himself regarded the two works. The Gospel he calls in Acts 1: 1, πρώτον λόγον, the first treatise, the first part, the object of which was to acquaint us with the actions and doctrines of Jesus, ὄν ἡσύχασε ποιεῖν τε καὶ διδάσκειν. This could be called a first part only in reference to a second. The Acts, consequently, are the δεύτερος λόγος, the object of which is to inform us respecting the consequences and results of our Saviour's projects after his death, respecting the acts of his disciples, and the progress and increase of the sect he had founded.

The contents of the book are as follows. After our Lord has given his last injunctions, he ascends into heaven. The apostles supply the place of Judas (—2). On the day of Pentecost the Spirit is poured out; effects of it; ill-founded opinions of some of the spectators; counter-explanation of Peter in an address to the people; its impression on the hearers. Increasing respect for the apostles; circumstances of the church at Jerusalem (—3). Peter and John heal a man lame from his birth, in the temple; astonishment and assemblage of the people on account of it. Peter declares Jesus to be the author of the miracle. The captain of the temple hastens thither, sees the tumult, hears the speaker, and takes him with his companion to prison (—4:). On the following day the Sanhedrim assembles; the two apostles are brought before it. Peter defends himself with boldness. He and John are set at liberty, with the injunction to teach no longer concerning Jesus. They come to their companions, and are received with enthusiasm (—4: 32). Community of goods among the Christians; hypocritical fraud of Ananias and his wife (—5: 12). Miraculous cures are performed by the apostles; the Sanhedrin, vexed at these miracles, imprisons the apostles. An angel liberates them; they teach publicly in the temple; are apprehended anew, and carried before the Sanhedrin. They defend themselves; Gamaliel addresses the council; at his instance the apostles are set at liberty, after being scourged; they, however, continue to teach in the temple (—6:). The Hellenists murmur respecting the care taken of their widows; deacons are elected for this business; and among them is Stephen. His zeal for converting the people and his violent death
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(8:9). Philip teaches at Samaria; many believe; among them Simon, who offers money for the gifts of the Spirit. On the road to Gaza, Philip meets with the treasurer of Candace; instructs him respecting the Messiah, and baptizes him (8:9). Saul persecutes the disciples of Jesus; is converted while thus employed, and then preaches Jesus at Damascus; is for that reason obliged to flee; goes to Jerusalem and then to Tarsus (9:31). Peter visits the believers in Lydda; cures Eneas; visits Joppa; restores Tabitha to life; baptizes Cornelius at Caesarea; justifies himself before the church at Jerusalem for baptizing this Gentile (11:19).

Meanwhile the church at Antioch takes its rise. Barnabas is sent thither from Jerusalem; seeks Saul; and they perform together the duties of the ministry (11:26). At Antioch Agabus prophesies a famine; Saul and Barnabas are on this account sent to the Holy City. At this time Agrippa puts to death James the elder; and casts Peter into prison, who is miraculously liberated and departs to another place; Agrippa dies (12:24). Saul and Barnabas are sent from Antioch to preach in foreign countries. They go to Cyprus; from thence to the continent into Asia Minor. An account is given of what they did in Antioch of Pisidia, at Iconium, at Lystra, of their return and report of their proceedings (15:1). Dissension in the church at Antioch respecting the obligatory force of Jewish institutions upon the Gentiles. Paul and Barnabas are sent a second time to the Holy City. Solemn consultation at Jerusalem, and decision of the question in dispute. A deputation from Jerusalem accompanies Paul and Barnabas back to Antioch (15:36). Paul and Barnabas concert a new journey to Asia Minor; they separate; Paul goes with Silas. At Lystra, Paul and Silas take Timothy to be their companion; travel through Phrygia and Galatia; embark for Europe (16:10).

Luke accompanies them from Troas to Philippi; what befalls them there. They travel through Macedonia to Athens and Corinth (18:2). Paul teaches at Corinth; is driven thence; goes by way of Ephesus to Jerusalem; thence returns to Ephesus, where he teaches till he is driven from this city also (20:1). He again turns his course to Macedonia and Achaia; repairs once more to Jerusalem with Luke; is imprisoned. Paul's defence before the people; before the Sanhedrin; before Felix, Festus, and Agrippa the younger; his departure for Rome; occurrences on the voyage, and arrival at Rome.

The whole book divides itself into three sections; viz. first, the establishment of Christianity in Palestine; secondly, the origin of the church at Antioch, and expeditions thence into the heathen countries of Asia; and lastly, expeditions to Europe, in which Luke appears as Paul's companion. This last section might be divided further into two parts; viz. occurrences in relation to Paul which took place after the historian had become closely connected with him (16:10), and such occurrences after the period when Luke became his inseparable companion (20:6—28:31).

§ 79.

In a portion of his work the author does not merely represent himself as an eye-witness of the events he relates, but introduces himself.
into the narrative as a participant in them; though this is not the case till a late stage of the history (Acts 16: 10 seq. and 20: 6 seq.). He may, however, have witnessed a great part of the events which he narrates in the first section of his book, unless Palestine, where he resided during the life of Jesus, was left by him directly after our Lord’s death. As it would be precipitate and arbitrary to extend the declaration which he makes in the introduction of his Gospel, to everything which he relates as having taken place in Palestine, without recollecting that it properly refers only to the contents of the Gospel; so it would be no less arbitrary to assume that he did not remain in that country an hour longer than the compass of his Gospel requires. The Proemium asserts Luke’s residence in Palestine during the period referred to; but does not prevent us from supposing a continuance of his stay.

This being premised, we must learn from the tenor of the book of Acts, how long we can and ought to regard him as having resided in Palestine. If we consider the uncommon knowledge of facts evinced by the writer in the section relating to what occurred in Palestine, we shall readily believe that he had not as yet left the country. This perfect acquaintance with facts continues without diminution to the second section, i.e. the founding of the church at Antioch (11: 19). From this moment he turns away from Palestine, and does not speak at all of the elders of Jerusalem or of occurrences there, except when deputations from Antioch appear in that city, and then only during their stay (Acts 12: 1—25, and 15: 4—30).

The abrupt transition from occurrences in Palestine may have arisen either from a sudden inaction on the part of the elders and ministers there, and consequently a deficiency of events worthy of record, or from a change in the point of view occupied by the historian. The more incredible the former supposition is, the greater ground is there for adopting the latter; viz. that Luke left Palestine when Christianity began to take root in Antioch. After a time, however, he deserts the church at Antioch likewise. The reason of this change is apparent in the course of the narrative itself. Luke removed to Troas (Acts 16: 8—10), where he was ignorant of the occurrences in the church at Antioch. On the other hand, it was owing to this change of residence that he was an eye-witness of Paul’s reception in Europe and his first proceedings in this quarter of the world, and was even his companion in the passage over. This opened the way to further intimacy with him, and thus enabled him to become the historian of the apostle during the last period, in which the scene of his former enterprises became more and more remote.

We see how great an influence Luke’s different points of view had upon his history; and we hope to elucidate it further by considering the three sections more particularly. In the third section, Luke is explicit and diffuse so long as he is at Paul’s side, or even in his vicinity (Acts 16. 10—18:). The more remote he is from the apostle, the more concise is his narrative. The events of a year and a half at Corinth he comprises in seventeen verses (18: 1—17). Nearly all we learn is the arrival and departure of Paul, without a word concerning the importance of the result of his labors, or concerning the condition of the church. Immediately after, he comprises a journey from Ephesus to Jerusalem,
from thence to Antioch, then through Galatia and Phrygia back again to Ephesus, in two verses (18: 22, 23). As soon, however, as the apostle rejoins Luke (20: 6), the narrative recovers its character, and is rendered rich and animated by an agreeable particularity.

In the second section, which is devoted to occurrences connected with the church at Antioch, he speaks only of the origin of the church, the earliest events there, and the peregrinations of Paul and Barnabas from Antioch to Cyprus and Asia Minor (15: 1). He then has nothing to say till the second mission to Jerusalem. When this was accomplished, the apostle abandoned Antioch as his station; and Luke, in the course of a few years from this time, became very intimately connected with Paul. Now in respect to the journey to Cyprus, the proceedings of Paul and Barnabas at the court of the proconsul, their departure, their preaching in Antioch of Pisidia, their fortunes at Iconium, Lystra, etc. (Acts 13: 1—14: 27), the more remarkable circumstances are clearly and somewhat fully depicted; while such things as were not of an unusual character are but slightly noticed. Generally speaking, the narrative is very much such an one as Paul and Barnabas may have given to the church at Antioch on their return.

We next come, however, to a period during which nothing is related in regard either to Palestine or Antioch. This is called by Luke in a general way, ἡ ἡσυχία οὐκ ὁλίγη, no inconsiderable time (Acts 14: 28); and it actually comprised several years. On careful consideration it will be found that the transactions of the first expedition into heathen countries may perhaps have taken up two years; but still five whole years, to the twelfth year of the reign of Claudius, are passed over as though no Antioch and no Paul existed. It is not till the twelfth year of this emperor, as we shall see from chronological designations hereafter, that the history commences again with the remarkable dispute concerning the obligatory force of the Jewish observances (15: 1 seq.). Now Luke was in Paul's company the next year, and may have obtained from him a minute knowledge of these recent occurrences (16: 10). The five preceding years, nevertheless, remain vacant. He derived no information from Paul in regard to them; nor was he himself living in Syria or Palestine during the period. These countries certainly continued, however, to be the special field of Christian history. Who can believe that for so long a time nothing memorable took place in Palestine and Syria, or was undertaken by Paul, who had a natural repugnance to inactivity? Whether Luke had gone to Troas, where Paul met him subsequently, or was in some other place, certainly he was not in Antioch or Palestine. Nothing of the kind occurs elsewhere throughout the book; in the third section the order of time is pursued constantly, even though the periods are not always very copiously treated of.

The first section, compared with the two last, exhibits a fulness of which neither of the others can boast. If ever the historian shows himself circumstantially and minutely acquainted with facts and discourses, it is in relation to the occurrences in Palestine. Indeed, only those parts of the third section that narrate incidents of which he was an eye-witness, exhibit such particularity as is uniformly displayed throughout this section. If, therefore, in any part of his book we have reason to regard him as an eye-witness, it is here. A comparison with the most
animated of those narratives which we know to have been composed from personal knowledge, justifies this conclusion as to the whole of the first section.

§ 80.

From these observations the plan of the author is easily understood. It was not his object to relate the part borne by each of the apostles in the diffusion of Christianity, what churches were founded by each of them, and what was their respective fate. Considered in this light, the first section of the work would be extremely imperfect. Nor was it his design in the third section to present the complete history of Paul to a certain period; for he was not in possession of all the facts requisite for this purpose, as we can see from the book of Acts itself, and may be still more fully convinced from the 11th chapter of the 2d Epistle to the Corinthians. He did not propose to himself either of these undertakings beforehand, and then begin to collect materials for its accomplishment. It would have been too late, had he delayed to commence collecting materials for his history until the composition of his Gospel, at which time he first formed his intention to add a second part. The Acts of the Apostles were not the result of any plan previously formed, which he intended to execute by means of subsequent investigations, but of the numerous recollections and memoranda which he had stored up. Without any reference to completeness or unity, he presents sometimes remarkable incidents and sometimes large portions of history, just as he happened to observe the facts at the various stations to which he was led by the circumstances of his life. Through the fortunate variety of situation, however, in which he was placed at different times, he actually enables his readers to form a general idea of the mode in which Christianity was preserved and established after the decease of its founder and in a short time diffused into many countries.

§ 81.

The time at which he composed his work and the person for whom it was written had a great influence on its character. The Gospel of Luke, the third in order of time, did not appear till after Paul's death, and of course, then, the Acts of the Apostles did not; for the Gospel of Mark, although it preceded Luke's, was not published till after the decease of Peter and Paul (§ 16). Now if at that time there were found to be chasms in the history of Paul, it was no longer possible to derive explanations from Paul himself; and if the scene of these events was in distant countries, it would have been a very onerous task to procure from thence the necessary information in regard to them. Luke was, therefore, obliged to renounce the idea of completeness, however desirous he may have been of attaining it.

There is yet another circumstance to be considered, which exerted a determining influence upon the extent of the work. He dedicated this book, as well as his Gospel, to his friend Theophilus, and intended it more particularly for his information (Acts 1: 1). In order that it may be intelligible to him, explanations, mostly of a geographical nature, are subjoined by him very frequently, until he comes to the period
of Paul's arrival in Italy. At this point, he ceases to insert such remarks, and seems to be certain that Theophilus is acquainted with the situation of the places he afterwards mentions. Precisely similar is his manner in regard to the facts themselves. The early proceedings of the apostle, and his proceedings in later times at Jerusalem and subsequently till he arrives at Rome, are treated by Luke with much particularity; but Paul is hardly at Rome when he concludes his narrative by merely remarking that Paul spent two whole years here.

Yet, as we see by the apostle's letters from Rome, Luke was constantly with him, might have been a spectator of every thing, and must often have been a fellow-sufferer with him. And these very occurrences in the capital of the world were of special importance in regard to the history of Christianity, and were probably the most interesting in the apostle's life. The charges of his accusers, his trials, his defence, which, as the apostle himself said (Philipp. I: 12), made his bonds in the praetorium honorable and glorious to Christianity, the new accessions to the Christian cause which were gained by him, the exertions of his friends and enemies, the one for his destruction and the other for his preservation, were of high moment to his contemporaries and to the future disciples of Jesus. In respect to all this he says not a word; he does not even mention the judicial sentence which decided the action brought against the apostle, or any reason why he was liberated.

Luke, then, did not write with a view to his contemporaries in the distant countries of Asia, who found great difficulty in procuring circumstantial and authentic accounts of these incidents. As little did he write with a view to posterity. Friendship for the man whose pious curiosity he wished to gratify excluded both considerations from his view. It was written for his benefit; and it was only incidentally that others reaped advantage from it. The ground of observation which Luke supposed Theophilus to occupy was, therefore, the standard of his work; and it was only necessary that he should conduct the individual for whom he wrote to the point where that individual's own knowledge began.

Hence, as on the one hand we owe to his friendship for Theophilus his determination, by means of a Gospel of his own, to free the history of Jesus from the interpolations made in it by unauthenticated writers, to separate what was true and exhibit it in a faithful history; so, on the other hand, it can be attributed only to the relation in which his friend stood in respect to the facts in the Acts of the Apostles, that no historical account of the occurrences at Rome was furnished by Luke for the benefit of his contemporaries and of coming generations.

§ 82.


On the chronology of this book much depends in regard to its exposition, and much more in regard to the illustration of the Pauline
Epistles. I have here to correct some inadvertencies which I formerly committed. 1

There is hardly any passage in the book more definite in a chronological point of view than 11: 23—12: 25. Agabus had prophesied at Antioch an approaching famine; on which account the believers made a collection for the relief of the necessitous in Judea, and sent it by the hands of Barnabas and Paul to Jerusalem. After Luke has narrated the mission of the two teachers (11: 30), he makes a transition to remarkable occurrences at the time in the Holy City (12: 1). These are, the apprehension of Peter, occasioned by the gratification of the people at the execution of James; his miraculous deliverance and departure from Jerusalem; and the death of Herod Agrippa. After this, we are told by Luke, the deputies returned to Antioch (12: 25). The chronological coincidence of these events with the residence of the two deputies at Jerusalem, we infer from the representation of the historian; not merely from the words καὶ εἶχε οὖν τὸν κατοίκον (12: 1), but also from the order of the narrative, which includes these events within the period during which Barnabas and Paul resided at Jerusalem, no account being given of the return of the deputies to Antioch until after these occurrences are narrated.

Consequently, this period must likewise have included the death of Agrippa, which occurred, as represented, about this time. Directly after the fast at which Peter’s execution was to have taken place, the king left his usual residence at Jerusalem, 2 and went to Cesarea, which, according to both Luke and Josephus, was the place of his death (Acts 12: 9. Jos. Ant. L. XIX. c. 8. n. 2). His departure for that place occurred immediately after Peter’s deliverance. Now as the deputies were in no haste, the death of the king may easily have occurred during their stay in the Holy City. They had no message which it was necessary to carry back with despatch, and were no longer needed at Antioch, as appears soon after their return (13: 1, 2), and therefore they were not required to hasten their journey home.

Yet, granting that the death of Agrippa did not take place till some months after his arrival at Cesarea, and that it is related directly, more for the sake of completing the account, than because the event occurred while the two teachers abode at Jerusalem; still the occurrences we have mentioned must have taken place sometime during the year of Agrippa’s death.

Now we find this year stated definitely in Josephus: Agrippa died

1 In composing this sketch I have had the following recent writings before me: "Vogel, "Vorsuch über chronologische Standpunkte in der Lebensgeschichte Pauli" in Gablers "Journal für ausserlesene theol. Litt." I Bd. I St. "Neuer Versuch über chronol. Standpunkte für die Apostelgeschichte, etc." by Dr. Säkking, in Bengel's "Archiv für die Theologie und ihre neueste Litt." I. Bd. n. XII. and II. Bd. 2d St.—Kunoel, 'Comm. in libros Novi Test. Historicos.' Vol. 4. Proleg. in Act. Apost.—Bertholdt, "Hist. krit. Einleit. in die Schriften des alten und neuen Test." Th. V. 2d Häfte. § 629 seq. The limits I have assigned to my work do not permit me to discuss every objection separately, when I differ from these learned men, though I have paid particular regard to them in the development of my arguments.
2 Jos. Ant. L. XIX. c. 7. n. 3. Ἡλία γοῦν αὐτῷ διατήρηκα καὶ συνεργή ἐν τοῖς Ἱεροσολήμων ἦν.
after having governed four years under Caius and three under Claudius Cesar. He remarks further for the sake of being more precise: the third year under Claudius had already closed, τριτον ετος ηδη πεσαλη- 

The deputies from Antioch arrived at Jerusalem at the feast of the passover; for the apprehension of Peter took place at the time of unleavened bread (12: 3), and his execution was to take place after the feast (12: 4). Hence Agrippa's death did not occur until after the passover. Now Claudius ascended the throne in January, and according to Josephus the third year of his reign had closed when Agrippa died. This passover, therefore, cannot have been the passover of the third year of Claudius, but must have been the one in the early part of his fourth year. In this way the time is very definitely fixed. In the third month of the fourth year of the reign of Claudius, Barnabas and Paul arrived at Jerusalem with the gifts of the church at Antioch; and sometime after Agrippa died.

After Agrippa's decease, the famine foretold by Agabus came to pass, viz. under Cuspius Fadus, who, on account of the nonce of Agrippa the younger, was appointed by the emperor to govern the dominions of the father, and likewise under Tiberius Alexander, who succeeded him in this office.

After this incidental remark, we must return once more to the mission of Paul and Barnabas. It has been thought that this is referred to in Galat. 2: 1—15, and chronological inferences have been drawn from this passage, because the apostle in speaking of his visit to Jerusalem, commences with these words: Then fourteen years after I went up again to Jerusalem, etc. This is an important designation of time, and hence it is of consequence that we should know to what fact it relates.

I was formerly of opinion (and in this respect I had predecessors of great note), that Paul here refers to the mission on account of the impending famine. But this cannot be the one intended; he must refer to the later one, which he undertook with Barnabas on another occasion (15: 1—4). My reasons are the following. Paul had not on the first occasion been held in high estimation among Christians for a period of fourteen years (Acts 11: 25 seq. comp. Galat. 1: 21—24). At the time when he was sent by the church at Antioch to carry their charitable donations, he was merely a local teacher and assistant of Barnabas at Antioch (Acts 11: 22, 26). His call to the office of an apostle was not acknowledged till after his return from this mission (13: 2).

In the account, however, which he gives of his visit in the Epistle to the Galatians, he appears as an acknowledged apostle, whose labors had justified his pretensions. He had already been a preacher among the Gentiles (Galat. 2: 2), and the evidence was convincing that the instruction of the heathen, της αφροδισιας εναγγελίων, и αποστολη, was committed to his hands; so that as apostle to the Gentiles, he rank-

---

1 *In the Jewish war, L. II. c. 11. n. 6. he gives only theround number three; for Caius Cesar had not completed his fourth year. But in Antiq. L. XIX. c. 6. n. 2, he gives the time with all the precision stated: Της της προς ουν εις την Γαλια- ρα της αποστολην εναντον της επιλεγον εις κλαυδου καλαρας αυτοπαρα- πλιο, etc.*

2 *Jos. Ant. L. XX. c. 5. n. 2. Comp. B. I. L. II. c. 11. n. 6. Ant. L. III. c. 15. n. 3.*
ed himself with Peter, the apostle to the Jews (Gal. 2: 7, 8). His appoin-
tment to this office by divine authority (τὸς ἀπόστολον), was so evi-
dent, that James, Peter and John, made a division with him, by which they retained the Jews under their own superintendence, and assigned him the whole world beside (Gal. 2: 9).

These circumstances cannot have occurred until Paul had returned from his long journey among the Gentiles (Acts 13: 2, 15:); and was sent a second time with Barnabas from Antioch to Jerusalem, to obtain a decision of the dispute concerning the obligation of the Jewish observ-
ances (15: 1—30). This mission must be the one referred to; it took place, he says, fourteen years later than the period when, three years after his conversion, he presented himself before the apostles and church at Jerusalem as a fellow-christian and believer (1: 18—2: 1 seq). The intervening journey to Jerusalem with the charitable dona-
tions from Antioch, therefore, is passed over in silence by Paul in his Epistle to the Galatians, as he was not writing his biography, but was endeavoring to show that he did not receive his Gospel from the other apostles, that he was nowise inferior to them in authority, and, from their own confession, was of equal rank and dignity with them. Now if this intervening journey was not to his purpose, it was superfluous to mention it; especially as when it took place he had but just gained some little estimation, and had hitherto exercised only the local office of teacher at Antioch.

The fourteen years which are mentioned ended with the mission in regard to the Jewish observances, and began with Paul’s first appear-
ance at Jerusalem as a Christian. Now in what year did this last oc-
currence take place? Let us examine the circumstances under which it occurred, to see how far they may aid us in determining the year. He came to Jerusalem from Damascus (Gal. 1: 17, 18). From this lat-
ter place he was obliged to flee, because he had exasperated the Jews by his preaching. He escaped with difficulty over the walls in a basket; for the Jews sought his life and were watching the gates (Acts 9: 22—
29). Paul speaks of this incident in the 2d Epistle to the Corinthians also (11: 32, 33), where we are informed that the governor appointed by Aretas over Damascus ὁ ἐν Δαμασκῷ ἔφυγε), himself guarded the city, or caused it to be guarded, instigated the Jews to this violence, and support-ted them in endeavoring to carry it into effect. Now when did Aretas obtain the government of Damascus?

Not long before Pompey entered these regions, on his return from the Mithridatic war, the inhabitants of Damascus, desirous of ridding themselves of an odious prince, had called Aretas, the king of Arabia Petraea, to the government of Cæle-Syria.1 Pompey had hardly arrived in the vicinity, when, according to the custom of the Romans, he inter-
meddled with this business, caused Damascus to be taken by his gen-
erals,2 and the Roman arms to be carried into the interior of the terri-
ories of Aretas. But the Romans encountered many difficulties in these defiles and deserts, and Aretas on his part was desirous of getting rid of them. Peace was therefore made.3 Damascus continued under

---

1 Jos. Ant. L. X. III. c. 15. n. 2.
2 Ant. L. XIV. c. 2. n. 3.
3 Ant. L. XIV. c. 5.
the protection of the Romans. We find its coins from this time stamped with the head of Augustus or Tiberius. Not long before the death of Tiberius, Damascus was involved in a controversy with Sidon, about the respective limits of the cities; both contested their claims before the Roman president of Syria. Thus the city continued free ever after, under the Roman protection.

About this time we meet with another king of Arabia Petraea named Aretas, who at first was on bad terms with the Romans, so that Augustus refused for some time to acknowledge him as king. Herod Antipas carried on a disastrous war against him, and then sought aid of the Romans. Vitellius was commissioned to make war upon Aretas. While Vitellius was advancing against him, he received intelligence of the death of Tiberius. He immediately returned, under the plea that his commission had ceased. The victory over Herod, the return of Vitellius, the change of emperors, and the preparations already made for war, seem to have incited the Arabian to recover Damascus, which had been taken from his ancestors. Prudence required that, if possible, he should recover from the Romans a city which they made use of as a military station, and which would serve him as a protection to his dominions.

A Jewish feast was at hand, when Vitellius was marching against Aretas with his legions. This was probably the passover; for Tiberius died on the 16th of March, and in less than three weeks Vitellius received intelligence of it, and dismissed his army to their winter quarters. Now was the time for the Arabians to invest Damascus and commence the siege. If it be objected that Vitellius would not have permitted this, I reply, that he could not do otherwise. If his commission was at an end, as he said, in regard to a war already proclaimed, it certainly did not extend to a new one.

The Nabathean king and his governor, however, did not long hold dominion in Damascus. So early as the second year of his reign, Caius Caesar undertook to regulate the affairs of Asia. He gave a king to the Iturean Arabs, whose territory was contiguous to that of the Nabathæans, and on one side, moreover, to the district of Damascus, and who frequently disturbed the latter by their inroads. He likewise severed some other parts from Arabia. In these arrangements, an important Roman garrison, like Damascus, could not be forgotten. The Arabians held it, therefore, at most, only from the middle of the 1st till about the close of the 2d year of Caius Caesar’s reign. If we assign Paul’s danger and flight to the middle of this period, it will fall in the early part of the second year of Caius’ reign. Beginning here, the fourteen years run

---

2 Jos. Ant. L. XVIII. c. 6. n. 3.
3 Ant. L. XVI. c. 9. n. 4.
4 Ant. L. XVIII. c. 5. n. 1 and 3.
5 Ant. L. XVIII. c. 5. n. 4.
6 Ant. L. XVIII. c. 5. n. 3.
7 Dio Cass. L. LIX. p. 649. 'Εν δὲ τούτῳ, Ἰουδαίων μὲν τὴν τὸν Ἰτυριανὸν τῶν Ἀραβῶν. Κατὰ δὲ τὴν τα Ἀμενίαν τὴν ομμυρότεραν, καὶ μετὰ τούτῳ καὶ τὴν Ἀραβίαν τινὰ . . . ἐγκαθίστατο.
on till Paul's second mission to Jerusalem respecting the obligation of the Jewish observances, and terminate in the twelfth year of the reign of Claudius.

Further; Paul (Gal. 1: 15—18) reckons three years from his conversion to his flight from Damascus to Jerusalem. These three years coincide with the first of Caius and last two of Tiberius. Tiberius reigned twenty-two years and a half, wanting one month. Hence the two years which belong to the reign of Tiberius began about the middle of his twenty-first year, and Paul's conversion occurred about this period.

From the termination of the administration of Felix, we derive assistance in fixing the chronology of the Acts. Under Felix Paul was arrested at Jerusalem and carried prisoner to Caesarea (Acts 21: 27—23: 24). There he remained till Felix was recalled by the emperor, and Porcius Festus succeeded him. The latter, immediately on his accession, sent the apostle to Rome, because he had demanded to receive his sentence from the tribunal of the emperor (25: 26:).

Now when was Felix deposed? Josephus gives us some light on this point. He says at the beginning of his biography, that he was born in the first year of Caius Cesar. In his 26th year, he says further on, he was obliged to proceed to Rome on the following account. While Felix held the government, some priests who were acquaintances of Josephus, were sent by Felix to Rome to answer charges of a trifling nature, and he was desirous of procuring their liberation; etc.

Caius and Claudius together reigned seventeen years and eight months; Josephus must therefore have lived eight years and four months under Nero, before he went to Rome in the twenty-sixth year of his age. Was Felix at that time still in Judea?

So we might perhaps imagine; but he certainly was not in his station when Josephus made complaint in regard to his tyranny. Such a step would have been extremely hazardous while he retained his authority. We find that it was not till after his deposition from his station that his accusers made their appearance against him and sought justice at Rome. We must therefore place the recall of Felix earlier than the voyage of Josephus.

1 Some are inclined to reckon these fourteen years, not from the flight from Damascus to Jerusalem, but from his conversion, thus including the three years. The reason they assign is, that Paul would be likely to refer every thing back to this event, the most important of his life. But in the Epistle to the Galatians, the principal thing which he has in view is not his conversion, but the declaration that he had not received instruction in doctrine from the apostles at Jerusalem, but from a higher source. This he shows as to the period during which he must have received his instruction, by stating the places to which he went and those to which he did not go: οὐδὲ ἐίπετο εἰς Ἰερουσαλήμ (Gal. 1: 17); Ἐπαμείνω—ἐπιπλέον εἰς Ἰερουσαλήμ, but only for 15 days (v. 18), and Ἐπαμείνω ἡλιόν, but not to Jerusalem (v. 21). As the principal topic is his going or not going, and not his conversion, the subsequent visit (Gal. 2: 1) must refer to an earlier one. So much is clear from the nature of the case, without taking into account the word πάλιν. But πάλιν (πάλιν ἐπιπλέον) where it is not used antithetically, denotes enumeration, and also repetition, or the recurrence of something similar to what has preceded. It is equivalent to εἰς δευτέρου, τό τρίτον, τέταρτον.

2 Vita Josephi § 3. and Basil. Ed. p. 626.

3 Jos. Ant. L. XX. c. 8. n. 9. Josephus set out on his voyage to Rome much later than they; for while he was performing his business there, Poppaea was the acknowledged wife of the emperor (Vita, c. 3), which was not the case before the eighth year of Nero.
The subsequent fortunes of Felix assign his recall to the seventh year of Nero. The complaints brought against him by the Jews were of so weighty a character and so fully established, that he had forfeited his life. Nero pardoned him only at the intercession of Pallas. Pallas was the brother of Felix; and lost his life himself in the eighth consulate under this emperor.\textsuperscript{1} We must therefore assign the recall of Felix to the year previous to this event.

I do not comprehend certain objections which have been made against this statement. In the year of Pallas' death, P. Marius and L. Asinius were consuls (\textit{Tacit. Ann. XIV. 48}), and, as Seneca says in his address to Nero after the death of Burrhus (c. 53), this was the eighth year of his reign. Burrhus was probably still alive when the accusers of Felix appeared against him (\textit{Jos. Ant. XX. c. 8. n. 9}); and yet he was one of the first victims who perished this year to the great misfortune of Rome. But I do not wish to lay any stress on this. The year of Pallas' death is definitely determined, and Felix must have been recalled before this event, i. e. in the seventh year of Nero.

\textit{§ 83.}

Having thus specified the occurrences which carry with them definite designations of time, we must now endeavor to fill up a considerable period, which is of great importance as to the chronological relations of several of the Pauline Epistles. This period comprehends the years between the second mission of Paul respecting the obligations of the Jewish usages and his imprisonment at Jerusalem. Some of the events or transactions carry with them the means of determining their dates; others do not.

When Paul and Barnabas had returned from their mission to the Holy City, they continued to teach and to preach in Antioch (Acts 15: 35). During this time Peter came to Antioch, where occurred the well-known scene between him and Paul (Gal. 2: 11 seq.). After some time, Paul and Barnabas projected a second voyage to Asia Minor (Acts 15: 36 seq.); but separated on account of Mark. Paul went afterwards with Silas. The period from the return to Antioch to the commencement of the journey to Asia Minor appears to have comprised several months. It is probable that Paul would not have undertaken it till the severest portion of the winter had past. Barnabas, who purposed merely to visit Cyprus, probably went thither in autumn, to reach the place before winter had set in. It is wholly immaterial, however, even if Paul began his journey in autumn.

Paul set out, probably at the close of winter, for Cilicia, came to Pisidia, Phrygia, and Galatia, and obeyed the call of a vision to go to Europe; embarked, proceeded through Macedonia; visited Athens, and arrived at Corinth, where he took up his abode. It was probably late in the year when the apostle reached this place (Acts 15: 40—18: 1).

Here he remained a year and six months (Acts 18: 11). From autumn to spring are six months; from spring to spring again one year. As soon as the sea was open, he embarked for Asia (Acts 18: 18), and landed at Ephesus. He did not stay here long, however,

on account of the feast which he had determined to keep at Jerusalem (Acts 15:20, 21). The name of the feast is not mentioned. It was probably that of Pentecost; for if he left Corinth in the spring, he could hardly have reached Jerusalem, by the circuitous route he took, as early as the passover.

From Palestine he went to visit Antioch, where he resided ἡ ἡ κατα κατακατάσκοψα, an indefinite time, then travelled through Galatia and Phrygia (Acts 18:23), and came, in accordance with his promise, to Ephesus. Paul, as we shall show in treating of the Epistle to Titus, spent the winter at Nicopolis on the Issus, which may be termed the gates of Asia Minor. From thence he might have reached Ephesus, through Galatia and Phrygia, in a few months.

At Ephesus he taught three months in the synagogue. He left it, however, and taught in the school of Tyrannus for two years (Acts 19:8, 9, 10). He had intended to remain at Ephesus till Pentecost (1 Cor. 16:8), but was expelled some time before by an uproar (Acts 19:21–20:2). He next departed to Macedonia through which country he travelled, exhorting and admonishing, till he reached Greece, where he abode three months. He then set out on his return, and, at the end of the passover, embarked for Asia (20:3, 6), and was desirous, if possible, to reach Jerusalem so as to be there at Pentecost (20:16). From his departure from Ephesus not long before Pentecost, to his arrival at Jerusalem at Pentecost, was, therefore, rather more than a year.

This last voyage demands particular attention, on account of the objections which have been raised against the narrative.¹ Let us then, accompany the apostle, in order to see what foundation there is for the difficulties which have been alleged. Seven days after the passover he left Philippi, arrived in five days at Troas, and remained there seven days (Acts 20:6). From Troas he went by way of Assos, Mitylene, Chios, and Samos, to Miletus, in four days (20:13, 14, 15); for Assos is but a small distance from Troas, and not a day’s voyage, as has been represented. The ship merely doubled the promontory of Lectos, and then took in the apostle, to proceed to Mitylene. The number of days thus far is twenty-three. But it was the third day of unleavened bread from which the fifty days before Pentecost were reckoned; consequently three days are to be deducted from our twenty-three; so that twenty were past, and thirty remained before Pentecost.

The distance from Samos to Miletus is very short compared with the other day’s voyages; consequently the vessel must have arrived at Miletus in the middle of the day. We will not, however, lay any stress on this. Paul sent to Ephesus and called to him the elders of the church, gave them his exhortation on their arrival, took leave and set sail without delay (Acts 20:16–38). The time thus spent here is unknown; but all could have been accomplished, beyond a doubt, in three days. From Miletus, Paul passed by way of Coos and Rhodes to Patara, in three days (21:1). At Patara he went on board another vessel. How much delay this caused we do not know; nor how long it was before they reached Tyre. The voyage must have taken, however, as

¹ Bertholdt, Hist. krit. Einl. in das A. und N. T. 6th Th. Note 2 to § 726, p. 5375 seq.
much as double the time occupied in going from Miletus to Patara. Luke does not begin to reckon again until he reaches the continent. At Tyre they stayed seven days (21: 4); thence they went to Ptolemais, a day’s journey, and abode there one day (21: 7). On the following day they went to Cæsarea, where they made a longer stay, ἡμέρας πλείους, of which no definite designation is given. The time which we know to have been taken from Tyre to Cæsarea, with the one day from Ptolemais to Cæsarea, amounts to ten days. Their stay at Miletus, at Patara, the time taken in passing to Tyre, and, lastly, the ἡμέρας πλείους at Cæsarea, are not definitely known. For these, we have twenty days remaining. We must deduct, however, one day for the journey from Cæsarea to Jerusalem, and another for the reason that the apostle was in James’ company on the day preceding the feast. There are consequently eighteen days remaining for the unknown intervals of time.

Now if the business at Miletus was despatched in three days, if Paul sailed from Patara on the next day, and the passage thence to Tyre was accomplished in six days, there would remain eight days for the πλείους ἡμέρας at Cæsarea. There is no impossibility in this. That a part of the passage, viz. that to Patara, was quick, we know; that the second stage of it was fortunate beyond expectation, we know from what ensued. Paul could not otherwise have had so many days remaining to devote to the calls of friendship at Tyre, Ptolemais and Cæsarea. Thus Paul reached Jerusalem, as he had desired, at the Pentecost (Acts 20: 16), and was there cast into prison. The time between his departure from Ephesus and his imprisonment at Jerusalem, between passover and passover, was about a year.

These were the intermediate events between Paul’s mission from Antioch in respect to the Jewish observances and his seizure at Jerusalem. As we have seen, a part of them are accompanied with designations of time; and in regard to a part of them the time may be inferred with probable accuracy from circumstances. All together fill up the period of seven years. The mission we have mentioned occurred in the twelfth year of Claudius; proceeding from this point and reckoning seven years, we come to the fifth year of Nero.

§ 84.

In the 7th year of Nero Felix was deposed from his station. Paul had spent two years in prison under Felix (Acts 24: 27), and was consequently apprehended in the fifth year of Nero. This coincides exactly with the reckoning in the preceding section. Festus called Paul before him, and, after some intervening incidents, sent him to Rome as he had desired.

It was late in the year; yet, on account of the variation of the Jewish months from the equinoxes, the intercalation made the year to coincide with the seasons, the time according to our reckoning cannot be exactly determined without tedious particularity. So much may be assumed as certain, that the fast of the seventh month fell as late as possible (Acts 27: 9), in which case it ended on the 2d of our October. The apostle was compelled to remain at Malta for three months through the winter (58: 11), i.e. till March, when the voyage was resumed. Thence
it continued without interruption; the apostle arrived at Rome in the spring of the eighth year of Nero’s reign, remained there two whole years, and was released in the spring of Nero’s tenth year. This was a fortunate release; for it was in the autumn of this same year that Nero’s persecution broke out.

It was the apostle’s intention, as we see from some of the letters which he wrote from Rome, again to visit his friends in the east; and still in his Epistle to the Romans he had expressed a desire, after seeing Rome, to visit Spain.

One of the most ancient christian writings assures us that the latter voyage really took place. He went, we are told, to the western limits of the earth, ἐν τῇμα ἄτατος, and after his return died ἐν τῶν ἐγνυμένων. I do not see how any objection can be made to this statement of a man who was intimate with the apostle, who lived in Rome whence the journey was undertaken, unless, very unreasonably, the genuineness of the work be denied; especially as he wrote this account to the church at Corinth, and they would naturally know something of the fortunes of Paul, who but a short while before had lived and taught among them.

If, however, it be resolved that this work shall not be acknowledged as Clement’s, its opponents do not gain much advantage. They cannot deny that, at any rate, the Epistle was in existence in the second century. The author was certainly, therefore, as far as respects the period at which he wrote, in a situation to write from authentic tradition. Moreover, in the second century, the church at Corinth was in a condition to know whether the Epistle was genuine, and to reject it if it was not; yet, as late as the time of Eusebius, it was read annually in their assemblies, and thus each year they renewed their testimony to its genuineness.

Not only so, but as Eusebius states, it was read in his time in many other churches; and hence in the Alexandrian Codex, it is appended to the sacred writings by the first hand. This Ms. belongs to the fifth century, and was either executed at a time when it was customary to read the Epistle in public, or at all events was copied from a Ms. of that period.

The words ἐν τῶν ἐγνυμένων may be understood of the latter days of Nero, when Tigellinus and Nymphidius Sabinus administered affairs at their pleasure; also of the period after Nero’s death until Sabinus resigned the sword to the former, and pretended to manage affairs for Galba till his arrival. In this case the interpretation accords with other accounts, which assign the apostle’s death to Nero’s reign. At all events, no subsequent emperor had anything to do with it. A second interpretation, which supposes that by the words, ἐν τῶν ἐγνυμένων, the times of Galba, Otho and Vitellius are intended, confessedly deviates from other historical accounts.

---

1 Clemens Rom. Ep. i. ad Corinth. sect. 5.
2 Dionys. Corinth. apud Euseb. L. IV. c. 23.
3 Plutarch in Galba. c. 8.
4 The ancients do, indeed, specify Nero’s reign, but with different designa-
The first mentioned voyage, also, took place, at least in part. It falls in the order of time after his voyage to the west, and before his death, of which latter event it was the immediate occasion. Paul set out for the east, and went as far Corinth, where he met with Peter, whom he joined and accompanied to Rome. This is attested by Dionysius of Corinth: Peter and Paul, he says, met together in our city of Corinth, and went together to Italy, where they died martyrs to the cause of Christianity. In the eleventh year of Nero, Peter was still in Asia, if it be a fact that his first Epistle from Babylon was occasioned by the horrors of Nero's persecution (see below, § 169). About this time Paul was on his voyage to the west; so that the two could not have met in Corinth before the twelfth year of Nero.

We will now give a tabular view of the history of the apostle Paul, according to the dates we have deduced, extending from his conversion to his liberation from imprisonment at Rome.

The middle of the XXIst year of Tiberius, or the 21st—22d, corresponds with the commencement of the thirty-sixth of the Christian era.

During this year occurred Paul's conversion.

The XXIIIrd and last year of Tiberius, and the first of Caius Caesar, correspond with the thirty-eighth A. D.

The IIId year of Caius Caesar.

Paul escapes from Damascus, and goes to Jerusalem.

The beginning of the IVth year of Caius Caesar.

Paul's first mission from Antioch to Jerusalem.

The XIIth year of Claudius.

Paul's second mission from Antioch to Jerusalem.

The XIIIth year of Claudius.

Paul travels, at the close of winter, through Asia Minor to Europe, as far as Corinth; preaches here in the following autumn.

The XVth year of Claudius.

Paul stays at Corinth through the winter and spring, till the next autumn.

The Ist year of Nero.

Paul at Corinth in the winter; in the spring embarks for Asia; arrives in Jerusalem at Pentecost; then goes to Antioch.

The IIId year of Nero.

Paul passes the winter at Nicopolis; goes to Ephesus; teaches there.

1 The author here refers to Paul's voyage to the east to visit his friends. The reference is very obscure; only "das Erste" is used, though so long an interval has elapsed since his mention of the two voyages to the east and west. See p. 562—Tn.

2 In Euseb. H. E. L. II. c. 25.
The IIIrd year of Nero
Paul preaches at Ephesus.

The IVth year of Nero
Paul is at Ephesus and in Asia till Pentecost; embarks for Macedonia.

The Vth year of Nero
Paul winters in Achaia; returns to Jerusalem at Pentecost; is imprisoned.

The VIth year of Nero
Paul in bonds at Cesarea.

The VIIth year of Nero
Paul in bonds at Cesarea; in autumn is sent to Rome.

The VIIIth year of Nero
Paul arrives at Rome in the spring; is in bonds there.

The IXth year of Nero
Paul is in bonds at Rome.

The Xth year of Nero
Paul is liberated in the spring.

A few words in explanation of this table. In the XVth year of the reign of Tiberius, when the baptism of Jesus took place, he was about thirty years of age (Luke 3: 23, καὶ ἐκεῖν τοῖς τριάκοσιοι ἀεὶ καὶ τριάκοσιοι ἀγὼνοις). This designation of time I assume to be correct without further investigation; for a proper discussion of the point would require a separate work. The baptism occurred about fifty or sixty days before the first passover, forty of which were taken up by the abode in the desert, and the remainder by the earlier occurrences at Bethany and in Galilee (John 1: 29—2: 13). These fifty or sixty days before the passover must have commenced in the month of February. This month, however, fell about the middle of the fifteenth year of the reign of Tiberius. For Augustus, from whose death the accession of Tiberius must be reckoned, died on the nineteenth of August. From the middle of February to the middle of August are six months, and thus six months more are wanting to complete the year.

Tiberius died in the twenty-third year of his detested reign, on the sixteenth of March. If the thirtieth year of Jesus began in the middle of the fifteenth year of Tiberius, i.e. in February, the thirty-eighth year of the Christian era must have begun in the middle of the twenty-third. Since, as we have before said, Tiberius died in March, he lived but one month in this thirty-eighth year A. D. This year,

1 Dio Cassius, L. LVI. p. 590. Wechsel. says: τῆς ἑπτά καὶ δευτερης τοῦ Αὐγούστου. Sueton. In Aug. c. 100. says the same, according to the Roman way of reckoning "decima quarta Kal. Septembri;"

therefore, continued into the first of Caius Caesar, and the second of his reign was the thirty-ninth of the Christian era.

Caius did not complete the fourth year of his reign; he ascended the throne in March, and died on the twenty-fourth of January. This, however, makes but little difference as to the year of the Christian era, which continues on uniformly under his successor.

Claudius now took the throne and held it for thirteen years, and a part of the fourteenth, till the middle of October. The year of Nero's reign, therefore, which begins at that time, begins three months and some days earlier than the Christian year.

CHAPTER II.

THE APOSTLE PAUL'S WRITINGS.

§ 85.

Saul, ὁ Παύλος, or Paul, which latter name he took either because he was going among Greeks, or in memory of the first illustrious person who gave him a favorable reception, and was converted by his means, viz. Sergius Paulus, the Proconsul of Cyprus (for the name occurs first on this occasion, Acts 13: 9), was a Roman citizen, born at Tarsus in Cilicia, a city which in the days of Strabo stood by the side of Athens and Alexandria, as respected the sciences and arts.

In conformity with the ancient Jewish proverb, "He who does not teach his son some trade, brings him up to steal," he learned the trade of a manufacturer of tent-cloth.  

---

5 Ἠποτος, Acts 18: 3. Michaelis infers from this expression that he was a mechanist, on the ground that, according to Pollux, φυτοτος was equivalent to μηχανοτος in the old comedy: τοις δὲ μηχανοτοις και φυτοτοις ἔτι παλαια κομψία αφιέρωμα (Ed. Grym, Col. 415). But the learned man has misunderstood this author. He is speaking here only of the theatre and its machines; the expression, ἔτι παλαια κομψία, is used merely to denote the technical language of the actors. In this way, in a passage precisely parallel, the expression
He very early showed uncommon asperity of character, and the most obdurate intolerance. These traits he exhibited while but a youth, at the stoning of Stephen (Acts 7: 58. 8: 1, 2, 3).

His disposition developed itself without restraint, and even under public approbation, in wanton cruelty. He became furious, entered into houses to search for Christians, dragged forth men and women, and committed them to prison (8: 1—4). But his sphere of operations soon appeared to him too contracted. Jerusalem was not large enough to satisfy his sanguinary disposition. He presented himself before the Sanhedrin, and desired permission to persecute the Christians at Damascus, and on the road thither, and with inhuman satisfaction he cast persons of every age and of both sexes into prison (11: 1, 22: 4 seq).

This extremely violent man, with such terrible qualities of mind, whose strong ambition made him very bold and enterprising, would have become a perfect John of Gischala, a blood-thirsty zealot (ὑπερτυφλὸς ἐπελήθη καὶ ἀθώος, Acts 9: 1), had not an unexpected event changed his whole character.

§ 86.

The harsh bent of his mind inclined him to the tenets of the Pharisees, who had all the recommendation of austerity, and were the dominant party among the Jews.

His literary education he received in part from Gamaliel, a teacher in great estimation at that time (Acts 22: 3). By him he was instructed in the Jewish laws and traditions, πατρικὰς παραδίδεις. His talents

ἡ νίκα καὶ ἡ ἀρχή καταστροφής, και προοπτικής εἰρήνη αἰώνων εἰς τὸ ἀρχαία σπουδαστῶν καλλίες (Col. 91. Comp. Schol. minor. in Sophocl. Ajac. Ed. Brunck. ad v. 3). For the machinery which presented to view the δεώς αἰωνικός καὶ προοπτικής εἰρήνης, τοῦ ἀρχαίος ἀκοπτοπής (Col. 229). Both, therefore, might be the work of the same artist; whence he was called indiscriminately sometimes the machine-maker and sometimes the scene-maker, as according to the second passage the artist was called at one time the mask-maker, and at another the maker of all the decorations etc. used in the theatre. The manufacture of theatrical machinery was certainly not Paul’s business. The fathers called him οἰκουστομίους καὶ οὐσιοφόρους, manufacturer of skin-tents (Suicer. Thesaur. Philol. p. 923). It would seem that the nature of the military tents led them to suppose him a worker in leather; for these were made of the skins of animals, whence the expression among the ancients: exercitum sub pelibus habere, pellitus continerem miliitem. The native country of the apostle affords us most information in regard to his business. It produced very shaggy and rough-haired goats; whence Κλήσιος ῥαγός was a proverbial expression to denote one who was extremely deficient in good manners. From the hair of these animals the inhabitants of Cilicia manufactured a thick, coarse cloth, which was hence called ciliicum. ciliioin, κλήσιοι: Κλήσιος ῥαγός, ὁ δανός, τοῦτον γὰρ ἐν Κλήσιῳ γίνεται τρύγος, οὕτως καὶ τοῦ οὕτως οὐσιοφόρα κληρίσια καλοτάτα (Suidas. Comp. Hesych. and Salmas. in Solinum. p. 347). As to its use in war and in navigation, see Veget. De re militar. L. IV. c. 6. and Servius in Georg. L. III. v. 112. It was used, in particular, by the Nomades in Syria and on the Euphrates, for horses’ tents. Plin. H. Nat. L. VI. c. 32. “Nomades, infestores quo Chaldaeorum scenite... et ipse vagi, sed aerobuscum cognominati, quae ciliices metantur, ubi ibit.” Paul’s business was the manufacture of this article of national industry. He was a manufacturer of tent-cloth.
promised a capable and persevering scholar, and the result justified the expectation. He understood all the modes of interpreting the bible which were then current, viz. allegory, typology, accommodation, and tradition. In Greek literature, too, he was far from being a novice (Acts 17:28; 1 Cor. 15:33; Tit. 1:12).

Nor had nature denied him the external gifts which are so essential to eloquence, although he speaks of them with great modesty. At Lystra he was taken for the God of oratory.

§ 87.

This character, capable of great things, but not master of itself from the predominance of feeling, was an extreme in human nature, and was of course developed in extremes. His religion was a destructive zeal; his anger, ferocity; his fury demanded victims. So boisterous and ungovernable a disposition did not qualify him, in a psychological point of view, to be a christian, or even a philanthropist; least of all to be a meekly-suffering man. Yet all this he was on his conversion to Christianity, and his violent passions were softened down to a well-regulated and noble character.

Once hasty and passionate, now only courageous and determined; once violent, now energetic and enterprising; once vehemently opposing every thing which stood in his way, now only persevering; once savage and gloomy, now only serious; once cruel, now only strict; once a harsh zealot, now pious; once unrelenting, unsusceptible of sympathy and commiseration, now himself bathed in tears, which formerly he had seen in others unmoved. Formerly the friend of no one, now the brother of all mankind, philanthropic, compassionate, sympathetic; yet never weak, always great, manly and noble, even in the midst of sorrow and trouble. Thus he appears on occasion of his affecting departure from Miletus (Acts 20:); it is like the farewell of Moses, or the resignation of Samuel, tender and moving, full of self-respect, dignified, though painful.

Thus it was not the case merely that his mind received another bias and his ever-restless fervor was directed to a new object; but the propensities and passions of his hitherto unrestrained nature were brought into perfect symmetry; so that his vast powers were harmoniously adjusted to a new mental character. The loftiness of this character arises from its perfect unity.

Now if, as is clear, this was the result of his conversion, every one may judge for himself whether such a change be a mark of a disordered brain, or shows that with more than ordinary qualities of mind he carefully guided his conduct by regular principles. We can then, too, readily answer the inquiry, How far his interest in the Christian cause was real, firmly rooted in his mind and conscience?

§ 88.

His writings are a faithful expression of the character we have described. They evince an independent mind, whose conceptions and ideas, as well as his mode of communicating and stating them, were
peculiarly his own. Even the same thought, occurring at different times in his writings, always receives a new turn, has each time something novel in its aspect. In the matter and the style we discover a brisk, active mind, possessed of a well-digested store of ideas, and a remarkable felicity of communication.

So, too, in regard to the tone of his writings. Sternness, manly earnestness, and strong feeling alternating with mildness, kindness, and sympathy; and the transitions are such as would naturally take place in the breast of a man deeply interested in his subject, of a noble and intelligent character. He warns, rebukes, and then consoles; he assails with vigour, presses with impetuosity, then speaks with evident kindness of heart, exhibits his ardent desire for the welfare of others, his forbearance, his dread of afflicting any. All is just as the subject, the time, the character of those whom he writes, and other circumstances, demand.

We find everywhere importunate language, an earnest and animated manner. Rom. 1: 26—32 is a comprehensive and powerful description of character. His antitheses (Rom. 2: 21—24. 3 Cor. 4: 8—12. 6: 9—11. 11: 22—30), his enumerations (1 Cor. 13: 4—10. 2 Cor. 6: 4—7. 2 Tim. 3: 1—5. Ephes. 4: 4—7. 5: 3—6), his climax (Rom. 8: 29. 30. Tit. 3: 3, 4), his questions, exclamations, and comparisons, give animation to his style, often to a very striking degree. The simile in 1 Cor. 12: 14 seq. resembles that of Menenius Agrippa, and is even more elegant and expressive.

Still he bestowed little pains on the correction of his style. His thoughts and feelings remained as they were thrown off from his pen. We see no trace of the file, or of that artist-like care with which the ancients were wont to give the finishing touch to their productions. Hence his phraseology is frequently negligent, his construction incomplete, or even obscure, full of parentheses, and these sometimes very long. See 1 Tim. 1: 4, from Θεού τὴν ἐν πίστει τοῦ 18, ταύτην τὴν παραγγελίαν τοῦ 2 Cor. 3: 14—18. 4: 7—9. Ephes. 2: 1—5. Rom. 2: 13—16. 12: 4—15, etc. etc.

§ 69.

Notwithstanding these rhetorical faults, I regard Paul as a master of eloquence, and should even like to compare him in this respect with celebrated men of ancient times, e.g. with Isocrates, whose letters to Demonicus, and some of those to Nicoles, bear considerable resemblance to Paul's in design and purport. I said in respect to eloquence; for, though the Jewish-Greek dialect of the apostle be far inferior to the Attic euphony of Isocrates, he exhibits an eloquence independent of art, which was the result of his talents and character, of conviction, interest in his subjects, and deep impressions of their nature and importance, and which, from the influence of these causes, reached a degree of grandeur scarcely ever attained by art. I cannot, however, here pursue this parallel, and willingly leave every reader to his own judgment in regard to it; but I must not omit to notice the opinion of a critic whose impartiality and ability give him claims to especial consideration.
I mean Dionysius Longinus, who gives his estimate of the apostle's eloquence in the following passage. "The following men are the boast of all eloquence and of Grecian genius, viz. Demosthenes, Lylias, Aeschines, Hyperides, Isagou, Dinarchus, or Demosthenes Critinus, Isocrates, and Antiphon; to whom may be added Paul of Tarsus, who was the first, within my knowledge, that did not make use of demonstration."

I am aware that the latter part of this passage has been regarded as suspicious by illustrous critics, by Fabricius and Ruhnken; but I think something further may be urged with propriety in its favor, particularly as these two learned men rejected it rather from mere critical suspicion than on good grounds.

We must first examine the use of terms in the passage. Paul is said to have made use of the δόγματος αναποδείκτου. Longinus distinguished in rhetoric the αναποδείκτου from τῷ ματα γαντιάν ἐξπληκτίκων, the genus demonstrativum from that which appealed merely to the passions. In speaking, therefore, of rhetorical matters, as in this passage, δόγμα αναποδείκτου means a style rather of a stirring than an argumentative nature. Moreover, the expression προτισομοσα δόγματος, which is unusual, is one elsewhere employed by Longinus. It occurred in his work Περὶ τίλεως, written against Plotinus and Amelius, a fragment of which has been preserved by Porphyry: οὐκ ἐλγων τῶν ἐν φιλοσοφίᾳ λόγων προτισσηνα.

The passage, too, sounds very naturally in the mouth of a heathen philosopher. Paul seemed to the critic rather to persuade than to demonstrate. Nor was this without reason; for the apostle either assumes certain doctrines as well known, and then connects others with them, or makes use of passages from the Old Testament, the argument-

---

1 Fabric. Biblioth. Græc. L. IV. p. 445. Ed. Hamb. Ruhnkenius in Nat. ad Rutil. Lupon De figur. sentent. p. 262. I cite the passage in Longinus according to the amendment of Ruhnken. In the usual editions it occupies the first place among the fragments. Кορωνίς δέ ἐστιν λόγων παρειας και φρονήματος Ἑλληνικοῦ Ἀμφιστηνίου, Ανθίνιος, Δισθυμης, Ταξοπάτρα, Ταξοπάτρας, Αμφιστηνίου ὁ κριθήνος, Ιωσαφάτης, Ἀντίφος ἐν τούτοις Πατός ὅ Ταξοπάτρα, ὁντείναι καὶ προτισομοσα φαμ προτισομοσα δόγματος αναποδείκτου. It is well known that Dinarchus was facetiously called Ἀμφιστηνίου κριϑήνος καὶ κριϑάρως; it ought therefore to be made apparent that these words are only a surname of Dinarchus, lest the reader should suppose two different persons were meant. This is not done in Ruhnken's amendment. Before the time of Ruhnken, the text even contained the following awkward blunder. The name of Isocrates was inserted between Dinarchus and Demosthenes Critinus: Αμφιστηνίου, Ἰωσαφάτης, Ἀμφιστηνίου κριϑήνος. Perhaps the text once was: Αμφιστηνίου, Ἰωσαφάτης καὶ Ἰωσαφάτης Ἀμφιστηνίου ὁ κριϑήνος, Ἰωσαφάτης. The works after Ἰωσαφάτης were supposed to be the name Ἰωσαφάτης. This was therefore expunged after κριϑήνος, as having occurred before; and thus originated the reading we have mentioned.

2 Περὶ τίλ. XV. n. 11.

3 In the language of the learned of ancient times, τὸ ἀναποδείκτου is generally that which is not sustained by argument, or a position taken for granted, ἀχτοτρίδης ἀναποδείκτου, for the purpose of drawing inference from it (Sextus Empir. Pyrrh. Hypoth. L. II. c. 6. n. 54, and L. II. c. 16. n. 168). Morus assumes this expression to be an interpolation, when he attempts to explain it from the usage of Christian writers (Lib. animad. in Longin. p. 54).

tative force of which the heathen writer did not perceive, and which he
must therefore have regarded as mere erudition and literary embellish-
ment. In his situation, therefore, he could not make a more correct
observation in regard to Paul, than that he was the first who made use
of persuasion and pathos rather than argument.

The internal grounds of judgment, then, the phraseology and the
sentiment, are so far from being in favor of the supposed interpolation,
that they rather point to our author. So likewise with the external ev-

dence.

Dionysius Longinus was of the sect of the New Platonists, who were
pretty well acquainted with the Christian Scriptures. Porphyry, his
pupil, in his fifteen books against the Christians, does not merely attack
the general purport of the New Testament, but selects and analyzes
particular passages. Amelius, a contemporary of Longinus, endeavored
to prove that John’s Gospel contained the Platonic doctrine in regard to
the Logos.¹

In the time of Longinus the Christians had public religious worship
in the dominions of his pupil and friend, Zenobia, and Paul of Samos-
ata, Bishop of Antioch, was known and favored at her court, so that
the critic must have been intimately acquainted with him. There is
even strong probability² that they were natives of the same city, Samo-
sata, and perhaps acquainted with each other in early life; but, inde-
dependently of this circumstance, the situation of the philosopher makes
it clear that he must have had information respecting the Christian scrip-
tures.

Lastly, in his work on the Sublime (IX. 10), he makes honorable men-
tion of the Mosaic book of Genesis. If the books of the Jews attracted
his attention, those of the Christians could hardly escape his curiosity;
and considering his impartial estimate of the former, we ought not to
be surprised at the opinion of so fair a critic respecting the Apostle Paul.

§ 90.

Some will now expect me to specify the peculiarities of Paul’s system
of doctrine, and to acquaint them with the spirit of his writings; and
others who do not go so far as this, will expect me to state the interme-
diate ideas by which he connected his tenets and united them into one
complete system. Both, however, make requisitions which, if nothing
else could be objected against them, are more easily made than met.
I am apprehensive that as yet we are not enabled to distinguish properly
between the scaffolding and the structure itself.

That, however, which is particularly observable in Paul, and which is
the key to all his actions, is the remarkable impression which the idea
of an universal religion had made on his mind. This sublime idea of re-
taining all that was excellent and divine in the religious opinions of a dis-
owned and perishing people, and of perpetuating it in a system which
not only far surpassed every thing of the time, but would through the-

Contra Julian. L. VIII.
² Hudson, Præf. in Longin. Orat. 1718, proves from an ancient inscription
that the family of Longinus resided at Samosata.
developments made of it in succeeding ages, satisfy all the wants of posterity, bearing this infallible mark of its truth, that it was adapted to all men and all times—this idea of founding a religion for the world, never penetrated any mind so deeply, never lighted up so much energy, or prompted such persevering effort.

In this matter he was no man’s disciple; he received his spirit directly from his Master; a divine spark inflamed him. It was this which would not permit him to stay in Palestine or Syria; which irresistibly urged him to go to foreign lands. Judea and its vicinity were the province of his companions; but his mission was among the Gentiles; the whole heathen world was allotted to him. Hence he commenced his labors in the various countries of Asia Minor; and when even these limits became too narrow for him, he went with the same confidence to Europe, among other nations, institutions, customs and opinions; and here finally, with the same restless ardor, he extended his plans even to the pillars of Hercules.

Hence it was, that, though he carefully accommodated himself to the Jewish mode of teaching, he still yielded nothing essential, disapproved the pliability of Peter, and did not manifest the same forbearance as James; granting no indulgence to old attachment to Judaism, whenever opinions and institutions were in question which excluded other nations or individuals, and were not suited to all people and all times. Hence he violently attacked the Jewish constitution, and was proclaimed an enemy of Moses and the law, so that his life was put in jeopardy. It was this idea which gave a peculiar character to his whole course, and which pervades his writings throughout. In these writings we very frequently find his peculiar views on this subject concisely intimated.

Thus did Paul prepare the way for the destruction of two religions, that of his ancestors and that of the heathen. How well-timed his efforts were, it is not our business at present to inquire. We will set aside the question whether both religions were not still of some utility at that period. Poets may regret that the poetical religion of the Greeks, and that of the Romans, which was deeply indebted to the former, should have sunk in the lap of time with all their agreeable fictions; but it was in vain to think of guiding by the aesthetic feeling an age which was no longer Platonic, and subsequent events, which gradually developed themselves, the civilization of barbarous nations that had been molested by the Roman arms, required something different from Greek fables, which under another than an Ionic or Attic sky could neither be appreciated nor comprehended.

But why was Paul’s mode of teaching so thoroughly Jewish? Why did he envelop his discourse to such a degree in the learning of Palestine, while proclaiming an universal religion? His youthful education, the custom of the time, and the people before him, determined him to this mode of procedure. In every clime which he visited, he had to do first and foremost with Jews. Had he possessed what was termed by Socrates his obstetric art, the art of drawing forth to light the thoughts of the human mind from its inmost recesses; had he possessed the splendid style of Plato, or, considering him as an orator, the art of an hundred rhetoricians, he would hardly have gained a single Jew by it. With all this profane eloquence, wise men were but fools in the syna-
The Jews required in religious matters the language of religion, the learning, phraseology, turns of expression and images peculiar to their nation.

The fact that Paul met with heathen, likewise, in the synagogues of the Jews, was one of those circumstances of the time which were of great advantage to Christianity; for there was no other place where he could have appeared before them in the character of teacher. In the temples nothing was attended to but sacrifices; in the forum nothing but laws and lawsuits; and it can be ascribed only to the peculiar regulations of the city of Athens that he wrote and taught in public there. It may be said that perhaps it was only dissatisfaction with the established religion, or a propensity to superstition, which led these heathen to the synagogues. At all events, however, a great number of heathen were sincerely addicted to Judaism, and frequented the Sabbath assemblies. In this way Christianity came to their ears, and then spread to their fellow-countrymen. They were termed αἰθιοπείς, and μετεύκται, of whom Paul found many at Thessalonica, in particular.

But these, too, having imbibed the religious notions of the Jews, had during initiation become accustomed to their technical language and mode of teaching. Paul was, therefore, obliged to begin where others had left off, and to avail himself of what had been previously accomplished.

§ 91.

FIRST EPISTLE TO THE THESSALONIANS.

Thessalonica, the capital of what, according to the division of Εὐσίλius Paulus, was the second Macedonian district, and the largest city in the whole country, was eventually the residence of the Roman Praetor. It was very populous, and also sufficiently wealthy to infuse courage into

1 Josephus, B. J. L. ii. c. 18. n. 2, and c. 20. n. 2. In Spon's "Voyage d'Italie, de Dalmatie, de Grèce et du Levant,"Tom. i. p. 396. Ed. 1679, there is an inscription from Thyatira, by which it appears that an inhabitant of that place even provided for his burial in a garden near a synagogue: ΦΑΒΙΟΣ ΖΩΙ-ΜΟΣ ΚΑΤΑΣΚΕΥΑΣ ΖΩΡΟΝ ΘΕΟΤΟ ΕΠΙ ΤΟΙΟΤ ΚΑΘΑΡΟΤ ΟΝΤΟΥ ΠΡΟ ΤΗΣ ΠΟΛΕΟΣ ΠΡΟΣ ΤΟΤ ΖΑΜΒΑΕΙ κι ΕΝ ΤΟΤ ΧΑΛΑΙΑΙΟΝ ΠΕΡΙΒΟΛΗ. A pertinent inscription which was found at Pola in Istria, is contained in Gruter's Thes. Inscrip. p. 271. n. 11. AUR. SOTER ET AUR. STEPHANUS AUR. SOTERIAE MATRI PIENTISS. RELIGIONI JUDAICA METUENTI. There is a similar one in Apianus, Inscriptiones veterum, p. 358. I do not know whether it is contained in Gruter or not, as his work is not at hand. RELIGIONI JUDAICA METUENTI F. P. AELIUS PRISCILIANUS ET AELIA CHRESTE VIVI SIBI POSUE-RUNT. We shall say more of this subject in treating of the Epistle to the Romans. We will merely subjoin here a remarkable passage from Dio Cassius: Ἕδ έν εἰσίνοις αὐτῇ (Ἰωάννοις) ἑμάρις μὲν καὶ εἶναι τοῦτον ἤξεται ἐν συνεχείᾳ. Φημολογία δὲ καὶ τοίς αὐλί αὐλοὶς, ὡς τοῦ νεομείναι αὐτῶν, καιροὺς ἀλοιποῖον ἔπειτα, ἡσυχία, κ. Χ. Ξ. Χ. Χ. Χ. Χ. Χ. Χ. 37. Ed. Wechel. 1066.

2 Livius, L. XLV. 29.

3 Lucian, Lucius sive aetinus. Πόλις τούτων ἐν Μακεδονίᾳ μεγάλη.

4 Strabo Geogr. L. VII. Μέσα στα τῶν ἄλλων εἰσαγωγά. 
the armies of Brutus and Cassius, which were promised the pillage of it as the reward of victory. Even at the present day it is an important commercial city, and contains very many Jews.

Little of an honorable nature is known of the state of morals in this city. The females, particularly, could claim little credit on the score of modest, retiring demeanor, which is the greatest charm of the sex; this virtue was in so low estimation generally in this city, that the place was selected as the scene of the wanton fancies of the satirist.

Soon after his first entrance into Europe, Paul made trial here of the doctrines of Christianity. He entered the synagogue, the only place where he, as a stranger, could address the people on the subject of religion and morality. He there spoke for three Sabbaths concerning the Christ, or Messiah, and proved from the Scriptures that he must needs have suffered, and have risen from the dead, and that Jesus was this Messiah (Acts 17: 2—9). The Jews were not pleased with these doctrines; but he had the consolation of gaining approbation and adherents among the Gentiles. For of these there were many metuenteres, who visited the synagogue and had been initiated into Judaism, but had not the preconceived opinions and national waywardness of the Jews to prevent them from appreciating a better system.

These religious Gentiles adhered to the apostle, and believed, both men and women, in great numbers. The Jews did not remain indifferent at this loss; their jealousy was excited. They created an uproar, drove Paul and Silas from the city, and, after they had departed, wreaked all their fury on those who had embraced the apostle's doctrines.

The new converts had hardly enjoyed the most simple instruction, when Paul was compelled to betake himself to flight. Much, therefore, must have continued obscure to them, and respecting many parts of his preaching doubts must have arisen which there was no one to solve. From the outline of his preaching presented by Luke (Acts 17: 3—7), it appears that he occupied himself wholly with a discussion of the Messianic dignity of Jesus, which of course included his kingly office and his judicial authority over the world. But, according to Luke's account, on our own resurrection, as well as on many other subjects, he did not enlarge. It is plain, too, from what follows, that Paul took this ancient Jewish tenet for granted, or else did not touch upon it.

The expectation of a final judgment, to be conducted by the Messiah, was pleasing to many, because they hoped that the opponents of the doctrines which they professed, would soon be put to shame and the triumph of Christianity in the sight of all would procure them justice (2 Thess. 1: 6, 7). Circumstances gave additional liveliness to these hopes. They had severe persecutions to endure from the exasperated zealots of the law; they therefore longed the more ardently for the day of their glorification, and interpreted the preaching of the apostle according to their wishes, as signifying the speedy coming of our Lord.

Now, as they had received no information in regard to the resurrection, some of them could not help fearing that if this day should be long

1 Appian, De bell. civil. L. IV. c. 118.
2 Lucian, Lucius sive aenus, n. 50. 51. 52. T. VI. Bipont. p. 191.
delayed, they would not enjoy the happiness of seeing it and participa-
ting in the glorious event (1 Thess. 4: 18).

Others, however, were alarmed by the consideration that such a judg-
ment would unveil their faults and strictly punish their failings; for
many had not succeeded in divesting themselves of their old habits, es-
pecially those of lasciviousness and idleness.

§ 92.

The apostle was, as we have said, driven from Thessalonica, and
went to Berea, an adjacent place (Acts 17: 10), where he was received
with joy, but was soon discovered and persecuted anew by the Jews of
Thessalonica. He fled thence also, leaving behind, however, Silas and
Timotheus (Acts 17: 14). Timotheus, by the apostle’s command, vis-
ited the Thessalonians once more from Berea (1 Thess. 3: 1, 2, 5), and
Paul went to Athens, where he waited for his companions whom he had
left behind (Acts 17: 15, 16). He was at Corinth, however, when they
joined him (Acts 18: 5).

There Paul learned from them the condition and concerns of the
church at Thessalonica, and formed the resolution of writing to en-
courage and console it. Hence, while Timotheus and Silvanus were
with him (1 Thess. 1: 2), as soon as Timotheus had joined him, ἅγιος
ἐξοντας Τιμοθέου (1 Thess. 3: 6), consequently in the early part
of his abode at Corinth, he wrote an epistle to them, the first of all
his Epistles, according to the investigations made above in regard to the
chronology of the Acts. It was therefore written in the thirteenth year
of Claudius.

§ 93.

The contents are as follows: I commend your faith and constancy
in suffering; in this you resemble me. I preached to you under perse-
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ceptation, without any benefit to myself, for your good (—2: 17). I have
often longed after you, and I sent Timotheus in my stead to comfort you.
He brought me joyful tidings. May God vouchsafe you strength to do
right (—4: 4)! I must warn you, however, to flee fornication; ye have
no need that I exhort you to beneficence; but let every one labor, being
a burden to no one (—4: 13). Be not concerned that you may not live
to see the coming of our Lord. Our hopes are not, like those of the
heathen, bounded by this life; the dead will rise again to take part in
Christ’s coming. But no man knows the time of this event; therefore
be ye always ready.

§ 94.

THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE THESSALONIANS.

While they were anxiously looking for the coming of our Lord, they
received the apostle’s first Epistle. As he reproved some of their vices
in it, the consciences of many made them less desirous, and even fearful,
of our Lord’s coming. Soon after another epistle appeared, purporting
to come from the apostle, which announced that our Lord’s appearance
was at hand; this only was needed to make them utterly miserable (2
Thess. 2: 2). It is true that this epistle was fictitious; but it had its
full effect. It was probably written by one in their midst; for the au-
thor was acquainted with their condition, expectations, fears and hopes.
It was, therefore, probably written rather with the desire of hastening
an amendment in some of them, than with any evil intentions.

Paul soon learned this, and the consternation of the Thessalonians;
he could not suffer them to continue longer in so wretched a condition.
He was still at Corinth when in these circumstances he wrote his
second Epistle to them; for Timotheus and Silas were yet with him (2
Thess. 1: 1. Acts 18: 5). Now these two men were deprived of his soci-
ety at his departure from Corinth (Acts 18: 16), and it is not till a great
while after, that we find the first of them again in his company, and the
other, Silas, never again appears in it (19: 22).

It was, therefore, at Corinth, that he learned of this occurrence and
the consternation of the Thessalonian Church; and from this city he
wrote his second Epistle for their consolation, in the fourteenth year of
Claudius.

§ 95.

I thank God, he writes, that your faith and constancy under persecu-
tion increase. Jesus will entirely requite you and your enemies at the
day of his coming (—2:). Be not terrified at anything, not even by an
epistle in my name as though the Lord were at hand. Idolatry must
reach her highest pitch of arrogance before the punishment comes (2:
12). But we, brethren, thank God that he has appointed us unto glo-
ry; be steadfast in the faith; pray for God’s assistance (—3: 6). There
are, however, disorderly persons among you, particularly indolent per-
sons; separate yourselves from them, if they will not amend. I subjoin
the salutation with mine own hand, for your assurance in future. The
grace of God be with you.

§ 96.

THE EPISTLE TO TITUS.

Paul went from Corinth, where he wrote the two last-mentioned Epis-
tles, to Ephesus. There he abode several weeks, and composed this
letter of instruction to his son Titus.

The apostle speaks of having left Titus behind at Crete (Tit. 1: 5).
Now, of all his voyages, this is the only one in which he can have vis-
it Crete.

The first time he left Syria to go abroad among the nations, he di-
rected his course to the provinces of Asia Minor, and returned by land
to Antioch. When he departed again, he took the same course, passed
through the same countries, and went to Troas, whence he visited
Macedonia, and came to Athens and Corinth.
On leaving this latter city, he embarked in its eastern harbor, Cenchrea, with the purpose of sailing to Syria (Acts 18:18). On this occasion only, did his course lie so near Crete that he might have visited it. We cannot tell whether the ship in which he embarked made this circuit or whether he was cast upon the island. If the latter was the case, he encountered one of those perils by sea which he mentions in 2 Cor. chap. 11.

When he again left the main land of Asia, he went to Macedonia, and returned by the way of Troas (Acts 20:1 seq.), whence he embarked for Miletus. But all the places in this voyage are so precisely stated, that we know his course exactly; he came to Miletus not long after mid-day, and did not approach Crete at all (20:13—16). Hence his visit to this island must have been made during the voyage undertaken by him from Corinth to Syria, which carried him, however, to Ephesus.

Other circumstances, moreover, which point to this voyage, confirm the position we have taken. At the same time that Paul arrived at Ephesus, a certain Jew was there, named Apollus, who was intending to go to Achaia, and for this purpose obtained letters of recommendation from the brethren (Acts 18:24, 27). Now, in this Epistle of the apostle, we find mention of an Apollus, who is on a journey, and an injunction to Titus to help him forward in it (Tit. 3:13).

If this be the same Apollus who is spoken of in the Acts, as all the circumstances denote, we may see from his example that the circuitous route from Ephesus to Corinth, or vice versa, by way of Crete, was not unusual; whether it was occasioned by commercial or other reasons.

But an important difficulty lies against the supposition that the Acts and the Epistle to Titus refer to the same journey of Apollus. The Acts concludes the account of Paul’s residence at Ephesus by saying, that he bade farewell and departed for Palestine, and travelled through Galatia and Phrygia, confirming the brethren in the faith, (18:21, 22, 23). It is not till after Luke has said this, that he speaks of Apollus, who, therefore, it may be said, must have arrived after Paul’s departure, and could not have seen him, much less obtained any letter of recommendation from him. So it would seem at first view; but when we take into consideration what is said soon after in the Acts, the case is altered again. “It came to pass that while Apollus was at Corinth, Paul, having passed through the upper coasts, came to Ephesus” (19:1). Now what induced the historian to recur again to Apollus, and to begin by mentioning him, when about to speak of Paul? Plainly, he designed, by a comparison with the arrival of Apollus at Corinth, to fix with more precision the time when the apostle travelled through the upper countries and came to Ephesus the second time. But, it is said, this is not exactly the sense of the words, διεκλοντα τα ανωτερικα μερη έλθειν εις Εφεσον. Is it imagined that they signify μετα το διεκλοντα—ηλθεν, after having travelled through, he came to Ephesus? In that case the phraseology must have been, διεκλοντα—ηλθεν, which would have included the sense of μετα, denoting the pluperfect. On the contrary the words διεκλοντα—ηλθεν signify merely διεκλοντα και ηλθεν; both occurrences belong to the same period, and are not so distinguished in point of time that one is represented as longer past than the other. The sense, therefore, is this: While Apollus was at
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Corinth, Paul passed through the upper coasts and came to Ephesus. Now if this journey was not taken till Apollos reached Corinth, the departure of Apollos to Corinth and that of Paul to Syria must have occurred at about the same time. And what then? They must, therefore, have met at Ephesus, whence they sailed, one to Corinth and the other to Syria.

Is it asked how this can be reconciled with Titus 3: 12? In an uncommonly simple and natural manner, as I imagine. Paul writes to Titus as follows: "When I shall send Artemas unto thee, or Timothy (who was of the province of Asia, in the capital of which Paul wrote the Epistle (Acts 20: 4), and who probably accompanied him to Jerusalem), be diligent to come unto me to Nicopolis; for I have determined there to winter." The apostle went from Ephesus to keep the feast at Jerusalem; thence he went to Antioch, and after some time departed from that city, and went through Upper Asia, Galatia and Phrygia, to Ephesus again. He past the winter, therefore, somewhere in Asia Minor. Now it is well known that there was a town named Nicopolis between Antioch and Tarsus, the birth-place of the apostle. 1 At Nicopolis he was about equally distant from two cities which were dear to him, and it was on his way to the upper countries. In going from Antioch through Cilicia, he could not but pass through or near this town. Now Titus knew from the route which the apostle had taken, which of the many cities of this name was meant. Indeed, this Nicopolis was better known to him than any other, as he was of Asiatic descent. At least, he was Paul's pupil, γενησον τέκνον (Tit. 1: 4), and closely connected with him, before the apostle had visited Europe (Gal. 2: 1-6).

§ 97.

It was the business of Titus in Crete to bring to maturity the seeds which the apostle had there sown; a difficult commission among so degenerate a people. Not a single Cretan possessed all the virtues which Paul in this Epistle to Titus requires in an elder of the church, and the people generally were addicted to all the vices which he reproves. The Epistle has a very exact local application, and almost every sentence in it might be illustrated and confirmed from classic authors. We will here specify only the more prominent traits in the character of this people.

Nature had conferred on this island every thing which tends to make man happy. In ancient times, moreover, the inhabitants possessed a renowned political constitution, which has often been placed by the side of that of Sparta; but at this period, and indeed much earlier, their institutions and morals had sunk extremely low.

The people were of an unsteady character, prone to quarrels, civil

comotions and broils, to robbery and violence. Avaricious and sordid to an excessive degree, they regarded nothing as base which gratified their greediness of gain. Hence their want of veracity, their treacherous and deceitful disposition, which had become a common word. Even when their morals were purest, they were strongly addicted to wine; and their licentiousness is frequently mentioned and denounced by the ancients.

Religion itself gave rise to many of the excesses of this people. Many of the gods were born in this island. They even pointed out their sepulchres and catacombs, and they celebrated the festivals and mysteries of them all. Hence holidays, recreation, and idleness, were perpetual among them. One of their own poets, called θεολόγος by Diodorus, gave testimony against them, which testimony was corroborated by Paul (1: 12).

Jews, too, had settled amongst them, who, to all appearance, improved but little here in point of morals. The apostle seems to have regarded them as worse than the native inhabitants.

§ 93.

Such were the circumstances under which Titus was to establish a Christian church. To the young teacher, left alone to perform this difficult office, nothing could be more acceptable than precepts and rules of conduct from his wiser instructor. These Paul furnished him in this Epistle, of which we can only give a very general outline. He first describes the qualities which should be possessed by elders of the church, the vices from which they should be free and which they should most earnestly combat (1:—2:). Then the virtues to be expected of the aged women and of the female sex in general, and also the instruction to be given to servants. He exhorts him likewise to be himself an example, and to inculcate universal amendment on the part of the followers of Jesus (—3:). He admonishes him to inculcate obedience, moderation and forbearance, and to avoid all foolish disputes and unprofitable speculations. In conclusion, he commends to his good offices certain persons who were travelling; and appoints Nicopolis as a place of meeting.

1 Polyb. L. VI. 46. Μιγόν τήν ἀρχήν πλεονεξίαν ἐν πλεονεξίαις ἰδέα καὶ κατὰ κοινὸν σίδας καὶ φύσεως καὶ πολέμους ἐμφανώς ἀναστρέφομαι.

2 Loc. cit. Καθιλον Πν ὁ περὶ τήν αἰσχροκρίσειν καὶ πλεονεξίαν ἐπόλεσε ἐπιηγορισμένη παρ' αὐτοῖς.


4 They even regarded τήν εν τοῖς ὀμους πολεμίαν διατρήσει as of advantage to them (Plato de Legg. L I. Vol. VIII. p. 38. Bipont.

§ 99.

THE EPISTLE TO THE GALATIANS.

Paul wrote the Epistle to Titus at Ephesus, and went from thence to Syria and Palestine; he had promised, however, to come again to Ephesus, and did so. He returned thither through Galatia and Phrygia, and after his visit to the Galatians wrote them this Epistle for urgent reasons. It was written either on the road to Ephesus, or, as is more probable, at Ephesus (Acts 18: 23), in the second year of Nero.

He had indeed preached to them before (Acts 16: 6), after he had attended the council of apostles and elders at Jerusalem and then departed again to go among the Gentiles. The subject of his instruction was the decree of this council respecting certain Jewish rites (Acts 16: 4, 6). This decree did, indeed, liberate the Gentiles from the observance of the law, but, from tenderness towards the Jews, did not declare its abrogation or inutility, and even suffered the preachers of Moses to pursue their employment without opposition (15: 20, 21). In this spirit Paul preached among the Galatians, and with success, not even meeting with any hindrance on the part of the Jews resident in the country. The state of things was for the present quiet, and the Epistle cannot have been composed directly after this visit.

It was written, then, after the second visit, when he went to Ephesus through Galatia and Phrygia; for he speaks in the Epistle as though a second visit had taken place. He distinguishes an earlier and a later by the words: εἰς ἰδίασελείμην ὑμιν ὑπὸ προφήτην (Gal. 4: 13). This could be said only in allusion to a visit subsequent to this first. Of this earliest visit, and the instruction which he communicated to them during it, he says, that he then made allowance for human weakness, δὲ αὐθεντέων τῆς σαρκος εἰς ἰδίασελείμην, in order not to give offence by stricter preaching. He then contrasts this preaching with a different species, in which he told them the plain truth, and remarks the opposite effects of the two modes. They heard him gladly, when he exercised indulgence towards them, but when he told them the truth without reserve, they became inimical to him (4: 16), ὡς τε ἐχθρὸς ἐμῷ γέγονα, αἰθητέων ὑμῖν.

From these indications, the Epistle must have been written after the second visit; not long after, however, because this change in their feelings is said to have taken place soon, ταχέως (1: 6).1

---

1 Dr. Koppe (Nov. Test. Perpet. Adnot. Illustr. Vol. VI. Ed. Tychoen, p. 8, 9) is desirous of making out an earlier journey to Galatia than those mentioned in Acts 16: 6 and 18: 22. His reasons are as follows. First; Barnabas was known to the Galatians (Galat. 2: 13). Now they did not become acquainted with him on occasion of either of the two journeys above mentioned; for he had before separated from Paul (Acts 15: 36—39). It must therefore have been at an earlier period. Secondly; the first journey of Paul to Galatia expressly mentioned in the Acts (16: 6) was undertaken for the purpose of confirming the brethren in the faith (15: 36, 41), which supposes the Galatians to have already received instruction, and this can have been the case only on the previous jour-
§ 100.

The inhabitants of Galatia, or Gallo-Grecia, were a people closely allied to our own nation. Two Gallic tribes, the Trocmi and Tolisto-beiri, as their names were distorted or mutilated in the languages of the Greeks and Romans, together with a Celtic race, the Tectosages (all precisely alike in language and manners, as we are assured by Strabo, who was their neighbor), more than two centuries and a half before the Christian era conquered that part of Asia which was called from them Galatia and Grecian Gaul.

Jerome makes an important remark respecting their language. He says that it was the same as that spoken in his time by the Treviri. If this was the case, they must have been of German origin; for, long before Jerome's time, the Germans had possession of the countries on the Moelille, and the Treviri were so proud of their German descent that they vaunted it whenever others confounded them with the Gauls.

This father visited Gaul and the country of the Treviri, and soon after set out for Asia, travelling through Phrygia and Galatia, and could thus compare the languages before his recollection had been weakened by time.

The assertion of the father finds confirmation in other facts. Livy calls the leader of the border, that led the van of the expedition to Asia, Lusitarius, which is clearly a German name.

At least one of the three tribes must have been of German origin, though Strabo makes them alike in language and customs. One of them, that of the Tectosages, is mentioned elsewhere in history. This people (whom Cæsar calls Volca Tectosages, perhaps nation (Volk) of the Tectosages), had in ancient times, when the Gauls were of a warlike character, left Gaul and settled in the Hercynian forest, the commencement of which was in our vicinity, in finibus Rauracorum, where they are said to have gradually adopted German manners and customs.
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This happened, we are told by another author, at the time when Brennus, with an army of Gaules, conquered Rome; their leader to the Hercynian forest was Sigevocus.1 This name, again, is so evidently German, that we can hardly think they were at their first settlement an entirely foreign nation, and only gradually adopted the peculiarities of our forefathers. In fact, they did not remain long. 

Half a century afterward, another Brennus2 took a multitude of these Tectosages along with him to Thrace, to swell the borde that was about to pass into Asia. This great expedition, it would seem, issued from Gaul, passed over the Rhine, along the Danube, through Noricum, Pannonia, and Moesia, and at its entrance into Germany arrived along with it many of the Tectosages. On their arrival in Thrace, Lutarius took them with him, crossed the Bosphorus, and effected the conquest in Asia Minor of which we have before spoken.

But, supposing myself able to pursue this investigation further, this is not the place for the purpose; particularly as neither the biography of the apostle nor this Epistle would be likely to receive any important illustration from it.

In their new country they became acquainted with the Greek language, and were called Gallo-Graeci; they made use of this language in public documents and inscriptions, of which there are still some remains.

They retained, it appears, their ancestral religion, though they seem to have learned from the Phrygians the worship of the magnæ mater deæ; and they likewise deviated from the custom of the Gallic and Germanic nations in erecting temples. There were few cities to be found among them, with the exception of Ancyra, Tavium, and Pessinus, which carried on some trade. It was this circumstance, probably, which attracted thither those Jewish citizens, who, according to Josephus' account, enjoyed here considerable immunities, the record of which was deposited in the temple of Augustus at Ancyra.3

Although the climate diminished their courage and hardiness,4 still they were not effeminate, and not long before the Christian era were so far from having lost their former simplicity of manners, that a Roman orator, among his encomiums on their king, remarks particularly that he was a very industrious husbandman and grazer.5

When Paul first came among them, he met with the most cordial reception and very general adherence (Acts 16: 6. Gal. 4: 13, 14 seq.). When, however, on a subsequent visit (Acts 18: 23), he evinced less forbearance towards Judaism, and expressed himself with more freedom respecting its value, ἀληθεύω (Gal. 4: 16), those Jews residing in the country, who had embraced Christianity, hardly waited for his departure before they began zealously to uphold the law of Moses.

Certain Jewish Christians, however, who had not long since come thither from Jerusalem, seem to have been particularly active in this

1 [Livius, L. V. c. 34.]
2 Livius, L. XXXVIII. c. 16.
5 Cicero, Pro rege Deiotara: "Diligentissimus agricola et pecuarius."
matter; for the leaders in it extolled the heads of the church at Jerusalem, viz. John, Peter, and James, and boasted of being their disciples; drawing disadvantageous comparisons between Paul and them, and Paul's doctrine and their doctrine, as is evident from intimations contained in the Epistle. And, in fact, the Jewish converts gained the ascendency, and persuaded the Galatians of the indispensableness of the whole Jewish ritual to the followers of the Messiah. The Galatians permitted themselves to be circumcised, and, indeed, they conformed to the Jewish religion in its entire extent. Thus all Paul's aims were at once thwarted, his labors rendered in part abortive, and his hopes grievously disappointed.

§ 101.

He soon learned this, and again urged upon their attention in this Epistle the principles he had recently inculcated upon them. Though not merely a Jew from Jerusalem, but an angel from heaven, should teach any other doctrine than that I have given you, believe him not (—1: 10). I am not a disciple of man, receiving my commission from Peter, James, or John, but an apostle, taught and endued with authority from on high, and am in no wise inferior to either of the other apostles. I have even rebuked Peter to his face, for his insincerity in regard to Judaism (—3: 1). Have you, through Jesus Christ, only become more fully acquainted with the Jewish law, or have you received instruction of a more exalted, spiritual, and efficacious character? Did Abraham obtain the promise of the Messiah by the law, which did not then exist, or through faith? Has not the law rather brought the displeasure of God upon mankind, from which Jesus has ransomed us (—3: 23)?

The law was but a preparation for Christianity; it was only our schoolmaster; but now we are released from its superintendence; we have become of age, and are heirs of God (—4: 8). Further; ye were freemen through Christ, and now have returned of your own accord to a state of bondage. Christianity is the religion of liberty, the law that of bondage, as you may see from an allegorical explanation of the story of Hagar and Sarah (—5: ). Judaism, therefore, is no longer suitable for Christians; labor rather to improve your morals, and to amend your minds and hearts. Be on your guard against those who would calumniate me; humble the pride and arrogance of self-conceited wisdom. Henceforth glory in Christ alone.

§ 102.

THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

Corinth, a large commercial city, between two harbors, one of which afforded an entrance to the western and the other to the eastern mariner, was situated, as it were, in the centre of the civilized world, where merchants from every quarter of the globe met and exchanged their articles of traffic. It was also celebrated for the Isthmian games, and the
temple of Venus, in which more than a thousand priestesses of that goddess ministered to licentiousness under cover of religion. On these various accounts there was a constant influx of foreigners of every description, who brought the wealth and the vices of all nations to a city where the mariner, the merchant, and the soldier, could freely indulge those vices for money.

This city, for having ill-treated certain Roman envoys, became, with all its wealth and treasures of art, the spoil of the Romans, and was razed to the ground by Mammaeus. After remaining a long time uninhabited, it was rebuilt by Julius Caesar, and peopled with a Roman colony. It soon flourished anew; three of the Caesars busied themselves in increasing its splendor, and prosecuting the vast enterprise of cutting through the isthmus and uniting both harbors, in order to avoid the passage round the promontory of Malea.

The ancient manners of the city likewise returned. Acrocorinth was again the residence of the Isthmian Dione; and a profligate life was commonly called a Corinthian life. It was regarded as the most voluptuous of all cities, and the satirist must have been in jest, when apparently doubtful whether, in his time, Athens or Corinth merited the preference in this respect. In this city Paul was desirous of founding a Christian church. He visited it, as we have seen, on his earliest journey to Europe, and preached the kingdom of God first to the Jews. They were, however, no less indocile here than at Thessalonica. He succeeded only in gaining over a few; in particular, two of their chief men, Crispus and Sosthenes. The metuente, however, or Gentiles inclined to Judaism, sincerely attached themselves to him, and seem to have been, in the sequel and always, his faithful adherents; while the Jews, who gradually multiplied, did what they could to frustrate the plans of the apostle. He remained here a year and six months; Timotheus and Silas were his assistants (Acts 18: 1—19).

Circumstances having called him away, many, soon after his departure, relapsed into their old mode of life, again resorted to the priestesses of Acrocorinth, and conducted generally as they were before wont to do. On this account he wrote them an Epistle (1 Cor. 5: 9—12), not now extant however, in which he forbade believers to have any intercourse with such reprobates.

§ 103.

Paul, meanwhile, returned from Jerusalem through Galatia and Phrygia to Ephesus, as he had promised. While he abode there, the

---

1 Τῷ εἰς τὴν Ἀρκαδίαν ἤπεσεν οὖν πλείονον ὑπνοίαν, ὡστε πλείονον ἡ υἱός Ἰωάννου ἐκείνης ἐπιτριβεί, οὐκ ἀντίδοσιν τῇ θεῷ καὶ ἀνήκει καὶ γνωρίσθη. ἦν δὲ τεκνὸς οὐν ἐπολυγησθῆ ἢ πάλιν καὶ ἐπολύσθη εὗτο. Strabo, L. VIII. p. 281, or, according to Casson, 2d. ed., p. 378.

2 Strabo, L. XII. p. 365.

3 Hesych. Lex. κοινοβιοποιεῖν, μαστροποιεῖν, ἐπαυσεῖν.


5 Lucian, Amores.
Corinthians gave him still more urgent occasion for admonition. He wrote them, therefore, two Epistles, which are still extant.

The first of them is the only one of all Paul's Epistles, of the occasion of which we have any account resting on valid authority. In the time of Clement of Rome, the Corinthian church was divided into factions; he therefore recalled to their mind the purport and occasion of the first Epistle of Paul, as a similar case. Then, also, he says, Paul wrote to them because they had formed themselves into parties under the name of this or that apostle, of Cephas or of Apollos. 1

History gives us no further information. In order to get an idea of the condition of the Corinthian church, we must examine the Epistles themselves, and collect and compare the individual facts they present; for, without this preliminary labor, it will be impossible to understand these letters aright, and comprehend every part of them. 2 These various factions into which they were divided, sought to exalt the leaders they adopted, and whose doctrines they professed to follow, above every one else, ut ipse liceat apostolatus (2 Cor. 11: 5, 12: 11), and to depreciate those of their opponents. While some called themselves disciples of Paul, Cephas, or Apollos, others adopted the imposing name of followers of Christ. Probably they proclaimed themselves adherents of James, the brother of our Lord, and thought that thus they became disciples of Jesus in a stricter sense than the rest.

We can perceive that the main dispute was about the obligatory force of Judaism. The supporters of Judaism in Galatia appealed to Cephas and James, in order to oppose against Paul, who discarded the Jewish institutions from the Christian system, authority as fully admitted as his own. This question divided all these various parties, of which we have spoken, into two principal ones. The adherents of Cephas and James were in favour of the law; the friends of Paul adopted his opinion. Apollos, too, with his adherents, was always at heart inclined to favor Paul, and can have had no hand in any rupture (1 Cor. 16: 12).

The leaders of the anti-Pauline party, the ψευδοσαισταὶ, and μετασχηματιζόμενοι εἰς ἀποστόλους Χριστοῦ, as Paul calls them, who pretended to be the assertors and defenders of the doctrines of Cephas and James, were, as might be supposed, converted Jews (2 Cor. 11: 22), who came from abroad, in all probability from Palestine (ἔργοι με- νοι, 2 Cor. 11: 4), and could, therefore, boast of acquaintance with the apostles at Jerusalem and familiarity with their tenets. They were not even of the better class of Jews, but such as adhered to the doctrines of the Sadducees, and even after becoming Christians, while they were full of zeal for the law, they undermined the hopes of the believers, and raised doubts concerning the resurrection (1 Cor. 15: 35 seq. Comp. Math. 22: 23); so that Paul was obliged to adduce against them the

1 ἀνωτέρως τῆς ἐπιστασεῖς τοῦ μακαρίου Παύλου. Τι πρῶτον ὑμᾶς ἐν δρόμῳ οἰκείου ἐγγεγραμμένοι εἶχαν; Ἑλπικότατος πνευματικοῦ ἐπιστολῆς ὑμᾶς προέδρους ἐστιν καὶ Χριστοῦ, καὶ Ἀπολλοῦ, διὰ τὸ καὶ τὸτε προσκλητέος ὑμᾶς παρασκευάζει. Αὐτὸς ἢ προσκλήτης ἀνέβη, ἦτοι ἀμέτρως προσεγγιζόμενος: προσκλήθητε γὰρ ἀποστόλους, καὶ ἐνδοξημοσύνην παρ' αὐτοῖς. Clem. I. Ep. ad Cor. c. 47. and Hegesipp. apud Euseb. H. E. L. III. c. 15.

2 I have here made use of a work which I regard as the best on this subject: Storr, Notits Hist. Epistolaram Pauli ad Corinth. Tubing. 1785. 4to.
testimony of James and Cephas, the teachers whose disciples they pro-

fessed to be (1 Cor. 15: 5, 7).

These Jews, proud of their understanding (1 Cor. 1: 17 seq.), depre-
ciated the authority of Paul, from interested motives, and extolled their
own knowledge (1 Cor. 2: 12. 2 Cor. 11: 16, 17).

Vehement as the dispute was, the parties did not have separate pla-
ces of assembly for instruction and common edification. This very
fact, however, was the occasion of many scandalous scenes and disor-
ders.1

At their love-feasts, love and kindness were never visible. Instead of
eating in common, and refreshing the poor brethren from the food
brought with them, every one, as soon as he came, ate what he had,
without waiting for another, and frequently some feasted immoderately,
while the needy were hungry (1 Cor. 11: 17 seq.).

When some were preparing to pray or sing, others raised their voices
for exhortation, and exercised the gifts of the spirit, λαλιν γλώσσας,
προφητεία, ἐρμηνεία, about the nature of which there has been so
much dispute of late (1 Cor. 12: 13: 14):. The women, likewise, did
their part, by questions and interruptions, to carry confusion to its
height (1 Cor. 14: 34 seq.).

Thus the internal discipline of the assemblies, and all prospect of
edification, were at an end; and soon the exterior decency, which had
been maintained by the members of the society in civil life, was lost.
Formerly, when disputes arose between believers, they were adjusted
by umpires from their own number; now, as mutual confidence was
more and more diminished, they brought their accusations, to the dis-
grace of Christianity, before the heathen tribunals (1 Cor. 6: 1 seq.).

As to the main dispute, viz. about the obligation of Jewish observ-
ces, it was by no means confined to words and arguments, but each
party strove to exhibit its peculiar opinion as clearly as possible in its
conduct. Each by its procedure gave all possible occasion for ill-will
and complaint on the part of the other. The Jews required circum-
cision as an indispensable religious rite; the followers of Paul, on the
other hand, endeavored to create a new foreskin, and to efface all trac-
es of circumcision (1 Cor. 7: 18 seq.).

While those inclined to Judaism observed and defended a distinction
of meats, the adherents of Paul ate every thing, without distinction,
which was sold in the shambles, and even the meats which had been
offered to idols (1 Cor. 10: 25, 28. 8: 1 seq.).

1 Many of the disorders reproved by Paul could not have taken place, had they,
as has been inferred by some from the expression in 1 Cor. I: 2, ἔν παρ τῇ τῶν
μετα τιν ἐν πάν ἡμῶν, possessed separate places of assembling. The interpretation
I have given of this passage is disapproved by Bertholdi (Einl. Th. VI. § 719.
p. 3331), and justly. But neither am I satisfied with his, for many reasons,
which cannot be detailed here. Perhaps the following explanation is less objec-
tionable. The apostle wishes grace and peace from God to the members of the
Corinthian church, ἔν παρ τῇ τῶν, wherever they might be; ἔν τῶν αὐτῶν, at
Corinth and in its vicinity, and ἔν τῶν ἡμῶν, i. e. with me. For there were
several with Paul, besides those who were about to return (16: 17), viz. Sosthe-
nes (1: 1), Apollos (16: 12), probably those of the house of Chloe (1: 11), and
others. The ἀδέλφου (16: 20), were not either Asiatics or Ephesians, as the sal-
utations of these occur before (16: 18, 19), but no doubt Corinthians, who had left
the scene of these disorders and taken themselves to Paul.
Nor was this enough; they made no scruple to be present themselves at the sacrificial feasts. Sometimes they even participated in scandalous transactions which occurred at these feasts, and inconsiderately plunged themselves into gross misdemeanors (1 Cor. 10: 20, 21. 8: 10 seq.).

According to Jewish custom, the women were to be veiled in the synagogues and public assemblies. This usage of the synagogues the anti-Jews discarded (2 Cor. 11: 5, 6, 10 seq.), and in this point followed the practice of the Gentiles.

In opposition to Judaism, which considered offspring by matrimony as a special blessing from God, some imposed upon themselves a life of celibacy, which they justified by Paul's example (1 Cor. 7: 7, 8), and recommended to others (1 Cor. 7: 1 seq. 25). Some even went so far as to resolve on perpetual continence in the married state (1 Cor. 7: 3—5).

In what manner the supporters of Judaism went astray in their zeal to give offence to their opponents, we have no information; with the exception of a single case, in which they were uninvolved. They even defended the Jewish casuistical indulgences to proselytes, and a thing of which the Pauline party is acquitted, 2 Cor. 2: 11) allowed a Gentile, who conformed to Judaism while professing Christianity, to marry his step-mother. For, according to the ancient doctrine, whoever embraced Judaism was considered as a new-born child, נֵרוּ הַקּוֹסֶם שָנָיוֹ, and all his previous connexions were looked upon as null. His mother, father, brethren, and sisters, were not now related to him.¹ In such a case his previous connexions by marriage were no longer at all regarded, and improprieties, founded on principle, were the consequence.

§ 104.

Chloe, a believer at Corinth, gave the apostle the first news of these dissensions (1 Cor. 1: 11). Some information he gained from others, ἀξοντισμός (1 Cor. 5: 1). At last the Corinthians themselves sent a deputation, of which it would seem Apollos and Sothenes were members (1 Cor. 1: 16: 12), with a letter to the apostle. He not only replied to this, but took notice of the preceding accounts which he had received. When he composed his reply, he was still at Ephesus, where he intended to remain till Pentecost (16: 8). It was, therefore, written about the close of his residence in this city, in the beginning of the fourth year of Nero. The Corinthians probably received his letter at the time of the passover, to which reference is had in the finely conceived metaphor in 1 Cor. 5: 7, 8.

But we are not permitted undisputed possession of this passage, which is such a definite designation of time. Is not this, it is said, totally mistaking an allegory of the apostle, which merely contains an injunction to be blameless and manifest devout reverence towards God? It is true, that if there were only the words, "Know ye not that a little leaven

leaveneth the whole lump? purge out, therefore, the old leaven," the
figure might, as in Gal. 5: 9, contain no specific reference, and be only
an allusion to purity in general. But the apostle here contracts the cir-
cle of his figure, and mentions the passover: " for Christ our passover
is sacrificed for us." How happened Paul, in speaking of excommunica-
tion, to select the figure of the passover, unless the excommunication
were to take place at that time? If it were to take place at Pentecost,
or any other time, the figure would have had no occasion or pertinency.
Paul then proceeds: ἐστι ἐσταφάζωμεν, "so that we may keep the feast,
not with old leaven," etc. The word ἐσταφάζωμεν cannot mean here, de-
voutly to serve God. The subject is not the reformation of believers,
or a change to a more virtuous life; but the purification of the church
by the expulsion of an unworthy member. Hence the proposed general
interpretation, is entirely aside from the purpose of the writer, and we
are restricted to the more particular one: that you may keep this feast
as a purified church, free from the intrusion of a wicked participant.

Paul intrusted the Epistle, it would seem, to some of the society
who were going home (16: 15—19), viz. Stephanus, Fortunatus, and
Achaicus; while Apollos and Sotheneus abode still at Ephesus (16: 12.
comp. with 1: 1). For it was not only proper, but necessary, to deliver
to the deputies the evidence that their mission had been accomplished,
to carry to those who had sent them.

At the same time, and as it is easy to see, in company with them,
Timothy went to Corinth, as a deputy on the part of the apostle; for so
the dignity of ecclesiastical affairs demanded (Acts 15: 27). It was his
duty to promote the effect of the Epistle by word of mouth, and, when-
ever there was any doubt as to its meaning, to explain and solve it, in
accordance with the apostle's sentiments. So much of his business is
stated in the Epistle itself (4: 16, 17).

The time at which Timothy set out may be inferred from the fact
that he was expected back again at Ephesus on the feast of Pentecost
(1 Cor. 16: 8—12). According to this injunction, he must have set
out as soon as practicable after winter had broken up. If he went
the whole distance by sea, he may have embarked about the spring
equinox; for mariners commenced their long voyages at the equinoctium
vernun.1 The number of days consumed in going from Ephesus to
Athens may be inferred from a journey of Cicero's, which was rather
dilatory. He set out from Ephesus on the first of October, and arrived
at Athens on the fourteenth.2 His brother Quintus accomplished the
same voyage in precisely the same time.3 Taking these voyages as a
standard, and allowing a day or two for the passage from Athens to Cor-
thin, Timotheus arrived at the latter place sometime during the first
week in April.

Let us suppose, however, that he thought it more advisable to take
the land route to Troas, and then through Macedonia, in order to
abridge his voyage by sea. We know that, with extraordinary expedi-

1 Liv. L. XXXVII. c. 9.
refers to what follows, "ne quid absens," etc.
tion, the distance from Amphissa to Amphiopolis could be passed over in six days. 1 Although Timothy would not want aid and means of expedition among the churches of Macedonia, we will not assume any thing extraordinary; and, in order that we may proceed safely, we will derive our estimate of the European journey from two passages in the (so-called) Itinerary of Antoninus. One passage contains an account of the distance from Athens to Thessalonica. 2 From Athens to Oropus are thirteen Roman miles; from thence to Thebes, forty-four; to Chalcis, thirty-six; to Opus, twenty-four; to Demetrias, forty-eight; to Larissa, fourteen; to Dios, forty-four; to Bera, twenty-four; to Thessalonica, seventeen. In all, two hundred and sixty-four. The other states the distance from Thessalonica to Neapolis. 3 From Thessalonica to Melisargis, twenty-seven; from thence to Apollonia, twenty; to Amphiopolis, seventeen; to Philippi, thirty; to Neapolis, thirty-three. In all, one hundred and twenty-seven. Both distances together amount to three hundred and ninety-one Roman miles. Reducing them to German miles, taking according to the usual reckoning five Roman to one German mile, we have seventy-eight of our miles, or one hundred and fifty-six hours, i.e. fifteen or sixteen days' journeys. If we add two days for the distance from Athens to Corinth, and four days of rest, we shall have twenty-two days. For the passage across from Troas we will take, according to Acts 20: 6, five days, although on another occasion Paul (Acts 16: 11), seems to have accomplished this journey in two days; for the distance from Troas to Ephesus we will take as much time as Paul required to go to Miletus, viz. four days. Thus the whole amount is thirty-one days. Hence, if he left Ephesus at the beginning of March, he arrived at Corinth sometime in the first week of April. Whichever route, then, he chose, he reached the place of his destination before Easter.

§ 105.

The Epistle relates principally to the faults of the adherents of Paul, and would seem to have been intended only for them. They had themselves written to the apostle, and acknowledged his authority. He therefore occupies himself almost entirely with the faults of the anti-Jewish party, nearly neglecting to say anything of those of the party inclined to Judaism.

The Epistle may be divided into three sections. The first relates to what he had learned by the messages from Chloe; the second to what he had heard from other sources; and the last to what had been written to him by the Corinthians themselves.

With reference to the information he had received from Chloe (1: 11), he exhorts them to unity, and thanks God that he himself had given no occasion for the formation of parties. He avers that though

1 Liv. L. XXXVII. c. 17. L. XLIV. c. 45.
3 P. 320—21. Xerxes fled from Salamis across the Hellespont in less than thirty days (Cor. Nep. in Themist. c. 6), and Agesilaus with an army reached Boeotia across the Hellespont in the same time (Idd. in Aes. c. 6).
he had indeed preached without the arts of oratory or any parade of learning, he had declared the unadulterated truth of God. Paul and Apollos (and the same is understood of other heads of parties) are alike only servants of God and of the Gospel, each of whom will receive his reward according to his desert; and, if preference is due to any, it rather belongs to the first messengers of the faith than to subsequent teachers.

With reference to what he had learned from other sources (5: 1), he enjoins upon them not to tolerate abominable incest, but to deliver over the transgressor to Satan (—5: 9). They are to shun those in the church who are licentious and immoral, never to bring their controversies before heathen tribunals (—6: 11), and to walk worthy of the interest which they have in Christ (—7: 1).

He then replies to the letter (7: 1). He cannot approve of the continence of married persons; nor of one party’s separating from the other on the pretext of unbelief. Single persons, who cannot contain themselves, should marry (—7: 18). Those who have been circumcised should use no art to create a foreskin anew; and, in general, each one should be content with his condition (—7: 25).

To single persons his advice is that they should remain single; not because it is sinful to marry; on the contrary, it is even well to do so; but times will come when it may be desirable for one to live independent, that he may not be drawn away by his connexions into infidelity to religion (—8:).

It is true that an idol is nothing, and that there is no difference between meats offered in sacrifice and other meats; but, if a weak brother be offended, his weakness should be respected; and none should by any means be present at the feasts in the temples (—9: 1).

Here the apostle digresses, and asserts the purity of his purposes and his doctrine, appealing to his disinterestedness, which entirely acquitted him of views of private advantage. His reward and consideration were God and Christ (—9: 27).

He then makes a transition again to idolatry, draws attention to the example of the fathers, and to the incompatibility of idolatry with Christianity (—10: 23), and recommends anew a scrupulous regard to the conscience of a weak brother (—11:).

He tells them that, for the sake of propriety in religious worship, the women should be covered in their assemblies, and be silent (—11: 17).

The Lord’s supper is a memorial of our Lord’s death; every one should therefore partake of it with a conscience void of offence (11: 17—12:).

Each one should use the gifts of the Spirit for the edification of all; for they were not given for individuals, but for the advantage of all. All form but one body, of which each is a member, and every member should conduce to the benefit of the whole body. These gifts, however, are to be esteemed as nothing in comparison with the law of love and peace (—14:).

In regard to the resurrection, he says he has informed them distinctly that Jesus rose from the dead; that he appeared to James and Cephas, and to more than five hundred brethren at once, and lastly to him also; and declares that Jesus will raise all to glory or shame, according to
their deserts (—16:). Finally, he enjoins it upon them to make a charitable collection among themselves for their indigent brethren in Palestine.

§ 106.

THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

Paul abode some time longer at Ephesus, but sent Timotheus and Erastus through Macedonia to Corinth (Acts 19: 22. 1 Cor. 16: 10). Thither, likewise, he sent Titus, who was commissioned to observe the impression and effect produced by the apostle’s letter, and to give him information which might direct his future measures (2 Cor. 2: 13. 7: 6—16), and likewise to superintend the collection for the poor (8: 6). When Paul departed from Ephesus to go through Macedonia and Achaia, he expected to find Titus at Troas, returning from his commission (2 Cor. 2: 13). He did not meet with him, however, till he reached Macedonia (7: 5), where he obtained from him joyful news as to the success of his Epistle and of the measures he had taken (7: 7, 8, 9).

It was, however, in general, only those of Paul’s party, who appeared repentant, submissive, and ready to amend; the Judaizing party, on the contrary, only sought to discover in his Epistle materials for a new attack upon his character.

The apostle had several times, particularly in this Epistle, promised to visit them (1 Cor. 4: 19, 20, 21. 16: 4 seq.), and had not yet fulfilled his promise. They therefore charged him with fickleness and an unstable disposition, and took occasion thence to cast suspicion upon his doctrines (2 Cor. 1: 15—2:), and to accuse him of obscurity and indefiniteness in his teaching (—4: 7).

Moreover, as the letter was replete with earnestness, severity, and energy, they instituted a comparison of it with his procedure in other circumstances, and observed that it was true he had courage to make use of such language, when he was at a distance, and was not looking people in the face, but in other circumstances he was much more complaisant, and was content to use a more indulgent tone (2 Cor. 10: 9, 10).

Paul, in order to show the disinterested rectitude of his preaching and doctrines, had reminded the Corinthians, that he had in no instance sought his own advantage, had even refused the wages which were his due, and had endured the toils of instruction and encountered danger and persecution only from a sense of duty and for the cause of Jesus (1 Cor. 9: 9 seq.). This was in truth an overwhelming argument, and his adversaries could not suffer its validity to continue unimpaired. In order to invalidate it, it would seem, they, likewise, wholly renounced wages or remuneration, that they might in this respect be on equal terms with the messenger of truth (2 Cor. 11: 12, 13, 14). Moreover, the collections for the poor afforded them a pretext for attacking his disinterestedness; particularly the collection which had been requested in his Epistle, which was now going forward under the direction of
Titus. They declared that this was the way in which he always plundered one church, in order for a time to appear disinterested in another (2 Cor. 11: 7 seq. 12: 15—17).

§ 107.

All this Paul learned from Titus, whom he met in Macedonia (2 Cor. 7: 5). In order to prevent the occurrence of any unpleasant scenes on his arrival at Corinth, to the prejudice of his success and authority, he resolved to refute these slanders, to confirm the declarations he had already made, and to prepare their minds more thoroughly for his coming. He therefore sent them a second Epistle, which, as Timothy was with him (2 Cor. 1: 1), was probably written in Macedonia, in the fourth year of Nero's reign.

He first mentions his sufferings, and particularly his late perils in Asia (—1: 12). He then speaks of his repeated purpose of coming to them through Macedonia, which purpose remained always unaltered, although he had been obliged to delay its execution out of tenderness to them, and partly, also, that he might not come sorrowing, but with joy. He forgives the individual who had most grieved him, and wishes him to be again received in love (—2: 12). He then touches upon the state of his mind at Troas, and speaks of the consolations afforded him by God on account of the sincerity of his intentions (—2: 3). He needs no letters of recommendation to them; their sentiments and the ministry to which God had called him are his recommendation; not a Mosaic ministry, but one which was spiritual and far more exalted; on which account he preaches with plainness, and none find his doctrine obscure but those who shut their eyes against the light (—4: 7). He is indeed a man, as he deeply feels from the troubles which compass him, which, however, he can endure, being supported by the hopes of a future life (—5: 11). His conscience acquires him; he had conducted towards them in love, and, as Christ by his death had reconciled the world to God, he had always kept in mind that he was an ambassador for the purpose of reconciliation, and in all things had approved himself a servant of God. (—6: 11). Here he inserts a warning against idolatry (—7: 2).

He then makes a transition to Titus, and the consolation which he had brought him. He now laments that he had caused them sorrow; still, the result has been a joyful one (—7: 16). The Macedonians had outstripped them in the work of benevolence; he hopes they will not remain behind-hand; wherefore he sends Titus to them with two very estimable companions. He doubts not their readiness to relieve the necessities of their poorer brethren (—10: ).

In the tenth chapter, he recurs to his own justification, and defends himself against the charges of his enemies; viz. that Paul, when present, was indulgent, and had courage to be severe only when he was at a distance; that, though he took no stated recompense, he yet collected money in the churches. He then draws a parallel between himself, in his apostolic office, and these false teachers, which he pursues with much spirit as far 12: 19. He even fears, he continues, (i.e. from this
quarter) scandalous conduct, which, however unwillingly, he must treat with severity. He concludes with the customary salutations.¹

Such are the mere skeletons of these two masterly compositions. If, bringing before our minds the situation in which they were composed, we attentively examine their contents, we are compelled to admire both the wisdom of their general plan and the management of particular points. We can do no otherwise than honour such prudence, love such good-will, and observe with pleasure every manifestation of his feelings, the dignity in reproof, the propriety in entreaty, the just proportion of praise and encouragement, the changes in his emotions, the transition from severity to sympathy and from rebuke to commiseration, from an affectionate manner to an energetic and terrible tone, and, in particular, the knowledge of human nature and the prudence in managing difficult matters, which are displayed in their contents.

§ 108.

In order to justify the opinion as to the character of these Epistles which I have formed from the examination I have made, I must not leave them without defending the second from some unmerited charges. It has been pretended that it wants methodical arrangement, a regular course of thought, and proper connexion. Hence some, as is generally the case, have taken a step further, and attempted to get rid of particular parts of the Epistle, as not consistent with the idea they had adopted in regard to the extent of its plan, and as having been added subsequently.¹ The introduction is occupied with the apostle's personal fortunes, purposes, feelings, and wishes, as far as the third chapter. The remainder divides itself into three parts, together with a conclusion.

In the first part, he declares himself to be a minister of the New Testament, in which character he exercises a διακονία of a spiritual nature, far more exalted than the Mosaic; not with craft and wily obscurity, but for the purpose of enlightening men, according to the light which is revealed by Jesus Christ (—4: 7). Yet he bears about this treasure in an earthen vessel; he is a man, pursuing this his calling under every species of human suffering, only enjoying the πλοῦς that, when he shall have left this earthy tabernacle, a reward awaits him in a better mansion (—5: 11). From reverence for God, and in accordance with the example of Jesus Christ, who died for all to reconcile them to God, he has taken upon himself a διακονία καραδογγίς, a ministry of reconciliation (—6: ), a διακονία without reproach, which he prosecutes with constancy under all afflictions, as the διακονίας of God (—6: 11). All that he here says of the dignity of his calling, with reference to his Judaizing opponents and their reproaches, of his ministry of reconciliation and justification, its troubles and rewards, constitutes one section, in which the thought, though interrupted by parentheses according to Paul's custom, always recurs to his διακονία. The first important digression is 6: 11—7: 2, the warning against idolatry.

After this, he makes a transition to Titus, the consolation which he

¹ All the literature of this subject will be found completely presented, as usual, in Bertholdt's "Einleit. in die Schriften des N. T." Th. 6. § 727. Some academic writings which he cites, I have unfortunately never seen.
brought him, the effects of his Epistle, which he describes; then speaks of the collection; of the good example set by the Macedonians; then of a second commission as to this matter undertaken by Titus, and subjoins an exhortation, which he acknowledges is indeed superfluous (—9: 15). This section begins with a mention of Titus, is connected with what is said in relation to him, recurs to him again at last, and forms a second coherent whole, the occasion of which was the collection enjoined in the 1st Ep. 16: 1—6. It was not written any later than what precedes, viz. a short time after the apostle's meeting with Titus (7: 6—13).

But least of all could we dispense with the third part, the refutation of the accusations of his enemies, which he commences with the tenth chapter. The adherents of Paul and Apollos had yielded to reason, but those who called themselves by the name of Christ, πενσοθέτες έσωντων του Χριστου ειναι (10: 7), had vented reproaches in regard to the severity of the Epistle, the collections of money, and the unfilled promises. They were to be disarmed, humbled, and deprived of power to do injury, before Paul could appear at Corinth. This part, the most essential to the preservation of his dignity, proceeds in so natural a manner throughout, that nothing can be objected against its unity. All in the section is apposite to his purpose, and a part of it (as e. g. 11: 13— 12: 1) is masterly, in quibus maxime, to use Cicero's expression, exul- tat oratio.

What can be said in depreciation of this plan? The first part is the general justification of Paul, drawn from the nature of his office, the manner in which he exercised it, and his constant struggle with every species of suffering, for which no temporal advantage could indemnify him. The second part relates to the news brought by Titus, and the collection for the poor which was under his management. The third part consists of a special justification of himself in regard to particular charges, and the complete humiliation of his remaining enemies. What is there in all this that is superfluous, and what that is deficient? How can want of order and connexion be alleged, when there is but a single important digression, and that occurs between the first and the second parts?

Is it meant that there ought to have been no breaks, though the subjects to be treated were various and consequently the discussion was naturally divided into several heads? Is it not evidence of judgment, that the second part is inserted between the general and special justification of himself, lest, if the same subject were pursued to great length, it should become tedious? And ought not the part which was most eloquent, and most important to his purpose, to be at the close, in order to consummate the general impression? Had the second part been appended to this, it would have been even tame and inoperative, after such a lofty effort.

Still it is objected, that the tone of the first part is very different from that of the third; the former is mild, affectionate, and cordial, while the latter is severe, vehement, and reckless. But who would divide the oration of Demosthenes Pro coronâ into two pieces, because in his general defence, calmness and circumspection predominate, while, on the other hand, in abasing and scourging his accuser, in the parallel
between himself and Ἐσχινης, words of bitter and taunting import fall like a thunder-shower, in impetuous effusions? There is no species of discourse which does not admit of a rise; and is it possible that in such discourse as this, the language should flow on as softly and smoothly as in the quiet statement of an argument? What philologist would require that Paul should no-where rise in the style of his discourse, under penalty of having that part of it abstracted from the rest?

All that can be said with any colour of reason is, that in the first few chapters the points treated of are not always kept distinct, the cause of which has been properly looked for in the apostle's deep emotion. 1

§ 109.

THE FIRST EPISTLE TO TIMOTHY.

Paul went from Ephesus to Macedonia, leaving Timothy behind him (1 Tim. 1: 3); and soon after wrote this Epistle. The apostle was at Ephesus twice; on which occasion did this occur?

After his first visit to this city (Acts 18: 19—23), he went to Jerusalem, and the departure to Macedonia mentioned in this Epistle cannot have taken place then.

The other visit to Ephesus is related in Acts 19: 1—41. After a long residence here, he was obliged to leave the city on account of an uproar, and then departed to go into Macedonia (Acts 20: 1 seq.). The Epistle was written on this occasion, between the first and the second to the Corinthians.

To suppose, for the purpose of this Epistle, a later visit of the apostle to Ephesus, in addition to the two mentioned in the Acts, one undertaken, perhaps, after his imprisonment at Rome, is forbidden by the circumstances. Among other things lying at the foundation of this Epistle, is the fact, that the teachers and elders of the church, who should conduct its affairs, had not yet been appointed. Now, a few months after, when Paul returned to Asia from his Macedonian journey, this had been done; as he sent for the elders from Ephesus to Miletus, that he might see them in their new calling, and represent and enforce the duties of the office they had assumed (Acts 20: 17—28 seq.). The Epistle must, therefore, have preceded this occurrence.

Well-founded and entirely correct as all this is, there is still an apparent difficulty in the way. Before Paul went from Ephesus to Macedonia, he sent thither Timothy and Erastus (Acts 19: 22); now how could Timothy have remained behind at Ephesus?

He sent Titus to Corinth, also; and yet, though he was commissioned to remark the conduct of the church and the effect of his Epistle, and to make arrangements in regard to the collection (§ 106), he expected to meet him again at Troas (2 Cor. 2: 12). Much more easily could Timothy, who had no commission to detain him (§ 104), have reached Paul before his departure, as directed (1 Cor. 16: 11).

1 Eichborn, Einl. in das N. T. II Bd. 1st Hälfte, § 225.
But the difficulty, it may be said, lies in the fact, that though the apostle had determined to remain at Ephesus till Pentecost (1 Cor. 16:8), he was unexpectedly compelled by an uproar to leave the city sooner (Acts 19:23 seq.). Supposing that he was expelled before Pentecost, it can be proved that Timothy might have arrived before that time. If he preferred a voyage, as the favorable season of the year would lead us to suppose, he was only sixteen days in returning (§ 104). Now supposing him to have set out on the third day after the passover, from which day the fifty days to Pentecost were reckoned, he arrived at Ephesus thirty-four days before Pentecost. If he decided to go round by way of Macedonia and Troas, he arrived at Ephesus in thirty-one days, nineteen before Pentecost. In either case he must have arrived a considerable time before the feast. Now who can prove that he notwithstanding arrived too late? On the contrary, we see that Paul did not meet with him at Troas, or in Macedonia. It was only Titus whom he encountered on his route; and concerning this meeting he repeatedly expresses his joy in the second Epistle to the Corinthians, without making even the most distant allusion to such a happy meeting with Timothy. Nor was the apostle expelled from Ephesus so much earlier than it was his intention to leave the city, that Timothy could not have found him there when he arrived. There was so little difference in point of time, that, notwithstanding this occurrence, he counted upon finding Titus at Troas, the place which he had appointed (2 Cor. 2:12). If, now, the difference of time was not so great as to force him to renounce the idea of meeting Titus at the place appointed, it must have been trifling; it cannot by any means have amounted to nineteen days, which time must have remained before Pentecost, after Timothy's arrival at Ephesus, even if he took the most circuitous way thither.

Paul, therefore, might have left him in this city, when he was compelled to save himself by flight, and have given him the commissions which the Epistle contains. As soon as they were executed, however, Timothy sought the apostle, with whom we find him soon after, when the second Epistle to the Corinthians was written (2 Cor. 1:1).

The Epistle to Titus, as we have said, was written on Paul's first arrival at Ephesus; and this, which bears so much resemblance to it, was written after his expulsion from Ephesus, three years and some weeks later than the former.

§ 110.

But, it is objected, can Timothy so soon have left the place assigned him? Would he venture to do so without being called away? For, supposing that every thing else which the Epistle required had been accomplished, he was appointed further to watch the false teachers. True; but let us be careful not to give the expression παραγγείλεις (1 Tim. 1:3), "that thou mightest charge some that they teach no other doctrine" etc., a more extensive sense than belongs to it. Besides, he is directed not to engage in any discussions with them (4:7).

Be this as it may, when the question is asked, Could Timothy have left his station so soon? we may ask in return, Could he remain any longer with safety? Paul's life was in danger when he left Ephesus
(2 Cor. 1: 8, 9), and Timothy was his accomplice in every thing charged against him (Acts 19: 24—41.). Now, if the apostle’s enemies had discovered that he was in the city, as they must have done soon, was it possible for him to remain any longer? And if this was not advisable, what else should we expect him to do, but to make all the arrangements that time permitted, and then hasten to the apostle, with whom we soon find him.

But, supposing him to have finished his business at Ephesus, can he have had time to reach Paul in Macedonia? Paul had determined, as we must repeat once more, to remain at Ephesus till Pentecost (1 Cor. 16: 21); but was driven from the city before that time, and departed by way of Macedonia to Greece (Acts 20: 1, 2). Here he resided for some time. He departed thence on the arrival of spring; and it was Easter before he reached Asia again (Acts 20: 6). The whole period of his absence from Asia, therefore, was from Pentecost to Easter, i. e. one year lacking fifty days, or, in other words, something more than ten months. Three months of this time he abode in Greece (Acts 20: 3), viz. the winter months; for when the season began to be favorable he set out on his return, and at Easter had arrived again at Philippi (Acts 20: 6). Thus Paul’s journey from Ephesus to Greece, where he passed the winter (μῆνας προῖν, which were probably November, December, and January), consumed all the time from Pentecost to November, i. e. four whole months; leaving out of the account the time by which his departure from Ephesus preceded Pentecost, the period at which he intended to leave the city.

Hence, if Timothy said two months at Ephesus, he would have, leaving out of account the supernumerary days, two months still remaining, to overtake the apostle in Macedonia. If, however, on account of impending danger, he did not think himself safe in Ephesus so long, his journey to Macedonia gains all that is to be subtracted from his stay in Ephesus. The whole matter is so plain, that we cannot comprehend the calculation which has recently been made the basis of a contrary opinion.

The Epistle to Timothy must have been one of the first cares of the apostle; for otherwise it was to be feared that the directions according to which Timothy was to proceed would not reach him till after his business was finished. It was written, therefore, about the time of Pentecost, in the fourth year of Nero, or the fifty-ninth of the Christian era.

§ 111.

Ephesus, where Timothy was to act as the apostle’s deputy, was the capital of the province of Asia, and, from its happy position, the largest and most important commercial place within the Taurus; and, at the time when Christianity took its rise, it was daily becoming more and more celebrated. All the splendor of its other structures was cast into the shade by the temple of Diana, reckoned by the ancients among the

1 Eichhorn, Einl. in das N. T. 111d Bd. 1st Hälfte, § 248, p. 349, 343.
Paul's Epistles.

Wonders of the world. Wealth, not to mention other causes, occasioned luxury and effeminacy. In the days of Nero this city is described as not only voluptuous but arrogant; so that the overbearing manners of its inhabitants did not correspond with their refinement in other respects. 1 A propensity to nice and studied attire, and a love for trinkets and finery, are represented as traits of character not exclusively confined to the female sex. 2

The Jewish Christians, who inhabited the city, did not exhibit much good-will towards Paul, during his residence in it; and the other believers adhered a long time to magical doctrines and arts (Acts 19: 8, 18, 19). Besides these faults, it appears from other sources that the people of these regions were far from being so strict in regard to the duties of the marriage state, even after adopting Christianity, as Christianity required (Eph. 5: 22—33. Coloss. 3: 18—21). In particular, however, as the apostle's preaching inculcated such benevolent principles, and proclaimed with such distinctness the equality of all men in the sight of God and Christ, pretensions were set up by an indolent class of men, which it was necessary to restrain. For the slaves were too prone to extend these principles of equality and brotherhood in the sight of God, to the service of their masters and the common affairs of life, and maintained in their hearts a moral bellum servile (Eph. 6: 5—10. Coloss. 3: 22—4: 2).

Such was pretty nearly the state of things at Ephesus, when Paul was unexpectedly compelled to leave the city in haste. It is natural to suppose, therefore, that the arrangements which were necessary in case of his departure had not yet been made. He had hitherto directed the whole course of affairs himself, without having yet, to judge from his letter, appointed persons to perform thenceforward the functions of the ministry and administer the concerns of the church. Still he does not commit their appointment to Timothy, but merely gives him superintendence of their election, and communicates directions to guide them in discharging their duties.

§ 112.

With reference to this state of things, which we have thus imperfectly described, we find in the Epistle an excellent arrangement and an orderly succession in regard to the subjects discussed. The introduction is as follows: Warn against heretical fables; and, likewise, in regard to the law, which rightly understood is indeed good, but, according to our doctrine, was made only for the wicked, of the number of whom I also was, until I was saved by Christianity, as all sinners must be.—And now the first of his religious directions is prayer; in regard to which on behalf of heathen magistrates, scruples existed among those lately converted from Judaism (2: 1—9). He then states, after a short rebuke of female vanity, the part which women should act in the affairs of the church (2: 9—15), and enumerates the qualifications which were to be possessed by persons who should obtain the office of the

2 Athenaeus, Deipn. L. XII. c. 29. Schweigh.
ministry or any ecclesiastical superintendence, by elders, deacons, and deaconesses (—3: 14). He then passes, after a concise statement of the orthodox doctrine in regard to the person of Christ (3: 14—4: 1), to false tenets, and points out the doctrines which he is to inculcate in opposition to them (—4: 12). Herewith he connects counsels relating to Timothy himself (—5:1), describes the deportment due to those who should be appointed elders, the proper conduct towards widows, and the measures which should be pursued in regard to them (—5: 17). He then speaks of the wages of the elders, of the method of procedure when complaints should be brought against them, and of circumspection in ordaining them (—5: 23). Then, after a digression extending to 6: 1, he admonishes the slaves; and, finally, subjoins exhortations to Timothy himself, and particular warnings and advice for believers generally.

§ 113.

This Epistle has recently met with a distinguished opponent, who flatly denies that it was written by the apostle, and attributes it to some unknown author.1 Several of his arguments, as e. g. that Timothy, a short time after he is said to have received this pretended letter of the apostle containing commissions of so difficult a character, is found again at Paul's side, and another, which this learned man thinks he finds in the evident want of order and connexion (p. 152 seq.), we have already obviated; there are several others, however, which we will now take into consideration.

The language, says this opponent of the Epistle, is not Paul's. To prove this, he collects (from the beginning to p. 76) expressions which do not occur in either of the other Epistles of Paul, or at least not in the same sense. But it is so, more or less, in regard to other Epistles, likewise; nor do I know how it can be required of Paul that he should not in any one of his Epistles use words which he has not already used in some other, or should exhaust his whole stock of expressions in every one of them. Still, some of the expressions are at least New-Testament expressions; as e. g. νομοθετάσκω, προηγητέομαι, ἀνάπτειν, περιεγγος, αἰωνίωσώμεθα τὴν πίστιν, τὸν λόγον, etc. Others, which are characterized by a bold composition or self-derivation, and in which the opponent of this Epistle perceives a desire for novelty, as e. g. εἰςειςδιδασκαλις, ἀγαθογεγονεῖσθαι, ἐνιαπαγιῶτος, διάπλογος, διάκοσμος, etc., clearly evince, in this very characteristic, their Pauline origin; for Paul was in the habit of forming peculiar words and emphatic expressions, to the total neglect of grammatical laws, in such a manner as the tragedians themselves would hardly have ventured to do; e. g. καλοδιδασκαλός, ἀγιάγωντος, ἀφθονοδεῖν, αὐτοκατάκριτος, ὀλοθρευτής.2

1 Ueber den sogenannten ersten Brief des Paulus an den Timotheus. Ein kritisches Sendeschreiben an J. C. Gass,” by F. Schleiermacher, Prof. at Halle etc. Berlin, 1807. 8vo.
2 At the time when I was preparing the first edition of this Introduction, the learned son of the celebrated Henry Flücht was engaged in writing a refutation of Schleiermacher's letter: “Bemerkungen über den ersten Paulinischen Brief an den Timotheus, in Beziehung auf das krit. Sendeschreiben von H. Pr. Fr. Schleiermacher.” Göttingen, 1808. A subject which I could treat only in a general manner, is in this work carefully analyzed and developed with ex-
If, in addition to this peculiarity, we examine the diction generally, we shall find that it is Pauline. The accumulation of words of kindred signification, or false synonyms, the enumerations, the sudden and brief digressions, the parentheses, particularly the large one from 1: 5—18, and the ardor which prevails throughout—all this, taken together, is not like a mere imitation as to the use of certain words, which might be successfully attempted by any one, but is an exact exhibition of Paul's peculiar mode of communication.

To compare, as has been done, the first Epistle to Timothy with the second and with the Epistle to Titus, because their topics are sometimes the same, and then, from the fact that the same thought or expression has in one of them a different turn from that which it has in another, to infer that it was a plagiarism committed by some one who did not understand Paul thoroughly (see p. 78 seq.), is somewhat hasty. It is Paul's custom, when he repeats thoughts and figures in different Epistles, to give them, as far as possible, a different turn, that they may at least have some degree of novelty, and may not be mere repetitions. Not to discuss particular passages, let any one take the Epistles to the Ephesians and Colossians, and observe his procedure in discussing the same subjects, and how strongly my remark is confirmed by the fact, both as to the thought and language. By the paralogism referred to, it would not be at all difficult, in like manner, assuming either of these two Epistles to be genuine, to destroy the credit of the other, and prove it to be a counterfeit, the author of which frequently did not comprehend Paul, and has been unsuccessful, and even obscure, in imitating his phraseology.

The grave objections which are urged against the Epistle (p. 104—113), founded on the circumstance that he mentions Hymenæus and Alexander so cursorily (1: 20), are no objections at all. He mentions them, in passing, as well-known examples of unfortunate self-conceit, and for no other purpose. Similar instances occur in another Epistle, written about the same time, viz. 2 Tim. 1: 15, and 2: 17, where, likewise, he refers to notorious examples (αιδας τουων) of error, as a warning to others, and, as in the other case, in a slight, cursory way: ἐν δει Φιλιτος και Ἐρμογένης, and ἐν ἕτεις Τιμόθεος και Φιλιτος.

But here a new difficulty occurs. In the first Epistle to Timothy, Hymenæus and Alexander are united; in the second, however, Hymenæus and Philetus occur together, and Alexander is not mentioned till afterwards, and then not as a heretic (2 Tim. 4: 14); a proof that the author of the first Epistle confounded different persons through ignorance.—The Alexander mentioned in 2 Tim. 4: 14 was not indeed a heretic; Paul designates him by the epithet, ὁ γαλιλαῖος, the smith, or worker in metal; and he appears to have been the Alexander mentioned in Acts 19: 33, who now appears here as one of Paul’s accusers before the Roman tribunal. But can there not have been another Alexander, a heretic? or, indeed, since this name was so common, many hundred Alexanders? It may, however, be asked, Why in the first Epistle is he mentioned with Hymenæus, as his companion in error, while in the second he is not, and Philetus occupies his place?
But I ask in return, Was it absolutely and unalterably requisite, that they should invariably be mentioned together? Or was this Alexander immortal, so that he must always be reckoned among the living examples of perversity? Or was he so incorrigible, that he could never cease to be what he was once? Or cannot Hymenæus have so extended and altered his system, that Alexander might come to differ from him in opinion, and no longer be associated with him? Where there are so many possibilities, all equally probable, am I authorized to assume any one at pleasure as fact, and deduce inferences from it? Let us, however, examine Paul once more. In the first Epistle to Timothy, he speaks of heretics whom he had excommunicated, without entering particularly into their tenets, and names Hymenæus and Alexander (1:20); but in the second, while inculcating the doctrine of our Lord’s resurrection, and our own resurrection in connexion with it (2:8—16), his subject leads him to a particular sect of heretics, who maintained that the resurrection of mankind had already taken place, and he names the authors of this tenet, viz. Hymenæus and Philetus (2:17). The two cases, therefore, are different; Alexander might be included in the first, without being also liable to the charges in the second.

Lastly, it is objected (p. 124 seq.), that heretics, on whose account, according to the first Epistle, he had left Timothy behind him at Ephesus, are spoken of by Paul in Acts 20:29—31, some months after the composition of the Epistle, as though they were not yet in existence; he speaks in the future tense, as though they were to arise hereafter. But this is the view, also, which is exhibited in the first Epistle to Timothy; Paul is apprehensive in regard to the future, εν ουσίαν εκεῖνοι και ἀποροῖς, in which heretics would make their appearance, according to the express declarations of the Spirit (4:1 seq.). Those whose purposes were already well-known, such as Hymenæus and Alexander, were expelled from the church (1:20). There were others, however, who concealed their inclination to peculiar opinions, and were not bold enough to avow them openly, or to inculcate them at all, ἐκεῖροδιδασκαλεῖν, though their disposition to accord with other teachers (for that is the meaning of ἐκεῖροδιδασκαλεῖν, i.e. ἐκεῖρος διδασκάλος προσιχεῖν, alienus magistros sectari) did not escape the penetration of the apostle. He uses, directly afterward, the perfectly definite expression, προσιχεῖν—μέθος. The word προσιχεῖν does not signify to teach, but to give assent, to approve, πεπροσιχεῖν τον νοῦν, τὴν γνώμην. On this account, Timothy received no severer injunctions in regard to them, than to admonish them, παρακατέλειν, and, if such foolish questions were started (4:7), to reject all discussion of them, παρακατέσθεις. Moreover, the apostle himself takes no steps against them, but contents himself, in the principal passage relating to them, with calling to mind for their benefit the examples of Hymenæus and Alexander. There were not, therefore, at present, any avowed false teachers in the church, but the danger was, that such would spring up on the first opportunity, unless they were under restraint from higher authority.
§ 114.

THE EPISTLE TO THE ROMANS.

Who first preached Christianity in Rome, is not known; but it is certain that Andronicus and Junius were among the earliest missionaries or promoters of the faith (Rom. 16: 7). There was Rufus, too, probably the same whose father assisted in bearing Christ's cross (Rom. 16: 13. Mark 15: 21), and Herodion, and others, formerly Jews, who labored to extend the faith. For here, also, Christianity was introduced through the synagogues, and made so rapid progress, that when Paul wrote to the Romans, their faith was celebrated throughout the whole Christian world (Rom. 1: 8).

The Jews in Rome were very numerous; they had a large portion of the city on the other side of the Tiber to themselves. The greater part of them were freemen, who were carried prisoners to Rome under Pompey, and manumitted by their masters, because, from their Jewish customs and institutions, in which they steadfastly persisted, they were rather troublesome than profitable property to Roman masters. They built synagogues in the part of the city allotted to them, observed their sabbaths and religious meetings, and continued still so much attached to their temple and native land, that they annually sent thither valuable gifts and offerings. Curiosity and other reasons frequently led the Roman ladies to attend the celebration of the sabbath, and to visit the synagogues. Ovid even refers the young gentlemen of his time thither, to the

Cultaque Judeo septima sacra Syre,

to see the beauties of the city collected together.

Many of them learned in this way to know and prize the religious ideas of the Jews, and became apóstolos and metuendum; one of whom, named Fulvia, is mentioned by Josephus. By degrees this inclination to Judaism was communicated to the men also, whose in-Roman opinions are wittily stated by the poet:

Quidam sortiti metuendum sabbata patrem,
Nil grateribus nubes, et cali numen adorant:
Nec distare putant humanae carnis suillum,
Qua pater abstinuit; non et preceptia ponunt.
Romanner autem soliti contemncere leges,
Judaeum ediscunt et servant nec mutuant ius.
Tradidit aseano quodcumque volumine Moses.

2 Cicero, Pro Flacco. c. 23.
3 Antiq. L. XVIII. c. 3. n. 5.
4 Juvenal, Sat. XIV. v. 96 seq. Those, qui cali numen adorant, seem to be the same as those who are called in the Codex Theodosianus, colicola, and who are mentioned likewise in Justinian, Leg. 7, Cod. de Judaïcis et Colicolis, i.e. Judaizing heathen.
Now, when Christianity, likewise, was preached in the sabbath-assemblies, its doctrines were heard by heathen, and many of them acceded to the new system, which, as a universal religion, discarded those vexatious singularities that Judaism enjoined, and inculcated a rational and spiritual worship of the feelings and actions, which could not but commend itself to enlightened men. Thus originated a church in Rome, composed of Jewish and heathen converts to Christianity.

§ 115.

The Jews, at this period, were pretty generally expecting the Christ or Messiah; but the ideas which they had of him restricted his mission and sphere of operation so exclusively to their own nation, that they thought it impossible for any one to share in the benefits he was to confer, unless he belonged to their number, at least as a proselyte. They expected him as a hero or king, who would elevate them to the rank of an independent nation, would render them formidable to the whole world by their victories, and deprive the Romans of their imperium orbis terrarum. It was these expectations, in part, which incited in the east the resolution no longer to submit to oppression, to attempt resistance, and to commence that desperate war, which, eleven years after Paul wrote his Epistle to the Romans, put an end to their national existence and constitution.¹

These ideas concerning the Messiah were not very favorable to the heathen generally, and were particularly unpropitious to the Romans. In Rome, moreover, the Jews had some reasons for hostile feelings towards the government. Claudia, on his accession to the throne, had prohibited all large congregations of people, and among the rest, the religious assemblies of the Jews; a grievance which they, naturally, could not bear with indifference.²

When, therefore, at Rome, accounts of the appearance of the Messiah were received with increasing frequency from Palestine, it may easily have happened, that Christianity, contrary to its design, infamed many minds, which were full of extravagant notions, and occasioned unseasonable sallies of discontent. The following passage in Suetonius seems to indicate something of this nature: "Judaeos, impulsiore Christo, assidue tumultuantes (Claudius) Romæ expulsit."³

---

³ Suetonius, in Vit. Claudii, c. 25. That the Romans made use of the word Christus for Christus, is beyond a doubt. They imagined it to be the Greek word Χριστός, which they thus expressed, as is shown by all the Roman inscriptions in which the word CHRESTUS or CHRÉSTE occurs. It is with reference to this idea of the Romans, that Justin, in his Larger Apology, remarks how unjust it is to persecute the Christians for their name, while, notwithstanding, they were called Χριστός, i. e. good men (Apol. Maj. p. 136. Ed. Rob. Steph. c. 4). To this, too, reference is had in the words of Tertullian (Apologet. c. 3): "Sed cum perperam Christianum pronunciatur a vobis . . . . de suscitate et be-nignitate compositum est," where we must necessarily read Christianum, as no doubt Rigault has amended the passage, though I have not his edition at hand at this moment. The most express statement on this point is given by Lactantius (Div. Inst. L. IV. c. 17): "Nam Christus non proprium nomen est, sed nuncupatio potestatis et regni; sic enim Judæi reges suos appellabant. Sed
This passage is not however necessary to illustrate our Epistle, and our remarks upon it may be passed over by such as do not think that it merits a place here on any ground. Whatever may have been the cause, the Jews finally became so turbulent at Rome, that Claudius expelled them from the city. The circumstance most deserving our notice in respect to this proscription is, that the Jewish Christians likewise were comprehended in it. We have proof of this in the case of Aquila, who was banished from Rome, with the rest of the Jews, and, on this account, took up his residence at Corinth (Acts 18:2). Consequently, no distinction was then known between a Jew and a Jewish Christian. After the banishment of the Jewish Christians, the followers of Jesus at Rome were all converts from Paganism; an observation to which we wish especial heed to be given.

Aquila, however, it is objected, was not then a Christian. The narrative of Luke, it seems to me, indicates that he was; for had it been the case that he was converted by Paul, and not before, his conversion would (considering his subsequent serviceableness to Paul and to the Christian church generally) have been an occurrence no less deserving of notice, than that of others who embraced Christianity at the same time (Acts 18:7, 8).

Whatever may be thought on this point, however, I am still secure in my position, that in Rome at that time, the Jews and Jewish Christians were not yet so far distinguished from each other, that an exception would be made in favor of the latter, as to the edict issued against the Jews. How was it possible, that under Claudius, in the year in which Paul first introduced Christianity into Macedonia, and into Athens and Corinth, the Romans could have acquired such a knowledge of the new system, and its deviations from Judaism, that it should be publicly, and in the eye of the law, recognized as distinct from Judaism. Even several years after, when Paul wrote to the Jewish Christians at Rome, they themselves were not clear on this point, but were inclined to regard Christianity as a species of Judaism. The principal men, even, among the Jews in Rome, so late as the 8th year of Nero, had the idea, when Paul invited them to a conference, that it was a Jewish sect, eisègètès (Acts 28:23), which, however, was everywhere spoken against; so that it would seem, the Jews and public authorities in Rome were led first, by the trial of the apostle, the accusations of his adversaries, and his replies, to understand that Christianity was a separate and peculiar religion. Lastly, if the words of Suetonius: "Judaeos, impulsore Christo, assidue tumultuantes Romae expulerit," refer to erroneous expectations in regard to the Messiah, how can it be believed that the Jewish Christians, in particular, were exempted from the proscription?

exponentia est hujus nominis ratio, propter ignorantiam eorum, qui cum immutata littera Christum volunt dicere . . . . vetereς χωλονας dicebant ungi," etc. Orosius even read in his copy, "impulsore Christo assidue tumultuantes Romæ expulerit," and proceeds to say: "good, utrum contra Christum tumultuantes coereri et comprimi jussret, etiam Christianos simul velut cognatæ religionis homines voluerit expellii, nequequam discernitur." (Hist. L. VII. c. 6). I find a treatise by Ammon, Super loc. Beustonil de vita Claud. c. 22, cited by others; but, unfortunately, I have not been able to get a sight of it.
§ 116.

But, even in better times, when the converts from Judaism and heathenism constituted together one religious community, there was much which was not very conducive to mutual concord. The aversion of the Jews towards the Romans may have been on many occasions more perceptible to the latter than was agreeable.

In particular, however, the Jewish ideas in regard to the Messiah were so contracted, so entirely limited to their own nation, that they regarded the heathen with little favor, as persons on whom the promises did not confer any title to their national blessings, and to whom no share in the privileges which belonged peculiarly to the children of Abraham could be granted, except they became proselytes, and then only by sufferance.

They would have had stronger reason to contemn the degenerate Romans, had they themselves been better than they actually were; but still they did thus despise them (Rom. 1: 21—2: 3). The descriptions which we have of the manners of incomparably better times than those of Claudius and Nero, which exhibited a depravity that we are, fortunately, scarce able to conceive, serve to convince us, that one need not have been very virtuous in order to find many subjects of reprobation. We will subjoin one of these pictures, drawn at a comparatively pure period of Roman morals: "Ex divitiiis juventutem luxuriam avaritiam caesum superbiam invasere; rapere, consumere, sua parvi pendere, aliena cupere, pudorem, pudicitiam, divina atque humana promiscua, nil pensi neque moderati habere... Sed lubidi supri, ganeae, ceterisque cultus non minor incesserat. Viri pati muliebría, mulieres pudicitiam in propatulo habere," etc.

The causes of variance, therefore, between the two parties, were simply important and numerous; and, if we have read the Epistle to the Romans with a moderate degree of attention, we shall readily recollect that its contents have been, in a great measure, determined by these causes.

§ 117.

Paul assures the Romans in his Epistle, that the intention of visiting them, which he had entertained for many years, had now become a fixed determination. A contribution had been made in Macedonia and Achaia; this he intended to carry to Jerusalem, and then he should take his way to Rome, to see them, and to go from Rome to Spain (Rom. 15: 23—30).

When the apostle had made arrangements at Ephesus in regard to the affairs of the church at Corinth, he prepared to depart. It was his intention to go through Macedonia to Achaia. Thence he was going to Jerusalem; and then, said he, I must also see Rome (Acts 19: 21). The circumstances, as thus represented in the Acts, and the purposes of the apostle, are in every respect the same which Paul mentions in his Epistle. Hence the Epistle was written at that period of his life, when, according to the Acts, he was in these circumstances and occupied with these projects.
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When Paul wrote, he had finished his affairs in Macedonia and Achaia; but now I go unto Jerusalem, he says, "'νυν δὲ πορεύομαι" (Rom. 15: 25). Unquestionably, Corinth was his place of residence in Achaia; the affairs of the church and his solemn promise led him to that city. Hence, when, after finishing his business in Achaia, he departed to return through Macedonia to Asia, and then to go to Jerusalem (Acts 20: 3), he set out from Corinth; and the Epistle, therefore, was written in that city, immediately before his departure.

Phoebe, a deaconess of Cenchrea, a suburb on the eastern harbor of Corinth, was going to Rome; and Paul commends her to the good offices of the church in that city (Rom. 16: 1). This local circumstance likewise points to Corinth, and agrees with the remark we have just made. It is very probable that she herself undertook, as an official person in the church, the delivery of the letter.

Semler has given to this passage, and the whole 16th chapter, a peculiar interpretation, very remote from the common one. He supposes the chapter to have been but an accompaniment to the Epistle, not intended for the readers of that, but only for the special information of the bearers, to designate the persons whom they were to visit from station to station, and with whom they were to hold private conferences. This catalogue of the persons who were to be visited was afterwards appended to the Epistle itself.

The subject of the private conferences was the journey to Spain, which the apostle, in the 15th chapter, says he had resolved to undertake. This 16th chapter, likewise, which relates only to Paul's affairs, without any real connection with what preceded, was a separate appendix, viz. the first, the 16th being considered as the second. (Semler's Paraph. Epistola ad Romanos, cum notis, translatione vetrici, et dissertat. de duplice appendice Cep. 15 et 16. Hain. 1780.)

He interprets 16: 1 seq. as meaning that the bearers of this Epistle were to stop first at Phoebe's house in Corinth, then with Aquila, and in other places with other persons. It is certainly incomprehensible on this supposition, that Phoebe is not required to aid and accommodate the travellers who were to be her guests, but the latter to receive and assist her. He, however, refers the words, that ου προσέλθοντες τὴν εὐλογίαν αὐτοῦ τοῦ θεοῦ, to the travellers, and explains them as meaning, ut cum recipiantem in communionem. This is evidently a mere artifice. Προσέλθοντες τὴν εὐλογίαν means elsewhere (Philip. 3: 29), to receive one kindly and in accordance with Christian brotherhood; just as οὐκ ἐπιστάμενος εἷς τοῦ θεοῦ (3 Ep. John 6) signifies, to forward one's journey as is suitable in behalf of fellow-worshippers of God.

They are afterwards to go to Aquila, likewise, to hold conference with him. That this may be conveniently done, Semler provides him with a house at Corinth. You know that Rome was Aquila's proper place of abode, before Claudius expelled the Jews from the city (Acts 18: 1, 2). When he was exiled, he went first to Corinth, and then with Paul to Ephesus; in the latter place he procured himself a house to live in, containing a hall in which Christians were wont to assemble; there was an εὐκαίριον in his house (1 Cor. 16: 19, 20). Now on what particular authority the third or Semlerian house at Corinth rests, I know not.

The appeal in its behalf to Acts 19: 27; 19: 1; "Lucas enim scribit—cum Aquila interea Corinthi fuit in ea" etc., is an inadvertent one; for the person there spoken of is Apollo. And now I think I may be spared further argument in refutation of this hypothesis.

Two observations made by Berthold (Einl. 6th Th. § 715. p. 3303), are to the point. The salutation subjoined at the end by Tertullus with the words, δὲ γεγραμμένος την εὐλογίαν (Rom. 16: 22), proves that the whole is but one composition, a single Epistle. As to the passage: Τι πόνος ἐν οὔτῃ κ. τ. λ., which occurs in many Mss. at the end (Rom. 16: 25—27), but in most is read after 14: 23, the case is as follows. Since the salutations, after which this passage stood in the oldest Mss., were not read in the church-lessons, it was necessary either to resign the passage, beautiful as it was, or to remove it from its position and place.
Paul’s last visit to Corinth and his departure for Jerusalem took place in the middle of the 5th year of Nero. Hence the Epistle was written in this year.

§ 118.

After Paul had been compelled by the uproar against him to flee from Ephesus, Aquila likewise departed from the city. The dangers to which he was there exposed, on account of his connexion with the apostle (Rom. 16: 4), rendered it impossible for him to remain longer in so insecure a situation. He therefore returned to Rome, which was properly his home. Here Paul supposed him to be, when he wrote his Epistle, and greets him accordingly (Rom. 16: 3).

For, Claudius being dead, and the commencement of Nero’s reign being characterized by such mildness and humanity that the best of princes could say of it: ducta cunctis principes Neronis quinquennio, the Jews gradually acquired sufficient confidence to return. Paul, when he despaired of safety in Greece and Asia, intended to reside at Rome till his departure for Spain. Several of Paul’s kinsmen were at that time in Rome (Rom. 16: 7, 11); or even supposing that the ouγγενείς, who are mentioned, were only fellow-countrymen, the circumstance proves all we desire, viz. that the Jewish Christians had returned to the city.

This occurrence was so important that it could not escape the notice of the apostle. The Roman church, which, for a long time after the proscription of the Jews, consisted exclusively of converts from Paganism, now regained its former members, and was, as it were, established and organized anew. It was now the right moment to induce more thorough concord between the two parties, to rebut the Jewish prejudices and pretensions, which had formerly disturbed the peace and harmony of the church, and to create such a mutual good understanding, as would ensure to the church of Christ in the metropolis of the world a permanent duration for all future time. Such was the object, and such is the tendency, of the Epistle to the Romans.

Hence the prevalent idea throughout is that, in the sight of God, Jew and Gentile are alike; that the prerogatives, rights, and vices of both are the same. And, if there ever did subsist a distinction between them, in the eye of Him who looks upon the whole human race with equal benevolence, it has been abolished by Christ, who unites all, far and near, under one common religion. The Epistle was addressed particularly to the Jewish Christians. A concise exhibition of its contents will fully sustain this assertion.

it further back. The latter step was chosen. But the section immediately preceding already contained a doxology: ο δὲ θεὸς τοις σιγήνοις τοῦτον (15: 33); and hence it was removed still further back to 14: 23, where it is found in all the Lectoraria, and almost all the Mss. written in the cursive character.

1 Aurel. Victor. L. II. c. 5.
§ 119.

The Greeks (Ἑλληνις, says Paul, out of forbearance towards the Romans,) might have known God from the works of nature. This they failed to do, and therefore fell into enormous vices (1: 18—32).

But the Jews have not, on this account, any reason to regard themselves as better than the Gentiles, inasmuch as they themselves are guilty of the same transgressions (—2: 9).

Inference. Jews and Gentiles are deserving of punishment if they are sinful, and of reward if virtuous. In the sight of God there is no distinction between them (—2: 12).

• • • • • • • •

It is true, the heathen have no written law; but they have, instead, the law of nature and of the heart to guide them (—2: 16).

The Jews had a written law, but did not follow its guidance (—2: 25).

Do they find their prerogatives upon circumcision? This is nothing without an observance of the law. The circumcision of the flesh is nothing at all in comparison with that of the heart (—3: ).

The Jews may, it is true, boast that the revelation of God was committed to them; but this only serves to put to shame their disobedience to its dictates (—3: 21).

Now, however, a new illumination has taken place of the ancient revelation; faith has taken place of the law. The former has, through Jesus, a justifying efficacy, which the latter has not; it operates in favor of both Jews and Gentiles, and God is the God of both (—4:).

The Jews imagine further, that they have an exclusive title to the divine promises. They were made to Abraham and his posterity, and therefore appropriately belong to the children of Abraham. But were not these promises made to Abraham on account of his faith, before the circumcision, when he was as yet a Gentile? Is he not, then, the father of the circumcised and uncircumcised, of all who like him have faith (—5:).

The case, then, stands thus. By faith in Jesus and by his atonement alone we have obtained grace from God, and shall receive yet more hereafter (—5: 12).

There is therefore, an analogy between Christ and Adam. In the law of nature, or in heathenism, from Adam down to Moses, and in Judaism from Moses downward, all have been sinners in Adam on account of one sin. Through Jesus, in like manner, all receive pardon, not for one only but for every offence (—6:).

In baptism we were symbolically buried with Jesus, became dead to sin, and consequently began a new life of freedom from sin under a dispensation of grace (—7:).

As being dead persons, the law ceases to have any obligation upon us. Its binding force continues only till death, as is shown by the regulations of the marriage institution (—7: ?).

The law is indeed useful, but of very imperfect utility. It increases knowledge; but, as the passions of mankind lead them astray in spite of their knowledge, it also increases guilt (—8:).

Jesus delivered us from this law of sin, and promulgated the dispensation of grace. He elevated the soul to a mastery over its propensi-
ties; he procured us the indulgence and favor of God, and pointed out to us a recompense for all the struggles of this earthly life, an inheritance which animates our courage (—9:).

I indeed feel sorrow, that the Jews, my brethren, on whom their birth and the promises appeared to have conferred a peculiar claim to the Messiah, should have failed to profit by it. But it is of vastly more consequence to be a son of Abraham according to faith, than merely according to the flesh. This is shown by the example of Isaac and Ishmael. God is not restricted by any rights of birth, as we are taught by the account concerning Esau and Jacob. No requisition can be made of him; all is of grace, which he dispenses wisely, though the wisdom may not be apparent to the eye of man (—9: 29).

God can give the Gentiles the preference, if they believe and love righteousness, as he can reject the Jews, if they will not listen to the Gospel. It was proclaimed to all alike, both Jews and Gentiles (—11:).

All hope is not lost, however, to the unbelieving Jews. Though for the present the Gentiles are preferred by God, they have no cause for arrogance. They are branches grafted into a foreign stock, which may be torn off to give place to the natural branches. No one can penetrate the divine intentions (—11: 36).

You now form together one common body. I exhort you, therefore, to mutual harmony, beneficence, and love (—13:).

Obey and honor the magistrate and the laws; for it becomes us to exhibit an honest and irreproachable deportment (—14:).

Let no one give offence to others by the heedless use of meats offered in sacrifice; exercise forbearance towards one another, and edify one another; be ye all, Jews and Gentiles, as disciples of Jesus Christ, of one mind, to the glory of God (—15: 14).

I have indeed devoted myself to the welfare of the Gentiles; but my office as apostle of the Gentiles requires me to do so (—15: 22).

Purpose of visiting Rome and Spain (—16:).

Recommendation of Phoebe to the good offices of the Roman church; and salutations to individuals in it. Conclusion.

§ 120.

THE EPISTLE TO THE EPHESIANS.

Paul had determined to go to Rome as soon as he should have finished his affairs at Jerusalem, and he did indeed go thither, not as he intended, however, but in fetters and bonds. He was seized at Jerusalem, carried to Caesarea, kept there in prison two years, and at last sent to Rome to appear before the emperor's tribunal. From the capital, where he continued in prison as many years more, he wrote several Epistles; those to the Ephesians, the Colossians, and Philemon, as is clear from their contents, and also that to the Philippians.

It is difficult to determine the order of time in which the three first-
named Epistles were written, as the apostle does not mention, either in the one to the Ephesians or the one to the Colossians, the circumstances in which he was placed, but in each of them refers to Tychicus, who was to give them verbal information in regard to his situation (Eph. 6: 21, 22; Coloss. 4: 7, 8).

It is an argument which goes to show that the Epistle to the Ephesians was composed first, that Paul has not prefixed the name of Timothy to it after his own, as he has in the Epistles to the Colossians and to Philemon, and in all the Epistles which he wrote when his faithful assistant was at his side. On account of this invariable custom of the apostle, we may infer with certainty that Timothy had not yet arrived at Rome, that he was not in Paul's company, as he was when Paul wrote to the Colossians, to Philemon, and to the Philippian. He was called to the capital by the fate of his master, and shared that fate with him till his liberation (Heb. 13: 23). A second argument will be added, when we come to discuss the doubts which have recently been raised concerning the second Epistle to Timothy (§ 137).

§ 121.

This Epistle is indeed at present directed to the Ephesians; but it would seem from the account of the ancients, that in the introduction (Eph. 1: 1) the words ἐν Ἐγίασον, designating the city, were formerly wanting.

Basil of Cappadocia maintains against Eunomius, as to the question, whether it can be said that the Son of God was begotten ἐξ οὗ ὄντων, that he is even the ὄντως ὄν, and that this predicate is the rather applicable to him, as even those who know and reverence him are called of ὄντως, while, on the contrary, the Gentiles, who know not the only true God and his Son, are called ὄντα.

For, he says, the apostle Paul, in his Epistle to the Ephesians, calls believers ὄντας, addressing τοῖς ἁγίοις τοῖς ὁσίωσκε καὶ πιστοῖς ἐν Χριστῷ Ῥήσου (1: 1). He gave them this denomination, he says, ἰδιαίοντος, exclusively or peculiarly, as was attested by ancient fathers, and by Mas. in which he himself (Basil) found the passage to read thus. 1

As Basil maintains such a position from this passage, and appeals in confirmation of his reading to ancient fathers and ancient Mas., there must have been something peculiar in his reading. Now we observe that Basil omits in the apostle's text the words ἐν Ἐγίασον: τοῖς ἱδιαίοις τοῖς ὁσίωσκε—καὶ πιστοῖς ἐν Χριστῷ.

Clear as this point is, it has been attempted to involve it in difficulty, on which account we have been compelled to devote further attention to

---

1 Καὶ γὰρ τοῦ ἐκτελθῆναι τὸ ἀντίκρο τοῦ ἀντίκρο πρὸς τοὺς πνεύματα θεοῦ ἱλασομένου, μὴ ὄντα νομάζω. τὸ ἐκτελεῖν διὰ τὸ τῆς γραφῆς τοῦ θεοῦ ἐκτελεῖν, καὶ ἐκτελεῖ πάντως τοῦ κατὰ τῆς ὀφθήσεως τῆς γραφῆς τῶν ἀδελφῶν, καὶ αὐτοὶ καὶ αὐτοὶ τῆς ἐκτελέσεως καὶ τῆς ἀλογίας τῆς ἀποκαθήσεως. Ἀλλὰ καὶ τὸν Βιβλίον ἐκτελέσθη τὴν ἀκροασίαν τῆς ἡμᾶς, ὡς εἰς ἐκτελέσθη, ὡς τοῖς καὶ τοῖς ἐκεῖνοι ἐκτελεψθήναιν ὑπόμενην, κατανόησιν τοῖς ὁσίωσε διὰ τῆς πρὸς τὴν ἐκτελεσθήναιν πλήθους, κατὰ τῆς ἐκτελέσθη τῆς ἀποκαθήσεως, ἐκτελεῖσθαι αὐτοὺς τοῖς πνεύμασι πρὸς τὴν ἀλογίαν.
it. It has been thought preferable to suppose a different peculiarity from the one represented in Basil. 1

A learned writer wishes to persuade us that probably the word ὁσα was wanting in some Mss. of Paul's text, and because the father depended particularly on this expression as proof that the apostle had called Christians ὀντάς, he appealed to Mss. and other authorities in support of it. But if this was all Basil wanted, he might have gained his point much more easily, by appealing to some other Epistle of Paul; e. g. that to the Romans, Corinthians, Colossians, or Philippians, in which he might have found an abundance of such expressions: τοις ὁσαν ἐν Προφητείᾳ τῇ ἐκκλησίᾳ τῇ ἐν Θείῳ και ὁσαν ἐν Θείῳ, τοις ὁσαν ἐν Θείῳ, τοις ὁσαν ἐν Κολοσσαῖοι, etc.

But the argument which Basil founds on Ephes. 1: 1 is of such a nature that he cannot have read the words ἐν Ἐφεσον ἀποκρινθο ὁσα. For he is speaking of the predicate ὁσα in its absolute signification, that signification in which it expresses the abstract idea of existence, and belongs, in its highest degree and in every conception of time, to God; not of ὁσα in the signification of being or dwelling in a place. Now, the moment the words ἐν Ἐφεσον are added, the ὁσα can no longer be regarded as the ascription of an attribute of God by virtue of which he is called ὁσα, as the writer regarded it, but the ὁσα ἐν Ἐφεσον are merely, persons resident in Ephesus. It is clear, then, that he could not possibly have read what his citation now wants in all Mss., and yet have argued as he does. 2

A similar observation, made by Jerome on Eph. 1: 1 affords further evidence that ἐν Ἐφεσον was not always found in the text of the apostle. He says, some interpret Paul here as intending to designate believers, esseclie vocabulum, ut ab eo qui est qui sunt appellentur; others, however, suppose that he wrote, not ad eos qui sunt, but ad eos qui sunt Ephesi.

The question, therefore, was, whether ad eos qui sunt was to be taken as having no reference to place, which could never have been imagined by any one, if the place had been expressed in the text if the reading

1 The question what Basil's language really was depends on the Mss. of his works. These are not at my command; but our Library, which is rich in typographical antiquities, affords me substitutes for them, which will decide this question. The first Greek edition of Basil (1532 fol. apud Froben. Basileae, par Des. Erasm.) does not contain the books against Eunomius. The Editio princeps, therefore, of these books, is the Venetian one of 1535, fol. This gives the passage (p. 197) exactly as I have cited it. The second (i. e. of the work against Eunomius) appeared at Basle, apud Froben. "1551, fol. and is a complete edition of all his works. Janus Cornarius edited the work, and did it, as he says in his dedication to Julius, Bishop of Naumburg, πρὸς παλαιστηκ ἀφίκεται. In this, too, the passage stands as I have given it (p. 668). Fromo Ducmus, in his edition of this father (Paris 1618), and Combaflau, in his ("Basilius Magnus ex integro reconstituit ex fide optimor. Cod." etc. Paris. II. vola. in 8vo. 1670), discovered no variation in the Mss.; and lastly, Garnier, likewise, who has collected all the information on this subject in his note L. II. Adv. Eunom. T. I. p. 304, found no such discrepancy.

2 Those who infer that Basil read the words ἐν Ἐφεσον from the fact that he cites this Epistle as the Epistle to the Ephesians: τοῖς Ἐφεσίων ἐν τοῖς ἐν τισιλλοι, should recollect that he was obliged to give it some name, and therefore gave it the usual one, as it is cited by others also in the same way, who still maintain that the words ἐν Ἐφεσον were originally wanting.
were quid sunt Ephesi: or whether it was to be interpreted with a local reference, as to which there could have been no doubt, had not the place been really omitted in some copies.¹

Further, Marcion is charged by Tertullian with having altered the inscription (titulum) of this Epistle, and prefixed to it the title ad Laodiceas, contrary to the custom of the church, according to which it was inscribed ad Ephesios. Hence the words in Epistias cannot have stood in the text of Eph. I: 1; for, in case they had, the inscription would have been contradicted by the Epistle, or else he must have altered the words in the text itself, which Tertullian, who is not wont to overlook any of his misdemeanors, has not accused him of doing.² Moreover, they are in fact not found in the text of the celebrated Vatican Ms., being merely in the margin, though by the first hand.³

The apostle, too, proceeds in this Epistle so much like a stranger, and treats his readers as so ignorant in regard to his office and the nature of his commission, that he could merely think it probable they might have heard that he was the apostle of the Gentiles; that a gracious dispensation towards the Gentiles was given him of God, that he was instructed by special revelations and endowed with knowledge, in order that he might teach them (Eph. 3: 1, 2, 3). The Ephesians, however, were not thus ignorant of him and his vocation; for he had founded their church, had resided among them more than two years and a half, had become acquainted with each individual, and, as he says (Acts 20: 31), had often warned every one of them with tears.

The author of the Synopsis is which is found among the works of Athanasius, perceived plainly the distant and general character of the Epistle, and concluded, in spite of historical evidence to the contrary, that when Paul wrote it he had not yet seen the Ephesians, and had only received oral information respecting them.⁴

Now, since the Epistle did not contain the name of any place at the commencement, as the other Epistles of Paul which were directed to whole churches did; since its style is so distant and its whole purport so general; it is less likely to have been written for the Ephesians in particular, than for several churches at once. Archbishop Usher’s supposition is the best explanation which we have of its destination and object. He thinks it was an encyclical letter, which was directed to several churches of Asia Minor at the same time. Hence a vacant space

¹ Comment. in Ep. ad Ephes. "Quidam curiosius, quam necesse est, putant ex eo, quod Mois dictum sit: Hoc dices filia Israel, qui est misit me, etiam eos, qui Ephesi sunt, sancti et fidèles, essentis vocabulo muncupatus, ut ab eo qui est, hi qui sunt appellentur. Alii vero simpliciter non ad eos qui sunt, sed qui Ephesi sancti et fideles sunt, scriptum arbitrantur." Comp. Not. Vallarisi ad h. l.


⁴ ὧδεις, πρὸς Εφέσιοις, ἐπιστολὴν ἀπὸ Ῥώμης, οὕτω οἷν αὐτοὶ ἐκφώνοι, ἀκούσας δὲ μόνων περὶ αὐτῶν.
was left for the name of the place, that it might be filled up by the reader, according to the church in which it was read: Παύλου, ἀπόστολος Ἰησοῦν Χριστοῦ διὰ θελήματος θεοῦ, τοις ἀγίωσ τοῖς υἱοῖς . . . καὶ παστοῖς κ. ι. λ.

Yet it was necessary that it should appear among Paul's Epistles under some definite name which should be agreed upon, in order that no uncertainty respecting it, or pretense on the part of such as might claim the honor of having received it, might occasion difficulty in forming a collection or in regard to the canon. It was therefore inscribed, Πρὸς Ἐφέσους, because Ephesus was the chief, or the first, Asiatic city which received it (Ephes. 5: 19. 2 Tim. 4: 12). After a time, moreover, the words ἐν Ἐφέσῳ came to be inserted in the text itself, and, on the authority of the inscription, were admitted into many Mss.

§ 122.

The contents are as follows:—Paul at the commencement extols the value and advantages of Christianity, the dignity of its founder, and the benefits which those to whom the Epistle was directed had received from it (—2). He then refers to himself as the minister of this universal blessing, mentions his bonds, which he endured particularly for the Gentiles, and exhorts them to become more and more rooted and grounded in the sublime doctrines of the Gospel (—4). After these preparatory remarks, he enjoins upon them union in doctrine and external worship, and tells them that, however different may be the station of individual members in the church, this very difference is intended only to promote their unity as a body (—4: 17). He now passes to their deportment, and requires that it be worthy of their high calling; speaks of amendment, of meekness, concord, and beneficence (—5). He then enlarges particularly upon fornication, and other vices of the Gentiles.

From 5: 21—6: 10 he treats of the duties of married and domestic life, of the husband, the wife, children, and servants. In conclusion, he exhorts them again to constancy under a state of things peculiarly perilous to Christianity, and adds a salutation.

§ 123.

THE EPISTLE TO THE COLOSSIANS.

Colosse was one of the principal cities of Phrygia, concerning which, however, the ancients have given us but little information. Not long after Paul wrote thither, in the latter part of Nero's reign, it was overwhelmed by an earthquake.¹ In some Mss. it is called Colasse, and this reading has been so much liked, that many have always cited the

Epistle accordingly. We, however, invariably find on the coins of this city \textit{Κολοσσαί}, and \textit{Δήμος Κολοσσαί}. Paul had not taught here himself; they were acquainted with Christianity probably only through his disciples, and with Paul himself only from oral information. One of their principal teachers was Epaphras, upon whom certain preachers of false doctrines were desirous of casting odium. Paul protected him, however, with his authority, and expressed his approval of him and his doctrines (Col. 1: 7. 4: 12, 13).

§ 124.

Paul did not write this Epistle until after that to the Ephesians; for Timothy had arrived at Rome (Col. 1: 1), a consolation which he did not enjoy when he wrote the latter Epistle, as we have remarked in the proper place. Tychoius carried both of these Epistles to Asia, but at different times; first, as I imagine, that to the Ephesians and the second to Timothy (2 Tim. 4: 12), and then those to the Colossians and Philo- moan. The first two were written at the commencement of his imprison- ment; one before his trial, and the other shortly after it, at which latter period his prospects were sad and gloomy, as described in the Epistle to Timothy. The last two were written sometime in the following year, when his prospects began to brighten; for, in the Epistle to Philo- moan, which was despatched with that to the Colossians, the apostle anticipates his speedy liberation, and holds out to his friend the hope that he will soon visit him (Philemon, v. 22). Such are the conclusions to which I have arrived in regard to the time when these Epistles were sent; and I shall establish them more fully when I come to discuss the second Epistle to Timothy.

§ 125.

At the beginning of the Epistle he commends their faith and love, and the instructions of Epaphras, and assures them of his prayers on their behalf. He then extols the benefits bestowed by Jesus Christ, declares him to be the Creator, Lord of the spiritual world and of all existences, and the enlightener of the Gentiles (—1: 24). He then speaks of himself as an ambassador of Jesus, and of his bonds, which he bore for the Gospel and its followers, even for those whom he had never seen, and, taking occasion from his own sufferings, exhorts them to adhere with unwavering confidence to their first instruction, and to beware of heresies (—2: 12). He represents to them that, having been symbolically buried with Christ in baptism, having become dead to the follies of human opinions, they should now labor to elevate their minds to a new and loftier sphere, should aspire after a celestial mode of life, and constantly aim to exhibit innocence, uprightness, forbearance and meekness (—3: 18).

He then treats of the duties of the wife, the husband, children and servants, and exhorts them to prayer. He closes with salutations, and an injunction to communicate this Epistle to the Laodicceans, and to read that from Laodicceaa at Colosse.
§ 126.

OF THE EPISTLE TO THE LAODICEANS.

We are in possession of an Epistle directed to the Laodiceans, and
claiming to have been written by Paul. No great philological know-
ledge or acquaintance with higher criticism is needed, to enable one to
pass sentence against this miserable composition. We cannot discover,
in all the remains which we have of the early times of Christianity, the
slightest evidence that the ancients were ever acquainted with any more
valuable writing under this name, any writing worthy of regard or re-
specting which they thought it worth while to express so much as a leni-
ent doubt. 2

It has even been denied that the Epistle to the Laodiceans ever exist-
ed; though, it would seem, in contradiction to the testimony of Paul
(Col. 4: 16). He says: When this Epistle is read among you, cause
that it be read also in the church of the Laodiceans, and that ye like-
wise read the one from Laodicea: καὶ τὴν ἐν Λαοδίκειᾳ ἑνα καὶ
ὑμῶν ἀναγραφεῖ.

On this Chrysostom and Theodoret remark, in their Commentaries,
that some think the words refer to an Epistle which the church at La-
odicea had written to the apostle. For the expression is, τὴν ἐν Λα-
odίκειᾳ, that from Laodicea, not τὴν πρὸς τοὺς Λαοδίκειους, that to
the Laodiceans. Many others have been of the same opinion.

The words may, however, have either signification, and they present an
equality harsh ellipsis in either case; whether we suppose them to mean,
Cause the Epistle to be brought from Laodicea, which the church has
received from me, or Cause the Epistle from Laodicea to be brought to
you, which the church wrote to me.

But, if there was not an equal exchange of two apostolic Epistles,
and ἡ ἐν Λαοδίκειᾳ denotes an Epistle which the Laodiceans had
sent to the apostle, why does Paul enjoin that this letter to him should
also be communicated to the Colossians? Did he wish to make the
Laodiceans teachers of the Colossians, and to present their sentiments as
an example and standard for the latter? As we cannot believe that this
was the case, the injunction can have been given only because one Epis-
tle had reference to the contents of the other, and was requisite to a
thorough understanding of it.

The contents of Paul's Epistle to the Colossians, then, must have
been of such a nature, that it could not be understood without that
which the Laodiceans had previously sent to the apostle, and it was
therefore necessary that the latter should be read with it. But then it
is strange that Paul should write to the Colossians what particularly
concerned the Laodiceans; that he made no reply to the Laodiceans,

who, however, would not have written to him without cause; that he wrote to the former what they could not understand, and did not write at all to the latter, who might have understood him.

Besides, the Epistle to the Colossians has no apparent reference to a prior Epistle from any quarter; it refers only to oral accounts. It refers to what the apostle had heard respecting the condition and affairs of the Colossian church (Col. 1: 3), ἀκούσας·, and expressly mentions Epaphras, ἐπισκόπος αὐτῶν· (Col. 1: 7, 9), as having been the author of the information.

It is, therefore, impossible in every point of view, to suppose that the apostle had an Epistle from the Laodiceans before him when he wrote his Epistle to the Colossians, and composed the latter with special reference to it; and we must explain τὴν ἐκ Λαοδικείας, as denoting an Epistle of Paul which he had written to that city, and which was to be communicated by the Laodiceans to the Colossians, as the latter were required to do the like in return.

But where then is this Epistle? What became of it at so early a period that nothing was known of it by any of the ancient writers? How could the Epistle to the Laodiceans perish, while that to the Colossians is preserved? If the Laodiceans did resign it to oblivion, we see that the Colossians have handed theirs down to posterity, and that to the Laodiceans came into such careful hands, how happened it that it was not preserved with the other?

Of these difficulties, which are as urgent as they are well-founded, there is no better solution than the ingenious hypothesis which was first propounded, I believe, by Hugo Grotius. He considers the Epistle to the Laodiceans to have been the same as that which is now termed the Epistle to the Ephesians. This was directed to several churches in Asia Minor, and particularly to such as had not seen the apostle, among which he himselfreckons the Laodiceans (Col. 2: 1). Marcion gave it the title, Πρὸς τοὺς Λαοδικείας, whence it appears that it was supposed by some in ancient times to have been specially intended for the Laodiceans; for we shall readily be convinced that Marcion intended a correction rather than a falsification, if we only reflect that he could have had no motive for the latter in this case. The relative situation of the places, too, was such as to make it most natural that the Colossians should be directed to Laodicea to procure the so-called Epistle to the Ephesians. The hypothesis, therefore, not only has the recommendation of solving the above difficulties, but has, likewise, peculiar internal probability.

§ 127.

THE EPISTLE TO PHILEMON.

The apostle was visited at Rome by Onesimus, a fugitive slave of Philemon; he effected his conversion, and sent him back, with a recommendation, to his master. Although Paul was restoring property which was then of considerable value, and was, moreover, returning it
to its owner in an improved condition, and although the services of such
a man must then have been extremely acceptable, and the friendly re-
lation between him and the master of the slave would seem to have jus-
tified his retention, he sent him back with all the delicacy of refined
society, and gave him a recommendation to his master.

Thy faith and love, Philemon, he writes, are a very great consolation
to me. I send thee thy fugitive slave, whom I converted in prison.
Gladly as I should have retained him to minister unto me, I would not
do so without leave from thee. Receive him, forgive him, treat him
as a brother; for such he has become by becoming a Christian. I hope
soon to see thee. I salute thee, as do all who are with me.

This Epistle and that to the Colossians were sent at the same time, viz.
when Onesimus returned to his master (Phil. 10: 11, 12. Coloss. 4:
7, 8, 9). In both Epistles we find the same persons with Paul, viz.
Timothy, Aristarchus, who was Paul’s fellow-prisoner, Marcus, Lucas,
Demas, and Epaphras (Phil. 23. Coloss. 4: 10, 12, 14).

§ 128.

THE SECOND EPISTLE TO TIMOTHY.

This, in my opinion, was written during Paul’s first imprisonment at
Rome, after that to the Ephesians, and between those to the Colossians
and Philemon. Learned men, however, have referred its composition
to his second Roman imprisonment, the circumstances of which are
wholly unknown to us. As might be expected from their knowledge
and erudition, they do not want arguments in support of their positions.

It is certain that the Epistles to the Ephesians, Colossians and Phile-
mon were composed during the first imprisonment at Rome, and,
moreover, in the order in which we have named them. Now there are
some circumstances brought to view in these Epistles, which individu-
ize the first imprisonment, and which we must notice, for the purpose of
comparing them with those which may be gathered from the second
Epistle to Timothy.

At the beginning of the imprisonment, when the Epistle to the Ephe-
sians was written, Timothy, who was not one of Paul’s companions on
the voyage to Italy (Acts 27: 3), was not with him at Rome; for Paul
does not add his name in the address with which the Epistle commences,
as he always did when Timothy was at his side. Timothy afterwards
arrived; and, accordingly, at the outset of the Epistles to the Colossians
and Philemon, his name appears with the apostle’s (Col. 1: 1. Phil.
Mark was likewise with him (Col. 4: 10. Phil. 24). 4thly. Tych-
icus was then Paul’s διάκονος and letter-bearer, and, in particular, was
sent to Asia (Eph. 4: 21. Col. 4: 7, 8).

All these circumstances are presented to view in the 2d Epistle to
Timothy. Timothy was not with Paul at first; but was summoned to
his side (2 Tim. 4: 9, 21). 2dly, Luke was with him (2 Tim. 4: 11).
3dly, He wishes Mark to come with Timothy; so that he must have
been with him in the course of his imprisonment (2 Tim. 4: 11). 4thly, Tychicus was with him, in the capacity of letter-bearer, and, in particular, was sent to Asia (2 Tim. 4: 12).

Now, in order to suppose that Paul wrote this Epistle to Timothy during a second imprisonment at Rome, we must assume that the circumstances of both were precisely the same; we must suppose that at each time Timothy was not at first with the apostle, but joined him afterwards; that Mark was with him each time, and likewise Luke; and that each time Tychicus was Paul's διάκονος and letter-bearer, and was sent to Asia.

We must, moreover, assume that Paul, at both times, even in the latter part of Nero's reign, was permitted to receive friends during his confinement, to write letters, despatch messengers, and, in general, to have free intercourse with every body. And yet, even in his first imprisonment, this permission was only a happy accident, and would never have been granted, had it not been for the specially courteous and friendly disposition of the centurion, Julius (Acts 28: 16. Comp. 27: 3). The custodia libera, or ἄδειας, in the houses of magistrates, was allowed only to Romans of distinguished rank. The custodia apud saces could be permitted only for special reasons, respecting which the magistrate was to judge. In the custodia militaris, the prisoner was given in charge to a centurion, and chained to a soldier. We may readily conceive how much one could write in such a situation, how easily he could receive and send away letters and messengers, if the centurion did not treat him with special favor. And yet in the milder days of Nero's reign this was the confinement which fell to the apostle's lot. If a worse fate, the Cerer, was allotted him in his second imprisonment, as it is to be feared it was, at a time when no ill-treatment was sufficiently severe for the Christians, he must have been fortunate if he was not compelled to surrender the light of day.

As we have said, the custodia militaris was the apostle's lot. On arriving at Rome, Julius delivered up his prisoners to the Prefectus prætorio, Ἠρακλείας. At the beginning of the 8th year of Nero, Burrhus held this office; at his death two persons were appointed to succeed him, Fenius Rufus and Sophonias Tigellinus. Tacitus relates that the death of Burrhus occurred in the 8th year of Nero. The cease of this confessedly upright man created the more consternation, as little good could be anticipated from the listless helplessness of one of his successors, or the insatiable depravity of the other, the latter of whom in the sequel gained Nero's entire confidence and an exorbitant degree of power. Seneca soon felt the change in the atmosphere of the court, and retired from it, in the same year that his friend died, which he calls, in his address to the Emperor, the 8th of his reign.

The apostle was permitted to dwell by himself, with a soldier who guarded him (Acts 28: 16). This distinction was an extraordinary favor. Much, however, depended still on the good-humor of the centurion who had charge of him, and of the guard to whom, for the time be-

ing, he was chained. Lastly, the free communication with others, which Paul enjoyed, was a privilege possessed by few prisoners.

How difficult it was to obtain such privileges in altered circumstances, we see from the case of Herod Agrippa, who owed it to interference from the highest quarter, that the Praef. pratorio assigned the charge of him to a more courteous centurion, chained him to less brutal guards, and conveyed at the visit of a few friends, and the procuring of a few conveniences under cover of the darkness of night.¹

§ 129.

Though the identity of the situation and chain of circumstances points so clearly to one and the same imprisonment, it is still said by those who transfer the composition of this Epistle to the second imprisonment, that there are some indications in it which do not at all accord with the first.

Paul says: Erastus abode at Corinth; but Trophimus have I left at Miletus sick (2 Tim. 4:20). Now this is a wholly different route from the one which Luke states to have been taken on the first voyage to Italy. On that occasion Paul sailed to Sidon, thence to Cyprus, then along the coast of Cilicia, Pamphylia, and Lycia, was driven to Crete, and did not come within ten German miles of Miletus; and, so far from going to Corinth, was driven by the storm towards Africa, and carried to Malta (Acts 27: 3—44).

But Paul does not here say that he went to Corinth, but only that Erastus remained there, where he was an officer of the church: έράστου και Κορινθίου. This he might say, if Erastus was expected at Rome, on account of a promise or out of friendship, and had not come according to anticipation.

As to Trophimus, the passage would be of more weight if it necessarily meant: I left him sick at Miletus. It runs, thus: Τρόφιμου δὲ ἀπέλευσα ἐκ Μηλητροῦ αὐτοῦ. These words may mean: they left Trophimus at Miletus sick.

Many churches had sent delegates to the apostle with supplies, and likewise as amici and deprecatores, who, according to Greek and Roman usage, were to accompany the accused in causa capitali to his trial (2 Tim. 4: 16). The duty of affection to support a friend at a trial was sacred among the Romans, and still more so among Christians. Observe how Lucian ridicules the zeal of the Christians when one of their teachers was in prison; describing them as sending deputies to him from the cities of Asia at the common cost, to console and assist him on his trial.² In this way came Epaphroditus (Philipp. 4: 18), Epaphras (Col. 4: 12, 13), and Onesiphorus (2 Tim. 1: 16, 17). Many came from Asia, who, notwithstanding, pusillanimously left the apostle to his fate (2 Tim. 1: 15). Thus, too, Erastus ought to have come from Corinth, either as a friend, on his own account, or commissioned by the church, in behalf of which Paul had done so much.

² Καὶ μὴν καὶ τῶν ἐν Ἀσίᾳ πλείων ἄνω, διὸν ἤμοι τῶν Χριστιανῶν σταλίσαντοι ἐκ τοῦ καυσίμου, θυσίασάντες, καὶ ψαρίζοντες, καὶ παραμυθησάμενοι τὸν ἄνθρα (De morte peregrin. § 13. T. VIII. p. 230. Bipont.).
There was special reason, however, for the appearance of Trophimus. On occasion of Paul's first imprisonment, his presence was indispensable, as he had been the cause of Paul's apprehension (Acts 21:29). According to the Roman laws, witnesses on both sides were examined personally to decide the cause, and in this case the main accusation depended on the question, whether Trophimus was a heathen, so that Paul was chargeable with having introduced heathen into the temple? Now, if he travelled in company with his countrymen, the delegates from Asia to the apostle, and fell sick on his journey, the passage signifies, very naturally: Trophimus they left sick at Miletus. Such an accident must have occasioned no little hindrance to Paul's trial and the decision of his case.

We do not know that Trophimus had any thing to do with the second imprisonment; but it is certain that he was bound to appear at the first trial. The supposed objection, therefore, in regard to him, in fact confirms what it was intended to disprove.

We are directed to the first imprisonment, likewise, by the agency in Paul's fortunes which is attributed to Alexander, who in the uproar at Ephesus was put forward by the Jews as speaker (Acts 19:33), and who now persecuted the apostle with animosity before the Roman tribunal (2 Tim. 4:14, 15). Those who were desirous of bringing Paul to trial would not base an accusation on any old, half-forgotten story; they must have made use of the first occurrence which could serve their purpose, and have appeared when process was commenced against him. Besides, it was uncertain whether a second opportunity would ever occur. In the tumultuous times in which Paul's second imprisonment took place, witnesses and accusers would hardly have been summoned from remote provinces, or the trial prolonged for one or two years, so that all who wished to bring accusations could have had time to appear in Rome.

The second Epistle to Timothy, therefore, was composed during Paul's first imprisonment at Rome. It was written after the Epistle to the Ephesians, and before that to the Colossians. The apostle in this Epistle earnestly summons Timothy to his side. Now, when the Epistle to the Ephesians was sent, Timothy was not with him; when those to the Colossians and Philemon were sent, he was. The Epistle to the Ephesians and the one to Timothy both went to Asia, and therefore may both have been sent at the same time.

In the Epistle to Timothy his situation is still gloomy and doubtful; he has still the prospect of a tragical fate before him, and sees little probability of deliverance. In the Epistle to Philemon, however, which was sent at the same time with that to the Colossians, he expresses hopes of his liberation, and promises Philemon a visit.

§ 130.

The contents of the Epistle to Timothy are as follows: I often think of thee, and desire ardently to see thee; be not ashamed of me, or of the Gospel, for which I am in bonds. Many have fallen away from me; thou wilt not do so. Take courage; teach with perseverance, as I have done; I live and die for the sake of Christ, that I may reign with him.
Muddle not with disputers, or over-learned topics; be everywhere a worthy, meek, and patient teacher (—3: 1). But be on your guard; know that a pernicious class of false teachers will arise; do thou, on this account, only cleave the closer to pure doctrine; continue faithful to your early instruction; watch, be careful, be unremittingly attentive, for Jesus' sake (—4: 6.) I am now ready to be offered; hasten to me. All have left me, and cruel accusers have risen up against me; but the Lord knows how to work out deliverance still.

§ 131.

OF THE HERETICS AGAINST WHOM THE EPISTLES TO THE
EPHESIANS, COLOSSIANS AND TIMOTHY ARE AIMED.

Without an acquaintance with the opinions of those teachers who caused the apostle so much apprehension and sorrow, many parts of these writings must necessarily be obscure and unintelligible. An investigation of them is necessarily comprehended in an Introduction, the object of which is to furnish such historical and critical knowledge as is prerequisite to the business of interpretation.

From the traits by which the apostle characterizes them, some have thought that they were Gnostics, others that they were Essenes; and each party derives arguments in behalf of its position, from accordance in tenets, opinions, and customs. But perhaps it would be as difficult to prove that the Gnostic system was completely developed at so early a period, as it is unjust to impute to the Essenes that extreme immorality, with which Paul charges these deceivers, inasmuch as the contemporaries of this Jewish sect, and all those acquainted with it, speak of it with respect, and extol its adherents as the most virtuous men of their time.

The resemblance which has been perceived in the tenets and sentiments of the two sects, compared with Paul's expressions, arises from a common source, the philosophy of the age, of which both partook. It will, therefore, be more accurate to go back one step, and consider the philosophy itself, as the common original of these systems. It found adherents among the Jews as well as Gentiles. Both retained their previous speculative opinions when they adopted Christianity, and endeavored to combine or reconcile them with it, as well as they were able. By this means Christianity became disfigured, and unlike itself, and would have been swallowed up in an ocean of philosophical vagaries, if the apostles had not also protested against human folly that which they defended with their blood and their lives against violence.

The Greeks were very early acquainted with the oriental, or, as it was called, Babylonish or Chaldee philosophy, as were the Romans, long before the time of Augustus, and still more familiarly during his reign; and the system bid fair to spread over all Asia and Europe. It employed various divinities and subordinate spirits for the explanation of certain natural occurrences and for the regulation of earthly affairs in general, as well as for the solution of certain metaphysical questions, which have always been classed among the difficult problems of philos-
ophy. The practical part of this system consisted of precepts by the observance of which men might procure intercourse with these spirits or demons. The advantage promised from this intercourse with spiritual beings was, that by their aid superhuman knowledge could be acquired, future events foretold, and supernatural deeds performed. These philosophers were well known under the name of Magi and Chaldeans, who, in order to adapt their system more perfectly to the western nations, altered it according to the Grecian philosophy, and finally succeeded; it seems, in combining it with that of Plato. Hence arose in later times the sect of the New Platonists, and the Gnostic sect among the Christians.

These men even made their way to the throne. Tiberius received instruction in their philosophy, and was fully convinced, that by communication with demons extraordinary things might be learned and effected. Nero caused a great many of them to be brought from Asia, not unfrequently at the expense of the provinces. The supernatural spirits would never appear, but still he did not abandon his belief in them.

The Magi and Chaldeans were consulted on occasion of great undertakings, foretold the result of conspiracies, called up spirits, prepared sacrifices, and afforded the aid of their arts in love-affairs. Even the severity of the laws, which were often directed against them in Rome, had no other effect than to increase their reputation.

As they found access and favor with all classes in the capital, so did they likewise in the provinces. Paul found a Magian in the court of the Pro-consul at Paphos (Acts 13:6). There was one at Samaria, named Simon, who was there regarded as a being of a higher and spiritual order (Acts 8:9). The expression employed is remarkable, as being a scrap of the technical language of the Theurgists: the people called him a ΔΥΝΑΜΙΣ τοῦ Θεοῦ μυστήρῃ. Pliny gives the same denomination to some of the demons and subordinate spirits by whose co-operation extraordinary results were effected. He calls them POTESTATES.

Justin Martyr, the countryman of Simon, has preserved to us some of the technical expressions of his adherents. He says they gave him the exalted title: υπεράνω παντὸς ἀρχη, καὶ εὐονίας, καὶ δυναμεός.

Of these classes of spirits, which appear under such different names, there were the superior, which ruled the others, and the inferior, which

---

4 Tacit. Annal. L. II. c. 27 seq.
were of a more material substance, and might therefore come into immediate contact with matter, and which executed the commands of their superiors.  

By communication with the superior spirits, a person might command the service and aid of the inferior; for the more powerful demons then ordered the lesser ones (ἐν τοῖς ἀρχηγοῖς τῶν δαίμονισι, Matth. 12: 24) to perform particular commissions in the material world.  

A complete exhibition of this system and its various forms has been furnished us by the Syrian philosopher, Jabличicus of Chalcedon, in his work, On the Mysteries of the Chaldeans and Egyptians. I know, indeed, that the work has been by some regarded as not his;  

but supposing it to be the production of any New Platonist, we have at all events this advantage from it, that in it are collected together, in a comparatively short compass, all those absurdities which we should otherwise be compelled to glean from many other writings. We will, therefore, deduce from it and present here a short sketch of this remarkable system, as it existed after it became current among the Greeks. 

The following are its principal points. The nature of the gods is a pure, spiritual, and perfect unity. Considering this high and entire immateriality, no operation upon matter on their part is conceivable; and hence they could not create and cannot govern the world.  

It is therefore necessary to suppose certain subordinate deities, who are compound in their nature and can operate on gross matter. These are the creators and governors of the world, δημιουργοί и κοσμοκρατορεῖς.  

The superior deities are, notwithstanding, the real cause of all that exists, and everything derives its being from their fulness, πλήρωμα.  

There is no abrupt descent from the highest to the lowest deities, but a continuous, gradual declension from the supreme pure spirit to those gross natures which are nearly allied to matter, and thus are qualified to operate upon it.  

These spirits occupy various places of abode in the gross atmosphere or in more elevated regions, according to theirgrosser or purer nature.  

---


2 "Quae suntu celestium voluntate et nomine et auctoritate, sed demonum obsequio et ministerio fieri arbitrandum est" (Apul. I. c. p. 230).  


5 Sect. II. c. 3. p. 41. "Quod δοκεῖτο διὸν διῆνοι αἱ κοσμοκρατεῖαι, αἱ τῶν ὁπελύντων σταυχεία διωκομενεῖς . . . ."  

6 Sect. I. c. 8. p. 15. "Αλλὰ τὰ μὲν πρώτατα εἰς αὐτῷ, ἓν ὡς ὑπὸ ἀναδρομὴς παράγοντα καὶ περιγούντα πάντα ἐν αὐτοῖς. Τὰ δὲ τῆς γῆς εἰς τοὺς πλοῦσισαν τῶν θεών ἵππα τὸ σῶμα κ. τ. λ."  


8 Diog. Laert. in Proem. p. 5. Henr. Steph. "Ασκίαυχι (Χαλδαίος) τι καὶ μαθ-
The highest of those classes of spirits are called ἀρχαῖ or ἀρχαῖα αἰτία. Other divine natures, θεῖαι οὐσίαι, are intermediate beings, μεσοὶ. Those which direct the affairs of the world are called ἄρχοντες, and the spirits which obey their orders ὄντως and ἄγγελοι. The ἄγγελοι are not generally recognized in this system; the class is said to have been of later origin, and to have been first introduced into the spiritual world by Porphyry. If we add further the ἔξωθα of which, as we have seen, Justin speaks, we shall have enumerated most of the technical names employed in this demonology.

Now, to attain a union with the superior orders of spirits, in which alone man’s perfect felicity consists, it is first necessary that one should be freed from servitude to the body, which detains the soul from soaring upward to the purely spiritual.

Matrimony, therefore, and every indulgence of the sexual passion, must be renounced, before this perfection of felicity can be attained. Indeed, the magian offerings and ceremonies cannot, without great injury, even be imparted to those who have not emancipated themselves from corporeal lusts and attachments.

To eat meat, or to eat of any slain animal at all, nay, even to touch it, is contamination.

Bodily exercise and purifications, although the gift of prophecy is not communicated by them, do yet assist it.

Notwithstanding the gods listen only to the holy, they still mislead men to the commission of unholy actions. This is probably because...

---

1 Jamb. Sect. I. c. 7. p. 11.
2 Sect. I. c. 6.
3 Sect. II. c. 7. p. 49.
5 The doctrine of the Logos in this system was drawn from the Egyptian philosophy. Τύτε τὴν ὅλην δυναμικὴν τῆς φυσῆς προσέχει καὶ παρακολουθεῖται. Καὶ ἐκ τοῦ πάσην ὅλην αὐτήν πολὺ μόνη τῇ ἄθλε ἄθλη συνεργαιόν. Οἶον ὅ λέγει τῇ αὐτός καὶ αὐτός τῆς, καὶ τῇ συγχρονίᾳ πάντα, καὶ τῇ νοοίῳ καὶ τῇ διανοοῦσῃ τῶν ἀληθείᾳ (scilicet oúthi) ... συναίτειν. Καὶ τούτο τέλος οὗτος τῇ προσφυγίᾳ ἑαυτοῦ ἄναγομεν (Sect. X. c. 6).
6 Sect. V. c. 18. p. 133.
7 Sect. V. c. 18. p. 133.
8 Αὐτὰ τῷ μεῖ τῶν ὅντων, ὡσπερ τῷ καθαρῷ τῷ ὑπαρχόν ... ροσοῦ μεν των ἀνθρώπων. Sect. VI. c. 2. p. 145. Comp. c. 1. p. 144.
9 Sect. III. c. 13. and c. 11.
they have totally different ideas of what is good and just from those of mankind.¹

§ 182.

This philosophy, the elements of which had long existed in the east, was moulded, in its progress to the west, into a system which met there with incomparably more approbation and celebrity than it deserved. To come nearer to the purpose of our investigation, it was particularly well received in those countries to which the apostle’s letters were directed. Long after its first introduction, when Paul had converted the Ephesians, a large number of magian and theurgic books were brought by their owners and burned in Paul’s sight (Acts 19: 19). At an earlier period, too, this city was celebrated in this respect; and the Ἐφίσων ἀλεξιανάμα and Ἐφίσων γραμματά are represented by ancient writers as famous means of procuring power over demons.²

There exists to this day among the ruins of Miletus a public document, viz. an inscription on one of the gates of the city, which testifies how firm in these regions was the belief in theurgical notions.³ I will venture to cite a portion of it as evidence on this point:

IHEOTRA
ΟΤΩ
ΑΕΗΗΙ
ΑΤΙΕ
ΘΙΑΑΣΩΝ
ΘΗΝ ΠΟΙΑΝ
ΜΙΑΗΣΙΩΝ
ΚΑΙΠΑΝΤΑΚ
ΤΟΤΚΑΤΟΙ
ΚΟΤΝΤΑΚ
ΑΡΧΑΙΓΕΑΡΙ ΦΙΛΑΑΣΕΤΑΙ
ΗΠΟΛΙΚ ΜΙΑΗΣΙΩΝ
ΚΑΙΠΑΝΤΕΚ ΟΙ ΚΑΤ. . . .

The Synod of Laodicea was obliged, so late as the 4th century, to issue several edicts against the worship of angels, against magic and incantations. So deeply rooted were these opinions, that several centuries could not extirpate the remembrance of them.

¹ Sect. IV. c. 4. p. 108.
§ 133.

Now this theory is strikingly characterized by the expressions of the apostle.

He calls the system of his opponents a philosophy, which cannot be reconciled with Christianity: Φίλοσοφία οὐ κατα Χριστόν (Col. 2: 8), an angel-worship, η θεσπεία τῶν ἄγγελων (Col. 2: 18), a demonology, διασκαλεῖα δαιμόνων (1 Tim. 4: 1).

Further, he terms it γυμεία (2 Tim. 3: 13), which is the peculiar expression used by the ancients to designate magical arts and enchantments. Τόις, according to Hesychius, is μαγος, κόλας, περίπας, and γυμείες is απαξ, μαγευς, φαρσαλευς, εξαιτες, κ. θ. λ.

Paul compares these teachers with Jannes and Jambres (2 Tim. 3: 8). These, as we have before seen, were, according to ancient tradition, the enchanters, who withstood Moses by their arts. Their names were so celebrated in the science of magic, that they were not unknown to the New Platonists themselves.

The apostle, in exhorting the Ephesians to equip themselves with the armour of faith, and to fight manfully, tells them (6: 12 seq.) that this is the more necessary, as their warfare is not against human power, εν προς αγα και σάκα, but against spiritual beings. In enumerating these, he names in order the magian classes of spirits, ἀγγας, ἔσουλοις, and particularly the καικοκράτοις, and likewise places their abode in the upper region of the air, εις τὸν οὐρα, εν τοις ἐσουλοις.

Moreover, in the Epistle to the Colossians, in order to give them a high and reverential idea of Christianity, and to magnify the glory of Jesus, he says, that all existences, not even the spiritual world excepted, were created by him and are subject to him. He then selects the magian appellations, for the purpose of showing that the supposed demonocracy was entirely subject to his authority, whether θρόνοι, or κυβέρνεις, or γαχα, or ἐσουλοις etc. (Col. 1: 16). He also uses a term peculiar to the theurgic system, viz. πλήρωμα, to denote the original cause of all material and spiritual existence, from which, as the highest conceivable cause, all intermediate causes have proceeded, declaring that the origin of all things is to be referred to Jesus, and that the πλήρωμα dwells in him: εις εν αυτώ ευθυγθα παν το πληρωμα κατοικουσιαι (1: 19: 2: 9. Eph. 1: 23).

At last, in order completely to demolish the whole system, he declares that Christ, by the work of redemption, had conquered the whole spiritual world, that he had dragged the ἀγγας and ἔσουλοις in triumph as vanquished, and that their dominion and authority were at an end (Col. 2: 15).

What he says, too, of the seared conscience of the false teachers to

whom he refers, of their frauds, their avarice etc., is certainly more applicable to those men who taught and practised magical arts than any others. No class of men in all antiquity are more generally charged with such characteristics than these pretended confidants of the mystic powers.

Paul's strenuous opposition to a distinction of meats and to abstinence from wedlock evidently had reference to them, and his censure of bodily exercises arose from their recommendation of them, and their requisition of baths, lustations, continence, and long preparation, as the sole conditions on which it was possible to obtain communication with spirits.

It was these, then, that the apostle had in his mind; who, when they adopted Christianity, formed that sect of the professed followers of Jesus which assumed the name of Gnostics, and which history accuses of having been, under all the various modifications of one and the same system, invariably addicted to magic arts. Other adherents to this system, among the heathen, formed the sect of the New Platonists, to the number of whom belong the Syrian philosophers, as well as some of the Egyptian, such as Plotinus and his disciples.

§ 134.

REMARKS ON RECENT ATTACKS UPON THE TWO EPISTLES TO TIMOTHY AND THE EPISTLE TO TITUS.

We have considered above (§ 113) certain charges brought against the 1st Epistle to Timothy. Soon after these were made, there appeared an opponent, not only of the 1st Epistle to Timothy, but also of the 2d, together with the one to Titus, i.e. of all the three pastoral letters, as he calls them. He brings charges against them before the tribunal of criticism, which he supports partly by reasons deduced from their language and peculiar style, and partly by historical difficulties in relation to them. 1

He noticed that certain expressions occurred only in these Epistles, and were not to be found in any other of Paul's writings. As to the mere ἀπεξ λέγωμα, e.g. in 1 Tim. 1: 5, τοὺς τῆς παραγγελίας, and 2: 10, ἐπαγγελλόμενοι θεοθέτεται etc., it cannot be expected that I should take any notice of these; for there is not one Epistle of Paul which has not, as is very natural, many such. 2 On the other hand, however, any peculiar phraseology in regard to the false teachers and their tenets, which is common to all the three Epistles, deserves more attention. Their doctrines are called μυστής and γραφίτης μυστής (1 Tim. 1: 4. 4: 7. 2 Tim. 4: 4. Tit. 1: 14); to which let us add the

1 Eichhorn's Einleit. in das N. T. IIId Bd. 1st Hälfte. § 246 seq.
2 Henry Plancck, in his "Bemerkungen über den ersten Paulinischen Brief an den Timotheus" (p. 51, 52), reckons 54 δεξιός λέγωμα in the Epistle to the Philippians, 57 in that to the Galatians, and 45 in those to the Ephesians and Colossians; in the 1st to Timothy he reckons 81; in the 2d, 63; in that to Titus, 44.
still stronger denomination βεβήλως κενοφωνίας (1 Tim. 6: 20. 2 Tim. 2: 16). On the other hand, correct doctrine is διδασκαλία ἱγματων (1 Tim. 1: 10. 2 Tim. 4: 3. Tit. 1: 9. 2: 1), λόγος ύμης and λόγος ἱγματων (Tit. 2: 8. 1 Tim. 6: 3. 2 Tim. 1: 13). Religion is εὐίδησιν (1 Tim. 6: 3. 2 Tim. 3: 5. Tit. 1: 1 etc.). In two of these Epistles γενεαλογία (Tit. 3: 9), and γενεαλογίαι απεγνωκότοι (1 Tim. 1: 4), are censured.

In his writings generally, Paul has not spoken expressly of the false teachers; but, as e. g. in the Epistles to the Ephesians and Colossians, he merely alludes to their opinions, and casts them into shade by the side of the principles of Christianity. Whether it arose from the forbearance, which he wished should be exercised towards them in public (2 Tim. 2: 25 seq.), or from his reluctance to interrupt the solemn tone of these Epistles by any digressions, or from both these feelings together, certain it is, that only in the Epistles to his friends and assistants in the ministry, particularly in those to Timothy (1 Tim. 4: 1—9. 6: 3—6. 2 Tim. 2: 16—19. 23. 3: 1—10. 4: 3—5), has he described this mischievous class of men. Some of them he even mentions by name in these Epistles; and he makes evident allusion to them in the Epistle to Titus (1: 10—12. 14—16. 3: 9—12). Now, in doing this, he has made use of language which there was no occasion when he was not speaking of these things, or was speaking of them in a different way, language which, employed in confidence, treats the subject in its real light: μνόλως, γραμώσεις μνήσαι, βεβήλως κενοφωνίας. He likewise employs very appropriate contrasts, representing the condition of those led astray to be a mental malady, νοσόν περὶ ζηλότες (1 Tim. 6: 4), comparing the false doctrines to a γάγγανα (2 Tim. 3: 17), and naturally terming the opposite, healthy doctrine, healthful instruction, λόγος ύμης, διδασκαλία ἱγματων.

Among these mental aberrations, he reckons the γενεαλογία, with which in one instance he connects the epithet ὑπέρθεν. These cannot be properly interpreted as referring to the Jewish custom of preserving their lineage. They were rather a part of the φιλοσοφία ὑπὲρ Χριστοῦ (Col. 2: 8), the θητονία τῶν ἀγγέλων, (Col. 2: 18), διδασκαλίας διαμονῶν (1 Tim. 4: 1); i. e. of the philosophical system of the time, which for certain purposes inculcated a gradation among spirits and their derivation from each other.

In this philosophical system, the whole of religious worship, including all the various species of θητονία, was called εὐίδησις. On this ac-

1 Jambl. De Myst. Sect. V. c. 21. p. 136.—Οὐκ ἐκ μεγαλοῦ χρά, ὡς ἐκλήρως συναισύνου τῶν θεών τὴν ἐπιβάλλονν εὐίδησιν.—Sect. V. c. 18. p. 133. Ἔν δὲ τοὺς ἄλλους τῶν εὐίδησιν μνήσαι, καὶ δέ ἐν τῇ διδασκαλίᾳ μέρος π. τ. λ. It is to be observed, likewise, that in the religious language of the time εὐίδησις was equivalent to σεβάσματος (Acts 10: 2. 7). Hence εὐίδησις was sometimes used to express the secondary idea of conversion from heathenism to Judaism, and to denote Jewish piety. Thus it occurs in Josephus Antiq. cap. 2. n. 5. κατακένεω εὐίδησας; and in Ant. L. cit. c. 2. n. 4. τὸν θεόν εὐίδησε is to adopt the Jewish religion, and c. 4. n. 1. ἐν τῷ δὲ θεόν εὐίδησε is the adoption of Judaism. To recommend this was not the apostle's object; and hence, in Epistles to whole churches, there he had to guard against misunderstanding or misinterpretation on the part of a promiscuous collection of persons, he had reason to avoid this expression.
count Paul, in the Epistle under discussion, is earnest against the εὑρίσκω of these men (2 Tim. 3: 5. 1 Tim. 6: 5. 2 Tim. 3: 12, 13), and contrasts with their opinions the exalted doctrine of genuine εὐαγγελιά (1 Tim. 3: 16, and 6: 3), retaining the word but correcting and refining the idea.

Thus we need no longer be surprised that these expressions do not likewise occur in other writings of the apostle, in which he is speaking of totally different things, or in which he alludes to the same errors and errorists, but speaks of them in a different way. It is only in the Epistles to his friends, and particularly in those to Timothy, that he has entered into a minute description of these men and their errors, for the purpose of inciting his younger assistants to caution and watchfulness.

In a similar way we may explain why in the Epistles to Timothy the apostle calls himself κηρυκεῖν καὶ ἀπόστολος, and διδασκαλος ἔτων (1 Tim. 2: 7. 2 Tim. 1: 11). On the subject of his appointment as apostle of the Gentiles, he has expressed himself fully in but two of his Epistles to entire churches, viz. those to the Romans and Galatians. For, in the capacity of teacher he was bound to observe uniformity in his conduct towards all believers, and not to exhibit a preference for either of the two branches of the Christian school; nor was he to concede to either a prior claim to his services, so long as he could avoid it. In the Epistle to the Romans, in which he defends the cause of the heathen against Jewish presumption and arrogance, he avows himself (11: 13) in part, ἐφ’ ὅλων εἰμι ἐγώ έτων ἀπόστολος, apostle of the Gentiles, without forsaking the Jews or at all resigning his interest in their welfare; and in the 15th chapter he gives his labors in behalf of the heathen the aspect of a fulfillment of ancient promises, and justifies them further by the cooperation of Jesus Christ, by means of which he labored successfully to subject the Gentiles to the Messiah. In the Epistle to the Galatians, in which he opposes the commixture of Judaism with the doctrines of Christianity, he maintains his apostolic authority against such as ranked him, in respect to divine illumination, below the apostles at Jerusalem, by stating the fact that these apostles themselves had acknowledged his high vocation and authority to convert the heathen, and had accounted him their equal (2: 6—10). He permits the fact to speak for itself, without drawing any inferences from it in favor of his office as apostle to the Gentiles, because the subject which he was treating did not require any such enlargement. Thus much has he said to entire churches on the subject of his relation to the heathen. It is plain that, in these cases, he speaks not hastily, but with self-restrain and circumspection, that he might not mortify the believers converted from Judaism, by declaring the Gentiles to have been the principal, and themselves only a secondary and subordinate object of his mission. In the Epistles to Timothy he had nothing of this kind to apprehend, and to a man from whom he had nothing to conceal on the subject he could express himself definitely and without circumlocution respecting the chief purpose of his ministry and direction of his efforts: I am an ambassador to the Gentiles, their apostle and teacher.

Another source of objection is the asseveration πεποιθεῖς ὃ λόγος. This occurs three times in the first Epistle to Timothy, again in the second, and also in that to Titus (1 Tim. 1: 15. 3: 1. 4: 9. 2 Tim. 2: 11. Tit. 3:
8), but is not found in any other Epistle of Paul. Let us see what is the case in his other Epistles. In these, instead of the words πιστός ὁ λόγος, he employs as asseverations the expression πιστός ὁ θεός (2 Cor. 1: 18), μαρτυρεῖ γὰρ ὁ θεός (Rom. 1: 9. Philipp. 1: 8), ὑμεῖς μάρτυρες καὶ ὁ θεός (1 Thess. 2: 10). Also, ἀληθεύειν λέγω, ἐν Χριστῷ οὖν γενομαι (Rom. 9: 1, which is repeated in 1 Tim. 2: 7). One still more solemn is, ἐγώ δὲ μαρτυρῶ τὸν θεόν ἐπικαλοῦμαι ἐπὶ τῶν ἀδύνατων (2 Cor. 1: 23). He even uses one in the form of prayer, and with a doxology: ὁ θεός καὶ πατὴρ κυρίου ἡμῶν Ἰησοῦ Χριστοῦ οἴδατε, ὃς εὐλογητὸς εἰς τοὺς αἰῶνας, οὗτοι γενομένοι (2 Cor. 11: 31). These expressions are indeed very different from the one first mentioned; but it is obvious to remark here also, that the cases were different in respect to the different Epistles. We know that these latter asseverations were addressed to a large number of persons of dissimilar dispositions, to whole churches and congregations, in writing to whom he appeals for confirmation to God and Christ. On the contrary, the affirmations in the other cases were not intended to be awfully solemn; they were addressed only to friends, and their whole emphasis is comprised in the words πιστός ὁ λόγος, which were sufficient for friends who were acquainted with the apostle's sentiments and the import of the words.

As to the general phraseology of these Epistles, their distinguished opponent himself admits that "they have much of Paul's manner in their language," and shows this by several examples. He likewise perceived the resemblance which their principles and reasonings bear to those of Paul.1

But, he continues, has their language entirely the same characteristics as that of the apostle's Epistles which are acknowledged to be genuine? Has it not more ease and perspicuity? etc. A very singular objection! Is not this always the case? Are not ease and perspicuity special characteristics of letters to friends, while compositions intended for a larger circle, and writings on matters of business, in regard to the impression and effect of which we are anxious and apprehensive, bear marks of the state of mind in which they were composed? It is an unreasonable course, to take writings of the latter description as a standard by which to measure Epistles to friends, and because these do not agree with the standard in all respects, to reject them; as though the priest's mantle and his private dress must be of the same fashion. The assertion which is afterwards made by the opponent of these three Epistles, that the other writings of Paul are far more unstudied and careless than these, and were, apparently, rather hasty than elaborate compositions, is, when stated thus generally, absolutely false.

The question, How it happened that Marcion did not insert these three Epistles in his ἀποστολικόν? was probably intended as an argument of an external character. If we consider their contents, we shall be set at rest on this point. In them, and in them alone, we find unsparking denunciation of the heretical systems which were springing up in Asia by the side of Christianity, and a description of the character of

---

their authors, by no means flattered in any of its features. Such descriptions afforded occasion for comparisons, materials for parallels, which it was most agreeable to avoid. On this account it did not seem advisable to Marcion to take pains himself for the preservation of such documents, or to admit their authority by receiving them into his apostolical Codex.

§ 135.

The objections of this learned man which have been hitherto enumerated are general, and applicable to all the three Epistles alike. He now proceeds, however, to present historical difficulties which respect each of them separately, and which, in his opinion, prove it to be impossible that Paul should have written them. As I have assigned to the Epistle to Titus the first place in the order of time, I will give it the same in the present discussion.

The various opinions in regard to the voyage of the apostle to Crete, which occasioned the Epistle to Titus, may be estimated as is thought fit; I am responsible only for my own. But I can hardly recognize them under the distortion which they have undergone. I am in perplexity; I believe that I expressed myself with perspicuity, and reluctantly repeat what I have already said. Paul determined, after his first European journey, to visit Palestine. He embarked at Corinth, and landed at Ephesus (Acts 18: 18, 19). There were two different ways, I supposed, in which he might have arrived at Crete; either from having embarked in a vessel which, for reasons connected with its freight or other business, touched at Crete on its passage to Ephesus, or from having been driven thither by a storm. The first supposition I regarded as not improbable, inasmuch as Apollos, who sailed from Ephesus to Corinth (Acts 18: 24—19: 1), likewise touched at Crete, and was commended to the good offices of Titus there (Tit. 3: 13); whence it would seem to have been no uncommon route of intercourse between Corinth and Ephesus. I did not, however, reject the other possibility, from the fact that Paul, in the second Epistle to the Corinthians, refers to three shipwrecks of which no mention is made in the Acts, and which, notwithstanding, demand a place somewhere in the course of events. These are the two contingencies which I presented as accounting for the circuitous passage from Corinth to Ephesus by way of Crete. The first was left unnoticed; the second was assailed. Luke, it is said, does not appear to have known anything of such a storm. But this whole portion of the history is passed over without detail; it is merely hinted at: ἐξῆλθε εἰς τὴν Ἑλλάδα—κατήγγειλε δὲ εἰς Ἰερουσαλήμ. What was the reason that Paul embarked for Syria and, instead of going thither, landed at Ephesus? A trifling difference, amounting to only thirty days' journey by land, and ten, at least, by sea! Let an explanation be given how it happened that the apostle got so far out of his way, and then it may be said that there is no reason for supposing any storm. The other arguments by which I supported my opinion require no additional remark.

1 Eichhorn, Einleitung. in das N. T. III. Bd. 1st H. § 250. p. 376.

2 The distance stated from Ephesus to Antioch, the capital of hither Syria, is literally authenticated. Philostorg. H. E. L. I. c. 3. Ἀπεκτάσει εἰς τὴν Ἑρεσον ἐκ τῆς Ἀντιόχου ἀπὸν ἡμέραν μᾶλλον τριήμερα.
The objections in relation to Nicopolis concern others; I have designated my Nicopolis, and no attempt is made to prove that my opinion in relation to it is not perfectly correct, admitting my general position.

§ 196.

Next in order comes the first Epistle to Timothy. We have before shown the relation which it sustained to historical events. Had the recent opponent of this Epistle paid suitable attention to our remarks, he would have had fewer objections to make. Instead of doing this, he has occupied himself particularly with the hypothesis of Mosheim, which presents a fine opportunity for accumulating objections to one so disposed.

Passing over the historical difficulties which the learned opponent of the Epistle argues, not so much against the Epistle, as against the opinions of Mosheim and Benson, whose merits I honour, without, however, coinciding with their ideas on this subject, I feel myself called upon to reply to what he says of the view of the Ephesian church which lies at the basis of this Epistle, and the representation which it gives in regard to Timothy.

Is it credible, it is asked, that the church at Ephesus should have continued so long without teachers, and have been so completely ignorant respecting ecclesiastical arrangements, as the 1st Epistle to Timothy would lead us to suppose?

The apostle's first business was to communicate instruction; and until this had been done for some time he was not able to select from among the great number of believers those who were at once reputable in their lives and best qualified for the ministerial office. The appointment of teachers, therefore, was always one of his latest concerns (1 Tim. 5: 22). Another point, too, is to be considered. When the apostle was founding a church, he shared the office of teacher with no one; he stood alone as the divine deputy. In other business he had Titus and Timothy for his assistants. It was not till the apostolic work was concluded, and Paul left the place, that it was time to surrender the church to the charge of others; on which account he postponed doing so till Pentecost, the solemn day of the gift of the Holy Ghost, which he had designated as the limit of his stay at Ephesus. An uproar, however, drove him from the city at an earlier period; and hence nothing remained but to appoint Timothy over them, and to exhort them to respect him as his deputy.

Further; the Epistle does by no means represent the Ephesians to have been ignorant of ecclesiastical arrangements. They might easily have become acquainted with them at Colosse, Laodicea, and elsewhere. Paul even considered it superfluous to instruct them respecting the mode of electing their officers, the duties of the bishop, presbyter etc., or the respective limits of their official functions.

They might easily understand, moreover, that a quarrelsome person or a drunkard ought not to be made an elder of a church, which should be a pattern to the rest of the world in respect to purity of morals. But this is not the point to which Paul directs attention; he speaks of such

as were once of this character, but had now reformed and become members of the church. These, after their reformation, might be equally virtuous with others, and might perhaps excel them in capacity. Now, if such presented themselves as candidates for offices in the church, were their claims to be admitted, or not? This was the point to be decided. In the church, considered by itself, there might be little scruple as to their appointment; but, considering the reputation to be maintained by the church among those without, they ought not to be admitted as candidates. Among their heathen fellow-citizens they were more notorious for their vices than for their reformation, which was of a private and noiseless character. If such persons were known to be officers in the church, the reputation of the whole body of Christians was endangered. Most of the directions in this Epistle in regard to church-officers are, like these, not instructions as to their duties, but restrictive and preventive in regard to the claims of importunate persons.

The case is the same as to the ἑρευντες, who might venture to present themselves as candidates for offices, while there were in the church older Christians, who had been more thoroughly tried in faith and doctrine. So too, in relation to the women who might claim to be enrolled among the widows and to share in the benedictions which they received (5: 9—17).

Then as to Timothy himself. He is, it is said, according to this Epistle, a novice in every thing; and what an inconsistency is here! A short time before, Paul described him in one of his Epistles to the Corinthians (1 Cor. 4: 17), as a man thoroughly acquainted with the Christian system, as he himself invariably inculcated it; while, on the other hand, in the 1st Epistle to Timothy the apostle is obliged to direct his attention to the first principles of doctrine, that he may know how to conduct (1 Tim. 3: 16). Let any man, who can, comprehend this, explains here the opponent of this Epistle.¹

Still it is not so very difficult of comprehension. It is one thing to be thoroughly acquainted with a system in its whole extent, and to be able to answer questions and solve doubts in regard to it, and another to be able to select from the whole, according to the peculiar wants and circumstances of a particular place, those doctrines which need to be enforced there more earnestly than in other places. The latter was the point which the apostle had in view, viz. what was suitable to the local condition of Ephesus, and, with reference to this point, far from detailing his system as though he was writing to a learner, he merely furnishes one whom he knew to be well informed on the general subject a concise suggestion, which, to us, who are not so well informed, constitutes one of the difficult passages in the New Testament.

Consider for a moment the subjects of moral instruction which are enjoined upon him by Paul, with the words, παρὰ τὰ παράγγελλε (1 Tim. 4: 11. 5: 7 seq. 6: 17). We cannot suppose that Paul imagined Timothy to be ignorant that it was not bodily exercise but godliness which was profitable to salvation, that the morality of a wanton widow was not on a very secure foundation, or that the slyly pride of wealth was not becoming in a Christian church. The apostle, as every one must see,

merely takes notice of certain local vices, against which it was Timothy's duty to warn those under his care. Viewed in this light, other similar charges which have been made against this Epistle become null and void.

The opponent of this Epistle proceeds to contrast the representation of Timothy in 1 Thess. 3: 1, 2, and 1 Cor. 4: 17, viz. as well skilled in the business of his calling, with that in the 1st Epistle addressed to him by Paul, in which he appears to be a novice without any knowledge of affairs. Let us not be disturbed by the cases adduced. The fact that Paul sent him to the Thessalonicans, with the charge of encouraging them to perseverance in the doctrines which they had been taught (1 Thess. 3: 1, 2), and that he likewise sent him to Corinth as his deputy, with the important commission to explain and solve, from his knowledge of the apostle's sentiments, such doubts as might still exist in regard to the subjects of the 1st Epistle to this church, does indeed prove that Timothy was a peculiarly trust-worthy agent; but neither of these commissions bore any comparison with that which was now entrusted to him. He had never before stood at the head of a numerous body of Christians, empowered to direct their ecclesiastical affairs, the appointments to the ministry, and to other offices in the church. Thus we have here the same Timothy, but another state of things. To be able and learned is a different affair from possessing that experience and knowledge of mankind adequate to the proper performance of duties in which a high degree of these qualities is requisite. To supply the want of these was the principal object of Timothy's more experienced instructor.

It is true that Timothy ranked as colleague of the apostle, and, what is more, was his friend and ἱδρύνος (Phil. 2: 20); still he was not on that account the older or more experienced. It was six years after the time when Paul made Timothy his companion (Acts 16: 1 seq.) that the occurrence at Ephesus took place. When Paul associated him with himself, he was not yet an ἀδιάλογος, he was only a μαθητής, a Christian disciple. If we suppose him to have been at that time 30 years of age, he was yet a young man when the Epistle was written, and it was necessary that Paul should rouse and quicken his caution against being led astray by prejudice, δια προφύματος, or beguiled by partiality, προσκλίσεις (1 Tim. 5: 21). It is easy to see that Paul endeavors to supply Timothy's want of knowledge of the world and of mankind—not any want of acquaintance with Christianity.

It was not the case when Paul sent Timothy to Thessalonica, nor when he sent him to Corinth, as it was when he left Ephesus, that circumstances prevented him from giving Timothy any preparation and instruction in respect to the subject of his commission. As to the kind or amount of instruction and advice which he gave him on the first two occasions we have no account, to enable us to judge concerning the contents of the Epistle which in this case he was compelled to substitute for oral instruction. In default of these, we may be guided in our judgment of this Epistle by the general truth, that the contents of any letter of instruction sent to Timothy at Ephesus by the apostle, the degree of particularity which it must exhibit, depended not solely upon the character of the man for whom it
was intended, but likewise upon the solicitude of him who wrote it. Thus, had we been able to form our estimate by the first standard, the latter would completely overthrow it. Even granting that Paul was unnecessarily particular in his directions to Timothy, the circumstance is but a confirmation of the old observation: "Habet hoc solicitud, quod omnia necessaria putat."

This anxiety about minute points thoroughly confutes the charge sometimes made against this Epistle, that it does not contain any of those particularities in which the apostle is so much wont to indulge. There are so many references to the vices of certain classes and individuals in the church, so many precautions and marks of anxiety, that our critic took umbrage at them, and drew from them the conclusion that Timothy was supposed and represented in this Epistle to be more deficient in experience and capacity than was really the case, and the church more ignorant, than they probably were. Might he not as properly have inferred, that the writer was intimately acquainted with this church, had clearly before his mind the character of each individual, and in particular, the erroneous feelings of some as respected the organization of the church, and, like a careful father of a family, when separated from it, was desirous of noticing in his letter every thing which concerned his household, and of providing against every apprehended impropriety?

Our opponent requires us to specify some allusions to occurrences in the life of Timothy, and we refer him to the following. 1 Tim. 1: 18. 4: 14. 5: 23. 6: 12. The objection that the apostle does not say a word of the progress of his journey and the state of his health, as is customary in writing to friends, might as well have been omitted. Such matters Paul was accustomed to leave to the bearers of his Epistles, who he took care should be trust-worthy men (Col. 4: 7. Eph. 6: 21, 22).

The fact that so many topics are referred to in the Epistle, and the careful attention given to particulars, though it has been attempted to turn these circumstances to its prejudice, rather vouch for its genuineness. Such must have been the nature of an Epistle written by Paul with reference to a church in the midst of which he had lived a long time; every member of which he had been acquainted with and had instructed and exhorted in public and in private, and had urged with tears to repentance and reformation (Acts 20: 20, 31); and which had only become the dearer to him from his labors and anxieties on its behalf. Compare it with the Epistle to Titus. The latter, it is true, contains beautiful passages, expressive of elevated feeling, but is, notwithstanding, in the main a business-letter, more general in its nature, written with a sentiment of contempt for the abandoned people among whom Titus was to commence the duties of his office. It seems to have originated merely from the dictates of duty, connected with half-extinguished hopes. On the other hand, the Epistle to Timothy is written with anxious attention to particulars, is indicative of solicitude and numerous trifling apprehensions, of sympathy and affection.

Sometimes, too, the apostle’s condition gleams plainly through it. Expelled from Ephesus, and uncertain whether the unquiet state of things

---

at Corinth would permit him to appear in the midst of that church without insult, he sometimes cast his eyes back upon Ephesus with a hope that the commotion might have so far subsided, as to allow him to appear there again, through the favor and intervention of the principal men of the city (Acts 19: 31). At times he seems to count most on this possibility; at times to trust more to the Corinthians. Both these hopes are alluded to together in 1 Tim. 3: 14, 15; and in 4: 13 the first recurs again. It would seem as though, pressed on opposite sides by two misfortunes, he could not determine which was the greatest.

§ 137.

We will now direct our attention to the 2d Epistle to Timothy. I must here recur to the observation that there would not have been room for all the objections made against it, had my remarks, which were not, I think, entirely superficial, been properly regarded. I refer particularly to the objection respecting Trophimus and Erastus (2 Tim. 4: 20). 1

The next difficulty relates to Aquila, whom the author of this Epistle salutes as though he were at Ephesus (2 Tim. 4: 19), while, not long before, Paul sent him a salutation as being resident at Rome (Rom. 16: 3). But the period of time between these two letters amounts to more than three years; and that one should change his place of residence once in three years is not to be reckoned as an impossibility which overthrows the genuineness of the Epistle. It is even possible that he possessed at that time a spacious house at Ephesus (1 Cor. 16: 19).

Another objection I must present in the very words of my learned opponent. Would the apostle, he says, in order to animate and confirm the fortitude of his friend, have mentioned merely the persecutions (2 Tim. 3: 11. Comp. Acts 13: 14—52. 14: 1—6) of which Timothy had not been an eye-witness, inasmuch as they occurred before his conversion? Would he have passed over in total silence the far more cruel ones to which he was subjected at Philippi, at Thessalonica, at Jerusalem, and which took place under Timothy's own eyes? etc.

In examining 2 Tim. 3: 11, we see that Paul commences an enumeratio: ἐν Ἀντιόχειᾳ, ἐν Ικονίᾳ, ἐν Ῥώμῃ. He does not pursue it, however, but passes to general phraseology, οἷος διοικεῖ ἄνευ λ. The reason why he mentions Antioch, Iconium and Lystra, is plainly, that he meant to commence with his earliest journey among the Gentiles; and the reason why he does not pursue the enumeratio further is, that Timothy, having been an eye-witness, could pursue it himself. Conscious of this, Paul passes to general language, and dispenses with a long catalogue, which would have been superfluous to Timothy.

As to what this learned writer says in opposition to those who refer the composition of the Epistle to a second imprisonment at Rome, it does not bear against me, nor, in my opinion, against the Epistle.

Whoever maintains this Epistle to be an ideal composition, belies its character. It is evidently an effusion of high-wrought feeling on the part of one who had just passed through the severest storm in his life,

1 Eichhorn, Einleit. in das N. T. IIId Bd. 1. H. § 249. p. 358 seq.
Paul's Epistles.

and had breathed that storm without any assistance. All but Luke had previously consulted their own safety, and abandoned the apostle alone and unfriended to his fate. Even Titus had not evinced sufficient courage to venture anything in behalf of his master and friend. There was now, indeed, a momentary calm; but a second storm was certain, which it was to be feared would be as violent as the former. These afflictions and grounds of complaint against his friends, the apostle in a dignified manner refrains from noticing particularly, through the whole Epistle, until near its close, when he speaks of them briefly, with emotion, but yet with forbearance (4: 6 seq.)

From the beginning to the end of the Epistle, however, there is evinced a gloomy suppressed feeling of danger and of abused confidence; and the latter, not so much intentionally as on account of the predominant tone of his mind, is directed towards one who had never given occasion for it. Soon after the commencement of the Epistle, the apostle occupies himself with accumulating all the reasons for assurance in respect to the fidelity and constancy of his young friend; the example of his mother and grandmother, his consecration to the high office of the ministry, the former proofs of his disposition, the promises of Jesus Christ, and the rewards of a future state of existence. Among these he scatters instructions and exhortations, as though, uncertain whether he should ever again see him, he was desirous before his death to give him his last advice, as a son on whom his hopes rested, and whom he silently regarded as heir to his apostolic office.

The Epistle was evidently written with all those feelings which would naturally have arisen in the apostle's situation, and after what he had just experienced. All the parts of it coincide with his condition, and many passages, it cannot be denied, are instructive and spiritual.

But what a contrast between this and the Epistle to the Ephesians, though they were written at no great distance of time from each other! In the one to the Ephesians, or, if we may thus denominate it, to the Asiatics and Phrygians, Paul speaks, if not without apprehension, yet with quiet composure, of his uncertain fate. True; but this difference might be the work of a few days: When he wrote the Epistle to Timothy, his first examination, in which he with difficulty escaped sentence of death on account of the violent attacks of his enemies, had evidently annihilated all his hopes (4: 14, 18); but when he wrote to the Ephesians, no fearful event of this kind had bowed his spirits. He first commends himself to their prayers, that he may fearlessly advocate the cause for which he was in bonds (Eph. 6: 18—21). The two compositions were separated by this intermediate event. In the Epistle to the Ephesians he shows himself ignorant of his danger; in that to Timothy we see that it has transcended his worst anticipations.

The Epistle to the Asiatics and Phrygians, therefore, bears the stamp of that undisturbed self-possession which he at first enjoyed in his confinement. In this situation, the youngest children of Christianity, churches of recent origin, which shortly before his imprisonment he had superintended, while resident in their vicinity at Ephesus, were uppermost in his mind. The remembrance of these rising churches filled him with joy and gratitude on account of the happy result of his mission, and on the other hand with apprehension on account of their
youthful standing, by which his mind was raised in his seclusion to that prayerful and solemn tone, which is so eminently apparent in this circular Epistle. Such was the effect of the difference in circumstances; in the one case we observe calmness, with pleasant recollections of the days of active life, and in the other a shuddering dread of a danger the extent of which was before unappreciated.

§ 138.

THE EPISTLE TO THE PHILIPPANS.

Philippi was the first European city in which Paul preached. It was situated east of the river Strymon, in that part of Macedonia which was formerly considered as belonging to Thrace. Its situation, and the thoroughfare from Asia to Europe which was in its vicinity, are described at length by Appian. By Luke (Acts 16: 12) it is called a Roman colony, and the πρωτη πόλις of that part of Macedonia: and yet it was not so in point of rank, for Amphipolis took precedence of it, nor as to its situation in respect to the voyage from Troas (Acts 16: 11), for the apostle came first to Neapolis. To solve this difficulty we must have recourse to numismatics. The denomination πρωτη πόλις frequently occurs on coins. Two or three cities in the same country or province assume this title at the same time; and from these coins it appears that it signified nothing more than the enjoyment of certain liberties and privileges, not by any means exclusive.

That it was a Roman colony, is confirmed by Pliny, and we learn from other sources that in this character it enjoyed distinguished privileges. The colony was founded or at least considerably enlarged, by Augustus himself.

The apostle at first was very well received here, and met with ready credence; but he was accidentally imprisoned and harshly treated, until he declared himself a Roman citizen, when he was restored to liberty. He then went to Amphipolis (Acts 16: 12 seq.)

§ 129.

When Paul was afterwards a prisoner at Rome, the Philippian Christians, who must have become meanwhile a flourishing church, evinced that they were still grateful, and sent him assistance in his time of need (Phil. 4: 18). He wrote a letter to them, in which he expressed his thanks. This was probably the last Epistle which he composed in

1 Appian, De bell. civil. L. IV. c. 105, 106.
2 Livius, L. XLV. c. 19.
4 Hist. Nat. IV. 11.
Rome; for he exhibits in it a clearer anticipation of deliverance than in any previous Epistle (1: 12, 14). He even intended to permit Timothy, his most confidential assistant, to visit them (2: 19), and in a short time, ἐγείροντα, to come to them himself.

§ 140.

The contents of the Epistle are as follows: I thank God and rejoice concerning the increase of your knowledge and love. My fortunes have been so beneficial in their influence, that some have even been induced by them to preach the Gospel, not always indeed from pure motives, but still Christ is preached, at which I will rejoice (—1: 26). Let your conduct be worthy of the Gospel; live in unity; be disinterested, as was Christ, who humbled himself and took the form of a servant (—2: 17). If it be my lot to die, I will rejoice, but the prospect of my liberation is daily brightening (—2: 30). Have no confidence in circumcision; I have peculiar reason for confidence in it, but Christ is all to me; I long only for union with him. Follow my instruction, and listen not to false teachers (—4: 2). Continue steadfast in the Gospel and friends of every virtue. I rejoice that you cared for me; your beneficence has always been eminently conspicuous. I and all the brethren salute you.

§ 141.

THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

This Epistle, as its plan, the actual character of its different parts, and almost every passage, testify, was written for Jews, and moreover, for such Jews as were minutely acquainted with the ceremonies of religious worship at Jerusalem, the temple-service and things connected therewith. True, this acquaintance might be possessed by every learned Jew; but a promiscuous collection of people (such as the author of the Epistle certainly addressed) could not be supposed to possess it, unless they had opportunity to acquire it from actual and frequent observation.

Chrysostom, therefore, is correct in his general view, when he infers, simply from the knowledge previously requisite to understand the Epistle, that it was written to Jews in Palestine. All who admit that the original language of the Epistle was Hebrew adopt this opinion.

As clearly do such circumstances respecting the Christian church to which the Epistle was addressed, as are scattered through it, direct us to Palestine and Jerusalem. Some of its teachers and leaders had already distinguished themselves by an exemplary martyrdom in honor of the faith (13: 7). This had been the fate of two of the principal Christians in Jerusalem, viz. James and Stephen.

The readers of the Epistle had already endured many trials in behalf of the truth; some had been made, under torture and insult, a gazeng-stock to the multitude. Many had been cast into prison, and had suffered the spoiling of their goods (10: 32, 34). Such persecu-
tion by the public authorities on account of religion had not yet been seen out of Palestine and its capital, anywhere in the Roman empire. The government did not deviate from its well-known universal toleration till the time of Nero's persecution. ¹

All this had already befallen them. Only one thing was wanting. They had not yet, as in the days of the Maccabees (Heb. 11: 34—39), defended their religion at the expense of blood and life (12: 4). ² Matters had not yet arrived at such a pitch even in Palestine. No slaughters and massacres had yet occurred among the people. Hatred towards Christianity had as yet contented itself with a few victims, such as James and Stephen; not because the Sanhedrim wanted disposition to proceed further, but because it wanted the power under the Roman government.

Those to whom the Epistle was sent were strongly inclined to apostasy; for which reason the writer in many passages very forcibly represents the serious character of this step, the difficulty of retracing it after it had been taken, and the peril attendant on it (3: 7—4: 13; 6: 3, 4 seq. 10; 19—32, and 19: 25). The Jews were indeed always objects of complaint in many churches, for the vehemence with which they maintained the obligation of their institutions even upon Christians. But a ferment which could not be suppressed by any of the apostles, not even by James himself, and which avowedly looked forward to the refusal of obedience and the dissolution of the church as no very remote occurrences, such wild zeal for the law that no hesitation was felt to cut off thousands of believers from Christian communion for the most trifling reason, was exhibited in Palestine only at the close of the administration of Felix (Acts 21: 17, 23 seq.). The whole tenor and tendency of the Epistle were shaped by this condition of things.

§ 142.

The Jewish religion in Palestine was particularly alluring and seductive, on account of its external pomp and splendid ceremonies, which agreeably occupied the imagination and all the senses; while, on the contrary, the Christians, simple and noiseless in their assemblies, were only a body of retired and quiet friends to virtue, without high priest, altar, or sacrifices.

The Jewish feasts were so many days of universal festivity throughout the nation, on which men from all parts of the country met together, became acquainted with each other, and confirmed acquaintances already made. It was these which excited affection and fraternal feeling among the whole people, and kept up an unparalleled spirit of nationality. Many of these feasts, as commemorations of ancient national benefits, roused every sensibility in favor of Moses and the law; others were consolatory, like the feast of expiation, on which the high priest

² It is not true that any slaughters or massacres had yet occurred among the populace; and yet this supposition is Eichhorn's principal argument that the Epistle could not have been written to Palestine (Einl. in das N. T. III. Bd. 2d. H. § 366. p. 488).
appeared before God in the most holy place and made atonement for the sins of the whole people.

All this Christianity wanted, and among the inhabitants of Palestine the deficiency was a subject of reproof. Many minds, which were not prepared to worship in spirit and in truth, could not be satisfied or permanently controlled by such a system. When other circumstances were added, such as persecution and awakened patriotism, as was the case when the final rebellion was maturing, many readily resolved to give up a religion which did not seem to supply the place of that of their ancestors.

Objections of this nature, which local circumstances first occasioned and strengthened, the writer was obliged to obviate, and it was necessary that he should satisfy the Jews respecting them, in order to prevent their relapse. When they extolled above every thing else the preeminence of the law, which they received by angels and by Moses, the man of God, and objected to Christianity that it took its origin from a despised and suffering man; when they accused it of having no offerings, no high priest, and what was so important to sinful men, no sin-offering, and no feast of atonement, and of wanting every thing that made religious venerable and consolatory to the Jews; such important objections could not remain unanswered without injury to the cause of truth.

§ 143.

The contents of the Epistle are as follows: He shows, on the contrary, the superiority of Christianity to the Mosaic law, from the dignity of its founder, who is even higher than the angels, to whom the Jews ascribed the giving of the law into the hands of the author of the Jewish constitution (—2: 12). Though he humbled himself and bore the sins of men, this was only that he might be a more merciful high priest (—3:). He then shows his preeminence above Moses, the mediator of the law, and solemnly warns them of the difficulty of returning, if they apostatize from Christ (—4: 14).

He then passes to the high-priesthood, and shows that Jesus was appointed to this dignity by God, and emphatically warns them not to venture the step of separation from him (—6: 20). He then shows the nature of the high-priesthood of Jesus; that he is not a priest of a Jewish order, but of the order of Melchizedek, who in dignity excelled even their forefather Abraham, and all his descendants, Aaron and the tribe of Levi; that Jesus was even superior to Melchizedek, was a priest of the new covenant, of unequalled rank, who entered into the holiest of holies tostone for the people with blood, but not that of goats; that it was not necessary for him to do this every year, as it was for the Jewish High Priest; that he entered once only with his own blood, and by this offering had stoned for all men; that therefore no offerings were necessary in future, and a new order of things, a new dispensation.

1 Abraham is not, it is true, the principal subject here; but he was indispensable to the writer's purpose. According to the well-known saying of the Jews, the Messiah is certainly superior to Abraham, Moses, and the ministering angels.
sation, had arrived, that the ceremonies of the law were merely types of that which was actually exhibited in the new religion (—10: 19).

If, now, we have certain access to God through Jesus, our punishment will be the sorer if we cast him from us. To continue his adherents will indeed require courage, but faith will impart this. Faith is henceforth the way of justification and union with God; or 'rather it has always been so to all righteous and holy men, and ought to be to those whom he addresses; it should cheer them in their sufferings (—12: 13). They have come to a holier Jerusalem, and to the mediator of the new covenant; they have another altar of sacrifice, and another offering, viz. Jesus, who died without the city, as the sin-offering was formerly burned without the camp.

§ 144.

In what language was this Epistle originally written? Some of the Christian fathers assert that it was originally composed in Hebrew. Thus (e. g.) Clement of Alexandria. According to him Luke translated it into Greek, whence this Epistle and the Acts resemble each other very much in style and coloring.1

Origen, however, is not inclined to regard it as a translation, but explains its origin in another way. He thinks that the general thoughts were expressed by the apostle Paul, and arranged and clothed in their present phraseology by some one who listened to their oral delivery.2 Such is his opinion, and about its validity he seems to have no doubt.

Thus a Hebrew original was not, to his knowledge, supported by history. This supposition had no more value in his eyes than his own hypothesis, which he at least considered to be as well-founded, if he did not give it the preference.

But he seems, it will be said, to adduce historical authority; for, in proposing the question, who was the author of this work as respected its written composition, he says expressly: ἦ δὲ τις ἡμῶν ἀπὸ τῶν ἱερατῶν ἱεροπλα, the ἱεροπλα that has come down to us decides in favor of Luke or Clement of Rome.

But ἱεροπλα here does not mean history; it has the general significance of information, account. His language is: "The Epistle is, according to the testimony of the ancients, to be ascribed to Paul; but who gave it its written form, God alone knows. The ἱεροπλα of some has come down to us, who say that Clement of Rome composed it, and of others who regard Luke as the one who committed it to writing." If some said one thing and some another, and God only knew the truth of the matter, the expression ἱεροπλα is certainly not to be taken in the sense of history. Besides, the ἱεροπλα did not relate to the question as to a Hebrew original or the contrary, but only to the question, to whom, in case Paul only furnished the ideas, which were written down by another, the merit of thus composing it was to be ascribed.

The intended statements of the ancients, therefore, were mere conjectures which were thrown out in order to explain the difference of style which it was thought was perceived between the Epistle to the

Hebrews and the other writings of the apostle; and as such they do not in the slightest degree limit our investigations.

From internal evidence the original cannot by any means have been Hebrew. In the second chapter, v. 6, 7, 8, the author cites from Ps. 8 the words: What is man?—and yet thou hast put all things in subjection under his feet, πάντα ὑπόταξασας ὑπὸ τῶν ποδῶν αὐτοῦ. This word ὑπόταξασας, thou hast subjected, is the foundation of many expressions in this connexion: v. 5. οὐ γὰρ τοῖς ᾿αγγέλοις ὑπόταξέως τὴν αἰκονιδίαν; v. 8. εἰ γὰρ τῷ ὑποτάξασι αὐτῷ τα πάντα, οὐδὲν ἄρθραν αὐτῷ ἀνυποτακτόν—ὁμορρεν αὐτῷ τα πάντα ὑποτεθεμένα.

Now there is no word corresponding to ὑποτάξασιν in the Hebrew, the same idea being expressed by a circumlocution: Thou didst put, or place, under his feet, יָבֹש מִשְׁמַע לָא. If then he wrote in Hebrew, and cited the text in Hebrew, the whole reference to the words of the text is lost; and the expressions derived from and referring to ὑποτάξασιν could not have been employed in Hebrew, on account of the frequent recurrence of the entire paraphrase. Would he have written in this way? “Thou didst put all things under his feet: but as to the angels he did not put all things under their feet: for, in that he put all things under his feet, he left nothing which he did not put under his feet: hence we see that all things are put under his feet.”

In the 8th chapter he commences speaking of the promises of God in regard to a new covenant. He cites by way of argument Jer. 31: 31, 32 seq., where God promises a לִבְּפִים נַעַר, a new covenant, different from that which he had established with the fathers of the Jewish nation, and then argues that a new covenant, לִבְּפִים נַעַר, כוֹרֵע דִּיאָדְתֶּן, annuls the old. He proceeds in this train of thought in chap. 9, describing the ritual of the covenant and contrasting it with the priest and mediator of the new (v. 14, 15).

The nature of the subject assures us, that if the author wrote in Hebrew, he must have selected the technical word לִבְּפִים to designate the covenant with Abraham and the fathers. As, moreover, he quotes the words of Jeremiah, to which the chain of his discourse is linked and from which he makes deductions, he must so much the rather have retained לִבְּפִים, and must have been guided in his deductions by the prophet’s phraseology. We must not be misled, therefore, by the conjecture that perhaps the author used the word לִבְּפִים.

Now though לִבְּפִים has the signification of covenant, we know that it has not a second sense which the author of the Epistle soon brings to view, viz. that of a testament; for which (he says) Christ died, because a testament becomes valid only through the death of the testator. If, however, he wrote in Greek, and originally cited the Greek version, he must have employed the word διαθήκη. This comprehends not only the first signification, but the second, viz. testament, and in fact contains good ground for the reasoning founded upon it, which could not have been based on the Hebrew.

In the 10th chap. 4, 5 seq., he proves that the ancient sacrifices have ceased forever. He appeals in support of this position to Ps. 40: 7, where a person, whom he represents as the Messiah entering the world, says to God: Thou desiredst not sacrifices, but a body hast thou prepar-
ed me—to do thy will. Hence, he continues, the ancient sacrifices are no more of any avail, and the ποιήσας θαλάμα, the fulfilment of the will (of God) is enjoined instead (v. 9, 10). In conformity with this will, εἰς τὸν θαλάμαν, Jesus once for all made an offering of his body, γιὰ τὸν προσφόραν τῶν σώματος, for the universal remission of sins.

The argument turns on the passage: Thou desiredst not sacrifices, but gavest me a body, to execute thy will: σώμα κατηρτίσας μοι. This will Jesus executed by the offering of his body, διὰ τὴν προσφορὰν τῶν σώματος, and thus the passage has been fulfilled, and all other sacrifices cease. Formerly the offerings were frequent, πολλὰς προσφορὰς (v. 11); now one offering, μία θυσία, μία προσφορά, is sufficient, and this is satisfactory forever, εἰς τὸ διηνέχειν (v. 14).

The offering of the body, προσφορά τῶν σώματος, and the offering once for all, μία προσφορά, have reference to the words of the Psalm, σώμα κατηρτίσας μοι, thou gavest me a body. But the Hebrew text of the Psalm says nothing respecting a body; it merely says: Mine ears hast thou opened (bored) ἐν ἡρῴῳ καὶ χρόνῳ. Thus, if the Epistle had been written in Hebrew, the deduction from the quotation as to the offering of a body, and all which is said further of the single offering that made every other superfluous, could have had no foundation. It was only the Greek text of the Psalter which could furnish him with the argument and render it valid.

Moreover, even the supposition that these words were spoken of the Messiah and referred to the very moment when he entered the world, διὸ εἰσερχόμενος εἰς τὸν κόσμον λήγει (v. 6), is likewise founded on the words: thou hast prepared me a body, aside from which there is no indication that this passage is to be understood of the Messiah’s entrance into the world.

§ 145.

We have hardly done with one difficult question, before another still more difficult presents itself, viz. Who was the author of the Epistle? It is found in the collection of Paul’s writings, but by what right does it take so honorable a place? If characteristic ideas and characteristic arrangement of them, or, in other words, a peculiar cast of thought, be any indication of the author of a production, this writing, in my opinion, is Paul’s. The ideas which constitute the basis of the Epistle to the Hebrews all existed in Paul’s mind, and were a constituent part of his general train of thought, from which they have passed into other productions of his pen. In these they are frequently found, in connexion with other ideas, but have not received so complete a development as in this Epistle, because they were not, as here, the subject of discussion, but were merely accessory ideas.

One of the principal points of view in which he considered the ceremonies of public worship, as well as the other institutions of the Jews, and which was the special ground of the course taken by the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews in making an application of all these institutions to Christ and his religion, is not barely discoverable in the Epistle to the Colossians, but is presented there in the same language in which it is expressed in the Epistle to the Hebrews. All these
things, Paul there says, are but the σωτ ιων μελλόντων (Col. 2: 17), as in this Epistle, likewise, they are only the σωτ ιων μελλόντων ἐγενετός (Heb. 10: 1 & 5), i.e. inefficient symbols of salvation and mercy, shadows of things, of which the religion that was to come was to contain the reality, the thing itself.¹

Paul has sometimes given specimens of this mode of application, from which we may infer what would be his manner of treating the subject, and how perfectly the whole tenor of the Epistle to the Hebrews accords with his spirit.

In Rom. 3: 25, he represents our salvation through the death of Jesus by a figure drawn from the Jewish ceremonies, saying that God set him forth as the lid of the ark of the covenant (which on the feast of atonement was perfumed and sprinkled with the blood of the sacrifice) that he might blot out sins by his blood. It is true, however, that the word ἱλαστρον may be translated an offering of reconciliation. In the Epistle to the Ephesians (5: 2), he represents the death of Jesus as a sacramental transaction, he having offered himself for us as a sweet smelling sacrifice, and being thus at once both priest and offering.

The typical interpretations in the Epistle, in which the tabernacle is represented as an emblem of the entrance of Jesus into the holy of holies in heaven (Heb. 8: 5, 6, 9: 24) will not seem singular when we perceive that in 1 Cor. 10: the passage through the Red Sea is considered

¹ The fact that Philo says something of the same kind: τό ἐν τῷ ποταμῷ τῷ ἑρωταμένῳ πάντως καὶ ἔνακταις ἑκατέρους ἄροις (De Confus. Lingg.) is the principal reason given for the supposition which has been lately made, that the Epistle to the Hebrews is an Alexandrian production (Eichhorn, Einl. in das N. T. Bd. III. 2d Halle, § 259, p. 443). Just as if Paul did not take the same view in his Epistle to the Colossians: αὐτοὶ σωτ ιός μελλόντων, τῷ διό εἰπεν τῷ Χριστῷ (§ 17). The second argument is, that the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews agrees with the Alexandrians in ascribing a secret and higher meaning to the accounts in relation to the ancient Jews. But it is not the case in this Epistle alone, as we see from 1 Cor. 10: 1—6 and 11, and from Rom. 5: 14, where Adam is represented as νησκός τοῦ μελλόντος, with reference to the universality of the consequence of what he did (Comp. 1 Pet. 3: 20, 21). Thus the two views which have been mentioned are not exclusively Alexandrian; they are likewise Pauline, and we recognize in them that erudite manner and that cast of thinking, which were characteristic of the age, and which Paul adopted together with, and in opposition to, his contemporaries. What can be more like Philo than the ἰλαστρον μεταπούσια in Gal. 4: 21—31, compared with Philo "De Cherubim (init.), to which I have referred in Part 1st § 5, for the purpose of drawing from the spirit of the times in arguing from and treating of the sacred books, some general inference as to the period when the Pauline Epistles were composed. Lastly, the learned writer above mentioned likewise adduces particular expressions of analogous character in the writings of Philo and the Epistle to the Hebrews (p. 447). This similarity, however, is not confined to the Epistle to the Hebrews, but extends to all Paul's Epistles; as is not at all strange, considering that Philo and Paul were contemporaries. Lössner's extracts from Philo, it is well known, have reference to the whole N. Test. With reference to the Epistle to the Hebrews, Carpzov (in his Exeget. in Ep. ad Hebr.) as also, more recently, Schulz (Der Brief an die Hebrater, Breslau 1810, p. 265 seq.), the latter for the special purpose of supporting the opinion we are now combating, has extracted from Philo many passages relating mostly to Molchisedock, Moses, the high-priesthood, the worship of the sanctuary, and the sacrifices. Wherever Paul had discussed these topics, the passages cited would have been of use in explaining his meaning. The similarity of subjects is the cause of the mutual resemblance between the two writers.
to have been a type of baptism etc., a τύπος, just as in the Epistle to the Hebrews the holy places are αἰνεῖται τῶν αἰχμάτων.

This principle and the interpretations founded on it are, in the earlier Epistles of the apostle, but indistinctly brought forward, rather intimated than detailed. We have sufficient evidence, however, that the views in which the Epistle to the Hebrews so richly abounds had already been formed in his mind, and would have been exhibited precisely thus, had his purpose led him to a more extended development of them.

When Paul represented the ancient ceremonial institutions as mere shadows, to none of which belonged any expiatory efficacy, he was bound to answer the question in what way forgiveness and the divine favor were to be obtained, and had been obtained by pious men of old, if the law was of no avail to that end. Had he not given satisfaction on this point, the representation which we have mentioned would have wanted stability. The solution of this question was essential to his position, for that could not be sustained without it.

The answer to this question is frequently presented by him, and is a peculiar one. He asserts that the divine favor never resulted from the religious observances of the Jews, but from faith, τῷ πίστει. With this word he connected a peculiar idea, such as no other of the apostles attached to it. Πίστει with him had reference to the ἐκκυμένη, to the divine annunciation of the measures devised for human salvation. It signifies confidence and unshaken hope that they will be carried into effect (Rom. 4: 16—18, 20, Gal. 3: 5 seq.).

This idea of the apostle is a fundamental one in the Epistle to the Hebrews, and constitutes a considerable part of its contents (see 10: 36—12: 4, and many other passages). It appears in the Epistle to the Hebrews precisely as the apostle has elsewhere stated, explained, and enforced it. In Rom. 8: 24—26 Paul characterizes faith, with considerable circumlocution, as hope, in contradistinction to that which is seen and felt, ἔλπις βλεπόμενη ὑπὸ ἱστοῦ ἔλπις—ὁ ὑπὸ βλέπομεν, ἔλπιζόμεν, etc. In the Epistle to the Hebrews this description is condensed in the form of a definition (11: 1), ἐλπιζόμενον ὑπόστασις ὑπὸ βλεπόμενον.

Faith, according to Paul, gives us superiority over the adherents of every other religion, ἵνα καυχόμεθα ἐν τῷ λίπιδι (Rom. 5: 9). In the Epistle to the Hebrews, too (3: 6), it is the ground of a καύχημα, which he calls καύχημα τῆς λειπόσ. It was this hopeful confidence, which both he and the author of this Epistle understood to be meant by the passage: The just shall live by faith (Gal. 3: 11, Heb. 10: 38). It was by this, according to both, that Abraham and Sarah, though past age, obtained a son (Rom. 4: 19, Gal. 3: 7, Heb. 11: 1). It was this πίστει, founded on the ἐκκυμένη, which made friends of God before the law, and became an example and means of grace for all under the law, etc.

Thus they coincide in their notion of faith, its reference to the ἐκκυμένη, its justifying efficacy, and in certain arguments and examples in confirmation of the declared inefficacy of the law and the deeds of the law, and differ in the following respects: that the Epistle to the Hebrews makes use of a multitude of examples, νέφος ματωμένος; that in the Epistles to the Romans and Galatians πίστει is openly contrasted
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with the law and the ἔργοι τοῦ Ἰσραήλ, while in the Epistle to the Hebrews the unpleasant contrast is not directly presented, but rather intimated; that in the other Epistles ὀπίσιν ἐκ τῶν Ἱρονῶν Χριστοῦ is directly asserted to be the sole means of justification, while in this, without any express conclusion by the writer, it is left as a matter of inference for the reader.

Origen, therefore, was correct in asserting that τα ἱστοματά μόν Παύλου τισί, for we find the views and sentiments of the apostle at the foundation of this Epistle; and not merely individual sentiments, but an entire class of them upon one subject.

In this Epistle, moreover, we meet with his figures and favorite expressions. We will only cite those examples which have reference to Christian instruction. With Paul God's word is a sword (Ephes. 6: 17). So in Heb. 4: 12. Instruction for beginners and weak-minded persons is milk; for those well-grounded in the faith, it is βρῶμα and οἵρεα τροφή, strong meat (Heb. 5: 13. 1 Cor. 3: 2). The first are νηπίου (1 Cor. 3: 1. Heb. 5: 13); the subjects of instruction suitable for them are σωματία (Gal. 4: 9. Heb. 5: 12). The well-grounded, on the other hand, are τελείων (Heb. 5: 14. 1 Cor. 14: 20), and their condition is τελείωσις (Col. 3: 14. Heb. 6: 1). Whoever will examine further the apostle's terminology on the subject of salvation, and the allegorical expressions and applications which he has used to illustrate it, will in these also recognize Paul.

Besides thoughts and figures, a great many of Paul's favorite words and phrases are to be found in this Epistle. Some of these have been collected by the industry of Wetstein,¹ and his collection has since been considerably augmented.²

§ 146.

On the other hand, passages have been selected from this Epistle which make against Paul's authorship, and two of them are vaunted as decisive.³ The first, repeated for centuries, and frequently answered, sometimes more and sometimes less happily, is Heb. 2: 1—5. "Therefore we ought to give the more earnest heed to the things which we have heard,—how shall we escape if we neglect so great salvation? which at the first began to be spoken by the Lord, and was confirmed unto us by them that heard him, ὑπὸ τῶν ἑκατόν ἀκούσαντων εἰς προς ἐβασιλεύσει, God also bearing them witness," etc. The author, it is said, here classes himself as one of those to whom that which the Lord taught had been communicated by his disciples. Now, so far from its being the case that Paul could use such language, he was even jealous of the imputation of dependence on the instructions of the apostles, flatly disowned it, and asserted that he received his teaching from God and Christ (Gal. 1: 11, 12 seq. 2: 6—15. 1 Cor. 15: 8, etc.).

But what are we to understand by the word us? Does it mean us

¹ Nov. Test. T. II. p. 306.
³ Dav. Scholz, "Der Brief an die Hebräer," etc. Breslau, 1818, p. 125—130. The first objection had been already stated by Ἠρεμομανία; the "Εὐχερεία Εβραίων" in Frid. Meth. N. T. contain a reply.
Hebrew Christians, or us, Paul only? It is clear that the writer is speaking of many persons, in regard to whom it was to be feared that they might fail in fidelity to the Christian system; and a sort of rhetorical figure is employed which is very common with the apostle. The writer includes himself in the number of those whom he addresses, speaks of their necessities and failings, as if he shared them, without meaning by this that he did so in every particular. Just so Paul, in Rom. 13: 11—14. (e. g.) says: “It is time for us (those converted from Paganism as well as from Judaism) to awake out of sleep, to cast off the works of darkness, to walk honestly, not in rioting and drunkenness, not in chambering and wantonness, not in strife and envying.” If the apostle be here taken literally, what must we not charge him with, on account of the word us? Just as little did he mean to claim all the gifts which were distributed to different persons for the preservation and extension of the Christian church (Rom. 12: 6 seq.), although he makes use of the word us, meaning us Christians. Such figures of rhetoric will not allow a literal application to the writer.

It is attempted to obviate these considerations by a distinction. This mode of speech, it is said, may properly be used when exhortations and warnings are given, but not in historical statements. It is to be remembered that as ἡμεῖς, us, does not mean Paul only, but us who have this in common that we are Hebrew Christians, all valid objection against this mode of speaking is precluded. But does not the passage in fact contain an exhortation that they should guard against danger; for (the thought is) if the slighting of the institutions of the old covenant occasioned severe punishments, how shall we escape punishment, if we slight a far higher institution, which proceeded from the Lord, was confirmed (to us Hebrews) by his chosen disciples, and attested by miracles and the gifts of the Holy Ghost? Does not this passage belong to the class of warnings or exhortations? Though it does contain historical allusions, they are not themselves the subject of discussion, but are exhibited only in very general terms, in order to prove that the Jews would deserve punishment in case they should forsake Christianity. These are not presented for the purpose of narration, but as an enumeratio, which runs rapidly through a series of occurrences, without reference to their accompanying circumstances, or the particular concern of any individual in them.

Let us now turn our attention to the second passage. It has been regarded as inconsistent with the relation which Paul sustained to the Christians of Palestine, that he should say: "Pray for me, ἵνα τάγμαν ὀποκαλασαται τὸ ὑμῖν, that I may be restored to you the sooner" (13: 19). He had nothing to do, it is said, with the churches in Palestine.1 It is true he was not connected with them as a teacher; but he was in another capacity. He had brought to them from Galatia, Macedonia, and Achaia, on the very occasion of his last visit to Jerusalem and his imprisonment there, charitable contributions which he had collected for them in the churches. They had, therefore, good reason to pray for their benefactor, that he might be restored to them again.

It is further objected, that the officers of the churches which are ad-

1 Schulz, "Der Brief an die Brüder" etc. p. 22 and 63.
dressed in this Epistle, are not called πρεσβύτερος and ἐπίσκοπος, as officers in the church are termed in the Epistles of Paul, but ἱερουμένος (13: 7, 17). But this was their proper appellation in Palestine, and confirms our position in regard to the destination of the Epistle. The churches of Palestine constituted an exception from the rest of the Christian churches in this respect, that their affairs were conducted, not only by presbyters, but by apostles themselves, as e. g. James and John, or by other men who took a distinguished part in the propagation of Christianity; and these were called in this country, by way of distinction, ἱερουμένος, such as e. g. Barnabas and Silas Acts (15: 22).

The opponents of this Epistle thought they found support for their position in these passages; but they were troubled, on the other hand, by a friendly allusion to Timothy (13: 23), of such a nature that it seems particularly suitable to Paul, whose confidential assistant Timothy was, and to whom he was, in a manner, exclusively attached. They were therefore obliged, if possible, to prove that Timothy was not attached to Paul at this time, which they hoped to do by means of a pretended difference between the mode in which Paul speaks of Timothy in his writings and the mode in which he is spoken of in this Epistle. Paul always speaks of him in his Epistles, it is said, as τινος, γραφάρ τινος, συνεργός, with commendation and affection, while the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews mentions him only in a cursory way: "Ye know our brother Timothy, who is set at liberty; with whom, as soon as he comes, I will see you." As to the words: Ye know our brother Timothy etc., I certainly do not believe that Paul would have written so to the churches of Asia Minor and Europe, which Timothy had visited with him in the foundation of which he had cooperated. To the inhabitants and of Palestine alone, could he have used such half-doubting language as: Ye know Timothy, probably. For, though he accompanied Paul on his last visit to Jerusalem (Acts 20: 4), and, moreover, was not an obscure person, yet he was least known to the people of Palestine. The reason why he calls him merely brother, without further encomium, is, that he was not recommending him to any church on account of his being charged with a particular commission, as is the case in those Epistles in which he styles him his beloved son and his faithful fellow-laborer (1 Cor. 4: 17. 1 Thess. 3: 2). The expressions of friendship and affection contained in the Epistles to Timothy himself are of course not to be our standard here. It is likewise the case, however, in letters which he wrote to other churches, that he only terms him, Timothy our brother (2 Cor. 1: 1. Col. 1: 1). The last words: with whom, if he come shortly, I will see you, are peculiarly appropriate to Paul, and can be historically accounted for, if we suppose them to have been his. He promised the Philippians to send Timothy to them, as soon as his fate at Rome was finally decided (Philipp. 2: 19—24); and the Hebrews, that, as soon as Timothy should have returned, he would make them a visit with him. The mission of Timothy explains the condition, τὰν τάχιον ἐπισταί, under which he promised the visit. A journey to the east was in the apostle's contemplation. It was his design to pass through Macedonia (Philipp. 2: 24) to Asia Minor (Philem. 23), and

1 Schultz. p. 14, 15.
thence to Palestine. It was necessary, however, that he should gain information beforehand concerning the state of things in these countries, that he might not expose himself to his enemies to no purpose. This he did by staying for a time in Philippi, which was on one hand in Macedonia, and on the other, as it were, in sight of Asia Minor (Rom. 15: 23. Acts 20: 3). Now, whether the account which he received from Timothy, or Nero's persecution, which broke out in the autumn of Paul's release, or both together, caused him to give up his proposed journey or not, we cannot tell. It is probable, however, that the old design of a journey to Spain was now revived (Rom. 15: 28), and put in execution (§ 84).

However disinclined we may be, we must yet consider Paul as the author of the Epistle, so long as we have no good reason for supposing that Timothy was not under his direction when the Epistle was written. Can the writer have been of less than apostolic dignity? No one with less authority could have presumed to present to the parent-land of Christianity his instructions and intervention in relation to such topics, under the very eyes of the apostles and of numerous witnesses of our Lord's words and deeds.

§ 147.

While internal grounds speak so clearly and decisively in favor of Paul, so it does not appear that we have any reason to apprehend a different result from a historico-critical investigation. We must simply make it a rule not to decide from individual declarations and detached statements, but to form our opinion impartially from a view of the whole history of the Epistle.

Eusebius, in stating the opinions of the ancients in regard to what is called the Canon, ranks among the biblical works which were universally acknowledged to be genuine the fourteen Epistles of Paul then comprehended in the Mass. of the New Testament, without excepting any one of them. It cannot be denied that when he did this his attention was directed to the Greek and oriental churches, rather than to the Latin. For he must have been specially familiar with the opinions and convictions of the former, considering his language, residence, and literary education, and the libraries (at Cæsarea and Ælia Capitolina) whence he derived his documents. He has, however, in another place, expressed himself more to the purpose: "Fourteen Epistles of Paul, he says, are generally acknowledged and genuine, πρὸςγενὸς καὶ σαρκίς; but it is not to be concealed that some depreciate that to the Hebrews, on the ground that the Roman church objects to it." Now these some, τινες, may be Latins, (though it is not probable in this connexion), or they may be Greeks; it makes no essential difference which. In the first case, the writer has no reference at all to the general opinion of the Greeks, and in the second case, he only presents an exception from the general opinion of the Greeks, an exception which existed in the minds of individuals out of respect or prepossession towards the Romans, and which proves, according to the well-known rule, exceptio firmat regul-

1 Euseb. H. E. L. III. c. 23.  
2 Euseb. H. E. L. III. c. 3.
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law, that the Greek church, taken as a whole, did not think as these some did in regard to the Pauline origin of the Epistle, but acknowledged it.

Jerome, therefore, who had certainly perused a large number of the writings of Christian Greeks, did not exaggerate, when he asserted in his Epistle to Dardanus that Paul had always been acknowledged as author of the Epistle in the Hebrews by all Greek writers, "ab omnibus retro ecclesiasticis Graeci sermonis scriptoribus."

Origen, too, expresses himself in the same collective way concerning the ancients. This expression, used by a man in the third century, has a very important meaning, and would seem to carry us back near to the times of the apostles: "It was not without reason," says he, "that the ancients transmitted this Epistle to us as Paul's production."

There are other witnesses of the Alexandrian school in favor of this Epistle, both earlier and later than Origen. Dionysius, who is characterized by his investigations respecting the Apocalypse as an intelligent and honest father, declares, in the work referred to, in favor of Paul.2 Clement, earlier than either, maintained the Pauline origin of this Epistle.

Nor were investigations of this sort prosecuted lightly or unwarily in

---

1 Oi γαρ είναι οἱ δραχαι ἀνδρεῖς ὡς Παύλου αὐτῆς παραδειγματισμοί. Euseb. H. E. L. VI. 26. This celebrated passage in Origen, to which we have already referred in speaking of the language of this Epistle, still continues to be misunderstood to the prejudice of the Epistle. The opinion of the Alexandrians, that the language of the Epistle differs from that of Paul, is the writer's theme; and the order of his ideas is as follows. 1. The style is not Paul's; 2. for it has too much Greek regularity and elegance. 3. Yet, as to the thoughts, the production is not inferior to Paul's Epistles. 4. Hence he (Origen) is of opinion that the thoughts are Paul's; but that their phraseology and construction are the work of some one else, who reduced to writing what was said by Paul. Thus far he distinguishes between the words and ideas, what belongs to Paul and what does not; and then proceeds. 6. Any church which has regarded it as Paul's production may retain its favorable opinion of it; 7. for it was not without reason that the ancients transmitted it to us as Paul's production. 8. But, who composed this Epistle (referring to No. 5) is known to God alone; 9. some say Clement, others Luke. The propositions No. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, exhibit his ideas in regard to the substance and the phraseology, and a mode of reconciling their characteristics. No. 6 asserts the propriety of regarding it as Pauline. No. 7 alone contains a historical statement, the testimony of the ancients. Thus much as to who was its author. Nos. 8 and 9. Who, however, according to the proposed theory, reduced it to writing, cannot be known; this merit has been ascribed to various persons. The historical statement on the subject is fully and definitely expressed; the rest of the passage consists of attempts to invalidate the objection drawn from the difference of language.

Origen has always acknowledged this Epistle in his works, and very frequently cited it under the designation o ἀποστόλου and o Παύλου. We will refer to those passages only, in which the Epistle is mentioned by name. Kai en τῇ πρὸς Ἐφραίμ ὁ αὐτὸς Παύλος (Comm. in Joann. T. II. c. 6). "Ο δὲ Παύλος ἐν τῇ πρὸς Ἐφραίμων (in Joann. T. X. c. 11). 'Εν τῇ Παύλου ἐν τῇ πρὸς Ἐφραίμων (Select. in Ps. Ps. 4: 7). 'Ο Παύλου Ἐφραίμων προθύμον (in Ps. 8: 6). Αὐτὸς γὰρ τῇ πρὸς Ἐφραίμων ὁ αὐτὸς Παύλος (Select. in Thren. 4: 20), and the passage adduced by Lardner and others (Epist. ad African. c. 9): "If any one, perplexed by this argument (taken from Heb. 11: 37), should adopt the opinion of those who deprive Paul of this Epistle, against such an one I should make use of proofs from other quarters that the Epistle was Paul's."

2 Euseb. H. E. L. VI. c. 41.
Alexandria. This city, it is well known, always possessed a multitude of able grammarians, who labored with great critical acumen on the writings of ancient classic authors, amended the text when it had been impaired, and distinguished on critical grounds between genuine and spurious works.

This critical talent was exercised likewise upon the books of the New Testament, and particularly on this Epistle. The remark was early made that its style was strikingly different from that of Paul. Notwithstanding this idea, which would seem to lead directly to the supposition that Paul was not its author, no one ventured to deny that it was the apostle’s production. So strong was the conviction that it could not be shaken, even by weighty adverse considerations.

Ways and means were sought to compromise the matter. The hypothesis of Clement and that afterwards presented by Origen are but attempts to reconcile the difference of style with history and the declarations of antiquity, which pronounced Paul to be the author.

Clement, in particular, cites such an ancient declaration of a respectable father, whom he calls the blessed old man, and who from the connexion was probably Pantaenus. He inquires into the reason why Paul did not prefix his name and his title, ἀπόστολος, to his Epistle.¹ I must here confess myself unable to comprehend how it is possible that men in modern times should suppose some Alexandrian to have been the author of this Epistle, while in the Alexandrian church itself, the evidence in behalf of Paul reaches so nearly to the first century. If the author of these Epistles was an Alexandrian, where could the fact be known, if not at Alexandria?

To invalidate the testimony of Pantaenus, it has been recently affirmed by a learned man, that when he proposed the query why Paul did not call himself apostle in the Epistle to the Hebrews, he entertained doubts in regard to its authorship. It is astonishing that a scholar of such eminence should assert anything so hastily. Were Clement and Origen ever in doubt in regard to the Epistle, though they proposed inquiries concerning it? Did Julius Africanus, and others before him, doubt as to the Gospel of Matthew and Luke, because they sought the reason of the difference between them in regard to the genealogy of our Lord? Long before his time, Tatian, while yet resident at Rome and orthodox in his opinions, had drawn up biblical προβλήματα, which he and Rhodon after him, promised to solve.² Biblical questions of this nature must have arisen more naturally at Alexandria than at any other place, because there προβλήματα καὶ ζητήματα ὅμηρως λοιπάκις ζητήματων ὅμηρως, and such like subjects of inquiry, were common. Let us, as we ought, examine the declaration of the blessed old man. His language is: As our Lord was sent among the Jews as the apostle of the Almighty (Heb. 3:1), Paul, particularly as his mission was to the heathen, would not presume to style himself apostle to the Hebrews, from reverence for our Lord, and because he had written the Epistle to the Hebrews out of the abundance of his zeal, although he was really a messenger and apostle.

to the Gentiles. Pantæus here represents as undoubted what he is said to have doubted, viz. that Paul wrote the Epistle to the Hebrews; and says that he had two reasons for withholding the usual introduction, Paul the apostle etc.

In Lower Egypt the Epistle to the Hebrews retained its place immediately after that to the Galatians till about the fourth century, as we see from the list of chapters in the Codex Vaticanus; and it was not till about the time of Athanasius, that it was removed and placed after the 2d of Thessalonians, which situation it now holds in Egyptian MSS. In the Upper Egyptian version it even stood before that to the Galatians, immediately after the 2d to the Corinthians, which is deserving of notice in illustration of the ancient opinion respecting it in Egypt.

Jerome connects with the account we have mentioned above, respecting the agreement of the ancient Greek fathers as to this Epistle, a declaration that the oriental churches likewise, in the vicinity of which he lived so long in his solitary abode at Bethlehem, agreed in the same position. His statement is confirmed by Augustine's assertion, that in the oriental churches the Epistle ranked among the canonical writings.

We shall suppose our readers to be acquainted with the canon of the church at Jerusalem, as stated by Cyril, from the first part of our Introduction; nor shall we make particular mention of the evidence of Titus of Bostra (Contra Manich. L. III. c. 4 and 11), of Basil, the two Gregories, Epiphanius, Pamphilus, and Methodius.

Ephraem, the most noted of the Syrian fathers, appeals in several passages to this composition, characterizing the writer by the designation, the apostle. James of Nisibia, Ephraem's teacher, composed various Syriac productions as early as the third century, some of which have reached us in an Armenian version. He appeals in these to the Epistle to the Hebrews, under the designation, the apostle, or the blessed apostle.

Soon after the middle of the third century we find in hither Syria, instead of individual fathers, a whole ecclesiastical council, the synod of Antioch, quoting the scriptures, and among other passages, Heb. 2: 14: 4: 15, and 11: 26, in the summons which they issued to Paul of Samosata before his removal from his station. Going back to the second century, we are able to appeal to the oldest version of the Syrians, a monument of their belief and conviction in regard to the canon. Now this, although it excludes some of the Catholic Epistles, contains the

---

3 "Nos triplici orationem, quae inscribatur ad Hebræos, non solo ecclésiosis ORIENTIS, sed ab omnibus retro ecclésiatricis Graeci sermonis scriptoribus, quasi Pauli Apostoli suscipi." Epist. ad Dardan.
Epistle to the Hebrews, which, as we proved before, when speaking of this version, is a genuine and original portion of it.

If we have recourse to the heretics, we know that Manes, whose sect spread particularly in Syria and Mesopotamia, appealed to the authority of this Epistle to prove his position, that the Old and New Testaments did not derive their origin from one and the same author.\(^1\)

The Melchisedeckians, who originated with Theodotus (ἀγγελουκριστός or τραπεζίτης), elevated Melchisedek above Christ, and in doing this relied on the Epistle to the Hebrews (Heb. 7: 3, and 7: 4, 7).\(^2\) In the second century we have the Montanists, who first made their appearance in Phrygia, and extended themselves westward. These founded their principal distinctive doctrines on the Epistle to the Hebrews (6: 4), as we shall shortly see.

The Epistle continued without opposition to enjoy this established authority and estimation among the Greeks and in the East; and it was not till the time of Arians that any church in these countries disputed its title. The Arians were the first Greeks whom history charges with denying its Pauline origin.\(^3\)

This circumstance confers uncommon importance on the testimony of Eusebius in favor of this Epistle, and accredits his character as a historian, it being evident that he was not misled by any adherence to party into a want of fidelity to history. Theodoret even referred the Arians, on the subject of this Epistle, to the example of this their fellow believer, that they might be edified by it and learn moderation.\(^4\)

...\(^*\)\(^*\)\(^*\)\(^*\)\(^*\)\(^*\)\(^*\)\(^*\)\(^*\)\(^*\)\(^*\)

The primitive times of the church of Rome present us an illustrious witness for this Epistle in the person of Clement, who occupied there the station of the apostles after their death. In his Epistle to the church at Corinth, he quotes passages from it, as Eusebius and Jerome have already observed, and as we can see ourselves on examining the Epistle, which has come down to us. He does not, indeed, cite it under the name of the apostle, but makes use of it without mentioning the author, employing its peculiar phraseology, αυτολέειται χρησμοινώς, and justa verborum quoque ordinem.\(^5\) Nor has he designated by name the author of any book of the New Testament from which passages have been borrowed by him, except the 1st Epistle of Paul to the Corinthians, the author of which is expressly mentioned, because his letter, likewise, was directed to them, and a reference to the apostle by name was, considering the circumstances, very natural. We will not now draw any inference from the citations of Clement out of the Epistle to the Hebrews but that which Eusebius draws: ὅτε μὴ νέον ὑπάρχει

---

1 Epiphani. Haer. LXVI. §. 74. Ed. Petav. Ἑμένα πάλιν λέγει αὐτὸς Μανέης, εἰ δύναται ἵνα διδασκαλιοῦ εἴη παλαιὸ καὶ νεώτερον. Ἡ μὴ γὰρ παλαιοῦτα ἡμέραν εἰ ἡμέρας, ἡ δὲ ἀναπαντητὴ ἡμέραν καθ' ἡμέραν, τὸν γὰρ παλαιομενὸν καὶ γορέων, ἑνώθεν αὐτοκρισιμοῦ γίνεται (Heb. VIII. 13).

2 Epiphani. XXXV. or LV. § 1 (Heb. 7: 3); § 8 (Heb. 7: 4, 7). Comp. Tertull. De Prescriptions, towards the end.


4 Theodoret, Prolog. in Ep. ad Hebr.

to σέγγραμμα. But we must remark, that Eusebius, in his language, seems to have had a covert polemical reference to the western church, placing in contrast with it the Greek churches, which were supported by the oldest ecclesiastical document of Rome itself in regarding the Epistle, not as a recent production, but as one of Paul's writings: δι' εκείνους ἑδύτην αὐτὸ τοῖς λοιποῖς ἐγκαταλελθήσαι γραμματες τοῦ ἀποστόλου.

Irenæus, too, in his book, Περὶ διαλέξεων διαφόρων, quoted from it, whether with or without the name of the author we do not know; while, on the other hand, in his books against the heretics, he has so far avoided the use of it, that only slight traces of it are here and there visible.

Now how shall we explain the strange procedure of the Greek father in this last work? I think it may be correctly explained from the circumstances of the times and of his life. His ecclesiastical relations connected him with the western Christians, among whom he possessed consideration and authority. These were called into active exercise by the sect of the Catharygians or Montanists. Commissions to Eleutherus at Rome, relative to these heretics, had even been performed by him on behalf of the Gallic churches, before he had completed his hæresiological work. The third book was not written before the later days of Eleutherus, and the whole was not finished till the time of his successor.

Now these Montanists had recourse, in defence of their principle, that they who had been guilty of aggravated crimes could no longer remain in the church, to the Epistle to the Hebrews, 6: 4, 5. This passage was one of their chief arguments, as we learn from Jerome.

But, even without his testimony, we should be persuaded of this by the actual fact in regard to the procedure of a zealous Montanist. Tertullian warmly defended the doctrine of the Montanists from Heb. 6: 4, 5, in his book "De pudicitia," which he wrote expressly in support of their position, and he laid more stress on this passage than on any other of his arguments.

If, therefore, the fathers of the Latin church made use of this Epistle cautiously and fearfully, till they finally rejected it, history presents us with the reason of their doing so. For, that the proof-text was not easily answered, may be inferred from the various attempts to answer it made by the ancients.

Irenæus, it is probable, had not long been dead, when the opposition to the Epistle in the Roman church had extended itself widely. Caisus, Τάσις, one of its presbyters under Zephyrinus, declared expressly in a controversial work, that he acknowledged only thirteen Epistles of Paul, and did not regard that to the Hebrews as the apostle's production.

1 Euseb. H. E. L. V. c. 27.
2 Massuet, Dissert. in Iren. D. III. Art. II. n. 7.
3 Euseb. H. E. L. V. c. 47.
4 Massuet, Dissert. II. Art. II. n. 47.
5 L. II. Adv. Jovinian. n. 3. "Verum ne Montanus et Novatus hic rideant, qui contendunt non posse renovari per penitentiam eos qui semel sunt illuminati," etc. Heb. 6: 4, 5.
The work was directed against the Montanists, and particularly against Priclius, one of their most learned advocates, τῆς Καταρχῆς αὐθάνατος ὑπομαχοῦντα. This circumstance, again, gives us satisfactory information as to the reason why this Epistle was so troublesome to him, and why he so positively rejected it.

From this time the greater part of the Latins adopted these opinions, and, till the fourth century, they constantly denied that Paul was the author of this Epistle. 1 History, however, does not give ground for supposing them to have been so unreasonable as to deny that the Epistle belonged to apostolic times, and that its author was of that age. 2 How could they do this, when Clement's Epistle from Rome was in so many hands? The author of the remarkable fragment in Muratori, who represents himself as living about the time of Caius, constitutes the only exception, and was so ungracious as to denounce the Epistle "apud Alexandrinos Pauli nomine fictam ad haeresin Marcionis." 3 Thus the apostle himself must be termed a heretic, that a self-willed man may maintain his orthodoxy. 4

---


3 Tom. Ill. Antiq. Ital. Med. Evri. p. 654. That in these words he intends the Epistle to the Hebrews is clear from the subjoined citation of Hab. 12: 15, by which he characterizes the Epistle.

4 I must here justify myself in opposition to Prof. Herm. Olshausen ("Die Echtheit der vier kanonischen Evangelien," p. 261 seq.), for assigning this remarkable fragment to the beginning of the third century. I may have erred in not ascribing it like others to Caius himself; at any rate there is no necessity of supposing it at all older. The decision of the subject depends on the words: "Pastorem supernottie nostri temporibus in urbe Romæ Hermas consecripit, sedante cathedra Romani ecclesiae Pio episcopo fratre ejus." The expression supernotte is indefinite; but is rendered less so by the addition nostri temporibus, in our time. Hence supernotte does not signify much more than oú πάπας does in a very similar designation of time in Eusebius (L. V. c. 28): oú πάπας, ἀλλ' ἐκ τῶν ἑτέρων γερέσεων καθόρος. Is it asked whether Caius could have been alive when Pius was at the head of the church of Rome? We know that he wrote under Zephyrinus, who became bishop of the church in the ninth year of Severus (Euseb. H. E. L. V. c. 28). It will be best for us to reckon from Hyginus, because we have a definite date in regard to his elevation to the episcopal office. It occurred in the 1st year of Antoninus Pius (Euseb. H. E. L. V. c. 10).

At the end of four years he had Pius for his successor, who died 15 years afterwards (Euseb. L. IV. c. 11), i.e. in the 19th year of Antoninus. From the 19th year of Antoninus to the 8th of Severus, we must reckon as follows: the remaining 4 years of Antoninus, 19 for the reign of Marcus Aurelius, 13 for Commodus, and 9 of the reign of Severus; in all 45. Supposing Caius to have been 55 years old when he wrote against Proculus under Zephyrinus, he of course lived during the supernumerary years under Pius. Thus, chronology does not forbid us to consider Caius and the author of the fragment as contemporary, and, indeed, the same person. Supposing the writer to have been a different person, he cannot certainly have lived any earlier than he, for Eusebius does not
Even the Montanists yielded to this opinion, and, in their polemical writings, ascribed no higher authority to the Epistle than was admitted to belong to it by their opponents, i.e. as being the production of some apostolic father, like Barnabas, Clement, etc. This was Tertullian's course, who as early as the time of Zephyrinus, had been with others an observer of these disputes and of the procedure of Caius, and in a short time was the successor of Proculus in reputation and learning, and his warmest admirer: "Proculus nostrae virginitatis senectae et Christianae eloquentiae dignitas". To return to our subject. As the Epistle was denied to be Paul's, Tertullian took it for what it was allowed to be by its enemies, and reasoned with such force as to make it, even on this ground, equal in authority and value, or very nearly so at least, with Paul's Epistles.

The passage is a remarkable one. It shows us how anxious he was to recover for the Epistle on one side what he yielded on the other, in regard to Paul's authorship of it, and to refer it, at least mediately, to Paul: "Volo ex abundantiā abicius comitā apostolorum testimonium super inducere idoneum confirmendi de proximo jure disciplinam magistrorum. Existat enim et Barnabae titulus ad Hebreos, adeo satie auctoritatis viro, ut quem Paulus justa se posuerit in absentiam tenere: Aut ego solus et Barnabas non habemus hoc operandi potestatem. Est utique receptor apud ecclesias epistola Barnabae, illo apocrypho Pastore mochorum. Monens igitur discipulos omisissi omnibus initii ad perfectionem magis tendere, nec rursum fundamenta peneitientiae jaceri operibus mortuorum, Impossibile est, inquit, illos qui semel illuminati sunt, etc. Heb. 6: 4, 5. . . . . Hoc qui ab apostolis didicit, et cum apostolis docuit, nunquam mecho et fornicatori secundam peneitientiam promissam ab apostolis norat" (De Pudic. c. 20).

Thus were the two parties contending, when in the heat of the contest a new sect reinforced the Montanists. Circumstances became pressing, and the orthodox had not leisure to become reconciled to the Epistle. About forty years after the declaration of Caius, at the time of the death of Cornelius, the Novatians appeared in Rome. They revived the position of Montanus in regard to repentance, and styled themselves the pure. In adopting his tenet, they also appropriated to themselves his arguments in its support, and the passage on which they placed special reliance was, likewise, Heb. 6: 4, 5.

Jerome, in the Epistle before referred to, speaks of this passage. Augustine, in citing it, alludes to the Novatians, whom he calls mundos (μαντάροις), and refutes the opinion which they built upon it in respect to repentance. Epiphanius considers these words as the principal source of their heresy. Theodoret charges them with making use of

mention any express opposition to the Epistle to the Hebrews in the west, earlier than that of Caius. Besides, the designations of time and place, which the author of the fragment gives in regard to himself, the language which he has employed (the Greek), and the character of the position he presents relative to the Epistle to the Hebrews, all declare in favor of Caius.

3 Epiph. Her. LIX. De Cathar. apostolos autòv na vain tov apostolov evmènov, Aedvton tov òvòv òvòv peneitientov n. t. 1.
the passage in support of error, and opposes his own interpretation to theirs.¹ Macarius, the Egyptian, adds to the words in Heb. 6: 4, 5, other passages in this Epistle, which were likewise misinterpreted, *κατὰ Νασαπίαν ψόνημα.*² Abulpharagius even introduces a Novatian speaking, and proving his opinion from this passage.³ Eulogius, Bishop of Alexandria, entered into an extended discussion in his book against the Novatians, for the purpose of analyzing this passage and defending it against their interpretation; a long extract from which discussion is given us by Photius.⁴ So truly was this passage the main argument of the heretics, that it required and employed the ability and ingenuity of the most noted fathers.

Thus the conduct of the two churches, in regard to one and the same subject, was very different. The Greeks endeavored to evade the argument by their mode of interpretation, while the Latins rejected the Epistle entirely. Circumstances contained the reason of this difference. The Greeks were calmer and less interested spectators, while the scene of this controversy was among the Latins, in Rome itself, and the leaders of the respective parties were in their midst. The Latins had not leisure to look on, till an exegetical treatise was composed, which might be made use of to silence the disputants. Thus, while the Greek church admitted the Epistle, although the heretics regarded it as their principal reliance, the Latins were compelled, on account of their situation, to take a more expeditious method, and to proceed as they did, viz. to deny the authority of the Epistle, the contents of which were unanswerable, or else to be vanquished in the controversy. This was the true reason of their procedure, and when Philastrius honestly admits that the public church-use of the Epistle, was interdicted on account of the Novatians,⁵ he ought not any longer to be subjected to abuse for his assertion.

What wonder now, that Cyprian, who had so many disputes in regard to the restoration of backsliders, does not even mention the Epistle, and indeed, seems to be ignorant of its existence?

There is no doubt, too, that Hippolytus did not admit it, but he cannot in this case be considered a Greek, nor, as some would wish, an Oriental; for he was guided in his opinion on this point by Irenæus, and the work in which his declaration respecting this Epistle appears, was his history of heresies, which he composed in a great measure ὁμολογοῦντος Ἰρηναίου.⁶

Still, such serious ferment among the Latins could not continue long unknown to the Greeks, and it is easy to imagine that some, τινες,

¹ Theodoret, Comment. in Epist. ad Hebr. o. VI. Τινὰ οἱ Νοβάτων μετὰ τῆς ἀλήθειας ἐπικολογοῦν οὗτος ἦν.
³ Historia Dynastiarum. p. 137 Arabic text, and p. 96 Latin.
⁶ The principal passage relating to this point is Photius, Codex 121. p. 161. Hœschel., where Photius derived his representation from Hippolytus himself, independently of Gobar.
as Eusebius states, shared in their sentiments, and rejected the Epistle on the authority of the church of Rome.

But what were the arguments presented by the Roman church? Was their procedure occasioned merely by the pressure of circumstances, which it was desirable and necessary to conceal by false pretexts? or were the Montanist and Novatian disputes, which evidently and undeniably had an influence upon it, merely the occasion of a well-grounded opposition, which the controversy but kindled and animated? Did they, or did Caius, adduce ancient declarations of credible men, or trustworthy historical witnesses and authorities, which pronounced against Paul and in favor of some other author?

In that case the dispute would certainly have worn a very different aspect; but far from appealing to the traditio ecclesiarum, to authorities of the earlier periods of the church, as was demanded in historical investigation, and as was usual in regard to questions respecting the Canon and points of doctrine, the inquiry received a totally different direction. In the whole Latin church there is not one father, of whose talents and learning any monuments remain, who appears to have known any thing of such a traditio ecclesiae, or of any historical proof. The question was made to rest on internal evidence alone.

The Epistle, they said, is an anonymous composition, the author of which, contrary to Paul's custom, no where names himself, and consequently, cannot be known. Its style differs from that of the apostle, in its elegance and rhetorical finish, which he despised. Besides, there occur in it, citations from the Old Testament which are no longer to be found in the prophets or other canonical books of the Jews.

These are the principal reasons brought forward by the Latins to justify their opposition. There were others, as, e.g. "quia addiderunt in ea quidam non bene sentientes, et quia factum Christum dicit," etc. which, it is evident, bear no comparison with these.

By such pretexts the Latins justified their procedure, and they, who in other cases knew very well how to make use of the argument from tradition, did not, in this, say a single word respecting the testimony of antiquity or the statements of earlier fathers. In short, history properly so called did not to their knowledge afford the slightest evidence against Paul; and the whole dispute was conducted on exegetical grounds, the investigation and estimate of which are in our own power, and subject to our own decision.

On the other hand, the two fathers, Jerome and Augustine, who, with their extensive erudition outweigh all other western authorities together, were convinced of the genuineness of the Epistle by the testimony of the ancients. They therefore held up before their contemporaries the traditio of the Greeks and Orientals, and labored to give


another direction to the general sentiment. They would not probably have succeeded, had they not been able to enforce their opinion by an ecclesiastical council. This was the third or fourth Carthaginian council, over which Augustine exercised great influence. In the catalogue of canonical books which it issued in the form of a decree of the council, it reckoned "Pauli epistolae tredecim, ejusdem ad Hebraeos unam."

From this time the Latins began to change their sentiments. Innocent, in his Epistle to Exuperius of Toulouse, in speaking of the canon, reckoned fourteen Epistles of Paul. The Epistle came into general use in the Roman and Latin churches, and the opposition to it ceased everywhere, with the exception, however, of Spain. At least, Isidore of Seville, in the 7th century, had doubts in regard to it. But he is the only writer who expresses any at so late a period. Thus, under the pressure of circumstances, the Christians of the west disparaged the Epistle, then gave color to their procedure by such reasons as they could get together, and finally, when the storm of party had subsided, restored it to its rightful rank.

§ 148.

The author appends at the close certain circumstances, of such a character that no one acquainted with his situation could easily fail to recognize the apostle. He promises his readers that he will visit them in company with Timothy, who was always connected with Paul, was his pupil and assistant, and his companion at Rome. He mentions him as having been liberated from prison. He subjoins salutations from those of Italy, who perhaps were persons that had visited the apostle in prison, like the deputies from other churches. For he himself was not yet set at liberty; whence he commends himself to the prayers of the pious Hebrews, that he may be restored to them the sooner. At all events, Paul could not fail to be recognized by these expressions at the end of the Epistle.

But why did he not prefix his name at the beginning, if it was he who wrote the Epistle? Clement of Alexandria, answers the question as follows: "When Paul wrote to the Hebrews, who were prejudiced against him, he prudently omitted prefixing his name, lest he should excite aversion at the outset." It was certainly best that all those who were under the influence of prejudice when they received this Epistle, should first read, examine, judge impartially, and then decide for themselves. Should they afterwards suspect from circumstances, and finally become convinced that it was from Paul, they would already have become acquainted with the contents, and the ideas would have been imbibed into their minds and fastened there to produce their effect.

We have a second answer from Pantænus. He is of opinion that the usual salutation found at the beginning of Paul's Epistles: Paul the apostle, etc., could not properly be made use of in an Epistle to the Hebrews, inasmuch as he could not call himself apostle in reference to them, without giving offence (§ 147). Paul had certainly surrendered

the office of apostle as far as Palestine was concerned, and by express agreement taken the Gentile nations as the province of his mission and labors (Gal. 2: 9, 10); and to call himself apostle to the Gentiles in a hortatory letter to the Jews, would have been neither fitting nor conciliatory.

A third answer may be drawn from the very plan of the Epistle. It begins with a rhetorical introduction, and has, generally, as little resemblance to a letter as the oration \textit{Pro Lege Masilia}. As far as the doxology in 13: 12, it is entirely a rhetorical production. It is not till after this conclusion that anything occurs which could give rise to a query if the discourse might not be a letter. Now whether this manner was intentional, in order to avoid the salutation at the outset, and with it the name apostle, or whether it was chosen for other reasons, it is sufficient that to prefix a salutation, after the manner of an Epistle, would have been infelicitous, considering the character of the introduction and of the whole Epistle.

All these replies are satisfactory. No one of them excludes the other, and hence there is nothing to prevent us from regarding them all as correct, if it be allowed that a reflecting mind may be determined by several considerations at once.

§ 149.

But whence, then, arises the dissimilarity between the style and language of this and of his other writings? The same mind reigns throughout the Epistles of Paul, it is true, but not always the same style. In the Epistles to the Corinthians, we observe the injured teacher, conscious of his worth and his deserts, cautious, benevolent, earnest, and vehement; in the Epistle to the Romans, the scholar, with a dignified, distant manner, the advocate of the Gentiles, abounding in Jewish learning; in that to the Galatians, the language of paternal authority to a people of little refinement, too much inclined to place dependence upon their good works. How very different is the tone of the Epistle to the Romans from that of the Epistle to the Galatians, though their subjects are very nearly the same! That to the Ephesians is solemnly devout; that to the Philippians is affectionate and friendly, but dignified; that to The Hebrews is elegant and elevated. His situation and his relation to the churches are depicted with extreme accuracy in the style of each of his Epistles.

As to his relation to the Christians of Palestine, he was not one of their teachers and paternal guides. He could never, therefore, adopt the tone which he might properly use towards churches which he himself had plasted and reared.

If we consider the object which he had in view, viz. to weaken the impression of the splendid temple-service in Palestine, of the solemn offerings and imposing feasts, by showing that all this was constrained in Christianity, not sensibly and transiently, but spiritually and in a higher degree of perfection, we shall see that the unity of his subject naturally led him to the style of a treatise or discourse.

If we look at the general contents of the Epistle, we shall see that they demanded an elevated tone. The author, at the commencement,
speaks of Jesus as the express image of the Deity, of his exaltation above the angels and the whole creation, of his dignity as the Son and as the Creator of the world. He then proceeds to speak of the founder of Judaism, Moses, and of the regulations instituted by him for the purpose of establishing a religious state; then of the high-priesthood, and of every thing which made the Jewish religion externally imposing, or worthy of regard for the internal peace it imparted. He speaks of the highest things with which the Jew was conversant, and points out for each of them something more elevated in Christianity. Paul would not have evinced that peculiarly sound judgment in the selection of his style, which we know that he possessed, had he chosen any other manner than the rhetorical and elevated. But every one knows that this cannot be attained without elegant and lofty diction.

What objection can be made, moreover, against the supposition that Luke had something to do with the phraseology? He was, at this period, in such close intimacy with the apostle, that his cooperation in perfecting the composition in point of elegance is not at all improbable. Although the Epistle to the Philippians, which immediately preceded that to the Hebrews, avoids in a measure certain harsh, Hebraistic modes of construction, is more elegant in respect to the arrangement of clauses, more easy in the transitions it contains, and more thoroughly Greek in its manner and movement, than previous Epistles, yet the advance to the elegance of the Epistle to the Hebrews seems to me to be great for the period of time between them. The ancients thought they observed in the Epistle a resemblance to the style of Luke. This, with certain expressions and phrases, which are not natural to Paul, and occur, out of this Epistle, only in the writings of Luke, and particularly the Acts of the Apostles,¹ may be considered as confirming a supposition, which is in itself highly probable from the relations of intimacy which subsisted between the two men. It also reconciles all difficulties without any strained expedient, and brings that which, in particular, and indeed alone, makes against Paul, into harmony with the preponderating, and, indeed, imperious reasons for ascribing the production to Paul.

§ 150.

There is nothing at all, then, against Paul; on the contrary, every thing is in his favor, and proves the Epistle to be his. Its connexion with the circumstances of his life was as follows.

He returned to Palestine from his travels, at a time when Christianity in that country had reason to apprehend a dangerous crisis, when it was almost impossible to stay the apostasy of the Jews (Acts 21: 20, 21). Fame had represented him as a determined innovator, and an opponent of Moses, and had given rise to general ill-will towards him, to which he was a victim. He was seized in a tumult which arose against him, carried to Caesarea, where he remained till he was transferred to Rome, as he had demanded, to receive his sentence (Acts 22: 23: seq.).

Under such sad prospects in regard to the duration of Christianity in Palestine he departed thence, probably with the depressing idea, that

¹ Grotius, Adnot. in Epist. ad Hebrmos, at the beginning.
there, where with blood and suffering the principles of Jesus had been planted and maintained, and a numerous church had been gathered, Christianity would soon cease to exist. Such was the consolation which he carried with him to Rome, and it was almost an accurate view into futurity.

His fate eventually took a favorable turn. He was already certain of his acquittal, his liberation from prison was not far off, and the accusation of desecrating the temple, the punishment of which was death (Jos. Bell. Jud. L. VI. c. 2. n. 4), had been quashed. The consequence was, that he was able again to address, in the capacity of teacher, those who might have despised him on account of the reproach of his guilt. He resumed his former labors, and endeavored to oppose the evil which had long caused him sorrow, to confirm the wavering in Palestine, to encourage those who continued faithful, and, when possible, to restore those who had relapsed.

It was an extremely difficult task, which he had undertaken. But just acquitted, he might occasion new accusations against himself, if with boldness and openness, as was his custom, he maintained the integrity of the ancient religion; and besides, in the present disposition of his readers, it was to be feared that he might forever incur their aversion, and even hasten the step which he wished to prevent. But what he conceded to the Jews he conceded only to truth, to his principles, and to his conscience. Paul knew how to unite these two things; he did not deviate for a moment from his convictions and his former preaching, and yet granted them all they required. They wished for offerings and days of expiation, altars for sacrifice, and high priests, and he was so far from questioning the propriety of their requisitions, that he appeared ready to grant them every thing; but, on the other hand, he showed very happily, that they possessed the whole already in Christianity, that Christianity was nothing else than refined Judaism, before which the gross Judaism of former times must completely disappear. And in fact it did disappear entirely, while he proved that all which was admirable in it was found in its highest degree of excellence and purity in Christianity. Thus, they could regard themselves as perfect Jews in the school of Christ, until they comprehended the religion of Jesus in spirit and in truth, and then first they saw to their astonishment that they were no longer Jews and never had been; and, since for every requisition of sense he had supplied a spiritual idea, they were worshippers in spirit, without being themselves conscious of it.

I am not afraid of committing an error in placing this Epistle by the side of Paul's best productions, and bringing it into comparison with the Epistles to the Corinthians. In these, he considerably and cautiously weighed his instructions, entreaties, reproofs, and, indeed, every expression, with the intention of calming minds which had been excited by designing persons and exasperated by mutual injuries; of destroying the influence of external disturbers of their peace; and while the church was in a divided and distracted condition, ready to fall to pieces completely, or at least to lose a large proportion of its members, in consequence of the slightest imprudence on his part, of bringing them all together again and reconciling them,—a task which only an extremely prudent man could accomplish. The object of the Epistle to the Hebrews was not
much less difficult of attainment. To gain ascendancy over minds passionately attached to the religious institutions of their ancestors, as also over the national feeling which was deeply rooted with this preference and was newly awakened and called into operation by the circumstances of the time; to deal with sensitive and excited men in so tender a manner as to heal without paining them; to weaken the constant influence exerted by the public festivals, which could not be at once annihilated, and this without depreciating them in a direct attack, which would have widened the breach, required uncommon qualifications. If the Epistles to the Corinthians demanded a careful reference to the intricate condition of that church, this Epistle required a cautious regard to ancient religious prepossessions, which were not to be allowed to remain and still were not to be directly attacked, and the ability to give them a spiritual application instead of passing them by unnoticed. As the former expresses, along with the deepest earnestness, emotions of friendly sympathy and kindness, so this likewise exhibits a moving tenderness, although its tone is extremely solemn.

As in the former the writer was guided by prudence and acquaintance with human nature, in the latter prudence and learning are prominently displayed. The chief difference between them arose from the circumstance, that in the case of the former Epistles the apostle employed discreet men to cooperate with him on the spot, in order to be more sure of his object, while in the other case he was compelled to trust solely to the influence of his Epistle. To this production, it would seem, Paul devoted the serene hours immediately preceding his liberation. He had apparently just begun to expect his release, which, according to our investigations concerning the chronology of the Acts, took place in the beginning of the tenth year of Nero’s reign.

CHAPTER III.

THE CATHOLIC EPISTLES.

§ 151.

The didactic writings of the apostles were separated into two collections; the one comprising the Epistles of Paul, and bearing generally the title ἐπίστολος, the other containing the Epistles of the rest of the apostles, with the title καθολικὴ ἐπίστολα, or καθολικὴ ἐπίστολα τῶν ἐπιστολῶν.

This last denomination appears frequently in the works of Origen. He, however, applied it to the 1st Epistle of Peter to the exclusion of the second, although the latter was known to him, and to the 1st of John, without conferring it on the 2d and 3d.1

1 Τὸ ἀπὸ τῆς Ἰωάννου καθολικῆς ἐπιστολῆς σύμφων ἢ τοῦ (Tom. XVII. in Matth. p. 797). Οὐκετὶ παρατηθομένου καὶ ἀπὸ τοῦ Ἰωάννου καθολικῆς ἐπιστολῆς (In
Dionysius of Alexandria, too, calls only the 1st of John τὴν καθολικὴν ἑπιστολὴν, and in speaking soon after of two others, he applies to them the word ἡ γενέμενος.1

Origen’s phrasing, and the passage in Dionysius which seems to contrast with each other the καθολικὸς and the γενέμενος, the Catholic and the alleged Epistles, give color to the opinion, that the expression καθολικὴ ἑπιστολὴ denoted a work universally acknowledged to be genuine, in contradistinction from one merely alleged or doubtful. A very respectable scholar has drawn this inference from the expressions of the two fathers just mentioned, and confirmed it by the following language of Eusebius. “The first Epistle of Peter,” says he, “is universally acknowledged; but the Acts of Peter, his Gospel, his Sermon and Apocalypse, are not among the Catholic writings.”2

Thus (it is said), Catholic and universally-received, καθολικὸς and ὁμολογομένος; and, of course, not Catholic and doubtful, were, according to Eusebius, equivalent. At first view it would seem that nothing can be more correct; and yet this is far from being the idea which Eusebius attached to the word καθολικὸς.

He speaks elsewhere in a directly contrary manner. Of Clement of Alexandria, he says: “He used also the disputed books, viz. the Epistle of Jude and the other Catholic Epistles.”3 Still more plain is his language in an earlier passage, where he declares that the Epistle of James, one of the so-called Catholic Epistles, is to be regarded as spurious, as well as the pretended one of Jude, which, too, was one of the seven Catholic Epistles.4 Thus, in his mind, Catholic was so far from being the opposite of spurious or disputed, that it was applied to many of the writings classed as disputed.

Nor is it so certain that in Dionysius any contrast is intended between καθολικὸς and γενέμενος. He presents doubts in regard to the Apocalypse, and, among other things, objects that in it (1:1) John calls himself by name, which is not once the case in his other writings. He proves this by a successive comparison of them. In his Gospel he conceals his name; the Catholic Epistle he opens with the words: That which we have heard, seen, etc. In the supposititious Epistles (he proceeds, after some intervening sentences), he merely calls himself the elder.5


2 H. E. III. 3.

3 H. E. VI. 14.

4 H. E. III. 25. Τιμαίωτα καὶ τὰ κατὰ τὸν Ἰσαάκιον, οὗ ἡ προέκυκλή ποτὲ ἑναρμονίας καθολικῶν ἑπιστολῶν αὕτη λέγεται. Ἰτέτον δὲ, ὡς καθεξήςτα ἡμῖν... ὡς... Ἰαυδα, μαία καὶ αὐτῇ ὁμοίως τῶν ἐπὶ τὸν ἐγκυμόνος καθολικῶν κ. τ. λ.

5 Euseb. H. E. L. VII. c. 25. “Ὁ μὲν γὰρ εἰσαγγελίας ἐδόθη τῷ ὅνομα αὐτοῦ προσηγαγεῖ, οὐδὲ προσήκει κατανόη, οὕτω διὰ τοῦ εἰσαγγελοῦ, οὕτω διὰ τῆς ἑπιστολῆς... ὁ δὲ εἰσαγγελίας οὕτως τῆς καθολικῆς ἑπιστολῆς προφθάμενος αὐτῷ τὸ ὅνομα... ἀλλὰ προφήταις... αὐτῷ τῷ μυστήριῳ τῆς Θείου ἀποκαλύψεως ὑπέστη.” “Ὁ Ἰαμακάριος ὁ ἄγιος, ὁ αἰώνιος, ὁ θεοκράτης τοῦ κρίσιμου ἡμῶν.” Ἐπὶ τευτύ τῇ ἁπαξανάφω καὶ τῷ χείρις τῶν Πάσην ἑκατέρους, ἐτέως... Μαμάπορος αἱ, Ἐρών βασιλέως, ὅτα σαμάς καὶ ἱσμα σαμα αἱ...
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The matter in hand here is the contrast of all John's works with the Apocalypse; but the writer's object and the connexion did not require that in the contrast these works should all be arranged in order one after another. It was sufficient that every one was cited under a certain title; this was all that was needful to support the idea which he advanced.

What he says of the Catholic and the supposititious Epistles respectively, moreover, is too far disolved by an intervening thought. In exhibiting a contrast, we cannot by long parentheses remove the things we are comparing to a distance from each other, without destroying the intended effect. Thus, guided by the laws of grammar, we cannot perceive any intention of an antithesis.

But were it even admitted that Dionysius used ζερομενος in opposition to καθολικως, it would be only his own phraseology, and not that of the Christian church generally, and it is on this last that the question, what the title καθολικω επιστολαι in the biblical Codex signifies, must depend.

Eusebius expressly terms the first Epistle of John, which was of the class of the universally-admitted writings of the New Testament, την ζερομενην Ιωαννου προερχαν, where ζερομενη certainly does not stand opposed to καθολικως in signification. The ancients have never applied the epithet Catholic to any other admitted and undoubted books of the New Testament, which they certainly must have done, had it signified universally-acknowledged. They have never applied this term to the Gospel, to the Acts, or the thirteen Epistles of Paul, although it would have been peculiarly appropriate.

It is, therefore, a technical expression for a class of biblical writings to which it belongs exclusively of all others, viz. for the class which comprises the didactic writings of all the apostles (Paul excepted) together, καθολικως, i.e. καθολου και αυληθους.

When the Gospels and Acts had been constituted one division, and the works of Paul another, there yet remained the writings of various authors to compose a third division, to which some name must be given. It was most appropriate to call it the common collection, καθολικων ουναγμα of the apostles, and the writings which it comprised, κοινως and καθολικως, which were often synonymous words with the Greeks.

We find proof of this in the most ancient patristical phraseology. Clement of Alexandria calls the Epistle which was despatched by the council of the apostles (Acts 15: 23), the Catholic Epistle, in which all the apostles had a share, την ισιοτητη καθολικη των αποστων απαντων. In this manner the seven Epistles under consideration are Catholic Epistles, or Epistles of all the apostles who were authors.

Such is the meaning, too, of the passage above quoted from Eusebius, who appeared to contradistinguish Catholic and doubtful; for his other language shows that this cannot be his intention. "The first Epistle

πεκαλωψας σου, ἀλλ' ὅ παντα μον ὁ οὐφάνιος. ᾧ ἀλλ' ὅ ὅ ἔν τῇ δευτέρᾳ ζερομενην Ἰωάννου καὶ τρίτη καινος μιμε💰ις οὐσιας ισιοτητης Ἰωάννης ὁνοματε πρόκειται.

1 Euseb. H. E. L. III. c. 35.
of Peter," he says, "is universally acknowledged, but the Acts of Peter, his Gospel, his Sermon and Apocalypse, are not of the number of the Catholic writings." He thus designates the class to which these alleged writings of Peter must have been referred (since the collection of historical and Pauline writings was closed), had they been considered as genuine and as belonging to the Canon—viz., in his opinion, the one in which were placed the writings of the apostles generally.

In the same way, too, Origen used the expression, when he applied it to the Epistle of Barnabas, γέγραπται δὲ ἐν τῇ Βαρνάβᾳ καθολικῇ ἐπιστολῇ. For this father is sometimes mentioned by the ancients under the title ἀπόστολος; in this view, the Epistle belonged to the common collection of the apostles, or among the writings of various authors.

But (as celebrated scholar objects), as in fact only two Epistles, the 1st of Peter and John, were acknowledged, how can the expression καθολικος have denoted a class? how could two writings be regarded as a καθολικον σύνταγμα? There was such a collection, however, and, according to the repeated declarations of Eusebius, all the other Epistles were contained in the Codex of the New Testament, and, though individuals may have doubted in regard to them, were publicly read in most churches. It is on this fact that my idea is founded (and this scholar himself seems to acknowledge it afterwards), and certainly it is tenable only on this condition.

In the fourth century, however, another signification supplanted this. Heretics were constantly increasing in number, and the principal argument against them at this time was the long-established locus communis of a harmonious universal church, from which they were renegades and schismatics. The church and doctrines thus identical throughout the world were called καθολικα. This signification, likewise, came to be given to the word as designating a class of the biblical books, and by the Catholic Epistles were meant such as were not directed to particular churches, but to the church universal, or a large part of it, nearly the same with circular letters, such as some of the Catholic Epistles, properly so called, really were. This is Theodoret's explanation of the word, and it was adopted by subsequent commentators.

§ 152.

Before the fourth century, in which, for the first time an undeviating unanimity in all the churches in respect to the Canon was effected, Christian writers with perfect freedom advocated or denied the authority of certain writings of the New Testament. Individual fathers admitted or rejected certain books, according as their judgment dictated. Besides the Epistle to the Hebrews and the Apocalypse, this was the

---

1 Orig. Contra Celts. L. I. n. 63.
case, as is well known, in regard to several of the Catholic Epistles, viz. that of James, the 2d and 3d of John, the 2d of Peter, and that of Jude.

They were, indeed, always circulated under the names of these authors, and by established custom were subjoined to the other biblical books; but they had not universally the estimation which was conceded to the latter, because they were not, equally with them, attested by vouchers and indisputable historical evidence, or because they contained internal grounds of suspicion.

Eusebius exhibits the prevalent opinion in regard to them in a passage which we have already frequently cited. It is in the 2d book and 23d chapter of his History: "The first of the so-called Catholic Epistles, that of James, is likewise considered spurious; for few of the ancients have mentioned it. So, too, with the Epistle of Jude, which is also one of the Catholic Epistles. It is well known, however, that in most churches these Epistles are made use of, equally with the other Scriptures."

Prescription and usage, therefore, in very many churches, ἐν πολλαῖς ἑκάστοις, were in their favor; but those who required other reasons than prescription and custom were not restrained by these from deciding against them. The right of possession did not satisfy them; they were desirous of examining the title, and to establish this they required the evidence of former times and earlier fathers. If this was wanting, they took the liberty of forming their own opinion, of doubting or rejecting, according to their own critical judgment. Many others were found to concur with them.

They felt, almost as much as we ourselves, the want of historical vouchers, and drew a negative argument from the silence of antiquity, as we do; but, as we learn from the statement of Eusebius, they had no positive argument from history against these writings. How, indeed, could they have been assigned a place among the doubtful books, if credible witnesses of the early times of Christianity had flatly contradicted their pretended apostolic origin? or if others had remarked the time at which they became known, and the period of their first appearance, as being later than the times of the apostles, and had pointed out the place and persons where and by whom they had been put into circulation?

We have, consequently, nothing to apprehend in regard to them from this quarter. In fact their immemorial use by many Christian churches speaks in their favor, the right of possession being only now and then disputed because it was supported by comparatively few or weak documents.

Even the negative argument loses much of its force in regard to some of these Catholic Epistles, when we consider their character. Their brevity did not afford the ancients such an abundance of ideas for every species of composition, or such a number of arguments in behalf of their doctrinal and moral positions, as the Epistles to the Romans and Corinthians, or any other large book. And yet it was only for such purposes that the ancient fathers could make use of them, and thus attest their existence and genuineness. For it was not till a later period, when there existed what might be called a Christian literature, that the
literary history of Christianity, its various writers, and their works began to be subjects of investigation. The most ancient writings are admonitions of a moral nature, apologies, or controversial works, such as were called for by the exigencies of the time. It was not till long after, that the fathers were at leisure to turn their attention to the history of their religion, its fortunes, its literary productions, and the great men who had earned merit in its behalf. Circumstances and the necessity of polemical works put the public in possession of a history of the heretics and their sect by Justin and Irenæus, even before the birth of Hegesippus, the first historian of the Christian church. Now, as no one entered expressly into an investigation respecting the writers of earlier times their works, the question which were genuine and which suspicious, or respecting their history, it wholly depended on chance whether an ancient writing was mentioned in an author's productions or not, and this chance was the less favorable to the short Epistles, in proportion to the smallness of their compass and contents.

The negative argument was, moreover, usually enforced by internal reasons drawn from higher criticism, which was often applied at Alexandria in no discredituable manner. But this cannot curtail our right to examine and judge for ourselves. In such investigations personal authority is of no weight with the critic.

Higher criticism is still open to us likewise; and I even entertain the hope of drawing from it manifest proofs of the genuineness of some of these Epistles, particularly those of James and Jude and the 2d of Peter.

This is the place to present the history of the two disputed Epistles of John, the occasion, purpose, and contents of which have been treated of already.

§ 153.

THE SECOND AND THIRD EPISTLES OF JOHN.

In behalf of these I must appeal first to the long established right of admission into the Codex of the New Testament, which they possessed in many churches. This is a proper preface to the testimonies in their favor, which we shall divide into the Greek, the eastern, and the western.

In the latter half of the second century, Clement of Alexandria alludes to several Epistles of John, but so indifferently, that we cannot tell how many he had in mind. He refers to a passage in the first (1 John 5: 16), and calls it the larger Epistle; from which we can merely infer that this was not the only one with which he was acquainted, without being able to determine whether he knew of only one or of two which were smaller.1

Origen, his successor in the ministry, is more express on this point. "John left behind him," he says, "an Epistle of a very few sticks; perhaps, also, a second and third; though some do not consider these

genuine. Both these together, however, contain only an hundred stichoi. 1

Dionysius is the third father of the Alexandrian school who gives us information in regard to the Epistles of John. We have before seen that he was acquainted with all of them, but calls the two last ερωμενοι, writings alleged to be genuine. He was the first who attributed the Apocalypse to another John, a Presbyter of Ephesus, with whom Papias was intimately acquainted. Others extended this supposition still further, and ascribed these two Epistles, likewise, to the Presbyter.

The father of ecclesiastical history makes an allusion to this fact: "The second and third Epistles of John, whoever may be their author, the Evangelist or another man of the same name, ranks among the disputed books." 2

The Syriac church had them in their most ancient version, in which, as we have shown before, they were not refused a place till a later period. From this version Ephraem became acquainted with them, and he has sometimes cited them with express mention of their author. 3

In the west we have a very important voucher for the 2d Epistle, who, on account of the place where he resided during his youth and the school in which he was educated, deserves especial regard as a witness in respect to the works of John. We mean Irenæus, who refers to the second Epistle under the writer's name, and with a predicate which distinguishes him completely. "John, the disciple of our Lord," ὁ τοῦ κυρίου μαθητής. This is the mode in which he invariably designates the Evangelist, in speaking of him or his works. 4

He refers to it, likewise, in another place. After giving extracts from the first Epistle, he continues: "And John, the disciple of Jesus, in the Epistle before-mentioned, commanded that they (the heretics) should be shunned, saying," etc. 5

He then repeats, word for word, the 7th and 8th verses of the 2d Epistle.

Hence, unless his memory was very inaccurate, he regarded the 2d Epistle as an appendix to the first, as a part of the epistola prædicta, just as we ourselves have considered it to be a supplement, composed and sent at the same time with the first. If this was the case, the following testimony takes a different aspect from that in which it appears at first view.

The anonymous author of the fragment in Muratori, who is usually

---


2 Τῶν ἀντιλεγομένων . . . ὅ ὁμοία μυθήματα καὶ τρεῖς Ἰωάννου, εἰσερχομένους εἰς ἔργαν τῆς συμμορίας, εἰς ἑτέρους ὀμπαρφίους ἐισώνυμους ἑιναία (H. E. III. 25).


4 L. I. Adv. Haer. c. 16. The passage exists in both Greek and Latin. "Ioannes enim Domini discipulos superextendit damnationem in eos, neque aevum a nobis eis dicit volens: 'Quo enim dicit, inquit, aevum . . . etc.'"
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supposed to have been Caius the Presbyter, names two Epistles of John in his catalogue of the sacred books. 1

In the Carthaginian council under Cyprian, Aurelius, bishop of Chulibas, gave his opinion in the words of John 2 Ep. v. 10, expressly referring to the apostle of this name. 2

Still, there were some in the Latin church, who were inclined to attribute the two lesser Epistles to that John, who had been supposed by Dionysius to be the author of the Apocalypse, like those before mentioned among the Greeks, from whom this idea was borrowed. 3

If, now, we sum up our authentic arguments for the genuineness of these two Epistles, we shall find that there are far more numerous and weighty authorities in favor of the 2d than of the 3d. That of Irenaeus seems even decisive of the genuineness of the former, while no clear mention is made of the latter before the third century, to which it was indeed transmitted under the name of John, yet not accompanied with such evidence as was universally satisfactory. 4

§ 154.

Both, however, contain strong internal evidence that they were written by the apostle. We have already seen how harmoniously they rank with the other works of John, how perfectly they suit his fortunes and personal condition, and how accurately the unobtrusive and unlabored circumstantiality of the few lines which they comprise apply to him throughout. Nought here is detached, nothing is without connexion and isolated, or, at all events, contradictory, as is the case with fictitious writings. Nothing is incompatible with the intimations of antiquity, and nothing said generally, indefinitely, without any particular reference, as happens in the case of writers who assume the person of another, without being able to transfer themselves in imagination into his condition and circumstances. The contrary of all this is true, and there appears throughout the most beautiful consistency in point of fact with a remarkable situation in the apostle's life.

We find, too, predominating in them, the same simple, unaffected language, which we meet with in the 1st Epistle. The character, also,

3 Hieronym. in Catal. V. Ioannes.
4 The disputed verse 1 John 5: 7 is too inconsiderable a part of the New Testament to merit a prolix discussion in an Introduction. Its examination belongs to a critical edition of the New Testament, which is responsible for every variation in the text. The latest defence of it is by W. F. Hetzel, in the "Schriftnscher," II. Bd. p. 2. Horstig (in Henke's "Magazin für Religionsphilosophie and Exegeze," II Bd. p. 1), has presented some counter-arguments. So, particularly, Griesbach, in his "Bemerkungen über Hetzels Vertheidigung der Ächttheit der Stelle, I John 5: 7." Giessen 1794. Griesbach appeared to me to have exhausted the subject; but a short time since this question came under examination anew in England. As I am but generally acquainted with these discussions, it is not proper for me to express any opinion of them.
is the same; a benevolent heart, alive to all the finer feelings, yet zealous, and evincing a severity and hostile vehemence against those who fomented disturbances, hardly to be expected from the preacher of love; who, however, once wished to call down fire from heaven, when his friend and master was ill-treated.

This indignation kept pace, in its increase, with the attempts of the deceivers, their arrogance and mischief. His first and second Epistles warn against them, their doctrines, and intercourse with them, earnestly, indeed, but not vehemently; he advises the deaconess, or whoever the benevolent lady was that freely practised Christian hospitality, not to receive them, and to withhold the salutation with which a believer was welcomed and entertained as a συγκαθόρων. But the third is more vehement, because the matter had come to an open rupture, to a manifestation of contempt for the apostle and his messengers. He threatens that he will remember their evil deeds, which he describes with feeling, and evidently with a heart wounded by personality. Everything is as it must have happened from the state of things, the gradation of offences, and their closer and closer personal bearing upon the author. Yet we do not see that violent anger, which attacks its adversary with bold energy, or bitter and passionate eloquence; nor the resolute and stern severity of Paul, which draws the character of its enemies in accurate outline, and rebukes them in exuberant language. We see the indignation of a sensitive and excited mind, which is rather inclined to pour forth complaints than to make accusations and sustain them with energy, but which, nevertheless, has too much vigor to content with a quiet and patient concealment of its feelings within itself.

It must indeed be admitted, that there are not very many of the ancients who mention the 2d Epistle, and few who mention the 3d; but the 2d is extremely short, and had not the expression, αυτοι δε

§ 155.

THE EPISTLE OF JAMES.

In what country was this Epistle written? The natural objects which encompassed the writer, the allusions to climate which appear in the Epistle, must guide us in answering this question. The descriptive portions of it, the sensuous images by means of which he presents his ideas, exhibit to us the landscape and the appearances of nature under the influence of which he thought, and from which his fancy acquired her materials. Communication and description are not like invention, but proceed from materials already at hand; and frequently, while the
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Author is not himself clearly sensible of it, and perhaps contrary to his intention, they betray the scenes and objects with which he is most familiar, and which he regarded as most popular and forcible for the purpose of exhibiting his ideas to others or exciting in them his own feelings. In this way our author clearly discloses the country in which he lived, without intending to do it, though without wishing to conceal it.

His native land was situated not far from the sea (James 1:6; 3:4), and was blessed with valuable productions, such as figs, oil, and wine (3:12). These features, however, are rather general, and leave us the choice of several countries of the old world. Thus (e.g.) Sophocles (Oed. Col. 16) describes the province of Attica:

Χώρος ὤδ' ἱερός, ὡς αὖρ' εἰκάσαν, βρύων
Ἀπερνης, ἐλαια, ἀμπέλιον... . . .

Springs of saline and bitter water were familiar to the author (3:11, 12). This is a somewhat more definite circumstance. It does not suit so many countries, applying in particular to Palestine, where they were very frequent, as is observed by Josephus in many places, and also by all those travellers who have remarked on the physical condition of the country.

The land, moreover, was very much exposed to drought, and there was frequently reason to fear a scarcity of productions for want of rain (5:17, 18); and, in particular, sudden devastations of the vegetable kingdom were occasioned by the ἀνέμος καῦτων, or ἀνέμος (1:11). We have sufficient knowledge respecting this wind, and the climate to which it belongs. The name under which it appears here was current not only in western Asia generally, but particularly in Palestine. Another phenomenon which presented itself to the author's notice determines in favor of the same residence; we mean the early and latter rains, which took place respectively in seed time and in March, and on which the fruitfulness of the season depended. He calls them in technical language, γιρύς and ζυρύς or πρόνηον και δρύμος (5:7), as they were termed in Palestine.

From this country, therefore, he wrote to all the Jews dispersed in foreign countries and states, to the twelve tribes which were scattered abroad, ἐν τῇ διασπορᾷ (1:1).

§ 156.

The Jewish people scattered abroad through the whole world were separated into three principal divisions, viz. the residents in the mother country and the Holy City, which was the central point of union, and two διάσποραι, the διασπορά Λατίας, with its capital, Babylon (1 Pet. 1:1), and the διασπορά Ἐλλήνων (John 7:35), which seems to have regarded Alexandria as its capital, on account of the language spoken by it.

It was from the mother country and the religious authorities in the Holy City that injunctions and arrangements relative to religion proceeded; e.g. in regard to the intercalation on which the time of Easter, Pentecost, and other festivals depended. From Jerusalem the ordinances were despatched to the διασπορά of Babylon, to that of Medos,
and that of Greece. The Median captivity was that of the ten tribes, and properly disconnected from the other tribes; and hence the injunctions from Jerusalem may have concerned only such individuals of the kingdom of Judah as were scattered about in this country; and these were probably under the immediate direction of the religious authorities in Babylon.

The Babylonish Jews had a chief, who was called אֲבֵדָן עָבָּר or אֵבֶּדֶן עָבָּר, Prince of the exiles. Among the Alexandrians this officer bore the name Αραβάρης, or Αραβάρης, about which much has been written.

The other Jewish authorities in foreign countries derived their official power from the chief of the διανόμη. On this system, by which was effected the maintenance of a religious connexion through the whole nation, each chief, it is seen, had a separate sphere of command. General injunctions and commissions however, could go forth only from Jerusalem, the centre of religious authority.

Of this general nature is the Epistle of James, which is directed to all the tribes, wherever dispersed; it must, therefore, have been written from the Holy City by the head of the Christian Jews at Jerusalem.

§ 157.

What induced the writer to this step? what occasion or necessity called upon him to take it? In this Epistle the apostle Paul is (if I may be allowed to use so harsh an expression for a while) contradicted so flatly, that it would seem to have been written in opposition to some of his doctrines and positions. All that Paul has taught respecting faith, its efficacy in justification, and the inutility of works, is here directly contrasted. It is not impossible that these two writers have crossed each other's paths and taken positions on this subject in opposition to one another, by mere accident, neither knowing of the other or being actuated by any intention of controversy.

Is nothing beyond accident, then, apparent here? Or is the contrariety so particular, that it cannot be ascribed to the operation of chance?

It is in the Epistles to the Romans and Hebrews that Paul has most fully expressed his opinion on this subject; and in the Epistle under consideration there appears such a special reference to these two Epistles, as cannot have been caused by accident. Many thoughts, even in the very same costume, the same phraseology and figurative turn, are borrowed from the Epistle to the Romans. At the commencement James says (1: 3); ἢ ὁ δοκίμασιν ἐμοῦ τῆς πίστεος


2 Liber Siphra, on Levit. 26: 38. Parasch. בַּתָּרֹקֵץ כ. VIII. sec. 1. וַעֲנֹתֵנִי בְּנֵי בָּשָּׁר לֹא יְהֹואֵל וְאֵת הָאֱלֹהִים נִנְשָׁפָה.


4 Gemar. Babyl. In Tract. Sanhedr. c. 1. § 1. וַעֲנֹתֵנִי בְּנֵי בָּשָּׁר לֹא יְהֹואֵל וְאֵת הָאֱלֹהִים נִנְשָׁפָה:
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κατεργάζεται ὑπεροντία. This idea is likewise expressed by Paul: Εἰδώτες, οὖτις ἡ θλίψις ὑπεροντίας κατεργάζεται, ἢ δὲ ὑπεροντία δοκιμαῖς (Rom. 5: 3). The only difference is in the words γνώσιμανες and εἰδὼτες, both of which are participles, and in the change of δοκιμαίς for δοκιμάζων. James describes the propensity to evil under the figure of a war occasioned by the lusts in our members (4: 1): Ἕκατερον ὑμῶν, τῶν στρατευμένων ἐν τοῖς μέλεσιν ἱμάρας. The same thought and image are found in Rom. 7: 23. Νόμον ἐν τοῖς μέλεσι μου ἀντιστρατευμένον τῷ νόμῳ τοῦ νοὸς μου. The clause in James 4: 4, ὁ δὲ κύκλος τοῦ κόσμου ἐξήρα τὸν θεοῦ, is of the same character as: Αἵτις τὸ φρονήμα τῆς σωφροσύνης ἐγέρα εἰς τὸν θεόν (Rom. 6: 7). Presumptuous judgment respecting others is reproved by both with the same rhetorical figure and the same phraseology: αὐτῷ εἰς τὸν κρίνεις τοῦ δικαιοῦ (James 4: 12); αὐτῷ εἰς τὸν κρίνεις πᾶσιν εἰς τὸν θεόν (Rom. 14: 4), and there occurs in each a similar additional clause: εἰς γὰρ . . . ἡ δυναμενος σωσία—δυναμος γὰρ ἵνα οὐκ ἵνα στῆσαι.

Intentional opposition is still more evident in the mode of discussing the question concerning faith and works. Paul defends the preeminence of faith from the example of Abraham (Rom. 4: 1. Heb. 11, 8); while James maintains from the same example the superiority of works (James 2: 21). Paul cites in favor of his position the justification of the harlot Rahab (Heb. 11: 31); James, however, argues the contrary from her example (2: 25).

Not only, therefore, are their opinions opposite, but James controverts particular arguments presented by Paul. It is not surprising that both sought in the life of Abraham support for entirely different positions, since the father of the whole Jewish nation and the earliest depository of the promises was an illustrious example of the divine providence, to which the most dissimilar writers might easily have recourse without mutual controversy or mutual concert; but the fact that both seek in a person so inconceivable and so little praiseworthy as the harlot Rahab, an example and an argument in support of their opposite opinions, cannot be explained by saying that the preeminence and extreme interest belonging to the person might have attracted the attention of both, as has been remarked by an estimable scholar.1

But further, there is this peculiarity in respect to the example of Abraham, that each draws his argument for his position from the same event in Abraham's life and the same passage in the O. T.; and that in doing this both have used almost exactly the same phraseology: Rom. 4: 1, 2. Τῇ ἑρωτεύμενοι Ἀβραὰμ τὸν πατέρα ἤμων εὐφημεῖναι . . . εἰ γὰρ Ἀβραὰμ ἐξ ἑρωτεύμενον ἑδικαίωσιν; James 2: 21. Ἀβραὰμ ὁ πατήρ ἤμων παρὰ εἰς ἑρωτεύμενον ἑδικαίωσιν. They then appeal alike to the words of Gen. 15: 6. Ἐπισταῦσε Ἀβραὰμ τῷ θεῷ καὶ ἠλώσθη ὑμῖν εἰς δικαιοσύνην (James 2: 23. Rom. 4: 3), Paul cites them thus: τῇ γραφῆς λέγει; James on the other hand: καὶ ἐνπληρωθῇ εἰς γραφὴν ἡ λέγουσα.

As to the example of Rahab, too, by which, in the Epistle to the Hebrews (11: 31), Paul sustains the importance of faith, the brief manner in which it is treated by both writers exhibits a similarity more than accidental. The former designates Rahab by the epithet τῇ πόρ-
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\( \nu \eta ; \) so, too, the latter, 'Paulo \( \eta \) \( \pi \omicron \omicron \omicron \omicron \nu \nu \) (James 2: 25). Paul says, \( \delta \varepsilon \kappa \alpha \varepsilon \mu \iota \iota \nu \eta \tau \iota \omega \varsigma \kappav \alpha \kappa \omicron \chi \omicron \omicron \omicron \sigma \omicron \nu \sigma \varsigma \varsigma \), and James uses the same word in the same participial form: \( \upsilon \nu \delta \varepsilon \kappa \alpha \varepsilon \mu \iota \iota \nu \eta \tau \iota \omega \varsigma \alpha \gamma \iota \iota \omicron \omicron \). The contrariety, therefore, is not confined to the main topic, but extends to the particular arguments and the verbal presentation of them. Were it possible that they should by accident contravene each other thus in regard to the main topic, they could not accidentally coincide in their arguments in favor of their opposite opinions; for contradictory positions do not suggest the same arguments. It cannot, moreover, be by chance that they resemble each other so much in their modes of presenting their arguments.

The Epistle was therefore written of set purpose against Paul, against the doctrine that faith procures man justification and the divine favor. The first of the writings in which Paul advocates faith so warmly was intended primarily for the Jewish members of the church at Rome. We may be sure, however, that acquaintance with it was not long confined within this compass. The constant influx and efflux of foreigners into and from the metropolis of the world; the sympathy which occurs relative to Christianity excited among its adherents; the interest that must have been felt by Jewish and Gentile converts in this Epistle, which stated such bold truths and maintained such peculiar positions—all together could not fail to extend this Epistle rapidly from the capitol of the kingdom throughout the rest of the world.

This commendation of faith in depreciation of works was susceptible in that day of all those misconstructions which afterwards arose from it and have been so zealously maintained among us; and, when Christianity was forming and establishing itself, it might give to its system a tendency that would frustrate the purposes which it was meant to subserve. The Epistle to the Romans had had sufficient time (four years) to be read and misunderstood, and to bring into vogue undesirable notions, when that to the Hebrews appeared, advocating in full the same opinions.

The Epistle to the Hebrews was written to Palestine, i.e. to the very country in which the author of the alleged Epistle of James was brought up and educated, and where he still lived. He might then easily perceive the impressions which it made, the erroneous sentiments to which it gave rise, and the injury which practical, active Christianity, the religion of works, must experience from it. We can, therefore, easily comprehend why he stepped forward to give his brethren a written warning not to be misled and to keep steadfastly before their eyes the principles of Christian conduct.

§ 158.

Who, now, was its author? He calls himself James; but the Bible mentions two or three of that name, qualified by their rank and calling to instruct mankind, and endowed with authority for that purpose.

There was a James, the son of Zebedee (Math. 4: 21. Mark 3: 17. Luke 6: 14. Acts 1: 13). He died, however, as early as the time of the elder Agrippa, when Paul had just commenced his career (Acts 13: 2 seq.). He, therefore, cannot have been the author.

Besides him, there was a James the son of Alpheus (Math. 10: 3.
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Many distinguish between the brother of our Lord and James the son of Alpheus, the apostle. In order to determine who was the author of this Epistle, which it is our duty to attempt doing, we must inform ourselves concerning all the persons of the name of James, who are represented in the bible to have been endowed with authority as teachers.

James the brother of our Lord, and James the son of Alpheus, in my opinion, are the same. The following are my reasons.

The brethren of our Lord were James, Joses, Simon, and Judas (Matth. 13: 55). In the catalogues given of the apostles we find, along with James, the son of Zebedee, three of these same names, viz. James, Simon, and Judas (Luke 6: 15. Acts 1: 18. Matth. 10: 3).

If we look at Mark we find the same names presented in a manner which corroborates our opinion. Matthew mentions the apostles in the following order, James, Judas, Simon (10: 3, 4), and the brethren of Jesus in a different one, James, Simon, Judas (13: 55). Mark, not satisfied with this disposition of them, made an alteration, and arranged the brethren of Jesus precisely as the apostles of this name succeeded each other, viz. James, Judas, Simon (Mark 3: 18. 6: 3), as if he was desirous of showing, not only the sameness of the names, but a real identity.

The name of the father of the three apostles, and that of the father of our Lord's brethren are so similar as to confer additional probability on our supposition. The apostles were the sons of Alpheus, and the brethren of our Lord the sons of Cleopas.

The Mary who is called by Matthew (27: 56), the mother of Jesus' brethren, is called by John in the parallel passage, Mary the wife of Cleophas (19: 25). For there was no other Mary, with the exception of Mary Magdalene, present at the passion and death of our Lord. Matthew excludes every other by speaking of Mary Magdalene and the other Mary (27: 61: 28: 1). Μαρία η Μαγδαληνή, και η ἄλλη Μαρία. John, then, must have meant by Mary, the wife of Cleophas, the mother of Jesus' brethren, and Mary the wife of Alpheus and Mary the wife of Cleophas are one and the same.

"יִוָה" would be written in the Galilean dialect—יִוָה-קֹֹּאָס, and with the Greek form would become 'Αλφαίος, as 'Αγγαίος from γινομαι.

1 The dispute in regard to these persons named James has been handed down from the earliest times. The opinion and arguments of those who suppose two besides James the son of Zebedee, viz. James the less and the brother of our Lord, are presented in detail by Pott (Epist. Cath. Perp. Annot. Illust. Vol. I. Prot. p. 1—23); and the contrary opinion in the academic work "De Jacobo Epistolis idem adscripsit auctore Scripte Gebler. Alderst. 1787. Comp. Eichhorn's "Allg. Bibl. der bibl. Litt." I. Bd. VI. St. p. 1011 seq. The work entitled "Briefe zweier Brüder Jesu in unserm Kanon. Lemgo, 1775," distinguishes two persons, but considers James the brother of Jesus as own brother to the other. On the whole, I concur with the opinion of Dr. Gebler. Much on this subject may be found in Michaelis' Einl. in das N. T. 4th ed. II. Th. § 238—241.

2 The Cleopas mentioned in Luke 24: 18, has nothing to do with this subject. That name, as Dr. Gebler has rightly remarked, is a Greek one from Κλαίνω.
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Thus, what we have inferred from a comparison of the Evangelists in regard to the fathers and mothers of these three men is here confirmed by the analogy of language; and the sons of Cleophas and the sons of Alpheus are in fact the same persons.

Against this identity there is but a single objection of any moment; and this is that the brethren of Jesus did not believe on him, εἰκόνισαν αὐτὸν ἐπίστευσον εἰς αὐτόν, as we are told by John (7: 6). How could these unbelievers have been received among the apostles?

But, besides that with John faith in Jesus signifies a great deal, no less than the acknowledgment of him as the Messiah, the Son of God, in regard to which they might have hesitated without refusing belief in his doctrines or in his qualifications as a prophet—besides this, James, Simon, and Judas, are really last in the list of the apostles, Judas Iscariot alone being placed after them. There is, then, additional reason for supposing the three apostles to have been the same with the three brethren of Jesus of the same name, who were so slow of belief.

If we follow the persons of the name of James still further, during the time when after the death of our Lord they appear engaged in the duties to which they were called, we shall find the biblical history to import that there was but one James besides the son of Zebedee who was beheaded.

Not long after the latter was beheaded (Acts 12: 2), when Peter had been liberated from prison, where a similar or more cruel fate awaited him, and had escaped from Jerusalem in the night, he directed that the news should be carried to James and the other brethren (Acts 12: 17). He speaks as though there was now but one James; using no epithet or sign of distinction, precisely as if there could be no confounding of persons. We know from another narrative that this James was the brother of our Lord (Gal. 1: 19).

When Paul and Barnabas proposed the question concerning the observance of the law in the council at Jerusalem, the rest of the council being silent, James answered, saying—and the matter was decided (Acts 15: 13). The representation of this occurrence, too, is precisely as if there was but one of this name, and the person could not possibly be mistaken.

When Paul subsequently appeared again at Jerusalem (Acts 21: 18), the day after his arrival he introduced his companions into the house of James, in which all the elders were assembled. Among those thus introduced was the historian himself (εἰσήκου ὁ Ἰωάννης σὺν ημίν πρὸς Ἰακώβου), who here, as in every other case in the Acts, speaks as if there was but one James possessed of ministerial authority, and be, therefore, needed no special mark of distinction.

Paul, too, proceeds in a similar way, when relating in the Epistle to the Galatians some of the circumstances of his life after his conversion.

When he came to Jerusalem the first time after his conversion, he abode some days with Peter; “but other of the apostles,” he continu-
ues, "saw I none, save James, the Lord's brother" (1: 19). 1 In this case he added a distinctive designation to James' name, because the other James, the son of Zebedee and brother of John, was still living at the time of which he spoke (Comp. Acts, § 78), and hence a mistake would have been possible without it.

The latter died soon after, and henceforward no allusion is made to more than one James in Paul's narrative. Peter escaped from the Holy City, and went, it seems, to Antioch. There he ate with the Gentiles, till certain came from James, προ του γαρ Ἰάκωβος εκείς απὸ Ἰακώβου (Gal. 2: 12).

On occasion of the second mission, James (the name is used without any mark of distinction) was a prominent pillar of the Christian cause in Jerusalem, as well as Peter and John (Gal. 2: 9), he being represented, however, as the first of the three.

Thus, as at the commencement of Paul's narrative we found this same James designated by Paul as the brother of our Lord, and have observed that he continued to remain constantly at Jerusalem, so now we find him there after a considerable lapse of time. We find the same person, moreover, termed in other historical accounts the brother of our Lord. Hegesippus tells us concerning this James, the brother of our Lord, that he was the head of the church at Jerusalem, and had become generally known under the surname of the Just. 2 Clement, in the 6th book of his Hypotyposes, confirms both these facts; and, according to Jerome, he was head of the church in the Holy City for about thirty years. 3

§ 159.

Supposing, however, that there was more than one James, which of them was the author of the Epistle? It must have been the James who was head of the church at Jerusalem, even if we assume another beside him wholly unknown to fame. He alone could expect that his name would procure attention and his authority be respected wherever Jews were to be found over the whole earth.

---

1 & Εὐαγγ. δὲ εἰς ἑαυτόν οὐκ ἔδωκεν, εἰ μὴ Ἰδομαβών, τὸν ἄδελφον τοῦ πατέρα. This passage ranks the brother of our Lord among the apostles; and hence there remains no reason for distinguishing between the apostle and the brother of our Lord of the same name. But those who take delight in supposing a great many persons of the name of James, assert contrariwise the possibility of another interpretation of it. It may, they think, be understood as meaning: I saw no other apostle, but only James the brother of our Lord. But were this the meaning, it would be very badly expressed; and ἄλλος μὴν should have been used instead of εἰ μή, as it is frequently in Paul's writings. According to Paul's usual locution, εἰ μή, if it follows a general clause, denotes an exception. 1 Cor. 2: 11, ὁ δὲ θεὸς ἔλεη—εἰ μὴ το πνεῦμα τοῦ θεοῦ. 1 Cor. 8: 4. "Οὐκ οὖν ἔλεη τὸν Πατέρα, εἰ μὴ οὐκ. 2 Cor. 12: 5. Τηλὸς ἑαυτοῦ—εἰ μή ἐν ταῖς δοκίμοις μου. Consequently the passage under consideration signifies: I saw no other of the apostles but James the brother of our Lord. The first clause is not to be taken as exclusive, the latter denoting an exception.

2 Euseb. H. E. II. 23.
He only, moreover, by virtue of the station which he held as head of
the church in the Holy City itself, possessed an established right to ad-
dress all the Jewish Christians in the world as an ecclesiastical teacher.
He enjoyed among the Christian Jews that prerogative which was al-
ways accorded to the religious head of the Jews at Jerusalem, of exer-
cising superintendence over all the Jews scattered abroad, and supreme
religious authority generally; and this could be assumed by no other
teacher. The chief of the Asiatic dispersion might watch over his
provinces, over the διασπορά Αἰγῆς, the chief of the Africano-European
dispersion over the διασπορά τῶν Ἑλλήνων, the Jews who spoke
Greek; but neither of them could presume to send forth epistles and
injunctions to all the twelve tribes, to the Jews as a people. It was on
ly from the perpetual centre of union for all the tribes and all their in-
dividual members, that commands and instructions could be dispensed
to all.

This established organization of Judaism would have made it difficult
to influence the minds of even the Jewish Christians generally,
had not the person who undertook to do it corresponded with their ha-
bitedual ideas of fitness, had he not been able to command respect and
general obedience as head over the Christians in Jerusalem. Of all
the persons named James, however, only the brother of our Lord, who
was at Jerusalem, could in this view undertake the task with propriety
and success.

If the apostle was a different person from the brother of our Lord,
he cannot have been the author. For the author does not call himself
ἀπόστολος, as he must in that case have done, in order to certify his
authority as a teacher; for no one inferior to an apostle could have pre-
sumed to dispense decisions on religious subjects to the Jewish Chris-
tians generally.

He was the brother of our Lord. This was the distinguishing appel-
ation by which one of the persons named James ranked above the apo-
stles, and was the chief pillar of the faith at Jerusalem. He could not
now apply this designation to himself, it is true; for our Lord was no
longer the brother of mortal man. Exalted over all things, he had al-
ready entered upon the government of the world; and ἀδελφός κυρίου
was now the same as ἀδελφότης or δεσδέλος, a title to which James
had not the arrogance to make pretension. The only choice remain-
ing, therefore, was to take the designation of servant instead of brother,
and to call himself, as he has done—δουλός Ἰησοῦ Χριστοῦ.

§ 160.

Between several moral writings, composed in similar circumstances, in
support of the same truths and the same positions, there will always be
a striking difference, depending on the mental constitution of each au-
thor and his peculiar cast of feeling. The same divine truth meets
with a different reception in different minds, is looked at more in one
light than another, and felt more or less strongly, according to their
character, assimilates itself to the ideas already existing in each, be-
comes intimately connected with those ideas, and naturalizes itself in
the human understanding in different ways.
This Epistle, considering simply its strain of thought, without reference to its figures, phraseology, and style, has a peculiar character. It exhibits the forbearance, the lenity and the peculiar bent of mind, which, as history represents, belonged to James of Jerusalem.

James of Jerusalem treated the Jews with particular indulgence in respect to the obligatory nature of the law and its ceremonies. In the council of the apostles, it is true, he released the Gentiles from the observances of Judaism; but does not utter a word in contravention of their binding force upon the Jews. They might, if they were soinclined, learn from this how much of their religion was essential to a Christian, and if they were not, they certainly could not be offended (Acts 15: 13, 22). He even indulged them in their continued adherence to a distinction of meats (Gal. 2: 12, 13) and to the legal temets in regard to pollution. He thus showed indirectly that the law might be dispensed with, and yet suffered it to be observed for a while longer, because many could not or would not dispense with it.

In a writing like this, insisting upon practical Christianity, upon the doctrines of Jesus as the highest moral law, the author must, one would think, have come out at once with the declaration that the precepts of Moses were no longer the standard of human actions and the Jewish usages no longer to be esteemed works of piety. But he proceeds in a totally different manner. He does not assail the favorite opinions of the Jews, but only places by their side invariably something better and more perfect, in the hope that the latter will of itself supplant the former. He, for the moment, fully adopts the law of Moses as the rule of human conduct (James 2: 8 and 11), and afterwards maintains merely that the new dispensation requires all this in a far higher degree (2: 12); he leaves to the former its importance as an institution of the Deity (4: 11), but recommends the Christian law as the most perfect and exalted (1: 25). The ceremonial rites of the Jews, ἑγεμόνια, do not offend him, even though some of them are trifling; he leaves them as they are, and only declares that the purest piety consists in works of inward morality (1: 26, 27). Can we not see James of Jerusalem in all this?

History describes the brother of our Lord as a man of extraordinary strictness of life and principles, which strictness gained him the distinctive title of the Just, and made him, as it were, the Cato of the disciples of Jesus. This rigid austerity, not content with particular perfections, requiring of the virtuous man the fulfilment of the whole moral law, and demanding complete virtue without acknowledging individual excellences, is clearly portrayed in the Epistle. The author shows himself throughout disinclined to relax even in respect to the minutest moral requirements, or to distinguish between the important and the unimportant.

According to history, James was a peculiarly ardent advocate of prayer, and had an extremely warm belief in its benefit and efficacy. This trait, too, distinguishes our Epistle, for, though the Epistle is very far from being diffuse, prayer is nevertheless repeatedly and earnestly enjoined (1: 5—9. 4: 2, 3. 5: 16—19).

1 Hegesipp. apud Euseb. H. E. L. II. c. 23.
2 Hegesipp. loc. cit.
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It is not, then, an ideal picture, sketched in general terms, indefinite, and without character; but it is the transcript of an individual, expressing a certain cast of thought and character. It is no fiction, but the portrait of a human mind, exhibiting a definiteness of feature that points to a real existence.

The character which it exhibits is one presented in history, that of James, who presided over the church at Jerusalem, and was called the brother of our Lord. We see, therefore, not only that the Epistle is a genuine work of a certain James in the first century of the Christian era, but to which of the several of this name (if there were several) it is to be attributed.

§ 161.

We come next in order to the testimonies of the ancients, and the accounts which sustain its genuineness and serve to elucidate its history.

The idea concerning faith and works which was deduced from the writings of Paul would certainly have become the general one, if some distinguished teacher had not interposed; but we find it to have been rather the case that the opinion of James was inculcated in a form which reconciled it with that of Paul. Hence the influence of this Epistle upon the early doctrinal system is undeniable, and it derives from this fact a very striking proof of its genuineness and the legislative authority of its author.

The doctrine of works and faith is discussed by Clement of Rome in his first Epistle to the church at Corinth. It is true he does not mention James by name, for the fathers of this period rarely quote the apostolic writings under the names of their authors; but the doctrine which he presents is clearly that of James, and indeed he exhibits striking resemblances to him in particular positions and arguments, and in respect to phraseology.

He speaks (C. 38) of the true wisdom which is evinced by works, nearly in the same way as James (3: 13). 'Ο σοφός ἐνδεικνύεται την σοφίαν αὐτοῦ, μη ἐν λόγοις, ἀλλ’ ἐν ἔργοις ἔργοισις.

In the 30th Chapter, he commences precisely in the words of James (4: 6). 'Ο γὰρ θεὸς ὑπερηφάνεις ἀντιστασιάς, and after several clauses passes to the subject of καταλαλία, as James (4: 11) does (using the word καταλαλεῖν), and at the close presents James' opinion in regard to justification by practical Christianity (ἔργοις δικαίουμενοι καὶ μὴ λόγοις). Θεός γὰρ ὑπερηφάνεις ἀντιστασιάς, τελευταίοις δὲ δίδοις χάριν. Κολληθάμενοι οὖν ἐκείνοις, οἷς ἡ χάρις ἀπὸ τῶν θεῶν θηταὶ ἐκαθορισμένοις, τύχος ὑπερήφανος, ἀπὸ παντὸς ψυχήσιμον καὶ καταλαλίας πόρον ἐκείνους ποιοῦμεν, ἔργοις δικαίουμενοι καὶ οὐ λόγοις.

The example of Abraham and Rahab is treated by him, not as Paul treats it in his Epistle to the Hebrews, of which he often makes evident and literal use, but after the manner of James. He says (C. 10): Ἀβραάμ, τῷ ὑπερηφάνεις, (he is thus called only in the Epistle of James), πιστὸς εὐχαριστεῖ ἐν τῷ ὑπερήφανε τοῖς δόμοις θεοῦ (James 2: 23). Shortly after he says: ἐπίστευε Ἀβραάμ τῷ θεῷ, καὶ ἀνοίγηται αὐτῷ εἰς δικαιοσύνην.—He, moreover, like James (2: 21), argues from the sacrifice made by Abraham, that he united works with
faith: διὰ πλην—καὶ ἐν ὑπακοῆς προσήγαγεν αὐτοῦ (τὸν υἱὸν) θυσι- αν τῷ Θεῷ.

In like manner, he says in regard to Rahab, that she was saved because she conjoined works with faith, because she harbored and preserved the spies of Joshua: διὰ πλην καὶ ἕφθασεν εἰς τὴν πόρνη . . . εἰς δεξιομενὴν αὐτοῦ ἐκμυθε, εἰς τὸ ὑπέρθων . . . καὶ ἔδωκεν αὐτοῦ.

Among the passages which Lardner has selected from the writings of Hermas as coincident with James, there are three of which we can recognize the local source. Were there but one, the coincidence might more easily be ascribed to accident; but chance is out of the question in a case of repeated agreement in thought and language. "Nefandis verbis Dominum insecutis, nomen ejus negaverunt, quod super nos erat invocatum" (Similit. VIII. 6). Βλασφημωσα τὸ καλὸν οὖν τὸ ἐξελθὼν ἐφ' ὑμᾶς (James 2: 7). "Si enim resistitis illi (diabol) fugiet a vobis confusus" (Mandat. XII. 5). Ἀριστεύε τῷ διαβόλῳ, καὶ φεύγαται αὐτῷ ὑμῖν (James 4: 7). "Qui potest vos salus facere et perdere" (Mand. XII. 6). "Ο δυνάμεως σώσι καὶ απολέσας (James 4: 12).

In a work of Irenæus, too, a passage is quoted concerning Abraham’s justification, which is found, word for word as it there stands, in James, and nowhere else: "Quod Abraham sive circumcisione et sine observantia sabbatorum credidit Deo et reputatum est illi ad justitiam, et amicus Dei vocatus est" (L. Adv. Her. IV. c. 16. James 2: 23). As this father had not long before (L. IV. c. 8) quoted with perfect accuracy the parallel passage from Paul (Rom. 4: 3), it cannot be regarded as a peculiar reading in his Ms. of the Epistle to the Romans; and as, moreover, it does not appear thus anywhere in the Old Testament, we cannot but consider it as a quotation from the Epistle of James, although the name of the author is not mentioned.

Early, however, as this Epistle was probably known to the Latins, it is not quoted expressly before the fourth century in any of the works of Latin fathers which are still extant. Jerome even tells us that it was regarded as the work of another author, and that it was only in process of time, "paullatim tempore procedente," that it acquired estimation and credit.1 It is probable that the council of Carthage had some share in the more favorable reception which this Epistle henceforth met with among the Latins.

It is worthy of notice, however, that in the east, where from circumstances this composition must have been best known, it was also highly appreciated. Syria, where better information than elsewhere must have existed in regard to a writing originating in Palestine, included this Epistle in its earliest church-version, and persisted in retaining it after the subsequent rejection of all the other disputed Catholic Epistles.

Ephraem made use of it in many places, most evidently in his Greek works, and attributed it to James, the brother of our Lord. Other Syrian writers after him have used it like other sacred books, sometimes even naming the author. Their testimonies have been collected and arranged with industry and judgment by a deceased scholar.2

---

Some countries of Asia Minor, like the Syriac church, acknowledged but three Catholic Epistles, that of James, and the 1st of Peter and John. Whether the well-known Iambics, which attest this, were written by Gregory Nazianzen or Amphilocheus of Iconium, the value of their testimony is the same. The African church affords us no such favorable evidence respecting this Epistle as is furnished by the eastern and western. Before the 3d century we find only very probable references to this writing by the Greek fathers, references not by any means sufficiently exact to be regarded as identical passages. The most prominent of these is a passage in Clement of Alexandria: Εἰς μὴ—οὐν τῷ μετά τῆς ἐν τούτοις τελειώσεως καὶ τῷ τοῦ πλήθους ἀγαπηί, καὶ εὐεργετεῖν δύνασθαι οὐκ ἔσεθε βασιλεία. Comp. James 2: 8. Origen is the first who mentions this Epistle clearly and expressly, and from him we learn, indeed, that it was extensively known in the third century and long before, under the name of James; but that opinions were various in regard to its authority. After him Dionysius of Alexandria mentions the Epistle and refers to James 1: 13, and 4: 1.

Eusebius represents the opinions of his predecessors in much the same manner as Origen. He says that the Epistle is a disputed book, because the ancients have rarely referred to it. He however adds that many esteem it genuine. This latter opinion finally preponderated, and after the fourth century it was used by most of the Greek fathers like the other biblical books, out of regard to the established usage of the church.

§ 162.

We may easily conceive that the striking contrast between the doctrines of this Epistle and the doctrines of Paul must have hindered the favorable reception of the former. A writer who thus disputed what was taught by an acknowledged apostle, an apostle whose disciples and admirers were scattered in great numbers throughout many countries, the apostle, too, of the Gentiles, could not but meet with oppo-

5 Hist. Eccles. L. II. c. 93. L. III c. 95.
ments, even though he himself, likewise, were an apostle. That he actually met with them, is not surprising. But it would be very strange that any one should have invented this Epistle and then, to procure it authority, ascribed it to James, without taking the essential precaution of at least giving it such a tenor as would not render its success difficult, at any rate not excite distrust and opposition at the outset.

When a writing seemed in its entire purport to clash with previous apostolic doctrines, how many arguments must it have had in its favor, how many proofs of its genuineness, in order to acquire so much consideration in a great many churches, as to rank with the sacred books in the Apostolic Codex. If the contrariety to Paul was, with many churches, no hindrance to such a disposal of it, the conviction must certainly have become strong that it was the production of a sacred writer, whom no one might presume to gainsay.

§ 163.

With what views did the apostle compose this Epistle? There is no doubt that it was his chief object to enforce the observance of the moral law, as the principal purpose of religion, with special reference to his own times and the wants and condition of those who were immediately about him and committed to his guidance, and next, to his other contemporaries and their circumstances.

If we were acquainted with the local and other circumstances of the time, much light would be thrown upon a great part of this Epistle, and, though it is usually regarded as a collection of individual sentences, and detached passages without continuous connexion, its different parts would acquire a real mutual dependence, which is now imperceptible in the rapid transitions of the author, and which cannot be discerned until the intermediate ideas are supplied from the circumstances of the time and the chasms in the connexion are thus filled up. With our present means this is not completely feasible; but an imperfect picture of the author's time and situation, may serve as an incitement to the production of a better.

We see from the Epistle, that one of the principal troubles of the author was the πολλοί διδάσκαλοι, the many arrogant persons, who knew everything in respect to religious matters and determined them at once with the utmost confidence. It is on this account that he complains most earnestly of a small member, the tongue, upon which he charges great injury to the doctrines of Christ (3: 1—10. 1: 19, 20).

There had become prevalent, particularly among the Jewish Christians, an opinion respecting the exceeding efficacy of faith, according to which man could by it become acceptable to God, without the difficult observance of the moral law and without virtue.

From what source this opinion arose, it is not difficult to divine, since its advocates availed themselves of the arguments which Paul had used, in the Epistle to the Romans, to show the superfluous nature of works and the power of faith. They did not however intend in their tenet the works of Judaism, but considered the Mosaic law as still the rule of life and conduct, the Messiah and his doctrines as necessary subjects of belief. Thus Christianity was made to take a subordinate rank; it could indeed claim assent, but obedience was due to the law.
These and similar points respecting the law and Christianity, about which there was little unanimity for a long time, were never contested without exciting the bitterest feelings of party animosity. At Corinth and in the churches of Galatia this controversy was prosecuted with zeal and asperity; and James saw and dreaded it within his own charge.

As to the external circumstances and civil condition of the Jews and Jewish Christians, they were very far from being desirable. The praetors practised extortion under every pretext, and abused their judicial authority for their own emolument. Liberation from prison, security, and justice were to be obtained only by money, and one might even purchase a license to commit crime. 1

Hence, many in an abject manner courted the favor of the rich, ἀνήρ χρωσθαντιόλος, 2 and the poor were obliged to endure all kinds of ignominy, even in the Christian congregations, where it was least to be tolerated (2: 2—10).

The public oppressions were grievous, but the evils which the author foresaw were yet greater (1: 3, 4, 12, 13, 14). The crying injustice practised on all sides evidently called for retributive chastisement on the part of God (V. 1—7).

It does not appear from any of his expressions that the Romans were at hand; but the popular ferment and the inefficacy of the laws had already reached so high a pitch as to occasion scenes of violence and blood: μάχεσθε καὶ πολεμεῖτε—μακενεῖς καὶ ζηλοῦσέ (4: 1, 2, 3, 5: 6).

Under Felix, and again under Porcius Festus, vast bands of exasperated patriots marched through the country, violently forcing the inhabitants of unfortified places to accompany them, or, if they refused, settling their villages on fire and perpetrating the bloodiest deeds. They even appeared in the capital and at the feasts, where they mixed with the crowd of people, and effected many secret assassinations with concealed weapons. 3

The public disorder and lawlessness had already become so great, that the writer believed the moment of retribution not far remote: προ ἃς πρὸ τῶν θυρων ἵππων (V. 9).

To escape the threatened danger many meditated seeking a residence in other countries. 4 They relied upon their commercial capaci-

---


2 Some of the Jews were raised to the rank of Roman knights, ἵππων ἵππων τύγματος. Jos. B. J. L. II. c. 25. p. 740. Basil. ed. c. 14. n. 9. Haverc. whence they are called χρωσθαντιόλοι.


ty for subsistence, and hoped by removing to avoid participation in the national misery, without considering that their fate (καὶ εὐπρος ἀπολήμπησιν), and even their lives, which they wished to save, were in the hand of God, and that, if a higher power had so ordered, they must suffer punishment in their own country, which they had harassed and ill-treated (4: 13—17. 5: 1—6).

Such, nearly, was the condition, such the circumstances, and the degree of civil disorder, in which the writer saw his countrymen; for, although he wrote to the whole world, his native land was immediately before his eyes.

§ 164.

When was this Epistle written? It was composed after the Epistle to the Hebrews; but it cannot have been written long after that Epistle reached Palestine, i.e. the beginning of the 10th year of Nero. For, even if the narrative concerning the death of James, the brother of our Lord, which we find in the 20th book of Josephus' Antiquities, be not from Josephus himself, it is certainly one of very great antiquity, inasmuch as Origen in his Commentaries on Matthew and his work against Celsus, and Eusebius likewise, ascribe it to the Jewish writer.

According to this account, James was murdered, through the violence of the high priest, in the interval between the death of Porcius Festus and the accession of Albinus.

We have no direct authentic information as to the time when Albinus took his station, or how long he held it in the rapid mutation of affairs; but it is clear, if we compare the statements of Josephus in regard to Gessius Florus, that this Albinus commenced his administration in the tenth year of Nero, and did not hold it long. Florus succeeded Albinus. Under him the Jewish war broke out, about the close of the twelfth year of Nero, and then Florus had at least commenced the second year of his government.

The Epistle of James, therefore, cannot have been written before that to the Hebrews, i.e. the beginning of the 10th year of Nero, nor after the accession of Albinus, i.e. the close of the same year. It was written some time in this year, the year of his death.

§ 165.

We must now state the contents of this Epistle. At the commencement, he exhorts them to steadfastness under the trying circumstances of the time. We obtain wisdom, he says, from God, and we must therefore pray for it (1: 1—9). Let no one think too highly of himself; we are all frail creatures; blessed is he that endureth temptation. Let no man charge our temptations to evil upon God; the reason of them lies in ourselves. From God proceeds rather all good; as, for instance, the precious gift of Christianity, the principles of which we should not only be acquainted with, but practise in our lives (—27).

Christianity recognizes no distinction between the rich and the poor. This fact demands the more attention, because religion requires the fulfilment of every precept in its full extent (2: 18). It is no mere faith or speculative belief, but a law of virtue to be obeyed in practice (—3:).

Those who set themselves up as teachers incur much responsibility;
we are in no way more easily than with the tonguee. Let him who is
conscious of peculiar religious attainments, evince them in his life.
Wisdom is a child of heaven, modest, peaceable, without malevolence
(—4:). Your evil and turbulent conduct shows that you do not yet
possess it; pray for it, therefore, and approach God with humility.
Judge not others; there is one judge for all (—13).

Let no one imagine that it rests with him to escape the retribution
which awaits the country. Ye rich men, ye must here receive the re-
ward of your arrogance (—5: 7).

Let all persevere with patience; keep the ancient examples of suffer-
ing before your eyes—the final day, the Judge, are at hand. Swear
not; a promise is of itself sacred. Is any sick? let him call the elders
of the church to anoint him and pray over him. The prayer of a right-
eous man is effectual. Finally, let every one endeavor to restore an er-
ring companion to the right way.

§ 166.

And now, in conclusion, how can the discrepancy between Paul and
James be reconciled? The former maintains the saving efficacy of
faith without works, and the latter the inutility of faith without them.
What did each understand by works and faith?

Both the writings in which Paul exhbits his position were directed
against Judaism, against the obligation of its precepts upon Christians.
Faith, therefore, in accordance with his object, is contrasted with Ju-
daising and the works of the law.

This contrast is expressed very distinctly in Rom. 3: 21—4: where the
favor and mercy of God are ascribed to faith alone ἡμιτις ὁμοιον and
γινομεν ἐγγεγονον. From the example of Abraham, which is then
adduced in support of this doctrine, the author deduces the conclusion
that the favor of God was bestowed upon the father of his nation, δια
ηνάς πίστεως, aside from the Jewish constitution and the observance of
its precepts, which as yet had no existence (4: —5: &c.).

This πίστεως, however, is with him a confident reliance on God's
assurances, ἐκτις in reference to the ἐναγγελλα which he had long
ago given, that he would bless the world, as we have observed in treat-
ing of the Epistle to the Hebrews (§ 145).

With James, πίστεως is the acknowledgment of the doctrines of Chris-
tianity, assent to the Christian theory (2: 19, 14, 15), and ἐγγα are the
actual fulfillment of its precepts. The former, the bare speculative ac-
knowledgment of the truths of religion, without any application to hu-
man conduct, is useless and dead (1: 23).

Thus each has seen and judged correctly from his own point of view,
and neither contravenes the ideas or disparages the doctrine of the
other.

But James openly combats the particular arguments with which Paul
supports his doctrine, and evinces so special a reference to the writings
of Paul in the treatment of his subject, that we can hardly explain ev-
erything, without supposing that he had them in his mind. Thus, it
will be said, not only is there contradiction, but, what is still worse, it
sprang from a misapprehension.
We must consider, however, that James wrote to the dispersed Jews, and controverted Paul as they understood him. If they did not comprehend him, if they substituted for his representations their own notions, and would not understand that Moses and the ceremonial law were no longer the rule of religious action; if they made use of his arguments in support of their opinion, and justified with them the notions they had substituted for his, can James be charged with not understanding Paul, because he attacked the erroneous interpretations which they made of Paul's meaning and arguments?

No: James did not write against Paul, but only against an error of the time, which the Jewish converts, in order to sustain their prejudices, had deduced from his writings, and the consequences of which were very evident immediately around him. It was to be feared that it might be communicated thence to all the Jewish Christians elsewhere, and frustrate far and wide every purpose and hope of Christianity. As head of the church at Jerusalem, he interposed his authority to prevent this threatened result, addressing himself to all the believing Jews in the world, for the purpose of sustaining the cause of virtue and practical religion.

§ 167.

The First Epistle of the Apostle Peter.

This Epistle was, according to the address at the commencement, directed to the Jewish Christians in Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, Bithynia, and Asia (1: 1).

There is one thing which strikes us at the outset of an attentive examination of it, viz. that between it and some of the Epistles of Paul which were directed to these provinces there is a great similarity, as respects the thought and expression and even their very plan. The fact is certain, the proofs of it are evident, nor is its explanation difficult.

Peter had not seen the Asiatic provinces. They lay within the sphere of Paul's duties, and he had travelled through them, dispensing instruction to the inhabitants, and even while imprisoned at a distance had not lost sight of them. He was acquainted with their manner of life, failings, virtues, and vices, their general condition, and the proper mode of dealing with them.

Now when an urgent occasion required the intervention of Peter, his consolation, or instruction, the Epistles of his esteemed colleague might well in such a case furnish him with directions for his procedure. We find that the Epistles to the Ephesians and the Colossians and the first to Timothy were especially made use of by the apostle, and frequently guided him in the matter and manner of his Epistle.

After a form of salutation, Peter commences thus (1: 3): Ἐυλογητος ὦ θεός καὶ πατήρ τοῦ κυρίου ἡμῶν Ἰησοῦ Χριστοῦ, ὦ . . . ἀναγεννήσας η. τ. λ. Just so Paul to the Ephesians (1: 3): Ἐυλογητος ὦ θεός καὶ πατήρ τοῦ κυρίου ἡμῶν Ἰησοῦ Χριστοῦ, ὦ εὐλογησάς η. τ. λ.

Peter then extols Christianity, its saving efficacy, its exalted founder, his dignity and benevolent commiseration, which merit the adoration
of men and angels. All this part of the Epistle very much resembles in thought and language, Paul's introduction to his Epistle to the Ephesians and Colossians.

When this preparatory matter is concluded, he makes the following transition (2: 1): Ἀποθέσεις οὐν πᾶσαν κακίαν, καὶ πάντα δόλον, καὶ ὑποκρίσεις, καὶ φθόνους, καὶ πάσας καταλυλίας. This transition occurs likewise in the Epistle to the Colossians (3: 8): Λυγὶ δὲ ἀπόθεσθε καὶ ὑμεῖς τα πάντα, ὁργὴν, θυμὸν, κακίαν, βλασφημίαν, αἰσχρολογίαν; a substitution of synonyms constituting their whole difference.

In speaking, as the case required, of their civil and domestic relations, he again consults Paul as to what it would be most pertinent to suggest.

1 Pet. 2: 12 seq.

1 Pet. 2: 18.

1 Pet. 3: 1.

1 Tim. 2: 9.

The thoughts, as likewise the purport and number of the clauses, are nearly the same, and even the deviations in expression evince a more than accidental relationship. Though ὑπερέχω is used for ἐν ὑπερ-χείρι, for πλέγμασιν the words ἐμπληκτείς τρεῖς, and περιθέσεις χρυ-
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ἐνων for χρυσίς, the fact manifests rather a design of avoiding identity in expression than any essential difference. Peter himself, too, is so far from denying his acquaintance with Paul's Epistles, that he even refers his readers expressly to these writings of his beloved brother (2 Pet. 3: 15), and recommends their perusal.

§ 168.

Moreover, we find some passages which coincide entirely with passages in James; e.g.

1 Pet. 1: 6, 7.

James 1: 2 seq.

James 1: 2 seq.

James 1: 10 seq.

James 4: 6, 10.

The passage in 1 Pet. 5: 5, and James 4: 6, is taken, it is true, from Proverbs 3: 34, and the coincidence in regard to it may have been accidental; but the precisely similar conclusions drawn from it by both (similar in language as well as substance) makes accident wholly improbable. There is, moreover, another instance, 1 Peter 4: 8 and James 5: 20, in which accident must be supposed to have led them for
the second time to the same passage in the same book: "Ors η επίκλη
ολόθρος αμαρτωλός—and ἐπιστρέφας ἀμαρτωλος . . . καὶ
ολόθρος αμαρτωλος" (See Prov. 10: 12).
The question, which of them transferred these parts from the com-
position of the other into his own, depends, no doubt, upon the question,
which first published his Epistle? This is not, however, a mere mat-
ter of curiosity, but involves important consequences, one of which we
will here mention. If, as was really the case, James composed his
Epistle first, the parts alluded to must certainly have been drawn from
James, and then can any higher proof be required that the Epistle of
James is a genuine monument of the apostolic age? Could the testi-
mony of other witnesses be of so much effect in satisfying us of this,
as a proof resting on so high, so unexceptionable authority?

§ 169.

The main object of the Epistle is to inspirit and console persons in
distress; and its contents are as follows:
I salute you through Jesus Christ, through whom God will conduct us
to glory, if we endure with constancy our present trials, which are for
our benefit. For the end of them is a state of blessedness which even he
who purchased it, though so exalted, attained only by his sufferings
(—1: 13).
Therefore, prepare yourselves for the moment when this reward shall
be bestowed. Be worthy of the Lord, ye who are purchased by his suf-
ferings, and worthy of the hopes which we have through him. We are
destined for something higher than the enjoyment of this fleeting life
(—2: 1).

Lay aside every thing which defiles you and renders you unworthy
of him. He is the centre of all our hopes, our pattern, and Saviour
(—2: 11). So regulate your conduct, that no one can reproach you as
evil-doers; render honest obedience to the powers that be (—2: 18).
This precept extends also to servants and slaves in relation to their
masters; for even to them the meek and suffering Jesus should be an
example (—3:). Women, too, should be submissive, modest, consid-

ering noiseless virtue as their greatest ornament; men should cherish
and honor them (—3: 8).
All should be full of sympathy, love, and indulgence towards each
other, and be guiltless, every moment able to answer for themselves,
that their adversaries and calumniators may be ashamed; for Christ
hath suffered once for all that he might procure us a good conscience
and make us acceptable to God (—4:).
Our past transgressions, for which Jesus suffered, should no longer
be discoverable in us; we should rather make preparation by our lives
for a great catastrophe, which is not far distant (—4: 12). When this
takes place, we shall have opportunity to suffer with joyful endurance,
as Jesus did. It will be happy for us if we are reproached as his disci-

ples, and not as criminals (—5:).
Therefore, ye elders, watch over your flocks; ye that are subordi-
nate, demesne yourselves as much! Let every one lay aside worldly
cares; be on the watch; our trial is great. God give you strength! I have already written once to you by Sylvanus, and now salute you again.

§ 170.

We must close our eyes, not to perceive that the whole of this Epistle is directed to one end, the preparation of the churches of Asia Minor for severe suffering. Its moral instructions are only subsidiary. The exhortations to renounce evil, to acquire a pure conscience, to refute the calumnies of the time by their innocence, to abstain from violent disputes, to pay respect to the powers that were, to exercise increased love and fidelity towards each other, etc. are merely directions how to alleviate their fearful fate or bear it better. In like manner, the repeated references to the example of Jesus in his sufferings and death are designed to strengthen them for the endurance of calamitous occurrences. The exhortation to the slaves, too, has reference to the unhappy days in which, for real or imaginary wrongs and hardships, they frequently became the accusers and betrayers of their masters. We therefore with propriety inquire, what were the events in history for which the author of this Epistle wished to prepare the churches of the five provinces.

1. He describes them in the following manner. It is not to be thought strange that a fiery trial awaits believers, to try their character; for in this respect they only have a common lot with the founder of their religion (4: 12, 13). He declares the dreaded trial to be a judgment from God, which would be begun by him in his own household, and on that account would only be the more terrible in its final operation upon those who were not his followers (4: 17); or a day of visitation, such as God has appointed to decide the fate of whole nations, ἡμέρας τῶν ἀνθρώπων, Isaiah 10: 3, ἡμέρας, ἡμέρας, Jer. 10: 15, καρδίας ἐπισκοπῆς, Luke 19: 44. Such a day, ἡμέρα ἐπισκοπῆς (2: 12) awaits them; and they should endure it to the glory of God. A comparison of the passages referred to may put the force of the figure in its full light. He further declares that the enemy of Christ and adversary of all good is now going about like a ravenous lion seeking his prey, and that the sufferings which threatened them were to be experienced, not within a limited sphere, but among all their brethren in the faith, ἐδειληκαίτες; not in the Roman empire alone, but in the whole world, ἐν κόσμῳ, among the socii and federati, all who were desirous of being on good terms with the Romans (5: 8, 9).

These traits, which go to make up the picture of the condition of Christians in the five provinces, denote no particular local disturbances on the part of the Jews, nor brief outrages here and there on the part of the populace; but they refer to a time of terror and calamity to the Christians generally, not only in all Asia Minor, but in the whole world. The magnitude and universality of the evil evince that it must have proceeded from the highest civil authority, which alone could occasion so wide spread and simultaneous a result. Now there is no event which can have had such important and general effects, but the
first persecution of the Christians, in which Nero, with ingenious wantonness, set an example for others.

2. A second criterion is contained in the passages 2: 12. 3: 16. 4: 16. The accusation had gone abroad against the adherents to the new religion, that they were evil doers, κακοποιοί; so that indeed the name Χριστιανοί denoted a person deserving of punishment. Heretofore, all complaints had related to a difference in religious views, in reference to which the Jews were always accusers, except in the case of the complaint made by the silver-smiths of Ephesus. At Corinth Gallio drove them from his judgment-seat, and justly acknowledged that no crime or misdemeanor was apparent (Acts 18: 14—16). Felix and Festus, together with king Agrippa, regarded the accusation made before them, although the high-priests were the complainants, as a dispute about doctrines, and could perceive no criminality (Acts 24:—27:).

At Ephesus it was even the case that one of the officers of the city defended the Christians, and declared them guiltless of any crime against the goddess or the holy image (Acts 19: 37). The name Χριστιανοί, so late as towards the end of the 7th year of Nero's reign, was so far from being an odious one, that Agrippa did not consider the adoption of it as degrading, or prejudicial to his royal dignity: ἐν ὀλίγῳ μὲ πείθεις Χριστιανοῦ γενέσθαι (Acts 20: 28).

It was far from being thought of, even at this time, to charge the whole body of Christians with criminal conduct; and no trace of such an accusation appears till three years later, when Nero charged upon the Christians his own crime, the monstrous conflagration in the capital, and punished them as the authors of the abominable deed. It is on this occasion that they first occur in Roman history as a new, peculiar sect, termed Christiani from their founder Christus; and many severe accusations are heaped upon them.1

3. It was necessary that they should be always ready to exculpate themselves (3: 15) and to be led away to punishment, not merely exposed to revilings, but (as appears from the tertium comparationis which the apostle uses) to suffer as thieves, murderers, and seditious persons (though far from being such), i. e. to meet death or such punishments as were awarded to grievous crimes—and this because they were Χριστιανοί (4: 15, 16). Accordingly, he says that he who is appointed to suffer by the will of God should commend his soul to his Creator (4: 19), or, in other words, die a pious death (Luke 23: 46. Acts 7: 59).2 There is no ground of probability, much less any historical evidence, that Christians in the Roman empire out of Palestine were punished with their religion before the time we have mentioned.

According to the Annals of Tacitus, the first examples of such cruelty were presented at Rome under the Consuls Lecanius and M.Licinius Crassus, in the tenth consulate of Nero's reign.

The conflagration, which was the cause or occasion of the persecution, began on the XIII. Kal. Sextiles,3 in the latter part of July; but the persecution did not commence immediately. Devices of every kind

---

1 Tacit. Annal. XV. 44.
were employed, to quiet the indignation of those who had suffered by the conflagration; days of expiation appointed to conciliate the gods; and every method used to do away the odium excited against Nero. Finally, when all was in vain, persons were sought for who could be held up as the criminals, and the Christians were selected.

The Epistle cannot have been written before these terrible events, which must have occurred late in this year, and have filled all who bore the name of Christian with consternation.

Nor can it have been written till a considerable later period. For we must suppose the lapse of several months before the news could reach the oriental provinces of the empire. An additional interval must also have elapsed before the apostle could gain information respecting the condition and fearful apprehensions of the churches.

Thus the Epistle was certainly not written in this year, but in the following consulate, or the eleventh year of Nero's reign.

Whether the persecution extended beyond the walls of the city to the remote provinces of the empire, or whether, on this occasion, they were only distressed with apprehensions, history does not inform us. Peter rather represents the misfortune as to be apprehended than already in existence (1: 6), εἰ διὸν εἰς (3: 17) εἰ θέλει τὸ κηλεύει τοῦ θεοῦ, if need be, if the will of God be so. The fear, however, was well-grounded; for what might not be apprehended, when in the centre of the empire, the source of all civil authority, such accusations had been made against the fraternity of Christians, and every former invention of cruelty had been exceeded in their punishment?

The prospect was terrible, even if it never was realized; a mortal agony must have been upon them, even though the stroke was averted by a higher power. The dreadful event at Rome must have spread terror among all Christians. It was certainly the most momentous occurrence in regard to Christianity which had taken place since its rise, and we should have had good reason for wonder, had it occasioned no letter of consolation, had it left no trace of itself in the apostolic writings.

§ 171.

We wish here to recall to mind what we have before shown respecting the Epistle of James from internal marks and by analysis, or, as in another case we should rather say, from reasons of higher criticism; viz. that the Epistle was written in Palestine, by an inhabitant of Palestine, and by that James, among several of the name, who was the brother of our Lord. Now (as appears from § 168) either Peter has appropriated to himself figures and clauses from the Epistle of James, or, vice versa, James borrowed them from the Epistle of Peter; and the decision of the alternative depends solely on the chronological relation which the Epistles bear to each other. The date of the Epistle of Peter is definitely ascertained. It was written in the eleventh year of Nero; while, on the other hand, the brother of our Lord, to whom, not arbitrarily, but with good reason, we attribute the Epistle which bears the name of James, died as early as the tenth year of Nero (§ 164). Thus Peter, who wrote latest, bears witness to the previous existence
of the Epistle of James, and, not only so, but his testimony assures us, moreover, that it came from some James, the appropriation of whose language Peter did not consider to be beneath his dignity as an apostle. While, then, the Epistle of James is not deficient in internal verification, and only wants external evidence, particularly among the Greek fathers, Peter's recognition of it is ample indemnification for the deficiency.

§ 172.

The first Epistle of Peter was written from Babylon (5: 13). Η ἐν Βαβυλώνι συνεκλεκτῇ i. e. ἐκκλησία, is termed συνεκλεκτῇ in reference to the ἐκλεκτὸς παρεπιδήμοις in 1: 1. The most recent expositor of the Epistle is inclined to understand by ἐν Βαβυλώνι συνεκλεκτῇ, the wife of Peter, as if the apostle intended to say, my wife, whom I have left behind at Babylon, saluteth you; and from this interpretation draws the inference, that Peter must have written the Epistle at some other place than Babylon. How did she know, then, that her husband was writing to Asia Minor? or how did he receive commission from his wife to salute the churches of the five provinces? By letter or message, it may be said. But any thing of this nature must have been attended with much delay and uncertainty. Suppose, then, that Peter commenced his Epistle at Babylon, and finished it while on a journey. At all events, Peter, according to this opinion, had but a short time before been at Babylon, where he left his wife, and where he had received information respecting the condition of the provinces of Asia Minor, and had determined to write to them soon. At all events, moreover, the Epistle was written at no great distance from Babylon.

This name brings first to every one's mind the celebrated Babylon upon the Euphrates. There was another, however, in Egypt, not far from Memphis; and some will have it that by Babylon is meant Rome, because the Apocalypse makes use of this metonymy in regard to Rome; not considering that, though it may be very proper in a work wholly of a symbolic character, it would not be expected in the subscription to an Epistle, even though arcona nominæ ecclesiarum existed among Christians.

When the name Babylon is used alone, one would think it must denote the ancient renowned city, which is first suggested to every one's mind, Babylon per eminentiam; one less celebrated would have been mentioned with some mark of distinction, as, e. g., Babylon in Egypt.

But, it is objected, were there any Jews at that time in ancient Babylon? At first the question may appear ridiculous. How often does Josephus speak of Jews in Babylon, as does also, at a later period, the Talmud of them and their celebrated school in that city. But the passages in Josephus refer to an earlier period, and those in the Talmud to one considerably later than the date of this Epistle. In the latter part of the reign of Caius Caligula a great change took place in the condi-

tion of the Jews of Babylon. The Babylonians, highly exasperated at the insolence of a powerful Jew, violently expelled the Jews from the city, and they fled to Seleucia. Five years after, the plague drove away all such as had been permitted to remain on account of connexions or for other special reasons. The Jews in Seleucia, to the number of fifty thousand, were some time after massacred. Those who escaped sought safety at Ctesiphon; but they felt so little assurance of permanent security here, that they removed to Neerda and Nisibis.1 This exasperation could hardly have subsided so much in the course of a few years, that the Jews would venture to return to Babylon.

But there were others to whom the instructions of the apostle might be addressed and would be acceptable. The ἀποστόλοι, or pious Gentiles, were everywhere more disposed to receive the doctrines of Christianity than the Jews. There were such in the East, as well as among the Greeks and Romans.2

Let us, however, look a moment at the Babylon in Egypt. Supposing Peter to have gathered a church here, or visited one already existing, in order to ascertain its doctrines and condition, and to regulate whatever required to be corrected and amended, we have an explanation of a fact which is stated in history. Mark, we are told (see § 75), went from Rome, where under Peter's guidance he had written his Gospel, to Egypt, and took charge of the Christian churches in that country. Now what is more natural, than that Mark should consider it his duty, after the death of Peter, to guide and uphold the churches which he had labored with Peter to establish or to regulate?

But, on the other hand, we meet with a difficulty in the circumstance, that according to Strabo's description of it, this Babylon was little more than a garrison, occupied by one of the three Roman legions which were quartered in Egypt.3

§ 173.

THE SECOND EPISTLE OF PETER AND THE EPISTLE OF JUDE.

The first Epistle of Peter had, besides its general destination, one more particular, to a certain church or to several which was or were under the direction of one Sylvanus, probably the same who was at one time Paul's travelling-companion. Peter had already written once before, and communicated instruction respecting some doubts upon doctrinal points (1 Pet. 5: 12); but of this letter nothing remains, not even a definite intimation as to the churches to which it was directed.

The apprehension which Peter felt as to the maintenance of pure doctrine was, however, becoming more and more well-grounded. False teachers gained the ascendancy, acquired adherents, and vexed the churches with heresies, while they were trembling at the horrors of Ne-

1 Jos. Ant. L. XVIII. c. 9. n. 8, 9.
ro's persecution. There was, then, it would seem, no apostle in Asia Minor. Paul must have been still in the East, and John cannot have been then at Ephesus, since aid was sought at a distance. This absence of any authority that could restrain the heretics was naturally a great help to their endeavors; and they did not neglect to profit by it.

The second of the Epistles extant was directed to the same church or churches as the lost Epistle, which sustained the orthodoxy of Sylvanus and commended his fidelity under the circumstances of the time (1 Pet. 5: 12); and the same, also, to which the first of the Epistles extant was more especially directed. Peter calls this Epistle the second, δευτέραν ὑμῖν γραμματίαν ἐπιστολήν (2 Pet. 3: 1), and thus seems to have regarded the Epistle διὰ Σιλουανοῦ as a private one, and Sylvanus as his agent, by whom he laid something before the church, without publishing to the world the letter itself, which may have contained some special communications.

The Epistle of Jude treats of the same errors, opposes the same persons, to which the 2d of Peter relates. Their occasion, therefore, their purpose, and destination must have been the same. Now, as the second of Peter was directed to Asia Minor, no other destination can be properly assigned to the Epistle of Jude. Persia, then, is out of the question, though it has been designated as the country to which it was sent.

The statement that this apostle wrote against the Magi and Persians is so far well-founded, that he opposed doctrines held by the Magi, but the supposition that he wrote against the Persians is the bold invention of a historical conjecturer, who gave to the truth an addition of his own.

Thus the Epistle of Peter remains our sole and a faithful guide in regard to the local destination of James' Epistle, if it be true that the similarity of two compositions, written not with general aims, but against particular doctrines and absurdities, necessarily supposes similar local and other circumstances as the occasion and foundation of both.

§ 174.

The contents of the second Epistle of Peter are as follows: Labor incessantly to advance in the knowledge of the blessed doctrine of Jesus, which produces every virtue, no one of which shall be unrewarded (—1: 12). I therefore exhort you anew; and, as an eye-witness of what Jesus did and taught, I can give you more accurate instruction than those who strive to mislead you by false representations (—2).

False teachers have crept in among you, whose destruction is certain. God spared not even the disobedient angels; he has set before our eyes, as examples, the punishment of the whole world before the flood, as also particularly of Sodom and Gomorrah. Much more may they expect punishment, who give themselves up to every impurity, and speak evil of God and spiritual beings, which even the angels have never ventured to do in respect to beings inferior to them. Full of uncleanness and covetousness, they strive after lucre, like Balaam; they are windy clouds without water (—3).

Remember the words of prophets and apostles, who have foretold the
coming of our Lord and the return of the earth to chaos when he shall appear as Judge. Hold yourselves in readiness, as Paul has already exhorted you.

§ 175.

Contents of the Epistle of Jude. There have crept in among you unawares certain men, long since ripe for destruction, who deny our Lord. Remember that God punished the Jews when they rebelled against him, and even the disobedient angels; Sodom and Gomorrah, too, he made a monument of chastisement for their abominations. These men, full of sensuality, revile God and spiritual beings, though Michael dared not revile even Satan. They thirst for gain like Balaam, perish like Korah, are windy clouds without water, raging waves of the sea. Enoch declared the judgment which awaits their wickedness. But remain ye firm in the faith and in love, in which may God confirm you.

§ 176.

The similarity of the second chapter of the 2d Epistle of Peter to the little composition of Jude is so great as to strike every one's attention. It does not, therefore, need proof; but the reason of it demands careful investigation.

Was it, then, Jude who borrowed from Peter? or did Peter use Jude's small composition in preparing his own? There is certainly little probability that Jude would have made use of foreign aid as to the ideas and phraseology of so brief a production as his, consisting of only twenty-five verses.

In instituting a comparison between the two, however, a sagacious observer cannot fail to perceive which is the original. The phraseology of Jude is simple, unlabored, and expressive without ornament; that of Peter is artificial, and wears the appearance of embellishment and amplification.

Jude v. 8.

Ωμολογεῖν καὶ στοιχεῖαι ἐντυπωσιμότερον, σάρκα μὴ μαίνοντο, κυρίόντα δὲ ἀδελφούς, δόξας δὲ βλασφημοῦν ὑμᾶς.

Jude v. 10.

Ὅτι δὲ, ὥστε μὲν ὅσιοι ἀδελφοί, βλασφημοῦντες, ὥστε καὶ φαντασμάτων, ἐπίσταται, ἐν τούτωι φθείρονται.

2 Pet. 2: 10.

Μάλιστα δὲ τοὺς ὄσις σαρκὸς ἐν ἐπιθυμίᾳ μιαμοῦ πορευομένους καὶ νυσσόντος καταφρονοῦντας. τολμᾶτα, αὐθαίρετα, δόξας οὐ πρέπειν βλασφημοῦντες.

2 Pet. 2: 12.

Ὅτι δὲ, ὥστε ἔλεγεν ζωὴ φυσική, γεγεννημένη εἰς ἀλήθειαν καὶ φθοράν, ἐν οἷς ἂγνοοντες βλασφημοῦντες, ἐν τῇ φθορᾷ αὐτῶν καταφρονοῦντα,
In the following passage in Jude I have reversed the real order of the words. It is necessary that it should be read in this inverted manner, in order to make the parallelism more apparent.

In the first passage, while Jude says simply, οἷς μαίνουσιν, Peter has οἷς σαρκίς ἐν ἔπιθυμης πορευόμενοι—Jude κυριότητα ἀθε-τοῦν, Peter κυριότητος καταφρονούντες, γολμηταί, αὐθάδεις—Jude δόξας βλασφημούσι, Peter δόξας οὐ τρέμουσι βλασφημούντες; in all which cases it is evident that Peter’s expressions are circumlocutions and amplifications. It is just so with the other passages cited; they are moulded from the simple language of Jude to a more elegant form, are embellished with participles, and sometimes exhibit rhetorical amplifications.

If this observation be correct, and it is so obviously true that it will hardly be disputed, it is a natural inference, that Peter had the Epistle of Jude before him and applied it to his own purposes in his own way. 1

Both, moreover, mention a controversy between angels and fallen spirits, conducted by the former with so much forbearance, that they

1 It has been attempted to explain the similarity of Peter and Jude by supposing them to have made use of the same originals, such, e. g., as the book from which they derived the account of a dispute of the angels with inferior spirits. If the resemblance were limited to agreement in such matters of erudition, this supposition might hold good. But it extends also, to the description of their contemporaries, to the picture they give of certain false teachers, and to the representation of their vices and errors, which they cannot well have drawn from previous sources. It extends even to the salutation in the two Epistles, which cannot have been borrowed from any common source: γεγραμμένος νόμος καὶ εἰρήνη πληθυνθείσης; and Jude: ἐκεῖς ὑμεῖς καὶ εἰρήνη ... πληθυνθείσης.
did not revile even such opponents (2 Pet. 2: 11. Jude v. 9). In regard to the passage in Peter, we are told, it is true, that κἀκεῖνος may refer, not to spirits, to the preceding δοῦλος, but to the heretics. But how was it possible for the angels to commit blasphemy against them; and must it not, in that case, have been βλασφημος εφεσις for Jude and Peter to speak as they do of the wickedness of the heretics, for which, according to their statement, eternal damnation was not too severe a punishment?

This piece of erudition was not of such a nature that every reader could be supposed acquainted with it; it was at least not in the sacred books of the Jews, and could have been known to them only from other reading or from special communication. It was, therefore, necessary that it should be presented at length, or at least so definitely as to show what the writer intended and to what he alluded.

In Jude this is the case; he states the matter definitely, and expressly mentions the dispute of Michael with the devil about the body of Moses. But Peter is so very general in his language, and expresses himself so indefinitely on the subject, that we could not conjecture to what he referred, if we had not Jude in our possession. So it must have been with any one in ancient times, however well he might have been acquainted with the occurrence between the devil and the archangel. It must have been necessary that he should learn from another source to what the apostle alluded, in order to understand him.

The procedure of Peter in regard to this passage, therefore, shows that he presumed Jude to be already in the hands of his readers; that he thought it justifiable to suppose they would understand him fully without any necessity of greater minuteness or definiteness on his part.

§ 177.

Now, if the originality of Jude is clear from a comparison of the two writers, particularly from their phraseology, we are entitled to all such inferences from this fact as can be legitimately deduced from it.

It seems that Peter took, in his second letter to the churches of Asia Minor the same course as in his first. In the latter he chose Paul as his example, and under his guidance planned and executed his instructions to these churches, respecting which he had not much knowledge, making some use, also, of the Epistle of James; and in his second composition he guided himself by the Epistle of Jude, who had already attacked the heretics against whom he wished now to oppose his own authority in addition.

The style, too, of the second Epistle of Peter, is the same as that of the first. There is the same manner of appropriating the ideas and expressions of others, giving them certain slight alterations, sometimes embellishing them, setting them off with participles, and otherwise amplifying them.

This resemblance of the second Epistle of Peter to the first does not consist merely in certain modes of expression, such as any one who undertook to forge a composition in the name of another would naturally select and employ; but extends to the plan and private scheme of
the composition, to peculiarities in its execution, and to the ingenuity shown in preventing the attention from being arrested by whatever for special reasons it was necessary to borrow out of other writers. This resemblance, therefore, is not superficial but characteristic; and so thorough as to denote an identity of authorship. We find no difficulty in clearly recognising Peter, and perceive that the second Epistle is a genuine production of his mind.

But if this is not satisfactory, and we are required further to point out resemblances in phraseology, we are able to comply with the demand. A favorite word with Peter is αἰώνιος, 1 Pet. 1: 15, 18. 2: 12. 3: 1, 2, 16; with which compare 2 Pet. 2: 7. 3: 12. 'Ανάθεσις is used by him alone, 1 Pet. 3: 21. 2 Pet. 1: 14. The word ἀγητή, is used it is true by Paul, for moral excellence, once at least (Philip. 4: 8), but it is used by Peter alone in the sense of power, 1 Pet. 1: 9. 2 Pet. 1: 3. Both Epistles use ἀληθινα to denote Christian doctrines, 1 Pet. 1: 22. 2 Pet. 1: 12. The expressions, κομίζεται σωτηρία, 1 Pet. 1: 9, κομισθε στείχων, 5: 4, and κοσμούμενοι μυστήριον, 2 Pet. 2: 13, have a similar signification in both Epistles. The expression, ἐποτεύσαντες, 1 Pet. 2: 12. 3: 2, and ἐποτεύεσσα γενετήσεσ, 2 Peter 1: 16, borrowed from the mysteries, is peculiar to Peter. The words αὐτίλος and αὐτομος in connexion, 1 Pet. 1: 19, occur again together in 2 Pet. 3: 14, as likewise αὐτίλος and ματίνων, 2 Pet. 2: 13. Χρυσίν, 1 Pet. 4: 11, and ἐπιχρυσίν, 2 Pet. 1: 11, occur sometimes, though rarely, in Paul's writings. The expression ἀκαταπαύσατος αὐτοτρία, 2 Pet. 2: 14, bears analogy to πενευμένους αὐτοτρίας, 1 Pet. 4: 1.

Relying on these grounds, I cannot consider the declaration of the writer that he was an eye-witness with others of Christ's transfiguration (2 Pet. 1: 16—19) as a mere literary artifice, designed to procure the composition an unmerited estimation. The more unobtrusive indications, as well as those obvious to the view of every one, appropriate the authorship of the second Epistle to the writer of the first.

But, if the second Epistle of Peter is genuine, that of Jude must be so too. It must not only be supposed to have existed in the days of the apostles, when Peter wrote his Epistle, but to have been written by some one whom the apostle esteemed worthy of being selected as his guide in opposing the errors and false teachers of countries which he had not seen himself, and concerning which he could only derive information from others.

We might, therefore, be satisfied as to the genuineness of these two writings on internal grounds, even if the historical argument and the testimonies of the ancients were less satisfactory.

§ 178.

We are not unmindful, however, that our positions are still endangered from another quarter. Not long since, the second Epistle of Peter met with an opponent, who menaced its dismemberment, and maintained his right to do this violence with learning and acuteness. He separates it into three distinct portions, which happen to correspond with

1 "Ders zweyte Brief Petri kritisch untersucht," by Prof. Charles Ullmann, Heidelb. 1821, 8vo.
the present division into chapters. The first chapter he ascribes to Peter, and considers it to be one of his Epistles the conclusion of which was early lost, or perhaps a fragment of a long letter of which only the beginning has been preserved. This precious relic of the apostle was regarded by some unknown person as adapted to effect a well-meant purpose, and he added to it at different times the second and third chapters, intending to confound the heretics of the day by the great name at the commencement, or to preserve believers from their influence. The Epistle of Jude, with some alteration, afforded him materials for the second chapter, and he made some use of it likewise in the third.

But how happens it, then, that the first chapter contains preparatory references to the heretics who are the subject of the second and third? In these latter chapters they are charged with self-contrived doctrines, πλαστοῖς λόγοις (2: 3), by means of which they enlisted in their behalf the desire for dissolute pleasure, ἑρεμεία μιανοῦ (2: 10), and placed a lure in the way of others in order to procure adherents (2: 18); as they themselves, also, gave way to their lusts, ἐν ἑρεμείαις παρευμένοις (3: 3). Their chief heresy consisted in denying the second coming of our Lord, παρονιαί, to judge mankind, which they did for the purpose of removing every restraint upon licentiousness (3: 4). Comp. 3: 12.

Now at the very outset of the Epistle he warns against the corruption of lust, ἀπορωγοῖντες—τῆς ἐν ἑρεμείαις ἡθῶν (1: 4), and shortly after makes mention of cunningly-devised fables, σασσαρίμενοι μύθοι (1: 16), against which he opposes his authority; for he had been intimate with our Lord and a witness of his transfiguration on the mount, and possessed information concerning Christ more to be depended on than the statements of others, particularly concerning his second coming, παρονιαί, and his power (1: 16—19). The σασσαρίμενοι μύθοι of the first chapter correspond to the πλαστοῖς λόγοις of the second; the ἑρεμεία ἡθῶν to the ἑρεμεία μιανοῦ; and παρονιαί, of course, to παρονιαί. Ought we, then, to disunite what is so closely woven together by its author!

As the actual connexion is so clear, it would be of no consequence if the transition were rather abrupt, as is frequently the case with authors of little cultivation and experience. But this is by no means the case here. The teachers of the theosophic system in Asia Minor, of whom the false teachers referred to in this Epistle were probably a branch, pretended to be in possession of the means of procuring the power of prophecy (§ 131); in opposition to whom the author asserts that he had obtained a more sure knowledge of futurity, βεβαιότερον προφητικὸν λόγον (1: 19), and then proceeds to say, that prophecy, as presented in the Holy Scriptures, is not a matter for human interpretation, but must be explained from above (1: 20, 21). Thus there have been false prophets; and false teachers are now at hand, whose character will be as follows, etc. (2: 1 seq.). This is the train of thought through which he passes to the subsequent description of the heretics; nor do we perceive any interruption or chasm, such as usually betrays the junction of distinct writings.

The circumstance that Jude uses the word παρευμένοις, they have
crept in, while Peter speaks of them as yet to come, should not create any difficulty; for it is evident, even from Jude, that they had not yet avowed themselves publicly and with unblushing front.

The third chapter has the same real connexion with what precedes, if not as plain a verbal connexion, as the second. The subject continues to be the false teachers. Jude had not yet finished speaking of them, nor consequently had Peter, who followed Jude. He makes the same use of Jude’s Epistle as before.


Μησώθηςεις τῶν προηγημένων...

οὐκ ὑς τῶν ἁγίων προφητῶν,

καὶ τῶν ἁγίων ἁπατῶν

ἔχων ἐκ τῆς τῆς ηπιοῦν

tοῦ κυρίου καὶ σωτῆρος...

κατὰ τὴν ἡλίας αὐτῶν

ἐπιφάνειας πορεύμας.

ἡμᾶς ψεύτων τῶν προηγημένων

ἐπὶ τῶν ἁπατῶν

tοῦ κυρίου ἡμῶν ἑρμήν Χριστοῦ...

κατὰ τὰς ταύτας

ἐπιφάνειας πορεύμας.

Ι. must now notice some distinctive expressions of the first chapter, of which, short as it is, there are several that are repeated in the second and third chapters, and evince them to be the production of the same author. The word φθορά, which occurs in the first chapter, meaning moral corruption (1: 4), is found likewise in the second (2: 19, and shortly before, 2: 12), in the signification of destruction, ἐὰς ἀλώατοί καὶ φθοράς, and moreover in that of moral corruption, ἐν τῇ φθορᾷ αὐτῶν φθορίσωσιν. The unusual adjective form ταχυνη is common to both chapters, ταχυνη ἀπόδειξις (1: 14), and ταχυνη ἀποδεικνυμένη (2: 1). In the first and third we find ἐπαγγελμα instead of ἐπαγγέλλα (1: 4, and 3: 13). So κυρίου καὶ σωτῆρος (1: 11, 3: 2 and 19). Whole phrases: τοῦτο πρῶτον γενόμενον, ὃτι... 1: 20, where no second, no δεντρον, follows; and, in like manner: τοῦτο πρῶτον γενόμενον, ὃτι... 3: 3. And, still more striking: διερεύνω ἅμα ἐν ὑπομνήσει (1: 13) and διερεύνω ἅμα ἐν ὑπομνήσει (3: 1).

On the whole, I not only discover no necessity of separation, but perceive rather a fast connexion of the different parts, which renders the attempt to disunite them impracticable.

§ 179.

We find some passages in the earliest fathers of the church, which may be regarded as quotations by memory from the second Epistle of Peter, although their coincidence is not perfectly literal. Among these I rank the passage in the 5th Book of Theophilus against Autolycus, C. 9: Ο οὐ τοῦ θεοῦ ἀνθρωποι καὶ πνευματοφόρος πνεύματος ἁγίων καὶ προφητας γενομένος, ὃς αὐτοῦ τοῦ θεοῦ ἐμπνευσθέντες καὶ σο-
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The quotation of Irenæus is more explicit: "quoniam dies Dominici sicut mille anni—ἡ γὰρ ἡμέρα κυρίου ὡς χίλια ἡμέρα. True, the substance of these words is found elsewhere in the Bible (Ps. 89: 4), but under a very different form and application: δὲς χίλια ἡμέρα ἐν ὡς θαλ- μοῖς σοι, ὡς ἡ ἡμέρα ἡ χρόνος, ἡ ζῆς δύνατε. Only in 2 Pet. 3: 8, are found exactly as they occur in Irenæus.

Supposing what can hardly be denied, that this citation is identical with the passage in Peter and was derived from it, we may congratulate ourselves that we have a much earlier witness in favor of this Epistle, viz. Justin Martyr, who had already referred to the same passage. After him comes Clement of Alexandria, who has made use of it frequently in his works. Let it not be objected, that the clause was probably a proverbial expression. It is not so treated by Peter: "ἘΝ δὲ τούτῳ—let not this important truth escape you, that one day, etc.

The first, however, who speaks expressly of the 2d Epistle of Peter, is Origen; though he observes at the same time that it is disputed. Eusebius, in like manner, states that this Epistle had not come down to his time as a writing of the highest class (viz. those universally acknowledged), but, as it was found serviceable by many, the same use had been made of it as of the other books of the New Testament.

Jerome acquaints us with one of the objections which were urged against the Epistle. He says it was denied to be Peter's because a difference in style was observed between it and the 1st Epistle, an observation which is always uncertain, and not to be relied on in critical investigations, so long as it rests merely on feeling and taste and is not brought out to distinct intellectual perception and referred to principles of philosophical and particular grammar. If the fathers found so weightier difficulty than this, the remarks which we have already made will afford ample indemnification for their doubt.

The most ancient Syriac version does not at present contain the Epistle; but Ephraem cites it, both in his Syriac and Greek works.

Descending into the fourth century, we find it treated by the Christian fathers generally with the same consideration as other biblical writings, and invariably comprised in catalogues of the canonical books.

Still, the historical evidence in the case will not afford us that satisfaction which we like to have on subjects of this nature; and, even if we call to our aid the established and immemorial usage according to which this Epistle possessed from the remotest period a place in the biblical codex, we shall, notwithstanding, find it necessary to resort to internal evidence in order to arrive at a definite decision respecting the genuineness of this Epistle.

1 Iren. L. V. Adv. Her. C. 23.  2 Dial. cum Tryph. c. 81.
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§ 180.

The Epistle of Jude, notwithstanding its brevity, has weighty testimonies of antiquity in its favor. The Gnostic teachers endeavored to make it support their opinions, and, in particular, explained the 8th verse as favoring their extravagant theory of morals. The Christian father to whom we are indebted for this information mentions by name, at the commencement of his treatise on this sect, the works of their own from which he derived his knowledge, writing therefore from authentic sources.1

Among the orthodox Greek fathers, Clement of Alexandria cites the Epistle under Jude's name, as the production of a prophetic mind.2

Origen calls the Epistle a production full of heavenly grace.3 In his book Περὶ αἰγῶν, he even inclines to ascribe indubitable authority to the work Ascensio Mosis, because he supposed that Jude cites it in his Epistle.4 Still, it is manifest from one of his expressions, that many of his contemporaries disagreed with him, and entertained some doubt respecting the authority of the Epistle. His pupil Pamphilus, however, the estimable teacher of Eusebius, makes use of it without any scruple.5

Notwithstanding, Eusebius does not conceal from us that his predecessors were divided in opinion respecting it, and that it is not to be ranked among the universally-acknowledged writings.6

The case was the same, also, in the Syriac church. Its version, the Peschito, does not now contain it; but once, it would seem, the case was different; for Epiphani shows that he was acquainted with it, and does not scruple to allow it the authority of a biblical book.7

The oldest catalogue among the Latins, the one given by the anony-


3 Comment. in Matth. XIII. p. 223. Ἰοῦδας ἔγραφεν ἐπιστολὴν ἐλεγό-

4 L. III. c. 2. "De quo in Ascensione Mosai, cujus libelli meminit in Epistolâ sah apostolus Judas, Michael archangelus cum diabolo disputans de corpore Mosai, ait, a diabolo insipiram servientem causam extitisse pra-


6 Euseb. H. E. L. IIII. c. 25.


8 p. 42—44.
mous writer in Muratori, expressly mentions this Epistle as an admitted biblical book. ¹

Tertullian, in speaking of Enoch, refers to the Epistle of Jude, and designates its author by the epithet apostle.²

There were, however, some among the Latins also, at a later and perhaps too at an earlier period, who refused to acknowledge this Epistle; but this circumstance did not exert any influence upon the mass of the Latins. In the time of Jerome, it was ranked with the other Sacred Scriptures, on account of its antiquity and immemorial use.³

The principal objection to which it was subject was, that it referred to an apocryphal production, the book of Enoch. For, as on that account some considered the book of Enoch and the Ascensio Mosis to be authoritative scriptural books, others, on the contrary, denied the writer's apostolical rank and inspiration, because he encumbered his Epistle with apocryphal accounts. This we are told by Didymus of Alexandria, and, among the Latins, by Jerome.⁴

§ 181.

Who was this Jude? If James, the brother of our Lord, and James the son of Alpheus, the apostle, were one and the same person, so likewise were Jude, the brother of our Lord, and the Jude mentioned in the list of apostles. But supposing there were two of this name, to which Jude does the Epistle belong? Our author calls himself ἀδελφὸς Ἰακώβου, the brother of James. He either does this to designate the family to which he belonged, and thereby individualize himself to the reader; or he wished to exalt and support his authority by means of his relationship to James, a celebrated Christian teacher.

But he does not thereby distinguish his family; for each Jude had a brother named James, and consequently the name of the writer's brother does not at all enlighten us respecting his family connections or himself.

The other reason, then, must be the true one, why he subjoined the name of his brother. But relationship to James the apostle could not confer upon Jude the apostle any recommendation which he did not already possess. We find no mention in the biblical history of any thing which rendered him widely known or distinguished him above others; we only observe his name by the side of Jude's in the catalogue of the apostles.

Let us suppose that James, the brother of our Lord, is meant. We know that he was honored as the Just and Wise, and that his name was noised abroad in many countries. Those who defended and inculcated the observances of the law had rendered him celebrated in Galatia and

¹ T.III. Ant. It. p. 564.
² De cult. fam. c. 4. "Eo accedit, quod Enoch apud Judam apostolum testimonium posedit."
Achaia, and his fame was extended far and wide in Asia, through the
decision of the council at Jerusalem, which was occasioned by his in-
fluence. Moreover, he was honored by all Jewish Christians on ac-
count of the high station which he held as principal teacher at Jerusa-
lem. The stature of his name would be reflected upon his brother,
and the distinction of the former would procure special estimation for
the latter. In this case Jude might well think it of consequence to con-
nect his own name with that of his brother, thus at once designating
and dignifying himself.

Jude, moreover, does not call himself an apostle; and yet it was in-
cumbent upon him to show by what right he undertook to pronounce
and prescribe on points of Christian doctrine. He calls himself, exact-
ly as James does, the servant of Jesus Christ, ἴησοῦ Χριστοῦ δοῦλος,
which appellation must have implied more than that of apostle, or he
would have called himself an apostle; for the expression, servant of Je-
sus Christ, as applicable to all the adherents of Christianity, could not
procure him any more estimation as a teacher than belonged to the
most ordinary Christian. If it has such a peculiar sense as to distin-
guish Jude, it must signify a nearer relation to Jesus than that of
apostle.

Clement, therefore, was right in observing, in his Adumbrations, that
"Jude, who wrote the Catholic Epistle, one of the sons of Joseph, a
pious man, although he well knew his relationship to Jesus, yet did not
call himself his brother; but said, Jude the servant of Jesus Christ (as
the Lord) and the brother of James."

§ 182.

We must now inquire concerning the heretics against whom Peter
and Jude wrote their two Epistles. That they denied our Lord, is the
principal charge made against them by the two apostles; and yet they
were numbered among the Christians, and joined in their assemblies
(Jude, v. 10). By this denial, therefore, we are not to understand that
they had entirely renounced Christ and his followers; but that, in liter-
al accordance with the charges made against them, they merely would
not acknowledge Jesus as δεσπότης: τόν γομάπαντα αὐτοῦς δεσπό-
tην, ἀρνόμενοι (2 Pet. 2: 1), καὶ τόν μόνον δεσπότην καὶ κύριον
τοῦ Θεοῦ τοῦ Χριστοῦ ἀρνόμενοι (Jude, v. 4) i. e. they either denied
that he was the Creator of the world, or that he was his governor and
judge, or both together, as some had before denied that Jesus was the
Christ, the Son of God: ἀρνόμενοι τὸν θεοῦ ἐπὶ τὸν Χριστοῦ τόιο
τ. l. It is clear that they disputed his government of the world and
his office as judge, παρατηθηκαίν (2 Pet. 3: 4—12), on which account they
are even referred to the book of Enoch, which had long ago declared
his judicial power (Jude, 14 seq.).

They had, moreover, circulated very erroneous ideas in regard to spir-
Itual beings, and such as were inconsistent with their exalted character.

1 "Judas, qui Catholicae scriptae Epistolam, frater filiorum Joseph, extrema val-
de religiosas, cum seceret propinquitatem Domini, non tamen dixit, se ipsam fra-
trem ejus esse: sed quid dixit? Judas, servus Jesu Christi, utpote Domini, fra-
The names by which these spirits are here designated are δόγμα and κατάστασις. The latter expression is sometimes used by Paul, in speaking of the different orders of spirits as classified by the theurgical teachers of Asia Minor (Eph. 1: 21. Col. 1: 16).

However great may have been their theoretical errors, they were trifling in comparison with the unnatural profligacy of their conduct. They had, besides, a reckless covetousness, to which nothing was too dear or too sacred to be sacrificed.

But it will be perceived that the description of these heretics and heresies is not by any means so definite as to enable us to distinguish at once the particular class to which it refers. Apparently their system was similar to that theurgical and magian philosophy, which we have described above, and which was distinguished for its pneumatological speculations about angels and spiritual beings and the inferences which it deduced from them.

We shall not probably meet with much opposition so long as we confine ourselves to so general a position as this. Some, however, suppose that this reference is had to the sect of the Nicolaitans, which was already in a flourishing condition; and their opinion is neither improbable nor incompatible with the expressions of the two apostles, so far as we have any certain knowledge concerning this sect. But this investigation, if pursued with critical assiduity, would lead to much prolixity and to many accessory inquiries which we have not sufficient materials to discuss properly, and for which, moreover, this is not the proper place.¹

§ 183.

The singular circumstance, that the Epistle of Jude allows argumentative authority to the book of Enoch, has led both the ancients and the moderns to very erroneous opinions and conclusions, sometimes to the prejudice of the Epistle and sometimes in favor of the book of Enoch. This state of things has resulted in part respecting this Epistle, and wholly in respect to the second of Peter, from the fact that the dispute

¹ The reasons at present urged by those who fix on the Nicolaitans are, I believe, the following. In the Apocalypse John describes the Nicolaitans nearly as those heretics are represented, using the same comparison and making the same charges: Men who practise the arts of Balaam, who taught Balak to ensnare the children of Israel, so that they ate of idolatrous sacrifices and committed fornication (Rev. 2: 14. Jud. 11: 2 Petr. 2: 15). In derivation too, the corresponding to Nicolaitas. Moreover, they certainly denied that our Lord was the creator and governor of the world: "Alterum quidem fabricatorem, alium autem patrem Domini . . . et eam conditionem, quem est secundum nos, non a primo Deo factam, sed a virtute aliquat valde deorsum subjectam" (Iren. L. III c. 11). Now, if all corporeal and material existence had its origin from the creator of the world, a very imperfect and gross spirit, it naturally follows that it will not receive from the highest spirit, or Jesus, a corporeal resurrection to a general judgment. In regard to the spiritual world they did in truth teach such absurdities that one cannot help saying of them—δόγμα διακριτωτες—for they supposed that there were "cenas quadam turpitudinis notos, et complexus, et permissiones aescrobiles et obscenas." (Tertull. in append, ad Lib. De Præscrip. c. 46). The statements of the ancients, too, in regard to their profissigacy and their deplorable course of life are so consonant with each other and with the charges of the apostles, that the two Epistles may be pertinently considered as referring to them.
of the archangel with Satan concerning the body of Moses is cited in both by way of example and reproof. The more impartial judges in this case regarded these two arguments or specimens of erudition as mere fables, which they really are, and consequently they usually decided against the Epistles.

The book of Enoch was, in fact, full of Judeo-theurgical and Magian reveries, as was natural from the character of the man who is supposed to have composed it. According to Eupolemus, he was the inventor of astrology, or rather a pupil of the angels in this science, who initiated him into its mysteries. He once went on a mission to the angels, on which occasion he probably enjoyed their instruction. But, not content with knowing the course of the planets, the position of the heavenly bodies, and their signification, he likewise, as is asserted by the Jews and other oriental people, became acquainted with the art of divination, with written signs, with offerings, purifications, lustrations, and other things of the kind, by instruction from celestial beings, and communicated them to men.

From these notions of him, entertained by Jews, Arabsians and others, we may readily judge to what species of literature his writings belonged. The fragments of them which we find in the fathers will not belie our judgment.

The larger fragments in Syncellus acquaint us with the names of the principal angels, and concerning other spirits and genii and their various occupations. The earlier intimations and notices respecting the contents of this work point to the same subjects. Tertullian says: It has furnished us a classification of spiritual beings. In another place he has extracted from it warnings against the seductions of wicked demons and reprobate spirits. According to the book of Enoch, it was the angels that brought to light the secret virtue of plants, the abstruse operations of nature, and the riches of the earth, viz. its precious metals, and endowed mankind with knowledge of this description. It was they, we are assured by Clement of Alexandria on the authority of the book of Enoch, who brought down to us the science of the stars, the art of divination, and other useful arts.

All the more ancient intimations in regard to this book or its supposed author likewise lead us to the same conclusion. Such was the idea which prevailed respecting the work and the character of the writer. The book probably contained all the knowledge of the stars.
and their courses which was acquired in the time of Adam and Seth, and which, as we are informed by Josephus (Antiq. L. I. c. 2. n. 3), was engraved by Seth upon two monuments, one of stone and the other of brick, that they might survive the two great devastations of the earth which were foretold by Adam, one of which was to be effected by water and the other by fire. The whole character of the book justifies this supposition. The second desolation by fire yet awaits the world. (See 2 Pet. 3: 10—13.)

So too, whether the dispute between Michael and the devil about the body of Moses, which the ancients read in the book Ἀνάβασις Μωσέως, arose from the claim set up by the evil spirit to the body, or in some other way, it is sufficient that the idea of a contest between good and evil spirits is at the foundation of it, and points us, in this case likewise, to theurgical opinions and teachers.

And now, why did the apostles cite these books, these examples and proofs? Naturally, in order to make those against whom they wrote sensible of their errors and criminality. Arguments and confutation drawn from the genuine sacred scriptures would have been of no avail against them, for these they evaded, as Peter complains expressly (2 Pet. 3: 16), by their perversions and forced interpretations, τὰς γραμμάτεις αρίσταρκες. Thus, there was no surer means of influencing them, than those writings which they valued as the sources of their peculiar views and tenets. Nothing could more effectually reduce them to silence and shame them in the eyes of their contemporaries, than to be confuted by means of the very arguments on which they relied. This remark will not only exculpate the apostles, but convince us that in such a situation, with such antagonists, they could have done nothing more suitable or considerate than the very thing for which some have depreciated and disputed their two Epistles.

THE APOCALYPSE OF ST. JOHN.

§ 184.

The writer calls himself John, and states the isle of Patmos to have been the place where these revelations were made to him. We will not long defer the inquiry, what John the testimony of antiquity designates as the author. But first, a few words only concerning the place where these visions were shown to him. For a question has been started, whether, in a completely poetical work like this, the author’s statement of the place which was the scene of his visions, can claim a historical acceptance?

The case is not unique; and, if we may judge from other examples in antiquity, we can readily answer the inquiry. No one has ever deemed untrue what Hesiod relates, in his poem of Works and Days (v. 630—638), of his birth-place and his removal to Boeotia. Are we to

regard what Ovid says of his banishment to Tomos, what Phaedrus, the fabulist, and Martial, the epigrammatist, tell us of the circumstances of their lives, as mere fiction, because it is stated in poetry? “To pass from profane to sacred writings, have we any doubt respecting the account of Ezekiel in the introduction to his prophecies: It came to pass in the thirtieth year, when I was by the river Chebar, etc. Do we refuse to admit the statements concerning the circumstances of his life, which Jeremiah has interspersed here and there in his prophecies? If, now, we credit the removal of Hesiod, the transportation of Ezekiel to the river Chebar, and Ovid’s banishment, why should we not credit the banishment of John?

Supposing it had been the writer’s intention to exercise the license of poetry in this point, what reason can be assigned, why in his poetical reverie he should transport himself to a barren rock almost unnoticed by the ancients, which first came into repute on account of the Apocalypse? Why did he not select a picturesque spot for his raptures? or one famed for former revelations, and consecrated by some momentous occurrence? Had this been the case, there would have been reason for the question, what is the respective share of poetry and truth in the representation? In examining his words, we find nothing but plain, unequivocal prose: I John, who also am your brother and companion in tribulation, and in the kingdom and patience of Jesus Christ, was in the island that is called Patmos, for the word of God and for the testimony of Jesus Christ.” This he says before any elevated state of mind is mentioned. It is not till after this declaration that he says: ἐγὼ ὄντως ἐν πνεύματι, I was in the spirit, etc. (1:10). The contrary, therefore, is clear from every point of view; and we need not any longer delay the inquiry, what John was the author.

We are told that some, who had themselves seen John the Evangelist, stated, in regard to a doubtful reading in the Apocalypse (viz. the number of the beast, 13:18), that the number six hundred and sixty-six was to be read; and that they were supported on this point by Ms. which even in the second century were accounted ancient. 1 We will pass by the fact that, as appears from this account, the superscriptions of ancient Ms. ascribed the book to John. It is weighty evidence, however, if contemporaries ascribe a production to a certain man; and still more so, if this is done by the acquaintances of a writer, and they are even able to state, as to a remarkable passage in which copies differ, what the author really wrote.

Nor could any thing be objected against the evidence, had not he through whom the account has come to us given himself up too carelessly in a like case to the representations of witnesses unworthy of reliance. There were some of the Gnostic sect, who asserted that our Lord, after living thirty years in obscurity, taught but a single year, and then died. He very properly objected to this statement, that we find in the

1 “Omnibus antiquis et probissimis et veteribus scripturis numero hoc positae, et testimonium perlibitibus his, qui facie ad faciem Ioanni viduerat, sed magis propotitus actum esse tum et autem tradidit: . . . quoniam numerus nominis bestiae, secundum Graecorum computationem, per litteras, quas in eo sunt, sexcentos habet et sexaginta sex.” (Iren. L. V. Adv. Haer. c. 20.—Buseb. H. F. L. IV. c. 24.)
Gospel three passovers during his ministry after his baptism, which certainly make more than one year. But he proceeds to say, that Jesus was more than thirty years old—that he was even forty or fifty—referring, not merely in behalf of the first statement, but in behalf of the highest number of years, to the testimony of such as had lived in the time of John, and been intimately acquainted with him. He probably relied too much in this case upon Papias, who wrote down indiscriminately all that he heard from men of the time of the apostles, whether true or false, and who deserved but a very circumspect reliance as to such points.

Next in order to the contemporaries of the apostles comes Papias himself. His writings have all perished, with the exception of a few fragments; but commentators, particularly Andrew of Cappadocia, who had in his possession many documents and writings on the subject of the Apocalypse which are now lost; reckon him among the explicit witnesses in its favor.

It is true, it has been attempted to cast suspicion on the statement of the Cappadocian Bishop, on the ground that he also numbers Gregory Theologus among the friends of the Apocalypse, while no reason for so doing appears in Gregory's works. But the hastiness of this charge has been shown in such a manner, that it can occasion no further difficulty. Moreover, no one, who is aware how much Ireneus relied upon Papias, will easily be persuaded that the former would have pronounced with so much confidence in regard to this book, had the latter been of a different opinion.

We have an illustrious voucher for the Apocalypse in Justin Martyr, who ascribes it to John, one of the Apostles of our Lord. Next comes Theophilus of Antioch, who, particularly in his book against Hermogenes, drew many of his arguments from it. Melito, Bishop of Sardis, one of the seven churches to which a letter with special admonitions is addressed in the Apocalypse, composed a work exclusively upon this book. Eusebius mentions his literary productions as follows: Μελιτέωνος καὶ εἰς περὶ τοῦ δειαθέντος καὶ τῆς ἀποκαλύψεως Ἰωάννου (L. IV. c. 28. H. E.). Semler endeavors to persuade us from these words, that the books concerning the devil and the Apocalypse were one and the same, and then draws such inferences as his

---

1 Ireneus, L. II. Adv. Haer. c. 22. n. 5. Πάντες οἱ προσδίδοντες μαρτυρίαν, οἱ κατὰ τὴν Ἰωάννην Ἱωάννη τοῦ τοῦ κυρίου μαθητὴ σημβεβαίως, παραδέδοικα ταῦτα Ἰωάννην.


4 Dial. cum Tryph. c. LXXI. p. 308. Steph. Ἰωάννης, ἢς τῶν ἀποστόλων Χριστοῦ, ἐν ἀποκάλυψις γενομένη αὐτῷ.

position affords him. But, not to mention that, if Melito had disputed the book, Eusebius would not have omitted to notice so important a circumstance, Melito himself calls it the Apocalypse of John. Jerome, however, in his Literary History (voc. Melito), explicitly distinguishes two works, "De diablo liberum anum, de Apocalypsi Joannis librum unum."

At the close of the second and beginning of the third century, we meet with Apollonius, a learned Presbyter of the church at Ephesus, who testifies in favor of the Apocalypse. He lived in the very place whence a denial must have first proceeded, had the attempt been made, to ascribe to the apostle a work which improperly bore his authoritative name. Ephesus boasted the residence and instruction of this estimable father; it contained his ashes, and his pupils after him were members of the Presbyterium. Moreover, the Apocalypse contains a special letter to this church, which gave it a peculiar interest in the book, and may be regarded as a dedication.

At the close of the third century and commencement of the fourth, Methodius, Bishop of Olympus in Lycia, and subsequently of Tyre, appears as a witness. We are still in possession of extracts from his commentaries on the Apocalypse, in the works of Andrew of Cappadocia. Photius has given us sketches of some of his works, in which he sometimes expressly referred to the Apocalypse of St. John.

In the fourth century Ephraem the Syrian is specially worthy of notice among the Asians, as ascribing the Apocalypse to John, and moreover to John Theologus.

From this time forth, however, we observe a different opinion among the bishops of Asia, the causes and occasions of which must be elucidated by other events, to which we shall hereafter direct our attention.

We will now leave this quarter of the world, and turn to Africa, there to trace the fortunes of the Apocalypse. Its first reception here was not less favorable than in Asia. Clemens of Alexandria regarded its declarations as important and gracious communications of apostolic opinions, and itself as a work of John.

Further west in Africa, Tertullian speaks with decided confidence in its favor: Inquire, says he, through the whole series of bishops, up to John himself, and each, without exception, declares John to have been its author.

---

1 Euseb. H. E. L. V. c. 18. Χάρης ἐν τῷ ἐνθαρρυμένῳ καὶ συνεφημένῳ διὰ τῆς Ἰωάννου 'Αποκάλυψεως, καὶ νεκρῶν δὲ δυνάμει θείας πρὸς αὐτὸν Ἰωάννου ἐν τῇ Ἐφεσση ἀγγέλου τοῦ Ιωάννου . . .


Origen regarded it as a work of John the Evangelist, and, although in speaking of the second and third of his Epistles, and of the other Catholic Epistles (e. g. that of Jude, which [Origen considered canonical], he has always mentioned the doubts entertained respecting them, he does not seem to have known that the Apocalypse was at all disputed.  

It was about this time that Nepos, Bishop of the Arsinoite Prefecture, assailed the allegorical interpretations of the Bible, with particular reference to the Apocalypse, from the literal exposition of which he thought he could prove the doctrine of a Millennium, which he held. The Apocalypse, therefore, was not then numbered among the writings whose uncertain authority rendered them unsuitable to establish a doctrinal point. He even based his positions on this in particular. 

Till now all was favorable to the Apocalypse; but the opinion of Nepos excited attention, and his work (Ἐλεγχος ἀλήθειατων) gained adherents, who became so numerous that several churches were divided into two parties. On the death of Nepos a person named Koracion adopted his tenets, and vigorously maintained the thousand years' reign.

When the disagreement came to a high pitch of violence, Dionysius occupied the Alexandrian see. He brought about a Colloquium, which, unlike most others, proved satisfactory to all parties. He gave an account of this in a work which he entitled, Περὶ ἐπογγελίων, On the promises, and in which he attempted to depreciate the Apocalypse, the main support of the doctrine of Nepos. He did this, however, with much moderation, that he might not offend those who had so readily agreed to a compromise.

It was amidst these disputes concerning the Millennium, that the first explicit and well-authenticated denial of the Apocalypse occurred; and it is related by Eusebius in Dionysius' own words, taken from his book On the Promises. When the head of the Alexandrian church enters into a critical investigation respecting the Apocalypse, we have a right to expect something unusually thorough upon the subject.

Dionysius refers first to earlier teachers, τινὲς μὲν οὖν τῶν πρὸ τιμωρων, who had rejected the Apocalypse. "They maintained," he says, "that the title was deceptive; that it was not written by an apostle, nor even by any pious man, but by Cerinthus. They went through it chapter by chapter, in order to prove that it was a work without sense or connexion, a nobody-knew-what behind a thick veil of unintelligibility. Cerinthus, they said, composed it, in order to procure his heresies.

Nam etsi Apocalypsin ejus Marcion respuit, ordo tamen episcoporum ad originem recensuit, in Ioannem stabit auctorem.


consequence by an apostolic name; for it teaches, like him, an earthly reign of Christ in the midst of banqueting and sensual pleasures."

Now, who were these earlier teachers? He does not make use of the expression ἀρχαῖος ἄνδρας, or οἱ ἀπὸ ἀνείκαθεν πρεσβύτεροι, the ancients, men in the beginning, from the earliest times, but merely says: some of our predecessors, τινὲς τῶν πρὸ ημῶν. These words, in their proper and customary sense, do not denote any great antiquity, and refer no further back than to the preceding generation. The circumstance, that Origen mentions no opposition to this book, which he has never forgotten to notice in regard to any of the disputed books, and the confidence with which Nepos based his favorite tenet upon it, will not permit us to suppose any other adversaries than those raised up against it by Nepos, in the heat of controversy respecting the Millennium.

Moreover, it is worthy of attention how they themselves represented the status questionis. They did not dispute the antiquity of the book, but rather admitted that it belonged to the times of the apostles, and ascribed it to an author who was contemporary with John. In their view, the only question was: Was this book written by John, the apostle, or by his adversary Cerinthus, the heretic?

They adopted the latter position, and expected to prove it from the similarity between the opinions of Cerinthus and those expressed in the Apocalypse. He imagined, in his sensual way of thinking, said they, that there would be a reign of Christ upon earth, in which men would enjoy themselves in banqueting, revelling, and other gross pleasures—as is taught in the Apocalypse.

They gave to the Apocalypse, it seems, that anti-allegorical sense and literal interpretation, which was affixed to it by Nepos; a gross, material signification.1 When, therefore, they met with an opponent who discarded the harsh literal interpretation of the book, and proposed an allegorical exposition, all their arguments were rendered null, and the whole parallel between the doctrine of Cerinthus and that of the Apocalypse was destroyed.

Thus the status questionis was of such a nature, that there could be no controversy except with Nepotians and their hypotheses. Hence we may easily infer, who were the τινὲς πρὸ ημῶν, the predecessors to whom Dionysius appeals, and to what period they belonged.

The manner, too, in which they supported their position, is worthy of consideration. They did not say that they were informed by contemporaries of the apostles, that John did not compose the Apocalypse, that it was written by some one else; or that they had trust-worthy accounts from well-informed men, according to which this book did not appear till after the time of John, and appeared in this or that place. No: these were not the arguments they employed; but all that they adduced was drawn from the book itself. They went through it chapter by chapter, in order to show that it was without intelligibility or connexion, absolute nonsense enveloped in mysterious obscurity, etc.

That which they seem to have put forward as an ancient historical

---

1 'Ἰουδαίωτέρον . . . τινὰ χιλιάδα ιῶν πριν χαμενος συμμετεχης ολης τριώς ταυτης δυνατης υποτιθης (Euseb. H. E. VII. 34).
statement, εἰς τὴν τεχνὴν, εἰς τὴν παραδοσίαν (Euseb. III. 28), viz. that Cerinthus taught thus, is in fact not even compatible with his system. For, that God or Christ should restore the material creation of the Demiourgos and recall into existence the unsuccessful work of an imperfect ΕiT, is not to be supposed; especially as the work itself, unworthy of any nobler spirit, was assigned to the lowest of the heavenly natures. As little is it to be supposed, that the purest and most exalted spirit, Christ, who was incapable of earthly affections, sufferings, or joys, would commence a reign on this earth, establish his court here, and appoint dances and sensual diversions.

There is but one possible way of reconciling such a text with his opinions; and that is, according to a recent proposition, to suppose that Cerinthus had two doctrinal systems, one which he maintained while he lived and taught merely as a Jewish Christian, and a second which he formed upon becoming a Gnostic.1

In this case, also, Caius the Presbyter might be correct in saying: "Cerinthus, likewise, who in what he terms revelations presents us fables concerning wonderful visions shown him by angels, as if they were written by a great apostle, teaches, that after the resurrection Christ is to reign upon earth, and that under the new constitution mankind will give themselves up to enjoyment and diversions at Jerusalem, and, like an enemy of the Holy Scriptures, teaches, with a deceitful intention, that the space of a thousand years will be spent in marriage festivities.2

But, whatever be the fact, we must here drop this secondary inquiry, particularly as, in another connexion, we shall say something respecting the passage of Caius in that point of view in which it is of special interest.

It is sufficient that the predecessors of Dionysius were not able to bring the slightest historical evidence against the Apocalypse, their whole aim having been to render it suspicious on the score of its contents, in explaining which they made greater mistakes than their contemporaries, who were not themselves very happy in their exposition of them. And if, as they supposed, the choice as to the author lay only between John and Cerinthus, the choice they made is even ludicrous.

Dionysius himself did not make much account of their critical and exegetical acumen, but proposed a conjecture, on which he endeavored to confer probability from internal grounds. There lived at Ephesus, in the days of the apostles, a Presbyter named John, of whom Papias sometimes speaks in his writings; and this man Dionysius supposed to be the author.

But as his predecessors had not been able to establish their opinion in Africa, so neither could be establish his. Cyprian regarded the Apocalypse as a divina scriptura, scriptura sancta, in which God or Jesus Christ spoke to man.3 As little could Lactantius and Augustine, and other fathers of the Latino-African church, be persuaded otherwise. The Egyptians themselves, as for instance Athanasius, the most cele-

---

2 Euseb. H. E. L. III. c. 23.
brated of the successors of Dionysius, and Marcus, the monk, insisted on John the apostle.

Such was the case in Africa. The Asiatics, however, showed more favor to the supposition of Dionysius, and nearly all the bishops of the fourth century seem to have been inclined to adopt it. Cyril of Jerusalem does not mention the Apocalypse in his catalogue of the canonical books, and does not cite it once throughout his works. Gregory Nazianzen, surnamed Theologus, admits its authority in doctrinal matters, and cites it; but in his metrical catalogue of the canonical books, in which he was obliged to present the general opinion, he does not mention it at all. Basil of Cappadocia and Epiphanius of Cyprus regarded it as a genuine production of the apostle John; but Amphilo- chius of Iconium candidly admits that some respected the Apocalypse as divine and others rejected it.

The opinion of the Asiatics is given us by Eusebius in his Canon, respecting which we have spoken in the proper place. He says that some assigned it to the first and some to the third class. Now in the latter he ranked such writings as were not indeed of apostolic origin, but were the productions of *pium men and orthodox teachers*. Among these, then, some numbered the Apocalypse. They ascribed it neither to the apostle nor to Cerinthus, but chose the middle path marked out by Dionysius.

But, besides the fathers of the fourth century, we are told of yet earlier opponents of the Apocalypse in Asia, viz. the sect of the Alogians, respecting whom the less men knew, the more they have written. Epiphanius enriched the natural history of the heretics with a new species, which he termed Alogians. Perhaps the Cyprian bishop took offence at the anti-apocalyptic sentiments of his neighbors and colleagues on the continent, and wished to vex them as much as possible.

However this may be, he invented an heretical denomination, under which he classed those who opposed either John's Gospel with its Logos, or his Apocalypse, or both together. There were, it is true, many such, who rejected one or the other, or both, viz. Cerinthus, the Nazarenes, the Ebionites, Cerdo, Marcion, and others. Shortly before, he even ranks among these Theodotus, who certainly did not merit the place, with reference to the Gospel, though he may with reference to the Apocalypse. But all these, as well as others, whom he might have added, bore other heretical designations, and their Alogian tenets were only a secondary matter, sometimes more and sometimes less intimately connected with their system.

On this account, all that he says is indefinite; for he made a leading characteristic of an accidental and unimportant trait, and on the strength of it united individuals of the most dissolvent opinions. He might with equal reason have spoken of the heresy of the Antilukians, because many rejected the Gospel of Luke, or his Acts of the Apostles, or both. Of this heresy therefore, we find in Epiphanius neither a beginning nor an end, no occasion, original locality, leaders or branches. Wheresoever he speaks of it, it is in general terms, and as to its history he only tells us that there were Alogians formerly in Thyatira. These did not show due deference to the Apocalypse; he does not complain of them in respect to the Gospel. He gives no information as to their
origin, rise, connexion etc., but contents himself with merely stating
the time when they disappeared in that city.

"When these," says he, "and the Cataphrygians had there set up
their standard . . . they drew the whole city into their heresy: and those
who deny the Apocalypse have themselves confirmed the warning (of
the Apocalypse) in regard to those times. But now," he proceeds, "at
the present moment, after the lapse of an hundred and twelve years, a
church exists there; it is increasing, and others have already arisen.
But then the whole church was lost in the sect of the Cataphrygians."

He thus narrates the extinction of this heresy at Thyatira, one hun-
dred and twelve years after which he wrote his heresiological work. It
was written, however, under Valentinian the First, in the twelfth year
of his reign, i. e. in 375 or 376 A. D. Now, if this heresy ceased an
hundred and twelve years before, its extinction occurred in the year
263, near the time when Dionysius brought about the compromise be-
tween the Nepotians and Antiapokalypitians in Egypt.

One may certainly presume from this coincidence of events, that the
Alogians of Thyatira had a connexion and mutual understanding with
the Egyptians, who at this period yielded to an amicable accommodation.

If what Epiphanius says of this sect in the introduction to his work,
viz. that they ascribed the Apocalypse to Cerinthus relates to the Asiatic
Alogians (and he says nothing in regard to Africa), this agreement in
an absurdity argues any thing rather than mutual independence.

The arguments, too, which they drew from the book itself, its obscu-
rity, and impenetrable contents, τα ἐν τῇ ἀποκαλύψει βαθιάς καὶ
σκοτεινῶς εἰπμένα, are precisely those which were used for the same
purpose by the Africans.

It is moreover clear, from all the counter-arguments of Epiphanius
and all their own arguments which he notices, that the dispute was not
based upon historical evidence, but upon the different views which
each party entertained in regard to the book; and that their reasonings
ought to weigh against the testimony of the ancients only on the suppo-
sition that they are perfectly correct and irrefragable.

Such was the fortune of the Apocalypse in these two quarters of the
globe. Let us now turn our eyes to Europe, to observe its reception
and success there. Very few of the European Greeks in the early
ages did much for Christianity, or gained an honorable remembrance
for themselves, by their works; and the writings of these few, as e. g.
those of the excellent Dionysius of Corinth, have not escaped the rava-
ges of time. We therefore seek in vain for any information on this
topic from them, and must turn to the western writers, from whom we
will now glean what we can.

One of the oldest monuments of the Roman church is the Shepherd
of Hermes, the first part of which is occupied with visions, the second
with precepts of morality, and the third with similitudes. The plan of

1 Epiph. Hist. Lib. p. 198. Ed. Basl. There is another still more obscure de-
signation of time in regard to the origin of the Montanists, "Οὐ ἦν χρόνος μετά
τοῦ συνηφορούν αναλύως εἰς ἑννενήκοντα καὶ τρῶν ήνων ως μελλόντως τῆς ἑκάτερος
ἐποχῆς πλανώδης καὶ γεωργίας εἰς τῇ κατὰ Θρόνος αἰρόσει (1. c.) which
will not aid us here at all, as it relates exclusively to the Montanists.
the first and last parts is very similar to the Apocalypse; so much so, that in particular places they might easily be considered an imitation of it. It is well known what arguments for the genuineness of ancient works are drawn by profane philology from imitations, and we should derive the same advantage in this case, if this observation were sustained as fully as it might be by an impartial comparison of these two writings. Dismembered figures, ornaments of style, and similarities in expression, which, from their visible agreement with the Apocalypse may be considered as having sprung from an acquaintance with it, have been already collected by Lardner. They may be found, too, in a very useful manual upon this subject.1

In the seventeenth, or, as some critics contend that we should read, in the seventh year of Marcus Aurelius, the Christians in Gaul, we are told by Eusebius, were cruelly persecuted. In particular, the churches at Lyons and Vienna had even seen some of their number acquire the glory of martyrdom. The two churches communicated the distresses they experienced, and their joy at the steadfast faith of their members, in a letter to all the churches of Phrygia and Asia. A large part of this letter is presented by Eusebius in his history. In it one of the martyrs is commended in the words of the Apocalypse (14: 4); and the passage 22: 11, which is adduced as a citation from a sacred and prophetic book, is applied with some little variation.2

It is well known how often Irenaeus has used this book in his works, and sometimes even with the words, Joannes domini discipulus, as he is accustomed to denominate the author of the Gospel. Hippolytus, his friend and disciple (perhaps we can hardly consider him as belonging to the west), wrote Τιτίργ τού κατα Ἰωάννης εὐαγγελίου καὶ ἀποκάλυψεως, as we learn from the marble monument which was discovered in 1551, near the walls of St. Laurence; and Jerome tells us that he wrote de apocalypsi. Andrew of Cappadocia made frequent use of his exposition of the Apocalypse, honestly referring to the author; and James of Edessa also did the same.3

The anonymous writer in Muratori states that John, the predecessor of the apostle Paul, was the author of the Revelation.4 In the opinion of some learned men, this anonymous writer was Caius, the Roman Presbyter; while others reckon this Caius among the declared enemies of the Apocalypse. He has played a similar part once before in giving

---

a different turn to the opinion of Christians in the west respecting the Epistle to the Hebrews; and on this account we cannot now dismiss him without a strict examination. We might otherwise lose a considerable portion of the history of the Apocalypse in the west, and the remainder would want proper connexion.

The charge against Caius is founded on a passage of Eusebius before quoted, in which, while discussing the opinions of Cerinthus, he says: "Caius writes thus of him: 'Cerinthus likewise, who, in what he terms revelations, presents us fables concerning wonderful visions shown by angels, pretending that they were written by a great apostle, teaches that after the resurrection Christ is to reign upon earth, and that under this new constitution mankind will give themselves up to enjoyment and diversions at Jerusalem, and, like an enemy of the Holy Scriptures, teaches with a deceitful purpose, that the space of a thousand years will be spent in marriage festivities.'"1

Cerinthus, then, invented revelations in the name of a great apostle. The language is so general that it may have reference to Peter's Apocalypse, or Paul's, or even one bearing John's name, and still not the one now in our possession. But, it will be said, the sequel points more definitely to John. It is indeed evident that this forged revelation bore some resemblance in its contents to John's; but the passage by no means proves the latter to have been really John's, the one which was ascribed to Cerinthus. It rather evinces the contrary. The reign of a thousand years in the midst of sensual delights, which is cunningly devised out of enmity to the Holy Scriptures, seems to intimate a composition which was intended as a kind of counterpart to our Apocalypse. For, if he maliciously invented a sensual reign of a thousand years out of opposition to the Sacred Scriptures, this opposition must have had reference to John's Gospel, which alone assigns to departed spirits a thousand years' reign with Christ (20: 4, 5).

I will here quote the words of a modern scholar, who has explained this fragment of Caius with his characteristic acuteness: "Manifestus autem adhuc discerni videntur ai apokalypsées illae Cerinthiae a canonica, dum Caius a Cerinthe numero mille annorum in fœnum aliquod nuptiale fraudis studio atque ex odio Sacrarum Scripturarum applicatum suisse inuent. Quorumnam enim Dei Scripturarum odio, ut numerice mille annorum fœnum impostor fingeret, adduci potuerit, nisi ipsius Apocalypseses canonicae? Alibi enim in S. Codice mille annos festos promittit non novimus. Mens igitur Caii alia non videtur esse posse, praeter hanc: finissae Cerinthum Judaismo plenum, proprias apokalypsées; atque ut facilius falleret lecturos, ipsum etiam illum mille annorum numerum ex divinis libris, ipsi adeo, ut in pessimam par-

1 Ἀλλ' ἐν τῷ Κύριῳ ὁ λόγος ἡ ἀνάπτυξις τῆς ἑγκαταστάσεως τῶν θεομοναδικῶν ἐν γόμοις ἐν γένεσις ἔκφρασεν την εὐαγγελικὴν ἀλήθειαν. Μετὰ τὴν ἀναστασιν ἡγέτην ἐν οἰκουμένῃ τοῦ Χριστοῦ, καὶ πάλιν ἐκκλησίας καὶ Ἰδιαίτερα ἐν ἐκκλησίᾳ τῆς ἡμερῶν πάσης ἡμεριάς τῶν συναγωνίσεων. Καὶ ἐκ τῆς ἑνίκης ἐναπόφευκτης ἡ ἕφαρατος τοῦ θεοῦ ἐρρούσαν χειροτονήσεως ἐν γάμῳ λοτής, δίδων πλατάν, λέγει γνώθι σεαυτόν. Ἑκατό. Η. Ε. ΙII. 28.
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tem iis uti non vereretur, exosis mutuum sumpsisse, suumque plasma ea canonicae apocalypses simulidin adfecta exornasse."1

This is the more certain, as Eusebius, in speaking expressly of the peculiar opinion of Caius concerning the Canon, says not a word of his disputing the Apocalypse. Jerome, too, does not appear to have known that Caius had an unfavorable opinion of this book. Photius, who was in possession of all his writings, and presents some critical notices of them, states as the most remarkable circumstance in regard to them, that he did not acknowledge the Epistle to the Hebrews, without being aware of any similar conduct in relation to the Apocalypse.2

Besides, neither in Rome nor in the other Latin churches was the public opinion adverse to this book, as was the case respecting the Epistle to the Hebrews. The Confessors of the Roman presbytery made use of it some time after in a letter to Cyprian of Carthage, which has come down to us in the collection of Cyprian's letters.3

After them, Victorinus of Pannonia, Hilarus of Poitiers, Gennadius of Marseilles, Orosius of Spain (in his Apology against Pelagius), together with many others, ranked the Apocalypse among the divine books of the New Testament, and made the same use of it as of the rest.

Yet it would seem (it may be said), if we rightly apprehend Jerome, that the Latin church did not accord to this work the full authority of a canonical book: He says, in his annotations on the 140th Psalm: "The Apocalypse, which is read and received in the churches, is not numbered among the apocryphal books, but the ecclesiastical." Negque enim inter apocryphas scripturas habetur, sed inter ecclesiasticas.

In the strict sense of the term, an ecclesiastica scriptura is a book of only secondary rank. It is well known that a contemporary of Jerome divides the books of the Old and New Testament, together with those which make any pretensions to be such, into canonici, ecclesiastici, et apocryphi. Now, if Jerome affixed the same meaning as this writer to the expression, liber ecclesiasticus, we have here a very singular fact. The Latins, then, placed this book in the second class, among the disputed books. Thus it will have been assigned to each of the three classes; and, taking into account the opinion of the Alogians, to a fourth even, viz. writings forged by heretics. Strange fortune for this book!

But Jerome does not attach to this word the strict signification which it bears with his contemporary. For in his Epistle to Dardanus he says: "If the Latins do not receive the Epistle to the Hebrews among the canonical Scriptures, so, with equal freedom, the Greek churches do not receive John's Apocalypse. I, however, acknowledge both; for I do not follow the custom of the times, but the authority of older writers, who draw arguments from both as being canonical and ecclesiasti-

cal writings, and not merely as apocryphal books are sometimes used.” Non ut interdum de apocryphis facere solent, sed quasi canonici et ecclesiastici.

Here Jerome has so expressed himself, that we must believe he made no difference between canonical and ecclesiastical, and affixed no stronger significance to one than to the other.

Moreover, his contemporary to whom we have referred, Ruffinus the Presbyter, who affixed the strictest significance to the words canonical, ecclesiastical, and apocryphal, and divided the books of the New Testament accordingly, was not aware that the Apocalypse was excluded by western Christians from the number of writings of the first rank, and classed with those which were disputed. He cites it as one of the canonical books; nor does he do so from his own individual judgment; for he says previously when he commences speaking of the Canon:

These are the writings of the Old and New Testament, which are esteemed such from the tradition of the fathers, which were inspired by the Holy Spirit and intrusted to the church, as we learn from the writings of the fathers. And at the conclusion of his catalogue he adds:

These are the books which were incorporated into the Canon by the fathers, and have been designated by them as the proper sources of our faith.

These facts by no means afford evidence that the Latins were misled, by the disputes among the African and afterwards among the Asiatic Christians, to alter, in reference to the Apocalypse, the established Canon of the New Testament.

§ 185.

In the treatment of its subjects the Apocalypse often enters much into detail, and adorns them with many embellishments. There is a great deal in the detail which seems not to be essential, and yet tends to give definiteness to the representation of the subject. The subsidiary points are therefore frequently of consequence, and it is difficult to give an outline of the whole, because in so doing we must necessarily omit these incidental matters. Still we will attempt a general sketch.

John beheld upon the island of Patmos, in a trance, a form like that of a man, in the midst of seven candlesticks; yet, this form was superhuman, uncommonly glorious and divine. It commanded him to write seven epistles to the seven churches of Asia, of which the seven candlesticks tended by seven spirits were symbols. These Epistles commend the virtues and reprove the faults of the seven churches, admonish some to reformation and others to perseverance (—4:).

This took place upon earth; but now the door of heaven opens, and a herald commands John to enter. Here he beholds God upon a throne, encircled with glory, and around him are four and twenty of his elect upon four and twenty seats. A book with seven seals is in his right hand, and no one throughout the universe is able to open it. But a Lamb, standing in the midst of the throne, opens the seven seals, amid the hymns and praises of the spiritual world (—6:).

At the opening of the first seal, he perceives a hero with the insignia.
of victory. At that of the second, peace departs from the earth; at that of the third, famine appears; at that of the fourth, death and his reign. At the opening of the fifth, the blood of the martyrs cries out for vengeance. The sixth is opened; the sun and the moon are darkened; the stars fall from heaven; fear and anguish become universal. Four angels restrain the tempests, till an angel who ascends from the east has sealed with the seal of the living God out of every tribe of Israel twelve thousand who are to be preserved. Around the throne of God stand a multitude of all nations in white robes, with palms in their hands; who have come out of great tribulation, and are now comforted and sing praises to God (—8:7). The seventh seal is opened; all heaven is silent; and now appear seven angels with seven trumpets. The prayers of the saints are upon an altar before God; and their sweet savor ascends before him (—8:7).

The first of the seven angels sounds; fire, hail and blood fall upon the earth. At the sound of the second trumpet, a burning mountain is cast into the sea, and the third part of the water becomes blood. The third trumpet sounds, and a bright star falls upon the third part of the rivers and fountains of waters, and they become bitter. The fourth sounds; the third part of the sun, moon, and stars is darkened. An eagle flies through the midst of heaven, crying, Wo to the inhabitants of the earth! The fifth sounds; a star falls from heaven, and to it is given the key of the bottomless pit, which it opens, and all kinds of hurtful insects come forth. At the sound of the sixth trumpet, the four angels bound in the river Euphrates are loosed. The third part of mankind die in battle; but the survivors do not repent or turn from their idolatry (—10:).

An angel of colossal figure speaks with the voice of seven thunders, and gives John a book, which he commands him to swallow. He swallows it, and begins to prophesy. He then measures the temple, but leaves the outer court and the city to the Gentiles. Two martyrs, who are mentioned in terms of high eulogium, prophesy and die in figurative Sodom: the tenth part of the city dies (—11:15). The seventh angel sounds. The four and twenty elders fall down before the throne of God, and sing triumphal songs (—12:).

A woman appears in heaven, clothed with the sun, with the moon under her feet, and a crown of stars upon her head. Her hour of delivery approaches, and a dragon lies in wait for her child, who is to rule the nations with a rod of iron. Michael casts the dragon down to the earth, thereby causing a general rejoicing in heaven. Even here the dragon persecutes the woman in travail, who avoids him by fleeing into the wilderness, where she brings forth and nurses her child. The dragon then makes war with the remnant of the woman's seed (—13:).

Meanwhile, a monster rises from the sea with seven heads, ten horns, and ten crowns. He makes war with the saints; all nations worship him. Another comes forth from the earth with two horns, speaking like a dragon. He subjects mankind to the power of the first beast; makes an image of him, and commands the world to worship him. He
marks the worshippers of the beast with a peculiar mark. The number of the beast is six hundred and sixty-six.

The Lamb stands upon Mount Zion, and sets a mark upon his followers. New praises are sung before him (—14: 6).

Three angels appear in heaven. One bears the everlasting Gospel; another cries: Babylon is fallen; the third denounces punishment upon the worshippers of the beast. There appears above a cloud the form of a man with a sickle in his hand, and an angel also appears with a sickle; one reaps the harvest, the other the vintage (—15: ).

Seven angels with seven vials of wrath come forth from the tabernacle of God, which is filled with smoke. The first pours out his vial, and a grievous sore falls upon men. The second pours his out upon the sea, which becomes like clotted blood. The third upon the rivers and fountains of waters, and they become blood. The fourth pours his out upon the sun, and men are scorched by its heat; the fifth upon the seat of the beast, and it is enveloped in darkness. The sixth pours out his vial upon the Euphrates, and its sources are dried up. Finally, the seventh pours out his vial into the air, and a voice sounds from God's sanctuary in heaven, crying: It is done. Nature seems to be in confusion; all kinds of terrible phenomena occur, to complete the ruin (—17: ).

One of the seven angels now comes to John, leads him into the wilderness, and shows him another woman, sitting upon a scarlet beast with seven heads and ten horns. She bears the name Babylon upon her forehead, is drunken with the blood of the saints, and entices the nations to fornication. The heads are seven hills, the horns are ten kings. The beast hastens to destruction (—18: ).

Another angel comes down from heaven, and proclaims the fall of Babylon; he incites the nations to vengeance. A lament over Babylon is sung upon earth. Hallelujah is sung in heaven; for the marriage of the Lamb is at hand (—19: 11).

The conqueror on the white horse appears again. His name is written on his thigh; he is called king of kings, and also λόγος Θεοῦ. An angel, standing in the sun, calls the fowls of heaven to the battlefield, where corpses of princes and mighty men await them in great numbers; for their last efforts at resistance have been fruitless (—20: ).

Meanwhile, an angel descends from heaven, having the key of the bottomless pit. He there binds the beast, and shuts up his prison for a thousand years, during which time the saints reign with Jesus. After this period, however, the beast comes forth to fight anew, and calls distant nations to his aid; but in vain. He is consigned to eternal torment by fire (—20: 11).

The Judge is seated upon his throne; the universe flees away; the book of life is unrolled; the graves give up their dead, and they are judged (—21: ).

A new heaven and a new earth appear. A new Jerusalem descends to earth, like a bride adorned for her husband. Its towers, its walls, and its palaces, are ornamented with characters relating to Christianity. There is consolation, quiet, peace, perpetual light; and there God reigns forever (—22: 6).
Then follow a final address to John and John's farewell words to his readers.

§ 186.

Interpreters have been less fortunate in regard to the Apocalypse than in regard to any other book of the New Testament; a proof that soon after the downfall of the Jewish state, familiar acquaintance with the cast of thought and peculiar views of this nation was lost, and even Asiatics no longer understood Jewish diction and Palestinian imagery. We may imagine, then, what has been the case in later days. At one time Antichrist and the end of the world were seen in it; at another the history of the church represented in visions. Then it comprised the history of the world, of the Saracens, Huns, Turks, &c. Then the Pope had his turn, the corruption of the clergy, next the Romish church and the Reformation, and many other things not a whit better chosen.

Among modern writers, Bossuet trod a more judicious path. The Apocalypse appeared to him to refer to the conquest of Rome and the dismemberment of the empire, events which occurred through the agency of Alaric, king of the Goths. The contents of the book extend to this period, he thinks, and show the judgments of God upon the idolatrous state which had so often oppressed Christianity. The latter is now avenged and triumphs over all persecution. Other preceding circumstances, which are included and treated at still greater length, are, the fortunes of Christianity under the Caesars, their persecutions of it, particularly that of Diocletian, the momentary quiet which it enjoyed under Constantine, and then the oppressions of Julian, by which the divine chastisement was hastened.

Such, in Bossuet's opinion, are the contents of the Revelation; and he was afterwards followed by Calmet. Wetstein thought differently, and imagined that it related, in particular, to the destruction of Jerusalem, the fate of Judaism connected therewith, and the ascendency of Christianity. He was followed by Herder, who is very happy in some of his details.

Long before, however, Hugo Grotius, a man of extremely nice discernment, had penetrated further into its purport than any of the writers who have been mentioned. In the introduction to the fourth chapter of his exposition of this book, he says: "Pertinent autem hæc visa ad res Judæorum usque ad finem capitis undecimi: inde ad res Romanorum usque ad finem capitis vicesimi: dein et ad statum florentissimum ecclesii Christianæ ad finem usque."

A still more thorough insight into the mysteries of this book was obtained by John Simon Herrenschneider, Professor at Strasburg; and he has exhibited it in a small but comprehensive treatise. He shows that

---

1 L’Apocalypse avec une explication. 1669.
2 Nov. Test. Prolog. in Apoc.
3 MAPANAAGA, das Buch von der Zukunft des Herrn, des N. T. Siegel.” Riga, 1779. 8vo.
4 Apocalypsis a Cap. IV—finem illustrans tentamen. Argenterati, 1786. 4to, 26 pages.
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the two cities Rome and Jerusalem, the fortunes of which constitute the greater portion of the Apocalypse, are only symbols of two religions, the downfall of which is predicted; and that the third, which appears at the close, the heavenly Jerusalem, denotes the reign of the blessed. Commencing at these starting points, a celebrated scholar has discussed the Apocalypse very thoroughly, and his work is at present the principal one on this subject.\(^1\)

§ 187.

In this book three cities are mentioned, in reference to which all these terrible occurrences above and below, and all the communions of terrestrial and celestial powers, take place. One of them is Sodom, called likewise Egypt; another is Babylon; and the third is a new Jerusalem coming down out of heaven.

The whole scene in regard to the seven angels with the seven trumpets (8:—12:), relates ostensibly to Sodom. But we speedily see that this long-destroyed city only furnishes a name by which to designate another. For in this Sodom our Lord was crucified, ὅπου ο θεὸς ἡμῶν ἐσταυρώθη (11: 8). In this Sodom is the temple, the outer court of which is given up to the Gentiles. Indeed, it is the Holy City itself, πόλις αὐτοῦ, of which foreign nations are to take possession (11: 1 seq.). When two martyrs have perished in it, its destruction is determined (—12: 1). Josephus, the Jew, likewise, compared Jerusalem at the same period to Sodom (Bell. Jud. V. 10).

After a long episode, in which a woman appears in the page of child-birth, persecuted by a dragon; and after the description of two other monsters, who vex this woman’s kindred, (12: 13: 14:), the destruction of Babylon is decreed in heaven (14: 8).

The seven angels with the seven vials of wrath execute the decree (—16: 17, 19), although Babylon had been a waste place for centuries, and scarce any relics of its glory were discoverable. But this Babylon is built upon seven hills: ὅπου ὡρα οὐ καίνε ἐπαίζει (17: 9—18). It was an urbs septicollis, a famous mark of distinction, which makes it easy for us to understand what city is really intended. But the other characteristic, that it has the imperium orbis terrarum, Βασιλεία εἰς τῶν βασιλείων γῆς, affords us complete assurance (17: 19), that this Babylon on the Euphrates is Rome on the Tiber.\(^2\)

Thus Jerusalem and Rome are the two cities whose destruction was here seen in the Spirit. These cities, however, do not stand merely as such in this poetical production; they are figures of other ideas. Rome, or Babylon, is contrasted by the author with the everlasting God.

---


2 Rome has a mystic name in the Apocalypse; one reason of which may be, that the mistress of the world really had a secret name, which it was considered disastrous to have publicly divulged (Plin. H. N. III. 5. Sollius, M. Manub. Saturn.) III. 5. Plutarch, Quest. Rom. Qu. 61. Servius, ad Aen. II. 295. IV. 688. Georg. I. 493. See the learned treatise of Dr. Fr. Münter, Selandiu Episcopus, De occulto urbis Romae nomine ad loc. Apoc. XVII. 5. Hahnium, 1811. According to him, Jerusalem also had a mystical name.
Thus contrasted with Christianity, it can hardly denote anything else than heathenism, to represent which it was natural to select the metropolis of the heathen world. John, too, describes it in such language as is commonly used by the prophets concerning false gods and the worship of them. It is the habitation of devils, the seducer to unfaithfulness towards the true God, to nepolia, and all the nations and kings of the earth drink of the cup of her fermentation (18: 2, 3. 17: 1, 2, 5).

If the capital of the heathen world represents the pagan religion, we may easily infer what is represented by the Jewish capital. What but the Jewish religion? Heathenism and Judaism, the two dominant religions of the ancient world, were doomed to fall.

And what was to take their place? A new Jerusalem, the kingdom of the blessed after this life (31: 1–22: 6). Such is the representation of this new Jerusalem, it is true, and as such it is usually regarded. But, if other cities denote religions, so must this. If Rome and Jerusalem represent heathenism and Judaism, the new Zion can be no other than Christianity, which is to rule and bless mankind forever. This the unity of the whole demands, for there would be no unity, if the plot, so to speak, was composed of such dissimilar topics as heathenism, Judaism, and eternal blessedness.

Why, moreover, should this kingdom of the blessed forsake its ancient and happy abode in heaven and come down among men, unless it were an earthly institution (21: 23). It was only as a religion that it could descend to earth to supply the place of the two religions which were destroyed.

It is no objection to this opinion, that the graves are first opened and the dead restored to life. The resurrection of the dead which is here mentioned is only one of those strong, terrific images sometimes employed by the prophets to denote a total change of affairs, the revival of national prosperity and of the religious constitution of the Jews (Ezekiel 37: Isaiah 36: 19).

And as to the circumstance that a day of judgment is connected therewith, we know that this too, was made use of figuratively by the prophets, to denote the execution of punishment upon those who oppressed and ill-treated the people of God, or to express God's purpose of bringing about a new epoch of glory for his religion and his people (Joel 3: 2 seq. Zephaniah 3: 8 seq.).

This being admitted, the whole passage in relation to the seven seals is but the introduction to the three principal descriptions, the dissolution of Judaism, the abolition of heathenism, and the ascendency of the doctrines of Jesus (5: 1–7: 2). For, in accordance with the representation of an ancient prophetic writer (Isaiah 29: 11), prophecy is a sealed book; and its mysteries can be unfolded only by the Lamb near the throne of God, who rules with Jehovah, in whose hand are all events. Terrible plagues, famine, pestilence, war, and a total overthrow of kingdoms are to come; but from these calamities the elect of the Lamb are exempted.

The letters which commence the book, and extend to chapter IVth, are dedications to those churches with which the writer was particularly connected in the labors of his office.

The episode which follows the judgment upon Jerusalem (12: 1–13:);
relative to the woman who is in the pangs of labor and is persecuted by the dragon (the image of idolatry employed of old by Daniel), represents Judaism bringing forth Christianity, as is clear from all the circumstances and particular traits of the description. The other monsters, who come up out of the earth and the sea, and are in the service of the dragon, denote, it is plain, the Roman power by land and sea, which sustained the dominion of Paganism (13. 1—14: 6).

In correspondence with this after the judgment upon Rome (17: 1. 18:), we find another woman upon a scarlet-colored beast. The former woman, after her new-born child is taken up to the throne of God, henceforth wanders in the desert and in pathless regions; a beautiful image of the wandering condition of the Jews; but the fate of the latter woman is not so lenient. Her destruction is shortly afterwards celebrated with songs of triumph and with jubilee. It is evident that the latter denotes idolatry, as the former denoted Judaism.

§ 188.

It is unnecessary to remark, that by no means all the particular traits and images in this large work are significant. Many are introduced only to enliven the representation, or taken from the prophets and sacred books for the purpose of ornament; and no one, who has any judgment in such matters, will deny that the work is extraordinarily rich and gorgeous for a production of western origin. The description of the punishments by hail, pestilence, rivers turned into blood, insects and vermin, are imitations of the description given in Genesis of the Egyptian plagues, and neither require nor admit a special historical interpretation. The darkening of the sun and moon, the falling of stars, are poetical figures of common use in the prophets to denote, by means of great and terrible occurrences, vast national calamity, or the downfall of illustrious personages. The most sublime and most effective images and passages in the prophets are scattered by the writer with profusion throughout his work, for the purpose of giving it an oriental gorgeousness, which leaves all the productions of Arabian authors in the shade.

Moreover, the numbers are rarely to be taken arithmetically, unless when there are special reasons for so doing. Seven seals, seven angels, seven trumpets, seven vials of wrath, seven thunders—who does not see that the number seven is a prophetic and sacred number, and is used merely for the purpose of decoration and costume? So, too, with the round numbers, and the times and half times. They neither admit of a chronological nor a numerical signification; but are mostly indefinite numbers and periods.

Throughout the whole book there are but two events related, which are susceptible of a historical interpretation. In this statement we pass by the supremacy of Christianity with which the writer's visions terminate. The destruction of Jerusalem was an actual occurrence, and therefore we might expect the poet to present, as far as practicable, real circumstances, instead of poetical and invented ones. We are thus referred to history in our interpretation, so far as she will come to our aid unforced and of her own accord.

Parallel to this is the destruction of Rome. It is true that it had not
then occurred, but it is assumed by the writer as having happened, that
his representations may correspond to each other. Still, however, he
saw the then mistress of the world in a condition, which was peculiar to
his time, and afforded him facts enough to portray a state visibly de-
clining to the final ruin of its greatness. Here, also, in order to give
fidelity, to his picture and render it easy of recognition, it was necessary
to select facts from the actual condition of things. In this way his de-
scription became strikingly exact, and passed from the bounds of ideal
imagery within those of real resemblance. In this, however, as in the
former case, we must avoid everything trifling, far-fetched, or forced, in
our interpretation.

§ 189.

Clear as it is, from what has been said, that the plan of this work is
well-digested and its structure skilful, we cannot, after all, obtain a
competent idea of it, without going over it step by step for ourselves and
scrutinizing the mutual relation of the parts. In this way only can we
come to perceive with pleasure the beautiful symmetry of its plan
and its extremely nice construction.

It has been recently attempted to class it, as respects its structure,
among dramatic works. We may, it is true, adduce the fact that there
are in Clement and Eusebius (Παγάνας. Ἐνεργ.) fragments of a Jewish
tragedian, named Ezekiel, who lived about this time. And, we may re-
mark, that John wrote primarily for Ionian and Asiatic cities, which had
been acquainted with and attached to the drama for centuries. All this,
however, could only serve to explain the fact, if John had really select-
ed a dramatic form for his production. But a mere narrative can nev-
er belong to the dramatic class of compositions; and, if it were neces-
sary or possible to bring the poetical productions of every country and
people under Aristotle's classification, or to arrange them after the
Greek manner, this composition, which is merely descriptive, should
rather be considered as epic. Yet, although it wants the principal char-
acteristics of the drama, it cannot be denied that this hypothesis, in con-
formity with which the author of it has analyzed the whole book, is ex-
tremely useful as an aid to a conception of the book and to the memory.¹

As to the language, it is less the language of John himself than that
of the prophets, from whom he has borrowed their ornaments, to exhibit
them here, as it were in a collection. And even when he speaks him-
self, he necessarily strives to imitate their style and diction, as nearly as
possible, in order to preserve a uniformity of tone. Those, therefore,
may be right, who assert that the style of the Apocalypse is not that of
John; but they must not, on this account, deny his title to a book which
he intentionally composed of the figures of other writers, and plenti-
fully filled with the beauties of the literature of his country, after the oti-
ental custom. Nor must they attempt to show a discrepancy in style, from
a comparison of the Apocalypse with the Gospel or the Epistles; for
the simple historical style, or the language of friendly communication,
is not by any means the terminus comparationis for a decision respect-
ing the authorship of a poetical work.

¹ Eichhorn, Comment. in Apocalyp. p. 19—33.
§ 190.

The book itself affords us a clue, which we will not neglect, in respect to the time when it was composed. In the seventeenth chapter, John describes a woman sitting on a scarlet-colored beast, which has seven heads and ten horns. This bold allegorical representation is intended to exhibit figuratively the condition of Rome. We may therefore expect to find in it traces of fact which individualize the subject, and enable us to recognize it as something more than an ideal fancy.

The woman, he says, is ἡ πόλις ἡ μεγάλη, the great city (v. 18), and bears the name Babylon (v. 5). The seven heads are the seven hills on which the woman sits (v. 9). The seven hills are also seven kings: τὰ βασιλεῖς ἐκ τῶν τιτῶν. Some verses after, the ten horns of the beast are explained as meaning ten kings: τὰ δέκα κράτη τὰ δέκα βασιλεῖς τιτῶν (v. 12).

It is not possible that Rome should then have had ten and yet at the same time but seven rulers. We must therefore consider the kings is one of the passages as not meaning persons, and must interpret them in a different manner. We will do this with reference to the seven hills, for the ten horns are so described that we find no difficulty in recognizing in them the Caesars. The seven hills are seven kings, would then mean only that they were kingly hills, on which rested the dominion of the world. The play upon the numbers—five are fallen—one is—the other is not yet come—and the eighth hill is the beast, that hasteth to peregrination—all this only signifies that the Roman power had not yet reached its utmost height, and yet the internal strength of the state was diminishing; it was evidently approaching its ruin.

After speaking of Rome and the empire, he passes to those on whom devolved the direction of its affairs and resources, and the domestic exercise of power. The ten horns are ten kings, δέκα βασιλεῖς τίτων (17: 12). Let us see how they are described: they did not receive their power, but assumed it themselves; they themselves hate the woman, the πόρνη μεγάλη; they make her desolate and naked; they eat her flesh and burn her with fire. And this woman is the great city, ἡ πόλις ἡ μεγάλη (17: 16, 18). Can we fail to recognize in this picture the reign of the Caesars, the manner in which they acquired the throne, their abuse of power, the execution and banishment of the most distinguished citizens, the squandering of treasure and resources, and, lastly, the incendiary act of Nero?

There had been, then, ten Caesars at the time when he wrote; Augustus, Tiberius, Caius, Claudius, Nero, Otho, Galba, Vitellius, Vespasian, Titus. It was in the reign of this last, it would seem, that he wrote his work. Thus much from the writer himself; another historical account is given us by Irenæus, which deserves attention. In the Latin it runs thus: "Quoniam si oportoret manifeste praesenti tempore praconiari nomen ejus (animalis) per ipsum utique editum suisset, qui et Apocalypsin viderat, neque enim ante multum temporis visum est, sed pene sub nostro seculo ad finem Domitanii imperii." (L. V. Adv. Her. c. 30). An excellent scholar, 1 on the authority of this ancient version,
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has interpreted this passage as relating to the name of the beast—nomen visum est, and thinks that Irenæus understood by it Titus Domitianus, because, directly, before he proposes the name Titian as containing the beast’s number stated by John, viz. six hundred and sixty-six. But, if we consult the Greek text, which has fortunately been preserved here, we shall find that we can translate either, visus est, or visum est: ἀνάμνησθαι τῷ ναῷ καθ’ ις προσκεκληθής τούτῳ ἐν αὐτῷ, δι’ ἐκείνου ἀπὸ ἀφάνθη τῷ τῆς ἀποκάλυψις ἑωρακότος. Οὕτω γὰρ πρὸ πολλοῦ ἑωράθη, ἀλλὰ σχεδόν ἐπὶ τῆς ἡμέρας γενέσθαι, πρὸ τῆς τελεῖ τῆς Δομιτίανου αἰγής. Thus ἑωράθη may mean visum est nomen, visus est Joannes; or visa est Apocalypsis.

The first of these interpretations, however, visum est nomen, would seem to be the most improbable. In Irenæus, the following statements precede the above passage: Titian is probably the name of the beast, for it is a royal name, “tale autem est antiquum et fide dignum et regale magis autem et tyrannicum nomen.” 2d. No king had yet borne this name, “neque eorum regum, qui secundum nos sunt, aliquis vocatus est Titian.” 3d. The name, nevertheless, might be borne by a future king, “tamen habet verisimilitudinem, ut ex multis colligamus, ne forte Titiam vocetur, qui veniet.” From these words of Irenæus, it appears that the name had not yet occurred, and therefore it cannot have been Domitian.

As little foundation is there for Wetstein’s interpretation: visus est Joannes. On this supposition, the father intended to say: It is not very long since John was seen among us; he was alive in the reign of Domitian. He intended, therefore, to express the shortness of the period between his own time and the latter days of John. But what he said was ill-adapted to this purpose; for, according to his statement, John lived much longer and approached much nearer to his day, having lived till the time of Trajan: “Sed et quem est Ephesi ecclesie a Paulo quidem fundata, Joanne autem permanente neque ad tempora Trajanien, testis est verus apostolorum traditionis” (L. III. Adv. Hær. c. 3. n. 4). He would therefore have said: neque enim ante multum temporis visus est, sed sub nostro seculo, Trajan ani nimirem imperio.

There is no choice left but visa est Apocalypsis; and then, according to this father, the revelation was made to John in the reign of Domitian: “si enim oporeretur praecoriari nomen ejus, per ipsum utique editum fuisset, qui et apocalypsinviderat; neque enim ante multum temporis visa est, sed pene sub nostro seculo, ad finem Domitanii imperii.”

But the inference derived from the book itself does not agree with the statement of Irenæus. John reckoned ten Cæsars when he wrote his book, and the tenth was Titus; while Irenæus states it to have been in the reign of Domitian, the brother and successor of Titus, that the revelation was made. There are arguments in favor of the opinion of the latter, which appear in fact, to contravene the author of the book, himself.

John says that he saw the revelation at Patmos, whether he went for the testimony of Jesus Christ (1: 9). But ancient history unanimously asserts that he was not banished thither till Domitian’s reign. The humane government of Titus, as well as that of his father likewise, was by no means stained with the persecution of any one διὰ τὴν μακεδονίαν Ἰησοῦ; but his brother, who was of so dissimilar a character, is expressly charged with cruelty towards the Christians. The statements
and intimations of history, of which many might be presented here, are therefore in favor of Irenæus. How can this be explained?

John reckons ten Cæsars. Let us suppose that he reckoned only those that had deceased, without including the one then living. The latter persecuted Christianity, and had removed John himself from his station in the church, and banished him from the midst of his flock. What should he, what could he, say of him that was good? And would it have been in accordance with his Master's spirit, or the spirit of his doctrines, to speak evil of him? If then he could say neither good nor ill of him, had he any other choice than to be silent? Thus, it seems to me, both may be reconciled with each other. John enumerates only those emperors who had already deceased, and leaves it for others to mention him who was then living, and who was by no means an honor to the human race. Irenæus mentions the eleventh, concerning whom he had no reason to be silent.

§ 191.

John, then, wrote the Revelation in Domitian's reign; and this fact promises us some light in regard to the occasion and purpose of the book. He himself had been banished to Patmos for the testimony of Jesus (1: 9); and his was not a solitary case of hardship, but it was a part of the general tribulation of Christianity; he was but a συναντώνος Την θλίψη. The churches under his care groaned under severe suffering; Christians were exposed to punishments inflicted on them by the civil authorities and tribunals of justice. They were thrown into prison, and led to death, or were in constant expectation of it (2: 10, 11). At all events, there were not wanting distinguished examples of a noble constancy which had already been rewarded with the crown of martyrdom (2: 13). Some, however, had succumbed under their trials, dishonored their religion, and denied him who acknowledges his faithful followers before his Father and his angels (3: 4, 5, 6).

This happened in Proconsular Asia, under Roman judges. Such was the violence practised by paganism towards the adherents of Jesus. The Jews, it would seem however, (2: 9), had no small share in this violence, and were active, probably by informations, secret or open accusations, and by instigation, in adding severity to the lot of the Christians. We are told by Justin Martyr: They, as well as the Romans, treat us as enemies, consider us as rebels, murder and abuse us so far as they have opportunity.1

Such was the condition of Christianity between the adherents of the two religions. She was hated by both parties; and unhappily, moreover, her internal peace was disturbed by heretics, and her teachers were in exile.

Her condition was fearful; consolation and encouragement were needed, and whence should they come? Grounds of consolation were presented by the circumstances of the time. Jerusalem was in ruins; the ashes which covered the temple and the sanctuary had hardly gone

1 Apol. Major. Rob. Steph. 146. ἀλλ' ἐρωτεύεται ὡς καὶ πολλοὶ ἀγαθοὶ, ἐμοὶ δὲ τὸν ἄνθρωπον καὶ παλαιότερα ἄπαντα δύναμιν. 
out. To this fact John directed the attention of the oppressed, and in-
spired them with hope. Justice had already been inflicted on Jeru-
salem; the last throes of Judaism were seen; soon this religion and the
rage of its adherents would no longer excite apprehension!

The fact was striking; the example of the divine dealings towards
the enemies of his word was a plain one, and might serve as a warn-
ing to heathenism. The latter days of Nero, the civil wars after his
time, and the odious reign of Domitian, afforded, besides, no brilliant
prospect as to the duration of the Roman power, with which must sink
the authority of the state-religion. It would, therefore, lose the power
of destroying any other system of religion.

Thus could he encourage Christianity, incite its professors to constan-
cy in these trying times, that they might maintain their religion, and
transmit it to those brighter days when it would rise nobly and trium-
phantly over every adverse fortune, erect its altars in every nation, and
become the religion of the world.
NOTES

TO HUG'S INTRODUCTION,

BY

M. STUART,

PROF. SAC. LIT. IN THE THEOL. SEM. ANDOVER.

The preceding work of Hug occupies so large a space, that it is impossible to make any copious additions to it without rendering the volume inconvenient and unwieldy. The writer of the following notes is constrained, therefore, merely to add a few remarks and notes, by which he hopes to render this volume more useful to students of New Testament literature in our country. The notes, from the nature of the case, must be very miscellaneous. They must also be mere hints, rather than formal discussion; for such discussion on all the topics where it might be easy to find occasion for it, would occupy, or might easily be made to occupy, at least as much space as the author's text itself. The reader will not therefore expect from me what the circumstances of the present case render inexpedient or impracticable.

It would have been more convenient, perhaps, for the reader, if references to the Notes could have been made in the text, as now printed, so often as these notes occur. But as it was anticipated that the number and quantity of them must be proportioned to the room occupied by the text, this could not be done while the latter was printing. The reader may now, by turning to the Notes, always be able, without any serious inconvenience, to find where and when they should be consulted, if he is desirous to consult them.

Note 1. Style of the New Testament Greek. (p. 19.)

The statement made by Hug respecting the judgment which a critic "possessing ability to read them" would form of the New Testament books, viz. that "the Greek is certainly not in any one of the proper dialects of the language, but is a corrupted style of expression and
construction," is one which needs some correction. It savours altogether of the opinion that was formed and defended by many critics, before the labours of Planck and Winer in relation to this subject were laid before the world. Peculiar constructions, forms of phraseology, meanings of many prepositions, adverbs, and other words, were, by some critics of name, referred habitually and almost every where to the Hebrew. Later investigations, and particularly those by the two authors just named, have shewn that a great portion of the so-called Hebraisms are to be met with in the later Greek writers, contemporary, or nearly so, with the writers of the New Testament. The later Atticizing Greek is now regarded, by critics in general, so far as I know, as unquestionably the basis of the New Testament idiom. Departures from classic usage in some respects, are beyond all doubt to be found in the New Testament. But how could this possibly be otherwise? The writers of this volume were obliged to express a multitude of ideas, which were, as we may say, entire strangers to the heathen circle of thought and expression; ideas, which their living under the ancient revelation and their being enlightened by it, had made current and common among the Hebrews, but of which the heathen Greeks had entertained no conception, and therefore had formed no words to express them in an adequate manner. In such a case, all that was possible for the New Testament writers was, either to coin new words in Greek, or else employ words already coined in a new sense. They have accomplished their task in both these ways; as any good New Testament lexic will every where and plainly shew. But in so doing, they have not acted differently from what a heathen Greek would have done, had he been transferred to a new circle of ideas, and undertaken to communicate them in the Greek language.

The supposition of mere arbitrary usage, as to style and diction, by the writers of the New Testament, is quite an unfounded one; and if true, it would set afloat every thing on which the sound rules of exegesis are built. The syntax of the New Testament in scarcely a single case departs from that which may be found in classic Greek; the forms of words employed by the sacred writers are throughout conformed to the method of the Greek idiom. Even when the New Testament writers coin new words, as they are occasionally obliged to do, they coin them strictly according to the laws of analogy. The infinitive mode, the participle, the article, are all employed more Graecorum. Prepositions and adverbs are employed in the usual relations, and with the usual senses, merely excepting, perhaps, some enlargement of meaning which is occasionally perceptible. In short, whether we resort to the formal or syntactical part of grammar, we see that New Testament usage has little in reality that may not be found in the heathen writers, a century before and after the birth of the Saviour.

So much indeed is and must be true, viz., that, being Hebrews, when writing Greek they employ Hebrew modes of thought and expression; and they do this often; and so one would naturally expect. But how could a Hebrew express his religious views and feelings without doing thus? That was, from the very nature of the case, quite impossible. Hence a knowledge of the Old Testament Scriptures becomes indispensable to an enlarged and accurate knowledge of the New Tes-
tament. *Hebraism as to shade or mode of thought,* may be often and almost every where resorted to with profit by the interpreter; but let him look well to the matter when he rests any important deduction upon the meaning of Greek words as merely traced to Hebrew usage, in order to make out a sense for them which is foreign to their ordinary nature. Great caution and judgment are needed here. It is only when the thought or the phraseology is manifestly of Hebraistic origin, that we can fully confide in making out the sense of the New Testament writers merely by resort to the idiom of the Hebrews.

Yet, with all these highly important limitations to the position advanced by Hug, the main thing which he aims at is true; i.e. it is true that none but Hebrews could have composed such a book as the New Testament. I think it is scarcely possible to go from an extensive and careful perusal of heathen Greek, to the study of the New Testament in its original language, without feeling an unavailing conviction spring up in the mind, that none but Hebrews could have written it. Yet this conclusion could not be properly built on the *formal* or *syntactical* phenomena of the New Testament style. It would establish itself on the shade of thought, the modes of expression, the familiarity with Hebrew ideas and diction, and the general costume of the whole. The conviction becomes spontaneous and irresistible, after a little practice in careful reading, that those familiar with Hebrew ideas, a Hebrew circle of thought, Hebrew modes of education, a Hebrew country and government, the Hebrew Scriptures, and (in a word) the whole condition of Hebrew life and action,—that none but such men, could possibly have written the New Testament.

This then would all serve to show, beyond any rational doubt, that the New Testament was, as it professes to be, written by Hebrews, and so that it is evinced to be a *genuine* production, as far as this matter is concerned.

Inquirers of the present time can hardly refrain from astonishment, that Pfochen and many other Purists labored so long, so heartily, and with so much effort and learning, to shew that the style of the New Testament is purely Attic. They deemed this essential to its elevated character as a composition. But how is it possible that the style should be purely Attic, when the thoughts are so Un-Attic? What did the Attics know respecting many views of God and our duty, which are designated by the New Testament writers? Nothing at all. And in the expression of what lay beyond the circle of thought among the heathen Greeks, how could the Hebrew writers employ only pure Attic diction.

Besides; had Pfochen and others proved the point which they laboured to prove, the argument, now drawn as above from the actual state of the New Testament style, for its genuineness would have been undone. What critic, acting simply as a critic, would ever be brought to credit it, that Hebrew men had written in a style purely Attic? As matters now are, all is well. The style is entirely congruous with the condition of the alleged writers. What a pity, one almost involuntarily is led to exclaim, that so much time should have been wasted by the Purists, in order to prove what would have undone such an argument for the genuineness of the New Testament!
Note 2. Circumstantial and internal evidence in the New Testament of its genuineness. (p. 28.)

The detail of this in pp. 13—28 is worthy of the most attentive consideration of the candid reader. It can hardly fail to strike him in a manner adapted to excite a deep interest in the subject. The Works of Paley, viz. his Horae Paulinae and his Evidences of Christianity, give the sum of this kind of evidence in a most persuasive and attractive form, and are worthy of diligent and attentive perusal. In Lardner, also (as quoted on p. 28), he will find very much to the same purpose, which is candidly and ingeniously propounded. Indeed, I consider the internal evidences of genuineness in the New Testament, as being, to say the least, quite as strong as those of the Iliad, or Aeneid, or of the works of Cicero, or those of Horace. In some respects they are even more so; for the reason that there are so many peculiarities in the Hebrew state, circle of thought, action, and expression, that imitation of these books by foreigners would have been unsearchably difficult, or rather, quite impossible.

The works of Paley on the Evidences of Christianity (which need not be here described), will perhaps prevent the republication among us of the works of Schmid and Less, which are mentioned at the bottom of p. 28. Yet I could wish, for many reasons, that the work of Schmid, in particular, might be translated by some adequate hand, and republished in our language. The author, Christian F. Schmid, was a Professor of Theology at Wittenberg, during the latter part of the last century, and his octavo volume (pp. 640) has relation to the Old Testament as well as the New; and therefore it covers ground in respect to which our present English literature is very defective. The main argument is contained in a Text, which comprises much less matter, however, than the Notes. The latter embrace illustrations and confirmations of the text, and quotations in the original of all the passages selected from ancient writers, as proofs of the positions advanced. As a compend of these testimonies, made up of innumerable documents brought together in this way, and of a running text which shows the drift and force of the argument and also of these documents, this book would be exceedingly valuable to students, who wish to see with their own eyes. A few of Lardner’s selections, which Schmid deemed irrelevant, are omitted; and some testimonies that are omitted by Lardner, are added. Such a Thesaurus of this subject, translated and modified by judicious notes, would supply an important defect in our sacred literature; for very few can afford to purchase the works of Lardner in extenso, where the originals are also exhibited. Schmid is an example of multum in parvo. This work was published in 1775.

Of the two works (named in Note 1, p. 28) of Professor Less, of the University of Göttingen and a contemporary of J. D. Michaelis, the latter is the more complete, extensive, and satisfactory. It is in three volumes, and a part of it (a very valuable one too) was translated and printed in England in 1804, by Roger Kingdon A M., of St. John’s College, Cambridge, who had been a resident in Germany. Less himself had been for many years of his life, skeptical as to the genuineness
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of the New Testament writings. He at length instituted a strict inquiry on this subject, and his book is the fruit of his inquiry. He is quite rigid as to the admission of testimony; and no candid inquirer, if he has been disposed to be skeptical, can well demur to any evidence which he does admit. He excludes very many passages cited as testimony by Lardnor and Schmid; and with all his severe scrutiny comes out at last with a most distinct and complete conviction of the genuineness of the New Testament in general. The Apocalypse seems to him, however, a book of somewhat doubtful origin and authority; although he fully concedes its antiquity. The reason which seems to have most influenced his mind in making this conclusion, is, that the book is unintelligible. In what way, however, our inability to understand a book, can prove that a particular man did not write it, it would seem to be difficult to shew. In this respect, I think the worthy author has not displayed his usual tact and argumentative ability. Had the work of Eichhorn on the Apocalypse been published when he wrote, he would probably have come to a different conclusion; at least in respect to the supposed impenetrable obscurity of the book.

The work of Less as translated and published by Kingdon, and ably translated, too, might be republished in a moderate duodecimo or even 18mo. Is it not alarming to reflect, that some hundreds of thousands of worse than worthless books are published every year, and find purchasers and readers; while such a book as that of Less, conducted throughout on the rigid principles of scrutiny, and adapted therefore to attract argumentative and skeptical minds, should go into oblivion, so that the English and American public at large scarcely know of its existence?

The work of Jeremiah Jones, first published in 1726 in 3 vols. 8vo, and then republished at the Clarendon press at Oxford in 1728, on the New and full Method of settling the canonical Authority of the New Testament, etc., is a book replete with much interesting and useful matter. The main part of it is directed against spurious books, which in ancient times claimed a like place with writings of the New Testament, and to which Mr. Jones applies certain tests that are adapted to shew the weakness of those claims. The third volume treats of the authenticity of the Gospels and the Acts of the Apostles. The Epistles and the Apocalypse are not embraced in his plan. The reader will find in this work of Jones, a somewhat extended account of all the spurious books that we have any knowledge of, with many extracts from them. The originals of such as are still extant, he may find at length in the recent work of Thilo, comprising the remains of this kind of literature.

Mr. Jones was minister of a dissenting congregation at Avening, Gloucestershire, in England, and is said by Lemptrier to have died at the age of 31; which is scarcely credible, considering the extent of his literary investigations, and the labour which they must have cost him. Of this work Hg seems to have been ignorant. The student will be well paid for consulting it, and for attentively studying the essential and argumentative parts of it. Like many other solid and excellent works of the last age, it has been nearly displaced by books of less valuable matter, but of more attractive form.

May some powerful and patient critic speedily arise, who, by an at-
tentative study of all these works, extensive reading and study of their original sources, logical and persuasive method of thought and argument, and orderly and scientific arrangement of matter and neat simplicity of style, will make a book which will proffer to the student all that is solid and valuable in all the works that are here named and many others, in relation to this important subject!

Note 3. Manner of quotation by early Christian writers. (p. 29.)

If the reader should give full credit to the account here given by Hug, of the manner of quotation by the most ancient Christian writers, he would surely be led into an error. Take as an example the oldest of all, viz. Clemens Romanus. His quotations are almost innumerable; yet he never names the book of either Testament, when he quotes. He occasionally names prophets, indeed, from whom he quotes. But then he calls their names as those of persons, and not as the titles of books, after the manner that we now practise. He often quotes with the formulas, γέγραπται, λέγει, εἶπεν ὁ θεός, ημών ὁ λόγος ὁ ἁγιός, and the like; but nearly as often, particularly in respect to Old Testament books, he quotes without any formula at all. He quotes too with all imaginable degrees of freedom and departure in some respects from the diction of the original; evidently quoting often from mere recollection, which at times is quite indistinct, then at other times accurate. Sometimes he doubtless had the original before him; but the cases of this nature are scarcely capable of being determined, because exact recollection would produce the same effect upon the accuracy of the writer. In many cases he evidently paraphrases the original or metamorphoses it, accommodating it to his particular purpose, and designing scrupulously to retain only what he deems to be the substance of the sense.

As to the allegation of Hug, that the Old Testament is quoted by the early fathers with more accuracy than the New, I do not think there is any good ground for its support. I see no substantial difference, e.g. in Clement of Rome and Justin Martyr, in the modes or exactness of quotations, with the exception that formulas which naturally introduce quotations, are perhaps somewhat more frequent in regard to passages taken from the New Testament. Nothing is seemingly more apparent, than that they made their quotations usually from memory: the natural consequence is, that even in cases where the fact of actual quotation is very apparent, yet exactness of diction throughout is not to be found.

As to treating the historical books differently from what they have done the didactic ones, I know of no foundation for this, excepting that a long history in the Scriptures is of course summarily adverted to or given, while a proverb, or a maxim, or a precept, is often given at length because brevity permits it to be so given.

The allegation under No. III., that "the Prophets are cited with direct reference to them," has no other foundation, I apprehend, than what has already been suggested, viz. that the names of the prophets as persons are frequently mentioned, but not their names as the mere title of a
book. The allegation in No. IV. that 'the epistles are accurately cited,' has, as I apprehend, no other foundation than what belongs simply to the nature of the case. The histories in the Gospels are merely referred to usually, not cited at length; but the didactic parts of the Gospels will not be found to be quoted less accurately than the Epistles.

Nor does the representation of Hug seem to agree with itself. He tells us in No. III. that "the didactic writings of the Old Testament, are generally cited verbatim." Yet he says in No. V. that 'moral principles and tenets are quoted, so that the thought only is regarded, and not the words.' If any one should say, that the author means to affirm this merely of the New Testament, he is precluded from so saying by the affirmation under No. IV. that 'the Epistles of the New Testament are cited accurately.' The truth is, as I fully believe, that the intelligent reader who attentively watches the matter of quotation in the early Christian writers, will soon come to the entire conviction, that they usually quoted memoriter: that there is no material difference as to the manner of the quotations, whether it be Old Testament or New; that they often compress not only narrations but other passages; that they often conjoin different Scriptures in the same paragraph; that they sometimes accommodate the language of any and all Scriptures to the particular purpose they have in view, and thereby make departures from the diction of the original; and finally, that there is no single formula of quotation which is uniform, none which of itself distinguishes what particular weight the writer assigns to any quotation, none which is indispensable, inasmuch as the quotations are almost as often without any formula as with one.

As to the usual manner in ancient writers of quoting the words of the Saviour as his (No. VI.), nothing would be more natural than this. The authority of the Saviour is supreme. To cite words as his, is at once to assign to them their highest claims, their paramount authority.

All this, however, diminishes nothing from the weight and importance of Hug's argument in the sequel. In this, the fact, rather than the manner of quotation, is principally concerned. The fact is always to be judged of by general principles of quotation that were current in ancient times, and by the particular circumstances in each case, and the evidences of real resemblance to the original Scriptures.

---

Note 4. Nature of the author's argument in favour of the genuineness of the New Testament books, in respect to quotations from them. (p. 31.)

Hug does not enter at all upon the production of testimonies from writers in the church catholic. He expects the reader to consult Lardner for these, and also the other writers named on p. 28. (See Note 2 above). Taking it for granted that these testimonies are abundant and satisfactory, so far as any thing said by the friends of Christianity in its purer form is concerned, he proceeds in § 7 to produce evidence from the
remains of heretical writers in the second century, of the existence of the
New Testament books in their present form at that period. These tes-
imonies, although not wholly neglected by Lardner, Schmid, and oth-
ers, are more critically and acutely treated of here by Hug, than by
almost any other writer. It is scarcely possible that the young reader,
who is a beginner in critical study, should feel in an adequate manner
the importance of the testimony thus acquired. "Our enemies them-
selves being judges," is an appeal which has strong claims to enhance
the credibility of a thing. If the opponents of the church catholic,
and schismatics, still refer in their writings to the New Testament as a
standard book, then we may well suppose it was generally so consid-
ered. And even in cases where they in fact impugn it, or any part of
it, this also shews the actual existence of that which is impugned.

Such then is the nature and design of Hug's testimonies in this sec-
tion, adduced from Celsius, Tatian, Cassian, Theodotus, and others,
most of whose remains are to be found only in fragments, presented in
the works of their opponents. When the nature of this case and the ob-
ject in view by Hug are fully before the reader, he will, I trust, peruse
with much interest, what he might otherwise, perhaps, consider as dry
and uninteresting. The whole is drawn up with such studied brevity,
and so little close regard to order and simplicity of arrangement, that it
will require all the patience of the student, and tax all his powers of at-
tention, in order fully to understand what the author has here written,
and to profit by it.

Note 5. Credibility of the New Testament writings. (p. 64.)

Besides what Paley, Less, Lardner, and many others have written
with so much ability in respect to this subject, the reader will find a
very useful and brief summary in a recent book of Prof. Schott of Jena
(1830), entitled Isagoge historico-critica in Libros Nov. Test. Sacrt,
§§ 128—133, with many notes comprising explanations and references
to works of importance. The student should also by all means read
the first volume of Rev. Thomas H. Horne's Introduction, where he
will find an extended and very useful summary of the arguments em-
ployed in relation to this all important subject, and the literature which
concerns it extensively noticed.

I cannot help thinking, with Hug, that on the supposition of unbelie-
ers, viz. that the matter of the Gospels is not true, the character and
doctrines of Jesus Christ are a greater miracle than any which they re-
ject. Reinhard in his Plan, and Planck in his Urschristenthum, have
urged this point with great power, and in my apprehension with unan-
swerable arguments.

Note 6. Classification of Manuscripts.

On this subject the reader should be apprised, that discussion is by no
means at an end, and that after all the ingenuity, labour, and learning,
that have been exhibited, no real terra firma on which we can plant our feet, has yet been taken possession of or even fully discovered.

The theory of Hug is briefly this, viz. (1) That until about A.D. 250, there was a κοινὴ ἕδοσις, i.e. editio vulgaris of the New Testament writings, corresponding in the main with the older Latin versions, with the Codex Cantabrigiensis, and with the old Syriac version or Peshito and the more ancient fathers.

(2) That about the middle of the third century, the defects of this κοινὴ ἕδοσις becoming apparent to more critical readers, several undertook to revise and purify it. Hesychius engaged in this work, who was a bishop in Egypt; Lucian, a priest of Antioch in Syria, undertook a like task; and Origen in Palestine did the same. The revised text of the first edition, Hug supposes to have obtained currency in Egypt; that of the second, in Syria, Asia Minor, Thrace, and Constantinople or Byzantium; that of the third, in Palestine. He thinks that the old κοινὴ ἕδοσις, as exhibited in the older Latin versions, still kept its place in the West; for certain it is, that Gelasius bishop of Rome († 496) prohibited the use of the Lucian and Hesychian recensions, on the ground that he supposed them to be corrupt; p. 117.

(3) A third period begins, according to Hug, soon after the respective recensions named above, and extends itself down to the present time; during which various alterations from a variety of causes have been made in all these different texts. In ancient times, different recensions were mixed together; and besides this, the κοινὴ ἕδοσις would also come in for its share, with many possessors of Mss., in the correction and adjustment of them. From all these reasons combined, there is, in even the oldest Mss. now extant, more or less of mixture of the different recensions; although some Mss. have predominant characteristics, which are plain and very visibly marked.

There will be no question about the ingenuity, acuteness, and immense labour, exhibited in the briefly represented theory of Prof. Hug; at least I think there can be none among intelligent and practised readers. Its ingenuity, and indeed speciousness, has in part called forth high expressions of admiration from many critics, and made some converts. But although the κοινὴ ἕδοσις, as stated by him, must be substantially true, as even Griesbach and others concede, yet that amid such an endless variety of readings as must have sprung up from causes suggested by him, during two centuries after the writings of the New Testament were composed, all Mss. should be capable of classification, so as to make the κοινὴ ἕδοσις a distinct and separate family, easily distinguishable from all subsequent Mss.—who will venture to affirm this, and pledge himself to produce satisfactory proof? Origen says of the Greek Mss. in his time: "The difference has become really great, both from the carelessness of copyists, and from the arbitrary conduct of those to whom the correction of them is entrusted; as also from emendations, additions, and omissions made by many according to their own judgment." (Cited by Hug, p. 87). How can it be, then, that there is but one character common to all these, and that this is so plainly marked that it will enable us distinctly to classify them, so as to separate them from the later families of Mss., if indeed there are such?

As to the second part of Hug's theory, viz. the different recensions by
Hesychius, Lucian, and Origen, it is denied in whole or in part, by some of the most able critics. Griesbach denies the existence of any recension of the New Testament by Origen, and thinks that what Hug names as such, is only a branch of the Lucian recension; Meletem, p. LVIII. seq. Matthaei, the celebrated editor of a critical edition of the New Testament, even denies in toto the existence of any such recensions as Hug has described, and adopts the Byzantine Ms. as his only safe guide. The class which consists of such as the Codex Bezae, the Codex Claromontanus, and others of the like nature, he names editio scurrilis; and he applies no softer epithets to those who pay deference to them. But although there is a degree of extravagance in his positions, yet it is in fact somewhat doubtful, whether the recensions of Hesychius and Lucian ever obtained any extensive circulation in the countries where they were made. Jerome (Praefat. in quatuor Evang.) says, respecting these recensions: "Prætermittit eos codices, quos, a Luciano et Hesychio nuncupatos, paucorum hominum asserit perversa contentio, etc." The intimation in these words most clearly is, that the Hesychian and Lucian recensions were confined to a narrow circle of usage (paucorum); and disapprobation of this usage is plainly signified by asserit perversa contentio. If Jerome is in the right, it would seem that Hug has attributed a great deal too much influence over the general state of the New Testament Ms. after the middle of the third century, to the labours of Hesychius and Lucian.

Nor should it be unobserved by the critical reader, that the extensive and permanent circulation of the Lucian recension at Constantinople and in Thrace, which Hug and others have assumed, is a matter of great doubt, and, in view of some testimony that is extant, quite an improbability. Eusebius testifies (De Vita Const. Mag. I. 4. c. 36), that the emperor Constantine required of him to cause fifty copies of the New Testament to be transcribed, for the use of the churches at Constantinople. Now the reverence which Eusebius had for Origen is well known, and is everywhere most abundantly testified by him. That the copies would be made, therefore, from such Codices as were approved by Origen and used by him, there can scarcely be a doubt. But what were these? Origen's numerous works clearly show that his Codices of the New Testament were of the Alexandrine hue; for he was educated, and spent the former part of his life, at Alexandria. Nor has Origen, in any of his works, apparently quoted a different text from that which seems to have been predominant at Alexandria. If all this be allowed, as I think it must be by those who are conversant with this subject, then it would seem to follow, that from the time of Constantine and Eusebius, the Ms. at Constantinople must have been of the Origenian, i.e. Alexandrian cast; and so, after all, the Byzantine Ms. are to be ultimately referred to those which Origen, and after him Eusebius, employed.

The passage in Jerome (ad Matth. 24: 36), on which Hug mainly relies to prove a distinct recension by Origen, is hardly capable of proving so much. Jerome says, that "in some Latin Codices, neque fuit is here added to the text; but," he adds, "this is not contained in Græcia, et maximo Adamantii et Pierii exemplaribus." Schott, De Wette, and others, suppose it to be sufficient here to understand the
emplars of Adamantius (i.e. Origen) and Pierius, as meaning those Men which these distinguished individuals sanctioned and employed, and to which they gave currency. And indeed, if the whole be compared with what Origen says (on Matthew in Vol. III. p. 671, ed. de la Rue), this would seem to be altogether a probable interpretation of his words. Origen takes occasion to speak of his critical edition of the Septuagint, and his emendation of it by means of asterisks and obelisks, and then he says, (the Latin translation of him only is here preserved): "In exemplibus autem Novi Testamenti, hoc ipsum me posse facere sine periculo non putavi." If then his judgment was, as it here seems to be, that he could not without danger undertake to correct the MSS. of the New Testament; and if, as even Hug concedes, he did not undertake to do this until extreme old age and as his last work; is it probable that he would, at such a time, and against his own mature judgment, execute a work which is least of all adapted to the employment of a superannuated man? On the whole the probability cannot be well made out.

The threefold recensions made by Griesbach are well known, viz. the Alexandrine or Oriental, the Occidental, and the Byzantine. Hints in Bengel's Introductio ad Crisim. N. Test. and in Semler's Vorbereitungen zur Hermeneutik, seem to have first led him to this. The text of the occidental recension, as he supposes, may be found in the most ancient Latin versions, in Tertullian, Cyprian, Irenaeus, Ambrose, Augustine, etc.; also in the MSS. of the Gospels, D. 1, 13, 69, 118, 124, 131, 157; in the MSS. of the Epistles, D. E. F. G. Its character is exegetical; it contains glosses and periphrases, and hebraizes in a high degree.

The Alexandrine recension, he thinks, is found in Clemens Alex., Origen, Eusebius, Athanasius, Cyrill Alex., Isidorus Pelus., and others; in the Memphitico-Copt. Philoxenio-Syriac, Ethiopic, and Armenian versions; and also in the MSS. of the Gospels, B. C. L 38, 102, 106; and in those of the Epistles, A. B. C. 17, 46, 47. Its characteristics are, higher grammatical purity and correctness of diction.

The Byzantine or Constantinopolitan recension is found, as he averrs, in the Greek fathers of Asia Minor and the neighboring provinces, from the fourth to the sixth century; in the Gothic and Slavic versions; in the MSS. of the Gospels, A. E. F. G. H. S.; and as to the Epistles, in the MS. of Moscow.

To the Peschito, Chrysostom, and MSS. P. Q. T., he attributes a mixed text; and in a considerable degree to more than twenty MSS. more.

This formal and definite division was attacked with great vehemence by Matthei, and substantially doubted and impugned by Eichhorn, and others. It has occasioned great debate among critics; especially so, as Griesbach estimates the value of a reading very much by the classes of recensions which support it, rather than by the number of witnesses.

Besides these opponents on the continent of Europe, Griesbach has had some powerful ones in England. Dr. Laurence (now archbishop of Cashel), attacked it with great vehemence and acuteness in his Remarks
on the Classification of Mss. adopted by Griesbach, Oxf. 1814. In 1815, the Rev. F. Nolan published his Inquiry into the Integrity of the Greek Vulgate or Received Text of the New Testament; in which he has laboured to overthrow several of Griesbach's positions, and not without success. He, however, comes out at last, with an Egyptian, a Palestinian, and a Byzantine family or recension of Codices; which seem to differ in nothing very material, except as to some supposed metes and bounds, from the three recensions of Griesbach. Schott in his Isagoge declares also, that the effort of Griesbach to establish his classification, is a failure; and so Scholz, in his Curae Criticæ, and in his Proleg. ad edit. Nov. Testamenti.

The division of Scholz himself, in the work last named, is into the Alexandrine and Constantinopolitan recension. To the former he assigns the copies in Egypt and in the West; also the Coptic, Latin, and Ethiopic versions, and the ecclesiastical writers of those regions. To the latter he assigns the copies of Palestine, Asia Minor, Syria, oriental Greece, specially Constantinople, the Philoxenian, Gothic, Georgian, and Slavic versions, and the ecclesiastical writers of those regions. To the latter he gives an almost unbounded preference.

But in amalgamating the Alexandrine and Western Mss. together, he has done not a little violence to both. Moreover, taking the fact as true, which Eusebius has related in respect to his making out fifty copies of the New Testament for the churches at Constantinople, in the time of Constantine; and the fact also that Eusebius is known, by the quotations in his works, to have given a preference to the Alexandrine copies; how can the superiority or even the discrepancy of the Constantinopolitan class of Mss. in respect to the Alexandrine, be so definitely made out?

Eichhorn, in his Introduction to the New Testament, divides Mss. into Asiatic, African, and Mixed. He has treated the subject with a degree of skill and moderation, which it would have been well if many other writers could have imitated.

The result of all is, as the reader may now well see, that no terra firma is yet won. So judges De Wette, who is no ordinary judge; so in substance Schott also, in his Isagoge. Of course the estimation of the value of readings, which proceeds from classification merely or principally, is not to be confined in; and consequently not a few of the decisions of Griesbach, who has gone far in criticisms of this kind, may be justly subjected to revival, and some of them, doubtless, to reversal.

With such facts before him, the critical reader of the New Testament should look well to it how he trusts himself implicitly to the guidance of any one of the so-called critical editions. Much land yet remains to be possessed. The labour of collation is, as yet, very imperfectly performed; and that of quotations by the fathers from the Bible, as yet very imperfectly estimated or examined. The remarks of Hug, certainly a good practical scholar, as exhibited above, are a voucher for the correctness of this affirmation.
NOTE 7. Materials of Mss., modes of writing, stichometry, punctuation, editions, etc. (p. 148 seq.)

Few, if any, of the various Introductions to the New Testament will be found so instructive, well-grounded, and satisfactory as Hug is upon these several points. The reader who wishes for more upon them can easily consult Marsh's Michaelis, Eichhorn, Schott, Haenlein, Bertholdt, De Wette, Horno, etc. Particularly interesting, in Hug, is the account of stichometry, and the consequent gradual rise of the modern punctuation.

The account of the principal Mss. and editions of the New Testament (pp. 156—199) will be found as ample as is necessary for a student in general; and great pains have been taken by the author in respect to accuracy. This part of the book, after a general perusal, does not need to be studied, like some other parts, but to be reserved for special consultation, when the nature or importance of some prominent Ms. or critical edition of the New Testament becomes a question of special interest.

Hug has brought down his account of critical editions no lower than the second edition of Griesbach, Vol. I. 1796, Vol II. 1806. Of this celebrated edition, Vol. I. has been reprinted with valuable additions and corrections, and with great care, by Prof. David Schulz, Berlin, 1827.

Dr. C. Knapp, of Halle, printed a critical text of the New Testament in 1797, in which he mainly followed the maxims of criticism laid down by Griesbach, and in general exhibited the same text as that published by Griesbach. Yet there are departures from it, in some important readings; and the editor every where has bestowed great pains on the examination of readings, on the punctuation of the text, on the accentuation, on the mode of dividing or paragraphing the text, and in the selection of important various readings for exhibition to the reader. This work has had a wide circulation in Germany, the fourth large edition being printed in 1830.

A rival work to this, furnished with a Latin translation, at first mostly a copy of Griesbach's text, but afterwards departing (in the third edition) in many places from it, was published by Schott, Professor of Theology at Jena, in 1805; again, in 1811; and a third time, in 1825.

A small stereotype edition was published in 1820 at Leipsic, edited by that masterly New Testament critic, the late J. A. H. Tittmann of the University at Leipsic. His judgment as to the text, is always worthy of consultation and deference.

In 1824, the late Prof. Vater of Halle published an edition of the Greek Testament, in which the text of Griesbach and Knapp is revised, various readings are given, with critical and exegetical annotations, and indexes of various kinds; in many respects a useful edition to young students, as there is very considerable critical and exegetical matter exhibited in it.

In 1821, Gratz (of the Roman Catholic Church), at Tübingen, published a new edition comprising the Complutensian Greek text, the Vulgate text of 1592, with readings from the third edition of Robert Stephens, and from the editions of Griesbach and Matthaei.
Very recently a new critical edition of the Greek text has been published at Berlin, 1881, by C. Lachmann. The object and plan of this are described by the editor, in the Theol. Studien und Crítiken, 1880, pp. 817—845. It is in 12mo, without preface, stereotyped, with a fair impressions and on good paper, and has been highly commended in some of the leading reviews of Germany. From the notice which the most recent interpreters of the New Testament in that country take of it, it would seem to be highly estimated and in great demand.

To a Syllabus of the various readings of the Textus Receptus where these differ from his own text, which the author suffices at the close of the volume, he has prefixed a few editorial remarks, from which it would seem that his judgment about the value of readings differs in no small degree from that of Griesbach and his followers. "The editor," says he, "has no where followed his own judgment, but the usage of the oriental churches. So often as he has found this not to be uniform (constantem, consistent), he has, as far as possible, guided himself by the agreement of the Italian and African churches. Where he has found discrepancies between the sources which have become widely diffused, he has indicated this, partly by including the words in a parenthesis, partly by noting them in the margin." The diversities of the Receptus from his own text, are, as has been intimated above, noted at the end of the volume.

The reasons for such a course in forming his text, the editor has given at length in the Periodical mentioned in a preceding paragraph. It would seem, therefore, by the present demonstrations of public opinion as to the criticism of the New Testament text, that it is inclining, after all, toward the direction which Matthaei long ago endeavored to give it, and for which Scholz, in his new critical edition of the New Testament, strenuously contends, viz. toward a reception of the oriental Ms. as being of the highest and best authority.

The edition of Scholz, just mentioned, is yet unfinished. The first volume, in 4to, was published in 1830, and contains only the four Gospels with copious Prolegomena. In these the editor endeavors to establish the credit of the Constantinopolitan recension as greatly superior to the Egyptian and Occidental; which last two classes he amalgamates into one, under the name of Alexandrine. This work seems to have found but little favour in Germany, although the learning and diligence of the author are commended very liberally by such writers as De Wette and Schott. In England more interest has been taken in it; and efforts have been there made, in order to enable the editor to go forward with his second volume; which, it seems, has been likely to fail for want of patronage. Solidity, acuteness, and stability of mind and judgment, seem not to be leading and prominent characteristics of this critical editor.

Lachmann, on the other hand, has been encouraged by the success of his small critical edition of the New Testament, to engage in the arduous labour of a new and large critical edition, with full apparatus.

The reader who is unaccustomed to the studies of lower criticism, i.e. that which occupies itself with the establishment of a pure text, can hardly conceive of the difficulties that press upon this subject, and the labour necessary to surmount them. To no part of sacred litera-
ture have we more occasion to apply the striking declaration of Aulus Gellius, that truth is the daughter of time, than to that of criticism in respect to the text of the New Testament. After a century of strenuous efforts by minds of the first order, we are still in an oscillating position, as to many things relative to this subject, and as to not a few readings of the New Testament. Yet we should call to mind, and gratefully remember too, that these in general are not points which are essential either to Christian doctrine or practice. A pure text is indeed a desideratum of an important nature; but there may be several conjunctions, prepositions, or other words, less or more than in the present text, or even different from it, without much affecting our duty or our happiness. There is a time, in a course of sacred study, when almost every student feels a desire to plunge somewhat deeply into lower criticism, or the investigation of the state of the text; but by and by he comes to learn, that most of this belongs rather to the manner than the matter of the text; and he is then apt to become too indifferent about it. The subject is surely one of deep interest. Every candid man will commend all well-directed labours in respect to it; but the experienced critic will soon learn not to be totus in illis, nor to feel that it is more important to decide whether a δι or a γε should stand or fall, than to inquire what rule of faith or practice the text contains.

Note 8. Versions of the New Testament. (p. 190 seq.)

The principal interest which these can possess, as to matters of criticism and interpretation, arises from two sources; viz. (1) They may have preserved the readings extant in the Greek Mss. from which they were made; some of which, of course, must have been very ancient, inasmuch as some of the versions are very early. (2) Some of the versions may afford exegetical help, in respect to passages which are obscure and difficult.

It is easy to illustrate and confirm these two propositions, in a few words. We will suppose that the Peshito or old Syriac version was made, (as seems most likely), in the latter half of the second century, or near the commencement of the third. The person who made it must have been skilled in the Greek of that day, and therefore in the Greek which is substantially the basis of the New Testament diction, and which was then spoken in Palestine and Western Asia in general. This being then a living language, idioms that are now obscure and difficult to us, may have been quite intelligible and easy to him. These he might often express in the Syriac, so as to make them very intelligible to a reader of the present day, who well understands this language. The text, moreover, which lay before him, he would generally, if he well understood it, express so as to shew us what the original diction probably then was. In such a case we should have, as we in fact do have in the Peshito, a witness for the ancient text, and a help to the sense, in one and the same version.

Of all the monuments of antiquity now extant, or at least of all yet
discovered, I regard the version of the Peshito as the most important in respect to the establishment or verification of the true Greek text. It precedes in age, by several centuries, any Greek Ms. that we now have; it was confessedly made with great skill and ability; the Hebrew coloring of the New Testament rendered it easy, for the most part, to be translated into the Syriac, which is an idiom so kindred; it has been exempt from all the criticisms and tamperings of the Alexandrine or any other western school of criticism; and from the recensions of Hesychius, Lucian, or Origen (if he made one); it has come down to us from the primitive ages in a channel entirely different from that in which the common Greek text has descended; it appears, from the comparison of Ms. so far as this has gone, to have suffered less than is common from the variations made by scribes; and it is therefore a witness above all exception, as to its general testimony, for the fidelity and accuracy with which the Greek text has in the main been preserved. No monument of antiquity possesses, therefore, more to excite critical interest, or even exegetical, than this. The student who is familiar with it, cannot well entertain a doubt of the early canonicity of the New Testament books in general, and of the importance which the Christian churches in the primitive ages attached to them.

The 2d Pet., the 2d and 3d of John, Jude, and the Apocalypse, are wanting in the original Peshito, and have been supplied, in modern editions of it, from another version. This circumstance serves to show, that the version in question was made so early, that the New Testament Canon, as a whole, was not yet completed.

After all, however, too much stress should not be laid by the critic or interpreter on this or any other version; because in all versions the translator occasionally finding himself embarrassed for want of proper or adequate diction, and unable to give a literal version because of the nature of the idiom into which he is translating, will (not to say must) of course indulge more or less in paraphrastical expressions, which some times fail to convey the exact impression designed to be made by the original, and of course must fail in giving us the means of discovering its exact diction. On this subject, a Programm of Winer, entitled de Versionibus N. Test. usu critico caute instituendo (Erlang. 1823), deserves to be carefully studied. Worthy to be read, also, on the subject of the Syriac version, is Weber, de usu Vers. Syr. hemenentico, Lips. 1778, 8vo. Also Gloucester Ridley, de Syn. Vers. Indole et Usu, Oxon. 1761; reprinted in Westenri Libellus ad Crisin, etc., Nov. Test., Halle, 1766. Of the general nature and use of all the Syriac versions, the reader will find an account in Storr, Observation super N. Test. Versionibus Syr., 1772; also in Adleri, Versiones Syriacae, 1791, and in all the Introductions to the New Testament.

While I have a full conviction of the high importance of this most excellent of all the ancient versions, and feel that the study of it gives a degree of conviction to an inquirer’s mind, who is seeking for evidence of the genuineness and antiquity of our present New Testament text, which nothing else perhaps can give, I should still think it hazardous to undertake the critical emendation of the text in general, from this or any other version. Take the facts, for example, exhibited by Winer, viz., ‘The Peshito always puts ημιων (eur) after the word Lord; instead of
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αυτῶς, αὐτοῦ, the proper name to which it refers is generally repeated; the particles εἶτα ὥστε, ἵδιν, superfluous participles such as λέγων, ἀποκριθεὶς, etc., are usually omitted; παρευρέθη, often arbitarily put in or left out; and ὡς, ὑμοίως, etc., often omitted. With such facts in view, how could we conform the Greek text throughout to this version, without abusing the rights of criticism.

The student may be entirely satisfied of the well founded nature of these cautions, by taking any of our best English translations of classic authors and comparing them with the original; e. g. that of Spelman compared with the Greek of Xenophon. While he has happily transferred to the English the spirit of the original, yet if a critic some centuries hence should undertake to decide, as to minute things, what the text of Xenophon was a half century ago, by this English version, he would surely find it to be a difficult task, or rather he would find it altogether impossible. And so with the Peshito, or any other ancient version. The general evidence derived from the text is most satisfactory and conclusive. But the minute and unimportant parts of diction have not always been preserved, because they have not always been regarded. A witness to the actual presence of a person in a particular place and at a particular time, may be altogether a true and credible witness, although he may not remember how many, or what, were some small appendages on that person’s dress, or whether he fastened his shoes with buckles or a silken thong.

To conclude; the reader will find Hug’s account of the Peshito to be, on the whole, the most critical and satisfactory of any which are contained in the Introductions to the New Testament, or indeed elsewhere. The recent Codices of the Peshito, brought by Dr. Buchanan from Hindostan to England, and compared by Prof. Lee for his admirable and beautiful edition of the Syriac New Testament, 1816, under the auspices of the Bible Society in England, will answer a very important purpose in the establishment of the text of this deeply interesting relic of antiquity. Whether the promised Collations of these oriental MSS. have yet been given to the public, is to me unknown. The execution of such a work is important to criticism. It is earnestly to be hoped that it should not fail.

In regard to the second Syriac version, i. e. the Philoxenian as it is named, from Philoxenus or Xenais bishop of Hierapolis, who caused it to be made by Polycarp, one of his ἐρημίας, it has for its basis the old Peshito, but is often discrepant from it, inasmuch as it is a literal, and one may say slavish, imitation of the Greek original; so much so, as often to violate the proprieties of the Syriac idiom. Still, this very circumstance renders it important as a witness to the state of the Greek text in the year 508, when it was composed.

No where will the reader find an account of the various ancient versions, more to his satisfaction in general, and to his instruction, than in the present work of Hug. This is a kind of literature in which he seems to take much pleasure, and which he has prosecuted to very good purpose. In particular, the important version called the Vulgate, is here described with a minuteness and an accuracy, which entitle the author to the thanks of every student of sacred literature. He may
here learn how much dependence is to be placed on a version, which, notwithstanding the ingenious suggestions of Hug (p. 279) respecting the meaning of the Council of Trent (in Sess. IV. Decret. 2), and the liberal exegesis which he would fain give to their decree, and indeed must give in order to defend his own critical views, is after all made the editio authentica of the Roman Catholic Church, and thus placed above the original Greek and Hebrew Scriptures. With the decree in question before him, how could any Romanist, in a dispute of a theological nature, appeal ultimately to any thing but this authenticated arbiter, viz. the Vulgate, as determining what the original Scriptures must mean? Hug, indeed, fully sees the weakness and folly of a claim to decide this point, by any council; but his relation to the Romish church, does not permit him to speak of it in a direct manner. He has, however, striven to do away all the real force of the decree in question, by his interpretation at the bottom of p. 279. He avers, that the decree of the Council is "no prescription of doctrine," and that "it has reference to the circumstances of the times in which it was issued." So much to be sure, is true, that it is not literally in itself a rule of doctrine; but it prescribes the ultimate authentic appeal, in all cases of doctrinal controversy; and so far are the Romish Church from confining the authority of the Vulgate to "the times" in which it was authoritatively adopted as the only standard, that down to the present hour it is read and circulated as their only authentic Bible. Versions in order to be popular, must be conformed to it.

By mistake Thomas of Harkel, p. 218 and elsewhere, is called Thomas of Charkel; which mode of spelling the name rightly represents the sound of it in Hug's German text, (cå being a strong guttural, almost like åh), but gives a mistaken notion of the true name to the English reader. The Thomas in question was of Ηρακλεα (Lat. Heraclea, or more usually Harclea), a town in Syria, not far from Bambye or Hierapolis (as the Greeks named it), or Mabug (as the Syrians called it); Cellarius Orb. Ant. II. p. 360. Hierapolis seems to have been given as a name to Mabug, by the Greeks, because this city was the metropolis of the worship of Ashtaroth or Ashtoreth or Derceto, the fabled goddess of the heathen Syrians.

Note 9. Principles of Criticism. (p. 301.)

The assumption by Hug, in this section and the sequel, that all is now settled as to the great leading principles of lower criticism, i.e. that criticism which is employed in the correction of the text, is somewhat surprising, considering the present state of the matter, and indeed its state ever since Mill, Wetstein, Griesbach, and others, have been labouring upon it. We have seen above how little union there has been and is, in respect to the classification of MSS.; and yet, on this assumed classification, and (as it appears by p. 302) on the basis of his own classification, the worthy author takes it for granted that all difficult questions are at an end. The ground taken by Lachmann, most recently,
and which seems to have the general voice of Germany in its favour, is certainly a very different one from that which Hug has endeavoured to establish. But after what has been said in Note 6, more need not be here said. It is enough merely to repeat in this place, that but little terra firma has yet been won, in this department of investigation. The actual internal state of a Ms.; the evidences which itself proffers from its own condition, of correctness and of pains-taking by the copyist; would go much farther, I think, in the mind of an unbiased person, in determining its weight and value, than the circumstance of the country to which it belonged, or (I had almost said) of the age to which it belonged. Could not, for example, a copyist at Constantinople, have before him an Alexandrine or an Italian Codex for his exemplar? And so, mutatis mutandis, of Alexandria, Rome, and other cities and countries respectively. Could not a copyist of the tenth century, moreover, have before him a Codex of the fifth century? Would he not, of course, aim at obtaining the oldest and best that he could procure? Surely he would, unless he could obtain such copies of more recent date, as he might be sure were conformed to the oldest and most accurate. How then can we judge of the worth of Ms. merely by their age? An exact copy in the tenth century of a Codex belonging to the fifth, is to all intents and purposes the same thing as the ancient Codex itself; so that the sources of the later copies, seems to be the most important question in respect to them. As to the country, after all that has been said concerning this particular, it weighs but little with me. The present tone of criticism seems to demand, that the Oriental or Constantinopolitan class of Ms. should have the preference. Yet how much dependence can we place upon the ability of men to find out what this class is, so far as it is distinct from other classes, when we are assured by Eusebius himself, that fifty copies of the New Testament were required of him by Constantine, for the use of the churches in his capital? Eusebius, it is well known, was a most devoted friend to the fame and merits of Origen; and his works, like those of Origen, contain quotations from Scripture, which are set down to the account of the Alexandrine class of Ms. Supposing now that these fifty copies were made out and sent to Constantinople, as doubtless they were, then would not the Ms. of Constantinople and the neighbouring region afterwards exhibit the Alexandrine text? Circumstances like these, surely cast a shade over the whole business of making accurate practical distinctions, at the present day, in the classification of manuscripts.

As to the rules or principles of criticism laid down in § 147 seq. (p. 303 seq.), they are perhaps no where else better expressed, or more guardedly formed. Yet there are not a few of them, even as here exhibited, which are to be taken cum grano salis. E. g. "That reading of one recension is to be preferred, which agrees last with another recension." The reason given for this is, that in later times one recension was frequently interpolated from another. The fact is in itself probably true; but in ascertaining whether a Ms. belongs to a particular recension, (which is the object of the rule just cited), would it not be an a priori assumption, that any particular expression is to be preferred to another one, from the very circumstance that it disagrees with a certain recension? How can it be assumed, in any particular case, that a Ms.
is Alexandrine, because it disagrees with the κοινὴ ἐκδοσις, or rather, because it disagrees with the so-called Byzantine class? Or why should this disagreement be a ground of preference as to a particular reading, unless we could determine a priori when and where the MSS. should disagree, in order to be classed with a different recension? Assuming the fact, that we could make out that Ms. A. belongs to the Alexandrine class, and Ms. D. to the occidental class, and that these two classes are different in more or less respects; still, how, in any particular passage, there should be a presumption a priori in favour of their disagreement—it would be difficult to shew. Analogy will not guide us here. The number of cases in which A. and D. agree, immeasurably exceed those in which they differ. The presumption, therefore, lies fairly on the side of agreement. If then we conclude in favour of a reading in D. which disagrees with one in A., merely because the MSS. belong to different classes, we proceed on grounds of argument like the following, viz. A. and B. sometimes differ: ergo the presumption is always in favour of a reading which represents them as differing. Would this be sound logic? Suppose I should argue on the other side thus: A. and B. accord in immeasurably the greater number of cases; ergo when they seem to differ, the presumption is against the reading by which they are made to differ. This logic, which would indeed be unsound enough, seems to be at least as well founded as the other. The truth plainly is, that where MSS. of primary value disagree, the only possible ground of estimating a correct reading in either, is analogy of the writer's style, the nature of the Greek idiom and of the particular case to which the passage relates, and the external testimony from ancient quotations. But to say that any reading in one so-called recension, is to be preferred "because it differs most from the reading of another recension," would seem to be laying down a singular and embarrassing, if not dangerous principle of criticism.

Again, Hug (p. 304) says: "That reading of a particular recension is the genuine one, which accords best with the laws of the Greek language, or is most elegant." He doubtless means by this, that particularly Hesychius in his recension, and in a greater or less degree Lucian also in his, helped to remove not a few of the original Hebraisms of the New Testament, and to bring it nearer to the standard of classic Greek. Such readings, then, in these respective recensions, as stand on the side of the classical Greek, are to be regarded as the more probable ones, so far as the character of the particular recension is concerned. This is all well enough, perhaps; but what shall we do with the sequel? In the very next sentence Hug tells us, that "the recensions took their rise from the κοινὴ ἐκδοσις of their country, so that when there are various readings, that is the most probable which agrees most with the κοινὴ ἐκδοσις." Yet this κοινὴ is characterized by Hug himself, as containing much more Hebraism than the recension-copies; nay, one of the very marks of a recension-codex is, that it mitigates the Hebraisms. I do not, however, well see how these two things can stand together. ‘That reading in a recension is most probable, which agrees most with the κοινὴ ἐκδοσις;’ and yet this ἐκδοσις is confessedly full of Hebraism. What next? ‘That reading is genuine in a recension, which accords best with the classic Greek.’ I wot not how these propositions can be well combined.
On the next page (305) we are told again, that "if the Mss. of the kovai ἔκδοσις agree in a harsh and rude expression, their agreement on it is of more weight than the agreement of the recensions in one more strictly elegant and grammatical." This of course is taking it for granted, that the New Testament writers are prone to harsh and rude expressions, and that the presumption of course is always in favour of them. This would be going quite far enough in presumption, to say the least. Such a principle or rule is plainly expressed in a manner too absolute or unqualified. If the so called rudeness or harshness were mere Hebraism, I should be inclined to apply the rule; if it were not, I should consider it as by no means binding upon my judgment.

Once more; Hug says, that "it is a universally admitted principle, that we should incline to that reading which is encompassed by exegetical difficulties." It is well that he afterwards qualifies this, by admitting that there must be sufficient testimony in the Mss. to show that the difficult reading did not originate from a mere blunder of the scribes. Otherwise the rule would lead us to monstrosity in criticism. E. g. in Is. 9: 2, "Thou hast increased the nation [i. e. the Jewish people]; ἔθνος θεόν ἐπλήρωσεν τῷ, lit. thou hast nor increased their joy;" and yet, in the very next clause it is said, "They rejoice before thee with a joy like that of harvest-time, as they rejoice who divide the spoil," i. e. with great or unusual joy. Now the middle clause here, as literally rendered, directly contradicts the latter clauses, and likewise the tenor of the whole passage. There can be no doubt, therefore, as there is none among most critics of the present day, that ὑπέρθεν, in the present Heb. text, has been carelessly written for ἐπλήρωσεν, both of them being read with the same sound, ão. But if ἔπληρωσεν be the correct reading, then the sense of the second clause is, "Thou hast increased its [the nation's] joy;" which accords entirely with the context and design of the whole passage.

Here, then, if we prefer ὑπέρθεν (not) because it is the more difficult reading, we make either nonsense or incongruity in the text. And this is a case, too, which Hug's exception does not touch; for here the Heb. Mss. are altogether predominant in favour of ἐπλήρωσεν. How can we bind ourselves, now, in such bonds as these? The nature of the case, and the congruity of any reading with the evident design of the writer and scope of the passage, will plainly weigh more with the mind of a discerning reader, than all the accidental and external circumstances or witnesses. Yet this privilege of judging must be exercised with real and with much caution; and the design of the writer must be so plain, that there is hardly room for any doubt among honest and intelligent minds.

What Hug says in § 150, might be qualified by many remarks. "The recensions," he says, "maintain a far higher authority than the existing Mss. of the kovai ἔκδοσις." Why should they? One object of recensions, as expressly stated by Hug, was to get rid of Hebraisms and ungrammatical and harsh expressions, etc. Why should this make them more authoritative? Plainly it would make them less so. Hug, however, puts their authority of course on another ground. He says, that the authors of the recensions undoubtedly collated several Mss. of the kovai. The recensions, then, are grounded on the kovai ἔκδοσις, and this gives them weight. Why then have not the kovai ἔκδοσις, which
have been copied and come down to us in this way, as much authority as the text gathered from them and which has descended in the same manner! Who can vouch for the critical acumen and fair dealing in all cases, of the authors and copyists of the recensions?

Many other remarks of a similar character might be made upon Hug's rules of criticism; which surely need to be qualified, and are to be received with much caution. That caution is, I am pleased to say it, suggested by Hug himself, on p. 397, § 161. He admits that we must be guided principally by a minute study of each particular writer, in all his particular characteristic developments of sentiment, fiction, use of particles, grammatical construction, etc., when we come to describe what most probably belongs, or does not belong, to the text of any particular passage. He admits that critical feeling or sensibility also may be something in this matter. And to these two sources or means of criticism, I should trust more in the determination of a reading, in respect to which the Codices differ, than to the weight of all the Codices in favour of this or that mode of reading, so far as these are simply considered merely as Codices.

All those rules of Hug, which have for their basis a practicable and actual classification of MSS., and which assign peculiar weight to some in consequence of belonging to a particular class, I must regard as little better than a petito principii, in the whole matter of New Testament criticism. Lile sub judice: and while it is so, and is confidedly and plainly so in the judgment of so many impartial and enlightened critics, why should we speak, and argue, and lay down rules, as if it were not so?

NOTE 10. Explanations inserted by the Evangelists in the text, for the sake of rendering it intelligible to their readers. (p. 321).

The characteristics which Hug here gives of the various Gospels, generally speaking, may perhaps be true. But when he states that 'it is not the custom of Matthew to insert any thing by way of explanation, where Hebrew readers did not need it,' he is surely in an error, if the passage in Math. 1: 23 be genuine, viz. ἔμμαθωνοι ὁ λαός μεθὲ τῶν μητρὸν ὁ θεός. Did the Hebrews of Palestine, then, need to have ἔμμαθωνοι translated in order to understand it?

Those who maintain that the original Gospel of Matthew was written in Hebrew, and that the present is a mere translation of it, would doubtless reply, that this clause has been added by the translator. But Hug, who does not accede to this view of the original language of Matthew's Gospel, has offered no solution of the difficulty which seems to be thrown in the way of his hypothesis by such a clause; about which, I may add, there is no variety in Mss. or fathers, which deserves any regard.

But this is not all. Matthew repeats the words of Jesus on the cross: Ἡλι! ἦλ! λαμα σαβαθανει, and then adds the translation into Greek, i. e. ὡντες Θεί! Θεί! Θεί! ἱματά! ἤματεῖνεις; Was it poe-
sible that a Jew needed to be told what the Hebrew words in question meant? Surely not. If Matthew originally wrote in Hebrew, it would seem of course to follow, that these explanations must have been inserted by his translator. If he wrote in Greek, then it is his custom sometimes to insert explanations which a Hebrew reader did not need. And this would be a different position from that assumed by Hug. Compare also, Matt. 27: 8; why did not the writer say here, 'Ἀνέδεξατο', as in Acts 1: 19?

In Matt. 27: 15, the writer states, that "the governor was wont to release unto the people a prisoner, whom they would." Did a Jew need to be told this? Again; in Matt. 27: 33 the writer says, "they came to a place called Golgotha, that is to say, A place of a scull." Did a Jew need to have this translated? Once more; in Matt. 28: 15 it is said: "This saying is commonly reported among the Jews, until this day." Did a native of Judea need to be told this?

The peculiar characteristics, then, which Hug has so positively attributed here to Matthew, are more than doubtful. No other Gospel, except perhaps John's, resorts oftener to explanations. Is it not better to read and observe for ourselves, than to take the declarations of others upon credit, about matters like these?

---

**Note 11. References to the fulfilment of Old Testament prophecies in the Gospels.** (p. 312, § 3.)

The reader may judge for himself how much reality there is in this statement, from the following comparison; in which I have selected only those passages where the writer has expressly referred us to the Old Testament Scriptures, by a ἡνὶ πληρῶθη or ὁ δὲ πληρῶθη, etc.


Mark, 14: 49. 15: 28; only two cases.


This shows, indeed, a great difference in the habit of the different writers, as to expressly referring to the Old Testament Scriptures. It would seem to argue, at least, that Matthew had specially to do with those who drew their views of the Messiah from ancient scriptural interpretations.

---

**Note 12. Summaries made by Matthew in his Gospel.** (p. 313 § 4.)

I do not deny that what Hug has here stated is specious; nor even that in most cases it seems to be substantially correct. Take for example the collection of parables, in chap. xiii. xiv. xvii. xx. xxxi. xxi. xxv. Yet even here, these are uttered on so many different occasions,
NOTE XVIII.

that we are led to hesitate respecting the full application of the principles laid down by Hug. But when he applies this same rule of comparison to the Sermon on the Mount, and says that "it is now admitted that this discourse is fragmentary," he says what is indeed true as to some critics; for there are some who agree with him in respect to this point. Others, however, there are, who think quite differently in respect to the Sermon on the Mount. The reader will find an ample and able discussion of this matter, in Tholuck's Commentary on this Sermon, which has been recently published, § 2. His judgment is the reverse of Hug's; and such, I apprehend, will henceforth be the judgment of almost every unprejudiced and critical reader. The only arguments which seem to have any weight, are, that Luke's account of the Sermon on the Mount is so much more brief than that of Matthew; and that there are various declarations in the Sermon exhibited by Matthew, which are scattered here and there over the Gospel of Luke. Tholuck has done full justice to these points; and he has shown how little force such arguments can have in the determination of the question, whether the Sermon on the Mount is one whole, or only made up of fragments? The substance of his argument is, that proverbial declarations, common maxims, etc., contained in Matthew's account of the Sermon on the Mount, were and must have been not unfrequently repeated on other occasions.

That strict chronological order was not intended to be followed by this writer, is affirmed by Hug; and, as I fully believe, with good reason. Well does he compare the manner of Matthew's Gospel, with the Memorabilia of Socrates by Xenophon. There is, in many respects, a striking resemblance.

Note 13. Time when the Gospel of Matthew was written. (p. 313. § 5.)

Of all the circumstances which Hug mentions as indicating the late period at which the Gospel of Matthew was written, (he places it on the eve of the destruction of Jerusalem, i.e. about A.D. 70), there seems to be not more than one or two which will bear examination. When Matthew (27: 8) says: "Wherefore that field was called the field of blood, ἡ τῆς σημείων"; and again in 28: 15 says: "This report was spread abroad among the Jews, μίχας τῆς σημείων"; it is natural to conclude, that the writer would have resorted to such a mode of expression, only after a considerable time had elapsed, subsequently to the death of Jesus. However, 20 or 25 years would seem to be sufficient to account for this.

It is possible, that the circumstances related in Matt. 27: 15 respecting the governor's releasing a prisoner on the feast-day of the Jews, might have been inserted by the writer some 20 or 25 years after Pilate had ceased to be governor, in order to remind the Jews of an almost forgotten custom. But I do not interpret the matter as Hug does. I suppose this to have been a custom common to all the Roman govern-
ors of the Jews, and that Matthew notes this circumstance in order that all his readers might be advertised of it; some of whom, as we must naturally suppose, had reason to presume were ignorant of it, because they were not familiar with the usages of the Jewish government.

The amount of what is said by Hug concerning the case of Zacharias, the son of Barachias, is, that Matthew has committed an error in the narration. Instead of representing Jesus as saying (in respect to the future), ὥς ἔχειστε κ. τ. λ., i.e. whom ye will hereafter kill, Matthew, who, as Hug supposes, wrote after the murder had already taken place, falls out (as grammarians say) of his construction, and represents Jesus as declaring a past event, viz., ὥς ἔγνωστε κ. τ. λ.

That such a view of the subject is adapted to give satisfaction to the mind, can hardly be admitted. First of all it may be said, that the Zacharias mentioned by Josephus was a politician, and an influential man, and was taken off by the Zealots, not because of his religion or piety, but because of his political influence and his wealth. Moreover this same Zacharias, when accused by the Zealots before the Sanhedrim, was acquitted by them, and was murdered afterwards by only two of the most daring Zealots. Besides all this, the murder of Zacharias was only one event in a long series of the like ones. After this event, Gerion, Niger, and other distinguished men were destroyed in the same way. All these circumstances serve to shew, that Jesus could not have referred, in his address to the Jews, to this Zacharias; for the one whom he presents, is one who had been a martyr in the cause of truth and of piety. But, what is more than all, a reference to a murder to be committed by the Jews some forty years after the address of Jesus to them, could not be a matter in point between the speaker and those whom he addressed. It must be a murder well known to them, and of which they would have a distinct recollection, the moment it was mentioned. And besides all this, as the murder of Abel was the first in a series described by the Saviour, so the murder of Zacharias must be the last in the series indicated. This could not apply, then, to the Zacharias named in Josephus, whose death was yet future, and which, when it did happen, was by no means the last in the series to which it belonged.

An interpretation fraught with so many difficulties, therefore, as this of Hug, cannot be safely admitted; not to mention, that the inspiration of the Evangelist is virtually called in question by it, as it shews him to have committed a palpable oversight; and one, I may add, respecting what seems to have been a very plain matter and well known even by the populace.

Nor do I think the solution of the difficulty to be much better, which is proffered by Theile in Winer and Engelhardt's Kritisches Journal (II. p. 416 seq.); which is, that Matthew, meaning to refer to Zacharias the son of Jehoida the priest, who, in the reign of Joash, was stoned to death in the court of the house of the Lord (2 Chron. 24: 20, 21), by a lapse of memory calls him the son of Barachias; thus confusing him with Zachariah the son of Barachiah the author of the book of prophecy which bears this name, or else with Zachariah the son of Jeremehiah, mentioned in Is. 8: 2. Although this solution seems to be allowed by Schott in his Isagoge (p. 81), and by Bretschneider in his Lexicon (v. Ζαχαρίας), and to be suggested as one mode of solving the
difficulty even by Mill in his New Testament (p. 52), yet it appears to me to be quite improbable. It seems much more natural to suppose, that the Zacharias mentioned by the Saviour was a later martyr than the one mentioned in 2 Chron. 24: 20, and one whose history tradition had preserved. It is no objection to this, that Josephus is silent respecting such an individual. How many other things he passes over in silence, which we know to have occurred, need not be suggested to the critical examiner.

More improbable still should I deem Hug’s exegesis of ἑξεστίας ἔρωντος, as exhibited on p. 315 seq. It is somewhat surprising, that on p. 315 the worthy author exhibits the verse which contains these words, as being part of the address of Jesus himself to the Jews; and on p. 316 as being an apostrophe of the evangelist. Where this apostrophe stops, he does not tell us, unless he means that we shall limit it to the words which he has quoted. But this is impossible; for the words that follow in a long sequel, are indissolubly connected with the words which he regards as an apostrophe.

Then again, to construe ἑξεστίας ἔρωντος as meaning the Zealots, who obtained possession of the temple and profaned it, is, I apprehend, giving a totally different turn to the words, from that which Daniel, and after him the Saviour, meant to give. I take it to be altogether probable, if not certain, that a foreign power is designated by these words, who is thus in effect called the horrible destroyer. What else can the proverbial saying in v. 28, respecting the eagles, mean, unless it is paranomasiac, and has reference to the eagles painted on the Roman standards?

The general, almost the universal, voice of antiquity proclaims, that Matthew was the first in order of all the Evangelists. It is only late writers, however, who name a specific early period; e.g. Cosmas Indicopleustes (Cent. VI.) names, as the period when this Gospel was composed, the time when Stephen suffered martyrdom; Theophylact (Cent. XI.) the eighth year after the ascension; Euthymius Zigabenus (Cent. XII.), the same; and Nicephorus (Cent. XIV.), the fifteenth year after the ascension. The most probable time, all things considered, seems to be somewhere between A.D. 50 and A.D. 60. More exactly it cannot be fixed; nor even here with any very definite certainty.

Note 14. Gospel according to the Hebrews. (p. 320, § 9.)

The development of this subject by Hug has some good traits. The striking part of the subject is well presented. But the reader is left entirely at a loss how the Ebionites differed from the Nazarenes, or what was the connection of these two sects; or in fact whether they were actually two. On the contrary, Hug even suggests (p. 326), that “both sects were accused of the same Jewish fanaticism, etc.” The author seems, therefore, either not to have read, or not to have approved, the
GOSPEL ACCORDING TO THE HEBREWS.

recent able essays on the subject of the Nazarenes and Ebionites, which have appeared in his country.

From these it would seem now to be made out, that the great body of Jewish Christians in Palestine, after the destruction of the Jewish capital by the Romans, continued to hold the necessity of observing the Mosaic ritual. But the extent to which this observance should go, was a question about which a difference of opinion arose among them. The more liberal and enlightened, especially those who lived at and near Jerusalem in the first part of the second century, embraced the opinion, that the law of Moses was obligatory only upon Jewish Christians, not upon Gentile ones. Another party held to its universal obligation, even in its most rigid form. The former were called Nazarenes, the latter Ebionites. The Ebionites of course rejected the writings of Paul, because they supersede all the ritual of the law. They moreover held that Jesus was the natural son of Joseph, on whom Christ descended at his baptism; and in whom he dwelt. Another feature of their creed is said to have been, the expectation of a civil and temporal millennium under the Messiah. But this is recently called in question by Credner in his Beiträge.

The Nazarenes on the other hand, held to the miraculous conception of Jesus, and that the Gentiles should be freed from all obligation to the ritual law.

It would seem that both these sects had a Gospel according to the Hebrews, or (as it is sometimes called) a Gospel of the twelve Apostles, a Gospel of Peter, or τὰ τῶν Πέτρου; which appears to have been current among them at a very early period, even before they had separated from each other. After their separation each party seems to have added to it, or detracted from it, according to their respective tenets and purposes. The Nazarenes used, according to Epiphanius, the fuller or more copious recension; the Ebionites abridged this work, by removing the genealogy in Matt. i. and also some other passages, and inserting others more consonant with their tenets. But whether this apocryphal Gospel was originally that of Matthew written in Hebrew, as some suppose, and mutilated or interpolated by these sects so as to suit their own views; or whether it was the Greek Gospel of Matthew (if that were the original one), translated and either abridged or interpolated, as others suppose; or whether, as others are inclined to believe, the basis of the whole production was the work of another author than Matthew, who merely imitated him and took many excerpta from him; these are questions which do not appear, as yet, to be fully cleared up to the satisfaction of all the learned. The latter opinion seems to me quite the most probable one. At all events, it is clear that Origen and Eusebius considered the Gospel according to the Hebrews as spurious, νόητον; Orig. Comm. in Johan. IV. p. 63, ed. La Rue; Euseb. Hist. Ecc. III. 25.

On the whole, one thing seems to be quite plain, viz. that no argument of any validity can be derived from the existence and circulation of this spurious Gospel in the Palestinian dialect of that time, which will have any important bearing on the question, in what language was Matthew's Gospel originally written? The differences between the τὸ Ἐβραῖου ἐγγυμπλωρ, and our present Gospel of Matthew are so
striking, in so far as we are able to make them out from the remains of the former, that we cannot assume substantial identity between the two without great hazard of error. The question as to the original language of Matthew’s work, must stand therefore on another basis, i. e. be settled, if this can be done, by other means than these.


This last author (Credner) has recently published a work entitled Beiträge zur Einleitung in die biblichen Schriften, Halle, 1892, in which he has gone very deep into the early evidences of the state of the New Testament text in the second and third centuries. The main object of the first volume (no more have come to hand), is to show, that there was a different Gospel from any of our present canonical ones, in circulation among the early Hebrew Christians of Palestine, one which he calls a Petrine Gospel. He does not seem to mean by this, that Peter was actually the author of it, but that it had credit as being supposed to have been approved by him, or at any rate as containing sentiments like those which he exhibited when Paul contended with him because of his avowing Jewish notions respecting the law; Gal. 3. 11 seq. As to this Petrine Gospel, Credner labours through his volume to show, that it was the one made use of by Justin Martyr, in the Clementine Homilies, in the Clementine Recognitions, in Tatian’s Diatessaron, and in the Κεφαλη Πετρου; many citations also in the works of Clement Alexandrinus and of Origen, seem, as he hints, to accord with this. The Codex Bezae also, i. e. the Codex D. of Griesbach and others, with great ability and acuteness he labours to shew, must have been copied from a recension which was greatly modified, or in many parts conformed, to the Petrine Gospel, or to some peculiar Gospel current among Jewish Christians.

So far as our present topic is concerned it is sufficient to say, that he is fully of the opinion, that the Ευαγγελιον και δ’ Εβραίων, which was in use among the Nazarénes and Ebonites, was a book entirely different as to its origin from our Gospel of Matthew; and different also from the Κεφαλη Πετρου or the Ευαγγελιον Πετρου. At the same time, by far the greater part of the Petrine Gospel or the Gospel according to the Hebrews actually resembled our three first canonical Gospels, and particularly the Gospel of Matthew; and so the quotations from them often agree. Yet there are additions and detractions in these apocryphal Gospels, which savour of the heresy of the Docetæ, and give a different turn to some sentiments in the canonical Gospels which are peculiarly evangelical.

The whole book, whatever may be thought of the solidity of the author’s positions, is highly distinguished for learning and critical sense; and if its main positions should prove to be well grounded, it will change the whole face of criticism in regard to the early state of our
New Testament text, and throw much that has been adduced as evidence of it, as it now exists in our present recensions, entirely into the background. For example; the author labours, at great length and with much acuteness, to shew that Justin's quotations are all from a Petrine Gospel, and not from our canonical ones. If this be true, it would follow of course that the quotations of Justin cannot be appealed to as evidences of the state of our canonical text. But in respect to the very numerous quotations from Justin, occupying 58 octavo pages, the author assumes a principle of reasoning which needs to be well discussed and more thoroughly considered, before it can be allowed in all the latitude in which he has applied it, viz. the principle, that wherever the quotations of Justin differ from our canonical Gospels, there it is clear he must have had another Gospel from which he quoted, that differed from ours; and wherever the quotations of Justin agree with our canonical text, that is evidence merely of the sameness in many respects between the Petrine Gospel which he used and our present Evangelists, but not evidence that he quoted from the canonical Gospels. My own persuasion at first view, is, that this is assuming a great deal too much; and that the agreement in Justin is so immeasurably predominant over the disagreement, that I can well solve any difficulty which the latter presents, by attributing it to memoriter quotations. And as a voucher for this, I would appeal to Justin's quotations from the Old Testament, and to those of Clemens Romanus also, where the same phenomena are on all sides apparent. Why should we excogitate new reasons for such diversity in quotation, when the old ones are sufficient? Or why adopts a rule in respect to New Testament quotations, which will not apply to the Old Testament ones?

Prof. Credner's book, however, is one of deep interest to the critic. The second volume (not received) is designed to give an account of the Greek Versions of the Old Testament, current among the Christian Churches from A.D. 150 to A.D. 250, with special reference to the Gospels. The third volume (of its publication I am not aware) is to contain discussions respecting the origin or genetic rise of the Gospels, the dialect in which they are written, the authors of the Gospels canonical and apocryphal, etc.; a work that must be full of interest, when in such hands as those of Credner. And this will be true, whether the theory he adopts be right or wrong; for in whatever direction he moves, he never makes an idle or insignificant movement. I can scarcely doubt that the criticism of the New Testament will be much modified by it; at least this will be the case, if we can judge by the specimen already before us.

But to return more directly to our main object, the question, what was the original language of Matthew's Gospel, is one which is open for investigation, independently of any of the apocryphal Gospels current in the Hebrew language among the Jewish Christians of early times. It remains to be seen, whether there is a probability that Matthew could and would have written his Gospel in Greek. The 10th section in Heg sheds some important light on this part of our inquiries. It can scarcely be doubted, after reading and well examining this, that a know-

* Of like opinion I find De Wette to be, in his Einleit. iue. N. Test. § 67.
NOTE XV.

Lodge of Greek, such as was attained by all classes of men in a popular way, viz., by hearing it spoken, and having occasion more or less to employ it, was widely diffused among the inhabitants of the larger towns in Palestine. The scattered residents in small villages and country places, could hardly have occasion to be much conversant with Greek; and therefore we cannot naturally suppose them to have been well acquainted with it. Accident or curiosity, however, would of course lead now and then a person even in such places, to obtain a practical knowledge of it. More than this would seem hardly probable; and more need not be supposed.

NOTE 15. *Original language of Matthew's Gospel.* (pp. 339 seq.)

As every critical enquirer may well be expected to feel some special interest in this subject, I would subjoin a few remarks in addition to what Hug has said in §§ 8–12.

On pp. 318 seq. the reader will find the leading testimonies of the ancient fathers, on which dependence has been principally placed, in order to prove that Matthew wrote his Gospel in Hebrew, i.e. in the Palestine dialect of his time, which was a mixture of ancient Hebrew, Chaldee, and Syriac.

The leading writers in modern times, who have defended this proposition, are Simon, Mill, Michaelis, Weber, Elsner, Bolten, Adler, Corrodi, Storr, Haenlein, Eichhorn, Bertholdt, Schmidt, Olshausen, Cave, Harwood, Owen, Campbell, and A. Clarke: to which we may also add Grotius, Bellarmin, Casaubon, Walton, and Tillemont.

On the other side of the question, viz. in favour of a Greek original, are Erasmus, Parsaen, Calvin, Le Clerc, Fabricius, Pfeiffer, Lightfoot, Beausobre, Basnage, Wetstein, Rumpaus, Hoffman, Leusden, Masch, Vogel, C. F. Schmid, Gabler, Paulus, Jones, Jortin, Lardner, Hey, Hales, and, among living authors, Hug, Schott, and De Wette (in his latest Einleitung).

Guericke at Halle, and Dr. Townsend in England, suppose Matthew to have written two originals, the one Hebrew and the other Greek. Bengel long ago said: Quid obstat, quo minus idem [Matthaeus] Graecae eundem librum, eodem exemplo scripsit.” Bengel means to say that Matthew may have written both in Hebrew and in Greek, on the same Ms.; Gnomon Nov. Testamenti, p. 2.

From an attentive survey of the ancient testimony, as cited by Hug (p. 318 seq.), it is plain that there was a tradition widely diffused, in the early ages, that Matthew wrote his Gospel in Hebrew. Yet from a more minute examination of this tradition, it would seem to be quite probable, that the declaration of Papias (cited on p. 318) was the principal thing which gave rise to it. Irenaeus had great faith in the declarations of Papias; as Hug has shewn, and as the manner in which Irenaeus speaks of him shews. From these two early fathers, the report concerning a Hebrew original naturally spread wide abroad. The value
of it, however, must be estimated, as it seems to me, by the original
testimony of Papias.

Eusebius, who in Ecc. Hist. III. 39 produces this testimony, himself
calls Papias a man πάνω σμικρόν τὸν νου, i. e. a kind of simpleton.
Still, this might not injure the credibility of his testimony as to a mere
matter of fact. But if there was already a translation of Matthew's
Greek Gospel into Hebrew; or if there was already in circulation the
εὐαγγέλιον Πέτρου, or (to give it another name) the εὐαγγέλιον καθ' Ἡλεωᾶς,
which gospel was doubtless in circulation among a certain
class of Judaizing Christians, and was often named κατὰ Ματθαίου
and κατὰ ἀποστόλους by the early writers, and which indeed bore
many strong resemblances to the canonical Gospel of Matthew; then
was it very easy for this witness, being πάνω σμικρόν τὸν νου as he
seems to have been, to be misled, while he was at the same time very
honest and upright in his testimony.

There is only one other early testimony besides those produced,
which seems to stand on a different basis. It is the passage of Eusebius
in Ecc. Hist. V. 10, in which he speaks of Pantaenus as 'having gone
to India (probably he means southern Arabia'), where he found that
the Gospel of Matthew had been circulated, being left there by Barthol-
omew, one of the twelve apostles, and existing ἐν αὐτῶις Ἑβραίων
γράμμασιν; [which he brought back with him]. But in regard to this
story, Eusebius commences it by saying: λόγος εὐερέων αὐτῶν το
κατὰ Ματθαίου εὐαγγέλιον, i. e. report says, etc., or there is a report,
etc. Language like this he could not well be supposed to employ, in
case he viewed the matter as a well-grounded certainty. Of course a
writer resorts to an expression of this nature, only when he does not
mean to be considered as standing voucher for the truth of the thing
which he is about to relate. He may even actually consider this thing
as probable, or regard it as improbable; but by such a mode of express-
ing himself he avoids giving his own opinion upon it.

The clause in brackets above, is not to be found in the original of
Eusebius; but it is added by Rufinus, and also by Jerome. It asserts,
however, what is an utter improbability; for how can we suppose that
the Hebrew original of Matthew was brought out of southern Arabia
(India) to Egypt, by Pantaenus, and yet that Origine should say nothing
on this subject, nor Clemens Alexandrinus, the celebrated and favourite
pupil of Pantaenus himself, say a word about such a matter? The thing
seems to be fairly out of question.

We seem to be left, then, in our ultimate resort, to the testimony of
Papias, from whom the story of a Hebrew Gospel by Matthew originat-
ed, and was successively handed down to the other fathers, through
Irenaeus. The question now remains: Do the circumstances of the
case conspire to render such a Gospel probable?

Hug has shewn, amply and I should think conclusively, that Greek
was very extensively spoken in Palestine, during the apostolic ages.
Circumstances which are noticed in Note 14 above, serve to shew, that
Matthew can not well be supposed to have had only Jewish readers in
view, when he wrote his Gospel. The explanations which he gives of
certain things, would be superfluous to Jews brought up in Palestine;
and these only continued to speak the Hebrew language of those times.
That Palestine readers in general would not be excluded from the privilege of reading his Gospel, provided it were written in Greek, would seem to be nearly certain, not only from the facts detailed by Hug in § 10, but from Acts 21: 40. 22: 2, where, although the multitude of Jews surrounding Paul testified their satisfaction at being addressed by him in the Hebrew language, yet the natural implication of the whole narrative is, that they expected he would speak to them in Greek, and that they would have understood him in case he had done so. But it was more in the spirit of a Hebrew to address them in the Hebrew tongue; and so they gave him the more ready audience because he did thus.

After the almost endless confusion and obscurity which exists in the older essays on this subject, by reason of conjectures respecting the εὐαγγέλιον πασών Εβραίων, εὐαγγελίων κατὰ Ἀποστόλους, εὐαγγελίων Πέτρου, and the so-called εὐαγγελίων κατὰ Μαθαías, current among the Nazarenes and Ebionites, there seems at last to be some light springing up, which promises to make our way clear. Credner has shown in his Beiträge above described, that these various appellations are in all probability but names of one and the same work, somewhat interpolated, or altered, or mutilated, by the different sects among Jewish Christians, and that the work was current among the more strenuous Judaizers especially, in the Hebrew language of the day; see particularly pp. 363—414 of Credner's work. Whatever may be the extent which we may rationally attribute to the Greek language in Palestine, yet we cannot with probability assume it as a matter of fact, that all the common people were acquainted with it. Even if they were, there would be good reason still to believe, that the Nazarenes and Ebionites, who held themselves aloof from Christians whose sympathies were with those of Paul on the subject of Jewish rites and ceremonies, would not have deemed it decorous or proper to make use of writings as sacred, which existed only in the Greek language. On every ground, the vernacular language of the Jews would naturally be deemed preferable; for it was more intelligible, it was more sacred.

Hence the εὐαγγελίον Πέτρου, a work probably of the apostolic age, possibly one to which Luke himself adverts in the commencement of his Gospel, was early translated. I say translated; for the evidence produced by Credner (p. 455 and elsewhere) serves to shew satisfactorily that the Hebrew copies were a translation from a Greek original. E.g. the Greek proper name in Matt. 27: 16, Βαρθαρβάρων, the Hebrew Gospel of the Nazarenes translates (according to Jerome, Comm. in Matt. 27: 16), with the sense of sīlus magistri eorum; which proper name, of course, the translator must have supposed was derived from נִבְרָר בָּא, instead of being the usual Hebrew name בָּאָרָה, i.e. בַּאָם διδασκαλοῦ. There seems to have been no room for mistake here, to a Hebrew who was writing in his own vernacular dialect. The sense therefore given to Βαρθαρβάρος or Βαρθαρβάρας is plainly one, which indicates the mistake of a translator as to the etymology of a Greek word.

Very early then there was current among the Judaizing Christians a gospel written at first in Greek, and afterwards translated for the use of Jewish readers into the Hebrew of the day; which from its resemblance to our canonical Matthew, and from the fact that it was more generally
current of the second and following centuries in the Hebrew language, was usually named by other Christians who believed with Paul, or (in other words) by the church catholic, εὐαγγελιον κατα Ματθαίου. Of most of this we are altogether certain from the testimony of Jerome. In his book De Viris Illustribus, cap. 2, he says: “Evangelium quoque, quod appellantur secundum Hebraeos, et a me nuper in Graecum Latinumque sermonem translatum est; quo et Origenes saepe utitur, etc.” From which it appears, that Jerome, in his time, did not know of, or could not procure a Greek copy; for then the work of translating this would have been superfluous. But that there were copies of this nature in circulation, seems to be clear from the fact which Theodoret states, viz. that he procured a large number of copies of the Diatesseron of Tatian, who seems to have used the Gospel of Peter as his basis, which were in circulation in his diocese, and gave to the owners canonical Gospels in their stead; Haeret. Fab. I. 20.

The passage in Jerome, which is the plainest and most direct that he has any where exhibited, is in one of his latest works (Contra Pelagianum, 3. 2), written in 415, four years before his death. It runs thus: “In evangelio justa Hebraeos quod Chaldaico quidem Syroque sermone, sed Hebraicos litteris scriptum est, quo utuntur usque hodie Nazareni, secundum apostolos, sive (ut plerique autamant) justa Matthaeum; quod et in Caesariensi habetur bibliotheca.” Again, in his Comm. in Matt. 12: 13 he says: “Quod [evangelium secundum Hebraeos] vocatur a plerisque Matthei authenticum.” In his book De Viris Illustribus, cap. 3, he says, that there was a copy of this gospel in the library at Cesarea, and that he had also obtained one from the Nazarenes in Beroea, a city of Syria.” This was doubtless the one from which he made his translation into Latin and Greek.

The way seems now to be open for explaining how there came to be so widely diffused a report among the ancient Christian fathers, respecting an original of Matthew’s Gospel being extant in the Hebrew language. The εὐαγγελιον κατα Ματθαίου, or εὐαγγελιον Πιερου, or εὐαγγελιον να το αποστόλους, or εὐαγγελιον κατ’ Εφραίους, (all different names of what appears to have been one and the same work differently modified in various hands, as E. F. Schmidt, in his Hist. antiqu. et Vind. Canons, p. 430 seq., some half a century since maintained), greatly resembled in its leading features our canonical Matthew. It was usually called by Matthew’s name (κατα Ματθαίου), and thus was given out by those who used it as his authentic work; “a plerisque Matthei authenticum [vocatur],” says Jerome in Comm. in Matt. 12: 13. It was nearly of the same extent with the genuine Gospel of Matthew; for Nicephorus of Byzantium, about A.D. 800, mentions this Gospel of the Hebrews (or κατα Ματθαίου) as one of the αποκρυφων, but not as one of the apocryphal books, and says that it contains 2200 στιχοι, while to our canonical Matthew he assigns 2500 στιχοι. So long did this work preserve some credit among a part of professid Christians.

Add to all this now the very important circumstance, that none of the fathers except Jerome even pretend to have seen and read the κατα Ματθαίου Gospel in the Hebrew; and this for the best of all reasons, viz. that none of them but he were able to read it in this language.
Hence every thing must have depended on the current report of them who used the Hebrew Gospel xarâ Ματθαίου. They of course contended for its authenticity; and its resemblance to the canonical Matthew might even have made it doubtful to a somewhat discerning reader, whether the basis of it might not have been the work of Matthew, because of the resemblance which it bore to his canonical Gospel. Even Jerome himself, after he had translated this Gospel xar' Εβραίους, does not seem prepared in his mind to give a full and positive opinion, whether the real Gospel of Matthew might not have been the basis. Most abundantly do his remarks and quotations from it shew, that it had been tampered with by omissions and additions. But whether the genuine Matthew was its original basis, is a question on which he appears to have thought differently at different times; owing probably to the circumstance, that before he obtained a copy of it he was guided by general report, but after he had read and compared it, he judged it to be spurious.

This difference in his opinion is strongly marked by the manner in which, at different times, he expresses himself about the dialect of the Gospel xar" Εβραίους. In his earlier works, he speaks of this as being Hebraeo sermone. But in a late work of his (Contra Pelag. III. 2), four years before his death, he gives us, with more minute accuracy, an account of the real state of this matter: "In evangelio justa Hebræos, quod Chaldaico quidem et Syro sermone, sed Hebraicis litteris scriptum est." In the Chaldee and Syriac idiom, then, i.e. in the mixt idiom (as I understand this) made up of these two languages, which was every where predominant in the northern and eastern part of Palestine, the Gospel in question was written, although the letters were Hebrew. All this is just what the Jews still practise. The German Jews print many of their books which are written in the German language, by employing Hebrew letters; the Turkish Jews, who speak Spanish, print their books with Hebrew letters; and if this is now done in respect to languages so discrepant from the Hebrew, how much more natural was it to write a Syro-Chaldaic book, in the early ages of Christianity, with the Hebrew alphabet which tallied exactly with the alphabets of these two dialects. The reader will note, that Jerome, in his minute and circumstantial description, plainly designs to distinguish between the proper Hebrew tongue and the Syro-Chaldaic.

After all, then, the report of a Gospel of Matthew being extant in the proper Hebrew of the apostle's time, seems to have no just foundation; but a Syro-Chaldaic Gospel of this nature, most clearly was current among the Nazarenes and Ebionites.

Thus much for the ground of ancient report, respecting the Hebrew Gospel of Matthew. Let us now sum up, very briefly, the considerations which speak positively in favour of a Greek original.

1. If a Syro-Chaldaic original of Matthew's canonical Gospel were extant and current in the second and third centuries, how is it possible to account for it, that the authors of the Peshito, or old Syriac version, made at the close of the second or beginning of the third century, should have translated the Gospel of Matthew from our canonical Greek copy; as it is certain they did? Nay, why need they have translated it
at all, inasmuch as the original itself would have been altogether intelligible among the Syrians?

2. How can it be satisfactorily accounted for, that a true Hebrew original of Matthew, so widely diffused as the εὐαγγέλιον καθ’ Ἐβραίους was, should have been so utterly and early lost that no traces of it except a few fragments remains?

3. If our present Greek Matthew is a mere translation, how is it possible that no tradition of early ages should have conveyed any report to Christians, who the translator was and where he lived? I am aware, indeed, that later ecclesiastical writers, with a view to save the credit of the Greek Gospel of Matthew, assign to it translations of high authority. The author of the Synopsis Sac. Script. (printed in Opp. Athanasii, Tom. II. p. 155) says, that "it was interpreted (ἡμετεροθέω) by James, the brother of the Lord according to the flesh." Isidorus Hispanensis (De Vita et Obit. Sanct. c. 76), and Nicephorus (IV. 32), assert that Bartholomew translated it into the language of India, where he preached; which, however, has no bearing on our present Greek copy. Anastasius Sinai (Anagog. Contempl. c. 8) avers, that Luke and Paul translated it into Greek; Theophilact (Prooem. in Matt.), that the apostle John translated it. All these reports, however, are so late and so discrepant as to shew, that what Jerome said at the close of the fourth century was no doubt true; viz., "Quis in Graecum transulterit, non satis certum est:" de Vir. Illustr. c. 3. This is said in one of his earlier works, when he seems to have fully believed in a Hebrew original, and before he had enjoyed an opportunity of examining for himself.

4. Is it probable in any good degree, that authentic Hebrew copies of Matthew should have escaped the laborious and diligent search of Origen, and of Lucian in his recension of Mas., who doubtless had some acquaintance with the Syro-Chaldaic language, from the fact that he lived at Antioch in Syria?

5. The genuineness and authenticity of the canonical Greek Gospel of Matthew do not appear to have ever been at all doubted or impugned, at least in the church catholic, in the primitive ages of Christianity. How could this happen, if it were a mere version, and the original was still current?

These are considerations which seem to be of serious weight, in respect to the question, What was the original language of Matthew? Many other arguments have been urged, both for and against the originality of the Greek, from the use which is made of the Sept. version, and from the appeal which is now and then made to the Hebrew Scriptures themselves, by translating them directly and independently of this version. Even in cases where Matthew has recorded that which is peculiar to himself, and in which he differs from the other Evangelists, he translates directly from the Hebrew; e.g. 2: 6, 15, 18. 4: 15. 8: 17. 9: 13. 12: 18—21. 13: 35. 21: 4. 27: 9, 10. In other passages of the like description he follows the Sept. quite exactly; e.g. 1: 23. 21: 16. 13: 14, 15. But the same thing may be shewn also, respecting other parts of this gospel; notwithstanding Eichhorn has asserted the contrary; Einleit. I. After all, then, nothing that is much to be relied upon in argument, can be made out in this way. A translator of a Hebrew original of Matthew might sometimes take the Sept. version as his
guide, and sometimes translate directly for himself Matthew’s quotations from the Hebrew Scriptures. Matthew might do the same, if he wrote in Greek. Nothing certain or important, then, can be made out of this argument, in respect to the original of Matthew’s Gospel.

Does the work abound in Hebraisms? It does; but these can be no proof that the original was Hebrew; for the same thing is true of all parts of the New Testament, and, in my judgment, not less true of even Luke, than of Matthew.

Bolten, and after him Eichhorn and others, have endeavored to show, that by recurring to the διάλογος of the original, or at least to words capable of two significations in the Syro-Chaldaic, we may account for some alleged errors in our present canonical Gospel of Matthew; and therefore it follows, that the original of it was probably Syro-Chaldaic. But these and all such allegations are equally applicable to all other parts of the New Testament. Bolten, indeed, has so applied them. Interpreters of the present day, however, regard such a method of reasoning as both unnecessary and improbable. The alleged errors are most of them, to say the least, the errors of Bolten as to the real meaning of the text, and not the errors of the sacred writers.

In a word; how can I read the Gospel of Matthew, as it now lies before me, and feel that I am reading a translation made in ancient times? Where is any version like it? The Septuagint? That is greatly diverse from it, in very many and important respects. I can no more find internal evidences of a version in Matthew, than I can in Mark, Luke, or John. I must believe, then, that the real original is before us. There is no evidence of an Aramaean original, except what proves the Aramaean work at the same time to be spurious. Why should we then admit such an original?

Note 16. Sources of the Gospel of Mark; also of the Gospels of Luke and Matthew. (p. 349, § 17 seq.)

To discuss this subject at length, would require a volume; and even to give any particular account of all which has been written in relation to it, would require much more space than has been allotted to this subject by Hug, or than can be here allowed. I shall therefore confine myself to a few leading and elementary notices, which may serve in some measure to guide the researchers of the reader, who may wish to go deeply into an investigation of this nature.

I. All who read and compare the three first Gospels, as they stand exhibited in any good Greek Harmony, cannot fail to notice, that they agree not only in the general tenor of narration, as to the important sayings and doings of Jesus, but often in the very diction itself; and in regard to the diction, in some cases the different Gospels agree even in quotations from the Old Testament, where the translation is made de novo and not copied from the Sept. version.

Let the reader compare, for his own satisfaction as to this, not only
the general tenor of the historical narrations, but also their agreement as to modes of expression in the following examples, viz., (1) Between all three of the Evangelists.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3: 3.</td>
<td>1: 3.</td>
<td>3: 4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9: 5.</td>
<td>2: 20.</td>
<td>5: 35.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(2) Between Matthew and Luke.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matt.</th>
<th>Luke</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4: 5.</td>
<td>4: 9.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: 18.</td>
<td>4: 8.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7: 5.</td>
<td>6: 42.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11: 10.</td>
<td>7: 27.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11: 11.</td>
<td>7: 28.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21: 44.</td>
<td>20: 16.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24: 50.</td>
<td>12: 46.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(3) Between Matthew and Mark.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15: 8 seq.</td>
<td>7: 6 seq.</td>
<td>4: 9.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mark</th>
<th>Luke</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6: 41.</td>
<td>9: 16.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15: 15.</td>
<td>22: 12.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These are, of course, only a small specimen of what might easily be produced; but they may serve as an example to illustrate what has been asserted above.

II. More striking, especially, is the resemblance of the Gospel of Mark to that of Matthew particularly, and then to that of Luke in many respects. In fact, he seems to have only about twenty-seven verses which are entirely peculiar to himself as to matter, although in most other cases he has more or less of difference, either as to circumstantial things or else as to diction.


(2) Mark appears sometimes to follow Luke, and sometimes Matthew; as the reader may see by comparing the following passages; viz.,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mark</th>
<th>Luke</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1: 35—39.</td>
<td>4: 42—44.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1: 45.</td>
<td>5: 15 seq.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(3) Mark apparently uses the text of both Matthew and Luke in combination, as may be seen by comparing,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8: 4.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9: 9.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8: 27.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8: 28.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This catalogue could be easily extended to passages almost without number, scattered through the whole Gospel of Mark. See De Wette, Einleit. ins N. Test. p. 139, ed. 2nd.

(4) Mark appears sometimes to make a summary of Matthew or Luke, or to give a short hint of what is contained more at large in them. E. g.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4: 34.</td>
<td>16: 12 seq.</td>
<td>13: 34, 36 seq.</td>
<td>24: 13 seq.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16: 14 seq.</td>
<td>26: 16 seq.</td>
<td>24: 36 seq.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Phenomena of this kind have led many recent critics of high standing, to assume the position that Mark made up his Gospel principally from the work of Matthew and Luke, and that he has only here and there exhibited an original hand, while for the most part he is merely a close and faithful epitomator.

This idea, or one kindred to it, is not entirely new. So long ago as the beginning of the fifth century, Augustine (de Consensu Evangel. I. 4) said: Marcus Matthaeum subseguitus, tanquam pedissequus et brevitator ejus videtur. This distinguished father, no doubt, came to such a view, by a diligent comparison of the two Gospels of Matthew and Mark.

In modern times many hints of the like nature have been thrown out. Grotius (ad Matt. 1. and Luke 1.), Mill (Proleg. § 109), and Weisstein (Praef. at Marci Evang. and ad Luc. Evang.), advance the supposition, that Mark in writing his Gospel made use of Matthew; and that Luke, in writing his, made use of both Matthew and Mark. Storr, on the other hand, held Mark's Gospel to be the original one, and the source of both Matthew and Luke; Ueber den Zweck Johannis, etc. § 58-62; also in his De Fonte Evangeliorum, etc., in Comment. Theol. by Velthussen, Kuinoel, and Ruperti, Vol. III. Büsching maintained that Luke is the oldest writer, that he served as the basis of Matthew, and that both together were the basis of Mark; Vorrede zur Harmonie, p. 109. Comp. Eichh. Allgem. Biblioth. V. p. 489. Vogel, more recently, maintains that Luke is the source of Mark; and that both Luke and Mark are the basis of Matthew; in Gabler's Journal für ausserl. theol. Literatur, B. I. St. 1.

Finally, Griesbach, in a most laboured and very able essay, printed in the Comm. Theol. of Velthussen, etc., Vol. I., and entitled De Fontibus, etc., endeavoured to prove that Mark has every where copied Matthew, (as Augustine has said, pedissequus et brevitator). This essay was first published in 1789. Owen, in his Observations on the four Gospels, Lond. 1764, had before hinted the same thing. Stroth (in Eichh. Repertor. IX. p. 144) accords with this view; as does Paulus in his Conservatorium, I., and Ammon in his De Luca emendatorem Matthaei,
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1895; all, however, with some peculiarities of their own. In 1825, H. Saunier published at Berlin, an essay entitled, Ueber die Quellen des Evang. des Markus; in which, according to general assever, he seems to have established the main position of Griesbach in respect to the Gospel of Mark, beyond all reasonable contradiction.

But while it is agreed on all hands, and indeed it is quite impossible that it should be denied, that the Gospel of Mark does in a peculiar manner resemble that of Matthew, yet there is more than one way of accounting for this resemblance. We have seen to what theory the distinguished writers just named resorted, in order to account for this resemblance between any two or all three of the Gospels. The basis of the theory is, the copying of some one or two of the Gospels by the author of another. This, however, has in its turn met with vehement opposition from a quarter that we should hardly have expected, viz., from some of the theological critics. Russwurm (Ueber d. Ursprung der 3 Evangg. 1797), Eichhorn (Einleit. I. 373 seq.), and Bertholdt (Einleit. III. p. 1127 seq.), allege, that on such a ground no good reason can be given, why each Evangelist here and there has something peculiar to himself; why he here and there speaks more definitely than another, more circumstantially, more chronologically, and sometimes more briefly and summarily. No good reason, they say, can be given, why the dictum even of one should be altered by his copyist for the worse, made obscure where it was before plain, be changed without being improved, made into poorer Greek instead of better, and other things of the like nature.

On the ground that the Evangelists were servile copyists, these objections seem to be unanswerable. But on the ground that the Evangelists made, each in his turn, free use of the Gospels before composed, yet not so as to bind himself in all respects as to matter or manner, these objections in themselves considered would not be very weighty.

But have those who have urged such objections, substituted any better theory in the place of that which they oppose? Hug has answered this question, in a good measure, in §§ 18—30; where he has proposed the respective theories of Marsh, Eichhorn, and Gratz. The basis of all these theories it is easy to place before the mind of a reader, in a manner altogether intelligible. It may be stated in a few words:

1. There are so many and so close resemblances between the three first Evangelists, that they can be accounted for in no other way than by supposing, either that they have copied from each other, or from some common document or documents.

2. They have not copied from each other, for the reasons just stated above.

3. It must follow, that they have copied from some common documents.

To show in what way all the various discrepancies among the Gospels, as to matter and style, may be accounted for on this last ground, different theorists have proposed plans which differ in their detail, although the basis of them all is substantially the same.

(a) The Gospel according to the Hebrews has been made the common source by some; e. g. Lessing, Vermischte Schriften, VI. 50.

(b) The original Hebrew Gospel of Matthew has been regarded as the common source of the three first canonical Gospels by others; e.g. Corrodi, Beleucht. d. Geschicht. des Bibelkanons, II. 150. Thiers, Comm. in N. Test., Einl. § 13 seq. J. E. C. Schmidt, Entwurf etc., in Henke’s Magaz. IV. St. 3. Bolten, Vorrede zur deutsch. Übersetz. der Evangelien.

(c) Eichhorn has brought forward two theories; the first of which is in his Allgem. Biblioth. B. V. The substance of this is, (1) A πρε-βατόγγελιν (Uvevangélium). (2) An altered edition of this, which we may call A.; which is the basis of Matthew. (3) A still different and altered edition of No. 1, that we may name B.; which is the basis of Luke. (4) A new edition of No. 1, incorporating the additions and alterations in A. and B.; the basis of Mark. (5) Another edition still, different from any of the preceding, the basis of the peculiarities in Matthew and Luke where they agree with each other but differ from Mark.

Bishop Marsh, in his translation of Michaelis, not content with this theory, and unable to solve all the phenomena of the three first Gospels by it, invented another mode of solution still more complicated. In No. (1) We have the original Hebrew or Syro-Chaldaic Gospel. (2) The Greek translation of it. (3) Copies of this with smaller and larger additions; which we may note by a and A. (4) Still different copies, with the like additions; β and B. (5) A copy in which Nos. 3 and 4 are mingled together; the basis of Mark. (6) Matthew has for its basis No. 3, with some new additions in still different recensions of No. 1, which may be named γ and Π 1. (7) Luke has for its basis a new edition of No. 4, which has also incorporated in it the additions γ and Π 1. (8) Matthew and Luke made use of still another original Gospel, which contained additions Π 2; and this accounts for their agreement with each other, in some cases where they both differ from Mark.

Eichhorn, moved it would seem by the difficulties which Marsh had suggested, or else coveting something still more ingenious and artificial than his first theory, came out anew in his Einleit. ins N. Test. I., with a more complex theory still. (1) An Aramaean original Gospel. (2) A Greek translation of it. (3) Original Gospel remodeled, A.; the basis of Matthew. (4) Greek translation of this, modified by No. 2. (5) A different modeling of No. 1 in the Aramaean, B.; the basis of Luke. (6) An edition in which Nos. 3 and 5 were united, C.; the basis of Mark. (7) A fourth remodeling of the original Gospel, different from all the others, D.; used by Matthew and Luke, where they agree together and differ from Mark. (8) A Greek version of this on the basis of No. 2. (9) Matthew’s Hebrew Gospel, as a whole, is derived from Nos. 3 and 7, i.e. A. and D., and may be called E. (10) Matthew’s Greek Gospel is derived from Nos. 4 and 8, i.e. the altered Greek versions of A. and D. (11) Mark in using A. and B., Nos. 3 and 5, used the Greek version of A., and the original Aramaean of B. (12) Luke not only used B. and D., Nos. 5 and 7, but also a still different recension of the original Gospel, named F. Moreover he used the Greek version of D., but the original Aramaean of B.
Did the reader ever see, or imagine, any thing like to this, in order to account for the composition of a brief, simple, historical narration? Yet Ziegler, Haenlein, Kuinoel, Berthold, Gratz, and many others, have declared in favour of a πρωτευαγγέλιον, and have endeavoured, although with variations from Marsh and Eichhorn as to some particulars of their theory, to account for the sameness and the discrepancies of the Evangelists in this strained and unnatural manner.

It is enough to say, that not a trace exists in all antiquity of this famous πρωτευαγγέλιον, (which it is hardly possible to account for, had there been any such document); that the theories in question would reduce the Evangelists to mere second hand, drudging plagiarists, who were not able to write scarcely a sentence of their own which was original; that it will not, after all, account for many of the resemblances or discrepancies in question; and that the whole thing is so artificial, so strained, and so derogatory to the character of the Evangelists, that, in case it were matter of fact, we can conceive of no good reason why our canonical Gospels came into general circulation among the ancients, in preference to the originals from which they were plagiarized. Popular and captivating as these theories were among the Germans, when first broached, they have now become nearly as extinct in Germany as Har- douin’s theory of the authorship of the classics, which attributed them to the monks of the middle ages. In looking seriously at them, now, one is forced to exclaim: When will the extravagant vagaries of the human mind cease to mislead? De Wette himself, who is far from being averse to singular theories in criticism, exclaims: "One can only wonder, that these hypotheses should have ever gained approbation." Yet Kuinoel’s Commentary, down to the present hour, is filled with references to the πρωτευαγγέλιον, as though it were altogether a matter plain and well established!

The theory of Dr. Gieseler, examined by Hug in § 22 (p. 364), is less revolting than those already presented, but on the whole not more satisfactory. A stereotyped traditional Gospel, such as he supposes, is practically an impossibility. Every narrator in prose would alter the costume more or less to suit his own style. In substance the story might remain the same; but it would receive many additions and changes. Dr. G., however, was not original in this thought. Eckermann (Theol. Beiträge, B. II.), Herder (Von Gottes Sohn), Kaiser (Bibl. Theol. I. 224), Paulus (Algem. Lit. Zeit. 1813), and others, have broached the same views. But Dr. G. has adorned them with a more attractive dress.

The common sense and sober reflection of some other critics have brought them, at last, to the simple basis on which as it seems to me this whole matter should always have been placed, and where Luke has opened a way plainly for us to place it, in the proem to his Gospel. Let us for a moment attentively examine this.

Ἐπειδή οὖν πολλοὶ ἐπεξετάσαν ἀναταξέσαται διήγησιν περὶ τῶν πεπληρωμένων ἐν ἡμῖν πραγμάτων, καθὼς παρέδοοσιν ἡμῖν οἱ ἁπάντες αὐτῶν καὶ ὑπηρετεῖ τος λόγοι ἐδόθη καὶ παρακολούθησαν ἐνοθέν πᾶσιν ἀπριβῶς, καθεξῆς σοὶ γραφήσει, κρατεσὶς Θεόφιλε ἵνα ἐνεγρήσῃ περὶ ὅν κατηγόθης λόγων τῆς αὐθαλείας.
Let us see, then, what are the views which are here distinctly given. (1) Many have undertaken to compose narrations, (and in writing too, for so ἀναγέλουεις διήγησις must here mean, else it will be no apology for Luke’s writing a διήγησις), respecting the sayings and doings of Christ. (2) Eye witnesses and ministers of the word, (this is the usual sense of υπηρετής τοῦ λόγου, and no other is critically and exegetically certain), had spread abroad oral accounts of the same matters. So παρέδοσις naturally means; and so it should be construed here. To suppose an ellipsis of διήγησις after παρέδοσις here (as Hug does p. 388), seems to me not only to be forced and unnatural, but to miss the evident aim of the writer. The καθώς here I do not refer back to ἀναγέλουεις διήγησις, and thus make the writer say, that the many had undertaken to compose narrations which would accord with the testimony of eye and ear witnesses; but I refer it, as the laws of grammar would naturally direct us to do, to the clause immediately preceding. The writer means to say, that the events narrated in evangelical histories did in reality happen (πεπληρωθηκένων), and that we have the testimony of eye and ear witnesses as vouchers for the fact that they did.

Thus far then the protasis of the sentence. In this we have the simple declarations, that many had undertaken to compose written narrations respecting the sayings and doings of Jesus, which were orally testified to by eye and ear witnesses. The question, whether the many had succeeded well or ill in composing their narrations, the writer does not here solve. The fact that they professed and meant to follow the testimony of eye and ear witnesses, may well be supposed; for nothing was more natural than for the writers of such narrations to make their appeal to such sources. But that they succeeded well in accomplishing the work which they undertook,—of that we are not here informed, but left merely to conjecture, or at most to draw a probable inference from the sequel of the sentence.

What now, in view of the facts just stated, does Luke himself intend to do? Apologizing as it were for his undertaking, because many others had already engaged in the like work; declaring that he had traced every thing up to its source (παρηχολοιηκτοί ἀνωθεν ποιημέναις), he intends to write to Theophilus καθέξις, in order, i. e. with arrangement and proper construction. Here is probably a covert intimation, that the πολλοί had not done so. If they had, what need of a new διήγησις? we might naturally ask. Yet the personal friendship of Luke for Theophilus, and probably the desire of the latter to have such a work from his hand, might have moved him to this, even in case the other διηγήσεως had not been specially deficient as to matter or manner.

There is yet one or two more circumstances to be noted. They are these, viz. that Luke made such inquiries as he specifies, and came to a resolution to write καθέξις, in order that Theophilus might know the certainty (μακράλειον) of the matters in which he had been ordal instructed (κατηγορήσεως). Here is an implication that the writings of the πολλοί would not effectually secure this end; or at least, that Luke hoped himself more effectually to secure it. There is another intimation, very important to our present purpose, viz., that Theophilus had been ordal taught the matter of the gospels already, περὶ ὧν κατηγορήσεως λόγου. Here then we have a most explicit intimation of the manner in which the Gospel was originally propagated. There were many
writings in circulation. But the eye and ear witnesses continued to tell the story orally (παραθέσαν). It was thus that it had been propagated to Theophilus, who either had no written διαγγέλεις, or did not care to use those which he had seen. Luke therefore undertook to give him a more permanent, stable, and exact account than he had hitherto received; although that in which he had been orally instructed, does not seem to be regarded as discordant with the testimony of eye and ear witnesses.

Thus we have the state of the Christian world before us, when Luke wrote; which could not be much remote from the time in which the other Evangelists also wrote. Original witnesses were everywhere “spreading abroad the word;” and πολλοὶ were endeavouring to help on the same cause, by composing narrations in writing. But these productions, however well meant, do not seem in the judgment of Luke to be worthy of all acceptance and confidence; and therefore he comes to the conclusion in his mind, that some new efforts are needed as to written communications of the Gospel.

From this state of things, so obvious and so natural, it seems to me that we may account for all that needs to be accounted for, both as to the resemblances and discrepancies of the three first Gospels.

I cannot for a moment accede, however, to the criticism of Hug upon παρακολούθησις (p. 391), by which he makes it here to mean, that Luke “was in the region where he could observe all the events that he relates, as they took place,” and this from their first development. There can, indeed, be no doubt that παρακολούθησις, in its first and literal sense, means to be personally present with any individual or at the occurrence of any particular event. But in the case before us, this literal meaning is out of all question, in consequence of the άκριβῶς with which παρακολούθησις is joined, and which shews very plainly that only a mental παρακολούθησις can be intended, i. e. an accurate and diligent tracing of things to their original sources, a careful scrutiny of them.

I am aware that Hug (p. 394) reckons Luke among the seventy disciples sent out by the Saviour to preach the Gospel; according to the tradition mentioned by Origen (Dial. cont. Marcion., Tom. I. p. 806, ed. De la Rue), and also by Epiphanius (Adv. Haeres. XXXI. or LI. § 12). But Col. 4: 11—15 seems to shew that Luke was not ἐν περιτομῇ, and therefore that he was a Gentile proselyte. He appears first on the scene of Christian action, in Acts 16: 11, where he is related to have joined himself to Paul and gone with him to Philippi. Is it probable that at this time he could have engaged in such journeys and services as he afterwards performed, provided he had been so far advanced in life as he must now have been, in case he was one of the seventy disciples?

Luke, then, according to these suggestions, must have gone to Palestine, the scene of evangelical action, and there learned and treasured up the things which he has produced to our view in his Gospel. So he would seem to say in his Prooem; at least he says the most important part of this, viz., that he had made diligent scrutiny of every thing ἀκριβῶς, i. e. even to its very sources. This he could not have done, without repairing in person to Palestine. Tradition says that he was born at Antioch; Euseb. Hist. Ecc. III. 4. Jerome, De Viris Illust., v. Lucas. There the Gospel was early preached; and there he may have been, and probably was, an early convert to it.
Let us see now in the case of Luke, which at present is before us and will serve equally well for that of Matthew and Mark, what were the means or materials for writing accessible to this Evangelist. (1) There was the testimony of eye and ear witnesses, scattered all over the country of Palestine, both as to the words and deeds of Jesus. (2) There were the written documents of many; which, although not in all respects as they should have been, no doubt exhibited much that was true and useful. Did he make use of these sources only, or was there before him the Gospel of Matthew; not to say (as Hug supposes) that of Mark also?

It seems to be implied in the proem of Luke, that the πολλοὶ there named as authors of evangelical διηγήσεως, had not written καθεξής nor ἀναρρητικῶς, nor investigated ἀνωτέρως. Could he, and would he have said this of the two apostles, Matthew and John? Were their Gospels among the works of the πολλοὶ which are thus characterized? To me it seems plain that they were not. Does not Matthew commence his work ἀνωτέρως? Does not John go even further back still, and commence with the Logos state itself of existence? Would the intimate friend of Paul, and the hearty friend of the Christian cause, have thus spoken of Matthew and John?

Then if Luke copied from the Gospels of Matthew and Mark, how could he have omitted so many important things which they contain? Examine, for example, Matthew 9: 27 seq. 13: 24 seq. 14: 22 seq. 15: 21 seq., 32 seq. 16: 1—12. 17: 24 seq. 19: 1—12. 22: 34 seq. 25: 1—13, 31—46. 26: 6 seq. 27: 28 seq.

Examine also Mark 1: 16 seq. 6: 45 seq. vii. 8: 1—26. 10: 1—10. 12: 28 seq. 14: 3 seq. 15: 17 seq.

All these important matters recorded here, Luke has wholly omitted. That he differs from Matthew specially, and sometimes from Mark, in the order of his narrations, lies upon the face of every Greek Harmony. That he is in many cases less circumstantial, minute, and exact, as to designating place, etc., every one must know, who minutely examines the evangelical histories. See an exhibition of striking examples, in Schott's Isagoge, p. 40, Note 5.

In substance the like things may be said of Mark's Gospel. If he was, as Griesbach and others have strenuously asserted, the mere epistomator of Matthew, or of Matthew and Luke, how comes it that there is not a word of the proem of either of these two Gospels in that of Mark? Why did he not tell us anything of the Sermon on the Mount? Why has he, in a multitude of places, made circumstantial additions to the narrative, which are wanting in Matthew, or in Luke, or in both? Why does he Ηεβραίζε more thoroughly than either, and abound more in ἀνακολούθη and peculiarities of construction? Why has he so many favourite phrases and modes of expression, which seldom or never appear elsewhere? J. D. Schulze (in Keil and Tzschirner's Analectes, B. II. III.) has pointed out more than 80 words, in the short historical composition of Mark, which he has employed in a sense or connection entirely peculiar to himself, or nearly so. The same author reckons more than 76 ἀπαξ λέγομεν in the same Evangelist. Can all this be true of a composition of so little extent, and yet Mark be a mere epistomator or pedissequus? Can all this be true (that it is, will not be denied), and yet Mark be a mere plagiarist, a copyist who is a very drudge,
and knows little more than to transcribe, or at most abridge, what he finds in his exemplar?

In substance the same thing may be said of Matthew. What other Evangelist exhibits the matter of this prooem; a great part of the Sermon on the Mount; and many particulars in various parts of his narration? Has he not a ταξις, or rather an ἀραξία, which is altogether his own, and from which all the other Evangelists have departed? Does he not quote the Old Testament Scriptures more than all the other Evangelists collectively? Does any other Evangelist make such use of transition-phrases as he; viz. such as καὶ ἔγινεν, ὅτε ἔστησαν ὁ Ἰησοῦς, ἐν ἐκλεῖσιν ἐν καιρῷ, ἐν ταῖς ἡμέραις ἐκείναις, and especially τότε? Has he not, like Mark, a large number of words and phrases, which are employed by him, in a sense altogether peculiar to himself; and a still larger number of ἀπεξ λεγόμενα? See Schott, Isagoge, p. 83. Notes 3, 4, comp. id. p. 28, Note 4.

Let now an unprejudiced and skilful reader, who is wedded to no system or theory in respect to the γίνεσις of the Gospels, take up a Greek Harmony, and read on with the most minute and scrutinizing attention to diction, grammatical construction, transition-particles and phrases, variation of order, place, circumstances, particularity, omissions by one and insertions by another, fulness in one and brevity in another, and the like; all of which applies respectively in a greater or less degree to each Evangelist; let him read through the Gospels in this way, and he will need no critic to tell him, whether the writers of the first three Gospels were men who stood upon their own basis, or whether they were men who merely reared up a building with materials already collected and prepared by others. No critic, by any or all of his analyses and comparisons, will satisfy him that these historians are not after all independent writers.

But, to notice the last question and the turning point of the whole: 'How is it possible that there should be so much sameness between any two, or all three, of them? Can this be the result of any thing but of copying from each other, or from some sources which they all used in common?'

I have no hesitation in saying, that it seems quite possible to me to account for all the sameness which they exhibit, without resorting to either of these suppositions. For all the diversity which they exhibit, we need not account, on the supposition that they were independent writers, for then it is manifest of itself; but on the ground that they were mere copyists and plagiarists, this diversity would itself become as difficult a problem, as any which sameness among them now presents.

Who has not heard of the ἡγωνδολ of ancient days? How were Homer's and Hesiod's poems preserved, for centuries after they were written? Every school-boy knows the answer to this question. Every one, too, who has read the Arabian Night's Entertainment, and is acquainted with the present customs of the East, knows full well, that there are a multitude of wandering ἡγωνδολ there, who could repeat more than the thousand and one stories, and who transmit their tales in succession from one generation to another. This custom of repeating romantic stories and pieces of poetry, occupies a place in the East like to that of the drama in the West, and excites even a greater interest.
How was it in Palestine, as to matters of this nature? There, for some ages, the traditions of the elders had been orally handed down. So they continued to be, for more than two centuries after the Christian era commenced. At length Rabbi Judah Hakkodesh reduced them to writing, and embodied them in the Mishna. The very proem of Pirke Aboth sets out with the declaration, that the traditions which it contains, came down from Moses and the seventy elders of his time. And although we give no credit to this extravagant claim, yet so much lies on the face of Jewish history as exhibited in the Gospels, viz. that they had a multitude of traditions handed down from former times, which were orally preserved.

Who has not read of the Scalds, or ὁμοθύμων of northern Europe? Who does not know that among the aborigines of our country, and among nearly all nations destitute of literature, traditional sayings and stories and poetry are orally preserved?

Of the many thousands, then, who heard Jesus speak, and who witnessed his miracles, were there not many alive at the period when our Gospels were written? Surely there were. But as to Matthew, be himself being an original eye and ear witness, why need we go to any other source than his own recollection or his own memoranda? Could not a publican write? And could he not of course write Greek, if he had sustained such an office as this?

As to Mark; it is admitted, on all hands, that he was the intimate friend and companion of Peter. Was not Peter an original and authentic source of consultation for him? Would not the recollection of Peter and of Matthew be very likely to agree somewhat as to dictation, in very many cases where there was something peculiar and striking; and yet these two apostles might differ as to dictation, when they came to narrate less striking events or sayings? Nothing is more natural than all this; and therefore nothing more probable.

As to Luke, he tells us that he investigated every thing ἀνωθεν. Of course he must have resorted to apostolic testimony. None but apostles could have given testimony in many cases such as he exhibits. Now to whatever apostle he betook himself for information, there would be the same ground of similitude or of discrepancy in respect to others, as in the case of Matthew and Peter. Striking and peculiar things would be said in the same words, or very nearly so; other matters would leave room for a greater variety, and for personal peculiarities of dictation.

In this way, it seems to me, we may very naturally account for it, how the Evangelists came to agree, and also how they came to differ so often and so much as they do. Above all, the traits of each individual writer, whatever his sources of information were, would occasion, as indeed it actually has occasioned, a great variety oftentimes in phraseology and usus legundi.

As to the Gospel of John, we need resort to no other human sources but to those of his own mind and memory. His dictation, and every thing else, is confessedly his own, and is sui generis.

If any choose to say, that besides the sources thus pointed out, the Evangelists also resorted to the διαγγέλεις of the many, to whom Luke refers; this is altogether a possible and supposable case, but, considering the character of these διαγγέλεις, not altogether probable. Why
should the Evangelists take up with inferior sources of information, when superior ones were within their reach?

I cannot conclude this long note upon an almost endlessly disputed subject, without subjoining a single remark more. This is, that nearly all the writers who have made out theories about the origin of the three first Gospels, seem to have left out of sight any consideration of the inspiration of the authors. In this I cheerfully and unreservedly profess my belief; but the arguments in favor of it do not belong to this place. Inspiration does not, indeed, set aside at all the characteristic style of different writers; nor does it exclude efforts on their part to investigate, as we see in the case of Luke 1: 1—4; but it will, of course, wherever it exists, modify in a greater or less degree any writing with which it is concerned. Why should it be so wholly overlooked by the critical theorists, who write upon the gospels of the Gospels?


Most of what Hug says, is concerned with the analysis of Luke's Gospel, and is designed to shew how we may conceive of his having succeeded Matthew and Mark, and made use of both their Gospels. As I understand Luke's proem, this supposition is quite inadmissible. Hug has taken great pains with his analysis and with his comparison of Luke with Matthew and Mark, and shewn not a little acuteness as to a choice of means to make out the propositions at which he is aiming. But as I entertain radical doubts of the correctness of his results, and this for the reasons above stated, I need not dwell on what he has said at so much length. In my apprehension, it would be quite as easy to make out different results by a like process of analysis and comparison; and when all was thus done, should we be any nearer to ground that would support us? Let the never ending variations of genetic theories answer this question.

Note 18. Gospel of John. (§ 49 seq. p. 420 seq.)

The analysis of Hug in §§ 49—57, and the proof which he deduces from the result of them as to the later composition of John's Gospel, may satisfy the minds of those who place dependence on this kind of reasoning for the establishment of such conclusions. That there are statements in the Gospel of John which suppose the readers to be acquainted with the facts related in the other Gospels, will not be denied. But whether the knowledge thus supposed came orally to the readers, like that of Theophilus to him; or whether it was derived from written Gospels; who can decide?

Nothing is plainer, than that John has a doctrinal object particularly
in view. Many things that he says, certainly have more emphasis, when we suppose them to have been said antithetically, i. e. against the Gnostics, the Cerinthians, the Zabians, and others. But no terra firma can well be won here. The question, whether his design was political, is still involved in more uncertainty than Hug seems to suppose or to admit.

The most considerable opponent to the genuineness of the Gospel of John is Bretschneider, in his Probabilia de Evangelii et EpistolariJS Johannis Indole etc., 1820. Hug has passed in review most of his main positions, in § 58 seq. The Alogi in ancient times denied the authority of this Gospel. Evanson, Vogel, Horst, Ballenstedt, Cladius, and some others of less note, have also denied it within the last forty years. The main reasons assigned are, (1) 'That John, a fisherman of Galilee, could not have had the knowledge which was necessary in order to write his Gospel in such a manner as it is written.'

The answer to this is, the facts as detailed in § 10, p. 343 of Hug. A fisherman on the Lake of Tiberias would be very likely to know the Greek language, because of the great variety of persons assembled at such places for business and trade; and he would almost of course be necessitated to understand it, in order to carry on his business. Besides, the employment was by no means an ignoble one among the Jews; nor is there any thing which shews, or even renders it probable, that the parents of John, or that he himself, was in very indigent circumstances. Above all; if we suppose John to have written late in life, after he had been many years at Ephesus, what difficulty can be made as to his knowledge of Greek?

(2) 'The Gospel of John, in its proem, philosophizes too deeply about the Logos, for a fisherman of the Lake.'

The answer to this would be, that the conclusion which represents him as philosophizing at all, results from erroneous and constructive interpretation. To me John seems to have taken simple and radical ground, which upsets indeed all the Logos philosophy of the Greeks, or the emanation-philosophy of the East, but which still has little if any designed antithetic reference to either of these.

(3) 'There are many self contradictions in this Gospel.'

So indeed there are, if such exegesis is to be admitted as makes out the declarations of John to be contradictions. The contradiction, however, is shown to be between such exegeses and the laws of hermeneutics or ground principles of philology.

(4) 'This Gospel exhibits errors as to history, antiquities, and geography.'

Recent commentaries, such as those of Kuinoel, Lücke, and Tholuck, have shown how little foundation there is for such an objection; but especially the works of defence, which will be mentioned in the sequel, have still more effectually done this.

In regard to the alleged 'irreconcilable difference' between John and the other Evangelists, as to the account of the time when Jesus with his disciples last celebrated the passover, Hug has done what could be done, while one limits himself merely to external history, and does not investigate the proper idiom of the Scriptures. The solution which he offers, however, seems altogether improbable, as it appears to my
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misd. I find nothing which vouches for it in any good degree, that there was any difference among the Jews, as to the time when the passover itself was to be actually celebrated; nothing in the evangelical accounts of the last supper, which goes to shew at all that an unusual season was chosen for it; nothing in the Jewish views of this ordinance which would render such an occurrence at all probable. Some may have commenced their holy time earlier than others; although the testimony cited by Hug from the Mishna and Gemara would serve but little purpose to establish this in respect to the time of the Saviour; but this would not render certain the proposition, that they therefore actually celebrated the passover itself before the usual time.

J. H. Rauch (translated and published in the Bib. Repos. Vol. IV. No. 13. Art. V.) has taken wholly a different course from Hug, and one altogether built upon the usus loquendi of the sacred writings; and he has shewn in this way, what had not before been so effectually shewn, that there is a substantial harmony among all the Evangelists in relation to this matter. To him I would earnestly refer the reader. Questions of this kind are not the element in which Hug appears to move with the most dexterity or success.

As to what Hug says on p. 446, in order to defend John's interpretation of ἀνάπλασις (Σιλωάμ) by ἀνεστάλμενος, it will afford little or no satisfaction, I think, to the intelligent philological reader; for the amount of it, that John gives to the name Σιλωάμ a mystic interpretation. This is solving one difficulty by introducing another still greater. Besides, it betrays a want of Hebrew etymological knowledge in the writer. The Hebrew ṣ̄ōlāt comes from ṣ̄ōl, to send, send out, emit, etc. The form ṣ̄ōlāt may be resolved in two ways; viz., it may be regarded either as a noun like ṣ̄ōlāt, ṣ̄ōlāt, disquietude; ṣ̄ēr, ṣ̄ēr, sparks; ūḏ, ūḏ, distaff; ṣ̄ōlāt, ṣ̄ōlāt, smoke; or else as a noun presenting a forma dagescata which is resolved by omitting the Dagesh and inserting a Yodh, like ūḏrāp and ūḏnēg. Nouns of this last form, i.e. of the forma dagescata, are ṣ̄ōlāt, a drunkard; ṣ̄ōlāt, hostiler tractatus. In conformity with these last forms, ṣ̄ōlāt may mean ἀνεστάλμενος as John has rendered it; or if any one prefers the first solution, it is merely the abstract (emissio) put for the concrete, i.e. for emissus, ἀνεστάλμενος; an occurrence too frequent in Hebrew to create any wonder or doubt, among those who are not disposed to doubt for reasons other than philosophical.

(5) 'The delineation of the person, character, and doctrines of the Saviour by the Gospel of John, differs from that in any other of the canonical Gospels.'

The answer to this is, that the style and manner of John are unquestionably different from those of the other Evangelists. The special object of his Gospel, which is a doctrinal one, would also of course be the occasion of some diversity in his narration. The fact that he has almost entirely omitted any thing done by Jesus, except what was done at Jerusalem and in its near neighborhood, makes a wide difference between John and his fellow-writers. They confine themselves mainly to what was done in Galilee. John has little of mere history of facts, almost all his Gospel being made up of the discourses of Jesus; while this is just the reverse in the other Evangelists.
But how can we make any thing more out of this, than that each writer had his own particular design and stand-point, and that he pursued his own particular object? Has not Matthew, Mark, Luke, each their peculiarities? Each matter appropriate to himself only? This must be allowed. All then that can be said of John is, that his Gospel is peculiarly sui generis. This lies indeed upon the very face of his plan and style. But to deduce from this the conclusion, that he describes a different Messiah and other doctrines than what are found in the Gospels of his coadjuvatos, is assuming a conclusion much broader than the premises will support.

It would be easy to shew, that all the main points of the Messiah’s character, doctrines, and sufferings, are the same in all the Gospels of our Canon. This has been done; but my limits forbid me even to attempt a synopsis of the considerations which have been brought, in order to satisfy the minds of inquirers and doubters in respect to this point. I can only refer the reader to Heydenreich, Über die Behaupting dass Jesus in den drei synoptischen Evangelien ganz anders erscheine als in dem Johanneischen, in Heydenreich and Hüffell’s Zeitschrift für Predigerwissenschaften, B. I. heft 1, 2. 1827. Also Rethe, An Johannes in exhibenda Jesu natura reliq. canon. Scriptis vere regnavet, 1826; Borger, De constanti et sequali Jesu Christi Indole, etc. 1816; Möller, Comm. de Genii ac Indole Evangelii Johannis prior. Evangel. diversa, etc. 1816; Reinecke, De Constanti etc. J. C. Indole, Ingenio, Doctrina, et docendi Ratione, etc. 1827. Schott’s Isagoge § 38, especially Note 4 under this, where a summary may be found, made with much ability, of the leading points in respect to the subject under consideration.

In regard to Bretschneider’s Probabilia, in which he has expressed all the doubts of former or latter times with respect to the genuineness of the Gospel of John, it might be sufficient to say, that the author has himself publicly and ingenuously retracted them, and declared that his object in publishing such a book was, to elicit more able defences of the Gospel in question than had hitherto been made. Whether this latter circumstance be altogether as candid an avowal as that of his retraction, might be questioned by some who know the love of paradox and of appearing before the public eye in a new and strange dress, which is so predominant among not a small class of the German literati. But be this as it may, Bretschneider’s book has called forth a number of learned and able essays, in opposition to his doubts. A few of them, which are particularly distinguished, should be here named. Crome, Probabilia hauz probabilia, an Essay which obtained the prize at Leipzig in 1824. Hemsen, Die Echtheit der Schriften des Evangel. Johannis, 1823. Usteri, Comm. critica, in qua Evangelium Johannis genuinum esse, etc., 1823. Also Olshausen, in his Aechtheit der vier canon. Evangelien, p. 246 seq.

For the historical evidence, derived from the testimony of the ancient fathers, Larduer, Schmidt, Lese, and almost all the introductions to the New Testament, specially Schott’s Isagoge, § 37, Note 5, will afford a sufficient Conspectus. The reader may consult a fuller exhibition, in Calmberg, Diss. theolog. de antiquissimis Patrum Testimonii, etc. 1822. In Lampe’s Comm., in those of Lücke, Tholuck, and oth-
ers, summaries of this evidence may also be found. The question, as I am disposed to believe, is now finally put to rest, except among that class of writers who are excited to assail positions from the very fact that they are generally regarded as unassailable.


The copious and laboured analysis of John's Gospel, in this and the ten following sections, and the comparison of it with other Gospels, although not wanting in the display of acuteness and ingenuity, do not afford any solid conviction or satisfaction to my own mind, in respect to the main positions which the writer is labouring to establish, viz., that John had seen and made use of the other Gospels, and intended his own to be rather a kind of supplement to them, than a work complete in itself.

John was himself an original witness. He needed no aid from foreign sources, in order to write his Gospel. And although Eusebius, Jerome, Theodoret, Epiphanius, and others of the ancient church, and Michaelis, Storr, Schulze, Hug, and many others in modern times, have asserted or defended the supplementary character of John's Gospel, yet there are several reasons why we may doubt of this.

(1) John has not only repeated a considerable number of things contained in the other Gospels, but almost in the same words. Let the reader compare, now,

3: 35. 10: 22. 11: 27.
5: 20. 4: 35. 9: 37 seq.
8: 19. 4: 44. 13: 57.
10: 15. 12: 7, 8. 26: 11, 12.
13: 20. 10: 40. 18: 18 seq.

(2) Even longer narrations in the other Gospels are contained almost entire in that of John. E.g. John 2: 14—16. 6: 1—21. 12: 1—19. Finally, most things in the history of the crucifixion, etc.
(3) That John has omitted many things contained in the other Gospels, is obvious at first sight, and this would indeed be the case on the ground that his Gospel is supplementary.
(4) The traits of discrepancy as to manner and circumstances between John and the other Evangelists, where they speak of the same thing, are very numerous. One circumstance, moreover, in regard to the general tenor of John's Gospel, is very striking. John has a regular account of all the visits of Jesus to Jerusalem, after his minis-
try had commenced; and the other Evangelists contain nothing of this kind excepting the journey just before the crucifixion, by which we could definitely ascertain whether the public life of Jesus was one or many years.

(5) If John designed his Gospel merely as a supplement to the others, and for the purpose of illustrating what was left undefined or somewhat obscure in them, how comes it that he has left so many of those things wholly untouched?

(6) Finally, John himself told us the object of his Gospel, near the close of it, viz., to shew that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God, in order that men might believe on him and be saved. He has no hint at any design on his part to supply the defects of others; or to appear in aid of them, or even as the coadjutor. How could it well be, that he should no where have developed any hint of this nature, if the theory of Hug is well founded?

Hug seems much to rely on this consideration, viz., that 'John has omitted the more important arguments and facts in favor of his position,' relying upon it that his readers were in possession of the other Gospels. So Prof. Hug may judge. John, we may suppose however, formed a different opinion. He tells us that the sayings and doings of Jesus were so numerous, that 'the world would not contain the books which must be written, in case they were all reported.' Of course he made, and he intended to make, only a small selection. Why now should we suppose he would omit those things that he deemed most important to his specific purpose? I trust he did not; and therefore that he and Prof. Hug differ in their judgment in relation to this matter.

I have already remarked, in passing, that the question whether John had a polemic design in view, when he wrote his Gospel, is not so plain and certain as Hug in various places (§§ 51, 52, alibi) seems to consider it. (1) Many critics suppose that a sect sprang from John the Baptist, who held him to be the promised Messiah. Traces of such a sect they find in Luke 3: 15. Acts 13: 25. 18: 25. 19: 1—5. For proof that John has reference to them in his Gospel, they appeal to John 1: 7, 8, 15, 19—34, 36. 3: 26 seq. 5: 33 seq. 10: 41, etc. So Overbeck, Neue Versuche uber das Evangelium Johannis, 1784. Storr, Ueber den Zweck der evang. Geschichte, etc. Ziegler, Bemerkungen uber das Evangelium Johannis, in Gabler's neuest. theol. Journal, B. 9. St. 1. Michaelis in his Introduction to the New Testament; Hug as in the text; and many others. But Paulus, Cap. Select. Introduct. ad N. Test. p. 153; Eichhorn in his Einleit. in das N. Test.; Tittmann in his Meletemata Sacra; Kuinoel, in his Commentary; and others, have denied that the Gospel of John has any such designed bearing upon the disciples of John, as Storr and others maintain.

(2) In like manner many have supposed that John intended, in a particular manner, to oppose Cerinthus, who was contemporary with him, and seems to have denied that the Saviour possessed anything more than a nature merely human. So Storr, Michaelis, and Hug, as cited above; and so Semler in his Paraphrasis in Evang. Johann.; Wegscheider in his Versuch einer vollstand. Einleitung in das Evang. Johann. 1806; Kaiser in his Comment. de apologeticis Evang. Johan. consilii, etc.; and also others. To these are opposed, Lampe, Comm. in
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Johan. I. p. 172 seq.; Tittmann, Paulus, Eichhorn, Kuinoel, as quoted above; Lücke, Comm. in Johan. I. p. 227 seq., and others.

It appears from Irenæus, Tertullian, Epiphanius, Eusebius, and Theodoret, that Cerinthus taught that a celestial spirit (aioo) descended upon Jesus at his baptism, and left him before his crucifixion; and that this spirit was not the Ἡμωνερής or the Ἄγων, but one of subordinate rank, who dwelt in Jesus, and enabled him to perform his miracles. To these views John 1: 3, 18. 17: 1—5. 14; 9 etc., and especially 1 John 2: 22, seem to be peculiarly opposed.

(3) The Nicolaitans are mentioned by Irenæus (advers. Haeres. III. 11), as opposed by John. But whether this is only a tropical name or appellative, given to certain false teachers in the early church, who maintained the lawfulness of eating flesh offered to idols and of venereal indulgencies; or whether it is a proper name derived from Nicholas or Nicolaus some unknown author of this heresy; is a question the answer to which is not yet made out. See Nov. Test. Kopp. Tom. X. p. 146. Ewald, Comm. in Apoc. Eichhorn, Comm. in Apoc. (on Rev. 2: 15). Comp. Schott's Isagoge, § 40, Note 7.

(4) The Docetae are also included by some, among those whom John opposed in its writings. So Semler in his Paraphrase; Eckermann in his Erklärung aller dunkeln Stellen des N. Test. II. p. 5. seq.; Bertholdt, Einleit. III. p. 1618; Schmidt, Bibliothek für biblische Kritik, I. p. 73. But this is not admitted by Hug; and Kuinoel and Kaiser (as quoted above), and De Wette in his Einleit., deny this. To me there seem to be passages in the writings of John, which can hardly be accounted for on any other ground than that of intended opposition to an opinion like that of the Docetae; e. g. 1 John 1: 1, 2. 4: 2 seq. 2 John v. 7. John 1: 14. Comp. 19: 34. 20: 20, 27. See Schott, § 40, Note 8.

The most probable result of an investigation respecting these particular designs attributed to John in his Gospel, seems to me to be, that while it cannot well be denied that there were Zabians, Cerinthians, Nicolaitans (either in a general or a particular sense), and Docetae, in the time of John; and that all these sects (with Gnosticism yet imperfectly developed) existed in Asia Minor, and probably in and around Ephesus; yet a design properly and specifically polemic, can hardly be attributed to John; certainly not in his Gospel. I cannot doubt, for he has told us, that his principal aim was to show that Jesus was the Son of God and the true Messiah. Nor can I doubt, therefore, that whatever sect was then and there in opposition to this truth, or taught what was at variance with it, when and where John first wrote his Gospel, this sect was virtually opposed by his Gospel. There is much emphasis and force given to several passages in his writings, by applying them to one and another of the various sects named. But I regard the apostle, on the whole, as designing rather 'to refute error by teaching the truth,' than as having engaged in designs directly and avowedly polemic. Assuredly, indeed, they certainly are not; for where in his Gospel has he referred expressly to any of the sects named? That what he says may have some bearing upon them, and actually does have one, I cannot well doubt. But that the apostle entered the lists as a disparant, does not seem from the tenor of his writings, at large, to be capable of satisfactory proof.
NOTE 20. Time and place of composing the Gospel of John; language in which it was written. (§ 64. p. 455.)

On these questions the author has given but little information, and nothing to satisfy the critical inquirer. In § 65—70, he endeavours indeed to show, that John's first Epistle was written to the churches at Ephesus, while the author was in a state of banishment at Patmos; that his Gospel was also probably written at the same place; and that the first Epistle was in fact written as an accompaniment and designed as a kind of introduction to the Gospel. As Hug supposes the banishment of John to have taken place under Domitian, he of course must suppose the Gospel and the first Epistle not to have been written until about A. D. 97 or 98.

Of Hug's views respecting John's first Epistle, I shall speak in the sequel. In opposition to his view respecting the late composition of John's Gospel, several suggestions may be made.

(1) John 5: 2, ἐστι δὲ ἐν τοῖς Ἱεροσολυμώι . . . κολυμβηθρα. After all that has been said about enallage temporis, in the New Testament, and especially in John, there is solid reason to distrust the confounding of tenses by any writer of common sense. We may be, and often are, ignorant how often one Praeterite, for example, was employed in the place of another, because that other had gone into desuetude, or was cacophonous; in such a case we are not well qualified to judge about enallage temporis: certainly not to decide that the instance in question is one of this nature. In some other instances it is a matter of indifference which of two or three Praeterites is used, inasmuch as the nature of the case admits either to be employed without any impropriety. We should not be hasty, therefore, in making out these enallages of tense; which, if absolutely taken, only mean that a writer has voluntarily, or through ignorance, violated the common laws of the Greek language. To say, then, that ἡν ἐστι is here put for ἦν, is saying something which should not be said without some definite and satisfactory ground. But to assume, in the first place, that the Gospel of John was written near the close of the first century, and then to construe ἡν ἐστι as if it were ἦν, is a ὀτέραν προτερον in argument.

Still, the city of Jerusalem may have been destroyed, and the baths or bath-house rebuilt, when John wrote his Gospel. Eusebius (Ono.masticcon, v. Βηζηθρα) speaks of the pool, etc., as well known in his time. The designation of place by ἐν η προβασινη, may be understood as meaning the place which was anciently called by this name. All this is possible; nor can it be pronounced to be very improbable. Still my impression from reading the whole Gospel of John is, that if Jerusalem had been laid in ruins before he wrote it, some hint, some expression of feeling in relation to this melancholy event, some appeal to the notable prophecy of the Saviour respecting it as having been fulfilled, must have appeared here or there in the Gospel. How could John every where so completely suppress the rising and even involuntary sigh which would havebe his breast? How could he fail to mention so striking and palpable a proof, that Jesus was the Messiah, the duly commissioned Messenger of God? At all events, the most natural ex-
egesis of John 5: 2 is, that when John wrote, Jerusalem was then in the like state and condition as at the time when the Saviour performed the miracle at Bethesda.

Again (3) in John 21: 18 the words of our Saviour respecting Peter's martyrdom are related. As this took place in A. D. 67, or near this time, how could John, or (if any one denies the genuineness of this 21st chapter), how could some disciple of his who published John's Gospel and added this last chapter, have omitted to refer to the death of Peter, which had happened some 30 years before, if Hug and others who think with him are to be credited?

The fact that John employs ἦν (Imperf.) instead of the present tense (ἐστιν), in reference to places, in 18: 1. 19: 41. 11: 18, proves nothing, as the matter is respectively circumstanced. The historian is in each case relating past events; and in such a case, nothing is more common or natural than to speak of the place where these events happened, in the past tense. This is all which can be made out, from such instances as these.

When the appeal is made to John 21: 23, "If I will that he [John] should continue until I come, what is that to thee?" as affording an argument in favour of this Gospel being written in the advanced age of John; there seems to be no force in the appeal, unless we assume, that Jesus could not have uttered this in a prophetic way, so that John could understand it until he should have attained to an advanced age. But what dependence can we place on an argument of such a nature?

Finally, when writers appeal to the Greek style of John's Gospel, and tell us that it bears marks of great improvement upon that of the Apocalypse, and shews that John had been many more years conversant with the Greek language when he wrote the former; I cannot sympathize with them, and do not so judge. Let Winer's Programm on the alleged solaecismus of the Apocalypse be read; let the reader be deeply conversant with the Hebrew prophets and familiar with their style and manner, their abrupt transitions, change of person, Nominatives independent, and the like; then let him call to mind the perfectly simple and prosaic character of John's Gospel in its narrations, and the close imitation (as we have good reason to believe), or the exact report, of Jesus' discourses even in the manner of their diction; let him afterwards come to the reading of the Apocalypse, and mark how the diction of every part of it is built upon the Hebrew prophets, how entirely it is Hebrew poetry in its very soul and essence, how exceedingly diverse the matter of it is from that of the Gospels, and how diverse the manner must be in order to present the genuine stamp of Hebrew prophetic composition—let him take all this into view, and also the further fact that the text of the Apocalypse is as yet less purified than that of any other book of the New Testament; and he will then hesitate about drawing an argument as to the lateness of John's Gospel, from the superior character of its Greek. This superiority, I am fully persuaded, cannot be satisfactorily made out.

In a word, the testimonies of the ancients are, that John removed from Palestine to Asia Minor, where he taught extensively, and fixed his abode at Ephesus. So Clemens Alex. in Euseb. Hist. Ecc. III. 23, Irenaeus, advers. Haeres. I. 2. c. 22. § 5. I. 3. c. i. c. 3. § 4. Origen, 92
in Euseb. H. E. III. 1. Polycrates, bishop of Ephesus, in Euseb. III. 31. Jerome, Catal. Scriptt. c. 9. That John must have gone there after Paul wrote his epistles, would seem clear from the fact, that neither his presence nor labours are adverted to in Rom. 15: 20; 2 Cor. 10: 16; nor in the epistles to the Colossians, Ephesians, or Timothy, written when Paul was in prison at Rome. John therefore must have gone to Ephesus, after A. D. 60 or 62.

That he wrote his Gospel at Ephesus, the more ancient witnesses agree; e. g. Irenaeus, advers. Haeres. III. 1. Eusebius, Ecc. Hist. III. 24. V. S. VI. 14. Jerome, Catal. Scriptt. c. 9. That he wrote it after the three other Gospels were written, these witnesses also declare; and so Storr, Herder, and most modern critics have felt inclined to decide. But this latter position can never be satisfactorily made out.

The reader who wishes for more ample discussion, may consult the various Introductions to the New Testament, and in particular those of Lampe to his Comm. in Johan.; Wegscheider, Versuch einer vollständiger Einleitung, etc., p. 190 seq. Lücke Comm. über Johannem. I. p. 121 seq. Schott’s Isagoge, §§ 36–43.

That John wrote in Greek, the examples of explanation in regard to Hebrew words and things, referred to by Hug in § 64, would seem abundantly to shew. Why should he interpret the most common and obvious Hebrew words, (אַבָּר, בָּרָא, יְרֵשׁ, etc.), if he were writing in Hebrew, and for Hebrew readers?

It is to be regretted that Hug, instead of occupying his readers, as he has done, with speculations about the supplementa character of John’s Gospel, had not given more of substantial discussion in respect to other circumstances, in which we have a deeper interest.


The very first declaration with which Hug commences his account of this Epistle, is one which I should be far from regarding as certain. On the other hand, I find nothing in all the first epistle of John, which obliges me to suppose that he refers in it to his written Gospel. That there is the same doctrine in the Epistle as in the Gospel, the same style or manner of writing both as to diction and the construction of sentences, the same glowing spirit of love to God; and man, the same ardent attachment to the Saviour and zeal for his honour and glory—must be evident, I think, to every intelligent and impartial reader. From the most ancient times this has been acknowledged and felt. Sarcely a doubt has been raised, until recently, in respect to the genuineness of this first Epistle; notwithstanding it has neither subscription nor inscription. But all this does not shew, that it was designed as a preface, or an accompaniment, or a defence, to the Gospel of John. All this, moreover, we may suppose and fully credit, without drawing any other conclusion from the reading of the epistle, than that John had preached
and taught familiarly and fully, among those whom he here addresses, the doctrines to which he specially adverts, particularly in the beginning of his Epistle, but occasionally elsewhere. That he addresses his own disciples, there can hardly be any doubt, if we look at the manner of his writing. How can it be shewn, as Hug assumes, that there is "a visible reference in the Epistle to the Gospel?"

Hug, however, stands not alone in respect to his views concerning the original design of this Epistle. Berger in his Versuch einer moral. Einleitung ins. N. Test. II. p. 118; Storr in his Zweck der evang. Geschichte, etc. p. 316 seq.; Augusti in his Kathol. Briefe, II. p. 182 seq., have suggested like views; one regarding it as containing a practical part of the Gospel or supplement to it, another as a polemic part in defence of it, and the third as a letter of recommendation or introduction to it. All these views the reader may find fully examined and refuted, in Lücke’s Preface to his Comm. on this Epistle. How can it be accounted for, that all antiquity should have severed the epistle, as to its location in the Canon, from the Gospel, if it originally was combined or immediately connected with it? That in the Cod. Cantab., there stands at the end of John’s Gospel and before the Acts a note by some transcriber, which would seem to signify that the Epistles of John end there, and the Acts follows (as Hug declares, p. 468) proves nothing, except that some erroneous or idle hand had added something in that place which does not belong there; or at the most, that instead of the Acts, the copyist meant at first to transcribe the Epistles of John, but afterwards abandoned his purpose.

To suppose, with Hug (p. 464), that John wrote his Gospel at Patmos, and must therefore have sent a letter of introduction with it, because he could not introduce it in propria persona, is arguing in a way sufficiently unsatisfactory. Why could not John have done as Luke did, i. e. send his Gospel to some distinguished individual friend, who, he well knew, would take care of it and publish it? Then, again, how could John have written his Gospel, in a state of banishment, and never have even once adverted in it to any thing which leads us at all to conjecture that such were his circumstances? Or how could his first epistle have been written in the like condition? Suppositions like those which Hug makes in relation to these matters, need at least some probabilities in their favour, in the absence of all ancient tradition and testimony in their behalf. Unfortunately they have neither the one nor the other to support them.

That the Epistle was written later than the Gospel, I should think quite probable from the tone of it. The various errors to which it apparently adverts, are here more definitely and strongly characterized and denounced than in the Gospel. The animadversions upon them seem to assume the decided tone of repeated admonition.

Different writers have found in this epistle opposition to different classes of heretics. Thus Loeffer finds Jesus and Judaizers opposed; Dissert., Joan. Epist. I. Gnosticons imprimit impugnari negotat, in Comm. Theol. I. Others have supposed that Judaizing Christians, and Ebionites or apostate Christians, are opposed; e.g. Semler, in his Paraph. Johan.; Tittmann, in his De Vestigia Gnosticiarum, etc., p. 179 seq. Knapp, in his Script. var. Argumentum, p. 157. Lange, Schrift.
des Johann. III. 19 seq. Eichh. Einleit. II. 291 seq. Others suppose that the Gnostics were principally aimed at; e.g. Michaelis, II. ed. 4, p. 1522. Kleuker, Johannes, Petrus, and Paulus, ass Christologen betrachtet, 1785. Others still have regarded the Docetae as the sect principally opposed in John's first Epistle; e.g. Schmidt, Einleit. II. p. 318. Bertholdt, Einleit. VI. p. 3250. Niemeyer, Comm. de Docetis, Halle, 1823. Lücken, Comm. Pref. p. 62 seq. So Vitringa also thought, Obs. Sac. V. 20; and so have many others. Schott and De Wette do not dissent from a modified view of this latter sentiment; while they do not suppose the main design of the epistle to have been in any good measure polemic.

That the heresy of the Docetae, who taught that Christ was only in appearance and seemingly, but not in reality, a man consisting of a real body and soul, was extant in the apostolic age, there seems to be no good reason to deny. That 1 John 1: 1—3 and 4: 1—6 were designed to oppose or gainsay the doctrine of this sect, one can scarcely doubt. What could be the object of the apostle in making such specific, repeated, and pointed asseverations respecting the real humanity of the Saviour, unless it were to oppose some error like that of the Docetae? Compare particularly 2 John, v. 7.

That in his first epistle, as in his Gospel, John designs to oppose several and various errors, in passing, I cannot well doubt. Let the reader examine chap. 2: 18—27. The ἀνιγμοσύνη here characterized, no doubt means some particular erroneous opinions, or party schism (v. 19), or practical ungodliness, which prevailed to some extent in the church or churches whom the apostle addressed in his letter. All that we can learn, however, from the passage, warm and animated as the strain of it is, amounts to no more than the generic idea, that there was a theoretical or practical denial that Jesus is the Christ; see v. 22. This is afterwards called denying the Son; and he who does this, is said also to deny the Father. That some false teachers were actively engaged in spreading heretical sentiments in relation to this subject, is evident from v. 26, τοὺς πλακωνίων ἄμα. But whether these deceivers were Ebionites, Judaizers, Gnostics, or Docetae, or some other heretics, can not well be determined from the passage under examination.

Excepting this passage, and the two above adverted to, there is little in this epistle except warm-hearted and paternal admonition and exhortation to love, faith, mutual kindness, and good will. Holiness and benevolence the writer considers as indissolubly connected with steadfast faith in Christ, and adherence to the simple truths of his Gospel.

That John was somewhat advanced in life, when he wrote this epistle, seems probable from his use of the word ἐκσπίασο so often in his addresses. Yet those who rely very much on this should remember, that the Saviour addresses his disciples with the same appellation, in John 13: 33, some (probably most) of whom were older than himself. So Paul also addresses the Galatians, 4: 19. Evidently it is only a compellation of endearment. Or, if we argue from it in respect to the comparative age of the writer, what shall we say when John (2: 13) addresses a portion of those to whom he wrote by the appellation πατέρες? If any thing is thus to be deduced from these various compellations, it must be this, viz., that most of those whom John addressed were
younger than himself; while some others were older than himself. Extreme old age, therefore, cannot be assumed by this mode of reasoning, as it has been by many, as the probable time of John’s writing his first epistle. The Geschwätzigkeit (prattle) of old age, and senile repetitions, which Eichhorn and others have found in it, belong rather to their exegetical tact, than to the writer of the epistle.

Meagre and unsatisfactory, on the whole, is Hug’s account throughout the writings of John. The most interesting matters he has treated in a superficial way.


In what manner Hug deduces from the language of this epistle, the conclusion that the apostle was in exile when he wrote it, I do not see. To argue from v. 7, “Having many things to write to you, I would not do it with paper and ink, for I hope to be with you, etc.” that the apostle was in want of writing materials (p. 465), is singular indeed. Where then did he get materials for writing his Gospel and first Epistle, both of which, Hug supposes, were written in exile? How very singular, too, that the exile of Patmos should be in the habit of receiving familiar and friendly visits? (p. 465). Did the Roman Government permit exiles to lonely places to be treated thus?

Then again, how could John in exile for an indefinite time, expect soon to see the worthy individual to whom his second epistle is addressed, and speak with her face to face?

In a word; can we well doubt that the writer of 2 John was at liberty, when he wrote this Epistle?

As to the address, ἐκλεκτὴ κυρίᾳ, it seems at least to be pretty well agreed, that if ἐκλεκτῇ were designed to be considered as a proper name, the location would have been thus, ἐν κυρίᾳ ἐκλεκτῇ, or ἐκλεκτῇ τῇ κυρίᾳ. That Κύρια was often a proper name of females among the Greeks, there is no doubt; see Gruteri Inscrip. p. 1127. Schott and De Wette both decide in favour of Κυρία (Cyria) as a proper name, and ἐκλεκτῇ as an epithet. From a comparison of 3 John, v. 1, this opinion seems to be probable.

As to the assumption of Hug, that this second letter of John was written immediately after the first, and despatched along with it—it seems to me as little supported, as that the first letter was written at the same time with his Gospel. How came it, that the second and third epistles of John were considered by some as of doubtful authenticity, even so early as the days of Origen; δεισάμαν καὶ τρίγην, ἐπεὶ οὐ παντες θανατους εἶναι ταύτας, are the words of Origen quoted in Euseb. Ecc. Hist. VI. 25. Had all three epistles been sent to the churches at the same time with the Gospel, and all been deemed as introductory to it, or explanatory of it, or as designed to enforce it, then would the appendices have been attached of course to the main volume, and gone into credit or discredit along with it. But here we find, so
early as the time of Origen, the genuineness of the second and third Epistles doubted; and Eusebius states explicitly (Hist. Eccl. III. 26), that the second and third of John were called in question by some; τον δὲ αυτολογομένων ... η ορυμακομένη διεστρα και ρυθή λαέρον. Jerome also states (De Viris Ilust. c. 9), that these two epistles were assigned by some to John a presbyter at Ephesus.

Besides; they were left out of the Peshito or old Syriac version: which shows that they came into circulation after the Gospel and first Epistle had been current in the churches.

Why Hug should pass in silence all these facts, and thus take no notice of them, I know not. One thing, however, is plain, viz. that when known and fully considered, they must overthrow his theory in regard to the second and third epistles of John.

As to the doubts themselves which have been raised in ancient or in modern times against the genuineness of the second and third epistles of John, they are inconsiderable. Even De Wette does not think that they amount to any thing serious; and Lücke, Bertholdt, Schott, and others, have abundantly removed them. The internal evidence is so strong, that there is hardly serious room for doubt. In ancient times, it would seem that doubts had arisen whether they should be included in the canon, rather from the fact that these epistles were directed to private individuals, than from any other circumstance.

---


Here again is the same singular mistake in our author, of supposing that John complains of the want of writing materials, and that this is good evidence of his being in exile. John says (v. 13), “I have much to write, but I will not do it with ink and pen.” Why? Not because he could not. He does not say οὐ δύναις γράφεις, but οὐ θέλω γράφεις. But why would he not? Because he expected soon to see his friend, and tell him mouth to mouth the many things he had to say, instead of writing them. What can be a more natural circumstance in a letter than this?

Then, again, as to the state of exile; John says (v. 15), ἄνωτος ὡς οἱ φίλοι, the friends salute thee. So then, this lonely exile was surrounded by his friends.

Who Gaius (Caius) was, we know not, excepting that he appears to have been one of the apostle’s spiritual children, and to have merited and enjoyed much of his confidence. That he belonged to Ephesus, and that a party there, of which Diotrephes was the head, had rejected an epistle written to them by John, v. 9, (i.e. the first epistle of John, according to Hug), rests not only upon mere conjecture, but on very improbable conjecture. Is there any thing in the other writings of John, which favours the predominance of such a party at Ephesus? Rather, does not Rev. 2: 1 seq. make directly against such a supposition?

Much more probable does it seem to me, that when the apostle wrote
his second and third epistles, he was at Ephesus, on the eve of setting
out upon one of his evangelical journeys among the churches; that
having some private opportunity to write to Gaius and to Cyria before
he could visit them, he embraced it. In the course of his journey he
expected to see them.

That the two epistles were written at the same time, or under the
same circumstances, seems probable from a comparison of 2 John vs. 1,
12 with 3 John vs. 1, 13, 14. That Gaius and Cyria both lived in the
same place, is not certain; that they did not, cannot be proved.

That 2 John v. 7—11 refers to the same deceivers which are charac-
terized in the first epistle, 1: 1—3. 4: 1—6, seems to be quite plain.
But that such deceivers were to be found only at Ephesus, and that Cy-
ria and Gaius must have lived there, as Hug would seem to maintain,—
who can vouch for this?

---

**Note 24. Discrepancy in Genealogies. (§ 74, p. 469 seq.)**

Hug (p. 469) calls the attempt to trace the descent of Mary in Luke
an "evasion" of the difficulty in respect to the genealogies, and says that
"it does violence to the phraseology employed." What then is the vio-
ience done in this case? It is simply this, viz., that Joseph, the ac-
knowledged and actual son in law of Heli, is counted by the Evangelist
Luke (3: 23), as a son. But what does Hug himself, in the like way, in
his own attempt at conciliation? He introduces at least two several ca-
ses, in which the so-called son of a man, is actually the son of some other
person. ‘Jechonias,’ he says, ‘had no children.’ And yet Salathiel is reck-
oned as his son, whose actual father was Neri, and grandfather Melchi,
according to Luke (3: 27, 28). Again; ‘Salathiel (or Shealtiah) has no
son; Pedaiah his brother, therefore, raises up for him a son, whose
name is Zerubbabel.’ Yet in the case of Jechonias, even this law of the
levirate was not fulfilled; for ‘Jechonias had no brothers to raise up
seed for him,’ p. 471. Is this solving the novus, then, without a "vio-
ience" like that complained of in others?

But this is not all. Hug has omitted other serious difficulties that
stand in the way of his theory. In Matthew, the son of Zerubbabel is
called Abiud; in Luke, Resa; in 1 Chron. 3: 19, 20, seven sons are
assigned to him, but no one has either of these names.

Hug notices that the name Abiud does not stand in 1 Chron. 3: 19,
20. He proposes to account for this, by the conjecture that Abiud is
only a name of affection, i. e. a kind of nick-name, by which Meshullam,
or Hananiah, was called; like the Arabic Abi or Abu, so often attached
to proper names. But what is to be done with -oud in the name 'Abi-
oud, he does not tell us. How can we be satisfied with such etymology
as this?

It is gratifying to find, that in a note on p. 472, he retracts his singular
and unfounded criticism on יִּנְעֵרִיָה etc. on p. 471.

After all, however, he has left untouched a difficulty greater than any
which he has encountered. How should all the line from Zorobabel downward in Matthew, be different from that in Luke, on the supposition that Salathiel and Zerubbabel in both Evangelists are the same? Who is the Rhesa of Luke, reckoned by him as the son of Zerubbabel? No such person appears in 1 Chron., nor in Matthew. And even if we allow that Abiud in Matthew is a cognomen amoris, and that the real person is the same as Resa in Luke, yet the same difficulty is to be met again in the first link of subsequent descent, and in all the remaining ones. The son of Resa was Joanna, and then come Juda, Joseph, Semei, etc. In Matthew we have Zorobabel, Abioud, Eliakim, Azar, etc. This leaves all the work of Hug to be done over again; inasmuch as we are utterly at a loss, how two lines from Zorobabel (he being the same person in Matthew and in Luke), should be wholly discrepant all the way down for 500 years, and yet both end in the same person, viz., Joseph the husband of Mary.

Whence did these family genealogies come? From family records, we can scarcely doubt. Otherwise, i.e. if the accounts of the Evangelists differed from those in the genealogies, the Jews who were unfriendly to Christianity would of course appeal to the evident discrepancy as evidence that the Gospels were not worthy of credit. Were there two genealogies then of Joseph, so entirely discrepant from each other, and yet both authentic family records? That seems like an utter improbability, upon bare inspection of the nature of this case among the Jews, whose modes of counting genealogy were definite and settled.

Let us look now at another circumstance. In Matthew, the father of Joseph is Jacob; then we have Matthias, Eleazer, Eliud, Achim, etc. In Luke we have οὖς, οἷς ἔνοικεν, κόλπος Ἰωσήφ (Jesus), and then the father of Joseph is called Heli, and the other ancestors are Matthias, Levi, Melchior, Janna, etc. Is it possible now that family records should have so computed the genealogy of Joseph as the proper son of Heli, etc.? Surely not, in case Matthew is in the right. And did not the apostle and early disciple of Jesus, who was personally acquainted with all his relatives after the flesh—did he not know what were the authentic records of Joseph’s descent? Would he make use of any which the Jews could gainsay?

We come then, in this way, to the necessary conclusion, that in Luke the genealogy of Joseph as the son in law (and probably as adopted son also) of Heli is counted; i.e. that the genealogy of Mary is in fact reckoned. The very language of Luke seems to indicate something of this nature: οὖς, οἷς ἔνοικεν, κόλπος Ἰωσήφ. Jesus was then only the supposed or imagined son of Joseph. When the historian says this, would he then go on to reckon a mere imaginary genealogy, or would he count it in the line where it really and truly belonged, i.e. in the line of his mother?

That adopted sons and sons in law might be reckoned in genealogies, there can be no good reason to doubt. I can hardly hesitate then to believe, that Luke has here in reality reckoned the genealogy of Mary, but, in compliance with the Jewish method, has put her husband at the head of the catalogue. If this be not so, then we have no genealogical proof exhibited in the New Testament, that Jesus Christ is the Son of David according to the flesh, or a real descendant from him. This
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would, to say the least, be a marvellous circumstance, considering how much stress the Jews laid upon this matter.

This whole subject of the genealogy of Jesus, which has been a stumbling block to so many critics and has been scoffed at by so many unbelievers, needs a more thorough investigation than it has yet received, and might be made more credible and intelligible than many have hitherto deemed it to be. But the limits of these notes forbid my going any further into it. Commentators can be consulted by the reader; but he will find most of them to give him but little satisfaction.

Hug has given us no account in this place of the recent attempts to overthrow the credit of Matthew's Gospel. David Schulz, in his Christliche Lehre vom heilig. Abendmahl, 1824, in a Beilage to this volume; Orelli, Selecta Capita, etc., 1821; Schulthess, in bibliisch-exeget. Repertorium by K. and H. Rosenmüller, B. II. 1824; Wilke in Winer's Zeitschrift for 1826; and Fischer, in his Einleitung in die Dogmatik, 1828; have, in various ways, moved doubts of the authenticity of Matthew's Gospel. A summary of their grounds the reader will find in Schott's Isagoge, § 23, pp. 73 seq. More at length he will find the discussion of these doubts, and arguments to remove them, by Theile, in Winer and Engelhardt's Kritisches Journal, B. II. 1824; by Heydenreich, in the same Journal, B. III.; also in Bengel's Archiv. B. VI.; in Fritzsche's Comm. in Matt., Proleg. § 21; and in Guericke's Beiträge, 1828, p. 23 seq. The grounds of doubt are partly such as might be assumed against all the Evangelists, partly of very little moment, and partly made up of alleged facts that are mistaken ones. My limits do not permit me here even to recapitulate them. I cannot for a moment suppose, that the general opinion of the churches respecting the Gospel of Matthew, will be at all affected by them.

In respect to the alleged discrepancies between Luke's account of the purification and of the presentation of the child Jesus in the temple (2: 22—39), and Matthew's account of the flight to Egypt and the subsequent return of Joseph and his abode at Nazareth (2: 13—23), the notes in Newcome's Harmony may be consulted, which will give more satisfaction than Hug's account of the matter (p. 473). What hinders the supposition, that the visit of the Magi was after the presentation? Luke 2: 39 cannot well be interpreted so strictly as to leave no space of time before the final abode of Joseph and Mary at Nazareth; unless, indeed, we insist on a strictness here of ὑπὲρ εἰρήλεσαν, etc., which we are obliged to remit elsewhere. The flight to Egypt would occupy about some forty hours' travelling; the abode there was probably very short. Herod died in the thirty-seventh year of his reign; but as we cannot be certain in what year of this Jesus was born, so we cannot with definite certainty fix the length of time that was spent by Joseph in Egypt. At all events, there is no serious difficulty in respect to this matter.
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Note 25. Visit of the Magi to Bethlehem. (p. 474 seq.)

I am unable to discover, from the tenor of Hug's remarks, whether he regards the visit of the Magi, etc., as any thing more than the result of astrological superstition. Note 3 on p. 474 seems as if he meant to commend to our notice the pilgrims of his church and their quasi-miraculous guidance, or else to represent the whole thing as an affair of superstition; or at least he would seem to mean, that we should take advantage of these superstitious views in order to illustrate Matt. 2: 1-12. It is somewhat extraordinary, that he should regard the star in this case as a real celestial body, and yet undertake to shew that "it stood over the place where the young child was." It was over that region, says he. Indeed? This might have been so. But if it were like other fixed stars or planets, it was over a larger portion of the globe, than the region of Bethlehem.

The facts lying at the basis of this whole matter, seem to me to be few and simple. Over all the East, as even Tacitus and Suetonius assure us, there was an expectation, at the time when Jesus was born, that some distinguished and universal king was speedily to arise out of Judaea. Doubtless the Jews in the East had given occasion to such an expectation, and had deduced the notion of it themselves from the Old Testament prophecies. The Magi were a class of men devoted to the study of science, particularly astronomy and religion. In the case related by Matthew, they might have been Jews or heathen. Dated himself was at the head of the Magi in Babylon; and Jews therefore may have belonged to this class of men.

An extraordinary meteor (ἀστριόν) appeared, and the general interpretation of astrologers would lead the Magi to suppose, that an extraordinary king was born. It appeared in the direction of Judaea; therefore the distinguished king so generally expected, was probably born there. They set out to offer homage; not, as I apprehend, simply from the suggestions of their own mind, but by the direction of a special Providence. It is plain, from v. 9, that on their way the star had ceased to appear. When they had set out from Jerusalem for Bethlehem, it reappeared, and led the way (προῆρεν αὐτοὺς), until "it came and stood over where the young child was." To affirm this of a star in the heavens, like other fixed stars or planets, would be a most palpable error, which every man's experience would enable him to detect. The appearance, the motion, and the direction of this ἀστριόν, are plainly and palpably supposed by the Evangelist to be extraordinary and supernatural. Hug, in endeavouring to avoid the admission of this, has suggested considerations which will give very little satisfaction to the minds of the doubters whom he means to convince, and still less to those who feel no need of explaining away supernatural phenomena.

Note 26. Genuineness of several passages. (p. 476 seq.)

I must remit the reader to the critical editions of the New Testament, Mill, Wetstein, Griesbach, Matthaei, Scholz, etc.; also to such

I cannot think that the view of Hug (p. 490), in relation to Luke's long abode in Palestine before his union with Paul, is by any means well-supported. There is nothing in Luke's Gospel or in the Acts of the Apostles, which he might not have learned from eye and ear witnesses in Palestine. What was he doing, during the two years that Paul was in prison at Cesarea? Acts 24: 27. Abundance of time he had, and the best of opportunities, to investigate ἀνωτέρω all which he has related in his Gospel, or in the first part of the Acts, respecting the occurrences in Palestine.

When Hug suggests (p. 491), that the particularity of the narrator, in the first part of the Acts, is proof of his having been an eye-witness, etc., I do not feel the force of this remark. The same writer was an eye-witness to many other events, which he relates very summarily. It was the importance of the events which took place in Palestine, I apprehend, which gave birth to Luke's particularity. Deeply interesting it was, to see the beginning of the kingdom of God among the Jews, and then its gradual development among the Gentiles.

That Luke did not design to give a general history of the apostles and of their labours, is plain; as Hug suggests. He follows on in the train of important incidents until the conversion of Paul. After this, his account of other matters than those which concerned Paul, is merely occasional and quite brief. Paul is evidently the great object of his story.

But to assume that the Acts was not published until after the death of Paul (§ 81), and the same even of the Gospel also, is assuming more than can in any way be established, and more, as I regard the matter, than can in any way be rendered probable. Hug supposes, that the reason why Luke has not given us any account of Paul's trial, his defence, his final sentence, the issue of it, and what took place during his imprisonment, must be, that Theophilus lived near the scene of action, and was acquainted with all that happened there. Of course, as he declares, he regards the book of Acts as written only for the private benefit of Theophilus.

Strange indeed all this will seem to most readers; at least it seems so to me. Theophilus acquainted with all that befell Paul at Rome! Why then does Luke relate the occurrences which are described in Acts 28: 16—31? Above all, why does he tell Theophilus, that "Paul dwelt two whole years in a hired house at Rome, preaching and teach-
ing continually, as opportunity occurred? Did Theophilus, then, who was personally acquainted with all which befall the apostle there, need to be advertised of this? The supposition is little short of preposterous; and not far from this (at least so I must view the subject), is the deduction, that Luke wrote his book after the death of Paul.

The very face of the last part of the narration is against this. Why does Luke stop short with the two years of imprisonment? Because one would naturally say, the time when he wrote his book permitted him to go no further. Surely if Luke wrote for readers who felt a peculiar interest in the history of Paul, (and who will not assent to this?) then, after giving such a detailed account of every thing that befell Paul, from the time of his first apprehension at Jerusalem until he was brought to Rome as a prisoner, he could not have failed to proceed with the account of his trial and of the final issue of it. I take it for granted, in this remark, that there is no substantial ground for Hug's theory here, either in respect to the mere private design of Luke's Gospel and book of Acts, or in regard to Theophilus' personal knowledge of matters respecting Paul at Rome. Having taken so much pains to tell his readers, then, about the apprehension of Paul, his first trial, appeal, journey to Rome, etc., is it within the bounds of any probability, that Luke would not have said something of Paul's final trial and the issue of it, in case he wrote the Acts after the death of the apostle? The case seems to me so plain, as not to need further effort to illustrate it.

If this be correct, then the writing of the Gospel of Luke must have been still earlier; for at the very commencement of the Acts, Luke refers to his Gospel, and calls it τὸν πρώτον λόγον. This would seem, therefore, to fix the date of the Gospel at a period antecedent to some 62 or 64 years after the beginning of the Christian era.

The characteristics of the book of Acts are not explicitly given by Hug. It would seem that Luke used, in the composition of his work, some written notices of events and addresses. The preaching of Peter, the addresses of Stephen, the various addresses of Paul, James, and others, instead of being all conformed to one model, viz. to the model of the author's own style, preserve respectively all the discrepancies and distinctions of style and manner which we could have expected originally from their authors; and they thus shew, that they have been preserved and related with great care and fidelity. In Xenophon, Thucydides, Livy, and other Greek and Roman historians, we find all the various speakers adopting the style of the author himself; which shews that all of their speeches were composed by him. But not so in the Acts of the Apostles.

That Luke had some particular and specific object in view, in writing his book, has often been asserted, but never proved. It is plain, indeed, that he means to give the early history of Christianity as developed in Judea, and to give it somewhat particularly. After the religion of Jesus, however, began to be published among the Gentiles, we have almost nothing from our historian but accounts of the efforts made by Paul and his companions for that purpose. A general history of the church, therefore, Luke could not have intended. A particular account of Paul is not doubt his main design; but not for the sake of some
specific doctrinal object; unless, indeed, one should say (which he might do with some probability), that the main object of Luke is to shew, that the privileges and blessings of Christianity belong as truly to the Gentile as to the Jew.

As to the style; some of the peculiarities of Luke appear almost every where in the book of the Acts, when the narration is his own. These have been often and at great length pointed out. See Schott, Isagoge, § 46, Note 3.

The genuineness of this book has never been seriously called in question, either in ancient or modern times. The testimony of the ancients may be found abundantly in Lardner, Schmidt, and almost all the Introductions. See Schott, § 44, Note 2. De Wette (more suo) has suggested some doubts and suspicions, in his Einleit. § 114. A brief answer to them may be found in Schott, § 44, Note 3.

The chronology of the book of Acts is ably discussed by Hug. The leading recent authors on this subject he has mentioned in a note on p. 494. All the older writers, Lardner, Pearson (Annales Paulini), and many others, who have written the Life of Paul, discuss the same subject. Hemsen, in his recent Life of Paul, and others in Introductions, Commentaries, etc., have all laboured in some way to cast light upon this matter. But still, there are some difficulties in respect to it which do not seem to have yet been fully overcome, and there is not sufficient ground, therefore, to fix exact dates with great confidence. The main difficulty lies in ascertaining the exact point of time, when the Aretas mentioned in 2 Cor. 11: 32, was king over Damascus, and the governor under him endeavoured to apprehend Paul. As the sway of this Arabian king over Damascus lasted for some time, to fix exclusively upon some definite point in this period is a matter of serious difficulty. But there is such a spirit of chronological inquiry awakened and abroad among able and learned men, that we need not despair of yet attaining to a better chronology of the events recorded in the New Testament.

Note 28. Epistles to the Thessalonians. (§§ 91—95. p. 512 seq.)

Whoever will be at the pains of comparing the texts referred to by Hug in § 92, must become entirely satisfied that Paul wrote the first epistle to the Thessalonians very soon after his arrival at Corinth, and therefore in the year 52 or 53. Equally plain is it, that the second epistle must have been written not long after the first, from the nature of the case which it presents, and the manner of the whole epistle. It appears from 2 Thess. 2: 1—3, that some one (probably belonging to the Thessalonian community) had forged an epistle in the name of Paul, designed, as it would seem, to urge upon the Thessalonians the idea that the day of the Lord, mentioned in Paul's first epistle, was very near at hand.
Whether this was done for mere party purposes, i. e. to encourage one party and terrify another; or whether fear or wanton conjecture gave birth to this supposititious epistle, we are not informed by Paul. However this may be, he did not deem it proper to leave the Corinthians in a state of doubt as to what he had written, and what he meant to inculcate by his first epistle. His second epistle therefore was written in order to deliver them from false apprehensions created by the supposititious epistle, and also to set them right as to the interpretation of his own first letter to them. We may place the writing of the second epistle, in view of these facts, at Corinth, and at some time during the latter part of the year A. D. 53, or in the first part of 54.

It is truly surprising, that after the explanation here professedly made by Paul with respect to his meaning in the first epistle, when he declares that "the day of the Lord will come as a thief in the night," etc., that a great number of commentators and critics of the present day, still assume it as a position made out, that Paul and all the other apostles and primitive Christians expected the judgment-day before the close of the then present generation of men. Is Paul then, I may be permitted to ask, to be regarded as a proper interpreter of his own meaning? Can the series of events to which he refers in 2 Thess. ii. be well supposed to be all accomplished during the generation then extant? Can we suppose that the day of the Lord was so near as this at hand, when Paul declares that all solicitude on this subject, on the part of the Thessalonians, is groundless? 2 Thess. 2: 1, 2. To me it seems, that Paul undertook to correct the very interpretation of his words, in the first epistle, which is now every day made by some, not only of this but of kindred passages every where in the New Testament.

So has it been, too, with the Apocalypse. This book declares, at the commencement and at the end of it, that "the Lord will come quickly," and that "things which must shortly come to pass" (1: 1), were signified in vision to the holy seer. Yet this very book designates periods of a "time, times, and half a time," i. e. 42 months, symbolical of the period of the reign of Antichrist; also a period of 1000 years, symbolical of the duration of the Messiah's kingdom on earth; and then again another period of declension and of the prevalence of sin, before the end of the world. How now could the writer begin and end his book, when all this was in his mind or when he had already written it, with the apprehension that all which he predicted was to be accomplished in his own life-time, or at farthest during the period of the generation then living? This supposition is preposterous in itself. Yet the evidence in the New Testament in respect to the speedy coming of the Lord, is nowhere in a shape more urgent and decisive than it seems to be in this very book. The simple truth appears to be, that the series of events by which the prophecy of the book was to be fulfilled, was to commence and did commence very speedily. The book itself, as I apprehend, was written just before the invasion of Judea by the Roman power, which ended in laying waste the country and destroying the capital; and this I regard as the subject of chap. iv.—xi.

If possible, however, the language in respect to the speedy coming of the Lord seems to be stronger in 1 Thess. v., than even in the Apocalypse. What says Paul? "The day of the Lord cometh like a thief
in the night," i.e. suddenly and unexpectedly. So the next verse explains it again, "Sudden destruction shall come upon them." But what peculiar interest had the Thessalonians in all this? The apostle seems to tell them what interest they ought to take in it: "Ye, brethren, are not in darkness, that the day should overtake you as a thief." How could Paul have signified more plainly, we are ready at first reading to exclaim, that the Thessalonians were every hour exposed to the sudden and unexpected coming of the day of the Lord? Yet after all this, it appears by the apostle's second letter to the Thessalonians, that all he meant to say, was designed to console and fortify the minds of the Thessalonians, and to assure them, that the sudden destruction which awaited the wicked was not intended for them, or at least, that they need not live in terror respecting it. Comp. 2 Thess. 2: 1, 2. It would also seem, that what he had said respecting the sudden coming of the Lord and consequent destruction of the wicked, was also designed for the encouragement of Christians to persevere in their obedience to Christ. But they understood him, or at least the supposititious letter already adverted to seems to have led them to understand him, as saying, that this destruction of the wicked might be expected during the generation then living. But even this Paul did not mean; although his words certainly seem to be capable, at first view, of being interpreted in this manner. He assures the Thessalonians, in his second epistle, that the wicked are not to be destroyed by the coming of the Lord, until Antichrist, or the man of sin, the son of perdition, shall have been fully developed.

Is this man of sin, now, an individual or a series of individuals; a professed but apostate Christian or a heathen? Has he already appeared, or is he yet to come? Did he begin his development in the days of Paul, and continue it successively down to the present period (like the fulfilment of the prediction in the Apocalypse), or is the whole development still to be made?

These questions cannot be answered here; for a volume of discussion would be required, in order to establish any one of the opinions suggested by them, and refute such as would differ from it. Of course it is impossible to enter seriously into the discussion, in a limited note like the present. Whoever will be at the pains to compare 1 John 2: 18—29. 4: 1—6. 2 John vs. 7—10; also Jude vs. 4—20, and 2 Pet. 3: 3—15; and finally Rev. xiii. xiv., will be deeply impressed with the conviction, that one and all of the New Testament writers had the apprehension of a great falling off from the Christian church, and of great opposition and enmity to it either on the part of the apostasy, or on the part of others, or of both. Difference of light and shade is thrown by each writer into his own individual picture; and probably some have sketched one part of it and some another; but that all the writers had parts of the same generic idea or representation in their minds, I think will hardly be questioned by the inquisitive and investigating reader.

That the prophecy of Paul in 2 Thess. 2. is to be interpreted in a less specific and definite manner than has sometimes been done, any one who is familiar with the interpretation of the Hebrew prophecies will hardly call in question. Hug (p. 515) refers the whole to idolatry. He doubtless knew that many among Protestant expositors have refer-
red it to his own church, i. e. to the Papal power. But must not the beginning of the fulfilment be nearer to the time when the apostle wrote, than the sixth century and the dark ages that followed? Are the marks of sin, the beast, the false prophet, any thing more or less than symbols of enemies and persecutors of the church, and apostates and deserters from it, of every or any age, of every and any condition? Questions, which remain yet to be satisfactorily answered on proper exegetical grounds, but which would be well worth the time and pains of some able interpreter of the Scriptures. It is to be regretted that some of the most able interpreters have not recently taken up the epistles to the Thessalonians, and given them a more extended and radical investigation than they have yet received.

---

NOTE 29. Epistle to Titus. (§§ 96 seq. p. 515 seq.)

Hug, in his anxiety to establish his views as to the time and place of this epistle, has omitted most of the circumstances which particularly interest the critical inquirer.

It appears from Gal. 2: 3, that Titus was a Greek by birth. From the context here it is also evident, that he was a confidant and a chosen companion of Paul. He was also a confidential messenger of the apostle to the churches; see 2 Cor. 7: 6, 13, 14. 8: 6, 16, 23. 12: 18. We can have no difficulty, therefore, in giving credit to what is said (Tit. 1: 1—5), in respect to the apostle's affection for him, or the important charge which he committed to him.

The declaration in Tit. 1: 5, shews clearly that Paul had himself been in Crete and preached the gospel there. But of this we have no account in the book of Acts; and therefore the probability as to the time when, and the occasion on which, he made this journey, are to be made out, if indeed they can be, from the circumstances of some journey related in the book of the Acts.

Paul mentions in his epistle to Titus (3: 12), that he was going to winter in Nicopolis. But of the fact that he did so, Luke has no where advertised us in his history of Paul. And, what makes this more difficult still, there were many cities of this name; several in Asia Minor, one in Epirus, one near mount Haemus in Moesia, one on the Ister or Danube in the same province, another near the river Nestor in the south-east part of Thrace, and another in Egypt. Which of these was meant by Paul, seems not yet to have been made out with any good degree of satisfaction.

The reader who attempts to trace out and find in the book of Acts, all the journeys or transactions of Paul which are designated even in his epistles, will surely be disappointed. Nothing can be more certain, than that Luke has given us an account of only a moderate portion of either the labours, the sufferings, or the journeys of Paul. For example; Paul, speaking of his own experience in 2 Cor. 11: 23 seq., says: "In labours more abundant, in stripes above measure, in prisons
more frequent, in deaths oft. Of the Jews five times received I forty stripes save one, thrice was I beaten with rods, once was I stoned, thrice I suffered shipwreck, a night and day have I been in the deep; in journeying often, in perils of waters, in perils of robbers, etc." In Rom. 15: 19 he tells us that he had travelled even to Illyricum, and preached the Gospel there; which region comprehends the modern Croatia and Dalmatia, on the eastern shore of the gulf of Venice. From these and many other notices of the same kind in Paul's epistles, it is altogether evident, that we are not to look for a full and complete account of his labours and travels in the book of Acts.

Accordingly we have no where an account of his sailing to Crete, excepting that when he was carried to Rome, the vessel in which he was embarked landed for a short time at Phenice, a harbor on the west-northwest part of the island, Acts 27: 12. There is not even a remote probability that Paul at this time went on shore and preached. Different writers have therefore made out by conjecture, the occasion on which, or the voyage during which, he first touched at Crete and preached the Gospel.

Hug (§ 96) supposes Paul to have sailed by Crete, when he left Corinth (after his first abode there of 18 months), and sailed from Cenchrea (Acts 18: 18), the eastern port of Corinth, which opened into the Sinus Saronicus or Grecian Bay. But the reader may easily see how improbable this is, by tracing the way over the Grecian sea from Cenchrea to Ephesus, where the apostle landed, Acts 18: 19. It would at least have trebled his distance, to have gone round by Crete. Nor is this all. Not a word in the history of this voyage intimates any storm, any deflection of the ship from the regular course, any stop or landing, or any apostolical labours in preaching.

Others think that Paul made a voyage to Crete, during his 18 months' abode at Corinth, when he first went to that city, Acts, 18: 11. So Michaelis, Einleit. II. 1315.

Others, again, suppose the apostle to have gone there during his second visit of three months at Corinth (Acts 20: 3); e. g. Heinrichs in Comm., Lardner, Lightfoot, and others.

Others suppose that Paul went thither during his second visit to Ephesus, where he abode some three years, Acts 20: 31. So Schmid, Einleit. I. 265.

Böhl, in his Ueber die Zeit der Abfassung und d. Paulina. Character der Briefe an Timotheus und Titus, 1829, has fully discussed all these suppositions, and shewn at least that none of them have any very inviting claim upon our belief. Still, as the argument against the claims of some of these suppositions must be founded principally or merely on the silence of Luke in his history; and as we know that he did pass in silence many important events of Paul's life; one can hardly feel himself to be satisfied with objections simply of this nature.

On account of the difficulties, however, which attend the respective suppositions above mentioned, many critics of name have been led to suppose, that Paul's visit to Crete was later than any of which we have a written narrative, and therefore that it took place after his liberation from his first imprisonment at Rome, and before his second. So Mill, Le Clerc, Bertholdt, Mynster, Guerike, Heydenreich, and Böhl. It
would seem that this is the attitude which most of the recent critics are inclined to take. But as the second imprisonment of Paul at Rome is loudly called in question, of late, by some intelligent critics, we are met here again with occasion of doubt and difficulty.

More recent than any of the writings above named, is the solid, learned, and truly excellent work of Hemsen, late Professor at Göttingen, and University-Preacher there, entitled Leben Pauli, i.e. Life of Paul, published in part after the author's death, by F. Lüicke, Professor at the same University, who has furnished it with a Preface, which does equal honour to himself and Hemsen. The work is not, as might be supposed from merely reading the title, one of biography simply; it is designed to be, and is, a critical introduction to the epistles of Paul, as well as a historical account of his labours. As a general historical and critical introduction to the reading of his epistles, it is the best with which I have any acquaintance. The author is always grave, serious, disclined to extravagant and conceived theories; and withal, a supernaturalist and of evangelical sentiments. In most cases, I can agree somewhat readily with his critical results. But as he here adopts the same views with Hug; and as the whole basis of this study must be laid in the assumption, first that Paul in journeying from Corinth to Ephesus (Acts 18: 18, 19), went round by the way of Crete, and secondly that at Ephesus he met with Apollos soon after this, and helped to instruct him in the Christian faith, and before his first departure from that place (Acts 18: 21) wrote to Titus a letter in commendation of Apollos (Tit. 3: 13).—as all this must be assumed (for surely it cannot be proved), it appears to my mind to be too large a demand in this way. Indeed the second particular seems to be evidently against the tenor of the history in Acts 18: 24—28. If Paul had actually seen and instructed Apollos, it is easy to perceive how much more it would have been to the purpose of the historian, whose aim was to commend this eloquent disciple, to give the reader some hint of it. But as he has not done this, it is too much now to ask, in this case, that we should assume it.

But I must refer the reader to the temperate and able discussion of Hemsen, pp. 193 seq., where he will find much ingenuity and great fairness in debate; but still, the difficulties stated above, as to the main positions, are not satisfactorily removed.

So much can be said with certainty; viz. that there was abundance of time during Paul's second visit to Ephesus and his three years' sabbath there, to make one or more missionary excursions to Crete. See Acts xix. and 20: 31. That he did not do this, is not proved by the silence of Luke; that he did it, can not be fully shewn, for it depends only on conjecture which is not improbable.

The argument of Hug (on p. 516 seq.), in order to show that Paul landed at Crete during his voyage from Cenchrea to Ephesus, after his first visit to Corinth (Acts 18: 18, 19), we have seen to be apparently destitute of probability by reason of the circumstances of that voyage. Nor is the author more fortunate, in my apprehension, in making out the probability from the facts in relation to Apollos. Let the reader carefully peruse Acts 18: 18—28 and 19: 1, and he must naturally come, as it seems to me, to the conclusion that Apollos did not reach Ephesus until after the first departure of Paul from it, Acts 18: 21. On
EPISODE TO THE GALATIANS.

Paul's second coming to Ephesus (Acts 19: 1), Apollos was already gone to Corinth. From thence he might have gone to Crete, after Paul had himself been there and laid the foundations of a Christian church.' At Ephesus Paul would of course have a full account of the character and labours of Apollos; and in like manner he could obtain the same from his beloved Christian friends at Corinth; and in case the apostle wrote to Titus at Crete, while he was himself at Ephesus, or afterwards, he might, if Apollos was there, say what he does in Tit. 3: 17 in a perfectly natural way. Clearly there is nothing improbable in all this.

Still, it all amounts to no more than a possibility, against which there seems to be no very formidable objections. But the supposition of Hug appears to me to be encompassed with great historical improbabilities.

The genuineness of the three pastoral epistles of Paul, was denied in ancient times by the Marcionites and the followers of Basilides, a Gnostic. Recently the apostolic origin of the first epistle to Timothy has been called in question by Schleiermacher, in his Kritisches Send- schreiben über den ersten Brief an den Timotheus; and the genuineness of all three was stoutly impugned by Eichhorn, in his Einleitung. The first named antagonist found an opponent in H. Planck, Bemerkungen über den Brief an den Timotheus, etc., 1808. Besides this author, Wegscheider in his Comm.; Bertholdt, Einleit. VI.; Bengel, Archiv. B. I. St. I; Beckhaus, Specimen Observatt. etc. de formulis in prima epistola ad Tim.; Heydenreich, Die Pastoralbriefe Pauli, 1826; Guerike, Beiträge, etc., 1828; and G. Böhl, Ueber die Zeit der Abfas- sung, etc., der Briefe an Timotheus und Titus, 1829; have all discussed the subject of the genuineness of the pastoral letters of Paul. A very able and lucid summary of the principal points in the controversy, is given by Schott in his Isagoge, § 72 seq. To him, or to some of the authors above named, specially Planck, Böhl, and Hemen, I must, for want of room here, refer the reader. I will only add, that the genuineness of these epistles, so unanimously conceded by all the churches of antiquity, has not, in my apprehension, been rendered doubtful by any of the attacks that have been made upon them.

If the supposition of Hug is not correct, with regard to the time when the epistle to Titus was written, it follows of course that the chronological order which he has given it in his Introduction is not to be regarded as the true one. Yet Hemen, as we have seen, defends the position of Hug. But the argument can never be made convincing.

---

Note 30. Epistle to the Galatians. (§ 99. p. 519 seq.)

Hug seems to take it for granted, that Paul had made a second visit to the Galatians, before he wrote his epistle to them. I do not see that this can be deduced, as he supposes, from the language employed by the apostle in Gal. 4: 18, ἐναγγελοματίαν ὑμῖν τὸ πρὸτερον; for πρῶτο-


\textit{Note XXX.}

\textit{Ave} means only a \textit{time antecedent} to that in which he wrote, or (as we say in English) \textit{formerly or in time past}. Paul then could express himself in this manner, whether he had made \textit{one} or \textit{two} visits to Galatia before he wrote his epistle.

On the other hand, when the apostle (in 1:6), expresses his wonder that 'the Galatians had begun to depart from their primitive faith \textit{των ταχέων, so soon},' the most natural interpretation of this is, to refer it to \textit{time} and not construe it as meaning \textit{sine more}, i.e. \textit{fastiuncter, postterere, etc.}, as Schott proposes to do, Isagoge, \S 53, Note 4.

To construe \textit{δε αἰσθένειν τὴς σαρκὸς εὐαγγελισάμην} as relating to the \textit{apostle's condescension to Jewish prejudices} when he first preached among them, is evidently overlooking the sense which the context puts upon these words; for the apostle proceeds to say: 'Ye did not despise \textit{τὸν πεισαμόν μου τὸν ἐν τῇ σαρκί μου,} thus plainly showing that it was some \textit{physical} debility or hindrance which he had suffered, while labouring at first among the Galatians.

As to the fact, whether Paul actually wrote the epistle to the Galatians after his \textit{second} visit to them, this has been assumed and defended by Eichhorn, Bertholdt, Winer, De Wette, and others, as well as by Hug. Such may, indeed, have been the case; and perhaps, considering the time naturally requisite for the changes that the Galatian churches had undergone in their sentiments, we may deem this to be the more probable supposition.

The disputes about the \textit{chronology} exhibited in the contents of the epistle to the Galatians, which mentions Paul's visit to Jerusalem (1:18, 2:1), have been often repeated, and do not seem yet to be terminated. The reader may obtain hints which will enable him to understand the subject in dispute, by first of all acquiring a definite view of Paul's respective journeys to Jerusalem; which, as recorded in the Acts, he will find,


(2) In Acts 11:27—30; which seems to have been a journey for mere \textit{eleemosynary} purposes, and probably took place, as the famine in the time of Claudius enables us to determine, in A.D. 44 or 45. This famine began in A.D. 44, toward the close of the fourth year of the reign of Claudius, Joseph. Antiq. XX. 5. 2. Kuinoel, Comm. on Acts 11:28, and particularly his Proleg. p. XXV. Allowing now some time for the pressure of the famine, before it was severely felt, we may place this eleemosynary journey of Paul near the close of A.D. 44, or in the beginning of A.D. 45.

(3) The \textit{third} journey of Paul to Jerusalem was made by him as a delegate from the churches at Antioc to Jerusalem, in order to obtain the views of the apostles and elders at Jerusalem in regard to the necessity of circumcisioning Gentile converts; Acts 15:1—30.

The question mainly disputed in regard to these matters is, how the \textit{fourteen} years mentioned in Gal. 2:1 are to be counted. Those who reckon \textit{παλίν} here as meaning the \textit{second} journey of Paul to Jerusalem, i.e. his \textit{eleemosynary} one (as stated above), are obliged, of course, to adopt a different reading of the Greek text, and instead of \textit{διὰ δεκα-}

\textit{τεσσαρών ἐτῶν}, to read \textit{διὰ τεσσαρών ἐτῶν}, i.e. after \textit{four years} (in-
stead of fourteen). So Capell, Grotius, Heinrichs, Bertholdt, and others. See Kuinoel in Proleg. ut supra. So also Schott thinks the text should be read. But here again the advocates of this reading are divided as to the method of making out the four years. (a) Some count it from and after the time when Paul made his first journey to Jerusalem; so that it would be seven years, or in the eighth year, after his conversion, when he made the eleemosynary journey; which may be made to tally with his conversion in A. D. 36 or 37. (b) Others date his conversion in A. D. 40, and then reckon the four years from that time, and not from the time of the first journey to Jerusalem. See Kuinoel ut supra, and the authors cited by him.

Differing widely from these, other writers, and of late nearly all the distinguished critics, suppose that the journey of Paul mentioned in Gal. 2: 1, δια δεκατεσσαρων ἡμ., must have been the one named under No. 3 above. So Irenaeus in ancient times, Adv. Haeret. III. 13. §3; so Pearson in his Annales Paulini, Semler in his Paraph. in Gal.; Koppe, Comm. in Gal.; Vogel, Commentatio, etc., in Gabler's Journal. B. I. St. 2; Haselar, de Nonnullis Actorum etc. 1806; C. Schmidt, Chronol. der Apostelgeschichte, in Keil and Tzschirner's Analecten, B. III. St. 1; Winer, in Excursus ad Comm. in Gal.; and Hemsen in Leben Pauli. The two last have treated this matter in a way more perspicuous and satisfactory than even Hug has done, in § 82 seq. of his work. To them I must refer the reader for the detail of the various considerations which belong to the subject.

Some of those who have advocated the views mentioned in the paragraph which precedes the last, are Keil in his Opuscula; Eichhorn, Einleit. B. III.; Siækind, Neue Versuch über Chronologie, etc., in Bengel's Archiv, I.; Gabler, Neues theol. Journal, XIII.; Küchler, de Anno quo Paulus etc. 1828; Flatt, Comm. über die Galater; Kuinoel, Comm. in Act., Proleg.

I will add here, for the sake of furnishing the student with more materials of investigation, a brief statement in regard to the chronology of the third journey of Paul, i.e. the one made to attend the council at Jerusalem, as related in Acts xv.

Hug places this in A. D. 53 (p. 503). This would make the 14 years mentioned in Gal. 2: 1, to be dated from and after Paul's first Journey to Jerusalem in A. D. 39, as computed by Hug. The reader should be advertized, that the confidence with which he speaks on this subject is not altogether well grounded. He assumes, in order to make out his argument, that the martyrdom of James, the imprisonment of Peter, and the death of Herod Agrippa (Acts xiii.), all happened while Paul and Barnabas were at Jerusalem, during their eleemosynary mission, Acts 11: 30. The time of the death of Agrippa is an important circumstance; for after his death, his son being a minor and unfit to conduct the affairs of government, the Roman emperor sent Cuspius Fadus as Procurator, and under him the famine commenced which was predicted by Agabus, Acts 9: 28. It seems plainly to have been the pressure occasioned by this, which sent Paul and Barnabas to Jerusalem on their eleemosynary errand.

Hug then, taking it for granted that the death of Agrippa happened while they were there, seems to feel that here is a definite stand-point;
for we know from Josephus (Antiq. XX. 5. 2), that Agrippa died after the third year of Claudius was completed, i. e. after January of A. D. 44, for Claudius ascended the throne in January of A. D. 41. Our author also represents Paul and Barnabas as going up to Jerusalem on their errand of charity, at the time when Peter was apprehended by Herod Agrippa. Yet the death of Agrippa did not follow until some time after this, viz. when he had gone to Cesarea. Hug states, on p. 495, that the famine followed after the decease of Agrippa (which we know from history to be true as stated above); and, yet, in the paragraph next preceding, he represents Paul and Barnabas as having come to Jerusalem before the feast when Peter was apprehended by Herod, and of course before Herod's death, and therefore before the famine had begun to exist. Of course he must construe Acts 11: 29, 30, as referring to a charity-mission which preceded the famine; for which opinion, as I understand the text, no good reason can be given.

The whole basis of Hug's argument here seems to me to be assumption merely. How can we argue that there is an exact synchronism between the arrival, or at least the stay, of Paul and Barnabas at Jerusalem, and the events of James' death and Peter's apprehension and Herod's consequent death? All that the writer says to guide us is this: κατὰ ἐκείνον δὲ κακῶν π. τ. λ., i. e. about that time, near that time. So far as this expression is concerned, it may indeed have been at the very time when the messengers from Antioch were at Jerusalem; or it may have been a little afterwards, or a little before. Κατὰ before a designation of time, is used in various senses; e. g. Matt. 27: 15, κατὰ τὴν ἑορτὴν, at the feast, during the feast; Heb. 1: 10, κατὰ ἄγρως, οὖν, in days of yore; κατὰ τὴν ἑμέναν ἡμέραν, to morrow, on the coming day, Jos. Antiq. VI. 5. 3. We are not limited, by the language of the historian, to the supposition that the events related in Acts xi. are strictly synchronistic with the visit of the messenger there from Antioch. Consequently the circumstances of the case are to guide us. But these appear to be conclusive against Hug's view. The messengers from Antioch come up to Jerusalem, in order to relieve (at least this seems to me to be the plain sense of the passage) the pressure of Christians there from a famine, which did not take place until some months after Herod's death; and yet our author brings them to Jerusalem before the death of Herod, and consequently before the famine had commenced. It appears to me, indeed, quite plain, that James' martyrdom, Peter's imprisonment, and Herod's death, had all taken place before Paul and Barnabas went on their eleemosynary errand, because no special occasion for such an errand existed, so far as we have any knowledge, until after Herod's death. This leaves us, then, to find the time of this errand only through the medium of the time when the famine happened, excepting that the κατὰ ἐκείνον κακῶν of Acts 12: 1 advertises us, that the time of the visit could not have been far from the time of the other events just mentioned. But when we examine again into the history of the famine, in Jos. Antiq. XX. 5. 2, we find that it lasted from A. D. 44 (latter part) to some time in A. D. 46, i. e. some two or more years. How soon, or how late, during these years, did the church at Antioch send to the relief of their brethren at Jerusalem? This is a point which we have no means of deciding. Probable conjecture is all that we can
offer; although the impression of the inexperienced reader, on perusing Hug (p. 494 seq.), would probably be quite different from this.

Another important point assumed by Hug as certain, or nearly so, is still attended with not a little difficulty. I refer to the period when Paul went, for the third time, to Jerusalem, to attend a council of the apostles and elders; which Hug places in A. D. 53. This can hardly be made out with probability; certainly not with any good degree of assurance. In Acts 18: 1, 2, long after the journey of Paul to attend the council at Jerusalem, we have the statement that the apostle met with Aquila and Priscilla, 'who had lately come from Italy, because of the decree of Claudioius, which excluded the Jews from Rome.' Now, although it cannot be shown with entire certainty in what year of Claudioius' reign this took place, yet it seems to be quite probable, that it was during the twelfth year, i.e. some time in A. D. 52. See Suetonius, Vita Claudi, c. 15. Tacit. Annal. 12. 52; see also Schott's Isagoge, § 45. Note 15, and the essays cited there. A considerable period must have been occupied by Paul, in making his journeys and performing his labours, as related in Acts xvii. xvi. What have we then, to guide us as to the time when the council at Jerusalem was held? Nothing definite. Schott proposes (as some others have done, and as the Chronicon Alexandrinum does), to read Gal. 2: 1 thus: διὰ τεσσάρων ετῶν; and he supposes Paul's conversion to have happened in A. D. 40 or 41; then counting three years to his first journey to Jerusalem, and four years to the time when Paul went up to attend the council, he makes it of course to be held in A. D. 47 or 48. But here again critics are divided, and no firm ground has yet been won, on which we can stand with entire confidence. If we suppose that Paul was converted in A. D. 36, and then (with Pearson) count the 14 years of Gal. 2: 1 from the time of his conversion, we should of course have A. D. 50 for the time of the council and of the journey which the apostle mentions in Acts xv. This would accord well with the tenor of the history in Acts 18: 1, 2, as it would leave some two years for the events in Acts xvii. xvii. It appears by these two chapters, that Paul had traversed most parts of Asia Minor, and of the sea coast of eastern upper Greece, before he came to Corinth and found Aquila and Priscilla there. This was probably in A. D. 52. But we can only conjecture, after all, as to the actual time of the council at Jerusalem. Thus much, it would seem, must be true, if the reading δεκατριευαν in Gal 2: 1 is retained, viz., that it was either 14 years after Paul's conversion, or 14 years after his first visit to Jerusalem, which was three years subsequent to his conversion. Yet even here we have not attained to all that we desire, as to the precise chronology. His conversion is placed in A. D. 33, 35, 36, 37, 40, 41, etc., with great confidence by different writers. On the whole, then, the student need not expect any thing more than some tolerable degree of satisfaction as to probability in any of these cases; at least in the present stage of discussion. When critics speak about these matters with confidence, and as though certain and precise dates were absolutely made out, the reader must attribute this merely to the strength of the writer's conviction, and not to the facts which the case allows us, as yet, to consider as well established.
To return for a moment to the time when the epistle to the Galatians was itself written; I deem it not improbable that it was written not long after Paul's second visit to Ephesus (Acts 19:1), where he stayed three years (Acts 20:21). His first visit is recorded in Acts 16:6, when the Galatian church was founded. This second visit was to confirm, i.e. strengthen, encourage, render stable, the church there and in Phrygia, Acts 18:23. Soon after his second visit Paul came to Ephesus, and stayed there three years, Acts 19:1. Now as nothing is hinted of the defection of the Galatians, when Paul made his second visit to them, but the same thing is said of Paul (ἐμαρτημένος) both in respect to the churches of Phrygia and Galatia, it is very natural to conclude, that after his second visit there was a speedy and unexpected change among the Galatian churches, so that the οὐκ οὖν ῥαξίως of Gal. 1:6, is altogether intelligible and apposite. Paul at Ephesus, the capital of Asia Minor, had good opportunity to learn the state of the Galatians, and leisure to write to them. Most probably, then, he did write here, and not long after his arrival, as οὐκ οὖν ῥαξίως would seem to indicate.

Note 31. First Epistle to the Corinthians. (§ 102 seq. p. 512 seq.)

The time and place of this epistle are so definitely given, that scarcely any doubt can remain on the mind of the reader. 1 Cor. 16:8 shows us that the place was Ephesus; and 1 Cor. 16:5 shows that it was written near the time of Paul's departure for Macedonia, as related in Acts 20:1, 2.

Note 32. Second Epistle to the Corinthians. (§ 106 seq. p. 530 seq.)

There can be no doubt, when any one reads attentively the second epistle to the Corinthians, that it must have been written but a few months after the first, and written during the apostle's journey through Macedonia. It was somewhere in Macedonia, on this journey, that Titus met him with the tidings from Corinth, 2 Cor. 8:5, 6; and the same Titus was sent back to Corinth with the second epistle, 2 Cor. 8:11—18, 23. 9:3—5. Whether Philippi was the place of writing it, or some other town, cannot be ascertained. See Hemsen, p. 312.

Efforts have been made to divide this epistle into several, which were supposed to be written at different times. So Semler in his Paraphrase, and Weber in his Programma de numero Epist. ad Cor., etc. 1785. The reader may find the discussion in Schott's Isag., § 57. The whole matter is so purely arbitrary, as hardly to merit a discussion.
Note 33. First Epistle to Timothy. (§ 109 seq. p. 534 seq.)

What Hug has said in defence of his views here, is certainly ingenious, and on the whole seems to me more probable than any other supposition, in regard to the time when this epistle was written. Theodoret, Benson, Zachariasae, Michaelis, Hänlein, C. Schmidt, Koppe, H. Planck, A. Curtius in his Comm. de Tempore quo prior ep. ad Tim. etc. 1828, and others, are substantially of the same opinion with Hug. Hemsen has decided in the same way, and has given us a most able discussion of the subject; Leben Pauli, pp. 340 seq.

The difficulty which lies in the way seems to be, that in 2 Cor. 1: 1, (written after Paul left Ephesus and during his journeyings in Macedonia), the apostle joins Timothy with himself in the salutation; who, therefore, must have been present with him. But Hug has shewn that there is no very serious difficulty here; certainly nothing which is insuperable. The considerations, moreover, which are suggested in the epistle in relation to the appointment of bishops and deacons, and the various proposed arrangements of ecclesiastical matters, naturally point us to an early state of the Ephesian church. Schott (Isag. § 73, Note 3) suggests, that the mention of false teachers, the command that a teacher should not be a novice, and other circumstances of the like nature, shew that the Ephesian church could not have been recently established. But I do not feel the force of this argument. Paul had been preaching at Ephesus some three years before he left the place, and then he went away at the close of a great tumult. While he was there superintending the concerns of the churches in person, they were not in any special need of other pastors; but when he left the place, it was natural for him to wish that teachers and elders should be appointed, who now could no longer be considered as νεόφυτοι, provided they had been among the early converts.

Berthold supposes that Timothy had been sent to Ephesus by Paul, during his three months stay in Greece, i.e. in Corinth, after his journey from Ephesus through Macedonia, Acts 20: 1—3; and that the apostle wrote to him at Corinth, or at least on his return from Corinth to Asia. Berth. Einleit. VII. 3571. But Acts 20: 4 is decisive against this, inasmuch as Timothy was still with Paul on his return from Corinth to Asia Minor.

Finally, Usher, Pearson, Mill, Le Clerc, Wegscheider, Paley, Heydenreich, Guéricle, and Böhl, decide in favour of a time which is posterior to the first imprisonment of Paul at Rome. Schott inclines to the same opinion, Isag. p. 298. Note 7; where the reader may find a summary of the reasons in favour of this view of the subject. I readily concede that there are some things in this view which in themselves seem not to be improbable. Indeed one is almost ready to hesitate between this view and the one given by Hug; but, on the whole, I am rather inclined to the latter; and the more so, because Hemsen (Leben Pauli, pp. 340—384) seems to have substantially answered the arguments adduced by the writers above named in favour of the late composition of this epistle. To him I refer the reader; who
will find in him a summary of all which is of any importance that has been advanced in relation to the topic before us, and a considerate estimation of its critical value.

Note 34. Epistle to the Romans. (§ 114 seq. p. 541 seq.)

I must refer the reader here for all which I could say in regard to the critical history of this epistle, to the introduction to my Commentary upon it. Of course the time in which it was written is differently dated, according to different views of chronology in respect to the life and actions of Paul. Hug places the writing of it in the fifth year of Nero, i.e. A. D. 59 or 60 (Nero's reign began in A. D. 54); Schott supposed it to be the latter part of A. D. 56 or the beginning of A. D. 57; while Hemsen places it in A. D. 60, and so Eichborn, Tholuck, De Wette, and the majority of later critics.

Whoever wishes to see an ample and able discussion of all the critical doubts and difficulties that have been raised concerning this epistle, may consult Hemsen (ut supra) pp. 394—422. In particular, what is said about the order of the doxology in Rom. 16: 25—27; the order and genuineness of chap. xv. xvi., which have in various ways been assailed; is most amply and very ably discussed by Hemsen, in pp. 450 —466. In regard to the difficulties now in question I have given a brief account in the commentary before named, and summarily discussed them. The reader would not be aware, from reading Hug only, that any of the difficulties in question had ever been raised. The theory of Schott in regard to chap. xv. xvi., in his Isagoge § 59, Note 3, (of which I have given an account in my work above named), is a most singular conceit of a very learned, and for the most part solid, sober, and judicious writer. Seldom will any author be met with, who has included more or as much valuable instruction in the same compass, as the author has done in his Isagoge. It is the more to be wondered at, therefore, that he should have fallen upon such a singular conceit about the last chapters of the epistle to the Romans.

Note 35. Epistle to the Ephesians. (§ 120 seq. p. 548 seq.)

Hug has stated, for substance, all the evidence from ancient times, that the so-called epistle to the Ephesians had not originally a specific direction given to it; at least that it was not directed principally or exclusively to the Ephesians. The conjecture of Usher, that it was an encyclical epistle, designed not only for Ephesus but for the churches in its neighborhood, has been more generally received than any other explanation of the difficulties respecting its original destination.
HEMSEN (pp. 602 seq.), after adducing the facts which Hug has stated in regard to the testimony of Basil and Jerome, and also the opinion of Marcion, comes to the conclusion, that Paul originally had several copies of the epistle made out, in one of which he wrote ἐν Ἑφεσον in verse 1, in another ἐν Λαodicеια, and in others still (which were designed for other churches where Tychicus the bearer of the epistle might go and carry a copy) he wrote τοῖς οὕσιν—and left a vacant space after it, so that Tychicus might fill it up as occasion would require. In this way, he supposes, we may account for the readings in Ephesus, in Laodicæa, and also for Codices which omit both. All are but various ways of reading, which are equally correct and original.

I cannot well rest in such a conclusion; although, indeed, it is substantially that of Hug, p. 551. Other encyclical epistles, e. g. 1 Pet. 2 Pet., James, leave no vacant space in the inscription to be filled up. Nor does it seem very probable that Paul would have sent his letter abroad in this condition. Did he not know to what churches he meant to send it? Was it likely that a prisoner at Rome urged every day with the great business of building up a church in the metropolis of the Roman empire, would attend to the multiplication of the copies of this epistle, when he could have this done indefinitely by a request to the church or churches to which it was to be sent? All this seems to me to be too improbable to be readily believed.

How then shall the omission of ἐν Ἑφεσον be explained, in the copies of which Basil speaks and to which he makes an appeal? A question which it may be difficult to answer; and yet one that does not establish the position which it is designed to establish.

Several things may be taken into consideration here, in the way of preparation for some answer to this question. It is a common remark, that there is almost nothing of allusion in this epistle to any personal connection of the writer with those whom he addresses. He does not here speak, as he does in the epistles to the Corinthians, Galatians, Thessalonians, etc., of intimate connection with them, of his state of mind towards them, of theirs towards him; of false teachers or false doctrines among them, which he foretold would come in upon them, when he parted with the elders of this church at Miletau, Acts 20: 17 seq. Inasmuch as Paul had spent almost three years at Ephesus, we should expect to find every where in his letter, it is said, an overflowing of heart, a paternal tenderness and affection, which would characterize this above all of his epistles. But instead of this, we find him speaking in a very cool and distant manner: “After I had heard of your faith in the Lord Jesus and love to all the saints” (1: 15); just as if he knew nothing of this matter except by hearsay. Then again, in 3: 2, 3, he says: “If ye have heard of the dispensation of the grace of God which is given me to you ward, bow that by revelation he made known unto me the mystery, as I wrote afore in a few words.” And then in v. 4 he goes on to say, that “in case they have read that letter they may understand his knowledge of the mystery of Christ.” Again, in 4: 20, 21, he speaks of the Ephesians as not having learned Christ in a carnal manner, “if indeed they had heard and been taught in respect to him, as the truth was in Jesus.” How is it possible, now, it is asked, to suppose that the apostle could speak in this manner to a church, which he had
founded in person, and to which he preached about the space of three years?

Such is the sum of the argument against the alleged direction of the epistle before us to the Ephesian church. Most of its force, however, depends on a single particle, viz. εἰς, which seems to be wrongly understood by many, and erroneously translated in our English version. This particle, although a conditional one, yet does not seem, by N. Test. usage, to imply doubt or uncertainty in respect to the conditional sentiment which it precedes. E. g. 2 Cor. 5: 3, εἰς καὶ εὐθέως κατείχεται, "since in case we are [thus] clothed, we shall not be found naked, etc." Gal. 2: 4, "Have ye suffered so much in vain? εἰς καὶ εἰς, since it is indeed in vain," i. e. it is so, in case ye have apostatized, as is reported. In Col. 1: 23, we have εἰς εἰμιέναι καὶ γ. λ., i. e. "in case ye shall continue rooted and grounded in the faith." That they would persevere, the apostle did not doubt, and did not mean to express a doubt.

These are all the cases of εἰς in the New Testament excepting the two before us, in Eph. 3: 2 and 4: 11. In the first of these, the sentiment appears to be the following: "Since ye know the dispensation of the grace of God which is given me εἰς τοὺς, that he revealed to me the mystery; (as I before wrote you briefly, which when you read, you can consider (σύναφες) my acquaintance with the mystery of Christ)." Now there is one circumstance here, which seems to me to overthrow the whole design for which this passage is quoted, in order to show that Paul could not have directed this epistle to the Ephesians. It is the εἰς τοὺς which he throws into it. What can this mean, but that the mystery of the gospel entrusted to him, had been specially developed by him to them? If you say: 'This was by the former letter which he here mentions'; my answer is, that he only adverts to that as a summary (ἐν ὕλῃ) of what he had preached, and the use to be made of it is, to supply them with an aid to reflection or consideration in regard to what he had preached. What could be more natural? The apostle had been now absent from them some six or seven years. Can we suppose that he had never written to them? He tells us plainly here that he had; and that in that writing he had exhibited a summary of the mystery of the gospel, the dispensation of which had been committed to him εἰς τοὺς on their account. We find no evidence here then of strangeness and distance on the part of the writer, but first a dispensing of the grace of the gospel to them, and secondly of a familiar and friendly epistle to them before the one which the author is now writing.

The second εἰς is still less in favour of those, who appeal to it for the purpose already named. What says the apostle? "But you have not so learned Christ; since (εἰς) ye have heard him [i. e. Christian doctrine], and been taught by him (or in respect to him, ἐν αὐτῷ), as the truth is in Jesus;" Eph. 4: 20, 21. Here the assertion of the apostle is absolute, that the Ephesians have not erroneously learned Christ; and this, says he, must be so, since they had heard and been taught as the truth is in Jesus.

These supposed conditionals, then, make no good ground of argument for those whom I am now opposing. Nor does the αἰνοῦν of 1: 15 serve any better purpose. Why should we understand this of the apostle's merely and originally learning something of the faith and love
of the Ephesian church by hearsay? Had he not been absent from them some six years when he wrote the epistle before us? How could he know whether they persevered in their faith and love, except by hearsay? And what could be more natural than for him to inquire solicitously respecting their condition?

These alleged internal evidences, then, that Paul could not have written this epistle to the Ephesians, seem to melt away before closer scrutiny. Let us see, now, what there is of a different tenor, in this epistle.

The reader must open his New Testament and read for himself attentively Eph. 1: 1—14. 2: 1—10. 3: 1, 13—21. He is desired specially to note 3: 13, "my tribulation for you, which is your glory." 4: 1—3, 17—24. 6: 10—24. Are strangers merely addressed here? I acknowledge that there is less circumstances here, than in the epistles to the Corinthians, to the Galatians, and to some other churches. But there is an obvious reason for this. Those epistles were written shortly after the apostle had been with the respective churches; and nothing was more natural in such a case than circumstances. But here, an absence of some six years had made quite a difference in respect to this. Many were dead whom the apostle personally knew; and others had been joined to the church to whom he was personally unknown.

Taking all this into consideration, in connection with the unanimous testimony of all the MSS. now extant, and all the ancient versions, there can scarcely be room for much doubt, that ὑπὲρ ἐπισκοπὴ in chapter 1: 1 is genuine, and that it stands properly there. How can we prescribe for Paul, the particular manner in which he should address any church to which he writes, and then make our preconceived notions on this subject, the measure of our critical judgment?

The reader should not fail to notice the remarkable similarity which exists between the tenor of this epistle and that to the Colossians. Let him compare, for example,

(a) Eph. 1: 4—12, 19—23 Col. 1: 13—20, 24 seq.
2: 14—22. 3: 6, 9—12. 4: 15 seq.
(b) 2: 1—12. 1: 21 seq.
(c) 4: 18 seq. 3: 9, 10.
(d) 5: 18 seq. 3: 16 seq.
(f) 4: 29. 4: 5, 6.
(g) 6: 18 seq. 4: 2 seq.
(h) 6: 21 seq. 4: 7 seq.

These are only a small part of the whole resemblances. A similar junction of sentences and the like phraseology may be found in abundance. I refer the reader, for the tabular exhibition of this, to De Wette's Einleit. ins N. Test. § 146; also to a brief but well digested summary of the whole, in Schott's Isagoge, § 62, Notes 4—13. One can hardly refrain from coming to the conclusion, that both epistles must have been written near the same time, and while the writer's mind was substantially in the same attitude.
Note 36. Epistle to the Colossians. (§ 123 seq. p. 552 seq.)

The introduction to this epistle by Hug, seems at first to be meagre. The difficult and interesting questions concerning it he does not discuss here. But the reader will find more respecting some of them in § 151.

It is singular, that he, Hemsen, Bähr, and others, should appeal to Eckhel (Doctrina Nummorum, III. p. 147), as confirming the orthography Kolossai, instead of Kolossæi; while Schott and De Wette make the same appeal, in order to prove that the latter is the true orthography. Critical editors are divided on the question which is the best orthography. In the mean time, as the Roman and Greek writers employ the O in the name (and not the A), this would seem to settle the question which is preferable.

Hug assumes the fact (p. 553), that Paul had not taught in person at Colosse. I cannot either assume it, or (on the whole) even think it to be very probable. In Acts 16: 6 we have an account of Paul's traversing the country of Phrygia, in which was Colosse and Laodicea, near together, and both at a moderate distance from Ephesus. Again in Acts 18: 23 is another narration of the same kind. It is indeed no where actually specified, that Paul visited Colosse or Laodicea. But I do not understand Col. 2: 1, as deciding against the supposition that Paul had been at Colosse; as many do. Theoaret of old gave it as his opinion, that "those who had not seen the face" of the apostle, were others not included among the Christians of Colosse and Laodicea. So Lardner, Schott, Hemsen, and others; while De Wette, Bähr, and others, side with Hug. I cannot think it probable, that Paul, during his three years' stay at Ephesus, would not have visited Colosse and Laodicea, which were so nearly within his neighborhood. Be that as it may, however, the apostle speaks in a tone of such affectionate confidence to the Colossians, as almost of necessity imports some personal acquaintance; unless indeed he had told us expressly to the contrary, which he has not.

That Epaphras, however, had been the principal instrument in building up the Colossian church, is plainly indicated by Col. 1: 7, 4: 12, 13.

The principal occasion of the epistle to the Colossians, seems to have been the rise of certain heretical teachers and fanatics among them, as described in chap. ii. Who and what these were, has been a question which has given rise to much discussion and a great variety of opinion. Different critics have found in them Gnostics, Essenes, precursors of Montanism, disciples of John the Baptist, Jewish Cabalists, and Judaizing Christians; and some a sect compounded of several of these. That the sect in question were professed Christians, but still heretical ones, would seem to be implied by 2: 19, ou κατά τὴν ῥήτορα ἄλλου τ. λ. The apostle's description of them is brief and graphic. They were men, who, pretending to be philosophers, taught "vain deceit, the traditions of men, the rudiments of the world," and not true Christian doctrine. They were men who had over much zeal about 'meats and drinks, holidays, new-moons, and [Jewish] sabbaths' (2: 16); they were devoted to a kind of "angel-worship," and pretended
to a secret knowledge of the invisible world (ἀπὸ ἐμπνέουσα ἐπαθετών, 2: 18); they made much of mere external ordinances, which had respect only to the perishing objects of sense; they made a great show of humility, of rigid abstinences, of macerating the body, etc.; yet still they were vainly puffed up with overweening conceit respecting their own superior virtue and intelligence; Col. 2: 20—23, comp. v. 18. Such is the brief but animated description, which the apostle has given of the heresy that disturbed the peace and threatened the purity of the church at Colosse.

Two circumstances attending the exhibition of this subject serve to show, that many of the conjectures respecting the sect to which these false teachers belonged, are not well grounded. It is plain, in the first place, when we attentively examine Col. 2: 18—23, that the errorists in question pretended to be Christians as has already been remarked; and in the second place, that the church at Colosse were in danger of being influenced by them, on account of their unusual pretences or claims to humility, self-denial, and especially to a deep and recondite knowledge of invisible and supernatural things; ἀπὸ ἐμπνέουσα ἐπαθετών, v. 18. Now all this could not belong to disciples of John the Baptist, to Gnostics, Jewish Cabbalists, or Essenes, simply as such. It might indeed be true, that some professed Christians had something of a Gnostic faith, or of Cabbalistic fancy, or were inclined to the ascetics of the Essenes; but so far as any part of this seemed to savour of these respective sects, it would rather diminish than enhance their credit among the Colossian Christians in general; and of course diminish the danger to which the church was exposed by reason of them.

The sect in question, (if sect they must be named), would rather appear to have been one who maintained doctrines compounded of the oriental emanation-philosophy and some of the speculative part of Platonism, a kind of theosophico-ascetic philosophy. The emanation-philosophy taught the derivation of many orders of beings of different rank, first from the great Supreme, and then in succession from each other. To become capable of union with these, ascetic practices and abstraction to all possible extent from every thing material and sensual, was deemed necessary. A philosophy of this kind had not only reached Asia Minor, but penetrated even to Rome, before the time of Augustus; see Hemsen, pp. 303 seq. 642 seq. Much of this philosophy some of the professed converts to Christianity might have still retained; and it would seem from the epistle to Titus, Timothy, and to the Colossians, that they did retain it. Hence the dignity of Christ and his high exaltation over all these αἰωνες (Aeons) are so strenuously inculcated in the epistle before us. This seems to be the most natural and easy solution of the difficulties that have been raised as to the contents of this epistle. The reader will find a very able and learned statement of this subject, in the sequel of Hug, viz. in §§ 131—133.

As to the dispute respecting the epistle to the Laodiceans (§ 127), Hug is clearly in the right, as it seems to me, when he comes to the conclusion, that the epistle to the Colossians was not occasioned by one from the Laodiceans to Paul, as some argue from (Col. 4: 16); nor was the epistle directed to the Colossians an answer to that Laodicean epis-
tle. But the conclusion of Hug and Hemsen that the epistle to the La-
odiceans was our present canonical epistle to the Ephesians, seems not to be equally well grounded. Their main reason is, that we cannot account for the loss of the epistle to the Laodiceans; and we must therefore suppose that it has been preserved, and consequently that we have it in the present epistle to the Ephesians. But how shall we account for the loss of Paul’s first epistle to the Corinthians, 1 Cor. 5:9? Or for the loss of his first epistle to the Ephesians, 3: 3? Or of an epistle by John, 3 John v. 9? And so, perhaps, of still more. Why should we plunge into greater difficulties in order to avoid less ones? It is easier to suppose the epistle to the Laodiceans to have been lost, than it is to account for it that Paul calls the epistle to the Ephesians by that name in Col. 4: 16.

Lastly, the time and place of writing the epistle to the Colossians have recently been called in question. The Coptic version gives Ath-
ens as the place of writing it; Erasmus conjectured that Ephesus was the place. But both are contradicted by Col. 4: 3, 18, which shows that the writer was in bonds. Oeder conjectured that it was written during some imprisonment previous to that at Rome; and Paulus, dur-
ing Paul’s imprisonment at Cesarea. But the circumstances of the case, the society of Demas, Tythicus, Onesimus, etc., at Rome, adver-
ted to in Col. 4: 7 seq., point very clearly to the Romish imprisonment, and not to that of Cesarea, where none of these persons seem to have been.

elytentaufe.

Note 37. Epistle to Philemon. (§ 127. p. 555).

Hug has said nothing of the place where probably was the residence of Philemon. It appears from Col. 4: 9, that Onesimus belonged to Colosse. It would seem, therefore, of course, that his master also lived there; and Theodoret says, that in his time the house of Philemon was standing there, Comm. in Philem.

It has been a question, where Onesimus was converted to the Chris-
tian faith. Some have maintained that it was at Colosse; others, at Ephesus; others, at Rome. Nothing certain can be made out respecting this point. But Philem. v. 19 appears to me plainly to intimate, that Philemon himself had been converted under the preaching or in-
struction of Paul; and this would seem to increase the probability that Paul had himself been at Colosse.
That the epistles to the Ephesians and Colossians, and also to Philemon, were written about the same time, and sent away by the same messenger, viz. Tychicus, appears from comparing Eph. 6: 21, 22 and Col. 4: 7, 9. As Onesimus was in company with him, he would therefore most naturally carry the letter addressed to his master.

Note 38. Second Epistle to Timothy. (§ 128 seq. p. 556 seq.)

The circumstance on which Hug, De Wette, and others seem to rely, in order to prove that the second epistle to Timothy was written before the epistles to the Philippians, Colossians, and Philemon, and after that to the Ephesians, viz. that Timothy was not joined with the apostle in his salutation prefixed to the latter epistle, and therefore was not come to Rome when 2 Tim. was written (4: 9), while he is mentioned in the salutation of all the other epistles written during Paul's imprisonment, does not seem to me to be a conclusive argument. Timothy was an accredited messenger and friend of Paul, who was continually making visits to different churches, agreeably to the directions of the apostle. The circumstance of his being present or absent, therefore, as developed in any particular epistle of Paul written during his imprisonment for two years and upwards, can never fully decide anything as to the particular order in which the epistles were written.

The question whether the second epistle to Timothy was written during the first or a second imprisonment of Paul at Rome, is one that has been long and vigorously contested, and is not yet brought to a close. Baronius, Witsius, Lightfoot, Hammond, Zachariae, Schmidt, Hug, Hensen, and others, contend for the first; while Mosheim, Michaelsis, Bertholdt, Munster, Heydenreich, Guerike, Böhl, Usher, Benson, Mill, Le Clerc, Paley, and others, contend for the second.

Hug (p. 556) has produced some striking examples of the presence or society of several individuals with Paul when he wrote the second epistle to Timothy, who were with him in his first imprisonment; so striking that they seem, at first view, almost to forbid the idea, that there could have been another time, i. e. a second imprisonment, when all these circumstances would have so concurred.

But he has not given a full view (in § 129) of the difficulties that lie in the way of his supposition. Nor has he removed in a satisfactory manner those which he has mentioned. E. g. he says that the declaration of Paul, that Erastus stayed (ἐμείνας) in Corinth (where he belonged, see Rom. 16: 23), does not import that the apostle left him there, but only that he had not come to Rome where he was expected. But this phraseology (ἐμείνας) would be so singular and unnatural to express such a sentiment, that it cannot be so interpreted without doing violence to the usual principles of language.

Then again: "Trophimus ἀνείπως at Miletus sick." Who left him there? They, says Hug; and he appeals to the form of the verb, which may be either the first person singular, or the third person plural. But who
are they? Hug does not tell us, excepting that he suggests the custom of the churches in sending messengers to aid those churches, and specially those apostles, who were suffering from persecution. But as nothing is suggested in the context which would supply us with a subject of the verb in the third person plural, so we are led naturally and of course to construe ἄντληνον in the first person singular, and consequently to apply it to Paul. But when could Paul have gone to Miletus? Certainly not when he sailed from Cesarea to Rome as a prisoner; for the course taken by the ship in which he was embarked, leads of necessity to this conclusion. The only time which the history of Paul mentions his being at Miletus, was during his last journey from Greece to Jerusalem (Acts 20: 15 seq.) which was some five years before he wrote his second epistle to Timothy, even according to the chronology of Hug and Hensen. How could it be to Paul’s purpose, when he urges Timothy to come to him immediately because other helpers failed, to say that some five years or more before this, he had left one helper at Corinth, and another at Miletus? The only natural supposition in this case is, that Paul, not long before his arrival at Rome, had parted with both of these friends; and of course this must import that there had been another circuit made by him in the performance of his evangelical labours, of which the book of Acts gives us no account, and which must have been after his first imprisonment. It could not have been during his journey from Corinth to Jerusalem; for it appears by Acts 21: 29, that Trophimus was with Paul at Jerusalem.

With this agrees 2 Tim. 4: 13. ‘Bring my cloak left at Troas, and the books, and the parchments.’ Had all these then been there for the space of more than five years, and Paul had not needed or not remembered them? Did he want for opportunity to send for them, when he was two years at Cesarea? To suppose a mandate of this kind, after so long an intervening period, is at least highly improbable.

Other historical difficulties exist. In 2 Tim. 4: 12, Tychicus is mentioned as being sent away by Paul to Ephesus; in Col. 4: 7, 8, he is spoken of as about to be sent with the letter to the Colossians to carry which he would of course land at Ephesus. Yet Hug places the 2 Tim. before the epistle to the Colossians.

Again; in 2 Tim. 4: 10, Demas is mentioned as having forsaken Paul, through love of the world; in Col. 4: 14 Demas is mentioned as being present with Paul, and joining with Luke in salutations to the Colossians; all in opposition to the views of Hug.

Once more; the civil process against Paul appears to be far advanced (2 Tim. 4: 16), and he has no expectation of escape from death (2 Tim. 4: 6); whereas during his first imprisonment, he expresses the joyful and confident expectation that he shall be liberated, and soon be with the church at Philippi, Phil. 1: 24—26: 2: 24; and again in Phil. v. 22, he directs his friend to prepare lodgings, which might be ready against the visit which Paul intended to make to Colosse.

There are other minute circumstances of difficulty. In Rom. 16: 3, Paul, writing at Corinth just before his journey from there to Jerusalem when he was apprehended, mentions Priscilla and Aquila as being at Corinth; while in 2 Tim. 4: 10 Timothy is directed to salute them at Ephesus. In 2 Tim. 4: 10, only Luke and Mark are mentioned togeth-
er as being with Paul; while in Acts 27: 2, Aristarchus is mentioned as a companion of Paul on his journey to Rome, and again he is mentioned as being with Paul at Rome in Col. 4: 10 and in Philem. v. 24, in both which cases Mark and Luke also are mentioned.

On the whole, therefore, it seems to me much easier to suppose the presence with Paul of the persons mentioned by Hug, on p. 556, during a second captivity, than to dispose of the difficulties which have been mentioned. Add to all this that Eusebius, Chrysostom, Theodoret, and others of the ancients, gave full credit to the liberation of Paul from his first imprisonment. There is, moreover, a passage in Clemens Romanus, who must have known the fact whether Paul was liberated or not, which implies that he went into Spain, i.e. to the pillars of Hercules. His words are: δικαιοσύνη διδάξεις ὁλὸν τὸν κόσμον, καὶ ἐπὶ τὸ τίρμα τῆς ὀνείρου ἐλθὼν ἐκ τ. l. Ep. ad Cor. c. 5. To construe τὸ τίρμα τῆς ὀνείρου of Ἡλύκην, as mentioned in Rom. 15: 19, as Hensen does (p. 710), seems to be doing violence to the plain and obvious meaning of the expression of Clemens.

If these suggestions are well grounded, then has Hug given an erroneous place to the epistle to Timothy. At all events it would seem necessary to put it after the epistles to the Philippians, Colossians, and Philemon; as the suggestions above will serve to shew.

The literature in regard to this subject, may be found in Bertholdt, Heydenreich, Gurerike, Böhl, Schott, and specially in Hensen, in their works already often cited. Schott has given a very judicious and well composed summary of the whole.

_________________________________________________________

Note 39. Epistle to the Philippians. (§ 138 seq. p. 577 seq.)

Oeder supposes this epistle to have been written during the apostle’s troubles at Corinth; which needs no refutation. Paulus conjectures that it must have been written during Paul’s imprisonment at Cesarea. Rheinwald in his Comm. über die Philippier, Heinrichs in his Comm., and Mynter in his Kleine theol. Schriften, have sufficiently refuted this.

Heinrichs and some others have made the conjecture, that our present epistle to the Philippians consists of two different epistles; the first of 1.—111. 1 and 4: 21—23; and the second of the rest of the epistle. Schott has sufficiently answered the arguments adduced in favour of this conjecture; Issagoge, § 70, Note 2.

_________________________________________________________

Note 40. Epistle to the Hebrews. (§ 141 seq. p. 578 seq.)

As I have written so fully on the much controverted subject of the authorship of this epistle, in the introduction to my commentary upon it, it would be mere repetition for me to insert any thing more in this place respecting the subject. The current has for some time past been setting strong in Germany, against the Pauline origin of this epistle. The
late work of Bleek upon it has helped to deepen and render more rapid this current. Yet I cannot help the feeling, that it would not be difficult to prove almost any thing from antiquity, if one may take the liberties in logic which Bleek takes. The internal arguments, on which he so much relies, can be made equally strong in regard to Paul’s pastoral epistles; and, so far as ἀνα το λεγόμενα are concerned, or peculiarities in choice or use of words and phrases, equally strong in regard to almost any other of his epistles. When will it be understood that Paul was no tame and lifeless repeater of the same words and phrases, no plagiarist, no mere imitator, not even of himself? When this is well understood, much less reliance will be placed on arguments of this nature.

As to the proper historical evidence, it seems to me to be plainly, and (I had almost said) immeasurably, on the side of the Pauline origin, during the early period of the church. Where in all the Greek churches is even a solitary voice against such an origin?

If Eusebius in one place rocks it among the ἀνα το λεγόμενα, it plainly seems to be only in reference to the doubts which had been raised by some in the occidental region of the church. He says, that there are fourteen epistles, which are manifestly and certainly Paul’s, τοῦ Παύλου προσήλος καὶ ὁμοίος ἀπὸ δεκαεπτάρες, Hist. Eccl. III. 3. Of course we must include the epistle to the Hebrews in order to make out the number fourteen.

Nothing can show the general state of the opinion in the East relative to this matter, down to the time of Eusebius, more definitely and certainly than this testimony. Every one who has read this writer knows, that he is very candid and careful as to the mentioning of different opinions respecting such matters, when he has any knowledge that they exist.

But while the current has of late been setting so strongly in the main against the Pauline origin of the epistle to the Hebrews, some vigorous efforts have been called forth on the other side. Storr, in his Comm. über die Hebräer; Meyr, in Ammon and Bertholdt’s Krit. Journal II. B. 3 St.; De Groot, Disputatio qua Ep. ad Heb. cum Paulinis epistolis comparatur, 1826; Steudel, in Bengel’s Archiv IV. B.; and some others, have defended the Pauline origin. But Schulz, Seyfarth, De Wette, Bleek, Schott, and almost all the late critical writers, have either actually opposed this sentiment, or shown that they did not admit the correctness of it.

Recently Olshausen has published an Essay in his Latin Opuscula, which deserves very attentive perusal. He admits, on the whole, that the Pauline origin is to be doubted, or rather, that we cannot well decide in favour of it. But the object of his essay is, to show what an unfair estimate has been put upon the arguments adduced to establish the antipauline theory, and how much more has been assumed than can be made out by proof. I can only express my wonder, that this was not long ago seen by him and by many others. Whatever may be the fact in regard to the real author of this epistle, nothing can be more certain in my mind, than that the great majority of the arguments employed to establish the antipauline theory, are entirely destitute of any real force. Indeed I scarcely know of any one subject in criticism, which has
seemed to me to have been more abused. I would hope that the sober and candid appeal of Olshausen may do something to arrest the current of opinion in relation to this matter, so far as this has been influenced by considerations which will not bear the test of well-grounded historical criticism.

In truth it seems more and more evident to me, that the historical doubts raised respecting this epistle, would never have gained much ground in recent times, had they not been aided and influenced very much by the tone and manner of the epistle. And yet this is a subject about which we cannot be very certain, so long as there are so many evident and confessed resemblances of thought, expression, and style in it, to the other epistles of Paul. Schleiermacher and Eichhorn have urged the same objections against the Pauline origin of the epistles to Timothy and Titus; and with apparently as good reason. Yet these objections have not been generally deemed to be of any considerable weight.

Dr. Bloomfield, in the second edition of his Comm. on the New Testament, has acceded only in part to the views of those who deny the authorship of Paul. He supposes that some intimate friend of Paul, acquainted with his sentiments and style, wrote it, and that Paul then gave it his sanction. In this way, he thinks, that both opinions may be harmonized, and the epistle at the same time preserved. This opinion was for substance advanced by Origen. The thoughts, he said, were those of the apostle; the words or diction might belong to Luke or some other person. Yet Origen speaks of the epistle as Paul's in a multitude of places; and indeed his views did not forbid him so to do, nor was it even an inconsistency in him.

That the thing supposed by Dr. Bloomfield may possibly have taken place, I surely would not deny. That we have definite and satisfactory evidence of it, I must doubt. While I acknowledge very freely, that there is, in many respects, an apparent discrepancy between the style of this epistle and that of Paul's acknowledged epistles, yet I doubt whether this can be made to appear as being any greater, than exists between Paul's pastoral and his other epistles.

The reader will find a summary of the antipauline arguments, in the Isagoge of Schott, and in the Einleit. of De Wette.

Note 41. Epistle of James. (§ 155 seq. p. 611 seq.)

The remarks made upon the local circumstances of the writer, in § 155, are striking, yet obvious; but they shew only that he lived in a country where the circumstances mentioned actually existed. It does not follow from any necessity of the case, that this country was Palestine; for the same circumstances existed elsewhere. Still, the general tenor of the epistle would speak in favour of its being written from Palestine. From what other quarter was a writer so likely to be heard with deference by all Jewish Christians, as from this? Or where else
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could be seen to stand in so influential a relation to "the twelve tribes scattered abroad?"

On the subject of § 158 it may be remarked, that there is scarcely any certainty to be attained in relation to this disputed point. The first James, i.e. the brother of John and son of Zebedee, is admitted by nearly all to be out of question, on account of his early death; Acts xi. The subject of dispute is, whether James the son of Alpheus, son of Mary the sister of Jesus' mother, is the author of the epistle; or whether it is a James, a real brother by the mother's side, or brother in law, to Jesus, i. e. a son of Joseph by another marriage.

The difficulty is occasioned by the indefinite use of the word ἀδελφός in Hebrew-Greek, and the word יש ה in Hebrew; inasmuch as either of these words may mean brother in the strict sense, and also cousin, i.e. a near male relative. The brethren of Jesus are mentioned in Matt. 13: 55 and Mark 6: 3, by the Jews who undertake to apologize for their unbelief; and again they are mentioned in Acts 1: 14 and 1 Cor. 9: 5. In Acts 1: 14 and in Matt. 12: 46, 47, the mention of them stands immediately connected with the mention of Mary, the mother of Jesus, and seems plainly to import that they belong to her family. In Gal. 1: 19, James the Lord's brother is mentioned by name.

It is objected to the opinion, that the James mentioned as an apostle (not the son of Zebedee), Matt. 10: 3. Mark 3: 18. Luke 6: 15. Acts 1: 13, was in the strict sense the brother of our Lord, (1) That he is there reckoned as the son of Alpheus. (2) That the brethren of Jesus did not believe on him; John 7: 5. (3) That the brethren of Jesus, who however appear at a later period to have become believers, are still distinguished from the apostles, Acts 1: 14. (4) That an appellative, ἀδελφὸς τοῦ κυρίου (Gal. 1: 19), would not be in place, nor agreeable to common usage, if it meant no more than a cousin; and therefore, that the cases in which this appellation is given, must be distinguished from those in which James the son of Alpheus is mentioned, and another person be meant.

In accordance with this view, Grotius, Hammond, R. Simon, Herder, Niemeyer, Zachariae, Tholuck, Fritsche, De Wette, and others, suppose the James mentioned in Gal. 1: 19. 2: 9, and who appears to have had a high standing, yea a leading influence at Jerusalem (Acts 12: 17. 15: 13. 21: 18), was not an apostle, in the appropriate sense of this word, but in a strict sense the brother of Jesus.

On the other hand, many others, indeed the majority, hold that James the son of Alpheus and James the brother of the Lord, are one and the same person. So Calvin, Buddaeus, Wolfius, Pritius, Carpzov, Semler, Rosenmüller, Pott, Storr, Augusti, Winer, Gabler, Haenlein, Eichhorn, Berthold, Hug, Schott, and many others. These appeal to the latitude of the word brother in Hebrew, in vindication of their opinion.

It appears from Josephus (Antiq. XX. 9. 1), that after the death of Festus, James, an ἀδελφός κυρίου was murdered by procurement of the then high-priest, Ananus; see Hug, § 164. De Wette, § 163, Note d. This must have been about A. D. 64. The James who was the proper brother of our Lord, or the James the son of Alpheus who was his cousin, might either of them, so far as respects any thing that we know
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respecting the length of time in which they lived, have been the author of the epistle before us.

The general feeling has, as we have seen, set strongly in favour of regarding the apostle the son of Alpheus, as the author of this epistle or exhortation. But a proper brother of Jesus, who stood in such credit among all Christians, as we have seen above, might write an epistle of good authority; why not, as well as Mark or Luke could write a Gospel? The question is not very important, in my apprehension, to which of the two individuals the epistle belongs, to whom it has, by different writers, been attributed. Past experience would hardly encourage us to expect, that this question will be definitely settled.

The reader will perceive, that the early testimony respecting the epistle of James, which is deduced from the most ancient fathers, is comparatively meagre. Two passages in Athenagoras, an early father, deserve notice, although the reference to James in them may not be altogether certain: viz. οἰς γὰρ ὁ γεωργὸς καταβάλλων εἰς γνῶ τα σπέρματα, ἀνηγον περιμένει οὐκ ἐπιστεύρων κ. τ. λ., comp. James 5: 7. Athenag. Leg. pro Christ. p. 37. So the following: οὐ γὰρ μελέτη λόγων, ἀλλ' ἐνεργεῖς καὶ διδασκαλεῖς ἐργον τὰ μετέρων, comp. James 3: 13.

It would be useless to appeal to testimonies in the fourth century; as they may be found in every quarter, and no doubt remains of its general reception at this period.

In the mean time, the remark of De Wette, who is uncommonly watchful for every matter of doubt, on the expression of Origen quoted in Note 3, p. 628, viz. οἷς ἐν τῷ φέρομεν Ἰακώβ οὖν, seems to have no good foundation. De Wette appeals to the word φέρομεν, as designating a doubt in the mind of Origen, whether this epistle in reality belongs to James, inasmuch as he seems to say, that it is only reported (φέρομεν) to be his. But this word is not by any means used among the Christian fathers, so as necessarily to convey merely such an idea. Eusebius, in Hist. Ecc. III. 25, employs the same word in speaking of the first epistle of John, which, however, he expressly reckons among the ὀμολογίουμενα or uncontradicted writings of the New Testament.

One obvious reason may be suggested, why the epistle of James is no more frequently quoted by the ancients; this is, that it is made up mostly of mere hortatory and practical matter. Another reason, perhaps, had some influence, viz. that it seems to contradict some of the positions which Paul had taken in regard to the matter of justification by faith.

For this latter reason, perhaps, Erasmus entertained doubts respecting its authenticity; Annott. in Jac. At any rate, Luther, in his Preface to this epistle, assigns this reason, and stoutly maintains that it is well grounded: "Sie stracks wider St. Paulum und alle andere Schrift den Werken die Gerechtigkeit gibt," i. e. 'it ascribes justification to works, directly contrary to St. Paul and all other Scripture.' So in his Preface to his New Testament, he says: "St. Jacobes Epistel ist eine rechte strohernes Epistel," i. e. 'St James epistle is a downright strawy epistle.'—So too judged Andrew Althammer, and the Magdeburg Centuritators; all for the same reason, viz. because James contradicts Luther's
views of justification; for that he contradicts Paul's views, can never
be made out.

The reader who wishes to investigate this last point, is referred to a
dissertation upon it in Dr. Knapp's Scripta varii Argumenti, translated
and printed in the Bib. Repository, III. p. 189 seq. Also a more able
and satisfactory dissertation by C. Fromann, translated and printed in the
Bib. Repository, IV. p. 683. In my Comm. on the Romans, in an Ex-
cursus on Rom. 3: 28, I have also endeavored to shew that the two apo-
tles are altogether harmonious with each other. Hug, in § 166, ex-
hibits a brief discussion of the subject; but it is hardly ample or able
even to remove the difficulties which he has stated without due cau-
tion, (for so it seems to me), in § 157.

As to the style and diction of this epistle, they are remarkably dis-
crepant from all other writings of the New Testament. There is less
of proper Hebraism than usual. An oratorical and even a poetic man-
ner belongs to its characteristics. Let the reader consider particularly
the whole tone of address, and the manner of composition in 1: 14—18.
3: 5—9. 5: 1—6. The whole epistle is a most vivid piece, fraught with
feeling, bold in manner, and unsparring in reproof; and yet very affec-
tionate, tender, and well adapted to win its readers.
Although it is peculiarly sui generis in respect to style and manner,
it still exhibits evidence of an intimate acquaintance and familiarity
with the writings of Paul and Peter. Let the reader compare, for ex-
ample,


The similarity of tone with that of Peter, is still more striking; com-
pare,

James 1: 2, 3 with 1 Pet 1: 6, 7. 4: 12, 13. James 1: 21 with Pet. 2: 1, 2.
1: 10, 11 . . . 1: 24. 4: 10 . . . 5: 6.
1: 19 . . . 1: 23. 5: 20 . . . 4: 8.

Even the Pauline diction is frequent; e. g. διακοινοθείς πίστει εἰς πί
τισιν—ἐξ ἐρωτ. προϊδειν followed by εἴτε, κηδύμα Θεοῦ, ψυχ-κός, etc.

Yet with all this, no writer in the New Testament is more entirely
peculiar than the author of this epistle.

The writers on this epistle are very numerous. I shall point out only
a few of the more valuable. Benson's Commentary on it is worthy of
consultation. Morus has some good suggestions in his Praelectiones in
Jacobum. J. J. Hottinger, in Epist Jacobi, 1815, may be consulted
with some profit. A. R. Gebser, Der Brief. Jacobi, is the most copi-
ous and able commentator who has recently appeared. J. Sculthess has
written a Commentarius copiosisissimus upon it, 1623, and is a shrewd
and sometimes powerful writer, but is wanting in judgment and accuracy.
The latest work, I believe, is that of Theile; which I have not seen.
Pott, in Nov. Test. Kopianum, is worthy of attention.

In the sequel, Hug, in his remarks on the first epistle of Peter, has exhibited some valuable thoughts with regard to the similarity of James' epistle, in some respects, to that of Peter, and also in regard to the confirmation of the authenticity of the epistle of James by the latter apostle.

Note 42. First Epistle of Peter. (§ 167 seq. p. 628 seq.)

The genuineness of this epistle has scarcely ever been questioned. The doubts suggested by Cludius, in his Uranischen des Christenthums, 1806, have been fully solved by Augusti in his Nova Hypothese, quae primae Petri epistolae audenilav impugnat, sub examen vocatur, 1806. De Wette has also, as usual, suggested some doubts in his Einleitung; which have been replied to by Guerike in his Beiträge, etc.

Rauch, Schott, and others, agree that the σύνεξευτή in 1 Pet. 5:13 means the wife of Peter; as Hug notices in § 172. That it means some person, seems altogether probable; as the reader will see if he attends to the connection in the sequel—καὶ Μάρκος ὁ νῖος μου. The latter has recently been taken for Peter's own proper son.

That Babylon in Egypt is meant, in 5:13, is possible; but clearly not probable. That mystical Babylon, i.e. Rome, is meant, is still less probable. Mystical names of this kind, in a proaic epistle, consisting merely of plain and hortatory matter, are not to be expected, and can not be admitted without strong reasons.

As to the time when this epistle was written, I have found nothing better than what Hug has suggested in § 170. That Peter was at Babylon, when he wrote this epistle, is no serious objection to his being afterwards at Rome, and suffering martyrdom there; which the general voice of antiquity asserts. Nor can the fact of his being at Babylon and writing to the Christians of Asin Minor during the Neronic persecution, be any proof, that during the same persecution he did not become a martyr at Rome.

In the mean time, it is not at all certain that the sufferings of Christians as described in Peter's first epistle, were those occasioned by Nero's persecution. Every where did the unbelieving Jews hate and persecute the believing ones, and try to render them suspected and odious to the Roman magistracy. There is nothing of this nature in the first epistle of Peter, so far as I can see, which might not be explained satisfactorily on this ground. Let the reader compare 2 Thess. 1:4—10. 3:2.
Note 42. Second Epistle of Peter. (§ 173 seq. p. 636 seq.)

Hug assumes it as a fact, that Peter had written to the churches in Asia Minor an epistle by Sylvanus, which is now lost. I cannot find in the words of 1 Pet. 5: 12 any thing to justify this assumption. Αἱ ἐκ τοῦ ἑαυτοῦ ἑργασίας may well refer to the so-called first epistle of Peter, as it now stands in the canon of the New Testament. And if the second epistle of Peter is genuine, then does 2 Pet. 3: 1 stand in direct opposition to Hug's assumption; and indeed, even on the ground that the second epistle is by another hand, the passage just referred to shews, that the writer knew of but one epistle of Peter to the churches in question.

The similarity between 2 Pet. and the epistle of Jude is much greater than Hug has represented it to be. Let the reader compare the following passages throughout; viz.,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2 Pet. 1: 1, 2</th>
<th>Jude v. 1, 2</th>
<th>2 Pet. 2: 11</th>
<th>Jude v. 9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1: 5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2: 12</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1: 12, 13, 15</td>
<td></td>
<td>2: 15</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: 1—3</td>
<td>4, 5</td>
<td>2: 13</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: 4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2: 17</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: 6, 10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2: 18</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: 10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3: 1—3</td>
<td>17, 18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In both epistles, viz. the 2 Pet. and Jude, the inscription seems to be general. But this proves nothing definite. The epistle to the Hebrews and the first of John have no inscriptions; yet both were sent to particular churches, or rather, perhaps, to the churches of a particular region. The contents of each make this quite certain. And so in the present case. The first epistle of Peter is inscribed "to the dispersion of Jews scattered in Asia Minor." In the 2d of Pet. 3: 2 there is a recognition of having written a first epistle to those whom he now addresses again. In Jude this indeed does not occur. But from the similarity of circumstances mentioned in this epistle, with those noted in the 2d of Peter, it seems highly probable that churches of the same region, and infested with the same errors, were addressed.

As to the question laboured by Hug, De Wette, and others, whether Peter copied from Jude, or Jude from Peter, it is one which can never be determined with any good degree of certainty; nor even whether either copied from the other. With all their near resemblances to each other, there are many striking traits of discrepancy, which the critical reader can easily make out for himself. We have seen, in the case of James, that he has many resemblances to Paul in his diction and phraseology; and also that he has as many and still more striking ones to the first of Peter. Yet was he no copyist. Nothing can be more original or sui generis than his epistle. Why then may not Paul and Jude be both original, in the like sense with James? It does indeed seem probable to me, that Peter had read the epistle to Jude, when he wrote
his second epistle, and that the thoughts and diction had made a strong impression upon his mind. But is it not equally clear that the writer of the Apocalypse had read Ezekiel, Daniel, and Zechariah, and that he every where presents diction and imagery seemingly borrowed from these books? Yet, who would venture to call in question the originality of the Apocalypse? It is as strongly marked as that of any book of Scripture.

Peter and Jude, being both apostles, must have been very intimately acquainted. Both in all probability had laboured among those churches, or at least among some of them, to whom their epistles were addressed. On the supposition that they had met together during their missionary labours, and conferred together respecting the state of the churches which they had visited, and had both fully and freely spoken out their feelings and views, (all of which no one can well deem improbable), nothing could be more natural than that they should both have written in the like way, respecting the false teachers who were creeping in. Supposing, moreover, that Jude wrote his epistle first (which seems quite probable), and that Peter had a copy of it in his hands, and had just read it when he sat down to write his own, nothing could be more natural than the expression of his feelings in respect to the false teachers, in a way altogether like that of Jude. Both epistles together, when they so plainly aimed at the same errors, were adapted to produce a strong impression.

De Wette of course has his difficulties. (1) 'The use of another's writing is unseemly for an apostle.' But the assumption that Peter did copy from Jude, is not altogether clear and certain, as he supposes; and this for the reasons suggested above. Then again, supposing that there are many striking resemblances (which I freely concede), yet, as we have seen, the epistle of James and the Apocalypse have full claim to originality and peculiarity, notwithstanding the like traits. But,

(2) 'The inscriptions are not definite.' So indeed it is; but where are the inscriptions to the epistle to the Hebrews and to the first epistle of John? (3) 'The author of 2 Pet. is too anxious to show his apostleship. 2 Pet. 1: 1, 14, 16, 18. 3: 2.' But let the reader turn to the first of Cor., Gal., and other epistles of Paul, even to his pastoral ones, and then say whether Paul has not exhibited still greater solicitude on this point. The assertion of apostolic authority became necessary in many cases, in order to remove the impressions in regard to it which false teachers had made. (4) 'The writer appeals to Paul's epistles, 3: 15.' True, he does; and why should he not? Paul had written to some churches in Asia, and it would seem that his epistles had been treated as encyclical, from the nature of the appeal here made. What valid objection can there be to Peter's referring to the declarations and instructions of Paul, the great acknowledged apostle of the Gentiles, and of the Jews also who lived among them? But, (5) 'The epistle refers to doubts about the coming of Christ, 3: 8 seq.' Undoubtedly it does. But what if any in the churches addressed by it, had interpreted some of Paul's writings as the Thessalonian churches did, i. e. as indicating an immediate coming of Christ; and then, as this did not take place according to their expectation, they began to indulge doubts respecting the whole subject? Was any thing more natural than this, in respect to
such a class of persons? And was it strange that Peter should oppose such doubts, when they took such a turn as to threaten more general skepticism?

Last but not least, De Wette urges 'the want of ancient testimony in favour of the Petrine origin of this epistle.' Still he has given the testimony in its favour more fully than Hug; and the reader may find it spread out in Lardner or Schmid. It seems to be as well supported, in this respect, as the epistle of James; better than the 2d and 3d epistles of John.

Against the Petrine origin, however, some writers of great note have declared themselves: viz., Calvin, Erasmus, Grotius, J. C. Chr. Schmidt, Welcker, Guerike, and (in a modified way) Eichhorn and Ullmanu. For the Petrine origin have contended Pott, Augusti, Dahl, Schmid, E. C. Flatt, Hug, Bertholdt, and recently Olshausen, in a modified sense. The candid and valuable essay of the last named author on this subject is being translated by the Editor of the Bib. Repository, and will soon appear in that work.

Those among the ancient writers who assign reasons for putting this epistle among the άσυρτον δομίνοι, say that the style is so discrepant from that of the first epistle of Peter as to have occasioned this. But this ground depends so much on a matter of taste, and oftentimes on mere first impressions of readers who have not made any minute investigation, that it is always to be admitted with caution. It would be easy, as a matter of fact, to produce many strong resemblances between 1st of Pet. and 2d of Peter.

It has been urged against the genuineness of 2d of Peter, that chap. 2: 1 speaks of false teachers who are yet future, while that of Jude speaks of them as having already arisen, v. 4. But this is said without due consideration. In the sequel of chap. 11, Peter also speaks of these teachers as having already come, and as exercising a pernicious influence. Who can read the prophecies of the Old Testament without recognizing the fact, that almost every where the prophets shift from the future to the present, and from the present to the past? Even so it is in regard to the past and present in the historical books; not in the Scriptures only, but also in other and heathen writers. How can any one, who is familiar with prophetic writings, suggest such an objection as this? Let him look at the tenor of the Apocalypse.

Besides; as to matter of fact, had not teachers already arisen, and would they not continue to develop themselves still more in future? Why should it be strange that the language of the apostle, then, should have respect both to the present and to the future?

\[\text{Note 43. Epistle of Jude. (§ 180 seq. p. 645 seq.)}\]

I do not regard what Hug has said in § 181, as by any means conclusive in regard to the Jude who was the author of the epistle so named in our Canon. In Matt. 13: 55 and Mark 6: 3, James and Jude are
mentioned in connection with Mary the mother of Jesus, as being the brethren of our Lord. From the connection, moreover, in which the passage here stands, I cannot resist the impression, that his own proper brethren according to the flesh are meant. But is this Jude the only one, who is named as a brother of a person who is called James? I think not. In a catalogue of the names of the apostles in Luke 6:16 and Acts 1:13, we find mention of ἵον ὀν ἱκεβρόν. The question here is, whether the ellipsis in this case is to be filled up with ἴον or with ἀδελφός. Jesenius (de authentia epist. Judae), De Wette, Hug, and others, defend ἴον; but our English version supplies brother; and Winer (N. Test. Gramm. p. 160, ed. 3) strongly defends this. He produces Τιμοθέως ὄ Μητροδοκοῦν, sc. ἀδελφός, from Alciphron Ep. 2:2. Clearly this method of filling up the ellipsis is neither impossible nor improbable. The only serious ground of doubt arises from what is implied in the suggestion: 'Why did not the writer, in each of these cases, mention Jude along with ἱκεβρόν Ἀλκειου, if he were his brother?' I acknowledge that this creates some embarrassment. Still, that the general impression among the ancients was, that Jude was an apostle, seems plain from the fact, that they often call him so; e. g. Origen (Comm. in Epist. ad Rom. IV. p. 549), "Judas apostolus in episcopia catholica dicit." So in his De Principis, III. 2. I. 138, "meminit in episcopia sua apostolus Judas." So Tertullian (de Habit. Fem. c. 3), "apud Judam apostolam testimonium possidet."

Schott, whose deliberate opinion on a subject of this nature is worthy of high regard, thinks that the Jude who was the author of this epistle was neither a brother of James the son of Alpheus, nor of James the Lord's brother, but probably the Jude mentioned in Acts 15:22, 27, 32, 33, who was a man in great credit and a prophet, Acts 15:32. He is inclined to believe that Jude the author of the epistle, was a son of Zebedee, and a brother of James the elder and John. According to Acts 15:22, the Judas there mentioned was also called Barsabas, i. e. the son of Sabas or Zabas; which he supposes may be an abridged form of the name Zebedee, as Lucas is of Lucanus, Silas of Silvanus, etc. He assigns, moreover, as a reason for this supposition, that Ἰουδαῖος ἱκεβρόν ἀδελφός (Jude v. 1) must be designed to point out some James preeminent in the church and well known among Christians in general.

This opinion is defended also by Welcker, in his philol. exeget. Clavis, p. 157. It bids fair to make as good a claim as the one advanced by Hug.

The argument, however, adduced by Hug and others against the apostleship of Jude, because he calls himself merely ἱοὺν Χριστοῦ δούλος, amounts to nothing. Does not Paul do the same, in Phil. 1:1? And does he not omit both δούλος and ἀπόστολος in I Thess., 2 Thess., and Philemon? Does not James call himself simply δούλος in 1:1, and John ἀποστόλος in 2 John and 3 John? Nothing important can be deduced from such circumstances.

Much has been said on the quotation, as it is called, from the book of Enoch, in Jude v. 14. A book of this name has recently been obtained in Ethiopia, and an English version of it published by Dr. Lass-
rence, who labours to prove its great antiquity. To my own mind his arguments are not satisfactory. He seems to take it for granted, that Jude has actually quoted from this book; and consequently, that the book must be as old as the times of the apostles. But I regard this argument as merely specious. Why could not Jude quote a traditional saying, as well as a book, the truth and importance of which was generally acknowledged? And why could not the author of the book of Enoch have transcribed this saying, as exhibited by Jude, or taken it as Jude did from tradition, if he wrote after the apostolic age? The coincidence of some passages between the epistle of Jude and the book of Enoch, can prove nothing as to which book was anterior, while tradition is sufficient to account for the passage in either.

I cannot resist the persuasion that comes upon me, from reading the book of Enoch, that the writer was a theosophic Jewish Christian, acquainted in some small measure with the doctrine of the Logos, but deeply immersed in the emanation-philosophy of the East, and striving to make a kind of compound of some things in Judaism, some in Christianity, and more still in the Gnostic oriental philosophy. I am not at all satisfied, therefore, with Dr. Laurence's argument, although learned and ingenious, to prove the great antiquity of the book of Enoch.

But even if it is ancient, and Jude has quoted from it, I do not see how this will destroy (as many have supposed) the authenticity of Jude's epistle. Could not a work of this nature comprise some things which were well founded and true? From what or whom does the apostle quote in Eph. 5: 14? From whom in 2 Tim. 2: 19, in 1 Tim 4: 8, and 2 Tim. 2: 11 seq.?

As to the subject of Satan's dispute with Michael respecting the body of Moses, I apprehend that we must ever fail of giving a satisfactory solution of this passage, until we know something more of the tradition current in the apostle's day in regard to this subject. To those who believe in angelic guardianship and interposition in the affairs of men, the obscurity or difficulty of this subject will present nothing which is very formidable; certainly nothing to shake their faith, or move them to a general skepticism.

The evidence is so strong and so ancient in regard to the early existence and genuineness of this epistle, that few sober critics are disposed to call it in question.

Note 44. The Apocalypse. (§ 184. p. 650.)

The exhibition of the ancient testimonies in favour of the genuineness and authenticity of this book, as made by Hug, is striking, and, as it seems to me, conclusive so far as testimony of this kind can go. The reader may find them more at large in Lardner and in Schmid. The latter wrote and published a learned dissertation on this subject, the title of which is given by Hug, p. 653, Note 3. In the Historia antiqu. et Vindiciae Canonis, etc., § 198 seq., he has given the substance
of this very learned and able discussion, and replied to many of the objections made against the Apocalypse.

In almost all commentators on this book, especially in Eichhorn, Michaelis, Bengel, Herrenschneider, Harenberg, Herder (in his Marana, Lange, Heinrichs, Ewald, Matthaei, Vitringa, Lücke, and others, the reader will find more or less in relation to this subject. In the introductions to the New Testament writings, such as Haenlein, Bertholdt, Eichhorn, Schott, De Wette, and others, he will of course find it discussed. Among all these, Frederic Lücke, in his recent work on the Apocalypse, has most of all distinguished himself for copiousness and extent of investigation. In general, there is a spirit of candour and moderation in his criticisms; although I cannot by any means subscribe to all the positions which he advances.

One of the most recent works on this book, is J. M. A. Scholz, die Apokalypse Johannis erklärt, 1828; which I have not seen. Important hints and discussions of various highly interesting questions, may be found in Bleek, Beiträge zur Kritik der Offenbarung Johannis, in the Zeitschrift of Schleiermacher, De Wette, and Lücke, B. II. p. 253 seq. Steudel, Ueber die richtige Auffassungswise der Apokalypse, Bengel’s Archiv. IV. 2. Lücke, Apokaluptische Studien, in the Studien and Kritiken by him and others, II. 2. p. 304. Also in Vogel, Comm. de Apocalypsi, Part. I—VII. 1811—1816.

The testimony of Justin Martyr, of Irenæus, of Tertullian, Origen, and Cyprian, is so direct and full, as to the Apocalypse being from the pen of the apostle John, that we can hardly find any one book of the New Testament better supported in this respect. Indeed, the most recent opposers of the apostolic origin of this book, such as Schott and Lücke, concede that the external evidence is against them. Their judgment, therefore, is founded on what they deem to be internal evidence.

De Wette, although strongly opposed to admitting it to be a work of the apostle John, still very candidly admits, that the opposition of the so-called Allogi and of Caio of Rome arose rather from their Antimontanism, than from critical reasons. Down to the time of Dionysius of Alexandria, then, i. e. until about A. D. 247, the genuineness of the book remains uncontradicted by any respectable authority.

In modern times, the opposition to the genuineness and even to the authenticity of the Apocalypse has been in many cases very strenuous. Luther seems to have led the van. In the Preface to his Apocalypse, 1552, he has assigned his reasons for rejecting it from the Canon. They are very curious, and deserve a moment’s attention.

(1) “The apostles do not concern themselves with visions; neither does Christ in the Gospels. Nor does any prophet even of the Old Testament exhibit them throughout his work.”

But what book of the New Testament is prophetic, as a whole, or even in any considerable degree, except the Apocalypse? And as to the Old Testament, had Luther not read Ezekiel, Daniel, and Zechariah?

(2) “The writer of the Apocalypse claims a great deal too much for his book. He who takes from it is to have his part in the book of life taken away: and he who adds to it, is to bring on himself all the
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plagues threatened in it. This he should not have said, insomuch as he has written so unintelligibly that no one can make out what holding to his book means; and then there are many other more edifying and important books than this."

But if the writer was truly inspired, it was not inconsistent for him to denounce the rejection of his testimony. As to the obscurity of his book, does that lie in the book itself, or in us? And is our measure of knowledge a proper test of the origin of a book? Luther's last reason, however, which doubtless was the most substantial one in his own mind, is more curious still;

(3) "Let any one obtain from this book what his spirit enables him to do. My mind cannot accommodate itself to the book; and it is reason enough for me not to respect it, that Christ is neither taught in it, nor acknowledged; which above all things an apostle is bound to do, for Christ says in Acts i., Ye shall be my witnesses. I remain, therefore, by the books which give Christ to me clearly and purely."

But why then cannot a doubter in divine revelation in general, or in any particular part of it, plead that his mind cannot accommodate itself to such disclosures? On this ground, indeed, Schulz throws away Matthew, Schleiemacher Luke, Breitschneider and others John, Eichhorn the pastoral epistles of Paul, and Luther James. Where shall we end with such arguments?—Then, as to Christ being found in the Apocalypse, it seems to me, that of all the books in the New Testament this is preeminent in this respect. Christ is the beginning, middle, and end of it; the soul and body, the centre and substance of the whole. His glory, his triumphs, his reign, his kingdom, is all in all.

Luther's example, as we might suppose, emboldened many others to walk in his steps. J. D. Michaelis, Oeder, Stroth, Semler, Merkel, Corrodi, Heinrichs, Cludius, Ewald, De Wette, Schott, Lübeck, Bleek, and others, have, in different ways and with various gradations of sentiment, assailed or called in question either the genuineness or the authenticity, or both, of this book. At the same time it has not wanted defenders. C. F. Schmidt, Reuss, Knittel, Lüdenwald, Augusti, Hartwich, Storr, Haenlein, Schmidt, Eichhorn, Hug, Berthold, Müller, Guerike, and others, have examined and replied to the allegations made against it.

No book in the New Testament has found so many opposers as this; and, what seems to be equally plain, no book has been so much misunderstood and misinterpreted. Nothing can be more evident to an attentive reader of the Hebrew prophets, especially of Ezekiel, Daniel, and Zechariah, than that this book is altogether in the like strain with them. It is indeed and truly—poetry; I mean that, although it is not measure nor parallelism, yet it is throughout, in its essence, in its very life and soul, Hebrew poetic imagery and symbols.

On this ground I do not feel the force of most of the internal arguments against its genuineness, drawn from a comparison of it with the Gospel and Epistles of John. How can we suppose, that simple narrative and affectionate epistolary address should occasion the writer always to move in the same element which is appropriate to prophetic inspiration? That there are, after all, many most striking resemblances of
thought and diction between the Apocalypse and the acknowledged works of John, no candid critic will deny. This we might naturally expect. But that the discrepancies of diction and manner, in a work so entirely different from any of his other ones, should be urged as a strong argument against the authorship of John, does not seem to me to savour of impartiality or of sober and candid judgment.

From the simple statement of the nature of the Apocalypse it appears quite evident, that an interpreter of it must be qualified by a deep and attentive study of the Hebrew prophets, in order to explain with any good success the language of the book. The entire failure of a host of commentators on this book, to command public respect and interest for their efforts, has arisen in many cases, no doubt, from almost or quite an entire want of adequate philological preparation. Not, indeed, that this is all which is needed; but it is at least a sine qua non, in respect to the interpretation of such a book as this.

As this book, however, has lately attracted so much attention, and the interest in it is apparently on the increase, may we not hope that ere long we shall have something besides mere theory and surmises and conjectures to rest upon? Eichhorn has done much to explain the diction. His commentary on this book will be considered, I apprehend, by judges of after-time, as his best work. Yet there are parts of his theory of explanation which are almost revolting, at least altogether incredible. Still this does not obscure, at least it does not extinguish, his merit as an interpreter of words and phrases. He has certainly done much to be commended in this respect; and his book, with some caustics against his own and then visionary or indefensible positions, if laid before our religious public, might do much to check the progress of extravagant speculation and conjecture on the part of those who are not guided or aided by philology, and help to instruct readers as to some proper views of the nature of the diction and of the representations which John employs.
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